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PREFACE.
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v. 1-2 : 1

IT is probable, that the Sungskrita language was formerly the current medium of conversation among the

Hindoos, especially in the north of India ; and that it was gradually corrupted, by a number of local causes, so

at to formthe languages at present spoken in the various parts of Hindoosthan, and perhaps, those of some of

the neighbouring countries. The existence of a language prior to the Sungskrita, called the Hindi, is exceed-

ingly doubtful, and appears to be wholly unsupported by any historical evidence.
D

That the Sungskrita language should have been formed, and brought to its present perfection, by a number

oflearned men, without having ever been a colloquial medium of intercourse, is a circumstance so unexampled

in every other part of the world, and at the same time so totally unsupported by historical testimony, that the

admission of the idea argues no small degree of credulity. We can scarcely suppose, that a language so difficult

ofattainment, and understood at present by so very small a part of the inhabitants of India, should formerly have

been cultivated to such a degree, as to have been the universal medium of learned intercourse, and that in which

all books were written, whether they treated of the abstruse subjects of philosophy and science, or were the

lighter productions of fancy ;-but this must be admitted, if the Sungskrita was never employed as a colloquial

language,

Were weto assert, that the Sungskrita language was never the medium of general intercourse, but was form-

ed by an assembly of learned men, it might justly be asked, when did that assembly meet ? By whom was

it convoked? Was the language formed from previously existing languages as the ground work, or was the

whole an entirely new fabrication ? If the first of these be asserted, we may ask, whether all the words in all the

languages spoken throughout the whole extent of India, from the Indus to the mountains of Arakan, were ad-

mitted, and by what method a mass composed of such heterogeneous ingredients was reduced to such a form ,

as to be clearly derived from less than two thousand roots. If the latter of these positions be asserted, it may

with equal propriety be enquired, What then is become of the languages which were colloquial throughout India

before the Sungskrita was formed ? Were they few or many? and how came it to pass, that they were from that

time so universally discontinued that no vestige of their existence remains ? for it is certain, that the present lan-

guages of India, especially those of the northern provinces, are almost wholly derived from the Sungskrita, that

dialect ofHindoosthanee excepted which is spoken by the higher Moosulmans.

The four languages spoken in the south of India, viz . the Telinga, the Kurnata, the Tamul, and the Mala-

yala, to which may be added the Cingalese, may perhaps form an exception to what has been advanced above;

for though it is a fact, that the number of Sungskrita terms, and of words derived from the Sungskrita, employ-

ed in these languages, make a full half of them, yet we are totally at a loss to account for the origin of the other

half. Some suppose these to have formed the ancient language of the Peninsula, and that the introduction of

A 2
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PREFACE.

iv

Sungskrita terms is comparatively modern . This may be the case in those southern countries ; but in the whole

of those large countries which lie north of the twentieth degree of latitude, scarcely a vestige of such a language

exists, and it is doubtful whether there be one word in a hundred which may not be fairly traced to the Sung-

skrita or the Arabic .

There are at least twenty languages spoken in the north of India, in which scarcely any words are to be

found except those of Sungskrita origin. These are the languages of Kashmeera, of the Punjab, of Mooltan ,

and of Sindh ; that of the country about the mouth of the Indus from Hidurabad to the sea, that of Kuchh,

those of Goojurat, Kunkuma, Bikaneer, Ooduya-poora, Marawar, Bundulkund, Bruj, and Nepala, the Hindoo-

sthanee, the language of Mugudha or South Bahar, the Mahratta language, and those of Assam, Bengal, and

Ootkula, or Oorissa. To this it may be added, that a great number of words in the Pushtoo and Bilochee lan-

The idea therefore of the Sungskrita language
guages, and even in the Persian itself, are evidently Sungskrita.

having been a production of human art must be relinquished, unless some rational account can be given of the

total oblivion of the ancient languages of all these countries, and the almost universal adoption of Sungskrita

terms in their stead.

Most ofthe languages of India are copious, and, were they duly cultivated, would be found capable of be-

ing employed in every kind of composition with advantage : most of the elegancies of style, and delicate shades

ofmeaning, may in their present state be expressed by them with great facility ; and should literature become

an object of more general pursuit in India, and the colloquial languages be more employed in different species

of style and composition, the capacities of these languages would be developed, and the languages themselves

carried to a degree of refinement of which we now have but a faint idea .

The Bengalee language, of which the following is a Dictionary, is almost entirely derived from the Sungskrita :

considerable more than three-fourths of the words are pure Sungskrita, and those composing the greatest part of

the remainder are so little corrupted, that their origin may be traced without difficulty, Words of Arabic or Per-

sian origin bear a small proportion to the whole ; and most of those, the origin of which appears doubtful, may

be generally traced to a Sungskrita or an Arabic origin . Afew Portuguese words, and a few English ones often

so distorted as scarcely to be recognized, are now incorporated therewith, and may be admitted as forming a part

of it.

Till of late, the Bengalee language was almost wholly neglected by Europeans, under the idea of its being a

mere jargon, only used by the lower orders of people. Most of the vernacular languages of India still lie under

the same neglect, from a supposition that the Hindoosthanee is the language universally prevailing, and that the

language of the body of the inhabitants is to be considered as a vulgar corruption thereof, assuming an almost

endless number of local varieties.

The fact is, that the Hindoosthanee, or, more properly, the Hindi language divides itself into two great bran-

ches, one of which is again variously modified by the local forms of pronunciation and termination used by the

great body of the population in most of the provinces beyond Bengal which lie on the north side of the Ganges.

This branch, which is almost entirely derived from the Sungskrita, ramifies and forms the languages of these

different provinces which are denominated Hindoosthan proper. The other dialect, called the Oordoo, con- t

sists almost entirely of words of Arabic or Persian origin. It was engrafted by the Moosulman settlers in Hin-

doosthan on the original Hindi as its stock, and has, with a few exceptions, the same grammatical formation.

1
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PREFACE.

This is spoken by the higher classes of Moosulmans, and is not confined to any particular place ; but is used

by them in all parts of Hindoosthan, and with a greater or less mixture of Sungskrita terms by those Hindoos

who are connected with them. In the large cities, where the Moosulman princes keep their courts, this dialect

is most prevalent, but in places remote from courts and camps it is scarcely known.

However polished and elegant, therefore, the Oordoo dialect may be, it can scarcely be called the language

of any country, and is very imperfectly understood even in Hindoosthan proper, beyond a certain class of socie

ty ; while the Bruj, the Punjabee, the Mahratta, the Bengalee, and the other languages of India enumerated

above, are current through large tracts of country, and are spoken and understood by the whole body of the in-

habitants. These languages, though all derived from Sungskrita, differ from each other as much as most Euro-

pean languages which have a common origin.

The mistaken idea, that the Moosulman dialect of the Hindoosthanee was the most prevalent language in

India, was probably the cause that formerly induced the greater number of those Europeans who came thither,

to study it in preference to all others. Some acquired a good knowledge thereof; but it must be supposed

that the greater number obtained only a very superficial acquaintance with it : with those every possible corrup-

tion passed as current, and laid the foundation of that undefinable jargon still spoken by many, which is equally

unintelligible to natives and Europeans, except those natives, who, by serving Europeans, are habituated to eve-

ry possible irregularity of speech, and by their own ignorance and confidence contribute still more to the con-

fusion.

This imperfect knowledge of the Oordoo dialect being deemed sufficient for all ordinary purposes, the great

body of Europeans were thereby led to despise the vernacular languages of the country, and in consequence to

remain ignorant of them.

Since the institution of the College of Fort William, this prejudice has been gradually giving way. The

Bengalee language has become an object of study, a good number of the Civil Servants of the Honourable

Company, and many other persons resident in India, have made it the object of their attention, and not a few

may be ranked among the number of good Bengalee Scholars.

Some persons are disposed to censure the study of the higher compositions, in the Bengalee and other In-

dian languages, under the idea of their not being understood by the common people, and inapplicable to the

common concerns of life : and every possible corruption of words, every false pronunciation, and every violation

of the rules of Grammar is, on this supposition, by some considered as lawful, and indeed necessary to inter-

course with the bulk of the people.

It is readily admitted, that the common people in India, as well as in other countries, maintain intercourse

with each other without employing many of those words which we find in studied compositions ; the language

ofcommon conversation among people ofthe lower classes, is in every country circumscribed within. narrow

limits. The lower orders of people in India, it is coniessed, pronounce many words in an incorrect manner,

and sometimes use them in an improper sense ; their language also abounds with local phrases, and allusions to

things, which, though sufficiently obvious to them, are equally obscure to those who are unacquainted with their

domestic customs, their mythology, and their current notions on religious and philosophical subjects. But this

is the case in all other countries ; there are, however, but few persons in any country of Europe who would
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form their language upon the model of that dialect which is spoken by ploughmen, menial servants, or labouring

mechanics.

The common people in Bengal, however, though they speak a very circumscribed language, do not so fre-

quently violate the rules of Grammar as might be imagined. They are, it is acknowledged, ignorant of many

refined modes of expression ; and, as may be expected, rustic in their conversation : but they appear to surpass

many other nations in correctness.

It must be confessed, that their writing is shockingly incorrect, and the mis-spelling of words is often so

glaring, as to make it almost impossible to determine what word the writer intended to use .
The common

Sirkars, (as they are called,) and the common tradesmen, sometimes through an affectation of knowledge, and

more frequently through gross ignorance, have contributed their full share to this evil.

The number of books yet published in the language is very small, and they are mostly translations from the

Sungskrita ; no work has yet been published upon any one science, nor a treatise upon any particular subject.

When literature and science become objects of pursuit in Bengal, and works on various subjects are published,

(a period, the approach of which must be desired by every benevolent person, ) many of these terms, which are

now only known to the learned, will become more common, and perhaps the language will be enriched by many

words borrowed from other tongues.

The want of a Dictionary of the Bengalee language has been long felt, especially by the students in the

College ofFort William. Induced by this acknowledged want, and by the official situation which he holds in

that College, and which indeed seemed to require it ofhim, the author of this work engaged therein, and now,

after many delays, presents it to the public.

He has endeavoured to introduce every simple word used in the language, and all the compound terms

which are in common use, or which are to be found in Bengalee works whether published or unpublished . He

has availed himself of every advantage which the labours of others could afford him, particularly those of Dr.

Gilchrist, Dr. Hunter, and Mr. Forster, and is happy to acknowledge the obligation under which he lies to these

writers.

In general, he has avoided introducing the same word in different places, only because it is disfigured by a

variety of spelling. In some instances, it was not easy to determine which of two modes ofwriting a word was

to be preferred, when both were equally sanctioned by custom ; and in such cases both modes are admitted as

legitimate,

progres-

The etymology of words is given , except in a very few instances . It must, however, be freely acknowledged,

that there are some cases in which it is extremely doubtful whether the one given be the true one ; the

sively increasing cultivation of the language will probably remove many of these doubts, and in many instances

rectify the mistakes which inseparably attend the first publication of a work of this nature .

It is possible, that a number of colloquial terms may nothave been recollected by the author, if they were

ever known to him . He therefore takes this opportunity of observing, that he shall esteem it a favour if any

Gentleman will communicate to him any words which he may have omitted, and they shall be inserted in an

Appendix.
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The Bengalee alphabet being defective in one or two instances, such as the want of distinct characters to

express b, v, and w, a dot has been inserted in the middle of the letter when it either has or should have the

sound of v or w. It should, however, be observed , that in words derived from the Sungskrita, two or three ex-

cepted, it must be always pronounced as the English b. In words derived from the Arabic or Persian, it must

as constantly be pronounced like the English w.

The Sungskrita root, or dhatoo, has been chosen for the radix of the verb ; the reason for this, having been

mentioned in the Bengalee Grammar, need not be repeated here. It must, however, be remarked, that when

the verb has been corrupted from the Sungskrita, the most simple form thereof, or that which most resembles

a dhatoo, has been chosen.

A list of the dhatoos, or Sungskrita roots, is prefixed to this volume, and those which are used as the foun-

dation ofwords in the Bengalee language are distinguished by an asterisk.

It would be a mark of vanity and ignorance, to pretend, that there are no mistakes in this work. The wri-

ter is conscious, that, though he has done all which his present acquaintance with the language would enable

him to do, the omissions and mistakes must still be numerous ; and he again repeats, that every correction of

these mistakes will be considered a favour.

SERAMPORE, April 17 , 1818 .

W. CAREY.

•





DICTIONARY, & c.

ALMOST nine-tenths of the words in the Bengalee language are pure Sungskrita, or such as are evidently derived

from that source ; and as that language is almost entirely derived from certain radicals called dhatoos, it has been

thought proper to begin this work with a complete list ofthem.

Certain letters, not belonging to the Sungskrita roots, are, in the following list, joined to them to point out some

peculiarities in the conjugation of verbs in that language. These letters , called unoobundhas, are prefixed to, or follow

the root, as it suits the convenience of the writer. In the manuscript copies of the Gunas or lists of Roots, they are

joined by the rules of Sundh ; but as the Sundhi might occasion mistakes, and can answer no valuable end, it is omit-

ted in the following list, and each unoobundha is expressed in its proper character, separated from the dhatoo by a dash.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE UNOOBUNDHAS.

THE unoobundha is put for the sake of easy pronunci-

ation. This letter, being inherent in the preceding con-

sonant, is not expressed by its proper sign .

Dhatoos with this uncobundha admit the optional in-

sertion of before the affixes and 4 , or their

substitutes, viz. before the affixes of the passive, and

past indefinite participle. See Sungskrita Grammar,*

page 159, Rule 37.

3. This letter denotes, that must be inserted in the

dhatoo. See page 144, Rule 53.

shews, that must not be inserted beforethe affixes

and ofthe passive and past indefinite participles.

See page 159, Rule 36 .

8. Dhatoos with this characteristic letter admit the opti-

onal insertion of before the affix . See page 156 ,

Rule 4 .

3. Those dhatoos which have this unoobundha require

the optional insertion of before the - of any

tense except those called . See page 142, Rule 58.

2. Dhatoos which have this unoobundha must not have

their vowel short when is inserted . See page 462,

Rule 12.

. This characteristic letter denotes, that the vowel of the

dhatoo is optionally short or long when is affixed.

denotes, that must be inserted after the dhatoo in the

See page 148, Rule 86 .tt tense.

See page 148, Rule 86 .

denotes, that the insertion of in the tense is opti-

onal.

denotes, that the dhatoo does not admit vriddhi when

fis inserted. See page 142, Rule 33 .

Dhatoos with this characteristic letter are ofthe class

. See page 144, Rule 51 .

3. This unoobundha denotes, that must be substituted

for the of and See page 160, Rule 44.

3. is not inserted before the terminations of those dha-

toos which have this unoobundha. See page 142, Rule

37 .

denotes, that the dhatoo is of the tenth conjugation

( f . See page 457, Rule 1.

f . Dhatoos with this unoobundha are of the tenth conju.

gation, but may also be of the first, admitting both

forms. See page 458, Rule 5 .

st denotes, that the dhatoo is of the ninth conjugation

( t ). See page 446, Rule 1.

These references are made to the Grammar ofthe Sungskrita Language published by the author of this Dictionary.

B



10 LIST OF THE DHATOOS, &c .

fat denotes, that these dhatoos are of the class called tf .

See page 446, Rule 4 .

. This letter denotes, that the chatoo is ofthe class called

t . See page 307, Rule 3.

denotes, that the dhatoo is to be conjugated in the at-

mune pada when the action is for the benefit of the

agent, and in the purushmi puda when for the benefit

of another. See page 132, Rule 16.

This unocbandha denotes, that the passive participle in

is used to express present time. See page 572, Rule 7.

denotes, that the dhatoo belongs to the class called at .

Dhatoos with this uuvobundha admit the krit affix y

Sce page 602, Rule 115.

Dhatoes which have this unoobundha ad. it the krit affix

fa See page 602, Rule 114,

a denotes, that the dhatoo belongs to the class called rat .

See page 146, Rule 74.

3 denotes, that the dhatoo has a final .

shews, that the dhatoo is of the eighth conjugation (37tfn).

See page 438, Rule 1 .

. Dhatoes with this characteristic letter are of the seventh

conjugation ( 1 ). See page 420, Rule 1 .

denotes, that the duateo is ofthe fifth conjugation ( ).

See page 400, Rule 1 .

deuotes, that the dhatoo belongs to the class called .

See page 511, Rule 9 .

indicates, that the dhatoo belongs to the class called at .

See page 376, Rule 8 .

shews, that the dhatoo belongs to the class tf . See

page 462, Rule 1 1.

fdeuotes, that these datcos belong optionally to the

class ঘটাদি

■ denotes, that the dhatoo is of the fourth conjugation

(f ). See page 378 , Rule 1 .

a indicates, that the dhatoo is of the second conjugation

). See page 206 , Rule 1.1

shows, that the dhateo belongs to the class called E.

See page 144, Rule 52.

fa indicates, that the dhatoo belongs to the fli.d conjuga

tion ). See page 358, Rule 1 .

1

denotes, that the dhateo belongs to the class called ft.

See page 144, Rule 50:

Dhatoos with this unoobundha are ofthe sixth conjuga

tion ). See page 510 , Rule 1 .

shews, that the dhatoo belongs to the class . Sce

page 510, Rule 1 .

shews, that the krit affix & may be affixed to these roots,

and that the feminines are made by . See page 605,

Rule 128.

1
7. Dhatoos with this unoobundha are peculiar to the Veda.

The dhatoos , st, and , are called .

The dhatoos , FH, E, and fog, are the class it.

Dhatoos with an unoobundha S, and a final consonant,

have a grave accent.

"

Dhatoos with an waoobundhi and are ofthe class call-

ed of . See page 118, Rule 86, and page 173, Rule

29.

3

Dhatoos with one vowel, which have an initial consonant

and a final , do not admit the insertion of I except,

however, fat, fat,, »Î, L, F, L. 1, §F, T-S, and(—X.

The dhatoos are arranged in the alphabetical order of

their final letters, except thosein the last section, which

is an appendix, consisting of roots mentioned in some

grammatical rules, and on that account called Soutra

( a dhatoos. Very few verbs are formed from those

roots.

The explanation of the dhatoos is expressed in Sungskrita

by a noun inthe seventh case indicating that the root

is used in that peculiar sense, this has been adhered to

in the following list, but to avoid the perpetual repeti-

tion of"This root is used in thesense of" a dash ispre-

fixed to the explanation, which is intended to indicate

that the above phrase or something similar must be sup

plied. It must not be concluded fromthis that dhatous

are either nouns or verbs. The`radical idea alone is in-

tended to be conveyed.

Some of the dhatoos are variously written. All the differ-

ent ways of writing them are included in the following

list ; on which account they often appear to be more

than the number specified.
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LIST OF DHATOOS.DHATOOS.

Meaning.

, this word is used in the sense

Dhatoo. Unoobundha..

315-38,

of paging, marking.

But, ditto.
-54,

J -3 ,

-म-ज् क,

उसक

37273-38,

আন্দোল–ত্ক,

87—36,

125-34,ক,

কথ–ড়ক,

4-37,

fata,-sharing out.

Jul, ditto.

-asking.

I,—losing sight, being blind.

3 -committing sin.

water -disregarding, contemning.

-swinging.

afted, lessening.

AFCIACH::,———strength ;—-power or

splendor.

tega -speaking or fortaing sin-

tences.

stan atjegți,—moving, enumerating.

This dhatoo admits any meaning which is necessary to

the sense ofthe sentence, and is therefore called arta,

the cow which gives whatever any one wants.

-slackness or unloosing.

3 , ditto.

Jul, ditto.

21-32,

81-34,

81-34, f -dissecting or piercing.

কালোপদেশে, —reckoning time or ex.

pressing the portions of time by

their names.

atia s - speaking muck in a

few words, giving counsel.

-playing.WE

2237-37,

(4-34,

341, ditto.

aua fanua 5,—giving counsel,—con-

veying knowledge by hearing.

t -shrinking up.

fat -caus ng wonder.

Dhatoo. Unoɔbundba

-

কূপ–ड्रुক,

সুপ --- ক,

ফোট*~- ক,

CAT 5*—— ,

খেচ*্ — ক,

গৰ্ব্ব — ত কউ,

গুহ ত্ কর্ড,.

গণ– ক,

গবেষ*—ত ক,

গোষ—তুক,

L'ALIK,

গহ— ,

চিত্র- ক,

-

85*—34,

ছদ–তকু

fory- 34,

ছেদ– ক,

তীর-ত্ ক,

32-33,

ঃখ–उ॒ক,

দণ্ড—-ত ক,

ধূন*—ক,

fata -32,

পেত্রোল*—তক,

পট* তুক ,

Mending,

-burning, advising.

-weakness.

throwing.

-binding or setting in a socket,

as precious stones, & c.

-throwing.

G , ditto.

Seating.

ditto.21,

-thunder.

-pride or boasting.

STE,-taking.

F -emmerating.

· 4,—searchingfor.

Ca-besmearing or plistering.

A ,—giving advice.

SEA,-beingthick, as grass, a forest,

&c.

ক্ষণিকেক্ষণে লেখো দুতে চ catching a

glance or look,--drawingfigures or

painting-wonder.

-tricking or swindling.

-covering.

-perforating.

-dissecting.

int finishing works.

Atio,—shrinking up.

31,—spreading out.

34 , -suffering affliction.

3 ,-inflictingpunishment.

―ultering sound.

1 ,—spreading out.

da,—being impatient or fickle.

( 13,—wrapping round or surround-

ing,

B2
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,

Meaning. Dhatoo . Unoobundha.

(WRITE,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha .

fa ,—being green.

Meaning.

tatae ,—reckoning time.

t-seeing.

Sist,-sharing out.

stest -wrapping round,-shar-

ing out.

fast -cutting,-purifying.

,-fanning.

-power or strength.

T -a wound or bruise, -also a

pustule.

,-being slack or weak.

, ditto .

পদ—তকউ,
গতৌ,—moving

-

পশ* ~ত্ক,
স্পর্শমত্যোঃ বন্ধৰবিয়োশ, touching, mov

ing,-binding, obstructing.

ৰ‡– ক,

ৰট– ,

পষ*—·ङ्क,

43-32,

, ditto.

-moving.

পরি –তক,

পলল*— ,

পল্যুল*—ত্ ক,

পুট— ক ,্

-being majestic or supreme,

কৰ্ম্মণা , সমাপ্তৌ ,—finishing works.

GU, ditto.

লাল*—ত্ক,

লল*— ক, , ditto.

ৰীজ –হ্ক,

-cutting,—purifying.

-being in contact.

ৰীয় —ত্ক উ,

-taking or accepting.

ৰণ—– ক,
সঙ্গচূর্ণে,

শথ*— ক,
পক্ষ—তক,

ভাম*—ক,

ভাজ —ত্ক,

মৃগ—ত্ক উ,

মহত্ক,

BEIGE,

মন—ত্ক,

FLY

ELGP,

নিশুত্ক,

রহ–ত্ক,

রস— ক,

কপ–ত্ক,

রচ—তর্ক,

,—being angry.

পৃথককৃত্যা –separating.

si -searchingfor.

-worshipping or paying respect.

-expelling urine.

-holding.

-forbearing.

, ditto.

T - mixing.

st, abandoning or leaving.

-tasting,-loving tender-

ly.

5343 ,-giving a form.

-making orforming.

,—being disagreeable.

শার*—ত্ক,

HULIT,

শাম* ত্ক,

শূর— ক,

শট*–ত্ক,

শ্বঃ*—ত ক্,

xita- 34,

ষম*~~ত্ক,

BI*—IT,

সজ্ব– ক,

সাম* —ত্ক,

321, ditto .

-counsel or advice.

fata,-valour or power.

5,—improper or indecent talk.

, ditto.

অভ্যাসে অতিশয়নে ওপধারণে , repeating

so as to learn by heart, -excessive

action,-dress.

taga , agitation or distress.

Gul, ditto .

-comfort.

Gu, ditto.

সংগ্রাম —উঞ ক, যুদ্ধে, - -war .

ঈপ্নে,---a desire to get.

-
কক্ষ–তক,

র’হ*—ত্ক, st -moving.

fa ,—giving signs of life, viz. mov-

-shining or looking well.

FB*—3 F,

ing, &c.

লস* —ত্ ক,

, ditto.

C -throwing.

2, ditto.

-wishingfor.

, dit.o.

লড়—তক,

লাড়—ত্ক,

লল— ক,

বর–ত্ ক,

ཅཝ,

ৰস—ত ক্,

ৰসি— ক,

ৰিত্ত—ত্ক,

ৰতি—তুক,

স্তুতিৰিস্তারে শুক্লাদ্যত্যুক্তিদীপনে , praising,

-enlarging,-colouring-making

exertions,―shining.

-dwelling.

★ ,—adding a quality to any

thing.

st -moving.

·Grist,—abandoning, (viz. giving alms.)

sifs cuts a 6,-motion,-serving,

-happiness.

ল্পহ —ত্ক,

ਸ  ੋ * -ਤਨਾ,

স°ট*— ক,

সভাऊ* —ত ক,

স্থূল-ত্কউ,

FELGY,

সত্ৰ*- কউ,

সূচ— ক,

স্বর—ড্ক,

स्रुেন*—- ক,

স্তোম* —ত্ক,

स নु*—ক,

সার—তক,

সুখ— ক,

ফুট— ক,

FAIGE,

स्र নु* -- ক,

সাম* ~~~ ক,

-manifestation.

321, ditto.

mata fa -serving - shewing

esteem .

TA,-enlarging.

,—disposing in rows or putting in

order.

ANA And,—connection,-extension .

t - indicating or making known.

-reproof.

Ú,-theft.

,—applauding.

-thunder.

-weakness.

,-being happy.

fa -expanding.

-collection.

-ultering sound.

Gu , ditto.
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha. Meaning.

-swinging or rolling.
হিল্লোল –ত্ক,

The number of simple dhatoos which end in are an hun-

dred and thirty-two. is twice inserted on account

of its being conjugated in different pudas, which makes

the number amount to more than specified, but those

two must be reckoned as the same dhatoo.

2-5,

stt- fa,

sti- ,

51,

Jut- ,

t- st,

জাম,

D*—a,

1,

-being denominated or

known,-speaking.

luf,-applause,—being produ-

ced.

s -motion.

st - smelling or receiving a scent.

-becoming old or decaying.

knowing.

যারণে আলোকনে নিশানে তোষণে স্ততৌ,–

beating, shewing,-sharpening,-
-

pleasing,-applause.

-ordering or commanding.

-cutting.

ata,-giving. N. B. All the old gram-

marians write this dhatoo and reject the in the

application of grammatical rules.

32, ditto .

—being in distress or destitute.

t -sleep, -feeing.

1-52 for.

দরিদণ—ফল ,ু

-a,

* +fa, atad qalama,—holding,—increasing,

giving.

ম,

1*- ,

* 해

sit,

afa ,—kindlingfire,―uttering

noise.

d -eating.

--fullness.

-drinking.

-ultering sound,-weigh-

4—5,
-preserving.

-shining.

- far,

ing or measuring.

4-a,

HISI,

ম্বা,*

,—measuring.

, ditto.

heart.

- ,

র*–ল,

ata,

,—repeating so as to learn by

st ,-motion.

akasaa 6,—giving, -taking.

,-taking.

autf@sforarty.—obtaining happiness,

-motion,-serving.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

STARFEৰাল,

***— *,

861-2 ,

Meaning.

(8,—moving,-injury.

-perspiration.

M& -ripening,-cooking.

tasty or standing also being

situ ed.

ta,

হা- ও
কলি,

GINN,-leaving. No. The of this

dhatoo does notdenote its being of the tenth conjugation
,

but is merely put to distinguish
it from the next dhatoo.

হা*–ও উ লি, stol, motion.

cat - purifying or bathing.

The original dhateos which end in are twenty four.

The number in the above list is thirty- five, eight being

repeatedly inserted, and some of them more than once.

ૐ. يملاع

*- ,

ইউল,

strol,—motion.

3 , ditto.

-recollection.

-reading, or study. This and

the foregoing dhatoo are always preceded by ft.

কি*--রলি,

ফি

F*,

-

* শ,

চিরি*—রন,

,

চিনঞ,

fo-x,

চি–কমি,

জিরি*—র ন,

জি,

বি*– ,

ft'-",

মি'– নঞ,

fa _ *} ,

Fat-23,

fat#-72,

শ্বি*—টুঐ ও ইক ,্

fx-s,

fa*—ast +,

–িক.উ,

fε'-7,

,-knowing.

f -injury.

¶¶¶nt:,—decry,—grand ur.

stort ,-dwelling -motion.

f -injury.

foot -collecting.

J , ditto.

, ditto.

f -injury.

fs ,—conquering.

-beingsuperior, -conquering, also

acceding to.

-holding.

SM ,-motion.

C -throwing.

sh ,-motion (quick).

A,—serving.

fata-sharpening.

sis -motion,-increase.

Far -smiling.

-binding, fastening.

-disrespect.

As ),— enlarging,-motion.

The number of original dhatoos ending in is nineteen.

, and fs are inserted several times, which makes

the number in the list twenty-six.
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha,

*

Meaning.

কান্তি গতি ব্যাপ্তি ক্ষেপ পুজন দিনে,-de-

sire, motion,--occupying space,

-throwing, conceiving in the

womb,-eating.

ng - buying, or bartering.

-growing old.

Meaning.Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

five. and are twice inserted ,, and at thrice,

and fourtimes, on which account the number in the

above list is thirty- six.

3- $,

*-

झे' ऊँ य,
st31 ,-motion.

ཏཱ ཎཾ … ༄ f - injury.

41- x & st,

কু–উ,

t-fsi fa,

কু—ল,

1-$ 3, st ,-motion..

কু-ণিউ,

VIS, ATMI,——motion in the air orflying.

भी 3,
t -gelting or taking.

** -3,

17*-- 3, -decay.

ཨཱ ཝཾ – པཏུཾ ཝནཱ, car sì,—play,-shining.

8*-ft 9,

*--€,

— 3, ala

st- x, 3 ,-gratifying.

Gu, ditto.

পী–উয ,়

1*- ,

ভী—লিঞি,

-drinking.

T -fear or dread.

-nourishing,-fearing.

জু্যু* উ,

aning - worship,-disregard,

zetted,-glossiness, -satisfying.

les , love ,-glossiness .

*

-uttering sound or bleating.

tin -covering.

3 - sneezing.

R -ullering sound.

gu, ditto.

আৰ্ত্ত স্বরে, —groaning.

CA,-sharpening.

1
making a noise (inarticulase).

facet -expelling the faces.

-uttering inarticulate sounds.

Ju , ditto.

, ditto.

THA ATIA,—laughing, enduring

stort - moving.

32:, ditto.

21, ditto.

1*-st for,

21-7 , at -killing.

1*- , Gu , ditto.

17'-fe, SUN AGIT ,—Motion,-mind.

31*-fit,

রী*—উযও,

লী* কি,

am ,-killing,-motion.

স্ফরণে, ~~ooging.

-melting or liquifaction, pro-

perly,-moving he melted substan

ccs.

ffa,-embracing.ली- 3,

at-fir. Gut, ditto.

1*-fst,

**-first,

zut, ditto.

বেত্রী- র স্ক ল উুঁ,

stat -motion.

কান্তি গতি াস্তি ক্ষেপ পূজন খদিতে, glos-

siness, motion,-occupying space,

hrowing,--conception in the
-

scomb,-eating.

TI*— ,

---

*

Gu , ditto.

fa, -swiftness.

start -motion. N. B. Some gram-

marians do not admit this dhatoo."

૫* 7 4,

w -praise.

-employment or a liveli-

hood,-calling - injury, being

full.

Hol sol,—oozing,—motion,

sto -motion.

-repentance.

দ'ু – টু 3 ন,

म.ू*

मू* – ल,

1, ditto.

3 ત ,

&
-- হৈৰ্য্যোপসর্পণে,

afla,-motion towards an object.

-trembling.

-stedfastness, motion.

N. B. According to some, this dhatoo should be

ধ্ৰ*ু—শি,-

9-**

u , ditto.

sat,

,-motion.

ditto.

farid af ,—mixing, not mixing.

-binding.

fa -reproach, or derision.

-uttering sound.

st -killing,-motion.

ST37,-motion.

St ) 1 - motion,-hearing.

71-5,

37*-fst st,

Ju , ditto .

skreening, or covering.

27*- ,
Gal, ditto. T

a1*-fst, start it ---motion, -skreening, or -st,

covering. —ক ,

-উলঞি,
-sleeping.

ক—ল,

st, afs, concoction or cooking. * ,

डी*-लि.
-shame. **

The number of original dhatoos ending with is twenty." ,
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Diaton. Uneobundha.

*-4 ,

पूज,

ཙ - །,

न.ू

2,

- ༣ ཁོ,

Meaning.

5A1 (HE NF ALL, —aiming at, —bath-

ing, pain,-churning or violently

agila ing.

31,-motion.

Mð ÍÓ JĦT':,—motion,—being

grand, bringing forth young.

ITÚ LAITIS,—beinggrand,―bring

ingforth young.

--oozing.

51,--praise.

-binding.

Meaning.

as),—bringingforth young.

Dhatoo. Unoobundhe.

लू ---উ,ি

༢-59༢,

$ 3,

fofa,-cuiting.

sus, ditto.

t—throwing.घ - ,

The number of dhatoos with a final is thirteen.

5

q and

are thrice inserted, and four times, which makes

the number in the above list twenty two.

fa‚——-injury.

motion .

qida stait ,-getting - motion.

-killing.

-doing or making.

,

, -motion,-being 4- রনি,

——
grand, bringing forthyoung.

*,

*-27,

কৃঞদড ,় Ju , ditto.

cama¤A,—-offering a burnt offering,

ঘ ,ৃ"

q'—a fol,.

-નિ

₹–उल,

st37,-motion.

-overspreadingor overflowing

(as liquids, &c )

Fr ) M3),—oczing,—motion.

-eating.

co ,—theft.

The number of simple dhatoos ending in 8 is thirty-three.

is a dhatoo of doubtful authority; & ☛

and are twice inserted , and thrice, and four

times, which makes, the number in the above list to be

fifty.

at-f $,

1-4st,

जू*

জাগ্--* .

१.*

আর্তস্বরে,- groaning.
*

-uttering sound. N. B. Accord

ing to Jimini, this is written and according to

Rama-Nathu ;Joomu u says

ร 3,

4- ক,

st*-3 Ft,
fabs -expelling the fœces. ** 9,

Tata, --praising. This is writter q. ac I* fa,

cording to Vururo@chi.

-SJ, carth,-repent‹ nce or regret.

ཊྛཎཾ - ན ཝཱ, mâ mò,—ki!ling,-motion.

སྔོ -མ [ f,

? ' - ,

321, difto.

321, ditto.

5,

-trembling or cousing to tremble.

1-$ 1,

-Th ,

a 4,

ct ,—purifying.

32 , ditto.

3 , ditto.

3 -spuking.

ghan - blaining.

, ditto.

gfa foscut fact - purity,--anxiety,

-mixing.

stat,-beingor exis ".wce, also—com·

5

1
0
4

ing into being.

প্न,

*-*$

ভ —ূলিডঞ,

3-13 *,

ofthe first

S

?—a st,

বৃঞ,

ব,,–ক,

7-8 st,

4-3,

throwing water.

321, ditto.

if ( te 5,——shining,—throwing wa.

ter.

catata,—throwing water,-- cover-

ing.

-hting or despising.

st -awaking.

ta,—favouring or respect.

st -stopping.

fe - crookedness.

f-473) Hol,—being - situated,—-holding.

3 , dito.

1 - holding.

-fallingfrom.

HATA,——nourishing.

---
nourishing, -filling.

o ,—gratification.ད.

at -labouring or acting.

fque,—holding --nourishing.

32 , ditto. N. B. When this dhatoo is

conjugation, it is used in the sense offiling.

3 - dying.

is -skreening or interposing.

JU1, ditto.

gul, ditto.

-serving.

więtaзtai:,—ullering sound,-heat

or vexation.

-spreading out, (as clothes on a

bed, &c.)

gut, ditto.

3-73

স্ক,
sat,
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha. -Meaning.

স-র লি, st ,-motion.

म ,् Ju , ditto.

म्म.ू -recollection or remembering.

म, g —anxiety or care.

खून,

love

* न,

হৃ– লির,

love, or gratifying,-

alfogtatara,—love or gratifying,—

preservation, breathing.

cafe , crookedness.

HATIF ,—acting suddenly.

preservation, breathing.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha. Meaning.

*E

teen. , and are twice inserted, and , and

thrice, which makes the number in the list twenty five.

( *_t,

( *—4,

ৰে- -ঐঞ,

জ্যে* –ঐঞ,

7-14,

-nourishing.

,—drinking.

tata -exchanging articles.

-sewing.

-interposition.

,—mulation or a desire to sur-

pass,―ultering sound. ».

The number oforiginal dhatoos, with a final is six .
FIP, † ‚—robbing, i . e. taking byforce

orfraud.
কৈ,

twenty-one.

The number of original dhatoos which have a final ↑ is

and are twice inserted ; &,, I,

thrice, and , and four times, which makes the

number in the above list forty-two.

ক্ষৈ,*

tat,*

st,

**_ fst, State,-motion.
st,

জৈ,*
** ath, f ™‚—injury.

A
l fat-throwing.

ta—s,

দৈর্

ST

ཎཙཾ ,

কউ,

fa ,-knowing arts.

fauty Fastra, -making known, or

knowing arts.

দৈ,*

th.

ST—art,
-

Fastala, vomiting or swallowing, viz.

tas,

passing up or down the throat.
ta *

S**—fst,

কি,fst fæ,

জ—ইর ঘময, G2 , ditto.

, ditto.

3

-Est,
2

প্যৈ–উ,

-u'tering sound.

G -becoming old or decaying.

পৈ,*

ਹੋਸ਼ ,

তবে--- সভিতৰে প্লু , crossing over a

river,-prevailing over,―floating.

ਹੋਰ ,

ta#-3,

শৈ,*

fsf ,-fearing.

* 지,

मृग,

नa-fir,

fst,

, ditto .
***—$,

fanta,-tearing or cracking.
ta,*

-right orjustice.
t*,*

G1, ditto.
2

st--fas fst for, Ha ,—nourishing,—filling.

tw ,*

2

**_fst,

s- fst,

-filling.

—interposing-filling.

glofs -maintenance,-frying,

-abusive language.

at ,—klling.

f —injury.

ta,*

সৈ,*' ,

সৈ,*

-fst,
z

7 -Est ,上

* —1st,

-fst,

-fst,

-interposing.

JU , ditto.

-covering.

The number of original dhatoos which have a finale is six-

-uttering sound.

-decay.

স্থৈর্য্যে খনন হিংসয়োঃ,—stedfastness,

-dig,-injury.

stta,-singing.

F -being sad or in afading state.

1 ,-decay.

, nourishing.

cœÃ¿A —purifying.

, despising or abhorrence.

,—sleeping.

foot -thinking or meditation.

-filling, gratifying.

-increase.

,—drying.

-fading, or the decay of

beauty or glossiness.

-utteringsound.

cntia,—drying.

,-perspiring.

-concocting or cooking.

stol,-motion.

FI,-decay.

-wrapping round.

2007- collection,--uttering

sound.

G2 , ditto .

fs, cooking or concocting.

FST -decay.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is twenty-

five. t and t are the same dhatoo, differently writ

ten, on which account the number in the list is twenty-

six.

(T)*—I, -cutting
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Dhates. Unoobundha.

A*-I,

-I,

*-1,

Meaning.

faezgakatterifoa-resolving or en-

joying,-instructing in religion or

manners, doing right.

-cutting.

—whetting, or reducing in size

or consequence.

-destruction.

The number oforiginal dhatoos with a final is five.

া —ই ,,

-23

-ইউ,

faz -a

R -47,

,

-marking or describing.

Sõit aaf,—moving,—marking.

Z - moving crookedly.

-heat,-praise.

-laughing.

---inwardly desiring, but

only expressing it by a slight sign, or

expressing of a desire by hints,

7517,—going, or moving.

rectiv.ng.

,-killing.

HTİY¥Ã :,—resisting or returning

a blow,-sitisfaction.

-touching orfeeling . N. B. This

is an uncommon sense of the word * , but is that

here given by the commentators.

f.7.-2,

,-suffering pain.

, ditto.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

दूङ–कि,

Meaning.

-canine sound. N. B. When

this dhatoo is of the first conjugation, it means canine

sound, viz. barking or howling. When it is of the tenth

conjugation, it means simply sound.

মন্ত্র –S,

dhatoo with .

মহ*–উ,

মক্ — ইউ,

রেক্ - ཝཱ $,

রক*——ক,

* ल,

লোক্— কঙ্ক,

-motion. N. B. Some write this

GU, ditto.

sts , -adorning,-motion.

t -doubting.

aku ata,—tasting,―oblaining.

u , ditto.

-splendor.

-seeing.

sol,-motion. Some write this dha

, ditto.

atau sal,-crookedness,-motion»

Saha, receiving.

Stat ,-speaking.

1,-enduring, or forbearance.

লোক– উ,

ব * উ,

too with a.

* S,

70*-33,

Je* s,

বল্ক–ক,

শক্—ঞয,

শক —ন ইরও,
1,-ability.

-fear,-doubt.

--motion.

.32 , ditto.

* ইউ, SIN, ditto.

***

**** ,

Gul, ditto .

throwing water, -motion.

শক ইউ,

ক*—ই$,

*** ,

ཎཱ - ཨཱ ཝཱ ,

Fix - $,

15,3--23,

Glas-23,

foot--& 5,

3 , ditto.

-binding.

$ 3 ,-motion,

, ditto.

, ditto.

341, ditto.

Gut, ditto.

*** 3,

R**-23,

killing.

--
scolding or reproving,

cat ,-living in misery.

ETA TA,—enduring,-laughing.

5979) f437é—shining, inferring.

s3 , -motion.

FRANCE,—Sound,-increase,

u , ditto.

71-3, -destroying.

, ditto. 4

२३-
-weighing or measuring.

ভানদ্ব্যবহারে গণৈর্মতৌ, acting improper-

ly -going slowly.

শীক*―কি,
i _—-touching, hrowingথেকে,—-touching,

water. N. B. Some say this dhatoo is used in the sense

ARANG ANG AKA -composing verses,

—creating,—relinquishing.

of tata-forbearing.

लौক-85,

** 7,

শুল্ক*——ক,
Sta,--speaking.

-creating-relins

quishing,-speaking.

चत्र *—G,

ਹ --- ਧ,

-moving.

21, ditto.

stats,―resisting or returning a

blow.

, ditto.

att-touching.

Cat stop ,-throwing water,-motion..

st3JP ,-motion.

321, ditto .

ditto.

, ditto.

মी কি,

সী **3,

ཡུ – ཏྲེ ཙཾ ,

& , তথা,

( * ,

C



18 LIST OF THE DHATOOS,

Dhatoo. Unosbundhu.

18-4,

FI-ST,

Meaning.

কূজে,-inarticulate sound, or kiccup.

•™‚—injury.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is fifty-nine,

In the above liste, fsæ, sa cata, «ffs, and ste, are

each inserted twice, and

sixty-nine,

and , thrice, which make

test,—relinquishing.

Dhatoo. Uneobandha. Meaning.

জুগ-

* st ,—motion.

ST -shaking or trembling,

*

-motion.

ইথ, sol,—motion.

** , ditto.

**- , Tui, ditto.

SNIZ 1, ditto.

Sat,

사

ㄗ ,

44.

*- ,

Sta*-

নথ ,্

যথ*

N'I

WNIN

রা,*

Gu , ditto.

Citatmaz 18,—drying,—adorning,

-power-preventing.

TH -laughing.

Ju , ditto.

suit , ditto .

$ 37,-motion.

coltatmafcat:,—-drying,—-adorning,

.—power,—preventing.

, ditto.

d -moving.

, ditto.

J2N,

21, ditto
.

ditto.

, ditto.

রিখ*—ই, 2, ditto.

রাফ *্—৪,

-power,-preventing.

নাফ *্ —ঞ্চ, , ditto.

Taart,

cattatats,---drying,--adorning,

A - writing.

Part-3 -motion.

- apar,* , ditto.

Gu , ditto.

, ditto.

* , ditto.

witer- , -occupying space.

, ditto.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is twenty-

one,Z , SA, T , . , and , are twice inserted

which makes the number in the above list twenty- eight.

অগ্—ই,

si -tortuous motion.

stз -motion.

ইগ্—ই, , ditto.

Fɔ*—I A, fort , ditto.

ST

মাগ —ক,

মাগ–কি,

3 * ,

ASIA,

-slipping, or falling

from,-trembling,-motion.

{{• at=πcuts,—injury,—váin glory.

sfd,—moving.

#ººfd,—cleansing,-moving.

—searchingfor.

-relinquishing.

t -fear or doubt.

at aksi,—tasting,—oòtaining.

S3),—motion.

Sui, ditto.

রগ—ই,

রিগ*—ই,

fast- Bu, ditto.

লিগ্—ইক,

*-

বুগ্*—ই,

বল্গ,

শগ*—ই,

শ্লগ* —ই,

B *— A,

s * —1 4,

dhatoo is

fora,-delineating.

M37 Ma,—motion,—limping or being

lame.

,—being with or coming inte com

tact.

MMA,—lasting,—obtaining.

a -limping or being lame.

☛s,—relinquishing.

-motion.'

, ditto.

gut, ditto.

-withdrawing or concealing.

But, ditto. N. B. Some say that this

Gut, ditto.

ĦA,—moring.

স *—মএ,

অগ্*——মএ, ut, ditto.

रु*-

লগ* –ম এ,

HA,—withdrawing or conecaling.

Gut, ditto.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is twenty-

seven. In the above list at , fast, are inserted

twice, and T. and at, thrice, which makes the number

thirty-four.

34,

অর —্ইউ,

sta.."

চঘ* ,,

মূল্যে, vaue.

stedì fantagatay.—motion - reproach,

-beginning, moving swiftly.

-laughing.

Jut, ditto.

-striking, (so as to kill.)

1



OR SUNGSKRITA ROOTS.

Dhates Uneobandhe.

174-7,

ম –5উ,

মঘ–ই,

রঘু –ই হ,ু

MIS,

at- $

लघ,ु–ই3,

4-3

—ই ≈,

T -ES,

S

ཝ ཏཱེུ –ན ;

and

and

Meaning.

tsa,-striking, (so as to kill.)

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

কচ,ু

ut, ditto.
কচ -ু

SPA

test --relinquishing,-preserving

-labour,-being wide, or

ক,ু,

extended-strength.

-ability.

কৈতৰগতৌ নিন্দারম্ভঅন্বেষ, pretence -mo

tion,-reproach,--beginning -swift-

mess. N. B. Some say this dhatoo on-

ly means pretence and swiftness,

-adorning.

fa, shining.

stat -moving.

-ability.

, ditto.

art:,-swiftness,-motion.

catta,-dryness, or decrease.N. B. This

dhatoo also means motion.

fafa ,-shining.

sical famisgaze -motion -reproach,

-beginning,-swiftness.

taha,-smelling.

-applause.

,-attack, or challenge, also,

-accusation in a court of law.

fram,-injury.

, ditto.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is twenty.

are the same dhatoo differently written ;

are twice inserted, and a thrice. This makes

the number in the list twenty-five.

, ditto.

-worship or honour.

-honour orattendance.

অচ –্ইঞ,
, ditto.

BTS

-

STT,-motion.

faceted stol,-unintelligible speech,

-motion.

-clearness or being evident.

t -inseparable union.

-praise.

কচ*্—S,

গুন*—ও ইর,

গ্রুচ্ –ও ইর ,্

Meaning

-making a noise or murmuring.

,-binding, -splendor.

Gul, ditto.

to -motion.

SCT,-motion,-crooked-

ness, contempt.

ভূতিপত্যোকভুজৌ , theproductionof wealth

-the production ofpurity.

st3 ,-motion.

চৌর্যে, —theft.

গ্লুচ*্—ও ইর, 1, ditto.

88-3,

চচ –্কিউ,ঁ

---

纣*——羊,

ত *–3 4,

उ্য*–3,

*-3

x—,

1918 ,

পর —ভুঞ ও ধ্ব

পর*-এউ,

পর্’–ইউ,

পর্ –ইউ,-

পরকি

51,-motion

87551,-speech, --reproof,-motion

S -speech,-reproof.

Gu , ditto.

, ditto.

-contracting or shrivelling up.

-motion.

, ditto.

T -skreening or covering.

CAC ,-cutting.

-cooking or concocting.

, ditto.

-making clear or evident.

-stretching out.

-binding-union.

-union orbringing into contact.
98-8

পচ্ ল3,

মচ*্—ই,উ,

But, ditto.

77

–ইউ,

চ্ह,

48-14443,

চ* —ইক্ওঁ,

মুচ *্— ইর ও

ਕਾ * 8,

1

* 8,

ཅ— མ་ ཅན

রোধপর্ককৌটিল্যলেখনে , hindering , auni- রিচ্-কি,

on-crookedness,-writing.

-making a shrill sound.

**K5,—contractingor shrivelling up.

রিং-ই ঞৰ ঐ,

FI89,

L

st: height, holding,

-worship or honour,-splendor.

--breakingin tomorsels,

--selfconfidence, -deceit orimposition.

t -liberation or unloosing.

ir,

, ditto.

, ditto.

ditto.

stari ,-motion.

, ditto.

, ditto.

24, ditto.

, ditto.

, ditto.

Tasking or begging.

wwwfæentsicut:,—union, -separation.

fums -flowing.

প্রীতিপুকাশয়োঃ ,—iove,-display.

-shining or appearing,

C3
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LIST OF THE DHATOOS,

>

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.
Meaning.

ঈক্ষে,— perception.

बलुन्ड ,*,

75-3,

ya,-taking away or removing.

Zs,-speaking.

-giving orders or requesting

a person to do or bring a thing.

-speaking.

far-ix fat 3 , -discrimination or separation.

75-7,

25-79

বাচ্-শি,

77-
--

23-3,

36-3 ,

চ— 4,

*15-3,

শ্ব * ইউ,

* -3,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha .

মূর্ছ—সা,

*

ata- 3

-ক,

लज्

-pretence,-being or be-
ৰিছে –শ,

ing possible.
ৰাজ -ই,

A -deceiving.

Star -motion. Tot, *

50*—311,
,
-shining.

w -cutting.

51,-skreening or interposing.

stort -motion.

Gu, ditto.

Jul, ditto.

শুই র যঞ ,

$5,

5

f -speaking.

exico Fanized cap ,
-purifying, --sepa-

rating, putridity.

শোকে,
-sorrow or grief.

5 ,-throwing water.

I ,-connection.

st3 ,-motion.

-oozing orflowing.

--favour or kindness.

145 x 37,

5- $,

The number of original dhatoos ending in is fifty.

হীছ,*

Meaning.

CARE BETT -less of sensation,-

altation.

aten, -disregard or inattention.

4 - discriminating by a sign or to-

ken.

1, ditto.

fata - splendor.

st31,--motion.

-desire.

f ,—forgetting.

, ditto.

calfate, crookedness.

-shame.

The number of original dhatoos ending in is nineteen.

and fare twice inserted. This makes the nume

ber in the above list twenty- one.

ডাজ,

অ ----ই ক,

3151,

331*—7,

অজ- ওবঞি,

ঈ*—ই,

*
ૐ,

5,
FJ- 8,

215, 58, 375, 215, fas, cats, 25, 25 , 5, 5, 5, and 25,

are twice inserted, 4, 5, 5, and , thrice, and 45,

and 5, four times, which makes the number in the

above list seventy-eight.

ala-3,

35-344,

***

2 *-*

-extent or spreading out.

Egleaning.

বৰ্ত্তনে বন্ধনে সমাপনে অতিক্রমে, abandon-

ing,-binding, -finishing,-trans-

gression or excess.

: ,-hardiness -moring,

বজ্’—–ইউ ,ঁ

এন্ড্রু – 3,

এজ*—&,

*—ই,

গজ্ –ই ক,

ཨཱ ཡོ ། – ཨེ ཊྛཀརིཾ ,

ཧཱ –ཋཱ ཀྐཱ ཡྻུཾ,

श्रीज,*

বজ ,্

-lesing the use ofthe limbs andfa- || でぶ

culties through age.

, ditto.

Sig´itori: , --abuse, -speech.

asking or desiring to know.

-hindering.

gut, ditto.

কি,

146-4,

নি –শ,

cart -kateful speech,

? - ,

45-8,

AUT,*

গ ,

জ---

CH 3, -throwing,-moving.

fa, shining.

-collecting or accumulating.

?,—purifying.

Usif -clearness or being evi

dent,—motion,—anointing.

stol -being basc,-motion.

Gi, ditto .

af ,-straightness or rectitude.

Sitara a -living,-strength.

sifotaurica,-motion,-steadfast

ness, strength,-living-gaining

a maintenance.

-frying or parching.

-splendor.

-trembling.

ওৎক্ষেপে,-- throwing up.

3 -living in a distressed condition,

atstrost:,—giving,-motion.

, ditto .

-hiccuping.

, ditto.

5,-givingpain.

C -theft.

, ditto.

autas ,—givingpain,--cleanness,

-churning.

-lameness.

215 AlA, —-joy,—sound.

-sound.



OR
SUNGSKRITA ROOTS.

Meaning.
Dhatoo. Unesbundha.

–ह,

2-

@stec ,-roaring- sound.

gu , ditto.

st -roaring.

-sound.

, ditto .

-producing inarticulate yet

agreeable sounds.

, ditto.

of , ditto.

63-Z

C

उ ह,ै
f -fighting.

33,*
Gu, ditto.

: -speaking, -abuse.

fis-fir 243,

fattas,

হুম্*—ই, ক,

cestea sa ,
—maintaining,-purity:

,-purity.

Sta -purity; and in all the mean-

ings ofa , viz - dwelling,-strength,

-injury -giving.

ghd -living,—strength,

f ™ ‚—injury.

-abuse.

-abandoning or relinquishment.

–ক3,

Gui, ditto.

57-3,

ঠি —ক,

R -3,

–ह,ै

इ.

A
N
D

M

टिङ ,्*

PT-Z,

পিছ–ই ক,

fitas,

PPTERS,

T-2,

fats, making sharp.

hafts - desisting,-sharpening.

-contraction or shrivelling up.

st3 ,-motion.

, dito..

3 , ditto .

Gui, ditto.

, ditto.

Gut, ditto.

, ditto.

feft,--shams.

-worship or honour.

Staf-light, and all the meanings

of g, viz- dwelling - injury,

-strength,-giving.

Zát: e-colour-worship,

-att ichment to or connection with.

-connection with,

Sta - sharing out,-serving.

-cooking. N. B. Some ancient

writers say this dhatco means giving.

ETING,

૬૩-૬ ,

-349,

-splendor or appearance.

ui, ditto .

, ditto .

, -crookedness,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

૩૭–૩ ૩,

---
qu'- S

57-23 ",# = {,

55-332,

মুস*—ই ক,

মুক,

Meaning.

ald Ed, saving,-eating or enjoy

ing.

S -frying or parching.

,-cock or concoct.

compressing-ر or breaking.

--cleansing,-sound.

su , ditto. N. B. Some say the two last

dhatoos belong to the first congujation.

মঞ্জু--ক,

মার্জ–ক,

शृज्—লষ,

शृङ्– ষকি,
-

ચળ—૩ ૭ ૨%,

यूज-दि

15—27↑ 3 4,

যু— য ঔ ঞ,

যুকউ,
ON

য –ঐ ঔ ঞ,

কজ্—ক,

কজ্–ও ঔ শ

রি * উ,

রক্ত -যমঔঞ,

রক্ত– ম ঔ ঞ,

রেড*-* উ,

shy— ઙ +,

লাজ ,্

ats*-3,

लम्छ—्ঈ

লজ্জ্– উ,

3 ,

GTI, ditto.

, ditto.

sal -purity.

tact.

-adorning,-purity.

-bathing or immersion.

-binding or controul,-con-

, -contact.

-attending to an idea.

fon-reproach.

(
qatsintaniqis), worship,-giving,

-forming society.

fra—injury.

,-breaking.

, the same meaning as 5, viz.

--frying or parching.

testat , -colour,-love.

3 , ditto.

ts , splendor:

Gut, ditto.

Sata sis,—reproach,-frying.

21, ditto.

5,-shame.

, ditto. Some say this dhatoo has the

same
unoobundhis as the preceding one.

লऊ,*

ল –ই,

লজ*–ক,

লজ্' - ই ক,

লজ 27,

<িজ—ই!, লিঞঐ,

নিজঈ বও,

-insult.

, ditto.

et ,--concealment or disappear-

ance.

Stay -light, and all the meanings

of , viz- dwelling,--injury,

-strength, giving.

1, ditto.

-separation.

-fearing, trembling.

su , ditto.

abandoning or relinquishment.
बृ *--লउं ই,

4 * ,

*

su , ditto.

al, ditto.

2
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LIST OF THE DHATOOS

,

Dhatoo . Uneobundha: Meaning.

T -R1,

T

*-

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

st-interposing,—abandon- fare *

ing or relinquishment.

M3 ,-motion.
cartsখোট

#T), MOI,-purity,-motion.
28,

***
st3 —motion.

——³] MG),—purity,—motion.
ঘট –ক,,

Flo*- fet, tinkling as ornaments.
ঘট―ই কি,

2 ,-314, -society.

ঘট—উ৯,

*——નિહ,

म *

·wtfach,—~mbracing.

-moving.

t-ft,

ঘ. ক,

मई,*

পূজ্ঔ যও,

घड़:े

for

6-kis

QAA,—acquisition or procuring,

-acquiring or procuring.

fæstÆ ‚—parting with, —creation.

u, ditto.

zqficata,—sudden thunder or the

noise ofthe electric fluid.

The number of original dhatoos which end in are seven-

ty . অজ, অর্জ, টা , গুঁড,় এজ, বড় গজ গজ, জজ, নিজ, ভর্জ,

fou to tu, tu f45, 53, 1 , 43, 43, 79, ata,J

, and are inserted twice ; 43 sú, EN, JI. SU

andf , thrice; and four times, and , five

times. This makes the number in the above list one

hundred and nineteen.

vrtest,—abandoning.

(4-t,

起

Meaning.

fear, -terrifying.

—skreening or interposing.

stortats,—limping.

-desire.

,—heaping or collecting.

fxam [13],—injury,—shining.

M³),—shining.

-action or exertion.

ff,—exchanging or recompensing.

fl,--resistence or strikingin return.

sta,—moving.

, ditto.

-ordering or sending.

ma com,—killing,—dividing.

-difference or division.

-commonly practising.

-contempt. N. B. Some say that

the final ofthis dhatoo is not doubled.

চুট্–ই ক,

3

জ

1, ditto.

, ditto.

, ditto.

21, ditto.

-reproachful speech.

, ditto.

The numberoforiginal dhatoos which end in is three.

color aning,—contempt,—disrespect.

afSFIA UTA,—exceeding,—killing.

SOT ,—motion.

u , ditto.

,-dividing or cutting.

-collecting.

-collecting.

: -dancing, injury. N. B.

This dhatoo means fagfsaggio , viz. that which is not

effected bylimbs, such as that of a feather or leaf in the

air.

At-A,

dhatoa means

-dancing, injury. N. B. This

কট -্-ই,

কীট্–ই,

*

fat,কিছু

fat,

, ditto.

Tui, ditto.

, ditto.

-skreening-rain.

(67):,—binding,—colour,

gatta -speaking unintelligibly,

—not giving.

tamo -distress or agitation ofmind.

কৌটিলো,—cr ‹kądness.

statata -heat.

271, ditto
.

f -reproach,—cutting.

Svefury:: atze—fear, terrifying,

and the meaning of , viz.—motion.

fonqos, viz. that in which the limbs

move, as the common dancing of meu, &c.

s,

7-73,

ফ্রুট –য শি,

ন — ক,

পর্ব,

পট,্

পুট,্ শি

পুট,্* ক,

fore,

想一

*?*-fe,

at ,—smiting.

-xaltation.

Tate-disputing orquarrelling,

fafa -cutting or breaking.

Jul, ditto.

qt . This dhatoo has the meaning of

at, viz.―dancing,—injury.

gozat fafa,—fallingfrom,—splendor.

fafa-splendor.

st ,-motion,

-union or connection.

data-crumbling,—enlightening.

#FS). HAI,—collection-naise.

-contempl.

f -injury.
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Dhatos. Uneobundha.

55,

बड़े

-maintenance,

Stald, —speaking.

suta,-foolishness.

*t-f4,

যৌ-

রট,

ফটক,-

t-t

我 吧

Gu, ditto.

Gut, ditto.

Meaning.
Dhatoo. Unoobundha. Meaning.

महे

st-fit,

বিশরণে , injury.

fast -expansion.

Frt-t,
CH,

টেঙ্ক বই,

ফিট* ,

मूर्ड

मि "

ditto.

wafa -play.

কৃত্যা অনাদরে হিং-म, skreening, dis

respect,-injury.

disrespect.

But , ditto, also, -affection,

fart CACE,-love.

Art-L -division or breaking.

Firt,

হট,

হেট,

-squeezing or pressing,--also,

-exerting strength upon any thing. || **

f -crumbling.

ANHÃ,—reproving.

,-connection.

atas,-disregard.

ats ats,-asking or begging,-talk-

ing.

-talking.

-stealing.

fl,—anger,-shining.

Lifeforter : , shining, retaliation

or resistance, also,-falling down

with distress.

2 , ditto.

, ditto.

fa - splendor.

-hindering.

The number of original dhatoos with a final tis sixty-nine.

,,,st, at at, at, at, at,

, are twice inserted ; at, at, at,

andot,four times, and and

t.st, it, and

t, and , thrice ;

fivetimes.. This

makes the number in the list one hundred and seven.

st -motion.

318,* Gul, ditto .

st, SAT ,—striking or beating.

খোটন

,—hindering.

cattatecastacus, limping, dis

tress, idleness.

$17,-fear.

ataka,—anxious remembrance.

WB,—wrapping about.

ff -trouble, -killing.

fs,-speaking.

F -theft.

SKA,—shining.

faatifantsrat:,—tumbling about,

-agitation or stirring up.

, ditto.

aawnonuts,—despising,—theft.
at,

म -speaking with difficulty,
কণ্ঠ-ইকি,

as children do.
কণ্ঠ*–ইউ ,ঁ Gu, ditto.

FNI,—collection.

st-34,

cats*—e, sat ,-beingfoolish.

-wrappinground or surrounding.

बठ ,े* -surrounding.

7877,—sharing out.

foto,

吔

at,

**

*LI, &t=1,—speech.

TZT, FST - injury.

frt.

মৌ –ক, st -pride.

-applause.

মঠ*–ইউ,

IS,

20,

কটূ–১3,

কর?–ই,

ल ঠू*—ই,

tent -reproach,-sound.

at ficds! ) a -faintness,-divi-

sion,-motion,-disease.

-disrespect.

fart,
Jut, ditto.

CSICET WATUTA,—contempt- disrespect.

-sharing out.

FÜESTI (L•LAMA ANA,—dwelling,-in- || *— ,

jury-strength,-giving.

༧ fof, -breaking.

Яa ,—strength.

1: ,- dwelling,-anointing-or

smearing.

tarta,-anxious remembrance.

Haha, —running away.

-speaking.

89 ,-beating or smiting.

qoats,—falling under, or being cast

down at an accident or bad news.

HETIMAITHRIC , motion,

-theft,-lameness.

u, ditto.

idleness,

sts,-falling under or being cast

down at bad news.

, ditto,
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

ST:하

at- e,

Meaning.

cat,-rolling about.

চৌর্য্যে,— theft.

-going alone.*—ইউ,

I
v

* S ,

2015,

— ইক,

-ability.

-applause.

arita, klng, trouble,-de-

ceit.

--

QMHISIJAI , -idleness,--mo-

tion, uncleanness,-purity.

গত্যসংস্কৃতসংস্কৃতে -motion, unclean-

ness,-purity.

, ditto.

Dhato . Unoobundha.
Meaning!

কুণ্ড –ইউ,
at -burning.

23-2, ta ,-di.tress.

15*-24,

785-174

-eating.

ड,*

কদ,*

খোড়—ঞ্চ,

43-33,

AKS,

--preservation.

Th -being thick (as grass, &c.)

té ,—roughness, as that ofa file,

&e.

Gu , ditto . '

cate.5,―limping,

an , ditto .

( t ,—breaking,

14

i, mitto.

$ -2,

-fe,

zatìrī,—limping.

, ditto .

আলস্যে,—idleness.

citar - drying. N. B. When this dha-

too is ofthe tenth conjugation it means- making dry ;

when of the first it means- being dry.

215-7,

খড়- ইউ,

গ —ই,

SELA

গুড়–ই ক,

স - ক,
This dhatoo has the meaning

of , viz.- motion,-uncleanness,—purity.

, ditto .

95-f,

কীনবন্ধে বলাংহুতৌ প্লুতৌ —binding to a দাড়*--শি,
-fi,

stake, forcing,—jumping. `

-the production of grandeur or

purity.

চ–ই,

ঠ*—ইক,

53,

zt —hindering.
( t#- #,

The number of original dhatoos with a final & is twenty-

two. . ,, and , are twice inserted ;

, and , thrice;, four times and five times .

This makes the number in the list forty-one.

1,*

छड ,ु*

অ-~র ন,

315

** S,

-ক,

ওলড*—ঈকি,

কড *় শ',

fist -entering alaw suit or mak-

ing an attack, also-putting an end

to a suit.

চুদ *

চড় –ই ক ,

13-33,

জুড -়-- শ ,

তঙ্ক,

35-23

(3.5-4,

35* 2,

- ,

gu , ditto.

f -breaking to pieces,

st3,-the cheek.

Ale, oozing or felling out, also

-running as melted metal,

JEACHEN --preservation ,-wrap-

ping round,-breaking to pieces.

N__TG,—preservation,-kinder

ing.

zītat ,—hindering.

-contempt,

fa - cutting.

ance.

, ditto.

-action,-lascivious dalli

catca, -anger.

, ditto.

SICS),—motion,

-binding.

-ordering or commanding.

faat , splendor,-beating,

t31,-str.king or beating,

-disrespect,

21, ditto,

Gut, ditio,

z ,-breaking or killing.

GN,—wringing or killing,

15 -sparating.

, ditto.

-occupying space,

Sл -engaging in,

31, -praise.

u , ditto,

उ॒ড*----ই' 3,

S -throwing up.

23-8

কড ”় –ই ঞউ,
13 -ft,

75 -joy.

কড *়–ই ক,
25 *

SMJH4 ,—separation,-preserving.

বিড*—১আউক্রি

J5*-ft, 321, ditto.

51-3,
45-2, catton -play.

415-43, But, ditto.

25-f
tanta,-play the child,-eating.

515-Ft,
at,-killing,

-eating,-rejoicing.

-fection,-liberation .

skreening.

,-sinking.

*fic -separatingfrom or falling of.
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473-87

23-3.-ই,

*=*—*,

75-4,

65 - ਤੋ ਤੰ ,

Dhates. Unoobundha. Meaning.

23-7 5* ,—fallfrom.

পড়- ইউ, stort ,―motion.

•3–ই ক. 37 , -collection.

পিচ্–ই ক, , ditto.

Jut, ditto .

tating.

পি –ই উ,

aza site - killing,-stiring up or agi-

-breaking to pieces.

-joy.

--skreening or covering.

z ,-speaking orjoking

Dhatoo. Uneobundha .

ল –শি,

लৌড়*–क्ष,

লোড়*—ঞ্চ,

་
ल *ु – ,3*

Meaning.

-skreening,―embracing.

sai ,-foolishness.

Jul, ditto.

ৰত― ইক,

ড্– ই উ,

✡g*—« ſx,

sgña 4(3),—giving up or giving, বাড্4 উ,

& *- fat,

बड़–३ द, f -happen/38
or sacrifice ; also

knowledge or deceit ; most com-

monly used in the last sense.

শাড়** উ,

col ,-theft.

angry speech .

fastest -sharing out.

cay fastest,—wrapping round -shar-

ing out.

ff ,-throwing,-shame.

-bathing or overflowing; also,

--immersing.

5'SHTIIN : AFA, —skreening, -col-

lection,-sinking.

,-applause.

শৌ *—ঞ্চ,

** S,

st -pride.

: ,- collection, -being diseased.

employ, nourishing.
--

sata,-foolishness.

Ul, ditto .

31, ditto .

ཛམྨ – ཝེ ,

53-23

--skreening,--collect-

ing. -skreening.

41 5.31,—appointing to honourable
23% fat, 3 , ditto .

স্ফূড ই ক ,

ड् হু ---শি

হড ইউ,

T -expansion

fa,-jesting or play.

_ ,—sinking, —collection.

-collection.

মোদে,---joy. ཙཱ 5 ཝཱ ཙཾ, -motion.

Ju , ditto.
হ* ૠ ૐ, JUN, ditto .

,-adorning. 33

faslist ( 18,—sharing out,--wrapping

--- ༩ Ë,

35-83,

Gut, ditto.

about.
( - K $,

, ditto.

3 , ditto .

faf

over or smearing.

3-4 3,

হি *–ইউ,

sil , ditto .

ছোড়CETS -AS,- མཱ ཙཾ,

ছেড়*-- উ,

হ –ই ক,

23- fe.

মড়–ই 3,

73-2

* ইউ,

যৌড়—4,

373-8,

83,

*- *,

ཚཏུ – ཡ ,

* $

83-314,

21-93fx,

cutting (hair , -rubbing

MA-sinking or purifying.

Al -connection.

-disrespect.

32 , ditto.

featen-play.

sacafsglots,—giving pain or agitat-

ing; also,-hrowing up or stiring up,

-doing any thing with the tongue.

Some say that CT , means the mo-

tion of the tongue.

SKATTA,--prying great attention to

any one. Some say this dhatoo is used

in the sense of shaking, trembling,

ast -desiring to obtain.

stea,-speaking.

St-throwing up.

-churning or agitating.

হেড–ম,

ska aaral?,—motion,—disrespeœ.

3 , ditto.

t -disrespect.

-wrapping round.

The number of dhatoos with a final is seventy-six . ,

ঈ , খড়, গড ,় গু , বড ,় বড ,় তত ,্ দ্রুড ,় পড ,় পি , ভড মুড, লুভ,

5 ,

16

, and , are twice inserted ; 43, 4 , 35, 35, HI,

and thrice :, four times, and a , six times.

This makes the number in the above list one hundred

and fourteen.

MA,-search.

There is only one dhatoo ending in 5.

জন*

IS ,

~~~ 3 ,

FIT,—sound.

ted,-life or breath.

sɩŠI,—motion.

—taking away or removing. "

D
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Dhatoo . Choobundha . Meaning.

ata -crying with dis'ress.

* 서 st -motion.

f - shulling the eyes.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

**
শদে, —-sunl.

, di.to.

Meaning

কন 4,

~ nt ,
Sd support , or nourishingby

gifts,-sound.

-sound. N. B. This dhatoo, pre-

ভ্রুন*—কউ,

Дd,*

–শ,

ণ*–শ,

ceded by a preposition, is used in the sense of net

making a sound.

রণ–ম,

,"

-
f -shrinking up. Some say that

दনु ,

this dhatoo must be written .

ক্ষণ— দও ঞ, -killing.

, ditto.হিপ্* —দ ও ঞ,

Ed- 8 ,

স্থন — দ ও ঞ,

ঘৃণ্* –ই উ,

ঘিন্*— ই উ,

-splendor.

Gu , ditto.

-receiving.

-wandering or turning round.

Gul, ditto.

5 3 3 , , ditto.

Fa-3,

૮..,

Jd,*

, ditto.

, ditto .

8d -1,

το 27 ,

od*—fat,

Tá ,

*

তুন*–ক,

3d-xt,

ધન~. ,
-

2d,

ad,

3d,*

পণ –-উ,

পেন-

ભૃગ

পন *

Id -fad,

हुन

Zd

-sound.

$ 3¶ {3°™ã‚—motion,—injury.

ata,-giving.

fan - cutting or perforation.

coma-grinding.

ts,-shrinking up.

32 , ditto .

Ald-filling.

SF-eating.

-crookedness.

ণ –দ ও ঞ,

ৰেন্–& এবং

শোন্*–♛,

শ * –ম,

*ɗ*—I,

unoobundha

Vopa-deva.

(**

cat *- *,

আশাবিশঙ্কয়ো: , ~lope, fear.

-narticulate sound.

—promising or resolving.

f — injury.

st31,-motion,

3 - sound.

3 , ditto .

, ditto.

SF,-eating.

fastiaca atlūgtatastaa¤tafoota —ideas

gained byseeing or hearing, -play-

ing on musi

--anxiety.

d-colour.

motion,-knowledge,

Sá, motion ,-colour.

atca,-giving.

3 , ditto. N. B. This dhatoo has an

according to all grammarians except

Ju , ditto.

-collection.

, ditto .

The number of original dhatoos with a final is fifty. d,

,,, and , are inserted twice, and

and 4 , thrice. This makes the number in the above

list sixty-two.

atggstr³,—constant motion.

-binding.

ditto.

মূর্ষনৈশ্যয়ো: ঘূর্ণাগtেs Jomineering,ঘৃর্ণাগত্যোঃ,-
-----

-grandeur,-hatred,-motion.

, -crookedness,-moti-
J13,

on,-killing.

t -sound.

41, ditto.

अ―ই,

ঈ —ই,

ঋত,

JIN,

3 , d'tto.

-trading,-praise.

,--grinding,-motion, কৃ — ই শ প,

-embracing.

—loing right.

ft, filling or satisfying.

collection.

face-pro lucing or doing easily or

spontaneously.

st ,-motion.

-sound.

, ditto.

ক * ক,

কি,

কিত*—রলি,

তে― ঞ এ ,

তি –কউ,

3
국조

,

T3*- *,

-wrapping round.

fa - cutting.

—agreeable sound.

সংশয়ে হ্ৰাৰ সারোগ্যে, doubt , wishings

-dwelling-health,

,-knowledge.

Tho-asking.

-knowledge.

, ditto.

-recollection.

—enkindling.
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Dhate. Unoobundha.

T3*—*,

-ইর,

Meaning.

Fun MI,—injury,-orderly dispos-

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

लথ*–কিয,

Meaning.

,-killing.

ing.

"-oozing or wetting.

কুথ—ই, -suffering,--killing.

*— ,

চাইর্,

জু—*উ,

জু—*3,

Gul, ditto.

13 ,--splendor or light.

3 , ditto.

313-37, Gu , ditto. sty* 3,

দ্যুত্– ১ উ, , ditto. st -fest,

23-7. t -dan ing. atu,

43-πS, -supreme rule.

পড়— ১জ, SGT cs,—motion or falling,—su-
atu,

preme rule. *- ,

भू –T,

spect,-honour.

बख –छ,

–ক,

য –ক,

3 ,-collection.

catcttct:,- beating,-cleansing.

য—मै 3,

cat34: , - binding, -disre-

test -disrespect, -honour.

-endeavour.

-splendor or light.

পথ-―ইক,

CITY — AP,

13*-* S,

बতृ—ক,

73-5872,

73-438,

+

Gut, ditto.

,-being.

A serving, -serving with

কথ*—উ,

-st,

ক্ৰহু*— ,,

16

**- ,

I ,

— ཀཏྠཱ ,

মি * –& ঞ,

-putridity.

-applause.

fafafafa,-embracing,-suffering:

, ditto.

t -crookednes
s
.

-disposing regularly.

garfaitḍc* 32fc7, -anxiety,—bles s

ing, —grandeur,—prayer.

JU , ditto.

f -injury.

-groaning, properly, in the ago

ny of death.

fafa,-shin
ing.

So ,―motion.

321, ditto.

,-strength.

-throwing.

throwing,-fame.

-making known.

catat ,-killing,-learning easily.

Alâ_aâ_ca¶tæ ,—society,-killing,

-learning easily.

-groaning, -stirring up.

st ,-stirring up or churning.

3 , ditto.

-groaning or killing.

, ditto.

Ju , ditto.

: suffering, motion,

-fear.

-request.

, ditto.

zɩt,—killing.

,—disposing orderly,-killing.

catc¶ Afsafa,—liberation,—joy at ano-

ther's happiness.

foffaɩg, -joy at another's happiness,

--endeavour.

A - binding,-liberation,

-killing.

fun , slackness. is often sub-

stituted for the ofthis dhatoo.

The numberof dhatoos which have a final is twenty-eight.

,,, and y, are twice inse: ted ; u , and

gifts.

ৰা — যও উ, Gu , ditto.

78*— 3,
-killing. Some say this dhatoo মন্থ,

is used in the sense of motion, injury, and petition.

f43a 511,

कु – ইর্,

--whiteness.

HA,-cozing.

ম –গ,

যথ*—এ জ,

**_ ,

শ --ই, 3 , ditto. N. B. According to Kiu-

ndeshwara, and the Dhatoo-prudeepa, the first letter.
ཀཎཱ … ?,

ofthe above two dhatoos is .
j༥-— ་མ ,

শষ *—ই লুর ,

♛ন্ত* –ই লুৱ,

--sleep.

31, ditto.

st - motion,-fear or alarm.

(71*—a 3,

{ u*~ a $,

Z , ditto . ,

The number of dhatoos which end in is thirty-one.

23, 23. f83, 63, 33, 43, and 5, are twice inserted ;

fs and thrice. This makes the number in the above

list forty-two.

T -A3,

শহ*--কি,

শহু*— st ,

-4,

বুথ'-কিয

@x*—f#7,

fag -cooking or concoction. শফ *্— কি,

-joy in account of another's

joy. " –ই উ,

zta,-killing.

Ju , ditto.

su , ditto.

D 2
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af -commanding.

ca -dissecting.

Dhat oncolundha.
Meaning. Dhatoo. Unoobundha Mea ning.

, thrice, and , four times. This makes the num-

ber in the above list forty one.

* ~ ત છે ,

*–ই,

SF, -eating.

-binding.

গুদ্-~-উ,

চদ্–এঞ,

ठम्–ই,

চদ্–ক,

ca-playing.

at ,—begging.

-joy - splendor.

ছিদ্— ইরধ ঔ ঞ ,
**

tsat sifs is -- torment, motion,

-asking.

ছদ*–কি,

ছদ্ –ঞ ব ইরঙ,

za,-killing.

ছদ–ক,

ছদ্ –কিঞ,
covering. N. B. This dhatoo

अদ*

'ইস্ – ই,

उन्*- १ मे,

3 , ditto.

#ata , —supreme greatness.

-welness.

fas_gam,-weighing,—playing,

-tasting or relishing.

রোদনে আহ্বানে ৰৈত্নৰৰিকলত্বযো:, weep--

ing,— calling,— uneasiness,-being

weigheddown or insupportable pain.

N. B This dhatoo is written , eh, or 27.

-ཝམ 'ཏི , tagufaemmu :, --restless anxiety,

-insupportablepain. N. B. This

dhateo is also written ☎ an´i Mh.

- , N. B. This dhatco is never used without the

preposition . Joined with the preposition , its mean-

ing is expressed by

ফি * - ৯ মাউ ঞি,

দ্বিদ* ---ইর য আ,

fan-ut fr

सम *् - ইঞিউ,

ক্লিদ* - ইঞিউ,

ক্লিদ্ –ও য ইর ,

ক্ষুদ—্ঞ ব ঔ ইর্,

75-3

কদ – উ,

2

म्

21th-9,

* 3.

ૐ,

21 *

श দृ *

fun- 9 I

খিদশ ঔপ,

SITE [7,

CH?¤_(2†c7, —-affection, —liberation.

378 , continual sound.

G1 , ditto.

-inarticulate sound.

--weeping.

21, ditto.

cm,—we'ness or emitting ofpus.

-bearing to powder.

Fistat ,—playing.

Jul, ditto .

zefa —disagreeable noise.

tarú ut,—st dfastness, -killing.

Sld, ea ing.

ister -playing.

, ditto.

-biting.

-distress or affliction.

3,-beating black and blue..

-sound.

fax313 zyń,-dwelling,-playing.

, ditto.

ei, ditto .

গুদ*--ড.

খम ,्

$ But, ditto.

Sta - speaking.

¤¤¤ ‚—enkind'ing or shining.

(MACA QUIÌ TALA, —playing,—shining,

――vomiting.

ZTA,—vomi ing.

has sometimes an unoobundhi T, in which case its

meaning is expressed by sf , strength, or robustness.

far , -inarticulate or confused94, *

ণ *—ক,

4 *

ભૂખ્ * ~ હું ૪,

CAT * ૐ•

fan *— & S,

fan-3

তদ, *

তৃদ্*~~ও ঞ ব ইর,্

ভুদ*--ঞঔ শ,# ૐ

* ই,

দ *——উ,

নদ্—ইটু,

*

পর্দ্দ --উ,

পদ--য ঔ উ,

প *- -এ ,

বদ,্

বি *---ই ,

-ইর্ঙ ঞ,

বন্দ*—ইর্ও ঞ,

ভদ–ই ক,

る

ভর্—ইউ,

তিদ্– উ ব ঔ ইর্

যদ্–ইউ,

ম —ঈঞিই ভয

য–ক उं

शुभ्* .

মিদ– ম,

যি *-- ই ক,

शिव,

speech.

stfa -shining.

-sound.

-sending or ordering.

34 , ditto .

Al ,—nearness, -calumny.

-calumny or slander.

f -injury.

watara fora,—disrespect, -injury.

Tu,—pain.

(508 -searching or acting.

ata qɩs),—giving,– seizing.

সपবॄि, joy.

wi --sounding.

t -breaking wind backwards.

ST -motion.

―steadfastness.

Gul, ditto .

t -sharing out.

fa -judging.

Ju , ditto .

5,-happiness.

Iefon: 95,-joy,—love,-happi-

ness.

fofa ,-piercing.

Ad Gİ(G) AIA (Atın 315) st³) , —-sleep,

—s'upidity,—intoxication,— glad ·

ness, praise, motion.

-jy.

featest, --satiety, -connection .

-brating to powder.

st¶ coaca,—pride, —cringing.

face -love.

1, d.tto .
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Gut, ditto.

Diatos. Uneobundha.

হিদ্* —ইর য আ1,

Meaning.

fafs-love.

*ি ओঞি3. G , ditto.

যে Gut, ditto.

ーで、

: ,- killing,-ap!ness to learn.

-collecting or putting together ,

Dha too. Unoobundha.

যদ্–ক,

ষদ্ –উ,

Ju , ditto.

বদ* উ,

Meaning

--tasting, --separating.

ifs fatis, -love -licking.

*-fxs হর্ষে, joy.
17*—1 ■ $,

-st, -pounding or moulding as
স্যন্দ*

SSTD,

dough.
-

স্কন্দ— ইর্ঔ,

८६– ঘ ইর্ , -weeping. छम्*--ইউ,

37

बऩ –ই  ,ँ

ব –ক,

૩,Z -23,

fu-$ 4,

বিদ-১ শ পঞঔ,

fra*_3* 3,

fu-19 €,

[5-8,

শडू –छ,

seats,-pulling up or rosting up.

asfatact:,-salutation -touching

the feet by way of respect.

zifs - speaking.

ZiĘF¿F !?,—speaking, —giving in

formation.

1, ditto .

coat.Asta ata zim ,—knowledge,-

speaking,-dwelling, -beingfixed.

ans, —acqu sition.

tar -judging or deciding.

SIT,—exit:nce.

2131 ,-knowledge.

শম্ভুকৃতৌ, sound. NB. Whatever

compounds are formed from this dhatoo are used in the

sense of revealing or manifes'ing.

শিদ ইউ. —whiteness.

3,-fall.ng.

3. This dhatoo is only used with the preposition

prefixed. Its meaning is expressed by st , motion.

. This dhatoo is only used with the preposition

prefixed . Its meaning is the same as that ofthe preced .

ing chatoo.

HIDAEH,

ट्र '् –3,

fra*—frat & a,

faata ad sirdī , — sadness,—injury,

-motion.

fana -delivering to the custody of

any one. Some say this dhatoo is

used in the sense of tearing, rend-

ing.

œiefsgl31: fazta,---agreeing to,

-killing,-delivering tothe cust. -

dy of any one, or tearing.

যেহি স্নেহ যোঙ্কে, loss of sensation,

-agreeableness, --liberation.

fatfor, fuft. According to Vopa-deva this

word has the meaning of the above dhatoo. According

to the more ancient grammarians it means sweating.

-SS,

शम् ,

31-3,

-trembling in a slight degree.

fanta -tearing, or rending.

31,-flowing.

CATTER STEP - drying,-motion.

arga sen saggistort" ,——overflow-

ing-deliverance, -gallopping or

going by leaps.

-expelling the excrements.

catuca la,—joy,—sound.

-sound.

The number of dhateos with a final is seventy-nine.

অদ, ফিদ ,্ ক্লিদ,্ খিদ ,্ গুদ, গ , চদ ,্ ছদ্ ন , নিদ ,্ পদ ,্ ভদ্- মদ ,্

* ,,,, and , are twice inserted ; and 27,

thrice ; four times ; fa , five times, and fa , six

This makes the number in the above list one

hundred and thirteen.

times.

ইজ্ —ঈউবঞি

*ক *্ —ও য লি র,

এব* –উ,

FTIJAI,

4–য,

*-s,

5:18-

গ& *---ইর্ য ও,

-splendor or light.

-increase. Some say this dha-

too has the meaning offilling or

satisfying.

Gul, ditto.

f -hunger.

cant,—anger.

( %,—wrapping about or surround-

ing.

fa ,-anger.

ক্রীত্বে,—play.

3 : f ,—-rectification ,

-disposing in order, -desire to ob-

tain .

fast -desire to obtain.

, ditto.

f -injury. Some say this dhatoo

also means motion, and request

নাহ্* & উ,

দউ,

718-3,

স্থাব–ঔগ,

at. , viz. tfitta - hat,

-blessing, -grandeur,-request.

aca, viz. atagpast: ,-g ring,—holding.

att , viz. xxiftatura ,--heut,

-blessing,-grandeur, -request.

-binding.
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faia aa, —injury,—binding.

fatta ,-guessing or aiming.

Dhates. Unoobundha. Meaning.

বন্ধ—ক,
za,-binding.

71—2, 32 , ditto.

বধু–উ,

বন্ধ --ইজ্ঞও,

ਰ ---

**- ,

রুধ–যঔউ,

বুধ—ইর্ জ ঞ , 21, ditto.

বাক্—* উ,

মের্ক এবং

যুধ–ঔ যউ,

রব*–ও ৯ য,

-binding.

-making known.

,-knowing.

fa -striking or causing pain .

(ayag, viz. aÎ‹æð†_AKª,—killing,

-aptness to learn, -society.

ff ,-wetting.

-fighting. This dhatoo also

means killing and injury.

—injury, -concoction.

This dhatoo is never used exceptT -S 19,

when preceded by

ing is expressed by

Thus compounded its mean-

я, desire.

*I—I? ↑ 3 ~ 1ª, atq , -skreening or interposing.

রাধ―ন ঔ য, f -accomplishment. This dhatoo,

whenof the fifth conjugation, has a causal meaning.

TI,*

বর্যঔ,

ৰির্শ,

,--motion.

3,-beating or driving.

fa -dictating or legislating . This

dhatoo is also used in the sense of dividing, separating,

or piercing.

ৰূ*–ক,

༣-8 $༢༠,

- S,

শুল্ক–ক,

-splendor.

-increase.

বাড ,় viz . ৰিহতৌ,—pain or affliction.

*ffects,—filling, breaking or pierc-

ing.

-purity.

Jul, ditto .

শব্* ও ব ন উ,

শুধু* কউ,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

Ts,

Menning.

-desire to conquer .

The number of original dhatoos with a final is thirty-

seven, a za 44, 74 and sa, are twice inserted ;

, T. and , thrice, and fa , four times.

makes the number in the above list fifty two.

অর্ঘ ল,ু
tata,-life or breath.

GU , ditto.

This

3 , -love, motion,-lustre.

fentia,—tearing or digging.

t -sound.

fsɩñ —injury.

I- IS,

ক *—ঈঞি,
fifs stfs

খ-

ठन ,्*

চন্*——ম,

জুন* ,,,

জ * ম য3,

জন্—ম লির,

उन्—দ& ঞ,

তন্—কি,

si³),—motion.

,-production.

Ju , ditto .

fa , -spreading out.

---উপকূতৌ শুদ্ধাঘাতে শঙ্খোপতাপযো:, help,

-incredulity,-sound,-heat, N. B.

When this dhatco is compounded with a preposition,

it is used in the sense of lengthening or stretching out.

দন্*ি— ঞ,

ধন ―্ মি,

27.

বলির,

বন্*—দ ও উ,

247-8,

মানকি,

মন,

মন—ওঁক,

মন--দ উ,

-
মন যঔ ,

-expelling wind backwards.

-jesting or derision. N. B.

This dhatoo is not found in the common collections,

but is here added on respectable authorities .

বন,*

বন্–ও ম,

*12* 83.

fag*-s,

fit,*

fat -s,

fat-sag,

মার —্-ও য ন ঔ,

ছবি – যন ঐ,

C -wetting.

cts—purity.

fate att - welfare, -governing or

SETT ,—mo ve.

direction.

Far -accomplishment or completion.

321, ditto .

Gu1, ditto.

1, ditto.

ৰন্—দওউ,

ৰন্―কি,

a faft,
-straightness, cutting.

,--sound.

', ditto.

ha ,--corn.

-praise.

Tidla,—request.

fastia 18,-judging,—worshipping.

-worship or honour.

1, ditto .

st -pride.

cata,-knowledge, or understanding.

, ditto .

18 - service, —sound.

), —-conducting the common af-

fiirs of life.

TISA, -asking.

তত্, viz . উপকৃতৌ শুদ্ধাঘাতে শব্দেপত

t:, --help,-incredulity,-sound

-heat.

Co -brightness or sharpness.

-motion.

-service.

-

শু *—শ,,

ঘন,*

ষ * — ওঞ,

छन्- मि,

*_d,

3. ditto .

Jul, ditto .

■Ma,—giving.

-sound.
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Diatas. Vasobu iha. Meaning. Dhatoo. Unoobundha. Meaning.

**-fa, CAT,-ornament. ডিপ্* ই ক উঞ, collection.

27-3, 31,-killing,-motion,
ডিপ —কউঞ JU, ditto .

The number of dhatoos with a final is twenty- wo. Ed ডপ্*—ই ক উ ঞ, , ditto .

excepted, all dhatoos with a final and abu.ook undha ডপ্*.–কউ ঞ,

E, viz. 24, Ed, fæd Id, 4 , and , are also written ডপ্–উঞ

with a final 7.

twenty-eight. 7, 67, 37, 37 8 ,

This makes the true number to be

twice inserted, and 7, and 17, four times : this makes

the number in the above list thirty-six, or, with the six

roots which end also in d, forty-two.

তর্ক,

and , are 39-9,

, ditto .

t -burning.

1, ditto.

tatt: -distress or repentance,

―supreme rule.

তপযঔউ, Ju , ditto.

——3 উ যি.

f3+*—§ & 5,

আপ্ - ৯ নঔ কি, -occupying spice.

ছিপ্—শ ঞ ঔ, —ordering or sending.

feyt-I 3, 3 , ditto .

—forbearance or ability.

তেপ *্ —ঞ্চ উ,

তৃপ–কি,

ff ,-shame.

wifs, —splendor.

-trembling,-splendor.

সংজ্ঞীরে সন্দীপে প্রীননে ,—desire to make

-
known, splendor,-causing love or

gratifying.

t -loving or gratifying.

sail, ditto.

fat -distress,-killing.

, ditto.

at,—killing.

3 ,-killing or injury.

-appearance or splendor.

স্কিপ্’–ই ক,

1-2

কু –যই ,

ৰূপ*–ই কি,

কেপ* – উ,

24-3,

ཊཱ? - ཝཱཎྷཱ ,

ৰূপ কি,

-splendor or light.

cætzt,―rage, so as to redden the eyes.

—spreading out.

si³TY'. dia,—motion,—shaking.

t -shaking

t -compassion .

gro fora aqla,—contact,—painting

or variegatedness,-ability or ca-

pacity; also, thought or imagination.

,—ability; also,—thought or ima-

gination.

*-3, 2

ક્ષુ -૩,

৪প–ইর্ য,

**- ,

চপ্ –কম,

-preservation.

fa -shining.

estacats,—hiding,-despising.

-distress.

তৃপ্ –ন,

তৃপ্- ঞিও য, u, ditto.

3444x4 Jul, ditto .

,*–শ, J , ditto.

ত্রপ,* বধে,- kill.

* .* Gu , ditto.

তুম

ཙཱབྷ་ ཨ ,ེ

তপ* প শ,

তুপ*

তুপ্ –ই ক,-

474 ,

দপ–ঞিযও ঈর,

প*–fo,
7

tacar start stem -poverty or wretch-

edness, motion ,-shaking.

sto -motion,-shaking.

—bi uising or grinding.

-comfort.

asian,-slow motion.

catet, -disappearance or obliteration.

छन,्

পে,

76

চপ* –ই ফ,

**—* 3,

অর্কয,়

স্পর্শে, — touch .

-motion.

দৃষ্ট্ব – ঞ ও ক,

দিয়' — ঞ ও ক,

ৰূপ –ক,

Ju , ditto .

4*,

I,

যেপ *্—উষ্ণ,

যপ্–য ইর,

কপ্যইর,

-4

-beating or seeing; also, -whet-

ting orpleasing; likewise praise.

53
Eng

.

184-8,

-speaking in the mind,

-speaking.

,—speaking.

af -ordering or sending.

তিক্ত -শিকয ইজ,্ , ditto.

রপ*

রেপ্*—উঁ*,

লেপ – উ,

লিপ্–ঞিপঔ শFat-F20

TNÍCH :,—joy,—pride.

-blazing up.

at ,—hindering or beating.

-collection.'

t -splendor or light.

3 ,-heat.

,-expansion.

St .,—motion.

Fat -confusion or distress,

, ditto .

-speaking.

star , sound,-motion.

star - motion.

x 2 , -plastering or smearing over.

H & ** & è, cát ,—blotting out or culling off.

লপ্*—ইর য,

লপ –,

JIN,

-impatience.

ta,-speaking.

-decay.
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Dhate . Uneobundha: Meaning.

ৰিপুঞ্জ –ক, C - throwing.

( * . ૐ ૐ , D™ ,--shaking.

প্– তু ঐ ঔ ঞ,

ing,-sowing.

-measure.

3341: ,-cuttinghair,-wear-

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

* ,*

অन ,ॢ*

অর —্ইউ,

Meaning.

st3,-injury,-motion.

SM ,—motion.

-sound.

শ –যঔ ঞ,
t -swearing or cursing.

* -34, 32 , ditto.

?*–ঔলুঞি,

fu * $ 1,

--sleep.

fs - oozing.

व्~~& 3,

*17*— * 3,

-praise, -colour.

---
■ɩ , —boasting.

-want of courage or ability.

* -* 3.

ক-ুেকিই,

3 ,-seizing or holding.

3 -spreading out.

537,-motion.

( *— *, , ditto .

কর,্ Ju , ditto .

* , 1 ,-heaping up or exalting. arf, 3 , ditto .

প্* —য ইর ,

**

3211, ditto .
, ditto .

-connect.
st . Sul, ditto.

-making high or exalting.

গঘ,,* Su , ditto .

স্বপ্* —য ইক্ ,
, ditto.

ধ ,ু* 3 , ditto .

ম ,*

(31 ,

-connection. , ditto.

-throwing.

***

s —motion .

JU, ditto.

Star ,-speaking.

The number of dhatoos with a final is sixty-four. T

" and , are twice inserted ; f**,

and , thrice, and , and v ,

हनू,*

ড– ইক,

ডি –ই ,

Su, ditto.

, ditto.

--kissing.

-ordering, or sending,

, ditto .

3 -killing.

$73 ,-motion.

34. 38 , 59 , 84, 37-316,

I, I, 34, 3 , उर्द ,ू*

four times. This makes the number in the above list, তम ॢ ,ू* 3 , dit o .

ninety-one. There are four dhatoos written but the

last is a distinct root.

ऽछ” –শ,,

Si *_ * ,

मू পশ,

450*--*

f〇一²,

fifa -—giving,-ap-

plause,-injury -despising, -fight-

-disposing in order.

ing.

, ditto .

-distress.

31, ditto.

ব

*

77
*

27.

32 , ditto .

, ditto.

su , ditto .

, ditto .

fa377,-invitation or dwelling.

st ,—motion.

su , ditto.
JUI,

31, ditto .

, ditto .

32 , ditto .

tagsfestatfua,—giving, — ap-

plause -injury,-- despising, -fight-

ing.

রিফ*—শপ,

? *—3,

*

stot , atâ,—motion,-killing.

u , ditto.

z - killing.

EN. B. The six dhatoos , and also end

in , and have the same unoobandhas as in the list of

roots with a final . They are therefore included , though

not inserted in this list. The number of dhatoos with

a final is fifteen. 7 , and are twice inserted.

This makes the number in the above list eighteen.

77-

77-83,

লু*---ই ছি,

**

***.*

सई*

मई,

সম,্*

সম্·*3 2,

-sound.

-length,-sound.

-killing.

st31,--motion.

st - injury - motion.

At Alá,—measure,-creation.

-motion.

Ji, ditto .

Ja , ditto.

21 ditto.

-connection.

, ditto .
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Bhatoe. Uneobundha. Meaning.
Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

The number of dhatoos which have a final is forty-five. $3-4,

is twice inserted, This makes the number in the

above list forty-six. घूड ,*

fag *—3,

83*-****

35-

-inarticulate sound.

,—filling.

*5*- ,

জুড়–১উ,

Gu , ditto.

ষ্ট – ইউ,

-fickleness.
खड़–ইউ,

28- st,
321, ditto.

Meaning.

-splendor.

, ditto.

Als splendor,-injury.

1, ditto.

g-standing like a post or shutting

up.

, ditto .

J21, ditto.

স্কड़*—ই 3,-15

-
boldness or confidence ; also,

311, ditto.

* $,
-

অত*–ই ক,

-ready address.

मुख* ,

ड* -પે ૬ ૩,

-applause.
मिड,*

f -destruction.

at ,-disregard,-inattention.

বিশ্বাসে, trust.

f -injury.

দৃঢ
়
,* , ditto.

,-coition.

সि*–७,
21, ditto.

35,*

JB⭑— S,

૧-૨ ૭,

48-85,

55* 2,

ডিড*—ই কঞ,

45*— st,

-১ উ,

टভू–13,

st,

-ক ঈ,

-- झे कि,

দञ –धुन,

দত্ত –উক,

Gut, ditto.

সুম্ভ,*

-yawning or gaping.

1, ditto.

1, ditto.

, ditto.

-collection.

Gut, ditto.

f5°.¿Ã‚—injury.

, ditto .

Gu , ditto.

fr ditto.

IT -fear.

ansìfºñ‚—shame,—injury.

The number of dhatoos with a final is thirty-nine. 3,

জত্ , ণভ় , তুত্ , দৃভ ,্ দত দত ,্ র , লड ,़ লভ, ख , and मुल, are

twice inserted, and 5, five times. This makes the

number in the above list fifty-five.

সম,

অয়ক,

কম্ – ৬ ক উ,

FI-FI & II

-motion - worship,

ETA,—disposing in order.

-bullying or being confident.

-collection.

FI- I 3,

দি *–উ ক,

FELL,
3 , ditto.

, ditto.
ক্ষম – ও ইর ভ য,়

দিত্* —ই ক, -commanding or ordering.
ক্ষম

*5*- 4, 32 , ditto .

Sfx Sa,

& $,

Ju , ditto .*- ,

55,*

18*—3,

7ཎ — ཙེ ཙཾ ,

38-23

B * ૐ ,

85* ,

85-934,

དྷཱརུ … མ,

-injury.

ta ,—coition.

atswww,—joy.

-sound.

, ditto .

Ju , ditto.

que ,—gain.

farataca, -loss of sensation.
--

stte ,-desire.

--applause.

জিম* ও, Gu , ditto.

তিম—-য,

তী *—য,

দত্ত ইর য,

SI ,-eating.

---- ਚੰ,

শ * –3, Tu , ditto.

-splendor.
দম্ভ যও ইর,

E

33-6,

তম্— ও ইর্ ভ য,

, ditto .

* AGI ?, ——-sound,—bowing.

A - wetness.

3 , ditto.

car -grief, -desire.

-tranquillity.

---ক্লম্ -ঞিও ইরভ,

-sound.

cat.st, disease.

-desir
e

.

-fatigue orfading.

sut, ditto . N. B. The unoobundha

of this dhatoo is not admitted by some.

sta- ga,

চম—ও নর,

চম -8,

ছম* - -ও,

-motion or stepping.

-enduring orforbearance.

, ditto.

A³](H 3 Aſ !G, —viewing by the mind,

-grinning or smiling in a disa.

greeable manner.

start , motion.

51 ,-eating.

, ditto.

, ditto.

2 ditto .

t
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,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha. Meaning.

দুম,* $ ,--motion.

Dhatoo.

তায়*

Unoobundha.

3,

ভয -়-- ইর জণ যঙ, -motion or wandering ; also,

-mistake. দয়*—ঞিউ,

MIELAS, Gu , ditto .

૩૫—૩ | ૪, 3 , ditto.

Meaning.

শম্ভূভ য ইর,

শম ও কঞ,

শুও ভ যঞিইর,

छী* य,

টি* য,,

ঘ ,*

VI,*

স—িক,

tu, impatience.

u , ditto.

-comfort.

ভম্—ও ,ঁ

574-8,

যম-ও ণ্ড,

যম্-কিয,

cha,—anger.

s -motion,-sound.

fa , cessation.

HATHNA GGNA,—serving (at meals),

—not serving ( at meals). According

to some this dhatoo means fencing in, according to

others serving.

রম্–ও উ জ ঔ,

ৰম্ —জ ও ট,ু

-play.

sfaf ,-vomiting.

-quietness.

দ'য়– 3,

* S,

DIMAFCITIT: ,--nourishing -enlarge

ment.

গ্রহণে গতৌ বধে দানে অবনে,— taking,

-motion,-killing,-giving,-pie.

servation.

RA, -giving.

SI,—motion.

পয় –উ, 321, ditto.

পূয়
উ

: —stench, -falling off or se

parating.

প্যায়— ও ঈ উঁ,

ময়ু–উ,

བ!7, *

too W.

?!*_S, st ,

-swelling or enlarging.

Sī³),—motion.

-binding. Some write this dha-

motion.

has, -reflection or design. , ditto.

তপ:খেদয়ে ,

-grief.

, wetness.

, ditto.

religious austerities,
বয়* –উ, Ju , ditto.

ব্যয়—ঞ, Gu, ditto.

Jয়–ক,

সাম্* —ও শ ন,

HI*—P F,

হभ,्*

-sound.

fro -inference.

Sit³),—-motion.

The number of original dhatoos ending in

*1,*

मूर्झ ,*

ফায়—ঈ উ,

হয়,

is thirty-

three. JT, FI, XI, II, II, * , and д, are twice

inserted, and , thrice. This makes the number in

the above list forty-three.

জয়-

*F],*

ঈষ ,*

Sy* S,

M3 - motion.

,-enry.

, ditto.

সেৱনে, ---string.

ysica atacata,—stench,—moisture,

-sound.

FT *

* , fzqna,—quaking.

-aim or pain.

হয়J ,*

afu,-ordering or sending.

fs ,—bathing or churning ; also,

-guessing or being in pain. Some

say this dhatoo should be written .

,-enry.

Gama 1,—disregard, envy.

-increase or swelling.

FM ,—weariness,—motion.

Gu, ditto .

The number of dhatoos ending in is thirty-one. · is

twice inserted.

list thirty-two.

55.

ঈর *—উল,

ঈর* কি,

কর ,্*

This makes the number in the above

-motion,--ordering.

চীয়*–& ঞ,

তয়

*- 3,

-

afe -bathing or churning ; also,

Fotatacut: -skreening,--rectiv-

ing.

sts ,-motion.

Fate being evident,-worship.

stfox ,--motion,-preservation.

, ditto.

কুর* ,

ফরজ

झরू-

কুদ্ *—ইক,

cart?*—*,

খুব*—শ,

ধর —্উ ঈশি,

গর—উক,

གླན་བ 3 .

ও *—ই ,,

st3t -motion.

*EMI †?,—trembling,—motion.

aft , crookedness.

-sound.

, liberation or oozing.

farma saca,—plowing,—digging.

fatur ,—speakingfalsely.

cutta,―limping.

cat?famt:,-plowing,—cutting.

-readiness to act, or rising to

do a thing.

, ditto.

aa stostº,--killing,—motion,

-speakingfalsely.
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha, Meaning.

ধনৌ ভিয়ার্থে, –sound on account of

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

কল্––উ,

fear. কল্ক,

Meaning.

স' Artist:, —enumeration , sound.

মুদৌ,-sending or ordering.

ཙཱུ Ç॰–ཐཱ ཙཾ ཝཱ,

83,

fatwtcart:,-injury,-growing old. কিল্ –ক, Gul, ditto.

staca un atot , motion,-eating, কিল* ,, -whiteness,-play.

-acting. কীল,

4-8, ====$(3) :,- doubt, -certainty.
ফেল ’্ – জ,

!'—STK, -burning. 1 ফেল* —ক,

' i?-fe,

57-fat,

COT,—stealing. কুল,

---blotting out or making ineffec- **

tual. কল্প –উ,

77-1 -disease.

ཅ —་ ཝེ, mala,—being old,―killing.
কল- -জ,

B,* --pretence. ক্কেল

ཝཱ —[ ༦ བ་, কেল

-fastening.

dtem 517,-motion,-collection.

carico,—purity.
---

--skreening.

fima,—winking or shutting the eyes.

MAN , -inarticulate sound,

-sound,-silence.

IMA°F{G}{: ,—relationship, —collection.

Otmstrbit: ,—shaking,—motion.

1, ditto.

তর্—ঈযউ, FLA CAST,-injury,-quick motion.
স্কেল্– , Jul, ditto.

—ਜਿ ਰ খেল*- Gu, ditto.

তত্ৰ ই ক, sā,

খোল--2,

,-quickness.

cast,—quick motion.

119,-holding or spreading out.

sfságú,—mo‹ion,—deceit.

A MII,-killing, motion .

start -pr. ceding or going before.

,--fullness.

ट्रैट*्— मे य उ,

मরू—শ,

পর্—ঈষউ,

GUI, ditio.

Stmtion.

But, ditto.

1-4,

45,

ம

ম ই ক উ,

*-*

ছ–ই ক,

75,*

শ

Est - speech in secret.

stat.

গর —্কউ,

চল –জ,

oh 617,—shaking, collection.

cat -lameness.

Seating,-oozing.

শ্বাৰে, —oozing .

s (3), motion . N. B. When this dhatoo

means , shake, it has an unoobundha .

8α-x,

চ —ক,

চি – শ,

চেল ,

-wrapping round or surround-

ing.
চেল্ল

≈≈107, —shrinking up.

Sert ,—motion.>
--

farm $1737 325,-perjoration,-motion,

-fear or pain.

Gryf¾ñ‚—standing as a post,—injury.

tett -radiance, -majesty.

চल.

for *

-~

জল্– ক,

ऊল্- জ,

জ্বল্-- জ ম ,

ta--J,

ta*-3,

*– उं य ঈ, 32 , ditto.

3 , ditto .

Æriť 7 ,—expansion,- -motion.
वील

e , ditto.* শ,,

The number of dha'oos which end in is forty-two. ,

13.1 and 17, are twice inserted . This makes the

number in the above list forty -six .

4,

ই–,

jat-7,

St.-hinderance, -power,

-ornament."

*CI SOG) (FOT,-lying down,—motion,

—throwing.

(C -throwing...

নि * শ,--

ণল–জ,

তল—কি,

fsa ,*

তিল,*

তিল্–কশ,

তু–কউ,

ত — ক,

fraten - play.

,—maintaining or nourishing.

a -clothing.

otasit:,--shaking,-motion.

, ditto.

হৰিতৌ, dalliance.

TfUmTiTqG —slackness, —dalliance.

fs, grinding or pulverizing.

fata-covering.

ing.

-preservation of life, or cover "

fat -shaking, -splendor.

fat - impatience.

, ditto .

zá,-colour.

stata-the acquisition of knowledge

with difficulty.

,-fastening.

sface - weighing.

Str ,—-metio 1.

JU, ditto.

-agreeableness or coolness.

stard,-fullness.

f -determining the weight of a

thing.

E2
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,-motion.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

দু –ক,

দল—মি,

দল–ক,

---

Meaning.

fofo ,—finishing or completing.

Se - throwing up.

Dhatoo. Unoobundla.

ৰल,ु

*

dhatoos mean( ,—separation or dissecting.

Ju , ditto .
Ta -fs,

পালক, 3 -preservation. TIS,

পল্ক, JU , ditto . N. B. This dhatoo does
ৰিল----শ,

not admit of Vriddhi.
শর্—উ,

প *—জ, st ,-motion.
শর্—-অ ,

Ju , ditto.

ost - shaking,-motion. শ *

পি *–ক, afa ,-ordering or sending.
শ্বল,*

shutting or contraction ; also,
শ্বল,*

-stupidity.

পু —জ শ,'

শাল —*3,

-greatness.

3 , ditto.

পল্ল

পেল* —ঞ্চ,

পীল,*

পুল—–জ,

শল, ” –ক উ,

শী *

শ,

sf -rising up or growth.

737,-collection.

fatt,-expansion.

faf ,-dissection.

f -completeness.

st -motion.

শিল, ” শ,

শীল—ঞি,

পু —ক,

পু —কি,

पूल,

ফল –ক্রিস!,

ফলজ,

(TAA, , ditto.

TH*—A,

ৰল –অ,

বল্ – 3,

বল* --ক3,

বি –ক শ,

–ক,

ভল –্কউ,

ਚੜ੍ਹ -- ' ਤੇ ,

মল-3,

TRIS,

-- ,

মিল –শ ঞ,

शू –ক,

शूल्क,

ম

st

लल -्- क,

za, -living.

âtanacata sia , the prevention of

richesfrom increasing,-living.

ntra acå faact, --giving,-killing,-up-

pointing.

f -settling or appointing.

-separation .

IMI,—-imm rsion.

nica zza fiaca,-- -giving,---killing,

-settling.

f -settling or appointing.

( 5 ,-separation.

afia - giving,-killing,

-settling.

131,-holding,

31, ditto .

fa-winking.

fa -uniting or embracing.

-planting.

Ju , ditto .

fatat ,—-settling or establishing,

-placing.

t -desire to obtain.

-motion.

শেল –ঋ,

(EF *— *,

छलज,

_xt,

घল,

–জ,

সুল, —মি,

म লू-Heart-fat,–শি,

ল-- শ,

ীল,*

मल –8,
-

- ,

লম,

Meaning.

, ditto . Some say

progressive motion (SAT) .

these three last

-skreening or spreading out.

31, ditto.

, ditto.

BMA QTDI,—shaking,—spreading out,

,—motion.

t -applause.

st-swift motion.

, ditto.

, ditto .

-applause.

813,-gleaning.

,—design or intention.

FA-winking.

কজায়ts, disease.

stt:,- shaking,—motion.

gift, ditto.

f -standing or being situated.

,-gleaning.

MII,--motion.

-standing or being situated.

¯ ¯ ‚— collection,-dropping or re-

moving.

Holyotra,—expansion,—collection,

-mistake or wandering.

-expansion,-motion.

fall -winking.

atste te,-shaking, -motion.

t -shaking.

, ditto. N. B. The causal verbs

formed from these two dhatoos, if preceded by a pre-

position, must always have the vowel short.

³] fñ,—wounding,—covering.হুল্–জ,

হিল–শ,

হ’ল--- ऊ ,

TİTM³) ,—dalliance.

fa -plowing or making traces.

The dhatoos which end in are said to be ninety-three,

but only ninety-two are inserted here. ,, fem,

সেল্, গল্, জল্, তিল, তুল, দল, পল, ভল ,্ and মল, are twice in-

serted ; and , three times, and , and ,

four times. This makes the number in the above list

one hundred and sixteen.

অর্ রঙ্কে গতৌ কান্তৌ পীতৌ তৃপ্তেী দ্যুতৌ এতোঁ

প্রাপ্তো শ্লেষে অৰ্থনে বেশে তাৰে ৰূদ্ধৌ বধে
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Diatcs, Uneobandha, Meaning.

গৃহে সামর্থ্যে অৰ্গমে কাযেকৃতৌ, ~~pre-

servation,—motion,—desire,-love,

—gratification,—-splendor,—— hear-

ing, gett ing,-embracing-ask-

- -in-
ing,-entering,—-existing,

creasing, killing -- taking,

-strength,-production of know-

ledge,-desire, -action. N. B. The

first meaning is in general use.

,-killing.

: -occupying space,-love.

-boasting.

51 ,-fear.

fata,-dwelling.

-boldness or activity.

fsted,—production of gran-ད

deur,-production ofpurity.

m ‚—pride.

ATA,—service.

, ditto.

Gut, ditto.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

দিব* —ই,

দিব*-- উ,

দির্ ――ক,

দেব– উ;

দব–ই,

ধব--ই,

বিব*–ইন,

* -*,

বীৰও ঞ,

-3,

পেৰ– 83,

নির্*—ই,

পীর,

পৰ্ব্ব,

পূৰ্ব্ব,

54*

মীর,*

মÉ,*

থি * —ই,

মৰ *

মেৰ*–& উ ,ঁ

Meaning.

selling; also, -praise, splendor,

-play,-motion.

পীতৌ,—love.

noise.

----howling or inarticulate

-suffering; also, -asking ormo-

tion.

MAA,—play or weeping.

-going.

, ditto .

sifs stol,-love, --motion .

f¿ ‚—injury.

f -swift motion,-cleansing.

,-motion.

( T, -service.

341 , ditto.sui ,

CASA,-throwing water.

CCT,-thickness.

-fullness.

, ditto.

fara,—invitation or dwelling.

f -injury.

-thickness orfatness.

Asist³),—fullness, —motion.

,-throwing water.

afs,-binding.

21, ditto.

MAA, -service .

ই–ই,

**- ,

*7* 27,

f —injury.

-action,-injury.

,—service.

दई,*

* S,

স্কিৰ্*—ও,

far*- 3, , ditto.

शीर,* Jul, ditto .

ধী * –* উ, -pride.

7-83. d-praise,—narration.

ड्रী– * 3,

27*-st,

* .*

(4-5,

( *—* S,

( * & S,

sit,

877-43,

চী –ক,

of-fa,

,-killing.

সি *–ই,
ara,—love.

-*, Sted,-living.

Fax-3,

बीट -thickness or plumpness.

তী ,*
Jul, ditto.

(3?*—* Ŝ,

मूई— ,

দি —য8,

za,-killing.

, ditto.

to conquer, lesire,---buying and হি *—ই, M -love.

Sn -exertion or activity.

‚—pride.

¶g="q13 | :, --taking,―skreening,

-splendor.

SIE,-eating.

-wetting or throwing water.

f -injury.

,—play.

fasitcantafaunes) Iztstei: ,— desire

(HT*—* S,

রেব*

-

-x 3 ,

র *—ই,

fix*-3,

শব ,্

**

FS,

fat*—8,

fa *— ,

2012 *

CHA
AFP,

*- ,

সান্ত্বক,

সিৰ*–য3,

সেৰ*–*ঞউ,

321, ditto.

-taking or skreening.

Hạ , —jumping,—going.

-going.

G1, ditto.

fata,-transformation.

f -destruction.

FG ),— sewing.

fa -spitting.

Gu , ditto.

1, ditto.

TI,—service or worship.

attest,-comfort.

Gu , ditto .

cutta stol,—drying,—motion.

CA -serving. N. B. This is the same

dhatoo with c .
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Meaning. Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

মশ,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

The number of dhatoos with a final is sixty-eight.

and , are the same dhatoos, as are also atg and

atq ;fa, atg, st and fox, are twice inserted, andf¤† 3,

This makes the number in the above listfour times.

seventy-six.

WH - SS7,

মিশ,

ফশ্ ঔ শ,

বিশ*–ঔ শ,

লশ *্ —ক,

Meaning.

a catet,-noise,-anger.

Gul, ditto.

-touching or attention.

TA,—injury.

321, ditto.

: -occurying space,-col-
লিশ*—শ ঔ,- ૐ,

lection.

Fart-II 9,

t - eating.

বৃশ *্ —ইর,য,
ঈ — ল  ,ं

,-grandeur or majesty.
featat3,

কশ, t -sound.

**— *,
কাশ্যও ঞ্ঝউ,

-splendor.

ৰশ–ল .ুzott_g S, Gut, ditto.

শশ,
কশ*—ই কি; Ju , ditto.

কুশ্য ইর,

অশ–জ ঔ,

কশ –ইর য,

( ** $,

ক্লিশ—উ ও যজ্ঞ,

farts st,

নশ – ৯ যও,

নি,

দশ* –ই ক,

দশ *্ —ই ক উ,

Ex

ffa ,-embracing.

(Ţπ^ QD),—weeping.-calling.

-weakness or meagerness.

ara,-killing.

$434,-heat or distress.

fa -torment or killing.

t -disappearing or destruction.

-contemplation.

faf -splendor.

ing.

-appearing or seeing,-bit-

■ ,—biting.

**

'st

fatest,-handicraft-work.

-motion.

(³ã‚—diminishing or despising.

75%,—marriage.

-entering.

T -noise, (viz. that ofbirds).

,-desire.

,—jumping.

ft -touching.

-taking,-embracing.

HAN :,—disposing in order,—ob-ད

structing.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is thirty-

nine . অশ ,্ কাশ, কুশ, ক্লিশ, দশ, পশ ,্ ভন্ন, ভাশ, লাশ, and

fat are twice inserted, and t , thrice. This makes

the number in the above list fifty-one.

অক্ষন ও ,ঁ

lecting.

JU , dito.

47787 গ্রহে

-mo iɔn.

अघ

st

: -occupying space, -col-

-splendor, -taking,

দাশ*—–ন র , -injury.

দশি*— *কউ, -giving. ইষ* st,

দাশ*- ,--ditto.

দিশ*—শ ও ও, s - knowledge or injury.

ইয়–ও শ,

Za* I,

দৃশ---ইরঔ,
-seeing or knowing. भ ষै 3,

744-8,
fs -beautifying.

**_**, -being a member or compo-, 7-5,

nentpart, or an ingredient. FS,

পক্ 3, ził MK—torment or striking,—dis-

posing in rows.

+4

"ভশ-য ইর ও,

-binding.

33-fallingfrom a height.

ST*-- 3,

ঊষ,অন্ন--ইর্ য ঙ, Jut, ditto.

USIS,

SALES,

Jui, dito.

Jul, ditto .

1

§**—• ŝ * d * -splendor.

21, ditto.

& *–র ন,

*

N. B. These two dhatoos are also written , and ac-

counted distinct dhatoos. The unoobundha is & accord-

ing to Vopa-deva, but & according to the older gram-

marians.

কষ ,্

TE- ST,

কফি—ই,

ૐ,

1

-repetition of an act.

-desire.

সর্পণে,--going.

FREE ,-giving,-seeing,

-injury -going.

-gleaning.

1

-geling ideas by secing or by re-

flection.

A—throwing water.

za af --killing,-burning.

' ,, disto .

Catest - disease.

za,-killing.

S73) ,—motion.

3 , ditto.

að,-killing.

f -identity.

,—desire or wishing.

stafa farms, drawing or seizing,

-cultivation or makingfurrows.
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Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

4-443,

*7*,

(SZ*—* $,

-
(sta S,

57-3,

হুম্ কি ইর,

Meaning.

fa -makingfurrows or extended

marks.

718-killing.

MAT,—search.

Ju , ditto.

-rubbing or abrasion..

gol fanta -praise,-doing any act

except making known by sounds;

likewise,-speaking cr making

known sentiment by sounds ; also,

-making various sounds.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

দক্ষ—উ,

দক্ষ্ম ষউ,

-
দুষ –য ইর্ঔ,

দ্বিस्र् –লঔঞ,

Meaning.

or self-restraint, or exhorting to acts

of devotion ; also - investing with

the brahminical thread.

-quickness,-increase.

, the same meaning as T , viz.

motion or injury.

t13,—deterioration.

-hostility.

( 5 - desire,-making the

noise of birds.

3 , ditto ..

দা —ই,

ক্লাফ্ – ই ,

4 *–ই, তথা, ditto.

ব–ক.3,

হয়—কি ইর, zı¶‚—killing..

-making bright.

ਦ  ੋ ਤੰ, FA,—oozing.

54. -drinking or sucking.

88-8Ŝ,
za,—speaking. N. B. Some say this

dhatoo has an unoobundha ; others say 4..

TH— I, SF,-eating.

,-killing.

-

2, ditto.

জ *–ঞ,

*E-4,

তথ্য,

, ditto.

ditto.

JF ,

fsa -s,

জেন্* —ঞ্চ ওঁ,

ਝਲ- ਤੋਂ ਤੇ ਝ,

उश —्झलू च,

°—༈,

( ,—gladness,—service.

-inference, -satisfaction.

-throwing water.

st ,—motion.

ata start ,—giving,-motion.

Satacats,—eating,-laughing.

Safa-taking, -putting on clothes.

a -killing.

,-going.

, ditto.

নিঙ্ক,*

ca --throwing water.

Gu , ditto.

na,—kissing.

-pleasure.

ঘি –ঔ ঞ,

হয়—ইরযক্রি,

SNA, —enlightening or splendor.

fa,-thirst or desire.

वृशु

T&#

ধৃ *–3,

28*-f*,

ধষ--ক,

188*-27,

fix'-3,

1-3,

পুষ্—গ,

পুর,16

পুষ –য ৯ ঔ,

পর্ক,

পিষ -১ ই,

পর্ক,

পষ্ঞ,

পক্ষক,

পম্ –উ,

ea*-st,

ea*—3,

*if ,—neu'ralizing, viz subdu-

ingone quali'y by introducing ano-

thir.

-boasting or activity..

5°xts] fg°xa,~~collection ,-injury.

am ,—conquering or eclipsing.

-makingsplendid.

FI ,-sound.

ante et sila,—enkindling,—disa

tress,-lving.

3 , ditto.

—nourishing or support.

Gu , ditto.

, ditto .

q ,-taking or seizing.

Tata,—grinding or pulverizing.

-binding.

atNT,—striking or injury,—dispos-

ing in order.

Ha¶¤‚—seizing or catching hold of.

Cat -agreeableness.

GEPICÍTI: CHCEhrowing water,

-fullness,-agreeableness.

aĺk,—burning.
-

N. B. The two last dhatoos are also written

भষू*— 9 .

পুষ্*ি—য ইর,

প্যুষ'—ক,

পৃষ*–৬,

PIE,

--hewing or plowing ; also,— arv-

ing.
स *-

Gut, ditto.

Stest af ,—sharing out,-burning.

{ ef ,—offering.

-throwing water.

-increase.

ইত্যা ,—motion.

Worst ,—having a skin. Some say

this dhatoo means gld, covering.

To'-8,

N. B. This and the preceding dhatoo are also written IF.

3-35,
AH,—carving or shaving.

-40

ake atsam ,--shaving,——sacrifice,

,-eating. -

, ditto .

N. B. According to some grammarians the last dhatoo

is also written .

ভ—T,
, ditto.
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Dhatoo. Unocbundha.

154-3,

(ST*— *,

(S¶*— * P,

ভষ—কি,

SE,

----

মघ,्*

ষ,*

Meaning.

atstatisifoffat, -desire of gain,

-speaking covetously, —distress.

-speaking.

SIT, —motion or speech,-fear.

Et ,—fear.

Sad,-adorning.

A foscatel - barking,--backbiting.

zıª‚—killing .

Gu , ditto.

* য ইহ্, fof -cutting.

22

-
Gut, ditto.

S Gu , ditto.

ক,

128**,

মি *–,

*

*
যেষ ૠ ૐ,

যক্ষ*্ — ক উ,

NT,*

কম্ব
ু
,*

ক *—ঞি,

কষ— ইরক্রিয,

ADA,— plunder.

, ditto .

-boasting or self-importance.

C - throwing water.

-forbearance or shewing mercy.

JU , ditto .

HFA (ERA,—anointing or smearing

over, agreeableness.

-collection.

CANE HRANI,—anger,-collection.

(F -throwing.

-desire.

-endeavour.

af ,-worship

z -k.lling.

, ditto.

Jul, ditto .

—anger.

शुक,्*

যক্ষ্

মো —কি,

কघ्―ক, u , ditto .

- ཤྭ་ S,

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

ৰघु–ক 3,

7-8,

ৰহ্ন,ু

ৰা –ই,

বম্,
#

শষ,*

fata,*

fat -fe,

শিষ —— ৯ 4 ঔ,

শিষ –––ও,

लिষ*– ,

ਿਬ-ਬ  ੋ ਜ [4 ,

*ি ক,

শুষ –য ঔ ৯,

শিক্ষ–উ,

*

TH

F

**,*
*

HH,*

*,*

*

হৃষ—ও যঞি ইর,

হৃষ- -যঞিইর,

হৃষ*--ও ঞি,

ষে–2 উ,

A Meaning.

star -conceiving in the womb,

-grandeur.

,-adorning or giving in marri-

age.

CATAĦTIGT:,—anger, —collection.

-desire.

, -killing.

G1, ditto.

GW, ditto .

QATÍIANTNs,—-making an end of.

fata,—particularizing.

-burning.

, ditto.

falfa,-embracing or coming in con-

tact.

32, ditto.

শোষে, — dryness.

f -learning.

-bringingforth.

Ju , ditto.

sta -motion.

A -disrespect.

31, ditto .

stt motion.

Albingingforth.

gludass.

-ridiculing or turning into a

Gui, ditto .

joke.

A motion,-neighing.

রক্ষ–ঞি,

রেষ্* -

*
ল –ক,

*
ল घু,्*

MI*—T,

চ,य्--যঞ,

- :,

লক্ষ ―্ কঞ,

লম্—কউ,

fæ -??anès,৯ ঞ ঔ

fra- st 9,

ৰি *–3,

78-8,

al -preserving or nourishing.

-neighing.

a cry,-killing,-robbing.

-stealing.

fatest,—doing mechanic labour.

af ,—desire.

321, ditto .

na ‚—seeing,--noting down.

, -attention or looking atten-

tively.

-occupying space.

fautist, -separation.

5 -throwing water.

21 - ditto ; also,-conceiv-

ing in the womb,-grandeur.

( — Ŝ, অশ্বান। ঘনে, -
-nighing.

The number of original dhatoos with a final & is one hun-

dred and sixteen . অহ্ন ,ু ঈ , উষ, কৃষ, চম ,্ জুম ,্ জহ্ন ,ু ঝর ,্ ত্বক্ষ,

দ , পघु क्रृघ ,् পষ,

ইস্, দুষ, ত , পুষ্

times, and
J

ষ, शुक्र,ु ল, and , are inserted twice;

মুষ, লম্ , বিষ্ণ,ু শিষ, শিষ, and , three

2 , and I, four times. This makes

the number in the above list one hundred and sixty-

five.

-2,অ
SH ,-existence.

অস্য ও ইর,

QĦ*—*,

(* , --throwing.

আসি—ঞিল উ,

$ *— st,

nifiggasfsa.-—-shining,—-taking,

-motion.

8 ,-sitting.

38,-gleaning.
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Meaning.

sem si ,-throwing up,-gleaning.

STB -gleaning.

-polishing.

-motion,-falling down or

Dinto. Unoobunäha. Meaning.

N. B. Some grammarians are of opinion that this dhatoo

and the next should be written , and that they are

here inserted with the preposition

general voice, however, is against this opinion, because

in that case it should be .

gel¶_8%,— throwing up,--glean-

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

দ'স*—র म, za -killing.

বস*–ক,

prefixed. The Åস*– ও,

4 * ,

ধ্বন্দ্ব –৬ উ৯,

ing.

ब লृ* –ও ম য,
gfs staca,—crockedness or tortuo-

sity,-splendor.

পেস*—ঞ্চ,

পিন্*—ঞ্চ,

ণি*――ক,

35-3 fx, -splendor.

বুন *—ই কি,
G , ditto.

*—য ইর,

কাস্–৪ ,

ཝཱ ཡ -* ,

কম্ -ঞ,

WRIERSY,

ऽन् - ९,

नम *्-- 8,

छन्–9 3 ,

-ਬਸ ਤੋਂ ਤਿੰ ,

চान –ক,

চকান" – ल ,ू

জ –ক,

জেন'—ও ইর্ য,

*—ইক,

J

fafa ,-embracing.

coughing,-making a disa-..

greeable noise through disease.

HI,—derision .

SI,-motion.

33,-destruction or falling off,

-mo'ion.

st -swllowing.

SF,—ta'ing.

Jul, ditto .

21, ditto.

Fald,-nozing.

-injury.

-splender.

zıå gatala,—killing, —disregard.

1.heration.

?ɩF —preservation.

preservation ,-- abuse or

contempt.

32, ditto.

ਜਿਸ -ਗ ਤੇ ਝੋ ,
DTA -kissing.

* 3,

-sound,

ditto.

*

€**

—য ইর ,্

—য ইর্,

भुम् – घ উ,

পস* –ই ক,

পস্–ক,

প *–ঞ,

স্*ে—ইকি,

भू’–ক,

fen*

*— য ইর্,

1,

5-734

তস *্—র লি,

ভাস্ন টু উ ,

from.

motion.

2. ditto .

fnæða fara aca qtta signi²,—dwell-

ing,—-injury,—streng/h,—-giving,

-motion.

fastest -sharing out.

--
atex fastest,-burning, sharing out.

qa ,—-bringing forth young,

-extension.

-destruction.

,—binding.

a¶¶ ,—-killing or striking,-dis-

posing in an orderly manner.

fifa -splendor.

-smearing or rubbing over.

,-abandoning.

-throwing.

-reproach.

37 1.—splendor,—reproach.

,,-light.

34 , ditto.

The two last dhatoos may be written . Vopu-deva

has the unoobundha , but the more ancient gramma-

rians have 2.

an -splendor.

SIT,-fear.

forth, cutting,

Afgana_fata,--measure,-a change

ofform.

যত্নে,-
-enleavour.

t -sound.

* S

ཅནཱ*$,

মস*——য ইऩ,

মস *্—য ইর্ ঈ,

যস্*—ইর য ও,

on,--containing or holding.
র ,

রাস*— 3,

लम्*—द,

नम्

, ditto.

317*-f<,

fetest,—doing mechanical work,

faits -embracing,-play.

zi ,-killing.

#

ফ্ৰ *—কি,
Ju , ditto.

ৰ* ক,

*—য ও ইর,

cafanat,—agreeableness,—culting,

-killing.

By,-standing as a post,-killing,

fat - dwelling.

—ই কি,

- .

2d,

* ই কি,

87*- 37 ,

*—য ও ইর,

দই ক,

ਸਤੋਂ  ੰ ਵ,

877-27

crookedness or perverseness.

Size Ficar& 237,-taking,--prohibiti

sta,-l'ght.

☎14,—fear,

3 ditto.

-adorning.

s —throwing up.

, ditto.

Stfa,-light.

qatlâ .cut,—seeing,—biting,

ata,-giving.

75-43
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Meaning.

-covering or clothing,

Dhatoo Uno bandha. Meaning.

-endeavour.

-binding.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

ਵ- ਨਾਤੇ,

বেল্*—ইং, st -motion.

শ্ব- লু qtd,-living.

*—ल,

শ *--ও ,

-sleep.

za,-killing.

ਧ1 --ਐਸ --- ਹੰ ,

আশান–উ,

ff -blessing.

, ditio.

FL , 34 , ditto.

The initial letter of these three dhatoos is , but they are

never used unless compounded with the preposition

, and are therefore inserted in their compound state.

শা -ও ক্ষল,--

-3,

-discipline.

fate- injury,-praise.

fana,-dwelling.- ৯ মি৬,

ਸ-ਧ, F,-eating.

ঘ * – র,

FF.*—8 ŝ ɔ,

,-sleeping.

-falling down.

tin -favour.

उन्

2*,*

-sound.

Ju , ditto.

,-laughter.

fra- & fe,

श्স–१,

™ ‚—injury.

The number of original dhatoos with a final is sixty-five.

SIA, JA PA, PA, da, aa, ca ata ga, faa, stą, qa,

লস্, and झ,,̀ are twice inserted ; জন, জস ,্ দস্, পস্ , শম্,

and , thrice, and 2 , and , four times. This makes

the number in the above list ninety-seven.

জহ*–ই ক,

অহ্” –ই উ,

砭

** *—*,

* 3,

85—3,

ཙ ཏཱི * —9,

গৃহ ওকি,

গ্লহ্*—–ও কি,

গ্রন্থ, গ ঞ,

$15* 3,

stra-light.

-respect.

3. - respect.

'অহ্*—* উ,

—ય કે ,

– 3 শ,

তৃহ* ~Î শ,

এক *্—ইক ,্
-

দ * ইর ,্

म হू—লঞঔ,

দ্রুহ্– ১৪,

দি *— না ঞঐ,

দ —ঔ,

দ *——ই ফ,

T15*—* S,

मহृ,*

f -s,

ব *–3,

ব * S,

মহ,

মন্ত্―ই ক,

মইউ,

মুহ –যও ৯ ঞি,

fi -3,

মাহ -্এ এবং

রিহ,*

কহ--ঞিজঔ,S3,-motion.

atst 3 ,-- capability or fitness,

1 -searching or endeavour.

-killing.

3 -judgment or investigation ,

-taking or receiving.

রহ,

রহ্* —ই,

, ditto.

Sd, receiving or taking.

কুরনে,--abuse or detraction.

f -injury.

, ditto.

pain orkilling.

Gul, ditto.

af ,-milking or making manifest.

ft ,-a desire to injure.

ff -plastering. According to the

ancient grammarians, enlargement.

-burning.

in it ,—splendor,—-burning.

istry far - awaking,-throwing.

-increase.

Tul, ditto.

-motion.

ufsfenintatæ, remembrance,--ing

jury,-giving,-speaking.

3 , ditto.

-honour.

ffa, splendor.

-increase.

tafsar, ignorance.

ffs,-wetting,-an involuntary issue

ofsperm.

,-measure. Some say that this

dhatoo has an unoobundha & instead

of the above exhibited .

za-killing.

G -producing. theti , display

or manifestation, according to the

ancients.

-relinquishment.

stort ,--motion .

-tasting or licking.

-killing,-splendor.

-being chief.

, ditto.

ffa, splendor.

st ,-desire.

faz-a 34,

ৰহ –3,

*__ S,
=

হ*—ইকি,

T-

হ্—ই,

75,

Chiefly the call of an Elephant.

Gul, ditto.

atacats, sound, -production or in

crease.

, ditto .

-Y

Hal,—increase.

SO,--readiness or activity.

গর্হ –কি,

গ * S,

Sitz-3 3,

গু–Sঞ,

চহ্,* কম,

05,*

, ditto.

31, ditto.

fates -agitaling or wandering.

-hiding or covering.

, -dece it.

, ditto.
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, a sort offood, is

formed from this root.

Dhates. Uneobundha.

215-43

TELES,

7T- S

হ্' —ই ক,

π-443,

Tendeavour.

su, ditto.

-increase. মট

T -splendor.

Meaning. Dhatoo. Unoobundha Meaning.

a flower spike, 9 , a medicine,

, a chest, and π .

loss of sensation. This root

foras মটহ·

td,-procuring or causing to obtain. ফুট—ই, cala -theft.

When this dhatoo is intransitive it

means passing away.

‘क्रू’–য3 9, sala,―vomiting.

fær®—S T f4 D, প্রীতৌ,—love.
85,*

fara, -agreeableness.

* fe, -ability or enduring.
T5,

* JS,
, ditto.

६–२ য,
yft* ,—satisfaction,—strength.

45-34, -killing.

Ju , ditto.

48-3/2

ख् – শ,

*—૩૬ ૩,

Jul, ditto.

Gut, ditto.

বিশ্বাসে,--trust.

অইThe number of dhatoos with a finalis fifty. , K.,

গহ্ , ই , र ,् দুহ ,্ দহ্ , र ,् र,् बই , ल ,ू স্নিर ,् and aহ, are

twice inserted ; π , and ï , thrice ; and , five times.

This makes the number in the above list seventy-one.

The following dhatoos are not in the ancient lists, but be-

ing incidentally mentioned in grammatical rules,"are

inserted in the modern list, under the denomination of

Gat.

**

ল,

সতি—––ক,

हुल,

झम ,्*

faf,-cutting. ,, and ite.

an axe, are formed from this root.

3 ,-collection. 85 , the moon, a

raft, is formed from this root.

afigfald,—mounting. Tș , a bamboo

belonging to the roof ofa house,

and answering thepurpose ofa wall

plate, and is , a fish hook, are

formed from this root.

t -spreading out. 434, a sort of

blanket, is formed from this root.

fe , a gad-fly, isst37,-motion.

formed from this root.

,—striking, or cutting. 3) , a climb-

ing plant, is formed from this root.

-happiness. 3, pleasure, is

formed from this root.

tates,-striking.

· -skreening. 4, the name of a

particular tribe of Hindoos, is form-

ed from this root.

-laughter. From this dhatoo is

formed , rough, and t, a

সুদ–ই, -beauty. д, beautiful, is form

crab. কপ, -motion.

Str ,-deceit. From this root are

formed f , the clitoris, and 7, $1,

deceived.

* ,* ―motion. , a monkey, is রি ,

formed from this root.

নি,

25 *

1-1,

CABA -—-watering or sprinkling.

fa31 , sand, is formed from this

root.

-taking. From this root is form-

ed ཚ,

-producing. From this root is

formed atx.

রোধে-stopping orhemming in. পঞ্জর, ৫

bird cage, or a rib, is formed from

this root.

-sound. This root forms 7,

The four last dhatoos are inserted in the regular list of

dhatoos with a final 5, but not being in the lists of

some grammarians, they are also inserted in this place.

f - injury. ff , the name ofa

particular musical instrument, is for-

med from this 'dbateo.

ডিম ,্

f3,*

ख- न8,

ed from this root.

formed from this root.

—-insensibility. , a bush, is

formed from this root.

-defamation. , the letter , is

formed from this root.

-sound. fæfæ , an arrow,

-shutting.

t , the cheek, is

खू *

छत्रु*—st ९न,

न 3 , Jul, ditto .

স্কন্ত-- গ ন ও,

Jul, ditto.

, ditto .



LIST OF THE DHATOOS, &c.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha.

1*,*

পীয,়

গুর,ু*

ত–ই,

उल

ল*

Meaning.

-sound. fa, a vein, or nerve, is

formed from this dhatoo.

Ha , love. H , nectar, is formed-

from this dhatoo.

st , -motion. Sa , the breast, is formed

from this dhatoo.

atia_cata,—weariness,—insensibility.

drowsiness, is formed from this

dhatoo.

ati ,--burning.

Dhatoo. Unoobundha ."

শল্প,*

দশ,*

রশ

fox,*

81, a meteor, and

लघ ,ु*

g , a sort of grass, are formed

from this dhatoo.

st ,—motin. , the name ofa

tree, is formed from this root.

fa -rubbing.
t , a buffalo, is

formed from this dhatoo,

Meaning.

Hз ,—motion. , a porcupine, is

formed from this dhatoo.

Af3= 3] : —-—-motion ---" membrance.

2 , a bear, is formed from this root.

— ,—sound. xt , the tongue, is form-

ed from this root.

EMT,—recoveryfrom disease. fxg, a

physician, and (5 , medicine, are

formed from this root.

SI,--service. cat , a woman, and

, thou, are formed from this root.

f -injury. ad,-is formed from

this root.

The number of the Soutra dhatoos is forty-two.

Thetotal number of the dhatoos is one thousand seven hune

dred and fifty-four,



DICTIONARY, &c.

BENGALEE AND ENGLISH.

The first letter in the Hindoo alphabet. It has usually

the sound of the English short u in but, though some-

times the sound approaches that of o in God. Whenit

is final it has the sound of the final a in America. This

letter is inherent in every consonant, and must be sound-

ed with it, unless its place be occupied by anothervowel,

by a consonant, or by the mark ( )̧, which shews that the

vowel is suppressed. In composition it gives the word

it precedes a privative or negative meaning. 7, is sub-

stituted for it when it precedes a vowel.

, ad. (from , tha ' ) , yonder.

a, s. (from a s ur), the name of a shrub used in so e

places for tanning leather, ( Caesalpinia olæosperma.)

art. à. (from a, prir, and 2d, a lorn) , out of debt, free

from obligation.

TA, 8. from zads, a rubbing), a term in the Hindoo

music used as the name of one of the Gumukas or com-

bination ofsoun is.

31, s . (from ặt , descent), the singing the notes of

an octave from the highest to the lowest.

r. n. from , to share out), to be divided into

shares, to be distributed ; v. a . to share out, to divide

into shares ; s. a share, a part.

reza, 8. (from , a share, and 4, the doing ofa

thing), the dividing of a thing into shares or allot-

ments.

1, s . (from , a share, and ☎ , a doer), a person

who divides or shares out.

, 6. (from *, a share, and t☎, doing), shar-

ing out, dividing ; s. a person who divides a thing into

shares or lots.

tata , a. (from , a share, and , doing), shar-

ing out, dividing into shares or lots.

*яI, ɑ. (from * , a share, and s , gone), included in

a share, found in a share or lot.

st , s. (from , a share, and T4, a receiving , the

receiving or accepting of a share or part,

wagtes, a. (from wa shire, and HTT, receiving), re-

ceiving or accepting a share or lot ; s. one who res

ceives or accepts a share or lot.

ས་

37.2

st , a. (from , a share, and if , receiving), re-

ceiving or accepting of a share or lot.

, a. (from , a share, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a share or lot."

, ad. (loc. case of ), for or because of a

share or lot.

fata , a (from , a share, and fatta , preventing),

preventing the sharing out of a thing.

*Ifazz, a. (from †, a share, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a share or lot ; ad. from or

because of a share or lot.

fifi , ad. (from , a share, and fifa , a cause`, for

a share or lo',

, a. (from †, a share, and f , ascertain.

ing , ascertaining shares or lots ; s. one who ascer

tains shares or lots.

, s. (from , a share, and fit , the settling

of a thing), the making out of an allotment, the deter-

mining ofthe shares in a distribution of property.

, s. (from , a share, and fg, the ascertaining

of a thing), the ascertaining or fixing of the shares in

a distribution ofproperty.

G
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.1, s. (from

ST.MY.

if , the ascertaining of a share,

and , a doer), one who ascertains shares or lots.

অশনির্ণয়কারক , a. (from অংশনিৰ্ণয় , the ascertaining of a

share, and at , doing), ascertaining shares or lots ;

s. one who ascertains shares or lots.

ft , s. (from , a share, and fry, certainty), the

ascertaining or settling the shares in a distribution of

property.

Q°*f¶*gæá, s. (from , the ascertaining of a

share, and , a doer), one who ascertains or settles

the shares in a distribution of property.

fat , a. (from , the ascertaining of a

share, and tax, doing), ascertaining the lots or shares

in a division of property ; s. one who ascertains the

lots in a division of property.

অংশনিশ্চয়কারী, a. (from অংশনিশ্চয ,় the ascertaining of a

share, and tf , doing), ascertaining the shares in a

division ofproperty.

, a. (from , to share out), divisible, capable

ofbeing shared out or made into lots.

• Hefe, a. (from *, a share, and * , before), preceded

bya share or lot ; ad. by or through shares or lots.

, a. (from , a share, aud a , keep.ng), keep-

ing or guarding a share or lot.

æ , s. (from , a share, and T4, a keeping), the

keeping or guarding of a share or lot.

WHAT , s. (from , a share, and 1, preservation), the

preservation of a share or lot.

Q̂ *CI, a. (from Q *, a share, and ■, to take away), tak-

ing away or stealing a share or lot.

, s. (from , a share, and ₹ 4, a taking away),

the taking away or stealing of a lot or share.

W * H), s. (from , a share, and , one who takes),

one who takes away a share or lot.

1, v. a. (from , to share out), to divide into shares,

to distribute, to share out.

, s. (from , to share out ), the dividing of a thing

into shares, the distributing of a thing, a sharing out.

p. , s. (from , to share out), distinct shares, an al-

lotment.

*tt *t, a. (from , to share out) , the division of any

thing into distinct shares .

ttt , a. (from , a share, and txt , desirous),

desirous ofa share or lot.

, s. (from , a share, and tatt, desire), the

desire of a share or lot.

37°.7*H.

Ganttati, a. (from , a share, and tf , desirous),

desirous of a share or lot.

att , s. (from , a share, and d, a taking

away), the stealing or taking away of a share or lot.

ttt , s. (from , a share, and at , one who takes

away), one who takes away or steals a share or lot.

অশাপহারক, a. (from অংশ, ৫ share, and অপহারক, taking

away), taking away or stealing a share or lot; s. one

who takes away or steals a share or lot.

অংশাপহারী, a. (from অংশ, a share , and অপহারিন, taking

away , taking away or stealing a share or lot.

¶¶, a. (from wf, a share, and M¶ , expecting),

expecting or looking for a share,

1 , s . (from t, a share, and 1, expectation),

an expectation or waiting for a share.

, a. (from , a share, and tf , expecting),

expecting or looking for a share.

fata, s. (from a share, and afta, desire), a

desire for a share or part,

Wifsatxt, a. (from †, a share, and afsæta , desirous),

desirous of a share or part.

fat, s. (from to share out ) , a being shared out, a

sharing out, the distributing of a thing.

fs, a. (from , to share out), shared out, divided,

allotted.

་a. (from fta, pirt king), having a right to share,

participating; s. a partner.

8. (from 4, to occupy space`, a ray.

•FIÆ , a. (from A , a ray), diverging like rays from a lumi-

nous body, radiant .

A²JAIÌ, s. (fromW , aray), the name of a plant, (Hedysa-

rum gangeticum .)

T1, s. (from , divergent, and w , a fruit),

a plantain, (Musa paradisiaca .)

at , a. (from , a ray), radiant, divergent like rays;

s. the sun.

, s. (from *t, a share, and al, desire), a desire

for a share or part.

° 7*g, a. (from A , a share, and 5, desirous), desirous

of a share or part.

**t , a. (from , a share, and F , desirous), desir-

ous of a share or part.

w²¿wtteastst, s. (from * , a share, and sʊʊts, exertion),

an exertion to divide into shares or lots.

º¿nttraïtsit, a. (from , a share, and sutfitz, exerting),

using zealous exertions to divide a thing into shares or

lots.
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এক.

, s. (from , a share, and sta, a beginning),

the beginning to divide a thing into shares or lots.

FI, s. (from , a share, and si, neglect), the

neglect or disregard of a share or part.

ta, s. (from is, the name of a shrub), the name of

a particular shrub, (Allangium hexapetalum.)

I, a. (from a, priv. and a , gravel) , free from gra-

vel or grit, free from stony nodules .

antiæ, s. (from , priv. and

full at any thing, the not

thing.

i † , a glance), the looking

taking a side glance at any

at , a. (from a, priv. and at, austere), not harsh or aus-

tere to the taste.

fet, a. (from , priv. and af , hard), not hard, not

unfeeling, not severe.

aefta, a. (from a, priv. and ☎ſta, severe), not hard, not

severe, not hard-hearted.

waste, a. (from a, priv. and Tišta, severe), not severe, not

hard, not causing distress or affliction.

vete, a. (from a, priv. and at , a thorn), free from

thorns, free from every thing which occasions trou-

ble.

a. (from , priv. and E, situated in the throat`,

not situated in the throat , not on the thoughts so as

to be readily uttered, admitting of hesitation.

C337A, 8. (from &, priv. and ™, the act of scratching),

a refraining from scratching, a not scratching.

574%, a (from &, priv. and zu☎, a speaker), not discours-

ing, not preaching the doctrine of the Pooranas or other

Hindoo writings for a livelihood .

17. 6. (from , priv. and a, a word), silent ; s. silence.

azuTGT), a. (from ¤, priv. and ufas ,fit to be spoken ,

unspeakable, unutterable, unfit to be spoken, obscene.

austo, a. (from a, priv. and us , fit to be spoken), un-

speakable, unutterable, unfit to be spoken, obscene.

1, s. (from erit , unspeakable), unspeakableness,

unfitness to be spoken.

¤Œvity¤, 8. (from wrdy, unspeakable), unspeakableness,

unfitness to be spoken.

, s. (from , priv. and u , a word, taciturnity, im-

proper talk, obscene language.

uzfus, a. (from ¤, priv. and æfï³, spoken), not spoken, not

divulged, not mentioned.

Qaut @ua, s. (from ¤, priv. and mutua, conversation),

silence, the not engaging in conversation, taciturnity.

,a. (from a, priv. and aw,fit to be spoken , unspeak

able, unutterable, unfit to be spoken, obscene,

ডাক.

, s. (from W, unspeakable), unspeakableness, un

fitness to be spoken.

ATUIT, s. (from ATW , unspeakable), unspeakableness, un-

fitness to be spoken.

HFI, a. (from a, priv and anx?, bad writing), not bad-

ly written, well written ; s. good writing.

usfad, a. (from A, priv . and af , the youngest), not the

youngest, not the last.

, a. (from , prio. and at, deceit , not deceitful,

sincere, frank, ingenuous, honest.

18 from ,frank , frankness, sincerity, ingenu-

ousness, bonesty.

aætta, s. (from a frank , frankness, sincerity, inge-

nuousness, honesty.

QFII, a . (from &, pr v. and j ”, the hand , not in one's

own possession or power.

f , a. (trom , priv. and af , a poet), destitute of po-

ets ; s. a poetaster, a wretched poet.

Jef€31, s. (from IFA, a poetaster), the being destitute of

poets, poetastership, not a poem.

WEIT, s. (from AFI, a poetaster), the circumstance of be-

ing destitute of poets, poetasters hip.

, a. (from , priv. and ¤, trembling , quiet, not agi-

tated ; s. quietness, tranquillity.

THI, s. (from , priv. and I, the ague), a fever

which is not preceded by a cold fit.

aczfy, a. (from a, pr.v. and a 1 , capable of being agi-

tated , not subject to agitation, incapable of being agi.

tated.

1, s. (from , incapable ofagitation), the not

being subject to, or capable of agitation, immoveable-

ness.

AFFÅTT, 8. (from , not capable of agitation), the

not being subject to agitation or commotion .

fas, a. (from a, priv. and fas, agitated), not agitated.

ITI, ɑ. (from ☎, priv. and ☎ , the hand), maimed, desti-

tute of hands, privileged , free from taxes .

AP , s. (from a, priv. and xd, the doing ofa thing), the

not doing ofa thing, the want of means to do a thing.

ty, a. (from , priv. and ,fi to be done , impro-

perto be done, inexpedient, impracticable.

1, s. (from 4, impracticable), impracticability,

inexpediency.

WEAHIDI, s. (from , impracticable), impracticability,

inexpediency.

Td, a. (from , priv. and 1, compassion), unmerciful,

unfeeling.

G2
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41, s. (from

GFEHT, s. (from

এক.

d, unfeeling), unmercifulness .

4, unfeeling), uufeelingness, unmer-

cifulness.

AFF*, ɑ. (from a, priv. and I , rough), not rough or-

scabrous, soft, smooth, gentle, mild .

31, s. (from 4, smooth), smoothless, agreeable-

ness to the touch, gentleness, mildness.

, s. (from t, smooth), smoothness, agreeable.

ness to the touch, gentleness , mildness.

, a. (from a, priv, and , debt), out of debt, free

from debt.

Ard, a. (from priv. and , an ear), earless, deaf.

wxity, a. (from a, priv. and ɗII, a h.lmsmın), desti-

tute of a helmsman, destitute of a pilot ; s. a bad heims-

man, an unskilful pilot.

WeŃIT, «. (from A, priv. zď, an ear, and «ª, a piercing ,̀

not having the ears bored, a term ofreproach given to

Musulmans by the Hindoos.

WTIU, a. (from priv. and 1, proper to be done , im

proper to be done, inexpedieni , impracticable.

G1, s. (from , improper , impropriety, inexpe-

diency.

, 8, (from , improper), impropriety, inexpe-

diency.

, s. (from A, priv. and ☎ý, an agent), not a governor

or agent.

WF, a. (from a, priv and F, an agent), destitute of an

agent, destitute of government, irregular, anarchical.

31, s. (from , without government), want of

vernment irregularity, anarchy.

go-

. s. (from , priv. and , without government),

want of government, irregularity, anarchy.

agat , a. (fiom , priv , and

not having the active voice.

15 , the active voice),

, a. (from , prie. and , dirt , free from mud

or dirt, clean.

, a. (from , pric. and a work), useless, fit for no-

thing ; s. a bad action, an improper action.

***, a. (from , priv. and 4, work), inapplicable to

any use, useless, ( in grammar, intransitive.

xi, s. (from , - an unlawful action, and zy, a

doer,, one who performs unlawful actions, one who does

actions which ought not to be done.

akatse, a. (from a , an unlawful action, and eta ,

doing , doingunlawful actions, acting wickedly; s. one

who does unlawful or improper actions.

কর্ম্মকী, a. (from সকৰ্ম্ম, an urdurgal action and কারিন, doe

ing), doing unlawful actions, acting wickedly.

এক.

ATHFT, a. 'from ax , an improper thing, and xa, capità

ble), capable of doing evil actions, incapable ofwork,

unfit for work.

অকৰ্ম্মচিন্তক, a . (from অঙ্কৰ্ম্ম, an improper thing, and চিন্তক,

thinking), meditating improper actions ; s. one who

contrives evil.

weifss , s. (from , an improper thing, and foot,

thought), the meditating or contriving of what is im-

proper to be done,

tre, a. (from e , an improper thing, and age,

active), mischievous, laboring to do what is improper,

mischief-making.

1, s. (from , an improper thing, and c , es

ertion), exertion to do evil, a labouring to do mischief.

অকৰ্ম্মজন্য, a. (from অকৰ্ম্ম an unlearful action, and জন1, pro<

ducible), producible by or arising from unlawful acti-

ons.

, a. (from an improper thing, and e,

making known), giving information of improper or use◄

less actions.

অকৰ্ম্মজ্ঞাপন , s . f om অকৰ্ম্ম an improper action, and জাপন,

a making know , the giving information of improper

or unlawful actions,

art a. (from A, priv. and t, diligent), not diligent,

negligent.

JH , a. from , priv. and as, fitfor work); useless,

good for nothing.

, a. (from , useless ), uselessness, unfitness for

any thing.

* T, a . (from K, useless), uselessness, unfitness for

any thing.

Я, s. (from an unlawful action, and a, de

struction), the prevention of unlawful actions, the per-

suading a person to relinquish an unlawful or wicked

course of actions, the breaking up or defeating of a

combination to engage in improper or unlawful acti-

Ons.

want , a. (from an unlawful action, and 2 ,

destructive), preventing evil or unlawful actions, induc➡

ing a person to desist from improper actions .

a. (from west, an unlawful action, and

destructive), preventing evil or un'awful actions, in-

ducing a person to desist from improper actions.

, s. (from I , an unlawful action, and att, des

struction), the prevention of an improper action, the

inducing a person to desist from improper actions, the

defeating of schemes to do mischief, the breaking up
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or defeating a combination of persons to do improper

actions.

প্রকল্পণাপক, a. ( from সকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to or preventive of unlawful

or improper actions, defeating a combination to do un-

lawfulactions.

অকৰ্ম্মনিম্নক, a . (from সকৰ্ম্ম, mn unlawful action, and নিম্নক ,

reproaching), reproaching or censuring improper ac-

tions ; s. one who reproaches or censures evil action.

জকর্মনিন্দা, s . ( from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and নিন্দা, re-

proach), the reproach or censure of an improper acti-

on.

অকৰ্ম্মনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from সকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

putting an end to`, putting an end to a course of evil

action, stopping a career of evil actions.

zofierze, «. (from 4 , «n unl iufu! action, and factae,

preventing , preventing improper actions, preventing

an unlawful action.

tad, s. (from a , an unlawful arin, and fixta ,

prevention), the preventing of an improper action, the

preventing of a course of unlawful actions,

fa, s. (from , an unlarfl action, and fats,

cessition , the cessation of an improper action, a de-

sisting from a course of evil actions .

অকৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a . ( from সকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from improper actions .

a , a. (from A , an imp: op r action, and B. emi-

nent ,skilful in doing evil, eminent in mischief, inexpert,

unskiful in business.

31, s. (from t, skilful in evil , skilfulness in

evil, eminence in mischief, inexpertness in any work.

VTUNTI, s. (from eat, skilful in mis h f, skilfulness

in evil, unskilfulness in business, inexpertness.

, a (from , an improper action, and ,

able), able to do evil, unable to do business.

ceugfsrae, «. (frɔm sex, an unlawful action , and

*sa , opp sing), opposing or obstructing improper

or unlawful actions.

, a. (from , an unlawful action, and 3,

caused by), caused by or arising from improper act -

ons.

fe , ad. (from , an un'awful action, and f1,

without), without improper or unlawful actions.

katt, s . (from 184, an unlawful action, and fett,

destruction , the preventing of improper or unlawful

act.ons, the breaking up of a combination to do unlaw.

ful actious.

SIZE.

werfente, a. (from an unlawful action, and

fat , destructive), destructive to a combination for

the purpose of engaging in evil or unlawful actions ,

preventive of improper actions.

affes, a. (from , an unlawful action, and

faaf , destitute of), free from improper or unlawful

actions.

, a. (from a , an unlawful action , and fat ,

possessed of), guilty of improper or unlawful actions.

festa, a. (from , an unlawful action, and fært¬

destitute of), free from improper or unlawful actions.

aertsfis, «. (from , an unlawful action, and

, excepted), improper or unlawful actions ex-

cepted.

VEHANE, s. (from , an unlawful action, and

Tifsig , an exception ), the exception of an evil or use-

less action.

atst, s. (from , priv. and at , suffering or enjoy

ing the consequences of actions), the not suffering or en-

joying the fruits of one's actions ; a state which is not

the fruit of a person's former actions ; that state of li➡

beration from matter, suffering, and enjoyment , which

the Hindoos account the highest state of perfection.

, a. (from , an unlawful action), abounding with

improper or unlawful actions, made up of unlawful ac

tions.

Ha , s. (from , an unlawful action, and af , mere),

merely an improper action.

, a. (from , an unlawful action, and , a

root) , originating from improper or unlawful actions.

as, a. (from , an unlawful action, and T join

ed to), connected with improper or unlawful actions.

ts , a. (from si, an unlawful action, and cuts ,

capable), capable of improper or unlawful actions.

, a (from , an unlawful action, and afes,

destitute), free from unlawful or improper actions.

, a. (from , an unlawful action, and 452,

ind eating , indicating or making known improper or

unlawful actions, giving information of wrong actions.

1, s . (from , an unlawful action, and 1871,

an indication), an iudication of improper actions, an

information concerning unlawful or improper actions.

WELLIE, a, (from , an unlawful action, and

a cause), caused by or arising from evil or improper ac-

tions.

li অকস্মীকান্তুক, a. (from অকৰ্ম্ম,' an unlawful action, and stকাৰ
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ডা .

desirous), desirous of doing improper or unlawful acti-

ons, not desiring employment.

অকৰ্ম্মাকাঙ্ক্ষা , a. ( from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and অাকাঙ্কা,

desire), a desire of doing improper or unlawful actions,

a not desiring to get employment.

জাকৰ্ম্মাকাজী , a. (from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, andজানি,

desirous), desirous of doing improper or unlawful ac-

tions, not desiring employment.

, s. (from a , an unlauful action, and tog ,

conduct), the practice of evil or improper actions, im-

proper or unlawful conduct.

অকর্মাচারী, a. (from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlarful action, and আচারি ,

acting), living in a course of improper or unlawful

practices.

অকর্মানুরক্ত, a. ( from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and অনুরক্ত,

attached to), fond of evil or improper actions, delight-

ing in unlawful practices.

অকর্মানুরাগ, s . ( from সকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and অনুরাগ,

attachment), a fondness for improper or unlawful ac-

tions.

unitats , a. (from wf, an unlawful action, and

ts ,fond of), fondofcommitting improper or un-

lawful actions.

tata, s. (from , an unlawful action, and 17,

practice), the practice ofunlawful or improper actions.

Grafanata, s. (from , an unlawful action, and

ata, search), a search after improper or unlawful

actions, a not seeking for employment.

citat , a. (from , an unlawful action, and

sat , searching for), searching after improper

or unlawful actions, not seeking employment.

Gegant, a. (from , an unlawful action, and

, searching after) , searching after improper

or unlawful actions, not seeking employment,

wife, a . (from , prir. and fas, connected with

work), unemployed, without employment.

অঙ্কৰ্ম্মান্বেষক, a. ( from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and ডাম্বেষক,

seeking), seeking for unlawful or improper actions, not

seeking for employment.

অকর্মান্বেষণ , s. (from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlearfulaction, and অন্বেষণ ,

a seeking), a seeking for unlawful or improper actions,

a not seeking for employment.

অকৰ্ম্মান্বেষী, a . (from অকৰ্ম্ম, an enlarful action, and অন্বেষি,

seeking), seeking for unlawful or improper actions, not

seeking for employment.

কৰ্ম্মা(ভিলাষ, ৪ , (from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and অভিলাষ,

HR.

desire), the desire of committing unlawful or improper

actions, a not desiring employment.

(sat ), 4. (from , an unlawful action, and

fsafa , desirous), desirous of committing unlawful

or improper actions, not desirous of employment.

অকর্মারম্ভ ও (from সকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and আরম্ভ, ৫

beginning), the beginning of an evil or unlawful acti-

on, the not beginning a work.

naye, a. (from , an unlawful action, and atego,

beginning , engaging in or commencing an unlawful

action.

অকর্মারম্ভণ , s . ( from অকৰ্ম্ম, an unlawful action, and আরম্ভণ , a

beginning), the beginning of an improper or unlawful

action, the not beginning a work.

venit , a. (from a , an improper thing, and , fit , un.

fit for action, unfit for any work or undertaking,

afus, a. (from , priv. and fad, eminent in any work),

not eminent in any work, awkward.

acHg), s. (from a , an unlawful action, and 8), de-

sire), a desire to commit an improper or unlawful ac-

tion, the want of desire to work.

Maras, a. (from W , an unlawful action, and ₹5, desir-

ous), desirous of committing improper or unlawful ac-

tions, not desirous of employment.

WEE, a. (from , an unlawful action, and EP, de-

sirous), desirous of committing an improper or unlaw-

ful action, not desirous of employment.

arts, a. (from ICH, an unlawful action, and 845,

engaged in , engaged in or ready to commit an impre

per or unlawful action, not zealously engaged in work.

anats, 8. (from w , an unlawful action, and sturist,

an exertion), an effect to commit an improper or un-

lawful action, a want of exertion in a work.

startat, s. (from , an unlawful action, and

8f , exerting), engaging eagerly in the commissi-

on of improper or unlawful actions, not zealously en-

gaged in a work.

অকৰ্ম্মোপযুক্ত, a. ( from সকৰ্ম্ম, an improper act, and উপযুক্ত, fit),

fit for evil, fit for mischief, unfit for any work.

, s. (from is, the understanding), the understanding,

intellect. sense, perception.

um , s. (from a, priv. and TZ , rust), the absence of

stain or rust; a . immaculate, unstained .

east, a. (from a, priv. and af , stained , immaculate,

spotless.

, a. (from siis, the understanding), wise, sensi-

ble, intelligent, of good understanding.
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Sizi.

west, a. (from a, priv. and wag, a quarrel), free from

quarrels or disputes, peaceful.

a. (from a, prio. and , dirt), clean, pure, transpa-

rent.

, . (from , priv. and 1, the contriving ofa

thing), inartificial, genuine, true,

* H , s. (froma, priv. and eg , a contrivance), the con-

triving of what is improper, an evil design, a machina-

tion, a want of contrivance.

fas, a. (from , priv. and fq , feigned); unfeigned ,

sincere, genuine, true.

f331, 8. (from afa³, unfeigned), unfeignedness , sin-

cerity, genuineness .

সকল্পিতT, 5. (from efs, unfeigned), unfeignedness, sin-

cerity, genuineness.

d, s. (froma, priv. and t , welfare), a misfortune,

an evil thing ; a. inauspicious, unfortunate.

art, s. (from , inauspicious), inauspiciousness ,

a being unfortunate.

azzutaa, s. (from ara, inauspicious), inauspiciousness,

a being unfortunate.

set , s. (from , priv. and 1 , harsh-tasted), the

absence of harshness ; a. not harsh-tasted , mild , gentle.

, s. (from priv. and , trouble), the absence of

distress ; a. not in trouble or difficulty.

de , s. (from a prio. and at, meditation upon

one's distresses), a not meditating on one's distresses ,

ease ofmind, tranquillity, resignation, contentment.

, a." (from , priv. and ; bound), the increase

of distress, the utmost degree of distress, a degree of

distress or trouble which cannot be exceeded .

, ad. (from , priv. and ate, from any one), unex-

pec'edly, suddenly, unawares, abruptly.

অকস্ম:স্থাননা , s . ( from অকস্মte , suddenly, and বাসনা, a de-

sire), a whim, caprice, a sudden wish.

cetti, a. (from A, priv. and ætti, cut , uncut, undivided .

watag, a. from &, prid. and ætsa, distressed), unagitated,

not distressed ; s . the not being agitated with distress,

a being at ease.

13331, s . (from wæfia, unagitated), the not being agitat-

ed with distress , composure, ease.

C415IT, 8. (from aætsa, unagitated) , composure, ease.

1 , s. (from a, priv. and i , deceitfulness), the ab-

sence ofdeceitfulness.

sta, a. (from , prio. and at , desire), not lascivious, not

under the power of irregular or unrestrained desire ;

4. the absence oflust or irregular desire.

অঙ্ক!,

taat , a. (from , priv. and tæt , acting at will), not

acting at his pleasure, not acting willingly.

t3;, ad. (from a, priv . and ata, desire), not willingly,

not of his own accord.

ata , a. (from ☎, priv. and ætat, a request), not desiring,

satisfied, contented.

atan, s. (from , priv. and ** , a request), a want of

desire, the not desiring of a thing, the pretence of a

request, a formality.

wata), a. (from a, priv. and fa , lustful), not lascivious,

chaste.

, a. (from , priv. and , desirous), void of lust,

free from irregular desire, chaste.

1, a. (from , priv. and t , desirable), not desirable,

undesirable.

ata, a. (from , priv. and at , work), unfit for any

thing, unfit for any business or undertaking, (See

অকার্য্য. )

uta, s. (from a, the letter of that name, and , to do), the

letter ; or, properly, that character which expresses

the sound of .

ta , a. (from ☎, priv. and a , a cause), causeless, to

no purpose ; ad. without cause, without reason, gratis.

31, s. (from ta , causeless), causelessness.

1 , s. (from ta , causeless), causelessness.

tata, a. (from ata, the letter , and , a begin

ning), beginning with the letter , having an initial .

tats, a. (from t , the letter , and , an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

watataft, ed. (from at , the letter , and aft, a limit),

from or to the letter :

att, s. (from , priv. and at , roughness), the ab-

sence of roughness ; a. free from roughness, smooth,

not disagreeable to the touch.

, s. (from , priv. and tas, niggardliness), the ab,

sence ofniggardliness or wretchedness ; a. free from nig

gardliness or wretchedness .

tú, a. from , priv. and t , work), unfit to be done,

useless, unfit for any purpose.

aætúrát, s. (from tú , useless , and ₹4, an agent),` one

who is employed in doing what is useless or improper.

aridiætax, a. (from wet , useless, and at , causing),

tending to uselessness, promoting uselessness, making

useless, doing mischief, doing what ought not to be done.

tett, a. (from at , useless, and tf , doing), doing

what is improper or useless.

AFIÚKA, 8. (from at , a thing improper to be done, and
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er21.

, able), capable of useless or improper actions, unfit

for business.

artifice, a. (from tú , useless, and fo☎, meditating),

contriving useless things, forming useless schemes, con-

triving mischief.

1, s. (from str, us less, and foot, though ), the

contriving of useless schemes, the building of castles in

the air, the contriving of evil.

atse, a. (from t , useless, and co , active), active

in useless things, busy about improper things.

atni, s. (from t , useless, and co , endeavour), la-

bour in improper or useless undertakins.

Gæti , a. (from aætú , an improper action, and 57 ,

producible), producible by or arising from an impro-

per action.

lú , a. (from at , an improper action , and it ,

makingknown), giving information of improper or un-

lawful actions.

অকাৰ্যজ্ঞিাপন, s. (from সকাৰ্য, an improper action, and জ্ঞাপন,

a making known), the giving information of improper

or unlawful actions.

Gati , s. (from ts, useless) , uselessness, unfitness for

any purpose, impropriety.

erati , s . (from at , useless), inutility, unfitness for any

purpose, impropriety.

, s. (from was, an improper action, and * ,

destruction), the prevention of an improper action, the

prevention of unlawful or wicked practices by break

ing up a combination ofpersons engaged in them.

atuit , a. (from at , an improper action, and‡ 5*,

destructive), destructive to improper actions, or to un-

lawful practices.

hut, a. (from at , an improper action, and fa ,

destructive), destructive to improper actions, or to un-

lawful practices.

tatt, s. (from t , an improper action, and

destruction), the destruct on or prevention of an im-

proper action or of unlawful practices.

অকাৰ্য্যনাশক, a. (from সকার্য্য , an improper action, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to a course of evil or unlaw-

ful practices.

অকাৰ্যনিন্দক, a. ( from ডকাৰ্য, an improper action,and নিন্দক,

reproaching), reproaching or censuring improper or

unlawful actions .

f , s . (from air, an improper action, and fa ,

reproach), a reproach or censure of improper or un-

lawful actions.

actúfards, a. (from e , an improper action, and

fas, putting a stop to), putting a stop to improper

or unlawful actions,

aufarte, a. (from at , an improper action, and

fatæ, preventing), preventing improper or unlawful

actions.

অকার্য্যনিবারণ, ৪. (from সকাৰ্য, an improper action, and

fata , prevention), the preventing ofimproper or un-

lawful actions.

aatúff, s. (from , an improper action, and

fa , cession), the cessation of, or desisting from im-

proper or unlawful actions,

"

úfafas , a . (from at , an improper action, and

fis, a cause caused by or arising from improper or

un'awful actions ; ad. from or because of improper or

unlawful actions.

c. (from at , an improper action, and

otak, opposing), opposing or obstructing improper

or unlawful actions.

túgge, a. (from gætu, on improper action, and T ,41

caused by`, caused by or arising from improper or un◄

lawful actions ; al, from or because of improper or un

lawful actions .

অকাৰ্য্যৰিনা , “d from অকার্য্য, an improper action , and বিনা,

without , without improper or unlawful actions .

atfatt, s. (from attr, an improper action, and

fää†™, dest›uction), the prevention or destruction of a

course of unlawful or improper actions,

অকাৰ্য।ৰিনাশক, ৫. from xatú, an improper action, and

fatt , destructive), preventing or destroying a course

of improper actions.

aft , a. (from at , an improper action, and

fifa possessed of , guilty ofimproper or unlawful ac

tions.

affe, a. (from sets, an improper action, and

fsfas, excepted), improper or unlawful actions ex-

cepted.

gatúufozē, 8. (from aætú, an improper action, and

fs , an exception), the exception of improper or

unlawful actions.

অকাৰ্যৰ্যডিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of অকাৰ্যডিরেক) , with the

exception of improper or unlawful actions, without or

besides improper or unlawful actions .

atúa , ɑ. (from at , an improper action), full of im-

proper actions, made up of improper or unlawful acti

ons.

tata, a. (from art , an improper action, and ata,
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অকা,

mere), merely an improper action, nothing but impro-

per actions.

atus, a. (from wet , an improper action, and 4 ,

joined to), connected with improper or unlawful actions.

sanuts , a. (from , an improper action, and cutst ,

capable , capable of improper or unlawful actions ;

ad. from or because of improper or unlawful actions.

অকার্যরহিত, a . ( from অকার্য্য, an improper action, and রহিত,

destitute of, free from improper or unlawful actions.

CÚIF, a. (from tú, an improper action, and ( 1,

a cause), caused by improper or unlawful actions ;

ad. from or because of improper or unlawful actions.

watu̸rtætå1, s. (from it , an improper action, and tætĝı,

desire), a desire to perform improper or unlawful ac

tions.

attat , s. (from at , an improper action, and

at , desirous), desirous of committing improper

or unlawful actions.

অকার্য্যাচরণ , ৪. ( from সকাৰ্য, an improper action, and আচরণ ,

practice), the practising of improper or unlawful acti-

ons.

অকার্য্যাচ:রী, এ. ( from অকাৰ্য, an improper action, and আচারি ,

practising), living in the practice of improper or unlaw-

ful actions.

tags, a. from , an improper action, and age,

attached to), fond of improper or unlawful actions.

অকার্য্যানুরাগ, s. ( from সকাৰ্য , an improper action, and অনুরাগ,

attachment), a fondness for improper or unlawful ac-

tions.

aatúlagirl, a . (from , an improper action, and

saatista, fond of), fond of improper or unlawful acti-

ons.

setúrtasta, s. (from æt , an improper action, and ia,

practic ), the practice of unlawful or improper actions.

satútaaata, s. (from aætú, an improper action, and

, search), a search after improper or unlawful

actions.

Jetútzzzini, a. (from act , an improper action, and

fa , searching after), searching after improper

or unlawful actions.

shut , a. (from was, an improper action, and

, searching), searching after improper or un-

lawful action.

অকার্য্যান্বিত, a. ( from সকাৰ্য , an improper action, and অন্বিত,

connected with), connected with unlawful or improper

actions.

túmaze, a, (from et , an improper action, and

H

অফা

, searching after), seeking for unlawful or impro

per actions.

অকার্যান্বেষণ , s . ( from অকার্য্য , an improper action, and অন্বেষণ,

search), a search for unlawful or improper actions.

actúnað, a. (from æ , an improper action, and

rafa , seeking , seeking for unlawful or improper ac-

tions.

túfanta, s. (from at , an improper action, and

afata, desire), a desire to commit unlawful or impro-

per actions.

treat , a. (from e , an improper action, and

afata , desirous), desirous of committing unlawful or

improper actions.

অকার্য্যারম্ভ, ৪. ( from অকাৰ্য্য , an improper action, and অরিষ্ট,

a beginning), the commencement of unlawful or im

proper actions.

wattage, a. (from at , an improper action, and

tag , beginning), beginning to commit unlawful or

improper actions.

অকার্য্যারম্ভণ , a . ( from অকার্য্য, an improper action, and আরম্ভণ,

beginning), a beginning to commit unlawful or impro-

per actions.

অকার্য্যোস্থা, s. (from অকাৰ্য্য, an improper action , and ইচ্ছা, ৫

desire), a desire to commit improper or unlawful acti-

ons.

ahúg, a. (from aætú, an improper action, and ₹5, de-

sirous), desirous of committing improper or unlawful

actions.

akúg☎, a. (from tú, an improper action , and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of committing improper or unlawful

actions.

অকার্য্যোদযুক্ত , a. (from অকাৰ্য , an improper action, and sদ্যুক্ত,

engaged in), zealously engaged in improper or unlaw-

ful actions.

attest, s . (from at , an improper action, and

sinītst, a zealous effort), a zealous effort to commit im-

proper or unlawful actions.

st, a. (from at , an improper action, and

Sinista, zealous), zealously engaged in improper or un-

lawful actions.

8. (from at , an improper action, and

, an attempt), an attempt to commit improper or

unlawful actions.

অকাৰ্য্যোপযুক্ত , a. (from অকার্য্য , an improper action, and

tu , proper), suited to unlawful or improper actions.

aæta, a. (from ¤, priv . aud ☎ , time), premature, out of

season, out of due time ; s. a famine.
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sai.

artma, a. (from a, priv. ata, time, and a, to produce),

born out of due time, abortive.

aataats, a. (from , priv. t , time, and , born), born

out of due season, abortive.

aotim, ad. (loc. case ofata), prematurely.

ate, a. (from , priv. and fe, a hypocrite), free

from hypocrites, free from hypocrisy.

UTU, a. (from , priv. and ti, a poem), destitute of

poetical writings ; s. a doggrel attempt at poetry, not

deserving the name of a poem.

Wat431, s. (from æ , destitute ofpoetry), a being des

titute of poetry, the absence of the proper characters

of poetry.

WEIUI, 8. (from wet , destitute ofpoetry), a being des-

titute ofpoetry, the absence of the essential characters

ofpoetry.

fy, a. (from a, priv. and fa♣a, a servant), having no

servant ; s. a mere tool, one who does not deserve the

name of a servant.

, . (from , priv. andfa, a little), destitute, nee-

dy, poor, not possessing even the smallest property.

affe, s. (from , priv. and f , a little), nothing.

ff , a. (from , pr.v. fafe, a little, and to do),

diminishing, diminished , brought to nothing.

ifs, a. (from a, priv. and i , fame), of no account,

having no fame, without applause; s. a want of fame.

sæifíæz, a. (from as, a want offame, and to do),

dishonouring, preventing applause or fame, defamatory,

causing the loss of reputation.

অকীর্ত্তিকারক, a. ( from সকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and কারক,doing),

defamatory, causing the loss of reputation ; s. a defam.

er.

অকীর্তিকারী, a. (from সকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and কারিন, doing),

defamatory, hurting a person's reputation .

waffis, a. (from vafé, a defamation, and ☎ą, to produce),

arising from defamation, arising from want of reputa-

tion.

অকীৰ্ত্তিজনক, a . (from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and জনক, caus-

ing) , causing the loss of character or reputation, caus-

ing the loss of fame.

অকীত্তিজনিত, a . ( from সকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by the loss of reputation or fame,

produced by defamation..

alf , a. (from was, a defamation, and as, pro-

ducible), arising from or producible by the loss of re-

putation or fame, arising from defamation,

walfists, a . (from , a defamation, and 3, produc-

জাকী.

ed), produced by or arising from the loss of reputation

or fame, arising from defamation.

weifen, ɑ. (from af, a defamation, and W, to give), de-

famatory, communicating the loss of reputation, com-

municating disgrace.

seift , a. (from af , a defamation, and tạo, giv-

ing), defamatory, communicating the loss of reputa-

tion, communicating disgrace.

অকীর্তিদায়ী, a . ( from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and দায়ি, gir-

ing), defamatory, communicating the loss of reputati-

on, communicating disgrace.

f , s. (from af , a defamation, and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the removing of defamation, a repairing the loss

ofreputation or fame.

waifftone, a. (from ai , a defamation, and

destructive), removing defamation, clearing up a de-

famatory report, repairing the loss of reputation or

fame.

aféti, a. (from wife, a defamation, and fa , de-*

structive), removing defamation, clearing up a defama-

tory report, repairing the loss of reputation or fame.

fatt, s. (from , a defamation, and , destruc-

tion , the removing of an obloquy or defamation, the

clearing up ofa defamatory report, a repairing the loss

of reputation or fame.

aefare, a. (from f , a defamation, and tata, de-

structive), removing cbloquy or defamation, clearing

up a person's reputation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to an evil or defama-

tory report, putting a stop to defamation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিনিবারক, a. (from সকীর্তি, a defamation, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing obloquy or defamation, pre-

venting loss offame or reputation .

অকীৰ্ত্তিনিবারণ, s . ( from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing), the preventing of obloquy or defamation,

a preventing the loss of a person's reputation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিনিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from সকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and নিৰুত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of obloquy or defamation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from অকীর্তি, a defamation, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by defamation , caused by or arising from

the loss ofreputation ; ad. from or because of defama-

tion or the loss of reputation.

walfézus, 6. (from if , a defamation, and , caused

by), caused by defamation , caused by or arising from

the loss of reputation ; ad. from or because of defama-

tion or the loss of reputation.

aelfácác, a. (from I, a defamation, and Te, increas-
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•

ing), increasing a defamatory report, heightening the

loss of reputation.

zifácán, s. (from ax , a defamation, and T , the in-

creasinga thing), an increasing oradding to a defamato-

ry report, an aggravating or heightening a person's

loss of reputation.

seiféft , ad. (from wetfé, a defamation, and fal, with-

ou!), without defamation or obloquy.

waiffatt, s . (from wife, a defamation, and fatat, de-

struction), the removal of obloquy or defamation, the

clearing up of a person's reputation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিৰিনাশক , a . ( from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and ৰিনাশক,

destructive), removing obloquy or defamation, clearing

up a person's reputation.

sziféfaf*w, a. (from waifé, a defamation, and fafa,

possessed of), defamatory, disreputable, dishonourable.

swiftzfs, s. (from wifé, a defamation, and f , increase),

an addition to a defamatory report, an aggravation of

obloquy or loss of reputation.

অকীৰ্ত্তিতিরিক্ত, a. (from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), defamation or obloquy excepted.

অকীৰ্ত্তিব্যতিরেক, s. (from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of defamation or obloquy.

1, s. (from fe, obscure), obscurity of charac-

ter, the being destitute offame or reputation .

af , s. (from fe, obscure), obscurity of charac-

ter, the being destitute of fame or reputation.

fear, a. (from waifs, a defamation), made up of de-

famation, defamatory, disreputable.

অকীর্তিনাত্র , s . ( from সকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and মাত্র, mere) ,

simple defamation, mere obloquy.

fata, s. (from , priv. and af , renowned), desti-

tute offame, obscure, of no reputation, infamous .

fé , a. (from walf, a defamation, and TF, joined to),

defamatory, disreputable, dishonourable.

অকীর্ভিরহিত , a . ( from অকীৰ্ত্তি, a defamation, and রহিত, desti

tute of), free from defamation or obloquy.

saiffats, s. (from if , a defamation, and at , gain), the

acquisition of defamation or disgrace.

véfáze, a. (from sæfé, a defamation, and ( 5) a

cause), caused by defamation or obloquy ; ad. from or

because of defamation or obloquy.

afia, a. (from , priv. and afta, crooked , not crooked ,

straight, sincere, honest.

aft31, s. (from a ta, straight), straightness, rectitude,

sincerity, honesty.

azſtav, s. (from afta, straight), straightness, rectitude,

honesty, sincerity.

3775

aaftaasta, a. (from aft , not crooked, and sta, incli-

nation), sincere-hearted, honest, naturally sincere or

honest, honestly disposed.

অকুটিলান্ত: করণ , a. (from অকুটিল, not crooked , and অন্তঃকরণ,

the heart , honest-hearted, upright in heart, sincere-

hearted.

Metsy, a. (from , priv. 43 , from what ? and Sy, fear),

safe, free from danger, having no cause for fear.

Al, a. (from , priv. and ¹ , a censure), an opinion

which does not convey a censure of any one's conduct,

that conduct which is not a reproach to any one.

fs, a. (from , priv . and 3, low, bʊʊse), not

mean or base, not reproached, not blamed.

fs, a. (from , priv. and 43, enraged), not angry,

calm , placid.

aatst, a. (from , priv. and at , a girl under ten years

ofage), a girl who has exceeded the age of ten years.

FI, a . (from , priv. and a, to collect), lacking, want-

ing, unprovided, not at band.

, a. (from , priv. and a , to collect , lacking, want

ing, not at hand, not provided.

afa, a. (from a, priv. and ata, noble), not noble, ple

beian, ignoble, unprivileged.

AEMIA3), 8.s. (from , plebeian , the not being of a no-

ble family, meanness of extraction , want of privilege.

, s. (from , plebeian) , meanness of extracti

on, the not being of noble extraction, want of privilege.

, s. (from , priv. and , welfare), misfortune,

ill-luck ; a . inexpert, bungling.

WEETA, a. (from , evil, and , making), making

unhappy, ruining a person's welfare, causing evil or ad-

versity, causing misfortune.

værtsætaæ, a. (from at , evil, and ☎ia , making), mak-

ing unhappy, ruining a person's welfare, causing evil or

adversity, causing misfortune.

অকশলকারী, . ( from অকুশল, coil, and কারিন, making), mak-

ing unhappy, ruining a person's welfare, causing evil or

adversity, causing misfortune.

☎, a. (from , evil, and , producing),

producing evil or adversity, producing unhappiness or

loss of welfare, producing misfortune.

wastaafia, 7. (from a , evil, and , produced),

produced from adversity or want of welfare, produced

from evil or misfortune.

* , a. (from , evil, and 7 , producible), aris-

ing from or producible by adversity or misfortune.

ts, a. (from , vil, and 3, produced), aris

ing from or produced by adversity or misfortune.

H2
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অঙ্কু

a , s. (from w , evil, and ‡ ♬, destruction), the

removing ofa person's adversity or misfortune.

Væraf.n☎, a. (from w , evil, aud ‡ , destructive),

destructive to adversity, removing misfortune or a want

of prosperity.

Wake , a. (from , evil, and , destructive),

destructive to adversity or evil, removing misfortune or

the want of prosperity.

অকুশলনাশ, s. (from অকুশল, evil , and নাশ, destruction), the

removal of adversity or evil, the removal of misfortune

or a want of prosperity.

6

aatste, u. (from t , evil, and , destructive),

removing adversity or evil, removing misfortune or the

want of prosperity.

ভাৰুশব্দনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a . ( fron অকুশল, evil , and নিৰ্ত্তক, puttinga stop

to), putting a stop to adversity or evil, putting a stop

to misfortune or a want of prosperity.

atafata , a. (from t , evil, and fata , preventing),

preventing adversity or evil, preventing misfortune or

the want of prosperity.

wxxtafazyq, s. (from * , evil, and faxtad, prevention),

the preventing of adversity or evil, the preventing of

misfortune or the want of prosperity.

faf , s. (from at , evil, and fa , cessation), the

cessation of adversity or evil, the cessation of misfor-

tune, a cessation of the want of prosperity.

অকুশলনিমিত্তক, a . (from অঙ্কুশল, evil, and নিমিত্ত, a cause ,

caused by adversity or evil, arising from misfortune or

the want of prosperity ; ad. from or because of adversi-

ty or evil, from or because of misfortune or the want of

prosperity.

অকুশলপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from অঙ্কুশল , evil , and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos-

ing , opposing or obstructing adversity or evil, prevent-

ing misfortune.

WELTF, a. (from t , evil, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from adversity or evil, arising from

misfortune or the want of prosperity ; ad. from or be-

cause of adversity or evil, from or because of misfor

tune or the want of prosperity.

fa , ad. (from , evil, and f , without), with-

out adversity or evil, without misfortune.

অঙ্কুশলৰিনাশ, s. (from অঙ্কুশল, evil , and বিনাশ, destruction),

the removal of evil or adversity, the removal of misfor-

tune, a remedying the want of prosperity.

অকুশলৰিনাশক, a. (from অঞ্চল, evil , and বিনাশক, destruc-

tive), removing adversity or evil, removing misfortune,

remedying the want of prosperity..

অঙ্কু

অকুশলবিশিষ্ট, a. (from অঙ্কুশল, evil , and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), affected by adversity or evil, unprosperous, unhap

py.

অকুশলৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অকুশল, evil, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, exemp-

ted), adversity or evil excepted, misfortune or a want

of prosperity excepted .

অকুশলৰ্যতিরেক, ৪. (from অকুশল, evil, and জাতিরেক, an excep

tion), the exception of adversity or evil, the exception

ofmisfortune or want of prosperity.

অঙ্কুশলৰ্য্যতিরেকে, ad. (loe . case of অকুশলব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of adversity or evil, without or besides ad-

versity or evil, with the exception ofmisfortune or want

of prosperity, without or besides misfortune or the

want of prosperity.

HayF, ɑ. (from , evil, and T , joined to) , unpros-

perous, sunk in adversity or calamity, calamitous.

wtf , a. (from , evil, and 3, destitute of),

free from evil or misfortune, free from adversity or

calamity.

অকুশলহেতুক, a. (from অঙ্কুশল , evil, and হেতু, a cause ) , caused

by or arising from evil or misfortune, arising from ad-

versity or calamity; ad from or because of evil or mis-

fortune, from or because of adversity or calamity.

অৰুশলাকাক, a. (from সকল, coil, and আকা‡ক, desirous) ,

malevolent, desirous of evil or misfortune, desirous of

adversity or calamity.

atata , s. from t , evil, and tatt, desire), a de--

siring evil, malevolence, a wish for misfortune or ad-

versity.

অঙ্কুশলাকাঙ্কী , a . (from অকশল , evil, and আকাশি , desirous) ,

desirous of evil, malevolent, desiring misfortune or ad-

versity.

অঙ্কুশলাচরণ , s. (from অঙ্কুশল. cvil, and জাচরণ , conduct), un-

propitious conduct or behaviour, conduct expressive of

adversity or misfortune.

,taو s. (from agt , evil, and , search),

a searching after misfortune or adversity.

অঙ্কুশলানুসন্ধানী a. (from ডাকুশল, evil , and অনুসন্ধানিন, search-

ing after), searching after misfortune or adversity.

gatti, « . (from ga, evil, and watfpa, search-

ing after , searching after misfortune or adversity.

agatfumta, s. (from UT , evil, and afsta, desire), ma-

levolence, a desire of misfortune or adversity, a desire

of evil or calamity.

a.

অকুশলাভিলাষী , a. ( from অঙ্কুশল, evil , and অভিলাষি , desirous),

desirous of evil or misfortune, malevolent, desirous of

adversity or calamity.
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ज Sizg

caiai, a. (from a, priv , and æfa, prosperous), unfor-

tunate, unhappy, unprosperous.

ggi, s. (from am, evil, and Ja , desire), a desire of

evil or misfortune, malevolence, adesire of adversity or

calamity.

Ja , a. (from , evil, and , desirous), malevo

lent, desirous of evil or misfortune, desirous of adver-

sity or calamity.

, a . (from , evil, and , desirous), male-

volent, desirous of evil or misfortune, desirous of ad-

versity or calamity.

অঙ্কুশলোৎপাদক, a. (from অঙ্কুশল, evil, and উৎপাদক, producing),

producing misfortune or calamity, producing adversi-

1y.

অকুশলোৎপাদন , s . (from অকুশল, evil, and sৎপাদন , producing),

the producing of misfortune or calamity, the produc-

ing of adversity.

অকুশলোপক্রম , ৪. ( from অঙ্কুশল, evil, and উপক্রম, an attempt),

the beginning of misfortune or calamity.

ay, s. (from a, priv. ☎, bad, and , thefurther shore

ofa river , the ocean.

* , s. (from , understanding), the understanding

sense, experience , wisdom.

TEA. a. (from a, priv. and ☎a, a shore), shoreless.

satuta, s. (from , shoreless, and tuta, a bound-

less plain , a shoreless ocean, boundless trouble or dis-

tress.

s, a. (from , priv. and 3, done), undone, unperform-

ed.

asani, a. (from a, priv. and sq, having performed

a work), not having accomplished an undertaking, un-

successful.

sæt , a. (from , priv. and , having performed

a duty , not having performed a work or undertaking,

not having performed incumbent duties, unsuccessful.

43631, a. (from , priv. and , having performed a

duty), not having performed an incumbent duty.

5%, a. (from , priv. and 45 , ungrateful , not ungrate-

ful, not rendering evil for good.

, a. (from , priv. and , acknowledging , un-

grateful, not acknowledging favours, unthankful .

331, 8. (from , ungrateful), ingratitude, un-

thankfulness .

MIIT, s. (from , ungrateful), ingratitude, unthank-

fulness.

out , a. (from a, priv. and sata, married), unmarried,

(this term can only be applied to a man.)

t , criminal , innocenttet, a. (from , priv. and

, a. (from a, priv, and 3 , having performed

holy actions), not having done holy or virtuous action,

unfurnished with meritorious actions, unholy.

agfææt , a. (from 3, priv, and fate, married), unmar

ried, single.

sta , a. (from a, priv, and tot, shared out), unshar ,

ed, undivided, not shared out.

AHMI, a. (from , priv. and з , treated with respect),

not treated with respect, not honoured , not respected,

not venerated.

ItЯAI, a. (from , priv. and tat¶, criminal), inno-

ceut.

stay, a. (from , priv. and tag, having begun), not

having made a commencement.

stage, a. (from , undone, and tag, a beginning),

not beginning an undone work.

astu, ɑ. (from , priv. and † , having accomplished

an object), unsuccessful, not having accomplished a de-

sired object.

wæfs31, s . (from æfða, unskilful), unskilfulness, inex-

pertness.

afs , s . (from aæfo , unskilful), unskilfulness, inexpert-

ness .

, a . (from a, priv. and af , active), unskilful, not

conversant with an art or subject.

aste?, a. (from , priv. and astea, having replied),

not having replied.

æste , a. (from , priv. and zote , having the gar-

ment passed like a rope over the shoulder), not having

the garment passed over the shoulder and under the

opposite arm like a rope .

otsi, a. (from , priv. and tastesta, having made

an effort ,not having made an effort, not having exerted-

bimself.

wæstate, a. (from a, priv. and state, married), unmar-

ried.

অকৃতোদ্বাহতা , ৪. from অকৃতোরাহ , unmarried) , an unmarried

state, bachelorship, celibacy.

statz , s. (from

libacy.

state, un married), bachelorship,

, a. (from , priv. and fa, artificial), inartificial,

genuine..

wafaa31, s. (from , inartificial), genuineness.

HT, 8. (from a , inartificial), genuineness.

Ja , a. (from , priv, sud 1, mercy), unmerciful, in-

exorable.
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ডাকো.

, s. (from , priv. and 1, mercy), hard-heartedness,

want of compassion.

অৰূপান্বিত, a. ( from অকৃপা, a rant ofmercy, and অন্বিত, pos-

sessed of), unmerciful, destitute ofpity or compassion.

, a. (a corruption ofset ), useless, unfit for any

thing.

ate , a. (from , priv. and te , perfection), not per-

fectly identified with the divine essence.

att, s. (from a, priv. and cat , anger), freedom from

destitute of anger.anger; a.

at , a. (from a, priv. and f , angry), not angry,

tranquil, placid.

Alta , a. (from a, priv. and cia , soft), not mild or gen-

tle, austere, indelicate, harsh.

Qaftmi, s. (from a, priv. and cafftar, tortuosity), sincerity,

rectitude ; a. straight, honest, sincere.

maa, s. (from a, priv. and cat , expertness, any art or

science), a want of expertness, disaffection, dislike;

a. inexpert.

অকৌশলজনক, a. (from অকৌশল, trant of love, and জনক, pre-

ducing), producing inexpertness, producing disaffecti-

on, producing dislike or enmity.

Q3, α. (from , want of love, and 3,

produced), produced from inexpertness, produced from

disaffection or dislike.

, a. (from , want oflove, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from inexpertuess, aris-

ing from disaffection or dislike.

অকৌশলজাত, a . (from অকৌশল, want of love, and জt , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from inexpertness, aris-

ing from disaffection or dislike.

31, s. (from , inexpert), inexpertness, disaf.

fection.

, s. (from , inexpert), inexpertness, disaf

fection.

সকৌশপুযুক্ত, ৫. (from সকৌশল, want of love, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from inexpertness, caused

by or arising from disaffection or dislike ; ad. from

or because of inexpertness or disaffection.

ডাকৌশলহেতুক, a. (from সকৌশল, want of love, and হেত,ু

cause), caused by or arising from inexpertness, caused

by or arising from disaffection or dislike ; ad. from or

because of inexpertness or disaffection .

it , want oflove , and tg ,Hatata , s. (from

desire), a desire to maintain disaffection or to be at

enmity, implacability.

অকৌশলাকা ूী, a. (from সকৌশল, want of love, and সাকানি,

অক্রি:

desirous), desirous of maintaining disaffection or of be

ing at enmity, implacable.

অকৌশলাভিলাষ, s. (from অকৌশল, erant of love , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to maintain disaffection or to be at en-

mity, implacable.

acetateata , a. (from a, want of love, and

afsata, desirous), desirous of maintaining disaffecti-

on or of living in enmity, implacable.

অকৌশলারম্ভ , s . ( from সকৌশল, want of love, and আরম্ভ, a bea

ginning , the beginning of disaffection or ill will.

অক্ত,

, s. (from , want of love, and 1, a de

sire , a desire to maintain disaffection or to live at

enmity, implacability.

a. (from , want oflove, and 5, desir

ous), desirous ofmaintaining disaffection or ofliving in

enmity, implacable.

™, a. (from , want of love, and , desir

ous , desirous of maintaining disaffection or of living in

enmity, implacable .

, . (from , to smear), smeared, plastered, anointed.

ura, s. (from a, priv. and ™ , a step , want of succession,

want of orderly arrangement, confusion, irregularity.

afugl, s. (from a, priv. and fg , work), inaction, a fail-

ing or want of action or peration , irreligion .

afatd, a. (from , priv. and fats, under operation),

.not under operation, not being under performance.

Luffycle, a. (from afgi, an improper action), and

atate, desirous), desirous of doing improper or evil

actions.

afutati, &. (from af , an improper action, and statii,

a desire), a desire to do an improper or unlawful action.

aftet , a. (from 1, an improper action, and

atat , desirous), desirous of doing improper or un-

lawful actions,

অক্রিয়াকারক, a. ( from সক্রিয়া, an improper action, and কারক,

doing), performing improper or unlawful actions.

সক্রিয়াকারী, a. (from অক্রিয়া, an improper action, and কারিন,

doing) , performing improper or unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়াচরণ, s . ( from সক্রিয়া, on improper action, and আচরণ,

conduct,, the living in a course ofimproper or unlawful

actions .

tott , a . (from , an improper action, and tota

acting), living in the practice of improper or unlawful

actions.

fi , a. (from , an improper action, and 3 , to be

produced), produced by or arising from improper or

unlawful actions.
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enfor.

অক্রিয়াজনিত, a . (from অক্রিয়া , an improper action, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from improper or un-

lawful actions.

afegts , a. (from afar , an improper action, and 7 ,

producible) producible by or arising from improper or

unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়াজাত , a. ( from সক্রিয়া, an improper action, and জাত,

produced , produced by or arising from improper or

unlawful actions.

afya, s. (from af , an improper action, and ,

destruction), the prevention of improper actions , the

breaking up ofa combination to commit unlawful acti-

ons .

afretine, a. (from af , an improper action, and

☎, destructive), preventive of improper actions, de-

structive to a combination to commit improper or un-

lawful actions.

অক্রিয়াধ্বংসী a. ( from অক্রিয়া, an improper action, and ধ্বং সিন,

destructive), preventive of improper actions, destructive

to a combination to commit improper actions..

অক্রিয়ানাশ , s. ( from অক্রিয়া, an improper action, and নাশ,

destruction), the prevention of improper or unlawful

actions, the breaking up of a combination to commit

improper or unlawful actions.

অক্ৰিয়ানাশক, a . (from সক্রিয়) ; an improper action, and নাশক,

destructive), preventing improper or unlawful actions.

aoifizde, a. (from af , an improper action, and

faré , putting a stop to), putting a stop to improper or

unlawful actions.

afastate, a. (from af , an improper action, and

fate, preventing), preventing improper or unlawful

actions.

afrifatz , 8. (from afar , an improper action, and

fata, a preventing), the preventing of improper or

unlawful actions.

অক্ৰিয়ানিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from অক্রিয়া , an improper action, and নিত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of improper or unlawful actions.

∙afarifaface, a. (from 1, an improper action, andঅক্রিয়ানিমিত্তক,

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from improper or

unlawful actions ; ad. from or because of improper or

unlawful actions.

afectat , s. (from afat, an improper action, and

st , search), a searching afterimproper or unlaw

ful actions.

afontanaidi, a. (from 1, an improper action, and

, searching after), searching after improper

or unlawful actions.

1

wfut.

affignati, a. (from afa1, an improper action, and

f , searching after), searching after improper

or unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়ান্বিত, a. (from সক্রিয়া , inaction , and অন্বিত, connected

with), inactive, inert, irreligious.

afFMIE, a. (from af , an improper action, and

MIT, seeking), seeking after improper or unlawful

actions.

8. (from af , an improper action, and

QTI , search), a seeking for improper or unlawful ac

tions .

, a. (from 1, an improper action, and

aaf , seeking), seeking after improper or unlawful

actions.

সক্রিয়াপুযুক্ত, a. (from সক্রিয়া , an improper action , and পুযুক্ত ,

caused by , caused by or arising from improper or un-

lawful actions ; ad. from or because of improper or un-

lawful actions.

afat , a. (from af , an improper ac'ion, and tác,

increasing , promoting improper or unlawful actions.

afrytzén, 8. (from fx , an improper action, and át,

an enlarging), the promoting of improper or unlawful

actions.

afatata, a. (from , priv. and fats, ceremoniously re-

ligicus), disregarding religious ceremonies, wicked.

অক্ৰিয়াৰিনা , ad . (from সক্রিয়া , an improper action, and বিনা,

without), without improper or unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়াবিনাশ, s. (from অক্রিয়া , an improper action, and বিনাশ,

destruction), the prevention of improper actions, the

breaking up of a combination to commit improper or

unlawful actions.

afgifcatta, a. (from fat, an improper action, and

fat , destructive), preventing improper or unlawful

actions, destructive to a combination to commit im-

proper or unlawful actions.

afafafat , a. (from , an unlawful action; and

faf possessed of) , connected with or affected by

improper or unlawful actions.

অক্ৰিয়াবৃদ্ধি; s . (from সক্রিয়া, an unlawfulaction, andবৃদ্ধি, -

crease , the increase of improper or unlawful actions.

affas, a. (from , an unlawful action, and

fofa , excepted), improper or unlawful actions ex-

cepted.

afastfnga, s. (from 1, an unlawful action, and

, an exception), the exception of improper or

unlawful actions..

সক্ৰিয়াৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সক্ৰিয়াৰ্যতিরেক), with the
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ener.

exception ofimproper or unlawful actions, without or

besides improper or unlawful actions.

afratay, a. (from afg1, an improper action), wicked,

made up of improper or unlawful actions.

afatata, s. (from 1 , an improper action, and ata,

mere), a mere unlawful or improper action, nothing but

unlawful or improper actions.

ডক্রিয়াযুক্ত, a . ( from অক্রিয়া, an improper action, and যুক্ত, joi

ed to), connected with improper or unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়ারম্ভ, s. (from অক্রিয়া , an improper action, and আরম্ভ ,

a beginning), the beginning of improper or unlawful

actions.

afrytzge, a. (from afar, an improper action , and

, beginning) , beginning to commit improper or

unlawful actions.

অক্রিয়ারহিত, a. (from সক্রিয়া , an improper action , and রহিত,

destitute of), free from improper or unlawful actions.

ag , a. (from f , an improper action, and * ,

empty), free from improper or unlawful actions.

afat , a. (from 1 , an improper action, and , des-

titute), free from improper or unlawful actions.

'afegngiæ, ›ɑ. (from afg1, an improper action, and (53, a

cause), cause
d by or arising from improp

er
or unlawf

ul

actions ; ad. from or becau
se of improp

er
or unlawf

ul

actions.

Aqizi, 8. (from ¤, priv. and Fiș , play), an improper di-

version, want of diversion.

QF)3, ɑ . (from a, priv. and Tls, purchased), unpurchased,

unbought.

STE

passionateness, the restraint of anger ; a. calm, dis-

passionate, not angry, placid.

t , a. (from ta, the absence of anger, and

producible) , arising from or producible by freedom from

anger.

Staffs , a. (from at , the absence of anger, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the absence

of anger; ad. from or because of calmness or placid-

ness.

অক্ৰেবিপুযুক্ত , a. ( fromঅক্রোধ, the absence of anger, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by , caused by or arising from the absence of

anger ; ad. from or because of calmness or placidness.

a. (from , priv. and cafefta , angry),

tranquil, placid, quiet, not subject to anger.

MFITF, a. (from , priv. and (F†ITS, angry), tranquil,

placid, quiet, not subject to anger.

MFTIF, a. (from , the absence of anger, and

a cause , caused by or arising from the absence of an-

ger ; ad. from or because of calmness or placidness.

Statfas, a. (from a, priv. and catfæ³, angry), tran-

quil, placid, quiet , not subject to anger.

Gifts, a. (from a, priv, and fas, provoked), unpro-

voked, not provoked to anger.

t , a. (from a, priv. and cft , angry), not angry,

not vengeful, placid, tranquil.

te, «. (from a, priv. and t , fatigued), unwearied, not

fatigued.

af , a. (from , priv. and fa , fatigued), untired, un-

wearied.

, a. (from ¤, priv, and , angry), not angry, placid, fgvæl, a. (from uff , notfatigued, and u̸ï, work),

tranquil, not enraged .

QUE , s. (from , placid), the not being enraged, tran-

quillity, placidness .

gra , s. (from , unenraged), tranquillity, placidness.

, a. (from , priv. and , cruel), not cruel, mild, hu-

mane.

FIG), s. (from ag, mild), mildness, tenderness of dis-

position.

FIT, 8. (from , mild), mildness, tenderness.

MFI, a, (from I, priv. and (FF, purchasable), not purchasa-

ble.

MPNG), 8, (from FT, not purchasable), a not being pur-

chasable.

MTII, s. (from QFI, not purchasable), a not being pur-

chasable.

QF1%, s. (from , priv . and cott, anger), tranquillity, a

state of mind which is not rage or anger, calmness, dis-

indefatigable.

, s. (from , priv. and t, fatigue), the absence of

distress or fatigue ; a . untatigued , indefatigable.

, ad. loc. case of t ) , without difficulty, easily.

WH, s. (from A , to collect), a die, the spots on dice, a

Myrabolan, a weight of sixteen mashas, a cart, a par-

ticular part of a cart , a wheel , a law suit, a kind of

seed used bythe Hindoos to make necklaces and rosa-

ries, (Elæocarpus Ganitrus.)

XXF131, s. (from A¶, a die, and FÎși, play), play at dice.

a43, a. (from 3, priv. and 3 , a wound), undamaged,

unwounded, unbruised ; s. whole or unbroken grain.

wxzfox, a. (from ™, priv, and ſ , the scar of a wound),

scarless.

' ,
অক্ষতযোনি, ৪. ( from অঙ্কড , undamaged , and যোনি, puden-

dum muliebre), a virgin.

&FIi, s. (from a, priv. and * , wounded), a virgin.
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314.

, a. (from ,priv. and , ability), unable, impotent,

insufficient, inadequate.

XXII), 8. (from A , unable), inability, impotency, incom-

petency.

অক্ষমতানিমিত্তক, a. (from অক্ষমতা , inability , and নিমিত্ত , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from inability , or incapacity ;

ad. from or because of inability or incapacity.

অক্ষমতানিযিত্তে, ad . (from অক্ষমতা, inability , and নিমিত্ত ,

cause), for or through inability or incapacity.

, a. (from , priv. and , able), unable, in-

capable.

অক্ষমতাপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from সক্ষমতা, inability , and প্রযুক্ত , caused by ,

caused by or arising from inability or incapacity ;

ad. from or because of inability or incapacity.

☎astles , a. (from AĦTI), inability, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from inability or incapacity ;

ad.from or because of inability or incapacity.

UFIT, 8. (¡rom AF , unable), inability, impotency, incom-

petency.

1, s. (from priv. and 1, forbearance), impatience,

want offorbearance, want of pity, envy.

WHİN, s. {from a , a sort ofseed, and at , a necklace),

a necklace, a rosary, particularly one made with the

seeds of (Elæocarpus Ganitrus.)

TKI, a. (from A, priv. aud I, decay), undecayable, im-

perishable.

, . (from 3, priv. and at , perishable), impe-

rishable, undecayable, durable.

71, s. (from

ness, undecayableness.

AFIII, 8. (from T, imperishable), imperishable-

ness, undecayableness.

TEFISTI, 8. (from

1, imperishable), imperishable-

4, undecayable, and 11, the third),

the third day of the moon's increase in the month of

Visakha .

QETI, 8. (from a, priv, and 4 , decay), the fourth or se-

venth lunar day in any month when it happen on Sun-

day, Monday, or Wednesday.

**7, s. (from ¤, priv. and Fi ,̟ lo ooze out), a letter of the

alphabet, a syllable, a type, an appellation of Shiva,

Vishuoo, and Bruhma ; liberation or beatitude, the sky

oratmosphere ; a. imperishable, not subjectto loss.

1. a. (from I, a letter), writing swiftly and well.

wego , a. (from I, a letter), writing swiftly and well.

assifte, a. (from I, a letter, and ifæi, preserving

life , gaining a livelihood by writing, or by letters.

, a. (from 4, a letter, and if , living), earn-

ing a livelihood by letters, or by writing.

অঙ্কা,

Id, s. (from , priv. and F , an oczing), a not leaking

or oozing.

I , s. (from I, a letter, and ‡ , destruction), the

spoiling or blotting of letters.

* ‡ , a. (from A, a letter, and , destructive),

spoiling or blotting letters.

, a. (from 4, a letter, and fa , destructive),

spoiling or blotting letters.

AFLI , s. (from FI, a letter, and † , destruction), the

spoiling or blotting of letters.

att , a. (from , a letter, and tt , destructive),

spoiling or blotting letters.

fa , d. (from , a letter, and f , well bound), ex-

pressed or written by letters.

fa , 8. (from 4, a letter, and 4, acquaintance),

an acquaintance with the alphabet, an acquaintance

with letters.

f , ad. (from , a letter, and f , without), with-

out letters.

fat , s. from , a letter, and fatt, destruction),

the spoiling or blotting of letters .

waafiatæ, a. (from AFI, a letter, and fit , destruc-

tive , spoiling or blotting letters .

uxgfcata, s. (from A, a letter, and fat , adjustment),

the writing evenly and properly.

fa , a. (from I, a letter, and fafat , possessed

of), consisting of letters, composed of letters.

Axgati, s. (from TFF, a letter, and at , a necklace), the

alphabet.

AHLE, ɑ. (from QI, a letter, and 1 , joined to), connect-

ed with letters, composed of letters..

HAITI, a. (from , a letter, and af , destitute), des-

titute of letters.

ta , a. (from , a letter), composed of letters,

consisting of letters.

, a, (from , a letter, and , empty), destitute

ofletters.

অক্ষরস স্থান, s . ( from সফর, a letter, and সংস্থান, the setting

of any thing , the writing evenly and neatly.

অক্ষরহীন,
a. (from , a letter, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute of letters .

, a. (from 3, a letter, and fas, connected with),

connected with letters , composed of letters.

O. ,, (from F, a mark, and , a part), a degree

of latitude or longitude.

Axts. a. (from , priv. and to, desisted), not having de

sisted, persevering, unforbearing.
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অক্ষো.

tf , s. (from , priv. and tfs, forbearance), envy, im-

patience at another's success or merits, want offor-

bearance ; a. unforbearing.

UFA, a. (from , priv. and Ft , potash), destitute of pot-

ash, free from salt, fresh.

tad, s. (from A, priv, Ita, potash, and m☎ , salt ,̀ the

name of certain things which are prohibited as articles

of food upon some particular occasions, the following

articles are included under this denomination, viz.

cow's milk, clarified butter, cold -season rice, Phaseolus

Mungo, sesamum, barley, and rock salt.

অঙ্কারলণাশী, ৫. (from অক্ষারলবণ , certain articles of food,

and ft , eating), eating the things mentioned in the

above article.

al, a. (from a, priv . a, potash, and ad, salt),

free from potash and salt, fresh, unsavory ; s . food

not prohibited in seasons of mourning or religious ob-

servances, as cow's milk, clarified butter, rice, Phaseo-

lus Mungo, barley, sesamum, and rock salt.

of , s. (from us, to collect), an eye.

afrate, a. (from af , the eye, and at , a ball) , the eye-

ball,

as, a. (from af , the eye, and sts, found , found or

being in the eye.

afa, 7. (from , priv. andfa, made to groan), not pained,

not distressed.

xşı, s. (from af , the eye, and ftși, pain), a pain in

the eye, a disease of the eye.

Hd, a. (from , priv. and 4, wasted), not wasted, not

decayed.

, s. (from A, priv. and F3, milk), the name of a tree,

(Hyperanthera morunga.)

, a. (from , priv. and Fa, pulverized), not pulverized .

a. (from , priv. and , smal), not small, not

nifling, large.

☎t, a. (from ☎, priv. and H, hunger), not hungry.

E , s. from , priv. and 1, hunger , want of appetite,

freedom from hunger.

2attene, a. (from , want ofappetite, aud , pro-

ducing), producing want of appetite.

অক্ষবাজনিত, a. ( from অক্ষুৰী, want of appetite, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced from want of appetite.

try, a. (from 1, want ofappetite, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from want of appetite.

Etats, u. (from , want of appetite, and , pro-

duced , arising from or produced by want of appetite.

, a. (from , want of appetite, and ***,

destructive), creating an appetite, removing loss of ap-

petite.

&Fitf•Ħ, a. (from w , want of appetite, and f

destructive , creating an appetite, removing loss of ap-

petite.

অঙ্কুবানাশক, a. (from অঙ্কুর' , want ofappetite, and নাশক, de-

structive , creating an appetite, removing loss ofappe-

tite.

amificis, a. (from ', want ofappetite, and ficút,

putting a stop to), removing or curing the loss of appe-

tite.

অধানিত্তিক, a. (from সক্ষুধা, want of appetite, and নির্মিত,

cause) , caused by or arising from want of appetite ;

ad. from or because of the want of appetite.

অঙ্কুবান্বিত, a. (from অঙ্কুবা , want of appetite, and অঙ্কিত, pos-

sessed of), afflicted with a want of appetite.

অধ।পুতিবন্ধক, a. (from সক্ষুধা, want ofappetite, and পুতিবন্ধক,

opposing, good to remove a want ofappetite.

ws, a. (from , want of appetite, and

caused by , caused by or arising from want of appetite ;

ad. from or because of want of appetite.

, a. (from 1, want of appetite, and , in-

creasing) , increasing a want of appetite.

Hitfäft , a. (from AHI) , want ofappetite, and feft ,

possessed of , afflicted with a want of appetite.

HF, a. from !, want ofappetite, and TF, joined,

connected with or attended by want of appetite.

WFIITs, a. (from Q1, want ofappetite, and xixo, des-

titute of), free from want of appetite.

a
, a. (from , want of appetite, and so

cause , caused by or arising from want of appetite ;

ad. from or because of want of appetite.

aft³, a. (from &, priv. and xfts, hunger), not hungry.

M, a. (from ¤, priv. and F, excited), unexcited, unagi-

tated, quiet, composed.

fs , a. (from , prit. and fs, excited), unexcited, un-

agitated, quiet.

AKA, u. (from a, priv. and ‹ ¤, lucky), unlucky.

tt, s. (from

gia . )

, to overspread), a waluut, (Juglans re-

FF, 8. (from F, to overspread), a walnut ; this name is

also applied to another tree, (Aleurites triloba .)

ts, s. (from , priv. and (F¡S, excitation), a want of

agitation or excitation, freedom from agitation or exci

tation ; a. free from agitatiou or excitation.

ts , a. (from , priv. and tasty, excitable), inex-

citable, not irritable, incapable of being agitated.

watat1, s. (from say, inexcitable), inexcitability,
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SAN.

want ofirritability, an incapacity of being agitated or

put in motion.

MÅTT, s. (from tits, inexcitable), inexcitability,

want of irritability , an incapacity of being agitated or

put in motion.

Sisifss, a. (from a, priv. and caffs³, put in motion), not

excited, not put in motion.

Wsts), a. (from ¤, priv. and cæfſ , exciting), not excit-

ing or irritating.

asts, a. (from a, priv. and ( , excitable), inexcitable,

not capable of being irritated or agitated.

, a. (from a, priv. and c , the shaving ofaperson),

unshaved.

feat, a. (from , a die, and Sft, determining), a

complete army consisting of 109,350 foot, 65,610

horse, 21,870 chariots, and 21,870 elephants.

af, s. (from a, prie. and at, to desire), childish whim,

fancy, caprice.

3, a. (from , priv. and as, to break), unbroken,

whole.

ALIT1, 8. (from ars , whole), wholeness, integrity.

ACT, s. (from as, whole), wholeness, integrity.

TUSI, 8. (from ¤, priv. and 237, the act of breaking any

thing , the not breaking of a thing, the not confuting

ofan argument, the not removing of an obstacle or dif

ficulty, integrity, time, a being whole or unbroken, con-

tinuity; a . unbroken, unintermitted, incessant, whole.

vredy, a. (from I, priv. and say, frangible), incapa-

ble of being broken, infrangible, not capable ofbeing

refuted or repelled.

&N8F31, s. (from 4377, infrangible , infrangibility, the

circumstance of an argument or opinion not admitting

ofconfutation or repulse.

Cs , s. (from eft , infrangible), infrangibility, the

circumstance of an argument not admitting of confuta-

tion or repulse.

af33, a. (from a, priv. and f33, broken), unbroken,

whole, unrepelled, unconfuted.

Caza, a. (from A, priv. and 477, the act of digging), un-

dug; s. an actintended for digging but unworthy ofthe

name.

Cazzit, s. (from MFF, a walnut), a walnut, also the name

ofanother tree, (Aleurites triloba.)

axt, a. (from a, priv. and * , dwarf), not dwarf.

ts, a. (from a, priv. and ats, dug), undug ; s. a natu-

ral pond or receptacle of water.

Txts, 1. (from A, priv. and af , eatable), not fit for food,

not ea ble, forbidden as an article of ſoɔd.

@aiji.

Watn13), 8. (from ww, unfitforfood), unfitness for food ,

Gaura, s. (from w , unfitforfood), unfitness for food .

fata, a. (from , priv . and fat , regretting), un-

regretting.

af , a. (from , priv. and far , regretted), unregretted.

afa , a. (from , priv. and fa , to divide), whole, all, en-

tire.

man, s. (from a, priv. and c , regret), want of regret

or remorse.

was, a. (from ≈, priv. and cafus, regretted), unregret

ted.

ts, a. (from , prio. and 3, renowned), uot renown-

ed, inglorious, dishonoured.

ats , a. (from , priv. and I, worthy of renown),

unworthy of renown, dishonourable.

fs, s (from a, priv. and arifs, renown), a dishonour,

disgrace, obloquy.

warifeæg, a. (from rifs, disgrace, and , to do), occa-

sioning dishonour, traducing.

wantfsætzæ, a. (from f³, disgrace, and at , doing),

dishonouring, occasioning disgrace, traducing.

অখ্যাডিকারী, a. (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and কারিন, doing),

occasioning disgrace, traducing.

fee, a . (from tfs, disgrace, and , involved in),

lying under some dishonourable imputation.

ifs , a. (from tfs, disgrace, and , to destroy ,

removing disgrace, destroying obloquy.

autsaiæ, a. (from tfs, a disgrace, and , produc-

· ing), occasioning disgrace, traducing.

ifs , a. (from arts, a disgrace, and , produci-

ble), producible from an evil report, arising from an

evil report.

unifaniye, a . (from us, disgrace, and t , giving),

occasioning obloquy or disgrace, traducing.

fantat, a. (from wa † , disgrace, and ¤tf?, giving),

occasioning obloquy or disgrace, traducing.

3

, s. (from arts, disgrace, and , destruction),

the removal of obloquy or disgrace.

wartfó¾•AF, a. (from arifs, disgrace, and f **, destruc-

tive), removing obloquy or disgrace.

Safo , a. (from rifs, disgrace, and fa , des'ruc-

tive), removing obloquy or disgrace.

, s . (from arts, disgrace , and at , destruction),

the removal of obloquy or disgrace .

gutfsatz, a. (from , disgrace, and atæ, destruc-

tire), removing obloquy or disgrace.

12
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st.

অখ্যাতিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from অ্যাডি, disgrace, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to obloquy or disgrace.

অথ্যাতিনিবারক, a. (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing obloquy or disgrace.

অথ্যাতিনির্ধারণ , ৪. (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting), the preventing of obloquy or disgrace.

অখ্যাতিনিবৃত্তি, s . (from tits, disgrace , and নিবৃত্তি, cessati-

on), the cessation of obloquy or disgrace .

shifofaface, a. (from arts , disgrace, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from obloquy or disgrace ;

ad, from or through obloquy or disgrace.

অখ্যাতিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for or through obloquy or disgrace.

অথ্যাতিৱিশিষ্ট, a . (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and বিশিষ্ট, possess-

ed of), loaded with obloquy or disgrace.

অথ্যাতিবোধ, s . ( from অথ্যাতি, a disgrace, and বোধ , know-

ledge), a sense of disgrace or dishonour.

অথ্যাতিজাতিরিক্ত, a. (from অখ্যাতি, disgrace, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), obloquy or disgrace excepted.

অথ্যাতিতিরেক, s. (from অথ্যাতি, disgrace, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of obloquy or disgrace.

অখ্যাতিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofঅখ্যাতিৰ্যতিরেক ;, with the

exception of obloquy or disgrace, without or besides

obloquy or disgrace.

utf¾æ³, a . (from tfs, disgrace, and , joined to),

connected with obloqay or disgrace, disgraceful, infa-

mous.

অথ tতিরহিত, a . (fromঅ্যাডি, disgrace, and রহিত, destitute),

free from obloquy or disgrace.

auf , a. (from us, disgrace, and , empty),

free from obloquy or disgrace.

ta, a, (from arts, disgrace, and , destitute),

free from obloquy or disgrace.

অথ্যাতিহেতুক, a . (from অথtতি, disgrace , and হেত ,ু a cause),

caused by or arising from obloquy or disgrace ; ad.

from or through obloquy or disgrace.

ast, a. (from A, priv. and я , to move), immoveable ; s. a

mountain, a tree.

ast , a. (from , priv. and sta, to move), the name of a spe-

cies of fruit tree, (Dillenia scabrella )

st , a. (from , prio and st , the sacred Ganges), desti-

tute of Gunga, (a term by which the Hindoos distin-

guish all countries but their own.)

f& , a. (from a, priv. and sfæ³, delivered to the custody

of a person), not delivered to the custody of a person.

sta, a. (from ,priv. and sta, theframing ofa thing) , not

made or framed'; s. a thing not framed or made in an

orderly manner, workmanship not deserving the name.

astle, a. (from , priv, and stða, framed), not made, not

fashioned.

astast , a. (perhaps, from , priv. and ast, to be in con-

tact, the order of the letters being inverted, and the ™,

as is often the case, changed for ), promiscuous, com-

posed ofodds and ends, good and bad mixt together.

sd , a. (from a, priv. and st¶ , a calculator), destitute of

an arithmetician or calculator, destitute of an astrolo-

ger ; s. a bad arithmetician.

Asd , s. (from as , not of the same party), unconnected-

ness with a party, opposition to a party.

asd , s . (from sd, not ofthe same party), unconnected-

ness with a party, opposition to a party.

sta , s. (from , priv. and sta , the calculating ofanything).

an incorrect calculation ; a. destitute of calculation.

stat , a . (from , priv. and stay, calculable), incalcula-

ble, innumerable, unworthy of notice, not worthy of

being accounted of or esteemed .

sfds, a. (from , priv. and stag, calculated), not count-

ed, not calculated.

assista, a. (from a, priv. and steɩsttí, a quarrel), free from

quarrels or disputes.

sta , a . (from , priv. and star, calculable), incalculable,

innumerable, of no account.

Asdi , s. (from stя , incalculable), incalculableness, innu-

merableness.

std , s . (from st¶ , incalculable), incalculableness, innu-

merableness.

Ass, ɑ. (from , priv. and s³, gonë), not gone, present.

ANITA, a. (from , priv. and яæt , past time), not hav-

ing lost an opportunity, not having let the season for

doing a thing pass by.

Asstats, a. (from a, priv. and stutats, going and coming),

without free intercourse.

sfs, a. (from , priv. and s³, motion, a refuge), motion-

less, destitute of a refuge, remediless.

fa , u. (from , priv. and stfs, a state), destitute of re-

fuge, unprotected, forlorn .

sfsf1, s. (from , priv. and sfsf , procrastination),

prompiness; a. not procrastinating.

ast , ad. (the instrumental case of the Sungskrit ass,)

without power to will or chuse, desperately, without

resource.

ta , s. (from start, remediless, and tata, consent),

the consenting to any thing when there is no choice left.

ast , a. (from , priv . and sta, disease), medicament, medi-

cine.

1
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SIST.

ad , a. (from ¤, prio, and stu, prose), destitute of prose ;

s. bad prose.

view, a. (from ™, prie. and soʊ, passable), immoveable,

impassable, inaccessible.

, s. (from sg , immoveable), immoveableness, im-

passableness, inaccessibleness.

GUT, s. (from As , immoveable), immoveableness, im-

passableness, inaccessibleness.

, a. (from a, prir. and set , deep), shallow.

31, s. (from as , shallow), shallowness.

, s. (from stel , shallow), shallowness.

TH , ɑ. (from a, priv. and sta, to go), not honourable, dis-

regarded.

3, s. (from asta, not honourable), dishonour, disres-

pect.

, s. (from us , unpassable), unpassableness, unfa-

thomableness, disrespect.

T3, s . (from ¤, priv. and st , motion), want of motion ;

a. motionless.

asza , ɑ. (from a, priv . staa, motion, and ag, fit), unfit

for motion, unfit to go any where.

state, a. (from a, priv. and stay, moveable), immove-

able, inaccessible, impassable.

stagg1, s. (from asta ?, immoveable), immoveableness,

impassableness, inaccessibleness.

, s. (from as , immoveable , immoveableness,

impassableness, inaccessibleness.

, a. (from a, priv. and sgì , deep), shallow.

, a. (from , priv. and star, to go), impassable, inac-

cessible, unaccomplishable incomprehensible.

sta , s. (from asta , impassable), impassableness, inac-

cessibleness.

, s. (from , impassable), impassableness, inac-

cessibleness.

, a. (from , priv. and s , a roar), free from roaring

or bellowing sounds.

, a . (from , priv. and st , the act ofroaring), a free-

dom from roaring or bellowing ; a. quiet, without roar-

ing.

, a. (from , priv. and stý, a hole or pit , free from

holes or pits.

* , a. (from , priv, and st , pride), free from pride or

haughtiness, meek .

ifts, a. (from a, priv. and stffs, proud), not proud,

meek, humble.

aste, a. (from , priv. and ste, afœtus), not pregnant, not

having the flower enveloped with the culm, (applied to

grass.)

অभ .ु

, a. (from ste, not pregnant), not pregnant.

asfest, a. (from , priv. and sfet pregnant), not preg-

nant.

st , a. (from , priv. and st , abominable), not

abominable, not censurable, not deserving contempt,

not blameable, tolerable.

unfts, a. (from ¤, priv. and sf , abominated), not abo-

minated, not censured, not contemned, not blamed.

astas , a. (from a, priv. and staɗ , seizing by the throat),

without an enemy.

asma, s. (from a, priv. and so , the act of melting), a not

melting, a not dissolving, the not getting a thing through

a hole or opening ; a. unmelted, undissolved.

astfe, s. (from as, a mountain, and te , to collect), the

name ofa sage famous in Hindoo mythology. The name

of a small tree, ( Sesbana grandiflora.)

ast , s. (from st, a mountain, and ter, to collect), the

name of a sage frequently mentioned in the fabulous

writings ofthe Hindoos. The name of a small tree, (Ses-

bana grandiflora.)

tzi, a. (from x, theforepart of a thing), the place or

thing in front, the rope with which a horse's fore legs

are fastened in India while he stands in the stable.

stta, a. (from a, priv . and stra, the body), unembodied.

stu , s. (from , priv. and stue, a singer), one who

cannot sing or make verses, one who cannot be ex-

ceeded in singing or making verses ; a. destitute of sing-

ers or versifiers.

sta, a. (from a, priv. and st , to agitate), unfathomable,

very deep.

, s. (from , priv, and s , depth), want of

depth ; a. shallow.

asty , a. (from a, priv. and sta , a singer), destitute of

singers.

stta, s. (from a, priv. and s, to swallow), a house.

ad, s. (from , priv. and £4, a quality), evil, a bad qua-

lity, a bad effect ; a. useless, worthless.

agdatze, a. (from 84, worthless, and ta , causing),

deteriorating, rendering worthless.

gott, a. (from 4, worthless, and f , doing), de-

teriorating.

, a. (from , priv. and gas , regarding good,

qualities), regardless of the good qualities of others,

observing the defects of others, censorious.

, a. (from , priv. and east , regarding good

qualities), regardless of the good qualities of others,

observing the defects of others, censorious.
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অ

£4 , a. (from , priv. and 4 , perceiving qualities), not

perceiving good qualities.

£ 31, s. (from L , not perceiving good qualities), in-

sensibility to the good qualities of others.

84 , s. (from 4 , not perceiving good qualities), in-

sensibility to the good qualities of others.

agd , s. (from £d, useless), uselessness, worthlessness.

ALɗT, s. (from IFd, useless), uselessness, worthlessness.

JETBF, a . (from ☎, priv. and Latte, an adjective), in

grammar, any word which does not express the qua-

lity of a thing, not speaking of the good qualities of

others, dwelling on the defects of others, calumnious.

4th , a. (from a, priv. and ſ , reciting qualities),

•
not reciting the qualities of others, dwelling on the

faults ofothers.

ALT , a. (from a, priv. and gare, accomplished), .not

possessing good qualities, unaccomplished.

£ TF, a. (from , priv. and TF, possessing valuable

qualities), not possessing good or useful qualities.

atfs, a. (from a, priv. and Satfs, possessed of good

qualities), not possessing good qualities, unaccomplish-

ed, good for nothing, useless.

asil, a. (from a, priv. and fa , possessed ofgood quali-

ties), worthless; s. one who is not a magician or astro-

loger.

1

gdgy, a. (from gd, useless, and , become), become

worthless, useless.

agt, a. (from ¤, priv. and £ , hidden), unconcealed.

AFSST, s. (from £ , unconcealed, and , a condition),

an unconcealed state.

WFT, s. (fiem A, priv. and 4, large), agallochum, or lig-

num aloes, or perhaps, the tree which produces it,

(Aquillaria Agallocha. ) The word is also used to desig-

pate another tree from which Bdellium is produced

(Amyris Agallocha .) The bark of Amyris Agallocha

used to write books on instead of paper; a. not weighty ,

unimportant, light, trivial.

se , s. (from E, small , and fate , the name

of a tree), the name of a useful timber tree, (Dalbergia

Sissoo .)

1, a. (from , priv. and 1, concealable), unconceal-

able, not adunitting of concealment.

s , a. (from a, priv. and π , a house), destitute of a ha

bitation.

HTH, a . (from ¤, priv. and H , a house-dweller), desti-

tute of house-dwellers, not residing in a house.

afa.

affic, a. (from´a, priv. and s³, received), unaccepted,

unreceived.

st , a vocative particle employed in a respectful ad-

dress.

astog, a. (from , priv. and estida, an object ofsense), not

under the cognizance ofthe senses, unperceived.

astiora, ad. (loc. case of ), unknowingly clandestine-

sta, s. (from a, priv. and cst , lineage), want of fami-

ly; a. ofno family, destitute of lineage.

sta , s. (from , priv. and c , a concealing), non-

concealment ; a. open, public, manifest, frank.

resitetty, a. (from , priv. and cst , to conceal), un-

concealable, not proper to be kept secret.

MAAHAN, s. (from

ableness.

stig, unconcealable), unconceal-' ,

¶¶, s. (from sty, unconcealable), unconceal-

ableness.

st , ad. (loc . case of astet ) , not clandestinely, open-

ly, frankly.

stifts, a. (from , priv. and cs13, concealed), uncon-

cealed.

sta, s. (from ex, Agallochum), lignum aloes, (Aquil-

laria Agallochum), also the name of another tree, (Amy-

ris Agallochua.)

id, a. (from , priv. an csa, delay), without delay,

speedy, prompt.

, s. (from sd, prompt) , promptness.

sti , s. (from sd, prompt), promptness.

MÀI, a. (from A, priv. and cig, white), not white.

msiz , a . (from ✯, priv. and ‹stīga, importance), unim-

portant, not respectable; s. non-importance.

aft, s. (from as, to go or move), fire, the god who is wor-

shipped by the Hindoos as the regent offire, the regent

of the south-east quarter, the power of digestion, the

name of a plant, (Plumbago zeylonica ,) bile.

1, s. (from , fire, and 1 , a particle), a spark.

fazy a. (from &fa fir:), excessively hot, resembling fire

in heat, ignited, red hot.

aftatae, a. (from f , fire, and ta , causing), causing

fire, kindling fire.

fat , s . (from fire, and , work) , any religious

ceremony to the performance of which fire is necessa-

ry.

ufteta, s . (from ,fire, and t , a child), the name

of a medicine used to promote digestion in children.

fata, s. (from ,fire, and is, a corner), the south

east quarter.
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অগ্নি.

necessary.

afafra, s. (from aft, fire, and fri, an action), the burn-

ing of the dead or any religious act to the perform-

ance of which fire is

fariși, a . (from , fire, and Tși, play), a play offire-

works, the play of the flames in a conflagration.

afts, s. (from aft, fire, and stș, a moat), an expedient

to cure the bite of the whip-thong serpent; it consists

of a ditch filled with fuel, which is raised to the

height of a foot or more ; the person bitten is placed

in the middle of the space surrounded by this fire, af-

ter which texts of the veda are repeated to consecrate

the pile, and the fire is applied. This is in many cases

accounted a sovereign remedy.

afase, s. (from a , fire, and fo , collection), a sacrifi-

cial pile , a funeral pile.

II, a. (from af , fire, and , to be produced), arising

from fire, arising from the digestive faculty.

afase, a. (from af , fire, and IT, producing), produc-

ing fire, promoting digestion .

aft , a. (from af fire, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or rising from fire, producible by or arising

from the digestive powers.

afatai, s. (from aft, fire, and Tta , a blazing up), the

blazing offire, the name of a shrub, (Grislea tomentosa.)

afas , a. (from aft , fire, and r, equal to), fire-like,

hasty, passionate.

35, s . (from aft, fire, and (5 , energy), heat, ardor,

fervor.

aft, 1. from a fire, and , to give), an incendiary, one

who sets fire to a house.

afЯ , a . (from af,fire, and , burnt), burnt with fire,

destitute, (frequently applied to a person who has no

relation to perform bis funeral obsequies. )

31, s. (from af ,fire, and to giving), the eldest son,

or nearest relative, whose office it is to apply fire to

the funeral pile.

afgate, s. from aft, fire, and tụ , giving , an incen-

diary.

, s. (from f ,fire, and , destruction), the ex-

tinction of fire, the loss of digestion.

efat , a. (trom f , fire, and , destructive, ex-

tinguishing fire, ruining the digestive powers.

fat , a. (from aft, fire, and fa , destructive), ex-

tinguishing fire, ruining the digestive powers.

wart, s. (from afa,fire, and at , destruction , the ex-

tinction of fire, the loss of digestion.

অগ্নি.

fantat , a. (from af . fire, and , destructive), ex-

tinguishing fire, ruining the digestive powers.

অগ্নিনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . ( from অগ্নি, fire , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to cease),

putting a stop to the ravages of tire.

অগ্নিনিবারক, a . (from অগ্নি, fire, and নিবারক, preventing ),

preventing fire.

অগ্নিনিবারণ , ও (from অগ্নি, fire, and নিবারণ, a preventing),

the preventing of fire .

অগ্নিনিবৃত্তি, s. (from অগ্নি, fire, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation ), the ex-

tinction of fire.

afafafave, a. (from af , fire, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from fire ; ad. from or because of fire.

f , a. (from fa, fire, and , cooked), roasted, cook

ed by fire without the addition of water.

af , s. (from fx , fire, and Я , ordeal), trial by fire,

an ordeal formerly used by the Hindoos, in which the

accused person thrust his hand into boiling ghee (cla-

rified butter) to prove his innocence ; this custom is

now abolished by the operation of the English juris-

prudence.

fa. (from fa,fire, and , worshipping), wor

shipping fire ; s. a fire worshipper.

fal, s. (from fx, fire, and 1, worship), the worship

of the god Ugni or fire, fire worship.

af , s . (from af , fire, and , a burning), the

kindling of fire, the blazing of fire.

af , s. (from af , fire, and gott, energy , the force

or heat of fire..

af , s. (from , fire, and , a stone), a flint.

fe, ad. (from fat,fire), fiery, passionately, like fire.

afЯtás, a. (from af¤, fire, and tax, on increaser), provo-

cative, assisting digestion, increasing fire.

afsid, s. (from , fire, and Ata, an arrow), in Hindoo

romance an arrow which when discharged becomes file,

perhaps fire-arms, a rocket.

afa , ad. (from af , fire, and f , without), without

fire..

*, s. (from , fire, and fat , destruction), the

extinction of fie, loss of digestion.

অগ্নিৰিনাশক, a. (from অপি, fire, and বিনাশক, destructive), ex-

tinguishing fire, ruining the digestive powers.

, a. (from aft, fire, and fift , possessed of),

possessed of or connected with fire.

affta , 8. (from A, fire, and fa̸ñº, motion), a violent

pain occasioned by the inflammation of a boil or other

tumor.

aidat, s. (from ft, fire, and f, motion) the violent

pain occasioned by the inflammation ofa tumor,
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অগ্নি-

afgaf , s. (from fa, fire, and af , increase), the strength

ening of digestion, the increase of fire.

afgifsfas, a. (from af , fire, and off , excepted ,

fire excepted, digestion excepted.

অগ্নিবতিরেক, s . ( from অগ্নি, fire , and ৱাতিরেক, an exception),

the exception of fire or of digestion.

extinguishes fire, a fire-man, one who defiles the sa-

crificial fire,

afactfa, s. (from af , fire, and äffa, detriment), a detri-

ment to fire, an injury done to the sacrificial fire.

afgria, a. (from fx, fire, and F , destitute), destitute

of fire, destitute of digestive powers.

অগ্নিতিৰেকে, ad , (loc. ease ofঅগ্নিৰাতিরেক), with the excepti- অগ্নিহেতুক,

on of fire, without fire.

f , s. (from af , fire, and , agitation), the name of

a small tree, (Premna spinosa.)

fary, a. (from fa ,fire), fiery, abounding with fire.

afat , a. (from fae, fire), passionate, fiery.

fat , s. (from fx, fire, and at , slowness), the want of

digestion, the want of appetite.

afaat, s. (from aft, fire, and ™ , a face), the name of a

tree, (Semecarpus Anacardium.)

afus, s. (from af , fire, and T , a machine), a fire rocket,

fire-arms.

afgys, a. (from af , fire, and F, joined to), connected

with fire, igneous.

farfs, a. (from f fire, and af , destitute), desti-

tute offire, destitute of digestive powers.

aft , s. (from af , fire, and , welfare), a sarcastic

expression applied to a violently passionate man, viz .

one whose welfare seems to consist in rage .

affa , s. (from af , fire, and far , a crest), flame, the

name of a plant, (Gloriosa superba.)

fa , a. (from fx, fire, and * , empty), destitute of

fire, destitute of digestive powers,

aft , s. (from f .fire, and cet , amultitude), the name

of a particular sacrifice.

fat , s. (from af , fire, and , consecration ), the

consecration of a thing by the sacred fire with which a

brahmun performs all his religious ceremonies ; a cere-

mony ofconsecration which takes place after the inves-

titure with the brahminical thread.

of ∙ ³, a. (from aft, fire, and , consecrated

by fire), having the consecrated fire, consecrated by

fire.

afta *, a. (from af, fire, and Я , like), resembling fire,

passionate.

afgate, a. (from ft.fire, and , attested , requir

ing the testimony of fire, ratified by being performed

in the presence of fire.

aft , a. (from af , fire, and a witness), witnessed

by fire.

af , s. (from af , fire, and , one who kills), one who

ang , a. (from af , fire, and 3. a cause), caused by

or arising from fire ; ad. from or through fire.

অগ্নিহোত্র , s . ( from অগ্নি, fire, and হোত্ৰ , the mode ofoffering

a sacrifice), a particular sacrifice .

afat, s. (from at, fire, and ct , making an oblati-

on), a sacrificial priest conversant with the Rig-veda.

অনীসোমীয়ৈকাদশকপাল, s. (from অগ্নি, fire, সোম, the moon,

and at , eleven vessels of a particular descrip-

tion), an offering made to Ugni and Soma by means of

cakes baked on eleven plates or tiles, or prepared in

eleven vessels.

agrota, a. (from ft, fire, and wafa, an incarnation), a

person distorted with passion, a furious person ; liter-

ally, fire incarnate.

a , s. (from af , fire, and , a weapon), fire-arms.

, s. (from af , fire , and 81 , heat), the heat of fire,

heat, ardor, fervor.

3, s. (from aft, fire, and se , a portent), a fiery

meteor, a comet,

Яre , s. (from , a fire, and SAT, a rejoicing), a

bon-fire, a conflagration to commemorate some remark-

able event.

, s. (from us, to move , the place in front of a thing, a

nib, a peak, the point or fore part of a thing, a pin-

nacle, a preliminary.

st, a. (from us, the front ofany thing, and sta, to go),

preceding ; s. a precursor.

¶d, a. (from A , the fore part, and stʊ, numerable),

deserving ofthe first place, entitled to precedence.

star , s . (from 4 , entitled to precedence), a right to

precedence, pre-eminence.

st , 8. (from Яs , worthy ofprecedence), a right to

precedence, pre-eminence.

ass, a. (from us, before, and s³, gone), gone before,

preceded.

t1, s . (from asti , a precursor), the office of a

forerunner.

agstifa , 8. (from gf , a precursor), the office of a

fore-runner.

assat, a . (from a . theforepart, and stfæ , moving , pre-

ceding, forerunning, foregoing; s. a precursor, a leader,
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st.

, a. (from us, before, and , to produce), first-born;

s. an elder brother.

af , s . (from , before, and fax , certainty), a pre-

vious decision, a previously ascertaining .

agats, a. from ag, before, and ³, born), elder, previ- fat , a . (from us, before, and fitæ, ascertaining),

ously produced.

l, a. (from , before, and t, to take), leading, con-

ducting ; s. the leader of an army, a leader, a Duke.

ut, a . (from a , before, and ħ , a gift) , having the

privilege of taking away all those articles of a sacri-

fice which are first offered.

atts, s. (from , before, and , to be given), a

brahmun who has the privilege of taking all those ar-

ticles of a sacrifice which are first offered .

a , s. (from , before, and c , before , a front, the

place in front of an object.

fate, a. (from , before, and fa , censuring), cen-

suring or reproaching beforehand.

fax , s. (from a before, and f , a censuring), the

reproaching or censuring of a person or thing before-

band.

fat , a. (from as, before, and family, censurable),

censurable or blameable beforehand, previously deserv-

ing reproach.

af , s . (from before, and f , censure), previous

censure or reproach.

crfafas, a. (from , before, and 3, reproached), re-

proached or censured beforehand.

f ; a. (from , before, and f , censurable , previ-

ously reproachable or censurable.

fa , 8. (from , before, and fa , a regulation), a

previous regulation or arrangement, a previous decree,

predestination, a preliminary regulation.

cgfagize, a. (from , before, and fat , regulating),

previously regulating, ordering things beforehand.

fa , a. (from . before, and fat , settling), set-

tling or determining things beforehand.

fata, s. (from a before, and fa , a determining),

the previous settling or determining of a thing, preor-

dination, predestination .

fanaty, a. (from , before, and fad , ascertain-

able), capable ofbeing regulated or settled beforehand.

fas, a. (from , be,ore, and fats, determined),

previously determined or settled.

pfas , a. from st , before, and fa , ascertainable),

capable ofbeing regulated or settled beforehand .

fa , s. (from , before, and fa , decision ), a previous

decision or determination,

fasts, a. (from , before, and fi³, decided), previ-

ously decided or ascertained.

previously ascertaining or deciding.

afica , s. (from g, before, and far , a prohibition), a

previous prohibition.

fate, a. (from , before, and fa☎, prohibiting),

prohibiting beforehand ; s. one who previously prohi

bits.

, a . (from , before, and fata , prohibitable),

requiring to be previously prohibited .

ff , s. (from , before, and fouf , the accomplish-

ment of a work), the previous completion or accom→

plishment of a work.

fa, a. (from , before, and , compleated), previ-

ously compleated or accomplished.

, a. (from before, and fat , compleating),

previously compleating or accomplishing a work.

fata , s. (from , before, and fat , the compleat-

ing of a work), the previous compleating or accom-

plishing of a work.

state, a. (from , before, and fat , accomplish-

able), requiring to be previously compleated or accom→

plished.

ftfas, a. (from . before, and fats, accomplished ,

previously accomplished or perfected, previously com

pleated.

' ,fat , a. (from a before, and fats, accomplishable),

requiringto be previously compleated or accomplished.

ff , a. (from I, priv. and sf , a knot , without a knot.

agte, ad. (from , the part before, and Яt , behind),

backwards and forwards, sooner or later.

, a. (from st , before, and af , being , preceding,

standing or going before.

cats , a. (from , the part before, and itæ, express-

ing), expressive of the point or extremity of a thing.

ts, s. (from A , the part before, and S†st, a share), the

forepart of a thing, the foremost part.

, s . (from the forepart, and at , flesh), the

name of a disease of the liver, viz . an induration of

one of the lobes occasioning it to occupy the forepart

of the stomach.

, s . (from Я , an induration ofthe liver), an in--

duration of a particular part of the liver.

, a. (from as, before, and , to move), preceding.

, s. (from , before, and A, the act ofmoving) , the

act of preceding a person, the act of leading in an un-

dertaking, a making progress .

J
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GIST. 317.

t , a. (from , before, and , to move), preceding,

moving in front.

AMG, a. (from , before, and 3, made slender),

sharpened, tapered to a point.

, a. (from , before, and , making known),

making known beforehand, indicating previously.

, s. (from , before, and 5 , the making of a

thingknown), a foreboding, a presentiment, a previous

warning, a previous intimation, a prestige.

, a. (from . before, and 5ª, indicable), indica-

blebeforehand, worthy of being previously made known.

st , s. (from at, before, and , the making of a

thing known), the forewarning a person of danger, the

previous contriving of a thing.

3, a. (from a , before, and fo , made known), pre-

viously indicated, previously made known.

, a. (from a before, and 5 , indicable), indicable

beforehand, worthy of being previously made known.

, . (from , before, and , to stand), situated be-

fore, or in front.

, a . (from , before, and , placing), placing

before, or in front.

, . (from us, before, and , a placing), the

placing ofa thing before, or in front.

st , a. (from , priv. and gt , one who receives), not

accepting any thing, disinterested .

t , a. (from , priv. and t , to take), unacceptable,

not fit to be received.

t1, s. (from , unacceptable), unacceptableness,

unfitness to be accepted or received.

ta , s. (from ti, unacceptable), unacceptableness,

unfitness to be accepted or received .

, a. (from , priv. and I , worthy ofbelief),

unfit to be believed or trusted in ; s . a speech which is

unworthy of credit.

, s . (from 1 , unfit to be believed), an un-

fitness to be received or believed .

fa, a. (from g, before ), first, principal , best, chief, eldest.

pat , a. (from , priv. and T , speaking , unable to

speak, unable to articulate.

, ad. (loc. case of , before), in the first place, former-

ly, forward, previously.

, ad. (from , before), forwards, onwards, before

ff , s. (from us, before, and fat , the husband of

a twice married woman), a brahmun who is husband to

a twice-married woman.

, a . (from , before, and , to move), preceding,

forerunning.

unblameable, unweary, free from fatigue.

att , a. (from , before, and , capable of , s. (from , priv. and gif , weariness), unaccused,

being placed), proper to be placed before, or in front.

usais , a. (from a , before, and if , staying), continu-

ing or staying before, or in front.

as , a. (from as, before, and f , situated , situated

before, or in front.

d, s . (from , priv. and sd, to receive), the not receiv-

ing of a thing.

Gggat , a. (from , priv. and , worthy of being

accepted), not worth accepting.

, a. (from , priv. and gas, acceptable), unfit to

be received, unacceptable .

ass , s. (from sa , unacceptable), unacceptable-

ness, unfitness to be received .

sedi , s. (from a , unacceptable), unacceptable-

ness, unfituess to be received .

, the act oftd, s. (from , the part before, and

going), the name of a month containing part of Novem-

ber and part of December. It commences when the sun

enters Scorpio.

ass , a. (from a, priv. and 5 , acceptable), unac-

ceptable, unfit to be received.

, s. (from , priv. and sig, a receiver), one who re-

ceives nothing, a disinterested person .

, s. (from 7, to commit sin), sin, guilt.

art, a. (from a, priv. and t, a jar), destitute of pitchers

or jars, a vessel which does not deserve the name of a

jar, an ill-formed pitcher or jar.

ata, s. (from , priv. and at , an occurring), a not hap-

pening or occurring ; a. not occurring.

ati, s. (from , priv. and abat , the happening ofa thing),

a not occurring or happening.

ty, a. (from , priv. and at , likely to occur), not

likely to occur, improbable.

atspot, s. (from arts, improbable), improbability.

ata , s. (from ty, improbable) , improbability.

3, a. (from , priv. and fe , happened), not happen

ed, not occurred .

aft , a. (from , priv. and ft , likely to occur),

unlikely to occur, improbable.

, a. (from , prio. and y, a wharf), destitute of a

landing place ; s . a part of the bank of a river which is

not used as a landing place.

, a. (from , priv. and , a cloud), clear, cloudless,"

thin ( as grass or corn in a field, or trees in a forest),

not crowded.
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TEL.

seziz, e. (from are, sin), sinful, guilty.

, a. (from , priv. and a , sweat), not perspiring, not

in a perspiration, cool.

☎d, s. (from &, priv, and , the rubbing ofone body

against another), the not rubbing of one body against

another.

austs, a. (from a, priv . and y, capable of being rub-

bed against another thing), not liable to be rubbed

against another thing, not subject to friction.

xafas, a. (from ¤, priv. and af³, rubbed against another

body), not abraded , not filed, unrasped, not rubbed

against another thing.

, a. (from , priv. and , a wharf), destitute of a

wharfor landing place ; s. a part of a river not used

as a landing place.

ts , a. (from , priv. and at , smiting), not smiting,

not murderous.

FizE, ɑ. (from , priv. and te, malicious), harmless ,

uninjurious, not cruel.

í, 8. (from , priv. and ч , turning round), a not turn-

ing or whirling round ; a. not whirling, not revolv-

ing.

, a. (from , priv. and , capable of being

whirled round), incapable of being whirled round, not

capable of revolving.

fs, a. from priv. and fs, whirled round), not

whirled round, not made to revolve.

fas , a. (from , priv. and , capable of being

whirled round), incapable of being whirled round, in-

capable of revolving.

, a. (from , priv. and 1, capable of being whirled

round , incapable of being whirled round, incapable

of revolving.

, a. (from , priv. and at, hatred), not malevolent,

free from hatred.

t , a. (from , priv. and at , deserving hatred), not

deserving hatred, not abominable.

, a. (from , priv. and af , hating), not hating, not

malevolent.

J, a. (from a, priv. and , abominable), not abomi-

nable.

, a. (from , priv. and 3, clarified butter), not mixed

with clarified butter, not buttered.

MEA, a. (from , priv. and cut , terrible), not terrible, not

dreadful ; s. one of the names of Shiva.

, a. (from , priv. c , dreadful, and f , walk-

ing), walking in an abominable road, practising things

which cannot be exceeded for their abominableness ;

J.

s. a kind of fanatics who eat human ordure and other

filthy things.

ATIÆ, a. (from a, priv . and cut , one who proclaims),

without a preacher, destitute of a public crier.

tadt, s. (from , priv . and cat , a proclamation), that

which is not a proclamation, the keeping of silence up-

on a subject, the not giving publicity to a thing.

tig, a. (from , priv. and cataîṛ, proclaim ›ble), not

proclaimable, unfit to be proclaimed or made public."

অঘোষণীয়ত), s. ( from অঘোষণীয়, not proclaimable), an unfitness

to be proclaimed or made public.

অঘোষণীয়ত্ব, s . ( from সঘোষণীয়, not proclaimable) , an unfitness

to be proclaimed or made public.

3, a . (from a, priv. and cats, proclaimed), unpro-

claimed, not proclaimed .

fas , a. (from , priv. and fasa , fit to be publish-

ed), not fit to be published.

, s. (from %, to mark), a mark, a badge, a cypher, a

numerical figure, the flank, the place above the hip

where women place young children in carrying them ;

figuratively, the bosom, the heart.

aHx, s. (from A , a figure), one who marks things, an ac-

countant.

u , s. (from a figure, and F , a step), a series of fi-

gures.

st, a. (from , the side immediately above the hip, and

st , to go , in arms (applied to children), carried in the

arms of the nurse.

st , a. (from , the side immediately above the hip, and

st , gone), seated or held in the arms of the nurse.

, s. (from , to mark), the marking of a thing, the

paging of a book, the act of distinguishing a thing by

putting some particular mark upon it.
i

, a. (from , to mark), requiring a mark of distinc-

tion, fit to be distinguished by some mark, capable of

being distinguished by some mark .

3 , s. (from , a figure, and a, an exchang-

ing), the substituting of one number for another, the

changing of figures in an account, the permutation of

numbers.

3, s. (from , afigure, and 3, a falling), the en-

tering ofnumbers in an account.

, s. (from , afigure, and 4, a filling), the in- `

creasing ofnumbers by multiplication , multiplication.

, s. (from , a figure , and far , science) , the

science of numbers, arithmetic.

asfawtaranty, s. (from far, arithmetic, and ity,

a profession , the business or profession of arithmetic.

J 2
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asfantaraatst, a . (from

54.

fa , arithmetic, and

practising), practising or following the study of arith-

metic ; s. an arithmetician.

asąfs, s. (from ¤ , a figure, and T , an increase), addi-

tion, multiplication, the increasing of a sum or num-

ber, the raising the price of a thing, extortion, the rais-

ing ofthe revenire, an overcharge.

att , s. (from , a figure, and tt , a science) , the

science of arithmetic, a treatise on arithmetic.

at , a. (from * , the science of numbers, and 1,

to know), acquainted with the science of numbers.

Higia , s. (from 3 * , the science of numbers, and

, one who knows), a person skilled in the science

ofnumbers, an arithmetician.

*ta , s. (from t , the science of numbers, and

, knowledge), a knowledge of the science of num-

bers, a knowledge of arithmetic.

অঙ্কশাস্ত্রজ্ঞানী, a. (from অঙ্কশাস্ত্র, the science of numbers, and

, knowing), acquainted with arithmetic.

tafas, a. (from 3 , the science ofnumbers, and f ,

to know), acquainted with arithmetic.

অঙ্কশাস্ত্ৰৰেত্তা , s . (from অঙ্কশাস্ত্র, arithmetic and বেত্তা, one who

knows), a person skilled in the science of numbers, an

arithmetician.

¤§¤¶| īņā, s. (from * , the science ofnumbers, and

, study), the study of arithmetic.

tatta, ad. (from * , a book of arithmetic, and

,following), according to the books which treat

on arithmetic.

taxi , s . (from t , the science ofnumbers, and

i , study), the study of arithmetic.

ia, s. (from , the science of numbers, and

ta, study), the study of, orthe fixing of the science.

of arithmetic in the mind.

163, a . from %, the side immediately above the hip, and

, to be situate), placed on the side, held in the arms

(applied to a child ), cherished in the bosom (applied to

a friend).

at , a. (from , the side immediately above the hip,

and fa , staying), held in the arms, occupying the

nearest place in the affections, lying on the bosom.

43, a. (from , the side immediately above the hip,

and 3 , situated), placed on the side, held in the arms,

held in the embrace, placed in the bosom,

, s. (from , a jgure, and 34, a taking away),

the decreasing ofnumbers by division, division.

ata, s. (from as, a sign, and , to do), a flat or sharp in

music, a diminutive note .

k.

afs, a. (from a , a mark), marked, paged

, s , from a, to move), a plantlet, a seed-bud, a sprout,

a germ .

gifas, a. (from ?, a sprout) , just sprouted, coming

into effect.

af43, a . (from ?, a germ), germinated, sprouted,

budded.

অঙ্কুরিতযৌবনা , a. fem . (from অঙ্কুরিত, sprouted, and যৌবন,

youth), in the first bloom of youth.

Ht , s . (from , a sprout, and 85º, an ascending),

the appearance of buds or shoots.

, s. (from về, to move), an iron goad or hook used to

drive elephants.

a , s. (from as, to move , a limb, a member, the body.

, a. (from , a limb, and at, not under controul),

the palsy, the loss of the use of a limb.

aks , s. (from a , a limb, and s̟e, a seizing), a spasm, the

cramp, pain , an ache.

Wh , s. (from , a limb, and , a cut), mutilation,

amputation.

, a. from , a limb, and c , cutting), mutilat-

ing, amputating ; s . a person who mutilates an animal,

a person who amputates a limb.

47, s. (from , a limb, and co7, a cutting) , the mu-

tilating of an animal, the amputating of a limb.

aka, a. (from , the body, and , to be born), born of

one's body ; s. a son.

akul, a. (from , the body, and , to be born), born of

the body ; s. a daughter.

ah , s. (from ki , a portable furnace), a chaffing

dish.

aki , s. (from , the body, and is , the relinquishing

ofa thing), death , voluntary death, the laying down of

the body.

UKI, S.
(from ™ , a limb), the circumstance ofbeing a limb

or member, the being a constituent part.

Th , s. (from Я, a limb, and , to cut), the name of a

ring or ornament for the wrist. In Hindoo fable, the

son of Balee, king ofthe monkeys.

, s. (from a , to move), a court yard.

kal, s. (from a , the body) , a well-shaped woman.

akarta, s. (from an, the body, and 7 , the adjusting of

things), a religious ceremony which consists in touch-

ing certain parts of the body according to rules pre-

scribed in the shastra.

kor , ed. from , the body, and ч , every limb), in

all parts, cap a pie.
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Khytyfts, ´s. (from un, a limb, and graf , an expiation),

an expiatory oblation made by the heir at law on the

firstdayofa person's shraddha offering tothe manes) to

remove the guilt which he may have contracted dur-

ing the season of legal uncleanness.

, s. (from

the limbs.

, a limb, and , subjection), the use of

atst, s. (from at, a limb, and f , a distortion), a dis-

tortion ofthe body whether voluntary or occasioned

by spasm or other disease.

fa , s . (from

the body.

unafest, s. (from , the body, and af , guarding) , a

coat or jacket, a gown ; a. guarding the body.

ta , s. (from , the body, and atari, the preserving of

a thing), a coat, a jacket, a gown.

sa , distortedness), distortedness of

att, s. (from , the body, and gist, a colour), a cosme-

tic, a colour used in painting the body.

Tata, s. (from , the body, and cat , hair), the hair on

the body of men or animals.

, s . (from , the body, and , society), contact with

the body, coition, obsequious attendance upon any

one .

at, a. (from , a limb, and af , attending) , adhering

to the body, obsequiously attending upon a person,

sticking closely to a person.

, s. (from , the body, and , beauty , ele-

gance of shape, beauty.

, s . from k, a member, and t , loss) , the non-per-

formance of one or more ceremonies which pertain to

a religious act.

k , a. (from , a body, and , destitute), destitute

of a body, an epithet applied to the god of love,

kri, s. (from , the body), mutual connection, partner-

ship, chicanery, collusion.

siz, s. (from fa , mutual relation) , mutual relati-

onship, partnership, the mutual connection of persons

or things with each other, the state of a person's con-

nections.

*, a. (from a , a limb, and ™ , not under controul),

not having the use of the limbs, paralytic.

daiz, s . (from i, a limb, and 2, to move), a coal.

chige, s. (from Ti , a coal), the planet mars, Tuesday.

chie , a. (from , a coal), nearly reduced to a coal,

almost charred.

#1761, a. (from ta, a coa', and , similar), rescm-

bling coal, equal to coal.

ze, ad. (from ts, a coal), like a coal. 1

SA.

অঙ্গারবল্লরী,ata , s. (from Яt , a coal, and T , a spike or raceme),

the name of a shrub, ( Cesalpinia bonduccella.)

, s. (from t , a coal, and at , a climbing plant),

the name of a shrub, (Ovieda verticillata).

ata , a. (from Яt , a coal, and , resembling), re-

sembling coal, coal-like.

a , a. (from af , embodied), embodied ; ad. in comp. ac-

quiescingly.

a , s. (from , acquiescingly, and d, the doing

of a thing), the acquiescing in any thing, an engaging

to do a thing.

, a. (from , acquiescingly, and y, practi-

cable), fit to be acquiesced in, fit to be promised.

akiæÍz , a. (from a , acquiescingly, and zu, proper

to be done), proper to be acquiesced in, fit to be pro-

mised.

, s. (from a , acquiescingly, and , to do), the ac-

quiescing in, or agreeing to a proposal, the acceding to

a thing, acquiescence, engagement, a promise.

afetzæý , s. (from
II, acquiescence, and , doing),

one who acquiesces in a measure, one who accedes to a

proposal.

অঙ্গীকারজন্য, a. ( from সঙ্গীকার , acquiescence, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from acquiescence in

a thing, or from acceding to a measure.

what , ad. (loc. case of

quiescence.

it ), for or through ac-

অঙ্গীকারনিমিত্তক, a. (from অঙ্গীকার , acquiescence , and নির্মিত , ৫

cause), caused by or arising from acquiescence or con-

sent; ad. from or because ofacquiescence in, or acced-

ing to athing.

অঙ্গীকারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অঙ্গীকার , acquiescence, and নির্মিত,

cause), for or through acquiescence, for the purpose of

acceding to a thing

tata, acquiescence, and F, caused

at , a. (fromঅঙ্গীকারপ্রযুক্ত , অঙ্গীকার,

by), caused by or arising from acquiescence in, or acced-

ing to a thing ; ad, from or because of acquiescence.

অঙ্গীকারহেতুক, a . (from অঙ্গীকার , acquiescence, and হেতু , ৫

cause), caused by or arising from acquiescence in , or

acceding to a thing ; ad. from or because of acquies-

cence.

et , a. (from , acquiescingly, and s, caused ,

made to acquiesce in, or agree to a thing.

, a. (from , acquiescingly, and as, done), agreed

to, acceded to, promised, engaged to do.

wis , a. (from , a member, and 3, become), becone ".

a member or constituent part of any thing.
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, s. (from as, to go), a ring for the finger or toe.

, s. (from ast, to move), a ring for the finger or toe.

ani , s. (from us, to move), a ring for the finger or

toe.

a , s. (from as, to move), a finger or toe. This word

compounded with , to give, means to meddle, to in-

termeddle; with ta, to move, it means to slide the fin-

gersforward or introduce a finger into a vessel or other

thing, also to converse by the motions of the fingers ;

with , to make signs, it signifies to make signs with

the finger, and with , to itch, it means to feel an

inclination or itch, to intermeddle with an affair or to

have a finger in the pye.

uffs , a. (from a , a finger, and 3, made), made by

the finger.

fa, s. (from , a finger, and sf , an alley), the

space between the fingers at their insertion ; also a space

sufficient to admit of the finger.

anfagfa, s. (from fa, a finger, and , ajoint), a

knuckle.

fa , s. (from , a finger, and át , to move), a

conversing by signs made with the fingers ; the intro-

ducing the finger into a thing, a sliding the finger for-

wards.

fata, s. (from , a finger, and tta, to make signs),

a making signs with the fingers .

affan, s. (from , a finger, and ta, to protect), a

guard for the thumb or finger used by archers.

fata, s. (from , a finger, and at , salvation), a

piece ofleather, or thin iron, worn on the thumb or fin-

ger by archers to prevent the bow-string from injuring

it.

agata, s. (from wafa, a finger, and ‡ ª, sound), a snap-

ping with the fingers.

, s . (from af , a finger, and 1 , a joint), the

prominent parts between the joints of the fingers on

the under side.

, s. (from , afinger, and , a root , the root

ofthe fingers, or the part where they join the hand.

fanfa, s. (from , a finger, and fa ,̸ a joining),

the space between the fingers or toes at their inserti-

on.

aan , s. (from , the finger, and , an itch-

ing), an inclination or itch to meddle with a thing.

st, s. (from fa, afinger, and ct , a snapping),

the snapping of the finge rs to call the attention of a

person.

el, s . (from us, to move), a finger,

off.

sta, s. (from , a finger, and sta , an alley , the

space between the fingers or toes at their insertion .

af , s. (from , a finger, and sf , a knot , the

knuckle of a finger or toe.

aistaa, s. (from ht, a finger, and ot , the moving

of any thing , the speaking to a person by the motion

ofthe fingers.

ha, s. (from , afinger, and ta, to protect), a guard

for the thumb in archery.

tata, s. (from , a finger, and at , salvation), a

piece of leather, or thin iron, worn by archers as a guard

for the thumb.

অঙ্গুলীদর্শন , s . ( from অঙ্গুলী, a finger, and দশন, the seeing of

a thing), the pointing at a thing with the finger.

ta, s. (from , afinger, and t , the giving of a

thing , the thrusting of the finger into the pudendum

of a girl.

lifa, s. (from at, a finger, and † , sound,, a snap.

ping with the fingers.

hafiky, a. (from I, a finger, and fax, pointed

out , pointed out by the finger, pointed at.

Thi , s. (from , afinger, and a protuberance),

the protuberant parts between the joints of the fingers

or toes on the under side.

ANET, 8. (from 1, a finger, and` , the throw-

ing of a thing), the thrusting of the finger into the

pudendum of a girl.

USA, 8. (from afinger, and , a root), the root

ofthe fingers, or the part where they join the hand.

hafa, s. (from a finger, and f , a joining),

the space between the fingers or toes at their inserti-

on.

it, s. (from , a finger, and , a snapping),

the snapping of the fingers to call the attention of

person.

Thx, s. (from akt, a finger, and as, a point), a fi

ger's end.

tata, a. from , afinger, and tata, aform), fins

ger-formed.

, s. (from , the hand, and , to be situate), the

thumb.

ta , s. (from , the hand, and , to be situate),

thimble.

, s. (from , agrape) , a grape.

f , s. (from w , to move swiftly), the foot, the leg.

f , s. (from , the foot, and a , a water-lily), the

foot, ( a term used to indicate high respect), the lotos

resembling foot.

મ

1

•
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36.

3 , s. (from , the foot, and , the bottom of any

thing , the sole of the foot.

, s . (from af , afoot, and ✈, to drink), a tree

, s. (from , the foot, and , a water-lily , the

lotos-resembling foot, (a term used to indicate high

respect to any one.)

E , s . (from , the foot, and fel, a climbing

plant) , the name of a plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides . )

sta, s. (from , the foot, and t , a pair), the two

feet.

, s . (from fa , the foot , and , a pair), the two

feet.

5, s. (from the letters , and a grammatical term us-

ed to denote all the vowels, they all being included

between these two letters in an artificial system of ar-

rangement adopted by grammarians .

afe , s. (from ¤, priv. and öf₹3, rebounded), not start-

led, not alarmed , steady.

, a. from , priv. and b , a wheel), destitute of

wheels, not complicated, not marked with circles , or

with circlets ; s. the want of a wheel, an ill-made wheel.

Ì, a. (from , priv. and of , crooked), not crooked,

upright, honest, not twisting, not acting in a crooked

or complicated manner.

a . (from , priv. and 6 , an eye), eyeless.

ELDA, a. (from , priv. and , fickle), unwavering

steady, not fickle.

1, s. (from , steady), steadiness, unwavering-

ness.

, s. (from , steady), steadiness, unwavering-

ness.

a. (from , priv. aud , the bill of a bird), desti-

tute of a bill.

3, a. (from a, priv. and 6 , furious), not angry, placid.

351, 8, (from 3, placid), freedom from rage, placid-

ness, gentleness , mildness.

3 , s. (from 53, placid), freedom from rage, placid-

ness, gentleness , mildness.

, a . (from , priv. and 5st , an out-cast) , free from

chandalus or out-cast persons .

, a . (from , priv. and s , clever) , dull, inactive.

%, a. from ≈, priv. and 553 , a complete army), des-

titute ofan army, not composed offour parts.

31, 8. (from 5 , inactive), dullness, inactivity.

IT, 8. from 3 , inactive), dullness, inactivity.

ts, a. (from , priv. and 15, the four objects ofhu-

man life), not living for the four ends of human life.

WB.

, a. (from , priv. and σ , four-footed), destitute

of quadrupeds.

47, a. (from , priv. and 4 , sandal wood), not per-

fumed with sandal wood, not marked with a spot of

sandal wood on the forehead.

a. (from , priv. and the moon), moonless, de-

prived of the moon.

at , a. (from , priv. and yet , a scimitar), not

armed with a scimitar, destitute of a scimitar.

34, a. (from I, priv. and outз4, an awning), not co-

vered or sheltered with an awning.

of , a . (from ¤, priv. and ofg , the light ofthe moon),

not illuminated by the moon, destitute of moon-light.

a. (from , priv. and Я , unsteady), steady, not

changeable, not fickle .

dat, s . (from , steady) , steadiness .

অচপলত্ব, . (from 4 , steady), steadiness.

, a . (from I, priv. and 55 , the name ofa tree), des-

titute of Champuka trees, ( Michelia Champaca .)

, a. (from , priv. and 5 , a spy), destitute of spies.

WGJT, 8. (from ¤, priv. and tg , moving), not moving

about, sedentary.

d, a. (from , priv. and , a foot), destitute of feet.

fa , s. (from a, priv. and of , moved), not moved, not

done.

st , a. (from a, priv. and off, having the wishes

accomplished), not having the wishes satisfied, unsatis-

fied .

, a. from , priv. and of , disposition, history),

having no steadiness of disposition, destitute of inci-

dent.

afy, a. (from a, priv. and of , walking about), not in-

clined to walk about, sedentary.

58, a. (from , priv. and 581, reflection), inconsiderate,

thoughtless, destitute of reflection.

1, s. (from , priv. and 1 , reflection), inconsider-

ateness, thoughtlessness.

d, s. (from , priv. and of , the chewing ofa thing),

the neglect of mastication ; a. not chewing the food,

not capable of being masticated.

, a. (from , priv. and 17, admitting of masti-

cation), not admitting of mastication.

afts, a. (from , priv. and offs, chewed), unchewed, not

masticated.

, a. (from , priv. and 1, admitting of mastication),

not capable of being chewed.

8 , a. (from , priv. and of , a shield), not possessing a

shield, skinless, destitute of bark or peel.
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SIST.

cant, a. (from I, priv. and of , armed with a shield),

destitute of men armed with shields, not armed with a

shield .

, a . (from , priv. and ™ , moving), immoveable,

resolute, film , unable to move, decrepit ; s. a moun-

tain.

3 , s. (from , immoveable), immoveableness.

GTHC, s. (from 54, immoveable), immoveableness .

, a. (from , priv. and 517, a moving), not current,

obsolete, improper or evil conduct .

, a. (from , priv. and 7, moveable), immovea-

ble, not removeable.

fas, a . from ¤, priv. and ☎f13, a moving), not current,

not passable.

afas , a. (from a, priv . and STI, moveable), immove-

able, not removeable.

f , a. (from , priv. and of moving , not moving,

stationary.

, a (from , priv. and di , evident), unevident.

, s. (from , priv. and , unsteadiness), un-

waveringness, steadiness ; a . not slippery, unwavering.

steta, a. (from , priv. and st , sivage), civilized ,

not barbarous.

Bott, a (from , priv, and stat, clever), not deceitful,

plain, honest, open-hearted .

, a. (from , priv. and ott, a bow), destitute of a bow.

stam , a. (from ¤, priv. and ☎te , unsteadiness), steady;

s. steadiness, unchangeableness .

ray, a. (from a, priv. and stag, afly-flap), not attended

by a fly-brush.

t?, a. (from , priv. and o , a spy), destitute of spies,

destitute of a bait.

, a. (from , priv. and at , beautiful , not handsome,

ugly.

sta , a. (from a, priv. and ota , the causing of motion ,

not capable ofbeing put in motion, immoveable.

stasy, a. (from , priv. and disais, capable of being

put in motion), incapable of being put in motion, im-

moveable, not removeable.

fãs, a. (from a, priv. and difãs, moved), unmoved, not

removed.

অচালিতা, a. (from ा priv. and চালিত , capable of being

put in motion), incapable of being put in motion, im-

moveable, unremoveable.

, a. (from S, priv. and st , capable of being put in

motion), incapable ofbeing put in motion, immoveable,

unremoveable.

afs.

aff , a. (from a, priv. and fofe , the science of medi-

cine), destitute of the science of medicine.

afsæ , a. (from , priv. and fof™ , a physician), des➡

titute of physicians.

afsfaat , a. (from a, priv. and fofa , curable), in-

curable by medicine.

affen , s. (from a, priv. and fife , the science of me-

dicine), quackery, neglect of medicine.

affef3, a. (from , priv. and foffa3, physicked), not

physicked, not attended by a physician .

afsæ , a. (from a, priv. and fit , an inclination to act),

not inclined to action, indolent.

affs, a. (from , priv. and foals, required to be

done), not required to be done.

fs , a. (from a, priv . and fog, hair), bald, callow, des-

titute of hair.

fa. (from , priv. and fi , slippery, unctuous), not -

slippery, not unctuous..

afs , s. (from a, priv . and fre , sensation), the want of sen-

sation, or knowledge ; a. insensible , ignorant.

fofas , a. (from , priv. and fof insanity), not in-

sane, not subject to wanderings of mind or vagaries.

fs , a. (from , priv. and fo , a painting , destitute of

pictures ; s. not a picture, a daubing.

fs , a. (from a , priv. and fo , a painter), destitute

•
of painters ; s . not an artist, a dauber.

afs3, n. (from a, priv. and so , anxiety), unanxious, care-

less, not found out by thought.

ass , a . (from a, priv. and fo , thoughtful) , unanxi-

ous.

afs , 8. (from a, priv. and ft , a thinking), the not

thinking upon a subject, the not being anxious about

a thing.

to , a. (from , priv and food , comprehensible), in-

comprehensible, beyond the reach of thought.

afteny , s. (from af , incomprehensible), incompre-

hensibility.

afts. (from aft , incomprehensible), incompre-

heusibility.

ass , s. (from a, priv. and ft31, anxiety), neglect of care

or anxiety about a thing.

aft , a. (from 3, incomprehensible, 5 , eter-

nal, and , power), possessed of incomprehensible and

eternal power.

afsf63, a. (from & priv. and (of¥3, thought on), unthought

on, unexpected.

assfest , a. (from , priv. and fofo , comprehensible),

incomprehensible, beyond the reach of thought.
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SIS:

after, . (from , priv. and for, comprehensible', incom-

prehensible, beyond the reach of thought.

off , a (from ¤, prix. and fox, long), of short duration ,

transitory.

aftrata, a. from I, of short duration, and ata, time),

a short time.

aff , a. (from for, quickly, and ft, an action),

prompt in action.

st, a. (from , fshort duration, and safe , liv-

ing , not long-lived, short-lived.

31, s. (from 3, a short time), transitoriness.

a . (from ?, a short time , transitoriness .

3 , a. (from a, priv. and f5337, belonging to a dis-

tant period , not having respect to a distant period of

time.

afstaat, s . (from fif , transitory), temporariness,

tran-itoriness.

affe , s. (from fat , transitory) , transitoriness,

temporariness.

aftext , a. ( from ¤, priv. and fo , continuing long ,

fugitive, temporary, of short duration.

after , ad. (from , priv. and forte, long), shortly, forth-

with.

Bety, ad. (from , priv. and fʊity, long), shortly, forth-

with.

af , a. (from , priv . and fat , long- fe), not long-

lived, short-lived.

a. (from , priv. and ft , a mark), destitute of a

sign or discriminating mark.

ft , a. from , priv. and (55, a mark), destitute of any

thing which serves as a mask of distinction.

fdf5, a . (from , priv . and fif₹5, marked , not distin

guished by any mark, not marked.

a. (from , priv. and a , cloth made of bark,

as hemp, &c. ) without a bark dress.

, a. (from , priv. and , divid. d), undivided, not

split.

gs, a . (from , priv. and 3, interrupted in the per-

formance ofareligious row , uninterrupted , or constant-

ly engaged in the performance of religious observan-

ces.

47, s.from , priv. and xã , a kiss) , the neglect of em-

bracing a person.

, a. (from , priv. and ,fit to be kissed) , un-

fit to be kissed.

*fts, a. (from , priv. and 513, kissed , not kissed .

55, a. from 3, prio. and 551, a crest,, not crested, not

having a tuft of hair on the crown.

0151.

31, s. (from , prir. and 1, a crest), a bad crest, that

which does not deserve the name of a tuft or crest.

5%, a. (from , priv . and ta, powder), not reduced to pow-

der, not levigated.

ty, a. (from a, pric. and tɗat?, reducible to powder),

not reducible to powder.

df , a. (from , priv. and taf , reducible to pow-

der) , not reducible to powder.

ads, a. (from 3, priv. and tfd3 , su'verized), not pulveriz

ed.

15, a. (from , priv. and 5, reduced to powder ,

not reduced to powder.

, a. (from , priv. and ¿á , reducible to powder), not

reducible to powder.

Gadis, a. (from , priv. and

a

T, capable ofbeing suck-

ed , incapable of being received by sucking.

, a. (from , priv. and fas, su.k.d ', unsucked, not

sucked.

fa , a. (from , priv. and 3 , capable of being

suche , not capable of being sucked , or of being receiv

ed by sucking.

35 , a. from I, priv . and 6º , copible of being sucked),

incapable ofbeing received by sucking,

Gl837, a . (from I, priv. and (837), sensation , void of sensa-

tion.

a:5371, 8. (from ¤, priv and (8371, sensation), the privati-

on or want of sensation.

, a. (from I, priv. and (87, cloth), naked.

Fly, a. (from , priv. and (5 ), excrtion), without exer-

tion, inactive.

sal , a . (from , prir. and 5 , causing, exerting ,

without any thing to call forth exert on, destitute ofan

active person.

1, s. (from , priv. and a , exertion), neglect of ex-

ertion.

fas, a. (fion , priv. and cotsfas, pissessed of ex

ersion), not possessed of exertion, inert.

35r , a. (from 7, priv. and 188 , fit to be laboured af-

ter , not worth endeavouring or seeking after.

sfs, a. (from priv. and 53, sought), unsought,

obtained without labour.

f , a. (from , priv . and 5f¥3TI, capable ofbeing

the object of endeavour), fit to be endeavoured after, fit

to be attended to.

assas, a. (from , priv. and t5371 , sensation) , void of sen-

sation, swooned.

st , a. (from , priv. and ts, a thief, free from

thieves ; s. not a thief.

K
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IfE. ·

da, a. (from a priv. and cìa, a thief, free from thieves.

a , a. (from priv. and us, the action of

stealing , not inclined to thievish conduct, honest.

a. (from , priv. and , to cul) , transparent, good ;

ad. well.

, a. (from a, priv. and at, splendor), destitute ofsplen-

dor, destitute of glory, dim.

39, a . (from , priv. and 5, an umbrella of state), des-

titute of a king, destitute of a regular government.

LT, a. (from , priv. and ☎ , bark), uncovered, destitute

ofbark, destitute of a covering.

, a . (from , priv. and a , a covering), destitute of a

covering, not sustaining an assumed character, not act-

ing under covert, not using concealment, open, frank,

sincere.

3 , a. (from , priv . and ☎, covered), uncovered .

, . (from , priv . and ☎ , fraud), without fraud, ho-

nest, upright, sincere.

Et , a. (from , priv. and te , suspecting aperson

offraud), unsuspicious, not charging a person with fraud.

, a. (from , priv. andaf , suspecting) , unsus-

picious.

, s . (from , priv, and 71 , fraud), freedom from

fraud or circumvention .

f , a. (from , priv. and af , a picture), destitute of

a picture ; s. a daubing.

, a . (from , prio. and ata, a pupil) , destitute of pupils.

athly, a. (from , priv. and atha , capable of being cc-

vered), not capable of being covered.

gifs, a. (from ¤, priv, and sifks, covered), uncovered.

fis , a. (from priv. and affis , fit to be covered),

not admitting ofbeing covered.

t , a. (from , priv. and &t , fit to be covered), not ad-

mitting of being covered.

gty, a. (from , priv. and gi , a shadow), destitute of a

shadow, exposed to the sun's rays.

GE , s. (from , priv, and igi, a shadow), an imperfect

shadow, a bad shadow.

, a. (from , priv. and fag, a hole), whole, faultless ,

unblameable.

afa31, s. (from fa , whole), integrity, faultlessness, un-

blameableness.

afana, s. (from afar, whole), integrity, faultlessness, un-

blameableness .

fka, a . (from a, priv. and f , cut), undivided, not sepa-

rated.

afas , a. (from f , undivided,, undividedness,

GIF.

fa , a. (from af , undivided), undividedness.

E , s. (from , priv. and ‹ , a perforation), the absence

of perforation, solidity.

E , s. (from a, priv. and 7, the act of perforating),

the absence of perforation, the not perforating of a

substance.

¶Ñ!, a . (from , priv. and año, perferable), imper-

forable, impervious, indivisible .

&f , a. (from ; priv. and fis, perforated , not perfo

rated.

з , a. (from , priv. and cafus , perfurable), imper-

forable, impervious, indivisible.

4 , a. (from 3, priv. and c , perforable), imperfora

ble, impervious, indivisible.

613, a. (from , priv. and 15, oozed out), not subject to

flux or decay, an epithet applied to Vishnoo ; s. the name

of a shrub used in dying, (Morinda tinctoria.)

, a. (from , priv. and , to be produced), unproduc-

ed ; s. a god, a he-goat. In philosophical works this term

means spirit , viz. the unproduced male principle of

creation.

Infa , s. from , a goat, and s , a scent) , the name

of a plant, (Ocymum gratissimum. )

Wurz, s. (from 5, a goat, and , to swallow), a large ser

pent, (Boa constrictor.)

I , s. (from sa, Boa constrictor, and 3, a vɔu),

indolent. This word is only used in a ludicrous sense

as a reproachful term for an indolent person, who is

thereby represented as under a vow to imitate the

Boa Serpent which is noted for its habit of lying for a

long time together as if half dead, and only to be rous-

ed by hunger.

, a . (from a, priv, and 3 , reprehensible), irrepre-

hensible.

544, a. (from , priv. and T , moveable), destitute of

loco-motion, immoveable.

, a. (from 3, priv. and 5 , a man) , destitute of men,

desert.

KAP, a. (from , priv. aud E, a progenitor), not hav

ing a progenitor, fatherless.

553 , a. from I, priv. and H , a multitude of men),

without the crowding of a multitude, still, retired.

77, 7. (from , priv. and 54 , the circumstance of be

ing produced), not producing, out of the way of natu

ral generation.

aute, a. (from , priv. and , a mother), mother

less, without a mother.
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31 .

3477, 2 (from ¤, pris, and wig, producible), incapa-

ble of being generated or produced.

*** , 6. (from , priv. and I?<, a rumour), free from

rumour, free from circulating reports .

CafÃ³, a. (from a, priv. and fa³, brought into existence),

not brought into existence, unproduced.

w3%, a. (from , priv. and 5 , an animal), destitute of

animals ; s. something which is not an animal.

, s . (from 3, priv, and say, birth,, non-production ;

a. unproduced .

ww , a . (from a, priv. and Gaz, birth), not born in the

ordinary way of generation.

if s. (from wa, a god, and ifu, a road), the road of

the gods.

1, s. (from , agoat, and , to rejoice) , the name

of a plant, (Apium involucratum .)

wy, z. (from a priv. and Hy, conquest), invincible.

57, invincible), invincibility.
1, s . (from

, s. (from
57, invincible), invincibility.

, s. (from 7, invincible, and t , a keeper), the

name of a musical mode used by the Hindoos.

afra , s. (from 3 , conquering), the circumstance of

not conquering in war .

va, s. (from fg , not conquering), unsuccessfulness

in war.

asit, a. from , priv. and sf , conquering , unsuccess-

ful in war.

31, 4. (from , pris. and at, decrepitude), not subject

to decrepitude, not subject to the infirmities of age.

54, 7. (from , priv . and , water), destitute of wa-

ter.

sard , a. (from , prio. and tд, a pool) , destitute of

pools or other receptacles of water.

ata, s. (from 35, a goat, and " , a horn) , the name of

a plant.

3. a. (from , priv. and , injuring , incessant.

1 , s . from , priv. and a, to produce), a female goat.

In philosophical works this term means matter, plas-

tic nature, or the female principle of unproduced crea-

tion: for, according to the Hindoo philosophers, both

matter and spirit are eternal,

at , s. (from at, a goat, and , to swallow , a large

snake, (Boa constrictor ; ) also a small plant, ( Eclipta

prostrata.)

sisted, c . (from a, priv. and is , the act of awaking),

Lot awaking.

afts, a. (fiom ,priv. and wists, awakened) , unawak-

ened.

ufs.

ts, a. (from a, pris. and ats, born), unborn, unproduc

ed.

autsatt, a. (from , priv. and to , angry), not ex

cited to anger, not angry.

autsatt, a. (from , prev. and sistit, angry) , not ex-

cited to anger, not angry.

asts, a. (from a, priv . and atfs, a tribe), not belonging

to any tribe, having lost cast.

aufs , s. (from , priv. and f , a fallfrom a

tribe), the not falling from the privileges of one's tribe

or cast.

afs , a. (from , priv. and if , fallen from a

tribe , not fallen from the privileges of one's tribe or

cast.

afs, a. (from , priv. and , to know), unknown,

unacquainted with.

at , a. (from , prio. and at , the knee), kneeless.

ty, a. (from , pris. and tg, a paramour), without a

paramour.

walan, a. (from , priv. and 35, a bastard), not base

born.

watt, a. (from st , the bleating of a goat, and

, like), resembling the bleating of a goat ; s. one of

the seven primary musical notes.

, a. (from , priv. and fat , malice ), destitute

of malice, not desirous to injure another.

afata , a . (from , priv. and fa , malicious), not

injurious, not malicious.

fset , a. (from , priv. and fat , fit to be the

object of malice), unfit to be the object of malice or re-

venge.

afsat f3, a. (from . priv. and fat 3, required to be

injured), not deserving to be injured or killed.

fat , a. (from 3, priv. and fat , desirous of hurt-

ing others), not sanguinary, not malicious, not revenge-

ful.

sta, a. (from3, priv. and fit , a question), not in-

quisitive, incurious.

ofsstate, a. (from , priv. and fast , fit to be en-

quired about , unfit to be enquired about, unfit to be

asked.

tai, s. (from , priv. and fast, a question), not a

question, not a matter of enquiry.

affas, a. (from , priv. and fif , asked), unask-

ed, not required to be known.

afuotsi, a . (from , priv. and fus , proper to

be asked), unfit to be asked, unfit to be enquired about.

K2
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wut.

a. (from , priv. and fatą, seeking to know),

not asking, not inquisitive, incurious .

afs , a. (from , priv. and fat , proper to be en-

quired about), improper to be enquired about, unfit to

be asked.

3, a. (from , priv. and f53, to conquer ), unconquered.

afsofa , a. (from , priv. and farfar, continent , of

unconquered passions, not continent.

f57, s. (from , to move), leather.

f ?, a. (from , to move), a court yard.

as , a. (from , priv. and a, life), inanimate.

ata, a. (from , priv. and , life), without life, des-

titute of the means of obtaining a livelihood.

wife , a. (from , priv. and if , the means of main-

tenance), destitute of the means of procuring a mainte-

nance.

wiií, a. (from , priv. and a, old) , not old, not worn

out, not digested ; s. indigestion.

, a. (from 3 , indigestion , and , produc-

ing), producing indigestion .

31, s. (from lá , producing indigestion),

the circumstance of producing indigestion.

অজীর্ণজনকত্ব, s. ( from অজীর্ণজনক, producing indigestion) , the

circumstance of producing indigestion .

ast, s. (from , undigested), indigestion , the circum-

stance of not being old or worn out.

Ha , s. (from a undigested), indigestion , the circum-

stance of not being old or worn out.

, s . (from 8) , hire), the hire of a labourer, pay for

Jabour.

Wati, s. (from 8,,, a cause, and xol , a writing), a

writing stating the cause of an action .

, a. (from , prie. and g, a gaping) , not gaping, not

yawning.

, a. (from , priv. and cg, conquerable), invincible,

unconquerable.

1 , s. (from e, surprizing, and a , a collection), the

name of a plant , (Phyllanthus Niruri ; but, accordingto

some, another plant .)

, a (from , priv. and , to know), ignorant.

31, s. (from

, a. (from

, ignorant ), ignorance .

, ignorant), ignorance.

ww/3, a. (from v¤, priv. and 3, known) , unknown, unac-

quainted with any circumstance.

wwife, a. (from 3, unknown, and fЯ , a father),

having an unknown father. This word is usually appli

ed to a bastard whose father is unknown.

ts , a. (from

অজ্ঞা.

3, unknown, and c , youth),

unacquainted with the fact that she has arrived at the

period of youth.

t3 , a. (from 3, unknown, and , before), not

known before.

zata, a. (from , priv . and tot , knowledge), with

out the knowledge of a thing, unacquainted with a cir-

cumstance.

Et , s . (from , priv. and tz, one who knows), a person

who is unacquainted with or ignorant of a particular

thing.

ifs, a. (from , priv. and tfs , a collateral relative),

destitute of relations .

3,8. (from 53, a person una quainted with a thing),

the circumstance ofnot knowing a particular thing.

asty , a. (from 5tz ap rsm unacqu'inted with a thing),

the circumstance of not knowing a particular thing.

3, ad. loc. case of , unperceivedly, by stealth.

ata, a. (from , priv. and t , knowledge), ignorant, un-

learned, unwise ; s . ignorance, false knowledge, a false

or wrong idea.

att , a. (from ta, ignorance, and te, doing),

acting through ignorance ; s. a person who does a

thing ignorantly.

অজ্ঞানকারী, a. (from অজ্ঞান , ignorance, and কারিন, doing),

acting through ignorance, acting ignorantly.

5743, a. (from , unwise, and 3, done), unwisely

done, ignorantly done.-

13, a. (from , ignorance, and 33, produc-

el), produced by or arising from ignorance or wrong

ideas.

1739, a. (from t , ignorance, and 1, producible ),

producible by orarising from ignorance or wrong ideas.

AFFI, ad. (loc. case of a ), for the purpose of

ignorance or false ideas.

tat3, a. (from 7, ignorance, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from ignorance or false ideas.

13:, ad. (from , priv. and knowledge), unwise-

ly, ignorantly.

t737, a. (from 7, ignorant , most ignorant.

31, s. (from asta, ignorant) , ignorance.

অজ্ঞানতান্ত, a . ( from অজ্ঞানতা, ignorance, and আবৃত, covered),

shrouded in ignorance, clothed with insensibility.

, s. (from at , ignorant), ignorance.

, a. (from at , ignorance, and 1 , to give), confer-

ring ignorance, giving wrong ideas.

31, a. (from , priv. and tants, a giver ofwisdom),
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destitute of one to give instruction, giving ignorance,

giving ignorantly.

xity , a. (from ta, ignorance, and at , giving),

giving wrong ideas, conferring ignorance.

, . (from ta, ignorance, and , destructi

on) , the removal of ignorance or wrong ideas .

ata , a. ( from at , ignorance, and ¤ , de-

s'ructive), removing ignorance or wrong

cata , a. (from ta , ignorance, and

ideas.

f , destruc-

tire), removing ignorance or wrong ideas.

ta , s. (from ta, ignorance , and at , destruction),

the removal of ignorance or wrong ideas .

salaatta, a. (from , ignor ince, and at , des'ruc-

tive), removing ignorance or wrong ideas .

আজতিনিৱৰ্ত্তক , a . (from সজ্ঞান , ignorance, and নিবর্ত্তক, ccusing

to cease), putting an end to ignorance or wrong ideas.

অজ্ঞাননিবারক, a. (from অজ্ঞান, ignorance, andfয়ার ক, pre-

venting), preventing ignorance or wrong ideas.

afted, s. (from ta, ignora ice, and find, apre-

renting), the preventing of ignorance or wrong ideas.

অজ্ঞাননিমিত্তক, a . ( from সজ্ঞান, ignorance , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from ignorance or wrong ideas ;

ad. from or because of ignorance or wrong ideas .

astafiface, ad. (from , ignorance, and fafire, a

cause) , for the purpose of ignorance or wrong ideas .

, a. (from , ignorance, and , b fore ), pre-

ceded by ignorance or false ideas ; ad. ignorantly,

erroneously.

stages, a. (from 7 , ignorance, and qu , caused by),

caused by or arising from ignorance or wrong ideas ;

ad. from or because of ignorance or wrong ideas.

ata, a. (from , priv. and stue, wise), unwise, ig-

norant.

sta 11, al. (from at , ignorance, and f1, without) ,

without ignorance or wrong ideas.

asta , a. ( from 17 , ignorance, and fat , possess

ed of), ignorant, prejudiced, under the influence of

wrong ideas.

stafa , a . (from , ignorance, and fry, an object),

baving ignorance or false ideas for its object.

অজ্ঞানাতিরিক্ত , a. (from অজ্ঞান , ignorance, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, er-

cepted), ignorance or false ideas excepted .

অজ্ঞানৰডিরেক, s. (from অজ্ঞান, ignorance, and বাতিরেক, an

exception) , the exception of ignorance or wrong ideas .

watafatace, ad. (loc. c´se off , with the ex-

ception of ignorance or wrong ideas, without ignorance

or wrong ideas.

JJ.

ta , a. (from at , ignorance and , a root), óri-

ginating from ignorance or wrong ideas.

F, a. (from , ignorance, and F, joined to ,

connected with ignorance or wrongideas, ignorant, pre-

judiced, prepossessed .

tage, a. (from ta, ignorance, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from ignorance or wrong ideas .

ad. from or because of ignorance or wrongideas.

tf , unwise ) , folly, ignorance.fa31, s . (from

fa , s . (from

tata. (from , priv. and

rant.

fa , unwise), folly, ignorance .

fia, wise), unwise, igno .

t , a. (from , ignorant, and ₹5, done), stultifi

ed .

, ad. (loc. case of 7), foolishly, unwisely.

akatsid, a. (from t , ignorance, and 8 %, passed

over,, delivered or translated from ignorance or the

prevalence of false ideas .

, a. (from , priv . and , making known) , not

giving information , not making knowu.

97, s. (from a, priv. and , the act of informing

a person), want of information ; a . destitute of informa

tion.

ty, a . (from , priv. and ☎ , proper to be made

known), unfit to be made known, incapable of being in-

formed.

fe, a. (from , priv . and ft , made known), not

published, not made known.

, a. (from , priv. and c , capable of being known),

incomprehensible, beyond the reach ofknowledge.

, a. (from priv. and 5 , the eldest), not the se-

nior.

fs, a. (from , priv, and ( f , a luminary), desti-

tute of luminaries.

অজ্বর,, 7. (from , priv. and , a fever), without any thing

to give pain or to cause uneasiness, free from distress

or disease.

, a. (from , priv. and , feverish , unagitated by

passion or trouble, tranquil.

HI, s. (from , priv. and , the circumstance ofburn-

ing), the absence of burning or inflammation .

ayan , a. (from , priv and a ,fit to burn), unfit to

burn, incombustible.

aly, a. (from , priv . and HT, combustible), incom-

bustible.

, a. (from , prir. and 3, enkindled), not kindled,

unburnt.
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sit.

ta, a. (fiom , priv. and i , a blazing , flameless.

safts, a . (from , priv. and aft(3, quickly), slow, deli-

berate ; ad. leisurely.

wem, s. (from , to move), a border, a particular part or

quarter of a town or country.

, s. (from 5, to move), a black powder used as a pig-

ment for the eyes by the people of Hindoosthan ; it is

generally supposed to be antimony, but that sold by

the native druggists appears from some chymical trials

to be a kind of lead ore.

71, s . (from 5, to move) , the name of a species of

green lizard common upon shrubs. In mythology, the

wife of Keshuree and mother of Hunooman.

afa, s. (from , to pervade), the hands joined together

with the palms upwards, as much as can be held in the

hands when so jined.

at , s. (from , an end), an end, the finishing of any

thing.

cars. from us , afig), a fie, a fig tree.

atty, a (hom prio. and t , the twang ofthe bow-

string , not roducing a twanging sound.

ats, a. (from te, ' o binil , untwanged.

ata, s. (from a , to move , the act ofmoving or walking.

ati, s. (from , to move , a forest ticket

ata , s. (from , the name of a disease, and , to in-

jure , the name of a plant, (Justicia adhatoda . )

at , a. (from , priv. and t , to be easily agitated), incon-

trovertible, immoveable, permanent, unchangeable, ir

revocable, irrefragable.

ata , s. (from ta, irrefragable, and ævi, a word), a

thing which canot be denied, an irrefragable argu-

ment.

ate, a. (from t , immoveable, and fry, the heart),

firm, immoveable in mind, resolved, unwavering, stea

dy-minded ; s. an immoveable or steady mind.

atm31, s . (from at , irrefragable), incontrovertibility,

immoveableness.

ata , s. (from sa, irrefragable) , incontrovertibility, im-

moveableness.

tasty, a. (from , priv. and tat , easily agitable), not

easily agitable, not to be moved.

stmas, a. (from ata, immoreable, and afs , the mind ,

firm , steady-minded, immoveable, unwavering, resolv.

ed ; s . a steady mind.

simasta, a. (from ta, immoreable, and as , na'ure),

steady or firm by nature, unwavering; s. an immove-

able or steady nature or disposition .

$76.

অটলাভিলাষ, s . (from অটল, immoteable , and অভিলাষ, desire),

a steady desire, an unalterable disposition.

atatfatal, a. (from at , immoveable and of , di

sirous , steadily or unalterably desirous of a thing.

att. a. (from a, priv. andat, to br.ak , unbroken, not de-

fective, uninjured, whole.

sta, a. (from a priv and ta, a bruise in a metallic ves-

sel), not dented, not bruised, smooth, even.

, s. (from , to exceed), a palace, an upper-roomed

house.

ayta s. (from , to exceed, and T , a laugh), a roar of

laughter, an horse laugh.

st , s. (from 8 , to exceed, and , to adorn), apalace.

tfm1 , s. (from 3 , to exceed, and s , to adorn), a house,

a palce, an edifice ofbrick or stone.

a. from a pro, and co , a push), not capable ofbe

ing pushed out of its place, unanswerable, irrefragable.

ta , s. from it unanswerable, and ut, a word , an

unanswerable argument.

5 , s. (from pat , cuti us), the name of a species ofpulse,

(Cytisus Cajan. )

!, s. (from 5 , cytisus , the name of a species of

pulse, (Cytisus Cajon .)

fa , s. (fro. 4, a species of pulse, and at ,

a house), the name of a shrub mentioned in Dr. Bucha

nan's Mss. as a species of Grewia.

af , s . (from , an atom , a species of super-human

power.

d , s. (from a, to breathe , an atom , a particle.

39, s (from , to move), an egg, the roe ofa fish, spawn.

This word, constructed with the verb , to bring

forth, means to lay eggs.

agati , s. (from 3, an egg, and atte, a caldron , the

universe, literally, the caldron which contains the eggs

of the universe. It is stated in Hindoo writings to be

five hundred millions of yojunas in diameter and as ma-

ny in height.

ta, s. (from , an egg, and ret , a maga ine), a tes-

ticle.

Wen, a. (from 1 , an egg, and 3 , born), produced from

an egg, oviparous.

ASHT, 8. (from 8, a testicle, and , dissolution), the

dissolution of the testicle, a phrase used to express a

sinking ofthe spirit, or loss of firmness at the approach

of danger ; also, the breaking of an egg, the dissolving

of an egg by putrefaction.

8 from 3, an egg, and 2 , a bringingforth,

the laying of eggs.
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34, 4. from ae, an egg, and 1, to stand), situated in

an egg, situated in the testicle.

# 3, a. (from 3, an egg, and ( 3, situated), situated in

an egg, situated in the tes'icles .

, s. (from 3, an egg, and tta, a bursting), the

bursting of an egg.

asteiz, a. (from 78, an egg , and atta, a form), oval, el-

liptical ; s. an ellipsis or oval.

vatas, a. (from 8, an egg, and tafs, a form), oval, el-

liptical ; s . an oval, an ellipsis.

3:4, ad. (from 3 , from this, and 7, after), afterwards.

FIAT, conj. (from 4, from this, and 4 , even), there-

fore, wherefore.

, a. (from a, priv. and ì , a shore) , shoreless , impassa-

ble.

sfs , a. (from a, priv. and ofs , lightning), free from

lightning.

LIM , a . (from A, priv . and 19 , rice , destitute of rice.

33, a. (from , priv. and 33, stretched), not stretched

out, not lengthened , not drawn out, not extended.

, a . (from , priv. and 3 , eminent), inexpert,

unskilled.

¤ , ɑ. (from a, priv. and 3 , coincidence), not correct,

not accurate, not coincident ; s. want of coincidence ;

a want of truth or accuracy.

33, a . (from , priv. and 253, the particulars of a

thing from beginning to end) , not particularized, not

directed to a particular end.

, a. (from , priv. and sat , first), not having a

particular origin or beginning.

w351, a. (from ¤, priv, and 35 , that form), diverse.

III, 4. (from , priv. and 347, a son) , sonless.

41, a. (from , priv. and 3331, the doing of one thing

in the stead ofmany) , not doing things in a partial man-

ner, not procrastinating, not using excuses, punctual.

833, a. (from ¤, priv. and , drowsy , not drowsy, vigi-

lant.

sfs, a . (from , priv. and 3, overcome with drowsi

ness), not overcome with drowsiness, active, alert.

, a. (from A, priv. and , heat), cool, not distress-

ed, not vexed, not afflicted, not engaged in religious

austerities.

t , a. (from , priv. and 3 , religious austerities) ,

not practising religious austerities.

, a. (from a, priv. and 3 , an ascetic), destitute

of ascetics.

33, a. from , priv. and *, heated , not heated, cool.

33.

31, 7. (from , prio, and 347, darkness), not dark.

54, (from be, essence), essence (of roses , &c. )

3 , a . (from , priv. and 34 , a wave), free from

waves, smooth.

gate, a. (from , priv . and at fit to be passed over),

ufit to be passed over, impassable.

AsLsx, a. (from a, priv , and sas, a boat), destitute of a

boat.

34 , s. from , priv. and 3 , pass-ble , impassable,

as a river, not admitting of being crossed over.

55 , s. from 33 , impassable), impassableness.

TT, s. (from a , improvable), impassableness .

3 , s . from plas , essence, and le , a receptacle), a

vessel used to hold essence of roses.

ta, s. (from bo , essence, and Al , a receptacle), a re-

ceptacle or vessel for essence of roses.

ft, a. (from , priv . and of, a boat), destitute of a

boat.

fe, a. (from a, priv . and 3 , a boat), destitute of a

boat.

us , c. (from A, priv . and so, a tree) , destitute of trees,

desert.

ATTd, a . (from . priv. and 34, a young man), destitute

ofyoung men, not young.

the, a. (from 3, priv. and E , a young woman), des-

titute of young women,

as , a. from priv, and 3 , reasoning),destitute ofrea-

soning, uninvestigable.

a3fés, a . (from a, priv. and 3 , reasoned upon), unexa-

mined, not reasoned upon, not investigated.

, a. (from , priv . and , investigable), unsearch-

able, uninvestigable, beyond the power of human con-

ception, incomprehensible.

3 , a. (from , priv. and 3 , a threat), mild, not blus-

teringly ; s. not a threatening.

agi!, a. (from a, priv . and fats, deserving to be threat

ened , undeserving of threatening, not deserving to be

put in fear.

fis, a. (from , priv . and offs, threatened), unterrified

by threatening.

34, s. (from , priv. and 34, a satisfying) , the not sa

tisfying of a person.

f , a. from , pr.v. and g, capable ofbeing satis

fied , incapable of being satisfied .

3f43, a. (from , priv. and fis, satisfied), not filled , not

satisfied, not made content.

wem, &, (from , priv. and a, e bottom), bottomless ; s.
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fs.

the first of the infernal spheres or worlds of the Hin-

doos.

gm , a. (from 9, priv. and Top , touching the bottom`,

unfathomable.

a , s. (from , to move perpetually , flax, Linum usita-

tissimum )

WII, a. from , priv . and I, a thief) , free from

thieves.

3t3, a. (from , priv. and 3 a father), fatherless .

te , a. (from , priv. and tea , the scope of an

action), without any scope or design .

•

, a. (from a, priv. and † , heat), free from distress,

free from trouble.

347, a. (from , priv. and ta, the act ofgiving dis-

tress), not distressing ; s freedom from distress .

, a. (from a, priv. and 3 , deserving to be af

flicted , undeserving of affliction or distress, incapable

of distress.

tf13, a. (from , priv. and 33, afflicted , untorment-

ed, not afflicted.

aotafa , a. (from , priv. and ta , pertaining to

darkness , not having any connection with ignorance,

stupidity, or darkness.

3 , a. (from , priv. and i , copper), destitute of cop

per ; s. not copper.

sta, a. from , priv. and 313, taste), destitute of relish.

ta , a from , priv . and 31332 , a gradation), not

rising or falling in a gradual manner, not connected like

the individuals in a series .

ta, a. (from , priv. and ta, the beating oftime in mu-

sic), not beating or keeping time.

afs ,prep. this is one ofthe twenty inseparable preposition ;

when prefixed to a verb it gives the idea of an exce: -

sive or very great degree ofthe action ; when prefixed

to any other word it conveys the idea of excess , usually

expressed by the words very, exceedingly , excessive-

ly.

afsatt , a . (from fe , prep. and itta, severe , exceeding-

ly severe, excessively hard.

afsæt , a. (from af prep, and t . the body), gigantic .

afsaf , s. (from fs , prep and at , niggrdliness , ex-

cessive niggardliness .

afsah, s. (from af³, prep. and 5, distress , the name of

a particular kind of expiatory maceration which con-

sists of alternately eating only a handful of food a day

for three days, and fasting the next three, excessive

distress or misery.

অতি.

afs , s. (from afs, prep. and , a niggard), an ex-

cessive niggard, a miserable wretch, a skin flint.

afasy , a. (from 3, prep. and tú , a work , exceed.

ingly fit for work, highly useful.

, a. (from , priv. and fo

uftra, s. (from us, prep . and

bitter), not bitter.

¤, a step), a transgression,

the surpa sing of a thing, the exceeding of prescribed

bounds.

af , s. (from ass, prep. and 4, to step , transgress

ing, the surpassing or exceeding of a thing.

afswag, a. (from s prep. and a , to step), capable

of being exceeded or transgressed .

afsya , a. (from f³, prep. and #f17 , stepping , trans-

gressing, passing all bounds, outrageous .

afsts, a. from fs , prep. and , to step , transgressed,

exceeded, surpassed.

অতিক্রামক, ৫. from , prep. and I, a step), stepping

over, exceeding; s. one who transgresses or exceeds

bounds.

sfsz, a. (from fs , prep , and a, enraged , highly en-

ragel , very angry.

sfsqy, a. thom sfs, prep. and g, crucl , very cruel, very

unfeeling, sanguinary.

*f***, •. (frem f³, prop. and , smill , very small, di-

minive, base.

≈5 №531, n . (from ¤fs, prep. and croși, vulgar , exces-

sively vulgar or coarse, excessively obscene or base.

fa, s . 'from f³, prep and sta, a scent) , an excessive-

ly strong scent.

st , a. (from , prep. and staaty, cal ulable) , most

easily calculable, imperiously requiring to be calculat

ed or counted.

tu , s. (from 3, prep. and stue, a singer) , an extra-

ordinary singer.

fsstt , s (from ,prep. and stat, an ass), a stupid clown,

a blockhead.

festa , a . (from fs, prep. and sta , singing , singingin

a superior stile ; s. an excellent singer.

afasttatstif , s . (from 3, prep . and stats , scurrility),

excessive scurrility, excessively abusive language.

fat , a. (from Fs, prep. and estreaty, requiring

concealment), requnting the greatest secrecy, imperious-

ly requiring to be concealed .

fs , a. (from 3fs, prep . and 31, clerer), exceedingly

clever or active.

afsstate, a. (from 3 , prep . and state, active , exceede

ingly active or clever.
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fofo , a. (from afs, prep. and f , uncluous) , exceed-

ingly soft or smooth, exceedingly unctuous or slippery.

afety, a. (from f³, prep. and fly, worthy of

thought , indispensibly necessary to be reflected on or

to be anxious about.

≈f3f56), s. (from afs, prep. and fo31, anxiety), excessive

care or thought, excessive anxiety.

f.581, s. (from f³, prep. and 1, exertion), excessive

exertion or zeal, excessive search or enquiry, great la-

bour to accomplish a thing.

sferas , a. (from afs , prep. and 551 , wicked), exces-

sively wicked or unprincipled.

fre, a. (from as, prep. and site, a crowd), an im-

mense multitude or crowd, a vast assembly of people.

afiæ , a. (from afs, prep. and tt , crowded), ex-

cessively crowded, collected to a large extent.

fast , a. (from fs, prep. and , old , excessively old,

worn out.

afsta , s. (from afs , prep and tat, burning , excessive

beat or inflammation , excessive vexation or anxiety.

afsaftfs, ad. (from afs, prep. and affs, in haste), in ex-

cessive haste, very quickly or suddenly.

afsz . s. (from is, prep. and , contempt), excessive

contempt.

afssz , a. (from 5 , excessive contemp!, and ½, fit),

worthy of the most sovereign contempt.

fas , a. from afs, prep. and , pleased , excessively

pleased or gratified .

afsaf , s . (from afs, prep, and , pleasure), excessive

pleasure or delight, excessive gratification.

offer, a. (from fs, prep. and f , givingpleasure),

giving excessive pleasure, highly gratifying.

প্রতিতুম্বিকারক, a . ( from অতিতুষ্টি, excessive pleasure, and কারক,

making , giving excessive pleasure, causing very high

gratification.

প্রতিভূক্তিকারী, a . (from অতিতুষ্টি, excessive pleasure, and কারিন,

making , producing a very high degree of pleasure or

gratification .

প্রতিটিঅনক, a. (from অতিতুষ্টি , excessiv" pleasure, and জনক,

producing), producing a very high degree of pleasure

or gratification.

fe , a. (from afsa , excessive pleasure, and .

producible), producible by or arising from a very high

degree ofpleasure or gratification .

issfe5071, ad. (loc. case ofaf3f5 ), for the sake of

excessive pleasure or gratification .

જિ.

a cause), caused by or arising from excessive pleasure

or gratification ; ad. from or because of excessive plea-

sure or gratification.

ufcofufaface, ad. (from af , excessive pleasure, and

fifs, a cause), for the purpose of excessive pleasure

or gratification.

aff , a. (from ff , excessive pleasure, and ,

giving), giving the highest pleasure or gratification .

অতিতুষ্টিপ্রযুক্ত , a. ( from অতিতুষ্টি, excessive pleasure, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from excessive plea-

sure or gratification ; ad. from or because of excessive

pleasure or gratification,

fff , ad. (from aff , excessive pleasure, andfat,

without), without excessive pleasure or gratification.

aff , ɑ. (from aff , excessive pleasure, and T ,

joined to), connected with excessive pleasure or grati.

fication.

অতিতুষ্টিরহিত , a. (from সতিতুষ্টি, excessive pleasure, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of excessive pleasure or gratifica-

tion.

afsofallage, a . (from af , excessive pleasure, and T

a cause), caused by or arising from excessive pleasure

or gratification ; ad, from or because ofexcessive plea-

sure or gratification.

If338, a. (from afs, prep. and , satisfied), compleatly

satisfied, satiated .

afsfs, s. (from afs, prep. and af , satisfaction), compleat

satisfaction of the appetite , repletion, satiety.

affe , a. (from fs , compleat satisfaction , and ,

to do), compleatly satisfying the appetite.

afosfata, a. (from afs , compleat satisfaction, and

TT, causing), causing the most compleat satisfaction

ofthe appetite.

afstatt, a. (from as , compleat satisfaction, and

, making), giving the most compleat satisfaction

to the appetite.

affes , a. (from aff , compleat satisfaction, and

, producing), producing the most compleat satis,

faction ofthe appetite.

অতিতৃপ্তিজনিত, a. (from অভিভূতি, compleat satisfaction, and

fis, produced), produced by or arising from satiety

or repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিজন্য, a. (from অতিতৃপ্তি, compleat srtisfaction, and

, producible), producible by or arising from satiety

or repletion.

Ffð÷fæfaf«cæ, a. (from afsafe, excessip: pleasure, and fafa , || fgfests, a. (from afsafe, compleat satisfaction, and
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অতি

ats, produced), produced by or arising from satiety or

repletion.

aff , s . (from aff , compleat satisfaction, and

, destruction), the removal of satiety or repletion.

afsqftgɑnë, a. (from affs, compleat satisfaction, and

, destructive), good for the removal of satiety or

repletion.

affet , a. (from affe, compleat satisfaction, and

fa , destructive), good for the removal of satiety or

repletion.

affatt, s. (fromage, compleat satisfaction, and tt,

destruction), the removal of satiety or repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিনাশক , ৪. (from অতিতৃপ্তি, compleat satisfaction , and

att , destructive), good for the removal of satiety or

repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from অতিতৃপ্তি , compleat satisfaction, and

fa , causing to cease), removing satiety or repletion.

afsoffata , a . (from af , complent satisfaction, and

fata , preventing , preventing satiety or repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from অতিতৃপ্তি, compleat satisfaction , and

fafas, a cause , arising from or caused by satiety orre-

pletion ; ad. from or because of satiety or repletion.

afte@ffice, ad. (from ff , compleat satisfaction, and

fafas, a cause), for the purpose of satiety or repletion.

অতিভূক্তিপুযুক্ত, a. (from অভিসৃষ্টি, compleat satisfaction , and

T , caused by), caused by or arising from satiety or

repletion ; ad. from or because of satiety or repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিৰিনা , ad . (from অভিভূষি , compleat satisfaction, and

f , without), without satiety or repletion..

অতিতৃপ্তিৰিশিষ্ট , a. (from অতিতৃপ্তি , compleat satisfaction, and

fafat , pssessed of), compleatly satisfied , full.

afsqftrifofas, a. (from afst, compleat satisfaction, and

ff , excepted), satiety or repletion excepted.

অতিতৃপ্তিতিয়েক, ৪. ( from অতিতৃপ্তি, compleat satisfaction, and

fa , an exception), the exception of satiety or re-

pletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অতিতৃপ্তিব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of satiety or repletion, without or besides

satiety or repletion.

অতিতৃপ্তিরহিত , a. ( from অতিতৃপ্তি, compleat satisfaction, and

af , destitute , free from satiety or repletion.

affe, a. (from aff , complert satisfaction, and

a cause , caused by or arising from repletion or

excessive satisfaction of the appetite ; ad. from or be-

cause of satiety or repletion.

',
erforata, s. (from afs, prep. and cota, pleasure), excessive

pleasure or satisfaction of mind.

aft,

aftos, a. (from af, prep. and or , abandoned), com-

pleatly abandoned, very forlorn.

afoft, s. (from 3, to move perpetually), a guest, a stran-

ger.

affi , s. (from fefu , a guest, and a, malice), male-

volence towards strangers or guests,

afsfimae, a. (from affi, a guest, and ¤ , malevolent),

malevolent or injurious to strangers or guests, churl-

ish to strangers ; s. a person who is churlish to stran-

gers.

afsfi , a. (from fofu, a guest, and af , injuring), in-

hospitable, churlish to strangers.

aftfutx1, 8. (fromaffu, a guest, and mų, a malicious per-

son), a person who is churlish or inhospitable to stran-

gers.

asfitte, a. (from fofu , a guest, and atte, destructive),

destroying strangers or guests, violating the rules of

hospitality.

afofufifice, a. (from afft, a guest, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from strangers or guests ; ad. for

or because ofstrangers or guests.

afs ufaface, ad. (from affu, a guest, and fifa , a cause),

for the sake of strangers or guests.

afoffa , s. (from fofu, a guest, and fo , service),

attendance upon guests or strangers .

অতিথিপরিচর্যাকা¦1 , 8 (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and tata , des're), a desire of attending upon

strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্যাকাড়ী, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and staff , desirous), desirous of attending

upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্যাকারক, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance on

guests, and ta , doing), bestowing attendance upon

strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচর্যাকারী, a . (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance on

guests, and af , doing), bestowing attendance upon

strangers or guests.

affefútsts, a. (from star , attendance on guests,

and st3, found), included in or belonging to attendance

upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যাজনিত , a. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা, attendance upon

guests, and 3, produced), produced by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্যাজন্য , a. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and 1, producible) , producible by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যাজাত, a. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা, attendance upon
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guests, and at , produced), produced by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যানিমিশুক, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা, attendance upon

guests, and fars, a cause), caused by or arising from

attending upon strangers or guests ; ad. from or be-

cause of attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যানিমিত্তে, ad. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্য্য , attendince up-

onguests, and fit , a cause), for the purpose of attend-

ing upon strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যানুরক্ত , a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্য্যা , attendance upon

guests, and F, fond of, fond of attending upon

strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যানুরাগ , s. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা, attendance upon

guests, and wagtst, love), a delight in attending upon

strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যানুরাগী , a. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and affsta, loving), loving to attend upon

strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যান্বিত , a. (from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and af , connected with), connected with or

following upon attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যাপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance

upɔn guests, and fs , opposed to) , opposing or

obstructing attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতি ফপরিচর্য্যাপযুক্ত , a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা, attendence upon

guests, and F, caused by , caused by or arising from

attendance upon strangers or guests ; ad. from or be-

cause ofattendance upon strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যাবিন!, od from অতিথিপরিচর্যা" , ettendance upon

gues's, and feat, without), without attendance upon

stranger or guest.

2

অতিপিৰিচৰ্য্যাবিশিষ্ট, a . ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা। , attendance upon

guests, and fæfte, possessed of), possessed of accom-

modations for due attendance upon strangers or guests.

IIS, a. (from afsan, attendance up-

on guests, and iff , excepted) , attendance upon

strangers or guests excepted .

saft (sæ, s. (from off , attend ace up-

on guests, and wifi , an ex.eption , the exception

of attendance upon strangers or guests.

অডিটিপরিচর্য্যাতিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of অতিথিপরিচর্যাবাতিরেক),

with the exception of attendance upon strangers or

guests, without or besides attendance upon strangers

or guests.

sffufusate, s . from affi , a'tendance upon

guests, and fata, desire), a desire of attending up-

on strangers or guests.

fs.

অতিথিপরিচর্য্যাভিলাষী, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance ups

on gues's, and off , desirous,, desirous of attend-

ing upon strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্যারত , a . ( from অতিথি চর্য", attendance upon

guest, and , delighted), delighted with attendance up-

ou strangers or guests.

অতিথিপরিচর্যাহেতুক, a. ( from অতিথিপরিচর্যা , attendance up

on guests, and , a cause , caused by or arising from

attendance upon strangers or guests ; ad from or be-

cause of attendance upon strangers or guests .

অতিথিপরিচার্য়োজ, a. ( from অতিয়িপরিচর্যা , attendance upon

guests, and , desirous), desirous of attendance upon

sirangers or guests.

afsfrqfate, a. (from sun, attendance upon

guests, and , d‹isrous) , desirous of attending upon

strangers or guests.

অতিথিপূজক, a. (from affu, a guest, and , honouring),

honouring or entertaining strangers or guests.

affifty, a. (from affu, a guest, and fag, amiable , lov-

ing strangers or guests .

affufa , ad. (from afsf , a guest, and f , without),

without strangers or guests.

অতিথিব্যতিরিক্ত , ৫. ( from অতিথি, a guest , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , strangers or guests excepted.

afsfuafone, 8. (from f³fu, a gues', and fʊiæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of strangers or guests.

অতিথিৰাতিয়েকে, al. (loc. case of অতিথিব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of strangers or guests, without or besides

strangers or guests.

335, a. (from f³fu, a guest, and 55, devoted to), de-

voted to strangers or guests.

afsfag, a. (from fofu , a guest , full of strangers or guests,

overspread with strangers or guests.

afsfuæta, s. (from afsft, a guest , and ata, mere), a mere

stranger or guest.

aftfur , ɑ. (from fift, a guest, and 4 ,joined to), con-

nected with strangers or guests .

affu , a. (from afsfu, a guest, and *, guarding),

guarding or preserving strangers or guests.

affusd, s. (from afsft, a guest, and 4, preserving),

the guarding or preserving of strangers or guests.

afsftas, a. (from 3f , a guest, and af , destitute),

destitute of strangers or guests.

অতিথিকপধারী, a. (from অতিথি, a guest , and ৰূপধারিন, taking a

form , assuming the appearance or character of a guest.

affatt , s. (from affu, a guest, and wil, a house), a

house appropriated to the use of strangers.

K2
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aff , a. (from affi, a guest, and π, empty), emp-

E

ty or destitute of strangers or guests.

afofumata, s. (from affu, a guest, and , pleasure),

the pleasure of strangers or guests .

অতিথিসন্তোষক, a. (from অতিথি, a guest, and সন্তোar, giving

pleasure), giving pleasure to strangers or guests.

অতিথিসন্তোষকারক, a. ( from অতিথিসsেt , the pleasure of a

guest, and te, making), making strangers or guests

satisfied or happy.

অতিথিসন্তোষকারী, a. ( from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and tf , making), making a stranger or guest

satisfied or happy.

অতিথিসন্তোষজনক, a. (from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and , producing), producing pleasure or hap-

piness in a stranger or guest.

অতিথিসন্তোষজনিত , a. (from অতিথিসন্তোষ , the pleasure ofa

guest, and fi , produced), produced by or arising

from making a stranger or a guest happy.

অতিথিসন্তোষজন্য , a. (from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and , producible), producible by or arising

from making a stranger or a guest happy.

অতিথিসন্তোষজাত, a. (from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and i , produced), produced by or arising from

making a stranger or a guest happy.

অতিথিসন্তোষনিবারক, a. (from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the ple sure of a

guest, and farta , preventing), preventing or obstruct-

ing the pleasure or happiness of a stranger or guest.

অতিথিসন্তোষনিবারণ , s . (from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure ofa

guest, and fat , a preventing), the preventing ofthe

pleasure or happiness of a stranger or guest.

afbfunɩstafàface, a . (from affinata, the pleasure ofa

guest, and fafas, a cause), caused by or arisingfrom

the pleasure or happiness of a guest ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthe pleasure or happiness of a guest.

অতিথিসন্তোষনিমিত্তে, ad . (from অতি সন্তোষ, the pleasure ofa

gust, and fifa , a cause), for the purpose of giving

pleasure to a stranger or guest.

'অতিথিসন্তোষপুতিবন্ধক , a. ( from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and af , opposed to) , opposing or obstruct-

ing the pleasure or happiness of a stranger or guest.

অতিথিসন্তোষপুযুক্ত , a. (from অতিফিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and F, caused by), caused by or arising from

the pleasure or happiness of a guest ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthe pleasure orhappiness of a stranger or guest.

afsfin:: cer, a. (from affusta, the pleasure of a

guest, and T , increasing), increasing or promoting

the pleasure or happiness of a stranger or guest.

afs.

of:funtzioada, s. (from afsfuntota, the pleasure of a

guest , and 4, an increasing), the increasing of the

pleasure or happiness of a stranger or guest.

aff , ad. (from fasta, ' he pleasure ofa guest,

and , without), without or besides the pleasure or

happiness felt by a stranger or guest.

অতিথিসন্তোষৱ্যতিরিক্ত , ad. (from অভিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and iff , excepted), the pleasure or happiness

of a stranger or guest excepted.

অতিথিসন্তোষৰাতিয়েক, s. from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

guest, and forge, an exception) , the exception ofthe

pleasure or happiness given to strangers or guests.

অতিথিসন্তোষ তরেকে, ad. (loc . case of অতিথিসন্তোষ ডিরেক',

with the exception of giving pleasure to strangers or

guests, without or besides giving pleasure or happiness

to strangers or guests.

afafuntota , a. (from fata, the pleasure of a

guest, andTF, joined to ), connected with the gratify-

ing or making of strangers or guests happy.

অতিথিনন্তোষহেতক , a. ( from অতিথিসন্তোষ, the pleasure of a

gust, and 3, a caus ), caused by or arising from gra

tifying or making happy strangers or guests ; ad. from

or because of making strangers or guests happy.

ofofuate, a. (from assfu, a guest, and MT , serving),

attending upon strangers or guests, hospitable ; s.a per-

son who attends on strangers or guests.

affa , s. (from affi , a guest, and 1 , attention , hos

pitality, the entertaining of strangers.

অতিথিসেবাকা‡ক, a. (from অতিথিনেরা, hospitality , and

tat , desirous), desirous of performing the duties

of hospitality.

অতিথিসেবাকা‡ী, s . ( from অতিথিসেবা, hospitality , and আকাশ,

desire), a desire ofperforming the duties of hospitali-

ty.

অতিথিসেবাকা ूী , a. (from অতিথিদের।, hospitality, and আকাশি ,

desirous,, desirous of performing the duties of hospita-

lity.

অতিথিসেবাকারক, a . ( from অতিথিসেবা, hospitality, and কারক,

doing , performing the duties of hospitality ; s. a hos-

pitable person.

অতিথিসেবাকারী, a. (from অতিথি:সা, hospitality, and কারিস ,্

doing) , performing the duties of hospitality.

afsfmactЯs, a. (from ass , hospitality, and s³,

found), included in the duties of hospitality.

afsfat , a. (from affutat, h spitality, and 3 ,

producible , producible by or arising from the duties

of hospitality.

1

7
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Gifs.

affects, ad. (loc. case of fofuratan), for the pur- furt , a. (from

pose ofthe duties of hospitality.

affinated, a. (from affi , hospitali'y, and fad,

eminent), eminent in attending upon strangers or guests,

eminent in hospitality.

অডিটিসেৱানিষিত্তক, a. from অতিথিদে ' , hospitality, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from the duties of hos-

pitality; ad. for or because of the duties of hospitality.

sfuntfaacs, ad. (from af , hospitality, and

ffs, a cause), for the purpose of the duties of hospi-

tality.

অতিথিসেবান্বিত, a. ( from অতিথিসেব।, hospitality , and অন্বিত ,

connected with , connected with or belonging to hos-

pitality.

#fsfurnzigye, a. (from &fsfis , hospitality, and 25,

caused by , caused by or arising from the duties of

hospitality; ad. from or because of the duties of hospi-

tality.

afafumeifen , ad. (from sfsfi , hospitality, and fa ,

without), without or besides the duties of hospitality.

অতিথিসেবা তিরিক্ত , a. (from অতিথিসেবা , hospitality, and

fof , excepted), the duties of hospitality except-

ed .

অতিথিসেবা তিরেক, s. ( from অতিথিসেবা, hospitality, and

W¾æ, an exception), the exception of the duties of

hospitality.

অতিথিসাৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofঅতিথিসেবাব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of the duties of hospitality, without or

besides the duties of hospitality.

অতিথিসেবারহিত, a. ( from অতিথিসেব!, hospitality , and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of hospitality.

অতিথিসেবাশূন্য , a. ( from অতিথিসেবা, hospitality , and শূন্য ,

empty), destitute ofhospitality.

অতিথিসেবাহেতুক, a. ( from অভিথিনো , hospitality , and হেত ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from the duties of hos-

pitality; ad. from or because of the duties of hospita-

lity.

afsu , s. (from feft , a guest, and t ?, respect), res-

pect or veneration for strangers or guests, hospitality.

afsuringzól, s. (from af ?, respect to strangers, and

z , a doer) , a person who shews respect to strangers

or guests.

efaurinecie, a. from surg, respect to strangers, and

atza, doing), shewing respect to strangers or guests .

efswtagafas, a. (from «fswing, respect to strangers, and

43, produced) , produced by or arising from respect

to strangers or guests.

ofs.

surt , respect to s'rangers, and

, producible), producible by or arising from respect

to strangers or guests.

afsustngats, a. (from wfswtq?, respect to strangers, and

sts, produced), produced by or arising from respect to

strangers or guests.

অতিথ্যদিরনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অভিয্যাদর, respect to strangers, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from respect to

strangers or guests ; ad. from or because of respect to

strangers or guests.

afsumafafars , ad. (from afuta , respect to strang rs,

and f , a cause), for the purpose of shewing respect

to strangers or guests.

afouringc³, a. (from swing, respect to strangers, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from respect to

strangers or guests ; ad. from or because of respect to

strangers or guests.

afsustnatege, a. (from afsusta , respect to s'rangers, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from respect to

strangers or guests ; ad from or because of respect to

strangers or guests:

অডিথাপাসক, a. (from অতিথি, a guest , and ওপালক, attending

upon), attending upon strangers or guests.

অভিযুপসনা, s. ( from অতিথি, a guest , and ওপাসনা, attend-

ance), attendance upon strangers or guests .

sta , s. (from afsy , attendance on gues's,

and atta , desire), a desire of attending upon strang-

ers or guests.

অতিথাপাসনাকারী, a. (from অতিথ্যপানम , attendance on gueste

and staff , desirous), desirous of attendance upon

strangers or guests.

অতিথ্যুপাসনাকারক, a. ( from অতিথ্যুপাসন), attendance upon

guests, and aæ, doing), attending on strangers or

guests ; s. a person who attends upon strangers or

guests.

অতিপাসনাকারী, a. (from অভিযুপাস , at!endance upon

guests, and if , doing), attending upon strangers or

guests .

অতিথ্যুপাসনাগত , a. ( from অতি পাসনা, attendance upon

guests, and 3,found), included in or belonging to at-

tendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিষ্যুপাসনাজনিত, a. (from অতিথাপাসন!, attendance upon

guests, and fas, produced), produced by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিদাপাসনাজন্য , a. ( from অভিযু্যুপাসনা, attendance upon

guests, and , producible), producible by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests,
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wifs.

অতিয়াপসিনাজাত , a. (from অতিথ্যুপাসনা, attendance upon

gues's, and ts, produced), produced by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিদপাসনানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from অতিক্যুপাসন', attendance upon

guests, and fare, putting a stop to), causing atten-

dance upon strangers or guests to cease.

অতিথ্যুপাসনানিবারক, a. (from অভিযু্যুপাসনা, attendance upon

guests, and fæ, preventing), preventing or hinder-

ing attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথ্যুপাসনানিবারণ , s . (from অতিথ্যুপাসনা, attendance upon

guests, and fid, preventing), the preventing or ob-

struction of attendance upon strangers or guests .

অভিযু্যুপাসনানিমিত্তক, a. (from অতিমাপাসনা, attendance upon

guests, and fifi , a cause), caused by or arising from

attendance upon strangers or guests ; ad. from or be-

cause of attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথ্যুপাসনানিমিত্তে , ad. (from অতিথ্য সিনা, attendance upon

guests, and fifa , a cause), forthe purpose of attending

upon strangers or guests .

অতিদ্যুপাসনাপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from অভিযান', attendance upon

guests, and F, caused by), caused by or arising

from attendance upon strangers or guests ; ad. from or

because of attendance upon strangers or guests.

afsyqtaatfsmta), a. (from afst , attendance upon

guests, and featfa , desirous), desirous of attending

upon strangers or guests.

অতিপাসনাহেতুক, a. ( from অতিথ্যুপাসনা, attendince upon

guests, and c , a cause), caused by or arising from at-

tendance upon strangers or guests ; ad. from or be-

cause of attendance upon strangers or guests.

অতিথপাসনেঙ্ক, a. (from অভিযু্যুপাসনা , attendance upon guests ,

and desirous), desirous of attending upon strangers

or guests.

ofstage, a. (from af , attendance upon

guests, and desirous), desirous of attending upon

strangers or guests.

an
afantot, n. (from f³ prep. and †ą, a liberal man`,

excessive giver, an excessively liberal or bountiful

man.

aft , s. (from as, prep. and at , a giving), excessive

liberality, profusion, excessive generosity.

afsnix, s. (from fs, prep. and I, a burning), an exces-

sive burning or heat, inflammation .

, a. (from as, prep. and , wretched), very poor

or wretched, miserable, forlorn.

afq;a, s. (from afs, prep. and , affliction), excessive

affliction or distress.

ofs.

afsnit, a. (from as, prep and gift , afflicted), excessive-

ly afflicted or distressed .

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and , distant), very distant.

af , s. (from afs, prep. and , wealth), overgrown rich-

es, excessive wealth.

fst , a. (from afs, prep . and f , rich), excessively

rich.

afsitfuæ, a. (from afs, prep. and Itfuæ, religious) , exces-

sively religious.

afs , a . (from fs , prep. and , wise), excessively

cool or cautious , very prudent or deliberate.

afs , a. (from , prep. and 4, crafty), excessively

crafty, very deceitful.

ufsfaat, a. (from ass, prep. and fit, near), very near.

affiæta, a. (from affiat, very near, and , to stand),

very near, situated in the immediate vicinity.

ufsfaætului, a. from afsfaat, very near, and T , stay-

ing), staying in the immediate vicinity.

afsftfas, a. from fsfaat, very near, and f³, situ-
অতিনিকটস্থিত, ৫. অতিনিকট,

ated , situated in the immediate vicinity.

afoft ), s. (from afs, prep. and fag , sleep), excessive sleep,

death..

afofit , a. (from afs, prep, and ft , deserving re-

proach), deserving the greatest reproach or censure.

affi , a. (from afs, prep. and f , low), very much de-

pressed, greatly sunk, excessively deep or low.

affa , s (from fs, prep. and fis, a decision), a clear

or peremptory decision, an undoubted truth, certainty.

fy, s. (from fs, prep. and f , a decision ) , a clear

or peremptory decision, an undoubted truth, certain-

ty.

wfsfif* 3, a. (from s³, prep. and faf3, careless), exces-

sively careless or thoughtless .

affifas, a. (from fs, prep. and fafa , prohibited), strict-

ly prohibited.

affa , s. (from 3, prep. and fit , a prohibition), a

strict prohibition.

sfs , a. (from afs prep. and , concocted), over-ripe,

over-cooked (when applied to food . )

afstt , a. (from f³, prep. and t, eminent), excessively

clever, highly eminent .

afgd, s. (from afs, prep. and 4, a wager), an excessive

wager.

afsЯfss, a. (from f³, prep, and f³, fallen), excessively

lapsed or depraved.

aft , a. (from fs , prep. and fu , aroad), a high road,

a good road.
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অতি.
অতি.

অতিপবিত্র, a. (from জডি, prep. and পৰিত্ৰ, pure) , excessively || অতিপারকতাজন্যে , ad. (loe. case of অতিপারকতাজন্য) , for the

pure, very holy.

afða, s. (from ufs, prep. and Яy, another), a decided ene-

my, a person with whom one has no acquaintance or

connection.

ass, s. (from us, prep. and , a beast), a compleat

beast, an excessively stupid or beastly person.

afe , a. (from afs, prep. and tt , ripe), over-ripe, ex-

cessively cooked.

afettsta, s. (from afs, prep. and st™, a fool), a great fool.

This word is generally used as a term of reproach,

afts , a. from afs, prep. and to , digestive), greatly

promoting digestion.

131, s. (from fetts , assisting digestion), the qua

lity ofhighly promoting digestion

fз , s. (from afst , assisting digestion , the qua

lity of highly promoting digestion.

affe31, s. (from afs, prep. and 1, learning), great

erudition.

afsЯts, s. (from afs, prep. and 3, a full), a neglect of

any thing which is enjoined or which is customary.

&fs= 3æ. 8. (from 3 , prep, and Я , sin), mortal sin .

, a. from afs, prep. and tf , sinful), very

guilty, very wicked.

fs , 8. (from afs, prep. and ta, drinking), an exces-

sive drinking, a quaffing, a tippling.

afst *, s. (from f³, prep. and Яt , sin), a flagrant crime.

Among the Hindoos the term is usually applied to in-

cest with a mother, a daughter, and some other very

near relations.

fat , a. (from afs, prep. and , wicked), exces-

sively wicked, profligate.

3, a. (from as, prep. and tf , wicked), ex-

cessively wicked, profligate.

ff , a. (from f³, prep. and ft , wicked), exces-

sively wicked, profligate.

aft , a. (from afs, prep, and H , pure), very pure,

very holy.

fз , a. (from fs, prep. and tax, base), excessively

mean or base.

sfs , a. (from afs, prep. and ta , capable), highly

capable, compleatly able.

afsgæði, s. (from fa , highly capable), extraordi-

nary abilities, high proficiency.

অতিপারকতাজন্য , a. from অভিপার 1, compleat ability , and

, producible), producible by or arising from great

ability or eminent proficiency.

sake of high proficiency or extraordinary abilities.

অতিপারকতানিমিত্তক, a. (from অতিপারকতা, compleat ability;

and fafas, à cause), caused by or arising from eminent

abilities or great proficiency ; ad. from or because of

eminent abilities or great proficiency.

অতিপারকতানিমিত্তে, al . (from অতিপারকতা, compleat ability,

and faf , a cause), for the sake of high proficiency or

extraordinary abilities .

অডিপারকতাপযুক্ত , a. from অভিপারকতা, compleat ability , and

, caused by, caused by or arising from high profi-

ciency or extraordinary abilities ; ad. from or because

of high proficiency or extraordinary abilities.

অতিপারকতাহেতুক, a. (from অতিপারকতা, extraordinary abili

ty, and I, a cause), caused by or arising from extra-

ordinary abilities or high proficiency ; ad. from or be-

cause of extraordinary abilities or high proficiency.

afa&tæ , s. (from afstaæ, highly capable), extraordi-

nary ability, high proficiency.

অভিপারকত্বপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from অতিপারকত্ব, extraordinary ability,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from extra-

ordinary abilities or high proficiency ; ad. from or be-

cause ofextraordinary abilities or high proficiency.

fatti, s. (from afs, prep. and tf, a side), close to the

side, close along side .

afgЯtma, s. (from as, prep. and , a nourishing), the

excessive nourishing or maintaining of a person, an ex-

traordinary regard to the observance of a duty.

অতিপালনীয়, a. (from অতি, prep. and পালনীয় , fit to be nowa

rished), acquiring to be nourished or kept with the ut

most care, requiring to be observed in the strictest man

ner.

affas, a. (from afs, prep. and f , nourished), nou-

rished or observed to an excessive degree.

ft , a. (from afs, prep. and H , fit to be nourished),

requiring to be nourished or kept with the utmost.

care.

aff , a. from fs, prp. and f , yellowish brown),

of an excessively deep yellowish brown.

aff , s. (from afs, prep. and f , bile , an excess of

bile.

afsfree , a. (from afft , superabundance of bile, and

, to make), producing an excess of bile.

afsfestas, a . (from 3f43, an excess of b.le, and e,

crusing , causing an excess of hile.

সতিপিত্তকা,ৈ t fom অতিপিত্ত , an excess of bile, aud কারিন,

caus ny), causing an excess of bile.
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afs.

অতিপিত্তজনক, a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and জনক,

producing), producing an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তজনকতা , s . (from অতিপিত্তজনক, producing an excess of

bile), the property of producing an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তজনকত্ব , s. ( from অতিপিত্তজনক, producing an excess of

bile , the property of producing an excess of bile.

প্রতিপিত্তজনা , a. ( from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from an excess of

bile.

aff , ad. (loc. case of fofts ), for the purpose

of causing an excess of bile, for an excess of bile.

afft , a. (from afsf , an excess ofbile, and 1 , to give),

causing an excess ofbile.

অতিপিত্তদায়ক, a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and দায়ক,

giving), causing an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তদায়ী , a . (from অতিপিত্ত , an excess of bile, and দায়ি,

giving), causing an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তধ্ব̂ স, s. ( from সতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and म,

destruction) , the removing of an excess ofbile.

ff , a. (from fsfs, an excess of bile, and

destructive), good to remove an excess of bile.

afſofttet∙nì, a. (from f3f3, an excess ofbile, and f

destructive), good to remove an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনাশ, ও ( from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and at dc-

struction), the removing of an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনাশক, a. ( from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile , and নাশক,

destructive , good to remove an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনিৱৰ্ত্তক , a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনিবারক, a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile , and

fat , preventing), preventing an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনিবারণ , s . ( from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and নিবারণ,

a preventing , the preventing of an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অডিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from an excess of bile ;

ad. from or because of an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তনিমিত্তে, al. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess ofbile, and নিমিত্ত,

a caus ), for the sake of an excess of bile, for the cure

ofan excess of bile.

afftegn, ɑ. (from
3, an excess ofbile, and ™, giv-

ing) , producing an excess of bile.

afs.

afofteful, ad. (from foft , an excess of bile, and fri,

without), without an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তৰিনাশ, s . (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and বিনাশ,

destruction , the removal of an excess of bile.

affefatte, a . (from ff3, an excess of bile, and

fat , desuctive) , good to remove an excess of bile

অতিপিত্তবিশিষ্ট , a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile , and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of, excessively, bilious.

অতিপিত্ততিরিক্ত, a. ( from অতিপিত্ত , an excess of bile, and

fafa , excepted) an excess of bile excepted.

অতিপ্যিতিরেক, s. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and

fog , an exception , the exception of an excess of

bile.

অতিপিত্তৰাতিরেকে, ad. los case of অতিপিত্তবতিরেক , with the

exception of an excess of bile, without an excess of

bile.

ff , a. (from affts, an ex ess of bile, and

100f), originating in an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তরহিত , a . from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and রহিত,

destitute , fee from an excess of bile.

অতিবিত্তহেতুক, a. (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile , and হেত ,ু

"a cause caused by or arising from excess of bile ; ad

from or because of an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তান্বিত, a. ( from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and অন্বিত,

connected with), excessively bilious.

অতিপিত্তোপক্রম, ও (from অতিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and উপক্রম,

a beginning , the commencement of an excess of bile.

অতিপিত্তোপশ্য, ৪. (from অতিপিত্ত , an excess of bile, and উপশম,

relief, the alleviating of an excess of bile.

aft , a. (from ass, prep. and 1 , chief), chief, pres

eminent, supreme.

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and , expanded , widely

expanded, overjoyed.

as , a. (from fs, prep. and to, ample), very spaci

ous, ample, wide, roomy.

অতিপ্রসঙ্গ , s . ( from অতি, prep. and প্রসঙ্গ, the introduction of

a topic), the saying more than is necessary upon a toy

pic, the excessive intrusion of a topic or subject.

fft , a. (from afs, prep. and fa , belored) , best belov

ed, greatly beloved, very amiable.

fsfs, s. (from 3, prep. and s, love) , excessive love,

extraordinary affection.

অতিপিত্তপুর্বান , a. ( from সত্তিপিত্ত, an excess of bile, and প্রধান , অতিপীতিজনক, a.
, a. (from affs, excessive love, and GIF,

chef , excessively bilious.

, a. (from fsfs, an excess ofbile, and

caused by , caused by or arising from an excess of bine ;

cl. from or because of an excess of bile.

producing) , producing excessive love.

afgifs , a. (from usifs, exc.ss ve love, and 5 ,

producible), producible by or arising from excessive

love,

1
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af .

wfsfs (5), ad. (loc. case ofafsgifs57) , for the purpose

ofextraordinary affection.

afsifsra, s. (from ffs, excessive love, and ‡ , de-

s'rut on), the destruction of excessive love.

ofscifstene, a. (from afs, excessive love, and 8,

destructive , destructive to excessive love.

অতিপ্রীতিনাশক, a. (from অতিপ্রীতি, excessive lore, and নাশক,

destructire), destructive to excessive love .

sfsjfsfitás, a. (from offs, excessive love, and fizÍC,

causing to cease) , causing excessive love to cease.

afselffrata , a. (from fsfs, excessive love, and fate,

prere ting), preventing excessive love.

ofs for 3 s . (from ffs, excessive live, and fiaf³,

cesstion), the cessation of excessive love.

fifoffice, a. (from afsifs, excessive love, and fare,

a cause , caused by or arising from excessive love ;

ad, from or because of excessive love.

ofeffoffice, ad. from ffs, excessive love, and fifag,

a cau e , for the purpose of extraordinary affection .

, a. (from as, ex ss ve love, and

causel by), caused by or arising from excessive love ;

ad. fron or because of excessive love.

zaffarve, a. (from fifs, excessive love, and fifty,

possessed (f), full of excessive affection .

44

#fagforse, a . (from fifs, ex:essive love, and 5,

a cause , caused by or arising from excessive love ; ad

from or because of excessive love.

afas, a. (from af , prep. and 3, dead) , entirely dead .

aforante, a. (from fs , prep. and t , advantage-

ous , highly advantageous.

esses, a. (from 5s, prep. and T , great), very great, very

eminent.

atași, s. (from fs, prep. and ī†își , an obstruction), a

great impediment, a great hinderance.

sfsets, s. (from afs, prep. and ts, wind), a storm, a hur-

ricane.

efsata, a. (from afs, prep. and t , a speaking), great,

excessive, exceeding, immoderate ; ad. excessively, ex-

ceedingly.

fa, s. (from f , prep. and , a speaking), gar-

rulity, a taiking excessively.

21, s . (from sfs, prep. and atat, an obstruction), a

great obstruction, a great hinderance.

sfsetfes, a. (from 3 , p ep. and af43, cbstructed , great,

ly obstructed, much hindered.

fas, a. (from sfs, prep. and at , capable ofbe`ng ob-

structed , highly capable of beinghindered or obstructed .

ofs.

ufsetze, a. (from f³, prep. and aia , talkative), ex-

cessively talkative , garrulous.

afsata , s. (from fs, prep. and ☎, a child), an infant,

a very young child ; a . childish, silly.

afsatarta , s . (from afs, prep. and atarta , childhood),

a state of infancy or extreme childhood.

ff , a. (from afs, prep . and f , learned), very

learned , well versed in science.

aff31, s. (from rery learned), great eruditio".

অতিবিচক্ষণতাপূর্ব্বক , a. (from অতিৰিচক্ষণতা, great eradition, and

, before), preceded by great erudition ; ad. by or

through great erudition.

Ef1334, 8. (from &fs, prep. and f334, alms), abundant

alms.

fffs, s. (from fs, prep. and fefs, misfortune), a

great misfortune, a heavy calamity.

ff , a. (from fe , a great calamity, and g , in-

volved , involved in heavy calamity or misfortune.

sffat s. (from afs, prep. and farm , a dispute), a great

dispute, a great quarrel.

sffatt, a. (from fs, pre", and fe fa, disputatious),

excessively disputatious, very captious.

aff , s. from , prep. and fat , discrimination),

great or extraordinary discrimination.

aff , s. (from 3 , prep. and f54, wealth , extraor

dinary wealth or grandeur.

f , a. (from 33, prep. and fa , disgusted), exces

sively disgusted .

afsæta, a (from , prep. and fat , wide), very wide

or spacious, very roomy.

afs , a. (from , prep. and fat , reputable), high-

ly reputable, highly respectable.

affa , a. (from 5, prep. and faxa, dejected), excessive.

ly dejected.

' ,affa , s. (from , prep. and fax, poison), the name of

a tree not yet ascertained .

afsfag , a . (from fs, prep. and f , agita'ed), exces-

sively agitated.

afszt, ɑ. (from 3, prep. and 51, old , very old .

fs , a. from fs, prep, and , increased , very aged,

greatly increased.

ff , s. (from fs , prep. and af , increase), a great in-

crease, an extraordinary thriving.

afsaf , s. (from f³, pr p. and 4 , rain), excessive rain,

a deluge.

afs , a. (from , prep. and , great), excessively

great, enormous,

M
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অতি. Sifs.

st, a . (from fs, prep, and cast, relocity) , great veloci- fifs, a. (from ofs, prep. and sifs, fear , excessive fear,

ty, great celerity.

fst , s . (from fs, prep. and , dissimilarity),

excessive dissimilarity .

afsus, a. (from as, prep. and , eager) , excessively

eager, very zealous.

OfITU, 8. (from & , prep. and y, expence), prodigality,

profusion, excessive expenditure.

off , s . (from fif , prodigal), prodigality, ex-

travagance.

afcuf?T, 8. (from afsafa, prodigal), prodigality, pro-

fuseness, extravagance.

afe , a. (from afs, prep. and fa, expensive), prodi-

gal, extravagant ; s . a spendthrift.

fs , a. (from afs, prep. and , separated , exceed-

ingly distracted, greatly hurried or confused, entirely

discomposed.

afsartata, s. (from f³, prep. and utrate, pain), exces-

sive pain or distress.

aft55, a. (from afs, prep. and F, devoted to), excessive-

ly devoted to a person or thing.

fs , 8. (from ass, prep. and sf , devotedness), extra-

ordinary devotedness, extraordinary faith.

afsh, a. (from afs, prep. and , good , very good, su-ভদ্,

perior, best, most excellent.

fs , s. (from afs, prep. and , fear), extraordinary

danger, excessive fear.

зst , a. (from af , prep. and str,fortune), exceeding-

ly good fortune.

afsata, s . (from afs, prep. and sta, affection), great friend-

ship or affection.

f , 8. (from afs, prep. and , thought), extra-

ordinary thought or anxiety.

afstas, a. (from afs, prep. and FT3, anxious), exces-

sively anxious or thoughtful.

afesta, 8. (from af , prep. and sta, a weight), an exces-

sive burden, a burden beyond the strength of the bear-

er.

অতিভারাক্রান্ত , a. (from অতিভার , an excessive load, and

att , drown), over-loaded , excessively pressed down

with a load.

festa, a. (from fs, prep. and sta, good), very good , ex-

ceedingly good, excellent.

aftss**, a. (from af , prep. and f * , a beggar), exces-

sively mendicant ; s. a notorious beggar.

ffs , a. (from afs, prep. and sa, separated) , exceed-

ingly separated or divided,

extraordinary danger.

afsga, 1. (from &fs, prep. and ™ , a mistake), a great or

extraordinary mistake .

afts , s. (from ass, prep. and sa, a mistake), a great

mistake, a notorious error.

অতিমঙ্গল , s. (from অতি, prep. and মঙ্গল, welfare), exceedingly

great welfare.

af¾an, ɑ. (from fs, prep. and ™ , evil) , very bad, exces-

sively evil, very slow.

afexta, a. (from 3, prep. and a, merely), excessive,

exceeding, much ; ad. excessively, exceedingly .

fsfag, a. (from , prep. and fãs, wet), dry, not wetted.

affi , a. (from , prep. and fof , darkness) , free from

darkness.

affix, ɑ. (from as, prep. and f , sweet), excessively

sweet, luscious .

f34 , s. (from afs, prep. and a , liberated), the name of

a climbing plant, (Gærtnera racemosa .)

ASIE, s. (from ass, prep. and F, liberated), the name

of a tree, (Dalbergia Oujeinensis .)

af

, a. (from f³, prep. and T , ignorant), excessively

ignorant or stupid.

a. (from ass, prep . and , soft), excessively soft

or yielding, very meek or gentle.

af , s. (from fs, prep. and 41, torture), excessive

anguish or torture, excessive misery or torment .

afsat3a1, s. (from afs, prep. and з , torture), excessive

anguish or torture , excessive misery or torment.

afsu , s. (from ass, prep. and af , belonging to a cha-

riot), one who fights with innumerable warriors who

fight on chariots.

ofsgadiy, a. (from f , prep. and at , capable ofbeing

enjoyed), highly pleasant, highly agreeable, highly gra-

tifying.

afasia, ɑ. (from a, priv. and fo☛ia, reproach), not re-

proach, not censure or abuse.

aftat , s . (fiom , priv. fszta, reproach, and ,

worthy), irreproachable, unblameable.

fs , a. (from , priv. and fos, reproached), not

blamed, not reproached, not abused.

afsatst, s. (from fs, prep. and atst, passion), excessive

passion, excessive fondness for a thing.

aff , a. (from fs, prep. and far, existing), supera

bounding, excessive .

aff , s. (from fifa , superabounding), a supera-

bundance, a surplus..
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অতি.

affe , s. (from aff , superabounding), a superabund-

ance, a surplus.

afazz, s. (from fs, prep. and fṛ , existing), a surplus .

sfs , a. (from , priv. and f3 , sesamum), destitute of

sesamum, not having a mole or freckle.

afsse, a..(from a, priv. and fame, a mark on the fore-

head , not having a tiluka or religious mark on the

forehead.

afsæd, s. (from afs, prep. and F , a mark), an exces-

sively obvious mark or sign.

fs , a. from , an obvious mark, and ,

joined to), connected with the most clear and obvious

marks.

অভিলক্ষণাক্রান্ত , a. ( from অতি, prep . and লক্ষণাক্রান্ত, marked ,

most clearly marked, clearly discriminated by marks.

অভিলম্বণান্বিত, a. (from অভিলক্ষণ , an obvious mark, and অন্বিত,

possessed of , possessed of clear and obvious marks.

a. (from af , prep. and 31, obtainable), very ea-

sily obtainable .

feet, a. (from prep, and t , lascivious), exces-

sively lascivious , excessively salacious.

a . from 3, prep. and 1 , long , very long, very

far extended.

sfats, 8. from ass, prep. and ats, gain), excessive

gains.

afsarstæti, s. 'from fats, excessive gains, and utæti,

d sire , a desire for excessive gains .

afs 1st , a. (from fats, excessive gain, and attha,

desirous , desirous of excessive gains or profits.

afsanski, s. (from &fsats, vast pr fit, and 1, desire), a

desire for exorbitant gains .

33 , a. (from fats, vast profit, and 5, desirous),

desirous of exorb tant gains.

E a. (from afsts, vast profit, and , desir-

ous), desirous of exorb tant gains.

afsatadi , a. (from afs, prep. and at , covetous), exces-

sively covetous,

asty, a. (from 3, prep. and , to lie down , exceed-

ing, excessive, great ; ad. exceedingly, excessively.

fs31, s. (from afst , excessive , abundance, supera-

bundance excessiveness.

afe , s. from afst , excessive), abundance, supera-

bundance, excessiveness.

sfs , s. (from afsy, excessive, and t , a drinking),

a tippling.

, a. (from af , exceeding, and us, caused by),

caused by or arising from a thing's being excessive or

afs .

abundant ; ad. from or because of a thing's being ex-

cessive or abundant.

afsigtss, s. (from * , excessive, and sf , a speech),

garulity, talkativeness .

af , s. (from 3, prep. and t , discipline), very

strict discipline, extraordinary discipline.

af *ttfs, s . (from fs, prep. and t , punishment), extra-

ordinary discipline, excessive punishment.

afsi , a. (from afs, prep. and wit , quick , very quick,

very swift ; ad, very quickly.

afriz , s. (from af , excessively quick), excessive

quickness, excessive swiftness.

' ,afmtzotЯy , ɑ. (from af *tig , excessive quickness, and

, causedby), caused by or arising from excessive

quickness or swiftness ; ad. from or because of exces

sive swiftness or quickness.

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and , cold) , very cool,

very cold.

, s . from f , prep. and , labour ), fatigue.

fsf51, s . (from fa , laborious), laboriousness.

afs , s. (from , laborious), laboriousness.

afs , a. (from ass, prep. and

plodding.

, labour) , laborious,

fs , a . (from fs, prep. aud ts, wearied), excessive-

ly fatigued, wearied.

afsk³, a . (from fs, prep. and ³, consisting with), high-

ly consistent with, compleatly agreeing with.

af , ɑ . (from 3, prep. and , to move), exceeded,'

excessive.

afsaga, a. (from afs, prep. and , straight), very

straight, very frank or sincere, very honest.

অতিসান্তপন , s . ( from অতি, prep . and সান্তপন, distress) , an ex-

piatory maceration commended in the Smri is to re-

move the guilt of eating unclean animals. It consists of

taking as the only food, a handful of cow's urine for

two days, and then in succession the same quantity of

cow-dung, curds, milk, and clarified butter each for

two days.

afsatata, a. (from [³, prep . and ЯtäЯtī, careful), very

cautious or careful, very attentive.

ata, s. (from a , prep. and , to move), a diarrhoea,

a dysentery.

fat , a . (from fata, a dysentery), allicted with a

dysentery.

afsata , a. (from ?, a diarrhea, and , to smite),

curing a diarrhea or dysentery, good for the cure ofa

diarrl.ca or dysentery.

M 2
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ufs.

afont:au, a. (from f³ña, a diarrhæa, and 555, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from a diarrhoea or dy-

sentery.

অতিসারজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অতিসারজন্য) , for the purpose

of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

8. (from fat , a diarrhea, and , de.

struction), the cure of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

afonk?kenæ, ɑ. (from ſt?, a diarrhæn, and ‡ , de-

structive), good for the cure of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

অতিসারধ্বংসী a. ( from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and 4.সিন্, de-

structive), good for the cure of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

fat , s. (from fonta, a diarrhœa, and at , destruc-

tion , the cure of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

afenkate, «. (from fonts, a diarrhea, and atta, de-

structive , good for the cure of a diarrhea or dysentery,

safe, a. (from fonts, a diarrhas, and frage,

causing to cease , good for the cure of a diarrhoea or

dysentery.

অভিসারনিবারক, a . (from অতিসার, a diarrhea , and নিবারক,

preventing), good to prevent or cure a diarrhoea or dy-

sentery.

অতিসারনিবারণ , . (from অতিসার , a diarrhea, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing of a diarrhea or dysen-

tery.

অতিসারনিবৃত্তি, s . ( from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and নিৰূৰ্ত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation or cure of a diarrhoea or dysen-

tery.

অতিনারনিমিত্তক, a. (from অভিসার , a diarrhea, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), caused by or arising from a diarrhoea or dysen-

tery ; ad. from or because of a diarrhea or dysentery.

অতিসারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অভিসার, a diarrhea, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), for the sake of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

অতিস রপ্রতিবন্ধক, ৫. (from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), good to prevent or cure a diarrhoea or dy-

sentery.

অতিসারপযুক্ত , a. (from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and প্রযুক্ত , caus--

ed by), caused by or arising from a diarrhoea or dysen-

tery ; ad. from or because of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

অতিসারবিনা , ad . ( from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and বিনা, with-

out), without diarrhoea or dysentery.

sfentefcat , s . (from afsatz, a diarrhea, and fatt, de-

struction), the cure of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

অতিসারবিনাশক, a. (from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and বিনাশক,

destructive), good for the cure of a diarrhoea or dysen-

tery.

fonts, a. (from font?, a diarrhea, and TF, joined

to , afflicted with a diarrhoea or dysentery.

fs.

অতিনাররহিত, a. (from অভিসার, a diarrhea, and রহিত, dese

titute), free from diarrhoea or dysentery.

অতিসারহেতুক, a . ( from অতিসার, a diarrhea, and হেত ,ু

cause), caused by or arising from a diarrhea or dysen

tery ; ad. from or because of a diarrhoea or dysentery.

afti, a . (from 3, prep. and tf , moving,, moving

excessively, evacuating excessively by stool.

afsatztu , s. (from f³, pr p. and tt , all.an:e), an

exceedingly close alliance.

fs , a. (from fs, prep. and sta, casily btained , ve

ry easy, very easily obtained or performed.

as , a. (from fs, 1 rep. and star, ca sly obtainable),

very easily obtainable, very easily accomplishable.

afasTi, a. (from &fs, prep and as , easily obtainable),

casily obtainable, highly acceptable.

, a. (from 5, prep. and , easily knowable ,

very easily knowable.

assa , a. from fs, prep. and , beautiful), very

beautiful.

, s. (from 3, prep. and f , good nature), great

good nature, excellent understanding.

affas, a. (from afs, prep. and 3, well guarded ,

exceedingly well preserved, exceedingly well guard

ed.

afgifs, s. (from a prep. and as, a good custom), a

most excellent method or custom.

ft , a. (from af , prep. and 4, an auspiciousmark),

a very auspicious mark.

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and , esily obtainable),

very easily obtainable.

of , a. (from afs, prep. and 5 , easily obtainable),

very easily obtainable, very easily attainable.

afs , a. (from , prep. and , clear), very clear,

very evident.

fs , a. (from afs, prep. and , small), very subtile

or fine, very minute, imperceptibly fine.

fs , s. (from a minute), minuteness, rarity, im

perceptibility.

, s. (from af , minute), minuteness , rarity, im

perceptibility.

afsigs, s. (from afs, prep. and ‹ , a sweet scent), the

name of a very fragrant kind of mango.

afoxtanta , s. (from fort , excessive laughter , and

, a subject), the subject or object of excessive laugh.

ter.

fsf , a. (from af , prep. and fœ ♬¤, injurious), ex-

cessively hurtful or injurious.
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SIG.

offerante, a. (from as, prep. and f , capable of

being injured,, highly capable of being hurt or injur-

ed .

ss , s . (from fs, prep. and fat, injury) , an ex-

cessive injury or outrage.

safara , a ( from f³f

pr

great injury and f ,

rded), produced by or arising from great mjury

orwrong.

feta , a . (from 1 , great injury, and 3 ,

producible , producible by or arising from great injury

or wrong.

অতিহিংসাজন্যে, ed. (loc. case of অতিহিংসাজন্য), for the pur-

"

pose of great injury or wrong.

ajzfgratfiface, a. (from &fif , great injury, and faf ,

a cause , caused by or arising from excess.ve injury ;

ad. from or because of great inj ary.

fofetafore, ad. (from f³ , gr. a' injury, and fifu ,

a cause , for the purpose of great injury or wrong.

, . (from off , great injury, and qu

caused by), caused by or arising from excessive injury

or wrong ; ad. from or because of excessive injury.

afshes, a. (from aff , great injury, and T , a

fruit), producing great injury or wrong as its effect.

sfsfatfa , a. (from soft, great injury, and f

without , without great injury or wrong.

affemizfok , u. (from aff , grest injury , and

f3f , excepted), great injury or wrong excepted.

<fofgeat@folge , s . (from afft, great injury, and

ufæ, an exception), the exception of great or extra-

ordinary injury.

অতিহি সাতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of অভিহিতসাভিরেক) , with

the exception of excessive injury or wrong, without ex-

cessive injury or wrong.

fate, a. (from as , great injury, and , a

Toot), springing from or originating in excessive injury

or malevolence.

অতিহি সাহেতুক, a. ( from অতিহিংসা, great injury, and হেত ,ু

a caus ) , caused by or arising from excessive injury or

malice ; ad. from or because of excessive injury.

fee, a. (from f³, prep. and , pleased), excessively

joyful.

sfsfs, a. (from afs, prep. and f , glad-hearted ,

excessively glad-hearted.

ef , a. (from af³, prep, and ◄, sher!), very short, ex-

ceedingly brief, very much diminished, very dwarf.

fa , s. (from afs, prep and , diminution), excessive

diminution, excessive minuteness.

NT.

, . (from ¤, priv. and 39#, sharp), not sharp, blunt,

dull, obtuse.

31, s. (from , dull), bluntness , dullness, obtuse-

ness.

FI, s. (from 37F, drll), dullness , bluntness , obtuseness.

অডীK, (from 3, prep. and 1, d.sir us , ardent, ea-

ger.

as, a. from fs, prep. and , to move' , past, elapsed.

wijsæta, s. (from 313,past, and at , time), (in grammar)

the preter tense.

W¾ , s. (from 393, fast, and H, a state), a for

mer state or condition.

. (from cftat, a former state, and at,

identically the same), identified with a former state or

condition.

aifa , a. (from Fs , prep. and , an organ), not per-

ceptible by the senses, imperceptible.

ala , s. (from far, not perceptible by the organs),

imperceptibility by the organs of sense.

afa , s. (hom asifay, not perceptible by the organs),

imperceptibility by the organs of sense.

, ad. (from fs, excessively, and , even), exces.

sively.

, a. (from , priv. and , keen), not keen, blunt,

dull, insipid, uninteresting.

, s. (from afs, prep. and 1 , thus far), immen

sity.

, a. (from , prep. and t , a shore), shoreless .

, a. (from , priv. and , a sacred place), destitute

of sacred places ; s. a common place or one not re◄

puted sacred .

ata, s. (from 31, prep. and 4, to move), a diarrhea.

ok, a. (from , priv. and , tall), dwarf, short.

, a. (from , priv. and , despised), not despised, not

contemned.

, a. (from , priv. and , abdomincus), lank, thin.

afe, a. (from , priv. and of , abdominous), lank,

thin, not abdominous.

fa , a. (from ™, priv . and of , abdominous), not abdo-

minous , lank , thin.

WGA, s. (from , priv. and , the conflict ofarmies), not

a close conflict between two armies, a mere skirmish.

aggst, a. (from a, priv, and gas, a horse), destitute of a

horse ; s. not a horse.

ok, a. (from a, priv. and , a horse), destitute of

horses, horseless.
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GJ.

, a. (from , priv. and 1, a balance), uncqualled, un-

rivalled, peerless.

a . (from , prir. and 1, the act ofweighing), un-

rivalled, not equalled, peerless.

, a. (from , priv . and 1, comparison), the non-

existence of a thing wherewith a person may compare

or equal another thing, want of comparison.

, a. (from , priv. and t , comparable), incom-

parable, not admitting of comparison .

, a. (from , priv. and , to weigh), unlike, une-

qual, incomparable.

31, s. (from , incomparable), incomparableness .

অতুল্যত্ব,, 8. (from , incomparable), incomparableness.

~

a. (from , priv. and , chaff , chaffless ; s not chaff.

, a. (from , priv . and at , frost), destitute of

frost ; s. not a frost.

, a. (from , priv. and , pleased), not pleased, dis-

satisfied, unwilling.

31, s . (from

WT, 8. (from

, dissatisfied , dissatisfaction,

, dissatisfied), dissatisfaction.

f , s . (from , priv . and of pleasure), the absence of

pleasure, displeasure dissatisfaction.

অতুষ্টিকর,

→

f , a . (from af , displeasure, and to do), not

giving pleasure, displeasing.

, ad. (from , priv . and T , silently), not silently,

without regard to silence .

, a. (from a, priv. and gata, silent), not silent.

, a. (from , priv. and , a quiver), unfurnished with

a quiver.

অতুর্ণ, a. (from , priv. and 3 , swift), not swift, slow.

aefar, a. (from ¤, prio. and f , a painter's brush ,

not furnished with hair pencils, or painter's brushes .

, a. (from , p.iv. and a, griss), void of grass, desti-

tute of vegetable productions ; s. a want of grass or

other vegetables.

, . (from , priv. and , gratified), unsatisfied .

1 , 8. (from 3 , unsatisfied , unsatisfiedness .

, s. (from 5 , unsatisfied), unsatisfiedness .

* Wefs, 8. (from , priv. and of , gratification), the want

of gratification, dissatisfaction.

, a. (from priv. and , thirs ), not thirsty, free

from thirst, free from anxious desire ; s . the absence of

thirst.

fas, a. (from , priv. and , thirsty) , not

thirsty.

23, a. (from , priv. and gas, thirsty), not thirsty.

3 .

, a. (from , priv. and 1, thirst), free from thirst,

free from anxious desire.

wife, a. (from , priv. and f , thirsty), not

thirsty.

সতেজ,
, a. (from , priv. and c , splendor), destitute of

splendor or glory, void of energy, dull, obtuse.

, a. (from , priv. and 3 , splendor), destitute

of splendor or glory, void of energy.

MIK , a. (from A, priv. and 13544, irradiating), not

irradiating, not causing energy, not invigorating.

MIAH), a. (from , priv , and f , splendid , not splen-

did, not irradiating, not energetic.

2

ty, a. (from , priv. and cotta , full of splendor) ,

opake, dull, not radiant, not refulgent.

Matgia, a. (from , priv. and c3rstyta, diminution of

splendor), of undiminished splendor or glory.

MITA, a . (from a, priv. and 3 , so , not similar, unlike.

ata, a. (from a, priv. and tɔ , oil , destitute of oil, not

containing or producing oil ; s . not oil, a want ofoil.

atts, a. from , priv. and tsat , anointed), not

anointed.

3 , a . (from , priv. and ct , a child , childless ,

without posterity.

st , a. (from , priv. and ceta, waler) , destitute of

water.

ta, a. (from , priv. and cota, pleasure), discontent,

dissatisfaction .

tad, a. (from , priv. and catad, the act ofpleasing),

destitute of an attempt to please ; s. the non-pleasing

of a person,

matady, a, (from , priv. and catata , capable ofbeing

pleased , implacable, incapable of being pleased.

3txd31, s. (from wзtada, implacable , implacableness.

ta , s. (from stats, implacable , implacableness.

, a. (from , priv. and com, weight), of unascer-

tained weight, not weighable.

JF, a. (from , priv. and , forsaken , not forsaken,

not relinquished.

অত্যতিপাতক, $. (from সতি, prep . and অতি পতিক, sin), a crime

of the most heinous nature.

13, ad (from afs, very, and 3, an end), very, exces-

sively ; a. excessive, immoderate, abundant.

318læt , s. (from 51 , excessive, and c ††, anger),

fury, wrath.

sion,

, a. (from 3 ,fury), fury, excessive pas-
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vují. 37.
wat

3. a. (from 6, exceeding, and f , residing),

residing or living in an extreme state ; s . a devotee

who has arrived at such a degree of abstraction as to

have no desire for worldly things.

€39, n. (from a , prep. and , to go) , excess , a depar-

ture, the surpassing of a thing.

23. a. (from afs, very, and to go), exceeded ,

outraged.

aur, a. (from afs, prep. and a , a purpose) , excessive,

exceeding ; ad. excessively , exceedingly.

31 , 4. (from ass, prep. and , few) , very few, very

small.

wrist, a. (from a, priv. and Ortst, relinquishment ), con-

stant, not abandoning ; s. the not relinquishing of a

thing.

, s. (from afs, very, and ad, an acting), an

acting illegally, a transgressing the bounds of pro-

priety, the committing of outrage or violence.

atste, s. (from 3 , very, and tota, conduct) , violence,

outrage, oppression , inconsistent conduct.

অত্যাচারকর্তা , ৪. ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and কর্ত ,ৃ one who

does a thing), a person who acts violently or so as to

outrage society.

অত্যাচারকারক, a. ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and কারক, ding),

acting violently or outrageously ; s . one who acts op-

pressively or in a tyrannical manner.

অত্যাচারকারী, a. ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and কারিন, doing ),

acting violently, committing outrages, acting tyranni-

cally or oppressively.

313 ,. from it , outrage, and A , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from outrage or oppres-

sion.

অত্যাচারজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অত্যাচার), for the purpose of

outrage or oppression, for the sake of tyranny or

wickedness,

অত্যাচারনিবারক, a. ( from অত্যাচার, outrage, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing outrage or oppression, preventing

tyranny or wickedness .

অত্যাচারনিবারণ , s. (from অত্যাচার , outrage , and নিবারণ ,

preventing), the preventing of outrage or oppression,

the preventing of tyranny or wickedness.

অত্যাচারনিমিত্তক, a . (from অত্যাচার, outrage, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from outrage or oppressi-

on ; ad. from or because of outrage or violence .

অত্যাচারনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from অত্যাচার, outrage , and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for the purpose of outrage or oppression, for

the purpose of violence or wickedness.

tot , a. (from 5 , outrage, and , before ,

preceded by outrage or oppression ; ad. by or with

outrage or violence .

অত্যাচারপযুক্ত, a . (from অত্যাচার, outrage, and caused

by , caused by or arising from outrage or oppression ;

ad from or because of outrage or violence..

tota , ad. (from 3sta, outrage, and f1, with-

´out), without outrage or oppression, without violence

or wickedness.

অত্যাচারবিশিষ্ট , a . (from অত্যাচার, outrage, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), violent, outrageous, tyrannical, oppressive.

অত্যাচাররহিত, a. ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and রহিত, destin

tute), free from violence or outrage, free from oppres

sion or tyranny.

ta , a. (from 1st , outrage, and I, emp'y),'

free from violence or outrage, free from oppression or

tyranny .

tota , a . (from tata, outrage, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from outrage or violence ; ad

from or because of outrage or wickedness.

অত্যাচরণকা$ী , s . ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and অকিt , desire) ,

a desire to act an outrageous or violent part, a wish

for sedition or rebellion.

অত্যাচারণকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from অত্যাচার , outrage , and আকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of outrage or sedition , desirous of vio-

lence or rebellion.

atstatfsata, s. (from 3 , outrage, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire to act an outrageous or violent part, a

desire for sedition or rebellion .

অত্যাচারাভিলাষী, a. ( from অত্যাচার, outrage, and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of outrage or sedition, desirous of

violence or rebellion.

atstata , s. (from ts , outrageous conduct, and

, a beginning), the beginning of conduct which is

an outrage upon society.

tot31, s. (from tf , dissolute) , dissoluteness,

oppression, violence, a dashing line of conduct, trans-

gression.

atta , s. (from , dissolute), dissoluteness,

transgression, oppression, violence, a dashing line of

conduct.

tott, a. (from afs, very, and tot , acting), oppres

sive, violent, transgressing the bounds of propriety,

dissolute, overbearing.

3و , s. (from 3 , outrage, and at, desire), a

desire to act an outrageous or violent part, a desire of

violence or rebellion.
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ཅ

a. (from atta, outrage, and desirous),

desirous of outrage or sedition , desirous of violence or

rebellion.

aostotzatzaits, s. (from agitata, outrageous conduct, and

sts, exertion), an exertion to outrage society.

astotarasist, a. (from atta, outrageous conduct, and

sts , exerting), using exertions to outrage society.

অত্যাচারে পক্রম , ৪. ( from অত্যাচার , outrage, and উপক্রম, a be-

ginning , the beginning of outrage or sedition, the

commencement of violence or rebellion .

, a. (from , prep. and 3 , relinquishable), not

relinquishable.

অত্যাৱশ্যক, a . ( from অতি, very , and আৱশ্যক, necessary),

urgent.

wh.

, a. (from a, priv. andT , skin), destitute of skin, des-

titute of rind or bark.

, a. (from , priv, and , haste), not hasty, cool, de-

liberate.

afas, a. (from a, priv, and s, hastened), unhastened,

deliberate.

, conj. hence, moreover, and.

34 , conj. (from , moreover, and t, and), also, and.

ut, conj. (from 4, moreover, and at , or), otherwise, or.

auf, a. (from a , henceforth, aud &, to more), old , su-

perannuated ; s. the name of one of the vedas.

ut, conj. furthermore, hence, moreover, and.

7, a. (from , priv. and , the act of biting),

unbitten, unbitten by a serpent ; s. a not biting.

† , capable ofbeing

bitten), not liable to be bitten, not capable of being

hurt by the bite of a serpent.

wife, s. (from afs, rery, and sf , a speech), a hyper- a , a . (from , priv . and

bole, the saying more than is necessary.

1, s. (from afs , prep. and se1, regret), excessive

distre- s, deep regret.

agrefd3, a. (from fs, very, and 83, filled with re-

gret), deeply distressed, inconsolable, full of anxiety,

full of regret.

, a. (from afs, very, and s , excellent), superlative,

excellent.

13 , a. (from afs, very, and 873, last, a reply), last, hin-

dermost, an abundant reply, a compleat refutation, the

most extreme north, the most distant time.

, ad. (from I , this , here, in this.

31, a. (from 3, here), belonging to this place.

at, a. (from , priv. and H , modesty), void of shame,

immodest.

attfas, a. (from , priv. and , modest), void of

modesty, destitute of shame.

TII, a. (from , priv. and 93, alarmed), unalarmed, un-

affrighted .

CIT. a. (from , here, and , to be situated ), situated here.

ata, a. from , priv. and at , salvation), destitute of

salvation ; s. the want of salvation , not salvation.

agiats, s. (from , here, and ts , the want of a

thing), the not being abie to supply an article or to

obtain it in a particular place, or upon an exigency

or emergency.

, a. (from , priv . and at , fear), fearless , free from

danger or alarm .

fas, a. (from , prio. and af , frightened) , not

frightened.

aft, a. (from , priv. and ft, a defect), faultless, not de-

fective.

, a. (from , priv. and , capable of beingbit-

ten`, not liable to be bitten, not capable of being bit◄

ten or injured by a serpent.

, a. (from I, prir. and ¤ , clever), awkward.

fd, a . (from , priv. and 41, 1 fee given at a sacri-

fice) , not attended with the sacred fee.

hs , a. (from , priv. and as , burn'), unburnt,

aga, s. (from , unburnt, and ¤†¤‡, a burning),

the burning of what remains unburnt.

3, a . (from , priv. and 48, a punishment) , destitute of

punishments, not attended with punishment ; s . impu、

nity.

, a . (from , priv. and 8† , worthy ofpunishment),

undeserving of punishment.

f35, a. (from , priv. and f33 , punished), not punish-

ed, unpunished.

, a . (from , priv. and af , bearing the staff ofa devɔ-

tee , not having assumed the staff of a religious devo

tee, free from religious mendicants who have assum-

ed the staff, not subject to punishment, uncondemn

ed.

31, a. (from , priv. and 8 , punishable), unpunishable,

undeserving of punishment.

3, 4, (from , priv. and 43, given), not given, ungiven,

This word, when in the feminine gender, is often used

as a substantive to denote an unmarried woman, a spin.

ster, one not given in marriage.

IG¹, a. (from A, priv. and 53, given), not given in mauris2

age!
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, a. (from , priv. and , curds), destitute of curds,

free from curds.

$47, 8. !from un, to eat), food, a meal, the act of eating.

, a. (from , to eat) , eatable, fit for food.

, a. (from A, priv . and 43, a tooth), toothless.

37, a. (from a, priv. and 73, a tooth), toothless .

$447,8. (from &, priv. and ¤ , the subduing of any thing),

the not subduing of an enemy, the not suppressing of

↑ evil desire ; s . the not subduing of evil men.

497, a. (from , priv . and stª, controulable), uncon-

troulable, unmanageable.

a. (from , priv. and g, deceit , not deceitful, hon-

est, sincere.

~ , c. (from ¤, priv. and д , controulable), uncontroul-

able, unmanageable.

h ), s. (from , uncontroulable), uncontrolable-

ness, unmanageableness.

, s. from , uncontroulable), uncontrolableness ,

unmanageableness.

a. (from , prio. and , compassion), uncompassi-

onate, pitiless , unfeeling.

ata , a. from , priv. and a , compassionate), un-

compassionate, pitiless , unfeeling.

ta, a. (from a, priv. and ta, compassionate), uncom

passionate, pitiless , unfeeling.

cafa, a. (from ¤, priv. and af , poor), not poor.

"

a. (from , priv and , a boast), unboasting, mo-

dest; s. not a boast, modesty.

fe, a . (from , priv. and f, a boast), unboasting, mo-

dest.

fs, a. (from , priv. and 5, elated , not elated ,

not excited to boasting.

, a. (from , modest, and 3, made), made to

be modest or unassuming, not excited to boasting.

, a. (from a, priv. and , seeing), not viewing at

thing, not prying into a matter.

, 8. (from , priv . and , the act of seeing), the

being out of sight, a disappearing, the disappearance

of a thing.

, a. (from , priv. and f , visible), invisible.

ffs, a. (from , priv. and 73, shewn ), undisplayed,

not shewn.

, a. (from , priv. and , a leaf), not lobated, apetal-

ous ; s . (from Jae, an equallizing), the impression of a

seal, a resemblance.

, 8. (from a, priv. and , the act of treading un-

derfoot , the not trampling of a thing under foot.

uni.

, . (from

under foot), not deserving to be trodden under foot.

hatta, a. (from ¤, priv. ta, a company, and atris,

drawn), not included in a party or company.

priv. and , worthy ofbeing trodden

, a. (from , prio. and 5, trodden under foot ,

not trampled on, not trodden under foot.

, a . (from Jos, a making equai, and J , exchange),

permutation , barter, exchange.

, a. (from , priv . and , the fence or fringe at the

ends of new cloth , destitute of a fringe or fence.

Qh , a . (from , priv. and I, a robber , free from rob-

bers.

ART , 8. (from 7, priv. and 457, a burning) , not a burn-

ing, not an inflammation, the absence of burning or in-

flammation.

shet , a. (from , priv. and , combustible), incom-

bustible, not to be burnt.

অদহনীয়তা,31 , s. (from , incombustible), incombustible-

ness.

Qzgaixa, s. (from a , incombusti le` , incombustible-

ness.

ts , a. (from , priv. and tз , bestowable , not be-

stowable, not to be given,

t3 , a. (from , priv. and at , to give), not generous,

niggardly, penurious, stingy.

anto , s. (from , ungenerous), want of generosity:

, s. (from t , ungenerous), niggardliness, stingi-

ness.

ta, s. (from , priv. and at , the act of giving), the

not giving of a thing.

, a. (from , priv . and at , a kind of evil genii ,

not haunted by Danuvas, free from evil genii.

ta , c. (from 3, priv . and ītā×ìā, generous), not li-

beral, niggardly, uncharitable, not disposed to gene-

rosity.

ta, a. (from 3, priv . and at , controuled), unsubdued ,

uncontrouled, untamed, independent.

te , s. (from 3, untamed), unsubduedness , untam-

edness.

te , s. (from ts, untamed), untamedness, unsubdu- ,.

edness.

, a. (from , enmity) , enmity, malice, ill will,

spite.

t , a. (from a, priv. and at , a girdle), destitute of

a girdle, not wearing a sash , destitute of a cord.

, a. (from , priv. and if , blustering), not self-

confident, not bullying.

N
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1.

aly, a (from 3, priv. and tṛ, dificulty), free from diffi-

culties or troubles .

, . (from , priv. and at , liberal , not liberal,

uncharitable, not bestowing.

fat , a. (from , priv. and atata, an heir , without an

heir, unclaimed.

ty, a. (from , priv. and tat , a wife), unmarried, sin

gle.

, a. (from , priv. and tas, poverty), free from

poverty ; s. a state which is not absolute poverty, a

competency.

Għ†T4, a. (from ¤, priv, and ītī , dreadful), not dreadful,

not terrific, not cruel.

5 , 8. (from , priv. and at , firmness), a want offirm-

ness, weakness.

te, s. (from Se, justice), justice, a court of jus-

tice.

, a. (from , priv. and † , servant), not having a

servant ; s. one who is not a servant, a freeman.

tate, a. (from , priv. and t , afemale servant), not

having a female servant.

t , a. (from , priv. and t≤, a burning), free from

burns, free from inflammation.

.te , a. (from , priv. and , the act ofburning), free

from burning.

anity, a. (from , priv. and_¶¶, combustible), in-

combustible, not to be burnt.

Œntgatggi, s. (from atty, incombustible), incombusti-

bleness.

ts , s. (fromany, incombustible , incombustible-

ness.

37, a. (from , priv. and T, to burn), incombustible.

Qg3), s. (from at , incombustible), incombustible-

ness.

QI , s. (from Я , incombustible), incombustibleness.

affs, s. (from ≈, priv. and ‹ , to divide , in the Hindoo

Mythology the name of the mother of the gods . She

was one of the daughters of Dukshya, and the wife of

Kushyupa.

fe , s. (from , priv. and f1, a wish to give), the

want of disposition to give, the want of a generous

disposition.

afe , a. (from ≈, priv. and fie , desirous to give), not

inclined to bestow, not generous .

aft , a. (from , priv. and fi , a day), dayless ; s. an

ominous day, a bad day.

る

™, a. (from , priv. and fan, a day), destitute of

day, dayless ; s. an ominous day, an unlucky day..

, a. (from , priv. and fa̸ , known), unknown ; s. the

reverse of fate or destiny.

unix, s. (from a, priv. and ì , the preparatory ceremo-

ny ofa sacrifice), the dispensing with the ceremony of

drinking the juice of acid asclepias as a preliminary to

a sacrifice.

all, s. (from &, priv. and I , worship), the neglect of

worship, not receiving the initiatoryformula

lsxs, a . (from , priv . and if , consecrated by the

juice of asclepias acida), unconsecrated, not prepared

for a sacrificial act by drinking the juice of asclepias

acida.

অদীন, ৫. (from , priv. and 3 , wretched ) , not wretched.

4 , s. (from , not wretched) , the circumstance
of

not being wretched .

, s. (from , not wretched), the circumstance of

not being wretched .

, a. (from , priv. and , lamp), destitute of light,

gloomy.

, a. from , priv. and , refulgent), unenlightened,

not lighted up.

wife, a. (from &, priv. and wife, splendor), void of splen-

dor; s. a waut of light, a want of lustre.

wife , a. (from , priv. and f , giring light), not

giving light, opake, dull.

unifseta , a. (from , priv. and fatae, giving light ,

not giving light, opake, dull.

si , a. (from , priv. and fat , giving light),

not giving light, opake, dull.

anata, a . (from , priv. and data, shining), not shin-

ing, not refulgent.

, a. (from , priv. and at , under bestowment),

not under bestowment, not being given.

an , a. (from , priv. and , long), short, moderate, not

long, not tall.

Unix), a. (from , priv. and
f , provident), impro-

vident, void of foresight, void offorecast.

aag, a. (from a, priv, and na, procrastinating), not

fat, an oblong sheet of

procrastinating, prompt.

fe, a. (from , priv. and

water), destitute of oblong ponds.

at , s. (from , priv. and eat, affliction , a freedomfrom

affliction.

fat , a. from , prir. and fats, afflicted), not afflict-

ed.
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a . (from , priv. and

, a. (from , priv. and

clined to evil, not vicious,

अ

f , afflicted), not afflicted .

, evil-minded), not in-

, 8. (from a, priv. and I, a time of affliction), a

time which is not calamitous, not suffering in a season

of calamity, freedom from adversity.

ad, a. (from a¤, priv. and ™:¶¶, a bad dream), not afflict-

ed with distressing or ominous dreams ; s. not an evil

dream .

Th:, s. (from a, priv . and , interrupted sleep),

a sleeping soundly, not having the sleep broken.

a. (from , priv. and , milk), destitute of milk.

™ ³, a. (from ¤, priv. and ☎, mischievous) , not mischiev-

ous, harmless.

a. (from a priv. and , a bad condition), not

in afflictive circumstances.

& fag, a. (from &, priv. and afậʊ, sin), not sinful, free

from sin ; s. innocence.

, a. from a, priv. and … , difficultly investigated),

easy, easily known, easily investigated, not abstruse.

a. from , priv. and 59, difficult ofaccess), acces ›i-

ble, easily accessible, destitute of forts ; s. not a fort.

i3, 2. (from &, priv. and.ãƒ³, needy), not needy, not

wretched , not poor.

sfs, s. (from ¤, prir. and f³, distress), not distress ,

not affliction , not misery.

sta, a. (from , priv. and fa, an offensive scent),

not having an offensive scent.

sty, a. (from , priv. and fat , difficult ofaccess),

easily accessible.

st , a, (from ≈, priv. and ísť , difficultly accessible ,

easily accessible.

~755, a. (from ¤, priv. and , severe), not austere, not

ill-natured.

* , a. (from a, priv. and g, hardy), not hardy, not

difficult to overcome.

, a. (from , priv. and , disagreeable to the sight),

agreeable to the sight.

te, a. (from a, priv. and , difficultly subdued),

easily subdued, not difficultly suppressed.

fé , a. from , priv. and , bad weather), free from

bad or unpleasant weather.

, . (from , priv. and af , difficultly abashed), ea-

sily abashed, easily overcome.

paýa, a. (from a, priv. and 3 , difficultly abashed,,

tasily abashed, easily vanquishable.

य:ू

1, s . (from a, priv. and 554, injustice), justice, just

judgment.

ata, a. (from , priv. and afta, a bad name), not of bad

reputation.

3, a. (from , priv. and 13, unjustly decided

righteously judged , properly decided .

ahn, a. (from ¤, priv. and a̸ , weak), not infirm, not

weak.

, a. (from , priv. and Hæ, "improper talk), not

talking improperly ; s . the absence of improper talk.

Я , s. (from , priv. and tat, an evil disposition),

not evil-disposed.

ants, a. (from ☎, priv. and a̸st³, difficultly persuad-

ed), easily persuaded.

11

, a. from , priv. and fa, poor), not indigent, in

easy circumstances.

, a. (from , priv. and , bad food) , not disa-

greeable for food .

st, a . (from , prio. and , hated), not having a hat-

ed wife.

, a, (from , priv. and 4, difficultly broken) , ea-

sily broken.

, a. (from , priv. and 5 , difficultly mintained),

easily maintained .

st , a. (from , priv. and t , unfortunate), not

unfortunate.

, a. (from a, priv. and as , evil thoughts), not

troubled with evil thoughts.

, a. (from , priv. and fex, a famine), not suffer-

ing from a famine ; s . plenty .

1, a . (from priv. and , perplexed,, not per

plexed, not distressed, not troubled .

, a. (from , priv. and , abusive), not abusive,

not scurrilous , peaceable.

, . (from , priv. and J, dear), not dear, of

moderate price.

atst, a. (from priv. and

not badly connected, easily

' ,

ts, d fficult ofjunction),

joined.

, a, from , priv. and 9 , difficultly extricable),

not difficult to be extricated , not difficult to be got over.

was, a. (from I, priv . an ¹³, d'fficultly obtained), easi

ly attained, easily obtained, easy of access.

Th , a. (from &, priv. and 1, difficultly obtainable),

difficultly obtainable, difficultly accessible .

$II, a. (from , priv. and fax an evil disposition),

not of an evil disposition, good-natured.

M 2
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387, d. (from 3, priv. and 3 , difficult), not difficult, || 531, s. (from 5, slack), slackness, slightness; a want of

easily performed.

, a. (fiom , priv, and , an evil action), free

from evil actions, not guilty of evil deeds .

1, d. (from , priv. and af , an evil action), uot

practising wickedness, not guilty of evil actious.

, a. (from , priv. and , affliction), free from afflic-

tion, in easy circumstances.

, a. (from , priv. and , afflicted , not in misery or

afiliction, free from miserable objects.

, a. (from , priv. and ™ , wicked , not wicked , inno-

cent, harmless.

3 , s. (from 8,freefrom wickedness), freedom from

wickedness,harmlessness, inoffensiveness, freedom from

the wicked.

QI, s. (from , freefrom wickedness), freedom from

wickedness, freedom from the wicked, harmlessness, in-

offensiveness.

অদ छুंভ!Ú ,, a . (from , priv. 8, wicked, and st , a wife),

not having a bad wife.

, a from , priv. and t , difficultly obtainable),

easily attainable.

fras, a. (from a, priv. and af , a daughter), destitute

of a daughter.

, a. (from , priv. and , distant), not distant, near,

neighbouring.

1, s. (from , distant) , vicinity, nearness .

WII, s. (from
, distant , vicinity, nearness .

, a. (from , priv. and , provident) , impro-

vident, void of forecast, destitute of foresight, not at-

tending to consequences.

a. (from , priv. and aff , viewing at a dis-

tance), near-sighted, purblind , improvident, inattentive

void of forecast.
to consequences,

a. (from , priv. and f , viewing at a dis-

tance , near-sighted, purblind , improvident, inatten-

tive to consequences.

aąztót, a. (from I, priv. and af , distant), near, neigh .

bouring.

, a. (from , friv. and , situated near), near,

neighbouring.

, a. (from , priv. and , condemnable), uncondemn-

able.

, a. (from , priv. and , seeing), blind.

, a. (from , priv. and 5, firm), slack, not firm , slight.

, . (from , priv . and 5 , certainty) , uncer-

tain, not positive.

firmness.

, s. (from 5, slick) , slackness , slightness.

, a. (from , priv. and fs, confidence),

without confidence, diffident.

, a. (from , priv. and 31 , confidence ), diffi-

dent, without confidence.

5 , s. (from , priv. and 5 ,firm bonds), not

close confinement, a slack binding, a slack bandage, a

confinement which is not rigorous.

57 , s. (from , priv. and qöð, strong intellect`,

not strong intellect, a want of intimate knowledge ofa

thing ; a. not positive.

, a. (from , priv. and , to see) , invisible.

, s. (from , invisible), invisibility.

, 8. (from , invisible), invisibility.

, a. (from , priv . aud , seen), unseen, unperceiv

ed ; s. fate, destiny, luck, casual and unseen danger.

DQYTET, ɑ. (from Sq , unseen, and PP, producingfruit),

producing consequences not seen, producing future mi-

sery or happiness, not producing visible effects.

a , ad. (from , destiny, and 3:, through con-

troul), through fate or destiny,

, a. (from fate), under the influence offor-

tune, fortunate, unfortunate.

tala, a. (from

ject to destiny or fate.

destiny , and ¬¬, subject to), sub-

, a. (from , destiny, and , subject to), sub-

ject to destiny or fate.

f , a . (from , priv. and af , sight), blind, destitute of

sight, a look of displeasure, a malignant look.

, a. (from , priv. and 1 , a seeing), unseen, un-

perceived.

Wh , a . (from , priv. and ‹ ☎, a god), godless, prophane,

ungodly ; s. any thing which is destitute of divinity.

, a. (from a, priv. and (731 , a god), godless , pro-

phane, ungodly ; s . a thing which has no divinity in it.

, s. (from , ungodly), the being destitute ofa

deity, ungodliness.

, a. (from , priv. and , living upon a god),

not living on the service of a god.

, a. (from , priv. and , to give), not proper to be

given, not due.

31, 8. (from I, not fit to be given), the circum-

stance of being unfit, to be given to another, a not be

ing due.
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TiT, s. (fromW , not fit to be given), the circumstance

of being unfit to be given to a person , a not being due.

t, a. (from , priv. and c , a country , destitute of a

country, expatiated .

WAT, a. (from ¤, priv. and ‹¤, a body), incorporeal.

axi, s. (from , incorporeal), incorporeity.

MATA, 8. (from UT, incorporeal , incorporeity.

stel, a. (from , priv. and thol, an evil genius), void of

Dityas or Titans.

st , a. (from , priv. and t , wretchedness), destitute

ofwretchedness ; s. a state of mediocrity, not the ex-

treme ofwretchedness.

sta , a. (from , priv. and ta , providence), without di

vine interposition, accidental, contingent.

ata , a. (from , priv. and tax , arising from divine in-

terposition) , not occasioned by the visitation or inter-

position of God, accidental, contingent.

th , a. (from , priv. and tas, length), destitute of

length ; s. a deficiency of length, shortness .

ata, a. (from , priv. and cra , a swing , not possess-

ing a swing, not possessing a swinging cradle ; s. a

wretched swinging cradle.

ɛinta, a. (from , priv. and ‹ ƒª, afault), faultless, sin-

less.

dy, a. (from , priv. and , lameable), not

likely to be depraved, unblameable, uncondemnable.

sta , a. (from , priv. and t , faulty), not faulty,

innocent, free from guilty persons.

mia , a. (from , priv. and ‹ t , blameable , unblamea-

ble.

ts. (from , priv. and ciatur, violence) , conduct

which is not violent or oppressive ; a . free from vio.

lence or oppression.

, a. (from 5, priv. and , weakness), free from

weakness ; s. not weakness.

safa, a. (from , priv. and f , a daughter's son),

not having a daughter's son ; s. not a daughter's son ,

saftale, a. (from , priv. and mifat, a daughter's

daughter), not having a daughter's daughter.

33, a. (from , an expression ofsurprize, and 5, become),

preternatural, supernatural, marvellous , amazing.

ww4, a. (from , to ext ) , ravenous, gluttonous .

, ad. (from , this), to-day.

ty, a. (from , to-day), belonging to to-day.

wateat , ad. (from , to-day, and if , a night) , to-

night.

off.

WHIŠA, a. (from w , to-day), belonging to to-day.

1355 , a . (from 3 , belonging to to - day, 53,

past, and , time), in grammar the preter-imperfect

fense.

অদ্যতননিদ্যতনভূতকাল, s . (from অদ্যতন, belonging to to-days

45 , not belonging to to-day, , past, and ta,

time), in grammar the pluperfect tense.

1, s . (from a , to-lay, and , a lying-in wo-

mun), a woman who is in daily expectation of being

brought to bed.

tf , ad. (from , to-day, and ft, also), still, yet,

now, even to-day, till this day.

taft, ad. (from , to-day, and weſt, a border), from

to-day, till this day, even now.

anifs, a. (from , priv. and f , splendor), not splendid,

not illustrious.

, a. (from a, priv. and , liquid), not liquid, not

fluid.

153, a. (from T, not liquid, and 53, become), not be-

come liquid, not dissolved.

, a. (from , prio. and , a thing), a non-entity, any

thing which is unsubstantial, a vanity.

ta , a. (from , priv. and gif , length), short, hav

ing no length.

at , a. (from , priv. and at , liquifiable , not liquifi

able, indissoluble, viz. not capable of being reduced

to a fluid state.

af, s. (from , to eat), a mountain.

F3, a. (from , priv. and 3, flowing), undissolved, not

Ofluid.

, a. (from , priv. and I, a tree), destitute of trees.

t , a. (from , priv. and c , injury), harmless, unin-

jurious.

at , a. (from a, priv . and cats , injurious), uninjuri-

ous, harmless.

, a. (from , priv. and fa, two), single.

, a. (from , single, and fa , speaking) , sin

cere, upright, not double- tongued .

ty, a. (from , priv. and ta, a door), doorless , desti

tute of an entrance.

, a. (from , priv. and f5, a brahmun), destitute of

brahmuns.

afas , ɑ. (from a, priv. and frog, the second) , unrivalled,

peerless, only, alone.

af , u . (from , priv. and fit , consisting of two parts),

indivisible, simple, single, whole.

fate , a. (from , priv, and fate , nearly consisting

1
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of two parts), indivisible, simple, not in danger ofbe-

ing divided.

affs, a. (from , priv. andffs, a repetition), sincere,

upright, not double-tongued ; s . a sentence free from

tautology, not a repetition.

, a. (from a, priv . and fЯ, a double form) , undis-

guised, not double-formed.

, a. (from a, priv. and ca, malice), free from malice,

harmless .

, «. (from , priv. and casa , malicious), not malici-

ous, not malevolent.

43, a. (from a, priv. and taʊ, doubled), only, not hav-

ing a second, single ; s . unity.

ta , s. (from at , only, and 7, an idea), the idea

of the unity of God.

অদ্বৈতজ্ঞানী, a. ( from অদ্বৈত, only , and জ্ঞানিন, knowing), per-

'ceiving unity, acquainted with the unity of God.

at , a. (from atas, only, and , speaking), as-

serting the unity ofGod.

testas, a. (from at , only, and at , etached to),

attached to the doctrine of the divine unity.

atato@ganisa, s. (from atas, only, , one sentiment ,

and ist , an ocean), one ocean of simple or uniform

sentiment.

uti, ed. (from a , beneath), beneath, below, pudendum

muliebre.

at:, s. (from

of bringing any thing down, or of making it low.

, s . (from , below, and , hair), the hair on

the pudendum.

, beneath, and as , a dɔing), the act

8: 3, a. (from , beneath, and 3, made) , made low,

brought down.

, s. (from , bencath, and fat, an ac'ion) , the

act of bringing any thing down or making it low,

ar , a. (from , ben ath, and fas, thrown), cast

down, thrown down.

QI:74, 8. (from 87, beneath, and ‹ , a throw), a throw

downwards.

at:, s. (from 8 , beneath , and 4, the act ofthrow-

ing), the throwing of a thing down, the casting of a

thing from a height.

, a. from , beneath, and c ,fit tobe thrown),

proper to be cast down, fit to be thrown from a height.

2:43 , s. (from , blow, and 3 , a falling , a fall-

ing from an height.

Q8:43ÂÎ³, a . {from ta, beneath, and to , fallible), liable

to fall down, having a probability of falling.

at:*fss,, a. (from at , below, and f , fallen), fallen

down, fallen from a height.

3, s. (from , below, and tts, the fallingfrom a

height), a falling from a height, the throwing ofa thing

down, the causing of a thing to fall down.

অধঃপাত্তন , ৪. ( from সর্বস্, beneath, and পাতন, a causing to

fall), a throwing down, the humbling of a person.

অধঃপাতনীয় , a. ( from সর্বস্ , beneath, and পাতনীয ,় liable to be

thrown down , liable to be thrown down, capable of

being thrown down from a height.

: ss, a. (from , beneath, and f33, cast down),

thrown down, cast from a height.

at:, a. (from , beneath, and f , cast), cast

down or propelled from a height."

I:gII, s. (from ‡ , benea h, and guy, a bed , a seat or

bed made of grass on which a person sits and reposes

when in a state of uncleanness, or on entering a new

house.

অধঃশয্যাশায়ী, a. ( from অধঃশয্যা, under a bed, and শায়ি ,

reposing , reposing or lying under the bed.

,. a. (from beneath, and tf , reposing), lying

with the face downwards, lying under the bed.

1:1, a. (from , beneath, and †, to stand , situated

beneath, inferior.

T: 317, 8. (from 2 , beneath, and πl , a place), a low

place, a mean place.

2 :Ttf43, a. (from 8 , beneath, and ³, placed), plac-

ed beneath.

stt, a. (from ¬¬, beneath, and if , stry'ng), con-

tinuing beneath, inferior .

: 43, a. (from a , beneath, and f5, situated), situated

beneath.

3, ad. loc. case of , beneath, below.

X , a. (from &, priv. and T7, wealth), destitute of wealth,

poor.

a. (from , priv. and are rich), poor, destitute

of rich people.

, a. from , priv. and

atat, a. (from a, priv. and I

poor.

53, rich) , not wealthy,poor.

wealthy), not wealthy,

WiA , a. (from a, priv. and 4 , praise-worthy), not bles-

sed, not deserving applause.

a, a. (from , priv. and , to enkindle), vile, base,

wicked, mean, abominable.

1, s. (from a, base), baseness , meanness, vileness.

QIT, 8. (from ata, base), baseness, meanness, vileness.

a , s. (from 4, base, and 24, a loan , a debtor.
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, a. (from , a debtor), belonging to a debtor.

, a. (from a, base), excessively vile.

83, 8. {from a, priv. and 2, to be situated), the lower lip .

4, s. (from , priv. and 4, the act of seizing a

thing , the not seizing or holding ofa thing.

¤â?17, s. (from A, below, and ₹7, the lowerjaw), a tech-

nical term used in the veda to signify the lower jaw.

więtą3, s. (from , the lower lip, and I, nectar), the

nectar of the lower lip.

stiu, a. (from , priv. and , seizable), not seizable,

not cognizable, not subject to criticism, not proper to

be laid hold of.

xtu ,̸ s. (from a, priv. and tu̸í, duty) , irreligion, injustice,

iniquity; a. irreligious, ungodly, unrighteous, unjust.

, a. (from a , irreligion, and ta , dving), ir-

religious, wicked , unjust.

stat , a. (from A, irreligion, and fax, doing), ir-

religious, wicked, unjust.

atúsze, a. (from atu ,̸ irreligion, and ☎, producing),

producing a neglect of religion, producing irreligion .

atsfa3; 4. (from , irreligion, and f43, produced),

produced by or arising from want of religion .

sâu̸sa) , a. (from a , irreligion, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from want of religion .

¤ásts, a. (from , irreligion, and 3, born), pro-

duced by or arising from want of religion, produced by

or arising from irreligion.

* 1 , 8. (from , irreligious) , irreligion, impiety, in-

justice, unrighteousness, ungodliness.

sta, s . (from ans), irreligion , and t¶, conduct),

a course of irreligion, a course of impiety.

wi , s. (from a , irreligious), irreligion, impiety, in-

justice, unrighteousness, ungodliness.

অধর্মনিবর্ত্তক, a . ( from অধর্ম্ম, irreligion , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), causing irreligion to cease.

অধৰ্ম্মণিৰাৱক, a . (from অধর্ম্ম, irreligion, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing irreligion.

taxtad, s. (from a , irreligion, and fitad, a pre-

venting), the preventing of irreligion or wickedness.

a4fa3, s. (from , irreligion, and fif , cessalio n),

the cessation of irreligion,

stúfafare, a. (from , irreligion, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from want of religion ; ad. from or

because of irreligion.

cs, ad. (from , irreligion, and fifa , a cause)

for the sake of irreligion or impiety.

11 , a. (from a , irreligion, and TF, caused by),

Gf.

caused by or arising from the want of religion ; ad、

from or because of the want of religion .

, a. (from 8 , irrelig'on), full of irreligion or in-

justice.

, a. (from , irreligion, and , a root), ori-

ginating from irreligion or injustice.

a , a. (from , irreligion, and ‹ , a cause),

caused byor arisingfrom the want of religion ; ad. from

or because ofthe want of religion.

অধর্ম্মাচারী, a. (from অধর্ম্ম, irreligion , and আচারি , acting),

practising irreligion or injustice.

ahutut, a. (from a, priv . and tuta , virtuous), irreligious,

ungodly, impious, unrighteous .

, a. (from a, priv. and af , righteous , unrighte

ous, irreligious, ungodly.

adul, a. (from , priv. and fa, religious) , ungodly, ir

religious, impious, unrighteous.

ad, . (from a, priv. and a, the being active), want

of activity, want of resistance.

Î37, a. (from A¤ below), lying beneath, situated under.

te, ad. (from a , below), beneath, from below, from

beneath.

witz, a. (from ¤, priv. and Ħg, a metal), destitute of me-

tals.

te, a. (from , priv. and 21st , a nurse), destitute of

a nourisher, destitute of a nurse.

at , a. (from , priv. and atat , a custom or habit), not

customary, not habitual, destitute of method, destitute

of an edge, not having a shore or border, shoreless.

aatad, s. (from , priv. and a , the sustaining of a

thing), the not sustaining or supporting of a thing,

the not wearing of clothes, the not assuming a par-

ticular form or state, the not containing or apprehend-

ing a thing, the not taking up a particular word or

sentiment in a criticism.

ty, a. (from , priv. and RT, fit to be sustained),

unfit to be supported or sustained, unfit to be worn,

unassumable, incapable of being contained or appre-

hended, not deserving to be criticised .

at , a. (from , priv. and 1, supportable), unfit to be

supported or sustained, unfit to be assumed, not deserv-

ing ofcriticism.

prep. (used only in composition), it usually conveys

the idea of possession, right, appropriation, belonging

to, & c.

, a. (from , prep. and te, to sound), more, more

than.
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fa , s. (from , more), a superabundance, a surplus,

an excess.

f* , s . (from af , more), a surplus, a superabund.

ance, an excess .

f15, ad. (from se, more, and , but), especially , par-

ticularly, principally ; conj. also, furthermore.

ff , s. (from prep, and , the doing of a thing),

the possessing of a thing, in grammar the seventh or

locative case .

fat , s. (from fx, more, and , a share), the

greatest part, a majority.

free, ad. (from a , more, and , a share), for

the most part.

fatti, s. (from , more, and tatt, desire), an

increased desire, a desire of more.

tt , a . (from fe, more, and tot , desirous), crav-

ing, desirous of more, more desirous.

fette, ad. (from fe, more), more and more.

tata, s. (from , more, and at , labour), great-

er labour, or fatigue, greater difficulty.

het , s. (from , prep. and , to dɔ), an estate, a

reign, a government, a kingdom, a right, a privilege,

an inheritance.

sffeta13, a. (from fat , a privilege, and 13, fallen

from), deposed, fallen from a dignity, stripped of a

privilege.

fa , a. (from ta, a possession , and , fallen

from), deposed, stripped of a privilege, fallen from a

dignity.

afette, a. (from fata, a kingdom, and ita , gc-

verning) , governing a kingdom, governing the tenantry

of an estate ; s . one who governs a kingdom.

ata , s. (from fat , a kingdom, and

discipline), the governing of a kingdom or feudal es-

tate.

t ,

afatastal, s. (from affeta, a kingdom, and * , a gover-

nor), the governor of a kingdom or estate,

fat , a . (from fæta, an estate, and , to be situate ,

situated in a kingdom or estate.

fat , a. (from fata, a possession, and f¥7, con-

tinuing), residing on an estate, included in a right, con-

nected with a privilege .

satzf53, a. (from Feta, a possession, and 155, situa'e),

situated on an estate, included in a right, connected

with a privilege.

tik , s. (fromaz, a proprietor), proprietorship,

proprietary right.

অবি.

affeta , s. (from affeta , a possession), possessorship,

proprietorship .

অবিকারী, a. (from সঠিকারিন, haring a right to), possessing

a right or privilege ; s . a proprietor, one who has a

right to a thing.

af 3, a. ( from vf , prep. and , to do), possessed , enjoy-

ed as a right.

aftas, s. (from af, prep. and , to do) , a possession, a

right.

***, a . (from , prep. and fs, cast), turned away,

sent, dispatched .

3.

ts, a. (from prep. and st³, to go), known, obtain-

ed, found, acquired , attained .

te , a. (from , prep. and st , to go), obtainable,

knowable, acquirable.

, s. (from a , prep. and sta, to go) , the obtaining of

a thing, the acquisition of knowledge, the finding of a

lost thing.

, a. (from prep. and st , to go) , obtainable, know

able, acquirable.

tsa, s. (from , prep. and crifs , splender), a

term in the veda used to denote the luminous parts

of creation, of which fire is considered the origin, and

the sun and luminaries accessory causes ; that which is

produced from their union is water, and the electric

fluid or lightning is the grand instrument.

11, s . (from , prep, and c , a god) , a guardian

deity, a god presiding over any particular thing or

place.

atīt, s. (from , prep. and t ™, a god , a technical

term for one of the great divisions of creation , includ-

ing the gods, demi-gods, titans and other malignant

beings to whom a kind of deity is ascribed.

tas, s. (from . prep. and t , a ged) , theology,

a god considered as the regent over any particular

part of nature.

, s. (from , prep. and 1 , to nourish), a king, a so-

vereign, a master, a lord, a captain, a chieftain.

fs, s. (from , prep. and fʊ, a lord), a comman,

der, a sovereign, a king, an owner, a governor.

33 , s. (from , a sovereign), sovereignty, lord-

ship, supremacy.

f , s. (from fs , a sovereign), sovereignty, lord-

ship, supremacy.

, s. (from , prep. and g , producing) , a term in

the veda used to denote the world as continued by

procreation ; of which the primary cause is considered
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as the mother, and theaccessory causeas the father, pos-

terity, race or lineage, as the end to be attained bytheir

union, and generation the means of accomplishing it.

vida, s. (from , prep. and ™, to dwell , a ceremo-

ny preliminary to seasons of great rejoicing, as the

coronation of a king, a marriage, &c. It is usually per-

formed the day before the ceremony, and varies ac-

cording to the occasion.

sff , s. (from , prep. and far , science), a term

used in the veda to denote learning or philosophy, of

which a teacher is the principal, and a learner the in-

ferior agent, science the object to be attained by their

union, and study the means of accomplishing it.

3, s. (from prep. and 3, an element , nature, the

material parts of the creation, explained in the veda

as including the material heavens, the atmosphere, the

earth, fire, water, the luminaries, vegetables, and ani-

mal bodies.

skata, 8. (from , prep. and at , a foot in poetry),

the knowledge of all the properties of the three letters

which form the mysterious syllable, 3 , viz . a, 8, and .

agata, s. (from , prep. and a , a month), an interca-

lary month.

câsta, s. (from a , prep. and at , to shine), a sovereign,

an emperor.

state, s. (from 3 , prep. and ‹ te, a world , a term

used in the veda to denote the material world, includ-

ing the earth and heavens which meet in the atmos-

phere; and the winds which arethe means of preserv-

ing the world.

, s . (from a , prep. and 1, to stand ) , a regent, a

governor, a president, one who presides or rules .

for , a (from , prep, and , to stand), presiding,

ruling, governing. This word in the feminine gender is

principally used as the adjective of (4231, a deity.

c867, 8. (tróm af, prep. and at, to stand), a habitation,

a possession, the establishment of any principle or line

of conduct, practice, the doing of a thing.

ekataas, a. (from fata, practice, and TF, causedby,

caused by or arising from the doing or practising of a

thing ; a. from or because of practice.

53, a. (from 3 , prep. and , to stand), situated,

possessed of, settled, established.

, a. (from , prep. and , to read), read, instructed,

studied.

**³, s. (from s↑, prep. and 2, to read), study, instruc-

tion, a lecture,

Gral.

, a. (from , prep. and a, a sovereign), subject to,

beneath, subject to the coutroul of another, subservi-

ent.

31 , 8: (from , subject to), servitude, subjection,

thraldom, slavery.

ada , s. (from 1, subject to), servitude, subjection,

thraldom, slavery.

, a. (from , prir. and a, slow), not slow, not tardy,

hasty.

&Я731, s. (from

¤â¤, s. (from

fia, no' slow`, haste, precipitancy.

д, not slow), haste, precipitancy.

, a. (from a, priv. and 3, wise) , not giving way to

anger or impetuosity even though in prosperity, placid.

NI, s. (from ſt, prep. and I, a governor), a sove-

reign, a lord.

, ad. (from

1

this , now, lately.

, a. from , priv. and

4 , a. (from a pro. and

undisguised.

a, smoke), smokeless , clear.

ý, crafty ), sincere, not crafty,

fa, a. (from , priv . and fa , dust), free from dust,

clean.

HAL, a. (from , priv. and 7, grey), not grey, not ci-

nereous.

43, a. (from , priv. and 3 , held), not held, notcaught.

fs, s . (from , priv . and as, hold), laxity, the not hold-

ing of a thing, want of restraint.

, a. (from a, priv. and , active), inactive, unambi-

tious, ashamed, modest, diffident.

31, s. (from , modest , modesty, diffidence.

I, s. (from & , modest , modesty, diffidence.

I, a. from ☎, priv. and cy, containable), uncontaina.

ble, unassumable.

attú , s. (from ¤, priv. and tðú, patience), impatience, in-

temperateness, uncontroulableness.

অধোক্ষজ, s . ( from সর্বোক্ষ, the name of a sage, and জন্, to

be produced), one of the names of Vishnoo.

its , a. (from

gone down.

atsfs, s. (from

, below, and st3, gone), descended,

, below, and s³, motion), a descent,

a going down, the going to hell.

aista , 8. (from , beneath, and st , a going), a de

scending, a going down.

atst , a (from

ing, sinking.

below, and sta going), descend

ATK s. (from ak , below , and , a limb), the anus.

ats , s. (from 8 , belor, and f , vision), a downcast

lock, a looking down,
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*, s. (from , beneath, and ‹ , a country), the

nether part of a thing, pudendum muliebre .

, s. (from , blow, and t , a door), the anus,

pudendum muliebre.

AÎTI, a. (from , below, and , the face), down-

cast, dejected, hanging down the head through shame.

, s . (from , below, and , fastening), an

undergirding, a martingal.

tat , s. (from a , lelow, and t , wind), wind ex-

pelled backwards.

its , a (from , beneath, and , to be), inferior,

placed below, situated underneath .

atst, s. (from , beneath, and †st, a share), the low-

est part.

WI , s. (from , below, and , a sphere), the in-

fernal region, Patala or the world of Hydras.

Í¡ , a. (from , below, and , theface , downcast,

dejected, hanging down the head through shame.

, s. (from , beneath,, half, and , the

body), the lower half of the body, or that below the na-

vel which is esteemed by the Hindoos the centre of the

body.

ita , s. (from a , below, and T, long) , a perpendicu-

lar let fall from a given point.

mânatæ, s. (from , below, and cat , a world), the in-

fernal region, Patala or the world of Hydras.

E , s. (from , substituted for, and can, a cut-

ting), a denominator or divisor placed beneath.

3, a. (from A, priv. and ( 3, washed), unwashen.

, s. (from aft, prep. and F, an eye), a chief, a go-

vernor, a superintendant, a bishop, a guardian.

51, s. (from , a chief), superintendantship, guar-

dianship, pre-eminence.

QÎJET, 8. (from ¤â , a chief), superintendantship, guar-

dianship, pre-eminence.

I , s. (from at, prep. and , a letter) , the mys-

terious syllable 3, which is supposed to preside over

all letters.

11, s. (from aft, prep. and 3, an egg), the name of a

plant, (Dolichos pruriens. )

☎ârâî , a. (from aft, prep. and 7, subject to), wholly

subject; s. a slave.

mājauty, s. (from af , prep. A, prep. and 1, to finish),

perseverance, devotedness to an object.

, s. (from aft, prep. and , to read), a lecture, a lesson,

a section .

, s. (from aft, prep. and 2, to read), a reading , alec-

ture, the repeating of a lesson.

Jan.

, a. (from 17 , realing, and a, able), able to

read, capable of reading or study.

অধ্যয়ন কা$1, s . (from অধ্যয়ন, recding, and আকা$1, desire) , a

desire to read or study.

অধ্যয়নাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. (from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and অকানি, desir

ous , desirous of reading or study.

wâsgatagg, ad. (from 1g , reading, and 4, after), af-

ter reading or studying.

অধ্যয়নাপেক্ষক, a. (from অধ্যয়ন, reading, and অপেক্ষক, expect

ing , lookingforward to reading or study.

অধ্যয়নাপেক্ষা , s. (from অধ্যয়ণ , reading, and অপেক্ষা, expecta-

tion), an expectation of reading or study.

অধ্যয় নাপেক্ষী, a. (from অধ্যয়ন, reading, and অপেক্ষি , expect-

ing), looking forward to reading or study.

wigs , a. (from ga, reading, and t , engaged),

engaged in reading or study.

অধ্যয়নাভিলাষ, s. ( from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and অভিলাষ, desire ,

a desire for reading or study.

agatsatai, a. (from µ , reading, and fifa , de-

sirous), desirous of reading or study.

অধ্যয়নারম্ভ, s . (from অধ্যয়ন, reading, and আরম্ভ, a beginning),

the commencement of reading or study.

অধ্যয়নাসক্ত , a. (from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and আসিক্ত, fond of,

fond of reading or study.

g ) , s. (from 1 , reading, and F , desire), a de-

sire for reading or study.

, a. (from 8 , reading, and T , desirous), de-

sirous of reading or study.

ÅAKE, a. (from 17, reading, and , desirous), de-

sirous of reading or study.

útiştaxì, a. (from 3 , reading, and , desirous),

desirous of reading or study.

Qijglalje, a. (from 143, reading, and £ 15, engaged

in), engaged in reading or study.

অধ্যয়নে দে t , s. (from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and উদ্যোগ, exertion),

zealous exertion to read or study.

aârgentestsit, a. (from air , reading, and sutista, en-

gaging), engaging with zeal in reading or study.

অধ্যয়নোপক্রম , ৪. (from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning), the commencement of reading or study.

অধ্যয়নোপযুক্ত , a . ( from অধ্যয়ন , reading, and উপযুক্ত, fit), fit

or proper for reading or study.

13, a . (from it, prep. and , to be), substituted for,

placed in the stead of another.

qisi , ad. from I , substitutedfor, and Я, aform),

as one thing is substituted or mistaken for another.

atta, a. (from aft, prep. and at , spirit), spiritual, be-
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longing to spirit, occasioned by spirit, inherent in the

nature of a person. This is also a technical term

used in the veda for speech or enunciation , of which

the lower jaw and the upperjaw are the generative or-

gans, words the result, and the tongue the place of enun-

ciation.

stafa , a. (from a , spiritual, and fa , to know),

acquainted with spiritual things, acquainted with one's

self.

fan , s. (from , spiritual, and fat, science) ,

the knowledge of spiritual things, a right knowledge of

the divine nature, self-knowledge.

cirofawi8jg7, s. (from catufæq31, self-knowledge, and

IgA, study), the study of what relates to one's self,

the study of spiritual things.

TINI, a. (from I, priv. and ¾ , meditation), without me-

ditation.

autaa, s. (from aft, prep. and I, to read), a teacher, an

instructor ; a. teaching.

31, s. (from ¶ , a teacher ) , the office of a teach-

er, the circumstance of being a professor or teacher of

science.

, s. (from , a teacher), the office of a teach-

er, the circumstance of being a professor or teacher of

science .

a , s. (from , prep, and , to read), instraction,

teaching, the giving of instruction.

1, s. (from a , prep. and , to read), instruction,

teaching.

1, s. (from , prep. and , to read), an instruc-

tor, a preceptor.

3, a. (from fa, prep. and , to read), taught, in-

structed in science.

, a. (from aft , prep. and , to read), capable ofbe-

ing instructed, fit to be taught.

tI, s. (from aft, prep. and Z, to read), a lecture, a sec-

tion, a chapter.

xt , a. (from af, prep. and , mounted), mounted

upon.

aistet, s. (from aft, prep. and , the attributing of

any thing to a person which does not properly belong to

him , the imputing to a person virtues or vices, actions

or passions, which do not belong to him, the giving of

a fictitious character to a person.

অধ্যারোন , s . ( from অধি, prep. and আরোপন, the attributing

of any thing to a person which does not belong to him),

the imputing of properties to a thing, or of vices or

অथ्र.ु

virtues to a person which do not belong to it or to

hin.

অধ্যারোহণ , s. (from অধি, prep. and আরোহন, a mounting on

a mounting on, a climbing up .

অধ্যারোহী , a. (from সাধ, prep. and আরোহিন, mounting),

ascending, mounting upon.

adīta, s. (from aft prep. and , to throw), the substitut-

ing or mistaking of one thing for another.

ta , a. (from ¤ , substitution, and ¤, a form),'

identically the same, with a substitution of one person

or thing for another.

, a. (from aft, prep, and at , seated) , inhabited,'

settled with inhabitants.

at , a. (from , prep. and , to sit), seated , sit-

ting in state.

td, s. (from aft, prep. , prep. and , to take), the

supplying ofan ellipsis in writing.

ted , a. (from aft, prep. 1, prep. and , to take), in-

vestigable by reason, fit to be argued ; (in grammar) re-

quiring to be supplied, elliptical.

WatÍU, a. (from aft, prep. , prep. and , to take), in-

vestigable by reason , fit to be argued ; (in grammar) re

quiring to be supplied, elliptical.

Witt , s. (from aft, prep. al, prep. and , to take away),

an ellipsis in grammar.

t , a. (from aft, prep. l , prep. and tú, proper to

be taken), investigable by reason, proper to be argued

(in grammar) requiring to be supplied, elliptical.

H³, a. (from aft, prep. ! , prep. and , to take), in-

vestigated, argued on, disputed.

, a. (from aft, prep. and sfs, dwelt), inhabited,

settled with inhabitants.

, a. (from aft, prep, and 371, married), first married,

applied only to the first wife of a man who has seve-

ral wives .

MIG , a. (from aft, prep. and , to read), proper or fit

to be read or studied , lawful to be studied .

, s. (from aft, prep. and Z, to read), a student, one

who reads.

, a. (from , priv. and car , fit to be meditated on),

unfit to be meditated on.

1, s. (from aft, prep. and at, a desire), solicitation,

an earnest request, a prayer.

ft , a. from , priv. and fg , under seizure), not

under seizure.

AFI, a. (from , priv. and I, certainly), doubtful, not

certain, temporary.

02
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,at, s. (from a , a road, derived from , to move), a || a. (from , priv. and as, naked), not naked.

road, a way, a path.
, a. (from , priv. and ☎ , sin ), sinless, innocent.

AHTI, s. (from 7, a breve, and t³, a blow), the beating

of time so as to measure the longest notes.

st, s. (from

velling.

7, a road, and sta, to go), a traveller ; a. tra-

st , s. (from , a road, and sta , to go), a name of the

Ganges.

tal, a. (from , a road, and str , going), travel-

ling.

fa, a. (from , priv. and If , a noise), still, quiet, free

from noise.

¤‡ÑI, s. (from U , a road), a traveller, a messenger.

III, s. (from I , a road), a traveller, a messenger.

I, 8. (from I, a road, and 1 , to give), a sacrifice.

atú, s. (from II, a sacrifice), one who repeats the in-

cantations of the Yujur-veda at a sacrifice.

Я , s. (from , a road, and sta , a going), the going

on a road, ajourneying.

অধ্বগমনজনিত, a. ( from অগমন, a journeying, and জনিত, pro-

duced) produced by or arising from journeying.

ISA ), a. from st , ajourneying, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from travelling.

atsuafafisë, ɑ. (from wasta , a journeying, and faf , a

cause), caused by or arising from travelling ; ad, from or

because of travelling.

straffic , ad. (from st , a journeying, and faf ,

a cause), for the purpose of travelling or journeying.

অধগমনপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from অক্কগমন , a journeying, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), obstructing or preventing progress in ajour

ney.

stacy , a . (from st , ajourneying, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from travelling ; ad. from

or because ofjourneying.

te, a. (from &ISTI, a journeying, and t³, fa-

tigued , fatigued with journeying.

DISATIE, a. (from st , a journeying, and ca

cause), caused by or arising from journeying ; ad. from

or because ofjourneying.

77, s. (from 7, to live), a note or hold in Hindoo music

which continues an hundred and twenty-eight twink-

lings ofthe eye, a breve.

, a. (from , priv. and … , a share), having no right

to a share. In Hindoo Law, idiots, persons born blind,

and some others are excluded from a share in paternal

property.

, a. (from a, priv. and a , a star) , starless, cloudy.

, a. (from a, priv. and , a letter), unlettered, ig-

norant.

, a. (from , priv. and a , a limb), unbodied, an epi-

thet of Kama-deva the Indian Cupid.

aniæt , s. (from , priv. and at , consent), the not

consenting to a thing, the not agreeing to a proposal , a

not promising or engaging.

as, a. (from , priv. and
, consented to), not

consented to, not agreed to, not engaged, not promis-

ed.

afs , a. (from , a long note, and fox, a mark), the

note used to mark the breve or musical tone which

holds an hundred and twenty-eight twinklings of the

eye.

. a. (from , priv. and , clear), turbid, foul, opake,

, s. (from 1755, a bull), a cow.

অনত্বান্ , s. (from ঘনহ্, a bull, which is formed from অনস,

a cart, and x, to draw or carry), a bull .

at , 8. (from g, a bull), a cow.

3, a. (from I, prir. and 73, bowed), erect, not bowed,

not humbled .

33 , s. (from 3, not bowed) , stiffness, unbendingness,

pride.

WAGI, s. (from Q , not boxed) , stiffness, unbendingness,

pride.

fs , s. (from , priv. and fs , excess), a not ex-

ceeding the bounds of propriety or right, moderation .

f3 , s. (from priv. and fad, the exceeding ofpre-

scribe bounds), a not exceeding the bounds of pro-

priety or right.

andy, a. (from 3 , priv . and fats, admitting of

excess), not capable ofbeing transgressed or ex ce eded.

fs , a. (from ¤, priv. and f , admit ng ofex-

cess) . not capable of being transgressed or exceeded .

unforrduf, 1. (from Faf3™™, a not transgressing, and

F , cuu ed by), caused by or arising from not trans-

gressing ; ad from or because of not transgressing.

afsi , a. (from , priv. and fs13, exceeded), not ex-
' ,

ceeded, not transgressed.

afs , a. (from , priv. and 3 , exceeled), not ex-

ceeded.

a (from , prio and , a mal river), destitute of

male rivers.

a. (from , priv. and , a female river), destitute

of female rivers.
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ร ศ .

sta, s. (from a,priv. and affet , a right) , a want of

right to a possesson or office.

1,. (from , a want of right, and 581,

employment), the engaging in an affair or business

which does not belong to a person, officiousness .

অনঐকা:িতা, s. ( from অনধিকারি , not having aright), the not

having a right to a possession, inheritance, or of-

fice.

জনর্বিকারিত্ব ও. ( from অনধিকারি , not having aright), the not

having a right to a possession, inheritance, or of-

fice.

affats, a (from ¤,priv. and affet , having a right to

a thing), not having a right to a possession, inheritance,

or office.

ta. (from ¬, priv. and af , inheritable), not

inheritable, not claimable.

cafies, ɑ . (from a priv. and fg, possessel), unpos-

sessed, uninherited , unclaimed .

fists, a. (from , priv . and
་་ fists, known), unknown,

, a. (from a, priv. and fa , cognizable , not cog-

nizable, not within the compass of knowledge.

zafata, s. (from , priv. and fata, the being in a place),

a not being present, absence.

83, a. (from , priv. and 3, present), absent, not

present.

ì , a . (from a, priv. and 7, subject to), not in sub-

jection, independent, free,

zaĦasi, s. (from 7, independent), independence.

Gaziastas, a. (from 31, inde, endence, and , be-

fore), preceded by want ofsubjection ; ad. by orthrough

independence.

অনধীনতাপ্রযুক্ত , ৫. ( from অনধীনতা, independence, and পযুক্ত,

cau- et by), caused by or arising from independence ;

ad, from or because of independence.

s. (from , independent), independence.

padipta, a. (from , priv. and aiști, reading , not read-

ing or studying.

, a. (from , priv. and , an overseer), not un-

der inspection, out of the reach of observation, unper-

ceived.

șa, a. (from a, priv, and , a reading), want of

study, a neglect of study or reading.

, a lecture), improperty, a. (from , priv. and

for study, (this word is only used as the adjective of

certain days in which study is reckoned unlawiul. )

pax =181pa, s. (from Uty, improper for study, and

, a reading), the appeilationof certain days pará-

অন.

ed in the Hindoo Calender on which it is unlawful to

study.

8. (from , neg. and an atom); coarse grain

such as pease, tares, and the like.

VITA, a. (from , priv, and , helping), not helping,

hindering, hostile, unfriendly to.

5431, 8. (from 4 , kostile), unfriendliness, averse-

ness, unfavourableness to an undertaking.

65, 8. (from 7 , unfriendly), unfriendliness, averse-

ness, unfavourableness to an undertaking.

Wass, a. (from &, priv. and ass, following) , not follow-

ing upon, not attached to a person , not implicitly fol-

lowing an opinion.

, a. (from a, priv. and to, permitted) , not per-

mitted, not commanded.

, a. (from , priv. and s , capable of be

ing felt), insensible, not capable of being known by

feeling or of being guessed at, not inferrible.

অননুতৰাত্মক, a. ( from অ, priv. and অনুভৰাত্মক, consisting of

sensation), not consisting in sensation or feeling, not

capable of being felt or experienced.

, s. (from , priv . and , a permission), not a

permission, not a command.

, a. (from , priv. and wag, inferrible), not in-

ferrible.

, s. (from a, priv. and 317, an attempt), the not

beginning to speak, the not making an attempt to speak,

the not practising of a thing.

, a (fiom , priv. and 3, an end , endless, eternal,

boundless ; s . one of the names of Vishnoo, the name of

a deified serpent.

FACF, 8. (from I, priv. and 3, an end), endless, bound❤

less, not liable to a.fatal disease.

g, s. (from 5, endless and sa, a particular mu-

sical note), a particular note or tone in Hindoo music,

, s (from 3, the name of a deified serpent, and

the fourteen h), the name of the full moon of

the month Bhadra, which is sacred to Vishnoo under

the form of the s rpent Ununta.

TAG31, s. (from 73 , endless) , eternity, boundlessness, im-

perishableness.

WII, 8. (from 3, endless), eternity, boundlessness.

, 8. from , the name of a deified serpent, and

, a go ), a name of Vishnco considered as the ser-

pent Unauta.

* , a. (from 3, endless , and gate, a sort), infi-

nitely varied.
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3, s. (from

ISTT.

, s. (from

AJE, s. (from

3, endless , and ts, wind , a disease

which is attended with violent pains in the hinder part

of the neck and spreads so as to affect the cheeks and

eyes.

13, s. (from , the name of a deified serpent, and

, a vou), the name of a religious ceremony perform-

ed on the day of the full moon in Bhadra in honour of

Vishnoo under the form ofthe serpent Uaunti.

† , s. (from 73 , endless , and stī, a condition), end-

lessness, eternity.

, a. (from A , endless), boundless, endless, eternal .

7 , a. (from 3, endless, and ata, merely), truly

eternal, boundless , immense.

, s. (from , endless, and , a root), the name

of a plant, (Periploca indica, or Asclepias pseudasarsa.)

, ad. (from , priv. and 3 , another), afterwards ;

a, succeeding, incessant, unique , only, viz. who has no

equal or no other of the same kind (applied to God).

WATIG), s. (from 7 , succeeding), succession, the follow-

ing upon another thing.

, 8. (from I, succeeding), succession, the follow-

ing upon another thing.

aatft, s. (from 3, endless, and atft, a heap), in alge-

bra an infinite quantity.

, s. (from , boundless , and at , aform), eternity,

boundlessness ; a. multiform, protean.

8 , s. (from , boundless, and af , formed), pro-

tean, multiform.

za , a. (from 3, the name ofa deified serpent, and

, identical , identically the same as the serpent

Ununta.

3 , s. (from , priv. and 3, an end), the name of a

plant, (Hedysarum Alhagi. Several other plants are in

Sungskrita writings called by this name, as Menisper-

mum glabrum, Echites frutescens, E. dichotoma, and

Phyllanthus Emblica ; it is also used as an appellation

of Parvutee the wife of Shiva.

, a. (from , priv. and , another), the same, not

different, identical.

fs, s. (from W, prix. WAI, another, and sfs, a resource),

the not having any other resource ; a. destitute of an-

other resource.

fs , a. (from , priv. 3, another, and stfs, a re-

source), having no other resource .

Q713, s. (from &, priv. DI , another, and ¾ , to be pro-

duced), a name of Kama-deva the Indian Cupid , indicat-

ing that he was produced from Brahma alone.

, a. (from

SF.

, same), sameness, identity.

1, same) , sameness, identity.

, priv. and , preceded by ans-

ther), unprecedented, not preceded, not experienced

by others.

Wazotz, s. (from 5 , not different, and sta, a state),

identity, the not being different from another given

thing, samenes3 .

QAAITAT, ɑ. (from , priv. and , otherwise-minded),

not otherwise-minded, not thinking ofsomething else,

not absent in thought.

J1, 8. (from , not otherwise-minded), a

not being otherwise-minded, the not thinking of some

thing besides that which is mentioned.

QAITAI, s. (from , not otherwise-minded), a

not being otherwise-minded, the not thinking of some

other thing besides that which is the subject of con-

versation.

AJA :, a . (from , priv. and 2 , otherwise-minded),

not otherwise-minded, not averse, not thinking upon

another subject.

WAFAG, ɑ. (from , priv. and fas, connected with), not fol

lowing upon, not consequent.

t, a. (from , priv. and , water), destitute of water.

, 8. from , priv. and ta, hinderance), harm-

lessness, inoffensiveness, the not injuring of a person,

that which occasions no harm or detriment to another.

tates, a . (from , priv . and , hinerding), not

bindering, not opposing, harmless, inoffensive.

GAĦEIIE3), s. (from

offensiveness.

•

ness ,

dogë, harmless), harmlessness, in-

, s. (from te , unobstructing), harmless-

inoffensiveness.

fa , s. (from tf , harmless) , harmlessness, in-

offensiveness.

af , s. (from fa , unobstructing), harmless-

ness, inoffensiveness .

t , a. (from , priv. and fa , hindering), not

hindering, not opposing, harmless, inoffensive.

I, a. (from , priv. and д, loss), without loss, with-

out detriment, safe ; s. that which is not loss or detri-

ment.

, a. (from , priv. and 3, honoured , not ho-

noured, disregarded.

ffs, s. (from , priv. and fofs , loss), the absence or

non-occurrence of loss or detriment, want of respect,

neglect of worship, neglect of due respect.

15

17
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জান.

€74 , a. (from , priv. and 433, a child), childless.

13 , a. (from a, priv. and * , childless), childless .

3131, s. (from

3 , s. (from

793 , childless), childlessness.

3 , childless), childlessness.

, a. (from , priv. and , shame), shameless ,

bold, impudent.

, a. (from a, priv. and , another), own, a techni-

cal term in the veda, which indicates producing an

immediate effect, a name of Bruhma.

, s. (from , priv. and

innocent.

at , guilt), innocence ; a.

-gift3 , s. (from a, guiltless), guiltlessness, in-

nocence.

ta , s. (from , guiltless), guiltlessness, in-

nocence.

scati, a. (from a, priv. and Яafta, guilty), guiltless,

innocent.

0744, s. (from ¤, priv. and Я , an opportunity), the

want ofan opportunity.

অনপহরণীয়, a . ( from অ, priv. and অপহরণীয় , capable of being

taken away), not subject to be stolen or taken away, safe.

, a. (from ¤, priv. and wÍ , capable of being

taken away) , not capable of being stolen or taken away,

safe.

ats, a. (from , priv. and

rence of loss or dispersion ,

adrias, a. (from A, priv. and

plundering, not robbing.

Я , loss), the non-occur-

the safety of property.

ĦTIF, taking away), not

, a. (from , prir. and I , taking away), not

plundering, not robbing.

Cantú, a. (from , prir. and Я , capable ofbeing tak-

ST.

, a. (from , priv. and , to be expected),

not worthy of expectation, not to be expected, not to be

looked to or depended on .

, a. (from , priv. and f , expected), unexpect-

ed, unlooked for, not depended on.

fæ , a. (from , priv. and fs , worthy ofbe-

ing expected), not worthy of being expected, not to be

expected, not to be looked to or depended upon.

WAH, a. (from , priv. and I, worthy ofbeing expect-

ed), not worthy of being expected, not to be expected,

not to be looked to or depended upon .

I , a. (from I, priv. and 77, new), not new, not modern,

not recent.

Tætt, s. (from , priv. and **, leisure), the want of

leisure, the want of opportunity.

অনবদ্য,, a. (from , priv. and , despicable), not contemp-

tible, respectable, estimable, honourable, not faulty,

unexceptionable.

1, s. (from 7, estimable), respectability, estima-

bleness, unexceptionableness.

DAKIT, s. (from 5 , estimable), respectability, estimable

ness, unexceptionableness.

, a. (from , priv. and , attention), inattentive,

inadvertent ; s. inadvertence, inattention.

ata , s. (from 7 , inadvertent), inadvertence, in-

attention.

ta , s. (from 7, inadvertent), inadvertence, in-

attention.

, ad. (from ta, inadvertent, and :, un-

der controul), under the influence of inadvertence or in-

attention .

en away), not subject to depredation, not capable of be- zitat, a . (from ¤, priv . and af , attentive), inatten-

ing stolen or carried away, safe.

3, a . (from , priv. and 9 , taken away), not tak-

en away, not stolen , safe.

, s. (from , priv. and to , the keeping ofpro-

perty), the delivering of an article for the sake of sup-

porting servants, the giving of a thing appropriated for

one person or object to another,

, a. (from , priv . and aty, loss), not subject to loss

or detriment, not injurious.

a . from , priv. and , an hermaphrodite),

not useless, answering its intended purpose, not con-

temptible, free from hermaphrodites.

, «. (from , priv . and I, expectation) , indepen-

dent, not requiring another thing, without expectation,

tranquil, satisfied.

tive, inadvertent.

waitfa3, a. (from ≈, priv. and a &tfag, emphatical), not

emphatical, not ascertained , not insisted on as impor-

tant, not determined or settled, not covenanted.

tú, a. (from , priv. and tú, requiring the empha-

sis), not requiring the emphasis, not deserving of par

ticular notice, not requiring to be determined upon or

settled.

, a. (from , priv . and 3, ceased), incessant, per-

petual, constant.

AATTG31, s. (from 3, incessant), incessantness.

WATAGT. 8. (from Tµ³, incessant ) , incessantness .

a, a. (from , priv. and ¤, finished), not brought

to a close, not ended.

1, s. (from , not ended), the circumstance of
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37. WA.

not being brought to an end, a not being closed or

finished.

WTF , 8. (from , not ended), the circumstance of

not being brought to a close, a not being finished or

ended.

THŢ, a . (from , priv. and g, leisure), pressed with

business; s. the want of leisure.

, s. (from , priv. and at , the close ofany scene),

the continuance or not falling of a state, the continu-

ance of a thing so as not to go to ruin.

WITH, s. (from , priv. and T , a condition), want, need ,

adversity ; a . a logical term usually applied to an argu-

ment which may be pursued ad infinitum .

, s. (from I, pr v . and TTI, a residence), the want

of a residence or fixed abode.

3, a. (from a, priv. and af , settled), not settled

in a habitation, unsettled .

af3fde, a. (from 7 , unsettled, and fo , the heart),

of unsettled mind.

অনৰস্থিতি, 8. (from , priv. and as, a fixed residence),

the want of a fixed residence, an unsettled state.

3, a. (from , priv. and af , not heldfast), unset-

tled, not emphatical, not determined.

, a. (from , priv. and af , new), not new, not re-

cent.

QU, a. (from , priv. and , new), not new, not re-

cent.

ts, a. (from , priv. and fats, torn of a repula-

ble stock , not born of a reputable family.

TāsI, a. (from A, priv. and (5 , knowing), ignorant, un-

acquainted with an art or science.

=
1, s. from fa , ignorant , ignorance , stupidity.

IT, s. (from af , ignorant), ignorance, stupidity.

wasta, 8. (from , priv . and fit , a ward), not a

ward, not a name, not a denomination.

SAT, a. (hom , priv. and SA , new) , not new, not re-

cent.

43, a. (from , priv. and ass, chosen), not chosen ,

unapproved.

fata, 8. (from , priv. and afsata, regret), want of re-

gret when reproved, want of affection, want of self-

regard.

at , a . (from , priv. and sata , regretful , not

penitent, not regretting at being reproved, destitute of

affection , having no pride of wealth.

, a. (from , priv. and af , accused, not ac-

cused, not attacked .

afsafas, a. (from , priv. and safas, desire ), undesir

ed, unsought,

fata, s. (from , priv. and af , desire), want ofde

sire, indifference.

afsata , a. (from , priv. and affu , des rous), not de

sirous, indifferent.

WISICA, ɑ. (from , priv. and 5187, included), not includ-

ed, not subordinate.

78, a. (from , priv. and , acquired by study), not

studied, not acquired by study.

, s. (from , priv. and , study , the not study.

ing of a thing, want of application .

WII, s. (from , priv. and 7 , the act of descend ng), the

not descending from a station, the not bowing or

bending to a person.

?, s. (from , priv. and Hæ☎İŢ, a salutation), unpo-

liteness, unmannerliness , a neglect of respectful saluta-

tion .

THI, a. (from , priv. and 3, bowed to , not honour-

ed, not reverenced , not esteemed.

THI, a. (from , priv. and 7 , worthy ofhonour), not

worthy ofhonour.

. a. (from , priv. and 7 , humble), not humble, not

meek.

31, a. (from ag, not humble), a want of humility, a

want of meekness .

WARI, ɑ. (from not humble), a want of humility, a

want of meekness .

77, s. from , priv . and T, justice), injustice, an impro

priety, a misfortune, an evil.

, a . (from ☎, priv. and 7a, an eye , eyeless , blind.

FIT, a. (from I, přiv, and 7 , hell) , destitute of a hell ;

8. a situation out of hell, (usually employed in a ludi.

crous sense. )

asa, a. (from , priv. and , a bar), unbarred, free, un-

confined, unrestrained , fluent.

, a. (from a, priv. and as, an offering presented to

guest) , unattended by the accustomed offering at enter-

ing a house, not honoured, invaluable, very highly

prized.

fs, a. from , priv. and 63, honoured , not honoured,

disregarded, not worshipped, not treated with respect.

gaffs, a. (from ¤, priv. and f³, a quired), not acquir

ed, unacquired.

aaf, n. (from a, priv. and af, an object), useless, answere

ing no purpose,
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we, a. (from

ान,

ant.

i, s. (from

, s. (from

, imperishable), imperishableness,

4, imperishable), imperishableness.

f, useless), unmeaning, useless, answer-

ing no purpose, fruitless, evil, vain.

QI, s. (from

f , s. (from

fe, useless), uselessness , vanity.

fe, useless), uselessness, vanity.

fate, a. (from a , useless, and t , causing), caus-

ing disappointment, doing that which is of no value, em-

ployed to no purpose.

অনর্থকারকতা, ৪. ( from অনর্থকারক, doing that which is of no

use), the doing of that which is ofno use , the causing of

disappointment, inutility."

অনর্থকারকত্ব , s . (from অনর্থকারক, doing that which is of no

use), the doing of that which is of no use , inutility.

অনর্থকারিতা , ও. ( from ডানর্থকারিন, doingthat which is useless),

the doing of that which is of no use, inutility.

অনর্থকারিত্ব , s . (from অনর্থকারিন, doing that which is useless),

the doing ofthat which is of no importance, inutility.

, a. from af, useless, and if , doing), doing

that which is of no importance.

fs , a. (from , useless, and foo , thinking), con

triving useless things, forming useless schemes.

waffos , s (from f, useless, and fo , the thinking on a

thing), the thinkingupon or contriving ofuseless schemes.

31 , s . (from f, useless, and foot , care), care about

useless things, attention to useless schemes.

, a. (from , useless, and , effecting), indi-

cating something useless or evil.

Tauntedi, s. (from ¬úpe, indicating something useless),

an indication of useless or hurtful things.

WapeI, 8. (from a , indicating something useless),

the indication of useless or hurtful things.

aff , s. (from A , useless, and tfs, misfortune), the

misfortune of answering no end or of being useless, a

misfortune which answers no purpose. Also (from I,

prir. and affs, an inferring the existence of a thing

in one sense from its being denied in another) , the not

inferring a thing from its being denied in another sense.

, 8. (from , to breathe), fire, a species of reed, (Arun-

da bifaria ?)

, a. (from , priv. and , idle), not indolent, in-

dustrious, diligent.

, a. (from , priv . and , small), not a few, many.

4,8. (from , priv. and at , the circumstance of eat-

ing), the not eating of food, abstinence from food.

43, 8. (from , abstinence from food, and g³, a

row), a vow to starve one's self to death.

, a. (from , priv. and at , perishing), unperishing,

imperishable,

8

, a. (from , priv. and 7 , spoiled), not spoiled, und

spoiled, undamaged, not ruined .

, s. (from , to breathe), a cart.

, a. (from , priv. and , detracting), not de

tracting, not criminating.

53, a. ( from a, priv. and , declined), not set (as one

of the heavenly bodies), not brought to a close , not

perished .

, a. (from , perdition, and 3, gone , not

set (as a luminary), not lost, not perished, imperisha-

ble.

ta, pride), the absence, s. (from a, priv . and

of pride, humility ; a. not proud, humble.

THI, a. (from , priv . and

modest, humble.

3, proud), not proud,

, s. (from , priv. and as, pride), the absence

of pride, humility.

nfs, a. (from ¤, priv. and fã³, beneficial), injurious, evil,

hurtful, not advantageous .

অনাকত , a. (a corrupt pronunciation ofঅনঘাত), a beating of

time so as to measure the longest notes .

, s. (from ¤, priv. and tes, the drawing ofathing),

non-attraction , a want of attraction, a not drawing.

ata , a. (from a, priv. and af , attractable), not

capable of being attracted or drawn.

tfs, a. (from a, priv. and atafas, drawn), not drawn,

not attracted .

tæt , a. (from a, priv. and tæta, aform), formless, with-

out form .

td, a. (from , priv. and attad, a cause ), without a

cause, without any assignable cause, preternatural,

causeless .

tat , a. (from , priv. and tatas, formed) , not form.

ed, not moulded, not made to have a shape.

tæ , a. (from , priv, and t , filled), not filled, not

abounding with any particular thing.

ata , a. (from , priv. and at , perplexed), unperplex.

ed, unembarrassed.

t1, s. (from t , unperplexed), ease of mind, free

dom from perplexity.

If , s. (from a , unperplexed), an unagitated state

of mind, ease of mind.

ty, a. (from , priv. and at , capable of being

drawn), not seizable, incapable of being drawn or at

tracted.

P
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Sal. Gal.

ta , a. (from , priv. and , capable of being stats, a. (from , priv. and f , scented), not smelled

drawn), not seizable, incapable of being drawn or at-

tracted.

antate, a . (from a, priv. and tale, drawn ) , not attract-

ed, not drawn, not seized.

Catatal, s. (from a, priv. and attą, one who draws),

a person or thing which has no attraction, that which

does not seize on the mind.

to.

aats , s. (from , priv. and to , the washing ofthe

mouth), the not washing of the mouth after a meal, the

not washing of the mouth as a religious ceremony.

ata , a: (from , priv. and soft , requiring to be

washed), not requiring to be washed, (applied to the

mouth).

a , a. (from , priv. and , displeased), not displeas- ta , s. (from , priv . and tad, conduct), improper con-

ed, not irritated .

Qahætt, s. (from , priv. and h , displeasure) , the ab

sence of displeasure.

atatatatu, a . (from , priv . and attat , capable of

beingprovoked to anger), not irritable, not to be pro-

voked to anger, placid, calm, gentle.

ata , a. (from , priv . and tær , irritable), not to be

provoked to anger, not irritable, calm, gentle, placid.

tat , a. (from priv and fa , calumniated ,

not calumniated, not charged with faults.

watas, a. (from , priv and † , a little broken), not

in a shattered or broken state.

atafes, a. (from , priv. and starfs, a little broken), not

broken, not fractured, not shattered ;

atts, a. (from a priv. and , denominated), not

denominated, not named, not renowned.

ats³, a. (from à, priv, and wists, come), not yet come,

not yet come to pass , not arrived .

atstata , s. (from ts , not arrived, and , a condi-

tion , a state or condition which has not yet taken place,

a future condition.

অনাগতাৰহৰূিপ , a. ( from জনগিতাবস্থা, a future condition,

and , iienically the same), identified with a conditi

On or state which has not yet taken place, identified

with a future condition .

ts , a. (from , priv. and is , arrived), not arriv

ed, not come to a place.

afsaa, s . (from , priv. and tst , the coming to a

plate , the non-arrival of a person or thing, the not

coming to a place.

atsa , a. (from , priv. and tstat , approachable) ,

unapproachable.

atst , a. (from , priv. and ts , approachable), unap-

proachable.

atsti, a . (from a, priv. and at , an offence), sinless,

free from offence or transgression.

aatst , a. (from , priv. and tstif , approaching), not

approaching, not coming,

duct.

ty, a. (from , priv. and toasty, proper for human

conduct), improper to be done, unlawful, improper.

tata, s. (from a, priv, and tata, conduct), improper con-

duct, impurity.

aatst , a. (from a, priv. and taffa , conducting), unclean,

wicked, acting improperly.

ta , a. (from , priv. and at , covered , uncovered,

open.

tat , a. (from , priv. and at , covering) , not co-

vering, not concealing.

tam , 8. (from , priv. and at , a covering) , the not

covering of a thing, a thing which is not sufficient for

a covering ; a destitute ofa covering.

7ª, a. (from , priv . and t£taña, requiring to be

covered), not capable of being covered , not requiring to

be covered.

antatus, a. (from , priv. and atat , covered), uncover-

ed.

atata, s. (from tats, uncovered), exposedness, a

not being covered or skreened.

ta, s. (from

tables.

, producedforfood), corn, edible vege-

t , a. (from a, priv. and at , commanded , uncom

manded.

tt , s. (from a, priv. and atte, an obstruction), the ab-

sence of an obstruction ; a. unobstructed, free.

att , s. (from a, priv. and atta , the being sufficient), the

not sufficing for any purpose.

warz, s. (from I, priv. and ș, the occupying ofspace), a

place not easily discovered; a. secret, not easily disco-

vered. ་

FAİZTI, a. (from a, priv. and a¶ , the making an os'en-

tatious display of a thing), unostentatious, modest, not

making an ostentatious display of a thing.

, a. (from

ed), situated in

found .

3, a private place, and 1, to be situat-

a place where it cannot be easily

n

E
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affa , s. (from afs , inactive), inactivity, dullaess,

stupidity, insensibility.

ats, a. (from a, priv. and ☎ș, to move), inactive, dull,

stupid, motionless.

, a. (from a, priv. and 1, wealthy), not wealthy,

not affluent.

ts , a. (from , priv. and at , coming to kill,

not coming to kill.

atst, a. (from , priv, and ts , heat), cool, shady.

3 , s. (from , priv. and atta, a parasol), the want

of an umbrella, a bad umbrella ; a. destitute of an um-

brella or parasol.

afsus, a. (from a, priv. and tfu , proper to be enter-

tained as a guest), unfit to be entertained as a guest.

satfaw, a. (from a, priv, and fз , properfor a guest),

improper for a guest.

< 3, a. (from &, priv. and at , afflicted), not afflicted ,

not in distress.

, a. (from , priv. and aty, related) , not related.

t1, s (from antaly, not related , the circumstance

of not being related to a person.

TE, 8. (from ly, not related , the circumstance

of not being related to a person.

witw, a. (from a, priv. and tw, own , not one's own, not

related'.

, a. (from , priv. and aty, a lord) forlorn, orphan,

without a protector.

atuta, a. (from at , forlorn, and g, resembling ,

resembling one forlorn.

satuze, ad. (from watu, forlorn), like one forlorn .

satfit, a. (from , priv. and aty, a ord), forlorn, unpro-

tected. This word is only used as the adjective of words

meaning a woman.

, s. (from , priv. and , respect), disrespect, un-

politeness ; inattention, want of civility, irreverence.

4, s. (from , priv. and 4, the shewing ofrespect

to a person , disrespect, disregard, the expressing of

disrespect to any person.

tasty, a. (from , priv. and aty, worthy ofrespect),

unworthy of respect, not respectable.

1, s. (from , unworthy of respect), the

not being worthy of respect, a want of respectability.

candia, s. (from xatda, unworthy of respect), the

not being worthy ofrespect, a want ofrespectability.

ata, a. (from , priv. and f , a beginning , without

beginning, eternal as it respects beginning.

atka , s. (from wife, without beginning , the having no

beginning, eternity as it respects beginning.

watha , s. (from

stari.

tf , without beginning) , the circum

stance of being without beginning, eternity as it res-

pects beginning.

wathua, a. (from a, priv. and fa , first ) , not prior, not

first, without beginning.

অনাদিশিষ্টপরারণগত, a. (from অনাদি, without beginning, and

fatto, descended by tred-tion among resp cb'e

persons), descended by tradition among respectable

persons from time immemorial, or from eternity.

watny, a. (from , priv. and fax, commanded) , not

commanded, not enjoined.

nis, a. (from a, priv . aud 3, honoured), not esteem-

ed, not honoured.

Watay, a. (from a, priv. and at , proper to be receiv-

ed), not proper to be received, inadmissible, unaccepta-

ble.

Watch431, 8. (from atrag, inadmissible), inadmissibility,

unfitness to be accepted, unacceptableness

X , 8. (from † , inadmissible), inadmissibility, un-

fitness to be accepted, unacceptableness.

t , a. (from , priv. and œu◄, an order), without

orders, uncommanded ; s. the absence of a command.

ta , a. (from , priv. and a first), not first, not pri-

or, without beginning.

ata ), s. (from , without beginning , the circum-

stance of having existed from eternity, the having had

no beginning, eternity as it respects beginning.

WAII , 8. (from ', without beginning , the having ex-

isted from eternity, the having had no beginning, eter-

nity as it respects beginning.

, s. (from , priv and tt , a receptacle), the

want of a receptacle ; a. uncontained, destitute of a

substratum, destitute of any thing which holds or con-

tains it.

Atât , a (from ◄, priv. and t↑ty™, containing) , uncon-

tained, destitute of a vessel or other receptacle or sup-

port.

watu , a. (from , priv. and ¶ 1. conquerable), uncon-

querable, invincible, indomptable.

satafas, a. from , priv. and fas, made glad, not

gladdened, not made to rejoice, cheerless.

satata, s. (from is , a pine apple), a pine apple, ( Bro-

melia ananas.)

th, a. (from a, priv. and at , misfortune), free from

misfortune or calamity.

Fatw , 8. (from a, priv. and utt, to gain`, a certain con-

figuration ofthe heavenly bodies described in books of

astrology.

P2
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ha, a . (from priv. and at , necessity), unne

cessary, needless, unimportant ; s . the absence of neces-

sity.

31, s. (from

, s. (from

the, unnecessary), unimportance.و

* , unnecessary), unimportance.

wife, a. (from , priv. and af , a mariner), destitute

ofmariners.

fa , a. (from , priv. and af , turbid water) , not

turbid, clear, limpid , transparent.

at , a. (from , priv. and tf , engagel in), not en-

gaged in, not devoted to .

3, covered), uncovered,, a (from , priv. and

unguarded, not skreened, not concealed from view, ex-

posed, defenceless.

3 , s. (from 3, exposed), exposedness, defence-

lessness.

, S. (from 3, exposed), exposedness, defence-

lessness.

8. (from , priv. and af , rain), a drought,

a scarcity of rain.

tata, s. (from , priv. and as , clearness respecting

a matter), the want of clearness respecting a matter,

not a semblance, not a mere appearance.

ta, a. (from , priv. and ¬† , a name), nameless, ob-

scure, unnoticed.

, s. (from , priv. and at , sickness), health.

31, s. (from at , health), healthiness.

tag , s. (from 1 , health), healthiness.

ta , s . (from a, priv . and at , aname), the finger next

the little finger.

owner or master, unappropriated, unclaimed, without a

leader.

At , a. (from a, priv. and at , extended), not extend

ed, short.

Qatge, a. (from a, priv. and p³, dependent), independ-

ent, untamed,

Waty331, s. (from at , independent), independence, in-

docility.

Qatzea, 8. (from 3, independent) , independence, in-

docility.

tata, s. (from , priv. and tata, labour), ease, facili-

ty ; a. easy.

atstas, a. (from , not difficult, and 3, done),

easily done, done without labour or difficulty, made

without effort, diluted, concocted .

attast , a. (from att , ease, and star, accessible),

easily accessible, easily passable, easily practicable.

atatas , a. (from t¬, not difficult, and 1, produ-

cible , producible with ease, producible without labour

or difficulty.

tatals, ad. (loc . case of atta ), for the sake of

ease, for the purpose of avoiding labour or difficulty.

অনায়াসনাশ্য , a. ( from অনায়াস, without effort , and নাশ্য,

perishable), easily perishable.

অনায়াসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অনায়াস, not difficult , and নিমিত্ত,

cause , caused by or arising from ease or facility of ope-

ration ; ad. from or because of facility.

অনায়াসপুযুক্ত , a. (from অনায়াস , easy , and প্রযুক্ত , caused by),

caused by or arising from ease or facility of operation ;

ad. from or because of ease or facility.

Catfaat, s . (from , priv. and t , a name), the ring-fin- || ttts, a. (from at , not difficult, and , obtain-

ger, or that next the little finger.

wathi¤, ɑ . (from ¤, priv. and tf , flesh), not composed

of flesh, not containing flesh.

tfat , a. (from , priv. and fat , feeding

on flesh), not carnivorous, abstaining from animal

food.

t , a. (from a, priv. and at , to the face), disagree-

able to the sight, unwelcome.

watata, ɑ. (from , priv. and what , joy), destitute ofjoy

or pleasure ; 8. the absence of pleasure or gratificati-

on.

Qakatfus, a . (from a priv. and affi³, gratified), not

gratified, not pleased.

sakal, a. (from , priv, and maffia, gratifying), not

gratifying, tasteless , unpleasing.

ty , a. (from , priv. and t , an owner), without an

ed), obtained without difficulty or labour, easily obtain-

ed, easily found, easily gained.

att , a. (from atat , easy, and f , obtainable),

easily obtainable, easily practicable, easily procurable.

watatama, a. (from ¬††я, a want offatigue, and ☎☎, ob-

tained), easily obtained, obtained without labour or fa-

tigue.

watts, a. (from atta, easy, and 31, obtainable),

easily obtainable.

attat , a. (from , easy, and at , accomplisha-

ble , easily accomplishable, easy.

attafa , a. (from atta, easy, and f , accomplish-

ed), easily accomplished, easily proved.

WATUTAKSE, a. (from tя, easy, aud 3, a cause), caus

ed by or arising from ease or facility of operation ; ad.

from or because of ease or facility.

+
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pic , ad. (loc. case of it ), easily, without difficul-

ty.

, s. (from , priv. and at , health), a want of

health.

utgå, a. (from ™, priv. and lg , a weapon), destitute of

weapons, unarmed.

, a . (from , prin. and , lengthening life),

shorteningthe period of life, unwholesome.

tata, a . (from , priv. and , aged), not aged,

having attained the period of human life.

171, a. (from , priv. and , aged), not aged, not

having attained the age of man.

wata, s. (from stil, a pomegranate), a pomegranate.

33, a. (from , priv. and , ceased , incessant, per-

petual.

Wa†45, 4. (from , priv. and ạ , begun), not commenc-

ed, not begun.

wag, s. (from , priv . and t , a commencement), the

want of a beginning; a . destitute of a beginning, exist-

ing from eternity.

tegy, a . (from , priv. and at , fit to be begun) ,

not fit to be begun.

31, s. from atas, not fit to be begun) , an un-

fitness to be begun, the circumstance of not being to be

commenced.

13gdya, s. (from WAITIT, not fit to be begun), an un-

fitness to be begun, the circumstance of not being to

be begun.

watata, a . (from , priv. and tatal, prayer), prayer-

less, ungodly, irreligious.

azt , a. (from , priv. and atât , worthy ofwor-

ship), unworthy of being worshipped, unfit to be ad-

dressed in prayer.

atas, a. (from , priv. and stats, supplicated), not

supplicated, not worshipped.

ata , a. (from , priv. and at , worthy ofworship),

unworthy of being worshipped.

ata , a (from , priv. and 5, mounted on), not mount-

ed upon, not ascended.

atst, s. (from , priv. and at , health), want of

bealth.

I , the imputing of aatata , s. (from , priv. and

thing to another), the non-imputing of a thing to ano-

ther, non-imputation, the not transferring a thing.

ty, a. (from , priv. and at , imputable),

not transferable to another's account, not imputable

to another.

STA1.

watcafes, a. (from , priv. and staffs, imputed), not

imputed to a person , not applied to a person.

watata, s. (from , priv. and art , the mounting upon

a thing), the not ascending, the not mounting upon a

thing ; a. without ascension.

ata , s. (from , priv. and Ed, the mounting up

on any thing), the not ascending a hill, the not mount-

ing a horse or carriage, the not climbing a tree.

ata, s. (from , priv. and , straitness ), a want of

straitness or rectitude, a want of simplicity or ho

nesty.

wath a. (from , priv . and t , wet), not wet, not moist,

dry.

tfs, a. (from , priv. and f´³, wetted), not wetted,

not moistened.

ats, a. (from , priv. and at , excellent), inferior, mean,

base, barbarian.

túfss, s. (from at , bad, and fз , bitter), the name

of a medicinal plant, (Gentiana Cherayta.)

t , a. (from , priv . and I, a support), destitute

ofsupport, not having any thing whereon to depend.

ata , a. (from , priv. and I, idleness , free from

indolence.

att , s. (from a, priv. and at , conversation), taci.

turnity; a. taciturn , unsocial.

atat , a. (from , priv. and tatt , affable), not

affable, not conversible.

ata , a. (from , priv. and tat , conversible), not

affable, not conversible, cynical.

অনালোকন, s. (from স, priv. and অালেকিন, the surveying of

a thing , the not looking at a thing, the not surveying

a thing.

tatt , a. (from , priv. and tatt , surveyable),

not admitting of being surveyed, not surveyable, not

visible, not observable.

atates, a. (from 3, priv . and states, surveyed), un

surveyed, unobserved, unvisited, unexamined by the

eye.

atata, a. (from , prir. and tat , visible), invisible,

not admitting ofbeing surveyed by the eye, not fit to

be looked at.

attats , s. (from , priv. and ts , reflection), want

ofreflection.

wakalay, a. (from , priv . and tatty, worthy of

careful inspection) , not deserving careful inspection, not

fit to be investigated or canvassed, not fit to be des

canted on,
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setcalfes
, a. (from , priv. and stats

, observed
care-

fully , unobserved
, not examined

, unperceived
.

att , a. (from , priv. and ani, capable
of being

examined
, not visible, not admitting

of examination

by the eye, not admitting
of being descanted

upon,

unfit to be examined
or descanted

on.

, s. (from , prir. and tt, destruction) , the absence

of destruction ; a. harmless.

atte, a. (from a, priv. and atte, destroying), harmless ,

uninjurious.

wattæ31, s. (from It , harmless), harmlessness , uninju-

riousness.

at , s. (from , not destructive), harmlessness,

uninjuriousness.

WI17, s. (from , priv. and at , destruction), the not pe-

rishing, the absence of destruction, the continuance of

a thing.

watig, a. (from , priv. and at , destructible) , inde-

structible.

, s. (from , priv. and fl , a benediction), the

absence of a benediction, the not pronouncing of a

blessing.

Gattúl, a. (from a, priv . and tæɗ , su»prizing), not asto-

nishing, common.

at , a. (from , priv. and I, perishable,, imperisha

ble, indestructible.

, s . (from , imperishable), imperishableness.

, s. (from at , imperishable), imperishableness.

aathal, a. (from , priv. and f , engaging in a pro-

fession), not taking up with either ofthe four profess i-

ons to which Hindoos are obliged by the Shastra.

, s. (from , priv. and t , a refuge), the want of

an asylum ; a . destitute of an asylum.

atet, a. (from , priv. and , dependent), not de-

pending on another, not inhering in a thing, not adher-

ing to a thing or person.

Gaths, ɑ. (from , priv. and as, resorted to) , not

trusting in, not resorting to an asylum, not dependent

on.

f , a. (from , priv. and at , encouraged), un-

encouraged, not animated to hope.

sate, a. (from a, priv. and art , encouraged), not en-

couraged, not animated to hope.

ta, a. (from , priv. and , encouragement) ,

hopeless, cheerless , desponding ; s . despondency, hope-

lessness.

at , a. (from a, priv. and at , capable of encou

QTY.

ragement), incapable of hope, not capable of being en-

.couraged or animated.

ta , a. (from a, priv . and at , attached to), not at-

tached to, not devoted to, not enamoured with.

ta , a. (from wat , not attached to, and , the

mind , indifferent, not having the heart engaged or fix-

ed on a thing.

ta, a. (from a, priv. and at , declined), not declined,

not come to a close.

atfaa, a. (from a, priv. and atfæi, a nose), noseless.

afe , a. (from , priv. and af , an atheist), not athe-

istical, free from atheists.

Ital , 8. ( from ¤, priv. and at , confidence), increduli

ty, want of confidence.

অনাস্থাপযুক্ত, a. ( fromঅনাস্থা, incredulty, and পুযুক্ত , caused by),

caused by or arising from incredulity ; ad. for or be

cause of incredulity.

att , a. (from , priv . and af , continuing in a

situation), diffident, not firmly fixed in a set of princi

ples.

f , a. (from a, priv. and af , confidence) , incre.

dulous.

, u. (from a, priv. and a , credible), incredible,

not fit to be depended on, not fit to be confided in .

WINTIG1 , 8. (from 7 , incredible), incredibility, an un-

fitness to be depended on.

at , 8. (from at , incredible , incredibility, an un-

fitness to be depended on.

satt , a. (from , priv. and at , relish) , void of re-

lish, tasteless, insipid ; s. the want of taste, insipid-

ness .

attat , a. (from , priv. and , admitting of

being tasted), incapable of being tasted, unfit to be

tasted, tasteless, insipid .

tatas, a. (from , prir. and fas, tasted), untasted,

not relished.

tt , a. (from , priv . and , relish), tasteless , in-

sipid.

att , a. (from , priv. and T , admitting of being

tasted), incapable of being tasted , unfit to be tasted,

tasteless, insipid ,

t , a. (from a, priv. and at , smitten) , unbleached,

useless, irrelevant, not smitten ; s . the breast.

watata, a. (from ¤, priv. and txt?,food), fasting, abstain.

ing from food ; s. abstinence.

at , a. (from , priv, and txt , feeding), not feed-

ing, fasting.
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Entetasi, 8. (from wateta, fasting), abstinence.

I , s. (from att ,fasting), abstinence.

caizens, a. (from safety, a living without food, and

qu*, caused by), caused by or arising from not taking

food ; ad. from or because of not taking food.

eaters , a. (from a, priv. and af , feeding), fasting,

living without food.

zatú, a. (from a, priv. and attur, fit to be collected),

not fit to be collected, not worthy of being collected .

Gatz, a. (from a, priv. and atg , invited), uncalled , un-

invited.

, s. from , priv. and atta, joy), joylessness, gloom;

a. joyless, gloomy.

antity, a. (from , priv. and ttts, capable ofbe-

ing made to rejoice), incapable of being exhilarated.

watzifas, a . (from a, priv. and at , joy) , unpleased,

not gratified, not made to rejoice.

aigla, s. (from , priv, and wit , a call), the absence or

non existence of a call or invitation ; a. having no call

or invitation.

f:* , . (from ¤,priv. and fr * ,fearless), not fearless,

not free from danger or alarm.

afa:4$714, a. (from , priv. and fi:*$*1ª, incapable of||

fear), not inaccessible to fear or alarm .

af: a. (from a, priv. and fat , silent , not silent,

noisy.

fa, a. (from , priv. and fama, unreserved), making

or admitting of some reserve.

af , a. (from , priv. and fat , breath), breathless ;

s. the want of breath.

farak, a. (from a, priv. and fa:, without society), not be.

reft of society, not lonely.

ufi: a, a. (from , priv. and fi:, silent) , not silent, noisy.

sfixt, a. (from a, priv. and fiæt, vicinity), distant.

sfasts, a. (from , priv. and fases, mal-treated) , not

treated with severity, not mal-treated .

sfag , a. (from , priv. and fast , severe treatmen!), not

acting severely, not rejecting, not repelling, not perse-

cuting ; s. the not treating another ill.

afast , a. (from a, priv. and fast , deserving ofill-treat-

ment), undeserving of ill-treatment.

afika, a. (from , priv. and , moving), immoveable.

af , a. (from ™, priv. and T¹, will), averse, involuntary,

unwilling, reluctant, indifferent.

af , s. (from , priv. and at, will), disrelish, aversion,

the circumstance of having no desire towards an ob-

ject, reluctance,

aff.

fi , a. (from , priv. and F , desirous), averse, not de

sirous, indifferent.

afi , a . (from a, priv. and ₹5, willing) , averse, unwill--

ing, indifferent.

af43, a. (from , priv. and f43, own), not one's own, un ·

appropriated.

afists, a. (from a, priv. and fists, real), ineffectual, un

important, not real.

afi , a. (from a, priv. and fa , eternal), temporary, fu

gitive, transitory.

afðð31, s. (from ſ , temporary), temporariness, transi-

toriness..

.
অনিত্যতাৰাদী, a. (from অনিত্যতা, temporariness, and বাদি

speaking), declaring or maintaining that a thing is not

eternal.

af , s. (from , priv. and f37, temporary), tempora

riness, transitoriness.

aft; s. (from a , temporary, and , a form), tem

porariness.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fan , an example), not

warranted by an example, unprecedented, unexam

pled.

fat , a . (from , priv. and fanfÃ¤, admitting 'fil- -

lustration by a simile), not capable of being elucidated

by a simile, or example.

afiffs, a. (from , priv. and fa¤f*5, elucidated by a siª ·

mile), not elucidated by a simile, or example.

fan, a. (from , priv. and fit, sleep), sleepless, watch .

ful.

f , a. (from , priv. and fat, sleep), want of sleep,

wakefulness.

afat , a. (from , priv. and fat , sleepy), not drowsy,

watchful.

wffs, a . (from priv. and faf3, asleep), not asleep,

watching.

afa , a. (from , priv. and fi , contempt), uncontemned,

respectable.

afine, a. (from a, priv. and fñ ; reproaching), not cen-

suring or reproaching, void of scorners, free from per-

sons who contemn others.

afanity, a. (from , priv. and fay, contemptible), irre-

proachable, not despicable, not contemptible, respect

able, passable, not censurable.

afimifg31, s. (from af , respectable), irreproachable-

ness, respectability, passableness.

afami¶, 8. (from a respetable), irreproachable

ness, respectability, passableness.
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, s. (from a, priv. and fit, reproach), the absence

of reproach or contempt.

afat , a. (from a, priv. and f , deserving of re-

proach), undeserving of reproach or contempt.

fafu , ɑ. (from , priv. and faf , contemned), not des

pised, not censured.

fw, a. (from a, priv. and fa , contemptible), irreproach-

able, not to be despised, not contemptible, not cen-

surable.

afwo , s. (from , not contemptible), irreproacha-

bleness, respectability, passableness .

afwa, s. (from af , not contemptible), irreproachable-

ness, respectability, passableness .

, a. (from , priv. and fit , an anomaly), free

from anomalies, not anomalous.

fd, a. (from , priv , and f , eminent), not eminent,

awkward, bungling.

f1, s. (from fat , awkward , awkwardness.

f , s. (from , awkward,, awkwardness ,

afi , a, (from , priv. and , desirous to obtain), not

covetous, not desirous to obtain, not greedy.

afata, a. (from a, priv. and fats, prevention), unpre-

vented, constant.

fata , a. (from , priv. and fate, resisting), unresist ,

ing, unopposing.

afa , s . (from a, priv. and fat , hinderance), that

which is not an hinderance ; a. free from obstruction .

fat , a. (from , priv. and fat , resistible), irre-

sistible.

fata , a. (from , priv. and ff , hindered), not

hindered, not resisted .

fit , a. (from , priv. and fatur, re:istible), irresisti

ble.

aftúfs, s. (from faziú , irresistible, and s³, motion),

irresistible motion, an irresistible course of action ; a.

irresistible in its motion or course.

afaatnast, s. (from fat , irresistible, and cast, velocity),

irresistible velocity ; a . irresistible in its velocity or force.

fatú , s. (from faz , irresistible), irresistibleness .

afat , s. (from ftatu, irresistible), irresistibleness.

fifa , a. (from , priv , and fifa , engaged in), not en-

gaged in, not devoted to a particular pursuit,

fafos, a. (from , priv. and fiffe, having the

heart engaged), not having the heart engaged in a pur-

suit.

fax, a. (from , priv . and ffs, a cause), causeless ; s.

the absence of a cause.

JM .

afficæ, a. (from , priv. and fafiæ, arisingfrom some

cause), not arising from a cause, uncaused, casual.

fafa1, s. (from affis , uncaused), uncausedness.

অনিমিত্তকত্ব, s . (from অনিমিত্তক, uncaused , uncausedness.

fift , ad. (from , priv. and fifa , a cause), from the

absence or want of a cause, gratuitously.

affa , a. (from a, priv. and fafax, a wink), unwinking,

steadfast in viewing a thing, vigilant.

afafia, ad. (loc. case of off ), vigilantly, narrowly,

closely, (applied to looking.)

afia , a. (from ™, priv. and fata, a wink), unwinking.

fa, a. (from , priv. and fa , deep), not deep, not de-

pressed.

afay³, ɑ. (from , priv. and fg , to cease), incessant, per-

petual, constant, not resolved upon, unfixed, undeter

mined, not regulated, not controuled .

ys, a. (from , prir. and fans, curbed), uncurbed,

unbridled, unrestrained .

, a. (from , priv. and fa , a regulation), irregular,

undetermined ; s. the absence of a rule.

1, s. (from fa, irregular), irregularity, the not

being under any fixed laws.

afiga , s. (from faga, irregular), irregularity, the not

being under any fixed laws .

affas, a. (from , priv. and fifa , regulated , not

regulated, not determined .

afaytax, ɑ. (from , priv. and faytäæ, a regulating pow-

er), not subject to fixed laws, under no controul, hav-

ing no director or regulator.

afas, a. (from a, priv. and f , appointed), uncommis-

sioned, not appointed to an office.

facts, s. (from , priv. and fast, an appointment) , the

want of a command or appointment ; a. having no ap-

pointment, uncommissioned .

afas, a. (from , priv. and fats, commissioned),

uncommissioned, not appointed to a particular work or

office, not commissioned .

fat , a. (from , priv. and fat , fit to be commissi

oned), unfit to be commissioned or appointed to a parti-

cular work or office.

fi , a. (from , priv. and fa , incessant), not inces-

sant, interrupted, temporary.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fag , useless), not useless, not

ineffectual, useful, effectual.

fa , a. (from , priv. and faf , useless), not useless,

not ineffectual, useful, effectual.

afiz , u. (from , priv. and f-38, desisted), not having des
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sisted, not being stopped in an undertaking, not dis-

couraged.

afartaza, s. (from , priv. and fat , the expelling aper-

sonfrom a place) , non-expulsion, the not driving a per-

son away, the non-rejection or not disallowing of a

thing ; a. not liable to expulsion or rejection.

afiatēts, «. (from ¬, priv. and fagtata, incorporeal), not

incorporeal, corporeal.

afaxtæg, a. (from ≈, priv. and fiatæ , expelled), not expel-

led, not driven away, not removed, not set aside, not

rejected, not disallowed.

fastas, s. (from , prir. and fastofs , rejection), non-ex-

pulsion, non-rejection, the not disallowing of a thing ;

also, the want or absence of incorporeity, the having a

form or shape.

fiat , a. (from , priv. and faart, desponding), not dis-

couraged, not desponding, not hopeless.

fa , a. from , priv. and f , described), undescrib-

ed, undefined.

f , a. (from , prir. and , restrained), unrestrain-

ed, unconfined ; s . in mythology the name of arenowned

person, the son of Prudyoomna, and husband of Oosha.

ad, s. (from , priv. andfad, the prescribing ofa

thing) , the not prescribing of a thing, the not deter-

mining or fixing upon a time or circumstance, the not

ascertaining of a thing,

1 , (from , prie. and fast , fit to be esta

blished , unfit or improper to be prescribed, or to be

fixed on, unfit to be settled or ascertained .

<f₁ady, a. (from ¬, priv. and fatty,fit to be establish-

e ). undefinable, not ascertainable, unfit or improper

to be prescribed as right, or to be fixed on as expedi-

ent, unfit or impossible to be settled or ascertained .

ffts, a (from , priv. and f , settled), not fixed

upon, not settled, not prescribed, not ascertained, not

defined.

f1D, a. (from , priv. and fa * ascertainable) , not as-

certainable, not definable, incapable of being settled

or determined .

hd, a. (from , priv. and fat , in the way of

bring ascertained), not in the way of being ascertained

or determined .

, . (from , priv. and facta, obstruction), freedom

from obstruction or restraint ; a . free from obstruction

or restraint.

afo, a. (from ≈, priv. and fis³, gone forth , not gone

forth . not procceded from.

অনি

, s. (from a, prie. and fis , an issue or outlet), the

absence of an issue or outlet, the not going forth, the

not proceeding from a circumstance or place ; a . desti-

tute of an issue or outlet.

afasa , s. (from , priv. and fasí , a geingfor h), the not

going out from a place, the not proceeding from a per-

son or thing.

afastar, a. (from , prir. and fastar, capable ofgoingforth ,

incapable of going forth from a place or of proceeding

from a person or circumstance.

afaga , a. (from a, priv. and f , uninhabited , not unin-

habited, not desolate, not desert, not solitary, not lone-

ly.

, s. (from , priv. and fad , the ascertaining of a

thing), a want of certainty, a want of decision upon

any point ; a. not certain, not fixed on, not determin-

ed.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fat , capable of being

settled), undecidable, not capable of being decided or

settled.

afts, a. (from a, priv. and fats, ascertained , unascer-

tained, not decided, not resolved upon, not determin-

ed.

afat , a. (from , priv. and fatsar, capable ofbeing

settled), undecidable, not capable of being decided or

settled.

afy, a. (from , priv. and frig, capable ofbeing set-

tled), undecidable, not capable ofbeing decided or set-

tled .

aff , a. (from a, priv. and fa , commanded , uncom

manded, not enjoined.

af , s. (from , pric. and fit, a command), the ab-

sence of a command or injunction ; a. destitute ofpre-

cepts or injunctions.

fa , a. from ¤, priv. and fau , ft to be enjoined), un-

fit to be enjoined or commanded.

fata , s. (from ,priv. and fata, the settling of a bar.

gain), the not making a contract, the non - comfirmation

of a thing, the not ratifying of an act, the not bargain-

ing or covenanting about a thing.

affas, a. from , priv. and f , coveninted) , not

covenanted, not bargained, not fixed upon, not settled,

not ratified, not confirmed , not contracted for.

afat , a. (from , priv. and f , fit to be bargained

for), unfit to be resolved on, unfit to be contracted or

bargained for, unfit to be confirmed or settled , unfit to

be ratified.
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afts , s. (from ¤, priv. and fia̸57, an assertion), the not

asserting of a thing.

afity, a. (from , priv. and fit , describable) , inde-

scribable, indefinable, improper to be described or de-

fined.

td, s. (from , priv. and fata, extinction), non -extinc-

tion, the not being dead to or liberated from all the ap-

pendages of spirit ; a. unextinct, not extinguished.

af , s. (from , priv . and fit , a sufficiency), a defect

of those supplies which are necessary to the accom-

plishment of an undertaking, a deficiency of the ne-

cessaries of life, want, indigence, need ; a. destitute of

a sufficiency, destitute of a competency.

aftatcæ, a. (from a, priv. and fit , supplying), not sup-

plying, not providing ; s. one who does not provide for

his family.

afts1 s. (from fate, not providing , the circum-

stance ofnot providing supplies.

a , s. (from a , no providing , the circum-

stance of not providing supplies.

fit , a. (from , priv. and fat51, suppliable), not ob-

tainable as supplies or necessaries for the accomplish.

ment ofan undertaking or purpose.

fiffa, a. (from , priv. and fafta , disgusted), not disgust-

ed, not disinclined, indifferent, needy, destitute ofne.

cessaries.

afti, s. (from fa, not disinclined to), the circum-

stance of being disinclined to, or indifferent about a

thing ; want, need.

afafra , s. (from fif , not disinclined to), the circum-

stance of not being disinclined to or indifferent about

a thing ; want, need.

afiths, 8. (from I, priv. and faæfs, a sufficiency) , the want

of sufficient supplies or means to accomplish a work ;

indigence, want, need.

asks , a. (from a, priv. and fisд, much, strong), not ex-

cessive, not forcible, slight, light.

afiám, &. (from a, priv. and fax , pure), impure, turbid,

opake.

fata, s. (from , priv. and fixta, a making), the not

making of a thing, the not fabricating of a thing.

afaffs, a. (from , priv. and faffs, made), not made, not

fabricated, not manufactured.

afia, ɑ. (from w , to breathe), the wind.

famy, s. (from , priv. and far, a residence`, the want of

a residence ; a. desitute of a residence.

afia , s. (from , priv. and faga, absorption), non-ab-

অনি,

sorption, non-dissolution ; a. defenceless, destitute, un-

protected.

afat, a. (from a, priv. and fat , a night), nightless, inces

sant, continual, perpetual.

afy, s. (from a, priv. and fat , certainly), want of cer-

tainty, uncertainty ; a. uncertain.

aff , a. (from , pric. and fift3, ascertained), unascer-

tained, undecided , undetermined .

afafuit, a. (from faf3, unascar'ained, and☎ą, work),

following no settled employ, of no certain professi-

on.

afafsætú, a. (from faf3, unascertained, and at , an

undertaking), having no settled way of life ; s. an un-

defined undertaking.

afaf3 , s. (from faf , unascertained, and T , athing),

a thing which is not ascertained ; a. of an unascertain

ed substance,

অনিশ্চিতশাস্ত্রার্থ, a. ( from অনিশ্চিত , unascert id and শাস্ত্রার্থ,

the object of a writing), uncertain or undetermined

respecting the meaning or object of a writing, or ¡es-

pecting the object of a science.

uff 85 , a. (from sfafts , unasc rlained , and st , ổn le

ject), of an unascertained scope, tendency, or import.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fafa prolibited , not prohi

bited, unforbidden.

afiat, s. (from ¤, priv. and fata↑, a prohibition), a non-

prohibition ; a. free from prohibition.

fax , a. (from a, priv. and fax , clear), not plain, not

clear, uncertain.

fax, a. (from , priv: and , desired), undesired, omi-

nous, evil.

afie , a. (from , undesired, and , to do), occasi-

oning evil, bringing ill-luck.

af , s. (from f , undesired, and a doer), an

evil agent, one who procures evil to another.

af , s. (from af , undesired, and , a work), an

unlucky action, an ominous act.

afaxææ, u. (from af , undesired, and ta , causing),

producing evil, causing evil, occasioning ill-luck.

অনিষ্টকারী , s . ( from অনিষ্ট, undesired, and কারিন, causing ),

causing evil, occasioning evil to another.

afavatú, s. (from af , undesired, and at , an under-
' ,

taking), an unlucky undertaking or action.

f1, s. (from f , undesired, and fg , an action),

an unlucky action.

fr , s. (from , undesired, and , a planet), an

evil planet.
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sfa , s. (from af , undesired, and 581 , reflection) ,

meditation or practice which procures evil to others.

effose, a. (from fa , undesired, and fs , thinking ,

anxious for the evil of another, meditating the evil of

others.

affo , s. (from , undesired, and fo , the think-

ing anxiously on a thing), a meditating or contriving

the evil of another.

fa8881, 8. (from af , undesirable, and fool , anxiety),

anxiety to do evil.

fa , s. (from af , undesired, and c , exertion),

the labouring to do a thing which will injure another.

afiume, ɑ. (from fx, undesirable, and FIE, produc-

ing , producing evil, occasioning evil.

afata, s. (from af , undesired, and t , knowledge),

a knowledge of things ominous, an ominous idea.

অনিষ্ঠজ্ঞাপক, a . (from অনিষ্ঠ , undesired , and জ্ঞাপক, making

known , disclosing what is evil or ominous, boding,

ominous, indicating evil.

ofdata, &. (from fa , undesired, and 7, a making

known), a foreboding, the indicating of evil.

fa from , undesired, and f , shewing),

boding, foreboding, ominous, indicating evil.

fa , s (from af , undesired, and fa, a view), a

foreboding, a view of some unwelcome event.

17, s . (from fa , undesired, and at , a giving), the

giving ofan undesired thing.

afavaty , a. (from fa , undesired, and pæ, giving ),

giving that which is unwelcome or hurtful.

aft , s. (from fa , und sired, and , destruction),

the removal or prevention of unwelcome or hurtful

things.

alautuaz, o. 'from fa , undesired, and ñ☎, destroy-

ing , removing an evil, averting an impending evil.

afa , a. (from fa , undesired, and fa , destruc-

tire , removing or preventing unwelcome or hurtful

things.

, s. (from , undesired, and t , destruction),

the preventing of, or finding a remedy for an impending

evil.

ofadatde, n . (from fa , undesired, and t☎, destroy-

ing), destructive to impending evil, preventive of

evil.

afats, s. (from af , undesired, and at , gain), the

obtaining of something unwelcome.

fa 1, s. (from fa , undesired, and 1, fear), fear of

in pencing evil, fear of evil, a foreboding of evil.

oft.

vatte, a. (from af , un lesired, and t , accom-

plishing), effecting that which is unwelcome to others.

afayatta, s. (from , undesired, and ¤87, a means),

a means of evil, an instrument of evil to another per-

son.

af , a . (from af , undesired, and , making

known), indicative of evil, ominous, foreboding.

1 , s. (from af , undesired, and 51, a making

known), an intimation of something unwelcome, a fore-

boding.

অনিষ্ঠাননুৱন্ধীৰ্ষ সাধনত্ব , s. ( from অনিষ্ট, undesired , সনু ,ি ৫

want of connection , and wat , the means ofaccom-

plishing a desirable thing`, the circumstance of a person

or thing which accomplishes good or desirable things

being unconnected with or unable to effect evil things.

1 , s. (from , priv. and f1, steadfastness ' , unstead-

fastness, want of establishment in the principles of

any science, a want of steadiness in practice.

f , a . (from , priv. and fa , cruel) , not cruel, hu-

mane, not hard-hearted .

31, 8. (from fag, tender-hearted), tender-hearted-

uess, humanity.

a ,, s. (from 3, tender- hearted , tender-hearted-

ness, humanity.

sfats, a . (from , priv. and fax , eminent), not emi-

nent in a profession, awkward, bungling.

, a. (from , prep. and fag , decocted), not decoct-

ed.

afaaf , s. (from a, priv. and ffs, completion), the not

completing of a work, the notaccomplishing of an un-

dertaking.

f , a. (from , priv . and fa, completel) , not com-

pleted, not accomplished, unfinished, not p rfected .

&fägtkæ, a. (from ™, priv . and fiat , effecting,, not ef-

fecting, not accomplishing, not completing.

31, s. (from fat , not effecting), the circum-

stance of not effecting or accomplishing a thing.

, s. (from fat , not effecting , the circum-

stance of not effecting or accomplishing a thing.

অনিম্নাদন,af , s . (from , priv. and fata , the effecting if a

thing), the not affecting or accomplishing of a thing.

figtasty, a. (from a, priv. and fogtasty, accomplishable),

unaccomplishable.

tfüs, a. (from , priv. andfans, brought to a desir

ed issue), not effected , not accomplished.

aft , a. (from a, prio, and fagt , accomplishable), yn-

accomplishable.

Q2
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fa. (from , priv . and fa , ineffectual), not fruit-

less, not ineffectual.

fast, a. (from a, priv. and f , the natural state ofthe

mind), unnatural, excited or depressed ; s. an unnatural

state of the mind.

, a. (from faf, en unnatural s'a'e of the mind,

and , to be produced), arising from an unnatural or

perturbed state of the mind.

af , s. (from , priv. and f , sound , silence ; a. si-

lent.

offs, a. (from , priv. and ff3, sound), not uttered,

not audible.

fa , s. (from , priv. and fET, a denial , the not deny-

ing of a thing, the not concealing the knowledge of a

thing.

af 3, a . (from , priv. and fi₹3, concealed), not denied,

not concealed, acknowledged, open.

অনিহোতা , ৪. (from স, priv. and নিহোত্, one who desires his

knowledge of a circumstance), one who does not deny

a thing, one who does not conceal his knowledge of a

fact.

ade, s. (from a, prep. and t, to take), an army, forees.

et , 7. (from , priv. and tt, resembling), not re-

sembling, unlike, unparalleled.

wife , s. (from ¤, priv. and at, to take), an army, forces.

is, a. (from a, priv. and as, low , not low, not base.

its:, ad. (from a, priv. and to , with a low voice), not

with a low voice, not in a low manner.

13, a. (from . priv. and

fs, s. (from a, priv. and

rality, a violation of right.

ifs , a. (from . priv . and af , doing right), not

acting right, unjust, unrighteous.

3, taken , not taken.

fs, justice), injustice, immo-

অনীতিকারক, a. (from অনীতি, injustice, and কারক, causing),

acting unjustly, acting wrong.

অনীতিকারী, a. (from অনীতি, injustice, and কারিন, doing,

ing unjustly, acting unrighteously, doing wrong.

do-

, a. (from , injustice, and , eminent),

eminent in unrighteousness or injustice.

ife , a. (from , priv. and af , acquainted with what

is right), unacquainted with what is right or just.

, a. (from , priv. and , thus), not thus, unlike,

dissimilar.

, a. (from , priv. and , water), destitute of wa-

ter.

জনীৰ্ঘ্য,, a. (from a, priv. and ar, envy , not envious, not

nalicious, not spiteful.

a ', s. (from a, priv. and an , envy), not envy, that

which is not envy.`

, a. (from , priv. and , blue or black), not blue,

white.

, a. (from a, priv. and * , a lord), destitute of right

or authority, subject, dependent.

ana, s. (from a, priv. and I, God), that which is not

God.

, s. (from , the non-existence ofGod) , the cir

cumstance ofthere being no God, atheism .

wala , 8. (from , the non-existence ofGod, and

, a speech), a profession of atheism.

td , a. (from , priv. and I , pious), athe-

istical, ungodly, impious, prophane.

ata, s. (from , the non-existence of God,

and fat , a proving), the maintaining or proving of

the non-existence of God, the defence of atheism .

aatu, s. (from , the non-existence of God, and

Tu, a word , atheism, atheistical sentiments.

t , a. (from , the non-existence ofGod, and

fu , saying), denying the existence of God ; s . an

atheist.

as , a. (from A, priv. and 1 , to act), inactive, careless,

indolent.

wit , a. (from , priv. and fata, cold), not cold , mild..

fs, a. (from , priv. and 3, endeavoured), not en-

gaged in, not endeavoured .

, a preposition used only in composition ; it usually

conveys the idea offollowing, following upon, conse-

quent, according to .

, 8. (from prep. and , to tremble) , pity, com-

passion, tenderness, commiseration .

wazaifas, a. (from ), compassion, and fas, pos-

sessed of, compassionate, tender-hearted, sympathiz

ing.

, a. (from a , compassion, and t, a form),

identically the same as mercy or compassion, consist-

ing of mercy or compassion..

, a. (from a , compassion, and , identi

cal , identically the same as mercy or compassion, con-

sisting of mercy or compassion.

fs, a. (from , prep. and fus, agitated), affected

with pity.

ad, s. (from a , prep. and , a doing), an imitation ; a.

imitative.

VITIATITI, 8. (from TIF , în imi'ation, and ☎†ÃI, a word),

a sentence repeated after another person, an imitative

sentence, a mimickry ofwords.
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, s. (from , an imilation, and , a sound ',

an imitative sound.

74 , s. (from , prep. and 8, to draw), the bottom of

a carriage, the axle-tree of a carriage.

ad, s. (from prep. and , to draw lines), a draw-

ing, attraction, the including in a following precept or

axiom what was mentioned in a preceding one.

8. (from prep. and to act), a secondary in-

junction, a consequential step or measure, an action

arising out of a preceding measure.

31, s. (from , a consequent act), the circum-

stance of being a consequent act or measure.

WWII, s. (from WITH, a consequent act), the circumstance

of being a consequent act or measure.

MEI, 8. (from 7 prep. and , to do), an imitation.

1st, a. from , prep. and , to do , imitating, act-

ing in consequence of some circumstance .

, a . (from prep. and , to skreen), coinciding,

friendly to, operating on the same side, assisting, act-

ing in concert with.

43 , 8. from , assisting), the circumstance of as-

sisting or being favourable to the operations or designs.

ofa person, a coincidence, a being in concert, a concert.

13 , s. (from 1 , concert, and wigzd, conduct ,

conduct which is in concert with any one's wish, or

with a particular plan , an acting in coincidence with a

plan, the acting in concert with a person.

, s. (from , ein iding , a coincidence, a con-

end.
cert, an agreement, a tendency to the same

, s. (from , favourable, and y, the wind),

a fair or favourable wind.

অনুকূলাচরণ , s . ( from অনুকূল, favourable, and আচরণ , conduct),

favourable conduct, conduct which conduces to the for-

warding of a person's views, assistance, the acting in

concert with a person.

35, a. (from , priv. and 8 , spoken), not spoken, not

mentioned, unsaid,

safe, s. (from , priv. and sf , speech), not an expressi-

on, not a word, an improper expression.

25, a. (from I, prep. and TT6, a saw),' ,

tated .

serrated, den-

. (from prep. and , to step , a succession,

order, a method, a series.

fa , s . (from , prep, and , to step , the index of

a book, a table of contents.

, 8. (from , prep. and , to emit sound) , ten-

derness, compassion, pity.

37.

d, ad. (from , prep. and F , an instant), at every

instant, perpetually, continually.

wauta, s. (from A, prep. and at , an inlet or bay), a creek.

, a. (from prep. and sta, to go), following, suc.

ceeding.

WAG, a. (from a , prep. and sta, to go), gone after a per-

son, dependent on a person, attached to.

ttt, s. (from 3, devoted to, and † , destructi-

on) , the ruin of a person who is attached to a person's

interests.

অনুগতনাশক, a. ( from অনুগত, devoted to, and নাশক, destruc-

tive , destructive to those who are attached to a per.

son's interests or devoted to his party.

অনুগতপালক, a. (from অনুগত, devoted to, and পালক, maintain-

ing) maintaining those who are attached to one's inter-

ests or devoted to one's party.

অনুগতপালকতা , s. (from অনুগতপালক, supporting a devoted

friend), the supporting of those who are attached to

our interests or devoted to our party.

জগতপালকত্ব , ৪. (from অনুগতপালক, supporting a devoted

friend, the supporting of those who are attached to

our interests, or devoted to our party.

অনুগতপুতিপালক, a. (from অনুগত, devoted to, and প্রতিপালক,

supporting), supporting or nourishing those who are

attached to our interests, or devoted to our party.

অনুগতপ্রতিপালকতা, s (from অনুগতপুতিপালক, supporting a dea

voted friend), the supporting or maintaining of those

who are attached to our interests, or devoted to our

party.

অনুগতপুতিপালকত্ব , ৪. (from অনুন্নতপ্রতিপালক, supporting a dea

voted friend), the supporting or maintaining of those

who are attached to our interests, or devoted to our

party.

অনুগতপুতিপালন , ৪. (from অনুগ , devoted to and প্রতিপালন, ৫

nourishing , the nourishing of those who are attached

to our party, or devoted to our interests .

GASTE, a. (from 3, devoted to, and a̸ , increas-

ing), increasing the number of those who are devoted

to our interests, promoting those who are devoted to

our interest.

, a. (from
3, devoted to, and a , grinding ,

grinding, pressing, or afflicting those who are devoted

to our interest ; s. a person who oppresses or afflicts

those who are devoted to him.

, s . (from 3, devoted to, and a , a rubbing,

or grinding) , the grinding or oppressing of those who

are dependent upon, or attached to us.
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Is5.HP, a. (from 3, devoted to, and 3 , preserv

ing), preserving or protecting those who are attached

to our interests or devoted to our party.

Ist , s. (from , devoted to, and a , the preserv-

ing of a thing , the preserving or protecting of such as

are attached to our interests or devoted to our party.

WISIAH , s. (from 3 , devoted to, and i, preservation),

the preservation or protection of those who are attach-

ed to our interests or devoted to our party.

asa, s. (from . prop. and sta, to go), a following, a

consequence.

WISAI, 8, (from , prep. and sta , a going) , the follow-

ing ofa person, the act of a woman's burning herself on

the funeral pile of her husband.

star, a. (from a , prep. and stæ , fit to be gone), fit or

deserving ofbeing followed.

অনুগামিতা , s . ( from অনুগামিন, following), the circumstance

of following a person , devotedness to any one's inter-

ests, the imitation of a person's conduct.

, s. (from following ), the circumstance of

following a person, devotedness to the interests of a

person, the imitation ofa person's conduct.

ta. from 7, prep and sta, to go), following, conse-

quent upon, devoted to , imitating, servile.

Cæfið, a. (from 7, prep. and H , to receive), favoured,

honoured.

7. (from , priv. and 3 , hot), not passionate, not ir-

rascible, cool.

8. (from , prep. and , to take), grace, favour,

kindness.

, s. (from , favour, and 4, a doing), the

shewing of favour.

অনুগ্রহকরণক, a. (from অনুগ্রহ favour, and করণ , instrumental

canse), accomplished by grace or favour.

anggan, s. (from E, favour, and , an agent), one

who is gracious or shews favour.

7
Gasgætṛe, a. (hom , favour, and tae , causing),

shewing favour, gracious ; s. one who shews favour.

GE , a. (from .favour, and fa , doing , shew-

ing favour, gracious.

অনুগ্রহজন্য , a. ( from অগ্রহ favour , and জন্য, producible),

produced by or arising from grace or favour.

ASH , al. (loc. case of

grace or favour.

), for the purpose of

অনুগ্রহনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অনুগ্রহ, favour, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from grace or favour; ad. from

or because of grace or favour.

30

অনুগ্রহদিমিত্তে, ad. (from অনুগ্রহ , favour , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of race or favour.

, a. (from , favour, and , preceding),

arising from or preceded by favour.

HF, a. (from I , fav ur, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from grace or favour ; ad. from

or because of grace or favour.

1 , ad. (from

without grace or favour.

, favour, and f , without),

gefeftas, a. (from , favour, and fafts, possessed

of), gracious, kind, favourable .

অনুগ্রহৰাতিরিক্ত , a. (from অনুগ্রহ , favour, and স্থাতিরিক্ত , except-

ed), grace or favour excepted .

অগ্ৰহতিয়েক, s . ( from অনুগ্রহ favour, and জাতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of grace or favour.

অনুগ্রহ।তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অবডিরেক), with theex-

ception of grace or favour, without grace or favour.

GALITF, a. (from I , favour, and TF, joined to), con

nected with grace or favour, gracious, kind.

FINITIE, a. (from , favour, and (TT, u cause`, caus-

ed by or arising from grace or favour ; ad. from or be-

cause of grace or favour.

tag , s. (from , favour, and stats , desire), a

desire ofgrace or favour.

getøtfag, a. (from I ,favour, and f§³, desired),

desirous of favour.

অনুগ্রহণকায়ী , a. ( from অনুগ্রহ favour, and আকানি , d.sirous),

desirous of grace or favour.

অনুগ্রহাচরণ , s. ( from অনুগ্রহ, favour, and আচরণ, conduct), gra-

cious conduct, kindness.

অনুগ্রহান্বিত, a. ( from অনুগ্রহ favour , and অন্বিত, connect.ed

with, connected with grace or favour, gracious, kiad.

Et, a. (from , favour, and f desirous , de-

sirous of grace or favour.

4816

86

, 7.a. (from prep. and , to accept), fit to be

the object o favour or grace, acceptable.

, a. (from , prep, and , to receive), gracious,

kid, favourable.

31, 8. (from te, gracious ) , graciousness, kind-

ness, favourableness .

, s. (from 37 , gracious), graciousness, kind-

ness, favourableness .

a. (from 7, prep, and g , to receive), gracious,

kind, favourable.

xt , a. (from no prep, and 9 , to accept), proper to be

the object offavour, acceptable, deserving of favour.

་I, 8. Tom W , prep, and 6 , to go), an attendant, a fol-

lower.
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fas, a. (from , prep. and o , to go) , followed, at-

tended .

wki, a. (from a , prep. and g, to move), attending,

following.

fss, a. (from , priv. and sfts, proper), unfit, improper.

afe , s . (from 163, improper), unfitness, impropriety.

3, a. (from ™, priv. and 83, high), not high, low, humble,

lowly.

31, 8. (from , low), lowness, lowliness, humility.

, 8. (from g, low), lowness, lowliness, humility.

TIG, a. (hom , priv. and 88fg³, pronounced), not pro-

nounced, not divulged.

& i , s. (from &, priv. and 88ta, pronunciation), silence, a

defect in pronunciation.

14, s. (from a, priv. and sgtad, a pronouncing), áon-

pronunciation, a defect in pronunciation.

tale, a. from a, priv. and stay, enuncible), not pro-

nuncible, not enuucible, unutterable.

"IztIe, a. (from a, priv. and Egifs, pronounced), not

pronounced, not uttered, not spoken.

sagt , a. (from a, pris, and egła , capable of being pro-

nounced , incapable of being pronounced, unutterable.

td, a. (from , priv. and state, in the act ofbe-

ingpronounced), not under pronunciation.

, ad. (from a, priv. and stra, loudly), with a low

voice.

TIF³, a. (from &, prit . and sfg , elevated), not elevated,

not raised up, not lifted up.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be born), younger, ju-

nior.

aziz), a. (from , prep. and T , living), living upon,

supported by, dependent on ; s . a servant.

, s. (from , priv. and s , a blazing up , want of

splendor, want of lustre, want ofardor.

91, 8. (from 7, prep, and ™, to know), a command,

an injunction.

EE13, ɑ. (from W , prep, and ', to know), commanded,

enjoined.

, a. (from prep. and , to know), commanding,

enjoining ; s. one who commands or enjoins.

a. (from 1, a command, and H , keep-

ing), observing what is commanded, obedient.

অসুদ্রাপালন , ও. ( from অনুজ্ঞা, a command, and পালন, a main-

taining , obedience, the keeping of a commandment.

, a. (from 7, prep. and 3 , heated), penitent, filled

with regret, repentant.

317.

ste, s. (from a prep. and 3 , to be hot), repentance,

regret, remorse.

Qatafafat , a . (from я, repentance, and fif™ , pos-

sessed of), penitent, full of regret.

† , a. (from 3 , repentance, and F, connected

with), penitent, full of regret.

অনুতাপান্বিত, a . ( from অনুত্তাপ, repentance , and অন্বিত, afect-

edby), penitent, full of regret.

3, a. (from prep, and 3 , to be hot), brought to

repentance, repented of.

, ɑ. (from J, prep, and 3 , to be hot), penitent,

grieving at what is past, regretting.

, a (from priv. and se , regretting), not regretting,

satisfied with a past action .

t, a. (from , prep. and seat, drunk), sober, not in-

toxicated.

, s . (from , priv. and se , thoughtful), thought-

lessness, freedom from anxiety.

23, a. (from , priv. and seas, thoughtful),

thoughtless , unanxious .

ty.

, s . (from a, priv. and sea, excellence), inferiori-

, a. from , priv. and ssa, excellent), worthless, mean,

bad : sometimes, however, this word means- peerless,

unsurpassed.

1, s. (from 3 , worthless), worthlessness, badness,

meanness.

, s. (from , worthless), worthlessness, badness

meanness.

, . (from a, priv. and sad, a lender), one who

does not lend ; a. destitute of creditors.

why, a. (from , priv. and 837, an answer, the north),

without reply, inferior, not northward, southern.

ay, a. (from , priv. and sÃª, an upper garment),

destitute ofa mantle or upper garment.

ge , a. (from I, priv , and sea, lying with theface up

wards), lying with the face downwards, in a reversed

position, a supine posture.

tafa, a . (from 3 , having the face downwards,

and f , the hand), having the hand supine or laid with

the palm downwards.

wete, a. (from t , having the face downwards,

and 53, a hand), having the hand supine or laid with

the palm downwards.

s. from , priv. and set , ardor), want of warmth

or ardor, want of zeal ; a . not ardent , not zealous .

7, s. (from , priv, and sat , elevation), non-elevati
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or, a defect ofmanly exertion , want of reciprocal atten-

tion between the members of a family or a realm .

ta, s . (from , priv. and 8 , the elevation ofa

thing) , the not elevating of a thing.

, s. from , priv. and sig, capable ofbeing

elevated), incapable ofbeing erected or elevated.

Gates, a. (from π, priv . and 8 , elevated), unrais-

ed, not elevated, not erected, not raised.

, a. (from , priv. and sate , capable of being ele-

valed), incapable of being elevated or erected .

73, a. (from , priv. and 8f3, risen), not risen, un-

risen.

, s. from a, priv. and 3 , production , non-pro-

duction .

, a. (from , priv. and get , born), unproduced,

unborn.

Яt , s. (from , priv. and 82 , a portent, ruin), any

circumstances short of ruin ; a. not portentous, not

bringing ruin.

, s. (from , priv. and set , the producing of

a thing), the not producing of a thing.

ty, a. (from , priv. and seЯtu , producible), un-

producible, incapable of being brought into existence.

07:41f73, a. (from , priv. and seЯf , produced) , un-

produced.

Qt , a. (from 3, priv. and set , producible), unpro-

ducible, incapable of being brought into existence.

AŃ, s. (from ʊ, priv. and señsf, an oblation), the ab-

sence ofan offering ; a . not offered, destitute of obla-

tions.

, 8. (from , priv. and sate, perseveranɛe), the

want of perseverance or zeal ; a . destitute of persever-

ance, discouraged .

11GIF, a. (from a, priv . and g , zealously active , des

titute of zeal, inactive, discouraged.

5

, a. from , priv. and se , offered , not offered,

not given.

, ɑ . (from , priv and 85 , water), destitute of wa-

ter; s. a want of water.

7, s. (from I, priv. and 847, the rising ofa luminory ,̀

the not rising of a luminary, a not coming into view ;

a. not rising, not coming into view.

I, a. (from ☎, priv. and 87, the belly) , lank, thin .

, A. (from , prir. and 8ts, an accent , unaccented.
a.

?, a. (from , priv. and sūta, munificence), destitute

of munificence , mean ; s. a want of munificence.

, s. (from 3, prie. and sata, indifferent), not a

ww

stranger or religious mendicant ; a. free from wander-

ers, free from strangers or religious mendicants, con-

nected with, social, not indifferent.

ta , s. (from , priv. and SЯd, an example to il.

lus'rate a rule), the want of an appropriate example ;

a. unsupported by examples.

anfas, a. (from a, priv. and su³, risen), not risen, not come

forth into view.

ah , ad. (from 7, prep. and fa̸ , a day), daily, as con-

stant as the day.

watas, a. (from wa; prep. and tau̸, length), longitudinal,

, a. (from , priv. and 873, gone up), not gone up,

not ascended.

ta, s. (from ™, priv . and sata, a vomiting), the absence

of vomiting; a. not attended with vomiting, free from

vomiting.

, a. (from , priv . and sf , had regard to), not at-

tended to, not regarded, not ascertained.

, s. (from , priv . and sit, regard to a person or

thing as an object), the want of attention to an object,

the not having regard or referrence to a thing.

*, a. (from a, priv. and sms, to be regarded), not

to be regarded or had referrence to .

35, a. (from a, priv. and 83, uplifted), not thrown

up, not elevated.

ta, s. (from a, priv. and stṛ, deliverance) , non-deli-

verance ; a . destitute of deliverance or rescue.

3, a. (from □, priv. and 873, delivered), not delivered

not extricated, not rescued.

I , s . (from ◄, priv. and säte, marriage), celibacy.

, a . (from , priv. and sf , perplexed , not per-

plexed, not distressed, easy.

অনুদ্বিগ্নচিত্ত , a. ( from অনুদ্বিগ্ন , not perplexed , and চিত্ত, the

heart) , easy in mind, not perturbed .

, a. (from af , not perplexed, and the

mind), not troubled in mind , easy in mind.

ast, s. (from , priv. and siūst, perplexity), freedom

from perplexity or distress ; a. free from perplexity,

free from trouble.

st , a. (from st, tranquillity, and , to do), tran-

quillizing the mind, causing the absence of perplexity

or anxiety.

অনুদ্বেগকারক, a. (from অনুদ্বেগ , tranquillity, and কারক, doing),

tranquillizing the mind, causing the absence ofperplexi-

ty or anxiety.

, a. (from , tranquillity, and eta, doing ,

"
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tranquillizing, causing the absence of perplexity or

anxiety.

stan , a. (from ast, tranquillity, and I , produc-

ing), tranquillizing, producing freedom from perplexi-

ty or anxiety.

অনুদ্বে প্রযুক্ত , a . ( from অনুদ্বেগ, tranquillity , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from the absence of perplexi-

ty or anxiety; ad, from or because of tranquillity.

অনুদ্ধে গ্রহেতুক , a. (from অনুদ্বেগ , tranquillity, and হেতু,

cause , caused by or arising from the absence of per-

plexity or anxiety ; ad. from or because of tranquillity.

, a. (from a, priv. and 845, engaged in an act), not

about to do an action, not engaged.

qua, &. (from a, priv. and sЯ , an effort), a want of

effort , not an effort ; a. destitute of effort, indifferent.

0431, 8. (from , indifferent), indifference, inat-

tention, a want of effort or exertion.

, . (from , indifferent), indifference, disre-

gard, a want of effort or exertion .

, a. (from , priv. and s , engaged in), not enga

ged in a thing, not zealous, not diligent, not prompt.

ats, 8. (from a, prep. and suits, exertion), a want of

exertion, indolence of mind ; a. destitute of exertion,

indolent, destitute of zeal.

vacastsit, a. (from , priv. and 8: artista , strenuous), not

strenuous, not eager, not diligent, indolent.

2213, 8. (from , prep and , to run), a pursuit,

the running after a person or thing, consideration, re-

flection, meditation.

34, 8. (from 7, prep. and , to obtain), submission,

intreaty, humility.

Hæge, a. (from 7, submission, and ☎ṛē, making),

humbling himself, submissive.

Chagetsì, a. (from 3 , submission, and at , doing),

humbling himself, submissive.

a. (from 7 , submissive, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from humility or submission.

, ad. (loc. case of

humility or submission.

) , for the purpose of

মনয়নিষিত্তক, a. (from অনুনয় , submission, and নির্মিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from humility or submission ;

ad. from or because of humility or submission.

nyfoface, ad. (from 57, submission, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose ofhumility or submission.

wa39f4, a. (from 3474, s ubmission, and , before), pro-

ceded by or arising from humility or submission; ad. by

or through humility or submission.

অনুনয়পযুক্ত , a. (from অনুনয়, submission, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by , caused by or arising from humility or submission ;

ad. from or because of humility or submission.

faf , a. (from I, humility, and ff , possessed

of), humble, submissive.

QJJYTF, a. (from 44, humility, and , connected with),

humble, submissive.

wayſia, a. (from 7, humility, and fim, an inclinati.

on), humble-minded, submissive.

y , a. (from & , submission, and , indicating),

indicating humility or submission.

JULIE, a. (from QIT, submission, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from humility or submission ;

ad. from or because of humility or submission.

, a. (from

missive.

ty , a . from

prep. and , to take , humble, sub-

prep. and , to take), causing sub-

mission or humility, making supplications.

sets, a. (from , prep. and , to take), humbled,

made submissive .

glass, a. (from , prep. and , to take), deserving to

be bumbled.

1431, s. (from , prep, and , to take , a humble per-

son, a submissive person, one who takes another person

behind him or as his follower.

Jas, a. (from ¤, priv. and 873, elevated), aot elevated ,

not raised, not promoted

Estas, a. (from ¤, priv. 873, elevated, and 173 , de

pressed), neither elevated nor depressed , level, horizontal.

agafs, s. (from &, priv. and safe, elevation), non-elevation.

, a. (from , priv. and sa , mad), sober, possessed

ofreason, not delirious, not foolish.

at , a. (from a, priv. and sat , madness), soundness of

intellect ; a. not bereft of reason, not insane.

tæ , s. (from 3, priv. and sad, a supplementary offer-

ing), the want of a supplementary offering, not a thing

done by way of supplement.

II, s. (from , priv. and sæ assistance), want of

assistance, neglect ; a. destitute ofhelp.

agsetaæ, a. (from &, priv. and sЯæta», helping), not help-

ing, obstructing, hindering.

1, s. (from , not helping), the circum-

stance of not helping another, an obstruction, a hi-

derance.

aget , s. (from e, not helping), the circum-

stance ofnot helping another, an obstruction, a hiuder-

ance.

K
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STAT

I, want ofassistance, and ,

worthy), deserving of neglect, not deserving assistance.

atat , a. (from

tfa31, s. (from , not assisting) , the circum-

, S. (from , prin. and 89797, the investiture with

the brahminical thread), non -investiture with the sa-

cred thread, the not committing of a pupil to his tutor.

stance of not assisting another, neglect, an obstruction, s, a . (from ¤, priv. and sЯÃ³, invested with the sai

a hinderance.

adaifa , s. (from if , not assisting), the circum-

stance of not assisting another, neglect, an obstruction,

a hinderance.

ta , a. (from , priv. and 84æfa¶, helping), not giv-

ing assistance, not helping, neglecting, hindering, ob-

structing.

, a. (from , priv. and 8 , deserving of assist-

ance), not deserving of assistance, unfit to receive as-

sistance.

, a. (from , priv. and 8473 , helped), unassisted.

QF , s. (from , priv . and 8 , an attempt), a non-com-

mencement, the not making of an attempt ; a . without

effort, without commencement.

at , a. (from , priv. and st , begun), not begun,

not commenced.

ts, a. (from , priv. and 83, approached), not near,

not attached to a person, not devoted to a person's in-

terest.

estas, a. (from , priv. and gets , approachable) , un-

approachable, unfit to be approached , inaccessible.

, s. (from , priv, and gas , approach), nonap-

proach, a want of attachment or devotedness to ano-

ther's interests .

, s. (from , priv. and et , the approaching of

a person), the not approaching a person.

st , a . (from a, priv. and gett , approachable), unap-

proachable, unfit to be approached, inaccessible.

st , a. (from , priv. and sets , approaching), not

approaching.

, a. (from , priv. and f , instructed), unin-

structed, untaught, unedified.

, s. (from , priv. and 8 , instruction), want of

instruction, a neglect of instruction.

, a. (from , priv. and 3 , instructing), un-

instructive, not giving instruction.

, a. (from a, priv. and sπ, capable of instruc-

tion), incapable of or unfit for instruction.

, a. (from , prir. and , capable of in-

struction), incapable of instruction, unfit to beinstruct-

ed .

, s. (from . priv. and an instructor), the

want of an instructor,

cred thread), not invested with the sacred thread, not

intrusted to the care of a tutor.

ata, s. (from , priv. and 8 , a prologue) , the

absence of a prologue, the non-introduction of a sub-

ject of conversation, the not telling a story.

79 , s. (from , priv. and set , an argument tosupport

a hypothesis), an inconclusive argument brought to sup-

port a doctrine or hypothesis, the want of an argument

to support a doctrine.

, a. (from , priv. and 8 , proved by argument),

unsupported by argument, not proved by argument.

TA, 8. (from , priv. and 8ЯЯ, a fast), a not fasting,

a season not regarded as a fast ; a. free from fasts.

Яt , a. (from , priv. and sЯ¡fæ ,fasting) , not fast-

ing.

fa , a. (from priv. and safe , seated), not seated.

3, a. (from , prin. and 83, having the brahmini-

cal threadpassed over the left shoulder), not having the

brahminical thread, not having the sacred thread pass-

ed overthe left shoulder.

8. (from ™, priv and sЯ , a sitting), a not sit-

ting, a standing.

a. (from , prir. and , sitting), not sit

ting ; s. one who does not sit.

, s. (from ¬, priv. and g★ *¶, a sitting), the not

sitting down.

* , . (from , priv. and say, fit to be sat

upon), unfit to be sat upon.

, a. (from a, priv. and 8 , fit to be sat upon),

unfit to be sat upon.

, s. (from , priv. and 8 , one who sits down),

one who does not sit down.

, a. from ¤, priv. and 8455, enjoyed), unenjoyed,

unpossessed.

DJMStE , a. (from , priv. and 8473 ), capable of bc-

ing enjoyed), incapable of being enjoyed, unfit to be

enjoyed or possessed.

3 , s . (from , prir. and 855, one who enjoys

a thing , one who does not possess or enjoy property.

sts, s. (from , prep. and Яst, the enjoyment of

an income ), the not enjoying of an estate or other pro-

perty.

অনুপভোগী,sts , a. (from , priv. and 8 , enjoying), nos
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enjoying or possessing any particular property or ad-

vantage.

, a. (from , priv. and gª×1, a resemblance), unparallel-

ed, peerless, unequalled, incomparable.

অনুপষ!, s . from priv. and sЯ , a resemblance) , a dissi-

militude, that which is not a likeness or similitude.

a. (from , priv. and stats , comparable), in-

comparable, not capable of being equalled or compar-

ed with another thing, not to be equalled .

agata, s. (from , priv. and gЯ , the resembling of a

thing , the not being like another thing, the not com-

paring of a thing.

CIAIS, a . (from , priv. and 8Яfa , compared), uncompar-

'. ed.

ty, a. (from , priv. and sЯãд, comparable), incom-

parable, not to be equalled.

UYS, a. (from 3, priv. and 8 , fit), unfit, improper,

not fitted to a particular use.

F1, s . (from , unfit), unfitness, uselessness , un-

suitableness.

, s. (from 4 , unfit), unfitness, unsuitableness,

uselessness.

te , a (from , priv. and set , capable ofuti-

lity), incapable of usefulness, not capable of being ap-

plied to any good purpose, inapplicable.

TPM¡F1, 8. (from , pr v. and St , one who applies a

thing to a use), a man or thing which produces no ad-

vantage or is irrelevant.

st, s. from , priv. and 8ts, suitability), unsuit-

ableness, inutility.

st31, s. (from , priv. and saft , utility), the

want of utility or fitness, inutility.

agathata, s. (from , priv. and sЯtfit , utility) , the

want of utility or fituess, inutility.

ist, a. (from , priv. and saft , suited to), not

suited to, not useful , unfit.

MatW, a. (from , priv , and Яt , applicable to some

us ), inapplicable to any useful purpose.

1 , s. (from , priv, and 8 , partiality infavour

of a prsn), the non-existence of fondness or partiali-

ty for a person.

tate, a. (from , prie. and s , partial to a per-

son) , the want of partiality for a person.

fs, a. (from priv. and gas, inferred), not in-

ferred from another thing, not deduced ,

ཡ7

, a. (from , priv . and ea, felt), unfelt, unper-

ceived , unknown by experience not apprehended .

3 , a. (from t , not guessed), a not being ap-

prehended or guessed at.

TFT , a. (from , priv . and a , perceptible), not

perceptible to the senses , not apprehensible.

ta , s. (from , priv. and 8 , one who perceives),

one who perceives by the senses or by the mind , one

who knows by experience, one who apprehends.

gafa, s . (from , priv . and stafa, perception), want of

knowledge by experience, a defect of feeling, want, of

perception , a want of apprehension.

I, a. (from , priv . and 81, perceptible), unper-

ceptible by the senses or by the mind, unapprehensible."

, s. (from , priv. and stay, apprehension) , the want

of mental conception or apprehension of ideas.

age, a. (from , priv. and sЯay☎, perceiving by the

senses), not perceiving by the senses , not knowing by

experience ; s. one who does not know a thing by ex-

perience.

, s. (from , priv. and 8 , an evil which swal

lows up every other thought) , a tolerable evil, an evil

which does not swallow up every hope ; the want of a

preposition.

tu, a. (from ¬, priv. and 8 , capable ofbeing

near) , incapable of being near, unfit to be situated near

a person or thing.

, s. (from , priv. and st , a thing situated

near), a person or thing which is not near, an absent

person or thing.

, s . (from A, priv. and 87, à situation near a

thing), absence, a not being present.

, a. (from , priv. and sat , capable ofbeing

near , incapable of being near, unfit to be near a per-

son, place, or thing.

, a. (from , priv. and st , placing a thing

near), not placing or bringing an object near, not bring-

ing into one's presence.

, 8. (from , priv . and sЯt , a placing near),

the not placing a person or thing near to an object, the

not introducing a person to another.

, a . (from , priv. aud Я , capable ofbe

ing placed near), not fit to be placed near a person or

thing, incapable of beingplaced near a person or thing.

R 2
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མའོ ;

27371 a. (frem , priv. and9
fusar, capable

ofbeing brought near , not fit to be introduced into a

person's presence, not fit to be placed near another ob-

ject.

91, s.(from , priv. and 8 , one who pla-

ces a thing near) , one who does not place a person

or thing near to an object, one who does not intro-

duce a person into another's presence.

, a. (from ≈, priv. and Я , fit to be placed

near), not fit to be placed near an object, not fit to be

introduced to a person.

ato , a. (from , priv. and sЯifi , near), absent, dis-

tant, not continuing near a person .

, a . (from , prep. and sef , present), not pre-

sent, not near, not ready, unprepared.

af , ɑ. (from , unready, and , a con-

triving), absence of mind, a barrenness of contrivance.

অনুপস্থিতচিন্তা , ৪. ( from অনুপস্থিত; unprepared, and চিন্তা,

thought), slow of thought, nonplussed.

, a. (from , pria and 83, a ric´im), not offer-

ed as a victim ; s. not a victim .

, s. (from , prep. and , to more), proportion,

arithmetical proportion .

অনুপাতক, a. (from অনু, prep, and পাতক, sin ) , a small crime

a venial fault.

ata, s. (from 7 , prep. and N , to drink), a vehicle for

a medicine.

, s. (from a, priv. and say, a stratagem`, a want of

expedient, a want of resource, a defect of stratagem ;

a. without resource .

DIST , a. (from , priv. and set , contriving means),

not contriving, not forming methods or stratagems for

success in an undertaking, rot using expedients .

, a. (from a, priv, and set , contriving), not con-

triving, not forming methods or stratagems for success ,

not using expedients.

"f, s. (from a prep. and 4 , a side), lateral.

ta , a. (from , priv . and 89571, a serving), not pay.

ing proper attention to an instructor, not attending

to study or virtue.

1, s. (from 3, priv. and gЯ # 1 , service), a want of

attention, want of service, neglect.

att , a. (from , want of attention, and uk,

worthy), worthy of neglect, not worth attention or la-

bour.

ty, a. (from , priv. and g , worthy of close

attention), not worthy of attention or service, incapa.

ble of being gained by attention or service.

tf , . (from , priv. and 8 , attended on) , not

followed with close attention, not served, not attended

on with assiduity.

fs , a. (from a, priv. and sЯf , worthy ofat-

tention), unworthy of attention or service.

,. a. (from , priv. and sЯt , worthy of close atten-

tion) , unworthy of attention or service, not to be gain

ed by attention..

ants, a. (from a, priv. and sung, kept as afast), not

regarded as a fast, not abstained from.

, s. (from . prep. and , entrance), the fol-

lowing of a person into a place.

sagt , s. (from , prep. and pt , endeavour), endaa

vour or labour after a thing is done, an accumulation

ofwords from the same root in any composition.

, a. (from , tardy endeavour, and f

accomplished), accomplished by tardy endeavours, com-

posed of an accumulation of words formed from the

same root.

, a (from . prep. and , width , latitudinal , trans-

verse, following the width.

st , a. (from , transverse, and stif , going ,

running in a transverse direction, running latitudinal

ly.

ata , s. (from 4, transverse, and gata , a gut-

ter), in anatomy a longitudinal sinus , an excavation-

lengthways.

, s . (from , transverse, and , a process),

in anatomy, a transverse process .

8. (from prep, and at , endeavour), endeavour

or labour after a thing is completed, an accumulation

ofwords formed from the same root in a compilation.

staff , a. (from , an accumulation ofwords, and

ff , possessed of), consisting of an accumulation of

words formed from the same root, using exertion aftera

labour is accomplished.

agen , ad. (from 7, prep. and e , a year), yearly.

, a . (from a, prep. and a, to bind), connected or

bound in consequence of some circumstance , related to.

, s . (from , prep. and , to bind) , an offence, guilt,

an element of language, viz. a root, an affix, an aug-

ment, the permutation of a letter. In Indian grammar

an indicatory letter which is not sounded, in arithme-

tic, the junction or union of fractions.

, a. (from , prep, and , to bind), capable of

being bound or connected in consequence of some pri

or circumstance.

既

W

12008
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জ-

se, a. (from 7, prep. and , to exist), causing a per-

son to follow or attach himself to another, causing a

thing to follow upon some other circumstance.

care , s. (from a, prep. and , to exist , a following

or being consequent upon a thing, the attending upon a

person, complaisance.

, a. (from , prep. and , to exist), possible as

a consequence, probable.

&q , a. (from 7,prép, and 75, to exist), following, fol-

lowing upon, attendant upom

, a. (from , priv. and saa, a vestige), unascertained ,

occupying an undetermined situation.

sate, s. (from 7, prep, and 75, to speak), a chapter of

the veda, a sentence of the veda, a text ofthe veda ex-

planatory of another word or sentence.

, s . from 37, prep. and ™ , to speak), a response, an

abusive reply, a sentence which responds to some other

sentence. In the veda, a merely recommendatory ser-

tence.

enuine, a. (from 7 , prep. and T , to speak), speaking in

consequence of a prior circumstance, replying ; s. a per-

son who quotes the words of another.

wae31, s. (from , quoting , the eircumstance of

quoting a sentiment or passage from another.

অনুবাদকতাপত্তি, a. (frong অনুবাদকতা, the circumstance of quot-

ing, and tf , an objection), an objection to quoting

from another author.

say, a. (from , prep, and , to speak), admitting

of a reply, fit to be answered.

TITI, a. (from 7, prep. and , to speak), replying,

responding, quoting, repeating the sentiments of ano-

ther.

, a. from , prep. and x , to speak), fit to be re-

plied to, capable of being answered, fit to be repeated

or quoted.

অনুবৃত্তি, s . (from prep. and &, to exist , a consequence,

the following ofa person.

a. (from , prep. and , to know), capable of

being known or felt afterwards, proper for conviction.

, s. (from , prep. and , to know), the reviving

of an idea, the recovering of ideas upon any subject, an

after-thought.

, a. (from prep. and , to know), rousing

ideas in the mind, causing conviction, convincing, caus-

ing reflection ; s. one who reflects or gains after-know-

ledge.

# 1217, a. (from ,prep, and , toknow), comprehen- H

317

sible by reflection or after-thought, capable of being

reflected on or known, capable of receiving conviction.

anatate, ɑ. (from wal †¶, conviction. and a , fit), capa-

ble of being convinced by reflection, capable of being

convicted by an after act of the mind.

shafts, a. (from 1, prep. and xx, to understand), cor-

vinced by reflection, convinced or informed by an f-

ter act ofthe mind.

Hati, a. (from 57. prep, and x , to know), fit to be the

object of reflection, capable of receiving conviction, or

after knowledge.

TIF, « . (from a, piv. and Straight), not straight,

crooked , awry, not erect.

FIST, s. (from prep. and , to be), experience , the ap-

prehension or conception of ideas, experimental know-

ledge, a guess, an inference, a suppe sition, a hypothe

sis.

, a. (from . prep, and to be), knowable by ex-

perience, attainable by experience, inferrible percepti-

ble.

অনুভৰিকঙ্ক, a . ( from अনু , experience, and বিকল্প, opposed

to), contrary to experience, contradicted by experience.

IISTAD, a. (from IST, experience, and f , accomplis!-

ed), proved by experience.

5f31, s. (from , prep. and , tobe , one who reflects,

one who knows by experience, one who guesses or in--

ers.

375 , ad. (loc. case of ), experimentally.

ta, s. (from p: ep, and , to be , a firm opinion, cer-

tainty, an indication, a hint.

VISITE, ɑ. (from &7, prep. and 3, to be , indicating, lead'.

ing to certainty.

II, a. (from 7. prep. and §, to be), experienced ,

guessed, indicated.

AITS, a. (from 17, prep, and x , to know), permitted,

lowed.

felt,

al-

afe, s. (from , prep. and to know), a permission, a

commandment.

afsæd, s. (from afs, permission , and 4, á doing,

a giving permission, the authorizing a person to do a

thing, the issuing ofan order, the giving of advice.

WITH), 8. (from fs, permission, and a , an agent),

one who gives permission, one who warrants the doing

ofa thing.

, a. (from as, permission, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from permission.

safe , ad. (loc, case of

mission,

), for the sake ofper-
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cayfsatuæ, a. (from fs, permission, and t , giving),

giving permission, giving a warrant or authority to do

a thing.

অনুমতিনিমিত্তক, a. (from অনুমতি, permission , and নির্মিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from permission, caused

by or arising from authority or warrant to do a thing ;

ad. from or because of a warrant or permission to do a

thing.

অনুমতিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অনুমতি permission , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for the purpose of a warrant or permission to

do a thing.

অনুমতিপ্রযুক্ত, a. ( from অনুমতি permission, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by , caused by or arising from a warrant or permission

to do a thing ; ad. from or because of a warrant or

permisison to do a thing.

Wayforge, a. (from fs, permission, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from a warrant or permission to

do a thing ; ad. from or because of a warrant or per-

mission to do a thing.

CHINI, 8. (from , permission, and 1 , expect-

ation , an expectation or waiting for permission or au-

thority to do a thing.

an , a. (from , permission, and w¶7, ex-

pec'ing), expecting or looking for permission or war-

rent to do a thing.

অনুমত্যভিলাষ, s. ( from অনুমতি, permission, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for permission or authority to do a thing.

অনুমত্যভিলাষক, a. (from জনমতি permission, and অভিলাষক, de-

sirous), desirous ofpermission or authority to do a thing.

অনুমত্যভিলাষী, a. ( from অনুমড়ি, permission, and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of permission or authority to do a

thing.

, s. (from , permission, and attal,

desire), a desire for authority or permission to do a

thing.

tett, a. (from f³ , permission , and

desirous , desirous of authority or permission to do a

thing.

!, s . (from 7, prep. and 7, to know), one who gives

permission or orders.

, s . (from I, prep. and ♫, to die), a woman's burn-

ing herself on a separate pile from her dead husband.

This is frequently done when the husband dies at a dis

tance from home, or when the wife is prevented from

burning with his corpse by any impediment.

, 8. (from , prep, and 1, to weigh), an inference,

a guess, a hypothesis,

জন-

, s. (from , an inference, and d , a doing),

the inferring of a thing from any given premises.

ta. (from 7, an inference, and 4, caused

by , effected by an inference.

ta , s. (from , an inference, and FH, an agent),

one who infers.

অনুমানকারক, a. (from অনুমান , an inference, and কারক, cause

ing), drawing inferences, occasioning an inference ; s.

one who makes an inference .

st , a. (from , an inference, and I, produ

cible), producible by or arising from inference or hy

pothesis.

A , ad. loc. case of tas ), for the purpose of

inference or hypothesis.

gffice, .. (from at , an inference , and safe, a

cause), caused by or arising from inference or hypothe

sis ; ad. from or because of au inference or hypothe-

sis.

taff , ad. (from , an inference, and faf3, O

cause), for the purpose of inference or hypothesis.

, 4. (from 7, an inferens , and 5, caused

by , caused by or arising from inference or hypothesis,

for or because of inference or hypothesis.

stafa , a. (from wartz, an inference and fax , op.

posed to), contrary to legitimate inference、

tafa , a. (from ta, an inference, and fa , com.

pleated , proved or established by inference.

"

, a. (from , an inference, and as, a

cause), caused by or arising from inference or hypo-

thesis ; ad. from or because of inference or hypothesis.

অনুমানাধীন, a. ( from অনুমান, an inference, and অধীন, under),

subject to inference.

, ad. (loc. case of ata), probably.

, a. (from , prep, and at, to measure), leading

to an inference, causing to infer.

, a. (from , prep. and я , to measure ,

an inference or conclusion.

forced as

3, ɑ, (from , prep. and 1, to measure) , inferred,

guessed.

fafs, s. (from prep, and a , to measure), an infer

ence, a guess,

GHYG1, a. (from V , prep. and , dead) , followed to death ;

s . a woman who burns herself on a separate pile from

her dead husband.

HTY, a. (from , prep. and , to measure , inferrible.

, s. (from prep. and , to receive pleasure)

the receiving pleasure from sympathy,

**

A

74

211
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autul, a . from prep. and , togo), following, arising

as a consequence from some circumstance.

st, s. (from
7, prep. and 45, to be in contact), a re-

proof, a reprehension .

satsi, ɑ. (from 7, prep. and 15, to be in contact), re-

proving, censuring reprehending.

squishy, a. (from , prep, and 4 , to be in contact),

reprehensible, reprovable

Th , a. (from , prep. and 5, to be in contact), re-

prehensible, reprovable.

, a. from 7, prep, and , to colour), attached to ,

enamoured with, fond of.

অনুরক্তি,fs, s. from

tion .

prep. and , to colour), love, affec-

, a. from , prep. and to colour), giving plea-

sure, causing delight, gratifying.

31, s. (from 7, occasioning pleasure), the cir-

cumstance of occasioning pleasure or gratification.

WIZEFT, 8. (from , occasioning pleasure), the cir-

cumstance of occasioning pleasure or gratification,

747, s. (from I, prep. and , to colour) , attachment,

delight in an object.

Cazazotze, a. (from
7, enjoyment, and ☎IT, mak-

ing , making agreeable, causing love to a thing, produc-

ing pleasure in an object.

cat , a, (from 7, love to , and tf , doing) ,

taking pleasure in a thing, exercising delight in or love

to a thing.

atst s. (from prep, and to colour), attachment,

the taking delight in an object, fondness.

atstavi, s. (from ts , love, and , a doer), a per-

son who takes pleasure in a th ng, a person who has

an attachment to a thing.

state , a. (from st, love, and at , doing , tak-

ing pleasure in a thing, exercising delight in or love to

a thing.

szaistata), a. (from agtst, love, and af , doing , taking

pleasure in a thing, feeling an attachment to a person

or thing.

, a. (from tst, love, and a , seeking , seek-

ing to gain the affection or attachment of a person.

€ 1581, 8. from st, love, and co , as eking), a

seeking for the esteem or attachment of a person .

catau a. (from it , love , and 57 , producible , 'pro-

ducib e by or arising from attachment to a person.

ta , ad. (loc. case of ts ), for esteem or

love.

অনু-

অনুরাগনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from অনুরtt, love, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease , causing attachment or esteem to cease .

aitsfacias, a. (from Ist, love, and fax , prevent.

ing , preventing esteem or attachment,

aatsfacta , s. (from it, love, and faætad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing oflove or attachment.

th , s. (from agtst, love, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of love or attachment.

অনুরাগনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অনুরাগ, love, and নির্মিত্ত, a cause);

caused by or arising from love or attachment ; ad. from

or because of love or attachment.

atstaface, al. (from, ts , love, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of love or attachment .

DIFF, a. (from ts , love, ani , caused by),

cause by or arising from love or attachment; ad. from

or because of love or attachment.

1, ad. (from tst, love, and f , without), with-

out love or attachment.

অনুরাগৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অনুরাগ, lore , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

ed), love or attachment excepted.

অনুরাগৰাতিয়েক, ৪. (from অনু tst, love , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion ), the exception of love or attachment.

অনুরাগৰাতিয়েকে, ad. lo. case of অনুরাগ তিরেক) , with the

exception of love or attachment, without or besides

love or attachment.

tas, a . (from tst, love, and f³, destitute), des-

titute oflove or attachment.

a. (from st, attachment ) , affectionate, fond.

অনুরাগৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from অনুরাগ, attachment, and ৰিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed (f), affectionate, fond, enamoured.

ts , a (from tst, attachment, and 4 , connectedযু

with), affectionate, fond, enamoured.

sta , a . (from st, love, and I, empty), desti

tute of love or attachinent.

st , a. (from est, attachment, and 5 , indica

tive), indicating love, disclosing love.

atstziz, a. (from 1st attachment, and 7, destitute),

destitute of attachment to an object, not enamour-

ed .

tstær , a. from Is, attachment, and tata, de-

STOUS , desirous of loving a person or thing.

অনুর গান্বিত, ৫. ' from অনুরাগ, attachment, and অন্বিত, possess-

ed of) , affectionate, fond, enamoured.

atst , a. (from tst, attachment, and , worthy),

worthy of a person's affections.

gifts , a. (from 7, prep, and 3 , to colour), fond ; s . one

ofthe female personification of musical notes.
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sf , a . (from prep, and to colour , affectionate,

fond

, s. (from , prep. and at to a complish), the name

ofthe seventeenth lunar mansion in the Hiudoo zodiac .

47, a. (from J, prep. and T , to obstruct), complied

with, acquiesced in, conceded to.

a. (from prep. and at, a form), corresponding

with, resembling, like.

, a . (from prep, and af , aform , assuming a si-

milar form or habit, imitating.

, s. (from , prep. and , to obstruct), one who

shews a partiality for another.

, a. (from prep. and , to obstruct) , proper

to be treated with partiality or respect.

, s. (from w , prep. and 4 , to obstruct), complai-

sance, partiality, acquiescence.

GINATIA, s. (from it , conplaisance, and Z «, a do-

ing), a conceding to another, a yielding, a shewing

complaisance or partiality to a person.

at , a. (from prep. and to obs'ruct), shewing

partiality, shewing complaisanse or kindness.

অনুরেবিকরণক, a. (from অনুরোধ, complais nce, and করণ,

an instrumental cause), affected by complaisance, oc-

casioned by partiality.

gay, a. (from , prep. and , to obstruct), fit to

be acquiesced in, fit to be complied with, proper to be

conceded.

angia, a. (from wy, prep, and TT, to obstruct), acquiesc-

ing in, complying with, conceding, partial, complai-

sant.

ta†8 , a. (from , prep. and 4ą, to obstruct), fit to be

acquiesced in, fit to be complied with, proper tobe

conceded.

, a. (from , prep. and fa , to plaster , anointed,

smeared with sandal wood powder or other perfames,

, s. (from , prep. and fat, toplaster) , an unguent

made of sandal wood or other perfumes, the applica

tion of any perfumed unguént to the body.

, a. (from , prep. and fat, to plaster) , anoint-

ing ; s. one who anoints or smears with perfumes.

JЯ7, s. (from ¤ , prep. and fa , to plaster) the anoint.

ing or smearing of the body with unguents or per-

fumes.

Hanafy, u. (from prep. and fat, to plaster), fit to be

anointed or smeared with unguents or perfumes.

al, a. (from , prep. and fat, to p'aster), anointing

or smearingthe body with perfumed unguents.

CAST), a. (from 7. prep, and fat, to plas'er , fit or pro-

per to be anointed or smeared with perfumed unguents.

1, s. (from prep. and fat, to plaster), one who

anoints or perfumes himself.

Gala , a. (from , prep. and fat, to plaster), fit or pro

perto be anointed with unguents or perfumes.

cata, a. (from rep. and cat , hair), favourable,

helping forward, going with the grain, going with the

hair.

AHSTAN, a. (from at , going with the grain, and

to be produced), produced or born in due gradation or

order. The word is particularly applied to that order

of a generation authorized in the shastras, viz . arising

from a father of a higher tribe or order by a mother of

a lower class .

, a. (from , priv, and sa§ , transgressible), not

to be over-stepped or transgressed, not transgressible.

fas, a. from , priv. and fas, joyful , not elated,

not filled withjoy.

, s. from , prio. and 8 , joy), a want of exulta

tion, a want ofjoy, a want ofpleasure or cheerfulness.

ag, s. (from 7, prep. and , to repose), repentance,

ancient enmity, revenge, an object of pursuit.

fs , a. (from prep. and I, to repose), proper

to be regretted or repented of, proper to be recollected

with distress.

. a. (from , prep. and , to repose), penitent, feel

ing regret or remorse, remembering a grudge oraffront.

অগাসক, a. (from অনু prep. and শাহ ,্ to administer disci

pline), giving rules for the acquisition of a science ; 4.

one who gives rules for the acquisition of a science.

(from prep, and , to administer disci-

pline), the giving rules for the acquisition of a science.

, a. (from , perp, and , to administer disci,

pline), fit to be directed by rules, fit to be conveyed by

rules.

fas, a. (from

pline), reduced to

з , a. (from

prep, and to administer disci-

rule, directed by scientific rules.

prep, and , to administer dis

cipline), proper to be made the subject of rules, fit to

be reduced to rule, requiring to be directed by rules.

wifi, s . (from , prep. and , to administer disci-

pline) , one who brings another under proper govern

ment or discipline for the learning of a science.

, s. (from , prep. and , to administer disci

pline), a teacher, one who keeps his pupils under due

discipline.
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Tattar, a. (from 34, prep. and , to administer disci- , a . (from , prep. and , to be in society), proper

pline), proper to be made the subject of rules , fit to be to be made to agree with other words in succeeding sen-

reduced to rule, requiring to be directed by rules.

, a. (from , prep, and it , to administer disci-

pline), docile, teachable, subject to rules.

, 8. (from , prep, and * , to intend), study, at-

tention, devotedness to any science.

stimaad, a. (from fan, study, and , a form), iden-

tified with study, identically the same with study.

sena, a (from , prep. and wim, to intend), deserv-

ing to be studied with care, fit to be the object ofstu-

dy and pursuit.

warifag, a. (from prep. and , to intend), carefully

studied, pursued with close attention.

agrifasu , a. (from . prop. and f , to design , de-

serving to be studied with care, proper to be the ob-

ject of close study and pursuit.

***, 8. (from

regret, remorse.

prep. and 15, to grieve), repentance,

, a. (from , prep. and to grieve), occasion.

ing repentance or regret; s. one who repents of some

former action .

, s . (from prep. and , to grieve) , the repent-

ing of an action, the regretting of a piece of conduct.

prep, and 5, to grieve), requir1 , a. (from

ing repentance, requiring to be repented of, proper to

be a subject of regret or remorse.

, a. (from , prep. and , to grieve , repented

of, regretted.

ancifs34 , a. (from 7, prep, and 35, to grieve), proper

to be repented of, requiring repentance, fit to be a sub-

ject of regret.

, s. (from prep. and , to hear), acquired from

hearing a thing repeated, learned by dictation.

sanfei, a. (from , learned from dictation , com-

mended in the veda and learned from the instructions

of a tutor. This word is applied principally to religi

ous ceremonies commanded in the veda,

, a. (from , prep. and , to be in society), made

to agree with two or more words in succeeding senten-

ces.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be in society , re-

quiring to be made to agree with two or more words in

succeeding sentences .

, a. (from 4, prep. and , to be in society), the

agreement of a word with other words in two or more

succeeding sentences, attachment, love.

S

tences.

অন সুন্তকে, a. (from 7, prep. and , to be in society`, caus-

ing a word to agree with other words in succeeding

sentences.

, 8. (from 7, prep. and , to le in society), the

concord of a word with other words in succeeding sen

tences.

ty, a. (from , prep. and , to be in society , re-

quiring to be made to agree with other words in suc

ceeding sentences.

Wafas, a. (from 7, prep. and f , to throw water), sprink-

led or watered in consequence of some preceding cir

cumstances, re-watered.

HE, s. (from W , prep. and to throw water), the wet-

ting or watering of athing in consequence of some pre-

ceding circumstance, a re-watering.

WEST , a. (from , prep. and f , to throw water) , re-

quiring to be sprinkled or watered in consequence of

some preceding circumstance, requiring to be re-water.

ed .

HE, s. (from prep. and f , to throw water), one

who sprinkles or waters a thing in consequence of some

preceding circumstance , one who re-waters a thing.

, s. (from prep and f , to throw water), the

sprinkling or watering of a thing in consequence of

some preceding circumstance, a re-watering.

agadiiy, a. (from , prep. and far, to throw water), re-

quiring to be watered in consequence of some preced-

ing circumstance, requiring to be re-watered.

ga, 8. (from a , a measure of verse), a measure of

verse, used principally in the veda ; it consists of thirty-

two syllables , or four lines of eight syllables each.

7 , 8. (from 5, a measure of verse, and

metre), a metre of which the verse consists offour lines

of thirty-two syllables each.

st , a. (from prep, and , to be situated), fit to

be practised, requiring to be so arranged as that every

pait shall be properly appropriated .

13 , s. (from 7, prep. and 1, to be situated , one who

does or practises, one who commences any undertak-

ing or work, one who so arranges his affairs that every

thing shall be rightly appropriated .

, s . (from 7, prep. and , a place), practice , a do-

ing or practising, a beginning, the commencement of a

work, such an arrangement of a person's affairs as that
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every thing shall be appropriated to a certain use, ap-

plication, diligence, a topic of discourse.

Gæðiây, «. (from 3 , prep. and , to be situated), proper

to be commenced, requiring to be put in proper order.

, a . (from , prep. and , to be situated), placing

things in proper order ; s . one who commences any ac-

tion, one who puts things in order.

, s. (from , prep. and , to be situated), the

commencement of any action, the putting of things in

order, the arranging of any thing.

taly, a. (from , prep. and , to be situated), pro-

per to be made to commence, requiring to be put in

order.

tafa , a. (from , prep, and 1 , to be situated),

proper to be made to commence, requiring to be put

in proper order.

† , a . (from 7, prep. and , to be situated), proper

to be made to commence, requiring to be put in proper

order, proper to be put in practise .

3, a (from , prep. and 1, situated), arranged, put

in order, begun, commenced, practiced.

, a. (from , prep. and 1 , to be si uved , under

trial or practice, under arrangement so that every thing

may be appropriated to its proper use.

HI, a. (from I, prep. and , fit to be situated), re-

quiring to be arranged, fit to be commenced, proper

to be practiced.

7 , s. (from

dition of a thing that requires to be arranged , or that

admits of arrangement, the being fit or proper to be

practiced.

, requiring to be arranged), the con-

, s. (from , requiring to be arranged), the

condition of a thing that requires to be arranged or

that admits ofarrangement, a being fit or proper to be

practiced .

, a. (from , priv. and 88, hot), cool, not hot, not

angry, indolent.

, a. (from prep. , prep. and 1, to hold ,

proper to be the object of aim, fit to be enquired into,

proper to be the object of search, fit or deserving to be

ascertained, ascertainable.

, s. (from prep. , prep. and 21, to hold),

one who searches into or investigates an affair.

Qata, s. (from 7, prep. ., prep. and 1 , to hold) , an

aim, search, research, enquiry, investigation, the ascer-

taining of a thing, scrutiny.

17 , 6. (from 1 , investigation, and , a

57.

doer), one who investigates an affair, one who searches

or examines into an affair.

QJAZtFBtzē, a. (from at , search, and ☎ige, doing),

making search or enquiry, investigating, scrutinizing ;

s. a person who investigates or scrutinizes a matter.

aggataætzi, e. (from 17, search, and tfa¬ doing),

making search or enquiry, investigating, scrutinizing.

qataria, ad. (from , investigation, and WI, •

step), by means of investigation or enquiry.

tatu , a. (from 7, search, and f , desirous ,

desirous of making search or investigation.

tate , ad. (from 5 , search, and f, an object),

for the purpose of investigation or search.

, a. (from , prep. , prep. and at, to hold ), in-

quisitive, curious, investigating, searching, examining

into things to find out the truth.

atty, a. (from , prep. , prep. and 1, to hold ,

fit to be enquired into, deserving to be investigated,

proper to be investigated, investigable.

fit

, a. (from prep. , prep. and , to hold),

searching, seeking, enquiring, investigating.

QIAI, ɑ. (from , prep prep. and ' , to hold ,

to be an object of aim, inve - tigable, deserving close in

vestigation , fit to be an object of enquiry or scrutiny.

, 8. (from 7, prep. and ♬ o move , the following

of a person.

is, a . (from 7, prep, and ♬ to move , proper to be

followed, deserving to be followed or attended, inferri-

ble, or naturally following upon a position or circum

stance.

, a . (from prep. and , to move), proper to be

followed, deserving to be followed or attended, infer

rible, or naturally arising from a hypothesis or circum

stance.

, s. " (from 7 , prep. and , to move), one who fol-

lows a person, that which follows upon a circum.

stance,

, s . (from prep. and , to move), a consequence,

a corresponding with what went before, a similarity, a

following upon or arising out of another thing.

WIZE, s. (from 7, prep. and 7, to more , one who fol

lows another, a thing which follows upon some other

circumstance.

Gastfa , 8. (from 3 , following), a following upon

some previous circumstance, the arising

as a conse
-

quence from some other thing, a correspondence with

some preceding thing.
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chaid, a. (from 7, prep. and 7, to move), following, aris-

ing out of another thing, according with something

that went before, agreeing with a precedent.

a , a. (from 7, prep. and , to move), proper to be

followed, deserving to be followed or attended , inferri-

ble, following upon a circumstance or hypothesis.

, a . (from , prep. and , to indicate), occasion-

ing reflection , indicating.

55 , 8. (from 7, prep. and 5, to indicate a thing),

the occasioning of reflection upon any subject.

EI751, s. (from W , prep. and , to indicate) , reflection .

Q1757, a . (from prep. and , to indicate), indicable

by some preceding circumstance.

783, a. (from 3 , prep. and 5, to indicate), known by

reflection, reflected on.

, a . (from prep. and , to indicate), indicable

by certain previous circumstances.

z, 8. (from 7, prep. and , to sound), in grammar

the nasal character .

অনুষাংৰিণা, ad . ( from অনুস্বার, the nasal character, and বিনা,

without , without the nasal character .

a . (from , the nasal character , and

ff , possessed of), connected with the nasal charac-

ter *.

and যুক্ত,
tas, a. (from , the nasal character

° ,

joined to , joined to or connected
with the nasal cha-

racter .

#qata¶z , ɑ. (from at , the nasal character , and 13,

joined to), joined to or connected with the nasal cha-

racter .

gaf³, a . (from ?, the nasal character ° , and

afs, destitute), destitute of the nasal character .

atz , a. (from ty, the nasal character , and ‡ ,

empty), destitute of the nasal character * ,

EzIy97, a . (from ? , the nasal character •, and ₹17,

destitute , destitute of the nasal character ^.

13 , a (from , the nasal character , and

(₹5, a cause), caused by or arising from the nasal cha-

racter ; ad. from or because of the nasal character .

sta, 8. (from prep. and 5, to speak , one who is

completely learned .

ft , a . (from prep. 82, prep. and , to be situate),

not risen.

5,0 . (from , priv . and 35 , married), unmarried ; s . a

bachelor.

,a. (from , priv. aud 85, married), unmarried ; (fem .)

s. a spinster.

অনে

73 , a. (from , priv. and 77, new), not new, not recent.

I, a. (from , priv. and 37, defective ) , coarse, gross , en-

tire, thick, viz . without interstices, without intervals.

, a. (from , priv. and 35, defective), coarse, gross, en

tire, thick, without interstices, without intervals .

, s. from , prep. and , water), wet , watery, over-

flowed.

, a. (from , priv. and SF, a thigh), thighless ; s. a

proper name of Uroona the charioteer of the sun.

a. (from , priv . and S , height), destitute of

height, low, lowly.

I , a. (from , priv . and 85, to investigate), want of in-

vestigation, a neglect of investigation .

, a. (from a, priv. and 85, to examine), not fit to be

investigated or discussed.

, . (from , priv. and 25, a sentence of the rig-veda),

not the text of the rig-veda ; a. having no right to re-

peat the incantations of the veda .

, a. (from , priv. and 25, straight), not straight,

crooked, tortuous, circumventing, deceitful, dishonest,

crafty.

, a. (from , priv. and af , owing), not in debt, clear

of debt.

HI, a . (from , priv. and 13, affected with), not affected

with..

la , a. (from , priv. and 4 ,
one), many, m

uch:

MITæta, s. (from I , much, and ☎ , time), a long time.

অনেককালাৰবি , ad. (from অনেককাল , a long time, and অবি, ৫

border), from a long time, long since.

AIEFd, a. (from

time.

1, s. (from

, s. (from

Ma , ad. (from

7 , much, and 4, an instant), a long

, much), abundance, plurality.

a , much), abundance, plurality.

7 , much), of many sorts ; a. various .

, s. (from , priv. and 4* , drinking once , an ele-

phant, so denominated because he takes up the water

with his trunk, and afterwards putting it into his mouth

drinks it.

IlazezáĦîēzd, s. (from ala , many, zá, a letter, and

ĦIA, a making level) , in algebra an equation involv-

ing unknown ones, viz. where more than one unknown

quantities represented severally by their appropriate

signs or letters being premised , two sides are equated.

, ad. (from 1a , much , by large numbers, by large

quantities.

ta , s. (from , many, and 3, a form , mul

tiform, polymorphous,

$2
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অন্ত.

Graætafs, a. (from AI , many, and stafs, a form), mul-

tiform, polymorphous.

th, ɑ. (from a, priv. and atą, having one object of

view), pursuing more objects than one, ending in seve-

ral points.

অনেকাগ্রতা , s . (from অনেকাগু, not pursuing one single object),

the having of a multitude of objects, the want of uni-

formity ofpursuit, a divided attention.

অনেকাগ্রত্ব , s . ( from অনেকাগ ,ু not pursuing one single ob-

ject , the having of a multitude of objects to pursue,

the want of uniformity of pursuit, a divided attention.

IF, 4. (from , priv. and ¤ , deaf and dumb , en-

tirely deaf and dumb.

ataæişı, s . (from ¤, priv. and aæts , the having one object

ofpursuit),the having a multitude of objects of pursuit,

a want of uniformity of pursuit, a divided attention.

অনৈকান্তৰণদী, a. (from অ, priv. and ঐকান্তৰদিন, speaking in

private), not speaking in private, not speaking exces-

sively.

at , s . (from , priv. and 4 , union), want of union,

want of unity.

atú, s. (from , priv. and 1, grandeur) , a deficien-

cy ofgrandeur, a want ofgrandeur.

ta , s . (from , pri . and , to see), unprecedented, not

seen or heard of before.

37, s . (from , priv. and 351, fitness), unfitness ,

unsuitableness, inaptitude.

aidat, a. (from a, priv. and 98 , a medicine), destitute of

medicine, not medicinal.

, a. from , priv . and saft, a herbaceous plant) , des-

titute of herbaceous plants ; s . a plant which does not

die down after perfecting its seeds .

, s . (from dd, an atom, and at, an insect), a flea;

3, s. (from , to bind , an end , death ; a . near.

অন্তঃকরণ, s. ( from অন্তর , within, and করন, the doing of a

thing), the heart, the will, the inward agent.

WG:PJ:T[Í31, s . (from : saffa, innate), innateness,

the being situated in the heart,

অন্তঃকরণবৰ্ত্তিত্ব, s . ( from অন্তঃকরণবৰ্ত্তিন, innate), innateness, the

being situated in the heart.

wo:TgTi ,́ a. (from : , the heart, and af , existent),

innate, in welling, residing in the heart.

3:43 8. (from : , the heart, and af , an employ-

ment), the exercise ofthe mind or heart, the employ.

ment or course of the thoughts.

3:77 a. from : , the heart, and , to be situat-

ed , situated in the heart, residing in the heart,

: dt , a. (from : d, the heart, and , conti

nuing), residing in the heart, seated in the heart.

WT:MdfT3, a. (from : , the heart, and f³, situated),

situated in the heart.

wina, ɑ. (from , within, and F , angry), inwardly

vexed, inwardly angry or enraged .

:), a. (from 37, within, and f³ , falling) , includ

ed, falling within the sphere, included in a general de◄

scription.

: , s. (from Tag, within, and 3, a house), an inner

apartment, a room appropriated to the females of a

Hindoo family, a seraglio.

st , a, (from 6:4 , a seraglio , and st3, gone), found

in a seraglio, inhabiting or introduced into a seraglio.

, a. (from 3 , a seraglio, and sit , going),

making a practice of going into the women's apartment,

having access to the apartment of the females.

, a. (from 3 , a seraglio, and 83, to go), having

access to the apartment of the females .

ta, a. (from 3:47, a seraglio, and difa , going),

having access to the apartment of the females .

অন্তঃপুরনিবাসী, a. (from অন্তঃপুর, a rerag/io, and নিবাসি , re

siding , residing in the seraglio.

, a. (from 6 , a seraglo, and , resid

ing , residing in the female apartments.

WT: JIFE, 8. (from 3, a seraglio, and a☎☎, a keeper),

the keeper of the seraglio.

16 , a (from , a seraglio, and , to stand), situ

ated in the woman's apartments.

অন্তঃপুরস্থায়ী, a . ( from অন্তঃপুর, a seraglio, and স্থায়ি , continua

ing , continuing in the apartments of the women.

3: fts, a. (from I, a seraglio, and f , situated),

situated in the seraglio.

63 , a. (from 4, within, and , knowing), acquaint-

ed with the heart, knowing what passes or exists in the

mind.

: 1 , s. (from , within, and , an animal), preg-

nant ; also the name of a tree, (Semecarpus Ancardi

um.)

wo:nfâa, s. (from 4, within, and af , water), water

running by a subterraneous passage, subterraneous wa

ter, a secret, a concealed idea,

wo:nfaazifat , a. (from a , subterraneous water,

and f , conveying , conveying water by an inward

or subterraneous passage.

TI, s . (from : , internal, and , a mallet), in

anatomy (malleus internus),

30

送

1

2.

P
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wanaita, a. (from

Sei

: , internal, and at , obstruct-

ing), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle (ob-

turator internus . )

se, a. (from us, an end) , mortal, deadly, that which oc

casions the end of a thing; s. death, Yuma the regent

ofdeath.

, a. (from , an end, and , to do), occasioning the

end or the death of a person, mortal, deadly ; s . a de-

stroyer.

veta, s. (from ag, an end, and ☎a, time), the time of

death.

3:, ad. (from G, an end), at last, in the end.

weg, ad. (from II, an end, aud 71, to take), within, on the

margin, between, opportunely.

04, s. (from , to bind) , an interval, a distance, a peri-

od, a covering, clothing, a difference, a remainder,

sake, behalf, a rent or hole, the midst, the outside of

a thing, opportune time, the supreme soul ; a . similar,

own; ad. without, except ; conj . and, moreover.

work, s. (from , within, and Я, a body), a relative,

a near friend.

QozÊ3), s. (from acak, a relation) , relationship, kindred ,

intimacy.

. s. (from 3 , a relation) , relationship, kindred,

intimacy.

3231, s. (from 6 , within), inclusiveness, inwardness,

exclusiveness, outwardness.

6 , 8. (from , within, inwardness, inclusiveness,

outwardness, exclusiveness .

4874, a . (from Ugg, within, and , to be situated), inner,

situated within, internal.

. a. (from 4, within, and , continuing),

remaining within , internal.

33, a. (from 3 , within, and f , situated), situated

within, internal.

, ad. (from 4, within, and , to go), betwixt, be-

tween, near, except ; s . a line in poetry.

tu , s. (from , within, and a spirit), the in-

ward spirit, the soul.

31, a. (from , within, and , a child), preg-

nant.

ty, s. (from , within, and g, to move), an impe-

diment, an obstacle.

Cita, s. ´from 37, within, Al, prep. and i, to receive),

space between any two objects.the

%, (from 3, within, and , a star), the sky, the

atmosphere,

STT.

afast, a. (from af , the sky, and sta, to go), aerial,

traversing the atmosphere.

, a. (from wafa , thesky, and sts, gone), gone in

to the sky, placed in the atmosphere, included in the

atmosphere.

অন্তরিক্ষণাথী, a. (from অন্তরিক্ষ, the atmosphere, and stমिন, go

ing), moving in the air, going in the atmosphere.

wafa , a. (from af , the atmosphere, and 6 , to move),

aerial, inhabiting or moving in the air ; s . a bird.

fat , a. (from af , the atmosphere, and offa , mor-

ing), aerial, moving about in the air, inhabiting the

air.

fa , a . (from fa , the atmosphere, and , to be si-

tuated), situated in the atmosphere.

অন্তরিক্ষস্থায়ী, a. ( from অন্তরিক্ষ, the atmosphere, and স্থায়িন,

continuing), remaining in the atmosphere, aerial, placed

in the sky.

অন্তরিক্ষস্থিত , a. ( from অন্তরিক্ষ, the atmosphere, and স্থিত, silt-

a'ed), situated in the sky or atmosphere.

wefas, a. (from 7, within), inward, internal.

QTÏX, s. (from

atmosphere.

7, within, aud , to see), the sky, the

west, a. (from , the atmosphere, and st , to move),'

moving in the atmosphere, aerial, traversing the sky

or atmosphere, situated in the sky.

NEN , a. (from , the atmosphere, and s³, gone),'

gone into the atmosphere, included in the atmosphere.

জন্তরীক্ষগামী , a. (from অন্তরীক্ষ, the firmament, and it go-

ing), entering the air, going into the atmosphere, tra-

versing the air.

ax , ɑ. (from E, the atmosphere, and , to go),

aerial, inhabiting the atmosphere, moving in the air ;

s. a bird.

অন্তরীক্ষচারী, a . (from অন্তরীক্ষ, the atmosphere, and চারিন, more"

ing), aerial, inhabiting the atmosphere, moving in the

air.

, a. (from , the atmosphere, and , to be si

tuated), situated in the atmosphere.

অন্তরীক্ষস্থায়ী, ৫ , ( from অন্তরীক্ষ , the atmosphere, and স্থায়িন,

continuing), residing or continuing in the atmosphere,

aerial.

অন্তরীক্ষস্থিত , a. ( from অন্তরীক্ষ, the atmosphere, and স্থিত, situ-

ated , situated in the atmosphere.

t, s. (from д, within, and , water) , dried up,

freed from water, left dry ; s. a promontory, a head

land.

acy, s. (from a , within), a lower garment.
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SIT,
516.

C313, ad. (from us , within, and , to go), betwixt, be

tween, except.

, ad. (from д, within, and , to go), within , be-

tween, betwixt, except.

3, a. (from 8 , within, and sto, gone, ) included, for-

gotten.

an , s. (from 6 , within, and st , the fætus), included.

weg´haay,' s. (from 4 , within , 5, the anus, and ☎g, a

ring), in anatomy the sphincter ani.

E, s. (from 8 , within, and s , a house), the inside

of a house.

ws , a. (from , within, and 57 , producing), pro-

ducing inward sensations, operating effectually within ;

s. one who works effectually in the mind.

, s. (from we , within, and , a producing), the

producing of any thing in the mind, an effectual work-

ing in the mind.

wo , a. (from , within , and , producible),

capable of being produced in the mind, producible in

the heart.

, s. (from 6 , within, and , a birth), the effec-

tual production of an effect on the heart.

, s. (from , within, and , water), water pass-

ing offby a subterraneous passage, or absorbed in the

earth.

at, a. (from within, and , water), conveying

its waters by a subterraneous passage.

wets, a. (from 3 , within, and ts, born), excited

within, inborn, inwardly produced .

ta, a. (from , within, and t , knowledge), in-

ward knowledge, a knowledge of the heart.

7, s. (from , within, and 7, a burning), an in-

ward inflammation or burning.

ta , s . (from 3 , within, and at, a burning), an in-

ward burning.

, s. (from 4, within, and t† , a burning), an in-

ward burning, an inward heat or inflammation .

ai, s. (from w☎g, within, and 1, to hold), a disappear-

ing, a vanishing away.

ts , a. (from 3 , within, and 1 , to hold), capable

of being made invisible.

1 , s. (from 8 , within, and , to hold), that which

disappears or vanishes.

weáta, s. (from 37, within, and 21, to hold), a disappear-

ing, a vanishing away.

att, a. (from 6 , within, and , to hold , becoming

invisible, concealing

f , s. (from 3 , within, and 1 , to hold), invisibility,

a concealed state.

!, a. (from weg, within, and , to hold), capable of

being made invisible.

Git , a. (from , within, and ta , to meditate) , re-

flected on in the mind, meditated on.

ts , a. (from 3 , within, aud tar, to meditate), pro-

per to be meditated on.

acéta, s. (from sg, within, and 8 , to meditate), inward

meditation upon a subject.

ty, a. (from ạ, within, and , to meditate), fit to

be contemplated, fit to be the object of meditation.

ly, a. (from g, within, and tл, to meditate), fit to

be contemplated , fit to be the object ofmeditation.

as , a. (from , within), pregnant.

, a (from 6 , within, and af , being) , internal, in-

ward, enclosed, included, contained .

anak, s. (from 3 , within , and cafu, a purified place), the

country of the Dooab, or that included between the

Yumoona and the Ganges.

, s. (from , within, and 3, to exist), an existing

inwardly, the existing of any thing within.

ascity, a. (from 4, within, and , to exist ), capable

of existing within.

wosfaval, a. (from g, within, and 5, to exist), proper

to exist within.

ta, s. (from , within, and , to exist , inward ex-

istence, an existing inwardly.

acta ), s. (from , within, and tt, a causing to be`,

in arithmetic a mode of composition or rectification of

numbers by the differences of the products, inward

thought or anxiety.

west , a. (from , within, and , to exist) , fit to existsg,

inwardly.

263, a. (from 3 , within, and 5, to exist), included,

contained, internal.

Azusa, s. (from , within , and 1 , worship), inward

or mental worship.

, s. (from , within, and , to cease), the per-

vading of a thing.

outs , s. (from 3 , within, and atst, worship) , inward

worship.

, a. (from 8 , within, and T , to cease), pervad

ing.

a , a. (from og, within, and a , a perpendicular),

having the perpendicular falling within. The word is

applied to a particular kind of triangle.

153 FR

"

53

4.1
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cafes, a. (from , within, and 3, held) , vanished,

disappeared.

atzat , a. (from 3 , last, and at , performing the

last offices for a person), a chundal , a barber.

afe, a. (from 3, an end), near, proximate, adjacent,

contiguous.

afs , a . superl, deg. (from sæ, near), very near, close

to.

31, s. (from as , near), nearness, vicinity, proximi-

ty, contiguity.

afsen, s. (from afte, near), nearness, vicinity, proximity,

contiguity.

, s . (from , an end), an elder sister. This word is

only used among dancing girls.

afsa, ɑ. (from 8, an end) , last , ulterior, very near, conti-

guous.

, ad, (loc. case of ), at last, in the end, in fine.

, s. (from 3, without, within, and if , dwell-

ing , a chundala or outcast, a disciple.

261, a. (from w3, an end), last, ultimate ; s. the last term

in the rule of proportion, in numeration an hundred

billions .

3, a. (from , list, and 57, to b- bọrn), junior,

youngest, born of a person of the lowest cast.

AIIHF, 8. (l.om 315, a mein person, and 515, a house),

the house of a person ofthe lowest class.

wwatsy, a. (from 23 , last, and 54, to be born , born of

a person of the lowest rank,

3, s. (from 15, a mean person, and wisty, a rɛ-

fuge), a refuge or as ylum among the lowest persons in

society.

, s. (from 1, lust, and , a term), the last or

greatest root in the affected square.

TUNA, 8. (from 3, last, and 25, a root), the last or great-

est root in the affected square.

, s. (from 3 , last, and , a sacrifice) , a funer

al sacrifice.

off , s. from if , a funeral, and fg , an acti-

on), funeral obsequies.

3, s . (from , to bind), the entrails, the bowels, the vis-

cera.

, 8. (from 3 , the bowels, and fan , science), that

part of anatomy which treats of the contents of the

stomach and vowels, Splanchnology.

xada, s. (from , the towel , and ( , a surrounding),

the peritoneum or membrane which surrounds and con-

tains the bowels.

Ga.

i , s. (from , the bowels, and ,floating),

in anatomy the epiploon or caul .

, a. (from jail, within), within.

, ad. (loc. case of ), within.

ta, s. (from jail, to throw), a guess , a cast,

atzi, a. (fromjail, to throw) , guessing .

4 , s . (from 3 , to bind), a chain for the feet of an ele

phant.

, s . (from , to bind), an ornament for a woman's

foot, a chain.

*!, s. (from zl, thought), thought, reflection.

, a. (from , to be blind), blind, overgrown with

bushes or weeds, (as a pit or well. )

HF, ɑ. (from , to be blind), blind.

, a. (from , blind, and , to do) , darkness .

অন্ধকারাবিশিষ্ট, a. (from অন্ধকার, darkness, and বিশিষ্ট , posses-

sed of), dark, full of darkness .

Az , ɑ . (from , darkness) , dark.

datzatz, s. (from aæta, darkness, and at , mere), en.

tire darkness, total darkness.

staus, a. (from , darkness, and 5, joined to),

dark, gloomy.

অন্ধকার কুলিত,1 :afas, 4. (from 7, darkness, and 3, dis-

tressed , distressed or bewildered in the dark.

অন্ধকূপ , s . from , darken d, and , a well) , a well or

hole overgrown by weeds.

A math arty, a. (from a, blind, estat , a cow's tail,

and at , like), implicit, led by the nose. The word is

formed in allusion to a ludicrous story current in Hin-

doo writings , of a blind man who asking the way to the

house of his father- in-law, was by a wag, told to take

hold of the tail of a cow belonging to his father in-law

which would conduct him thither ; the cow it is said

did so, but led him through the middle of a pond which

was in the way.

WITA, s. (from , blind, and 35, darkness), blinding

or gross darkness.

অন্ধতমসময় , a. ( from অন্ধতমস, gross darkness), excessively

dark.

31 , s. (from , blind), blindness.

Astfaz, s. (from a, blind, and faz, completely dark),

the Hell of excessive darkness.

, ad. (from , blind) , blindly, like the blind.

, s. (from , blind, and af , a staff), a blind

man's staff.

Tal, s. (from , to be blind), blind,

, s. (from , to eat), food.
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67.

অন্ধক্ষস্বারোহণ , s. ( from সন্ধঙ্কল, the shoulders of the blind,

and I , a mounting on), the riding on the should-

ers of the blind, a making shift , the accomplishing of

a work by persons of different attainments assisting

each other. The word is formed from a story related in

Hindoo writings ofa stout blind man, and a sharp-sight-

ed lame man meeting; the blind man could not find his

way, nor the lame one walk, they therefore agreed that

the lame man should ride on the shoulders of the blind

one, that he might furnish vision for both, and that the

blind one might furnish loco-motion for both.

, s. (from , blind, and , a gut), in anatomythe

cœcum or blind gut.

afata , s. (from , to be blind) , darkness.

ajansa s. (from , dark, and fa̸, ajoining), a chink,

a crevice, a flaw, a flaw in any one's conduct.

, a. (from

come blind.

, blind, and , become), blinded, be-

, s. (from , to eat), food, (frequently restricted to

boiled rice.)

4, s. (from , food, and c , a field), a vast quanti-

ty of boiled rice or food collected in one place.

, a. (from ,food, and , to be produced), arising

from food, occasioned by food.

' ,wan , s. (from ,food, and , water), board, maintenance.

, a . (from , food, and , to give) , giving food.

t ), s . (from a, food, and † , one who gives), one

who maintains others , a charitable person.

canta, s. (from , food, and t , a giving), the giving

board to a person, the maintaining of a person.

ta, s. (from , food, and Я, a servant) , one who

serves for his food, an eye servant or one who only re-

gards his wages.

ta , s. (from a, food, and 1, full), the name of a god-

dess, the Ceres of the Hindoos.

wagata, s . (from , food, and gata, a sort), identically

the same as boiled rice : this word is used in the veda,

where the worshippers are required to consider God

as identified with boiled rice for the purpose of insur-

ing a supply offood.

aaſia, s. (from , food, and Ha, to eat), the ceremo-

of giving a child rice for the first time.ny

1 , 8. (from , food, and , Bruhma), Bruhma, as

identified with food ; this is a term used in the veda,

in which Bruhma is identified with food, because all

creatures are supported by food as by Bruhma, and

all things are absorbed into food, as into Bruhma.

STT

54, s. (from ,food, and 54, the act ofeating), the

eating offood .

sta, s. (from

St ), s. (from

, food, and † , a vessel), a dish.

, food, and (3151 , an eater), an eater,

one who eats boiled rice.

ata , s. (from a , food, and , an eating), the

eating of food, the eating of a meal .

অন্নভোজনাকা$1, s. from অন্নভোজন, theeating of ameal, and

atat , desire), a desire to take food .

অন্নভোজনাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. (from অন্নভোজন, the eating of a meil, and

at , desirous), desirous of eating a meal.

অন্নভোজনাপেক্ষা, s. (from SA, the exting ofa meal, and

, expectation ), the expectation ofeating food ; a.

want or necessity of eating food.

অন্নভোজনাপেক্ষী, a. ( from অন্নভোজন, the eating of food, and

, lookingfor), expecting or looking forward to

the eating of food, requiring or standing in need of

food .

am(stantfsmta, 8. (from ata, the exting offood, and

fata, desire), a desire to eat food .

Statfsata , a . (from asta, the eating offood, and

ffa , desirous), desirous of eating food.

অন্নভোজনেষ্কা , s . ( from অন্নভোজন, the eating of food, and ইম',

desire), a desire to eat food.

Qalstslag, ɑ. (from Q , the eating offood, and fa,

desirous), desirous of eating food .

QE(S)alage, a. (from , the eating offood, and

desirous), desirous of eating food.

amataatents, s. (from it , the eating offood, and

sts, endeavor), the engaging in eating a meal.

অন্নভোজ নাদ্যোগী, a. (from অন্নভোজন, the eating of food, and

swtfsa, engaging in), engaging in eating food.

অন্নভোজনোপক্রম , s . ( from অন্নভোজন, the eating offood, and

8 , a beginning), the commencement of eating a

meal.

,food), composed offood., a. (from

ist, s . (from , food, and ist, contact), the provid

ing offood.

waga, s. (from , food, and , juice), chyle.

f³, ɑ. (from 7, food, and ³, destitute of), desti-

tute offood, needy.

, s. (from , food, and , a possessing) , the

possessing offood, the being in easy circumstances.

as, a. (from , food, and 1 , destitute), destitute of

food, needy.

, s. (from a, food, and , to eat), an eater.

wat , s. (from , food, and wifi, a beginning), necessa
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ries, viz. every thing necessary for support, beginning

with food as the first.

ata , s. (from food, t , an eater, and , a

spirit), identically the same with the food and the ea-

ter, an appellation of Bruhma used in the veda.

219, s. (from 3 ,focd, and , a squandering), the

squandering or wasting offood.

, a. (from , food, and TF, wasting), wast-

ing or squandering food.

34, s. (from .food, and 4, a taking away),

the stealing or taking away of food .

cate, a. (from , foed, and at , taking away),

stealing or otherwise taking away food.

1951 ), a. (from , food, and Яa, taking away),

stealing or otherwise taking away food.

, s. (from ,food, and as , want), the want of

food, want of necessaries.

want, a. (from a, food, and af , desircus), desirous of

food, hungry.

, a. (from food, and alfag, eating), eating

food ; s. an eater.

1, pron. (from , to lire), another, other, different.

, a. (from 1, another, and , by the agency

of), done by another.

SIEI, a. (from 1, another, and 3, done), done by ano-

ther, done by others, done in another manner.

Unis), a. (from 1, another, and sttf , going) , adulter-

ous, going to others.

si , s (from 1, another, and affet, a livelihood),

another way ofprocuring a maintenance.

, ad. (from 71, another), another, other.

13 , ad. (from , another), by or from another.

, pron. (superlative degree of I, another), the best

or chiefest of all others.

73431, 8. (from 3 , chiefest), the circumstance of be-

ing distinguished above all others.

, 8. (from , chiefest), the circumstance of be-

ing distinguished above all others.

, pron. 'comparative degree of 1, another), rather,

either, other, different.

1343 , 8. (from 137, rather), the circumstance of be-

ing distinguished above another.

37, s. (from 134, rather), the circumstance of be-

ing distinguished above another.

, ed. (from 3, another), at a different time,

on another occasion.

, ad. (from 1, another), elsewhere.

T
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wa , s. (from 7, another), the contrary, the reverse , a

different idea, conduct differing from any fore-mention-

ed conduct ; ad. contrariwise, differently ; a. contrary,

different.

, s. (from 1, differently, and 4 , the doing of

a thing , the acting differently from orders or exam-

ples, the altering of a thing.

gajutegy, a. (from 1 , otherwise, and diy, proper

to be done), requiring to be done otherwise, practicable

in another method.

ajutægi, s. (from 1 , differently, and 1 , the doing of

a thing), the doing of a thing in a different manner, the

acting contrary to orders, the altering of a thing.

37)UPÍT , a. (from 1 , differently, and
, proper

to be done ), practicable in another method, requiring

to be done otherwise .

utta , a . (from 71, contrary, and if , doing),

acting differently, disobedient, altering.

, a. (from 4 , otherwise, and 3, done), done in

a different manner, altered.

, 8, (from 4 , otherwise, and ts3d, conduct),

contrary conduct, disobedience.

Qajutsfag, a. (from
2, otherwise, and tufas, acted),

done or practised in another manner, done different-

ly.
1

utata, s. (from ar , contrary, and tota, conduct),

contrary conduct, transgression, disobedience.

ata, a. (from an , contrary, and state , conduct),

acting otherwise, doing the reverse of a thing.

ta , a. (from A , otherwise, and af , speaking ,

asserting another thing, speaking otherwise, maintain

ing opposite or different sentiments.

, ad. (from 71, another) , at another time.

অন্যদেশনিবাস, ৪. (from অন্যদেশ, another country, and নিবাস,

a residence), a residence in another country.

anfaatat, a. (from , another country, and

fata , residing), residing in another country.

* , a. (from †, another country, and 1, to

stand , situated or being in another country.

, a. (from 1, another, and cft , belonging to a

country , belonging to another country, foreign,

ny, a. (from , another, and ì , belonging to

a country), foreign, belonging to another country.

অন্যধৰ্ম্মাক্রান্ত, a. ( from অন্যধর্ম্ম, another religion, and আক্রান্ত,

seized, drawn over to another religion, professing ano-

ther religion.

gajâmtzmza, ɑ. (from 1 , another religion, and
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মি .

, a depending upon), the professing of another

religion, conversion to another faith .

অন্যবৰ্ম্মাবলম্বী, a. ( from অন্যধর্ম, anotherreligion, and অলম্বি ,

depending upon , professing another religion, embrac-

ing another religion.

অন্যনিরপেক্ষা, a. (from জন্য, another, and নিরপেক্ষা, indepen-

dence , independent of others .

1

1 , s. (from 1, another, and fu , a road), a differ-

ent way or road, another way.

gusttal, a. (from 4 , another way, and st , going),

going or travelling in another road.

1 , a. (from 1, other, and 1 , before), previously be-

trothed to another man.

, s. (from , other, and gets, a sort), another

sort; ad. otherwise ..

WAMBA, 8. (from 1, another, and 77, a word), another

word or sentence, a different opinion or sentiment .

ts , s. (from , other, and tst , fortune), a differ-

ent fortune or lot.

ta , s . (from , another, and stat, a language), a

foreign language.

, s. (from , another, and §, to nourish), a crow.

3, s. (from , another, and 3, nourished), a cuc-

kow.

I , s. (from , other, and 23, a manner), another

manner, another sect ; ad. otherwise.

34, s. (from , another sect, and æ , a tak-

ing), an embracing the sentiments or joining with ano-

ther sect.

assist, a. (from 13, another sec ' , and tf , tak-

ing), receiving the sentiments of another sect, joining

with another sect.

জন্যমতাবলম্বন, s. (from অন্যমত, another sect , and অৱলম্বন,

depending on , the making profession of a different re-

ligion, the making profession of the sentiments of ano-

ther sect.

GastamÂ, a. (from 173, enother sect, and af ,

depending on), making profession of another religion ,

embracing the sentiments of another sect.

Jafs, a. (from 3, another, and afs, opinion) , other-

wise-minded.

, ad. loc. case of 3), otherwise.

, a. (from 41, another, and ♫ ♬, mind), thinking

on some other thing, absent in mind, averse, absorbed

in other thoughts.

31, s. (from J , otherwise-minded), a difference

of opinion, a being otherwise-minded, the thinking up-

1.

on another thing, aversion, dissatisfaction, disappro

bation.

অন্যমনস্কতাসম্পাদক, a. (from অন্যমনস্কতা, a difference of opini-

on, and t☎, producing) , producing a difference of

opinion, causing a person to dissent or think otherwise.

1271;, a. (from , other, and , the mind), different-

ly-minded.

wajatan, s. (from 73, another, and atan, the mind), ano-

ther wish; a. otherwise-minded.

4 , s. (from , another, and af , a form , another

form or shape ; a, sustaining or being of another form

or shape.

, s. (from , anoth r, and is, a custom ), a differ

ent custom or manner.

te, ad. (from 31, another), otherwise, in another res-

pect, yet.

ad. (from , another, and , to see), otherwise.

, ad (from 1, another, and †, to see), otherwise,

in another manner.

tfaæta, s. (from 51, another, and fata, a possessi➡

on), another government, another jurisdiction.

anfaat , a. (from 1, another, and fax , possess

ing), possessing or governing another place or country.

tia, a. (from , another, and , beneath), subject

to others, dependent.

, a. (from 3, another), others.

ata, s. (from , priv. and at , justice) , injustice, out-

rage, impropriety.

, s. (from , injustice, and , a doer), one

who acts unjustly, a person who does wrong.

at , a. (from warty, injustice, and ata , doing), act-

ing wrong or unjustly ; s . an unjust perso n, one who

acts unjustly.

ta , a. (from , injustice, and f , acting),

acting unjustly, doing wrong.

tto , s. (from art , injustice, and 6d, conduct),

unjust conduct, the acting unjustly.

, a. (from a, prio. and tf just), unjust, oppres

sive

to , a. (from , priv. and at , defencible by law), un-

lawful, indefensible by law.

tú, s . (from 1, another, and af, an object), another

or different object, another or different scope or mean-

ing.

artat , s. (from art , a different object, and catâ, a

sentiment), a different idea, the indication of another

or different object or scope.
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sotilatie, a. (from

erzi.

it , a different object, and c ,

indicating), indicating another or different object or

scope.

caivizi8731, 8. from artuta , indicating a different

sense), the property of indicating another or a different

object or scope.

, s. (from , another, and t , hope), another hope,

a different hope or wish.

, 8. from , another, and , an asylum), ano-

ther asylum.

f43, a. (from , another, and 15, fled for refuge`,

refuged with another, protected by another.

47.7, a. (from , priv. and 717, deficient , not deficient.

8, ad. (from , ansther), on another day, at ano-

ther time.

star, a. (from 1, other), reciprocal, mutual.

casitet, s. (from 1, another, and 8 , instruction),

another doctrine, the instruction of another.

, a. (from 7. prep. and the eye), following.

, . (from , prep. and , to go , race, lineage. In

grammar, the regimen or government of words in a

sentence. In logic , a direct consequence, a conclusion

or an effect following directly from a proposition or

cause.

ari, a. (from a prep, and I, to go) . agreeing with

another word or part ofof a sentenc , following upon.

, ad. from 7. prep. and 7, a day), daily.

to , a. (from 54, pr˚p. 5, prep. and fʊ, to collect), the

connecting of a secondary or succeeding object in a

writing or discourse with a primary or preceding one.

অস্বতিয়াৰ্থৰাধক, a. (from সন্বচিয়, the connectinga secondary

with a prior thing, sứ, an object, and ( ie, ind crting),

indicating the connection of a secondary or succeed-

ing subject with a preceding one, continuative.

watha, s. (from prep. and ↑, a deposit), a deposit

made to a person for the purpose ofitsbeing ultimate-

ly deposited with another

ext , a. (from 7. prep. and I , proper to b' d´posit-

ed), proper to be deposited with a person who is wti-

mately to deliver it to another, presented after marriage

to the wife by her husband's relations .

78 , a. from 7 prep. and 137, width) , latitudinal.

ET35, 2. from . prep. 1, prep, and 75, to bɛgin),

brought in contact with the right hand ; this is only

appled to the left hand when brought into contact

with the ri , ht in making an obligation.

euterú, a. (from w , prep. and wit , fit to be exten),

CPY.

the monthly obsequies or funeral repast on the day of

the new moon in memory ofthe ancestors.

tes, a. (from prep. and f , deposited as a

pledge), deposited as a pledge orotherwise inthe hands

of a person to be ultimately delivered to another.

fs, a. (from I, prep. and 7, to go), connected with,

possessed of, fraught with, inherent in, agreeing with.

fax, a . (from , prep. and , to desire), sought, requir

ed.

afata, a. (from , prep. and , to desire), desirable,

sought after, required.

MTIA, 8, (from 7, prep. and 3 , to desire), search for

thing, enquiry, search, research.

41, s. (from

inquisition.

prep. and a , desire), enquiry, search,

HT, a. (from , prep. and 3 , to desire), desirable,

requiring to be sought after, deserving ofstarch, proper

to be sought.

fts, a. (from 7, prep. and a, to desire), sought.

fas , a. (from , prep. and a, to desire), desirable,

requiring to be sought, deserving to be sought for.

MII, a. (from prep. and Z , to desire), searching, in-

1

quisitive.

I', s. (from prep. and a, to desire), one who seek

for a thing.

, s. (from at to obtain), water.

, a. an inseparable preposition which usually gives the

idea of taking from, or doing a thing in a bad man-

ner, or in such a way as that the action shall be desti-

tute of all its true properties.

•GI , s. (from 4, prep and , t› d »), the doing of a

thing wrong, the hindering or obstructing ofan action.

অপকরনাচরণ, ৪. (from অপকরণ , a hind ring, and অাচরণ , con-

duct), an acting in such a manner as to injure another

person or to prevent his succes3.

অপকরণ'চারী, ৫. (from অপকরণ a hindering, and আচারি , act-

ing), acting so as to injure another person or to pre-

vent his success in an undertaking.

a . (hom t. prep, and to do), deserving to be

done wrong, fit to be made or done in an inferior man-

ner, deserving to be hindered or injured .

Я , a. (from prep, and , to do), deserving to be

done wrong, fit to be made or performed in an inferi.

or manner, deserving to be hindered or obstructed.

atý, a. (from prep, and to do), one who opposes

another or hinders him in his undertakings , one who

thwarts another.

T 2
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H.

, s. (from †, prep. and ☎ , an action) , improper

conduct, a mean action, an unworthy action .

, 8. (from , prep. and , attraction), an evil ten-

dency, a wrong bias , improper influence.

, s. (from t, prep and , to draw,, anunfair seiz-

ing, holding, or biasing a person, the drawing of a

person from what is right.

* F) , a. (from 4, prep. and za, to draw) , the seizing ,

holding, or biasing of a person unfairly.

, s. (from , prep. and , a stain , an indelible

stain, a blot in a person's character, a disgrace.

, a. (from t, prep. and af , stained), stained

in such a manner as to disfigure, lying under a disgrace-

ful imputation .

?, 8, (from , prep, and , to do , a hinderance, de-

triment, a prejudicial thing, an injury.

ta , a. (from , prep. and , to do , injuring, hinder-

ing, pernicious ; s. one who hinders or obstructs a

thing.

উপকারাকারী, s. (from অপকার, hinderance, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা , de-

sire), a desire to thwart or hinder a person in his un-

dertakings.

¶ætatætsì, a. (from ta, hinderance, and tif}7, de-

sirous , desirous of thwarting or injuring a person in his

undertakings.

অণকারাভিলাধ, s. (from অপকার, hinderance , and অভিলাষ, de-

sire,, a desire to thwart or injure a person in his under-

takings.

অপকারাভিলাষী, a. (from অপকার, hinderance, and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of thwarting or injuring a person in

his undertakings.

ratat , a. (fiom ta, hinderance, and af, an object),

for the purpose of injuring or prejudicing any one.

a. (from t , hinderance, and fifa, desir

ous), tending to the hinderance or injury ofanother, ma-

licious, malevolent, baneful.

, a. (from , prep. and , to do), hindering, per-

nicious.

, s. (from , hinderance, and 1 , desire), a

desire to thwart or hinder a person in his undertaking,

malevolence, malice.

desire) , de., a. (from tats, hinderance, and

sirous of thwarting or hindering a person in his under-

takings, malevolent, malicious.

, a. (from , injury, and 5, desirous , de-

sirous of thwarting or hindering a person in his under-

takings, malevolent, malicious,

অপ

, a. (from , prep. and , to do , fit to be hinder-

ed or obstructed, deserving to be done wrong, fit to be

made or done in an inferior way.

my.

, s. from 1, prep. and if ,fame), ill fame, infa

WHI, a . (from , prep. and 5, done) , hindered , pre-

vented, opposed, obstructed , done in a wrong manner,

fs , s. from 4, prep. and as , an action), an hinder-

ance, an obstruction, the prevention of an action or un-

dertaking, opposition, a bad action .

, a. (from ,prep. and to draw), bad, inferior,

deteriorated , drawn into bad conduct , drawn by bad

example, drawn by bad influence.

, s . (from , drawn by evil influence), bad-

ness, the being under an evil bias, the being swayed by

a bad example.

TITI, s . (from Я , drawn by evil influence), badness,

the being under an evil bias , the being swayed by a bad

example.

, s. (from , prep . and I, a step) , a retreat, a flight,

a withdrawing.

, s . (from , prep. and 1, an action), an injury

an evil action.

a. (from , priv. and Z, ripe), unconcocted, raw,

unripe, imperfect.

HII , 8. (from F, unconcocted, and ¤, juice), chyle.

, a. (from , unripe, and tft , eating), feeding

upon raw food, feeding upon unripe fruits.

, a. (from t, prep. and я , to go), departed, gone

from a place, deviated from.

3 , a . (from t, prep. and st , to go), deserving to

be deviated from .

Яst, s. (from , prep, and sa, to go), one who devi

ates from a rule or established line of conduct, one

who departs from a person or place.

Hs , a . (from ¤ , prep, and stя, to go) , a departure from

a place, a going from the direct road, a deviation.

, a. (from , prep, and st , to go), fit to be de-

viated from, fit to be departed from.

st , a. (from , prep. and st , to go), fit to be deviated

from, fit to be departed from.

, s. (from

limb.

, prep. and , to kill), a member, a

, s. (from , prep. and , to kill), a tragical or

sudden death, murder.

, a. (from t, prep. and , to kill), murderous,

mortal.
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CTPL,

157, s . (from at, prep. and fʊ, to collect), loss , detriment,

dispersion, waste, dissipation .

, a. (from , prep. and fo, to collect), requiring

to be dissipated or wasted, requiring to be dispersed.

ts , a. (from 87, ss, and tista, sharing ) , sharing

in a loss ; s. one who shares in a loss, the keeper ofan

insurance office.

casts , a. (from , loss, and cost , suffering),

suffering or sustaining a loss ; s. one who suffers a loss.

59 , a. (from , losing), attended with, or causing

loss or harm .

57, s. (from

fs , a. (from , prep. and fs, to collect), lost, dispers-

ed, dissipated, wasted.

, prep. and 5 , to move), indigestion .

3, s. (from at, prep. and fo, a collection , loss, detri-

ment, waste, dispersion, dissipation ; also respect, ho-

nour, reverence.

, a. (from , prep. and f , to collect), fit to be

dissipated or wasted, fit to be dispersed.

4551, s. (from Я, prep, and fʊ, to collec') , one who dis

sipates or wastes, one who squanders away substance,

one who disperses.

, a. (from , prep. and 5, to collect ) , deserving to

be wasted or dissipated, requiring to be dispersed .

at , s. (from , prep. and 1, a shadow , an appa-

rition, a phantom, a shadow which is injurious or un-

healthy.

a . (from , priv. and , clever), unskilled, awkward,

incapable, diseased .

ata, s. (from , priv. and Я87, a reading) , a not reading,

the not reading of athing.

1 , 4. (from , prir. and 17, legible), not legible,

unfit to be read.

cafts, a. (from ¤, priv. and *ft , read), unread, untaught.

33 , a. (from a, priv . and as, legible), not legible,

not fit to be read.

, a. (from , priv. and 5, to fall), lasting, undimi-

nished, not liable to fall, durable, finding a ready mar-

ket, marketable.

d, 8. (from &, priv. and , an agreement), not a pledge,

not an agreement ; a. not bound by pledge or stake.

e, a. (from , priv. and 3, useless) , useful , advantage-

OUS.

f33, a. (from , priv. and 3, learned) , unlearned,

ignorant.

3 , s. (from , priv. and 7, afalling), a not fall-

ing.

54.

, a. (from , priv. and 3 , fallible), not liable to

fall, infallible.

3 , 8. (from t, prep. and to hold) , a violent dis

ease of the stomach which makes the patient go bent

with the pain.

sta , s. (from , prep. and , to occasion distress),

flatuleney attended with violent pain in the stomach."

fs, a. (from , priv. and f33, fallen), not fallen , un◄

fallen .

fs , a . (from , priv. and 1 , making her hus-

band the object of her vows), not making her husband

the object of her vows.

, s. (from , priv. and 3, to fall), a child.

931376, a. (from 3 , children, and , producing),

producing children, a father.

, a. (from 3 , children, and , producible),

producible by or arising from children.

ЯGIGI, ad. (loc. case of AI ) for the sake ofchildren.

¶ty , a. (from 3 , children, and ¤‡ª¤, giving), give

ing posterity.

37 , s. (from 31, children, and , destruction),

the destruction of children, the ruin of children. ´

3 « , ɑ. (from 31, children, and ‡ ¤¤, destruci

tire , destructive to children, ruining children.

, a. (from 3 , children, and fa , destruc

tive), destructive to children ruining children .

t* , s. (from 4 , children, and at, destruction),

the destruction or ruin of children .

অপত্যনাশক, a . (from অপত্য , children , and নাশক, destruce

tive), destructive to children , ruinous to children.

431faftce, a. (from 1, a child, and faf±”, a cause),'

caused by or arising from children ; ad. from or be

cause ofchildren .

অপত্যনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অপত্য, a child, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

for the sake of children.

1, ad. (from 31, a child, and f , without), with-

out children.

অপত্যবিশিষ্ট, a . ( from অপত্য, a child, and বিশিষ্ট , possessed

of), having children .

অপত্যাতিরিক্ত , ৫. (from অপতা, a child, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), children excepted .

অপভ্যাডিয়েক, s. (from অপত্য, a child, and বাতিরেক, an excep

tion , the exception of children.

অপত্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অপত্যব্যতিরেক), with the exe

ception of children, without children .

3f , a. (from 37, a child, and af , destitute),

destitute ofchildren , childless;
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* a. (from 3 , a child, and , èmpty), deзti-

tute of children, childless.

ana , s. (from , a child, and c , affection), affec

tion for children.

atziz, a. (from 1, a child, and , destitute), desti-

tute of children, childless.

▼ЯNTIF, a . (from 31, a child, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from children ; ad. from or because of

children .

অপত্যাকা$1, s . (from অপত্য, a child, and অাকাঙ্ক্ষা , desire), a

desire for children.

t , a. (from 7, a child, and if , desirous),

desirous of children .

3 , s. (from 1, a child, and in , respeet), a re-

gard for children .

, a. (from , a child, and , desirous), desir-

ous of children .

GRIEF, a. (from 1, a child, and , desirous) , desir-

ous of children.

, s. from ut, prep, and , shame), bashfulness .

. (from AIA, bashfulness), bashful.

Я , s. (from , priv. and 4f44, a rod) , the want of a road.

qui, a fiom , priv . and Я , wholesome), unwholesome,

not salutary.

ut , a. (from , unwholesome, and ft , eating),

eating unwholesome things.

IM, a. (from ¤, priv. and en, a foo! ) , out of office, with-

out employment, destitute of feet ; s . a reptile.

c. from , the want ofemployment, and , to be

situate,, removed from office, out of employ, dismissed

from employment.

¤akta, s. (from I, prep. and ki , to give), a finished work,

an approved occupation.

latif, s. (from , pris. and stat , a thing), nothing, va-

nity.

s . from †, prop. and fit a quarter), an interme-

diate point of the compass.

TI, s. from , rep. and M ₹31, a god), an appariti

on, a ghost , a gobim.

***, s . (from Ft, prep . and fot, to indicate , a pretence,

a pretext.

*, a. (from , prep. and fit, to shew) , deserving to

be imposed on by a pretence.

a . (from 4, prep. and 15, to fallfrom a height),

cursing, abhoring, breaking to pieces.

6413, «. (from 3ºt, prep, and I§, tofull from a height),

cursed, abhorred , broken to pieces.

白吃

daga, s. (from Q , prep. and , to take), a taking from,

a person's dying.

, . (from , prep. and , to send) , the dashing

or beating of a thing upon the ground.

Rata, 8. (from , prep , and , to send), the dashing

or beating of a thing upon the ground.

, s. (from , priv. and fu , a roid), not a road, a

bad road.

PAA, a. (from □, priv. and Я77, the wind), calm, void of

air, sheltered from wind. 1

, s. (from t, prep. and sí, a class), detachment from

matter, beatitude according to the system ofthe Hin-

dons.

, ɑ . (from , beatitude, and , to gire), giving

beatitude, conferring freedom from every thing which is

connected with the soul.

asfa†31, s. (from œπ, beatitude, ånd û† 5, a giver), one

who confe's beatitude or freedom from every thing to

which the soul is bound, or with which it is connected

in this embodied state.

I, s. (from , prep. and , to be), in algebra a com-

mon measure or a division assumed for both or either

ofthe quantities.

, s. (from t, prep, and e, to be), abridging.

Í, s. (from , prep, and ze, to be), in algebra a com-

mon measure or divisor assumed for both or either of

the quantities

, s. (from , prep. and zu, to speak), an accusati-

on, a libel , a defamatory speech.

, a . (from 4, prep. and , to speak), libelling, de-

faming, accusing ; s. an accuser.

sured.

, a. (from t, pr.p. and , to speak), accused, cen-

, a. (from t, prep. and za, to speak), defaming, ac-

cusing.

fa , s. (from ata, an exception, and faxy, an o

ject), a subject or thing wh ch is an exception from a

general rule, a matter of accusation.

9 , s. (from 4. prep, and s̟, to bring), a deducti-

on.

4 , a. (from ¤, pric. and "fæ , pure), impure, unclean.

aft31, 8. (from asfag, unclean ), impurity, uncleanness .

f3 , s. (from 5. unclean), impurity, uncleanness.

f . a. (from fa , unclean, and 3, made), made

impuce, rendered unclean.

47 , 1.¿from t, prep, and fxx, to pierce), pulverized,

broken into small fragments,
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8. (from , prep. and , expenditure), a profligate

expenditure of money, prodigality, the squandering

away ofproperty.

quærṣæla, a. (from , prep. f, prep. and 4, to move),

wasting away by profusion or squandering.

, a. (from , prep. and fṛ , expending) , prodigal,

expensive, squandering ; s. a squanderer.

tal, s. 'from ¬†, prep. and Star, a language), low or vul-

gar language, contemptible language, obscene language.

, s. (from , prep. and , tofull , common or vul-

gar talk, a vulgar term.

ze , a. (from a , prep. and a to esteem), worthy of

disregard, deserving contempt.

, s. (from 4, prep. and 2 , to esteem), dishonour,

disgrace, an affront, an indignity, an insult.

class, a. (from tt , disgrace, and 3, involved in),

sunk into disgrace, fallen into dishonour.

tata. (from

dishonour.

at , disgrace, and , fit), deserving

Gastfas, a. (from , dishonour) , dishonoured, disgrace-

ed, insulted, affronted.

ata , &. (from , dishonoured), degradedness,

a being dishonoured.

tat, a. (from , prep. and , to esteem), dishonoura-

ble, di -graceful, disreputable.

t , a. (from t, prep. and , to honour), dishonour-

able, disreputable, deserving disgrace.

. s. (from , prep. and , death), an inauspicious.

death, an untimely death.

, ɑ . (from , priv . and y , connected with welfare),

inauspicious , ominous .

, s. (from , prep. and , renown), disgrace, in-

famy, dishonour.

, a. (from , disgrace, and , to make), dis-

graceful, occasioning infamy, dishonouring.

ta, s. (from t, prop. and 1 , to go), a bad march.

, a. (from ¤, priv . and I, another), another, other.

, s. (from t , another, and col, exertion), ano-

ther endeavour or exertion, another search or pur-

suit.

, s. (from 7, another, and cat , people), other

people, another world,

t , &. (from , another, and 3 , night), the end of

the night.

78 , a. (from , priv . and

Quatwa, 8. (from . priv. and

er; a. powerless, impotent.

77, muturl), continual,

i , power), a want ofpow-

watts, a. (from , priv. and tats, powerful), not in-

vested with power, feeble, weak, impotent.

, a . (from , priv. and , of averted counte-

nance), not averse, not averted from, not unfriendly to

a thing.

অপরাজয,়tata , s. (from 3, priv . and tsg, defeat), not a defeat;

a. not suffering a defeat.

t , a . (from , priv. and tsfa, defeating), not van-

quishing the foe, not defeating an enemy.

3, a. (from , priv. and Яatf¾g, vinquished), not

vanquished, not defeated.

af , s. (from at, prop. and 15 to upper), the name

ofa plant, (Clitorea ternatea .)

gate ), a. (from , priv . and ЯITFIT , capable of be-

ing defeated), incapable of being defeated, invincible,

unconquerable .

, a. (from , priv. and a , conquerable), in-

vincible, unconquerable.

Яa , s. (from ¤ , prep. and I, to accomplish) , guilt, sin,

a fault.

att , a. (from at , a crime, and ta , doing),

committing crimes , contracting guilt ; s. a person who

lives in the practice of crimes .

tæt , a. (from , a crime, and tf , doing),

committing crimes, contracting guilt.

gatâ☎, a. (from a† , a crime, and , producing),

giving rise to crimes, causing guilt.

fs, a. (from , a crime, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from crimes orguilt.

† , a. (from Я , a crime, and , producible),

producible by or arising from crimes .

অপরাধ জন্যে , ad . (loc. case of অপরাধ জন্য) , for the purpose of

crime or guilt.

waztâ‡' a, s. (from œtatî, afault, and , destruction),

the expiation or removal of guilt or crime.

agtâƒ'ae, a. (from Яitt, a fault, and E, destruc-

tive), destructive to or expiating faults or guilt.

atasì, a. (from Яatt, afault, and fña, destructive),

expiating or removing guilt or crime.

tata , s. (from Я , afault, and at , destruction),

the expiation or removal of guilt or crime.

ཀ
অপরবিনাশক, a. (from অপরাধ, fault, and নাশক, destructive),

expiating or removing guilt or crime.

অপরাধনিযিশুক, a. (from অপরাধ, a crime, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from crimes ; ad. from or because

of crimes or guilt.
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অপরবিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অপরাধ, a crime , and নিষিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of crime or guilt.

, a. (from at , afault, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from faults ; ad. from or because

of faults or crimes.

Qattzē, a. (from at , a fault, and T , increasing),

increasing faults or crimes, aggravating faults or

crimes.

1 , s. (from t , a fault, and a , an increas-

ing), the increasing or aggravating of faults or crimes.

stafanı, ad. (from , afault, and f , without),

without faults or crimes.

watafaf* , a. (from eat , a fault, and fif**, possess-

ed f), faulty, criminal, sinful, guilty.

watafa, s. (from , a fault, and af , increase), the

increase of faults or crimes.

অপরাধব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অপরাধ , a fault, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed , crimes or faults excepted.

অপৰাধৰাতিয়েক, s. (from অপৰাধ, a fan't, andব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of faults or crimes.

অপরাধব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অপরাধ তিরেক), with the

exception of faults or crimes, without faults or crimes.

t , a. from , guilt, and , aroot), springing

from faults or crimes.

, a. (from , a fault, and T , joined to),

connected with faults or crimes, faulty, criminal, guilty.

attafxg, a. (from Я , a fault, and af , destitute ,

sinless , innocent, free from faults or crimes.

, a. (from 1 , a fault, and r, empty , sin-

less, innocent, free from faults or crimes.

Яt , a . (from t † , a fault, and 5 , indicating),

indicating faults or crimes.

tæt, a. (from xeztż, afault, and , identifi‹d

with), indentified with faults or crimes .

, s. (from 3 , afault, and rq, destroying), one

who expiates guilt, one who removes or destroys guilt

or crime.

wiata , a. (from , a fault, and 17, destitute), sin-

less, innocent, free from fault.

, a. (from , a crime, and sta, non-exis

tence), the non-existence of crimes, innocence.

fs, a. (from t, prep. and at , to accomplish) , crimi-

nated, condemned.

2 , s. (from fag, criminal), criminality, guilt,

sinfulness .

, s . (from , criminal), criminality, guilt-

ness, sinfulness ,

Яt , ɑ. (from data, a crime), criminal , guilty, sinful.

watĦa, a. (from &, priv. and Я? Na, subject to another),

not under another, independent, free.

, s . (from , prep, and , to accomplish), guilty,

criminal.

ata, s. (from , priv. and † , a turning back ,

the not turning back , a not returning.

ayatagdiy, a. (from , priv . and Яxtæ³ñ³, capable of be

ingturned back) , incapable ofbeing turned back.

, a. (from , prir. and at , returned), not return-

ed, not having declined from a particular line of con

duct, not having desisted from a pursuit.

ataf , s. (from , priv. and staff, a turning back , the

not turning back from a place, a not returning.

te , s. (from ï, pr v. and at , defeat), not a defeat;

a. not suffering defeat.

, . (from 3, priv. and 3, vanquished), unvan

quished, not defeated.

tf, a. (from , pric, and af, advice), unadvisable,

, a. (from , priv. and at , advising), not ad

vising, not giving counsel.

zt , a. (from ☎, priv. and Яatæ , adrised), not advised

not counselled.

, a. (from , priv. 7, ano'her, and , dishonour

ed), undefiled, not seduced ; s. a virgin.

, s. (from , another, and 5 , a day) , the afters

noon.

3 , a. (from , the afternoon), belonging to the

afternoon.

sts, a. (from , priv. and sts, known), unknown,

not brought near or into view .

f , s. (from , priv. and as, a concubine), a

chaste woman, a lawful wife.

fs , s. (from , priv. and f , acceptance), the non-

acceptance of a thing ; a. unacceptable.

fa , s. (from , priv. and 35 , acquaintance), the not

having an acquaintance with a person ; a. not known

to or familiar with a person.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fo , forming acquaint

ance), cynical, misanthropic, not forming acquaintance

or acting in a familiar manner with others.

6 , s . (from , priv. and fun, service) , the not pay-

ing due attention to another, a neglect ofservice.

aft , s. (from , priv. and fota , a servant), one who

is not in a state of servitude or slavery ; a. not having

slaves, without attendants .

ffos, a. (from , priv. and fafos, made known), unaçe
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quainted with, not made known to another, not intro-

duced to the acquaintance of another.

fa , a. (from , priv. and f150, sociable), unsociable,

unconversible, incapable of friendly intercourse.

3 , s. (from 3, priv and f , a separation), the want

of clothing or covering, the want of attendants ; a. nak-

ed, slovenly.

Cake, a. (from a, prio, and fg , covered), uncovered ,

undressed, slovenly.

ff , a. (from , priv. and fats, covered on all

'des), not completely covered, not covered on all sides.

, a. (from , priv. and , limited , not limit-

ed, undefined, unsettled, undivided, unperforated ,

, s. (from 3, priv. and f , alimit), the want of

a proper division of limits ; a. not limited, undefined,

not having the limit properly defined, not separated or

distinguished from another subject or from another

place.

#*fafk³, a. (from a, priv. and fatafa³, separated , not

made separate, not separated..

, a . (from , priv. and fa , definable) , not ad-

miting of limitation , not separable from that to which

it is contiguous, not definable.

, a. (from a, priv. and t , a family), not hav-

ing a retinue or family, private.

f43, a. (from , priv . and fÃ13, mature), immature,

unripe, not bowed down with fruit.

cy.

, s. (from , priv . and 4 , marriage), celiba-

anfaata, s . 'from a, priv. and HIħ , a changed state), the

original state of a thing ; a. not subject to mutation or

deterioration.

ft , a. (from a, priv. fat , a changed state, and

fa, seing), improvident, inconsiderate, imprudent.

wafat31, s. (from , priv. and ¶¶Ã³¹, married), an un-

married woman.

fe ,. from A, priv . and H , sutisfied), dissatisfied,

discontented , not satisfied ,

sta, s. from , prep. and fasts, pleasure), a want

ofpleasure or grat fication.

13 , 4. (from a, prep. and 31 , forsaken), not for-

saken, not relinquished .

t , s. (from 5, priv. and 3t , relinquishment),

the non-relinquishment of a thing.

anfeza , 8. (from ¤, priv, and fasts, calvation), a failure

ofdeliverance, the falling short of salvation ; a. desti-

tute ofsalvation.

St.

dina , s. (from , priv. and aux , lamentation), the

refraining from lamentation ; a. void of lamentation.

fa , s . (from , priv. and , lamentation),

the not grieving or lamenting for a thing.

ft , a. (from , priv. and ts , fit to be put

on or worn), unfit to be worn, unfit to be put on, not

wearable.

¶faЯta, s. (from a, priv. and fit , the puting on of

clothes), the not putting on of clothes.

ftat , a. (from , priv. and fatty, wearable), unfit

to be worn, unfit to be put on, not wearable.

f , a. (from , priv. and ſaira, wearable), not wear-

able, unfit to be put on as an article of clothing.

fafafas, a. (from , priv. and Affaf , well ascertain

ed), not clearly ascertained.

, a. (from , priv. and that , perfected), incomplete,'

imperfect, unskilled , bungling.

ft , a. (from , priv. and fat , method) , a want of

method, incoherence , a want of order or arrangement.

fy, a. (from , priv. and fad , fit or proper

to be filled up or completed), incapable of being com-

pleted or completely filled out.

ffs, a. (from , priv. and 3, filled out), not

filled out, not completed.

f , a. (from ¬, priv. and fit , completed), not com.

pleted, incomplete, wanting, defective.

fá , s. (from , incomplete), incompleteness, de-

fectiveness.

f , s. (from , incomplete), incompleteness, de

fectiveness.

, a. (from , priv. and faЯú, capable ofbeing

completed , incapable of being filled out or complet-

ed.

f , a. (from , priv. and f , barter), a transaction

which is not an exchange, non-exchange ; a. not fitfor

exchange.

, s. (from , priv. and f , an exchange), non-

exchange, the not changing or bartering one commodity

for another, a not circulating by exchange.

af , a. (from , priv . and fat , an ex hang

ing , unchangeable, incapable of being sufficiently re

compensed, unfit to be bartered or changed.

fs , a. (from , prv, and 3 , capable ofbe

ing bartered , unfit to be bartered or exchanged, unfit

to circulate from one to another.

, a. (from ,priv. and fa , bartering), not ex

changing, not bar tering,
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fa , a. (from , priv. and f , fit to be changed),

unfit to be passed in barter or exchange.

fata, s. (from , priv . and fat , a censure ), an ex-

pression which does not convey censure ; a. unblamea-

ble.

fact , a. (from , priv. and f , censureable), not

censurable, not blameable.

ta, a. (from , priv. and fat , an attendant) , des-

titute of attendants, destitute of friends or family.

Gaffs, a. (from , friv. and af , attended), not at-

tended, not waited on, not served.

, a. (from , priv. and f * , attending on),

not attending or waiting on others ; s . one who does

not serve' or wait upon others.

Qada, s. (from , priv. and fa , attendance) , non-

attendance, a want or deficiency of attendance on a mas-

ter or superior.

at , a. (from , priv. and , fit to be wait-

ed on), unfit to be waited on, unfit to be attended on

or served.

, a. (from , priv. and 1 , fit to be waited

on), unfit to be attended or waited on.

Gafatata, a. (from &, priv, and fat , waited on) ,

not being the object of service or attention .

, s. (from , priv. and fa, surrounding), the

not surrounding or enwrapping of a thing.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fa ,fit to be waited

on), unfit to be attended or waited on.

TV , a. (from , priv . and

not surrounded, not enwrapped.

3, surrounded) ,

3 , s. (from a, priv. and 51, d'srespect), not dis-

respect, respect.

afsy, a. (from ◄, priv. and fes , worthy of dis-

respect), not deserving to be disrespected, not worthy

of disrespect.

ft , s. (from , priv. and fast , disrespect), respect,

the absence of disrespect.

a. (from , priv. and fat , disrespecting),

not shewing disrespect, not disrespectful.

st , a. (from , priv. and I , worthy of disres

pect), not worthy of disrespect, not deserving to be dis-

respected.

53, a. (from , priv. and fg, disrespected), not neg-

lected or despised, esteemed, regarded .

fata, s . (from , priv. and fat , a measure), not a

particular measure ; a. immense.

fats , a. (from , priv. and f , measurable), im-

measurable, immense.

14.

fafas, a. (from , priv. and fafas, measured), not reë

gulated by measure, immoderate, unlimited.

faf , s. (from fafas, immoderate), irregularity, un-

limitedness, immoderateness.

ff , s. (from faf , immoderate), irregularity, un-

limitedness, immoderateness .

Яfa , à . (from , priv. and fry, measurable , im.

mense, immeasurable.

fa , s. (from fa , immeasurable), immeasurable.

ness, immensity.

fatay , 's. (from fat , immense), immensity, unmea-

surableness.

, a. (from , priv. and , capable of be

ing cleansed , incapable of being cleansed.

afexýæ, e. (from , priv. and fix , capable of being

cleansed , incapable of being cleansed.

fat , a. (from , priv. and fat , purity), impure, un

clean, vague.

, a. (from , priv. and fat , cleansing), not

cleansing, not detergent.

ft , a. (from , priv. and fats , capable of being

cleansed), incapable of being cleansed.

fx3, ja. (from priv. and fax , purified , not purified,

not refined, not cleansed , not depurated .

adfix331, 8. (from fa³, no! depurated , the circumstance

of not being cleansed or depurated .

, s, (from fa , not depurated), the circum-

stance ofnot being cleansed or depurated.

f , a. (from ¤, priv. and fa¤ , contiguous), not con-

tiguous, distant.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fat, a limit ) , unlimited,

unbounded, infinite.

aafagady, a. (from , priv. and fat ,fit to be laugh

ed at), not deserving to be laughed at, not ridiculous,

not deserving to be ridiculed, not laughable.

fafas, a. (from , priv. and ff , laughed at), not

laughed at, not mocked.

tanu, a. (from a, priv. and Aff , deserving to

be laughed at), not deserving to be laughed at, not ri-

diculous, not deserving to be ridiculed , not laughable.

aЯfactú, a. (from , priv . and fat , refutable), irrefu

table, unanswerable , unobjectionable.

fatú , s. (from fat , not confutable), uninvalidity

the being incapable of being overthrown or confuted, va

lidity.

wafata, 8. (from a, priv, and fat , ridicule), the not ri-

diculing of a person.
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fax , s. (from , priv . and fact , one who ridicules , a. (from , priv. and tits, sufficient, voluntary),

others), one who does not ridicule others ; a. destitute

ofjesters or mimicks .

ta , a. (from , priv, and that , ridiculing), not

ridiculing.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fat , laughable), not

deserving to be laughed at or ridiculed, not ridiculous ,

not fit to be ridiculed, not laughable.

◄e, a. (from , priv and ☎, trying), not trying

or putting the qualities of a thing to the proof.

, s. (from , priv. and , an ordeal), an impro-

per or insufficient trial of any thing.

3, a (from a, priv. and

proved.

13, tried), untried, un-

cazitý, s. (from , priv. and i , barter), a transacti-

on in which there is nothing of baiter or exchange ; a.

not exchanged.

atajatī, s. (from , priv. and , censure), an ex-

pression which does not convey censure or blame ; a . un-

blameable, blameless.

ta. s. (from , priv. and t , sport) , improper

sport, an improper jest, an awkward jest.

, . from , priv. and , scurrilous), not scurrilous,

proper, respectful.

. . (from t, prep. and at, a form), ugly, distorted ,

queer, preternatural .

, ad. (from t , another), the morrow, the follow-

ing day.

tat , a. (from ¬, priv. and Я , imperceptible), not ab-

sent, not out of sight, not out of the reach of the sen-

ses.

Katajaga, a. (from a, priv. and Я , capable of

being put out of sight , incapable of being placed out

of sight or of being made absent.

, a. (from , priv. and t , aleaf), leafless ; an incom-

plete number.

at, s. (from a, priv. and , a le¹f), a name of Doorga.

, a. (from a, priv. and Я , a joint of the bamboo ,

withoutjoints or divisions, not geniculated.

3, a. (from , priv. and 4 , a mountain), destitute of

mountains, plain, level.

a , a. (from , priv. and 31 , belonging to a moun-

tain) , not belonging to a mountain .

1, s. (from a, priv. and , belonging to a moun-

tain), not belonging to a mountain.

úta, ɑ. (from , priv. and Яta, roaming), not roaming

about, not wandering, stationary.

insufficient, involuntary.

Úty, s. (from a, priv. and út , method), an irregular

method ; a. irregular, out of order, not in rotation, im-

methodical.

, prep. and , to speak), the belying or, s . (from

slandering of a person, the talking of scandal.

, a. (from t, prep. and at, to speak), deservingto

be slandered or belied, fit to be denied.

afts, a. (from , priv. and , to speak), not slander-

ed, not belied, not denied.

afts , a. (from prep. and , to speak , deserving

to be belied or slandered, fit to be denied.

31, s. (from t, prep. and , to speak) , a slanderer,

one who belies another, one who denies a fact.

tate, s. (from , prep. and , to speak), the denial of

a thing, scandal, detraction, low discourse.

dateæ, a. (from , prep. and Я, to speak), slandering,

denying; s. one who slanders or belies another, one

who denies a fact,
•

t , s. (from tЯ, a denial, and a fine), a fine

levied by the Hindoo courts of law for denying or con-

cealing a fact.

ЯatЯ , s. (from eatet, a denial, and at , a word), the

denial of a thing, a denying or concealing the know-

ledge of a thing, a slander.

tta , a. (from , a denial, and if , speaking),

denying, slandering.

at , a. (from Я, prep. and , to speak), slandering, be-

lying, denying.

gЯate , a. (from , prep. and , to speak), deserving to

be belied or slandered , fit to be denied.

, a. (from , priv. and , a twig or shoot), desti

tute of shoots or twigs.

, s. (from , priv. and , a beast), destitute of beasts

or cattle, human.

te, a. (from , priv. and te, behind), not behind,

not too late.

, a. (from , priv. and af , following), not fol

lowing, not attending on a person.

অপশ্চিম,, a. (from , priv, and f , the west), not westerly.

, a. (from , priv. and , evident), inevident, unin-

telligible, not clear, sputtered.

, a. (from , prep. and , the left hand), the

right side.

Я , 8. (from , prep. and gd, a moving), a withdraw

ing, a retreating.

Pa
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tas, a. (from , prep. and , to move), made to

withdraw, driven off.

TA, 8. (from , prop. and to recollect), the epilep-

sy.

ata , a. (from , prep. and , to remember), afflicted

with the falling sickness, epilectic.

atcs, a . (from

ed, ruined.

, pre . and , to kill), murdered , kill-

7 , s. (from , prep. and x , to kill) , murder, the kil-

ling of a person .

ty, a. (from , prep. and 17, to kill), deserving to

be murdered.

QЯT, a. (from t, prep. and ₹7, to kill), deserving to

be murdered.

Qigi, s. (from at, prep. and 7, to kill), a murderer, one

who kills another by unfair means.

Qzd, s. (from t, prep. and , to steal) , a plundering, a

purloining, the taking of a thing by unfair means.

, a. (from , prep. and , to steal), fit or proper

to be plundered or carried off by thieves, liable to be

plundered or stolen. "

QILÍT, a. (from *, prep. and , to steal), fit or proper

to be plundered or carried off by thieves, liable to be

plundered or stolen .

1, s. (from , prep. and , to steal), a robber, a plun-

derer, a thief.

, 8. (from , prep. and x , to kill), a murderer.

t , s. (from , prep. and , to steal), plunder, pillage,

robbery, depredation.

CHIAE, a. (from , prep. and , to steal), plundering,

committing depredations ; s. a plunderer.

ægifag, a. (from at, prep. and 5, to steal), plundered,

pillaged.

ts , a. (from , prep. and , to steal), plundering,

pillaging; s. a plunderer.

, a. (from , prep. and , to steal), stolen, gained

by plunder.

fat , a. (from , prep. and , to steal), under the

act of being stolen or carried away.

E , s. (from , prep. and to steal), denial, conceal-

ment.

E , s. (from , a denial, and † , a word), a de-

nial.

a. (from F , a denial, and f , speaking),

denying or concealing a fact.

HEJ, C. (from t, prep, and to steal) , denied, con-

cealed.

Et , a. (from , prep. and to steal), fit to be

denied or concealed.

E , s. (from t, prep . and to steal), a person who

denies or conceals his knowledge of a fact.

, a. (from , priv . and 5 , capable ofsitting

in the some row) , inadmissible to a seat in society, in-

admissible to a seat at a public meal where the guests

sit in rows.

atfalt, s. (from , the Sungskrit gen. plur. of ",

water, and fafa, a receptacle), the sea,

E, s. (from , priv. and Я , concoction), indigestion ;

a. unripe, unconcocted.

t , a. (from Я , unripe), unripe.

t , s. (from Я, prep. and Я, a body), the outer corner

of the eye, a small circle on the forehead, a lame per

son ; a. deformed, ugly.

œatkqxía, s. (from , the corner ofthe eye, and xía, o

sight), a glance, an imperfect view of a thing.

, s. (from , priv. and i , a reading) , a writing which

is not authentic, a false reading, an interpolation..

, a. (from 3, priv. and I, proper to be read), impro

per to be read, illegible.

fast , s. (from priv. and fast , marriage), celibacy.

, s. (from , priv. and , a yellowish white colour),

not a dull yellowish white.

, a. (from , priv. and t , yellowish white), buff

coloured, of a pale yellow colour.

antota, s. (from , priv. and tata, the inferior regions),

any place which is not the inferior regions,

, u. (from a, priv. and t , a re- sel), inadequate, un-

fit for the purpose, incapable, unworthy of trust, an im

proper person to receive a gift, or to be entrusted with

an office.

Яtant , a . (from , unfit for the purpose, and if ,

giving), giving to improper persons .

, a. (from , unfit for the purpose, and af ,

raining), raining on places where it can be ofno benefit,

giving to improper persons.

, a. (from , priv. and t , a foot), destitute offeet;

apodal.

tag , s. (from ¬, priv. and tЯd, the act ofgrasping

a person's feet as a token of submissive respect), the not

bowing to or grasping of a person's feet.

t , a. (from , priv. and , a tree), destitute of

trees.

atata, s. (from ¤, prep. 1, prep, and 1, to give), the tak

ing from a thing; in grammar, the ablative case.
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অপা. ft.

*** , a. (from , priv. and H , a shoe), destitute of

shoes.

, . (from , prir. and t , the act ofdrinking), the not

drinking of a thing, the anus, air inhaled.

, a. (from ¤, priv. and Яt, sin), innocent, sinless .

atat, a. (from , priv. and fia, sinful), innocent, not

guilty.

CI, 1. (from , prep. l, prep. and , to skreen), un-

restrained.

tarf, s. (from , prep. 1, prep. and ats , to search),

the name of a plant, (Achyranthes aspera.)

7, s. (from , prep. and y, to go), an obstruction, an

hinderance, death.

sss , a. (from t¶, an hinderince, and fõ , thinking) ,

meditating the hinderance of an undertaking.

31, s. (from ty, a hinderence, and fʊ , thought),

a thought or intention to obstruct or hinder a thing.

Etta, a. (from , priv. and Я , milk), destitute of milk.

, a. (from af , obstructing), obstructing, hinder-

ing.

, a. (from , priv. and , the opposite shore of a ri-

ver), shore less, boundless, impassable.

tæ, a. (from a, priv. and , to accomplish), unable,

incapable, inpotent.

, a. (from , priv. and th , a separation), without

distinction, not admitting of separation.

tata, a. from , priv. and ta, possible , impossi-

ble.

a. (from , priv. and , a side), destitute of sides.

atď´æýì, a. (from a, priv. and faf , attending at the

side , destitute of a companion, or of one who keeps at

one's side.

a. (from , priv . and t , nourishing), not at-

tending to, not maintaining or cherishing, not nourish-

ing.

ta , s. (from , priv. and t , a nourishing) , the not

Bourishing or cherishing of a person, the not attending

to a duty.

ty, a. (from a, priv. and stats, proper to be nou-

rished), not fit to be cherished or nourished, not worthy

of being attended to or observed.

fs, a. (from ,prir. and tf , nourished), not nourish-

ed or maintained , not attended to or observed.

fa , a. (from , priv. and if , worthy of being

nourished), not fit or worthy to be cherished or main-

tained, not worthy ofbeing observed or kept.

, a. (from a, priv. and at , worthy ofbeing nourish-

ed), not fit to be cherished or nourished, not worthy or

fit to be observed,

183, 7. (from , 1riv , and 48 , a hypocrite), destitute of

hypocrites, destitute of blasphemers .

IЯtɛCE, 2. (from , prir. and Я , hypocrite), not infest-

ed with hypocrites or impostors.

, . (from priv. and Hat , a stone), stoneless, free

from stones, destitute ofstones.

ft, conj. also, and, likewise, moreover.

afska, a. (from priv. andf , towny , not of a tawny

colour.

afto, conj. (from &f , also, and ☎. and , moreover, also .

afts, a. (from I, priv. and fts, a ball or cake , not having

a right to a funeral cake; s not a ball or mass.

afstas, a. (from , priv . and f , a paternal grand-

father), bereft of or not having the paternal grand-fa-

ther.

afts, conj. (from aft, also, and 3, but), likewise, also, and.

afe, a. (from , priv. and f3, a father) , fatherless,

not pertaining to a father.

afa , a. (from , priv . and f , bile), not billious, destitute

of ble.

f81 , s. (from fЯ, prep. and , to hold , a covering.

a. (from ; prep. and 5, to bind), covered with

armour, accoutred.

, . (from , priv. and fett , thirst), not thirsty,

not suffering from thirst.

fatal, s. (from , priv. and fЯ , thrist), the absence

of thirst.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fats, thirsty), not

thirsty.

ft , a. (from , priv. and fat , desirous of drink

ing), not desirous of drinking, not thirsty.

af , u. (from , priv, and fa, deceiful), honest, good,

mild, not wicked or cruel .

af , s. (from , priv. and f , a cake , bad bread,'

food ofany kind except bread ; a. destitute of bread .

, s. (from , priv. and Яt, a stool) , a bad stool or seat;

a. destitute of a stool or seat.

5 , s. (from , priv. and 15 , to cause pain) , the not

causing of pain, the not afflicting of a person.

wiṣaty, a. (from , priv, and д, to cause pain), un-

susceptible of pain or distress.

, s . (from , priv. and , pain), the absence of

pain.

53, a. (from , priv, and f , peined), not pained,

not afflicted .
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Say

· , n. (from a, priv . and its, yellow , not yellow ; also,

(from , priv. and H, to drink), not drank.

, ɑ. (from , priv. and , plump), not thick, not

plump, not large.

· a. (from , priv. and , a tail), tailless.

, a . (from , priv. and , holiness), the absence of

holiness or religion ; a. irreligious, unholy, impure.

, a. (from , priv and are, acting a holy part),

not performing holy actions, acting an unholy part.

a. (from , priv and ze, holy), unholy, irreli-

gious, ungodly, prophane.

* , a. (from , priv. and t , religious , irreligi-

ous, disinclined to religion.

day, 8. (from ʊ, priv. and ч , the storing up of

religious meri´s), the not storing up of religious merits .

, s. (from , priv. and 9, a son ), a person who is not

a son ; a . sonless , childless.

Я , a. (from , priv. and , a son), sonless.

a. from , priv. and

coverable.

ness .

uess.

† , recoverable), įrre-

31, s. (from , irrecoverable), irrecoverable-

, s . (from , irrecoverable , irrecoverable-

ziz , 8. (from , priv. : , aguin, and safe, a re-

turning) , the circumstance of a thing's not returning

when once gone, as an opportunity lost does not re-

turn ; the not being subject to return to a future birth

after death .

, . from , priv, and , a nail), having no fin

ger or toe-nails ; also, (from , priv. and , a return-

ing), beatitude or absorption into the supreme spirit.

7, preceding), not pre-, ɑ. (from , priv. and

ceding, not going foremost.

asdy, a. (from , priv . and y, fit to be placed

first), unworthy of being honoured, unfit to be prefer-

red or advanced, unworthy of being rewarded.

Szón, a. (from &, priv. and as, fit to bepreferred),

unfit to be preferred, not worthy of being advanced, not

worthy of being placed first or honoured, not worthy of

being rewarded.

, s. (from , priv. and II, a royal gift), an in-

significant gift ; a . destitute of any token of royal fa-

vour.

vystú, a . (from , priv. and tú , fit to be preferred) ,

unfit to be preferred , not worthy of being advanced,

not worthy ofbeing placed first or honoured, not wor-

thy of being rewarded ,

3, a. (from , priv. and 3, preferred) , not pre

ferred, not advanced, not honoured, not placed first,

not rewarded.

id, a. (from , priv and gata, old) , not old, not anci-

ent, young, modern .

Яt , a. (from , priv. and tea, old), not old, not an-

cient, young, modern.

, . (from , priv. and , a male , unmanly, das-

1ardly.

TFG1, s. (from Я , unmanly), unmanliness, dastard-

liness.

ness.

, s. (from , unmanly), unmanliness, dastardli-

tf, s. (from a, priv. and at , the end of individu

al existence), that which is not the object of human life;

a. destitute of manly sentiments.

atas , a. (from , priv . and staff , preceding), not

preceding, not prior.

3, 8. from , rv . and rates, a priest , the ab

sence ofa priest, a pretended or false priest ; a, desti-

tute of a priest,

xfit, s. (from , priv . and , a pond), the absence

of a pond, a bad pond.

wpfads, ɑ. (from , prir. and at, a pond), destitute

ofponds.

a. (from , priv. and ,fed , undomesticated, lean,

not regarded.

, s . (from , priv. and 7, a flower , a defective flow

er; a. destitute of flowers.

, a. (from , priv. and , a flower), not in flower,

destitute offlowers, not bearing flowers, destitute ofin

florescence.

fs, a. (from , priv , and 3 , in blossom), not in blos

som, not furnished with flowers,

, s. (from , to ob'ain , a term used in the veda,

where it signifies water, a child, a form.

, a. (from , priv . and 5 , worshipping) , ungodly,

irreligious.

37 , s. (from a, priv. and 457, the act of worshpring),

the not worshipping God, the not paying honour or

respect to a man.

Kaly, a. (from , priv. and 45g, honourible), unworę

thy of worship or homage, undeserving of honour.

1, s. (from , priv. and 1, worship , a neglect ofwor

ship, a neglect of the honour due to any one.

f53, a. (from , priv. and 3, worshipped), not wor

shipped, not honoured ,
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24:

34 , a . (from a, priv. and f , deserving ofwor-

ship), unworthy of worship or honour.

, a. (from A, priv. and Я , deserving ofworship), un-

worthy of worship or homage.

31, s. (from
3 , undeserving of worship), unfitness

for, or unworthiness of being the object of worship or

high regard.

3 , s . (from , undeserving ofworship , unworthi-

ness of being an object of worship or respect.

, a. (from , priv. and , purified), unpurified, im-

pure, not depurated..

331 , 8. (from 3, unpurified), unpurifiedness, impuri-

ty.

, 8. (from 43, unpurified), unpurifiedness, impurity.

, s. (from a, priv. , to purify, and , to drink), bread,

a cake.

, a. from , prep. and Я , filling), not filling, not

filling up, not falfiling.

4, s. (from A, priv. and , the act offilling a thing ,

the not filling of any thing.

7, 7. from priv. and ts, proper to be filled), un-

worthy of being filed .

, a from , priv. and "fa , filled, unfilled ), unfulfil-

led, not completed.

a. (from , priv. and , full), not full, incomplete.

, 8. (from , incomplete, and at , time), an incom-

plete time ; a. premature.

Matas, a . (from a, priv. d, full, t , time, and , to

be produced , abortive, born before the due time.

¤ , s. (from Я , not full, and 5, a jug), a jug or

pitcher which is not full ; a. destitute of a full jug.

CH , s. (from , notfull, and t, ajar) , a jar or pitch-

er which is not full ; a . not furnished with a full jar.

31 , s. (from , incomplete), incompleteness, want of

fulness.

, s. (from , incompleat), incompleteness, want of

fulness.

, a. (from , priv. and , before), unprecedented, not

before experienced, unparalleled, eminent, excellent,

uncommon, unheard of; s. fate , destiny, the good or

evil of a person's condition which the Hindoos believe

tobe the retribution of good or evil actions committed

in a previous state of existence.

ta , a. (from , fate, and

ducing the circumstances of good or evil which make

the lot ordestiny of an individual.

, producing), pro-

31, s. (from , producing a person's desti

5791.

ny , the circumstance of producing a person's fate or

destiny.

GAFI, 8. (from 354 , producing a person's destiny),

the circumstance of producing a person's destiny or

fate.

31 , 8. (from , unprecedented , the circumstance of

being unprecedented, a being eminent, excellency, un-

commonness.

8. (from , unprecedented), unprecedentedness,

a being eminent, excellency, uncommonness.

E, s. from , priv. and E, theforenoon), the after-

noon ; a. destitute of a forenoon.

u , a. (from , priv. and , separate), joint, undivid-

ed.

, a. (from , priv. and , asked , unasked , unsought.

1 , s. (from , unasked, and 57, a word), au

unrequired discourse, a soliloquy.

* , s. (from 4, pre . and , to look), expecting, ex-

pectant, requisite.

MЯFT, ɑ. (from ¤ , prep. and , to look) , expecting, wait-

ing for; s. one who waits for, an expectant.

E , s. (from t, rep . and , to look), the act of ex

pecting or waiting for any thing.

MЯ¶ÃI, a. 'from , pr p. and to look), fit to be ex-

pected or waited for ; s. the object of expectation.

AH, s. (from A , prep. and to look), expectation,

hope ; adv. thau, rather.

অপেক্ষাকারক, a. ( from অপেক্ষা , expectation, and কারক, dong,

expecting, waiting or looking for a thing.

অপেক্ষাকারী, a . ( from অপেক্ষা , expectation , and কারিন, doing),

expecting, waiting or looking for a thing.

a. (from , expectation , and 3, done), done

by expecting or waiting for a thing.

Mfg, a. (from , prep. and , to look), expected , look-

ed for, waited for.

, a. (from , prep. and , to look), expecting, wait-

ing for, longing after.

, a. (from , prep. and , to look), not requisite,

not to be expected, not necessary to complete a thing.

MIT, a. (from , priv. and H, to drink), not fit to be drank,

not lawful as a beverage, not potable.

MЯata, ɑ. (from ¬, priv. and ‹t , expert), inexpert, not

handsome, not tender.

ts , a. (from a, priv. and tst , deformed , not de-

formed, not heardless.

miș, a. (from a, priv. and , to burn), unburnt, incom

bustible.

att , s. (from º, pr. p. and Sг, to judge), the ascertain
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ment of a thing by investigation or reasoning, decisi-

on, one of the eight acts of the reasoning faculty.

, s. (from , priv, and

cowardice.

, a male), unmanliness,

s. from . to obtain), a term used in the veda, where

it signifies the body, a desire for an object.

3, s. (from water, and f³, a lord), the sea, the lord

of waters.

d, s. (from , priv . and 4, a class) , not a class , not

a section or paragraph, not a treatise upon one parti-

cular subject.
•

13, s. (from , priv . and ts, large), a shrub, a bush.

CH , a. (from ≈, priv. and get , a long time,, a short

time, the not delaying, a thing.

, s. (from , pric. and tt, manifestation), a

non-appearance ; a . secret, private, sinister, not expli

cit.

*** , a. (from a, priv. and t*æ, manifesting), not

shining, not manifesting, not declaring, not elucidat-

ing.

ts, ad from , private , privately, secretly.

act* , a. (from , priv. and gly, fit to be mani-

fes ed), not fit to be made known.

getfs, a . (from , priv , and * f* , manifested;, un-

revealed, not manifest, latent.

agat , a. (from , priv. and gas , fit to be ma-

nifested , unfit to be divulged or made known.

, ad. c. case ofart , privately, secretly.

, . (from , priv. and get , fit to be manfested),

not fit to be made known.

3, a from , prio. and 3, genuine), spurious, im-

proper.

অপ্রকৃতাভিধান , ৪. (from অপ্রকৃত , improper , and অভিধান,

woord , improper language, an improper speech .

aq , ɑ. from ¤, priv. and gasa, natural), not natu-

ral, not in a natural state.

❤dotes, s. (from 15, improper, and 837, a rep ly), an

improper answer, a wrong reply, a reply not founded

in truth.

ste , a. (from 3 , an improper answer), an

swering improperly, answering disrespectfully , not an-

swering truly.

or.

. a. (from , prir. and , good , bad, evil, inferi-

, a. (from , priv. and , sharp), dull , stupid, not

sharp-witted.

, a. (from , dull , and af , the understand-

ing,, of dull intellect, not sharp-witted.

12.

ags , « . (from a, prio. and qc, prevalent), not prevas

lent, not gaining ground, not impudent.

31, s. (from

of a thing.

, not prevalent), the non-prevalence

, s. (from st , not prevalen ), the non-prevalence

of a thing..

agd, a. (from , priv. and d, straight), not straight,

crooked, awry.

TG, a. (from A, priv. and Я , visent, great), not violent,

not strong, not forcible, weak, common.

, ad. (from , priv. , common, and , a

frm), in an uncommon manner.

957, a . (from , priv. and 257, suffi cient , insufficient.

4 , s . (from 1 , insufficient), insufficiency.

III, s. (from Я , insufficient), insufficiency.

, a. (from , priv. and ' , a descendant), destitute

of people, destitute of inhabitants, destitute of posteri

ty, destitute of subjects.

, a. (from A, priv. and , the copulation ofbeasts),

the non-copulation of beasts.

at:, a. (from I, priv . and 1 , a subject or descendant),

without subjects, without inhabitants, without poste

rity.

, a. (from , priv. and , learned), unlearned, un-

wise, uninformed.

, a. (from , priv. and 43, bowed), not bowed, not

having paid respects to another.

fs, s. (from , priv. and gfs, obeisance), neglect of

obeisance, a want of manners.

, s. (from , priv. and H4 , affection), want of affec-

tion, unacquaintedness, unfriendliness.

a. (from , priv. and 497, offable), unaffable, mis

anthropic, unfriendly.

ata, s. (from a, prio. and gata, obeisance), neglect of

obeisance, a want of manners ; a. clownish, unman,

nerly.

ta , s. (from , priv. and gata , a water cours ), want

of connection, an irregularity, an anomaly.

agatais, a. (from , prio. and at , a water course or

drain), unconnected , not regular, not according to cus

tom.

3 , a, from priv . and 38, high-spirited), not high

spirited , mean, mean-spirited , ignoble.

, a. (from , pric, and 5 , capable of being decid

ed by reason), uninvestigable, not capable of being

complectly searched out or decided by the reasoning

faculty.

1

J

W
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31.

sastae, e. (from ™, priv. and gota, a crɛeper), not over-

spread with creepers, free from climbing plants.

ata, s. (from a, prio. and gott, high-spiritedness), a

want of spirit, a meanness of spirit, a want of energy, a

want ofdignity of mind, a want ofmajesty , a mean sub-

mission to injuries, a want of that high-mindedness

which accompanies rule or power.

stte, a. (from , priv. and got , causing high-spirit-

edness), not exciting high-spiritedness, not causing dig-

nity of mind.

, a. (from a, priv. and tft , exercising dignity of

mind), not ac'ing with spirit, not shewing a proper

sense of injuries, not acting with dignity of mind, not

energetic.

, a. (from , priv. and t , deserving to be treat-

ed with resentment), not worthy ofbeing resented, not

deserving to be censured as an affront.

TYGİTT, a. (from a, priv. and gota☎, dec‹iving), not deceiv

ing, not eluding, honest, frank.

anstad, s. (from ¤, priv. and œзt , d'ceit), freedom from

deceit or guile, honesty, uprightness ; a. free from de-

ceivers.

atty, a. (from , priv. and ott , deceivable), not de-

ceivable, not liable to deception, not capable of being

deceived .

st , a. (from , priv. and gets, deceivable , not deceiv

able, not liable to deception, not capable of being de-

ceived.

fod , a. (from , priv. and food?, remediable),

irremediable, irretrievable, not fit or proper to be re-

quited .

is , a. (from , priv. and fs , remediable), ir-

remediable, irretrievable, not fit or proper to be requit-

ed.

agísztú, ɑ. (from a, priv. and afsætú , remediable), irre-

mediable, irretrievable, not fit or proper to be requited.

fs , a. (from a, priv. and af , opposed to), not op-

posed to, not opposing, not hostile.

অপুওকূলাচরণ, ও . ( from অপ্রতিকূল, not opposed to, and আচরণ,

conduct), conduct which is not hostile to a person or

thing.

afsnis, a. (from a, priv. and fats, reserved), not re-

served for a special purpose, not received, not accepted,

not kept.

afong, a . (from , priv. and af , a reservation), with-

out a reserve for a special purpose ; s. not a thing kept

or reserved.

STP

afsis , a. (from , prio. and , worthy ofbe-

ing kept), not fit to be kept or reserved for a special use,

notworth acceptance .

fs , a. (from a, priv. and festes, worthy of being

kept), not fit to be kept or reserved for a special pur-

pose, not worth acceptance .

unfo , a . (from □, priv . and f ) , a promise), destitute

of resolution, not having any determined object of

pursuit, irresolute.

afs31, s. (from , not promising), the not being

bound by promises or declarations.

ayhow , 8. (from fe , not promising), the not being

bound by promises or declarations.

fots, a. (from , priv. and foots, promised) , not

promised, not resolved on.

afete , a. (from , priv. and fut , fit to be pros

mised , not fit to be resolved upon or promised.

ayfory, n. (from a, priv. and af , fit to be promis

ed), not fit to be promised, not fit to be resolved on.

afsfift, a. (from a, priv. and fafafa, a substitute), with-

out a substitute ; s . the want of a substitute.

, a. (from , prin. and fox, a fee , not hostile.

fore, a. (from a, prep. and fe, intellect, the first

lunar day after the change), destitute of intellect,

senseless, brute, destitute ofthe first lunar day.

affe, s. (from ☎, priv, and ffs, the settling ofany

thing , the not ascertaining or settling the use of a

thing,

gfox , «. (from ¤, priv. and few known), unascertain

ed, not determined on, unsettled , unknown.

wafsatz , a. (from , priv. aud af , determining), not

determining, not causing or occasioning certainty, not

leading to the decision or determining of a point.

f , s. (from , Iriv. and fat , the determining

ofa thing), the not deciding or determining of a disput❤

ed point, without gifts.

, a. (from , priv . and fats, capable of

being decided), not fit to be settled or decided, not ca,

pable of being settled or decided, not capable of being

cleared up.

afts, a. (from , priv. and affs, brought to a de-

cision), not brought to a decision, not settled or decid-

ed, not cleared up.

অপ্রতিপাদিত , a . (from স, priv. and প্রতিপাদিত্য, capable of

being decided), not capable of being settled or brought

to a decision, not capable of being cleared up.

fet , a. (from , priv. and af , ascertainable), not

•
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capable of being ascertained or determined, not capa-

ble of being settled.

fst , a. (from a, priv. and af☎, nourishing) , not

educating or maintaining another ; s . one who does not

maintain others.

wgfsetma, 8. (froma, priv. and f *t , a nourishing), the

not maintaining or supporting of another.

Gyfsstaalu, a. (from ™, priv. and qfsЯmax, worthy ofbe-

ing maintained , not fit to be cherished or maintained.

অপ্রতিপালিত, a. (from া, priv . and পুতিপালিত, nourished ), not

nourished or maintained.

অপুতিপালিতা,ffs , a. (from , priv. and fas , fit to be

cherished), unfit to be cherished or maintained.

Яt , a. (from a, priv. and efs , fit to be cherish-

ed), not fit to be cherished or maintained .

fs , a. (from , priv. and foF1, answerable), un-

answerable.

wyfsadata, a. (from , priv. and front, admitting of

an answer), unanswerable.

far , a. (from , priv. and fe , an impediment), free

from impediments or obstruction ; s. the non-existence

ofan impediment.

, a. (from , priv. and fo , obstructing a

design), not obstructing or hindering, free from those

things which occasion obstruction, free from impedi-

ment or hinderance.

safsæti, a. (from a, priv. and fætæ , a reply), unable

to reply, destitute of an answer.

fofa , a. (from , priv. and fofa , a reflected image),

not shewing the reflected images of objects ; s. not a

reflected image.

afes, a. (from , priv. and af , the reflection oflight),

not clear, not held in honour, not having a conspicuous

place, not of ready wit, not possessing parts or mental

powers, unable to reply to an argument, confounded.

afea, s. (from ¤, priv. and foul, the reflection oflight),

•

opacity, a deficiency or want of reflection.

fs , a. (from , priv. and af , an image), unparallel-

ed, peerless, exceeding comparison, unequalled.

asferter), a. (from , priv. and føætoæi, comparable), in-

comparable, peerless.

anfea7, ɑ. (from a,priv. and fear, comparable), incom-

parable, peerless.

afe , s. (from , priv. and fox, an echo), the absence

or want ofan echo, not a prohibition.

Grafomaly, a. (from , priv. and fou,fitto be promis

ed), unfit to be promised, or agreed to.

wifeyta , a. (from ☎, priv. and gfogar, fit to be promis-

ed), unfit to be promised, or agreed 10.

wyfore, a. (from &, prit. and Яfs, promised , not pro-

mised, not agreed to, not engaged for, not held by a

promise or engagement.

ayfortisti, a. from A, priv. and quitsu, fit to be pro-

mised), unfit to be promised, or agreed to.

wfect31, s . (from , priv. and yfofto', one who pro-

mises), one who does not promise or bind himselfby

an engagement.

wyfofis, a. (from ☎, priv. and gfofa , denied), not deai-

ed, not prohibited .

agfofa , s. (from fe , not denied, the circam-

stance of not being denied or prohibited.

fs , a (from , priv. and f1, renown), ofno renown,

not regarded.

wgfer), 8, (from a, priv. and fod , renown), dishonour,

disgrace.

anfeat , a. (from , priv. and fofas, renowned),

not renowned, not famous.

agfefd3, n. (from &, priv. and effos, renowned), not re-

nowned, not consecrated, not provided for.

fers, a. (from , priv. andafscs, smitten), mot amit.

ten, not killed, not injured.

ayeleti, s. (from a, priv. and sæta, a remedy), the

want of a remedy or antidote, the not requiting of an

action; a. irremediable, not fit to be requited, reme-

diless.

asis, a. (from a, priv. and * ³, believed), not believed.

aggifs, s. (from a, priv. and f , faith , incredulity,

want of faith, unbelief.

ga, s. (from , priv. and , completeness), need, want,

an exigency, a strait.

gifs, a. (from , want, and fas, affected by),

exposed to want, necessitous , destitute.

, a. (from , priv. and , evident), unevident,

absent, imperceptible, unperceived.

Gig, a. (from ◄, priv. and quş, recent), not new, not

recent, not modern.

Яs!, s. (from a, priv. and qo , faith), incredulity, un-

belief, mistrust.

ALGITIT, ɑ. (from 314, unbelieve, and atæ, making),

causing unbelief, occasioning incredulity; s. a person

who causes incredulity.

anggæti, a. (from 4, unbelief, and fa¶, causing),

occasioning incredulity.

, . (from 1 , unbelief, and , causing ,

causing incredulity.
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, . (from a , unbelief, and , arising

from), occasioned by incredulity, arising from unbe-

lief.

quifio, a. (from u, pr iv. and quifts, believed), not be-

lieved, not credited.

a. (from a, priv. and yʊfia, delicving), unbeliev-

ing, incredulous.

sot , a. (from , priv. and gert , warned), unwarn-

ed, uninformed of danger or duty, not divinely inform-

ed.

sportat, a. (from a, priv. and on , a warning), des-

titute ofwarning or caution ; s. the want of warning or

caution, a want of divine communication.

utta, a. (from a, pr.v. and art , giving warn.

ing, not giving warning, not cautioning ; s . one who

does not give warning.

gly, a. (from ◄, priv. and gorta¤,fit to be

warned), not fit to be warned or cautioned respecting

any circumstance of danger or duty, unfit to be di-

vinely informed.

art, a. (from &, priv. and skuf❤a, giving warn-

ing), not giving warning, not cautiouing, not convey-

ing divine information.

as, a. (from , priv. and 2 , fit to be warn-

el), not fit to be warned or cautioned, not fit to be di-

vinely informed.

its, a. (from , priv. and , fit to be

warnel , not fit to be warned or made acquainted with

circumstances of danger or duty, unfit to be divinely

informed.

, . (from , priv. and , one who gives

warning , one who does not give warning, one who

does not communicate intelligence.

, s. (from , priv. and or , an answer), no

fit reply ; a. unable to answer, not having any thing to

reply.

, s. (from , priv. and , the morning), not the

morning, not the morning twilight ; a. destitute of the

morning twilight.

ay, a. (from a, priv. and чut, notoriety), not known, not

public, irregular, not in order,

Tux, a. (from a, priv. and qua, first), not first.

, s. (from , priv. and qui, no'oriety), a want of pub-

licity, a want of notoriety, a want of regularity or or-

der.

fis, a. (from , priv. and yfus, made public), unpublish-

ed, not made public, not noted.

તુ.

agata, s. (from , priv. and gata, a giving), the non-be-

stowment of a gift ; a. not giving.

aquit, a. (from a, priv. and it, a lamp), destit ute ofa

lamp or of light.

white, a . (from a, priv. and , illuminating), not ir-

radiating, not illuminating.

agnis, a. (from , priv. and us, illuminated), not illumi-

nated, not lighted up.

, s. (from , priv. and , illumination), the want

of illumination ; a. destitute of illumination.

qata, a. (from ☎, priv. and Яt , chief), inferior.

ata , s . (from aq , inferior), inferiority, a want of

pre-eminence.

aga, s. (from at , inferior), inferiority, a want of

pre-eminence.

, s. (from , priv. and g , diffusion), a want of

diffusion, a want of copiousness ; a . not prolix, not

copious, not diffused , unextended .

, a. (from , priv. and , expanded), not expand-

ed , not gladdened, not blown.

, s. (from , unexpanded), the not being ex-

panded, the circumstance of not being blown.

, . (from , unexpanded), the not being ex

panded, the circumstance of not being blown.

, . (from , priv. and , deceiving), not de

ceiving, not deluding, not over-reaching.

অপুৱঞ্চনা, s. (from a, priv. and 1, deception , freedom

from deception, non-deception.

, a. (from , priv . and , deceivable), not

deceivable, not liable to be deceived.

afts, a. (from , priv. and 3, deceived), not de-

ceived, not deluded.

SHTÉT, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. andgo, exciting), not stirring

up to action, not exciting.

, s. (from a, priv. and , an exciting), the not

exciting to an action, the not engaging in an action or

undertaking.

agd , a. (from , prio. and , excitable), not ex-

citable, not capable of being stimulated to action.

am, a. (from , priv. and q , powerful), weak, ineffici

ent, inefficacious.

agata, s. (from a, priv. and gata, coral), not coral ; a. free

from coral.

agata, 8. (from ¤, prid. and guta, a lodging), not a lodg- ¸

ing or temporary residence ; a. deștitute of a tempora-

ry residence.

werty, a. (from , prip. and gatate, delighting in a

V
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temporary residence , not having the mind engaged on

a temporary residence.

il, a. (from , priv. and gata , l'o'ng in a tempora-

ry residence), not living in a temporary residence, not

lodging out from home.

agate, a. (from &, priv. and gate, a strem), stagnant , not

flowing.

aya , a. (from a, priv. and gf , entered , not entered ,

unengaged, not devoted to any thing.

, a. (from , priv. and ga, skiful , unskilful, not

versed in an art, tot eminent.

, a. (from , prio and 3, engaged), not engaged

in a work, not excited.

, s. (from a, priv, and f³, excitation), non- exci-

tation, inactivity, non-engagedness in a work.

at, s. (from , priv. and 4, an entry), the not en-

tering into a place ; a. without an entrance, inaccessi-

ble.

অপুবেশনীয় ,, a. (from , priv. and , admitting en-quaṣ,

trance), not admitting of entrance, impenetrable.

, a. (from , priv. and ], admitting ofentrance),

impenetrable, not admitting of entrance.

wgata, s. (from a, priv. and gata, excitation), the not

awakening a person, a want of excitation, a want of

conviction.

ata, s. (from ⇓, priv. and quiz, excitation), a want of

excitation, the not reviving of a thing which is languid,

a want of conviction.

, a. (from , prio. and , splendor), destitute of

splendor, destitute of radiance.

¹, s. (from a, priv. and 1 , splendor), a want ofsplen-

dor, a want of radiance.

st , a. (from , priv. and 3, the morning), desti-

tute of a morning.

st , s. (from , priv. and gsta, majesty), a want of

majesty, a want of spirit, a want of energy, a want of

power, a want of efficacy.

65, a. (from ¤, priv , and 1 , a master) , having no own-

er or master, independent.

31, s. (from 3, having no owner), the circumstance

of having no owner or master, independence.

ANSI, s. (from , having no owner), the circumstance

of having no owner or master, independence.

3, a. (from a, priv. and 953, governed), not governed,

not controuled, not sufficient, small .

was, a. (from a, priv. and **³, full ofjoy), not joyful,

not elated, sad.

51 .

ta, a. (from , prio. and Яt , proof, destitute of proof,

of doubtful authority.

ta. (from , prio. and ta, proof), destitute of

proof, destitute ofevidence. '

, s. (from a, priv. and gat , inadvertence), caution,

safety, heed.

fic, a..(from a, priv. and fa , proved), not proved, not

evidenced .

nag, a. (from ™, priv. and Я , capable ofproof), inca.

pable of proof, improbable.

, 8. (from , priv. and at ,joy), the absence ofjoy

or gratification, cheerlessness, gloom .

axis, a. (from A, priv. and 973, purified), not cleansed or

purified.

. (from , priv. and , endeavour), a want ofen-

deavour.

, s. (from a, priv. and gata, labour), a want of la-

bour, ease ; a. slight, easy.

, ad. loc . case of t , carelessly), not with labour

or exertion, easily, slightly.

ACTS,, a. (from , priv. and g , caused by) , unconnectedপুযুক্ত,

with a cause or reason, causeless, not caused or occa

sioned by another thing, not arising from another thing.

.অপ্রয়োগ,ts , s. (from , priv. and tst, a main object), an in-

ferior object, not a principal object.

অপ্রয়োজক,t , a. (from a, priv. and t , accomplishing), in

effectual.

ta , s. (from , priv. and get , occasion), the want

of necessity ; a. unnecessary.

tant , a. (from t , a want ofnecessity, and ,

fit), unimporta nt, unnecessary.

study, a. (from , priv. and xt ,fit to be pursu

ed as a main object , not fit to be regarded as a main

or necessary object, irrelevant, inapplicable.

ata, a. (from , priv. and ,fit to be pursued as

a main object , not admitting of connection with a

cause or necessary circumstance, irrelevant, inapplica

ble.

, s. (from , priv. and qu¤, delay), the not delaying

of any thing, non-procrastination ; a. not using delay.

, s . (from , priv. and , a dissolution), the non-

dissolution of a thing; a. not subject to dissolution.

att, s. (from a, priv. and at , incoherent speech), co-

herent speech.

op , a. (from , priv. and , applause), destitute

ofpraise or applause.

7, a. (from «, trio. and I , worthy of
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praise), not deserving of praise or applause, not fit to

be applauded, not commendable.

, s. (from , and priv. p , praise), a want of

praise or applause, defamation .

fas, a. (from , priv. and fas, app'auded), not

applauded, not praised, not commended .

sal, a. (from , prir. and f , applauding), not

applauding, not commending or praising.

, . (from , priv. and I, worthy of praise),

not deserving of praise or applause, not fit to be ap-

plauded, not commendable.

48, a. (from , priv, and g , wide), narrow, scanty.

¶, s. (from , prio. and J , a question), not a matter of

enquiry.

, s. (from , priv. and , solicitation), a want of

solicitation, a want of affectionate persuasion, a want

of boldness or confidence ; a. wanting in solicitation or

affectionate persuasion, destitute ofconfidence.

HF, a. (from &, priv. and , commenced), not com-

menced, not introduced as a subject of conversation.

ga , s. (from , priv. andtax, an introduction ), the non-

introduction of a thing as the topic of conversation,

the want of a topic ; a. destitute of a topic.

, a. (from , priv. and tau, gracious), unfavourable,

unpropitious.

1, s. (from , unpropitious), unpropitiousness,

unfavourableness.

chana, s. (from , uupropitious , unpropitiousness,

unfavourableness.

, . (from , prio. and , urine), a suppression of

urine.

th, s. (from , priv. and at , favour), unfavourable ;

a. destitute ofgrace or favour.

Gratis, a. (from a, priv. and gatfis, made favourable),

not propitiated, not made gracious, not offered , not

given.

Hart, a. (from a, priv. and fa , procuring favour),

not procuring favour, not making one gracious, not pro

pitiating.

agat , a. (from a, prio. and tw, placable), implacable,

unfavourable.

fas, a. (from , priv. and af , notorious), not famous,

not well known, not notorious.

safas , a. (from afar , uncommon, and , a word), an

uncommon word, a word which is obsolete or little

known,

অপুসিদ্ধপদযোগ, ৪. (from অপুসিদ্ধপদ, an uncommon word, and

Grey.

catst, use or application), the employing of an uncom-

mon or unknown word.

39# 3), a. (from ¤, priv. and ' , delivered of a child),

not delivered of a child.

THII, a. (fromI, priv. and 27, ~ s'on ' ), free from stones.

Hi , s. (from , priv, and t , an opportunity), the

want of an opportunity, the not being introduced as a

topic ; a. not having an opportunity, destitute of a

topic.

Wata, s. (from a, priv. and Яta, extended), non - exten-

sion ; a. unextended, not dilated, not wide, narrow,

confined.

3, a. (from , prie. and , prepared), unready, un-

prepared, confounded, unable to reply, unable to assign

a reason for an assertion or for any part of conduct.

, s. (from , priv. and t , a departure), the not

departing from a place, the not setting forward on a

journey; a. stationary.

axad, s. (from a, priv. and , a weapon), a want of

weapons ; a. weaponless.

WI, 8. (from a, priv. and t , a stroke), a withhold

ing of blows ; a. not making use of blows.

WHAT, ɑ. (from ≈, priv. and getræ, striking), not beat

ing or striking ; s. one who does not beat or strike .

Il, a. (from ◄, priv. and getf , striking), not beat-

ing, not striking.

, a. (from a, priv. and get , deserving to be beat

en), not deserving to be beaten.

, a. (from ◄, priv. and x , glad , cheerless, sad,

gloomy.

wętą, a . (from a, priv. and Я ,first), not preceding, not

first.

, a. (from a, priv. and , vulgar), not vulgar,

not low or common.

warts , a. (from , priv. and , chief), not chief, not

principal, not leading a party .

ts , a. (from , priv. and tota, ancient), not ancient,

not old, modern, new.

wats , s. (from a, priv. and , sufficiency ) , a defici

ency, not a sufficiency.

ta, s. (from , priv. and H4, breath), want of breath,

want oflife ; a. breathless, lifeless , dead.

eat, a. (from , prio. and f , animate), inanimate.

att , s. (from , priv. and tatu , pre-eminence), want

ofpre-eminence, inferiority.

ty, s. (from a, priv. and xts, a margin), the want ofa

margin ; a. not having a margin.
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Setter, a. (from , priv. and
, a lonely place), not

long orlonesome (as a way), not dreary or desert.

agtЯd, s. (from ☛, priv. and at , the obtaining ofathing),

the not obtaining ofa thing.

agida, a. (from ☎, priv. and tag, obtainable), unob-

tainable, unattainable.

ts, a. (from , priv. and 18, obtained), unobtained.

aid, a. (from , unobtained, and t , welfare).

unfortunate, unsuccessful , not having obtained welfare

or success.

tata, a. (from t , unobtained, and ata, time), not

having found an opportunity, inopportune.

gista, a. (from Яt , unobtained, ¤ª³, proper to be

suppressed, and wat, a condition), not in a state to be

suppressed or overcome.

, . (from ts, unobtained, and , wealth), un-

successful in the acquiring of wealth .

অপান্তবিশ্বাস , a . (from অপ্রাপ্ত , unobtained, and বিশ্বাস, trust),

unsuccessful in gaining confidence.

, a. (from , pri . and t attainable), unattain.

able, not obtainable, scarce.

agtse ATİA, a. (from a, priv. and 1æt , oflegal age),

not of legal age to conduct a law suit or to inherit pro-

perty.

agtsaita, a. (from Я , unobtained, and warm , ho-

nour), unsuccessful in obtaining honour or respect.

*** , a. (from t , unobtained, and * ,fame), un-

successful in obtaining fam e.

ut, a. (from te, unobtained, and ,fame), un-

successful in obtaining fame.

Whez, «. (from ts, unobtained, and t ™ , youth ,

not arrived at the age of puberty.

, s. (from a, priv. and ef , acquisition), scarcity ;

a, not gainful, scarce.

attr, a. (from , priv. and tts, obtainable), unobtain-

able, unattainable, scarce.

31, s. (from , unobtainable), unobtainableness,

unattainableness .

SO , 8. (from t , unobtainable), unobtainableness,

unattainableness.

ta , s. (from a, priv. and tax , the rainy season), any

part of the year which is not the rainy season.

agite, a. (from &, prio. and tag, a mantle , destitute of

a mantle.

aida , s. (from fa , inauthentic), a want ofan-

thenticity, improbability.

tar , s. (from a, priv. and tatar, authenticity), inaa-

thenticity, improbability.

tam , a. (from tater, improbable, and t

speaking), speaking improbable or groundless things.

অপ্রামাণ্যাপত্তি, ও ( from অপুামা , improbable, and আপত্তি, ৫

fault), the fault of being improbable or groundless.

afe, a. (from , prep. and af , used as a topi:),

not introduced as a topic of conversation.

afety, a. (from , priv. and fa , amiable), unamiable, not

beloved, disagreeable.

afgræ , s. (from fg , unpleasant, and 4, an action),

an unpleasant action ; a. doing unpleasant actions,

acting in an unlovely manner.

অপ্রিয়কর্ম্মকারক, a. (from অপ্রিয়কর্ম , a disagreeal.le action, and

, doing , doing disagreeable things ; . a person

who does disagreeable things.

অপ্রিয়কর্ম্মকারী , a. (from অপ্রিয়কৰ্ম্ম, a disagreeable action, and

afa , doing , doing disagreeable actions.

aftgætiæ, ɑ. (from af , unpleasant, and ætaỡ, doing),

doing disagreeable actions, acting an unlovely part.

, a. (from af , unpleasant, and , doing),

doing unlovely actions, acting an unlovely part,

afgrætú, s. (from af , unpleasant, and ☎túi, an action),

an unlovely action ; 4. doing unpleasant or unlovely

actions.

afgreifiæææ, ɑ. (from afgræ , a disagreeable action,

and staỡ, doing , doing disagreeable actions ; s. a per-

son who does disagreeable things.

অপ্রিয়কার্যকারী , a. (from sপ্রিয়কার্য্য , a disagreeable action,

and ☎tf?, ɖɔing), doing disagreeable things .

f51, s. (from why, unamiable), unamiableness , the not

being beloved, disagreeableness .

f , s . (from af , amiable), unamiableness, the not

being beloved, disagreeableness.

afqat , a. (from f , disagreeable, and af , speak.

ing), speaking in a disagreeable manner, speaking harsh,

ly.

2afsi, a. (from afty, disagreeable, and stuą, speak,

ing), speaking disagreeably or harshly.

, a. (from af , unpleasant, and , to speak),

speaking roughly, speaking unkindly.

affa , a. (from a, priv. and staff , admitting of 3, 4. (from , priv. and 13, beloved), not beloved,

proof), improbable, unauthentic. not gratified.

cafatida , s. (from agtaifa , inauthentic), a wapt ofau- fs,

thenticity, improbability.

s . (from &, priv. and is, affection), indifference

towards an object, want of love, dislike, disgust.
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wifraz, a. (from gifs, a want oflove, and , to do), do-

ing unfriendly things, shewing a want oflove.

ifeega, s. (from ifs, want ‹flove, and ☎a , a ding),

the shewing of indifference or want of love towards

aperson, a behaving with coldness or aversion.

fsatz , a. (from gifs, a want ofaffection, and atra,

doing), acting unkindly; s. one who acts unkindly.

fas, a. (from as, dislike, and , causing , caus-

ing dislike or disgust, occasioning hatred.

wifɔ , a. (from , disgust, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from want of affection , occa-

sioned by a misunderstanding.

অপ্রীতিজ্ঞাপক, a. (from অপ্রীতি, a want of affection, and জাপক,

¿ making known), manifesting a want of affection, indica-

ting a want ofaffection.

waifantza, 4. (from gifs, a want of affection, and yz,

giring , occasioning a want of affection.

অপ্রীতিসূচক, a. (from সম্প্রীতি a want of affection , and সুচ ,

indicating), indicating a want of affection.

**¶d, 8. (from &, priv. and , a viewing), the not

viewing or surveying of a thing.

CHEE, a. (from a, priv. and ( dv, proper to be survey-

ed), improper to be viewed or surveyed, invisible.

f3, a. (from a, priv. and cafes, viewed), not viewed,

not surveyed, not observed, not seen.

wafss , a. (from a, priv. and ʊ, proper to be view-

ed), unfit to be viewed or surveyed, invisible.

, a. (from a, priv. and t , proper to be viewed),

unfit to be viewed or surveyed, invisible.

3, a. (from a, priv. and ce , departed), not departed,

not dead ; s. not a departed ghost.

, s. (from , priv. and cœa , love), a want of love, a

want of affection, hatred.

, s. (from , priv. and , thesending of a thing),

the not sending of a person or thing, the not ordering

or enforcing of a thing, the not causing of a thing.

agite, a. (from a, priv. and cyf¶s, sent), unsent, not or-

dered, not enjoined, not caused .

fen, a. (from &, priv. and cœfas , fit to be sent , un-

fit to be sent, unfit to be ordered or enjoined, incapa-

ble ofbeing caused.

unfae, a. (from a, priv. and cofas, sent), unsent, unen-

joined.

, a. (from , priv. and c , fit to be sent), unfit to

be sent, unfit to be employed as a servant.

4, s. (from , priv. and , sprinkling), the not

sprinkling of a liquid, the not immolating of a victim.

ST.

dy, a. (from , priv. and c ,fit to be sprink

led), unfit to be sprinkled, not fit to be immolated.

fs, a. (from , priv. and 3, immolated), not im-

molated not sprinkled.

Myff¥3 , a. (from a, priv. and catf¥381, fit to be immola-

ted , not fit to be immolated, not fit to be sprinkled.

, a. (from , priv. and c , fit to be sprinkled),

not fit to be sprinkled , not fit to be immolated.

cs, a. (from , priv, and 1975, married, unmarried.

1, a. fem. (from , priv. and 5 ), married), unmar-

ried ; s. an unmarried woman.

afs, s. (from , priv. and e , controversy) , the not

engaging in controversy.

T³, a. (from , priv. and ✯f , ove flowed , not over-

flowed, not immersed, not drowned.

as, a. (from , priv. and s, leaped , not gone by leaps

agsяfs, a. (from A, priv. and зsfs, motion by jumps),

not moving by leaps or jumps.

, a. (from a, priv. and gx, burnt), anburnt.

AFT, s. (from Я, water, and Д, to move), a species of de-

mi-gods feigned to reside in heaven as dancers, the fa

bled courtezans of the Hindoo heaven.

afe , s. (from a, priv. and , a mendicant), not a men-

dicant ; a. not in a state of mendicity.

d, a. (from a, priv. and 4, the expanded head ofthe co-

bra de capello), not having an expanded head or

hood.

ar , a. (from , priv. and fa , a serpent), free from ser-

pents.

Q™ , a. (from ™, priv. and ™ , afruit), fruitless, useless,

unprofitable, barren.

Quae, ɑ. (from a, priv. and ™ ,producingfruit), fruitless,

ineffectual, not advantageous, not producing conse

quences.

Qratą, a (from a, priv, and race, fruitful), unfruitful,

not producing fruit, ineffectual.

arfas, a. (from , priv. and fas, jull offruit), not in

fruit.

arsan, a. (from a, priv. and [« , fruitful), unfruitful,

unproductive, ineffectual, not producing fruit.

■TİM, a. (from ™, priv . and œta, a plough-share), destitute

of a share, not having an arrow head, not having the

head of a spear.

fu , s. (probably from☎, priv . and ft , to be yellow), the

name of a plant, (Walsura robusta.)

Sud, s . (from , priv. and w , waste), non-decay, non

expenditure; a. not wasted, not expended.

J
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অব.

, a. (from , priv. and , blown), unblown, unexpan-

ded.

Tɖ, a. (from a, priv. and (™ , foam), free from froth or

foam ; s. opium.

am , a. (from a, priv. and a , thrown), not thrown,

not cast away.

, a. (from Sil, more), more, extraordinary ; s. an

increase.

, s. (from s'i ', aflying tale), a flying tale, a report.

, s. (from , woe), woe, grief, distress ; int.

ah ! alas!

, a an inseparable preposition which usually gives the

verb or other word to which it is prefixed, an ablative

sense, or sinks its value ; sometimes it gives to verbs of

motion the sense of motion downwards ; ad. now.

ATUA, s. (from T, prep. and , to speak), the flatter-

ing of a person, fulsome flattery, low talk.

AIFI, 8. (from T, prep, and to throw , the dust or

sweepings of a house or other place, refuse, a dung-

hill.

arý , 8. (from , prep, and 4 , to cut), a spinning

-wheel.

, s. (from , prep. and , to enumerate), the

making of false or useless calculations.

aafia, a. (from , prep, and , to enumerate), falsely

calculated.

aæxt*, s. {from ¤ , prep. aud ** , to appear), leisure, op .

portunity.

ta, ad. (from wet , an oppo tunity, and ™ã, a

step), at a proper opportunity.

Tat*337, a. (from aæx††, leisure, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from opportunity or leisure.

অৱকাশজন্যে , ad, (loc. case ofঅৱকাশজন্য) , for the sake of

leisure or opportunity.

¤getatifâce, 2. (from , leisure, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from opportunity or leisure ; ad.

for or because of leisure or opportunity.

Qææt*fiface, ad (from ætt, leisure, and fafaz, a cause),

forthe sake ofleisure or opportunity.

অবকাশপ তিবন্ধক, a. (from সৰকাশ, leisure , and প্রতিবন্ধক 07-

posing , obstructing or hindering leisure or opportuni-

ty.

* , a. (from wet , leisure, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from leisure or opportunity ; ad.

from or because of leisure or opportunity.

, a. (from att, leisure, and ts, obtained,

having leisure, having an opportunity.

অৱকাশৰিনা , ad . (from অবকাশ, leisure , and বিদা, without),

without leisure or opportunity.

aatft , a. (from att, leisure, and fifta , passessed

of, having leisure or opportunity.

সৰকাশৰ তিরি ক্ত, a . (from অবকাশ, leisure, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex

cepted , leisure or opportunity excepted.

অৰুণশৰ্যতিরেক, a. (from অৱকাশ, leisure, and বাতিয়েক, an en-

ce ton , the exception of leisure or opportunity.

অবকাশৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (lic. case of অৰকাশৰ্যতিরেক), with the

exception of leisure or opportunity, without or besides

leisure or opportunity.

, a. (from aæt , leisure, and , joined to), hav-

ing leisure or opportunity.

sættfs, a. (fromatt, leisure, and af , destitute of),

destitute of leisure or opportunity.

ATTIMIIT, a. (from wæt , leisure, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from leisure or opportunity ; ad.

from or because of leisure or opportunity.

State , s. (from wett, leisure, and asta, non-exis-

tence), the non-existence or want of leisure or opportu

nity.

*3, a. (from ™ , prep. and ™ , to contemn), dishevel-

led, unreasonable, contemned.

ATTLI, s. (from su prep. and- ge, to heat), an unnecessa-

ry or improper complaining, a being querulous.

wefts, a. (from v prep, and , to heat), unnecessarily

distresse , quer

487, 8. (from

1. us.

a, prep. and æ , to be distressed), a

shrinking back through fear, a bé ug unnecessarily dis-

tessed or agitated.

III5, ɑ. from up ep and xt, to be distressed), shrink.

ing through fear, unnecessarily distressed or troubled,

সৱকুন্থন, s . from &T, pp. and 24, to suffer , a hideous

and disagreeable groning.

অৱকহিত, a. from T, prep. and to suffer), groaned

out in a distressing or disagreeable ma ner.

VTEII, 8. (from SI, prep and 5, to hiccup , the making of

a disagreeable noise, a croaking, a howling, a disagree,

able groaning.

WTąſK3, a. (from II, prep. and to hiccup), express.

ed with a disagreeable uoise, croake t out, expressed by

a yell or howl, groaned out in a distressing manner.

অকৃষ্ট, a. (from a prep, and , to draw), expelled, res

jected, removed,

DIET , ɑ. 'from 3, priv. and TET, fit to be spɔken ,

fit to be spoken, unspeakable, unutterable, improper to

be spoken,

not
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34.
M. 7.

te ,, s. (from a, priv. and , a speaker), one who is , n. (from , prep. and f , to ulter inarticulate

not eloquent.
sounds), whined out, uttered with a disagreeable note.

WIFT, a . (from , prep. and f , to throw), badly thrown,

spoken sarcastically.

, a. (from , prep. and , ercoked), straight, simple,

ingenuous, honest.

TIWI), s. (from
F, straight), straightness, simplicity,

rectitude, sincerity, honesty.

WIFT. 8. (from 3 , straight), straightness, sincerity, rec-

titude, simplicity, honesty.

43, 8. (from , prep. and , to weep), a loud and

clamorous weeping.

[×³, a. (from , prep. and , to weep), wept in a

loud and clamorous manner.

I, s. (from , prep. and F , to buy), an unfair pur-

chase.

zuriąs, a. (from , priv. and rigs, bent), not bent,

straightened .

CTÂÎȘI, 8. (from a , prep. and as, to play), a playing

roughly, rough or unfair play.

arsifșs, a. (from , prep. and , to play), roughly

played, unfairly played .

&c=Ì3, 1. ´from , prep. and ì, to buy), unfairly pur-

chased, unfairly bought.

azriss, a. 'from a, priv. and This, crooked), not become

crooked , not warped, unbent, straight.

, a. (from AT, prep. and , to be angry), unneces

sarily enraged, enraged in an unreasonable manner.

Nagy, a. from X , prep, and to utter sound), howled

over, expressed by yells or howlings.

a , s. (from , prep. and , to be angry), unrea-

sonable anger, fury, rage.

3, a. from 3 , prep. and , to be angry),un-

necessarily or extravagantly provoked.

sziga, a. (from 7, prep. and fæ , to wet), gangrened ,

wetted with pus or filth.

, s. (from , prep. and fan, to wet), a putrid or

offensive oozing.

4, s. (from , prep. and , to produce sound , the

sound of a lute, the uttering or causing of discordant

sounds, discord in music.

3, a. (from , prep. and , to produce sound),

played on a lute, uttered or expressed in discordant

sounds, played or sung discordantly.

afus, a. (from , prep. and ч, to concoct), badly

cooked, imperfectly concocted.

zu, s. (from , prep. and y, to concoct), a chymical

process in which the ingredient are not well boiled to-

gether or not properly digested."

, a. (from , prep. and , to decay), squandered,

emaciated.

, a. (from , prep. and , to beat to powder);

coarsely pounded, badly pulverized .

arxÛ¹, s. (from IT, prep, and N, to be hungry), a raven-

ous appetite, a dog-like hunger.

WHII, a. (from , prep. and I, to be hungry`, raven-

ous, ravenously hungry.

E , s. (from , prep. and ft, to throw), an irony, a

sarcasm, a careless or unskilful throw.

HE, a. (from , prep. and f , to throw), ironical,

sarcastic, throwing carelessly, or unskilfully; s. one

who deals in irony or sarcasm, one who throws a thing

carelessly or unskilfully.

d, s. (from a, prep. and f , to throw), the using

ofirony or sarcasm, the throwing of a thing carelessly

or maliciously.

IT(FT, a. (from T, prep. and f , to throw) , deserv,

ing to be treated ironically, deserving to be thrown

carelessly, deserving to be thrown unskilfully or ma-

liciously,

ATFST), a. (from , prep. and f , to throw) , deserving

to be treated ironically or sarcastically, deserving to be

thrown carelessly or maliciously.

WTFS), s. (from T, prep. and f , to throw), one who

deals in sarcasms ; one who throws carelessly, one who

throws unskilfully or maliciously.

EV, a. (from , prep. and f , to throw), deserving

to be treated sarcastically, worthy of being thrown

carelessly, deserving to be thrown unskilfully, or mali-

ciously.

quæk³, a. (from 57, pr‹p . and , to beat to powder),

caused to be coarsely powdered .

87, s. (from a prep, and 3, to break), the break-

ing of a thing unskilfully, the mangling of a thing.

f83, a. (from , prep. and 43, to break) , mangled,

unskilfully broken.

WJM17 , 8. (from , prep. and 7, to dig), a bad or un-

skilful digging.

ats, s. (from , prep. and at , to dig), a dangerous

pit.

, s. (from T, prep. and ‹ t , to play), foul play, un-

fair play.

W
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tɔaaaa, 8. (from , prep. and cat , to play), a playing so , a. (from wasfis, veiled, and , the face), har

unfairly, a playing roughly.

, a. (from , prep. and cat , to play), unfairly or

roughly played.

sfag, a. (from ¬ , prep. and sta, to enumerate), disre-

garded, despised, falsely or carelessly calculated or

counted.

8, s. (from 7, prep. and sts, a cheek), an infant.

WIsz, a. (from G , prep. and stя, to go), known, acquaint-

ed with..

arfs, s. (from wt, prep. and sta, to go), knowledge, ac-

quaintedness with a fact, attention or application ofthe

mind to au object.

ATTET , a. (from , prep. and są, to go), capable of be-

ing known, knowable.

, s. (from , prep. and st , to move), knowledge,

acquaintedness with a subject.

, a. (from a, prep. and sta, to go), capable ofbe-

ing known, knowable.

sta , a. (from sa, prep. and stã, to go), capable of be-

ing known, knowable .

UNIA, 8. (from , prep. and st , to roar), a disagreea-

ble roaring, a snarling, a threatening rear or growl.

austfás, a. (from , prep. and st , to roar), roared or

growled out in a disagreeable or threatening tone.

Wait, a. (from a , prep. and site, to agitate), bathed, im-

mersed.

Qæsta, s. (from a , prep. and tst, to sing), a discordant

singing.

GTHİCI, 8. (from w , prep. and sg, to agitate), immersi-

on, bathing , ablution.

asiat , a. (from a , prep. and st , to agitate), fit to be

bathed in, sufficiently deep for a person to immerse him-

self.

Qæstf£³, a. (from □ ,prep. and st , to agitate), immersed,

plunged, dipped, baptized.

ATHIRITG, a. (from te, immersion, and 3, done) , bap-

tized, immersed.

Gæstigi, a. (from , prep. and st , to agitate), fit to be

bathed in, sufficiently deep for a person to immerse him-

.self.

WAHG, a. (fromA , prep. and ts, to sing), sung in a wretch-

ed or discordant manner.

WTSd1, s. (from a , prep. and et, to wrap about), a veil .

asf , s. (from , prep. and et, to wrap about), a veil.

Isfis, a. (from a , prep, and st, to wrap about), veil-

ed.

ing the face veiled .

Westtog, a. (from T, prep. and ‹Яáд,an object ofthe sen

ses , dimly or confusedly evident to the senses, imper

fectly perceived.

stad, (from a . prep. and sa, to preparefor action),

a preparing or lifting up the hand or a weapon for

the purpose of striking a blow.

fus, a. (from T, prep, and H to arrange) , badly

plaited, irregularly wrought or built, badly arranged.

FISTI, 8. (from ¤ , prèp. and s̟ , to arrange) an entang-

ling, irregular or badly wrought wicker work, irregu

lar workmanship in a building, irregular writing.

ATYT, s. (from W , prep. and g , to take), drought, an ele

phant's forehead.

gte, s. (from , prep . and , to hold), drought, an ele

phant's forehead.

aratz, s. (from , prep. and , to smite), murder, a mor

tal blow.

অঘাতমরণ, s . ( from অৰ্থতি, a mortal blow, and মরণ , a dye

ing), murder, death from a violent blow.

artsyy, s. (from & ats, a mortal blow, and y, death),

murder, death from a violent blow.

QTAŃ3), a. (from a , prep. and x7, to kill), murdering, kill

ing, destroying.

ad, s. (from a , prep. and , to turn), a whirlpool, the

careless or unskilful whirling of a thing.

, s. (from , prep. and , to turn), the whirling of

a thing round in a careless or unskilfully manner.

fs, a. (from , prep. and , to turn), carelessly or

unskilfully whirled.

arga, s. (from a , prep. and Ti, to smell), a disagreeable

smell.

ts, a. (from T, prep. and , to smell , ill-scented.

67, s. (from , priv. and 7, a word) , silence ; a . silent,

not having any thing to say or reply.

অচনকারী, a . ( from অচন, silence , and কারিন, doing ), si-

lent, taciturn , not talkative.

way, a. (from a, priv. and wig, utterable), unuttera-

ble, unspeakable, unfit to be spoken.

, a. (from 3, priv. and 3, talkative), not talka

tive, taciturn .

, s. (from , prep. and to, to pulverize), coarse

powder.

afs, a. (from , prep. and , to pulverize), coarsely

pulverized.

8. (from a , prep, and co , to aet), awkward or
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uncouth action, an awkward endeavour, an unlawful

endeavour.

754), s. (from ◄◄, prep. and c , to act), awkward or

uncouth action, an awkward endeavour, an unlawful

endeavour

sfs, a. (from , prep. and co , to act), awkwardly

attempted, badly or awkwardly acted.

wha, a. (from a , prep. and fâ , to cut), limited .

KELI, s. (from xa, prep. and far, to cut), a limit, a bound-

ary.

waste, a. (from a , prep. and fa , to cut ), limiting ; 8.

that which limits or bounds a thing.

ayantaran, ad. (from &T , a limit), the whole of a debt,

the whole of any thing.

accoutrigin, ad. (from T &T, a limit), from end to end,

wholly, entirely.

auan, s. (loc. case of 7 ), through and through.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be old), decrepid,

withered with age.

, s. (from , prep. and , to know), contempt, de-

spite, disregard.

szutatge, a, {from , contempt, and ætṛæ, doing),

despising, causing contempt ; s. one who coutemns or

despises another.

utat , e. (from ', contempt, and tf , doing), con-

temning, despising, disregarding.

ts , a. (from , contempt, and , producing),

causing or occasioning contempt ; s . one who excites

or occasions contempt.

stafas, a. (from , contempt, and as, produced),

produced by or arising from contempt or disregard.

MİT , ɑ. (from , contempt, and , producible),

producible by or a ising from contempt or disregard.

অবজ্ঞাজন্যে , ad . (loc. case of অবজ্ঞাজন্য), for the purpose

contempt or disregard.

Eztatz, a. (from

of

, contempt, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from contempt or disregard.

675t3, ɑ. (from W , prep. and 1, to know ), despised, con.

temned,

WA, 4, (from W , prep. and , to know), contempti-

ble, despicable, deserving contempt or disregard.

mata), 8. (from xa, prep. and ☎ , to knozo), one who de-

spises or disesteems another.

putfaces, a . (from ) , contempt, and fiæ, causing

to cease), causing contempt or disregard to cease.

{বজ্ঞানিবারক, a. ( from অবজ্ঞা , contempt , and নিবারক,prevent-

ing , preventing disregard or contempt,

অবজ্ঞানিবারণ , s . ( from অবজ্ঞা , contempt , and নির্ধারণ , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of disregard or contempt.

afas, s. (from , contempt, and fags, cessation ),

the cessation of disregard or contempt.

অবজ্ঞানিমিশুক, a. (from অবজ্ঞা, contempt, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from disregard or contempt ; ad.

from or because of disregard or contempt.

অবজ্ঞানিমিত্তে, ad. (from অবজ্ঞা , contempt, and নিমিত্তে, a cause),

for disregard or contempt.

, a. (from 1, contempt, and , preceding),

preceded by contempt ; ad. by or through contempt.

Atque, a. (from 1, contempt, and I , caused by ,̀

caused by or arising from disregard or contempt ; al.

from or because of disregard or contempt.

, a. (from , contempt, and , increasing),

increasing contempt or disregard.

, 8. (from , contempt, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of contempt or disregard.

, ad. from 1, contempt, and fan , without),

without disregard or contempt.

অৱজ্ঞাবিশিষ্ট , a. ( from অবজ্ঞ!, contempt, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of, sunk into disregard or contempt.

aifa, s. (from , contempt, and , increase), an

increase of contempt or disregard.

অজ্ঞ ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সজ্ঞা, contempt , and বাতিরিক্ত, except-

ed, disregard or contempt excepted.

অৱজ্ঞাৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from সজ্ঞা , contempt, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

eeption), the exception of disregard or contempt.

অৰজাতিয়েকে, ad. (loe. case of অৱজ্ঞাৰ্য্যতিরেক , with the ex-

ception ofdisregard or contempt, without or beside dis-

regard or contempt.

Gris, a. (from , contempt, and T , joined to) , con-

nected with or sunk under disregard or contempt,

ANTTI, a. (from , contempt, and g, a cans ),

caused by or arising from disregard or contempt ; al.

from or because of disregard or contempt.

GMEI, a. (from a , prep.and 1 , to know), despicable, con-

temptible, worthy of disregard or disesteem.

art, s. (from a , to preserve), a hole in the ground , a ca-

vern. In anatomy a sinus, a cavity.

, s. (from , priv. and 7 , the sharing out ofany

thing), the not sharing out of a thing.

, a. (from a, priv. and tita, divisible into shares),

not fit to be shared out, not divisible into shares.

3, a. (from , priv. and fts, shared out), not shar

ed out, not dealt out.

3 , s. (from , prep and to adorn), a crest, an

W2
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st.

earring, a gem, wealth, gold, a ray oflight, a halter

or rein, the tie of a yoke for oxen , the name of a plant,

(Justicia Adhatoda.)

CIA, s. (from a, prop. and , darkness) , imperfect

darkness, gloom.

TH , 8. (from 7, prep. and , to threaten), the using

of threatening or scurrilous language to another.

sfs, a . (from 7, prep, and II, to threaten), threaten-

ed, scolded, abusively treated.

It , s. 'from a prep, and 7, to stretch), an awning.

CAII, s. (from W , prep. and to cross over), a descent,

an incarnation.

acotad, s. (from ™ , prep. and 3, to cross over), the des-

cending from a station or situation.

Tзtafaæi, u. (from , prep. and 3, to cross a rivér,, a

quotation from a writer or author.

state , a. (from waste, an incarnation, and , with-

out , another incarnation.

artfas, a (from , prep. and 3, to cross over a river),

made to descend.

aggi, a. (from a , pr p. and 3, tocross a river), descend-

ing, becoming incarnate.

aasid, a. (from w , prep. and , to cross over a river), de-

scended, incarnate.

, a. (from , prep and , to give) , immolated, offered .

IT, a. (from T, prep. and T , to stand like a post), de-

crepit.

, s . (from

down, the destroying of a thing by trampling it cou-

temptuously under foot.

prep . and , to dissect), a trampling

nfas, a. (from , prep. and , to dissect), contemp-

tuously trampled under foot, trod and mangled under

foot.

WIKTA, s. (from Wa, prep. and , to give), the immolation

of a victim, an oblation.

wantfag, ɑ. (from , prep. and , to tear) , rent, torn, cleft.

ata, a . (from a, prep. and , to tear), rent, torn, chopt,

cracked, cleft .

TI, s. (from a , prep. and , to repent), regretted, re-

pented of.

Qantaa, s. (from , prep. and , to throw up), an irre-

gular tossing about, an irregular swinging.

ts, a. (from rep. and , to throw up), irre-

gularly tossed or swung about.

, a. (from , priv. and , bound), unbound, not re-

strained, not confined, not brought into intimate union

with a thing.

QZ.

wa , ɑ. (from a, priv. and ™ , utterable), unutterable,

unspeakable.

NG, s. (from , prep. and 15, to shine , a glimmer

ing.

Suss, a. (from a, prep. and 1 , to shine), faintly or

obscurely manifested, faintly illuminated.

443, a. (from , prep. and , to move), fled away in

disorder, imperfectly melted or dissolved.

a , s. (from , priv, and t↑, murder,, not murder of

slaughter.

WTH. s. (from W , prep. and 1, to hold), a portion of the

base of a triangle or other plane figure whichis dissect-

ed by a perpendicular let fall from the vertex.

atâtow, a. (from a , prep . and , to hold , fit to be at

tended to, fit to be carefully retained.

Яta, s. (from I, prep. and 1 , to hole), attention, care,

regard.

ATI†75 , s. (from T†¾, attention ), attentiveness, careful

ness, regard.

, s. (from , attention , attentiveness , careful

ness, regard .

aritats, a. (from , prep. and 21, to hold), fit to be at

tended to, fit to be carefully retained .

wattad, s. (from T, prep. and ¾, to hold), the settling of

a thing, the determining upon a plan or undertaking,

an emphasis.

অবধারণার্থৰোধক, a. (from অবধারণার্থ, the object of an agreea

ment, and cæ, indicating), indicating the object ofan

agreement or covenant, indicating an object of great

importance or certainty.

ay, a. (from , prep. and 2, to hold), proper to

be determined on, eligible, requiring the emphasis.

ædtfÃ³, a. (from T, prep. and †, to hold), emphatic, set-

tled, fixed on.

aitúi, a. (from , prep. and 4, to hold), proper to be

depended on, requiring the emphasis, sure, certain.

att , a. (from , prep. and , to hold), receiving

the emphasis, under the process of being settled or

fixed on.

aft, s . (from a, prep. and 1 , to hold), an extremity, a

limit, a border, hence its adverbial meaning, viz. from,

as it relates to time or place.

sts, a. (from , priv. and af , deaf), not deaf.

NIS, a. (from is, to contemn), contemned, despised,

undervalued .

43, ɑ. (from , prep. and I, to shake), devoted to God

but not attending on ceremonies,

4 21
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SIZE.

azte, a. ´from a, pri». and aą, a wife), wifeless , destitute

ofa wife, unmarried, widowed.

*183, a. (from , prep. and †, to shake , shaken out,

brushed.

tuti, a. (from 1, prep. and H, to hold), proper to be

ascertained, proper to be attended to.

aws, a. (from &, priv. and aâ†ñï³, about to kill), not

about to kill.

Quis, a. (from xa, prep . and a, to wash), badly washed .

, a. (from , priv. and at, to kill), not deservingdeath,

notto be slain .

31, s. (from , not deserving of death), the circum-

stance of not being liable to suffer death.

MUI, s. (from H, not deserving ofdeath), the circum-

stance ofnot being liable to suffer death.

&17, s. (from A, priv. and 7, a forest), not a forest ; a.

free from forests .

173, 7. (from , prep. and , to bow) , bowed, bent

down.

Qazafy, a. (from , bowed down, and y, a body),

bent-bodied, bowed.

azzle, a. (from , bent down, and ♫ , a body),

bent-bodied, bowed.

.

13185, a. (from 3, bent down , and , the head),

bowed, having the head bowed down.

a. (from 3, bent down, and at, the face),

hanging down the head, bowed .

, a. (from

bent-bodied, bowed.

, bent down , and ts, the body),

fat , a. (from 3, bent down, and f , the head),

hanging down the head, bowed.

Q13f3, 8. (from a , prey, and 7 , to descend), a bowing,

condescension a bending downwards.

348, 8. (from w , prep. and 7º, to bow), a deflecting,

a depressing, a bending downwards.

, s. from , prep. and , to dance), miserable danc-

ing.

Qlaka, 8. (from 7, prep. and , to emit sound), a harsh

or discordant sound.

, a. (from , prep. and , to bow), deflecting,

depressing ; s . a deflector.

ta, 8. (from , prep. and t, to obtain), a causing to

descend, a throwing down, dislike, hatred.

, a. (from , prep. and , to take), depressing;

8. that which depresses a thing.

, . (from , prep. and , to bind), the girding on

ofarmour unskilfully.

af , s. (from 4, to preserve), the earth, the world.

293, s. (from as , the earth, and f³, a lord), a king,

a sovereign.

ft , s. (from afa , the earth, and t , a protector), a

king, a sovereign .

, s. (from , to preserve), the earth, the world.

fs, s. (from a , the earth, and f³, a lord), a king,

a sovereign.

qia, s. (from , the earth, and i , a protector), a

king, a sovereign.

, 8. (from , priv . and , salutation), a neglect

of salutation.

ads, a. (from a, priv. and an , worthy of salutati

on), not worthy of salutation.

afas, a. (from , priv. and af³, saluted), not saluted,

not bowed to .

afa , a. (from , priv. and af , worthy ofsalutati

on), not worthy of salutation.

, a. (from , priv. and ™ , worthy ofsalutation), not

worthy of salutation.

Q¿IF, a. (from , priv. and xxx, a pledge), destitute of

a pledge, not bound by a pledge.

, a. (from , priv. and , sterile), not sterile, not

useless , effectual .

JUK, a. (from a , priv. andπ, to concoct), badly or im

perfectly ripened , imperfectly digested.

E, s. (from , prep. and , a side), a slothful or use-

less partizan, a distorted or useless wing.

1937 , 8. (from a , prep. and Яș, tofall), a bad fall, a

dangerous fall.

, s. (from a, prep. and af , a road), a bad road, an

impassible or difficult road.

, s. (from , prep, and H , a shoe), a bad shoe,

the want of shoes.

, a. (from , prep. and , to nourish), without a

keeper or protector.

fa , a. (from , prep. and H , to nourish), neglected,

not protected or kept.

aæfși, s. (from , prep. and fș, to give pain ), an im-

perfect or unskilful pressing or squeezing, the wring-

ing of clothes imperfectly, the expressing of any juice

or liquid imperfectly.

3, a. (from a , prep. and 5, to give pain), imper-

fectly or unskilfully pressed or squeezed, imperfectly

wrung out, imperfectly pressed or expressed, badly

pressed.

a , s. (from a , prep, and xx, to bind , a portion ofthe
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ST.

base of a triangle or other plane figure which is dissect-

ed by a perpendicular let fall from the vertex.

WH, s. (from , prep. and T. to hurt), a portion of

the base of a triangle or other plane figure which is dis-

sected by a perpendicular let fall from the vertex.

, s. (from , prep. and , to speak), an accusation,

a reproach, a command, friendship, kindness.

Atgæ, a. (from , prep. and aty, an arm), not having

the use of the arms.

QÎKA, 8. (from , prep . and , to agitate), the unskil

fully fanning of a person.

Яfs, a. (from , prep. and as, to agitate), unskilful-

ly or carelessly fanned,

Q¹T3, a. (from x , prep. and , to skreen), ablution at the

conclusion of a sacrifice.

, s. (from , prep. and c , to surround), the en-

circling or surrounding of a thing.

, a. (from a, prep. and c , to surround), capa-

ble of being encircled, capable of being swathed or

wrapped round.

aufs, a. (from 7, prep. and ‹‹ , to surround), encir,

cled, bound round, swathed , wrapped round.

SATEU, a. (from a , prep. and ta , to surround , capa-

ble of being encircled, capable of being wrapped round

or swathed.

INI , 0. (from , prep. and cay, to surround), capable

ofbeing encircled or swathed round, capable of being

wrapped round .

at , a.from , prep. and , to understand) , diffi

cultly comprehensible, scarcely conceivable, capable

of being only imperfectly understood.

at , s. (from 4, prep. and , to understand), one

who understands a thing but imperfectly, one who has

imbibed prejudices.

ata, s. (from , prep. and , ' o understand), an im-

perfect idea, a false judgment ; a. prejudice.

alg, 4. (from , prep. and A, to understand) , im-

perfectly or difficultly comprehensible, scarcely con-

ceivable.

fs, a . (from , prep. and , to understand), im-

perfectly understood, imperfectly or confusedly com.

prehended.

aufas , a. (from , prep. and , to understand), “im-

perfectly comprehensible, scarcely conceivable, capa-

ble of being only partially understood .

, a. (from a , prep. and , to un'erstand), diffi-

cultly conceivable, scarcely to be comprehended .

í , s. (from prep, and , to scold), theshame.Q ,

অৱ

fully or scurrilously reproaching or threatening ofa per-

son, abusive language.

fs, a. (from , prep. and , to scold), shamefully

or scurrilously reproached or threatened, treated abu-

sively.

austa, s. (from , pr.p. and ≈1 , to appear), a deceptive

appearance, a false appearance.

, 8. (from a , prep. and , to appear), a decep,

tive shew or appearance.

arstaata, a. (from asta, a semblance) , having a sem,

blance, seeming.

DTEV, 8. (from Q , prep. and §, to nourish), ablution at

the conclusion of a sacrifice.

TA, s. (from I, prir. and ☎ , to vomit), a solar day con

taining two hours of the former lunar day and fifty-

eight ofthe present ; a. vile, bad, inferior.

ATTI, a. (from A , prep. and , to mind), disregarded,

contemned.

arafs, s. (from , prep. and 27, to mind , a master, a

lord, contempt.

afk7, s. (from 1 , inferior, and f , a day) , a day which

includes parts of two lunar days, a subtractive day.

ATTI, a. (from , prep. and 7, to mind , deserving of

neglect or contempt.

IT , 8 (from T, prep. and , to agitate) , the churning

of milk unskilfully, the unskilful agitation of a thing,

TWITI, 8. (from II, prep. and 1 , to agiate), the churn,

ing or agitating of a thing unskilfully.

, a. (from , prep. and , to mind), deserving of

contempt or neglect.

ama, s. (from , prep. and , to squeeze or press), thẹ

careless trampling down of a thing.

afus, a. (from , prep. and Д , to squeeze', carelessly

bruised or trampled under foot.

tus, a. (from , prep. and at , to agitate), unskilful

ly churned or agitated.

A , 8. (from & , prep. and at , honour), dishonour, dis

grace.

, a. (from , disgrace, and g , involved in ,

involved in disgrace.

ata , s. (from t , dishonour , dishonourableness,সমান,

disgracefulness.

, 8. (from , dishonour), dishonourableness,

disgracefulness.

ata ), s. (from , prep. and ¤ , to mind), a despising,

contempt.

a , a . (from , prep. and at , to honour), deserve
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W.

ing to be disrespected or disregarded, worthy of dis-

respect or disregard.

saatat , a . (from at , dishonour, and uk, capable of),

worthy of disgrace, deserving of dishonour.

ifas, a. (from 1, prep. and , to honour), disho-

noured, disgraced .

fas , a. (from , prep. and at , to honour), disho-

nourable, worthy of disgrace.

WITAJ, a. (from 4, prep. and at , to honour), dishonour-

able, worthy of disgrace.

ata, s. (from T, prep. and , to clean), the imper-

fectly or unskilfully cleaning or polishing of a thing, a

false or deceiving appearance.

wtfs, a. (from , prep. and to clean), imperfectly

or unskilfully cleaned, badly polished or scoured .

fa , s. (from , prep. and fag, to mix), an improper

mixture, adulteration.

1491, 8. (from , prep. and T, to cut hair), a bad or

unnatural cutting or shaving of the hair.

74f33, a. (from 7, prep. and

unnaturally cut or shaved.

47, a. (from , prep.

5, to cut hair), badly or

, the head, and , to lie

down), hanging or falling with the head downwards.

SI , 8. (from , prep. and , to touch), deflowered ,

defiled , forced .

777, s . (from 7, prep. and I, to bind), a limb, a mem-

ber, a feature, a constituent part of any thing.

MIȘTI, s. (from III, a constituent part), the circumstance

ofbeing a constituent part.

অবয়বাচক, a. ( from অবয়ব, a constituent part, and বাচক, de-

claring , expressing a constituent part.

azpi, a. (from
fa , a constituent part), made up of in.

ferior parts or members.

, a. (from , prep. and , to give), younger, posterior,

inferior, least,

2357, 8. (from , prep. and , to make), the unskilful

fabrication or making of a thing, the unskilfully com-

posing ofa work.

fs , a. (from , prep. and 15, to make), unskilfully or

bunglingly made, badly composed.

Szu, a. (from ~ , after, and , to be produced), juni-

or, subsequently produced.

8143, a. (from , prep. and 4, to play), desisted, ceas-

ed.

WG:, ad. (from W , posterior), after, afterwards, beneath,

subsequently.

warfs, s. (from w , prep. and , to play), cessation,

a. (from , inferior, and zá, a colour), of an in

ferior class or tribe.

, a. (from 7, small, , a class, and , to be

produced , born of alow class in society.

, s. (from a , prep. and , taste), a disagreeable

taste; a. ill-tasted, tasteless .

te, ad. (from , inferior), after, afterwards, be

neath, subsequently.

IT , a. (from ¬ , prep. and T , to obs'ruct), obstructed,

blockaded, blocked up, besieged.

, . (from , prep. and E, to be produced), descend-

ed, dismounted, alighted.

, a. (from , prep. and , to stop up) , capable

ofbeing blocked up, capable of being obstructed .

walatai, 8. (from a, prep. and ‡, to stop up), one who

besieges a town, one who blocks up or obstructs.

Antk, 8. (from a , prep. and ☎ą, to shut up), a blockad-

ing, a shutting up, a besieging, a preventing, a cover, a

lid, a queen's apartments.

anatiæ, a. (from ☎ , prep, and 2, to stop up), blocking

up, besieging; s . one who blocks up, one who obstructs

or besieges, a keeper of the seraglio.

wała, s. (from ™ , prep. and 4, to shut up) , a sacred

place (as the female apartments among the Hindoos), a

shuting up, a blockading.

azatâty, a. (from 7, prep, and T , to stop up), capable

ofbeing blocked up or besieged.

, a (from , prep. and , to stop up), blocking

up, stopping up, besieging.

wazt , a. (from ¬ , prep, and T , to stop up), capable of

being blocked up, capable of being obstructed or be-

sieged.

ate, 8. (from , prep. and , to be produced), a de

scent, the alighting from a horse or carriage.

ated, s. (from , prep. and , to be produced), the

descending from a height, the alighting from a horse

or carriage .

Seatty, a. (from , prep, and , to be produced), oa-

pable ofbeing descended .

aaate, a. (from , prep. and , to be produced), de-

scending, alighting.

auto, a. (from , prep. and , to be produced), capa-

ble of being descended.

aHH!, a. (from a, priv. and zsíáty, avoidable), unavoid-

able, not capable of being relinquished or abandoned.

alá, a. (from a, prep. and a̸ɗ, a colour), colourless, des-

titute of cast or rank ; s. the letters and 1.
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34.

, a. (from , prep, and at , existing), non-exis-

tent, absent, dead.

1, s. (from t , non-existent), non-existence,

absence.

, s. (from at , non-existent , non-existence,

absence.

, s. (from a, priv. and z , an increasing), a not in-

creasing, non-improvement, a not growing.

, a. (from , priv. and 2 , capable ofincrease),

incapable ofincrease or enlargement.

(53, ɑ. (from , priv. and af3, increased), not grown,

not enlarged, not increased .

fe , a. (from v, priv . and af , increasing), not in-

creasing, not growing.

aza, 1. (from a, priv. and ză, strength), weak, infirm .

I , s. (from , prep. and to be ashamed , false mo-

desty, improper shame.

, a. (from 7, prep. and☎ , to be ashamed), asham-

ed without proper reason, unnecessarily abashed.

ama, 8. (from , prep. and , to depend , a prop, a sup-

port, a perpendicular.

YA, s. (from 7 , prep. and , to depend), the act of

propping or supporting a thing, a fulcrum, a support,

a prop.

ty, a. from , prep. and 7, to depend), proper to

be depended on.

3, a. (from , prep. and , to depend), dependent.

azas , a. from , prep. and , to depend), proper

or fit to be depended on.

, a . (from I, prep. and m , to depend), depending

on another, hanging on.

AAI, α, (from A , prep. and a , to depend), fit to be de-

pended on.

za , a. (from a, prio . and a, strength , weak ; s. a wo-

man.

7, s. (from 7, prep. and , to distinguish by a

sign or mark), the fixing a mark of disgrace upon a

person, the branding of a man with a disgraceful mark.

3, a . (from 3 , prep . and , to discriminate by a

sign) , marked disgracefully.

af , a (from , prir. and fat , to smear), smeared

over, anointed, proud, self-important.

, a. (from , prie. and fag, to lick) , lapped.

11, s. (from 7 , prep. and , sport , merriment,

sport, loose mirth .

da, s. (from , prep, and at, to move), a rolling, a

wallowing.

67.

ad , a. (from w , prep . and at, moveable), proper to

be rolled on, fit to be wallowed in .

afe, ɑ. (from a , prep, and at, mored), rolled, wallow

ed.

acadou , ɑ. (from a, prep. and at, to roll) , fit to be roll-

ed on or wallowed in .

Я, s. (from a, prep, and , to smear), the smearing

or plastering of a thing, plaster.

QIRA, 8. (from I, prep, and fat, to smerr) , the smear-

ing or plastering of a thing.

uzmaaty, a. (from , prep. and fat, to smear), capable

of being smeared or plastered.

nas , a. (from 4 , prep. and fat , to smear), capable

of being smeared or plastered .

, a. (from , prep. and fat, to smear), capable of

being smeared or plastered,

I, 8. (from W , prep. and fag, to lick), the lapping of

water or any other liquid, a lozenge.

NAHI, 8. from a , prep. and fag, to lick), the lapping of

water or any other liquid.

E , s. (from a , prep . and ct , to see), the looking

at any object, the surveying of an object.

izzy, a. from ™ , prep, and cute, visible), proper to

be 1 oked at, (an object whichis) to be viewed, visible.

aæatfx3, a. (from 33, prep. and cta, seɛn), viewed, sur-

veyed, beheld, seen.

DEA , a ( rom si , prep, and eat , to opperr), capa.

ble of being surveyed , visible.

acata), a. fiom , prep. and ( t , to appear), looking,

surveying.

gato, a . (from , prep, and cat , to appear), capable

of being surveyed.

WITH, 8. (from ¤, priv. and za, bark), barkless, destitute

ofhark.

8. from , meanly looking, and , to be pro-

duced), the name of a plant, (Serratula anthelmintica.)

vaxt, a. (from a, priv. and zπ, power), not under controul,

benumbed, unruly, ungoverned, mutinous.

st , a. (from 3, prav . and bought under subs

jection), not under controul, not subject to.

fty, a. (from , prep, and faɛ to end), left, remaining

, s . (from *, not under controul, and aɑ, to do ,

the making a person free, a delivering from controul. A

, a. (from , not under controul, and 3, mad¹),

made free.

, a . (from , not under controul, and 55, become),

not under controul.
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kurdu, s. (from A , prep. and fit , to end), a residue, a rem-

nant, a remainder, a surplus, the last remains of a

thing.

werdia, ad. (loc. case ofanª¤, āremainder), at last, finally.

w?, a. (from watja, necessary), certain, necessary ; ad.

certainly, necessarily.

= * =x41x, a. (from ™ ã, certainly, and zat?, proper to

be done), indispensably necessary to be done.

অবশ্যকর্তব্য, ৫. ( from অবশ্যম ,্ necessarily, and কর্তব্য, proper

to be done), indispensable, highly important.

CrystÚ, a. (from * , certainly, and ætús, proper tobe

done), indispensably necessary to be done.

BRjąg , a. (from 4, certainly, and 5 , proper to be

done), indispensably necessary to be done.

MTBET, s. (from ATHA, necessary, and 3, to be), necessity.

importance, urgency, indispensableness .

gt , a. (from a , certainly, and tfi , future),

(what will) assuredly come to pass,

Cz, a. (from a , necessary, and 3, become), made

or become necessary.

, s. (from 1, prep. and TV, to move), frost, cold,

pride.

agdiy, promtites, a. (from , necessary, and

per to be bɛgun), indispensably necessary to be begun.

waigdig31, s. (from 7, necessary tobe begun ,

the necessity or importance of a thing's being begun.

UGH 5. (from gy, necessary to be begun),

the necessity or importance of a thing's being begun.

weged, 8. (from a , prep, and 4, to hear), an imperfect

hearing.

, . (from a , prop. and xx, to stand like a post),

near, protected, supported, surrounded, enclosed, en-

folded, enwrapped.

arg, & (from 7, prep. and 5, to stand like a post), a

pillar, a beginning, excellence, symmetry, beauty.

, ad. (from saa, inferiorly , inferiorly, behind, after,

beneath ; s. preservation (used only in the Veda.)

MAY, 8, (from A , ; rep. and , to be situated), a house, a

residence, a town,

281, a. (from 3 , prep. and ♬ , to more), spent, wearied,

fatigued , exhausted , relaxed, brought to ruin or decay,

ended, declined.

, s. (from wa, prep. and to more), leisure, oppor

tunity.

Dragætgæ, d. (from a , leisure, and at , making ,

making leisure, furnishing an opportunity.

xt , a. (from , leisure, and t , making),

making leasure, furnishing an opportunity.

ta, s. (from , leisure, and ta, time), a holiday,

a vacation , leisure time.

wagwa, ad. (from ¤ , leisure, and wa, a step), at leis

sure, leisurely, at an opportunity.

MALKI , a. (from , leisure, and , producing),

producing leisure or opportunity.

of

Da , a. (from , leisure, and T, producible),

producible by or arising from leisure or opportunity.

SCHIMII, ad. (loc. case of TЯITA ), for the purpose

leisure or opportunity.

131, s. (from , leisure, and t , one whogives ,

a person who gives leisure or opportunity.

gig , a. (from , leisure, and at , giving), gir

ing leisure or opportunity.

অবসরনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from অসর, leisure, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to leisure or opportunity.

অসরনিবারক, a. (from অবসর, leisure , and নিষ্ফারক, prevent-

ing), preventing leisure or opportunity.

অবসরনির্ধারণ , ৪. (from অবসর, leisure , and নিবারণ , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of leisure or opportunity.

অবসরনিবৃত্তি, s. (from অসয়, leisure, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of leisure or opportunity.

অবসরনিমিত্তক, a. (from অবসর, leisure , and নিমিশ ,ু a cause),

caused by or arising from leisure or opportunity ; ad.

from or because of leisure or opportunity.

affare, ad. (from g, leisure, and fats, a cause),

for the purpose of leisure or opportunity.

অবসরপুতিবন্ধক, ৫. (from অধসর, leisure, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppose

ing), opposed to or preventing leisure or opportuni-

ty,

, a. (from , leisure, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from leisure or opportunity ; ad.

from or because of leisure or opportunity.

, a. (from , leisure, and ts, obtained), pos

sessed of leisure or opportunity.

acapfent, ad, (from azn , leisure, and fz51, without),

without leisure or opportunity.

WIRLS), 8. (from NI , exhausted), fatiguedness, lassitude, ff , a . (from , leisure, and fft , possessed

weariness, exhaustedness, decayedness.

MALĮ,s. (from an exhausted), exhaustedness, fatigued-

Bess, lassitude, weariness, decayedness.

of, possessed of leisure or opportunity.

অবসরাতিরিক্ত , a. (from অবসর, leisure, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), leisure or opportunity excepted.

X
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ཞঅবসরবাডিরেক, ও. (from অবসর , leisure, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of leisure or opportunity.

অবসর ডিরেকে, ad. (lo . case of অাস বাতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of leisure or opportunity, without or beside

leisure or opportunity.

SILYF, á. (from 1 , leisure, and д , joined to` , con-

nected with or possessed of leisure or opportunity.

anas, a. (from a , leisure, and af , destitute), des-

titute ofleisure or opportunity.

Qrag*1 , a. (from Tag, kisure, and 71, em ty), desti-

tute of leisure or opportunity.

wczyna, a. (from ¤¤¤, leisure, and Na, destitute), des-

titute of leisure or opportunity.

CTANTIF, a. (from , leisure, and 5, a caus :), caus-

ed by or arising from leisure or opportunity ; ad. from

or because of leisure or opportunity.

aastat , s. (from , leisure, and atta , desire), a

desire for leisure or opportunity.

natata , a. (from I, leisure, and atat , desirous),

desirous of leisure or opportunity.

wangifsata, s. (from ñ , leisure, and af , desire),

a desire for leisure or opportunity.

azaxt sata), ɑ. (from T , leisure, and afsatfua, d sir-

ous), desirous of leisure or opportunity.

Qanath, a. (from д, leisure, and , fit), becoming or

fit for a time of leisure.

l ' , s . (from Я , leisure, and ¹ , desire), a desire

of leisure or opportunity.

a. (from , leisure, and 5 de irus , desir-

ous of leisure or opportunity.

WIFE, a . from , leisure, and , desirous), desir-

ous ofleisure or opportunity.

Qantas, a. (from ¶, le\sure, and s† ¤, a begin-

ning , the beginning of leisure or opportunity.

th, s. (from , prep and , to move), weariness, las-

situde, flaccidity.

wake, ɑ. (from ¬ , prep. and Я , to move) , causing wea-

riness, tending to extinguish the faculties, causing to

wither or become flaccid.

ts, a. (from , prep. and , to move), made to

flag, made to decline, flaccid.

wantź, s. (from a , prep. and , to move), the extinction

or exit of a thing, the decline of a thing.

anta, s. (from , prep. and ( ), to perish), an end, the

decline of a thing, a decision.

aaatad, s. (from , prep. and ч, to move), the disbanding

(oftroops), the dislodging (of an enemy), the causing of

a person to move from a station which he formerly oc

cupied.

, a. (from , prep. and , to move), capable ofbe

ing removed, (one who) should be dislodged from his

station.

fЯF, ɑ. (from , prep. and fa̸ , to sprinkle,, badly wa-

tered or sprinkled .

DTA87, s. (from a , prep. and f , to sprinkle), an imper-

fect watering or sprinkling.

ATA?, ɑ. (from , prep. and c , to destroy), destructible,

mortal, capable of being brought to its end, ruinable.

144, s. (from X , prep. and , to move , a cimp.

MTNI, 8. (from ¤ , prep. and ¤, to move), the repelling

or refuting of an argument, the removing of an objec

tion.

, s. (from 1, prep. and , to move), repelled, an

swered, confuted.

অবস্থর, অব,E , s. (from xa, prep. and , to throw), the sweepings

of a house or other place, refuse, ordure.

† , ad. (from , inferiorly), inferiorly, beneath, be

hind, afterwards.

ITE, a. (from A, priv. and ™ , a thing), vain, unsubstan-

tial.

ATHI1, s. (from A , nothing), nothingness, vanity, unsub

stantialness .

ACT, s. (from 17, nothing), nothingness, vanity, unsub-

stantialness.

AIT¹, s. (from 1, prep. and T, to be situate) , a condition,

a situation, a predicament, a state, affliction, trouble,

distress, hard usage.

অবস্থাকারক, a . ( from অৱস্থা, a condition , and কারক, mak-

ing , making or causing a state or condition.

atts, a. (from , a condition, and fa , making),

making or causing a state or condition.

, a. (from 1, a condition, and , produci

ble), producible by or arising from a state or condit!

on.

t , ad. (loc. case of t ), for a state or condi-

tion.

IV, n. (from w , prep. and ), to be situated) , capa-

ble of being settled or dwelt in.

t1, s. (from 3 , prep. and , to be situated), one who

fixes or settles in a place.

I , s . (from TT, a state, and f , three), three states

or conditions.

ata , s. (from II, a state, and fa, two), two states or

conditions as happiness and misery.
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azada, s. (from wa, prep, and xl, to be situnie), a residing,

a lodging, a residence, a settling, the fixing upon a spot

for a residence.

অহনিকারক, এ. ( from অবস্থান, a situation, and কারক, m.1k-

ing), making a situation or residence.

azataæta, d. (from sæti, a si'uation, and fią, mak-

ing), making a situation or residence.

71,

az.

অবস্থান ।ভিলাষী, d. (from অবস্থান, a situation, and অভিমানিন,

desirous), desirous of a situation or residence.

অবস্থানিবারক, a. (from অবস্থা , a condition, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing a particular state or condition .

অবস্থানিবারণ , s. (from অবস্থা, a condition, and নিবারণ,

preventing), preventing a particular state or conditi

on.

MAI , a. (from , a situation, and , produci. , s . (fromat, a condition, and fifa, cessati.অবস্থা , নিবৃত্তি,

bie), producible by or arising from a situation or resi

dence.

অবস্থানজন্যে , ad. (lor, case of অৱস্থানজন্য , for a situation or

residence.

অবস্থাননিবর্ত্তক, a . ( from অবস্থান, a situation , and নিবর্ত্তক, part-

ting a stop to), causing a situation or residence to

cease.

অবস্থাননিবারক, ৫. ( from অবস্থাन, a situation, and নিবারক,

preventing , preventing a situation or residence.

অবস্থাননিবারণ , s. (from অবস্থান , a situation, and নির্ধারণ , ৫

preventing , the preventing of a situation or residence.

ffs, s (from a situation , and fa, cessa-

tion), the cessation of a situation or residence.

অবস্থানসিষিত্তক , a . (from অবস্থান , a situation, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from a situation or resi-

dence ; ad. from or because of a situation or resi-

dence.

অবস্থাননিনিতে, a. (from অৱস্থান, a situation, and নির্মিত্ত,

cause), for a situation or residence.

অবস্থানপ্রতিবন্ধক, ৫. (from অবস্থান , a situation , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing a situation or residence.

অবস্থানপযুক্ত, a . ( from' অবস্থান , a situation, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from a situation.

fan , ad. (from 1 , a situation, and f , with

out), without or besides a situation or residence.

অবস্থানৰাতিরিক্ত , ". (from অবস্থান , a situation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), a situation or residence excepted.

অবস্থানব্যতিরেক, ও (from অবস্থান, a situation, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of a situation, without or be-

side a situation or residence,

মিবস্থানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অবস্থানব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of a place or situation, without or beside a

situation or residence.

FuThis&, a (from T† , a situation, and g, à cause),

caused by or arising from a situation or residence ;

ad, from or because of a situation or residence.

tatfanta, s: (from ta, a situation, and afsata, de-

şire), a desire for a situation or residence.

on), the cessation of a state or condition .

uzaifafies, a. (from , a state, and fafis, a cause),

caused by or arising from a state or condition ; ad. from

or because of a state or condition.

অৱস্থানিমিত্তে, ad. (from অৱস্থা, a condition, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause , forthe sake of a state or condition.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be situated), capa-

ble of being settled or dwelt in .

', s, (from , a situation, and a¹, desire),

the desire ofa situation or residence,

I a. (from H† , a situation, and F , desirous),

desirous of a situation or residence.

WINI&T, a. (from & T , a situation, and Ja, désirous),

desirous of a situation or residence.

Thats, a, (from , a situation, and 857 , reddy),

about to settle in a place.

aakatarist, s. (from sa , a situation , and surtst, exi

ertion , exertion to obtain a situation or residence.

strateurtsil, a. (from at , a situation, and sursa,

using exertions), using zealous exertions to obtain a

situation or residence .

QUETI, s. (from 1 , a state, and x, another), another

state or condition.

, s. (from a , prep. and , to be situated), the set-

tling of a person in a place, the fixing of a thing in its

station.

ty, a. (from , prep, and t , to be situated), ca-

pable of being fixed or settled in a place.

t , a. (from 1, a state, and , possessed of,

affected by or being in a state or condition.

a . (from a, prep. and 1 , to be situated), ca

pable of being fixed or settled in a place.

af , s. (from , prep. and T , to be situated), one

who fixes or settles another in a situation.

অবস্থাপিত,fs, a . (from , prep, and , to be situated), placed

in a situation.

, a. (from T, a state, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a state or condition ; ad. from

or because of a state or condition.

X 2
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, a. (from III), a state, and ate, obtained , affect-

ed by or placed in a state or condition.

catfeat, ad. (from TT), a condition, and fr71, without) ,

without trouble or distress, without hard usage.

অৱস্থাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from অবস্থা, a condition, add ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), a state or condition excepted, hard usage or

distress excepted.

অবস্থাব্যতিরেক; s. (from অবস্থা, a condition , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of a state or condition.

অবস্থান।ডিরেকে, ad, (bic. case of অবস্থার ডিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of an estate or condition, without or beside

a state or condition, without distress or hard usage.

atú, a. (from , prep. and , to be situated), staying

or residing in a place, occupying a situation.

sexfiggs, a. (from W , a state, and (F3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a state or condition ; ad. from or

because of a state or condition.

& fq3, a. (from 7. prep. and I, to be situated), situated,

settled in a place.

arfafs, s. (from w , prep. and T, to be situated), a resi-

dence, a settlement, a dwelling.

QMI?, a. (from I, prep. and F, to be situate , capable

ofbeing settled or dwelt in.

MITI, 8. (from I, prep, and ■ , to make a sound), a

harsh or disagreeable sound, a howl or disagreeable

noise, a yell.

, a. (from , prep. and , to smite), cleared from

the husk, or chaff.

Qayan, 8. (from Da, prep. and x , to smite), theQICII,

of rice to separate the corn, from the husk.

gig, a. (from , prep. and , to smile), capable of

being separated from the husk.

MUKAN, 6. (from a , prep. and E, to disregard), the dise

regarding of an order, the contemning of authority.

অবহেলনকারক, a. (from অৱহেলন , disrespect , and কারক, mak-

ing), treating a person with disrespect or contempt.

অৱহেলনকারী, a. ( from অৱহেলন, disrespeef, and কারিন, mak-

ing), treating a person with disrespect or contempt.

SERATI, a. (from , disrespect, and a produ

cible , producible by or arising from disrespect or con

tempt.

অবহেলনজন্যে , ad. (loc. case ofঅবহেলন জন্য) , for the
purpose

of disrespect or contempt.

অবহেলণ নিমিত্তক, a. (from অবহেলন , dis pect , and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from disrespect or con-

tempt ; ad. from or because of disrespect or contempt.

অবহেলননিমিত্তে, ad. (from অবহেলन , disrespect , and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for the purpose of disrespect or contempt.

অৰছেলনপুযুক্ত , a . (from সবছেলন , disrespect , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from disrespect or contempt;

ad. from or because of disrespect or contempt.

QUIN, ad. (from wayma, disrespect, and fæ51, with-

out), without or beside disrespect or contempt.

অবহেলনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অবহেলন , disrespect , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted) disrespect or contempt excepted.

অৱহেলন ডিরেক, 3. (from अ হলন , disrespect, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofdisrespect or contempt.

অৱহেলনয্যডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofঅবহেলনবাতিয়েক) , with the

exception ofdisrespect or contempt, without or beside

disrespect or contempt.

pounding , a. (from waan, disrespect, and c , a cause),অবহেলন, হেতু,

caused by or arising from disrespect or contempt; a

from or because of disrespect or contempt.

Qilxmi, s. (from a , prep. and œ§, to disregard, disre

gard, that contempt of authority which arises from

waggishness, sensuality, or profligacy.

Wysʊ, a. (from I, prep. EI, to smite), capable of be-

ing separated from the husk.

, a. (from , priv, and æg, to pass away), not passing

away, not flowing on ( as water, time, &c.) permanent.

ta, s. (from a, prep. and , to take , the removing or

taking away of a thing, forgiveness, a shark.

azf , s. (from «afta, priv. and 1, to stand), dissimu-

lation, concealed conduct.

gafkás, a. (from a, priv. and afeg´s, on the outside), not

on the outside, not external,

wafers, a. (from ☎, priv. and aſex³, excluded), not ex-

cluded, not expelled.

guxa, s. (from 7, prẹp. and 3, to disregard), a trifling

with authority or command, a disregarding of autho-

rity, disregard, contempt,

UIT, a. (from &,priv. and zg, to speak, speechless, mute,

unable to apologize or reply, dumb ; ad. beneath, below.

aatxxxì, & (from aufæ, beneath, and HA, a flower), the

name of a plant, (Pimpinella Anisum.)

watafutat:, a. (from watæ, beneath, and fan, the heid),

hanging with the head downwards.

watafas, a. (from ◄, priv, and atafu¤, capable ofaccom•

plishing what one says), incapable ofmaking one's words

effectual,

wats, a. (from w , prep. and us, before), bowed, banging

down, deflexed, nodding.

wats14, a. (from wats, beneath, and aº, theface), down

cast, hanging down the head, nodding.
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Caf.

watze, a. (from a, priv . and xtox, expressing), not express-

ing, not speaking, not indicating.

azisi, a. (from wa, prep. and w , to move), south ; s. the

south.

st , a. (from a, priv. and 5, to speak), unfit to be spok-

en, not proper to be mentioned .

Utsikt, 8. (from azt , improper to be mentioned, and ‹œœt,

acountry), pudendum muliebre.

ats, s. (from , priv. and xts, the wind) , a calm, a want

ofair ; a. calm, free from wind, sheltered.

wik, s. (froma, prep. and ™ , to speak), a saying of no au-

thority.

uxtat, a. (from I, priv. and a̸ , to speak), not speakingor

replying, without any one to make an objection, ami-

cable

ata, ad. (from A, priv. and at , to speak) , without oppo-

sition, smoothly.

at, a. (from , prin. and at , to injure), without hin-

derance or obstruction.

aufta, 6. (from A, priv, and atie, obstructing), not ob-

structing, not hindering.

with , s. (from a, priv. and at , an hinderance), not an

hinderance or obstruction.

atas, a. (from a, priv. and atlas, injured), unobstruct

ed, unrestrained, uncontrouled.

, a. (from , priv, and rit , capable ofbeing injured),

not to be obstructed, unrestrainable, obstinate, uncon-

troulable.

, a. (from , prep. and 7, within), intervolved,

included.

xit, a. (from w , prep. and at , to obtain), recovered

after having been alienated or lost.

waty, s. (from w , prep. and e, to more),the hither side of

a river.

ad, s. (from ¤, priv. and atya, the act ofprohibiting),

the not prohibiting or hindering of a thing.

watzdy, a. (from a, priv. and ads, admitting ofhinder-

ance), irresistible , inevitable.

fis , a. (from a, priv. and atafus , to obstruct), ir-

resistible, incapable of being resisted or hindered, not

capable of being prevented.

wifis, a. (from a, prio. and atfxs, hindered), unguarded,

unrestrained, unconfined, free, unobstructed.

freut , a. (from watas, unobstructed, and a, a door),

having an unobstructed entrance, open-doored, having

unrestrained liberty of access.

«zú, a. (from ☎, priv. and Tu̸, to skrzen), inevitable,

irresistible,

ift.

«:tu̸fatı, 6. (from a, prív, and cúinta, suffering résial,

ance), not suffering resistance.

te , a. (from a, prie. and age, substantial), not ge

nuine, not real, unsubstantial , fictitious.

afe, s. (from a , to bleat), a sheep, a mountain, the sun

preservation.

ofte , a. (from , priv. and fres, expanded , unblown,

not expanded ; s. the non-expansion of a flower.

aftefos, a. (from a, priv. and feef53, expanded), unblows,

not expanded.

aftet, a. (from , priv. and feat, distorted), not distorted,

not ugly, not horrid ; also, from af , a sheep, and at,

a collection ; s. a flock of sheep.

afretag, 1. (from fat, not distorted, and at, theface),

not of ugly or distorted countenance.

sfiætaff, a. (from afat, not distorted, and aff, theform),

not of ugly or distorted shape.

aftxm, a. (from ¤, priv. and fix , irregular), not irregu- ·

lar, not disjoining, not inconsistent, not belonging to

a particular individual, common.

wfcxxst, s. (from afcæ , not irregular), regularity, order,

freedom from irregularity or disorder.

ufasa, 8. (from af , not irregular), freedom from ir-

regularity or disorder, regularity, order.

afceath, a. (from , priv. and feat , maimed), not

maimed, not deformed, not defective in any part ofthe

body.

aJaatti, a. (from , priv. and faæntfur, maimed), not

maimed, not deformed, not defective in any part ofthe

body.

aft , a. (from , priv. and fa , applicable in various.

ways), not applicable in various ways, not optional, not

inexplicable, not undefinable.

aftage, a. (from a, priv. and figs, applying various-

ly), not applying in more ways than one, not admitting

ofoption, precise, undeviating, inflexible, firm.

afs. (from , priv. and 3, the applying ofa

thing in different ways), the not applying a thing in

different ways, the not using a thing optionally.

aftagis, «. (from , priv. and frægalu, capable ofbeing

applied viriously), not admitting an optional applicati-

on, not admitting of deviation, incapable of admitting

a variety of use or application.

afrafgs, a. (from , priv. and feefs, applied to differ

ent uses), not applied to different uses, not used opti-

onally.
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oft.

fats. (from a, priv. and fata, change), the natural

state of a thing, an unchanged state ; a. unchanging,

not admitting of transmutation.

afrafas, a.(from , priv. and fats, changed), unchang.

ed, not deteriorated, not changed by any foreign

agent.

aftat, a. (from , priv. and feta , transmuting), not

transmuting a thing, not changing, not passing from one

state or condition to another, not deteriorating.

fiat , a. (from , priv. and fatur, change), unchange-

able, immutable.

afiætt, s. (from a, priv. and faæt* , expension), the non-

expansion of a flower, the not unfolding of the differ-

ent parts of a scheme or plot, non-disclosure .

afiætæ, a. (from , priv. and fiætte, expanding), not

expanding, not unfolding, not displaying,

অবিকাশনীয়, a. (from স, priv. and বিকাশনীয়, capable of une

folding), incapable of expansion, or of having all the

different parts unfolded or displayed,

afzatfats, a. (from , priv. and fratfts, unfolded , not un-

folded, not expanded, not blown, not displayed, not

brought to light,

afatfagu, a. (from , priv. andfats , capable of be-

ing unfolded), incapable of being unfolded, incapable

of having the various parts brought to view,

fet , a. (from , priv. and feetf* , unfolding), pot

unfolding, not expanding, not spreading open to

view,

ts, a. (from w, priv. and fræt , capable ofbeing un-

folded , incapable of being unfolded, incapable of hav

ing the different parts unfolded or displayed.

afas, a. (from ™, priv, and fa , changed), not changed,

unaltered,
A

fi , q. (from 3, unaltered, and 777, an eye), of

*undistorted eye, not having any change of the eye, of

undiseased eye.

, a. (from fas, unaltered, and , an eye), of

undistorted eye, of eye unaltered , of undiseased eye.

uftæg™ä, a. (from Afiæ , unaltered, and , the face of

unchanged countenance.

fas, ɑ. (from a, priv. and f **, variously done), uni-

form, not made to vary.

fara, s. (from , priv. and fa , power), a want ofpow.

er, a want of exertion, the not stepping over a thing ;

a. powerless, weak.

afat , a. (from , priv. and fa , stepping over , not

using exertion, not stepping over,

afonds, a. (from , priv. and farada, capable of being

stepped over), incapable of being stepped or strided

over.

aftafasu , ɑ. (from ≈, priv. and farf131 , capable oflo

ing stepped over), incapable of being stepped or strid.

ed over.

, s. (from , priv . and fey, sale), á want of sale,

the want of a market for goods , the not selling of goods.

aft , a. (from , priv, and fag , saleable), unsale

able, not marketable.

afariì, a. (from ~, priv. and farfµg, selling), not selling,

fa , a. (from a, priv. and fa91, exhibitedfor sale',

not exposed or displayed for sale, not exhibited for

sale.

afate, a. (from ¬, priv. and faæte, powerful), not pos

sessed of power or energy, not stepped over.

aftrifș³, a. (from a, priv. and faifșs, played), not play.

ed, not made a game.

afas, a. (from , pr.v. and fats, sold , not sold.

agat , a. (from , priv. and fantants, upon sale),"

not upon sale, not an object of sale,

afas , a. (from , priv. and fa , saleable , not

saleable, not marketable,

af , s. (from , priv . and fats, a seller), one who

is not a seller of goods.

af , a. (from , priv. and fat , saleable), unsaleas

ble, not marketable,

afg , s. (from , priv. and fax, overcome byfear, &c.)₂

self-possessed, not confused or overcome by fear or

shame, not abashed.

অবিক্লান্ত,afate, a. (from , priv . and fito, fatigued) , not over

come with fatigue, not wearied out.

fifa, a. (from a, priv. and fifa , moistened , not mois

tened or wetted, not wetted with pus or morbid mat

ter.

pfupi, a. (from a, prir. and fun, welness), a not oozing

with pus or morbid matter.

aku, a. (from I, priv. and fagus, capable of suppura

tion , not capable of being made to suppurate.

afaf , a. (from , priv. and ffs, thrown), not thrown,

not cast, not tossed , not stepped.

fa , a. (from a, priv. and fit, agitated), not agitated,

not excited, pot stirred up, not stimulated, not distress

ed.

aft, s. (from a, priv. and fa , a throw), not a thro

or cast, a not stepping ; a. not throwing or stepping,

, a. (from , priv. and fat , throwing , not
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aft. 1

throwing, not casting, not tossing, not stepping ; s. one

who does not throw.

4, s. (from , priv. and fa , a throwing), a not

throwing, the not tossing ofathing,the not moving the

foot in stepping.

, a. (from , priv. and fats, capable of be-

ing thrown), not capable of being thrown, not admit-

ting of being stepped over.

efuso, a. (from , priv. and fa , capable ofbeing

thrown), not admitting of being thrown or tossed, not

to be stepped over.

f1, 4. (from A, priv. and fa , a thrower), one who

does not throw things, one who does not move his feet

to step.

ft, a. (from , priv. and fit, capable of being

thrown), not admitting of being thrown or tossed

about.

15, s. (from , priv. and fats, agitation), quiet-

ness,quiescence, freedomfrom agitation, non - excitati-

on; 1. free from excitement, free from agitation.

ft , a. (from a, priv. and futsal , agitable), not

agitable, not capable of being stimulated, not excitable,

quiescent, inert.
A

ffss, a. (from , priv . and facts, stirred up , not

stimulated, not stirred up, not excited, not put in an

agitation.

afists , a. (from a, priv. and fa¡¡, agitable), not agi-

table, not stimulable, not excitable, inert, quiescent.

afts, a. (from , priv. and fasts, renowned), not re-

nowned, not made famous.

afts , s. (from , priv. and farts , renown), a want

ofrenown or fame, dishonour, want of reputation ; a.

destitute of fame.

afed47, s. (from a, priv. and fast17, a calculation) , not an

exact calculation, not a good enumeration.

afestdal , a. (from ¤, priv. and fast , calculable), not

calculable with exactness, innumerable, incalculable.

far, a. (from , priv. and fastafio , calculable),

not calculable with exactness, innumerable, incalcula-

ble.

fists, a. (from , priv. and fastfas, calculated), not cal-

culated, not exactly enumerated.

Gfaste), a. (from a, priv. and festa , calculable ) , not calcu-

lable with exactness, incalculable, innumerable.

fists, a. (from , priv. and fasts, departed), not departed,

not destitute of.

efecto , a. (from a, priv. and fast , capable of passing

sift.

away), incapable of passing away, imperishable, unde→

cayable.

afasta, s. (from a, priv. and festa, a departure , non-de-

parture, non-desertion, a quality's not departing from

its subject ; a. free from departure or decay.

afista , s. (from , priv. and fast , a departing) , the cir

cumstance of a quality not leaving that in which it in

heres, a not departing.

afstaty, a. (from 3, priv. and fasta , capable ofdepart

ing , incapable of departing, incapable of passing away,

imperishable, uudecayable.

afas , s . (from , priv. and fasta , reproach), the not re

proaching of a person, the not abhorring of a person.

aftskats, a. (from , priv . and fast , reproachable,, ir-

reproachable, not deserving of abhorrence, not abomi

nable.

afasf , a. (from , priv. and fastfs, abhorred) , not ab

horred, not reproached, not held in abomination.

afasts, a. (from , priv. and fester, reproachable), irre

proachable, not abominable, not deserving of abhor-

rence.

affas, a. (from , priv. and festas, melted), not dis....

solved, not putrified.

afasta , a. (from , priv . and fastifza, departing) , not de-

parting from , not passing away, not leaving its sub-

ject.

afas, a . (from a, pris. and fasts, dfimed), not censured

or defamed, not despised or reproached.

fist, a. (from a, priv. and fas , adverse), not adverse,

not opposed to, not contrary, not incompatible.

afiЯs, a. (from ¤, priv. and fase, a body), unembodied,

free from enemies ; s. peace, non -diffusion.

afiata, s. (from a, prio. and fanta, an occurring), a not

occurring, a not happening, non-occurrence.

afiafts , a. (from , priv. and fafts, happened), not hap

pened, not occurred, not incidental.

afts, s. (from , priv. and fats, a hinderance), that

which is not a hinderance, that which does not oppose

or obstruct.

fats , a. (from , priv. and fats , opposing), not op ,

posing, not hostile to, not hindering or obstructing.

afats , a. (from a, priv. and fats , opposing), not op-

posing, not hostile to, not hindering, not obstructing, à

afcd1, s. (from ¤, priv. and fa̸ , a whirling round), a

not whirling round.

afrafas, a. (from a, priv, and fads, whirled), not which

ed round.

2
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sk.

ufra, a. (from ¤, priv. and fa̸a, a hinderance), free from

obstruction or hinderance.

wfazid, 8. (from a, priv. and fanta, a scent), not a scent ;

a. free from scent, scentless.

afagts, « (from ¤, priv. and fegts, scented), not scented,

not smelt.

after , a. (from a, priv. and fats , capable of being

smelt), imperceptible to the scent, unfit to be smelled

to.

Ed, a. (from I, priv. and fiod, learned), unlearned,

not eminent or versed in an art or science.

fo , a. (from , priv. and fasf , the itch), free from

the itch.

sfsfs, a. (from , priv. and ffs, moved), unmoved.

afasta, s. (from , priv. and fast , investigation), unjust

judgment, injustice.

, a . (from , friv. and fadta, investigation), incon-

siderate, unreflecting, unjust.

ota , s. (from fast , want of investigation, and

, an agent), a person who acts inconsiderately or

without judgment, a person who acts unjustly.

afastgætaæ, u . (from asta, want of investigation, and

* I*, doing), acting inconsiderately or without judg-

ment, acting unjustly.

afastatt, e. (from afasta, want of investigation, and

, doing), acting inconsiderately or without judg-

ment, acting unjustly.

অবিচারজন্য, a. (from অবিচার , want ofinvestigation, and न ,

produc ble), producible by or arising from want of con-

sideration or judgment, produced by or arising from

injustice.

অবিচার জন্যে , ad. (loe. case of অবিচারজন্য) , for the want of con

sideration or examination, for the want of judgment

orjustice.

afrotta, a. (from a, priv. and stay, capable ofbeing

judged, uninvestigable, unfit to be judged.

afstan , s . (from afasta, false judgment, and ñº, pu-

nishment), a fine or punishment levied for improper

judgment, or for injustice,

sfatafada, a . (from fast , want of investigation, and

fr , causing to cease), causing want of examination

or consideration to cease.

অবিচারনিবারক, a. (from অবিচার , want of investigation , and

fata , preventing), preventing the want of examina-

tion or consideration , preventing injustice,

অবিচারনিবারণ , ৪. ( from অমিটার, want of investigation, and

fata , a preventing), the preventing of inconsiderati-

uft.

on or want of investigation, the preventing of injur.

tice .

afastofaaf , s. (from fast , want of investigation, and

fazfs, cessation), the cessation of inconsideration.or

injustice.

অবিচারনিমিত্তক, a. (from অবিচার, want of investigation, and

fafa , a cause , caused by or arising from want of con-

sideration or judgment, caused by or arising from in

justice; ad. from or because of the want of considera

tion or judgment, from or because of injustice.

afasiafiface, ad. (from at , want ofinvestigation, and

fifa , a cause), for the want of consideration orjudge

ment, for the purpose of injustice.

afast , a. (from it , want of investigation , and

, caused by), caused by er arising from want of

consideration or examination, produced by or arising

from injustice ; ad. from or because of inconsiderati

on or want of examination , from or because of injure

tice.

afastafel, ad. (from fist?, want of investigation, and

f , without), without or beside the want ofconsider

ation or examination, without injustice.

afastafarity, a (from asta, want ofinvestigation, and

faft , possessed of), deficient or negligent in investiga

tion orjudgment, unjust, inconsiderate.

affas, a. (from afasta, want ofinvestigation, and

fsfa , excepted), want of examination or judgment

excepted, injustice excepted.

fastfarge s . (from fists, wint ofinvestigation, and

, an exception), the exception of want of exa

mination or judgment, the exception ofinjustice.

অবিচারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অবিচারবতিরেক , with the

exception of want of examination or judgment, with

the exception of injustice, without or beside want of

examination or judgment, without or beside injustice.

afast , ɑ. (from afasta, ɑ want of investigation, and

, u reot , springing from the want of examination or

judgment, originating in injustice.

afastas, a. (from afasta, want of investigation, and F

joined to , connected with or possessed of want of exs

amination or judgment, connected with injustice, un-

just,

afstacatsts, a. (from fast , want of investigation, and

cars , worthy), not worthy of being investigated, not

worthy ofbeing exmined or judged of.

afts , a. (from fat , want ofinvestigation, and

3. a cause), caused by or arising from want of exas
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Sift.

mination or judgment, caused by or arising from in-

justice; ad. from or because of the want of investigati-

on orjudgment, from or because of injustice.

afestetalgi, s. (from a, priv. and fotatæ , a desire of

investigation), the want of a desire to examine or judge.

sfæstatētsì, a. (from , priv. and fastatt , desirous to

investigate), not desirous to investigate or judge.

fistat , a. (from , priv. and fastat , worthy of exami-

nation) , not worthy of examination or investigation.

affes, a. (from , priv. and fæð †fã³, judged , unexamin-

ed, uninvestigated .

aastat, a. (from , priv. and fast , investigation) , rash,

inconsiderate, unreflecting.

afasta , s. (from , priv. and fast , a desire to ea-

mine), the want of an inclination to examine or judge.

afton , a. (from , priv. and fat , desirous to exa-

mine), not desirous to examine or judge.

festz , c. (from , priv. and fast , desirous to exa-

mine , not desirous of examining or judging.

fastratas, a. (from , priv. and fastiatars, ready to ex-

amine), not prepared to examine or judge, prepared for

injustice.

at , a. (from a, priv. and fast , engaged in

eximining), not engaged in or eager to examine or

judge, engaged in injustice.

kohatcastst, s. (from , priv. and fasteatrist, an effort

to examine , the want of an effort to examine or judge,

an exertion to act unjustly.

festexteartsit, a. (from , priv . and fastattfit , endea

vouring to examin ), not endeavouring to examine or

judge, endeavouring to act unjustly.

afastest , a. (from , priv. and fastrate , the com-

mencement ofexamination), a want of the beginning of

examination or judgment, the beginning of injustice .

জৰিচারোপদেশ, s. (from अ, priv. and বিচারোপদেশ, advice to

examine), the want of advice or direction to examine

or judge, advice to act unjustly or without examina-

tion.

fastatt , a. (from 3, want of investigation, and

8 , giving instruction), advising the neglect of ex-

amination or judgment, advising injustice, not advising

to examine or judge ; s. a person who advises not to ex-

amine, or to examine in a partial manner.

, s. (fróm fast , want of investigation, and

s , an instructor), a person who advises not to ex-

amine orjudge, a person who advises to judge un-

righteously.

অবি,

অৰিচারোপযুক্ত, a. (from অ, priv. and ৰিচারোপযুক্ত , worthy of

examination), not worthy of examination or investiga-

tion.

fæst , a. (from , priv. and fats, capable of being in-

vestigated), uninvestigable, unfit to be examined or in-

vestigated.

afestate, a. (from , priv. andfotat , under consider

ation), not under consideration.

afstate, a. (from , priv. and fastaty, capable of being

mored , incapable of being removed or displaced, not

removeable.

sfitas, a. (from , priv. and fasifas, displaced), not dis-

placed, not removed.

sta , a. (from , priv. and fasta , removeable), not re-

moveable, not capable of being displaced.

aida, a. (from ☎, priv. and fada, variegated), not varie-

gated, not diversified, not surprizing.

অবিচিত্রকারক, a . ( from অবিচিত্র, not diversified, and কারক, ৫

do r), not diversifying, not causing variety, not occasi-

oning surprize.

অৰিচিত্রকারী, a. (from অবিচিত্র, not divers fied and কারিন, doi

ing), not diversifying, not causing variety, not occasi

oning surprize.

ffs, a. (from a, priv. and fast, anxiety), free from

anxiety, free from care.

affooty, a. (from , priv. and fast , scrutable) , inscru

table, incomprehensible by the mind, inconceivable.

uffsfas, a. (from , prir. and ffs, thought on), un-

thought on, unexamined, not conceived in the mind.

afaffes , a. (from , priv. and fif5f5501, scrutable), in-

scrutable, incomprehensible by the mind, inconceiv-

able.

ffs , a. (from , priv. and fefs ST, seru'able), inscruta-

ble, inconceivable, incomprehensible.

, s. (from , prir. and , a pulverizing , the not

pounding or pulverizing ofa substancé.

fas, a. (from , priv , and fafãs, pulverized), not pul-

verized, not pounded.

afas , a . (from , priv. and fasf , engaged in), not

engaged in, not laboured for.

aff , a (from , priv. and faſquxta, in the act of

bing separated , not in the act of being separated , not

being divided .

afifta, «. (from , priv. and fafa, separated), not separ

ated , not divided from.

afager, a. (from , priv. and fa , separable), inse-

parable, not capable of being divided or separated from

each other.

Y
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afrige),, s . (from , priv. and fat , one who separates) , || fats, a. (from , priv. and fasts, well known), not

one who does not separate or divide.

f , s. (from , priv. and 15 , a separation), not di-

vision, union, connection with.

aft , a. (from , priv. and f☎, separating), not se-

parating, not dividing.

fact , a. (from , priv. and fat , dividing),

not causing division or dissention , preventing division

or dissention, peace-making ; s. a peacemaker.

ofanaty, a . (from , priv. and fat , divisible), indivi-

sible, inseparable.

fan, ad. (loc. case off , inseparable, without in-

termission, constantly.

„ftiæv, a. from , priv, and fea , separable), insepar-

able, not allowing of a division or separation from

each other.

f7, 7. (from , priv. and f ; uninhabited), not de-

sert, not uninhabited.

af , s. (from , priv. and fat, a spurious birth), a

legitimate birth.

TII, s. (from , priv. and fy, conquest), a failure of

conquest; a . not succeeding in a conquest.

afas , a. (from , priv. and fasf , conquering), not con-

quering.

sas, a. (from , priv. and fats , ofa different spe-

cies), not of a different species, not of a different sort,

not notoriously different, not notoriously evil or deprav-

ed.

Gama , s . (from , prir. and fafasftat , a desire of con-

quest), indifference respecting conquest.

sfafsla, a. (from , priz. and fast , desirous of con-

quest), not desirous of conquest, not eager for con-

quest.

afaf53, a. (from A, prir. and ff53, conquered), unconquer-

ed, unsubdued.

93, a. (from , pric. and figs, stretched open), not

stretched open, not made to yawn, not widened or en-

larged.

, a. (from ,priv. and fa , freefrom pa'n ), not free

from trouble.

uft , a . (from , priv. and fa , learned), unlearned, unac-

quainted with a thing, uninformed, ignorant.

af51, s . (from f , ignorant), ignorance, unacquainted-

ness with a subject.

af11, s . ( from afa¤, ignorant), ignorance, unacquainted-

ness with a subject.

fa , s. (from , priv. andff*, knowledge), ignorance .

known, not well known.

sfastras, a . (from , prir, and fasts , capable of being

known), not cognizable, not capable of being known.

afat , a. (from 3 , priv. and fast , giving information),

not giving information, not conveying intelligence.

afi , s. (from a, priv. and fastta, a giving informa

이

part

tion) , the not giving information upon a subject.

fat , a . (from , priv. and fet , capible of be

ing made known), improper to be made known, unfit to see

be published.

অবিজ্ঞাপয়িতব্য, a. (from স, priv. and বিজ্ঞাপয়িতব্য, capable of

being made known), improper to be made known, unfit

to be published .

aff31, s. (from priv. and fat , an informant),

one who does not communicate intelligence.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fa , informed), unin

formed, not made acquainted with things.

afat , a. (from , priv. and fast , capable of being

made known) , improper to be made known, unfit to be

published.

fy, a. (from , priv . and fat , scrutable), inscrutable

incomprehensible.

f , s. (from , priv. and fa, the tantalizing of a

person), sincerity, the not tantalizing of a person, the

not giving trouble or distress to a person .

afs, a. (from , priv. and fast , liable to be tanti

lizel), not liable to be tantalized, not liable to be con

temned or thrown into distress .

afasfas, a. (from , priv . and fas , tantalized), not tan

talized, not put in trouble or pain.

afa33, a. from , priv. and fa53, extended), not extended,

not stretched out.

3 , a. (from , priv. and f34.false), not false, not vain,

true.

afasta, s. (from ¤, priv. and fæ³†7, extension), non-exten

sion ; a. destitute of extension.

gafzzy, a. (from &, priv . aud f3º, displeased), not displease

ed, not dissatisfied .

af , ɑ. from □, p: ir. and fa̸ , having the thirst slık-

ed), not free from thirst, not having the thirst slaked.

afy, a. (from , prep. and ( 3, wealth), poor, not celebrate

ed, not renowned, not discussed .

IfIII, a. (from I, priv. and fa̸¤¤, shameless), not free from

shame, ashamed , modest.

afa , a . (from 3, priv. and fast, learned), unlearned,

not shrewd, not closely investigating.
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f1, s. (from

QZ.

fas , not learned), a being unlearned,

ignorance, want of shrewdness, non-investigation .

af , s. (from fans, not learned) , a being unlearned,

ignorance, a want of shrewdness, non-investigation.

as , a. (from , priv. and f , of an opposite party),

not of an opposite party.

fax , s . (from a, priv. and fan , the consuming of a

thing), the not burning up or consuming of a thing.

afata, s. (from , priv. and fat , leave of absence , the

want of leave ofabsence, not leave ofabsence .

sfanta, s.
(from , pric. and fa̸zig, a rent), not a rent or

chasma. free from rents, free from cracks or chasms.

fate, a, (from ¤, priv. and fantaỡ, causing rents), uot

occasioning rents or chasms, not cleaving, not tearing.

fa , s. (from , priv. and fand, the rending of a

thing), the notrending or tearing of a thing, the not

cleaving of a thing.

fats, a. (from , priv. and fatty, liable to be torn),

not liable to be rent or torn, not capable of being cleft

or rent.

afatfoss, a. (from , prit. and fantaf , liable to be

torn), not liable to be rent or torn, not capable of be-

ing cleft or rent.

ff , 8. (from , priv. and fats , that which

makes rents), that which does not occasion rents or

chasms.

tas, a. from ,priv andfats, rent, torn) , not rent

byforce, not cleft, not torn.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fats , liable to be

torn , not liable to be reat or torn .

eft , a. (from , priv. and fat , liable to be torn) , not

liable to be rent ortorn.

afts, a. (from , priv. and fas, known), unknown, un-

acquainted with a subject.

Effet, a. (from fas, unknown, and at, affliction),

unacquainted with affliction or distress .

offizzzzie, a. (from fak³, unknown, and wixeta, a

custom , unacquainted with customs or common usages.

affatt , a. (from afas, unknown, and
science),

unacquainted with science, ignorant.

fift , a. (from fifig, unknown, and 4, happiness),

unacquainted with pleasure or happiness.

afiñá, a. (from a, priv. and find, rent), not rent or torn,

not cracked or split.

, a. (from , priv. and fat , cracking), not

cracking, not splitting, not tearing.

* , a. (from , priv. and fun , situated in a foreign

Country), not situated or residing in a foreign country.

oft.

afam »fì, a. (from a, priv. and facaf , foreign), not foreign .

aftacá), s. (from fa , unpierced, and z , an ear), the

name of a plant, (Cissampelos hexandra . )

, a. (from , priv. and fan, to know ), unlearned, unin

structed, ignorant, unsearchable, beyond the compass

of human knowledge.

afata, a. (from , priv. and fañiała, to know), unper

ceived, absent.

afatası, s. (from fata, absent ), absence, a not being

present.

fata, s. (from fat , absent ), absence, a not being

present.

afi, s . (from , priv. and far, science), want of science,

afts, a. (from , priv. and fats, illumination) , non-

illumination ; a. destitute of light.

afat[33, a. (from , priv. and fastfss, illuminated , not

illuminated .

fatze, a. (from , priv. and fit , causing to melt or

flow), not promoting fusion, not dissolving, not causing

to flow as melted metals, not a flux.

afiktad, s . (from a, priv. and fat , the flowing of melt-

ed substances), a not flowing, the not becoming fluid.

af , s. (from , priv . and fat, ridicule), the not using

irony or ridicule ; a. free from ridicule or irony.

fata, s. (from , priv. and fagia, malevolence), freedom

from injuriousness, freedom from malevolence, freedom

from malice.

afat , a. (from a, priv. andfan , learned), unlearned, un-

cultivated, ignorant.

afa , s . (from , priv. and fara, hatred), not hatred

not malice ; a. free from malice or hatred.

, a. (from , priv. and fafa , malicious), not ma-

levolent, not malicious.

aft, a. (from , priv. and fat, a sort), not different, si-

milar, indistinct, common, undistinguished.

aft , s. (from a, priv. and fax , a widow), uot a wi-

dow ; a, not in a state of widowhood.

afriju, a. (from , priv. and fax , to be catched at),

not to be catched at, not fit to be tenaciously held or

insisted on.

, a. (from , priv. and fats, abused), not abus

ed, notmaltreated, not treated with impudent boldness,

not insulted.

afa , s. (from a, priv. and fat, a sort), want of method,

want of distinction .

afi , s. (from , priv. and fiЯtą, providence), the non-

existence of providence, the denial of a superintending

providence or upholding power,

Y 2
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ofa.

fatta, s. (from , priv . and faЯta, a statu’e) , the want or

absence of laws ; a, without laws, destitute of ordinan-

ces.

afaat , u. (from a, priv. and fat , making statutes),

lawless, illegal.

afetṭgæ, a. (from , priv . and fitta , sustaining), not sus-

taining, not supporting or upholding.

fatad, s. (from , priv . and fat , a sustaining), the

not upholding or sustaining of a thing.

fatú, a. (from , priv. and fat , capable of being up-

held) , not fit or capable of being upheld or sustained .

affat ,a. (from , priv. and fatiata, upheld), not sus-

tained or upheld .

afifa, s. (from , priv. and faft, a law), the want or ab-

sence of laws; a.,without laws, lawless, illegal, illicit.

afaltas, a. (from , priv . and fit , done by a law ) , not

done by a law or statute, not done by God considered

as the governer of the universe.

aſtſts, a. (from`a, priv. and fift , versed in law), not

versed in law, unacquainted with the statutes.

afafafafas, a. (from , priv. and fafafafas, proper for le-

gislation), not fit to be the subject of legislation.

অধিবিবোধিত , a. (from অবিবি , a limit, and ৰোধিত, made to

know), made acquainted with limits, acquainted with li-

mits.

afiq3, a. (from ¤, priv. and faq³, upheld), not sustained

or upheld .

afy, a. (from , priv. and far , capable of support),

incapable of being upheld or sustained.

afað³, a. (from , priv. andfas, washed), not washed ,

not cleansed.

uf173, a. (from , priv. and f743, humble) , not bowed

down, not depressed , not humble, not suppliant.

faf , s. (from , priv. and fanfs, humility), the want of

humility, want of submission, want of intreaty.

uftay, s. (from a, priv. and fa̸y, humility), want of sub-

mission or humility ; a. destitute ofhumility, unsubmis-

sive, self-important.

অবিনয়কারক, a . ( from অবিনয় , want of humility, and করিক,

making), causing a want of humility or submission,

not acting humbly or submissively.

অবিনয়কারী, a . (from অবিনয়, want of humility , and কারিন,

making), causing a want of humility or submission , not

acting humbly or submissively.

অনিয়জনক, a . ( from অভিনয়, ৫ want ofhumility, and জনক,

producing), producing a want of humility or submissi-

on.

&ft.

অবিনয়জন্য , a. ( from অভিনয় , a want of humility, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from want of hu-

mility.

অবিনয়জন্যে , ad . (loc. case of অনিয়জন্য) , for the want of

humility or submission.

অনিয়নিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . (from সবিনয়, want of humility , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing a want of humility or sub-

mission to cease.

aftagfactae, a. (from

fata , preventing),

or submission.

fag, a rant of humility, and

preventing the want of humility

afaagfactad, s. (from fy, a want of humility, and

fata, a preventing), the preventing of a want ofhu

mility or submission.

অনিয়নিত্তি, s . ( from অভিনয় , a want ofhumility, and নিৰুতি,'

cessation), the cessation of a want of humility or sub-

mission.

aftyfiface, ɑ. (from fy, a want ofhumility, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from a want of

humility or submission ; ad. from or because of a want

of humility or submission.

affaf , ad. (from f , a want of humility, and

, a cause), for the purpose of a want of humility

or submission.

অনিয়পুযুক্ত, a . ( from সৰিনয় , a want of humility, and পযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the want of hu-

mility or submission ; ad, from or because of the want

of humility or submission.

aftyf71, ad. (from afar, want ofhumility, and fa̸at , with.

out), without or beside the want ofhumility, submission.

fafafat , a . (from a, priv . and fasaft , possessed of

humility), wanting in humility, unhumbled, unsubmis.

sive, unyielding, proud, stubborn.

অবিনয়বাতিরিক্ত , a . (from অবিনয় , a want of humility, and

ffa , excepted), the want of a humility or submissi-

on excepted.

অবিনয়ব্যতিরেক, s. (from অবিনয় , ৫ want of humility, and

fg , an exception), the exception of a want of hu

mility or submission.

অবিনয়তিরেকে, ad. (lic. case of অনিয়ব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of the want of humility or submission, with

out or beside the want of humility or submission.

অনিয়মুক্ত , a. (from অনিয়, a rant of humility, and যুক্ত,

joined to), connected with a want of humility or sub-

mission, unhumbled, unsubmissive, unyielding, proud,

stubborn.

afas, a. (from fan, a want of humility, and
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cause), caused by or arising from the want of humili-

ty or submission ; ad. from or because of the want of

humility or submission.

sfastatai, s. (from , priv. and fagtetit, a desire to be

humble), the want of a desire to be humble or submis-

sive.

aflagtætgì, a. (from , priv. and fragteta, a desire to

be humble), not having a desire to be humble or sub-

missive.

faty , s. (from a, priv. and fay , a desire to be hum-

ble), the want of a desire to be humble or submissive.

f . a. (from , priv. and fan , de sirous to be hum-

ble , not desirous of being humble or submissive."

afuge, a. (from , priv. and fa , desirous to be

humble), not desirous of being humble or submissive.

affi , a. (from a, priv. and fз , capable of be-

ing wrought on by humility), incapable of being hum-

bled, incapable of being wrought on by submission or

humble entreaty, inexorable.

aft , a. (from a, priv. and fa , submissive ), not sub-

missive, not humble, not using entreaties.
1

ofcats, a. (from a, priv. and f , perishable), impe-

rishable, indestructible, undecayable.

fy, a. (from a, prir. and f , spoiled), not destroyed,

not spoiled, not ruined.

af , s. (from a, priv. and faint, destruction) , freedom

from destruction, freedom from perdition ; a. freefrom

destruction.

afatte, a . (from 3, priv. and fant , destructive), not

destructive, not ruinous.

sfattats, a . (from a, priv. and fiato, destructible),

indestructible, imperishable, undecayable.

afat, a. (from a, priv. and featft , destructive), not de-

structive, not ruinous.

afat , a. (from a, priv. and fat , destructible), in-

destructible, imperishable, undecayable.

ufifastaæ, a. (from a, priv. and fafisææ, causing a decisi-

on , not leading to or producing a logical decision ; s.

not a convincing argument.

af fast , s . (from a, priv. and fafasta , the drawing a lo-

gical conclusion), the not drawing a logical conclusion,

the not making a decision.

fafastat , a. (from a, priv, and fafastanta, capable ofbe-

ing logically deduced), incapable of being deduced by

the rules oflogic.

fafas, a. from , priv . and faffs, despised), not de-

spised, not reproached, not censured.

সৰিনির্মোক ,
ৰিনির্মোক,afifiútæ, a. (from , priv. and fafate, an exception),

not excepted, without exception.

afts, a. (from , priv. and fats, humble), unhumbled,

not submissive, misbehaving.

সবিনীতবেশ, a . ( from অবিনীত , not humbled, and বেশ , a dress

or habit), not of a humbled appearance, not clothed

with humility.

, a . (from , priv. and frota , humble), not

humble, not submissive.

DFI1731, 8. (from a, priv. and faraş, a humbleman), a` man

who is not humble, one who does not supplicate.

af , a. (from a, priv. and fat , supplicable), not tobe

wrought on by supplications, inexorable, not to be

wrought on or humbled , not deserving punishment.

falata, s. (from , priv. and fact , joy), sadness, cheer-

lessness.

af**, ɑ. (from I, priv. and I , an adversary), without

a foe, free from adversaries; s. freedom from opposition.

afЯ1, s. (from f ,freedom from opposition), the ab-

sence ofopposition or enmity.

afiqx1, s. (from ſ ,freedomfrom opposition), the ab.

sence of opposition or enmity.

affs, s. (from a, priv. and fifs, misfortune), the ab

sence of adversity or misfortune, prosperity, ease.

afa , s. (from , priv. and fat , misfortune), the absence

of misfortune, or adversity.

fata, a. (from , priv . and fanata, suffering adver-

sity), not suffering adversity.

afte, s . (from , priv. and fat , maturity), a want of

ripeness or maturity, the not suffering in this life the

punishment of actions committed in a former state of

existence.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fit , large), not large, not

plump or thick, small, slender, of little importance.

31, s. (from af , small), diminutiveness, unimpor

tance, littleness, insignificance.

অবিপুলত্ব, 8. (from af , small , diminutiveness, unimpor

tance, littleness, insignificance.

af , s. (from a, priv, and fa , an inundation), freedom

from inundation ; a, free from inundation.

3, a. (from , prio. and fa , inundated), not inun.

dated .

af , a. (from a, priv. and fa , burnt), not burnt.

asa, a. (from , priv . and firm, fruitless), not fruitless,

not ineffectual, not useless.

aftras, a. (from , priv, and fus, covered with fruit)

not in fruit, not covered with fruit,
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ufz.

afaga, a. (from ¤, priv. and fira, expanded), not expand-

ed, not blown.

afa , s . (from a, priv. and far , an intention to speak),

the not having a desire to mention a thing

afiz ¥3, a. (from , priv . and faz3, required to be men-

tioned , not required or intended to be mentioned .

uftif# 31, s. (from afaif#3, not required to be mention-

ed), the circumstance of not being the thing required

or intended to be mentioned.

aff , s. (from offs, not required to be mention d),

the circumstace of not being the thing required or in-

tended to be mentioned.

WHITE, ɑ. (from &, priv. and fa̸ , desirous ofspeaking),

not desirous of expressing or speaking.

fanta, a. (from , priv. and fenata, contradicting),

not contradicting, not speaking in opposition .

afæra, a. (from , priv. and fixa, a hole), free from holes

or pits.

fid, a. (from , riv. and fad, discoloured), not disco-

loured, not changing colour with blushing.

*, a. (from , priv. and f * , subject to), uncontroul.

ed, not subject to controul.

uft , s. (from , priv. and f , the exiling of a per-

son), the not exiling of a person, non-desertion , the not

being unclothed .

fa , a. (from a , priv. and f , unclothed) , not uncloth-

ed, not naked.

af , s . (from , priv. and fat , a dispute), freedom

from disputes, peace, quietness ; a. free from disputes.

অবিবাদকারক, a. ( from , priv. and বিবাদকারক, occasioning

disputes), not occasioning disputes, not exciting quar-

rels, promoting peace ; s . a peacemaker.

অধিবাদকারী, a. (fromअ, priv. and বিবাদকারিন, occasioning

disputes), not occasioning disputes, not exciting quar-

rels, promoting or making peace.

fathy , a. (from , priv. and fartfys , liable to li-

tigation), not liable to litigation or dispute.

afaani, a. (from a, priv. and faafia, disputations), not

disputatious, not litigious.

afata, s. (from , priv. and fata, exile, non-exile ; a.

not in a state of exile , not deserted.

fat , s. (from , priv. and fate, a marriage), celibacy ;

a. unmarried.

afatet , a. (from , priv. andfatet , marriageable), not

marriageable, not fit to be married.

afiks, a. (from a, priv, and faifes, a marriage), un-

married.

sf.

afazitza, a. (from &, prir. and fæækTg, desirous of mar-

riage), not desirous of marriage, not wishing to be mar.

ried.

ufTTLEF, a. (from &, priv. and fæTNT&T, desirous ofmar-

riage), not desirous ofmarriage, not wishing to be mar-

ried.

UſATİK), a. (from a, priv. and fææ†51, marriageable), not

marriageable, not fit to be married.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fafa , distinguished,, indis-

tinct, undistinguished , indiscriminate, not discriminat

ed, common, public.

fATE, s. (from , priv. and fa , discrimination), a

want of discrimination ; a. without discrimination.

afitat, a. (from , priv. and fuæfa, discriminating),

rash, not discriminating, judging in the gross .

AfIF), 8. (from , priv. and f , one who discrimi

nates , one who makes no distinction between things,

one who does not discriminate.

afe, a. (from , priv. and fat , discriminating) , in-

judicious, inconsiderate, not discriminating, inadver-

tent; s. one who does not discriminate.

aft145831, s. (from aft75*, injudicious, injudiciousness,

inconsiderateness, inadvertency.

, s. (from af , injudicious), injudiciousness,

inconsiderateness, inadvertency.

af1, s. (from , priv . and fas , discrimination), a

want ofdiscrimination, a want of investigation.

afazatet ), s. (from , priv. and fa̸regatætg1, a desire

to investigate), the want of a desire to investigate.

afrontal, a. (from , priv. and fat , desirous

of investigating), not desirous of investigation, not

desiring to investigate.

afatate, a. (from , priv, and fantata , investi

garing), not employing investigation ; s . one who does

not investigate, causing the want or neglect of investi

gation .

afazontæifì, a. (from , priv. and facontata, investi-

gating), not making use of investigation, not investi

gating, causing the want of neglect or investigation.

aft , a. (from 2871, a want of investigation,

and , producing), producing a neglect or want of

investigation.

fizz157, a (from fat, a want ofinvestigation,

and I, producible), producible by or arising from a

want or neglect of investigation .

অবিবেচনাজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of অবিচেনাজন্য) , for the pure

of neglecting investigation,
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afashfarige, a . (from 21, a want ofinvestiga'ion,

and fiataæ, prev:nling), prevent ng the neglect of in-

vestigation.

fastfastad, 8. (from fat, a want ofinvestigation,

and fated, a preventing), a preventing of the neglect

or want of investigation, the not preventing of investi

gation.

অবিবেচনানিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from সৰিবেচনা, a want ofinvestigation,

and fa , cessation), the cessation of a want or neg-

lect of investigation, the continuance of investigation.

অবিবেচনানিমিশুক, a. ( from সৰিচেনা, a want of investigatin

on, and ff , a cans?), caused by or arising from the

neglect or want of investigation ; ad. from or because

of the neglect or want of investigation ,

fastfafos, ad. (from , priv. and fataifafas, for

the sake of investigation) , not for the purpose of inves-

tigation, for the purpose of neglecting investigation.

অবিবেচনাপূর্বক, a . (from অবিবেচনা , want of discrimination,

and before), preceded by or springing from a want

ofdiscrimination, not preceded by or springing from

discrimination ; ad. by or from want of discriminati-

on .

অবিবেচনাপযুক্ত, a . (from অবিচেনা, a cant ofinvestigation,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the

want of investigation ; ad. from or because of the want

ofinvestigation.

affa , ad. (from &f871, a want of investigation,

and f , without), without or beside the want of in-

vestigation.

fiatfafe, a. (from , priv. and fast , possess-

ed of awant of investigation , possessed of a want or

neglect of investigation, not investigating.

fastiffs, a. (from 1 , a want of investigati-

on, and fof , excepted , the neglect or want of in-

vestigation excepted .

অবিচাৰ্যডিরেক, s . (from অবিবেচনা, a want of investigati-

en, and zifiɩgæ, on exception), the exception of non-in-

vestigation.

সুবিবেচনাধ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অবিবেচনাধ্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of non-investigation , without or beside

non-investigation.

অবিবেচনামূলক, a. (from সৰিৰেচনা, a want of investigation,

ani , a root), originating in want of discrimination.

ftas, a. (from fa17571, a wint of investigation,

and 1 , joined , connected with a want or neglect of

investigation, uninvestigating.

«fxz85kūtsts, a. (from □, priv. and fazoat?atsts,fit lo be-

ft.

investigated), not fit to be investigated, not worthy of

investigation.

f.3571 , a. (from , priv. and fast , fit to be inves-

tigated), not fit to be investigated, not worthy of in-

vestigation.

afas , a. (from 7 , want of investigation,

and 153, a cause) , caused by or arising from want of

investigation ; ad. from or because of a want of inves-

tigation.

saty, a. (from , priv. and far , distinguishable),

not distinguishable, not admitting of discrimination.

fara , s. (from , priv . and fast , a desire to in-

vestigate), the want of desire to investigate.

28 , a. (from , priv. and fact , desirous ofin-

vestigating), not desirous of investigation , not desiring

to investigate.

afa8:38, a. (from 5, priv. and fa̸1515% , desirous ofin-

restigating), not desirous of investigation, not desiring

to investigate.

aff , a. (from . priv. and farfar, distinguish-

able), not distinguishable, not admitting of discrimina-

tion .

afaæfiol, s. (from a, priv. and fasfag, one who distin-

guishes), one who does not make distinctions, one who

does not discriminate.

aftists, a. 'from , priv. and fa³, discriminated), not

discriminated, not examined, not judged of, not inves-

tigated.

fa1261, a. (from a, priv. and fa , distinguishable`, not

distinguishable, not admitting of discrimination.

af155, a. (from ¤, priv. and fes , shared out), undivided,

not shared out, not parcelled out.

afas , a. (from , priv. and fasny, divisible), not

separable into shares, not divisible.

f31, s. (from af , not divisible), the circum-

stance of not being separable into shares, indivisibili-

ty.

afts , s. (from afty, not divisible), the circum-'

stance of not being separable into shares, indivisibility:

aftsa, s. (from a, priv. and fis , wealth), the absence of

wealth or substance, poverty ; a. destitute of riches,

poor, needy.

fasst , a. (from , priv. and fro , possessible), not

capable of being possessed or owned, unappropriable.

afasts, s. (from , priv. and fæsts , a division into shares),

anundivided state ofinheritance or property ; a whole,

undivided, not lotted or shared out,
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Gf.

অবিভাগকারক, a. (from স, priv. and ৰিভগিকরিক, dividingin-

to shares , not dividing into shares ; s . a person who

does not divide into shares.

afastsæti, a. (from , priv. and fæststøtfa, dividing in-

to shares), not dividing into shares.

fætsta , a. (from afasist, non-division , and as, prc-

ducible), producible by or arising from the not divid-

ing a thing into parts or shares.

অভিাগজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অবিভাগজন্য), for the purpose

of not dividing into shares.

অভিাগনিমিত্তক, a. (from অবিভাগ , non-division, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from not dividing or shar-

ing out ; ad. from or because of not dividing or shar-

ing out a thing.

অবিভাগনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অভিtt, non-division , and নিযেত,

a cause), for the purpose of not dividing a thing into

shares or parts.

অবিভাগপুযুক্ত , ad . (from অবিভাগ, non-division, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the not dividing a

thing into shares or parts ; ad . from or because of not

dividing a thing into shares or parts.

afaststfaf , a. (from a, priv . and fastsfaf , possessed

of a share), not possessed of a share in the division of

property, not divided into shares.

afsist , a . (from □, ¡ riv. and fasts , connected with

a division of property), not connected with a division

or partition of property, connected with the not divid

ing or sharing out of property.

fast.ggy, a . (from fists , non-division, and (T5, a

cause), caused by or arising from the not dividing a

thing into parts or shares ; ad . from or because of the

not dividing a thing into parts or shares.

afaststata , s. (from , priv . and faststats , a desire to

make a division), the absence of a desire to divide or

make a partition .

afastsætgì, a. (from priv. and fastslæt , desirous of

_making a partition), not desirous of dividing a thing in-

to shares or parts.

testa , s . (from , pris. and fast , a desirefor a

partition , the want of a desire to divide a thing into

parts or shares.

fastis , a. (from , priv. and fætista, desirous of divide

ing into shares), not desirous of dividing property into

shares.

fastest , a. (from , priv, and fastesta , desirous ofshar-

ing out), not desirous of making a partition of pro-

perty, not desirous of dividing property into shares,

fc.

afistaæ, a. (from ™, priv. and fæstae, dividing or shar

ing out), not sharing out ; s. one who does not share

out property.

afstants, a. (from priv. and , divisible into

shares), not divisible into shares, not capable of being

shared out.

afastofa , a . (from , priv . and fast , divisible

into shares), not divisible into shares , not admitting of

being shared out.

aftar, a. (from , priv. and Tt , shareable) , not divi

sible into shares, not admitting of being divided into

shares.

afstaa , s. (from afstal, not shareable) , the circum-

stance of not being divisible into shares, indivisibility.

afsta , s. (from afasta , not shareable , the circum

stance of not being divisible into shares, indi visibility.

afæstæ, a. (from ≈, priv. and fæstææ, possessing power

or substance), not having a governor or protector, desti

tute of an owner, not possessing property or substance.

afstas, a . (from a, priv. and fastfx3, proved), not pro-

tected, not established to conviction, not connected.

afast , a. (from , priv. and fæstfaq_rich), not po›ses ing

property, not governing or protecting, not rich, weak.

afistu, a , (from ≈, pris, and fasta , possessible), not ad-

mitting of being possessed as independent property.

afastfag, a. (from a, priv. and fistfus, doubtfully declari

ed), not doubtfully uttered or declared, not so spoken

as to admit of different meanings.

affs, s. (from a, priv, and fifs, property, super-humin

power) , the absence of property , the absence of wealth

or grandeur, the absence of super-human power ; ª,

without property.

fasad , s. (from a, priv. and fe34 , an ornament), the not

putting on of ornaments, a want of ornamen's.

affis, a. (from , priv. and fifa , adorned), not orna.

mented, unornamented, unadorned .

afs (from , priv. and far, anerror), freedom from

error or mistake, freedom from wandering or aberrati-

on ; a free from mistake or wandering, free from aber

ration.

१
afeste, a. from , priv. and festo, mistaken), not mistak

en, not whirled round, not swung round.

aftas, a. (from , priv. and faas, averse), not averse to,

not disinclined , not disgusted with.

afeafs,' s. (from a, prir. aud faïfs, disinclination), freedom

from aversion or disinclination; a. free from aversion

or disgust,
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aft.

sfta, s. (from , priv. and fanía, a trampling down),

the not trampling of a thing down, the not squeezing

or compressing of a thing, the not subduing of ene-

my, the not humbling of a refractory person .

afas, a. (from , priv. and fats, capable of being

trodden down), incompressible, not capable of being

trodden down, incapable of being humbled or subdu-

ed.

ts , a. (from ¤, priv . and fans, capable ofbeing trod-

den down), incompressible, not capable of being trod-

den down, incapable of being humbled or subdued.

¤kas, a. (from a, priv. and ſa , sad) , not dejected , not

sad, not displeased, not anxious or dissatisfied .

, a. (from , priv. and farm, clear), not clear, not

clean, not transparent, not pellucid, opake, soiled .

tsf, s. (from , priv . and fats, a bye road), not a bye

road, not a false road ; a not having wrong or bye

roads, not perverse or sinister.

afkatsisita), a. (from , priv. and fatsista , going in a

wrong way), not going in a wrong road, not perverse,

not walking perversely, not acting perversely.

fa , s. (from , priv. and fa , a mixtur ), an unmix-

ed or uncompounded state, freedom from mixture ; a.

free from mixture.

, a. (from , priv. and faffs, mixed), unmixed ,

uncompounded, unadulterated .

*f , a. (from , priv, and far , redeemed) , not redeem-

ed, not liberated ; s . Benares.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fa , fascinated), not fascinat

ed, not stupified, not confounded.

, a. (from a, priv, and fas, stupified), not stupified,

not having the mind full of confusion.

f , a. (from , priv . and fi , dejected) , not dejected,

not discouraged, not sad , not violated .

, a . (from , priv. and f , subject to discourage-

nent , not liable to discouragement, not liable to dejec-

tion.

afats , a. (from ¤, priv . and fat , redeemable), un-

redeemable, not admitting of liberation .

Etat , s. (from , priv. and fat , a redeemer), one

who does not redeem a thing.

at , s. (from , priv. and fat , relemption) , non-re-

demption, non-liberation ; a. destitute of redemption

or deliverance.

pats , a. (from , priv. and fat , redeeming), not re-

deeming, not liberating ; s . one who does not liberate or

redeem,

off,

fats , s . (from , priv. and fats , redemption), non-

redemption, non -liberation.

afratsaty, a. (from , priv. and facts, redeemable), not

redeemable, not capable ofbeing liberated , unredeem-

ed.

afai , ɑ. (from , priv. and 1, redeemable), not re-

deemable, not admitting ofredemption .

afaatz, s . (from , priv. and fitata, stupidity), non-fasci-

nation, the absence of fatuity, or stupidity.

as , a. (from , priv and fa , separated) , not separat.

ed, not disjoined, not disjointed.

usatsu, a. (from , priv . and fats , separable), in-

separable, not capable of being separated or disjoined.

fatytst, s. (from , priv. andfatatst, separation), non-sepa.

ration.

fatutaft , a. (from , priv. and fact , separating), not

disjoining, not causing separation.

aficytuały, a. (from , priv. and fagt , separable) , not

separable, not capable of being disjoined or separated.

afuta , a . (from , priv. and fugtsfps , separa.

ble , inseparable, not capable of being separated or dis-

joined by extraneous force.

fats , a. (from , priv . and fatar, separable), inse.

parable, incapable of being disjoined.

fa , a. (from , priv, and fa , disgusted), not disgust-

ed.

4 , s . (from , priv. and fa , the composing of a

work), the not composing of a literary work, the not fa-

bricating or making of a work of art.

61, s. (from , priv. and 351, a fabrication), non-

composition, non - fabrication.

38 , a. (from , priv. and fast , capable of being

wrought into form), not capable of being fabricated,

not admitting ofbeing composed or made.

aff , a. (from , priv . and fa35fa32s, capable of be

ing made), incapable of being wrought into form , not

admitting of being composed or fabricated.

fs, a. (from , prir. and faafts, fabricated , not made,

not fabricated, not composed.

figs, a . (from , priv . and fg , ceased), not ceased, not

desisted, not stopped from action, incessant.

TII, 8. (from , priv. and fag , a sound), silence ; a.

lent, free from noise.

si-

as , a . (from a, priv , and faza, insipid) , not insipid,

not tasteless .

afs (from , priv . and faặt, absence), presence ; not

absence, non-separation.

Z
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afa. afc.

, a. (from , priv. and fea, absenting), not keep-

ing at a distance, not absenting one's self, not separat-

ing.

fat , s . (from , prir . and fatst, disgust), the absence.

of disgust, the not disliking a thing ; a . free from dis-

gust.

fratt, a. (from , priv. and fatfag, disliking), nor dis-

liking, not disgusted with, not averse to.

, s. (from , priv. and faxta, a noise), a not shout-

ing, stillness ; a . free from shouts or vociferation .

, a . (from , priv. and fata, cessation , without

cessation, incessant.

fs, a. (from , priv. and faf , expelled,, not vomited,

not expelled from the stomach.

3, a (from , priv. and fa43 , sounded), unsounded ,

not uttered .

fe , a. (from , priv. and f , opposed to) , not oppos-

ed to a thing.

afaza3), s. (from fe , not opposed), the not being op-

posed, the absence of opposition or contradiction.

af , s. (from fe , not opposed) , the not being op-

posed, the absence of opposition or contradiction.

, a. (from a, priv. a nd fit, deformity), not disfigur

ed, not deformed, not ugly.

afuæ, s. (from a priv . and faizē, cathartic), a not purg-

ing by stool ; a . not cathartic, not purging, not expel-

ling wind from the stomach.

a , a. (from 3, priv. and fa , cathartic), not ca-

thartic, not purging by stool, not aperient.

f1367, a. (from , priv. and fat57, a purging by stool),

a not purging by stool.

fly, a. (from , priv. and fat , capable of being

expelled), not capable of being expelled by cathartic

medicines, not capable of being wrought on by purga-

tives.

afatata , s. (from , priv. and farata, an opposer , one who

does not oppose another, one who is not quarrelsome

or contentious.

afuata, s. (from a, priv. and faart, a quarrel', peace,

concord ; a . without co ntention, free from opposition .

sfaattæ, a. (from , priv. and faxtax, opposing), not op-

posing, not quarrelling or contending ; s . one who does

not oppose or quarrel.

afaatiose, ɑ. (from , priv, and fæztâætṛæ, quarrel-

ling , not exciting quarrels, acting peaceably.

fakt, a. (from , priv. and fæstate , quarrel-

ling , not exciting quarrels, peaceable.

afi , a. (from , priv. and fax , exciting

quarrels), not exciting quarrels or disputes, promoting

peace.

, a. (from , priv . and fat , producible

from quarrels), not producible by or arising from quar

rels or opposition, producible by or arising from the ab-

sence of quarrels or opposition.

সৰিরোধ জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অৰিরোধজন্য , for the sake of

peace.

অৰিয়োধনিষিত্তক, a. (from অবিরোধ, the absence of quarrels,

and faf , a cause), caused by or arising from the ab-

sence of quarrels or opposition, not produced by or aris-

ing from quarrels or disputes ; ad. from or because of

the absence of quarrels or opposition.

অৰিবোধনিমিত্তে, ad. (from সৰিরোধ, the absence of quarrels,

and ff , a cause , for the sake of peace.

afstaat , a . (from , priv. and fata , objectionable),

unobjectionable, not admitting of a difference ofsenti-

ment, obvious , indisputable.

t a

অবিরোধপযুক্ত , a. (from সৰিরোধ, the absence ofquarrels, and

, caused by , caused by or arising from the absence

of quarrels or opposition, not caused by or arising from

quarrels or disputes ; ad. from or because of the ab-

sence of quarrels or disputes.

অবিরোধহেতুক, a. ( from অবিরোধ, the absence ofquarrels, and

(5 a cause), caused by or arising from the absence of

quarrels or disputes, not caused by or arising from

quarrels or disputes ; ad. from or bec ause of the ab-

sence ofquarrels or disputes , caused by or arising from

peace or concord, from or because of peace or con-

cord.

fatata , a. (from , priv. and fat , contentious) , not

contentions, not quarrelsome, peaceable.

fat , a. (from , priv. and fetzt , d sputable) , indis-

putable, unobjectionable, obvious, not admitting a dif-

ference of opinion.

, a. (from , priv. and ( , a hole) , free from holes or

pits, free from excavations or cavities.

অবিলক্ষণ,, a. from , pr.v. and fad, excellent), not excel-

lent, mean, common, bad.

fa , a. (from ~, prev . and fa , in close contact), not

brought into close contact.

uftaga, s. (from ≈, priv. and (* , the stepping over a

thing), the not stepping over due bounds, the not trans-

gressing a command.

wasity, a. (from , priv. and fa , copable of being

E
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f1.

transgressed), not capable of being transgressed , not

capable of being exceeded .

Thriftzu, a. (from , priv. and fans , capable ofbe-

ing transgressed), not capable of being transgressed,

not fit to be transgressed, not capable of being ex ceed-

ed . .

afafas, a. (from a, priv. and fans, exceeded), not ex-

..ceeded, not transgressed.

sf , a. (from , priv. and far, capable ofbeing trans-

gre-sed) , incapable of being transgressed , not fit to be

transgressed, incapable of being exceeded .

, s . (from , priv. and fa , modesty) , want of mo-

desty; a. destitute of modesty, impudent, bold, shame-

less, unblushing.

Rafts, a. (from , priv. and fifs, modest) ; immodest,

shameless, bold, impudent.

fy, a. (from , priv. and fæ , capable ofshame) , in-

capable of shame, impudent, bold.

fe , a. (from , priv. and fa, delay), prompt, without

delay, without protraction, without procrastination or

postponing.

Ifz446, ɑ . (from I, priv. and fix, delaying), not pro-

crastinating, not using delays, prompt ; s . one who does

not delay.

ja , s . (from , priv. and f , the act of delaying ,

the not delaying of a thing, non-protraction, the not

postponing of a thing.

ay, a. (from , priv. and ſay, fit to be delay-

ed , not fit or proper to be postponed or delayed, not

admitting of delay.

safes, a. (from , priv. andfas, delayed,, not delay.

ed, not deferred, not postpone.l .

, a. (from , priv . and fa , admitting of delay),

not fit to be postponed or delayed, not admitting ofde-

lay.

afa , s. (from , priv. and f , absorption) , the ab-

sence of absorption, non-absorption ; a . free from ab-

sorption.

safas, a. (from , priv. and fia , enjoyed) , unenjoy-

ed, not enjoyed.

afat , s. (from , priv. and fat , lamentation ), the ab-

sence of lamentation ; a . free from lamentation.

faatfts, a . (from a, priv , and fats, lamented) , unla-

mented, not bewailed.

fata, s . (from , priv. and fat , enjoyment), a want of

pleasure or enjoyment ; a, destitute of pleasure or en-

joyment,

Za

* ft.

afts, a. (from , priv. and fats, furrowed) , unfur

rowed, not marked with lines or traces, not sulcate,

not striped.

fi , a, (from , priv. and fata, absorbed , not absorb-

ed.

f , a . (from , priv. and f , extinguished) , not ex-

tinct, not obsolete.

faz, a. from , priv . and f , the drawing of

lines , the not drawing of lines or furrows, the not mak

ing traces or extended marks .

afa , a. (from , priv. and fat , capable of being

marked with lines orfurrows) , incapable of being mark-

ed with lines or furrows, incapable of being striped.

অৱিলোকন , ৪. ( from স, priv. and ৱিলোকন, the surveying of

a thing , the not surveying of a thing.

afaated , a. (from , priv and firates, capable of be-

ing surveyed), incapable of being surveyed, unfit to be

surveyed.

aszatsxs, a. (from ¤, priv. and famtfæ³, surveyel), un-

surveyed, not looked at.

afamtonty, a . (from , priv, and fatty, examinable),

not capable of being examined, not capable of being

surveyed.

facator, a . (from , priv . and fat , examinable) , not

capable of being examined, not capable of being sur-

veyed.

fats , s. (from , priv. and fatai , the stirring up ofa

thing , the not stirring up or agitating of a liquid, the

not agitating of a topic or question.

afaatsfo , a. (from , pr.v. and fatsfy , capable of

being stirred up), improper to be stirred up or dis-

cussed, incapable of being stirred up.

Rifs , a. (from , priv. and famtfs, stirred up),

not stirred up, not agitated.

fatt, s. (from , priv. and fat , adisappearance), the

absence of disappearance or disuse.

fata, a. (from , prio. and fata, contrary to the hair),

not contrary to the hair or grain, not contrary.

aff , a. (from , priv. and fas, suspected , not

alarmed, not afraid, not suspected .

fata, a. (from , priv. and fat , wide), not wide or

large, narrow, contracted .

fatta , s. (from fat , not wide), want of width, want

of largeness or extent, narrowness, contractedness.

ufatta , s. (from afta, not wide), want ofwidth, want

oflargeness or extent, narrowness, contractedness.

afft , ɑ, (from , priv, and f , distinguished , not

"
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ofc.

distinguished, not eminent, not excellent, common, vul-

gar.

affo , s . (fom fifty , common), a want of eminence,

mediocrity, a want of distinguishing qualities, vulgar-

ness .

affو , s . (from fatal, common , a want of eminence,

a want of distinguishing qualities, mediocrity, vulgar-

ness .

fada, a . (from a, priv . and fa , corrected , not correct.

ed, not separated from another thing, not subtracted .

afrvalsa, s. (from afa, not corrected, and tst , a writ-

ten deed), an uncorrected writing or deed, an uncorrect-

ed voucher.

ofa*ak, a . (from af , not purified, and ¤ , a limb),

not having the limbs or members purified .

affa, s. (from , priv. and , purity), the want of

purity or innocence, the want of correctness, the not

correcting of a writing.

fas, a. (from , priv. and f , dried), undried, moist,

damp.

afata, s. (from , priv . and fa , distinction) , a want

of distinction ; a. indiscriminate, without distinction .

ta , a . (from , priv. and fats , discriminating),

not discriminating, not distinguishing.

fa , s. (from , priv. and feed, an adjective), the

want of discriminating terms, a want of adjectives, a

want of discrimination .

fa , ɑ. (from a, priv, and fat , distinguishable) , un-

distinguishable.

, s. (from , priv. and fast , freefrom grief),

the not being free from grief; a . not free from grief,

not at ease.

afatise, a. (from , priv. and fact , freeing from

grief) , not removing grief or regret, not giving free-

dom from trouble.

ity, a. (from , prie. and fats, not admitting

of grief), not admitting of relaxation from or restraint

of grief or regret.

, a. (from , priv. and fro , not admitting of

grief), not admitting of restraint or cessation from

grief.

facta , a. (from , prio. and fatæ, purifying), not

purifying, not cleansing, not correcting, not paying or

clearing off a debt.

ta, s. (from , priv. and fea, the correcting of

a writing), the not correcting of a writing, the not se-

parating things from mixtures,

aft.

+79; a. (from , priv. and fat , capable of

being corrected), incapable of being corrected , incapa

ble of being separated from base mixture, incorrigible.

afa , a. (from , priv. and fa̸ , capable ofbeing

corrected), incapable of being corrected , incapable of

being separated from base mixtures, incorrigible.

afts, 8. (from , priv. and facts, an adorning , the

not adorning or setting a thing off to the greatest ad-

vantage.

afts , a. (from , priv . and ft , an adorning),

the not adorning or setting a thing off to the greatest

advantage .

fits , a. (from , priv . and fættf53, adorned), not

adorned, not beautified, not set off to advantage.

অৰিশোষ,fatta, s . (from , priv. and fat , exsiccation), not a

state of compleat dryness , moisture.

afata , a. (from , priv. and fatta , drying) , not

drying up moisture .

fata , s . (from , priv. and fattad, exsiccation), the

not drying a thing compleatly.

fattadt , a. (from , priv. and fetat , capable ofbe

ing dried) , not capable of being dried, not requiring

to be dried.

fat , a. (from , priv. and fat , drying), not

drying up moisture, not promoting dryness .

fat , a. (from , priv. and fartar, capable ofbeing

dried), not requiring to be dried.

afts, ɑ . (from ≈, priv. and fat , rested), unwearied , in-

cessant.

af , s. (from , priv. and faifa, rest), unwearied-

ness, constancy.

afata, a . (from ¤, priv. and faxta, repose), destitute of

repose, destitute ofrest .

, a. (from , priv. and fa , stripped ofits glory) , not

stripped ofits glory or brightness.

fs, a. (from , priv. and f3, renowned), not re-

nowned, not famous.

af , a. (from , priv. and ff , separated), not sepa

rated.

, a. (from , priv. and fifa , trusted), not trust

ed , not confided in.

af , a. (from , priv. and fat , faithful), perfidious,

treacherous, dishonest.

af , s. (from , priv. and fat , trust), incredulity,

distrust.

te, a . (from , priv . and fataat , exercising

faith), not exercising faith or trust, incredulous.

1

LTE

23

15
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oft.

et , a. (from , priv . and fat , exercising

Jaith , not excercising faith or trust, incredulous.

at , a. (from , prir. and fats , treacher-

Gus , not treacherous, not trai'orous ; s . not a traitor.

stats , a. (from , priv. and fetats , treacherous),

not treacherous, not traitorous.

মৰিশ্বাসজনক, a . (from অবিশ্বাস, want offaith, and জনক, pro-

duing , producing a want offaith, producing incredu-

lity, not producing faith.

অবিশ্বাসঅন্য, a. ( from অবিশ্বাস , a rant of faith, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from want of

faith.

অবিশ্বাসজন্যে , a. (loc. cuse of অবিশ্বাসজন্য) , for the purpose

of incredulity or want of faith.

অবিশ্বাসনিষিত্তক, a . (from অবিশ্বাস, a want offaith, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from incredulity or want

of faith ; ad. from or because of incredulity or want of

faith.

Efratafifice, ad. (from fat , a want offaith, and

fafas, a cause), for the sake of incredulity or want of

faith.

, a. (from a , a want offaith, and ,

caused by , caused by or arising from incredulity or

want of faith ; ad. from or because of incredulity or

want of faith.

f , a. (from , priv. and fata , possessed

of faith , not possessed offaith or trust, incredulous,

unbelieving.

, s. (from 3 , prio. and fa , joined tofaith),

not connected with faith, connected with unbelief or

incredulity , incredulous , unbelieving.

fats , a. (from , priv. and fast, worthy of

credenc ›) , not fit to be believed, not worthy of credit.

fas , a. (from fat , a want offaith, and 3 ,

á cause), caused by or arising from incredulity or want

offaith .

fat , a. (from , priv. and f , worthy of cre-

dence , not fit to be believed , not worthy of credit.

oficial, a. (from ¤, priv. and fifa , trust), mistrust-

ful, unbelieving.

ft , a. (from , priv, and fïãï, trust), unworthy

of trust, unfaithful .

aſ , s. (from a, priv. and fax, poison) , a thing which is

not poisonous ; a. harmless, not poisonous .

ofera, ɑ . (from a, priv. and faЯ, dejected), not dejected.

fa , a . (from , priv. and faaa, distress), freedom from

calamity or distress ; a. free from calamity or distress.

aft.

afy, s. (from , priv. and f , an object ofthe senses),

that which is not an object of the senses or of the un-

derstanding ; a. not perceptible by the senses or the

understanding.

afayas, a. (from , priv. and farts, objective) , not

objective, not furnishing objects for the understanding

or senses.

afas , a. (from a, priv. and faaf , engaged in some pur-

suit), not engaged in the pursuit of an object, not en-

gaged in worldly business .

ages. (from , priv. and feed, the making a

thing an object), the not making a thing an object.

afas, a. (from , priv. and fan , made an object),'

not made an object of the senses or understanding.

fate, ɑ. (from a, priv. and faxta, a horn), hornless ; ap

plied to an elephant, this word means destitute of

tusks.

afata, s . (from a, priv . and fat , dejection), non- dejec-

tion, cheerfulness ; a. free from dejection.

afinst, s . (from a, priv . and fast, a calamity), freedom

from danger or calamity ; a. free from danger or cala-

mity.

afng , s . (from I, priv . and find, a spreading about),

the not spreading about or being diffuse.

afa , s. (from , priv. and fast, the relinquishment of

a thing), non-relinquishment ; a. in grammar not hav◄

ing the letter , not giving.

af , s. (from , priv. and f , the relinquishing of

a thing), the not relinquishing of a thing, the not giv

ing of a thing.

af , s. (from , priv. and fan , spreading , applied

to creepers or climbing plants this word means their

not creeping or spreading, a not wandering about, a

want of motion .

afasts, c. (from a, priv. and fans , capable of being

extended in different directions), not capable of being

trained or extended in different directions .

affs, a. (from , priv . and fanfá³, extended), not ex-

tended, not spread out, not diffuse, not travelled over.

fas, a. (from , priv. and fang, diffused), not diffuse,

not spread out, not gone over.

afted , a . (from ≈, priv. and fisadi, dilatable), not di-

latable, not capable of being enlarged or dilated upon,

not admiring of amplification.

aft , s. (from a, priv. and feet , amplification), non-

amplification, a want ofdetail ; a. free from detail or

amplification.
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GE.

fená, a. (from , priv. and fast , extended) , not extend-

ed, not spread out, not diffuse, concise .

fata , s. (from si, not extended), non-extension, a

not being spread out, conciseness.

afita, s. (from fat , not extended) , non- extension ,

a not being spread out, conciseness .

5, a. (from , priv. and frys, extended), unextended,

not enlarged , not spread out, not prolix , not diffuse.

35 , a. (from fas, unex'end 'd, and , the hand),

not having the hand open, close-fisted, not having the

hands extended.

aka, s. (from , priv. and f , a tremulous motion),

quietness, stillness , the absence of a tremulous motion ;

a. not tremulous.

, a. (from a, priv. and fg , clear), obscure, dark,

opake.

, s . (from , priv. and fat , the winnowing of

corn), the not winnowing of corn, the not separating

the refuse from what is good and useful,

ts, ɑ . (from , priv. and fas, winnowed), not

winnowed, not cleansed from adventitious things.

, s . (from , priv. and f , the exciting of a

thing), the not exciting or stirring up of a thing.

, a. (from , priv. and fat , exciteable) , un-

exciteable, incapable of being stimulated .

k , ɑ. (from , priv. and faÍ, excited) , unexcited,

not stimulated, not stirred up.

ff , s . (from a, priv. and f , excitation , the want

of stimulus or excitation ; a. destitute of excitation,

insensibility.

6 , a. (from , priv. and fæ , excitable), unexcita-

ble, incapable of being stimulated, not boasted.

fat, s . (from , priv. and fat, a boil), not a boil ;

a. free from boils .

, s. (from a, priv. and f , surprize), composure,

freedom from surprize or astonishment .

affas, a. (from , priv. and fafas, abounding

with astonishment) , not filled with astonishment or sur-

prize.

f , s. (from , priv. and fans, theforgetting ofa

thing), the not forgetting a thing.

adly, a. (from , priv . and fat , capable ofbeing

forgotten), not capable of being forgotten.

fa , a. (from , priv . and far, capable of being

forgotten , not capable of being forgotten .

fatú, a. (from a, priv. and fat , capable of being

forgotten), not capable of being forgotten.

অৰি,

afs, a . (from , priv. and f , astonished), not asto

nished.

f , a. (from , priv. and f³, forgotten), not forgot.

ten.

afs, s. (from a, priv. and fa , oblivion), the not for

getting of a thing, the absence of forgetfulness.

af , . (from , priv. and f , acquainted), not known,

not emboldened by trust or confidence .

faatī, s . (from , priv. and faxin, a good taste), a disa-

greeable taste ; a. not well tasted , destitute of relish,

not a good taste.

afat , a. from , priv. and f , tasting well), not

well tasted.

, a. (from , priv. and 3, tasted), not re-

lished, not agreeable to the taste.

aft, a. (from , priv. and fat , tasting), not afford

ing an agreeable relish.

, a. (from , priv, and fat , capable of being

relished) , incapable of being relished .

f , a. (from , priv. and fax , a bird), destitute of

birds.

f53, a. (from a, priv, and fa55, smitten), not injured ,

not killed, not taken.

afa , s. (from , priv . and f , a smiling), a noţ

smiting or killing.

fats, a. (from , priv. and fag¬¬19, vulnerable), in,

vulnerable, not liable to be killed , not deserving death,

afi , a. (from 5, priv . and fago , vulnerable), invul

nerable, not liable to be killed , not deserving death.

5 , 8. (from a, priv. and fag , a slayer), one who

does not injure or kill another.

fa , s . (from , priv. and fax , a walkingfor pla

sure), the not walking for pleasure, a not enjoying the

pleasures of life.

afiad , a. (from , priv. and faxada, capable ofbeing

an object of enjoyment , incapable of being pursued as

an enjoyment, incapable of being enjoyed as the ob-

ject of a walk or ride.

fa , a. (from , priv. and fag , capable ofbeing an

object of enjoyment), incapable of being made an ob

ject of enjoyment, incapable of being enjoyed as the

object of a walk or ride.

afaga, s. (from , priv. and faza, gladness), cheerless-

ness, gloom, want of cheerfulness..

รfcaì?, ɑ. (from , priv. and faxЯª, risible), not laugh.

able, not an object of sport or laughter, not ridicul

ous.

TI
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37.

, . (from , priv. and fan , ridiculed), not ri-

diculed , not laughed at.

af , s . (from , priv. and fats, a walking for pleasure),

the not walking or riding for pleasure.

THeizē, a. (from ≈, priv. and fagtze, walking for plex-

sure), not walking or riding for pleasure ; s. one who

does not walk or ride for pleasure.

îc , a. (from I, priv. and fatfag, walking for plea-

sure , not walking or riding for pleasure.

xt , a. (from a, priv. and fact , capable of being en-

joyed), incapable of being enjoyed as the object of a

walk or ride.

fit , s. (from , priv. and fat , ridicule), the absence

of ridicule or laughter.

tai, a. (from a, priv. and fat , ridiculous), not ri-

diculous, not proper to be laughed at.

f , a. (from , pris . and fa , glud), not glad, gloo-

my, melancholy.

, a. (from a, priv. and fag , overcome by fear or

distress), not violently agitated by fear or distress , self-

possessed.

1 , s . (from afaza, not vio’ently agitated) , self-pos-

session, calmness, freedom from agitation.

8. (from af , not violently agitated) , self- pos-

session, calmness, freedom from agitation.

ail, s. from a , to keep), a woman in her courses.

TÌEX, 4, (fiom ¤, priv. and sæ, surveying ), not nicely

surveying or examining a thing.

4, s. (rom , priv. and 4, the looking at a thing ,

the not looking at a thing, the not surveying a thing.

crisis, a. (from a, priv . and aid , capable ofbeing sur-

reyed , not capable ofbeing surveyed or gazed at.

faz, ɑ. (from , priv. and 3, surveyed), not survey-

ed, unsurveyed, not viewed, not looked at.

ifs, a. (from , prio. and Afs, a wave), free from waves,

still.

, s. (from , p' iv . and i , a hero), a woman who has

neither husband nor son.

, s. (from , priv, and us, courage), want ofcourage

or heroism, cowardice ; a. destitute of courage.

tut, a. (from , priv. and af , courageous),

not courageous, not heroic, dastardly, cowardly.

, a. (from , priv. and 4 to know), stupid, sense-

less.

8. (from , priv. and 5, understood), the want of in-

tellect, a want of ideas ; a. unknown, not acquainted

with a fact, ignorant.

67.

was, a . (from ¤, prir . and fa, intellect), destitute of in-

tellect, idiot, simple, foolish.

>

fat , a. (from , priv. and fat , exercising the

understanding), not making use of the understanding,

not intelligent, inconsiderate.

aff , a. (from , not preceded by the under-

standing, and atfe , acting), not exercising the under-

standing, acting without reflection, inconsiderate, un-

reflecting.

, a. (from , priv . and , wise), unwise, not

of clear intellect.

, s. (from , priv. and a, wisdom), want of wisdom ;

a . ignorant.

, a. (from , priv. and arata, coming to a person's

knowledge), not coming to the knowledge of a person .

WISH, a. (from , priv. and 15 , an appetiteforfood),

destitute ofappetite.

71

42

1, s. (from , priv. and 1 , an appetite), a want of

appetite.

, a. (from , priv. and f , hungered after ,

not hungered after, not desired as an article of food .

a . (from , priv. and T4, hungry) , not hungry, not

ravenous, not eager for food.

981018

1616

222

a. (from , priv. and 5 , a desire of know-

ledge), destitute of a desire for knowledge, destitute of

a desire to understand.

2 2 , 8. (from , priv. and , a desire ofknow-

ledge), the want of a desire to know, the want of an

inclination to understand.

53, a. (from 3, priv. and f , sought as an ob

ject ofknowledge), not sought as an object of the un-

derstanding.

156 , a. from , priv. and desirous ofknowing),

incurious, not inquisitive, not desiring to understand

or know.

JF, a. (from , friv. and F, a tree), destitute of trees.'

, a. (from , priv. and 3 , hair), destitute ofhair,

sinless, not curved, or bent.

73, a . (from A, priv. and 73, appointed , not chosen, not

prepared, not appointed to a sacrificial act, not covered

or skreened, not defended .

, a. (from 3, priv. and to, the particulars of an

affair), unaccompanied by a detail of circumstances.

af , s. (from , priv. and af , properly), the want of pro-

perty, poverty ; a. destitute of property, poor, needy.

fs, a. (from , priv. and 3, drawn bygain),

not drawn by interest or hope ofgain.
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WIT. atr.

a, ,az , a . (from , priv . and , increased , not increased, a . (from a, priv, and castītz, swift), slow, tardy,

not enlarged, not grown old.

asa, s. (from ï, priv. and q , increase), a want of in-

crease ; a. destitute ofincrease or enlargement.

afa , a. (from , priv. and , increase , not bearing

interest.

1 , a. (from , priv. and 75, a ƒ otsta’k), destitute of a

pedicel, sessile, destitute of a peduncle.

a , s. (from a, priv, and ₹ 8, rain), a want of rain, a

defect of rain, drought.

, a. (from , priv. and e, great), not large , small,

unimportant.

THE, ɑ. (from , prep. and to see), viewing, ex ?-

mining ; s. one who views or examines.

E , s. (from , prep. and 4, the seeing of a thing),

the surveying of a thing, inspection .

অবেক্ষণকারক, a . ( from অৱক্ষণ, an examining, and কারক, do-

ing), examining, viewing, surveying s. one who exa-

mines or surveys.

অবেক্ষণকারী, a. (from অবেক্ষণ , an examining, and কারিন, do-

ing), examining, viewing, surveying.

অবেক্ষণজন্য,41, a. (from 4, an examining, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from examining or sur-

veying.

QlTHAFFI, ad. (loc. case of E45 ), for the sake ofview-

ing or examining, for the purpose of surveying.

অবেক্ষণ নিমিত্তক , a. (from সবেক্ষণ , an examining, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from viewing or examining ;

ad. from or because of surveying or examining.

জাৰক্ষণনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from অবেক্ষণ , an examining , and নির্মিত,

a cause), for the purpose of surveying or examining.

ld , a. from II , an examining, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from examining or survey-

ing ; ad. from or because of viewing or examining.

অবেক্ষণহেতুক, a. (from অবেক্ষণ , an examining, and হেতু, a

cause), caused by or arising from examining or survey-

ing ; ad. from or because of viewing or examining.

to see), capable of be-, a. (from , prep. and

ing closely inspected .

, s. (from , prep. and F, to see), attention, en-

gagedness of mind, inspection.

was , a. (from , prep. and 3, seen) , inspected, sur-

veyed.

st, a . (from , priv. and cast, celerity), slow, without

speed.

st31, s . (from rast, slow), slowness, want of speed or

swiftness.

not swift.

, a. (from a, priv. and cafstą, swift), slow, tardy, not

swift.

Jezdt, a. (from 5, priv. and cat, a tail of hair) , not hav-

ing the hair tied into a tail, wearing the hair plain or

unornamented.

DAGI, s. (from ¤, priv. and 1737, wages), a want of wa

ges , the not hiring ofa person ; a . destitute of wages,

not hired.

TAP, a . (from a, priv. and (737, wages), not serving

for wages, not working for hire .

, a. (from , priv. and casat , receiving wa

ges), not receiving wages, not working for hire.

II), s. (from ¤, priv. and cay, one who knows) , one who

is ignorant of a particular thing, an ignorant person.

, a. (from , priv. and ca51, a perceiving), not know-

ing or perceiving.

Q153), 8. (from I, prio. and ca571, perception), the want

of sensation or perception.

, a. (from , priv. and candy, perceptible), imper-

ceptible, not distinguishable by the senses, insensible.

, . (from , priv, and c , an altar), destitute of

altars, destitute of religious columns.

অিেদতব্য,fas , a. (from , priv. and fasa , perceptible), imper-

ceptible, not distinguishable by the senses.

TW, a. (from , priv. and I, perceptible), impercep

tible, not distinguishable by the senses.

, a. (from , priv. and c , time), not confined to

time, shoreless, unlimited.

TH , S. (from , priv. and T , time), the want of time,

a deficiency in the tides, the want of a boundary or li

mit.

t, a. (from , priv , and cat, dress), destitute of dress

or embellishment.

, a. (from A, priv. and c , a house), destitute ofa

house or habitation .

atsafe, a. (from , priv. and taa , applying to two

or more purposes), not admitting of being used indiffer-

ently in more senses than one, not admitting of a vari

ous application, not optional.

atzæmi, a. (from □, priv . and tea , discomposure), free

from confusion, free from discomposure, free from dis

tortion.

stad, a. (from &, priv . and træ , the Hindos paradise),

destitute of the Hindoo paradise, having no share in

the Hindoo paradise,
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atx.

st , a. (from ¤, priv. and teq54, transformalion) , free-

dom from transformation , freedom from transmutation

or change , unconnected with transformation or change,

not connected with depravity.

at , s . (from , priv. and ta , confusion ), freedom

from confusion or discomposure ; a. free from confusi-

on or discomposure.

atagal, s. (from , priv. and t1947, a contrariety of qua

hty), consistency, uniformity, a simlarity of qualities ;

a. freefrom contrariety or diversities of quality, consis-

tent.

a , s. (from , priv. and tas , learning), igno-

rance, want of learning ; a. destitute of literature, un-

learned .

, s . (from a, prio. and tafs , varie'y), a want of

variety, uniformity, sameness ; a. destitute of variety

or ornament.

strut, a. (from , priv. and tags , a flag); destitute

of a flag.

ate, a. (from , priv. and tafa , a player on the lute),

destitute of performers on the lute .

ata , 8. (from , priv. and trзur, fa'sehood), truth,

righteousness, accuracy, genuineness ; a . free from false-

hood or inaccuracy .

stat, a. (from , priv. and tas , the river ofthe

Hindoo hell), destitute of the infernal river.

atste, a. (from ☎, priv. and testfax, one whose office

it is to awaken a prince), destitute of an officer to

awaken by songs and music.

, s. (from , priv. and tag , excessive thirst), free-

dom from excessive thirst ; a. not troubled with exces

sive thirst.

, s. (from , priv, and ts , acuteness), want of

learning, want of acuteness or wit ; a. dull, unlearned,

destitute of literary knowledge, destitute of wit or

acuteness.

fa , a. (from , priv. and tafa , belonging to the

veda), not belonging to the veda.

atai, 8, (from a, priv. and tan learning), want of

learning, want of wisdom ; a. destitute of learning.

at , s. (from a, priv. and teū , a physician ), one who is

not a physician, a quack doctor ; a . destitute of physi-

cians.

stas, a. (from a, priv. and tara, belonging to the

ved ), heterodox, not contained in or warranted by

the veda,

aTT.

atxt, a. (from a, priv. and fa , a law) , without legal au

thority, illegal, unwarranted.

ata , s. (from ta, unwarranted, and , an acti

on), superstition , an action for which there is no war-

raut.

atatere, a . (from atak, unwarranted, and 7, an acti-

on), superstitious , acting unwarrantably.

atzteiì, a . (from ætaâ, illegal, and ☎ifa , acting) , acting

without legal authority, acting illegally, superstitious.

at , a. (from , priv . and tags, widowhood), not in a

state ofwidowhood, not adhering to the duties of wi-

dowhood.

atatú , a. (from ¤, priv . and tet , heretical), not here-

tical, not applied to an unnatural orimproper purpose,

sta , a. (from ate , illegal, and , injuring ,

committing unlawful injuries, oppressing.

atrafen , s. (from ta , illegal, and fa , injury), op-

pression, rapine, illegal injury.

atzak•f53, d. (from tz , illegal, and ff , injured),

illegally injured, oppressed.

aatft , s . (from , priv. and tatt , destructive), not

an atheist ; a. not destructive, not ruinous, free from

atheists.

ats , s. (from , priv. and tear, contrariety), the

absence of contrariety or opposition ; a. not contrary,

free from opposition or contrariety.

ata , s. (from a, priv . and tax , greatness), a want of

greatness or importance ; a. destitute ofimportance or

greatness.

ata , s. (from , priv. and terms, a diversity ofconser

quence), the non-existence of any contrariety or differ-

ence of consequence or effect ; a. answering the same

purpose, producing the same result.

ata , s. (from 1, priv. and tas, a change ofcolour),

the non-existence of a change of colour or character ;

a. unchanging..

atas, a. (from , priv. and tas, the regent ofdeath),

deathless.

ata:tfee, a. (from , priv. and teate, marrigeable),

not in such a relation as to admit of marriage, not mar-

riageable.

atasa, s. (from , priv. and t754, grandeur), a want of

grandeur or glory, a want of dominion ; a not grand or

powerful.

ata , s. (from , priv. and tax , aversion) , the ab

sence of aversion or dislike ; a . free from aversion or

dislike.

A a
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att.

ateria, a. (from a, priv. and tææt , belonging to a mo-

ther-in-law ), not belonging to a mother-in-law,

Gilahay, s. (from a, priv. and taxaṛ, a step-mother's

son), not the son of a step-mother.

zata , a. (from , priv. and text , belonging to a

divine car), not pertaining to the chariot of the gods.

atæ , s. (from &, priv. and tea , aversion , the ab-

sence of aversion ; a , free from aversion.

stagi, s. (from , priv. and tagur, futility), the absence

offutility or vanity ; a. free from futility or uselessness.

atauta , s. (from , priv. and taṣtæa , a grammarian),

one who is not a grammarian ; a . destitute of gramma-

riaus.

&tam, s. (from a, priv. and tëøtɗ , zeal) , want of zeal

or eagerness ; a. destitute of zeal, indifferent.

tasty , a. (from a, priv. and tai , tigership), not ti-

ger-like.

ataifa , a . (from , priv. and teṛtfaæ, belɔnging to

Vyasa), not having the characters of the writings of

Vyasa.

ata, s. (from , prir. and tax, enmity), freedom from

enmity, the absence of enmity ; a. freefrom enmity, not

acting a hostile part.

QTTICH), a. (from a, priv. and tax , practising enmi-

ty), not acting the part of an enemy.

ataset , a. (from , priv. and taxat , practising enmi

ty), not practising enmity.

ataṛæ , s. (from a, priv. and tea , practising enmity),

not practising enmity, not acting the part ofan enemy.

ata , s. (from a, priv. and tax , disgust), the absence

of disgust ; a. free from disgust.

atz31, s. (from atas, free from enmity), freedom from

enmity, the absence of hostility.

ata, s. (from ata , free from enmity), freedom from

enmity, the absence of hostility.

at115|7, s. (from tea, freedom from enmity, and st³, a

condition), freedom from enmity.

অৰৈয়শুদ্ধি, s . ( from সবৈর, freedom from enmity , and শুদ্ধি,

purity), a want of purity from enmity.

stiga , s. (from a, priv. and taça , a disagreeable taste),

freedom from a disagreeable flavour ; a. free from a

disagreeable flavour.

atzatsiì, a. (from ¤, priv, and taatista, free from passion),

not free from passion ; s. not a viragee or religious

mendicant,

atat , s. (from , priv. and tags , freedomfrom pas-

sion), the absence of freedom from passion.

atafa1, s. (from

tility.

জৰো,

taf , not hostile), the absence of hos

atafa , s. (from at , not hostile), the absence of hos

tility.

at , a. (from a, priv, and tf , hostile) , uot hostile, not

in enmity.

ata , s. (from , priv. and ta , deformity), freedom

from deformity; a. free from deformity.

ata , s. (from , priv. and t , difference of cha

racter), a want of difference in character or quali

ty.

ata , s. (from , priv. and tau, belonging to the wood

apple , not belonging to the wood apple, (Egle marme-

los.)

atta, a. (from , priv . and text , the name ofa month),

destitute of the month Vishakha.

ata , s. (from , priv. and teft , excellence), want of

excellence, want of distinction , want of peculiarity ; a.

destitute of any distinguishing property.

atafa , a. (from , priv and taifa , distinguishing),

undistinguishing, indiscriminate, not belonging to the

Visheshika philosophy.

ata , a. (from , priv. and t , a man ofthe trading

cluss), destitute of men of the trading and agricultural

class.

att , a. (from , priv. and tag, fire), destitute of

fire.

ata , s. (from a, priv. and tea , a calamity), freedom

from uncommon calamity, free from great calamity,

freedom from inequality or unevenness.

stava, a. (from , priv. and time, a disciple of Vishnoo) ,

free from the followers of Vishnoo.

atanyfaæ, s. (from , priv. and trafa , a present at

the dismissal of a guest), the neglect of a present at the

dismissal of a guest ; a. not attended with a present at

dismissal.

t , a . (from ¬, priv, and cat , comprehensible), in-

comprehensible by the understanding.

wata, a. (from ™, priv. and cata, understanding), senseless,

dull, stupid, ignorant ; s. want of understanding.

Iø, a. (from ¤, priv. and catae, making known ), not

informing, not making known, not conveying the know-

ledge of a thing.

Atiætzæ, a. (from a, priv. and catataæ, exercising judg-

ment), not exercising judgment, not knowing, not pro-

ducing conviction.

সৰেধিকারী, a. (from অ, priv. and ৰোধকারিন, exercising

1

1
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•

judgment), not exercising judgment, not knowing, not

producing conviction.

ts , a. (from , priv. and catst , comprehensible),

incomprehensible, beyond the reach ofthe understand-

ing.
1

utaitāmē, ɑ. (from , priv. and c☎îñãæ, producing con-

viction), not producing conviction, not producing know

ledge or sensations, producing a want of understand-

ing.

TIES , a. (from MTT, a want of understanding, and

, producible), producible by or arising from a want

of understanding or knowledge.

sar, ad. (loc. case of 8 ), for want of know-

ledge or understanding.

&ata, s. (from &, priv. and c , the understanding of ||

a thing), the not understanding a thing, the not com-

prehending a thing.

অৰোধনিমিত্তক, a . (from সৰোধ, ৫ want ofunderstanding, and

fa , a cause , caused by or arising from a want of un-

derstanding or knowledge ; ad. from or because of a

want of understanding or knowledge.

aretafafarz, ad. (from ta, a want of understanding,

and faf , a cause), for want of understanding or know-

ledge.

ty, a. (from , priv. and catata, comprehensible),

incomprehensible by the understanding.

Q71.

, a. (from the moon, and , to be produced , pro

duced from the moon , Bruhma.

13, a. (from . the moon, and Hts, born), produced

from the moon, Bruhma.

sta, s. (from , the lotus, and fa, pudendum), one

of the names of Bruhma who is fabled to have been

produced from the lotus.

, s. (from , the moon), a bed of Nymphæas.

অভিদীপতি, s . ( from অভিনী, a bed ofNymphaeas, and পতি, a

lord), the sun.

ah, s. (from 4, water, and 1, to give), a year, an æras

a cloud.

fa, s . (from , water, and 1 , to contain), the sea, a re-

ceptacle of water.

5, s. (from t, water, and §, to nourish), a cloud.

, a. (from , priv. and 15, perceived), unperceived,

imperceptible, indistinct, latent, vague, unintelligible,

inarticulate. In the Sankya philosophy, God, the cause

of the universe,

WG , s. (from F, unevident, and f ), an action):

the proof of a problem by an algebraic operation.

, s. (from us, unevident, and t , a colour), an

indistinct or obscure colour, illegible letters.

augais, a . ( from a , imperceptible, and at&, passion),

harbouring secret anger or revenge ; s. secret anger,

tf , s. (from 1 , unevident, aud af , a heap), in

algebra an unknown number, or an indistinct quantity.

QUAT , s. (from , unevident, and ¤ , equality), in

algebra, an equation of unknown qualities.

, ad. (loc. case of

, a. (from at , a want ofunderstanding, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from a want of

understanding or knowledge ; ad. from or because of

the want of understanding or conviction .

stafafts, a. (from , priv. and caff , possessed of , a. from , prip. and

understanding), not possessed of understanding or con-

-viction, ignorant.

Hatays, a. (from , prir. and cat , connected with

knowledge), not connected with conviction or under-

standing, ignorant.

sts , a . (from I , a want ofunderstanding, and

( a cause), caused by or arising from a want of un-

derstanding or conviction ; ad. from or because of the

want of understanding or knowledge.

5, a. (from , priv. and cis, made known), not

made to understand or comprehend a thing, not put in

possession ofideas upon a subject.

s. (from , water, and , to be produced), the moon,

a conch, the name of a tree, (Barringtonia acu(angula),

Dhanwantree, the physician of the gods ; a lotus,

(Nymphaea Lotus), a thousand millions,.

ent,

2

), imperceptibly, underhand,

is eager) , not eager, indiffer ,

de, a. (from , priv, and fog, zealous-hearted).

not zealous hearted, not eager, indifferent .

, s. (from , priv. and us, eagerness), want of zeal

or eagerness .

QUIKA, §. (from 7, priv. and 7157, afan), a thing not used

as a fan ; a. destitute of a fan.
•

, a. (from 5, priv. and a , giving effect to), giv-

ing effect to any thing with which it is united , not pro-

ducing, not exciting, not making evident or clear.

QUA, $ (from ¤, priv. and T, a consonant), a letter

which is not a consonant, an article of food which is

not a consiment or sauce ; a. destitute of sauce .

auc, s. (frop) si, priv. fa, prep. and , an egg), the

name of a plant, (Carpopogon pruriens. )

aufera, s. (from , prie, and afsa, transgression), not

A a 2
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a transgression or excess, not an inverted or retrograde

order, not inversion, not opposition or contrariety.

Custo, a . (from a, priv. and viis, excepted), not except-

ed, not past or gone.

GI , s. (from a, priv. and 131 , retrograde order), the

absence ofinversion or retrograde order, not excepted,

not inverted , not contrary .

, a . (from , priv. and 74 , pain) , painless, free from

pain.

suusty, a. (from a priv. and us, sensible to pain), in-

sensible to pain .

, s. (from , priv . and Tru , pain), the absence of

pain.

afts, a. (from , priv. and fus , pained), not pained.

at , a. (from ™, priv. and 1 , a thing interpos-

2

ed), not having any thing interposed, not having any

thing between.

GazĦty, s. (from a, priv . and unig, a trade), the want

of a trade or occupation ; a . not having a trade or pro-

fession."

অব্যবসায়কারক, a. (from অ, priv. and বাসায়করিক, engaged

in trade), not following any trade or profession.

CTT, a cause), caused by or arising from want of trade

or occupation ; ad. from or because ofthe want of trade

or occupation.

অাসীয়াকা ' , s . ( from অব্যব সায়, freedomfrom employment,

and it , desire), a wish to retire from business or

practice, the absence of a desire for a trade or pro-

fession.

vitet , a. (from aty, freedomfrom employment,

and fg , desirous , desirous ofretiring from busi-

ness or trade, not desirous of trade or employment.

antys , s. (from wig, not practising) , the not

practising or following a trade or profession.

arantia , &. (from fr , not practising) , the not

practising or following of a trade or profession.

tì, a. (from ¤, priv . and waafia,following a pro-

fession), not following a profession or calling.

অ্যবসায়েছ' , s . ( from অৰ্যৱসায় , freedom from employment,

and , desire), a wish to retire from business or trade,

the absence of a desire for trade.

, a. (from ty, freedom from employment,

and 8 , desirous), desirous of retiring from business or

trade, not desirous of trade or employment.

qwantṣēt?, a . (from ♥, prid. and Tizatṣøtfaa, engaged || ti , a. (from aunts, freedom from employment,

in trade), not following any trade or professiou.

antas, a. (from ty, not an employment, and

, producible), producible by or arising from being

without a trade or employment.

to , ad. (loc . case of it ), for the pur

pose of being free from trade or occupation .

same, a. (from it , freedom from employ-

ment, and fa , a cause ), caused by or arising from

being without an occupation ; ad. from or because of

being without an occupation.

serstofaface, ud. (from awzaty, want ofoccupation, and

fa , a cause), for the sake of being free from trade or

occupation.

םיד
Gate , a. (from ty, want of occupation , and

caused ly), caused by or arising from the want of

a trade or occupation ; ad. from or because of the want

of a trade or occupation.

natate, a. (from , priv, and antofafts , posses-

sed of occupation), not in trade, nct occupied in any

pursuit.

tw , a. (from , priv. and , connected

with an occupation), not connected with a trade or oc

cupation, unemployed.

Qvitatsies , a. (from aty, want ofoccupation, and

and , desirous ), desirous of retiring from business

or trade, not desirous of trade or employment.

ATTH, ɑ. (from A, priv. and …, a rule), irregular,

without rule or order.

, s. (from , priv. and T , a rule), the want of

laws or regulations.

TE, a. (from , priv. and , making laws),

not making laws or regulations, not legislating.

If , a . (from , priv. and 3, regulated), not re-

gulated, undisciplined, not put in order.

te, a. (from af , not regulated, and fo ,

the heart), of an irregular mind, of unregulated heart.

, a. (from , prir. and a , practicable),

impracticable as a line of conduct.

at , s. (from ≈, priv. and w † , cus'om), not a cus

tom orcommon line ofconduct, an improper custom or

line of conduct ; 7. obsolete, uncommon.

, a . (from , priv and t , practising), not

practising or doing things as a custom or common

practice.

aaragtaæize, a. (from , priv . and træt , practising

as a custom`, not doing things customarily, doing things

which ought not to be customarily practised.

অব্যবহারকারী, a . (from স, price and ব্যবহারকারিন, practising
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as a custom), not doing a thing customarily, doing things

which ought not to be customarily practised.

SUTTİ?THI, a. (from &UTNI, not a custom, and 5 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that which is not

a castom or which is unfit for general practice.

জবাবহারজন্যে, ad. (be case of অব্যবহারজন্য) , for the sake of

what is not a customary thing, for the sake of what is

unfit to be commonly practised.

æææetzfafase, a. (from at , not a custom, and fife,

a cause), caused by or arising from what is not com-

monly practised, caused by or arising from what is un-

fit to be commonly practised ; ad. from or because of

what is not a custom or what ought not to be custom-

arily practised.

অব্যবহারনিমিত্তে, ad . ( from সব্যবহার, not a custom, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , for the purpose of what is not a custom, or is

unfit to be generally practised.

অব্যবহারপুযুক্ত , a . (from অব্যবহার, not a custom, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from what is not a

custom, or is unfit to be generally practised ; ad. from

or because of what is not a custom or of what is unfit

for general practice.

str, a. (from , priv. and tutsti, proper as

ageneral custom), unfit to be practised as a custom or

habit.

অব্যবহারহেতুক, a . ( from অব্যবহার, not a custom, and হেত,

a cause), caused by or arising from what is not a cus-

tom or which ought not to be commonly practised ; ad.

from or because of what is not customary or of what

ought not to be commonly practised.

quwigs, a. (from , priv. and

tom , not proper to be practised

axle, fit to be a cus-

as a custom.

tf , a custom), notfs, a. (from , priv. and

brought into common use.

quaxis, a. (from a, priv. and fi , acting custo-

marily), not acting customarily, not generally practis-

ing.

, a. (from a, priv. and azt , a custom ), unfit

to be brought into common use.

1, s. (from t , unfit to be done as a cus-

tom), the circumstance of a thing's being unfit to be

done as a general practice, impracticability.

FUTIÚI, s. (from waagtás, unfit to be done as a custom),

the circumstance of a thing's being unfit to be done as

a general practice, impracticability.

, a. (from , priv. and f³, interposed), not in-

terposed, next, immediate

et .

, a. (from , prin. and 25, commonly used) , not

commonly used, not practised.

fut , a. (from , pris. and fata, the subject of

action), not the subject of common use, not in use.

afsata, s. (from , priv. and fests, a straying , the

not departing or wandering from its proper object or

owner, the absence of adultery or whoredom,

aufestes , a. (from sasta, a not straying, and ,

producible , producible by or arising from not depart-

ing from its proper owner or situation, arising from the

absence of adultery.

অব্যভিচারজন্যে , (ad. loc. case of অব্যভিচার জন্য) , for the purpose

of a person or thing's not departing from its proper

owner or place.

অধ্যতিচারনিমিত্তক, a. ( from সব্যভিচার , a not straying, and

faf , a cause), caused by or arising from a person or

thing's not leaving its proper owner or place ; ad. from

or because of a person or thing's not leaving its proper

owner or place.

অব্যভিচারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from সব্যভিচার, a not straying, and

fafa , a cause), for the purpose of a person or thing's

not departing from its proper place or owner.

festas, a. (from safest , a not straying, and 5,

caused by), caused by or arising from a person or thing's

not departing from its proper place or owner ; ad. from

or because of a person or thing's not departing from

its proper owner or place.

aufsstasy, a. (from aufsatz, a not straying, and L,

-a cause , caused by or arising from a person or thing's

not departing from itsproper place or owner ; ad. from

or because of a person or thing's not departing from its

proper place or owner.

fest , a . fiom , priv. and so , straying), not

erring or straying, not going from its owner, not com-

mitting adultery or fornication.

afsofa , s. (from festa, no! straying), a not de-

parting from its proper place or owner, the not com

mitting adultery or fornication.

aufsofa , s. (from wustiky, not straying), a not wan-

dering from its proper place or owner, a not commit-

ting adultery or fornication .

Ug, a. (from ≈, prir. and I, what passes away), undi-

minishable, (in grammar) indeclinable.

az , a. (from , priv. and f , expending), not expend.

ing, not wasting or decaying, ( in grammar), indeclinable.

, 8. (from az , indeclinable, and 17, a conditi

on), an indeclinable compound word.
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, a. (from , priv. and zú, in rain) infallible, effi-

cacious.

ana , s. (from , not in vain, and zter, a word),

effectual words or sentences, words which are not use-

less or vain.

1ứaata, e. (from 7 , not in vain , and I, an aim),

aiming surely, guessing surely, infallible.

, a. (from , priv. aud zj , a disagreeable

thing), not painful, not displeasing, not reverse or con-

trary, not improper, not strange, not addicted to un-

natural crimes.

7 , s. (from ☎, priv . and , a vice), the absence of

vice or misfortune.

Qat, a. (from , priv. and af , vicious), not vicious,

pot involved in misfortune or calamity.

, a. (from , priv. and , separated), not separated,

not decompounded, not

not decomposed.

13 , s. (from

reduced to simple elements,

, not decompounded, and Я , a word),

a word which is not decompounded or reduced to its

simple elements ; a. not composed of unconnected

words.

WH , «. (from a, priv. and riæ , evident), not clear,

not evident.

tätsta , a. (from ≈, priv. and attīstas, included in´a

declaration), not included in a declaration or expositi-

on, not written in unintelligible or a foreign language.

ta, a. (from , priv. and at , delay), not delaying.

Guts, ad. (loc . case of art ), immediately, without de-

lay.

cute, a. (from a, priv. and utt , pervading), not diffus-

ing itself through a mass, not pervading a thing, not

overspreading.

zitЯ31, s. (from cut , not diffusing), the not diffus-

ing of itself through a thing, a not pervading.

te , s. (from war , not diffusing), the not diffusing

of itselfthrough a thing, a not pervading.

teta, a. (from , priv. and † , action) , not fit to

be practised ; s. want of practice, the not engaging in

a thing.

saint, a. (from , priv. and af , diffusing), not per-

vading, not overspreading or diffusing itself,

at , a. (from , priv . and arte, pervaded), not pervaded

with, not diffused over.

, s. (from , priv. and fe , diffusion), non-diffu-

sion, the not affecting of an argument.

, . (from , riv, and 1 , capable ofbeing uni-

versally affected with), incapable of being affected by

a thing, not meeting the whole of a circumstance.

ut , a. (from' , priv. and art , distinguishing) , not

distinguishing one thing from another.

te , 8. (from atas, not distinguishing), a not dis-

tinguishing things which differ.

ata , s. (from art , not distinguishing), a notdis-

tinguishing things which differ.

autactfiæ, a. (from ¤, priv. and astaxtiæ, customary), not

customary, not in common use .

f , s. (from , priv. and Ariz , distinction), the want

of distinction between things.

t , a . (from a, priv. and II, smitten), uot smitten,

not plagued, not interrupted, not faulty.

tests, a. (from 3, not injured, and sifs, a pace),

not faulty in bis motion or paces.

wastegates, a. (from autg³, not injured, and af , a

zoord), not hesitating or stammering in speech.

tot , a. (from wastes, not injured, and i, a com-

mand), not giving useless or ineffectual orders.

fs, s. (from , priv. and artsfs, an interruption), the

absence of obstacles or interruption ,

, s . (from priv. and T , skill), want of skill,

want of eminence.

, a. (from , priv, and red , skilled), unskilled,

not eminent,

4 , s. (from , priv. and 5, a religious vow), the not

engaging in religious vows, destitute of religious vows,

, s. (from , priv. andH , properfor a brahmun),

sacred, not to be killed,

Hd, 8. (from , priv. and 4, a brahmun), a defect

ofbrahmuns, one who is not a brahmun ; a. destitute

of brahmans.

34 , a. (from , priv. and F , speaking), not speak,

ing, not articulating, infant, unable to speak.

Fid, a. (from I, priv, and cta, speaking), infant.

5F, a. (from , priv. and 55, devoted to) , not devoted

to, not divided or shared.

sfs, s. (from 3, priv. and SF, devotedness), want of de-

votedness, want of faith, ungodliness.

asfsænge, a. (from , priv. and sfseta , acting faith ,

not exercising faith or devotedness.

asfart, a. (from , priv, and set , exercisingfaith,

not exercising faith or devotedness.

Wfsta , a. (fiom , prie. and Ef*550, causing faith),

not causing faith or devotedness.

WfFGH, 4. (from F, a want offaith, and , produ
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cible), producible by or arising from a want of faith or

devotedness.

falu, ad. (loc. case of 5F51), for the want of faith

or devoteduess.

ffas , a. (from
, a want offaith, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from want of faith or de-

votedness ; ad. from or because of a want of faith or

devotedness.

অডডিসিসিত্তে, ad . (from সভক্তি, a want of faith , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), from the want of faith or devotedness.

asf3985, a. (from 5s , a want offaith, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from want of faith or devot-

edness; ad. from or because ofthe want of faith or de-

votedness.

sfsfcft , a . (from , priv. and fast , possessed of

devotion), not possessed of faith or devotedness.

assat , a. (from efs , want of devotion), ungodly, un-

believing.

afsus, ɑ. (from a, priv. and SF, joined to devoted-

ness), not connected with devotedness or faith.

5 , a. (from , priv. and off , inclined to de-

votedness), not inclined to religious devotedness of

mind, not inclined to implicit faith, ungodly.

cassie, a. (from 3 , a want offaith, and 155, a

cause , caused by or arising from want of faith or de-

votedness ; ad. from or because ofa want of faith or de-

votedness.

WIT, ɑ. (from , priv. and 5 , an eater), destitute of

eaters, not eating.

4041, s. (from , priv. and 4, a meal), the not eating

of a thing; a. destitute of a meal.

41 , a. (from , priv. and SF , estable), not eatable,

unfit to be eaten.

53, a. (from , priv. and f3, eaten), not eaten.

551, a. (from , priv. and 5 , eatable), not eatable,

unfit to be eaten.

155553, a. (from 5 , unfit to be eaten, and **, eat-

ing), eating what is unlawful or otherwise unfit to be

eaten .

Zīd, s. (from S , unfit to be eaten, and 4, an

eating), the eating of what is unlawful or otherwise un-

fit to be eaten .

, a. (from a, priv. and sЯ, broken), unbroken, whole,

entire.

Tez, 8. (from a, priv. and sg, dissoluble), indissoluble,

not tending to moulder or fall to pieces.

অভ.

57, s. (from , priv . and 557, worship), the neglect of

worship, the want of worship or due respect.

asazia, a. (from a, priv. and sit , worthy ofrespect);

unworthy of respect or worship.

SHatt, d. (from , priv. and 551ata, receiving worship);

not receiving worship or respect.

5 , a. (from , priv. and 34, good), not good, evil, bad,

unfavourable .

53 , s . (from 5 , not good), badness, the want of

goodness.

8. from , not good), baduess, the want of good-

ness.

, a. (from , priv. and s ,fit to exist), unseemly, un-

comely, unfit to exist.

731 , s. (from 4, unseemly), unseemliness, uncome."

liness, unfitness to be or exist.

, s. (from 5 , unseemly , unseemliness, uncomeli-

ness, unfitness to be or exist.

xt , a. (from 51, unfit to be, and at , a king), su-

preme in what ought not to be, supremely awkward or

clownish ; s . a stupid clown .

SIN , a. (from su, unseemly, and ctata, a crest ,

exceedingly clownish or awkward.

, s. (from a, priv . and 51, danger), security.

te, a. (from 7, security, and at , making),

causing security, removing danger or fear.

asyat , a. (from , priv. and Spa, affrighting), not

causing alarm or insecurity, procuring security.

SIS, a. (from , priv, and s , causing fear), mak-

ing safe or secure, not affrighting.

sp , a. (from , priv. and 53, terrific), not terrific,

not alarming.

ASIGIT, a. (from 7, s'fety, and , causing , not

creating fear or alarm, procuring or causing security.

541, a. (from 7, security, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from security, or the absence of

danger.

sp , ad. (loc. case of 1), for the purpose of sc-

curity or freedom from danger.

asgfaface, a. (from 5 , security, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from security or freedom from

danger ; ad. from or because of security or freedom

from danger.

asyfaface, ad. (from 37, security, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose of security or freedom from danger.

™ , ɑ. (from , safety, and 1, to give), giving secu-

rity, giving safety.
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synta, s. (from 1, security, and † , ■ gift , the

bestowment of security.

antal , s . (from 5 , safety, and t , a girer), one who stiff , a . (from tsts, ill fortune, and fatal, poiবিশিষ্ট,

bestows security.
sessed of, unfortunate, involved in misfortune.

ts , a. (from ts , ill fortune, and 55 , indicaly

ing , indicating misfortune or ill luck.

astsinege, a. (from tπ , ill fortune, and 3. a cause), !

caused by or arising from misfortune or bad luck ; ad.

from or because of misfortune or ill luck.

ast , a. (from , priv . and S†57, a vessel , unfit to be

trusted with a thing, unfit to receive a favour or sustaig

an office, unfit, unworthy.

, a. (from 54, safety, and ga , giving , giving

safety or security ; s . one who bestows security.

(from , security, and 2 , giving) , bestowing

security, giving freedom from fear or danger.

, s. (from 57, security, and at , the giving of

a thing , the bestowing of security, the giving of free-

dom from fear or danger.

, a. (from 5 , security, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from security or freedom from

danger ; ad. from or because of security or freedom

from danger.

fat , a. (from 7, security, and fa , possessed

of, possessed of security, secure, free from danger.

, a. (from 57, security, and , joined to), con-

nected with security or freedom from fear, secure, free

from fear or dauger.

ASNTIF, a. (from 54, security , and ‹ , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from security or freedom from danger ;

ad. from or because of security or freedom from dan-

ger.

t, s . (from , priv. and 5 , fear , the name of a tree,

(Terminalia citrina . )

syta , ɑ. (from , priv. and fa , terrific); not terrific,

not alarming, not hideous.

4, s. (from †s , an ornament), an ornament, a jewel.

, a. (from A, priv . and sa , hope); desponding, hope-

less .

sats, a. (from , priv. and , hope), despairing,

hopeless .

atst, s. (from , priv. and stst, a share), the want of a

share or part, not a share or part.

sts , a. (from , priv. and stats, fortune), destitute,

wretched, forlorn, unfortunate.

ft, a. (from , priv . and sist , lucky), destitute,

wretched, forlorn, unfortunate, single, unconnected

with a partner.

st, a. (from , pric. and is , fortune), unfortunate ;

s. misfortune, ill fortune.

69tt , a. (from sti, ill fortune, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from misfortune or ill luck ;

ad. from or because of misfortune or bad luck.

ts , a. (from , priv , and statt ,frtunate), unfor-

tunate, unsuccessful,

5t5751, s. (from 15 , unfit ), unfitness for an office

of trust.

asana, s. (from a † , unfit), unfitness for an office or

work.

sta, s. (from , priv. and t , existence), non-existence,

non-entity, a deficiency, a failure.

astas , a. (from st , non-existence, and 1, produci,

ble , producible by or arising from the non- existence

of a thing.

অভাৰজন্যে, ad . (loc. case of অভাৱজন্য), for the want or none

existence of a thing.

sts , ad. (from t , non-existence), through the non,

existence of a thing.

t1, s . ( from , priv. and staa , anxiety), freedom from

anxiety or care.

astaatź, a. (from A , without care, and , fit), abound,

ing, not requiring anxiety, at ease, secure.

œstafafisë, a. (from ST, non-existence, and fiã³, a cause ',

caused by or arising from the non- existence of a thing;

ad. from or because of the non- existence of a thing.

astafafus, ad. (from ste, non- existence, and fafïs, q

cause), for the non- existence or want of a thing.

astaåg, a. (from a, priv. and stalo, fit to be), improbable,

beyond the power or compass of thought, inconceiva

ble, incapable ofbeing proved to conviction,

tani , s . (from ptat , improbable), unconceivable

ness, improbability, an incapability of proof.

astata, s. (from , impr.bable , improbability,

inconceivableness, an incapability of proof.

stas, a. (from

-by), caused by or

thing ; ad. from

thing.

, non-existence, and , caused

arising from the non-existence of a

or because ofthe non-existence ofa ?

ast , a. (from asta, non-existence, and (TI, a cause),

caused by or arising from the non-existence of a thing ;

ad. from or because of the non-existence or want ofq

thing,
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অভি

sifis, a. (from , priv . and stas, proved to conviction),

not established by evidence, not proved to conviction,

not thought of, not considered.

sta , a. (from a, priv. and stfia, future), not likely to

be, not future.

25!U, u. (from a, priv. and sta, capable of being esta

blished by evidence), not capable of being established

by evidence, not capable of being proved to convicti-

on, beyond the reach of thought.

4, s . (from , priv. and stad , a speaking ), silence, ta-

cituruity, the not conversing with a person.

an inseparable preposition, which usually indicates.

that the action expressed by the word to which it is pre-

fixed has a direction towards the object, or in front

thereof.

, a. (from ass, prep. and , to desire), desirous, lust-

ful.

af , s. (from aſs, prep. and ¹, to speak) , an appella

tion, a name, beauty.

festo , s. (from 3, prep. and sta, to go), one who goes

towards an object.

¤(E977, s. (from afs, prep. and sta, to go), motion towards

an object, the going towards a thing.

অভিন্নয়নকারক, a. ( from অভিগমন, a going towards, and কারক,

doing), going towards an object ; s. a person who goes

towards an object.

অভিগমনকারী, a. (from অভিগমন , a going towards, and কারিন,

doing), going towards an object.

51,. (from fast , a going towards, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from going towards

an object.

fest , ad. (loc. case of 7), for the purpose

ofgoing towards an object.'

অভিগমননিমিত্তক, a. (from অভিগমন , a going towards, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from going to-

wards an object ; ad. from or because of going towards

an object.

office, ad. (from festa , a going towards, and

fafa , a cause), for the purpose of going towards an

object,

fs , a. (from fast , a going towards, and 5,

caused by), caused by or arising from going towards an

object ; ad. from or because of going towards an ob-

ject.

fenfa , ad (from festa , a going towards , and feat,

withof), without or beside going towards an object.

su. (from as , a going towards, and c ,

acuse), caused by or arising from going towards an

ક.

object ; ad. from or because of going towards an ob

ject.

afsstifata , s. (from festif , a going towards, and ftat,

a nerve), in Anatomy the name of some branches ofthe

eighth pair of nerves (Nervi accessorii.)

afssttal, a. (from afs, prep. and sta, to go), going towards

an object.

afsats, s. (from afs, prep. and 7, to smite), destruction,

murder.

afsatst , a. (from fs, prep. and , to smite), smiting,

murdering, killing, approaching to kill.

afssts, s. (from afs, prep. and 6 , to move), an incantati

on for the purpose of injuring or destroying another,

অভিচারকৰ্ম্ম, s. ( from অভিচার , an incantation for malerolent

purposes, and д, an action ), an incantation or other

action done for the purpose ofprocuring evil to others.

অভিচারকর্ম্মকারক, a. (from অতিচারকর্ম, an action done for the

sake of procuring evil to others, and at , doing ,

performing actions for the sake of injuring others ; s. a

person who performs sacrifices or makes use of other

actions for the purpose of injuring others.

অভিচারকর্মকারী , a. (from অভিচারকর্ম, an action done for the

purpose ofinjuring others, and tf , doing), perform.

ing sacrifices or other actions for the purpose of pro-

curing evil to others .

অভিচারকর্ম্মজন্য, ৫. (from অভিচা কৰ্ম্ম, an action done for the

purpose of injuring others, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from the performing of sacrifices

or other actions for the purpose ofdoing evil to others.

অভিচারকর্ম্মজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of অভিচারকর্ম জন্য ) , for perform-

ing sacrifices or other actions to procure evil to others.

অভিচারকর্ম্মনিমিত্তক , a. ( from অভিচারকৰ্ম্ম, an action done for

the purpose ofprocuring evil to others, and fafas, ɑ

cause), caused by or arising from sacrifices or other

actions performed for the purpose of procuring evil to

others ; ad. from or because of sacrifices or other ac-

tions performed to injure others.

অভিচারকর্ম্মনিমিত্তে, ad. (from সতিচারকর্ম্ম, an action done for

the purpose of procuring evil to another, and fast , a

cause), for sacrifice or other actions intended to pro-

cure the evil of others.

অভিচারফর্ম্মণাক্ত, a. ( from অভিচারকৰ্ম্ম, an action done for the

purpose of procuring evil to another, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from sacrifices or other acti

ons performed for the purpose of procuring evil to

others ; ad. from or because of sacrifices or other acti-

ons performed to procure the evil of another.

1.
Bb
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fs.

অভিচারকৰ্ম্মবিশিষ্ট , a. ( from অভিচারকর্ম, an action done to pro-

cure evil to another, and faft , possessed of) , possessed

ofincantations or other actions intended to hurt or de-

stroy others.

অভিচারকর্ম্মযুক্ত , a. (from অভিভারকর্ম, an action done to pro-

cure evil to another, and , joined to), connected with

sacrifices or other actions performed for the purpose of

effecting the destruction or injury of others.

·
অভিচারকর্ম্মহেতক, a. (from অভিচারকর্ম, an action done to pro-

cure evil to another, and g, a cause), caused by or

arising from performing sacrifices or other actions to

effect the destruction or injury of others ; ad. from or

because of the performing of sacrifices or other actions

to effect the destruction or injury of others.

afs , a. (from afs , prep. and 8 , to go), performing sa-

crifices or other actions for the purpose of effecting

the destruction or injury of others.

afs57, s. (from fs, prep, and 7, to be produced), a fa-

mily, the head of a family, a birth place, a family resi-

dence.

fats, a. (from afs, prep. and , to be produced), born

of a noble race, learned , fit..

fs , a. (from fs , prep. and , to know), wise, learned,

acquainted with a subject or thing.

afsata, s. (from afs, prep. and 1 , to know , certainty,

conviction, a token, a thing which gives the knowledge

of a particular circumstance or which assures a person

of the identity of another, a sign or manœuvre by

which a person is assured who another person is , the

colours of a fleet, a signal by which one person knows

another, a signal, a private signal, certainty.

afsata15, s. (from ass , certainty, and 4 , a note), a

certificate.

afs , ad. (from as, prep.) in front of, round about,

swiftly, wholly.

ass , s. (from ass, prep. and , to hold , a word, a voca-

bulary, a name, an appellation.

fsit , s . (from fs, prep. and 11, to hold), a dictionary, a

vocabulary, a word, a name.

afety, a. (from afs, prep. and 1, to hold , explicable, pro-অভিধেয ,়

per to be spoken, deserving to be explained ; s. the thing

to be explained, or spoken, a name, an appellation.

অভিধেয়রহিত , a. (from অভিধেয় , intended to be expressed,

and af , destitute of) , destitute of meaning, destitute

of a name.

afstil, s. (from ass, prep. and tir, to meditate), the co-

veting of another's property

Gifs.

f77, a. (from afs, prep. and 7, new), recent, new.

af , s . (from fs, prep. and at, to take), a representati

on, a theatrical entertainment in which characters are

represented before the spectators.

afsafe , a. (from afs, prep. fa, prep. and fant, to enter),

engaged in, devoted to.

fsfatat, s . (from as, prep. fa, prep. and fat, to enter),

engagedness of mind in an undertaking, the devoting

of one's self to a pursuit, an entering into the spitit of

a thing.

sfsfagfss, a. (from ass, prep. fa , prep. and 45, to more),

shed abroad upon an object (as the solar rays , &c.)

afsff , s. (from ¾, prep. and fif , a conclusion),

the complete conclusion or termination of an affair,

afsi , a. (from afs, prep. fia, prep. and Я , to move),

well or satisfactorily concluded .

afs31, s . (from af , prep. and 1 , to take), one who re

present characters, an actor .

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and , to take , proper to be

represented ; s. a character or part to be represented

on the stage.

afs , a. (from , priv. and fe , separated), unseparated,

not severed, unbroken, whole, eutire ; s. an integer or

whole number.

•

31 , s . (from afsa, whole) , wholeness, integrity.

afs , s. (from afsa, whole), wholeness , integrity.

অভিন্নপরিকৰ্ম্ম।ষ্টক, s . ( from অভিন্ন, a whole number, পরিকৰ্ম্ম, ও

process, and , eight), eight methods of process in

working integers or whole numbers.

as , a. (from fs, prep. and , to move), guilty, sub

dued, involved in calamity or ruin, involved in, fugi

tive, seeking refuge.

afst , s. (from afs, prep. 2, prep. and ₹, to go), a de-

sign, an object to be attained, a scope, the intention of

a thing, the moral of a fable.

fst , a. (from fet , a scope, and , to know), ac

quainted with a scope or object.

afetta, s. (from afsty, a scope, and , knowledge);

the idea or knowledge of a scope or aim.

অভিপ্ৰায়বোন্ধা, s . (from অভিপ্রায় , a scope, and বৌদ্ধ ,ৃ one whocata,

knows), a person who knows the scope or intention of

a thing.

অভিপ্ৰায়বোধ, s . (from অভিপ্রায় , a scope, and বোধ, know-

ledge), the knowledge of a person's scope or object.

অভিপ্ৰায়বোধক, a. (from অভিপ্রায়, a scope, and বোধক, making

known), indicating the scope or intention of a thing.

অভিপ্রায়ানুসারে, ad. (from অভিপ্রায ,় a scope, and অনুসারে, ac-

7
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จ ริ afs.

cording to), according to or in harmony with a scope

or object.

‚afsige, a. (from afs, prep. , prep. and , to go), inten-

1

ded , aimed at, designed.

afsigsfas, a. (from figs, intended, and f¾ , accomplish-

ed) , having the intended object accomplished .

fasfaf , s. (from as, intended,and ff , the ac-

complishment of a thing), the accomplishment of an

undertaking, success in the pursuit of an object ; a.

having succeeded in an undertaking, having the desire

accomplished.

feta, s. (from afs, prep. and , to speak), a salutation,

a salutation by prostration at the feet of a superior.

ss , s. (from afs, prep. and a , to speak), one who

bows at the feet of a superior.

fata , s. (from f , prep. and , to salute), the bow-

ing at the feet of a superior so as to touch them with

the head.

fa , a. (from afsata, a scope, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a scope or design ; ad. by or

through a scope or intention.

ftat , a. (from af , prep. and , to salute), worthy

of salutation, respectable, venerable.

afsinfo ), a. (from ass, prep. and zɩ, to speak), proper

to be bowed to, deserving reverence.

affi, a. (from fs, prep. and aą, to speak), a person

who salutes or pays homage to another.

afsafes, a. (from afs, prep. and a , to speak), saluted by

bowing at the feet.

afat , a . (from afs, prep. and , to speak), proper to

be bowed to, deserving reverence.

affats, a. (from afs,prep. f, pr.p. and , to take), emi-

nent or punctual in performing sacred and moral ac-

tions.

afsus, a. (from afs, prep. f , prep. and w , to go), ex-

pressed, declared, brought to light, revealed.

afsufs, s. (from ass, prep. fa, prep. and
to move ,

the making of a thing evident to the senses, revelation .

অভিবাক্তীকরণ , s. ( from অতিব্যক্তি, a making erident, and করণ,

a doing), the bringing of a hidden or unrevealed thing

to light.

foute, a. (from afs, prep. and arts, diffusion), a

spreading or diffusion towards an object, a flowing to-

wards.

afeer, s. (from ufs, prep. and ¾, to be , the subduing of

a person, the humbling of another, defeat, humiliati-

on.

afsi , a. (from afs, prep. and s ,̟ to be), capable of

being humbled or subdued, vincible.

afs53, «. (from afs, prep. and , to be), subdued, defeat-

ed, humbled, overcome.

afssfs, s. (from afs, prep. and to be), a defeat, a con-

quest, the humbling of another's pride.

afs , a. (from afs, prep. and a , to will), approved,

chosen.

afs , 8. (from as, prep. and , to speak in the

mind), the consecration of a thing by an appointed re-

ligious formula.

afsafãs, a. (from afs, prep. and ag, to speak in the mind),

consecrated by a religious formula.

afsad, s . (from fs, prep. and , to refrain) , a licking

of the lips . In the writings or Hindoo jurisprudence a

person's licking his lips when called on to give evi-,

dence, is mentioned as a sign of guilt or prevarication .

afsata, s . (from , prep. and 2 , to be proud , pride,

self-esteem, an appropriation of respect, consciousness

of individual existence, the feeling of an affront so

keenly as to disregard life, sullen pride.

afsatratze, a. (from sata, sullen resentment, and ata ,

doing), resenting an injury in a sullen manner, exercis-

ing consciousness of individual existence,

অভিযানকারী, a. (from অভিমান, sullen resentment, and কারিন,

doing), resenting an injury in a sullen manuer, exercis

ing consciousness of individual existence.

অভিমানজনক, a. (from fata, sullen resentment, and Fae,

producing), producing sullen resentment, producing

consciousness of individual existence.

অভিমানজন্য , a. (from অভিমান , sullen resentment , and জন্য,

producible , producible by or arising from sullen re-

sentment, producible by or arising from consciousness

ofindividual existence.

অভিমারজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অভিমানজন্য) , for the purpose of

sullen resentment, for the consciousness of individual

existence.

অভিমানিমিত্তক, a. ( from ড.ভিমান , sulky resentment, and নিমিত্ত,fafe,

a cause), caused by or arising from sullen resentment,

caused by or arising from consciousness of individual

existence; a . from or because of sullen resentment,

from or because of consciousness of individual exis-

tence.

afsatafame, ad. (from fata, sullen resentment, and

fafas, a cause), for the purpose of sullen recentment,

for the consciousness of individual existence.

অভিযানপুযুক্ত , a. (fromঅভিমান, sullen resentment , and প্রযুক্ত,

W

#
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afs.

caused by), caused by or arising from sullen resent-

ment, caused by or arising from consciousness of indi-

vidual existence ; ad. from or because of sullen resent-

ment, from or because of the consciousness of indivi-

dual existence.

afsætafaft , d. (from afsata, sullen resentment, and

fafts, possessed of), sullen, sulky, resentful, conscious

of individual existence .

fata , a. (from fata, sullen resentment, and

joined to), connected with sullen resentment, resentful,

sullen, brooding connected with consciousness of indi-

vidual existence, conscious of individual existence.

afsata , o. (from sæta, sullen resentment, and 153 ,

a cause), caused by or arising from sullen resentment,

caused by or arising from consciousness of individual

existence ; ad. from or because of sullen resentment,

from or because ofthe consciousness of individual exis-

tence.

ofsati, a. (from fs, prep. and 7, to be proud), selfish,

appropriating, proud, unable to bear an affront, sullen,

resentful.

, a. (from afs, prep. and , theface), facing, ap-

proaching ; ad. towards.

afs , a . (from fs, prep. and , tojoin), applied to,

grafted in, attacked, accused in a court of law.

ft , s. (from fs, prep. and 15, tojoin), an assailant ,

the persons who commences an attack, an agressor, a

person who brings an action against another in a court

oflaw.

afsatst, s. (from as, prep. and , to come in contact),

the application of one thing to another, the commence-

ment of a law-suit, a military attack, perseverance.

afsatst, a. (from a , prep. and 4 , to join), accusing,

leading an attack.

fs , a. (from afs, prep. and 7 , to enjoy), zealous, de-

lighted with, devoted to.

fata, a. (from fs, prep. and , to enjoy , beautiful, en-

gaging, agreeable , pleasing.

afsafs, s . (from f , prep. and 5, to relish a thing), de-

light in a thing, a taste or relish for a thing, an incli-

nation, an attachment.

* y, a . (from af , prep. and , to desire), desirea-

ble, delectable.

assasas, a. (from , prep. and ma, desire), desired,

sought after, wished for, coveted.

safasist, a. (from affas, desired, and sist , shar-

ing), sharing in a desired object,

afs.

afsata, s. (from afs, prep. and , desire), a wish, a deż

sire, lust.

ufsstaætae, a. (from afsæta, desire, and æta☎, doing), de

siring, forming a desire or wish.

অভিলাষকারী, a. ( from অভিলাষ, desire , and কারিন, doing), des

siring, forming a desire or wish.

afsata , a. (from fonts, desire, and , causing),

causing desire, existing a wish.

অভিলাষ জন্য , a. (from অভিলাষ, desire, and জন্য, producible),

producible by or arising from desire or wish.1

afsmtaga), ad. (loc. case of afsatar), for desire, for a

wish.

afsatan, a (from fats, desire, and 1 , to give), giving

pleasure, giving the desires of the mind, fulfiling the

wishes of the heart.

afsatanto , s. (from fata, desire, and t , a giver), one

who gives what is desired.

afsatant?æ, a. (from fat , desire, and tọa, giv-

ing), fulfiling the wish, giving what the mind is set up-

on.

অভিলাষনিমিশুক, a. (from অভিলাষ , desire, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from desire ; ad. from desire, from

a wish.

অভিলাষনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অভিলts, desire, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

for desire, for a wish.

afsatagus, ad. (from afsats, desire, and us, caused by),

caused by or arising from desire or a wish ; ad. from or

because of desire.

afsatacatstı, a. (from fata, desire, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of desire , desirable.

afsatarze, a . (from afta, desire, and ( 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from desire or a wish ; ad. from or

because of desire .

astat , a. (from feta, desire, and a , fit), worthy of

desire, desirable.

afsata, a. (from ass, prep. and a, to desire), desirous,

covetous, sensual,

afsmia , a (from afs, prep. and m , desire), covetous,

sensual, full of desires.

ofsfafas, a. (from afs, prep. and fa , to write), inserted,

written.

afstaaz, s. (from 5s, prep. and fay, to write), the insert

ing or writing of a thing.

afes, a. (from as, prep. and t , to curse), cursed, im

precated .

afste, a. (from afs, prop. and , to speak), censured,

blamed, reproached, accused.
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afs.

affa, s. (from afs, prep, and , to speak), censure,

blame, reproach, an accusation.

afe14, s. (from afs, prep. and , a curse , an impreca-

tion, a curse.

fs , a. (from aft , a curse, and s , involved in),অভিশাপগ্রস্ত,

cursed, involved in a malediction.

aft , s. (from afs, prep. and , to curse), the de-

nouncing of a curse, an imprecating, the uttering of a

malediction.

afor, s. (from afs, prep. and , to bringforth), the dis-অভিষৰ,

tillation of liquors, ablution previous to a sacrifice , the

drinking of the juice of Asclepias acida.

sfsfus, a. (from fe, prep. and f , to sprinkle), anoint-

ed to office, installed, imbued with.

a , s . (from afs, prep. and f , to sprinkle), installa-

tion to office, usually performed by anointing among

the Hindoos.

অভিষেকযোগ্য , a. (from অভিষেক, anointment to office, and

cuts , worthy), worthy of being anointed or installed

into office.

sferaetfu, s. (from fax, anointment to office, and f ,

first), anointment or installation to office with all its

attendant ceremonies.

araf , a. (from afst , an anointing, and fifa, de-

sirous), desirous of installation, desirous of being in-

stalled into office.

aft.catfin13, 4. (from astax, an anointing, aɗ, an ob-

ject, and 83, ready), ready for instalment or anoint-

ment to office.

13, a. (from afstaa, an ancinting, f, an

object, and saf3, present) , present, or arrived for the

purpose of instalment, present for the purpose of being

anointed to office.

sfera , a. (from fe , anointment to office, and at,

fit , fit or worthy to be anointed or installed into an

office.

fat , a. (from sa , anointment to office, and

****,fil), fit or worthy to be anointed or installed in-

to an office.

4 , s. (from afs, prep. and c , an army), a march

to repel an enemy.

fes, a. (from ass, prep. and , to praise), flattered,

praised, applauded.

afsafa, s. (from afs, prep. and f , ajoint), ajoint or

juncture.

afes, s. (from afs, prep. A , prep. and 3, tofall), a

curse, an imprecation, war, devastation,

Tஎ.

ass , s. (from as, prep. and , to move), a follower, an

attendant, a companion, a comrade, an ally.

afsata, s. (from , prep. and , to more), a follower, an

attendant, a companion, a comrade, an ally, a secret

or clandestine meeting of lovers.

afsafe , a . (from afs, prep. aud ч, to move), a woman

who attends an assignation with her lover.

afsf , u . (from fs, prep. and 1 , to hold), spoken, dis-

closed .

as , a. (from afs, prep. and , to desire), lascivious,

wanton.

wi , ad. (from afs, prep. and F, to sharpen), repeatedly,

frequently, again and again.

as³, a. (from a, priv. and st³, afraid), not afraid, not in

terror, not alarmed.

starty, a. (from 3, not afraid, and t , resembling);

resembling one who is under no apprehension or fear.

asizyty, a. (from 3, secure, and Я , resembling), re-

sembling or like one who is secure or not alarmed .

asfere, ɑ. (from 13, not afraid), like one under no ap

prehension of danger.

sifs, s. (from , priv. and if , fear), freedom from

fear or alarm .

sif#3, a. (from a , prep. and 3, desired), desired,

wished for.

SIT, a. (from , priv. and sta, terrific), not terrible, not

inspiring fear.

as , a. (from , priv. and T, timid), not timid, not

fearful.

sta, a. (from , priv. and timid) , not timid, not ti-

morous, bold.

, a. (from , priv. and s , timid), not timid, not

timorous, bold .

ad, a. (from a, priv. and 4, the frightening of a

person), not causing fear or alarm, not occasioning

dread.

, a. (from , prep. and , desired), wished for,

desired.

, s. (from as , desired, and a , an action), an

agreeable action ; a. acting agreeably, acting in a de-

sirable manner.

size, a . (from , desire, and at , doing) , doe

ing what is agreeable, causing desirable consequences.

a . a. (from 5 , desired, and f , doing), act-

ing agreeably, causing desirable things to take place.

, a. (from , desired, and , producing),

occasioning desirable consequences .
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at , a. (from ) , desired, and tt , making

known), indicating desirable or agreeable things.

, a . (from , desired, and 1, to give), occasion-

ing desirable events, giving agreeable things.

anto , s. (from , desired, and t , a giver), one

who gives agreeable things, the giving or producing

ofagreeable things.

, a. (from , desired, and at , giving), giv-

ing or occasioning what is agreeable to the mind.

sts, a. (from 1 , desired, and ts, gain), the gain-

ing a desired point , the obtaining of a desired object.

antie, a. (from 1 , desired, and t , accomplish-

ing), accomplishing desired objects ; s. the means of

accomplishing a desired object.

faf , a. (from st , wished for, and faf , the accom-

plishment ofany thing), having obtained the wished for

object.

sage, a. (from a , desired, and , indicating),

indicating desirable events or circumstances.

, a. (from , priv. and , frightful , not frightful,

not terrific, not causing alarm.

, a. (from , priv. and , eaten ), uneaten, unenjoy-

ed.

, a. (from , priv. and , crooked), not bent, not

crooked, not curved , not decrepid, not diseased.

, a. (from , priv. and

of arms.

, an arm), maimed, destitute

Est, a. (from , priv. and st, a serpent), free from

serpents.

, a. (from , priv. and , a serpent ), free from ser-

pents.

ska, a. (from , priv. and H , a serpent), free from

serpents.

53, a. (from , priv. and 53, past), not past, non-existent.

aggæta, s. (from 53, not past, and at , time), time that

is not past.

, a. (from , priv. and ¾ , a king), destitute of a king.

sfs, a. (from , prir. and gfs, a king), destitute of a

king.

weta, a. (from a, priv. and so , a king), destitute of a

king.

, . (fiom , priv. and so, most, abundant), not

abundant, not plentiful.

sfa , a. (from , priv. and sf , much), not abundant, not

plentiful, not great.

d, s. (from , priv . and , an ornament), not an or-

nament; a. destitute of ornaments,

6751.

asfag, a. (from ¤, priv. and ¾ï³, adorned), unadorned

not dressed .

1, a. (from , priv. and , a servant), destitute of a

servant.

, a. (from , priv. and t, excessive), not excessive,

not abundant.

, s. (from , priv. and C , a difference), a want of

difference, a similarity ; a. not different, alike, indis-

criminate .

M& T, a. (from a, priv. and (54☎, penetrating), not pene.

trating, not dividing, not separating.

, a. (from 5 , alike, and , to know), esteeming

every thing to be the same, not discriminating.

ta, s. (from , priv, and c , penetration), want

of penetration, want of discrimination .

, 8. (from , prir, and 8 , the act of separating ,

the not piercing or dividing ofa thing.

, a. (from , priv, and c , divisible), indivisi-

ble, inseparable, impenetrable.

M=4Я31, s. (from , indivisible), indivisibility, in-

separableness, impenetrability,

, s. (from 11 , indivisible), indivisibility, in

separableness, impenetrability.

, a. (from , not separation, and at, a form , re-

sembling union.

montaga, a. (from QS , simi'ar, and age, a member),

of similar make, of similar appearance.

asht³, c. (from a, priv. and ‹sf³, pierced), not pierced,

not perforated, not cut.

, a. (from , priv. and 1, penetrable , impenetra-

ble, indivisible, inseparable, impervious.

, s. (from 5 , impenetrable), impenetrability, in

divisibility, inseparableness,

MIAMI, 8. (from Ms , impenetrable), impenetrability, in-

divisibility, inseparableness .

atsya, a. (from a, priv. and tsg , terrific), not dreadful,

not terrific , not terrible .

atsa , a. (from , priv. and ts , medicine), destitute

of medicine.

st , a. (from &, priv , and (SF , eatable), not eata.

ble, unfit for food.

Motl, s. (from , priv. and (st§, an eater), not a glut-

ton, one who does not suffer or enjoy, one who is not

a patient.

sts, s. (from , priv. and cots, enjoyment), the absener

of enjoyment or suffering.

ststi, a. (from , priv. and ( † sts, possible), impossible,

not capable of being suffered or enjoyed.
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st , s. (from , priv. and cat , eating), abstinence,

want of eating.

Mstedy, a. (from , priv. and stag, eatable), not ea-

table, unfit for food.

tal, a. (from , priv. and (sif , eating), not eating

fasting ; s. in Hindeo music one of the accessary orna-

ments of music.

atst , a. (from , priv. and (st , eatable), not eatable,

unfit for food.

514, s. (from afs, prep. and , to overspread), the rub-

bing of the body with oil, unction.

137, s. (from afs, prep. and , to overspread), the

rubbing ofthe body with oil, unction .

ankara, ɑ. (from six, more, aud T , fruit), attend-

ed by greater advantage.

st, s. (from afs, prep. J, prep, and i , to know) , a

permission, the consent of parties to a transaction .

prep. and 1, to know),3, a. (from afs, prep.

permitted, consented to.

, . (from afs, prep. and , prep. and 1, to

know), a permission, the consent of parties to a trans-

action.

33, a. (from afs, prep, and w , within), internal, in-

ward.

WzzzŃ, a. (from 567, within, and fa̸ , existing),

inward, internal.

, ad. (loc. case of 1 ), internally, inwardly.

TUTNA, 8. (from afs, prep. 7, prep. and , to take), the

act of eating or taking food.

d, a. (from afs, prep and , to go), near, approach-

ed.

•
71, s. (from a prep . and 1, a request), a peti-

on, a request, the making of a person welcome.

ay, a. (from afs, prep. and , to be), capable of

being studied, requiring study or frequent repetition

to fix it in the memory.

5/3, a. (from fs, prep. and , to be), studied, learnt

by heart, acquired by study.

Q6531, s. (from 5 , acquired by study), the circum-

stance of deing acquired by study.

Wa81, s. (from 5 , acquired by study), the circum-

stance of being acquired by study.

werefa , a. (from 1 , acquired by study, and fan ,

science), having acquired science by study.

A), 4. (from afs, prep. and , to be), requiring to be

studied or frequently repeated so as to fix it in the

memory.

!

wote, a. (from as, prep. and tst , come), come, de

scended in a hereditary manner, approached ; s . a guest.

state, s. (from ass, prep. l , prep. and 3, to fall), a

misfortune, a disappointment, ruin.

, s. (from a , prep. and to be), study, the fre-

quent repetition of a thing in order to fix it on the mind,

অভ্যাসকারক, a . (from অভ্যাস, study, and কারক, doing), stil

dying or frequently repeating a thing to fix it in the

memory ; s. a person who studies.

astaæti, ɑ. (from it , study, and fa , doing), stu-

dying or frequently repeating a thing to fix it in the

memory.

astacatst , a. (from it , study, and casts, worthy),

worthy of being studied or frequently repeated so as

to fix it in the memory.

a , a. (from as, prep. and , to be), studious.

tatas, a. (from it , study, and 3, done) , studied,

made a matter of close study.

ta, s. (from afs, prep. and st7, a rising up), the

rising to welcome a person, a rising towards an object,

preparedness for an action .

, s. (from ass, prep. and 87, the rising ofa lumi

nary), welfare, prosperity, happiness. With the impe-

rative verb * , let it be, this forms the salutation,

good morning to you, good be to you.

অভ্যুদাহরণ , s. ( from জতি, prep. and উদাহরণ , an example by

way ofillustration) , an example of the opposite ofwhat

is to be proved for the purpose of making the illustra

tion more compleat.

, . (from afs, prep. t, prep, and sta to move),

acknowledged, consented to.

Waste , a. (from as, prep. 4, prep. and st , to more);

required to be acknowledged, recognisable.

, s . (from afs, prep. 84, prep. and st , to go), con-

sent to a thing, acquiescence, the admitting of a charge.

or argument, the agreeing to do a thing.

astazi , s. (from , an acknowledgement, and

, a word), the acknowledgement or concession of a

´sentiment. .

, a. (from 1st , an acknowledgement, and

Tifa , speaking), making acknowledgements or conces

sions.

8. (from st , an acknowledgement, and

, non-existence), the want or defect of acknow-

ledgement or concession.

, s. (from afs, prep. and saty, an expedient), an

applicable expedient, a good expedient or method.
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s. (from , prep. and , to hold), a cloud, the sky,

talk mineral.

ag•* , s. (from w, priv. and gt, a fall), not a fall from

virtue, or from a high station.

5ª, s. (from a, priv. and , a mistake), a misunder-

standing, an affront, a disgrace, an indignity, not an

error ; a. affronted, dishonoured.

8. (from 5, the air, a cloud, and , to measure),

the name of the female of Iravut, the elephant which

guards the east quarter ofthe universe.

5 , a. (from , priv. and , fallen) , not fallen from an

eminence, not fallen from virtue, not fallenfrom a high

station.

st , a. (from a, priv . and st , a brother), destitute of

brothers.

agi , a. (from a, priv, and șta, mistakén), not mistaken,

not deceived.

af , s. (from a, priv. and gtfo, mistaken) , freedom

from mistake, the absence of error or mistake.

, s . (from 3, to move) , a vessel to throw water out of

a boat.

, a. (from , a cloud), produced from the sky or

clouds.

, a. (from , to move), quick, small ; s. swiftness.

, n. (from I, to be diseased , raw, unbaked (applied to

earthen ware) , unripe.

, s. (from , priv. and , welfare), a disaster, a

calamity, an evil omen.

Wakazi, a. (from 1 , a calamity, and 7, to do), inaus-

picious, occasioning calamity.

Qakmætaæ, a, (from a , a calamity, and ige, doing),

doing evil to others, doing that which includes the loss.

of welfare, not promoting welfare, causing calamity.

wakaætaì, a. (from a , a calamity, and tf , doing),

occasioning misfortune or calamity, inauspicious.

বেঙ্গলজনক, ৫. (from অমঙ্গল, misfortune, and জনক, producing),

occasioning calamity or misfortune.

aakaan , a. (from Я, evil, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from evil or want of welfare.

ARI, ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , for evil, for the in-

jury of others, for calamity or misfortune.

akot, s. (from 4 , unfortunate), an unfortunate cir-

cumstance.

QTHAT, s. (from , unfortunate), an unfortunate cir-

cumstance.

azante, a. (from , misfortune, and te, giving),

producing calamity or misfortune,

CT.

Яst , a. (from , misfortune, and tf , giving),

producing calamity or misfortune.

অমঙ্গলনিৰ্ত্তক, a . ( from অমঙ্গল , evil) , and নিবর্ত্তক , causing to

cease), causing evil or calamity to cease.

অযম্মলনিবারক, a. ( from সমঙ্গল, evil, and নিবারক, preventing),

preventing evil or calamity.

অমঙ্গলনিবারণ , s . (from অমঙ্গল, evil , and নিবারণ , a prevent,

ing), the preventing of evil or calamity.

arkafazfe, s. (from am, evil, and fif , cessation) , the

cessation of evil or calamity.

অমঙ্গলনিমিত্তক , a. ( from সমঙ্গল, eril , and নিমিত্ত, a cause), cause

ed by or arising from disasters, caused by or arising

from evil ; ad. from or because of disasters or evils .

Qakalafag, ad. (from I, evil, and fifï³, a cause), for

disasters or evils.

, a. (from a , evil, and , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from evils or disasters ; ad. from or be

cause of evils or disasters,

ake, a. (from , evil, and , increasing), ia

creasing or aggravating misfortune or calamity.

1, ad. (from , evil, and f41 , without), with

out or beside evils or calamities.

, s. (from , evil, and af , increase), the in-

crease or aggravation of misfortune or calamity.

অমঙ্গলব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from অমঙ্গল , evil , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted),

evils or calamities excepted.

সমঙ্গলব্যতিরেক, s. (from অমঙ্গল, evil , and ব ডিরেক, an excepti

on), the exception of evils or calamities.

অমঙ্গলব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অমঙ্গলৰাতিয়েক) , with the ex-

ception of evils or calamities, without or beside evils or

calamities.

' ,ahags, a. (from a , eril, and F,joined to), connected

with evils or calamities , unfortunate, calamitous .

, a. (from , evil, and , indicating), indi-

cating evil or misfortune, ominous .

Wakalege, a . (from ka, evil, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from evils or calamities ; ad. from or be

cause of evils or calamities.

aatat , s. (from ak , coil, and attgy, desire), a de.

sire or wish for evil or calamity.

aamtes , a. (from , evil, and tot , desirous), de-

sirous of evils or misfortunes.

অমঙ্গঁলাভিলাষ , s . ( from অমঙ্গল , evil, and অভিলাষ, desire), a de

sire for evils or misfortunes.

azhatfsata), a. (from waka, evil, and fat , desirous),

desirous of evils or calamities.

অমঙ্গলেছ!, s. (from সমঙ্গল, evil, and ইচ্ছা, desire) , a desire for

evils or calamities,
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data , á. (from a , evil, and , desirous), desirous

of evils or calamities.

ZAHARE, a. (from , evil, and , desirous) , desirous

of evils or calamities.

অমঙ্গলেপিক্রম, s. (from অমঙ্গল , evil , and উপক্রম, a beginning ,

the beginning of evils or calamities .

са-

অইলোপদেশ , s . ( from অমঙ্গল, evil, and উপদেশ, instruction),

instruction or advice which leads to misfortune or

lamity.

অ্যালোপদেশক, a. (from অমঙ্গল, evil, and ওপদেশক, giving in-

struction), giving instruction or advice which leads to

misfortune or calamity.

Tak , a. (from &, priv. and aa , a welfare), calamitous ,

disastrous, ominous.

43, s. (from a , disease, and 3, a piece), the name of a

piant (Ricinus communis. )

azf3e, a. (from , priv. and 5, overlail), not incased,

not overlaid .

arge, a. (from a priv. and as , a frog , free from

frogs.

X13, s. (from A, priv. and 13, approbation) , disapprobati-

on, dislike.

f3, s. (from , priv. and af , opinion), the want of opi-

nion or mind, the want of knowledge or ideas.

buffs, a. (from 3, a want ofopinion, and , before),

preceded by or arising from a want of mind oropinion,

preceded by or arising from a want of sentiment or

ideas ; ad. through or by the want ofmind or opinion,

through or by a want of sentiment or ideas.

313, ad. (loc. case of , disapprovingly.

, a. (from , priv. and 3, intoxicated), not intoxicat-

ed with liquor or property.

8. (from , to go), a vessel.

I, s. (from , priv , and Hg, envy), freedom from en-

vy; a . not envious.

A , a. (from I, priv, and e , a fish), destitute of fish-

es; s. not a fish.

gasus, a. (from , priv . and 23, churned), not churn-

ed, not agitated, not violently decomposed .

57, 8. (from , priv. and 5 , wine) , not wine ; a. desti-

tute of wine or spirituous liquors .

17. a. (from , priv. and , honey), destitute of honey,

not sweet; s. a substance which is not honey.

cati, a. (from 3, priv. aud af , sweet , not sweet, not

sweetened.

sz , a. (from , priv. and a1, a middle), destitute of a

middle or centre.

1 , 7. (from , priv. and a, middling) , not middling,

not moderate.

. a . (from , that), thus, so.

, a. (from . priv . and 45ty, knowable`, not capa-

ble of being known, not cognizable, not admissible, not

fit to be complied with .

, ad. (from

safata, s. (from

gift.

it ), thus, so , the same, gratis.

af , so, and at , a gift) , a gratuitous

অমনিপাওয়া, s . (from অমনি, so, and পাওয়া, an obtaining , the

obtaining any thing gratuitously.

, s. (from 3, priv. and 275, a man) , one who does

not deserve the name ofa man ; a destitute of men, not

human.

HI, s. (from a, priv. and as, a man), one who does

not deserve the name ofa man ; a. destitute ofmen, not

human.

79131, s. (from I , not a min), a want of manhood.

জমনুষ্যত্ব, s. ( from অনুষr, Not a min a want of manhood.

ts , a. (from , priv. and acts , in the mind), not

entered into the mind.

و

t , a. (from , piv. and cats, approved), not ap-

proved, unapproved, not chosen or preferre 1 .

stas, a. (from , prie. and cats, chosen), not cho- .

sen, not approved.

alana , s. (from ¤, priv . and acate¶tst, atten'ion), inat-

tention, want of devote iness to a thing.

অমনোযোগকারক, q. from স,pria and মনোযোগকারক, paying

altention), not paying attention, paying no attention .

অমনোযোগকারী, a. (from স, pr.y and মনোযোগকারি , paying

attention.) , not paying attention, paying no attention.

akats , a. (from statst, a want of attention , and

1, producible), producible by or arising from want of

attention.

aarterisima), ad. (loc . case of antcata ,, for the pur-

pose
ofinattention.

অমনোযোগনিমিত্তক, a. (from সমনোযেst wait ofattention, and

fa , a cause , caused by or arising from want of atten-

tion ad. from or because of mattention.

vaateatstafaco, ad. (from stats, want ofattention, and

ff , a cause , for the purpose of inattention .

amatratsafe, a . (from waxtatst, inattention, and , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from inattention ; ad. by

or through inattention.

atlasa , a. (from sazateatst, inattention, and F,

caused by , caused by or arising from inattention ; d.

from or because of inattention.

Сс
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ज .

জমনোযোগহেতুক, a. (from সমনোযোগ, inuttention, and হেতু,

a cause), caused by or arising from inattention ; ad.

from or because of inattention.

anafta , s. (from statista, inattentive), inatten-

tiveness, remissness , carelessness, inadvertency.

Carnifs , s. (from stats , inattentive), inattentive-

ness, remissness , inadvertency, carelessness .

natt, a. (from , priv . and acatatis , attentive), in-

attentive, remiss, careless, inadvertent.

atau, s. (from , priv. and xatṛu, a wish), not a wish,

not an object of desire ; a . indifferent.

WITZ , a . (from a, priv. and art , pleasant to the

mind), unengaging, not interesting the mind, paltry.

Mata, a. (from , priv. and at , heart-ravishing),

not such as to engage the affections, not engaging or

drawing away the mind, not captivating the heart.

জমনোহারী, a. ( from ा, priv. and মনোহারিন, drawing away

the mind) , not captivating the heart, not drawing away

the affections,

160, a. (from , priv. and sti, knowable), not know-

able, not assented to, not admissible, not recognizable.

ww , s. (from , priv. and , an incantation), not an in

cantation, not a religious formula ; a. free from incan-

tations, destitute of formularies.

WISE, a. (from , priv. and 5 , an incantation), destitute

offormularies .

afs, a. (from , priv. and af33 , advised), not advised,

ill advised, not consecrated with religious texts.

Qa , a . (from , priv. and 5, giving advice), not giv.

ing advice, destitute of an adviser.

WAHI, a. (from ¤, priv. and æg , slow -paced), not slow-

paced, swift.

f , a . (from , prie, and af , a temple' , destitute of

temples or edifices.

QATI, a. (from , priv . and ™ , a peacock) , destitute of

peacocks.

xxx, a. (from a, priv. and , to die), immortal, permanent ;

s. an immortal, a god.

gazza, s. 'from wag, an immortal, and , a race orfami-

ly), the race of immortals.

Grḍsta, s. (from I?, an immortal, and sta, a genus) , the

genus or species of immortals .

, s. (from , pric. and as, a dying), a not dying.

z , a. (from , priv . and aty, to die), not liable to

death, immortal.

1, s. (from ass, immortal), immortality.

ad1, s. (from dy, immortal , immortality.

ALG), s . (from2 7, immortal ), immortality.

, . (from a , immortal, and 31, equal), equal to

the immortals, like the immortals .

MALI, 8. (fromঅমরত্ব,

Gazze, a. (from

z , 8. (from

7, immortal), immortality.

I , immortal) , like one immortal.

7, an immortal, and , a collection),

the collection or body of the immortals.

*, a. (from 3 , an immortal, and Я , like), like

the immortals, equal to the immortals.

LATE, s. (from , an immortal, and , a multitude),

a multitude of immortals.

tas , a. (from 3, an immortal) , abounding with im

mortals ; s. the residence of Indra.

AITI, a. (from a, priv. and TFS, the wind), calm, desti

tute of air or wind.

GÍTI, 1. (from , priv. and ¤ , mortal , immortal.

a , s. (from a, priv . and as , the earth , not the earth;

a. not earthly.

, s. (from a, priv. and a , a bruising or trampling),

the not bruising or trampling of a thing under the

feet, the not threshing of corn, the not subduing or

treading down a foe.

as, a. (from , priv. and af , trampled), not bruised,

not trampled under foot, not threshed, not subdued.

VæÚtī, a. (from , priv. and æút¹, honour), destitute of

respect or honour.

,, (from , priv. and at , honour), not honour-

ing, dishonouring.

, s. (from , priv. and affitīt, honour), a want of

respect or honour, a want of civility or politeness .

attet , a. (from aútēt , dishonour, and taigi, de-

sire), a desire to dishonour aperson, the want ofadesire

to shew respect.

অমর্য্যাদাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. ( from it , dishonour, and আকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of dishonour or disgrace, not desirous

ofhonour or respect.

অমর্যাদাকারক, a. (from সমর্যাদা, dishonour, and করিক, doing),

dishonouring, disgracing.

attæt , a, (from it , dishonour, and fa , doing),

dishonouring, disgracing.

Qaútatsaæ, a. (from 1, dishonour, and aæ, pro-

ducing), causing dishonour or disgrace.

অমর্যাদাজন্য, a. (from সমৰ্যাদা , dishonour, and জন্য, produci

ble), producible by or arising from dishonour or dis-

grace.

tat , ad. (loc. case of aútata ), for the purpose

of dishonour or disgrace.
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অম

অমর্যাদানিযতক, a. ( from অমর্য্যাদা , dishonour, and নির্মিত , a

cause), caused by or arising from dishonour ; ad . from

or because of dishonour.

অমর্য্যাদানিনিতে, ad . ( from সহযাta1 , dishonour, and নির্মিত,

cause), for the purpose of dishonour or disgrace.

tatas, a. (from , priv. and stats, honou able),

not honourable, not respected or honoured.

adidas, a. (from at , dishonour, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from dishonour ; ad. from or

because of dishonour.

state , ad. (from at , dishonour, and f , with-

out), without or beside dishonour or disgrace,

, a. (from . prio. and tiffats, respect-

ed), not respected , destitute of respect or honour, not

respectable.

cúmtufaze, s . (from it , dishonour, and f33 ,

an exception , the exception of dishonour or disgrace.

অমর্যাাদাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অমর্য্যাদবি ডিরেক), with the

exception of disgrace or dishonour, without or beside

dishonour.

szutatenta, s. (from t , dishonour, and fsata, de-

sire) , a desire to dishonour a person.

œæútatfsatý, o. (from ¤¤ústā ), dishonour, and afsatfag,

desirous , desirous of dishonour or disgrace.

arts, a. (from 3, prv. and tt , respectable),

not respected, not honourable, not esteemed , not res-

pectable.

paútækx35, a. (from út !, dishonour, and g, a cause),

caused by or arising from dishonour ; ad. from or be-

cause of dishonour or disgrace.

Karnak', s. (from

1

1 , dishonour, and fãi, desire), a

desire for a person's dishonour or disgrace.

st , a. (from ), dishonour, and , desirous),

desirous of dishonour or disgrace .

, a . from , dishonour, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of dishonour or disgrace.

সুর্যাদৌপক্রম , s. ( fron অমর্যাদা, dishonour , and উপক্রম, a be-

ginning), the beginning of dishonour or disgrace.

, . (from at , dishonour , and F, fil),

deserving dishonour or disgrace, not worthy of respect

or honor.

va , s. (from a, priv . and a , forbearance), displeasure,

impatience, fretfulness , anger.

, a from , priv. and xd, kindness), displeased , an-

gry, fretful, peevish, impatient.

, s. (from e, jurisdi tion), jurisdiction , the govern-

ment ofa district, an office.

52).

ta, s. (from xλ , an office, and J , having), an officer.

antf?, s. (from , an officer), the duties or parti-

cular business of an office .

, 8. (from , a tamarind tree, and Я , a leaf, the

hem of a garment, a narrow stripe on cloth.

, a. (from , prie. and a , filth) , free from impurity,

clean, pure.

waiata , s . (from e, an office, and xlx , an action ,

the attendants and baggage of any person.

gafa, a. (from a, priv. and af , soiled), not soiled, not

dirty, not sad.

, a. (from , priv. and zata , an intercalary

month), not having an intercalary month.

WAST, a. (from , priv . and 13 , a head), headless.

ts, a. (from , priv. and aty, genteel , ungenteel,

destitute of great qualities.

, a. (from 1 , with), near ; prep. with ; s . the extreme

edge of the moon which appears at the change or on

the day ofthe new moon.

At A, s. (from , priv. and at , flesh), not flesh ; a . not

possessing flesh, lean, emaciated , werk.

at , a. (from , priv . and a ,fleshy) , not fleshy,

lean, thin, weak.

atsta , a. (from , priv. and atзtax, a maternal grand-

father), destitute of a maternal grandfather.

a , a. from , priv, and at , a maternal uncle), des-

titute of a maternal uncle.

, a . (from , priv. and at , a mother), motherless,

not maternal.

i , s. (from t, with) , a courtier, an adviser, a sena-

tor, a statesman.

ts , s. from 3 , a courtier, and sta , a genus), a

body of courtiers or advisers.

atasí, s. (from at , a courtier, and así, a class) , a bo-

dy ofcourtiers or advisers.

1ats . s. (from æ , a courtier, and Я , a collecti.

on), a body of courtiers or advisers.

GA¡A, ɑ . (from &, priv. and t7, honour), destitute of he

nour ; s . the want of respect.

, a. (from ill, a deposit , a deposit.

ata, s. (from , priv . and 17 , the regarding ofa thing),

disregard, inattention, disobedience.

watzdy, a. (from , priv. and at¬¬¤, honourable), not fit

to be regarded , not respectable, not deserving of ho-

nour.

aataa, s. (from a, priv, and ¡AT, a man), not a man ; a.

not human, desert, uninhabited, private.

Cc2
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tas, a. (from , priv. and atfis, honoured), not honour-

ed, not respected .

catfis , a. (from , priv . and affas, fit to be regarded),

not worth regarding, not fit to be minded or obeyed .

att, a . (from , prir. and atfa , proud), not proud, not

self-important.

TAHI, 8. (from 3, priv. and a, a man), not a man ; a.

desert, uninhabited , private, secluded, not human.

ata , a. (from , priv. and 2171, respectable , not deserv-

ing regard, not worthy of esteem, not respectable.

atan, s. (from , with, and z , to dwell), the time of

the moon's change, the day of the new moon.

tata , s. (from 1 , with, and , to dwell) , the change

of the moon, or rather the day of the new moon.

aata , s. (from , with, and , measure), the day of

the new moon.

aatat , s. (from 1, with, and , measure), the day of

the new moon.

Qaty, a. (from ≈, priv. and ati, delusion), free from illu-

sory appearances, free from illusion or sorcery.

watyi , s. (from ¤, priv. and t , delusion ), freedom from

delusive appearances.

fe, a. (from , priv. and atfiæ, illusory), sincere, up-

right.

ti, a. (from , priv. and atf , practising illusions),

not practising sorcery, not assuming illusive appear-

ances.

aatad, s. (from &, priv. and atas , a smiting), the not smit-

ing a thing, the not killing of an animal.

aifa, s. (from lys, the howda of an elephant), a howda

furnished with a hood.

fa , a. (from 3, priv . and af , smitten), not smitten,

not killed.

ats , s . (from , priv. and atst, a road), the want of a

road ; a destitute of roads.

afsis, a. (from , 1 riv. and affs, sought), unsought, not

searched for.

aut , s . (from , priv. and at , the cleansing ofa thing),

the not cleansing of a house, the not clearing of a vessel

or other thing.

অমার্জনীয় , a. ( from অ, priv. and মার্জ্জনীয়, capable of being

cleansed) , unfit to be cleansed, incapable ofbeing cleans-

ed .

ts, a. (from , priv . and atfs, cleansed) , not cleans-

ed, not scoured.

ata, a. (from , priv . and at , a necklace), not wearing

a necklace, destitute of a necklace.

QNt.

gata , a. (from , priv. and at , a necklace), not wearing

a necklace or garland .

3, a. ( from , priv. and fãs , measured), unmeasured.

fa , a. (from , priv, and fa , a friend) , friendless ; s. an

enemy.

fag1, s. (from 3, nectar) , nectar, the water of life.

aaa7, s. (from a, priv. and fa , contact , non-agreement;

want of correspondence, want of union.

af , s. (from , priv. and find, the mixing of things),

thenot mixing of things, the not compoundingof things.

af , a. (from , priv. and fat , miscible , immisci

ble, incapable of being mixed.

afanicu , ɑ . (from , priv. and faf , miscible ), im•

miscible, incapable of being mixed .

affs, a. (from , priv . and faf , mixed), un mixed, sim-

ple.

' ,af , a. (from , priv. and fa , sweet), not sweet.

afi , s. (from , priv. and faxa, sweetmeats , bad sweet-

meats, sweetmeats not deserving the name ; a. destitute

of sweetmeats.

, a. (from , to be sick , sick, diseased .

aïz, a. (from ¤, priv . and Я , a fish) , destitute of fish.

afat , a. (from , priv . and atnē, judging , not in-

vestigating, not deciding by the rules oflogic.

, a. (from , priv. and at , capable of

being decided), incapable of being logically decided.

, s. (from , priv. and at , a logical decision),

not a logical decision, not logical induction.

asfatatetṛæ, ɑ . (from , priv. and attet , deciding

logically , not discriminating or deciding logically.

tatate , a. from , prir. and at , deciding

logically), not discriminating or deciding logically.

Jattsa☎, a. (from afar , not logical decision, and

, producing) , producing an illogical conclusion.

aajatªAtsa), a. (from ¯ãƒªï½Ã¡, not a logical decision, and

, producible), producible by or arising from an illo-

gical conclusion.

adjatataa , ad. (loc. case of atta ) , for the pur

pose ofan illogical decision.

অমীমাং সানিমিত্তক, a. from অমীমাং ), not a logical decision,

and faf , a cause , caused by or arising from an illo-

gical conclusion ; ad. from or because of an illogical

conclusion.

aajat atfafare, ad. (from wat1, not a logical decision,

and fa , a cause), for the purpose of an illogical con-

clusion.

aatat , a. (from war , not a logical decision,

-

ཉ
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and , caused by), caused by or arising from an illo-

gical conclusion ; ad. from or because of an illogical

conclusion.

tata , ad. from at , not a logical decision , and

, without), without or beside an illogical decision.

ff , a. (from at , not a logical decisi-

F, excepted), the want of a logical decision, and

on excepted.

saakata̸foḍæ, s (from wat , not a logical decision,

and 34 , an exception), the exception ofthe want

of a logical decision.

stattfarge, ad. (loc. case of fo ), with

the exception of the want of a logical conclusion, with-

out or beside the want of a logical conclusion.

tates , a. (from it , not a logical conclusion,

and a cause), caused by or arising from the want of

a logical conclusion ; ad. from or because of the want

of a logical conclusion .

stfas, a. (from , priv. and ats, decided), decid-

ed by the rules of logic.

añatal, a. (from ¤, priv. and Яat , inferrible by rea-

son), not deducible by logical reasoning, not capable

of a logical decision.

47, s. (from yṣl, a noble), a person of eminence.

azizatat, 8. (from øl, a noble, and s♪lj, a son), the son of

a nobleman, or of a great personage .

1, s. from al, noble), nobility , greatness, grandeur,

dignity.

E, s. (from , it) , such an one, a certain person .

, a . (from , prio and 5, liberated , not free, not

liberated, not escaped, not swept or cleansed.

af , s . (from , priv. and af , liberty , want of liberty ;

a . destitute of liberty.

a. (from , priv. and , the face), destitute of a

countenance, bashful.

say , a. (from , priv. and™ , chief), inferior, mean, not

chief.

, a. (from , priv. and a , fascinated) , not fascinated,

not bereft of reflection, not stupified .

Efes a. from , priv. and af , overlayed), not over-

laid, not gilt, not wrapped up with paper or any other

covering, not shaved.

, ad. (from it , in another state, in another world,

in another state of existence.

1
a. (from , prio. and , stupid) , not stupid, not

grossly ignorant.

ß , al. (from , that), thus, without alteration, gratis,

in the same manner, as.

জম্

, a . (from , priv. and , stupid), not stupidly ig

norant.

fs, a. (from , priv. and af , bereft of sensation), not

bereft of sensation, not astounded , not struck with won-

der or surprise.

, ad. (from , priv. and , having aform) , not visi-

ble, not bodily, not having a form, shapeless, immate-

rial.

f , s. (from a, priv. and af , a form), the want of a

form or shape; a. incorporeal.

afés , s . (from a, priv. and af , incorporeal), incorpo

reity.

afé , s. (from was, incorporeal , incorporeity.

forta, a. (from , priv. and af , possessing a shape),

shapeless, not in a bodily form.

GÉT, ɑ . (from a, priv. and

, a. (from , priv. and

or origin.

, the head), headless.

, a root), destitute of a root

, a . (from , priv. and ™ , a root) , unfounded, hav

ing no foundation, of suspected origin, base.

, a. (fiom , priv. and , value ), invaluable, ofno

value.

, a. (from , priv. and st , a deer), destitute of game.

, s. (from , priv. and , dead), nectar, ambrosia,

the water of life, water, poison, immortality ; a. not

dead.

A 543, s. (from 3, nectar, and 3 , a pit) , a vessel full

of nectar, figuratively a vessel of lemonade or sherbet ;

the name of a small species of parrot, a dish resem-

bling gooseberry fool, but prepared with different fruits

or acids.

WHG31 , 8. (from , the water oflife , the power of con

ferring immortality, nectareousness, immortality.

WAGI , a, (from 3, nectar, and , equal to), nectare

ous, ambrosial, equal to nectar.

immortality,GT, S. (from 3, nectar , nectareousness ,

a power of confering immortality.

aziti, s . (from 3, nectar, and AA, a stream), a stream

ofnectar, a torrent of nectar,

Td, s. (from 3, nectar, and T , a raining), the

raining of nectar, a copious affusion of nectar.

3 , s. (from 3, nectar, and af , a shower), a show

er of nectar.

Gд , s. (from 3, nectar, and ¤, a taste), the taste or

flavor of nectar.

GGEN, s. (from 3, nectar, and my , a wave), a waye

or surge of nectar,
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জযে.

Qia, s. (from 3, nectar, and ist , an ocean), an

ocean of nectar.

3 , s. (from 3, nectar), the name of three drugs in

the Hindoo materia medica, viz . the fruits of Termi-

nalia Chebula and Phyllanthus En blica, and Menis-

permum cordifol›um.

aisas, a. (from 3, nectar, and fa , anointed),

sprinkled or affused with nectar.

GAST SET, S. (from 3, nectar, and feta , unction),

an unction or affusion with nectar.

ta , s. (from 543, nectar, and va̸, a se^), an ocean

of nectar.

sta , a. (from tá , a sea of nectar, and as, im-

mersed), immersed in an ocean of nectar.

G , 8. (from 3, water), the name of a drinking vessel

of an oblong shape.

, 8. (from . priv. and 1, death), immortality ; a. im-

mortal, deathless.

, a. (from ¤, priv. and , mild), not mild, not meek,

not gentle.

AT, ɑ. (from , priv. and ‹ , a cloud), cloudless, clear.

Gl15, a. (from A, priv. and ( 5, membrum virile), destitute

of virility.

matí, ɑ. {from ™, priv. and ‹¤â , pure), impure, unclean ;

s. ordure, impurity.

MaЯ31, s. (from mat, impure), impurity, uncleanness .

, s. from , impure , impurity, uncleanness.

অমেধ্যপ্রাশন, s . ( from অমেধা, impure, and প্রশিন , an eating),

the eating of unclean things.

aq , a. from ª , impure, and , eating), eat-

ing unclean things."

MaT/SHT, a. (from ™ , impure, and s☎, ea'ing), eat-

ing unclean things ; s . a person who eats impure things .

QWÂ¡S¶d, s. (from ™ª , impure, and 544, an eating), the

eating ofunclean things.

অমেধ্যভোজন, s. ( from অমেধ্য, impure, and ভোজন, an eating),

the eating of unclean things.

অমেধ্যভোজী, a. from অমেধ্য, impure, and তৌজি , eating) ,

eating unclean things.

MATTA, s. (from , impure, and ta, an eating) , the

eating of unclean things.

martiì, a. (from , impure, and tf , eating , eat-

ing unclean things.

GlamT, a. (from a, priv . and æx, uniting), discordant,

disuniting.

MAEI, s. (from ¤, priv . and cama, union), the want of uni-

on, disunion.

4.

, a. (from , priv. and may, to be united , immis-

cible, not capable of being united.

tat , s. (from Je , goods;, goods, merchandize, pro

perty.

at , a. from , prio and at , redeemable), not re-

deemable, not relinquishable.

AlAtF, s. (from I, priv. and cat¶, liberty), want of liberty;

a. not enjoying liberty.

WA†Fd, s. (from ¤, priv. and cats , a relinquishing) , the

not relinquishing of a thing.

At , a. (from a, priv. and at , falible), infallible, effec-

tual.

watsx, a. (from ≈, priv . and te, a liberator), not liber-

ating, not setting others free, not escaping.

t7, s. (from , priv. and 7, the setting an animal

free), the not liberating of a man or animal, the not

parting with a thing.

aratparats , a. (from I, priv. and cat8¬¿¶ist), worthy ofli-

beration , not worthy ofredemption or liberation .

1871 , a. (from , pric, and cats , fit for liberation),

not fit to be redeemed or set at liberty.

toy, a (from , priv. and cataty, capable of being

liberated , not fit to be set at liberty, not proper to be

parted with.

ats, a . (from , priv. and ass, liberated), not set

free, not parted with.

, a. (from , priv. and cat , redeemable), not redeem-

able, not relinquishable, not worthy of liberty.

at ), 8 (from 1 , not redeemable) , the circumstance

of not being redeemable, an incapability ofbeing liber-

ated .

, s. (from at , not redeemable , the circumstance

ofnot being redeemable, an incapability of being liber-

ated.

ate, s. (from a, priv. and cats, loss ofreflection), the re-

taining of sensation or reason.

watígs, a. (from , priv , and † , bereft of sensation),

not bereft of sensation or reflection.

7, s. (from´ , priv. and 1 , silence), a want af silence,

ssif, a. (from ¤, priy, and calfa , silent), not silent.

77, s. (from 7, to make known), an eye.

HI, s. (from Da, to make known), apparel, clothing, am-

bergris, the sky, a cloud, cotton .

3 , s . from , and te, tobacco), tobacco mix.

ed with different ingredients and reduced to a pulp

forthe hooka, or Indian pipe.

TA, a. (from F , acid), acid, sour.

"
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E , s. (from , acid), acidity, sourness.

লেবেল, $. (from অম্বল, acid , and বেল, the wood apple , the

name of a plant, (Arum bulbiferum.)

&TI, 8. (from W , a mother, and 1 , to be situated), a phy-

sician, or the descendant of a brahmun by a woman of

the Vishya class .

QTH' , s. (from QTI, a mother, and , to be situated), the

name of a shrub, (Jasminum auriculatum ; also Cisam-

pelos hexandra.) This name is also applied to wood sor-

rel (Oxalis corniculata.)

, s. (from , to make known), a mother.

, s. (from , an imitative sound, and if , the key

nole in music ) , in music the second concord above or

below the key note.

, s. (from , to make known), a mother.

af , s. (from T, a mother) , one of the names ofBhuva-

nee or Doorga, a mother.

37, 8. (from W , to utter sound , water.

1, s. (from , water, and 1, a particle), a parti-

cle or small drop ofwater.

1

SII, 8. (from , water, and 1, to be produced), the

name ofa tree ( Barringtonia acutangula. )

, 8. (from , water, and ¹, to give), a cloud.

7 , s. (from 3 , water, and , to contain), the sea.

at , s. (from 3 , water, and 7, speaking), a name

given to three days in the month of Asharha, on which

the earth is supposed to be menstruous . the Hindoos

abstain from all the labours of husbandry on these

days.

1775 , s. (from , water, and (735, a ratan), a spe-

cies of ratan which grows in or near water.

arata, s . (from L, water, and , to carry), a cloud.

ag , s. (from water, and , to nourish or sustain),

a cloud.

TII, s. (from T, water, and 31 , to give), the threshold

ofa door.

3, a. (from , water, and 5, performed), sputtered.

, a. (from 3 , to move), acid, sour.

, s. (from , to move), water.

at , a. (from , water, and , to be produced), the

Nelumbium or water-lily.

gris , a. (from Wyk , a water-lily) , a bed or assem-

blage ofNelumbiums, the Nelumbium in flower.

51, a. (from , water, and 1 , to give), giving water ;

s. a cloud.

sigig, a. (from g , water, and 2, to hold), holding

water; s. a cloud,

gi , s. from 7, water, and , to hold , a cloud,

algtfak, s. (from g , water, and fift, a valuable thing),

the sea.

yt , s. (from ay , water, and ☎ to germinate), a lo-

tus, (Nelumbium speciosum. )

*!, a. (from Я, water ), aqueous, watery.

I, s. (from I, to eat), a mango.

, s. (from 3, nectar), nectar, ambrosia, the liquor of

the gods which ensures immortality.

Watz, s. (from AI, a mango, and we, to move constantly),

the name ofa tree, (Spondias mangifera), also the fruit

of the tree.

ats , s. (from 13, the fruit of spondias), the name of

a tree (Spondias mangifera), also the fruit of the tree.

, a. from , to move), acid , sour.

chaft, s. (from ¤ , acid, and af , a potsherd), the name

of a plant, Cæsalpinia olæosperma.)

31, s. (from , acid) , acidity, sourness.

TYT, 8. (from F , acid), acidity, sourness.

E, s. (from H, acid, and f , bile), an acidity on the

stomach, a sour belching.

FF, A. (from , sour, and , caused by), caused by

or arising from acidity, caused by or arising from acids.

, ad. (from , sour, and f , without), without

acidity, without acids.

|| , a. (from , sour, and ff , possessed of), pos-

sessed of acidity, acid, sour.

1

GITIA, 8. (from , acid, and 1438, a ratan), the name

of a plant (Rumex vesicarius . )

, a. (from H, sour, and 1 , joined to), connected

with acids or acidity, acid, sour.

, s. (from A, tour, and , a taste), an acid taste ; a.

acid to the taste.

, a. (from , an acid taste, and 5, smeared),

impregnated with an acid taste.

t1, s. (from , acid, and calfa , culling), wood

sorrel, (Oxalis corniculata. )

8. from , sour, and t , an edible herb), sorrel,

(Rumex vesicarius .

t , a. (from , sour, and F, smeared), acidulated,

mixed with acids.

fas, a. (from , acid, and f , fixed in a habi-

tation), the name of a disease ; perhaps, acidity in the

stomach.

, a. (from , priv. and at , the circumstance offading),

unfading, not liable to be tarnished, undecayable ; s .

the name of a flower (Gomphrena globosa.)
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tfa, s. (from , priv . and tft, fading), perpetual fresh-

ness or verdure ; a. unfading, amaranthine.

f1, s. (from

indicus.)

, acid), the tamarind tree, (Tamarindus

, s. from , to move), good luck, a favourable turn of

fortune.

13, s. (from V, priv and ™ , a sacrifice) , not a sacrifice ;

a. destitute of sacrifice.

TTIF, a. (from 5, p iv. and 1 , a sacrifice) , unfit for sacri-

fice, not appropriated to sacrificial purposes.

, a. (from , priv. and ,fitfor sacrifice), unfit

for sacrifice, not sacrificial.

ust, s. (from , priv. and af , of subdued appetites),

not having the appetites and organs subdued , inconti-

nent.

, a. (from prir. and , endeavour), without endea

vour, easy, without pains.

agata , a. (from , priv. and gata , using exertions),

not using exertions, not endeavouring.

suget , a. (from , priv. and gata, using exertions),

not using exertions, not endeavouring.

ng , a. (from I , want ofendeavour , and 571, pro-

ducibl , producible by or arising from want of exerti-

on or endeavour.

ags, ad. (loc. case of g ), for indolence or want

of exertion.

aughfree, a. (from a want ofendeavour, and fafag,

á cause), caused by or arising from want of exertion or

endeavour ; ad. from or because of the want of exerti-

on or endeavour.

অযত্ননিমিত্তে, ad. (from সযত্ন, want of endeavour, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause) for the want of exertion or endeavour.

ITF, a. (from , want of endeavour, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the want of endea

vour or exertion ; ad. from or because of the want of

endeavour or exertion.

agat , a. (from , prir , and age, laborious) , not using

exertion, not endeavouring, uot laborious.

augfant, ad. (from ag , want ofendeavour, and f1, with-

out , without or beside the want of exertion or endea-

vour.

afted, a. (from , priv. and gift , using exertion),

not possessed of exertion or endeavour, inactive.

auguffin, a. (from , want of endeavour, and

fs , excepted) , the want of endeavour or exertion

excepted.

অযত্নবা তিরেক, s . (from অযত্ন, want of endeavour, and বাতিয়েক,

51.

an exception), the exception of negligence or want of

endeavour.

aagrifone, ad. (loc. case of auguftae , with the ex-

ception of negligence or the want of endeavour, with

out or beside negligence or want of endeavour,

1

, a. (from , without labour, and 53, become),

accomplished without labour, spontaneous.

gi , a. (from , want of endeavour, and 153, 2

cause) , caused by or arising from negligence or want of

endeavour ; ad. from or because of negligence or want

of exertion.

agtata , s. (from , priv. and aytæt , a desire to use ex-

ertion), the want ofa desire to use exertion, indolence.

agat , a. (from , priv. and aget , desirous ofus

ing exertion), not desirous of using exertion, negli-

gent, slothful.

augifsata, s. (from , priv. and fat , a desire to useex-

ertions), the want of a desire to use exertion , in so cuce.

augtstal, a. (from , priv. and gifsata , desirous of

using exertions) , indolence to use exertions.

, do. loc. case if ) , easily, without labour.

Jolk', s. (from priv, and 1 , an inclination to use

exertions), the want of an inclination to use exertions,

indolence.

Mh. a. (from , priv. and , desircus ofusing exerti

on), not desirous of using exertions, indolent, sloth

ful.

NYE, a. (from a, priv. and ag , desirous ofus ngex-

ertion , not desirous of using exertions, indolent, sloth-

ful.

amgiama, s. (from , priv . and is , the commence

ment ofexertion), the want of a beginning to use exer-

tion.

1, 7. (from , priv. and Tut, as ), disproportioned, not

resembling, inconsistent.

ga , s. (from ☎, priv. T21, as , and 717, expenditure`,

extravagance, expenditure disproportioned to the in-

come.

aut , a. (from , priv. and autu, proper), improper, uns

righteous, not real, wrong.

hi , s. (from

false rib.

aut , not true, and , a rib), a

azurrātā, s. (from ¶ , untrue, and ™ , a word), an

untrue or incorrect sentence or speech, an unjust or

improper speech.

waunfæti), a. (from autí, improper, and at speaking),

speaking improperly, speaking falsely ; s. a liar.

3

たま

4

L

2

1

#
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Tufa , s. (fromaut , improper, and 7, expenditure), | , a. (from , priv. and af , a staff), destitute ofa

a squandering, an extravagant expenditu`re.

cautiufì, a. (from autu ,́ improper, and T , expend-

ing), expending money improperly, profuse, prodigal,

squandering.

cautata, a. (from , priv . and H , according to the

shastra), not agreeing with the shastra.

sugaige, a. (from a, priv. and GEİJE, acting

according to the shastra), not acting according to the

shastra.

autistaì, a. (from , priv . and Tuttata , acting

according to the shastra , not acting according to the

shastra.

augs, a. (from , priv. and af , to the extent of

one's desires , not to the extent of a person's desires .

waux, a. (from , prir. and Tug, as much as is required),

insufficient, scanty, not so much as is required.

amudiod, s. (from , priv. and musts , an acting ac-

cording to one's will , conduct which is restrained, re-

gular conduct, the not acting according to one's own

will.

E , s. (from , to move), motion, a'going in a particu

lar course, a road, the course of the sun north or south

of the equator.

33, 7. (from , priv, and 3, regulated), not regulat-

ed, irregular, not under controul.

, a. (from , priv, and 7, a Moosulman) , free from

Moosulmans.

visid, a. (from , priv. and fis, youngest), not juni-

or.

Ściętą, a. (from a, priv. and aṛ , youngest) , not juni-

or.

ft, ad. (from ¶ , that, and ft, also), also, that also,

even that.

, s. (from 8 , faith), a grant of lands, a freehold

given as a remuneration for faithful services.

ata, s. (from a , faith, and , holding , a freehold-

er, one who possesses lands bestowed by his prince for

faithful services.

Exatigi, s . (from , priv, and , fame), dishonour, the

want of reputation, infamy.

*sz, a. (from * , dishonour, and , to do), bringing

disgrace, producing infamy.

wa , a. (from , priv, and ta , renowned), not renown-

ed, not famous.

a , a. (from a, priv. and q , renowned), not fa-

mous, not renowned,

staff or rod.

, s. (from , to move), iron.
j.

ys, s. (from , iron, and t , splendid), the name

of a stone, perhaps the loadstone.

atst, a. (from , priv. and atst, a sacrifice), destitute of

sacrifice.

ats , a. (from a, priv. and atõē, a petitioner) , not peti-

tioning.

autsafe, s. (from , prir. and * , a living on petiti-

ons), not living on alms, not subsisting by mendicity.

4, s. (from , priv. and 57, a petitioning), the not

petitioning for a thing.

autosty, a. (from , priv. and at , fit to be object ofa

petition), unfit to be asked, improper to be requested,

autsata, a. (from , priv, and t , petitioning), not

petitioning.

autos, a. (from a, priv. and as, to ask , unasked, un,

requested, unsought.

Arts , a. (from a, priv. and atfs , petitioned , not ask

ed for, not petitioned, not requested.

fs , a. (from , priv. and tfs , fit to be request

ed , unfit to be requested.

autft33, s. (from at , not asked, and 3 , a vow), a

religious observance or vow in which a person binds

himself not to eat any thing but what is casually be-

stowed on him without asking.

aat , 8. (from 3, priv. and 1, a petition) , not a pe-

tition.

Watts, a. (from I, priv. and T†51, propèr to be asked), un-

fit to be prayed for, improper to be petitioned for..

atsata, a. (from , prir. and T , requested , not

made the subject of a request.

ata , d. (from , priv. and T , a priest), not offering

sacrifices, destitute of sacrificing priests.

Qutná, s. (from , priv. and 15 , the performing ofreli

gious rites), the non performance of religious rites.

t , a. (from , priv. and at , capable ofreligious cere-

monies , incapable of religious ceremonies.

aututa , a. (from at , incapable of religious ceremo

nies, and ☎, performing sacrifice , performing religi

ous ceremonies for low or polluted persons who by the

rules of the shastra are incapable of religious acts.

aut37 , a. (from a, priv. and at , torment), free from ago

ny or torment.

31, s. (from , priv. and at , torment), freedom from

agony or torment.
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ata , s . (from , prio. and !, the setting out on ajour-

ney), the not setting out on a journey or pilgrimage.

autfe, a. from , priv. and affae, proper to commence a

journey), improper for the commencing of a journey.

aututfiæ, a. (from , priv. and tutfú , real), unrighteous,

improper, not real, not genuine.

tut , s. (from a, priv. and tutur, genuineness), un-

righteousness, a want ofgenuineness , a want of reality.

t , s. (from , priv. and 17, a causing to go), the

not passing away, a not causing to pass or go away.

, a. (from , priv. and at , fit to be made to pass

away), unfit or improper to be made to pass away, un-

fit to be spent.

f , ad. a vocative particle used in an affectionate address ,

ho ! soho!

WTF, a. (from a, priv. and 5, united ,not united, unjoin-

ed, unconnected, not fitted or suited to circumstances,

incompatible.

GIF , 8. (from TF, unjoined) , a not being joined, unfit-

ness, unsuitableness.

CF , s. (from F, unjoined), a not being joined, unfit-

ness, unsuitableness.

aufs, s (from , priv. and af , a logical argument), not

a logical argument, not sound advice ; a. destitute of

sound reason or advice.

aufsfa , a. (from , priv. and Tfsfs, proved by reason),

not proved by reason, not deduced from logical argu-

ments.

yst, s. (from , priv. and st, a dispensation or age , not

a dispensation or age, not a pair ; a. not fitting or suit-

ing, not paired, not in two's.

sta, s . (from a prio. and st , a pair), a not coming in

contact, a not fitting or suiting for any purpose, not a

pair ; a. not paired, not matching.

, a. (from 3, priv. and , a pair) , not constituting a

pair, not pairing ; s . not a pair.

GLAISINESAN, s. (from , without a fellow, and

astatggatșt, a vein , in anatomy the name of a parti-

cular vein, (Vena azygos).

, a. (from , prív. and 45,joined , ten thousand .

, s. (from , priv. and T , war), peace, freedom from

war.

aysxtaæ, ɑ. (from , peace, and * , doing), peace-

making, not making war.

অযুদ্ধকারী, a. (from অযুদ্ধ, peace, and কারিন, doing), peace-

making, not making war.

47 1, a. (from , peace, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from peace.

al , ad. (loc. case of ), for the sake of peace.

affic , a. (from , peace, and fa , a cause), caus◄

ed by or arising from peace ; ad. from or because of

peace or tranquility.

face, ad. (from , peace, and fas, a cause), for

the sake of peace.

, a. (from , peace, and TF, caused by), cause

ed by or arising from peace or tranquility; ad. from

or because of peace.

SITIE, ɑ. (from peace, and (TF, a cause), caused

by or arising from peace or tranquility ; ad. from of

because of peace.

, a. (from a, priv. andatrata, fighting) , not fight

ing, not engaged in battle.

ſs , a. (from a, priv. and gfs, young), destitute of

young women.

aðæ, a. (from a, priv. and Tol, young), destitute of

young women.

, ad. a vocative particle, soho ! also a particle indicat

ing recollection

ats, s. (from , priv. and catst, abstraction of mind);

freedom from abstraction of mind, a not having the

mind fixed on a single object.

atst, a (from a, priv and catfsta , fixing the mind on a

single object), not fixing the mind on a single object,

free from religious devotees .

atst , a. (from , prir. and cufst , capable , unfit, incapa

ble, incompatible, incompetent, unable, unsuitable.

atstr ), s. (from st , incapable), incapability, inabi-

lity, incompetency, unsuitableness.

att , 8. (from str , incapacity, and gett,

manifestation), the display or manifestations of incapa.

city or unfitness .

ts , s . (from ts , incapable), incapability, inabili

ty, incompetency, unsuitableness.

ist, a . (from , iron, and , a point), a pestle, or

any other weapon which is pointed or shod with iron.

, s. (from , iron, and T, to smite), a smith's

anvil.

MTIE, ɑ. (from ¬, priv. and catsæ, bringing into con-

tact), not bringing together, not accomplishing, not

connecting, not yoking together, not joining things.

Mata), s. (from priv. ani ( 57), con!act), want of

contact, want ofconcert, want of unity or agreement,

the not accomplishing of a scheme, a not yoking, a

want ofjunction, the absence of a seam orjoining.

aatusts, a. (from a, priv, and cutants, capable of being

*

ཝིན
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united, unfit to be paired or yoked together, unfit for

orincapable of being placed in contact, not accomplish-

able, incapable of being joined.

†3), a. from ¤, priv. and ‹æt , capable ofbeing united),

unfit to be paired or yoked together, unfit to be placed

in contact, incapable of being joined.

ata, a . (from , priv. and ca , a competency` , having

nothing on which to subsist, destitute of subsistence,

destitute of a competency.

, a. (from , priv. and catata, destitute ofa com-

petency), reduced in circumstances so as not to be able

to provide necessaries.

atal, a. (from , prir. and cata , property), destitute,

poor.

tal, s. (from , priv. and cuta, a warrior), one who is

not a warrior; a. free from warriors or soldiers.

[ūta , a. (from , prio. and cut ,fit to befoughtfor), not

worth fighting for, unworthy of being fought for.

জয .়

a1fx381, ɑ. (from a, priv. and 3 ,fit to bepreserved),

unfit to be preserved, not worth keeping or guarding.

, a . (from , priv. and I, fit to be preserved), unfit

to be preserved, not worth keeping or guarding.

Hata, a. (from , priv. aud ata, pre erred , not made

the object of preservation or guardianship.

stt, a. (from e, juice, aud lj, to be born), pro-

duced from juice or liquor.

JTE, 8. (from J , swift, and , to remove a thing), a ma-

chine for drawing water, also a large pit or well.

MJT, ɑ. (from T. a machine for drawing water), a

machine for drawing water.

, a. (from ¤, priv. and și, a colour), colourless .

, a. (from a, priv. and 75 , composing), not making

or fabricating, not composing, a particular arrangement

ofthe concords in an octave.

31, s. (from , priv. and 381, fabrication), non-fabri

cation, not a composition.

Qutanı , s. (from ☎, prip. and cutâ , worthy ofbeingfought ,

for), the name of a city vulgarly called Oude.

fa, a. (from a, priv. and caifa, vulva), not born in the

common way of generation.

অযোনিজ, ৫. ( from অযোনি, out ofthe common course of gene

ration, and to be produced), equivocally produced,

nt born in the ordinary course ofgeneration.

sutfage, a. (from rata, out of the common course of

generation, and яgª, a production), not børn in the com-

mon course of generation ; s. an equivocal producti-

on.

a. from , to go) , quick, speedy.

3, s. (from ¿ze, juice), moisture perspiration.

44, s. (from 2, to move), the name of several water plants,

wiz. Vallisneria, Conferva, Rivularia , &c. also moss.

ILF, 4. (from V, priv. and ₹9, red), not red, not ruddy,

not bloody.

fs , a. (from , priv. and 3 , redness), a want of

redness,

34, a. (from a, priv. and JF , a keeper), destitute of a

keeper, not guarding or watching over another.

481, 8 from ¤, priv. and TF , a preserving), the pot

keeping or preserving of a thing.

, a. (from , priv. and ads, proper to be preserv

ed,, not fit to be kept, not worth preservation.

1 , s. (from , priv. and 71 preservation), a want of

preservation, the neglect ofguarding or keeping a thing..

afas, q. (from ™, priv. and afs, preserved), not preserv

ed, not guarded, not kept,

a. (from &, priv . and go , capable of beingfa-

bricated), incapable of being fabricated or composed.

3, a. (from , priv. and af ,fabricated), not fabricat-

ed, not composed.

, s. (from , a petition), a request, a representation.

অরজক, s. (from , priv. and I , a washerman), one who

is not a washerman ; a. destitute of washermen.

, 8. from prip. and 353, silver), not silver ; a. de-

stitute of silver.

xt , a. (from ,Pº, apetition, and Alo, he does);

presenting a petition.

galæst, 8. (from je, a petition, and Ạ , a lord), one

who introduces or reads petitions in a court.

Dam , s. (from Á , introducing a petition,) , the

office of reading petitions in a court.

ض

SX351, α, (from , pri . and 334, the menstrual dis-

charge), not menstruous.

PTH , a. (from Oh , cheap , cheap.

gt, s . (from ,priv. and 3 , the menstruous discharge),

not menstruous.

43, s. (from yª, a petition), a petition, a requeșt.

1, s. (from & , to go) , a buffalo.

fd, s. (from &, to go), a piece of dry wood used to pro

cure fire by friction.

, s. (from , to go), a forest, a wilderness, a thicket.

DJAINPA, 8. (from , a forest, and st , a going), the

going to a forest as a devotee,

, a. (from 1, aforest, and , to be produced),

produced in a forest, growing in a forest.

Dd 2
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915t3, a. (from

GX.

41 , a forest, and to, produced), pro-

duced in a forest, growing in a forest.

rata, s. (from , aforest, and fat , a residence),

a residence in a forest.

azdıfatal, a. (from J, a forest, and fazifa , residing),

residing in a forest.

ta, s. (from 4 , a forest, and t , a residence), a

residence in a forest.

, a. (from 4 , a forest, and tf , dwelling), re-

siding in a forest.

অরণ্যমস্কিকা , s. ( from অরণ্য, a forest , and মক্ষিকা, a fly), agad

fly (Oestris ofvarious species.)

a. (from , a forest, and , to be situated), si-

tuated in a forest.

ty , a. (from 1, a forest, and tf , continuing),

continuing in a forest.

fs, a. (from

ed in a forest.

att, s. (from

4 , aforest, and f , situated), situat-

4 , forest), a large or extensive forest.

3, a. (from , priv. and 33, devoted to) , not devoted to,

not engaged in with spirit, not delighted with.

f3, s. (from , priv. and f³, pleasure), the want ofen-

joyment or pleasure, anger, displeasure.

, a. (from , priv. and , a jewel , destitute ofjewels

or valuable things.

, a. (from , prep. and af , the length of the littlefin-

ger), a cubit measured from the elbow to the tip ofthe

little finger.

au, s . (from , priv . and aư, a car), a wretched car, un-

deserving ofthe name ; a. destitute of a car.

¿gua, a. (from ™, priv. and aux, seuted in a car), not seat-

ed in a car, not seated in a chariot.

Gauzki, a. (from , priv . and gifs , continuing in a

car), not continuing in or occupying a chariot.

zu , a. (from , priv. and us , seated in a car) , not

seated in a car, not placed on a chariot.

, a. (from , priv. and fua, belonging to a car), not

pertaining to a car.

anal, s. (from the military expression orderly) , one who

runs before the palanqueen of a rich man to proclaim

his coming.

IAI, s. (from 5, priv. and 77 , the preparing of food),

the not cooking of food ; a. improper for cooking (ap-

plied to seasons in which the cooking offood is reckon-

ed unlawful.)

অৱৰ, s.

42

(from , priv. and T, a voice), a want of sound or

voice ; a . silent, mute; also, (from , an arab), an

arabian,

GR.

afa, a. from lys, an arab), arabian, arabic.

wafan, s. (from 7, speedily, and fa̸ , to share out), aważ

ter-lily (Nelumbium speciosum .)

aff , s . (from af , a lotus), a bed of Nelumbiums

a Nelumbium in flower.

agd , a . (from , priv. and , a wife), destitute of a

wife.

, a. (from , priv. and at , fit to be enjoyed), not

agreeable, not fit to be enjoyed, not pleasant.

agata, s. (from A, another, and a† , honour) , disappoint

ment, dishonour, distress .

, a. (from , priv. and 1, fit to be enjoyed), not

agreeable, not pleasant, not fit to be enjoyed.

a , s. (from a, to move), a door.

afa, s. from & , to move), a door.

, ad. a vocative particle employed in addressing infe

riors and stimulating them to haste.

, a. (from , priv. and , a taste), tasteless, insi

pid, juiceless, the name of a plant, (Solanum pubes

cens.) .

safe, a. (from , priv. and af , merry), not merry, not

witty.

AICI, 8, from at , the name of a plant), the name of a

plant (Cytisus Cajan . )

WJXW , ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and- , private), not private,

not secret, public.

ts, a. (from , priv. and atst, passion), destitute ofpas

sion, free from passion.

aatst, a. (from a, priv. and atfs , passionate), cool , not

passionate, unimpassioned.

IX†HT, a. (from I, priv. and HĦ , a king), destitute ofa

king.

AtHFI), 8. (from ate, destitute ofa king), the circum◄

stance of being without a king.

aztaæg, s. (from xã , destitute ofa king), the circum◄

stance of being without a king.

অরণজসময়, s. ( from অরাজক, destitute of aking, and সময়,

time), an inter-regnum.

watfs, s. (from a, prio. and I , to give), an enemy.

at , s. (from , priv. and at , a sound), silence.

at , a. (from , to move) , crooked, bent ; s . pitch or ro

sin, a rutting elephant.

afa, s. (from &, to go) , an enemy.

, s. (from , an enemy, and , afamily), the fa

mily ofan enemy.
sta, s. from fa, an enemy, and sta, a class), a body of

foes, a hostile party.

23
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অক

af , s. (from af , a foe, and s , a house), an enemy's

house, a house of enemies.

af31, s.´from fa, an enemy) , enmity.

"a , s . (from A, to move the rudder of a ship or boat.

sk , s. (from af?, an enemy), enmity.

aiza, a. (from I, a foe, and ã, to subdue), foe -subdu-

ing, conquering, triumphing over an enemy ; . a con-

querer, one who humbles his foes.

af , s. (from si , a receiver), a man who carries the

rents or taxes, when collected to the treasury.

fa , s. (from &, priv. and fat, afoe), one who is not hos-

tile to another, one who is not an adversary ; free from

⚫ foes.

af , s . (from fa, an enemy, and as, a class), a body of

foes, a hostile party.

aff , a. (from fx, an enemy, and fa , a friend), the

friend or ally of an enemy, a sovereign whose posses-

sions border on those of an enemy.

af , s. (from fx, an enemy, and ‹ ¤, ƒát), a fœtid spe-

cies of Mimosa, (Mimosa foetida )

afe, s. (from a, prio. and fax, ill luck), happiness , plea

sure, misery, a sign of death, spirituous liquor, garlick,

the name of a tree ( Melia azad-dirachta), a crow, but-

ter-milk, this name is also applied to other trees (Sa-

pindus detergens, and another species), a woman's

apartment.

, s. (from af , misfortune , and , a viewing),

the seeing or viewing of misfortune or calamity.

af , s. (from af , pleasure, and ( d, foam ), the

•

name of a tree, ( Sapindus detergens.)

fe, a. (from af , misfortune, and 45 , indicating),

indicating misfortune or calamity.

f , s. (from af , an enemy, and , a collection), a

body of foes.

ifs, s. (from , priv. and ifs, a custom), an improper

usage or custom.

**̂ fizi, s. (from , a sore or wound), the name of a dis-

ease, ( linea or scald head.) This name is also applied

to any malignant eruption on the head or face.

, a. from a, priv. and 4 , to be diseased), not diseas-

ed, healthy ; s. a tree. 1

, a. (from , priv. and T , rough), not rough or un-

friendly, not severe, not unpolished or savage.

, a. from , priv. and 4 , to be diseased), not diseas

ed, healthy.

, a. (from , priv. and , diseased), not diseased,

healtby.

fs, s. (from a, prio. and fo, relish), disrelish, disgust

antipathy.

te, a. (from fs, dislike, and , making), caus

ing dislike or disgust.

wafat , a. (from af , dislike, and fa , doing), caus-"

ing dislike or disgust.

, a. (from afs, disgust, and 4, to do), occasion-

ing disrelish or disgust.

fa , a. (from afs, disgust, and , producing),

producing disgust, occasioning a disrelish for food.

GT833, a. (from , dislike, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from dislike or disgust.

fs , ad. (loc. case of

dislike or disgust.

8 ), for the purpose of

urbfaface, a. (from as, dislike, and af , a cause),̀

caused by or arising from dislike or disgust ; ad. from

or because of dislike or disgust.

fofafa13, ad. (from , dislike, and fifa , a cause).

for the purpose of dislike or disgust.

Я , a. (from , dislike, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from dislike or disgust ; ad, from

or because of dislike or disgust.

, a. (frem , priv. and 53, agreeable), disagreeable,

displeasing, disgusting, not beautiful.

afsig , a. (from , dislike, and 3. a cause) , caus--

ed by or arising from dislike or disgust; ad from or

because of dislike or disgust.

1, a. (from , priv. and 61 , palatable), not agreeable,

not palatable.

A4, s. (from 2, to go`, the dawn, aurora : in mythology,

Uroona is the son of Kushyupa and charioteer of the

sun ; the sun, the name of a plant (Rubia Munjista) ; a.

dark red or purple, the colour of the dawn.

tafit, s. (from 4, the sun, and atafu , a charioteer),

in mythology the charioteer of the sun.

HI, 8. (from T , the dawn , and , producedfirst)

in mythology Guroora, the regent of birds, and carri-

-er of Vishnoo.

AMaty, 8. (from 4, the dawn, and sag, the rising), the

first appearance of the dawn.

অরুণোদয়সপ্তযী , ৪, (from অরুণোদয়, the first appearance of the

dawn, and sat, the seventh), the seventh day ofthe in-

crease ofthe moon in the month of Magha.

latus, a. (from 4, the dawn, and sf³, risen), having

the dawn risen.

Th³, a. (from , priv . and fu³, weeping), not bewail-

ed, not lamented, not wept over ; s. a not weeping.
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wizi.

, a. (from , prio. and a, blockaded), not blockaded,

not shut up, not obstructed.

, s. (from , priv. and af , blood), a substance which

is not blood, not blood ; a. destitute of blood.

, ɑ. (from , a sore, and , to torment), corro.

sive, sharp, biting, corroding.

3 , s. (from , priv . and , to obstruct), in mytho-

logy, the wife of Vushistha, the sage, who was trans-

formed into a star.

EI, 4. (from , a sore, and to make), corroding,

sharp, corrosive ; the name of a tree (Semecarpus Ana-

cardium.)

de , ɑ. (from ", priv. and ☎x, enraged), not enraged, not

angry .

UTH, s.-(from ♣, to move), a sore or wound, the sun, a vi-

tal part,

QI, s. from priv. and ☎ , a form), the want of form or

sh pe ; 7. shapeless.

QE, a. (from ☎, priv. and ☎æ, figurative), not figura-

tive, not resembling, not metaphorical.

tata, ɑ. (from ☎, priv. and Яze, handsome), not hand,

some, not well formed.

™ , a vocative particle used in addressing an inferior per-

son.

A a vocative particle used in addressing inferiors.

' ,ts, s. (from , priv. and catst, a disease), freedom from

disease ; a. free from disease, healthy.

st31, s. (from af , not diseased), healthiness.

st , s. (from af , not diseasel) , healthiness.

ats , a. (from , priv. and catst , diseased), healthy, not

diseased .

Gats , a. (from , priv. and cats , gratifying), not gra-

tifying, disgusting.

wala. (from A, priv. and wifi , agreeable), disagree-

able, not luminous, not splendid, not brilliant.

7, s. (from a, priv. and cat57 , weeping) , a not weep-

ing or lamenting ; a. free from weeping.

ifs, a. (from a, priv. and catfas, made to werp), not

made to weep or lament.

it, s. (from a, priv. and cat , an obstruction), not an

obstruction, not a blockade.

ata, s . (from 3, prir, and catâ , an obstructing), a not

obstructing, a not shutting or blocking up .

ay, a. (from , priv. and at , ca able ofbeing

obstructed), incapable of being obstructed or blocked

up.

, a, (from , priv, and A , capable ofbeing ob-

structed), incapable of being obstructed or blooked
up.

mattd, s. (from , priv. and ad, a planting , a not

planting, a not fixing posts or pegs in the ground.

atЯafy, a. (from □, priv. and art , capable of being

planted), incapable of being planted or fixed in the

earth.

t , a. (from , priv. and cats, capable ofbeing plant.

ed), incapable of being planted orfixed in the earth.

at , 8, (from , prie, and af , springing up), a de.

scending note in music.

ady, a, (from ™, priv. and , the sunshine), shady, free

from sunshine, not severe, not terrific.

vé, s. (from xs, to worship), the sun, the name of a plant

(Calotropis gigantea. )

a , s. (from , the sun, and a leaf), the name of

a plant, (Aristolochia Indica.)

, s. (from , the sun, and t , a leaf, the name of a

plant (Calotropis gigantea. )

afe, s. (from e, the sun, and , aflower), the name

ofa plant, ( Cleome pentaphylla.)

vết, s. (from vế, the sun, and , a flower , the name

ofa plant, (Cleome pentaphylla.

aal, s. (from a , the sun, and , a root), the name of

a plant (Aristolochia Indica.)

ag , s . (from , the sun, and , a flower), the name

of a plant, Cleome pentaphylla .

aa, s. (from

what, s. (from

, to act habituilly', a bar.

, to act hab.tually , a bar or bolt.

s. (from , to honour), the price of an article, a moder

ofadoration to gods or brahmuns, respect shewn to su,

periors and guests.

sú, a. (from , respect), proper as a respectful oblation

to a superior or a guest. This offering sometimes con-

sists of water only, and sometimes of grass and flowers

added to the water.

as , a. (from , to worship), honouring, worshipping ; s,

a worshipper, one who shews respect or pays homage

to another.

, s. (from 5, to worship), the act of worshipping God

or an idol, the paying homage to a man.

, s. (from , to worship), worship, homage, respect,

adoration.

aðatætș, a. (from at, worship, and atfaa, a doer), wor-

shipping, paying homage, or shewing respect to a

person.

Qata, a. (from w , to worship), proper to be worshipped

orhonoured, deserving respect.

1
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fs , a. (from a , to worship), proper to be worship-

ped or honoured, deserving of respect.

, s . (from , to worship), worship, honour, homage.

efs, a. (from , to worship , worshipped, honoured,

respected.

afat , a. (from af , lustre), brilliant, illustrious, bright,

luminous, radiant, clear, convincing by its clearness,

striking conviction.

, s. (from 3 , to worship), flame, light, splendor, radi-

ance.

Gi, a. (from 6, to shew respect) , respectable, worthy of

worship, honour, or respect.

se, a. (from 2 , to collect), acquiring, procuring ; s. one

who acquires. The name of a plaut, (Ocymum gratis-

simum )

1, s. (from to accumulate), a collecting, the acquir

ing ofany thing, the accumulating of things.

Qantas, a. (from , a procuring, and ætaæ, doing),

procuring, acquiring, providing ; s. one who procures

or acquires.

st , a. (from 7, a procuring, and tf , doing),

procuring, acquiring, providing.

, a. from , a procuring, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from procuring or acquiring.

1), for the purpose ofpro-, ad. (loc. case of

curing or acquiring.

অর্জননিমিত্তক, a. (from অর্জন , a procuring, and নিমিত্ত, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from procuring or acquiring ; ad.

from or because of procuring or acquiring.

জর্জ নিয়িত্তে, ad . (from অর্জন, aprocuring, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose ofprocuring or acquiring.

* 74*, ɑ. (from , a procuring, and us, caused by),61

caused by or arising from procuring or acquiring ; ad.

from or because of procuring or acquiring.

inse, ɑ. (from 7, a procuring, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from, procuring or acquiring ; ad.

from or because of procuring or acquiring.

afy, a. from , to accumulate), capable of being accu-

mulated, procurable.

cata, s. (from a , to collect), the causing of another to

collect or procure, a causing to hoard..

afás, ¿. 'from a , to accumulate), accumulated, procured,

collected.

3, 8. from , to collect , the name of a tree (Termi-

nalia alata glabra), the name of one of the five sons of

Pandeo, famous in the story of the Muhabharuta), a co-

lour, a white colour ; a white.

wtf , a. (from

26.

, white, and Ha, rice), the name

ofa white variety of rice.'

ɗ , s. (from ad, water), the sea, the ocean.

áz , 8. (from

a sea boat.

, the sea, and ‹ †³, a boat), a ship,

, s. (from ,the sea, and T , a vehicle), a ship,

a sea boat.

, s. (from 2, to move), water .

1 , a. (from 41, a forest), wild, untamed. The word is

only applied to cattle.

, s. (from as, to hate), censure, reproach, hatred, ab

horrence.

af, s. (from a, to go), pain, the end of a bow.

affe, ɑ. (from

bread.

, to move), a sort of cake or ginger

, s. (froma , to ask), a scope, an object ofdesire or pur

suit, a meaning, an acceptation, the purport of any

thing, the reason of any thing, a motive, wealth .

Tú , a. (from q , wealth, and , to do), profitable, bring

ing in wealth, advantageous, promoting an object of

pursuit.

aust , a. (from a , an object, and ta , doing , accom-

plishing an object, profitable, making money, interprets

ing ; s. an interpreter, one who gets rich.

fatit , a. (from , an object, and tf , doing), accom-

plishing an object, profitable, getting money, interpret

ing.

, a . (from a , an object, and , producing), pro

ducing an object, producing wealth , profitable.

, a. (from f, an object, and 3, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from an object or meaning, pro-

ducible by or arising from riches.

, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for an object, for riches,

for a meaning or interpretation.

as, a. (from af, an object, and 1, to know), acquainted

with an interpretation or meaning, acquainted with an

object, acquainted with wealth or advantage.

31 , s. (from , acquainted with an object), the cir

cumstance of being acquainted with an interpretation

or meaning, acquaintedness with an object.

, s. (from 3, acquainted with an object), the cir

cumstance of being acquainted with an interpretation

or meaning, acquaintedness with an object.

, 8. (from , an object, and ta, knowledge , the

knowledge ofan interpretation or meaning, the know-

ledge of an object, an acquaintance with riches .

ut , a. (from su, an object, and t , giving infor-
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mation), declaring or making known an interpretation

or meaning, making known an object.

17, s. (from , an object, and , a making

known), the making of an interpretation or meaning

known, the making of an object known.

38, ad. (from a , an object), namely, that is to say, vide-

licet, in fact, in fine.

arqxis, a. (from aú, an object, and ™* , shewing), shew-

ing or perceiving the scope or meaning of a word or

sentence ; s. one who shews or perceives a scope or

meaning.

aff , s. (from af, an object, and , a shewing), a

shewing or perceiving the scope or meaning of a word

or sentence.

a. (from , an object, and af , shewing), shew-

ing or perceiving the scope or meaning of a word or

sentence.

att, s . (from af, an object, and t , a giver ) , the giver

ofwealth, the giver of an object, one who gives a mean-

ing or interpretation.

17, s. (from , an object, and ītī, a giving), the giv-

ing of wealth, the giving of an object, the giving of a

`meaning or interpretation .

Gut , a. (from , an object , and tя , giring), bestow-

ingwealth, giving an object, giving a meaning.or inter-

*. pretation.

i

t , a. (from , an object, and ifï , giving), bestow-

ing wealth, giving an object, giving a meaning or inter-

pretation.

1, s. (from af, to ask), a petition , a request, a scope,

the desire or pursuit of an object, the begging of a

thing.

att, s. (from , an object ofpursuit, and at , destruc-

tion), disappointment, the not succeeding in the pur-

suit of an object, the loss of property.

at , a . (from , an object, and t , destroying),

destroying wealth, overthrowing an interpretation.

att, a. (from f, an object, and atft , destructive), de-

stroying wealth, overthrowing an interpretation.

fffs , a. (from , an object, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from wealth, caused by or arising

from a meaning or interpretation ; ad. from or because

of wealth, from or because of a meaning or interpre-

tation.

, ad. (from , an object, and fifa , a cause), for

wealth, for an object, for a meaning or interpretation.

fs , a. (from , an object, and , oppos-

ing , opposing or obstructing an object or scope, oppos

ing an acceptation or meaning.

ut , a. (from , an object, and q , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from an object, caused by or arising

from wealth, caused by or arising from a meaning or

interpretation ; ad. from or because of an object, from

or because of wealth , from or because of a meaning or

interpretation .

aatst, s. (from , a request, and ts, a commandy,

the application of wealth to trade or any other purpose,

the lending of money on interest, the profession of

usury.

auty, s. (from af , answering a purpose), the answers

ing of a purpose.

a , u. (from , wealth, and , increasing , improv

ing property, increasing wealth.

, s. (from , wealth, and T7, an increasing), the

improving ofproperty, the increasing of wealth. ร

autā, s. (from , a reques', and T4, a word), a petition,

a plea, the extolling or dwelling upon the advantages

arising from that which is the object of a treatise.or

book, the declaration or amplification of the object of

a book or treatise.

út , a , (from π , an object) , opposite, answering a pur◄

pose, relevant, suited to the object..

aúfte, a. (from a , an object, and fan, to know), acquaint,

ed with an object, acquainted with a meaning or inter

pretation.

ff , ad. (from an object, and f1 , without), withe

out money, without an object, without a meaning or ing

terpretation.

aff , s. (from , an object, and f , opposedto), cou

trary to a scope or meaning, contrary to an object. ,

fata, s. (from , an object, and fax , opposition),

opposition or contrariety to a scope or meaning.

auff , a . (from , an object ofpursuit, and fafa, pos-

sessed of , wealthy, abounding in objects worthy of pure

suit.

fet , a . (from , an object, and fat , destitute of

destitute ofwealth, poor, unmeaning, unimportant, des

titute of an object.

, s. (from , wealth, and f , increase), the increase

of wealth.

auafsatze, a. (from , the increase of wealth, ands

TIT, making), causing an increase of wealth ; s. a per-

son who improves his property.

aut , a. (from , the increase of wealth, and

1

95
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af making), causing an increase of wealth, improv-

ing property.

Suizfers, u. (from af , the increase of wealth, and ,

producible), producible by or arising from the increase

ofwealth.

sizf321, ad. (loc. case ofaras ), for the purpose of

increasing wealth.

Quafafifays, 4. (from auf , the increase ofwealth, and

fafª³, a cause), caused by or arising from an increase

ofwealth ; ad. from or because of an increase of wealth .

suzisafare, ad. (from sứ , the increase ofwealth, and

fafas, a cause , for the purpose of increasing wealth.

, a. (from af , the increase of wealth, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from an increase

of wealth ; ad. from or because of an increase of wealth.

aifa , «. (from a , the increase of wealth, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from the in-

crease ofwealth ; ad. from or because of the increase of

wealth.

att, s. (from af, an object, and I, one who knows), a

person who knows a meaning or interpretation.

autta ), s. (from F, a meaning, and tra , a differ-

ence), a difference or dissimilarity of meaning, a dissi-

milarity of object.

¤Ú(TIE), s. (from a , an object, and c , one who knows),

a person who knows a meaning or interpretation.

a , s. (from , an object, and c , knowledge) , the

knowledge or perception of an object, the knowledge

or perception of a meaning or interpretation .

arte, a. (from , an object, and t , making

known), indicating a meaning or interpretation , indicat-

ing an object.

aufsfas, a. (from an object, and ff , except-

ed), wealth excepted, an object excepted, a meaning

or interpretation excepted.

túnst , 8. (from auf, an object, and f , an excep-

tion , the exception of wealth, the exception of an ob-

ject, the exception ofa meaning or interpretation.

safsigte, ad. (loc. case ofaffe), with the excep-

tion of wealth, without wealth, with the exception of

an object, without an object, with the exception of a

meaning or interpretation, without a meaning or inter-

pretation.

ty, s. (from , wealth, and xtx, a law suit), a

suit at law to decide a claim of property.

xaxtil, a. (from , wealth, and elfa , carrying

on a law suit), carrying a law suit to recover property

Ee

สน์

or determine concerning it ; s. a plaintiff in a law suit

for property.

ʊg, s. (from a wealth, and Tg, expenditure), the ex-

penditure of money or wealth.

afrætz , s. (from fag, the expenditure ofwealth, and

ata , doing), expending wealth ; s . one who expends

money.

gt , a. (from afar , the expenditure ofwealth, and

fa , making , expending wealth.

, a. (from a , the expenditure ofwealth, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the ex-

penditure ofwealth.

ary , ad. (loc. case ofsugar), forthe expenditure

of wealth.

surfafica, a. (from far , the expenditure ofwealth,

and fa , a cause) , caused by or arising from the ex-

penditure ofwealth ; ad. from or because of the expen-

diture of wealth.

qugfafare, od. from , the expenditure ofwealth,

and faſã³, a cause) , for the expenditure of wealth.

, a. from afar , the expenditure of wealth, and

Я , caused by), caused by or arising from the expen-

diture ofwealth ; ad. from or because of the expendi-

ture of wealth.

, a. (from a , the expenditure of wealth,

and cg, a cause), caused by or arising from the expen-

diture of wealth ; ad. from or because of the expendi-

ture of wealth.

sfsta. a. (from , wealth, and to divide), sharing

property ; s. a sharer or partaker ofproperty.

asts , a. (from a , a meaning, and Stist , sharing), shar-

ing property, having a share in property.

austeta, s. (from a , wealth, and steta, a storehouse), a

treasury, a storehouse.

5 , s . (from ar, a meaning, and c , a distinction), a

distinction or difference of meaning.

ras , a. (from , wealth, and , a root), originating

from wealth.

fg , a. (from F, an object ofpursuit, and ™ ,jei red to),

wealthy, connected with objects of desire or pursuit.

uz , a (from f, an o ject, and 3fs, destitute of), des-

titute of wealth, unimportant, unmeaning, destitute of

an object.

ttat , a. (from , weaith), wealthy, prosperous, having

a proper meaning or scope.

4.s. (from , an object, and , science), the science

which teaches how to obtain things , as, friends, money,
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or any other object.

KU.

These writings are said to have

been written by Ooshunus.

tata, a. (from att , the science of a quiring, and

ta, eminent , eminent in the knowledge of those writ-

ings which treat of acquiring things.

, a. (from , the science ofacquiring, and 1,

to know), acquainted with those writings which treat

of acquiring things.

31, s. (from tt , acquainted with books on ac-

quisitions), an acquaintance with the writings which

treat of acquiring things.

অর্থশাস্ত্রসত্ত্ব , s . ( from অর্থশাস্ত্রস্ত , acquainted with books on ac-

quisitions), an acquaintance with the writings which

treat of acquiring things.

131, s. (from ft , the science of acquiring, and

, one who knows), a person who knows the writings

which treat ofmaking acquisitions.

17, s . (from fatt , the science of acquiring, and

ta, knowledge), an acquaintance with the writings

which treat of making acquisitions.

adidæ, a. (from , the science of acquiring, and

te, making known), making known the writings

which treat of making acquisitions .

17, s. (from tt , the science of acquiring, and

, a making knồwn), the making known or publish-

ing of the writings which treat ofmaking acquisitions.

, a. (from Ft , the science of acquiring, and

fa , eminent), well versed in the writings which treat

ofmaking acquisitions.

tae, ɑ. (from aut , the science of acquiring, and

fa, toknow), acquainted with the writings which treat

of making acquisitions.

He , a. (from t , the science of acquiring, and

, opposed to), opposed to the writings which treat

ofmaking acquisitions."

artefarata, s. (from , the science of acquiring,

and fat , opposition), an opposition to the books

which treat of making acquisitions.

অর্থশাস্ত্রবিশারদ , ৫. (from অর্থশাস্ত্র , the science of acquiring,

and fan, eminent), well versed in the writings which

treat of making acquisitions.

অর্থশাস্ত্ৰৰেত্ত' , s. ( from অর্থশাস্ত্র, the science of acquiring, and

, one who knows), a person who is acquainted with

the writings which treat of making acquisitions.

অর্থপাঅমূলক, a. (from অর্থশাস্ত্র , the science of acquiring, and

, a root), originating in the writings which treat of

making acquisitions.

অর্থশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, s. (from অর্থশাস্ত্র, the science of acquiring, and

sv.

, a realing), the reading or study of the books

which treat of making acquisitions.

atæ, a. (from art , the science of acquiring;

and art , giving instruction), giving instruction in

the science of making acquisitions ; s. a teacher of the

science of making acquisitions.

att , s. (from tt , the science of acquiring, and

, agiving instruction), a giving instruction inthe

science of acquiring things.

7 , a. (from Qú, an object, and 1, empty), poor, des-

titute of wealth, unmeaning, unimportaut, destitute of

an object.

, s. (from , wealth, and , a collection), a

collection of wealth or of any other thing which is an

object of desire.

sta , a. (from us , a collection ofwealth, and

☎æ, dʊing) , making a collection of wealth, collecting

wealth, collecting the meanings of words.

úgætà, a. (from s̟e, a collection of wealth, and

ata , making), collecting wealth, collecting the mean-

ings of words.

Dun• qaufis, a. (from H , a collection of wealth, and

3f3, produced), produced by or arising from a collec-

tion of wealth.

FII, a. (from as , a collection of wealth, and

, producible , producible by or arising from the col-

lecting of wealth.

অর্থসংগ্রহজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of অর্থসংগ্রহজন্য) , for the purpose

of collecting wealth.

aunts, a. (from F , a collection of wealth, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from the collect-

ing of wealth.

অর্থস' গুহনিৰৰ্ত্তক , a . (from অর্থস' গ্রহ, a collection of acceplati-

ons, and fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to a

collection of the meanings or acceptations of words,

putting a stop to collecting wealth.

a gefta , a. (from is , a collection ofmeanings,

and fatæ, preventing), preventing a collection of the

meanings of words, preventing the collection of riches.

Qua•gæfaætad, s. (from , a collection ofmeanings,

andfats , apreventing , a preventing or hindering the

collecting of the meanings of words, a preventing the

collection of riches.

Qua²gef@facæ, a. (from a , a collection of wealth,

and fifi , a cause), caused by or arising from a collec

tion or store of wealth ; ad. from or because of a col

lection or store of wealth;
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SL.

largefafice, ad. (from suns , a collection of wealth,

and fare, a cause), for the purpose of collecting or

storing up wealth.

47

aún megforce, ɑ. (from wage, a collection of mean-

ings, and for , opposing , opposing or obstructing

the making a collection of the meanings of words,

obstructing or opposing the collection of riches.

TAXES, a. (from age, a collection ofwealth, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the collect-

ing or storing up of wealth ; ad. from or because of

the collecting or storing up of wealth.

wingafant, al. (from ' , a collecting of wealth,

and f , without), without or beside an accumulation of

wealth.

Qún gefaße, a. (from w , a collecting of wealth,

and fsfs, excepted), the accumulation or collecting

of wealth excepted.

auspufæ, s. (from , a collection of wealth ,

and Tif¾ige, an exception), the exception of the accu-

mulation or collecting ofwealth.

fangeſage, ad. (loc. case of faqefore), with

the exception of collecting or accumulating wealth,

without or beside the collecting or accumulating of

wealth..

sadzītat3, s. (from , a collection ofmeanings,

and , an obstruction , an obstacle to making a

collection of the meanings of words, an obstacle to

collecting riches,

agatæ, a, (from , a collection ofmean-

ings, and as , obstructing), obstructing the mak-

ing a collection of the meanings of words, obstructing

the accumulation ofriches.

sts , a. (from
, a collection ofwealth, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from the collecting

er storing up of wealth; ad. from or because of the

collecting or storing up of wealth.

aua•sætætgi, s. (from , a stock of wealth, and

atata1, desire), a desire for a stock of wealth.

af setats), a. (from , a stock of wealth, and

atat , desirous), desirous of collecting a store of

wealth.

state, s. (from us , a stock of wealth, and

fonta, desire), a desire to collect or store up wealth.

Qua® statisata), a. (from fase, a stock of wealth, and

afsatfan, d sirous), desirous of collecting or storing

up wealth.

afandrea), s. (from <f , a stock of wealth, and ',

desire), a desire for a stock of wealth.

Que , a. (from

wu.

' , a stock of wealth, and

desirous) , desirous of a stock of wealth.

AuĦMIT, a. (from wage, a stock of wealth, and I ,

desirous , desirous of a stock of wealth.

fata, s. (from , wealth, and t , a stock), a stock

of wealth, an accumulation of wealth.

Qúarataætṛæ, o. (from ứt , a stock ofwealth, and

Ti , making), accumulating wealth ; s. one who accu-

mulates wealth.

Quatl, a. (from aut , a stock of wealth, and

ziķī, making), accumulating wealth, securing a stock

ofwealth.

11, a. (from , à stock of wealth, and

, producible), producible by or arising from a stock

of wealth.

অর্থসংস্থানজন্যে , ad. (loc case of অর্থস স্থানন ) , for the pure

pose of accumulating or storing up wealth.

Qua' atafaface, a . (from a« , a stock ofwealth, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from a stock of

wealth ; ad. from or because of a stock of wealth.

tafafas , ad. (from it , a stock of wealth, and

ff , a cluse , for the purpose of accumulating or

storing up wealth.

Quartzgfsææ, a. (from fat , a stock ofwealth,

and f , opposing), opposing or hindering the ae

cumulation or storing up of wealth.

g , a. (from at , a stock of wealth, and

, causedby), caused by or arising from a stock of

wealth ; ad. from or because ofa stock of wealth.

afı, ad. (from ứ , a stock of wealth, and

fa , without), without or beside a stock of wealth .

Guz” ıſofJF, a. (from a , a stock of wealth,

and ff , excepted , a stock of wealth excepted.

auaʻatufsize, s. (from aứaɑat , a stock of wealth, and

, an exception), the exception of astock of wealth.

অর্থস স্থানৰ্যাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অর্থসংস্থান ডিরেক), with

the exception of a stock of wealth, without or beside a

stock of wealth.

auaatgastats, s. (from . , a stock ofwealth, and

tats, an obstacle), an obstacle to accumulating or

storing up wealth.

QFARİZDİEİG , a . (from wu , astock ofwealth, and

t , hindering), obstructing or hindering the ac-

cumulating or storing up of wealth.

QUARTINETE, à. (from
tЯ, a stock ofwealth, and

a cause), caused by or arising from a stock of

wealth ; ad. from or because of a stock of wealth,

E.2
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Gif.

t , a. (from , wealth, and , placing ,

laying up a stock of wealth, fixing or establishing the

meaning of a word ; s. a person who lays up a store of

wealth, one who fixes or establishes the meaning of a

word.

au , s. (from F, wealth, and Я , afixing`,

the laying up a store of riches, an establishing or fix-

ing the meaning of a word.

aufas, s. (from wealth, and ffs, an accumula-

tion , an accumulation or stock of wealth.

1
as, s. (from , wealth, and 3, a coming to-

.gether), the procuring or possession of weaith, the

consistency or admissibility of a law suit.

aunkfocize, a. (from as, the possession ofwealth,

and III, making), causing an influx of wealth , pro-

curing wealth, giving success to a law suit or other

object.

Qafsæti, a. (from us, the possession of wealth,

and fa , making), causing an influx of wealth, pro-

curing wealth, giving success to a law suit or other ob-

ject.

Quafs , a. (from fans, the possession of wealth, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the pos-

session or influx of wealth.

sanfs , ad. loc. case of afs ), for the purpose.

of acquiring or storing of wealth.

quafofafiga, a. (from arak , the possession of wealth,

and f , a cause ) , caused by or arising from the in-

flux or procuring of wealth ; ad. from or because of

the influx or possession of wealth.

autofafare, ed. (from us, the possession of wealth,

andff , a cause), for the purpose of procuring wealth.

Quakfsgforme, a . from us, the possession ofwealth,

and efs , opposing), obstructing the influx or pos--

session of wealth.

alakfoxys, a. (from as, the possession ofwealth, and

TF, caused by), caused by or arising from the influx

or possession of wealth ; ad from or because of the in-

flux or possession of wealth.

Quafofen , ad. (fromas, thepossession ofwealth, and

1, without), without or beside the influx of wealth.

Quanfot;fofas, a. (from aɗakfs, thepossession of wealth,

and fofas, excepted), the influx or possession of wealth

excepted!

অর্থসঙ্গতিহাতিরেক, s . (from অর্থসঙ্গতি, the possession of wealth,

and fix , an exception), the exception of an influx

or possession of wealth.

auaafsrifsigiæ, ad. (loc . case ofauaksstifatts), with the

exception of an influx or possession of wealth, without

or beside the influx or possession of wealth.

súakfsizsæ, a. (from was, the possession ofwealth,

and , a cause), caused by or arising from the influx

or possession of wealth ; ad. from or because of the in-

flux or possession of wealth.

,. s. (from af, wealth, and 7, a collection), a

stock of wealth, the hoarding or collecting of wealth,

an accumulation of wealth.

aungate, a. (from y, a stock of wealth, and ætiæ,

making , making a hoard of wealth, acquiring a stock

of wealth ; s. one who hoards or collects wealth.

at , a. (from I, a sok ofwealth, and

making), making a hoard of wealth, collecting a stock

of wealth.

, a. (from 7, a stock of wealth, and 7,

producible), producible by or arising from an accumu-

lation of wealth.

,ad loc. case of , for the pur pose

of accumulat ng wealth .

অর্থনঞ্চ নিমিশুক, a (irom ay, a stock of wealth, and

fifa , a cause , caused by or arising from a stock or

accumulation of wealth ; ad. from or because of a stock

or accumulation of wealth.

affe ɑ. from 5y, a s'ock of wealth, and ſafe,

a cause), for the pur; ose of accumulating wealth.

অर्थনঞ্চয়পতিবন্ধ , a (from say, an accumulation of5 ,

wealth, and , opposing), opposing or obstruct-

ing the accumulation of wealth.

, a. (from fag, a stock ofwealth, and sus,

caused by , caused by or arising from a stock or accu-

mulation of wealth ; ad. from or because of an accumu-

lation of wealth.

f , ad (from y, an accumulation of wealth,

and f , without), without or beside the accumulation

of wealth.

buffs, a. (from , an accumulation of

wealth, and fofas, excepted), the accumulation of

wealth excepted.

ALADYZIfolç☎, s. ( from aɗaby, an accumulation ofwealth,

and fat , an exception), the exception of an accu-

mulation of wealth.

IFRVUUSHAT, ad. (loc. case ofaufargufsize), with the

exception of an accumulation of wealth, without or be

side the accumulation of wealth.

অর্থসঞ্চয় ! ঘাত, ও ( from অর্থসঞ্চয় , an accumulation ofwealth,
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GM. অর্থো,

and is, an obstacle), an obstacle to the accumula-

tion of wealth.

অর্থসঞ্চ, স্বতিক, a. (from অর্থসঞ্চয়, an accumulation of

wealth, and tats , obstructing), obstructing or hin-

dering the accumulation of wealth.

sun !537, a. from , a stock of wealth, and cy,

a cruse), caused by or arising from a stock or accumu

lation of wealth ; ad. from or because of an accumula

lation of wealth.

stard , a. (from an object, and connected

with, connected with an object or meaning, connected

with wealth.

sata, s. from au, an object, and , the means of

accomplishment), the means of accomplishing an ob-

ject.

sa a. (from , wealth, and , accomplishable),

accomplishable by wealth.

a. (from , wealth, aud f , accomplished), ac-

complished by wealth.

Tufaa. (from , having the object accomplished ,

the circumstance of having an object accomplished, suc-

cess.

a , 7. (from a wealth, and , to take), taking or in-

heriting property.

fett , a. from a wealth, and Tifs , taking) , taking or

inheriting property.

síìa, a. (from af, an object, and , destitute of), desti-

tute of wealth, poor, unmeaning, unimportant, cesti-

tute of an object.

sta, s. (from , wealth, and tst , a coming), an in-

flux ofwealth.

ta, s. (from , a meaning, and eta, an adm t-

ting), the admitting or agreeing to a particular mean-

ing or acceptation.

fte, ad. (Sungskrit abl . case of f), that is to say.

fitta, s . from auf, wealth, and affot?, a right), a riglit

to wealth or possessions.

auffatt, a. (from af, wealth, and fats , having a

righ ), having a right to wealth, possessing a right of

property ; s. a proprietor, an owner of property.

autauanfafstume, a. (from fa , advantageous and

disadvantageous, and fafer , producing sep rate.com

sequences), producing advantageous and disadvantage-

ous consequences.

wife , s. (from , a meaning, and 33 , within), another

meaning, another explanation.

autezeg71, s. (from tag, another meaning, and ₹ 7 ,

a contrivance), the seeking out another meaning or in

tention.

auto , ad. (loc. case of 17), otherwise.

ffs, a. (from suf, an object, and fs, possessel of), pos-

sessed of wealth, possessed of an object.

aud, s. (from f, an object, and 4, a seeking),

the seeking for an object, a seeking for wealth, a search-

ing for the meaning of a word.

17, s. from , an object, and 7, loss) , the loss or

sinking of property.

f3, s. (from a , an object, and f , acquisition), an

inference from facts or circumstances.

ut , s. (from af, wealth, and Я , a taking away),

the taking away or stealing of wealth.

Gut , a. (from af, wealth, and , taking away),

stealing or otherwise taking away wealth.

txt , a. (from nf, weal h, and f , taking away),

stealing or otherwise taking away wealth .

fifty, s. (from ameaning, and feta, ascope),the

scope or intention of a particular meaning or accepta-

tion.

affema, s. (from an object, andafta, desire), a de-

sire for wealth or any other object.

útfsm18), a. (from a , an object, and af , desirous),

desirous of wealth or any other object.

, a. (from sú to desire), desired , requested, petitioned.

51, 8. from i , des rous , the circumstance of being

desirous, the othee or condition of a plaintiff.

D¸´a, s. (from Q , desirous ), the circumstance of being

desirous, the office or condition of a plaintiff.

stat a . (from fia, to request), supplicating, craving, de-

sirous, having an object to accomplish ; s. a plaintiff,

a peti ioner.

sú× 5*, s. (from , an object, and sЯ , instruction),

instruction in the meaning or interpretation of words

or sentences.

·
fact , from f, an object, and stunt , givingin-

sruction , giving instruction in the meaning of words

or sentences ; s. a person who teaches the meaning of

words or sentences.

1, s . (from f, an object, and 8 , an instruc-

o , an instructor in the meaning of words or sentences.

fffs, s. from 3 , an object, and sffs, a beingpre-

sent), a readiness in giving the meaning of words or

sentences, a possession ofready money.

, u. (from , an object, and t , acquiring),

acquiring wealth ; s, a person who acquires riches.
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ASIA.
SA

uta , 8. (from Tu, an object, and gettșa, an acquiring),

the acquiring ofwealth.

সেথাপার্জনকারক, a. ( from অর্থোপার্জন, the acquisition of

wealth, and at , doing), acquiring or accumulating

wealth ; s . one who acquires wealth.

wurdtúaætsì, a. (from auta, the acquisition , of wealth,

and if doing), acquiring or accumulating wealth.

অর্থোপার্জনক্ষম , a. (from অর্থোপার্জন , the acquiring of wealth,

and ¤, able) , able to acquire wealth .

11, a. (from , the acquisition ofwealth,

and , producible), producible by or arising from the

acquisition of wealth.

Ketasíascar, ad. (loc. case of p ) , for the ac-

quisition ofwealth.

purtáñfafaci, a. (from

1

us , the acquisition of

wealth, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the acquisition of wealth ; ad. from or because of the

acquisition of wealth.

অর্থোপার্জননিনিতে, al. (from অর্থোপার্জন, the acquisition of

weth, and fifa , a cause), for the purpose of acquir

ing wealth.

wealth, and

, a. (from , the acquisition of

stue, opposing), opposing or obstruct-

ing the acquisition of wealth.

অর্থোপার্জনপুযুক্ত , a. (from অর্থোপার্জন, the acquisition ofwealth,

and F, caused by), caused by or arising from the ac-

quisition ofwealth ; ad. from.or because of the acqui

sition of wealth.

অর্থোপার্জনকাঘাত, s. ( from অর্থোপার্জন, a procuring of wealth,

and at , an obstacle , an obstacle to the acquisition

of wealth.

u , a . (from Triptofa, the procuring of

wealth, and tate, obstructing), obstructing or hin-

dering the acquiring of wealth.

anuragalegæ, ɑ . (from , the acquisition ofwealth,

and ‹ , a cause), caused by or arising from the acqui-

sition of wealth ; ad. from or because of the acquisiti-

on of wealth.

অর্থেপার্জনাকার ', ৪. (from অর্থোপার্জন , the acquisition of wealth,

and 1, desire), the desire of acquiring wealth.

tæt , a . (from, us , the acquisition of wealth,

and tf , desirous ), desirous of acquiring wealth .

Я , a. (from 7, the acquisition of w . alth,

and , unable), incapable of acquiring wealth .

watafate, s . (from at , the acquisition of

weal h, and fata, desire), a desire of acquiring wealth.

ক. সার্জনাভিলাষী, a. (from অর্থোপার্জন, the arquisition of

wealth, and featfan, desirous), desirous of acquiring

wealth.

, 8. (from us , the acquisition of wealth

and at , desire), a desire to acquire ,wealth.

fata , a (from , the acquisition of wealth,

and desirous), desirous of acquiring wealth.

tt , a. (from , the acquisition of wealth,

and , desirous), desirous of acquiring, wealth.

অর্থোপার্জনোপযুক্ত , a. (from অর্থোপার্জন, the acquisition of

wealth, and 8 , proper), proper for the acquisition

of wealth.

, a. (from si, to request), desirable, (what is), to be re-

quested ; s. an object of desire, a scope, an end.

, s. (from , to request), a begging, a request, ape

tition, a prayer, solicitation, suffering.

afs, a. (from a , to request), requested, asked, petition

ed, prayed for, solicited, tormented ; s. convulsions.

, a. (from a , to increase) , half.

, s. (from , half, and stay, the Ganges), a name

given by the Hindoos to the river Kaveree..

, s . (from half, and , the moon), a crescent, a

half moon, semicircle.

date, 8. (from , a half moon , and wet, a door),

in anatomy the name of certain valves in the body

(Valvula semilunares.)

, s. (from , a crescent, and ☎ , a pit), a sa-

crificial pit in the form of a half moon.

contata,অয়চদাকার , a. (from অচ .a. (from a half moon, and state, a

form), lunated, crescent-formed ; s . a crescent.

at , a. (from , a half moon, and lafs, a

form), lunated, crescent-formed.

watafuti, s. (from ts, crescent shaped, and al,

matted hair , in anatomy the name of an assemblage

of vessels, (Plexus semilunaris. )

asatafore, s. (fromas, crescent-shaped, andT,

skin), in anatomy (Membrana or Valvula semilunaris .)

অৰ্দ্ধচন্দ।কৃত্যস্থি, s . (from সর্দ্ধচন্দ্রাকৃতি, crescent-shaped, and অস্থি,

a bone), in anatomy the name of a particular bone

(Os lunaris .)

ty, a. (from a half, t, old, and arta, resem

bling , conceded with an ill grace. The meaning ofthis

word is founded upon a story of a brahmun unac-

quainted with the world, who having a cow to sell , and

supposing old age to be honourable, always asserted

her age to be greater than it was, whichprevented the

sale of the animal ; being informed that though age

was venerable among men, yet other animals were most

Bike a
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valuable while young, he resolved to offer his cow for

sale as a very young one, but as this would be contra-

ry to his former declarations, he after much thought,

hit upon an expedient to save his reputation, and at the

same time make a good market of his cow : this was to

offer her for sale as only half-aged. The bad grace with

which this was done has occasioned the application of

this word to every circumstance of a similar nature.

3, s . (from w , half, and 18, an hour), half an hour.

, s. (from , half, and fit , the night), half the

night, midnight.

ta , s. (from , half, and at , a musical instrument),

an instrument out of tune.

zásæti, a. (from , half, and FTя, speaking), lisping,

speaking brokenly like an infant.

sta, a. (from a , half, and 8 , to divide), sharing half;

s..one entitled to the half of a thing.

sis , a. (from , half, and tft , sharing), sharing

half, having a right to half.

a. (from , half, and at, immersed), half immers-

ed, half sunk.

estatz , a. (from ta, merely half, and

left), having only halfremaining.

4 , s. (from , half, and a , a chariot), a warrior who

fights with a single chariot, the fighting with a single

ebariot.

, a. (from ,half, and fun, fighting in a car , wag-

ing war with a single chariot.

gta, s. (from , half, and af , night), midnight.

I, s. (from , half, and , the body), a wife,

half the body.

, a. (from a ,half, and af , ploughing) , perform-

ing the work of cultivation for the land owner upon

condition of having halfthe crop.

, s. (from , half, and , a weight of nearly

twopounds avoirdupoise), half a ser, or about a pound

avoirdupoise.

ta , & (from , half, and t, a share), a share

amounting to half the whole.

cet , s. (from , half, and , the body), half the body,

half of one's self, a wife.

zene, from , half, and , cleaving), a vio-

lent head-ache.

teft , a . (from , half, and af , left), having half

remaining or left.

tad. (from , half, half and half, share and share

alike.

GF

¤ú.fa ,̸ s. (frơm w , half), a partner with an equal shares

ar , s. (from , half, and 4 , a meal), half a mea l,

a scanty meal.

ata , 8. (from 55, half, and
t , a seat , half a seat,

the welcoming of a person to half one's own seat.

jaants', s. (from ta , half a seat, and Яtó ,̟ one who

gives), a person who presents another wih half his

seat, a polite person.

anty , a. (from t , halfa seat, and tra, giving),

polite, presenting half his seat.

stante , a. (from ta , half a seat, and if giving),

polite, presenting half his seat.

, a. (from , half, and 4 , one), half an individual

thing, half.

Mán, s . (from a , half, and , the moon), a halfmoon,

a crescent.

, v. a. (causal ofa, to move), to appoint, to delegate, to

employ, to place, to deposit or place with, to make an

oblation..

, s. (from , to move), the circumstance of appointing a

person to an office or of delegating to an employment,

the placing of a thing in a particular place, the, depo-

siting or placing a thing with another,the making ofan

offering, the committing of a thing to another person's

charge.

t , a (from 4, a placing, and at , doing), plac-

ing, offering, depositing ; s. a person who places or de-

posits.

ágæt , a. (from , a placing, and tfx , doing), plac-

ing, depositing, offering,

, a. (from 4, a placing, and 3 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from appointing or placing in a

situation, producible by or arising from depositing or

placing with a person.

i , ad. (loc. case of f ), for the purpose of ap

pointing or placing in a particular situation.

fifa , a. (from fa, a placing, and fifas, a cause),

caused by or arising from appointing or placing in a

particular situation, caused by or arising from placing

with or depositing ; ad from or because of appointing

or placing in a particular situation, from or because of

placing with or depositing.

adfifits, ad. (from , a placing, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of appointing or placing in a particu-

lar situation.

que, ɑ. (from , a placing, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from appointing or placing in a
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particular situation, caused by or arising from placing
s. (from a, to move), the hemorrhoids or piles.

with or depositing ; ad. from or because of appointing , a. (from the piles), afflicted with the piles."

or placing in a particular situation, from or because of
i, s. (from , to be right , the belonging or appertain

placing with or depositing.
ing to a person.

, a. (from , a placing, and , a disposition),

inclined to deposit or place in a particular situation .

GdlII , a. (from a placing, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from appointing or placing in a

particular situation, caused by or arising from placing

with or depositing ; ad. from or because of appointing

or placing in a particular situation, from or because of

placing with or depositing.

x,

al, a. (from 5, to le right), coming into possession ,

succeeding to property.

, a. (from , the piles, and , to kill , pile-de-

stroying, destructive to the piles, efficacious in the cure

of the piles. The name of an edible plant (Arum cam-

panulatum .)

atst, s . (from fa, the piles, and cats, sickness), the

piles.

ty, a . (from a , to more) , fit to be appointed or delegat- , a . (from , to be right or fit) , right, fit, capable, lia-

ed to an employment, fit to be deposited with, fit to be

offered .

, a. (from & , to move), fit to be appointed or dele-

gated to an employment, fit to be deposited with, fit

to be offered.

, s. (from , to more), the appointing of a person to a

charge or trust, an offering, a placing a depositing.

offs, a. (from a, to more), appointed, delegated, placed.

deposited, put, offered.

, a. (from a , to move), fit or proper to be appointed,

proper to be deposited with, occupable, fit to be offer-

ed ; s. a post, an office, a trust.

, s. (from 2, to go), a horse ; a. low, inferior, base.

ft , a. (from 1 inferior, and , to move , prior, for-

mer, antecedent ; ad. antecedently.

7, a. (from a , inferior, and , to move), contrary,

opposed to, modern, of short standing ; ad. contrariwies.

fa, lo, a. (from , to move, and 1, to give), an hundred

millions ; s . a wen.

a . (from 5, an hundred millions), hundreds of

millions.

254, s. (from 2, to go) , the young of an animal.

, s. (from 2 , (o go) , the name of a disease of the eye.

, s . (from , to go), a master, a lord, an owner, a man

of the trading or Vishya tribe .

QÚTI, s. (from &, to go , the sun, ancestors considered as

objects ofreligious service.

, s. (from a , a Vishya , a woman ofthe Vishya tribe.

tal, s . (from a , a Vishya , a woman of the Vishya

tribe.

v. n. (from , to beright orfit), to belong to, to per-

tain, to appertain.

, s . (from &, to move), the name of a disease, the piles or

hemorrhoids,

ble to, deserving of, belonging to.

ad, s. (from to be right or fit), the circumstance of

being fit or becoming, the being right, proper, or de.

serving.

ty, a. (from , to be right or fit), capable, right, wor-

thy, possible, probable.

afs, a..from a , to be right or fit), suited , fitted, pro-

per, right.

3179,

, ". (from , to be right or fit), capable of being

right or proper, probable, worthy, fit, right, capa-

ble.

, s. (from v , to hinder), yellow orpiment or the sul

phate of arsenic, the sting of a bee or wasp, the for-

ceps of a centiped or earwig, a tenon.

ed. in vain, uselessly, fruitlessly, ornamentally,

enough ; a sufficient.

fal, s . (from " , ornament, and f , an action),

the adorning or ornamenting of a person or thing.

a . s. (from , o adorn), a curl of hair, a ringlet, a

side curl.

3, s. (from a , lac ), an ornament of lac worn by wo-

men. In Hindoo music a particular distribution of notes

through five succeeding strains .

1 , s. (from , to adorn), the city of Koovera, the god

of riches, a mode of painting the face used by Hindoe

Women.

aঅলকাবিশ, ৪. (from অলক), the city ofKoo vera, and অবিশ, ৫

sovereign), the sovereign of Utuka, one of the zames

ofKeovera.

অলকাধিপতি, s . ( from অলকা, the city ofKovera, and অধিপতি,

a sovereign , the sovereign of Uruka, one ofthe names

of Koovera.

asøtast, s. (from ™ , a curl, and test, a row), a row

of side curls .
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, a. (from , priv. and 3 , red), lac, sheets ofpaper

impregnated with lac.

asa, s. (from a , lac), sheets of paper impregnated

with lac.

লক্ষণ, a. (from a, prin. and , a mark), destitute of

a discriminating mark or sign.

a . a. from 4, destitute ofa discriminating mark),

not discriminating, not possessing any discriminating

mark or sign.

adly, a. (from , prir. and Fai , distinguishable`, un-

distinguishable, not distinguishable by any sign or

mark, imperceptible.

3, a. (from , priv. and af , marked, distinguish-

ed), undistinguished by any sign or mark, unperceiv-

ed.

ta , s. (from , ajacket), the name ofa kind of

jacket the skirts of which reach to the knees.

", a. (from , priv. and a , fortune), unfortunate,

forsaken by for'une.

, a. (from , priv. and a , distinguishable), undis-

tinguishable, not distinguishable by any sign or mark,

imperceptible.

cas , s. (from I, not in contact, and , to kill), the

name of the black and most deadly variety of the Co-

bra de capello, (Coluber Naga.)

d. a. (from , priv. and & , connected), unconnected,

not joined , not in contact.

1, a. from , priv. and a light), not light, not short,

weighty, important.

d, s. (from 5 , an ornament, and 4 , a doing), the

act of adorning a thing,

a %3dy, a. (from ; an ornament, and diy, practi-

cable), capable of being adorned.

casfiy, ɑ. (from ² , ornament, and ₹, to do), inclined

to ornaments, gaudy, shewy.

a , s. (from , ornament, and a a doer) , onewho

adorns or beautifies a thing ; a. adorning, beautifying,

ata, s. (from H , ornament, and , to do ), an orna-

ment, an ornament of speech.

জলধারবারক, ৫ , ( from অলঙ্কার , an ornament , and ধারক,

wearing), wearing ornaments.

Catatad, s. (from ats, an ornament, and tad, a

wearing), the wearing of ornaments.

patata , a. (from 57, an ornament, and atf.7, wear-

ing , wearing ornaments, ornamented,

tat , a. (from ts, an ornament), ornamental,

abounding with ornaments,

aasiafzai, ad. (from Tag, an ornament, and fat, with-

out), without or beside ornaments.

অলঙ্কারবিশিষ্ট, a. (from অলঙ্কার , an ornament, and বিশিষ্ট ,

possessed of), abounding with ornaments, ornamented,

adorned , rhetorical.

অলঙ্কারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অলঙ্কার, an ornament , and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), ornaments excepted.

অলঙ্কারজাতিয়েক, s. (from অলঙ্কার , an ornament, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of ornaments.

অস্কারজতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of অলঙ্কারবা ডিরেক), with the

exception of ornaments, without or beside ornaments.

Watis, ɑ. (from ?, an ornament, and 15, connect-

ed with) , ornamented, adorned , rhetorical.

অলঙ্কাররহিত, a. (from অলঙ্কার, an ornament, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), destitute of ornaments, unadorned.

aastaritat, «. (from

ments, gay, tawdry.

II, an ornament) , fond of orna-

astata, s. (from ta, an ornament, and te , science),

the science of rhetoric.

castgt_za, a . from start , the science ofrhetoric,

and কুশল, minent), well skilled in rhetoric, well ac-

quainted with books on rhetoric.

wa , a . (from the science of rhe'oric,

and , to know , acquainted with rhetoric, well vers

ed in the writings upon thetoric.

, s. (from ag , acquainted with rhe

toric), an acquaintance with the science of rhetoric, an

acquaintance with the books which treat of rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রত্ব , s . (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ, acquainted withrhea

toric), an acquaintance with the science of rhetoric, an

acquaintance with the books which treat of rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রজ্ঞাতা , s. ( from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science of rheto-

ric, and 3 one who knows) , a person acquainted with

the science of rhetoric, a person acquainted with the

books which treat of rhetoric.

$ 1 , s. (from as , the sience of rhetoric,

and 1 , knowledge), a knowledge of rhetoric, a know-

ledge of books on rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রজ্ঞাপক, a. ( from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science of theto-

ric, and , making knoen), making known the

science of rhetoric or the books which treat ofit ; s. one

who publishes or makes known books on rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রজ্ঞাপন , s. (from সলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science ofrheto

ric, and , making known ) , a making known the

science of rhetoric, a making known the writings which

treat of rhetoric ,

a. (from , the science of rhetoric,

Ff
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and f , eminent), well skilled ia rhetoric, well ac-

quainted with books on rhetoric.

অস্কারশাস্ত্রবিৎ , a. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science of rhetoric,

and fa̸ɩ, to know), acquainted with rhetoric, acquaint-

ed with writings upon rhetoric.

Jostedale , a. (from

+

tatt , the science ofrheto-

ric, and f , cpposed to), opposed to the science of

rhetoric, contrary to the books or rules of rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রবিরোধ, s. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science ofrhete-

ric, and fata, opposition), opposition or contrariety to

the rules or books of rhetoric .

C

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রবিশারদ, a. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science of rheto-

ric, and fax , eminent), well skilled in rhetoric, well

acquainted with books on rhetoric .

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রবেত্তা, s. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science ofrhetoric,

and ca , one who knows), a person who is acquainted

with the rules or books of rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রসম্মত , a. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science ofrhetoric,

and , approved), approved in the books on rheto-

ric, sanctioned by the rules of rhetoric .

, a. (from statt , the science ofrhetoric,

´and t¶ , accomplishable), accomplishable by the science

of rhetoric.

Gastafa, a. from statt , the science of rhetoric,

and f , accomplished,, accomplished by the science of

rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রানভিজ্ঞ, a. (from অনঙ্কারশাস্ত্র , the science of rheto-

ric, and 5 , una quainted with , unacquainted with

the science of rhetoric, unacquainted with books on rhe-

toric.

ga, s. (from tatt , the science ofrhetoric,

and ¤g , study) , the study of the rules or books of

rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রাধ্যাপক, a. ( from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র , the science ofrhe-

toric, and art , giving instruction), teaching the

science of rhetoric, superintending the study of rheto-

ric ; s. a teacher of rhetoric.

অস্কারশাস্ত্র ব্যাপন, s. (from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science of rhe-

toric, and , giving instruction), the teaching or

superintending the study of rhetoric.

tagist, a . from , the science of rheto-

ric, and if , following), connected with or fol-

lowing upon the science of rhetoric.

aastamata , a. (from at , the science ofrheto-

ric, and ta, agreement), an agreement withthe rules

of rhetoric.

watig talantıy, ad. (loc. case of , accord-

او

ing to the science of thetoric, according to the books

on rhetoric.

অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্রাতিত্ব, a. ( from অলঙ্কারশাস্ত্র, the science ofrhetoric,

and af , acquainted with), acquainted with the

science of rhetoric, acquainted with books on rhetoric.

at , a. (from at , an ornament, and , desti-

ture of destitute of ornaments, unadorned .

অলঙ্কারান্বিত, a . ( from অলঙ্কার, an ornament, and অন্বিত, con-

nected with), adorned , ornamented , full of ornaments.

3, a. (from w , ornamentally, and 3, done), adorn-

ed .

ah, a. (from a , cupid), the Indian Cupid.

, a. (from , priv . and §7, the act of transgress

ing), free from transgression ; s. the not passing over

or transgressing a thing.

, a. (from , priv. and agaṣ, transgressible),

not transgressible, inviolable.

3, a. (from , priv. and af , passed over), not

transgressed, not passed over.

Qal, a. (from ¬, priv. and &§³, transgressible), not trans-

gressible, inviolable, not to be disobeyed with impunity.

, s . (from " , power, and fs, to conquer), the name

of a disease, perhaps the venereal.

QaF, a. (from , prix. and ' , shame) , destitute of shame,

impudent, immodest, shameless.

a ) , s. (from , priv . and ay!, shame), want of shame,

impudence, immodesty, boldness, unblushing coufi-

dence.

3, a. (from , priv. and af5, ashamed), not asham-

ed, not abashed.

ang?, s. (from am" , power, and y, to grow old), a jar, a

large pitcher.

, a . (from , priv. and aș, to move), immoveable, stea

dy, stable.

, d. (from , in rain, and , great), ignorant, stu

pid, awkward, clumsy.

GATA , a . (from , priv. and , salt), fresh, insipid, not

salt.

1 , ad. (from , certainly), certainly, assuredly, un-

doubtedly, positively.

warta , s. (from a, priv. and a, to cut), a mound round the

root ofa tree to prevent the water from running away

in a useless manner.

WEITH), 8. (from , a tenon, and T , to remove), a hooka

or Indian tobacco pipe.

, a. from , priv, and F, obtained), unobtained, un

attained .
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, . (from a, priv. and as , obtainable , unobtainable.

zzata, a. (from ¬, priv . and aäata, hanging down), not

pendent, not hanging down, not growing long, not

lengthened, not long.

cae, s. (from ga, ornament, and we, asclepias) , the name

of a plant (Calotropis gigantea alba) , a dog set on or

encouraged to pursue the game, a dog who is to be ex-

cited or called forth to pursue an animal.

, a. (from , priv. and , to do mechanical labour),

idle, inactive, slothful, indolent. The name of a dis-

ease ofthe feet.

¤¤, ɑ. (from , priv. and Я , actire), inactive, indo-

lent , producing indolence.

ata, s. (from le, affinity), affinity, connection.

, s. (from 9 , an appendage), an appertaining to,

a belonging to, an appendage.

satatata, a. (from , connected, and , holding), cor-

respondent, agreeing with, belonging to.

sajatatis, s. ( from ' , connection with , the agree

ing or corresponding with a thing, the belonging to a

thing.

a, a. (from , priv. and at a tail), tailless .

ts, s. (from , pr v. and a , to revive), a fiebrand,

charcoal.

, s. (from as , a cobra de cipello , the black and

most fatal variety of the cobra de capello (Coluber

Naga. )

at , s . (from , priv. and π , to hung), the name of the

plant, which produces the bottle gourd, (Cucurbita la-

genaria , the fruit of the bottle gourd.

pais, s. (from , priv and ats, gain), the not obtaining

ofa thing.

antsetze, a. (from , priv. and stage, making gain),

not making a gain or profit.

patsætat, a. (from , prep. and ☎tsøtfaa, making gain),

not making a gain or profit.

লাভজন], a , ( from অলাভ, a cant of profit, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the want of

gain or profit.

MAI, ad. (loc. case ofsatsar), for the want of gain,

or profit.

gatsfaface, a. (from ts, a want ofprofit, and fafaz, a

cause , caused by or arising from a want ofgain or pro-

fit; ad. from or because of a want ofgain or profit.

patefafare, ad. (from 15, wint of gain, and fifty, a

cause), for the want of gain or profit.

অলাভপুযুক্ত , a. (from অলাভ, want of gain, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by , caused by or arising from the want ofgain or pro

fit ; ad. from or because of the want of gain or profit.

ASTE, a. (from Hts, want ofgain, and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from the want of gain or profit;

ail. from or because ofthe want of gain or profit.

ata , s. (from , priv. and at , covetousness), the ab-

sence of covetousness, or strong desire.

Qatient, a. (from Lle, distinct, and 8 , a bound), se-

parate, different, distinct ; ad. apart.

af , s. (from , to adorn), a humble-bee, a scorpion, an

Indian cuckoo (Cuculus indicus) , wine, a crow.

f , ad. (from , to adorn), useless, in vain, to no pur-

pose ; s. the forehead.

afa , s. (from f , a bee, and , a family) , a swarm of

bees.

af , s. (from a priv. and fat , a writing), the not writ-

ing of a thing.

fas, a. (from , priv. and farts, fit to be written),

unfit to be written.

fafas, a. (from , priv. and fafas, written), unwritten,

not recorded.

fats , a. (from , prio. and ffats , fit to be written),

unfit to be written.

afasta, s. from af , a bee, and sta , a multitude), a swarm

of bees.

অলিজাল, ১০ (from f , a bee, and t , a multitud ), a

swarm of bees, a multitude of bees.

fa , s . (from fa, a bee, and f , a tongue), the root

af the tougue, the epiglottis.

afa , s. (from , power, and , to be old), a jar.

afa , s. (from sa, a sting), a humble bee, a centiped ;

a. possessing a sting.

afa , s. (from , to adorn), a terrace before a house.

afs, a. (from a, priv. and fa , smeared), not smeared,

not plastered, not affected by guilt or dishonour, not-

chargeable with.

af , s. (from , priv. and fa , covetousness) , freedom

from covetousness, the not desiring ofanother's pro-

perty.

faf3, a. (from , priv. and fals, cov.ted , not covet.

ed, not eagerly sought.

aft, a. fiom , priv. and fa , covetous), not covetous,

not desirous of other's property.

af , s. (from fa, a bee, and I , a multitude ,

swarm of bees , a multitude of bees.

al, a. (from a, a sling , stinging, possessing a sting

s. a bee, a scorpion.

Fi2
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আলো-

aale, a. (from , to adɔrn), useless, vain, very trifling or

small, not beloved.

anijeg), s. (from
, false), falsehood, disagreeableness.

, s. (from ,false), falsehood, disagreeableness.

, a. (from , priv. and , elision ) , not suffering eli-

sion, not suppressible, not requiring to be expunged.

Wax, 8. (from a , to adorn), a potatoe or other tuberous

a

root.

, a. (from , priv. and a , obliterated), not obliterated,

not obsolete, not superceded.

Gri, s. (from aile,free cost) , food obtained at free cost.

autats, s. (from 3,, free cost, and , having), one

who holds a sinecure situation.

Qāvina, s. (from exide, holding a sinecure), the hold-

ing of a sinecure.

, a (from , priv. and , desired), undesired, not co-

veted.

, a vocative particle used principally by women.

, a. (from a, priv. and cat , a writing), destitute

of writers, not writing.

, s. (from a, priv. and casa, a writing), the not writ-

ing of a thing.

, a. (from , priv. and y, fit to be written),

unfit to be written.

Qafasti, a. (from ¬, priv. and fœʊæ , capable of being

written), unfit to be written, incapable of being written.

, a. (from , priv, and cats, fit to be written), un-

fit to be written.

, s. (from , priv. and , a plastering), a not

plastering or smearing.

আলেহা,, a. (from , priv. and 1, to be licked), not to be

eaten by licking, not to be licked .

, ad. a vocative particle used in addressing a low wo-

man.

Gate, a. (from , priv. and at , people); destitute of

people, uninhabited , lonely, lonesome.

atty, a. (from a, priv, and catty, visible), not visi-

ble, imperceptible.

afas, a. (from , priv. and cafes, seen), unseen, un-

perceived.

ts , a. (from , priv. and caton, an eye), eyeless, the

not looking at or surveying a thing.

isaty, a. (from , priv. and t , surveyable`, not

capable ofbeing surveyed, invisible, imperceptible.

tos, a. from a, priv. and c³, surveyed), not survey.

ed, unseen, not viewed, not regarded, not perceived .

at , s . (from , priv. and catt, a disappearing), a conti

akal.

nuance in use, the not being obsolete, the not being laid

aside or disregarded .

অলোপনীয়,, a. (from , prir. and cat , deserving to be

come obsolete), not deserving to become obsolete, per-

petual, permanent.

t , a . (from a, priv. and cats, deserving to become ob

solete), not deserving to become obsolete, perpetual,

permanent.

ats, s. (from , priv. and cats, covetousness), freedom

from covetousness, contentment.

aatsætṛæ, a. (from , priv. and catsætge, covelous), not

covetous, not desirous.

atstat, a. (from , priv. and ttfa , covetous), not

covetous, not desirous.

অলোভজন্য, a . (from সলোভ, the want of desire , and জন্য,

producible , producible by or arising from the want of

covetousness or desire.

অলোভজন্যে, ad. loc. case of অলাভজন্য) , for the absence of

desire or covetousness.

অলোভনিমিত্তক, a. (from অলোভ, the want of desire, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from the absence of de-

sire or covetousness; ad. from or because of the ab-

sence of desire or covetousness.

অলোভনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অনোভ, the want ofdesire, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , forthe absence of desire or covetousness.

ats , a. (from , priv. and cat , desirable), not

worthy ofbeing coveted or desired.

অলোভপুযুক্ত , a . (from অলোভ, the want ofdesire, and পুযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from the absence of

desire or covetousness ; ad. from or because of the ab-

sence of desire or covetousness.

aatstge, a. (from stats, the want of desire, and a

cause), caused by or arising from the absence ofdesire

or covetousness ; ad. from or because ofthe absence of

desire or covetousness.

ats , a. (from , priv. and 3, excited to covet), not

excited to covet.

ats , a. (from , priv. and cats , covetousness), not co-

vetous, contented.

MSI, a. (from a, priv. and cats , desirable), not desira

ble, not worthy of being coveted .

Maifes, a. (from , priv. and cafes, blood), destitute of

blood, not red.

1, s. (from e, not popular), a want of popular

currency.

sla) FF, a. (from &, priv. and ‹ ìfe , popular), unpopular,

not current, supernatural,
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ཅལ;

1, s . from fe, not current), the circumstance

of not being popular or current, supernaturalness.

fee , s. (from life , not current), the circumstance

ofnot being popular or current, supernaturalness.

31, s. (from fe , not popular), a want ofpopu-

lar currency.

CЯXT, s. (from ❤ž , the address of a letter), the address

of a letter.

asti, a. (from &, priv. and as, to be in contact), loose, un-

connected.

i , s . (from almera, Port.), a chest ofdrawers, a cabi-

net, a bureau, a book- case.

a. (from , to prevent,, few, small, little, a few, a little.

Ter, a. (from T , few, and a , a word), quiet, of few

words.

age , a (from , a few, and ☎ , an action) , doing

little, performing but few actions.

agata, s. (from a few, and at , time), a little time, a

short space of time.

fy, a. (from , afew, and f , work), doing little,

performing but few actions .

, s. (from ,few, and d, an instant), a short space

of time.

, a. (from , a few, and ( 1 , endeavour), indolent,

easy, using very little exertion.

, . (from , few, and , to know), knowing little,

of shallow understanding.

1, s. (from , knowing little , the knowing but

little, the having a limited knowledge.

, s. (from , knowing little ) , the knowing but

little, the having a limited knowledge.

agata, a. (from q, afew, and t , knowledge), having

but few ideas, possessing small knowledge.

, a. (from , afew, and 3 , religious austeri

ties), practising but few religious austerities.

1, s. (from , few), fewness, paucity.

, s. (from a few , fewness , paucity.

, a. (from , afew, and at, affliction), suffering

but little affliction.

, a. (from , a few, and 7, wealth , possessing

but small property, poor.

si, a. from sg, afew, and , an understanding) , pos-

sessing but little understanding, having but few ideas .

, a. (from ,few , and id, evidence , resting on

slight evidence.

c. (from a few, and age), young, not

advanced in age.

ཅཏྟཱ།

, a. (from , afew, and T , strength), possessing

but little strength, weak, feeble.

tt, a. (from afew, and af , speaking), speak-

ing little, taciturn, reserved .

, a. (from , afew, and faw , science), possessing

but little science, having a smattering of science.

aa , s. (from , afew, and frag, an object), a trifling

concern, a trifling affair.

agd , a. (from a few, and , understanding), pos-

sessing little understanding, having but few ideas.

at , a. (from , afew, and c , understanding), pos-

sessing little understanding, having but few ideas.

ast , a. (from , afew, and St , speaking), speak.

ing little, taciturn , reserved.

sts , a. (from afew, and cot , a meal) , eating

but little, moderate.

HII, s. (from , a few, and , value), a small price ;

a. low priced, of small value.

:, a. (from , afew, and , a capacity to learn),

having a small capacity to acquire knowledge, dull .

atst, a. (from , afew, and atst, rage), mild, mode

rate in passion.

HI, a. (from , a few, and , bashfulness), having

but little bashfulness or modesty.

fs, a. (from , a few, and * , power), having but

little power or strength, feeble.

, . (from , a few, and , happiness), enjoying

but little happiness.

ATT, a. (from , a few, I, prep. and , a few), a

very few, a few.

tt , s. (from , small, and tæt , desire), indiffer-

ence, contentment, a very small desire.

2stat , a. (from a few, and staff , desirous), of

feeble desires, nearly indifferent, contented with a little.

atæ, 8. (from a little, and 1, expectation), a

very small expectation, a very small deficiency.

TNSHIT, ad. (loc. case of ) , within a little.

at , s. (from , afew, and , a remainder), a

small remnant, a small remainder.

at , a. (from ,few, and at , the period of life),

short-lived , young, not advanced in age.

, a. from H, afew, and ¤, indolent), somewhat

lazy, negligent.

teta, s. (from little, and at , food , abstinence,

moderation.

, a (from little, and txt , food), abstemi

ous, moderate.
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ft, a. (from a , few), very few, fewest, very small, mi-

nute.

3, a. (from , a few, and ₹3, mide), diminished,

reduced to a few.

33, a (from , afew, and 3 , become), become few,

diminished, lessened, reduced.

a. (from a few), very few, fewest, very small ,

minute.

, ad. (loc. case of ,, by little and little.

*F, a. (from , priv. and *t , able), unable, weak, disa-

bled, infirm.

31, s. (from

, s. (from

F, unable), inability, weakness ,

ts, unable), inability, weakness .

af , s. (from , priv. and **, power), a want of

strength, weakness , a want of power ; a. destitute of

power, weak.

fat , a . (from , priv. aud , strong), not strong,

weak, feeble, infirm .

atæ , a. ( from ¤, priv. and * , to be able), impossible,

impracticable.

31 , s. (from 4 , impossible), an impossibility.

AHUI, s. from ada, impossible , an impossibility.

অশক্যাধ্যৱসায়, ৫. ( from সশ্য, impossible, and অধ্যবসায়, per-

severance), of little perseveranc , possessed of little

energy or effect.

, a. (from ™, priv. and ',ƒ ar,, fearless, bold, se-

cure.

☛ , s. (from , priv. and * , ferr), freedom from fear,

security, boldness , freedom from suspicions.

, a. (from , priv , and [ 3, alarmed) , not alarm-

ed, not affi, hted, undauntel.

, a. (from , priv . and , a shell), free from shells.

, a. (from , prie and , insincere), not insincere,

not dishonest, not perverse.

ag, s. (from , priv. and 5, an enemy), one who is not

an enemy ; a . free from enemies, not hostile.

, s. (from

rice.

, to eat), the act of eating, a meal, bojled

, s. (from , a meal, and , a leaf), the name

of a plant (Clitorea ternatea. )

অশনাছুদিন, s . (from অশন, food, and আচ্ছাদন , covering), food

and covering, food and clothing.

1, s. (from

appetite.

atfx3, a. (from

A, eating), hunger, a desire for food, an

, eating), hungry, desirous of food.

, to percale) , a thunderbolt.fa, s . (from

SHaig, 7, (from W , to cut), eatable, fit for food,

tet , s. (from , priv. and , an oath ), the absence of

an oath or asseveration ; a . free from oaths or asseve-

rations.

,, a. (from , priv, and , a sound), silent, still, free

from noise.

1, s. (from , untranquil , the want of tranquilli

ty, perturbation .

, a. (from , priv. and tata, wind) , still , calm.

, a. (from , priv . and , road-expences), desti

tute of money for road-expences.

, a. (from , priv. and , a snail), free from

snails.

শয়ন,, s . (from 5, prio . and g , areposing), a not lying

down or reposing.

ad , a. (from , priv. and ig , fit to repose on), un,

fit to recline or repose on.

*f¥3, a. (from ¤, priv . and "fx3 , sleeping), not reclin-

ing, not sleeping.

* gs , a. (from ¤, priv. and *fgs ,fit to repose on, ung

fit to repose on .

সশয্য , ৫ .
from , priv. and art fit to repose on), unfit tọ

repose on.

3fa31, 8. (from azifa , incorporeal), incorporeity, im,

materiality.

* s . (from a incorporeal), incorporeity, im-

materiality.

agat, a. (from a, priv. and taifa , corporeal), incorpo

real, immaterial.

, s. (from , prir. and , happiness) , misery, dis

tress, wretchedness.

ape, a. from , priv. and e , continual), temporary,

not eternal.

, s. (from , priv. and ☎, a weapon), a want of wea-

pons ; a. unprovided with weapons.

, s. (from , prir. and J, corn), a want ofgrain;

a. destitute of corn.

atte, s. (from a, priv. and **, a potherb`, a scarcity or

want of edible herbs ; a . destitute ofpotherbs ,

tat, a. (from a, priv. and ta , a branch , destitute of

branches.

autta, a. (from a, priv . and to, appeased) , unappeased,

unasswaged, not tranquil, not placid, not propitiated,

not serene.

81, 8. (from a , unappeased , unappeasedness,

want of tranquillity, a want of serenity.

ta , s. (from 3, unappeased), unappeasedness,

want of tranquillity, a want of serenity.
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, a. (from , priv. and tar, appeasable), unappeasa-

ble, unasswageable.

13 , s. (from t , unappeasable), unappeasableness ,

unasswageableness.

, s. (from , unappeasable , unappeasableness ,

unasswageableness.

ta , a. (from , priv. and a , governing) , not com-

mending or governing, not disciplining or controlling,

destitute of commander or governor.

, s. (from , priv. and t , discipline) , a want of

discipline, a want of management, a want of authori

- ty .

state, a. (from , priv. and tax, commanding),অশাসনকারক, শাসনকারক,

destitute of a commander or governor, destitute of ma-

gistrates, not controlling or exercising authority.

tants, a. (from , priv. and commanding),

destitute of a commander or governor, destitute of ma-

gistrates, not controlling or exercising authority.

অশাননজন্য, a . ( from অশানন, ৫ want of government , and

, producible), producible by or arising from want

of control or discipline.

সেদিনজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of t ), for the want of

control or discipline.

oritzafafaze, a. (from *t , a want ofgovernment, and

fafa , a cause , caused by or arising from the want of

discipline or control ; ad. from or because of the want

of discipline or control.

rafafats, ad. (from ta , a want ofgovernment, and

ff , a cause), for the purpose of a want of discipline

or control.

das, a. (from , a want of government, aud

, caused by), caused by or arising from the want

of discipline or control ; ad. from or because of the

want of discipline or control.

Stancutsts, a. (from , priv. and ttstr, capable of

being governed , incapable of discipline, ungovernable,

uncontrolable.

, a want of government, and, a. (from

Az, a cause), caused by or arising from the want of

discipline or control ; ad. from or because of the want

of discipline or control.

etaat , a. (from 7, a wint ofgovernment, and ¤ ,

fit), incapable of ciscipline, ungovernable, uncontrol.

able.

, a. from , priv. and a governable), ungo-

vernable, not redu ible by discipline.

, a. (from 3, pris, and 3, gov.rned), undisci-

Ft.

plined, ungoverned, not kept in order, not brought in-

to order.

, a. (from a, priv. and * , a law), unlawful, illegal,

irregular, inconsistent.

Hi , a. (from , priv . and , a law), incompatible

with the tenor of the law, inconsistent with the rules of

a science.

agreeing with the3, a . (from , priv. and

shas'ra), not agreeing with or authorized by the shastra.

*tam3, a. (from , priv. and * , opproved by the

shastra), not approved or authorized by the shastra.

tafa , a . (from , priv . and tf , proved by the

shastra , not proved or supported by the shastra.

*ity, a . (from a, priv. and tд, belonging to a law),

inconsistent with the letter of the law, inconsistent with

the rules of science.

at , a. (from a, priv. and * , governable) , ungovern-

able, uncontrolable.

af , s. (from , priv. and f1, doctrine), a want of doc

trine, a neglect of teaching.

aff , a. (from , priv. and ff , taught), untaught,

unlearned.

ft , a. (from t, to eat), eaten, satisfied.

, a. (from 3, priv. and ft , happy), unpropitious,

unhappy, wrong, unlucky.

aft, a. (from , pric. and ft , an artizan) , not work-

ing at mechanical labour.

fa, s. (from , priv. and fft , dew), a want of dew,

a freedom from dew ; a. free from dew.

af , 1. (from , priv. and fits, a child , childless .

, a. (from , priv. and f , the penis), destitute of

the penis.

ft, a fem. (from , priv. and f , a child), childless.

aft , a. (from a, priș, and f* , polished), unpolite, un-

disciplined, unpolished, ungoverned, not under proper

control, neglected, under the dominion of evil habits

arising from a neglected education, rude, barbarous,

savage, profligate.

af , s. (from af , unpolite), a want of politeness,

rudeness, profligacy, a savage state.

f , s. (from 31, rudeness, and † , conduct),

unpolite or rude behaviour.

, s. (from st, rustici'y, and get , ma-

nifestation , a display or manifestation of rusticity or

want ofpolish.

af , s. (from aftw, ungoverned , rudeness, profligacy,

a savage state .
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aftote, s . (from , priv. and fast , politeness), a

want of politeness , rudeness.

অশিষ্টাচারী, a. ( from অশিষ্ট , undisciplined, and জাচারি ,

practising , acting clownishly, rustic , rude, savage .

, s. (from ≈, prin. and fat , a disciple), a want of

scholars or disciples ; a. destitute of scholars or disci-

ples.

*iz, a. (from , priv. and , quickly), not hasty, slow,

deliberate.

3, a. (from a , priv. and fts, cold , not cold.

w*fts , ɑ. (from a, priv. and * , cool), not cool.

ifs, a. (from t, to collect), eighty.

ifsætafa, a . (from ifs, eighty, and af , a limit ,

exceeding eighty years, beginning at the eightieth year.

fid, a. (from ifs, eighty, and 84, a quality), eigh

ty times multiplied, multiplied by eighty.

3 , a. (from fs, eighty), the eightieth.

wifsgeta, a. (from riffs, eighty, and Яeta, a sort ,̀ eigh,

ty sorts, consisting of eighty sorts.

ifsatz, a. (from ifs, eighty, and at , a time), eighty

tin.es repeated.

tiffa , a. (from is, eighty, and fat, a sor") , eighty

sorts, consisting of eighty sorts.

Gifts, a. (from ifs, eigh'y, and is, a share) , the

eightieth part.

i , s. (from a , priv and Îπ, an inclination), indiffer-

ence, a want of inclination to any particular thing ;

a. indifferent.

t , a. (from , priv. and , white`, not white.

asf , a. (from , priv. and , to be pure), impure, un-

clean, (in a ceremonial sense )

, a. (from , priv. and 5, pure), impure, inaccurate,

incorrect, not corrected .

31 , 8. (from , inaccurate), uncleanness, impurity,

inaccuracy, incorrectness.

acai, s. (from a , impure), impurity, uncleanness, inac-

curacy, incorrectness.

asia, s. (from a, priv, and fa, purity) , a want of purity ;

a. destitute of purity, impure.

5, a (from , priv. and 5, to be good), unbecoming,

unpropitious, bad, evil ; s. misfortune, evil, calamity.

Ersatza, a. (from 5, misfortune, and iæ, doing),

bringing misfortune or evil,
"

অশুভকারী, a. ( from অন্তভ, misfortune, and কারিন, doing), caus-

ing misfortune or evil.

4, s. (from , unpropitious, and d, an instant,,

an unpropitious moment.

4, an inauspicious moment, and
AFFd , a . (from

GTT, birth), a birth at an inauspicious moment.

DJIFdHfG, ɑ. (from Hd, an inauspicious moment, and

313, burn), born at inauspicious time.

st , a. (from 54, an unpropitious moment), occa

sioned by an unpropitious season, connected with an

unpropitious time.

DISFAT, ɑ. ¿from 5, misfortune, and F , producing),

causing misfortune or evil,

D$5591, a . (from 3, misfortune, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from misfortune or evil.

sm , ad. (loc. case of 5 ), for the purpose of

fortune or evil.

st , s. (from 5, misfortune, and at , a giver), one

who confers misfortune or calamity.

, a . (from as, misfortune, and at , giving),

conferring or causing misfortune or calamity.

ant , a. (from 3, misfortune, and i7, giving),

conferring or causing misfortune or calamity.

asst , s . (from $5, misfortune, and at , destrution),

the dissipating or removing of misfortune or calami

ty.

, a. (from 5, mifortune, and at , destructive)

dissipating or removing misfortune or calamity.

অন্তভনিৰ্ত্তক, a . ( from স্ত , misfortune, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to misfortune or evil,

অশুভনিবারক, a. ( from স্ত , misfortune, and নিবারক, prevente

ing), preventing or stopping misfortune or evil.

sfaatzd , s. from 5, misfortune, and fixiad, a prevent♣

ing), the preventing or stopping of misfortune or evil.

অশুভনিমিত্তক,refface, a. (from 35, misfortune, and faf , a cause',

caused by or arising from misfortune or evil ; ad. from

or because of misfortune or evil,

Ishift , ad. (from 5, misfortune, and fif , a cause',

for the purpose of misfortune or evil.

, a. (from 5, misfortune, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from misfortune or evil ; ad. from

or because of misfortune or evil.

Hatta, s. (from 35, misfortune, and atta, neus),

a report of misfortune or calamity.

, s. (from 5, misfortune, and , a report),

a report of misfortune or calamity.

ayse, a (from 5, evil, and , indicating , porten

tous, indicating evil, ominous.

DISHIF, ạ. (from 5, mi fortune, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from misfortune or evil ; ad. from

or because of misfortune or evil

TOEVE
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statii, s. (from

€24.

3, misfortune, and wet , desire), a

desire of misfortune or evil, malevolence.

asteis , a. (from

levolent.

sisata, s. (from

Ts, evil, and ttfia, desirous), ma-

5, misfortune, and afsata, desire),

a desire of misfortune or evil, malevolence.

asal sata), a. (from 75, misfortune, and satfaq, de-

sirus), desirous of misfortune or evil, malevolent.

(5 ), 8. (from 5, misfortune, and , desire , a desire

of misfortune or evil, malevolence.

$154 , a. (from 35, misfortune, and T , desirous), de-

sirous of misfortune or evil, malevolent.

5*, a. (from 3, misfortune, and , desirous), de-

sirous of misfortune or evil, malevolent.

অন্ততোপক্রম, s . (from অন্তভ, misfortune, and sপক্রম, a begin-

ning , the beginning of misfortune or calamity.

ata , s. (from 5, misfortune, and 3 , instruc-

tion), instruction or advice which leads to misfortune

or calamity.

অন্তভোপদেশক, a. ( from অন্তভ , misfortune, and ওপদেশক, giving

instruction), giving instruction or advice which leads to

misfortune or calamity.

, s. (from 5, misfortune, and st , an in-

struction), a person who gives instruction or advice

which leads to mi-fortune or calamity.

SST, a. (from , priv. and a fee), gratis, without pay.

, a. (from , priv. and , assiduous attention ,

not assiduous, inattentive.

Uthas, a. (from , priv . and a , attending diligently),

not desirous of hearing, not attending diligently.

ha1 , s. (from , priv . aud , assiduous attention), a

want of assiduous attention to a person , ina tention.

TIH, a. (from A¤, priv, and * , dry , notdry, moist.

***, a. (from ☎, priv. and * , a shoodra or slave), free

from slaves, destitute of shoodras.

41, a. (from , priv. and 7 , empty) , not vacant, not

empty.

, s. (from a, priv. and , a hero), a deficiency of he

roes ; a. not courageous, not heroic.

, s. (from , priv. and ™ , a disease), the name of a

tree (Vitex alata .)

sta, a. (from , priv. and tt , a shakal), free from

shakals.

, a. (from , priv. and , a horn), hornless, not horn-

ed.

ta, a. (from , prio. and cta, an end), boundless, end-

less, infinite.

Qrit.

, a. (from the whole, and , to know), know-

ing the whole, all-wise.

1, s . (from , all-wise , a knowledge ofall cir

cumstances, universal knowledge.

, s. (from , all- cise) , a knowledge of all cir-

cumstances, universal knowledge.

Gs, ad. (from

endlessly.

ta, endless , infinitely, boundlessly,

, . (from ta, boundless, and t , a sort),

perfect, unbounded, complete.

, ad. (from a, endless, and fata, a particu

lar), universally, completely, wholly, entirely.

Megat, a. (from , boundless, and Я, a colour), end.

lessly various, parti-coloured.

, ad. (from a, boundless , and Я, a form), un-

boundedly, endlessly, perfectly, wholly, entirely, com~

pletely.

, s . (from , priv. and ct , grief), the name of

tree (Jonesia Asoca) ; a. free from misery, happy.

atata , a. (from , priv. and tt , agitated with

grief, not agitated by grief or sorrow.

Antxtfas, a. (from a, priv . and tætſæ³, grieved), not

full of grief or sorrow, not full of distress.

staff , a . (from , prir. and ctata , sorrowful), not

sorrowful, not full of grief, not full of distress.

*taté, a. (from , priv. and c , distressed) , not dis-

tressed with grief.

}ta , a. (from , riv. and tf , grieving), not griev

ing or sad, not sorry.

ts , a. (from , priv. and cat , worthy of being

grieved for), not calling for grief, not worth grieving

for.

#

t , a. (from , priv. and H , worthy ofbeing griev

ed for), not worth being grieved at, not an object of

regret.

tt ), s. (from 1, not an object of regret ), the cir-

cumstance of not being a proper matter of grief.

* , s (from † , not requiring grief), the circum-

stance of not calling for grief or mourning.

, 8. (from , priv. and c , the cleansing of a

thing), the not cleansing of a thing, a want of purifica-

tion, the not paying off a debt, the not correcting of a

writing.

aatdaætaæ, u. (from , priv. and cttaaætaæ, cleansing ,

not purifying, not cleansing, not correcting, not clear.

ing off a debt.

* , a. (from , priv. and of , cleansing ,
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Q7*1.

not purifying, not cleansing, not correcting, not clear-

ing off a debt.

অশোধনজন্য , a. (from অশোধন, a not cleansing , and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a not purifying

or correcting, producible by or arising from not clear-

ing off a debt.

, ad. (loc. case of ) , for the not cleans-

ing or correcting, from the not paying a debt.

অশোধননিমিত্তক, a . ( from অশোধন, a not cleansing, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from not purifying or cor-

recting, caused by or arising from not paying a debt ;

ad. from or because of not correcting errors, from or

because ofnot purifying, from or because of not paying

a debt.

অশোধননিমিত্তে, ad. (from অশোধন, a not cleansing, and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause), for the purpose of not correcting errors or mis-

takes, forthe purpose of not purifying or cleansing, for

the purpose of not paying a debt.

অশেবিনপুযুক্ত , a. (from অশোধন, a not cleansing , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from not correcting

errors or mistakes , caused by or arising from not cleans-

ing or purifying, caused by or arising from not paying

a debt ; ad. from or because of not correcting errors or

mistakes, from or because of not purifying or cleansing,

from or because of not clearing off a debt.

is , a. (from 5 , priv. and trust , worthy of

cleansing , not requiring correction , not worthy of

cleansing or purifying, not deserving to be paid off.

অশোধনহেতুক, a. (from অশোধন , a not cleansing, and হেত ,ু ৫

cause), caused by or arising from not correcting errors

or mistakes, caused by or arising from not cleansing or

purifying, caused by or arising from not paying a debt ;

ad. from or because of not correcting errors or mis-

takes, from or because of not cleansing or purifying,

from or because of not clearing off a debt.

অশোধনাহ, a. (flom অশোধন, the not clearing ofa deb', and

, fit) , not deserving to be cleansed or corrected, not

worthy of being paid off.

, a. (from priv. and et , proper to be cleans-

ed), incapable of being purified or corrected , incapable

ofbeingpaid or cleared off.

* 3, a. (from a, priv. and ‹**³, cleared off'), not

cleansed, not purified, not corrected, not cleared orpaid

off.

*.V, ɑ. (fiom , prix. and ‹ , proper to be cleaned,

incapable of being purified or corrected, incapable of

being cleared or paid off.

⑤啡

, a. (from , priv. and cts , beauty), ugly, inele

gant ; s. the not appearing to advantage, the not ap-

pearing elegantly.

Wt373), 8. (from *†s , ugly), a want of beauty or ele

gance, a want of elegant arrangement.

tsa , s. (from 37, ugly), a want of beauty or ele-

gance, a want of elegant arrangement.

sat , a. (from , priv. and cttts, capable ofap

pearing to advantage), incapable ofappearing to advan-

tage, incapable of being beautified or adorned.

ts, a. (from , priv. and ctff33, adorned) , not adorn-

ed, not beautified, plain.

, a. (from , priv. and cttat , capable ofbeing

dried), incapable of being dried.

amtafisu, a. (from , priv. and extafas , capable of

being dried), incapable of being dried.

Mata, a. (from ¤, priv. and ‹tta , capable of being driel),

incapable of being dried.

35, s. (from uncleanness ) , uncleanness, impurity.

অশৌচকারক, a. (from অশৌচ, impurity , and কারক, doing),

defiling, making impure.

xt, a. (from 5, impurity, and atf doing , de-

filing, making impure.

, from 5, impurity and , producing),

producing a state of impurity.

, a. (from , impurity, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from a state of impurity.

অশৌচজন্যে, ad (loc. case of অশৌচজন্য), for the purpose of

producing impurity.

অশৌচনিমিত্তক, a. (from অশৌচ impurity, and নির্মিত, a cause),

caused by or arising from impurity ; ad. from or be-

cause of impurity.

অশৌচনিমিত্তে, ad . (from অশৌচ, impurity , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of a state of impurity.

.

, a. (from ™ , impurity, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from impurity ; ad. from or because

of impurity.

asistega, a. (from 475, impurity, and æg, a cause),

caused by or arising from impurity ; ad. from or bes

cause ofimpurity.

ú, s. (from a, priv. and ‹fúj, heroism), a want of

courage, a want ofheroism, a want of bravery.

, s. (from , a stone, and st , a fœtus), an eme-

rald.

WIG, 8. (from ¤ , a stone, and , to be produced), red

chalk, red ochre.

8. (from , to be diffus. d), a stone.
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as, s. (from , a stone, and , an end), a portable

fireplace or hearth.

, s. (from , a stone, and t , theforehead), a

mortar and pestle.

wagi, s. (from wi , a stone, and a1, to give), the stone or

gravel in the bladder or kidneys.

, s. (from i , a stone), a stone.

atīta, s. (from ¤, priv. and wīta, black) , not black,

, a. (from , priv. and tя , black), not black .

. (from at, to be diffused), a tear.

17, a. 'from te, unbelief, and 1, to hold), incredu-

lous, unbelieving.

, a. (from , priv. and * ,faith), incredulous, unbe-

lieving.

E , s. (from , priv. and . faith), distrust, disbelief,

incredulity, incredibility, improbability, disregard, the

treating of a thing with contempt as an incredible

thing.

antatge, a. (from ¤, priv. and tæt , believing), not

believing, not acting faith.

seztatát, a. (from , priv . and ttfag, believing), not

believing, not acting faith.

at , a. (from , unbelief, and . producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from want of faith.

ts , ad. (loc. case ofsat ), for thewant of faith,

for unbelief.

systfafase, a. (from 1, unbelief, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a want of faith ; ad. from or

because of a want of faith .

atatfaface, ad. (from , unbelief, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of unbelief.

axatfas, a. from &, priv. and Hatf³, possessed offaith),

not possessed offaith, unbelieving.

usa. from , unbelief, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from want of faith ; ad. from or

because of a want of faith.

ala, a . (from a, priv. and safe believing), incredulous,

unbelieving.

3 , a . (from , unbelief, and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a want of faith ; ad. from or be-

cause ofa want of faith.

mayag, 2. (from , priv. , credence, and , to hold), in-

credible, unfit to be received as a truth.

GATA, s. (from V¤, priv. and * , the act ofhearing), the

not hearing of a thing.

, a. (from a, priv, and w , fit to be heard), unfit

to be heard.

Jep.

, s. (from , priv. and , fatigue , freshness , activi

ty, freedom from fatigue ; a. destitute of fatigue, hardy,

indefatigable.

axatý, a. (fiom ¤, priv. a, fatigue, and 23, affected

with , unwearied, not fatigued.

, a. (from , priv. and fa , laborious), not laborious ,

not indefatigable.

, s. (from , riv. and , an offering to the manes),

the non-performance of the offering to the manes ;

a. destitute of the customary offering to the ancestors.

অশাদ্ধভোজী, 7. (from স, priv. and শাল্বভোজিন, partaking of

thefuneral offering) , not partaking of the funeral offer-

ing.

a. (from , priv. and , belonging to an offer.

ing made to the manes), not connected with a funeral

offering.

ants, ɑ. (from a, priv. and to, weary), unwearied, not

fatigued.

watu, s. (from 5 , excellent), nobles, grandees, gentle.

men, men of high extraction.

iz , a. (from a, priv. and ∞ , proper to be spoken in

any one's hearing), unfit to be spoken in any one's

hearing, unfit to be heard.

af s. (from a , to be diffusel), the edge of a sword, the

point of a sword, a sharp corner, an angle.

, a. from . priv and , beauty), not glorious, not

beautiful, not fortunate, not grand, not illustrious.

atz, a. (from a priv. and e, fortunate , not fortu.

nate, not glorious, not beautiful, not illustrious,

CHIF, 4. (from I, priv and , fortunate) , unfortunate,

not favoured with good luck, not glorious, not beauti

ful, not illustrious.

una, a. (from ™, priv. and . fortunate), unfortunate, un-

lucky, not glorious, not beautiful, not illustrious.

4, s . (from at, to be diffused , a tear.

s. (from , a tear, and ceta, a receptacle), the

lachrymal sac.

অশ্রমডিজিদ, s. (from অগতি, the passage of tears, and ছিদ ,ু

a kolej, the lachrymal duct.

3, a. (from a, priv. and 3, heard), unheard, not heard

of.

ts, s. (from , a tear, and 3, a falling), the fall-

ing or trickling of tears.

ч , a. (from , a tear, and Hd, full), full of tears, fill

ed with tears, suffused with tears.

, a. (from , a tear, and , theface), suffused with

tears.

Gg 2
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অশ্ব,

জাৎপাদকগ্রন্থি , ও. (from অংপাদক, producing tears, and গ্রন্থি,

a knot), in anatomy the name of the lachrymal gland.

aga, a. (from ≈, priv. and ‹ , best,, not the best, com-

mou.

MU, ɑ. (from ~, priv. and cats , fit to be heard), not

fit to be heard.

ta, a. (from , priv. and ct , an ear) , earless, deaf.

mygifq;, a. (from , priv. and eta , a student of the

veda), destitute ofpersons who study the veda.

ta, a. (from , priv. and , applause), destitute of

applause or renown.

ty, a. (from , priv. and at , praise-worthy), not

deserving of applause, not praise - worthy.

, s. (from , priv. and , applause), non-appro-

bation, a want of applause or renown.

fs, a. (from priv. and 3, applauded), not ap-

plauded, not praised, not renowned .

, a. (from a, priv. and f , obtaining applause),

not obtaining applause, not renowned, not applauded .

, a. (from , prir. and , worthy of applause),

not worthy of applause, not praise-worthy, not deserv-

ing ofrenown.

f , a . (from , priv. and fat , embraced), not embraced,

not surrounded.

t , a. (from , priv. and ft , fortunate), vulgar, low,

rustic, coarse, (applied to language . )

` , s. (from , priv. and c , an embracing), discord ,

dislike, a misunderstanding, a separation, disjunction.

Hi, s. (from , priv. and c , a junction), the name of

the ninth of the Hindoo stellar mansions.

, s. (from , to be diffused), a horse.

st , s . (from , a horse, and sta, a scent ,

of a plant, (Physalis flexuosa.)

the name

fofæene, s. (from , a horse, and fofen , a physician),

a farrier.

fifa1, s. (from , a horse, and fof , physicking),

faniery.

37, d. (from a horse, and to more), a mule, a

swift elephant.

sata , ad. (from 3 , a mule, and 5, mounted on),

mounted on a mule ; s a mule rider.

anol, a. (from 433, a mule), a female mule.

, s. (from , a horse, and 1, to remain), the name

of a tree (Ficus religiosa. )

, . (from , a horse, and t , afoot), resembling

a horses foot.

অশ্বপাদপুৰৰ্দ্ধন , s. ( from সম্পাদ, resembling a horses foot , and

1

aft.

, a process), in anatomy the name of a particular

process or enlargement, (Pedes Hippocampi.)

ata, s. (from , a horse, and , a keeper), a groom,

ata , s. (from , a horse, and tani, a physician), a

farrier.

ta , s. (from , a horse, and at , killing) , the name

of a shrub, Nerium odorum. )

, s. (from , a horse, and , aface), a set of fa

bled beings with the faces of horses, usually called kin-

nuras.

ta , s. (from , ahorse, and ca , a sacrifice), the cere

mony of sacrificing a horse.

, s. (from , a horse, and 5,joining), the first of

the twenty-seven stellar mansions, the name of an In-

dian month containing part of September and part of

October; it commences when the sun enters Virgo.

IF, ' a. (from , a horse, and , joined with), draws

by horses, having horses yoked thereto.

ta , s. (from , a horse, and tt, a house), a stable.

a. (from , priv. and 3, a father-in-law), desti-

tute of a father-in-law.

, a. (from , priv . and , a mother-in law) , desti

tute of a mother-in-law.

, a. (from , the neighing ofa horse, and

, like), resembling the neighing of a horse.

অশ্বারোহণ, s . from অশ্ব a horse, and অবরোহণ, a descend-

ing), the dismounting from a horse.

tægts , a. (from , a horse, and igifa, descend-

ing), dismounting from a horse.

, a . (from , a horse, and ts, mounted on), mount

ed on a horse ; s. a horseman.

E, s. (from , a korse, and utrate, a mounting up.

on a thing , horsemanship, riding, the mounting a horse.

অশ্বারোহক, a . (from অশ্ব, a horse, and জারোহক, mounting

upon a thing), mounting a horse, practising horseman

ship ; s. a horseman.

অশ্বারোহন , s . ( from অশ্ব, a horse, and আরোহন , a mounting

on), the mounting of a horse.

axtats , a. (from , a horse, and staffs mounting

upon a thing), mounting a horse ; s. a horseman.

af , s. (from , a horse), the first ofthe twenty-seven

stellar mansions.

অশ্বিনীকুমার , s. (from অশ্বিনী, a horse, and কুমার , a son), the

name of two twin gods fabled to be the physicians of

heaven, they are related to be the sons of Soorya , or

the sun, by his wife Sunjnya in the shape of a mare,

wf, s. (from x , a horse), a mare.

H
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me of a partic

campi.)

koper ap

π, aplja

killing,them

face , a sets

_suallycallera

Bra .

, s. (from art, a horse), a day's journey for a horse.

ts, a. (from a, priv. and ets, white), not white.

quif, s. (from at , one ofthe stellar mansions) , the name

ofan Indian month containing part of June and part of

July; it commences when the sun enters Gemini .

atpi, s. (from ™, priv. and 5, to be able), the name of the

twentieth and twenty-first stellar mansions of the Hin-

doos, the first of which is called t61, and the other

Jetatp1.

, s. (from ga , a medicine), a medicine.

, . (from 4, eight) , eight.
crifice, them

VI, s . (from

ning),the in

name ofa

mberand

enters

ined with, t

10.

house, ast

er-in-law , œ

=-in [r],$

ofabr

3 worse.

Meden

그림

atin
g
abony

ason,

hys
cim

Soo
ry
&

ofamat

A, eight , a portion ofthe veda. The whole

ofthat portion of the Rik-veda which contains the

muntras is divided into eight portions called ushtukas.

1 , s. (from to cat), the eighth lunar day of the

moon's wane in the months of Pousha and Magha, on

which day particular offerings are made to deceased an-

cestors, and entertainments given to brahmuns. .

afts , a. (from , eight, and fe, ten millions), the

eighty millionth.

TV , a. (from ; eight, and £4, a quality) , eight-fold.

ft, a. from fe, forty-eight), the forty-

eighth.

faxte, a. (from , eight, and if , forty),

forty-eight.

assify:we¤, a. (from wife,forty- eight) , the for-

ty-eighth.

, s. (from , eight, andfat, a point of the compass),

the eight points ofthe compass, including the four car-

dinal points and the intermediate ones.

■ ſheda, s. (from , the eight points ofthe compass),

andt , protection), in mythology eight gods which

are fabled to guard the eight quarters of the universe.

, s. (from , eight, andfit, a point of the compass),

the eight points of the compass, comprizing the four

cardinal points, and the intermediate ones.

■ T1, ad. (from 87, eight), of eight sorts, in eight differ-

ent ways, eight- fold.

tig, s. (from a , eight, and at , an element), the

eight metals, reckoned as follows by the Hindoos , gold ,

silver, bell metal, brass , copper, tin, lead, and iron .

, a. (from , eight, and f³, ninety), ninety- eight.

, . (from S , ninety-eight), the ninety-eighth.

fs, a. (from , eight, and ³, ninety), ninety-

eight,

warfs , a. (from afs, ninety-eight), theninety-

eighth.

, a. (from , eight, and 7 , ninety), ninety.

eight.

, a. (from , fifty-eight), the fifty-

eighth.

eight.

, a. (from 4, eight, and state, fifty), fifty-

**IA, ɑ. (from fifty-eight), the fifty-

eighth.

WYSTI, a. (from 7, eight, and gata, a sort), consisting

of eight kinds.

, a. (from , eight, and , afourth part ofthe

day or night), incessant, unremitting, the whole day

and night.

FUT , s. (from 7, eight, and sí, a class), a class of me-

dicinal drugs eight in number.

I , s . (from 7, eight, and T , a sort ofgod), a class

ofgods consisting of eight.

, a. (from , eight, and i , a time), eight times

repeated.

, a. (from , eight, and fiª, a sert), consisting

of eight sorts .

ts, s. (from , eight, and stst, a share), an eight

part.

, a (from , eight), the eighth.

faf , s. (from 7, made up of eight, and ff , the

completion of a thing), completeness, perfection ; liter-

ally, an object accomplished in all its (eight) parts.

ays; a. (from A , eight), the eighth ; this word is chief

ly used as the adjective of a lunar day.

, a. (from

, a. (from

f , a. (from

3, a. (from

eighth.

af , sixty-eight ), the sixty-eighth.

4, eight, and af , sixty) , sixty-eight.

af , sixty-eight), the sixty- eighth.

, seventy -eight), the seventy-

as, a. (from , eight, and fs , seventy), seventy-

eight.

adassssa, a. (from * , seventy-eight), the seventy-

eighth.

aufaf , s. (from 7, eight, and fa , the completion ofa

thing) , eight modes of power by which a person's de-

sires or undertakings may be accomplished.

wat , s. (from , eight , and , a limb) , the eight prin-

cipal members on which the Hiudoos make religious

marks, viz. the two hands, the breast, forehead, eyes,

throat, and middle of the back ; a. having the eight

parts which are required in order to being tried in a

court. The Hindoo writers on jurisprudence require
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the king or his deputy the judge, assessors, the law, ante, a. (from , eight, and tte, fifty), fifty

astrologer, a writer, gold, fire, and water to be present

at the trying of a cause.

ta , s. (from wth, having the eight constituent parts ,

a having the eight coustituent parts requisite for try-

ing a law suit.

WtKI, s. (from , having the eight constituent parts),

constituent parts required for tryinga having the eight

a law suit.

tagata, s. (from th, eight members, and at , obei-

sanee), prostration , so as to touch the ground with the

eight principal parts of the man, viz. the hands, feet,

thighs, breast, eyes, head, words, and mind.

watha, a. (from 7, eight, and If , afinger), measur-

ing eight finger's breadth,

xatoutfit, a. (from the, forty-eight), the for-

ty-eighth.

tate, a. (from eight, and fe, forty),

forty-eight.

watorifèamea, «. (from wetsuifae, forty-eight), the for-

ty-eighth.

fat, a. (from wife, thirty-eight), the thirty-

eighth.

te, a. (from a , eight, and fe, thirty , thirty-

eight.

fa&t{T•**x, ɑ. (from te, thirty-eight) , the thirty-

eighth.

, a. (from

agd, a. (from at , eighteen, and A, a quality),

multiplied by eighteen.

, eight , and , ten), eighteen,

t , ad. (from at , eighteen , ofeighteen -sorts.

অষ্টাদশপ্রকার , a . (from অষ্টাদশন , eighteen , and প্রকার, a sort)

consisting of eighteen sorts .

† TI, a. (from t , eighteen , and TF, a time),

eighteen times repeated.

infta, a. (from , eighteen, and fit, a sort), con-

sisting of eighteen sorts or kinds.

t , s. (from ,eighteen, and , a member),

a popular medicine composed of eighteen ingredients.

tas, a. (from tafs, ninety-eight), the ninety-

eighth.

autas, a. tfrom 8 , eight, and a7fs, ninety), ninety-

eight.

aytaafscæ, a. (from I , ninety-eight), the ninety-

eighth.

, a. (from , fifty-eight), the fifty-

eighth.

eight.

* , a. (from te, fifty- eight), the fifty.

eighth.

, a . (from a, eight, and 4, crooked), deformed,

bent or contorted in eight directions ; s. in mythology,

the name of a famous sage .

, a. (from

eighth .

翡

16

fats, twenty- eight), the twenty- 45

J&tsa› *f³, «. (from 7, eight, andffs, twenty); twen

ty-eight.

ffs , a. (from iffs, twenty-eight), the

twenty-eighth,

* ), s. (from , eight, and *fifs, eighty), eighty.

eight.

*t*ffs, a. (fromaf , eighty-eight), the eighty-eighth:

tiifs, a. (from , eight, and f , e‹ghth), eighty-

eight.

ts , a. (from fifs, eighty-eight), the eighty-

eighth.

fa (from eight, and sf a corner , octagon-

al.

, a . (from

, . (from

tas , a. (from

†183, a. (from

eighth.

af , sixty-eight), the sixty-eighth.

, eight, and af , sixty), sixty-eight.

taf sixty-eight), the sixty-eighth.

3 , seventy-right), the seventy-

tas, a. (from , eight, and af , seventy), seven-

ty-eight.

wtfs , a. (from ts, seventy eight), the seven-

ty-eighth.

tz, a. (from V , eight, and , a corner), octogonal.

f . 8. from , to eat), the stone ofa fruit.

, ad. (from , eight, and , a page or side of

a leaf), on eight sides, in every part, all over.

অষ্টোত্তরশত, a. (from a, eight, 833, after, and ts, an

hundred), an hundred and eight.

Ifii , s. (from ïfï, a bone , the name of a disease, cos-

tiveness, a constipation of the bowels.

3 , s. (from e, the knee, and af , a bone), the

knee pan (Rotula.)

, s. (from as a bone), the knee.

, s. (from af , a bone), a constipation of the bow-

els.

Ft , a. (from , priv. and A•Tic, passedfrom one sta-

tion to another), not gone from one station or place to

another.

TL

1

41

+
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arfs, a. (from , priv. and f , abridged), not a-

bridged, not mentioned in short.

অসংক্ষেপ, ৪. from , priv. and , an abridgement), a

full account, not an abstract or abridgement.

, a number), innumera-, a. (from a, priv. and

ble.

we, a. (from ¤, priv. and ¤ , a number), unnum-

bered, innumerable.

at , s. (from a, priv. and at , a number), non-cal-

culation, not a sum, not a total.

ts, a. (from , priv. and arts, numbered , un-

numbered, not calculated.

try, a. (from a, priv. and , numerable), innu-

merable, incalculable,

xaɑata, s. (from ☎, priv. and ¬¬¶, an occurring), a non-

occurrence the want of a concurrence of men or cir-

cumstances, a not meeting, a not coming together.

a .
, from , prir. and , ofpossible occur-

rence , improbable, unlikely.

amats, v. from , priv. and 3, occurred), not oc-

curred, not met, not concurred with .

a. from , priv. and 1, sensation), insensible,

unacquainted with circumstances, swooned.

TF, a. (from ™, priv. and ≈ TF, connected), unconnect-

ed, not in contact.

aaatst, s. (from ¤, priv. and ¬¶ts, contact), a want of

contact, a want of cohesion , a want of connection, dis-

union, a want of junction, disjunction, a want of ne-

cessaries.

, . (from , priv. and , connected), uncon-

nected, incoherent, disjointed.

, . (from , priv. and , a doub'), undoubted,

certain, sure.

xyl, a. (from a priv. and . suspicious), not sus-

picious , not doubting, not hesitating.

' F, a. (from , priv. and F, attached to , not at-

tached to, no enamoured with.

, a . (from ¤, priv. and 7 , united in society), not

united in one family or society, not associated .

31, s. (from , not associated), the circum-

stance of not being united in one family or society, non-

association.

8. from , not associated), the circum-

stance of not being united in one family or society.

f , s. (from a, priv. and , association) , a bro-

ther by the same mother, a family union, the union of

relations in one family.

, a. (from

QFi.

, disunited), not united in one fa-

mily or society, not associated .

, s. (from , priv. and
ta ,̸ a habit , a free-

dom from any particular habit, the want of consecrati-

on.

”ItÚ, a. (from ¬, priv. and t¹, capable of consecra-

tion), incapable of or requiring to be consecrated.

³, ɑ. (from , priv. and 3, consecrated , uncon-

secrated, not acquired as a habit.

t , s. (from , priv. and , substance), a want of

property or substance, the want of a stock or establish

ment, a want of consistence.

anfæ³, a. (from ¤, priv. and
fз, collected), existing in

society, associated , existing together, not stored.

fafs, a. (from ≈, priv. and ¬·ff³, substance), a want

ofsubstance or property .

, ad. (from , priv. and , at once), often, fre

quently.

, s. from , priv. and friendship), a want of

agreement between two persons , want offriendship, ba-

tred, a misunderstanding.

ans , s. (from , priv. and , thought), a want of

thought, a want of fancy ; a, destitute of fancy, desti-

tute of thought.

fs, a. (from a, priv . and 3, not thought on ,

not fancied, not conceived in the mind.

gaHi, a. (from , priv. and

ed together, uncompounded.

, collected), not collect-

st, a. (from Hìá, unmixed), unmixedness , a state

ofpurity or freedom from foreign mixture.

anslá, s. (from Hí, unmixed), unmixedness , a state of

purity or freedom from foreign mixture.

$3, s. (from ¤, priv. and ♬ §³, a sign or nod), the want

of sign or nod:

als, s. (from ¤, priv. and a , a contraction), a not

contracting or shrivelling up.

¤¤ , a. (from ¤, priv and ññ, socie¹y ) , solitary, alone.

Azk³, a. (from A, priv. and AK5, come together), impro-

bable, unlikely, inconsistent,

অসঙ্গতকার্য্যকারক, . ( from অসঙ্গতকার্য, an inconsistent action,

and ta☎, doig), doing inconsistent actions, doing im-

probable or unlikely things .

অসঃতকার্য:কারী, a. ( from অসঙ্গতকার্য, an inconsistent action,

and af , doing) , doing inconsistent actions, doing im

probable or unlikely things.

WĦĦ33), s. (from aЯks, inconsistent), an inconsistency, an

improbability.
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ान.

anksy, s. (from was, inconsistent), an inconsistency, an

improbability.

3 , s. (from 3, improbable, and to , conduct ,

inconsistent conduct, unaccountable conduct, uncom-

mon conduct. 1

ants, s. (from , priv. and f³, a coming together), an

improbability, an unparalelled case, want ofproperty.

WAĦA, 8. (from , priv. and 584, a coming together), want

of union, a state ofseparation.

অসত্বরিত্র a. ( from অসৎ, improper , and চরিত্র, conduct) , act-

ing improperly, wicked , evil,

"

, a. (from , priv. and at, armour), destitute of ar

mour, unharnessed .

, a. (from , priv. and , armed), unarmed, not

accoutered, not harnessed.

ny, s. (from a, priv. and д, a collection) , a want of

accumulation, unthriftiness, the not acquiring of wealth,

the not hoarding or collecting of substance.

, a. (fiom , prep. and

accumulating, not hoarding.

7, accumulating), not

fs, a. (from , priv. and af , collected), not hoard-

ed, not collected, not accumulated.

, a. (from , priv. and , holy), unholy, ungodly,

non-existent.

I , a. (from , priv. and 3 , investigating) , inatten-

tive, uninvestigating, inadvertent.

3 , s. (from , unholy), sin, turpitude, unholi-

ness.

3 a. fem. (from , ungodly), unchaste.

, s. (from , evil, and , an action), wicked-

ness, evil conduct, a criminal action, lasciviousness,

whoredom.

tal, a. (from , wicked, and af , doing), wick-

ed, doing wrong.

an31, a. (from , wicked), flagrant, most wicked, pro-

fligate.

, s. (from , priv. and , existence), non-existence,

a non-entity.

অসংপথ,, s. (from , wicked, and f , a road), evil

conduct, a wicked course of life.

Q3 , a. (from , priv. and 31, true), untrue.

angæinì, a. (from , priv. and af , speaking truth),

not speaking truth, lying, false.

stat, a. (from , priv. and t , speaking truth),

not speaking truth.

Ca17, a. (from ¤, priv, and Ħ17, with haste), deliberate,

slow,not hasty.

USVT.

sí, s. (from , evil, and , society), evil com.

pany, wicked society, an evil connection .

a. (from , wrong, and , an object), pursuing

a wrong or evil object , having a wrong aim.

1, a. (from , prit. and 1 , always , not continual, not

perpetual.

aaatsiz, s. (from , wrong, and atota, conduct), wrong

or evil conduct.

asts , a (from wrong, and stats , acting), act-

ing wrongly or improperly.

antat , s. (from e, evil, and atat , conversation),

wicked conversation.

অসদালাপী, a. (from us, wrong, and আলাপিন, speaking),

conversing or speaking wickedly or wrong.

fe, s. (from a , evil, and 35 , a speech), an evil ex-

pression, a wicked speech.

*, s. (from , wicked, and 4, instruction),

bad advice, evil instruction, an instigation to evil.

, . (from , priv. and , like), unlike, not re-

sembling.

fs, s. (from e, evil, and stfs, a state), a bad state, a

state of suffering.

, a. (from , priv. and an eloquent person),

not eloquent; s. a man who is not a good speaker.

ta, s. from , evil, and UTI, a custom), an

evil custom, a bad practice.

æt , a. (from , evil, and æxlix , acting), act-

ing wickedly, living in evil practices.

ang , s. (from ; wicked, and S , a condition), wick-

edness, a bad condition, want of intimacy or friendship,

non-existence.

DAR, 8. (from W , to throw), the name of a tree, (Pentap-

tera tomentosa.)

analy, ɑ. (from , to throw), capable of being thrown or

cast.

afs, s. (from , priv. and afs, lineage), a want of pos

terity ; a. destitute oflineage or descent.

cs, a. (from prio . and 8, distressed), not distres

sed, not grieved, not vexed.

aasta, s . (from a, priv. and asta, posterity , a want of

posterity, a disgraceful or vicious descendant ; a. child-

less, without posterity.

QA3|(93, ɑ. (from a, priv. and we†f43, vexed), not vexed,

not provoked.

angy, ɑ. (from a, priv. and g ,pleased), displeased, dis-

satisfied.

ata, s. (from a, prir. and t , pleasure , displeasure,

dissatisfaction.

1
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fisk, a. (from a, priv. and af , doubted), undoubted,

unsuspected, sure, certain.

MAAE, s. (from A, 'priv. and Ħax, a doubt), the absence of

doubt or hesitation, certainty ; a. free from doubt or

suspicion.

Seitags, a. (froma, priv, and I, doubtful), not doubt-

ful, not warranting doubt or suspicion.

, s. (from , priv. and , an aim), a want of

aim or scope, awant of investigation or search, inat-

tention ; a. destitute of aim or scope.

fa, s. (from , priv, and f , junction), a want ofjunc-

tion, a want of reconciliation or peace, disjunction, dis-

union.

&ЯI, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and Ħ , proper to be attended

to), not worth aiming after, not worth attending to,

unfit to be regarded as an object of attention , unfit

to be made peace with, unfit to be entered into alli-

ance with, not fit or proper to be connected or joined

with.

Q , s. (from a, priv. and 1, the twilight), the neg-

lect ofthe morning, evening, and mid-day duties of a

Hindoo.

, a. (from , priv . and , accoutered) , not accou-

tered, not harnessed.

fa , s. ( from a, priv. and fax, the perception of an

object by its proper organ), the non-perception of an

object.

fae , a. (from ☎, priv. and afte , perceived by the or-

gans), unperceived by the organs of sense or by the

mind, not near.

cafaza , ɑ. (from a, priv. and af , perceptible by the

organs ofsense , incapable of being so perceived by the

organ as to produce an idea, incomprehensible.

, s. (from , riv. and fat , vicinity), distant,

not near.

unfafes, a. (from a, prin. and faks, near), not near, dis-

tant.

fs, a. (from , prir. and afto, partaking of thefune

ral cake , not having a right to partake of the funeral

cake, viz. not related within the bounds of seven gener

ations past and to come.

CHRZIC3, s. (from , throw,, tofill, and 3, a vari-

ation oftone), the name of a variation of tone in Hindoo

music.

and, a. from , prir. and , belonging to the same

nation or tribe , not ofthe same nation or tribe.

gazta, 8. (from Ļ , a cause , furniture, accoutrements,

goods, tools, appu.tus, baggage.

Hh

1, a. (from , priv, and 1, fitfor an assembly), rude,

unfit for society, unpolite.

1, 8. (from

ciety.

! , a. (from

1, unpolite), rusticity, unfitness for so-

3 , unsocial), rusticity, an unfitness for

society, a want ofurbanity or politeness.

, . (from , priv. and ¤, even), uneven, uulike, not

level, uncommon.

HIK, 8. (from a, priv. and Ħ , presence), absence.

, d. (from , priv. and at, all), not entire, not all,

a few.

QHAGA, a. (from ¤, priv. and ¤¤¶ , equal), unequal, un-

like, not equally pertaining to several persons .

ante, a. (from a, priv. and , health , sickness, or

a want of equality in the principles ofbodily health.

ANNE, ɑ. (from , not equal, and g , knowledge),

possessing unequalled knowledge or understanding,

not equally learned, not equally intelligent.

nafæ , a. (from a, priv, and few , equally learned), not

equally learned.

FĦaste, & (from , unequal, and ☎ , a state or condi-

tion), an unequal state or condition, a want of equili

brium, a want of equality.

QUIT, s. (from ¤, priv. and Ħд, time), a time of misfor-

tune, an improper time, a time of distress; a. prema-

ture, out of season.

ana , al. (loc. case of ), an improper time, prema

turely, too late, out ofseason, unseasonably.

, a. (from , priv. and a , able), unable, incapable.

fd, s. (from a, priv. and 4 , the delivering over a

thing to another), the not delivering a thing to another,

the not intrusting a thing with another.

, a. (from a, priv. aud y, proper to be del-

vered over to another), unfit to be delivered over to

another, unfit to be intrusted with another.

gfgz , a. (from , priv. and fus , proper to be

delivered over to another , improper to be delivered

qver to another, unfit to be intrusted with another.

fis, a. (from , priv. and is, delivered over to

another), not committed to another, not delivered over

to another.

aaný, ɑ. (from a, priv. and f, proper to be delivered

over to another), unfit to be delivered over to another,

unfit to be intrusted with another.

INANTLA, a (from , uncommon, and tã, courage`,

possessed of extraordinary courage or boldness ; s. an

extraordinary degree of boldness or courage.
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usampai, a. (from Qay, uncommon, and fun , couri-

geous), more than ordinarily courageous, uncommon-

ly bold.

CENE, ɑ. (from , priv. and as, compounded , uncom-

pounded, simple.

anatta, s. (from , priv. and tot , news), the want of

a report, the want of news.

Gata, s. (from , priv. and sata, a number of persons

ofthe same tribe or profession , a want of the society

of those who are of the same tribe or profession ;

a, destitute ofsociety becoming a person's rauk or si-

tuation, not met in society, not associated.

anatu , s. (from , priv. and Яata, respect), a want of

respect , a want of honour, disrespect.

ana , a. (from , priv. and y, worthy ofres-

pect , not worthy ofrespect, not honourable, not vene-

rable, dishonourable, not respectable.

, a. (from , priv. and a , venerable), not

venerable, not respectable, not honourable.

C³, a. (fiom , priv. and at , respected), not res-

pected, not honoured, disrespected, disesteemed.

অঙ্গ,

thing , the not finishing or concluding of an affair,

incompleteness.

ata , s. (from , priv. and atãṣa, a collecting), a not

collecting or bringing together under one head.

anasts, a (fiom &, priv. and Idy, capable of be-

ing collected , not capable of being collected or brought

together into the same class or order.

anatet , a. (from , priv. and attas, capable ofbei g

collected , not capable of being collected or brought

together under one head.

Whatas, a. (from , priv. and , collected), not col

lected or brought together under the same head,

ARTI, 1. (from A, priv. and increased), not increas

ed, not grown rich, unprosperous.

añaſa, s. (from ¤, priv. and , wealth), a want of pros-

perity ; a. destitute of wealth, notin a prosperous state.

fe, s . (from , priv. and f , property , a want of

property; a. destitute of property, poor.

an , s. (from , priv. and , property), a want of

substance or property; a., poor, destitute of wealth.

, a. (from a, priv. Я , done), unfinished, imperfect,

not completed, not accumulated , not acquired .anattı , s. (from , priv. and Ħa≤81, an adjustment), an

unsettled state of things, unadjustedness, an unfinish- nxé, a. (from ¤, priv. and ¤ , an adherent), destitute

ed state.

ta , s. (from , priv. and
, the conclusion of a

thing), the non-completion of a thing, the not conclud-

ing of a work , an unfinished state,

aat , a. (from , priv. and , accomplishable ,

unaccomplishable, imperfectible.

ata, a. (from ¤, priv. and Ħata, equal), unequal, not

smooth or level.

অসমানত্রিকোণ , s. (from অসমান, unequal, and গ্রিকোণ , a trian-

gle), a scalene triangle.

অসমানত্রিকোণাকার , a. (from অসমান, unequal, and ত্রিকোণাকার,

triangular), resembling a scalene triangle, having un-

equal angles.

aĦatiæ, 1. (from I, priv. and ut , finishing) , not finish-

ing, not bringing to a conclusion.

☎zat47, s. (from , priv. and , the finishing of a

thing), the not finishing of a thing, the not,bringing of

an affair to its conclusion,

Gaia, a. (from a, priv. and , capable of being

brought to a conclusion), incapable of being finished

or brought to a conclusion .

is, a. (from , prir. and at , finished), unfinished,

not compleated..

PATIE, s. (from , priv. and safe, the conclusion of a

of adherents, destitute of relations.

, a. (from , priv. and af , attached to), not at-

tached to another's interests , not related,

safety, ɑ, (from ¤, prio, and ¬gétș, related), unrelated,

not associated with , not associable with.

, a. (from , priv. and , completed), incomplete,

imperfect.

saint, s. (from imperfect, and , an insect),

the aurelia or pupa of an insect.

santa , s. (from , priv. and tf , a society), un-

social, unconnected with a society, unembodied, unfit

for society, retired,

anafi, s. (from wife, uns cial), unsocialness,

retiredness, rusticity.

angifer, s. (from angailge, unsocial), unsocialness,

retiredness, rusticity.

angifs, s. (from a, priv. and ¬Яfs, love), a want of love,

a want of communion.

TE, s. (from , priv. and , a connection), a want

ofconnection; a . destitute of connection, unconnected.

, a. (from , priv. and , connecting), not con

nected, not connecting, not related.

i
, a. (from , priv, and , connected with), un

connected with, having no relation to.
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7.

, s. (from a, prio. and a concealing), a not

concealing or withdrawing.

at , a. (from , priv. and , concealable), not

capable of being concealed or withdrawn.

ANTA, s. (from &, priv. and , provisionsfor ajourney),

the want of a stock of provisions necessary for a jour-

ney ; a. unprovided with a stock ofprovisions for ajour.

ney.

aaxı, a. (from ¤, priv. and ¬¶¤; concealed), not conceal-

ed or withdrawn.

angt, u . (from a, priv. and age, existence), uncommon,

inconsistent, unusual, incompatible, improbable, un-

reasonable.

wagte , s. (from , priv. and at , thought), a sur-

passing the powers of thought, inconceivableness , an

improbability.

aagtzatue, a. (from gia , a not possibility, and at ,

self, identified with an impossibility, consisting of im-

possibilities.

australy, s. (from , priv, and t , possible ), impos-

sible, improbable, unlikely.

gifs, a. (from , priv. and gifs, reflected on) , un-

thought of, not produced, not caused.

angtas, a. (from ☎, priv. and ägi , not capable of being

produced), improbable, not likely to exist, not capa-

ble of being produced.

agad, a. (from a, priv. and gtadi, conversa'ion), not af-

fable, unsocial, unmannerly, taciturn.

anga , s. (from , priv. and gta , conversation) , a

want of affability, the want of social manners, unpolite-

ness.

saghty, a (from , priv. and gta , affable), not affa

ble, not urbaue, unsocial, not communicable.

sas, a. (from , priv. and gtfas, conversed with),

not addressed in a friendly or respectful manner, not

..communicated with.

gi , a. (from , prix. and agtas, conversible), rude, not

affable, dull, unconversible.

, a. (from , priv. and a , enjoyed), unenjoyed,

unpossessed.

3, a. (from , priv. and 3, existent), unproduced,

uncommon, improbable.

agtst, s. (from , priv. and agtst, enjoyment) , the want

ofenjoyment or possession .

sagtsætzæ, a (from a, priv. and

not owning or enjoying, causing

possessing of a thing.

tstata , enjoying),

the not enjoying or

ww .

anytstatal, a. (from , priv. and agtstat , enjoying)

not enjoying, not owning, causing a want of enjoyment

or possession.

DAYts , a. (from agtst, want of enjoyment, and F ,

producible , producible by or arising from the want

of enjoyment or possession...

anyts , ad. (loc. case of is ), for the purpose

of not enjoying or possessing.

অসম্ভোগনিমিত্তক, a . ( from অসম্ভোt, a want of enjoyment , and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the want of

enjoyment or possession ; ad. from or because of the

want of enjoyment or possession.

gisfaface, ad. (from agtst, a want ofenjoyment and

fa , a cause), for the purpose of not enjoying or pos

sessing.

অসম্ভোগপ্রযুক্ত , a . (from অসম্ভোগ, want of enjoyment , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the want of en-

joyment or possession ; ad. from or because of the want

of enjoyment or possession.

অসম্ভোগছেতুক, a . (from অসম্ভেist, want of enjoyment, and হেত,ু

a ciuse), caused by or arising from the want ofenjoy-

ment or possession ; ad. from or because of the want

of enjoyment or possession.

,agsو a. (from , priv. and yts , enjoying), not en-

joying, not possessing.

, a. (from a priv, and yts , possessable), inca-

pable ofbeing enjoyed or possessed .

ng , s. (from , priv. and a, honour), a neglect, an

affront, an indignity ; a. destitute of respect.

an , s. (from , a want of respect, and , a

doer), one who does not act with due respect to ano-

ther, one who dishonours another.

, a. (from , a want of respect, and t , do-

ing), not shewing due respect, dishonouring ; s. a per-

son who does not act respectfully or shew due honour

to another.

angat , a. (from a , a want of respect, and af ,

making), not shewing due respect, dishonouring.

angaFIE, a. (from ga, a want ofrespect, and FIT,

producing), causing a want of honour or respect.

DAYAH , a. (from ™, a want of respect, and 3 , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from a want of ho-

nour or respect.

angam , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for the purpose of dis-

respect, for the purpose of dishonouring a person.

Angusafaza, a. (from , a want ofrespect, and fafa ,

a cause), caused by or arising from a want of respect or

HL2
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honourable notice ; ad. from or Lecause of the want of

respect or honourable notice.

অসম্ভ্রমনিমিত্তে, ad . ( from সমম্ভ্রম, a want of respect, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the purpose of disrespect, for the purpose

of dishonour,

, a. (from , a want of respect, and T ,

caused by), caused by or arising from a want of res-

pect or honourable notice ; ad. from or because of a

want of respect or honourable notice.

sgafn , ad. (from a, a want of respect, and f1,

without), without or beside a want of respect or honour-

able notice.

angazifs , a. (from , a want ofrespect, and arfsfas,

excepted), a want of respect or honourable notice ex-

cepted.

, s. (from , a want ofrespect, and ste,

an exception) , the exception of a want of respect or

honourable notice.

fan , ad. loc. case ofaf , with the ex-

ception ofa want ofrespect or honourable notice, with-

out or beside a want of respect or honourable notice.

, a . (from , a want of respect, and a , a

root) , originating from a want of respect or honourable

notice, not originating from respect or honour.

, a. (from , a want ofrespect, and , in-

dicating , indicating a want of respect or honourable

notice.

ga , a. (from , a want of respect, and æg, a

cause), caused by or arising from a want of respect or

honourable notice ; ad. from or because of a want of

respect or honourable notice.

ants, a. (from , priv. and gta, honoured), neglected,

not esteemed, not honoured.

, . (from a, priv. and , consented to), averse,

reluctant.

fs, s. (from , priv. and fs, consent , a want of

consent or approbation, reluctance, aversion.

ta, s. (from , priv and at , honour), disgrace, dis-

honour, an indignity, an affront.

অসম্মানকারক, a. ( from অসম্মান , want of respect , and কারক,

doing), dishonouring, disrespecting, shewing a want of

respect, acting disrespectfully; s. a person who does

not render due respect or honour to another,

অসম্মানকারী, a. (from অসম্মান, want ofrespect, and কারি ,

doing, acting disrespectfully, not shewing due respect,

dishonouring, disrespecting.

অসম্মানজন্য , a. (from অসম্মান, want of respect , and জন্য ,

3.

producible), producible by or arising from want of res

pect.

অসম নজন্যে, ad. (lse case of অসম্মানজন্য , for the purpose

of disrespect or dishonour.

অসম্মাননিমিত্তক, a. (from অসম্মান, a want of respect , and

faf , a cause), caused by or arising from a want of

respect or veneration ; ad. from or because of a want

of respect or veneration.

faface, ad. (from , a want of respect, and

ff , a cause), for the purpose ofdisrespect or disho

nour

অসম্মানপ্রযুক্ত, a. ( from অসম্মান , ৫ want of respect , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from a want of res-

pect or veneration ; ad. from or because of a want of

respect or veneration.

atas , a. (from , a want of respect, and

a cause), caused by or arising from a want of respect

or veneration ; ad. from or because of a want of res

pect or veneration.

tas, a. from , priv, and ts, honoured , disho

noured, affronted.

fa. from , priv. and af , mixed), pure, ge

nuine, unmixed, unadulterated, unconnected with.

, a. (from , priv. and a straight), not straight,

not upright, not honest, insincere.

an , a. (from , priv. and e, a river), destitute of

rivers.

, a (from , priv. and af, all , partial, not universal,

not genéral.

, a. (from , priv. and , all-wise), not all-wise,

not acquainted with every thing.

, ad. (from , priv. and , every where), not every

where, locally, topically, limitedly.

, a. (from , priv. and , mustard seed), destitute

of mustard seed.

, s . (from Jet, an origin), an origin, a stock, an origi

nal sum without interest added thereto.

safa , a. (from , priv. and

water.

safa , a. (from , priv. and

fa , water), destitute of

af , desirous of wa

ter), not desirous of water, not thirsty.

antaisi. 4. (from a, priv, andalia , co- operating), not

co-operating, not working with another, not helping.

?, & (from , priv. and ?, an attendant), one who

is not a constant attendant or companion; a. not go-

ing with or attending a person, destitute of a compas

nion or attendant.
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15371.

sot , a. (from ™, priv. and Hestlia, going with , not

going in company with another.

BALF, a. (from ¤, priv. and T , easy), not easy, difficult.

I, a. (from , priv. and A , the bearing ofa thing),

impatient, not bearing trouble patiently.

, a. (from , prie. and gay, tolerable), intolera

ble, insufferable, unbeatable .

FACT , a. (from , prir. and acata, enduring), not bear-

ing or suffering, not enduri ng pain.

waxta, 8. (from , priv . and ♬ɛt?, an ally), the absence

of a helper or ally ; a . destitute of allies or assist-

auts.

acty3), 8. (from acts, destitute of allies), a want of

alliance or assistance, non-alliance.

CELIFT, 8. (from ty, destitute ofallies), a want of al-

liance or assistance , non-alliance.

Cs, a. (from priv. and af , associated), alone, un-

accompanied, unassociated with others.

anky a. (from a, prír. and ¬fiæ impatient), impatient,

unable to bear distress.

1, s. (from as , patient), impatience, inability

to bear trouble."

anf{x1, s. (from afar, impatient ), impatience, inabili-

ty to bear difficulties.

GĦTİKI, s. (from ≈, priv. and airfax, a full brother), one

who is not a full brother ; a. not having a full bro-

ther.

, a. (from , priv. and I, tolerable), intolerable,

unsufferable.

E , s. (from A , intolerable ), intolerableness, unsuf

ferableness.

JA, s. (from , intolerable), intolerableness, unsuf-

ferableness.

11, a. (from los, a rod), a rod, a staff.

ify , a. (from , priv. and f , doubtful), not

doubtful, not admitting of doubt or suspicion, not sus-

picious.

tate, ad. (from , priv. and te, in the presense),

not in the presence of a person, behind one's back.

zatsteata, a. (from a, priv. and atækētī, present), not

present, absent.

if , a. (from , priv. and at , witnessing), destitute

of evidence, void of proof, not having witnesses.

31, s. (from at , not giving testimony), a not

bearing witness, the not being a witness, the not being

an acknowledged or competent witness.

wifex, s. (from aff , not giving testimony), a not bear-

GUTI.

ing witness, the not being a witness, the not being an

acknowledged or competent witness.

catal, a. (from , prie. and tf , bearing witness), not

bearing witness ; s. a person who is not a competent

or acknowledged witness .

wa , s. (from a,priv. and , testimony), a want of tes-

timony, a want of the declaration of a witness.

ath, a. (from , priv. and fa, compleat), incompleat,

unfinished,

5, 8. (from , priv. and at , property , poverty.

want, indigence, need.

ts, a. (from , priv. and Я , feeling , benumbed, des-

titute offeeling, insensible.

antfe, a. (from , priv. and f , virtuous), destitute

ofvirtue, not good, unholy.

aatte, a. (from , priv. and , accomplishing), inca-

pable of accomplishing an undertaking, not accom-

plishing a work.

t , a. (from , priv, and я, an instrument), desti.

tute of the means of accomplishing an undertaking,

destitute of the means of doing a thing, the not accom-

plishing a thing.

, a. (from a, priv. and atat , accomplishable), un-

accomplishable, impossible, impracticable.

stated, a. (from , priv. and attad, common), particu

lar, appropriated, not common.

tata , s. (from , priv. and t¶Ã¶, community), a want

of community or equal right, a not being common to

all.
"

waists, a. (from a, priv. and atfts, wrought upon), not

accomplished, not wrought upon, not made effectual.

7. (from , priv. and at righteous), destitute of

goodness, unrighteous , bad, immoral.

ana, a. (from , priv. and t , possible), impossible,

impracticable.

watarai, s. (from wata, impossible), an impossibility, im-

practicability.

ts. (from ata , impossible), an impossibility, im-

practicability.

, a. fem. (from Я , immoral), unchaste, immoral.

at , s. (from a, pric. and at , conciliation), a want of

conciliation, a want of consolation ; a. destitute of con-

solation.'

ant , s. (from a, priv. and a , consolation), a want

of consolation.

aatgut, a. (from ¤, priv, and tente, consolable), incon

solable.
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antes, a. (from

sai.

priv. and tf , consoled), not com-

forted, not consoled , not soothed.

aviy, a. (from a, priv. and at , gross), not coarse, not

gross.

anti , s. (from , priv. and Ħidy , a rival), not an ene-

my or rival ; a. free from opponents or rivals.

aatzita, a. (from ¤, priv. and atta, attentive), inadver-

tent, careless, thoughtless, unwary, unguarded.

anttâtag1, s. (from aĦata, careless), inadvertence, care-

lessness, thoughtlessness.

antita , s. (from Яi , inadvertent), inadvertence,

carelessness, inattention.

it , s. (from Las, astaff, and , bearing), a

mace bearer, one who carries a staff or rod, a lictor.

antaantly, 8. (from Ild,,bos, a mace-bearer), the office of

mace-bearer, the office of lictor.

antaga , 8 (from ☎, priv. and ¤ , equality) , a want

of equality, a want of communion or equal right in

any thing.

ata , s. (from , priv. and at , ability), a want of

power or ability.

antifs , a . (from , priv and fa , social), not

holding a respectable rank in society, unsocial ; s. not

a member ofrespectable society.

anlat , a. (from a, prir. and tata], general), not gene-

ral, not common, particular.

ata , s. (fromgolul, a client), a clíent.

, ad. (from , priv. and args , now) , not now.

Bata , s. (from a, priv. and t , likeness), a want of si-

milarity, a want of equality, a want of likeness, the not

existing in equal proportions, a want of equilibrium.

aata, a. (from &, pri», and A.A, quintessence), unsubstan-

tial, worthless ; s . the sappy or white part of timber.

Wige), s.. (from &Яt , unsubstantial), unsubstantialness ,

unfitness for any use, worthlessness.

8. (from Яt , unsubstantial), unsubstantialness,

unfitness for any purpose, worthlessness.

andzfu ,̸ a. (from ¤, priv. and af , a charioteer), desti-

tute of a charioteer.

ata, a . (fróm , priv. and at , answering its end),

not answering its proper end, ineffectual.

Gatúa, s. (from an¡ɗæï, useless), uselessness, ineffectual-

ness.

a. (from , priv. and , wet), not moistened, not

wet, not damp.

gaiffae, a. (from , priv. and fae, universal), par-

tia), not universal.

મિ.

antra, s. (from , priv. and t¶Ã, boldness) , a want of

boldness, a want of courage ; a. destitute of boldness

or enterprize.

antafaæ, ɑ. (from ¬, priv. and Яtxfae, bold), rot bold or

daring, not possessing enterprize or courage, coward.

atal, a. (from , priv. and area , bold), not bold or

daring, not possessing enterprize or courage, coward.

antet , s. (from , priv. and Яtetær, assistance ), a want

of assistance, a want ofco-operation, non-alliance.

fa, s. (from a , to throw , a scymetar.

afa∙I, s. (from I, priv. and fa^<, a lion), a coward, a pol.

troon ; a. free from lions, destitute of men of courage

or dignity..

fata , a. (from , priv. and fta , a throne), desti

tute of a throne.

afata , a. (from , priv . and f , seated on a

throne), not seated on a throne .

afa°gtaaat?), « . (from a, priv. and fastast , conti-

nuing on a throne), not occupying a throne.

afata:fx3, a. (from , prio. and faginaf43, seated

on a throne), not seated on a throne.

, s. (from , priv. and f31, white), a female servant

who is young and frequents the apartments of the

women.

fs, a. (from , priv. and f³, white), not white, black,

afas, a. (from ≈, priv. and f , accomplished), not prov.

ed, not accomplished, not compleated, not perfected,

not thoroughly cooked.

afnast, 8. (from af , not completed), a not being ac

complished or compleated, a not being proved by ar

gument.

af , s (from af , not compleated), a not being accom

plished or compleated, a not being proved by argu-

ment.

affa, a. (from , priv. and faf , logicalproof), destitute

ofproof; s. the being destitute ofproof.

fatta , s. (from af , symetar, and at , a cleaner),

a furbisher.

af , s. (from af , a scymetar, and 4, a holding),

the carrying or holding a sword.

afaîțiì, a. (from afa, a scymetar, and atfag, holding),

carrying or wielding a scymetar.

fa , s. (from a, priv. and fa , red lead , factitious

or adulterated red lead ; a. destitute of red lead.

afna, ɑ . (from I, priv. and fa , the sea), destitute ofa

sea, not maritime.

af , s. (from af , a scymilar, and 5, a leaf, the
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blade of a scymetar, the sheath of a scymetar, sugar.

cane. In mythology, one ofthe Hindoo hells.

afanata, s. (from fa , a sugar cane, and T4, aforest),

a field of sugar canes.

wila, a. (from , priv. and , a boundary), unbound-

ed, unlimited , immense.

ce, s. (from , priv . and , lead), a substance

which is not lead ; a. destitute oflead.

; s. (from an, lo throw), life, breath ; a. swift.

anca, a. (from I , priv. and

impracticable, difficult to

& , a. from , priv. and

?, practicable), not easily

manage, difficult to perform .

5, moral merit), destitute

of religious merit, destitute ofgood actions performed.

**23), 4. (from &, priv. and saf³7, fortunate), not well-

fated, not fortunate, not virtuous.

, a. (from , priv. and , happiness), unhappy, un-

comfortable,

, . (from , priv. and , causing happiness),

causing a want of ease or happiness, causing misery,

not making happy.

wat?T, ɑ , from , priv . and wat , making happy),

not making happy, making miserable.

, a. (from a, priv, and f , making happy),

not making happy, making miserable.

,, (from , priv. and , producing plea-

sure), occasioning distress, distressing,

TĦLIRI, a, (from ™ , a want ofpleasure, and 73, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the want of

ease or happiness.

ERSTV, ad. (loc. case of 3), forthe purpose of un-

happiness or uneasiness,

অর্থনিমিত্তক, a. ( from मl, a want of happiness, and নির্মিত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from the want of ease or

happiness; ad. from or because of the want of ease or

happiness.

confafie, ad. (from , a want ofhappiness, and fafas,

cause), for the purpose of unhappiness or uneasiness.

at , a. (from , priv. and , giving happiness ), not

giving pleasure or happiness, giving pain, occasioning

distress, distressing.

scomte, a. (from a, priv. and tre, giving happi-

ness), not giving happiness, distressing, occasioning

unhappiness.

-

at , a, (from , priv. and tf , giving happi-

ness), not communicating happiness, not making hap-

Py.

, a. (from , misery, and , giving), not com-

SP

municating happiness, occasioning unhappiness, caus-

ing misery.

, a. (from , a want ofhappiness, and ,

caused by), caused by or arising from the want of ease

or happiness ; ad. from or because of the want of ease.

or happiness.

NIFF, a. (from ™ , a want of happiness, and cṛg, a

cause , caused by or arising from the want of ease or

happiness ; ad. from or because of the want of ease or

happiness.

, a. (from , priv. and , happy), unhappy, mi-

serable.

, a. (from , priv. and af , sweet-scented), not

sweet-scented.

was , a. (from a, priv. and stя, easy), not easy , difficult.

st , a. (from , priv. and , easily accessible), not

easily practicable as a road, not easily accessible, not

easily attainable.

fa, a. (from priv. and sf , virtuous), not virtuous,

immoral

3 , a. (from , priv. and 3 , polite), impolite, rude,

destitute of men of education or manners.

, a. (from , priv. and I, a son ), sonless, childless.

Яd, s. (from , life, and ad, the sustaining vja

thing , the maintaining of or continuing in life.

, a, (from , priv. and , learned) , not eminently

learned, not wise, ignorant.

, a. (from , priv. and , beautiful , not beauti-

ful, not handsome, ugly.

, a. (from a, prio. and

, s. (from , priv. and

tute ofgold.

. asleep), not asleep, awake.

í, gold), not gold ; a. desti-

HII, 8. (from a , life, and IF, expenditure), the ex-

penditure or loss of life.

, . (from , priv. and , a god), a dæmon, an evil

spirit, fig. a very wicked person. According to the

Hindoo doctrine of the metempsychosis, the Usoolas

are frequently born in human form, and thus become.

monsters in iniquity.

WETH, 8. (from , an infernal, and , a race), the

race or family of infernal beings.

IT, 8, (from 3, an infernal, and , decay), the de

cay or destruction of the infernals.

UNIFITIAE, a. (from , the destruction of the infer

nals, and t , making), dealing destruction to the in-

fernals , wasting the infernals.

অসুরক্ষয়কারী , a. (from অসুরক্ষয়, the destruction of the infer

1
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অসু

aals, and zilag, making), dealing destruction to the in-

fernals, wasting the infernals.

sta, s. (from I, an infernal, and H4, a genus), the ge-

nus or class of infernals.

, s. (from , an infernal, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of the infernals .

GĦLIME, a. (from 57, an infernal, and π , destructive),

destructive to the infernals ; s. a destroyer ofthe infernals.

wagatu ), a. (from , an infernal, and ¬†f , destruc-

tive), destructive to the infernals .

, s. (from , an infernal, and zs, a class), the

class or genus of infernals.

eft , s. (from , an infernal, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of the infernals.

অসুরবিনাশক, a. ( from অসুর, an infernal , and বিনাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to the infernals ; s. a destroyer of the

infernals.

অসুরবিনাশী , a. (from অসুর, an infernal, and বিনাশিন, destruc-

tive), destructive to the infernals.

I , s. (from , an infernal, and T , a multitude), a

multitude or assembly of the infernals.

f . a. (from , an infernal spirit, and f , afoe),

a god, an enemy to the infernals.

HJAIL, s. (from , an infernal, and Ħ , a multitude),

a multitude or body of infernals.

, a. (from , priv. and t , agreeable to the ear),

not agreeable to the ear, not to be heard with plea-

sure, harsh, grating.

santa, s. (from , priv, and , substance or wealth),

a want of sufficient substance or wealth to go through

an undertaking, a want of pecuniary means.

, a. (from , priv. and , healthy), ill, uncomforta-

ble, unquiet, not agreeably situated.

31, s. (from a , ill), illness , distress, a disagreeable

or evil situation.

UNIT, 8. (from , ill) , illness , distress, a disagreeable

or evil situation.

afy, a. (from ~, priv. and f , stable), unstable, un-

settled, unsteady, unfixed.

, a. (from , priv. and , a friend), destitute ofa

friend or well wisher.

, a. (from , priv. and , minute), not fine, not mi

nute or subtil, not attenuated.

, a. (from , priv. and , indicating), not indicat-

ing, not discovering.

1, s. (from , priv. and t, an indication) , the

want of an indication or intimation.

STCOT.

, a. (from , priv. and y, indicable), not indica

ble, not fit to be intimated or revealed.

and , a. (from A, priv. and affs, indicated`, not indicat

ed, not made known, not revealed.

ana, s. (from a, priv. and , a thread), not a thread,

not a rudiment or rule of science ; a. destitute ofrules

or first principles, destitute of a clue, destitute of

thread.

ang, 8. (from a, priv. and ¤ , a son), not a son ; a. son«

less, childless.

, s. (from , detracting), detraction, slander, ma-

lice.

angtatae, a. (from Я , detraction, and at☎, doing),

detracting, speaking evil ; s . a detractor.

gareti, a. (from sagt, detraction, and æifay, doing),

detracting slandering ; s. a detractor, a slanderer.

, s. (from , priv. and , the sun), not the sun, a

parhelion or mock sun ; a. destitute of the sun.

, a. (from , priv. and , seeing the sun),

not seeing the sun. This word is applied to the wives

and other female relations of great men who are always

kept in the seraglio so as, figuratively speaking, not to

see the sun .

, (from , to throw , blood.

ts, s. (from , blood, and ts, afalling), the shed-

ding of blood.

, a. (from a, priv. and , created), uncreated, not

made, not formed.

MAGIF, a. (from , priv. and (ĦBA, satisfaction), very

beautiful, heart-engaging, so beautiful that the guard-

ing ofthe heart is impossible.

MATT, «. (from ¤, priv. and (57☎, a servant), not serving,

inattentive, ungodly, destitute of servants.

AI, s. (from ¤, priv. and cЯ , the serving of another),

non-attendance, disregard, neglect.

AlĦTAÌ?, a. (from a, priv. and ñs, proper to be served),

unworthy ofbeing served or attended to.

, s . (from , priv. and I, service), want of service,

want of attention.

mas, a. (from a, priv . and cafes, served), not served,

unattended.

Mafts , a. (from , priv. and cafes , proper to beserv

ed , unworthy ofbeing served or attended to.

, a. (from , priv. and , proper to be served),

unworthy of being served or attended to.

MĦWatz, ɑ. (from ≈, priv. and canta, rec:iving service),

not in the act of receiving attention or service.
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37.

ata , s. (from , priv. and ta , an army), not an army,

a rabble or mob not deserving the name of an army ;

a. destitute of an army.

wataz, s. (from , priv. and cЯg, a full brother), not a

full brother ; a. destitute of full brothers .

, s. (from , priv. and , politeness), a want

ofpoliteness or good manners, a want of good or ami-

able qualities.

, s. (from a, prio. and c , beauty), a want of

beauty, a want of elegance ; a . destitute of beauty.

a. (from , priv. and

œādāts), s . (from , priv, and

want ofgood fortune.

, golden , not golden.

ts , good fortune), a

anias, a. (from ¤, priv . and ‹ ¤, good), not excellent,

not good, bad, evil, disagreeable.

I, s. (from ar, disagreeable, and , a sound),

a disagreeable sound, an unpleasant note, a discord.

, s. (from a, priv. and , beauty), ugliness , dis-

agreeableness.

অসৌজ্বৰান্বিত, a. (from অসৌষ্ঠব, disagreeableness, and অস্মিত,

possessed of), disagreeable, unlovely, uncouth, ugly.

, s. (from a, priv. and cat , friendship , a want

of friendship, a want of intimacy, a want of kindness

or good will.

, s. (from , priv. and H , a slip), a not stumbling

or slipping ; a. not stumbling.

sfs, a. (from , a not slipping, and stfs , motion ,

sure-footed.

13, a. (from ≈, priv. and If , slipped), not tripped

up, not stumbling or slipping.

, s. (from , to shine), the setting ofthe heavenly bo-

dies.

aszta, s. (from , the setting ofthe luminaries, and ata,

time), sun-set.

sts, a. (from , the setting ofthe luminaries, and so,

gone), set, gone below the horizon.

cefsifa, s. (from 3, the setting ofthe luminaries, and fifa,

a mountain), the western mountains behind whichthe

sun is supposed to retire when he sets.

, a. (from , pric. and at , praise-worthy), not

praise-worthy.

, s. (from stable), a stable.

, a. (from a, priv. and I , fixed,, not fixed, not stiff-

ened, not stiff, not rigid.

52, 8. (from , to shine , a disappearance, the setting

ofthe heavenly bodies.

QIT, 8. (from3, priv, and EA, a luft), not a tuft, or bunch.

54.

Wy, s. (from , priv. and I, a pillar), not a pillar, not

a post.

Qeydìs, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and sgay, capable ofbeing reduc

ed to an inanimate state), incapable of being made stiff

or rigid, incapable of being reduced to an inanimate

state or of being fixed like a pillar or post.

fys, a. (from , priv. and af , fixed as a post), not fix-

ed as apost, not petrified, not astounded, not stiffened .

Gia, s. (from 3, the setting ofthe luminaries, and 57,

a mountain , the western mountains, behind which the

Hindoos suppose the sun retires when he sets.

TE, a. (from , priv . and te, praising), not applaud-

ing, not praising.

ta , s. (from , the setting of a luminary, and

, a depending on) , the setting of a luminary or

its resting on the western part of the horizon.

ta , a. (from , the setting of a luminary, and

, resting for support), setting, resting on the

western part of the horizon.

fs, ad. (from , to be), present, now, at this time ; v. it

is.

, v. imp. mode (from , to be), be it so, let it be.

3, a. (from , priv. and 3, praised), not praised, not

applauded.

ass, s. (from a, priv. and f³, praise), a want of praise,

the not applauding a person.

H31, a. (from , priv. and 3 , praise-worthy) , not praise-

worthy.

অস্তোত্র,, a. (from , priv. and cat ,flattery), a neglect of

praise or flattery.

, s. (from , to throw), a missile weapon, a weapon,

an edge tool.

AHxt?, s. (from I, a weapon, and ☎, to do), an armourer.

ts , a. (from , a weapon, and , to make), weapon-

producing ; s. an armourer.

CH(FIT, a . (from , a weapon, and ‹ , throwing),

throwing a weapon, discharging an arrow or other

weapon.

d, s. (from , a we^pon, and c , a throwing),

the discharging of a weapon, the throwing of a wea

pon.

sofaena, s. (from , an edge tool, and f872777,

¡ hysician), a surgeon.

adfæet, s. (from an edge tool, and fofA), the

science ofmedicine), surgery.

অঙ্গচিকিৎসাবিদ্যা , s. (from সস্ত্রচিকিৎসা, surgery, and বিদ্যা,

science), the science of surgery,
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古镇.

43, a . from , a weapon , and ', to know), skilled in

arms.

Szitae, a. (from , a weapon, and Ta☎, holding), bear-

ing arms ; s. an armed man.

ta , s. (from , a weapon, and as, a holding), a

carrying weapons, the armirg of a person, the taking

ofa weapon.

sati , a. (from , a weapon, and f , holding), tak-

ing arms, bearing arms.

×4 , s. (from , a weapon, and fix , a throwing),

the throwing or discharging of a missile weapon.

fan , a . (from , a weapon, and fat , throw-

ing), throwing or discharging missile weapons.

অস্ত্ৰনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from স্ত্র, a weapon, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease , preventing the use of weapons, causing the use

of weapons to cease.

aufartze, a. (from , a weapon, and fita , preventing) ,

stopping the flight of a weapon, obstructing orprevent-

ing the stroke of a weapon.

Gafatad, s. (from , a weapon, and frated, a prevent-

ing) , the warding off a blow from a weapon,

a , s. (from , a weapon, and ff , cessation), the

cessation ofthe use of weapons.

cufato , s. (from , a weapon, and fitz, a maker), an

armorer.

aufante, a. (from , a weapon, and fit , a maker),

making arms ; s. an armorer.

, s. (from , a weapon, and tế , rain), a raining

or showering of weapons on the foe, a shower of mis-

sile weapons.

a , a. (from , a weapon, and fe, knowing) , skilled

in arms.

, s. (from , a weapon, and , a shower), a

shower of missile weapons.

AHTI) , 8. (from , a weapon, and c , one who knows),

a person skilled in arms.

autan , s. (from 4, a weapon, and taʊ , a physician), a

surgeon.

, s . (from , a weapon, and at , a cleaner), an

armorer, properly one who cleans and polishes arms .

But , a. (from , a weapon, and at , scouring),

polishing weapons ; s. a furbisher, a polisher of wea-

pons.

au , s. (from a , a weapon, and , war) , a battle with

weapons.

tata , s. (from a , a fighting with weapons, and

tata , desire), a desire to fight with weapons,

অস্ত্রযুদ্ধাকা$ী, a. ( from স্রবুদ্ধ a fighting withfighting with weapon, and

tata, desirous), desirous offighting with weapons.

agyatsata, s. (from a fighting with we pon, aud

afsata, desire), a desire to fight with weapons.

sifate , a . (from , a fighting with weapons,

and off , desirous), desirous of fighting with wea

pons.

* s. (from , a missile weapon , and * , a weapon),

arms, armor both offensive and defensive.

, a. (from , a weapon , and , bereft of), dis◄

armed, unarmed.

atstty, s. (from Uh, a weapon, and œist?, a house), an ar◄

mory, a magazine, an arsenal.

antats, s . (from a weapon, and ts, a blow , the

stroke of a weapon.

QYtEG, a. (from ₹5, a weapon, and xtxo, smitten), smit.

ten with a weapon. 4

une, ɑ. (from a, priv, and , a woman), unaccompanied

by a wife, destitute of a wife.

, s . (from ¤, priv. and T , a place`, a want of room,

the want of place , a disagreeable place.

, s. (from privs and , to stand), the name of a

particular modulation of the voice in singing, the firɔț

strain in an air, the first line of a verse.

, a. (from , priv. and tз , fixable), unfixable,

incapable of being situated in a particular manner.

azta, s. (from I, priv. and † , a place), the want of a

place, want of room, a wrong place, the parts ofgene,

ration in either sex.

Wat73, a . (from 7, cut ofplace, and I³, produced),

born or produced in a wrong situation.

অস্থানবাসী a. ( fromঅস্থান, out of place, and বাসিন , residing ),

residing in a wrong place.

autaa, ɑ. (from † , out ofplace, and I, to stand),
si-

tuated out ofplace, misplaced , mislaid.

অস্থানস্থাপন , ৪. ( from অস্থান , a wrong place, and স্থাপন, the

placing of a thing), the misplacing of a thing, the mis

laying of a thing, the wrong application of a thing.

অস্থানস্থাপিত , a . ( from সস্থান , a wrong place, and স্থাপি , plc-

ed , mislaid, misplaced, misapplied.

, a. (from , out ofplace, and in , staying),

occupying a wrong place, situated out of place.

অস্থানস্থিত , a . ( from অস্থান, cut of place, and স্থিত, situated) ,

situated in a wrong place, out of its proper place.

t , s. (from 5, priv. and 17, theplacing of a thing),

the not placing of a thing in a particular situation, the

misplacing or mislaying of a thing.
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afe.

Sattaly, a. (from a, priv, and it , capable of being

put in a particular place,, not capable of being put in

any particular place.

fis , a. (from 3, priv. and 3 , capable ofbe-

ing put in a particular place), not capable of being put

in a particular situation .

, a. (from , priv. and tfts, placed), not placed,

not fixed, misplaced, mislaid.

, a. (from , priv. and , capable ofbeing put in

a particular place) , not capable of being put in a parti-

cular place.

?, s. (from ≈, priv. and Tș, a fixture), not a fixture ;

a. moveable, unfixed.

ty, a. (from , priv. and t , a place), unfathomable,

very deep.

ify, a (from a, priv. and t", a place , unfathomable.

anifica, s. (from æfa, unfathomable, and I , waler),

unfathomable water.

t , a. (from , priv. and f , continuing), not con-

tinuing, fleeting, temporary, not permanent.

af , s. (from , to throw), a bone.

fata, s. (from af , a bone, and cats, a corner), the cor-

ner ofa bone.

অগ্নিৰ্ম্মোৰশিষ্ঠ , a. (from সহি, a bone, চৰ্ম্মন, skin, and অৱশিষ্ট,

remaining), having nothing remaining but skin and

bone, emaciated.

sfacan, s. (from fa, a bone, and cú , a cutting), the cut-

ting of a bone, the cutting through a bone in amputat-

ing a limb.

, a. (from a, priv. and fs, situated ), unsettled.

aff, s. (from a, priv. and fafs, a situation), the absence

orwant of place, a want of substance or property, the

want of a proper opportunity or situation to effect a

thing ; a. not in a situation, destitute of a residence.

ofafsætte, a. (from , priv. and fast , elastic), in-

elastic.

ef , s. (from af , a bone) ossification.

afte, s. (from af , a bone, and 5, skin), in anatomy

the periosteum .

fat , a. (from f , abone, and t , an office ), perform-

ing the office of bones, answering the purpose ofbones,

Osseous .

fate, a. (from af , a bone, and t , a thing), osse-

ous, made ofbony substance.

"
afate, ɑ. (from fa, a bone), osseous, resembling bone.

afask, s. (from af , a bone, and S , a breiking) , the

name of a plant renowned among the Hindoos jor pro-

moting the union of broken bones (Cissus quadran-

gularis . )

, . (from af , a bone, and (5. perforation), a per-

foration of the bones, a penetrating the bones.

Af¶ÛTÚCE, a. (from afar , among the bones, and

: , internal), in anatomy the name of certain mus-

cles, (Interossei interni. )

অস্থিবধাবৰ্ত্তিবহিঃস্থ, a. (from অস্থ্যিবার্ত্তী, among the bones, and

: , external) , in anatomy the name of certain mus-

cles (Interossei externi. )

aft , s. (from af , abone, and at , mere), mere bone,

simply bone.

aftatal, s. (from f , a bone, and atat, a necklace), a neck.

lace of bones.

afats, s. (from f , a bone, and catst, contact), the con-

tact of bones, the junction of a bone, the knitting or

joining of a broken bone.

অস্থিঘোড়া,aatst, s . (from af , a bone, and catst, a junction), the

knitting orjoining of a broken bone.

af , a. (from , priv. and f , stedfast), unstable, wa-

vering, floating, capricious, fugitive, transitory.

afas, a. (from af , unstable, and fos, the heart), ir-

resolute, fickle, undetermined, wavering.

afax , s. (from af , unstable), instability, fickleness,

waveringness, unsettledness.

af , s. (from af , unstable), instability, fickleness, wa

veringness, unsettledness.

অস্থিরৰাকা,afræt , 4. (from fr, unsteady, and t , a word), shift.

ing or shuffling in conversation, going from the sub-

ject.

afazi. a. (from f , unstable, and f . speaking),

equivocating, shifting the argument.

afazyfs, a. (from fia, unsteady, and if , intellect, unset-

tled in judgment or opinion.

afas, a. (from af , unsteady, and afs, the mind , fic-

kle-minded, unsteady in mind.

, a. (from af , unsteady, and x , the mind),

fickle-minded, unsteady.

অস্থিরমানস,f , a. (from f , unsteady, and at , the operati-

ons ofthe mind), fickle-minded, unstea ly.

afectata, a. (from f³, unstable, and t , aform),

chaotic, of unsettled or undetermined form.

Cf4x57, gat,8. (from af , a bone, and 4 , an enlargement)
,. (from fa, unsteady, and 3 , the

a process or enlargement of a bone,

heart,, fickle-minded, unsteady,

Li 2
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H.

fatta , s. (from af , a bone, and fart, a branch), in

anatomy an apophysis or process of a bone.

affa, s. (from af , a bone, and f , a joining) , a joint

or junction ofthe bones, the knitting of a broken bone.

af , s. (from af , a b. ne, and f , a committing to),

the committing of the bones of a dead person to the

Ganges. This is often done when a person dies in a

country distant from the Ganges ; the body is then

buried, and after the flesh is consumed the bones are

carried and cast into the Ganges.

ofazatì, s. (from af , situated on a bone, and at , a

tubular vessel), a vein or artery situated on a bone.

, a . (from , priv. and , thick), not thick, not

gross.

, a. (from , priv. and , fixable), unfixable, inca-

pable of being situated in a particular manner.

atú, s. (from д, unstable), instability, irresolution ,

fickleness, unsettledness.

H. s. (from as , a bone, and , a print), the end of a

bone.

QAISITTHEA, s. (from 15137, within the bones, and 9 ,

a taking), in anatomy a particular position of parts

(intro-susception . )

t , a. (from , priv. and 13, bathed), not bathed.

GW, ɑ. (from &, prir, and at3x , capable of being bath-

ed , incapable ofbeing bathed, unfit to bathe in.

, s. (from , priv. and t , ablution), a neglect of

ablution.

, a. (from 5, priv. and af , bathing), not prac-

tising ablutions.

, a. (rom , priv. and fast, agreeable), not moist,

not cool , not unctuous, not agreeable, disagreeable.

51 , s . (from af , disagreeable), the circumstance of

not being cool, a not being moist or unctuous, disa-

greeableness.

, s. (from fa , disagreeable), the circumstance of

not being cool, a not being moist or unctuous, disa

greeableness.

35, s. (from , priv. and cæ , affection), want of affec-

tion, want oftenderness, not moist or oily.

TJA, a. (from A, priv. and , a fluttering), still , motion-

less, without the slightest degree of tremulous motion.

, . (from , priv. and 5 , afluitering), the absence

of any fluttering or tremulous motiou.

, a. (from a, priv. and 3, shaken), not agitated,

unshaken, not made to tremble or flutter.

E , s. (from , priv. and contact), the not touching

..

a thing, non-contact ; a. not touching, not in contact,

not fit to be touched.

ty, a. (from , priv. and f , to touch), not fit to

be touched, out ofreach, intangible,

i

, a. (from a, priv. and f , to touch), untouched,

undefiled.
7

, a . (from , priv. and , disposed in an orderly

manner), indistinct, inarticulate, obscure .

st , a. fem. (from , unperceived, and st , the fœ-

tus), imperceptibly pregnant, pregnant yet uncertain

thereof.

Ja , a. (from , not evident, and tæ, a word),

speaking indistinctly ; s . an indistinct speech or sen

tence.

a . a. (from , not clear, and tf , speaking) , not

speaking clearly or intelligibly, speaking obscurely.

35 , a. (from 3, not clear, and sifa , speaking),

not speaking clearly or intelligibly, speaking obscurely.

, ad. (loc. ca e of , obscurely, indistinctly, clan-

destinely, underhand .

অদৃশ্য,*, a. (from , priv. and , tangible), intangible,

unfit or unlawful
to be touched.

* , s. (from †, intangible), intangibility, an un-

fitness to be touched.

8. (from [59, intangible) , intangibility, an unfit,

ness to be touched.

उ , a. (from , pr v. and 3, touched), untouched.

A , des re), in different, reluc, a . (from , priv. and

lant.

1, s. (from , priv. and 1 , desire), indifference, reluc,

tance .

3. a. (from , priv. and , cx'ended), not extended,

not swollen, not enlarged, confined, contracted.

, a. (from , priv. and , laid open), indistinct, in,

articulate, obscure, enigmatic, not bent, not broken,

sætra, s. (from E , in lis int, and ™ , a result), in

mensuration the indistinct or unexact area or superfi

cial content of a figure.

artate, a. (from , indistinct, and , speaking),

speaking indistinctiy, speaking inarticulately.

, a. (from 5 , priv. and , excited , not excited, not

stimulated, not agitated.

f , s. (from , priv. and , excitation , a want of

stimulus, a want of excitation.

, pron. (from to shine , I. In composition when the

first member of a compound this word means our, us.

, a. (from X , I), our, belonging to us.
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C.A.

C # , 8. (from , we, and 43, a manner) , our opinion

or manner, our sentiments.

অ মতাৱলম্বৰ , s. ( from সম্মত, our opinion , and অৱলম্বন,

depending ), the embracing or possessing of our opini-

on or sentiments.

জন্ম মতাৱলম্বী, ৫. (from অন্মত, our opinion , and অৱলম্বি , de-

pening), embracing or possessing our sentiments.

4, s. (from &, priv. and I , the recollecting of a

thing , the not recollecting of a thing, a want of recol-

lection or memory.

, a (from , priv. and as , recoverable by the

memory) , not recoverable by the memory, not memo-

rable, not worth recollecting.

, a. (from , priv. and ag , recoverable bythe

memory), not recoverable by the memory, not memo-

ra le, not worth recollecting.

at , a. (from 3, priv. and , within recollection), be-

yond recollection, immemorial. In Handoo law an

hundred years is the period recognized as time within

memory, and all beyond as immemorial time.

, s. (from t , imemoriil, and ta, time ,

time immemorial, a time beyond a hundred years.

, a. (from , priv. and , recoverable by the me-

mory), not recoverable by the memory, not memorable ,

not worth recollecting.

3, 4. (from , pris. and 35, smiled upon), not smiled

at, not smiled upon.

673, a. (from , priv. and 3, recollected), not recol

leted, not remembered.

³, 8. (from , priv . and s, recollection), a want of

recollection or memory ; a, destitute of recollection.

, a phruse, (from Я , its , and 7, after), after this ,

hereafter.

3. s. (from , to throw , a tear, corner, an angle.

8. from , to throw), a tear.

3, 8. (from 7, a tear, and , a falling), the

shedding of tears.

3 , s. (from , priv , and to , a stream), not a

stream ; a. stagnant .

, a. (from a, priv. and , own), not a person's own,

poor, destitute of property.

**1, a. (from , priv. and clear), obscure, dull,

opake.

a. (from , priv. and , easy), difficult, disa-

greeable, not freely, encumbered, dependent.

, . (from , priv, and 3 , independent), not inde-

pendent, not separate,

1 .

3351, s. (from 3 , not independent), a want of inde

pendence or freedom.

WAIT , 8. (from , not independent) , a want of inde

pendence or freedom.

, 8. (from , priv. and , properly), not a right of

property.

, s. (from , priv. and , a dream), a bad dream, an

ominous dream, a want of sleep.

st , s. (from , priv. and 5t , a disposition ) , ill na-

ture, a profligate disposition.

, a. (from , priv. and , a sound), a disagreeable

sound.

, 8. from , priv. and , love), a want of love, a

want of attachment to or enjoyment of a person's soci-

ety.

. a. (from , priv. and , procuring heaven), not

securing or deserving heaven.

t3 , s. (from , priv. and

of independence, the loss

dence.

ing.

3 , independence), a want

of independence, depen-

a. (from , priv. and , taste), insipid, disgust

, a (from , priv. and , the study ofthe Ve

da , neglecting the study ofliterature. This word is

also applied to certain days on which the study of li

terature is reckoned unlawful by the Hindoos .

watfiæ, a. (from a, priv. and tf , a lord), without an

owner, unappropriated , desolate.

sta , s. (from , without an owner), the having

no owner or master.

, s. (from , without an owner), the having no

owner, or master.

অস্বামিৰিক্ৰয় , s . ( from স্যামি , without an owner, and বিক্রয়,

sale ), the sale of a thing to which the person selling has

not a legal right.

t , a. (from a, priv. and я , ownership), a want of

ownership, non-proprietorship.

, a. (from , priv. and at , having self for its object),

not selfish, not having selffor its object, not for one's

self,not for its proper object.

, a. (from , prie . and tuts, making its proper

object chief), not making its proper object the chief,

not making self the chief object, not eminent in the

performing of his proper duties.

অন্বার্থপরতা, s. (from স্বার্থপর, not making itsproper object the

chief), the not making that the chief object of a thing

which is its proper object, the not making of self the
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chiefobject, a want of eminence in performing incom-

bent duties.

ta, s. (from atta, not making self the chief ob-

ject , the not making that the chief object of a thing

which is its proper object, a not making self the chief

object, a want of eminence in performing incumbent

duties.

জস্বার্থপরস্থাপত্তি, s. (from অর্থণত্ব , a not making that the

chief object which is so, and 3, a fault), the fault

or inconsistency of not making that the chief object

of a thing which is its proper object, the fault or in-

consisteney of not properly performing incumbent du-

ties.

tai, s. (from , priv. and t , health), indisposition,

illness, uneasiness , adversity.

CAUSE, a. (from 1, illness, and д , involved in), ill ,

indisposed, involved in difficulties.

ta, s. (from a, priv. and , assent), the withhold-

ing of assent to a thing, non-acquiescence, dissent, re-

fusal, denial.

, a. (from , priv. and , assented to), unassent-

ed to, not acquiesced in, not acknowledged.

GE, interj. an expression of surprize, regret, or approbati-

on ; astonishing ! alas ! O brave !

, pron. (from , I), I.

I a. (from 5 , I) . proud, self-important.

, ɑ. (from , priv . and x , a duck), destitute of

ducks or geese.

a :, s. (from a , a day), a day.

ax:¬fs, s. (from 57, the day, and fs, a lord), the sun,

the lord of day.

Sta, s. (from ^ , I, and ☎, to do) , pride, egotism , self-

importance, consciousness of separate existence.

Stai, s. (from 1 , pride, and , an agent), a

proud man, an egotist, a self-important person .

atre, a. (from T, pride, and I , making),

acting a proud or self-important part ; s. a proud per-

son, an egotist.

staat , a. (from ta, pride, and tf , making),

acting a proud or self-importaut part.

astas, a. (from 1 , pride, and , to be produced),

arising from pride or self importance.

, a. (from , pride, and , producing),

occasioning pride or self-importance.

?
, a. (from , pride, and 3 , producible),

producible by pride, arising from pride or self-impor-

tance.

JE.

artial , ad. loc. case of 3 ), for the purpose of

pride or egotism.

ts, a. (from a, pride, and 3, produced , pro

duced by or arising from pride or self-importance .

অহস্কারজ্ঞাপক, a . (from অহঙ্কার, pride, and জাপক, making

known), indicating pride or self-importance.

অহঙ্কারজ্ঞাপন, ৪. (from অহঙ্কার, pride , and জ্ঞাপন, a making

known), a manifesting or shewing pride or self impor

tance.

অহস্কারসাশক, ৫, (from অহঙ্কার, pride, and atts, destroying),

destructive to pride or self-importance, pride-destroy-

ing, humiliating.

অহঙ্কারনিবর্তক, a . (from অহঙ্কার, pride , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to pride or self-importance.

অহঙ্কারনিবারক, a . ( from অহঙ্কার, pride , and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing pride or self- importance.

অহস্কারনিবারণ , s. (from অহঙ্কার, pride, and নিবারণ, a prevent-

ing) , the preventing of pride or self-importance.

অহস্কারনিবৃত্তি, s. (from অহঙ্কার, pride, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of pride or self-importance.

সহস্কার নিমিত্তক, a . (from অহঙ্কার , pride, and নিমিত্ত, a cause,

springing from pride or self-importance.

অহঙ্কারনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from অহঙ্কার , pride , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of pride or self-importance.

, a. (from ta, pride, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from pride or self-importance ; ad. by

or through pride or self-importance.

সহস্কারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from আকার, pride, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ০-

structing , obstructing or hindering pride or self-im-

portance.

ata , a. (from art , pride, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from pride or self-importance ;

ad. from or because of pride or self-importance.

tata, a. (from asta, pride), proud, vain, self-impor

tant.

অহঙ্কারবিশিষ্ট, a. (from সহস্কার, pride , and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), proud, vain, self-important.

Stara , a. (from t , pride, and , a root), originat

ing in pride or self-importance.

Stays, a. (from , pride, and 4 , connected with),

proud, vain, self-important .

অহস্কাররহিত , a . ( from অহঙ্কার, pride, and রহিত, destitute), des-

titute of pride, free from self-importance.

অহঙ্কারশানী, a. (from সহস্কার, pride, and শালিন, inclined to),

disposed to pride, inclined to self-importance.

ata , a. (from asta, pride, and , empty), desti

tute ofpride, free from pride or self-importance.
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GIF.

stese, a. (from ta, prik, and , indicating),

indicating pride or self-importance.

staa, a. (from $13, pride, and 7, destitute of), free

from pride, or self-importance.

অহঙ্কারান্বিত , ৫. ( from সংস্কার, pride, and অন্বিত, followingup-

on) , proud, vain, self-important.

a. (fromat , pride), proud, self-important, vain.

at , ad. (loc. case ofa ,, proudly, in a self-impor-

tant manner.

3, a. (from , I, and , to do), self-important, self-

ish, proud.

´ante, a. (from , priv. and E, a market), not having a

market.

WII, a. (from , priv, and 3, smitten), not smitten, not

killed .

E , s. (from Ja , a promise), a promise, an agreement.

t1, 8. (from See, apromise, and li , a writing), a

will, a deed of gift, a charter.

. s. (from , priv. and 1 , to abandon), a day.

7, s. (from , priv. and 77, a smiting , a not smiting,

a not killing.

Essata, a. (from , priv, and ?, deserving of death),

not deserving of death, not devoted to death.

SLITI, a. (from , priv. and 1 , deserving ofdeath), not

deserving of death, not devoted to death.

1, s. (from I, priv, and 18, one who kills), not a mur-

derer, one who does not smite or kill.

, a. (from , priv. and x , one who kills), free from

murderers, free from those who smite or kill.

xt , a. (from , priv, and at , suffering death),

not suffering death, not being smitten or killed .

SCTÂY, a, (from a priv, and xx , fil to be offered , not

fit for an offering, not proper for immolation, not in-

tended for sacrifice.

sxfz:, a. (from a prir. and ₹fa̸n, clarified butter), desti-

tute ofghee or clarified butter,

&IU , a. (from 3 , prir. and ₹11, fitfor sacrifice) , not pro-

perfor sacrifice, not intended for sacrifice.

TTIT ,
prox. (from , I) , I.1,

This word is also used as

an expression of egotism or pride.

WIEC,
a. (from jy>', ignorant , ignorant, stupid , drivel-

lings, clownish.

fa , s . from , I), reiterated, a military vaunting,

amutual vaunting, egotism, vanity.

paftol, s. (from agª , I), egotism, vanity, pride.

peufs, s. (from æg², I, and afs, opinion), self-opinionat-

edness, selfishness, self-love,

STE.

!, a. (from , priv. and I, a horse), destitute ofa

horse; s. not a horse.

agd, 8. (from , priv. and 4 , a taking away), the not

taking a thing from another.

WHT, ɑ. (from , priv. and I , capcble ofbeing tak-

en way , proud, vain, self-important.

agadiygi, 8. (from 3ª, incapable of being taken away),

an incapability of being stolen or taken away.

, s. (from , incapable of being taken away),

an incapability ofbeing stolen or taken away.

TAT, ad. (from , a day), daily, every day.

fig, a. (from , prie. and fat, turmeric), destitute of

turmeric. This word is used as an adjective to sauces

or condiments.

, a. (from , priv . and I , capable ofbeing tak

en away), incapable of being stolen or taken away.

afif , ad. (from 57, a day, and faf* , night), day and

night.

fd, s . (from , day, and af, a gem), the sun, the

luminary ofday.

, s. (from , day, and at, aface), the morning,

the dawn.

, a. (from , priv. and , joy), joyless, cheerless , gloo-

my.

td, a . (from , priv. and ta, joyful), joyless, cheer-

less, gloomy, melancholy .

afï³, a. (from a, priv. and af³, made glad), not glad.

dened, not made to rejoice.

সহর্ষিতান্তঃকরণ , a. (from সহৰ্ষিত, not gladdened , and অন্তঃকরণ ,

the heart), not made glad at heart.

gat, s. (from , prip. and ™ , a plough), in Mythology

one of the celestial courtezans ; also the name of the

wife ofthe sage Goutuma.

gay, a. (from , priv. and cants, laughable , not

laughable, not ridiculous.

AISI, 8. (from a57, dry, and ☎, to make) , the sun, the

maker of day.

AHIT, a. (from , priv. and x , a hand), destitute of hands.

ALISI, ɑ. (from ☎, priv. and TIT3, made by hands), made

without hands, not made by hands.

affis, a . (from , prv. and rafis, fabrica'ed by

hands), made without hands, not made by hands.

, s. (from T, day, and tf , a lord), the sun, the

lord of day.

, iterj. an expression of surprize, gladness, or regret ;

wonderful ! excellent ! oh ! It is also used as a vocative

particle.
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মহি uff.

atas, a. (from , priv. and tfs, lost , not lost, not be-

reft of.

E s. (from , priv. and , intimacy , a want of in-

timacy, a want of love .

at , a. (from , priv. and t , capable of being taken

away), incapable of being stolen or carried away clan-

destinely.

agtúði, s. (from
tú, incapable of being carried away),

an incapability of being carried away or stolen.

actÚT, s. (from agt , incapable of being carried away) ,

an incapability of being carried away or stolen.

t , s. (from , priv. and t , a laugh), not a laugh,

not a smile ; a. free from smiles or laughter.

agtaiæ, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and Я , a laugh) , destitute of

a smile , grave, solemn.

agtaña, ɑ. (from , priv. and twan , haring a smil-

ingcountenance), not having a smiling or cheerful coun-

tenance, having a gloomy countenance, down-cast.

agtajata, ɑ. (from , priv. and I, made to laugh) ,

not made to laugh, not excited to laughter.

E, s. (from ' , prep. and I, to strike), a serpent.

af , a. (from , riv. and f , an injury), uninjuri-

ous, harmless , inoffensive.

7

affi, s. (from af , harmless , harmlessness, inof-

fensiveness.

aff•ĦTI, s. (from af , harmless), harmlessness, inof-

fensiveness.

afy, a (from , priv. and f , capable of being

injured , incapable of being injured.

f. , s. (from , priv. and 1, an injury), harmless-

ness, the not injuring of a person .

ft , a. (from , priv. and fats, deserving ofinjury),

not deserving injurious treatment.

ffs, a. (from , priv. and ffs, injured), uninjured,

not mal-treated .

ing), disadvantageous, procuring a disadvantage to a

person.

as , a. (from 5, a disadvantage , and , pro-

ducing , occasioning disadvantage.

af , a. (from afs, injury, and T, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from injury or the want of benefit.

36171, ad. (loc. case of f33 ), for the purpose ofnot

benefitting or of injuring.

aftofaface, a. (from afs, injury, and fifï³, a ciuse),

caused by or arising from injury ; ad. from or because

ofinjury.

afoffice, ad. (from af , injury, and faf , a cause),

for the purpose of injury.

afcque, a. (from £3, injury, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from an injury ; ad. from or be

cause of injury.

afcuse, ɑ. (from f₹3, injury, and (T3, a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from injury ; ad. from or because of

injury.

fata , s. (from , priv. and festett , a desire ofbene

fi ), the not desiring another's advantage, a desire of in-

jury, a want of benevolence .

afcatætsi, a . (from a, priv. and tot desirous ofbe-

n'fit), not desiring another's good, not benevolent, ma-

levolent.

fotfenta, s. (from , priv. and fotfest , a desire of

good), a want of benevolence, malevolence.

afestfsntal, a (from , priv. and frotfsatfag, benevolent),

not benevolent, malevolent.

affeæ, s. (from fe, a serpent, and , the mouth), a

juggler who exhibits serpents for diversion.

3 , s. (from , priv. and fat , benevolence), a want

of benevolence, malevolence.

affɩcz, ɑ . (from ¤, priv. and fet¾½, benevolent), not bene

volent, malevolent.

aft , a. (from , priv. and f , injurious), not injuri- || af , a. (from , priv. and f , benevolent), not

benevolent, malevolent.
ous, not ferocious.

fe, a. (from , priv. and f , injurious), uninju- afsts , a. (from , priv. and fitofa , benevolent), not be

rious, not hurtful, not ferocious.

fre, s. (from , priv. and f3, a benefit), a disadvan-

tage.

afro , a. (from 3, disadvantage, and , to do), doing

another an injury, doing what is disadvantageous to

another, not beneficent.

অহিতকারক, a. ( from অহিত, a disadvantage, and কারক, doing),

disadvantageous, causing a disadvantage.

অহিতকারী, a. (from সহিত, a disadvantage and কারিন, do-

nevolent, malevolent.

af£71, s. (from af, a serpent, and , an ichneu-

mon), mortal enmity like that between the ichneumon

and the serpent.

afgaæfaæi, s. (from a , a serpent, and 7 , an ichneu-

mon), mortal enmity, implacableness , natural enmity

like that between the ichneumon and the serpent.

affiæte, s. (from fx, a serpent, and fart , the slough

of a serpent), the slough or cast-off-skin of a serpent.

211
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af434, s. (from af, a serpent, and 437, a particular dis-

ease), an ulcer in the anus of children caused by the

neglect ofcleanliness .

afa, s. (from f . a serpent, and T4, a hood) , the ex-অহিফেন,

panded neck or hood ofthe cobra capella, or coluber

Naga. The name of a plant Cactus cocciuilifera), opi-

um, a poppy (P paver somniferum .)

afgerarta, s. (from af ™ , opium, and ◄?5, seed), poppy

seed.

frey, s. (from af, a serpent, and 3 , fear) , a dread of

serpents, a king's standing in fear of his allies or help-

ers, a dread of insidious persons, snakes in the grass .)

afas, a. (from fe, a serpent , and , feeding on), ser-

pentivorous ; s. a peacock.

afa, a. (from a, priv. and f , cold), not cold, tepid ,

warm.

afe , s. (from ¤, priv. and fæææ , goll), a want of gold ;

a. destitute of gold.

, a. (from a, priv. and a, destitute ), not destitute,

not bereft.

173), s. (from a , not destitute), a not being desti-

tute.

SI , s. (from , not destitute), a not being destitute.

attat, a. (from , priv. and af , not substantiat-

ing a charge), not guilty of contempt of court or of

trifling when called to substantiate a charge.

, a. (from , priv. and 1 , a diamond), destitute of

diamonds.

LI, a. (from , prio. and 3, offered), not offered, not

sacrificed.

23, a. (from , priv. and 43, taken), not stolen or clan-

destinely taken away.

547 ,
a. (from , priv. and T4 , amiable), unamiable, not

beloved.

, a. (from , priv. and , glad), sad, not glad , not

merry.

ye, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and foe, glad-hearted), not

merry, not glad-hearted.

', a.
(from , priv . and ant:, glad-hearted), not

glad-hearted, not merry.

, a. (from a, priv. and , gla:l-hearted),

not glad-hearted, not merry.

ts , a. (from , priv. and to , glad- heart-

ed), not glad-hearted, not merry.

, ad. vocative particle, Ho Soho !

from , priv. and , a cause), causeless,

groundless,

ate.

ACT, a. (from ¤, priv. and (57, relinquishable), not re-

linquishable, not requiring to be relinquished .

ACPI), 8. (from !, not relinquishable), a not being re-

quired to be relinquished.

MIT, s. (from My, not relinquishable), a not being re-

quired to be relinquished .

, interj. an expression of surprize, regret or compas-

sion, wonderful ! O brave ! alas ! poor creature ! This

is also a vocative particle.

tata, ad. (from , a day, and atfa, a night), day

and night.

t , ad. (from , priv. and , to steal ), soon, presently,

instantly.

WHI, a. (from &, priv. and x , short), not short.

, s. (from a, priv. and ‹ş, to emulate), the name ofa

tree, (Semecarpus Anacardium.)

E , s. (from , a state), a state, a condition.

JIY.

, the second vowel of the Bengalee alphabet, accounted

the long vowel which corresponds with , and having

the sound of a in father. It is an inseparable prepositi-

on which, when prefixed to verbal roots or nouns, usil-

ally adds to the word the idea of extension,also of ope-

ration, or possession to a certain extent or limit, and

sometimes that of diminution ; interj. aye ! true ! indi-

cative ofsudden recollection.

, interj. fie ! shame!

3, a. (from 351, married), a married woman.

atзd, s. (from atęs , a married woman,

a multitude of married women.

and s , a genus),

E , s. (from ts, married), the state of a married wo-

man, or the marriage state as applied to a woman.

at1, s . (from ts, married, and 51, corrupted from

, beloved), a beloved wife.

, s. (from

ed woman.

3, married, and t, a woman), a marri

, s. (from 13, aplant used in dying , the name ofa

plant or shrub the roots of which are used in dying,

(Morinda tinctoria. )

i , ad. (from , to-day), to-day.

1 , s. (from 1, motion towards, and at , to run), a

turning about with pain, a writhing, a constant change

of position on account of pain.

ata, s. (from , a law or rule), a rule, a law, an ordi-

nance, a statute.

Jj
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Sts.

ata , s . (from y, an eye,, and Je, a house),

an elegant room, an apartment which is pleasant to the

eye.

tal, s. (from xi , a mirror), a mirror.

¤† ), ad. (from ☺s , to come), in future, hereafter.

Wiz, s. (from A , a fault), a fault , a crime, a blot.

affatal, s. (from , a fault), a caviller, one who finds

fault.

atacat , s. (from , a cavilier), a cavilling, a find-

ing fault.

, a. (from 5, unmarried , unmarried.

T, a. (from 75, unmarried), unmarried .

141, s. (from

ship.

at , s. (from Aya, Port.) a waiting maid, a nurse maid.

tu , s. (from , a day, :), a season, time.

5, unmarried), celibacy, bachelor-

affa, s. (from af , aridge , a balk, a ridge, an embank-

ment.

att, s. (from e, pleasure), bliss, happiness, blessed-

ness, pleasure, delight.

atza, v. (from 1, prep. and ', to go), to come, to ap-

proach.

আইসন, s . (from আইস্, to come), the coming to a person or

place.

a , s. (from atái , a paternal grandmother) , a maternal

grandmother, also a paternal great-grandmother.

ats, interj. an expression of pain, Oh ! ah !

atsa, s. (from IF. a sugar-cane), a sugar-cane.

Qisam, a. (from J, ', first), prime, first, chief, best.

atsatt, a. (from Al; 91, lewd), lewd.

atsats, interj, an expression offear or pain, Oh ! ah ! alas !

atsata, s. (from 7 , to propagate, V5 ), a tribe, a race,

lineage.

atst, a. (from at , swift), spring (rice), ripening in a

short time.

আওশকপিলারাই , s . ( from অশ ,ু quick, and কপিলারাই, yellow

mustard), a particular variety of spring rice.

অঙশগঙ্গাজল, s . (from অস্তি, quick , and গঙ্গাজল, the water of

the Ganges), the name of a variety of spring rice.

attata, s. (from † , quick, and 1, rice), spring rice.

wisata , s. (from at , quick, and at , rice) , spring rice.

atstafa, s. (from at , quick, and ³, burst), the name

of a particular variety of spring rice.

আঙশরাযশালি, ও ( from অস্ত ,

the Hindoo heroes, and

of spring rice.

quick, রাম, the name of one of

if , rice), a particular variety

ats,

taxi, s. (from !!, charity land), charity land, land given

to a person for less than its value ; ad. gratis, freely.

atatata, a. (from , charity land, and , eating),

living on charity land.

ata , s. (from , charity land, and , holding),

a person who holds charity land, a person who holds

land for less than its value.

tatt , s. (from xyl, aperson who holds charity land),

the condition or office of a person who lives on charity

land.

atst, v. (from at , to turn), to run round, to return in

succession, to thicken with boiling, to stir round, to

receive a temper as metals do, to weld.

ateta, s. (from TÍ , a turning round , the tempering of

metals, the welding of metals, the circular motion of

liquids when stirred round, the thickening with boiling

as milk does.

teti, s. (from T , a turning round), the stirring of a

liquid round, the thickening of a liquid by stirring it

over the fire, the tempering or welding of metals ; a.

stirred round, thickened, welded , tempered.

atetta, s. (from atst , to sir round) , a stirring or cause

to move in a circular direction ; the stirring of milk to

prevent its boiling over, the thickening of milk in boil-

ing.

tetta, s. (from , a turning round), the tempering or

welding of metals , the stirring of a liquid round while

boiling.

tett , a. (from atet), to stir round), stirred round,

boiled with stirring, thickened, tempered.

testi, s. (from ast, to move round), a circular motion

Jike that of a whirlpool, a thickening with boiling.

atsz, v. (from a, prep. and ₹3, to be), to read, to repeat.

This verb is sometimes used in the causal form with-

out the causal meaning.

ats ,s. (from , a returning), a whirlpool, a place

where the stream of a river moves with a circular mo.

tion, the reading of a writing, the repeating of a lesson,

the repeating of a passage in a book.

atз3 , s. (from , a returning), the reading or re

peating ofa passage from a book.

Atezi, v. a. (from atý, to turn), to read, to recite, to re-

hearse, to celebrate.

Atзti, s. (from †531, to read), a reading, a reciting, a

rehearsing, a celebrating.

আওড়ান, s . (from আৱৰ্ত্তন, a returning), the reading or repeat,

ing of a passage from a book.
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site.

stəștfagi, a. (from af33), to read), requiring to be read or

recited, requiring to be rehearsed ; reading, reciting,

rehearsing, celebrating.

tefi, s. (from t93, to read), a reading, a reciting, a re-

hearsing, a celebrating.

331, a. (from 3, covered), overshadowed, shady, co-

vered, concealed, close.

3313, s. perhaps (from wit ; a call), a welcome.

1371, s. (from at , the name of a disease), a polypus of

the nose, a pustule or boil within the nose.

13 , v. (from 1, prep. and , to rain , to rain very

slightly, to ooze, to trickle ; particularly applied to the

eyes when a person has caught cold, or when the eyes

are inflamed .

atзgk, 8. (from Li,,, a throne), a throne.

1, s. perhaps (from tд, a mango, and ™ , acid),

the name of a large tree which produces an acid fruit,

(Sonneratia acida).

tage, s. (from , pudendum,3 ) , a woman, a wife.

আওরা, ". সাওর,1, 7. (from 13 , to ooze), oozing, running as the eyes

do with a cold .

testa, s. (from td, a slight shower), a slight shower,

the trickling of the eyes with a cold or inflammati-

on.

atsata, s. (from at , a slight shower), a light rain, the

running ofthe eyes with a cold.

atзfami, s. (from ds), a friend), companions ; a. chief, ve-

nerable, respectable .

at" , s. (from a , a limb), the body, a limb, a member, a

part of any thing.

1, s. (from age, a ring) , a ring for the fingers, a

ring bywhich to hang a picture or looking-glass, a han-

dle for drawers ; also, (from tata , a chaffing dish),

a chaffing dish.

att , s (from , a ring), the name ofa plant, (Brad-

leia nitida, and lanceolaria. )

af , a. (from , a share), having a right to a parti

cular share or part, connected with a particular share,

connected with some particular usage of a word or ap-

plication of a thing.

, interj. aye aye ! Oh aye ! an expression of surprize, or

derision.

1 , ad. yes, a particle of assent, the sound or lowing of a

calf.

di, ad. yes, yes ; a particle expressing a reiteration of

assent.

diga, s. (from alfa , flesh), the scales of a fish .

Stat.

ts , v . (from a , to shrink up) , to droop, to become

flaccid, to wither.

ts , a. (from at , to shrink up , drooping, flaccid, wi-

thered.

Stegta, s. (from at , to shrink up), a drooping, the be-

coming flaccid as a plant does with heat.

tsa, s. (from sa, the womb) , the integuments which sur-

round the young while in the womb, the secundines .

te, v. n. (from , to mark), to burn to the vessel, to be

marked or become coloured by burning to the vessel;

also an imitative sound , frequently, though not exclu-

sively, applied to the roar of a tiger. This word when

compounded with করিয়াওঃ, or করিয়াডাক্, is used as a

verb, and means to make such a sound, to cry out as

a tiger.

te, s. (from a , a mark), a mark, a numerical figure, a

goal. This word compounded with , to cut, means

to cut a mark on packages or the like.

site , s. (from site, to mark , the marking or blackening

of milk or sauce by burning it to the sides ofthe vessel,

the marking ornoting of a thing, the paging of a book,

the writing down of numbers.

staf , s. (from ate, to mark), the burning of milk or

sauce to the sides of the vessel, the marking or noting-

of a thing, the paging of a book, the writing down of

numbers ,

•

, v. a. (from , prep. and , to draw) , to grasp

with the arms, to enfold, to catch to a thing as a hook

does.

staatti, s. (from it, a particular tre , and it , a

thorn), the name of a tree, (Allangium hexapetalum.)

taza), s. (from at , a drawing), a hook to pull down

the boughs of a tree for the purpose of gathering the

fruit or flowers, a tendril.

t , s. (from Stø , a drawing), a hook on which to hang

things ; also from it, a particular tree, the name of

a particular tree, (Allangium hexapetalum .)

Steptata , s. (from t , to catch), a mutual catching

or pulling.

stata, s . (from , prep. and a, to draw), the grasping

of a thing with the arms.

taf , s. (from at , drawing), a tendril, cirrhus.

sites , s. (from t , a tendril), a vetch ( Vicia sativa.)

st , a. (from , to burn to the vessel) , burnt to the ves-

sel, marked or blackened by burning to the vessel.

tata , s. (from ta , to mark) , the burning of milk or

sauce to the vessel in cooking, the marking or noting

Jj2
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sits. • Ity.

of a thing, the paging of a book, the writing down of

numbers.

stattfa, s. (from it , to mark), a mutual or promiscuous

making of marks.

statitæ , a . (from t , burnt to the vessel. The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to the first), burut to

the vessel so as to be stained or blackened .

stata, s. (from Ft , to mark), the burning of milk or

sauce to the vessel, the marking or noting of a thing,

the paging of a book, the writing down of numbers ;

burnt to the vessel, marked, paged, numbered, noted

down.

tetag , a. (from 1, to mark), burning to the vessel,

marking or noting down, paging, numbering.

stattet, a . (from , to go, and , to be crooked), tor-

tuous, crooked, winding.

state, s. probably (from at , eagerness. The last

syllable is only an echo to the first), eagerness, haste,

great expectation .

sitat, r. n. (from 1, prep. and , to move), to vibrate, to

oscillate.

Štai, v. a. (from , prep. and , to move), to vibrate, to

fan, to fan a person.

Stata, s. (from 1, prep. and 4, to move), the fanning of

a person, the causing of a thing to vibrate or swing to

and fro; a. fanned, made to vibrate.

sitfat, s. (from wf , an eye), an eye.

, s . perhaps (from , to move), flame, heat.

, v. (from al, prep, and dд, to eat), to wash the mouth

after eating.

taş, v. (from a , prep. and ot, to pierce), to tear, to la-

cerate, to dash on the ground, to dash to pieces.

, s. (from 1, prep. and st, to pierce), a bruise, a la-

ceration, a rent, the throwing or dashing a thing on the

ground.

st , s. (from tș, a rent. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), rents and bruises.

¿toşi, v . a. (from 1, prep. and o , to penetrate) , to tear

or scratch, to lacerate, to scratch as a fowl does the

earth.

ostalofs, ` s. (from tș, a lacerating), a mutual tear-

ing or lacerating of one another, a throwing or dash-

ing of one another.

tot , s. (from 1551 , to tear), the tearing or scratch-

ing of a thing, the lacerating of a thing, a scratching

as a fowl does.

stosta, s. (from wit, to tear), the tearing or scratching

of a thing, the lacerating of a thing ; a, torn, lacerated,

scratched .

stöstfagi, a. (from ', to tear), tearing, scratching, la

cerating, scratching up the earth.

totas, s. (from Sta , a washing of the mouth, and

, a pit), the place where a person washes his mouth

after a meal, a sink.

, . (from 1, prep. and 8 , to eat), the washing of

the mouth after a meal, the sipping of water in a reli-

gious ceremony.

sits, a. (from 1, prep. and , to eat), proper tobe

sipped, requiring to be worshipped by sipping water,

requiring the washing of the mouth after eating of it.

(This is the adjective of various kinds of food, after

the eating of which a Hindoo accounts it necessary to

wash the mouth. )

sits , s. (from , a border), the border of a garment.

ts , s. (from , a border), the border of a garment.

stsatax, s. (from Я , a border, and t, a share), in

anatomy a particular part ofthe brain (Corpus fimbri

atum .)

sto , v. n. (from , prep. and , to eat), to wash the

mouth, to guess.

sitstats, s. (from tats , an investigation), a mutual

examination, a mutual enquiry into circumstances.

dratat, s. (from to , to wash the mouth), a washing or

rinsing the mouth, a guessing.

11 , s. (from , the washing ofthe mouth), the wash-

ing ofthe mouth after a meal.

iffo , s. (from , to move), a pimple, a small pustule.

ta, s. (from $7, antimony), autimony. What is sold

for it in the markets of India appears to be an ore of

lead.

ta , s. (from afa, the contracted pa'm), the palms of

the hands placed side by side, so as to hold water or

any other substance.

ffs, s. (from a , to shine, to appear), the border of a

handkerchief or of a piece of cloth.

tf , s. (from fay, the name of a lizard), a species

oflizard (Lacerta Unjineya) ; also, a small pustule onthe

edge of the eye-lid.

tfsfag , s. (from fa , a species oflizard), a species of

lizard (Lacerta Unjineya), a painful pustule or small

boil on the edge of the eye lid.

, s. (from sa, a blaze, and Яts, a luminary), a

parading the streets or fields with the lighted stalks of

hemp or flax. This ceremony is performed by children

70

507

114

-
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Sift.

as a kind of sport on the night preceding the festival

of the worship of Kalee, in the month of Kartika, on

the 14th day of the wane of the moon.

Vit, v. a. (from 3, to bind), to bind, to tighten, to pull tight,

to speak sharply. The participle of this verb is often

compounded with , to holl, it then means to hold

fast, to hold with a tight rein.

sites , a. from , childless), childless, destitute,

destitute of friends or relations.

Sitta, s. (from site, to bind), the tightening of a bandage.

Stta, s . (from site, to pull tight), tightness, confinedness

of situation, severe and unfeeling language.

st , a. (from it, to pull tight), firm, (opposed to flab-

by), stout, strong.

ditatetti, a. (from tt ,firm, and at, wood), stout, ro-

bust, young and active. This adjective is usually ap-

plied to man, and implies young, stout, active, plump,

firm in flesh.

Gitti, a. (from att, to tighten), scanty, too small for the

intended purpose, or for the occasion , confining within

narrow bounds, severe, not allowing liberty.

sttttt, a. (from it , scanty), mutually scanty, scanty,

severe, not allowing liberty.

sta, a. (from ti , scanty), scanty, confined within nar-

row bounds, too small for the intended purpose.

Itt, s. (from it, to tighten), tightness, scantiness , confin-

ment within narrow limits, severity, restraint.

difte, s. (from itt, to bind), a pulling tight, a speaking

sharply, the reproving of a person.

att, s. (from Gae, the knee), the knee.

ti, a. (from re, to tighten), left after eating, remaining

in the plate or dish after eating, soaked with water or

any other liquid in the manner that bread or other food

is soaked, containing orts, containing the vessel which

contains orts ; s. orts.

, s. (from te, the knee), the knee.

ts, s. (from
fastf , belonging to thefœtus of a second

or following pregnancy), the decay attending a weaned

child. Among the Hindoos children are never weaned

till the mother is again pregnant, or till they disconti-

nue sucking of themselves. When a mother weans the

child on account of pregnancy, the child becomes pee-

vish, and wastes with vexation and dysentery, and, the

Hindoos say, with towards the unborn babe. This

is the disease here meant. The term is also sarcasti-

cally applied to a person who is supplanted in any thing,

or who expects to be supplanted.

envy

sty

ifs , s. (from , a bull), a bull ; also (from ifs, the

name of a disease, diseased with peevishness and dy-

sentery through having been weaned .

tits, s. (from , the bowels, and , a vomiting), a

nausea, the uneasy sensation of the bowels before vo-

miting, sickness.

Stṣs, a . (from fastfé , belonging to thefœtus ofa second

orfollowing pregnancy) , afflicted with the disease aris-

ing from weaning; see ifs, above ; anxious lest he

should be supplanted.

ats, s. (from as, the bowels), the bowels, the entrails. This

word compounded with the verb ata, to smite, means

to make the belly prominent by bending in the back.

te , v. n. (from at , ſear), to fear, to dread.

tet , s. (from ate , tofear), a fearing, the dreading

of a thing.

sitata, s. (from to , fedr) , fear, dread, horror.

sitetfa, s. (from at , fear), fear, dread, terror, hor-

ror.

sitefazi, a. (from te , tofear), a fearing, the dreading

of a thing.

tзat , a. (from , the midst, and tf , empty), bad

or deficient within . This adjective is usually applied to

cloth which is well woven at both ends of the piece,

but thinly and loosely in the middle.

Itzatzd, s. (from 3, the entrails, and atad, to smite), the

act of making the belly stand prominent, by bending

in the back.

stata , s. (from sits, the bowels, and at , to smite), the

act of making the belly protuberant, by forcing in the

back.

stats, s. (from , the bowels, and tș , a causing to

return), in the Materia medica this is the name ofthe

seed vessel of a plant which is closely twisted in a spir-

al form ; also of the shrub itself, viz. the screw tree;

(Helicteres Isora .)

ta , s. (from ?, inward, and , juice), the natural

This word con-
juices of meat or animal substances .

structed with atad, to smite, means to parboil, or half

dress fish or flesh so as to expel the juice which would

hastenputrefaction.

åtsal, s. (from af , a sweetmeat), a kind of confection-

ary or sweetmeat.

ts, s. (from afa , the room of a lying-in woman), the

room where a woman is brought to bed.

sits , s. (from it , the room ofa lying-in woman, and

•
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ぷ

ata , s. (from ate , to fear), a fearing, the dreading

of a thing.

teta, s. (from

teatfa , s. (from

ror.

3 , fear) , fear, dread, horror.

t3 , fear), fear, dread, terror, hor-

teft, a. (from site , tofear) , a fearing, the dreading

of a thing.

ata, a. (from , blind , blindfolded. In the north of

Bengal this word is applied to a thin layer of straw on

a roof, upon which the thatch is afterwards laid.

hid, s. (from 4, blindfolded, and ☎a , a making), the

blindfolding of aperson, the pressing the fingers hard

on the eye so as to cause amomentary blindness. This

is practised in India by boys playing at blindman's buff

instead of tying a bandage over the eyes.

, blind), blind., a. (from

ta, s. (from I, durkness), darkness , gloom.

tata, s. (from , darkness), darkness, the straw

which is laid lengthwise on the ridge of a roof to finish

the thatching, so called because it excludes the last

glimmering oflight through the roof. Constructed with

ata, to strike, this word means to close the ridge of a

roof in thatching it.

ft, a. (from , blind) , the thin layer of straw laid on a

roofpreviously to thatching.

, s. (from , blind, and fa, a joining), a cre-

vice, a narrow nook, a concealed nook or corner.

অধীকরণ , s . ( from অন্ধ, blinded, and করন , the doing of a

thing), the blind-folding of a person,

Sip , a. (from xa, blind), concealed , covered over with

weeds so as to be concealed from view. This word is

used as the adjective of a pond, a pit , or a well.

tastЯa , s. (from it , concealed, and , a pond , a

pond concealed by weeds.

ta, s. (from ata, a mango), a mango.

, s. (from sit , a mango, and t , ginger), the

name of a plant, ( Curcuma Anada).

E, s . (from at , venerable, and 7 , a wife), a brother's

wife's mother, a sister's husband's mother.

staan, s. (from tz, a mango, and get, turmeric), the

name of a plant, (Curcuma reclinata . )

, a. (from , a mango), belonging to a mango

tree, or to the mango fruit.

tayfast, s. (from tam, belonging to a mango tree,

and fats , an ant), a red species of ant which makes

its nest by connecting the leaves of a tree into a large

ball and weaving a web about them, It is most frequent-

ly found on mango trees,

Stgatætti, s. (from

afz.

tag , belonging to a mango, and

(†æ , an insect), an insect which abounds among the

leaves of the mango tree, (Cicada spinosa .)

statt , s. (from , a mango tree, and ctæ , an in-

sect), the name ofan insect which abounds among the

leaves ofthe mango tree, (Cicada spinosa. )

t* , v. n . (from , priv. and , to dry), to become some-

what dry, to become so dry as not to drop, but yet to

continue moist.

t , v. a . (from , to share out), to pick out hemp or

flax from a rope, to disentangle , to pick oakum or the

like substance, to pick matted hair or cotton, the

fibres ofthe bark of trees, or of stringy fruits, the knap

or pubescence of clothes, the roughness of unplaned

wood.

td, s. (from , the slightly drying of a thing),

the slightly drying of a thing.

statta, s. (from , to pick out) , the picking or disentang-

ling of matted hair or of cotton, the picking of hemp

or oakum.

, a. (from , a part), abounding with fibres,

stringy.

Sig, a. (from , a part , abounding with fibres,

stringy .

t , s . from at ,flesh), the scales of a fish.

, a. (from fag, fishy) , fishy, smelling fishy, hav-

ing the scales of fishes sticking to it.

, s . (from ?,fishy, and st , a scent), a fishy

scent; a smelling fishy.

, s. (from , a sugar cane), a sugar cane.

afat, a . (from 1, prep. and t , hard), severe, hard-heart-

ed.

,, (from , prep. and , distress) , difficult, hard

to be performed.

atas , a. (corrupted from , not worth a cowry), not

worth a cowry.

atatu , a. from 1 , prep. , the throat, and t ,

until), reaching up to the throat, applied to a man

who eats till he is overfilled .

al , s. (from aế, swallow wort), the name of a shrub,

(Calotropis gigantea.)

att , s. (from it , a plant), the name of a plant,

(Cissampelos hexandra. )

atafa , s . (from af , the name of a plant), the name

of a climbing plant, (Ci-sampelos hexandra .)

ata, s . (from a , swallow wort), the name of a shrub,

(Calotropis gigantea.)
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att , s. (from at

ata.

a, s. (from at , swallow wort, and ™ , a fruit),

the name of a plant (Modecca trilobata. )

swallow wort, and Я , a leaf),

the leaves of gigantic swallow wort.

steafsætata, s. (from Cle, an anchor, and ↳ , a rein),

a cable.

tax ,a. from , great), great, perfect, noble.

state , s. (from , belonging to Ackbar, and

, a coin) , a gold coin of the emperor Ackbar.

, a. (from , prẹp. and ☎y, requesting), asking but

little, praying but little, almost indifferent.

, s. (from , prep. and , to do) , the original of any

thing, a mine, a spring, a source, a quarry, grit, grit-

tiness, a root, or origin.

اد
jie,

wazazi, s . (from le, a medicine), the name of a

particular medicine,

, a. (corrupted from i, undone), undone, not done.

atata, s. plur. (from , afavour), favours, kindnesses,

obligations, honour, respect.

att, s. (from Ft, a walnut), a walnut, a walnut tree,

also another tree which produces an esculent nut (A-

leurites triloba.)

atzá, ad. (from 1, prep. and z , the ear , drawn so as to

touch the ear. This word is usually applied to the

drawing a bow.

ata , s. (from 1, prep. and , to perforate , the hear-

ing of any thing, the listening to a thing.

aladay, ɑ. (from al, prep. and , to perforate), proper

to be listened to, deserving to be heard with attenti-

on.

, the ear, and tur , unto),, a . (from 1, prep.

reaching to the ear ; ad. to the ear.

atafás, a. (from ai, prep. and

to, heard.

•

,́ to perforate) , listened

ata , s. from , prer. and , to draw), a tendril, a cir-

rhus.

ata , a. (from al, prep. and a, to draw), drawing, at-

tracting ; s . any thing which draws or attracts.

sta , s. (from , prep. and , to draw) , the drawing
আকর্ষণ ,

of a thing, the seizing of a thing, the dragging of a

thing, attraction.

azást, s. (from a), prep. and , to draw), a spasm ,

science, whatever engages the mind or attracts, a ten-

dril.

stafa , a . (from , prep. and za, to draw), attractive.

afas, a. (from 1, prep . and , to draw), drawn, at-

tracted,

atai.

ata , a. (corrupted from a , not tried on the touch-

stone), not tried on the touch- stone.

atzfax, a. (from , unexpected), coming unexpect

edly, unexpected.

ata , s. (from af , a hearth) , a hearth, a furnace, a kiln.

atti, a. (from , priv. and ș, to break), imperfectly

cleansed from the husk. In this sense this adjective is

applied to rice ; strong, lusty, jolly, plump .

ttt , a. (from , priv. and 5, to break), imperfectly

cleansed from the husk.

ty, a. (from 1 , prep. and at , to desire), desirea-

ble, proper to be desired or expected.

, s. (from at , prep. and at , to desire), desire, ex-

pectation, a wish.

atatas, a. (from , prep. and at , to desire), desired,

expected.

atatf331, s. (from tats, desired), the circumstance of

being desired.

attf . s. (from 3, desired , the circumstance of

being desired.

wtf , a. (from , prep. and at , to desire), desirable,

properto be desired or expected .

atti, a. (from a , prep. and at , to desire) , desirous,

full of hope, waiting, expecting.

stats , a. (from , prep. and t , desire), desireable,

proper to be desired or expected .

atatt,a. (from , prep. and at, to rain , thetotal cessati

on of rain after a heavy shower, a want ofrain, drought,

the ceasing from charity or any other commendable

line of conduct which a person once practised.

wtattatad, s. (from it, drought, and at , a smiling),

the smiting or afflicting a country with want of rain or

drought.

' ,
atiti, a. (corrupted from watti, uncut), uncut.

atstate , a. (from , priv . and , to desire), unshaven,

not bereft of its fangs. This adjective in its last sense

is applied to serpents .

atata, s. (from , prep. and , to do), a form, an appear-

ance, a shape, a figure , a statue, a likeness, the letter

, also the vowel mark † which represents the letter

, when joined to a consonant.

Diet?Egæ, a. (from tæta, a likeness, and ₹ 4 , an in-

strumental), effecting by means of a shape or form.

fs, ad. (from tæt , a likeness), from the likeness or

appearence.

, a. (from stats, aform), possessing a form, come-

ly, shaped.
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atal.

atatafifta, a. (from atta, a form, and feftal, possessed

of), shaped, having a shape or form.

, a . (from atat , a form, and , connected with),

shaped, possessing a form or shape.

tætaaf³, a. (from atia, a form, and af , destitute of),

destitute ofform or beauty, shapeless .

, a. (from atata, aform, and I, empty), desti-

tute ofform or shape , shapeless .

taxia, &. (from tæt , a form, and 17, destitute of),

destitute of a shape or form, shapeless.

আকারাদি, ৫. (from আকার, the letter অ', and আদি, a bea

ginning), having an initial , beginning with the let-

terআ.

atatata, a. (from tæt , the letter , and a , an end),

having a final 1 , ending with the letter 1.

atata, s. (from a, priv. and æ , time), a famine.

teta , a. (from at , out of time), premature, unsea-

sonable, out of season.

atatt, s. (from a , prep. and , to appear), the atmos-

phere, the sky, air, space, æther.

atats, a. (from atat , the air, and sta, to go), air-tra-

versing, moving in the air.

tatt , a. (from tæt , the air, and st³, gone), depart-

ed into the air, remaining or included in the atmos-

phere.

atts , a. (from tatt, the air, and stif , going), mov-

ing in the air, aerial.

, a. (from t *, the air, and ạ, to move), travers-

ing the air, aerial.

আকাশচারী, a. (from আকাশ, the air, and চারিন, traversing

the air), air-traversing, wandering in the air, aerial.

att , a. (from tatt, the air, and , to be produced),

produced in the air, arising from the air.

atatafas, a. (from statt, the air, and f3, produced),

produced by or arising from the air.

atata , a. (from tatt, the air, and , producible),

producible by or arising from the air.

statdats, a. (from at , the air, and ³, bɔrn), pro-

duced in the air, arising from, or engendered in the air.

atat¶ , 8, (from t † , the atmosphere, and 1 , a light),

an elevated lanthorn , a beacon. The term is most com-

monly applied to those lanthorns suspended from the

tops of bamboos placed erect, which are lighted

throughout India every night during the months of Kar-

tika, Ugrahayuna , and Pousha, in honour of the idols .

আকাশনিমিশুক, a. (from আকাশ , the air, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from the air ; ad, from or because

ofthe air,

atal.

atatifs , a. (from statt, the air, and 3, fallen);

fallen from the atmosphere.

tu, s. (from *, the air, and fua, a road), the

air considered as a road, the tracks of air, the aerial

regions.

atægt, s. (from *, the atmosphere, and 479, a

lamp , an elevated lanthorn, a beacon.

আকাশপযুক্ত, a. (fromআকাশ, the air, and প্রযুক্ত , caused by),

produced by or arising from the air ; ad. from or be-

cause of the air.

atatata, s. (from *, the air, and za´ , a road), the

tracks of air, the aerial regions.

att , s . (from att , the air, and zl, a climbing

plant), the name of a parasitical plant (Cassyta filifor-

mis .) The different species of euscuta are also called

by the same name.

attatai, s. (from tæt , the sky, and at , a word), a

voice from heaven.

atatan , s. (from tatt, the air, and f , science),

pneumatics .

আকাশবিহারী, a. (from আকাশ, the air, and বিহারি , traverse

ing), air-traversing.

atataæa, s. (from t , the air, and x , an orb), the

atmosphere.

at , a. (from tatt, the air, and , to be situated),

situated in the air, aerial.

t*t* f , a. (from tæt , the air, and 13, placed),

placed in the air.

অংকাশস্থায়ী, a . ( from আকাশ, the air, and স্থায়িন, continue

ing), situated in the air, remaining in the air, aerial.

আকাশস্থিত, a . (from আকাশ, the air, and স্থিত, situated), si-

tuated inthe air, remaining in the air, aerial.

te , a. (from , the air, and (T , a cause),

caused by or arising from the air ; ad. from or because

of the air.

atti, a. (from att*ft?, the atmosphere), aerial, airy, un◄

substantial, celestial .

atatiìgñ, a. (from tæt*ffy, ærial, and a , a colour), cœru

lean, azure.

aff , interj. (from 1, oh ! and fæ, what ?) an expression of

surprize, Oh! what ?.

alfa , s . (from jais, a carnelian), a carnelian stone.

aff , s. (from at , exertion ), endeavour, labour, ex-

ertion.

affaze, a. (from py, an end, le), an end, a conclu-

sion, a result, the success of an undertaking ; ad finally.

ata , a. (from , prep, and to throw), scattered over

*

+

1

C
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with, sprinkled with, interspersed, overspread with any

thing.

t , s. (from 3 , a sugar cane), a sugar cane.

, s. (from , prep. and , to move), exertion , la-

bour, endeavour, contortion.

3, s. (from ', prep. and to be crooked ), curled ,

- tortuous, forced into unnatural forms, contorted .

afi , a, (from i , prep, and at, to be lame or infrm),

non-plussed, shrunk up with shame or with a sense of

incapacity, confounded,

33, 8. (írom , prep. & , a quarrel, and 7, a mul-

titule) the increase of a quarrel by the interference of

a third person.

a . (from , prep. and a, to collect) , troubled , agi-

tated, distressed, confused.

13 , s. (from at , agitated), agitation , distress .

E , s. (from A, ag tated), agitation, distress .

stefas, a. (from 1, priv and , to collect , agitated ,

disturbed, distracted.

fas , a . (from Stafs, agita el, and fo3, the heart),

a itated in mind, troubled in heart.

3 , a. (from ta , confused, and 3, 'one) , put out

ofcountenance, thrown into confusion , confounded .

Ties133, a (from , confused, and 55, been), confound-

ed, confused, non-plussed.

alf³, 8. (from W, prep, and , to do , a shape, a form, a

likeness, an image,

, a. from ', prop. and za to draw , drawn, attract-

ed, plowed .

stefee, a, (from it . Aran, and f , the heart , at-

tracted, persuaded , inclined , drawn in mind, brassed .

tiv, s. (from 1, prep, and ɛɛ, to draw , attraction, per-

suasion.

a . s. (from Taft, atbration , and 25, a charm or

formula , a formula or charin which has the power of

drawing persons or things into any given situation .

taat , a. (from 1 , priv, and 8, to draw,, suffering

attraction or draw ng

tata, a . (corrupted from sata, no ' carried in the arms),

not carried in the arms, neglected . The word is usu-

ally applied to a neglected child

t ; s. (from 1, priv. and , to embrace , the name of

a tree, (Rottlera diœca .)

E , s. (from Jie, intellect , understanding, wisdom.

8. (from , prep, and , to step), invasion , a seiz-

ing upon.

, 8. from 1. prep. and to step , the seizing on

a thing, the invading of a person's property. *

uturi.

ata , s. (from td, a seizing, and , a doer , one

who seizes or grasps .

অক্রিযণকারক, a. (from সংক্রমণ, a seizing , and কারক, doing),

seizing, grasping ; s . a person who grasps or seizes.

att , «. (from td, a seizing, aud 1fa7, dong),

seiz ng, grasping.

t , a. (from Fd, a seizing, and 51, producible),

producible by or arising from grasping or seizing..

সক্রিমণজন্যে, al. (loc. case of অাক্রমণ অন্য) , for the purpose

of scizing or grasping.

আক্রমণনিমিত্তক, a. ( from অাক্রমণ, a srizing, and নিৰ্মিত্ত, ৫

cause) , caused by or arising from scizing or grasping;

ad. from or because of seizing or grasping.

Safe face, ad. (from , a seizing, and ff , a

cause,, for the purpose of seizing or detaining.

GFISTF, ɑ. ( rom TFA, a seizing, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from seizing or holding ; ad.

from of because of seizing or holding.

, a. from , a seizing, and c . a cause),

caused by or arising from seizing or holding; ad. from

or because of seizing or holding.

tata , s . (from 4, a seizing, and atat , desire),

a desire to seize or hold.

t , a. from , a seizing, and staff , desir

ous) , desirous of seizing or holding.

sta, s. (from . a seizing, and sata, a de-

sire), a desire to seize or hold.

Fftat, a. (from ViFd, a se zing, and fat , de.

sirous), desirous of seizing or holding.

AiFadio, a. (from Ml, prep. and Д, to stop , seizable, ca-

pable ofbeing invaded.

TMSH), 8. (from (FA, a seizing, and ¹, desire , a de❤

sire to seize or hold.

FM , a. (from Fad , a seizing, and E, desirous , de-

sirous of seizing or holding.

16le , a. (from 4 , a seizing, and 5, desirous) , de-

sirous of seizing or holding.

, a. (from , priv. and Fl, to purchase), dear (in op-

position to cheap. )

a. (from 1, prep. and , to step), invaded, seized,

held.

attefoe, a. (from att , seized on, and fʊ , the heart),

having the heart strongly impressed with any thing,

having the mind engrossed with an object.

tt , a . (from 8, seized on, and 77, the mind),

having the mind engrossed with an object.

atta , a. (from , prep. and , to step), invading, seiz

Kk
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attori:

ing on ; s. one who invades another's territories, one who

seizes on another's property, an invader, an usurper.

, a. (from 1, prep. and , to weep), resented, wept

over, lamented.

ttt, s. (from , prep. and T , to weep), resentment, a

cry, regret, lamentation.

G†ɩFtæ, ɑ. (from 1, prep. and ™ , to utter sound), cursing,

censuring, reproaching, reproving, imprecating.

anata , s . (from tt , reproof, and , a doer), one

who curses or imprecates, one who censures or re-

proaches, a reprover.

আক্রোশকারক, a . (from আক্রোশ, reproof, and কারক, doing),

cursing, uttering imprecations, censuring, reproaching,

reproving ; s. a person who curses or imprecates, one

who reproves or censures , a reprover.

tatal, a. (from stat, reproof, and tf , doing ,

cursing, uttering imprecations, censuring, reproaching,

reproving.

as, a. (from att , reproof, and f3, produ

ced , produced by or arising from cursing or impreca-

tion, produced by or arising from censure or reproach,

produced by or arising from reproof.

akw¡×37], a. (from attat , reproof, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from cursing or imprecation,

producible by or arising from censure or reproach, pro-

ducible by or arising from reproof.

আক্রোশজন্যে, ad. (loc. case ofআক্রোশ জন্য), for the purpose

of cursing or imprecation, for the purpose of censure

or reproach, for the purpose of reproof.

ats, a (from att, reproof, and ats, produced),

produced by or arising from cursing or imprecation,

produced by or arising from censure or reproof, pro-

duced by or arising from reproach.

আক্রোশনিমিত্তক, a. (fromআক্রোশ, reproof, and নিমিত্ত , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from cursing or imprecation, caus-

ed by or arising from censure or reproach, caused by

or arising from reproof; ad. from or because ofcursing

or imprecation, from or because of censure or re-

proach, caused by or arising from reproof.

wififato, ad. (from tɩFit, reproof, and fag, a cruse),

for the purpose of cursing or imprecation, for the pur-

pose of censure or reproach, forthe purpose of reproof.

, a. (from , prep. and to s. und , deserving

cursing or imprecation, censurable, reproachable, re-

provable.

atFlags, a. (from tt, reproof, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from cursing or imprecation,

অঙ্কে:

caused by or arising from censure or reproach, caused

by or arising from reproof; a . from or because ofcurs

ing or imprecation, for or because of censure or re-

proach, for or because of reproof.

afe , ad. (from ant , reproof, and f , without),

without or beside cursing or imprecation, without or

beside censure or reproach, without or beside reproof.

আক্রোশৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from আক্রোশ, reproof, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), cursing or imprecation excepted, censure or

reproach excepted, reproof excepted .

আক্রোশৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from আক্রোশ, reproof , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of cursing or imprecation, the

exception of censure or reproof, the exception of re

proof,

আক্রোশ ডিরেকে, ad. (lor. case of মাক্ৰোশৰাতিয়েক), with the

exception of cursing or imprecation, with the excepti

on of censure or reproach, with the exception of re-

proof ; without or beside cursing or imprecation, with-

out or beside censure or reproach, without or beside

reproof.

att , ɑ (front , reproof, and , a roof), ori-

ginating from cursing or imprecation, originating in cen-

sure or reproach, originating in reproof.

* F, a. (from tt, a cry, and F, connected),

noisy, crying aloud, clamorous, reproachfu!.

, a. (from att , reproof, and c , a cause),

caused by or originating in cursing or imprecation, caus-

ed by or arising from censure or reproach, caused by or

arisingfrom reproach; ad. from or because of cursingor

imprecation, from or i ecause of censure or rej roach,

from or because of reproof.

, s . (from 1, prep. and a to ooze), an aggression.

fs, a. (from , prep. and a , to ooze , attacked,

abused, provoked by an aggression.

affas, a . (from a , prep. and f , to throw), reproached,

reproved, comprized.

সফিপ্তচত্তরশ' , a. ( from সাগিপ্ত, comprized, and চতুরংশ, four

pur's), comprized in four parts, viz. the plaint , the reply,

the proceedings , and the decision or decree. This word is

only used as the adjective of a Law suit.

E, s. (from E, a sugir care), a sugar cane .

Fii, a. (from , to overspread , merciless, implacable,

savage, barbarous ; s . a virago, a vixen, a female savage.

with?, a . from ¤†æ³), a savage) , merciless, implacable,

savage, barbarous.

N1, s . (from 1 , prop. and f , to throw), reproof, to

proach, au irony, a sarcasm.
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whaża, «. (from 1, prep and ft, to throw), reproving,

reproaching ; s . a reprover, one who reproaches.

Qt.FI, s. (from a myrobalon , and , to occupy space),

the name of a tree, ( Careya arborea.)

ta , a. (from , a'one), sin , le, only, alone.

, s. (from S , on obje tion) , an objection, a cavil,

hostility ; a. taking, intercepting, seizing.

1 , s. from 1, prep. and Яa, to collect), a choir of

singers, a place where viragees meet to sing and dance,

a number of persons sitting together to smoke or talk .

The word is also applied to the place where they as-

semble.

aiṣitki, a. (from wuși, a choir of singers, and if ,

haring), assembling at a particular place to sing, or to

talk or smoke .

Giaṣiata' , s. (from atași, a cho`r, and V ,, possessed of ,

a singer ofpoems , one of a choir.

ats, s. from 3, unbroken), whole, entire, perfect, un-

broken.

aixa, s. (a corruption of I, a letter), a letter.

at , s. (from 1, prep and 7, to diz), a furnace, a kiln .

tfats, s. (from , behind, y , an end), the end, a ter-

mination.

f ), s. (from , behind,, an end , the end, a ter-

nation.

i , s. (from W, prep. and , to dig), a rat, a mouse.

ata , s. (from a , a whim , a childish whim, a childish

desire of things not to be obtained, caprice, the pee-

vish wants of a spoiled child.

star , s. (from si , a tutor), a teacher of languages, a

tutor.

s. (from Si,al, a tutor), a tutor, a teacher of lau-

guages.

aterial , s . (from at , a rat, and , a leaf), the name of

a plant, Salvinea cucullata. )

sire, a. (from ty, a rat, and E, eating) , feeding on

rats ; s. a cat.

■ I, s. (from ", a dispute), a dispute, a contention, a

controversy.

akat, s. (from 1, prep. and fat, to affright), a hunting,

a pursuit, terror.

#træftë, a. (from 1, prep. and fat, to affright), alarm-

ing, horrid, terrific.

h ), a. (from 1, prep. and fat, to affright) , alarming,

causing terror .

☎xx, s. (from " , behind,, an end), an end, a con-

clusion.

wrist.

atyai, r. (from zkil, a gelding), a castrated horse;

tests, s. (from , a report, news, reports.

ta , s. (from , prep. and i , to mike know ), a name,

a title, a term.
✓

tats, a. (from 1, prep. and ar , to mike known), deno-

minated, tit led.

t , a . (from , prep. and л , to make knɔwn), de-

clarable, capable of being made known .

atta, s. (from 1, prep. and A , to make known), a

word, a name, a descriptive character, a denominati-

on.

atartat , a, (from att , a name, and , worthy), de-

serving renown.

ataifa , s. (from 1, prep. and at , to make known), a

history, a tale.

Ng, a. (from 1 , prep . and 1 , to make known), wor

thy of publicity or renown.

ta , s. (from Af¶lt, a winut`, a walnut.
This is al

so the name of another tree which produces an eatable

nut, (Aleurites triloba .)

ists. (from , prep. and st , to go), the first part or in-

troduction of a thing; the place immediately before

any thing; priority, the end, point, or extermity of any

thing, an odd number, an excess. This word com-

pounded with 1 , to increase, means to proceed , to

make progress, to gain ground, with cat , to lift up,

it signifies to take a handful of rice, cowries, or any

other convenient article for the purpose of counting

them by even pairs or fours, to see if an odd one will

remain. This is a kind of incantation used on particular

occasions, as before a marriage or other ceremony; if

three successive handfuls are thus counted, and an

odd one remains at each time, it is reckoned a certain

indication of good fortun e.

atst , s. (from ₪1, prep. and sș, to break), chaff, the husk

of corn, the husk of rice or other grain which has not

ripened or is blasted so as to contain no grain.

atstì, a. (from a , thefore-part), preceding, situated in the

fore-part ; ad. in the first place.

ista , s . (corrupted from ast , not counted), not counted,

not reckoned.

Afsts, a. (from Ai , prep. and sæ, to go), come, arrived.

atstз , ad. (from 'ats , arrived, and , to-morrow),

to-morrow.

atste , ad. {from sts, arrived, and Яt , almost), near-

ly arrived, as good as come, on the point of arrival.

atstestaa, s. (from atst, an odd number, and c , the tak-

IL 2
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atst.

ing of a thing up), the taking of a handful of rice, cow-

ries, or the like, in order to determine by the counting

of them whether success or happiness will attend an

undertaking. They are counted by pairs or even num-

bers, and if an odd one remain, it is thought to be a

sign of good luck.

atstata , s. (from tst, an odd number, and cota , a lift-

ing up), the taking of a handful of rice or cowries to

divine by counting them whether success will attend

an undertaking. See the preceding article.

tratata, s. (from tst, an odd number, and cotats, the

causing a person to take a thing up), the inducing of a

person to take up a handful of rice or cowries for the

purpose of determining the success of athing by count-

ing them.

atsteatst, s. (from atst, thefore-part, and ctst, a part), the

forepart of a thing.

31, a. (from 1 , prep. and st , to go), proveable, ap-

proachable, like to come , practicable.

st , a. (from 1, prep. and st , to go,, arrived at a place,

come.

ta , a. (from , prep. and sta, to go) , arrived at a place,

come.

a. (from ts , come, and , a fever), suffering

under the paroxism of a fever, suffering under the ac-

cess of any distress ; s. an affliction arisingfrom a ca-

lamity, from witchcraft, or from a curse befalling a per-

son.

atstatata, s. (from the fore-part, and atta, the act of

increasing), the act of stretching forward, or of reach-

ing forward, ambition.

ista, s . (from !, prep, and st , to go), the name of a large

class of writings upon the ceremonial part of the Hin-

doo religion ; this name is also by some writers applied

to the veda, and sometimes to science in general, a le-

gal deed or other voucher for property, a lawful me-

thod of acquiring property. (In grammar) an insert ed

letter or syllable ; a coming or arrival.

wistaæt, s. (from 1, prep. and sta , to go), the name of a

plant, (Bryonia scabrella .)

, a. (from it , the ve la, and , to know), versed

in the veda, acquainted with the books of Hindoo

science, acquainted with legal vouchers for property.

atstatt, a. (from tst , the vida, and † , knowing , ver-

sed in the veda, acquainted with Hindoo science.

tta , s. (from atsta, the veda, and t , knowledge),

the knowledge of the veda, the knowledge of the books

tst

of Hindoo science, a knowledge of legal vouchers for

property, a knowledge of lawful means ofgaining pro-

perty.

আগমজ্ঞাননিরপেক্ষ, a. ( from আগযজ্ঞান, a knowledge of to-

chers, and 1 , independence) , independent of the

knowledge of vouchers.

অগ্নিযজ্ঞানসাপেক্ষ , a. (from অগিয়ান, a knowledge of tou

chers, and , dependent), depending on the know-

ledge of vouchers.

isit, a. (from it , the vida, and ħa, seeing), stu-

dying the veda, looking into or examining the veda

and other sciences taught in the Hindco books.

stat , ad. (from , a voucher, and at , a door),

through vouchers or legal writings, through the ved

or other book of authority.

sta , s . (from al, prep. and st , to go) , the coming to any

place, an arrival, the occurrence of some circumstance.

atst , a. (from asta , a coming, and 37, to be produc-

ed), arising from a person's coming or arrival.

আগমন জনক, a. ( from অগ্নিয়ন, a coming , and জনস্থ, produce

ing), occasioning a person's coming to or arrival at a

place, occasioning the occurrence of some circumstance.

WISA , a. (from ts , a coming, aud 1, producible),

producible by or likely to arise from a person's arrival.

atstats, a. (from 4, a coming, and 313, boru), pro-

duced by the coming of a person, produced by or aris-

ing from the occurrence of some circumstance.

, s . (from 4 , a coming, and 5, a letter), the

notice of any one's arrival ; a summons.

attata , s. (from stz , a coming, and atti, desire),

a desire for a person's arrival, a desire for the occur

rence of a thing.

J

আগযনাকারী , a . ( from আগমন, a coming, and আকাশি , dee

siring , desirous of a person's coming, desiring the oc

currence of a thing.

atstatut, a. (from st , a coming and af , desirous),

desirous of a person's coming, desiring the occurrence

of a thing.

, a. (from at , a coming, and , worthy), wor

thy of coming, fit to come.

অাগমনিরপেক্ষ, a . ( from আগম, a coucher, and নিরপেক্ষ1 , inde-

pendence), independent of vouchers or legal writings,

independent of Hindooscience.

stafact, s. (from staf , independent of vou

chers), a not being dependent on vouchers or legal writ

ings.

অামনিরপেঙ্কত্ব, s . (from আগমনিরপেক্ষ, independent of rou

B
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chers), a not being dependent on vouchers or legal writ-

ings.

tasty, a . (from 1 , prep. and sta , to go), capable of be-

ing brought near, capable of being overcome, practica-

bie, approachable.

atsaæi, s. (from it , the vedo, and ◄ , a speaker), one

eloquent in the veda, one who discourses on the books

ofHindoo science.

, a. (from ista, the rea, and f , to know), ac-

quainted with the veda, versed in the books of Hindoo

science.

istafét, ad. (from ista, a voucher, and f¹, without),

without or beside vouchers, without the veda or other

parts ofHiudoo science.

atsafaæta, s. (from s¤, a voucher, and fixta, oppositi-

on , an opposition or objection to a voucher orlegal in-

strument, an opposition to the veda or other book con-

sidered of authority by the Hindoos.

☎tsañez, a (from atsta a vou her, and f , opposed to),

opposed to vouchers or legal instruments, opposed to

the veda orother book ofauthority among the Hindoos.

atstaff , a. (from ¤†sta, a voucher, and fit , possessed

of), possessed of vouchers or deeds at law, possessed

of the veda or other works esteemed authentic.

AINA.TI), s. (from at , the veda, and caą, sk ll.d , a per-

son skilled in the veda, or in the books of Hindoo

science.

atstaff , a. from tst , a voucher, and fofas, except-

ed), vouchers excepted, the veda or other parts of Hi-

doo science excepted.

আগমব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from আগম, a roucher, and জাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of vouchers or legal deeds, the

exception of the ved , the exception of Hindoo science.

Distaæfuzie, ad. (loc. case of atstaafsige), with the ex-

ception of vouchers or legal deeds, with the exception

of the veda or other part of Hindoo science ; without

or beside vouchers or legal deeds, without or beside

the veda or any other part of Hindoo science.

staus, a. (from tstä, a voucher, and , joined to), se-

cured by writings or vouchers, connected with the

veda or any other book considered of authority.

আগষরহিত , a. ( from আগম, a voucher, and রহিত, destitute ,

destitute of vouchers or legal writings, destitute of the

ved or other works on Hindoo science.

a. (from it , the ved1, and 73, approved),

approved by the veda or any other book of authority,

approved or confirmed by vouchers,

tst.

aistaak&F, a. (from att , a voucher, and t¶ , expectati

on), depending upon vouchers, depending on the veda

or other book of science for its validity.

alsafas, a. (from it , a voucher, and f , accomplished ),

proved by vouchers, proved by the veda, proved by

writings of received authority.

atsaæt, ɑ. (from tst , a voucher, and *, identified

with , identically the same with vouchers or lega ! writ-

ings.

atstat , a. (from asta, a voucher, and 1 , destitute , des-

titute of vouchers or legal writings, destitute of the vedas

cr other book of science.

অগ্ন্যিাধ্যয়ন, s . ( from আগম, the veda, and অধ্যয়ন, study), the

study of theveda or any other book of Hindoo science.

আগযাধ্যাপক, a. (from সtি , the veda, and অধ্যাপক, teach-

ing), teaching the veda or any treatise upon Hindoo

science ; s . à teacher of the veda orof science in gene

ral.

atståttai, s. (from asta, the veda, and tЯal, the giv-

ing of instruction) , the giving of instructions in the

veda or any other part of Hindoo science.

atstatatat, a. (from atst , the reda, and rtf , study-

ing), studying the veda or other books of Hindoo

science.

atstate$131, s. (from tst , the veda, and marg, one who

reads), one who reads or studies the veda or other

books of Hindoo science.

atstakaan, s. (from atsta, the veda , and id, seirch), a

search for appropriate texts of the veda or other books

ofauthority to confirm any doctrine or sentiment, a

seeking for proper vouchers to property.

atstats , a. (from atsta, the veda, and , seeking),

searching forappropriate texts to support any particu

lar sentiment, seeking for proper vouchers for proper

ty.

atstatta, s. (from tst , a voucher, and sta, non-exis-

tene ), the non-existence of lawful vouchers .

atstatāsta, s. (from asta, the veda, and ¤ † , study , the

study or committing to memory of the veda or any

other book of authority in Hindoo science.

atstatsstat, a. (from is , the redt, and 57, s'udy.

ing), committing to memory the veda or any other

Hindeo writing of authority.

st , a. (from 1 , prep. and st , to go), studied, read,

acquired by study.

atstat, s. (from 1, prep. and sta, to go), the name ofa

plant, (Bryonia scabrella.)
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istattata, s. (from , a roucher, and sata, a pro-

ducing in court), the producing of legal writings, the

quoting ofthe veda or any other work of authority.

wist , a. (from 1, prep. and six, to come), capable of be-

ing brought near, capable of being overcome, practi-

cable, aproachable.

Wista, v. a. (from as, to go), to restrain, to prevent.

atst , a. (from as , indissoluble), not dissolved, not crum-

.bling.

atstat, s. (from asta, to prevent), the preventing of a per-

son or animal from doing what he otherwise would do.

tstata, s. (fram st , to prevent), the preventing of a

thing, the testraining of a person or animal and there-

by preventing their doing any act which they would

otherwise do.

atta, 1. (from as, a point , before, preceding, occupy-

ing the fore-part.

, s. (from , prep. and stя, to go), sin, guilt.

atst ,. s. (from ag, an extremity), the tip, point, peak, or

extremity of any thing.

ts, s. (from , the fore-part of any thing), the anti-

cipation of a thing.

atstæ , s. (from sa, a useless tree) , a useless tree.

atifs, s. (from , the fore-part), a rope with which the

forefeet of a horse are tied by the grooms in India

while he stands at meat or in the stable.

tiffats, a. (from attfs, arope for a hors's fore-

feet, and fats, a rope for his hinder feet), the ropes by

which the fore and hind legs of a horse are tied while

he stands in the stable, a going backwards and forwards.

xistia, a. (from y, to more , given in advance ; s. the an-

ticipation of a payment.

siifuza , s. (from atstifi , coming, and I, to-morrow),

to-morrow.

tsitant, a. (from isti , coming, and , seeing),

fore-seeing, provident .

wistt , a . (from 1, prep. and sta, to move , preceding,

coming, about to come.

atstt?, s. (from ørst, a tree, and 2, to go), a house, a room,

a receptacle.

attfag , s. (from , afore-part),the fore-part or small

end of a Bamboo.

atstte, s. (from 81, an advance), an advance of money for

work or merchandise.

ts, a. (from before), preceding, before, situated be-

fore a thing.

writer.

tet, s. from , before), an advance of money, any thing

prematurely done ; a. before, preceding, occupyingthe

first place.

Er , ad. loc. case ofats , before, in the first place, on-

wards, forwards.

' ,atska, a. (from ats, before, and ™, a troop), the van-

guard of an army.

ata, s. (from aft, fire , fire.

attist, a. (from ts , fire, and arist, eating) , burning

herself(literally eating fire,; this word is applied to a

woman who burns herself with her huaband's corpse .

, a. (from t , fire), fiery, ignited , igneous.

tgaatst , s. (from 187, fire, and ☎ts , a being in con-

tact), the setting fire to any thing.

trish ; s. (from 4, fire, and atst , a being in contact),

the setting fire to any thing.

atsata, a. (from atg, before, and + , a going), preced.

ing, going before; s. a precursor.

་་་
atgat , a. (from is, before, and , to go), preceding,

going before.

test, ad. (from , before), first, before, onwards, for

wards.

sta, ad. (from test, before, and , behind), before

and behind, sooner or later, hesitatingly.

test test, ad. (from test, onward, and test, in apart), be-

fore, in front.

test , a vocative particle used in addressing a person re-

spectfully.

tests, s. (from , prep. and gș, to preserve), a door

made of mats, or other light materials, used for the

houses of the common people.

testists , a. (from tests, a mat door, t , carrying,

and fata, a knot), sure, firm , unalterable, confirmed,

made sure like a door of mats doubly sewed and tied

together.

as , a. (from , more advanced), preceding, go.

ing before, advanced before-hand for work to be done.

atista, ad. (from , thefore-part), before-hand, in ad-

vance.

ts , a. (from it, the fore-part, and , a troop),

belonging to the vanguard of an army.

at , a. (from af , fire , fiery, igneous, picquant, pro-

$

12

vocative.

আগ্নেয়াস্টকিপাল, s. (from আগ্নেয় , fiery, অষ্টন, eight, and কপাল,

aforehead , the name of a particular sacrifice.

飛

atigṣta, s. (from , fiery, and , a weapon), fire

arms, a rocket.
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is, a . (from , thefore-part), eager, urgent, zealous.

s̟e, s. (from i, prep. and H , to take), eagerness , lena-

city, zeal, perseverance, obstinacy.

attad, s. (from Яid, the name of a month), the name

of a Hindoo month containing part of November and

part ofDecember. It begins when the sun enters Scor-

pio. Formerly this was reckoned the first month of

the year.

atcxtafdæ
, &. (from a , the name ofa month), preced-

ing or beginning
the year ; s. the name of a Hindoo

month containing
part of November

and part of De-

cember. It begins when the sun enters Scorpio .

atsetmafy
, s. (from Яd, the name of a month, and

If , a sacrifice
), the name of a sacrifice

which takes

place inthemonth of Ugrahayuna
. At this festival new

rice is offered to the gods.

tgated), s. (from Я , the name ofa month), the day

ofthe full moon in the month of Ugrahayuna.

wizi, s. (from Ii, prep. and ч , to rub), the name of an

accessory grace in Hindoo music.

atatt, s. (from , a bad landing place), a bad or disa-

greeable landing place or wharf.

stats, s. (from 1, prep. and x , to smite), a blow, a hurt,

a stroke, an injury, a plague.

ataifæi, s. (from is a blow, and fix, a hinderance), an

hinderance, an obstruction, opposition.

ata, s. (from , prep. and , to sprinkle), ghee or cla-

zified butter, the offering of an oblation of clarified

butter.

st , s. (from ' , pr.p. and , to turn round), a whirl-.

ing round..

, a. (from , prep. and to turn round), whirled

round.

ata , & (from , prep. and , to sound), the prc-

claiming of a thing, a proclamation.

' , s. (from , prep. and , to sm ll), a scent.

statate, a. from , a scent, and , proper), agree-

ably scented, proper to be smelled to ,

state, a. (from , prep. and t, to smell), proper, to be

smelled, odorous.

atata, a. (from , prep. and g , to sn ell), smelled to,

scented .

i , a. (from A, pr p. and , to smell), proper to be

suelled, odorous.

wig, a. (from 1, prep. and , to smell), proper to be

smelled, odorous .

alat), s. (from valge, aring), a ring for the finger or toc .

ats.

at , s. (from a , aportable hearth), a chafing

dish.

1, s. (from Яt , a coal), coals , cinders.

tata , s. (from

coat.

fat, a coat or jacket), a jacket, a

atha, v. a. (from a , afinger), to finger a thing, to move

and stir a thing with the fingers . This verb is optiōn-

ably used in the causal form .

tati, s. (from at , to finger) , the fingering of a

thing.

atata, s. (from 1, a finger), the fingering of a thing ; :

a. fingered, pulled about with the fingers.

at fagt, a. (from th , to finger , fingering, moving or

feeling with the fingers .

, s. (from at , tofinger), the fingering ofa thing.

att , s. (from t , a coal), a coal, charcoal, a cinder:

tta, s. (from Яty, a coal) , charcoal, a cinder, tinder.

aff , s. (from ast, to go), the name of a species of fish, (Si» -

Jurus pictus.)

att, s. (from 7, a court yard),`a court yard, a square

court.

athời, s. (fròm ahu , a ring), a ring for the fingers or

toes.

ath , s. (from a , afinger), a finger, a toe-

that , s. from , afinger, and ¶¶, a cracking),

making thejoints of the fingers snap or crack by pull- -

ing them.

att , s. (from t , afinger, andاو , a cracking),

a making the joints of the fingers produce a snapping

or cracking noise by pulling them..

আঙ্গুলয়টুকাইৰ' , ৪. (from অাঙ্গুল , a finger, and ষট্কাই।, the

causing a snapping noise), the making the fingers pro-

duce a snapping or cracking noise by pulling them.

tata , s. from , a finger, and 17, a snṛp-

ping), the pulling of the fingers so as to make them

snap or crack.

অাঙ্গুলকানিয়া , a. ( from অঙ্গুল, a. finger, and মট্কানিয়া; snap-

ping), making a snapping or cracking noise by puliing

the fingers.

1, 8. (from a finger, and F, a bone), a

whitlow.

atkal, s. (from a , afinger), a finger.

, s. (from

thimble.

the hand, and , to-de situated ,a

ts, s. (from 13, the name of a tree), the name of a

shrub, the root of which is used in dying, (Merinda

ti.ctoria. )

す
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"

atal .

, ad. (from ' , without number), without count-

ing, without measuring or reckoning, at hazard ; a . not

reckoned, not counted, not measured , not calculated .

, s. (from 1 , prep and , to speak , a speaking,

eloquence.

7, s. (from 1, prep. and bд, to eat) , the act of wash-

ing the mouth after a meal, or as a religious ceremo-

ny.

ty, a. (from 1 , prep. and 6 , to ext), proper to be

washed or cleansed .

atzisi, s. (from 1 , prep, and 67, to eat), one who wash-

es the mouth after eating, or in a religious ceremony.

, . (from 3, suddenly), unexpectedly, una-

wares, suddenly.

ts, a. (from 1, prep. and 6 , to more , unexpectedly ,

suddenly, unawares.

3ta , s. (from 1 , prep. and ta, to more , the engaging

in any line ofconduct, a labi , an usage .

staadty, a. (from 1 pres, and ta, to move), proper to be

observed as a part of conduct.

3, a from 1, prep and 8 , to move) , acted , accus-

tomed, done as a custom.

আচরিতা, ". from , prep. and a , to move) , proper to

be observed as a part ofconduct.

, a. from , prep. and 6 , to sound , sudden, un-

expected,

tots, a. (from , prer, and 5 , to et), rinsed, washed;

this word is only app ied to the mouth.

is , a . (from , wonde ful, and 3, become), sur.

prizing, wonderful, astonishing.

tot , s. (from 1 , prep. and T , to move), conduct, com-

mon practice. usage, a rule of conduct, a pickle, sauce.

ista , ɑ. from it , conduct, and I , an instru-

ment , effected by a particular line of conduct.

total s. (from 51 , conduct, and ₹4, a doer), a per-

son who observes a specific line of conduct.

tata a. from 151 , conduct, and *t *, making , act-

ing properly, acting customarily.

tatatat , a. (from 15 , conduct, and tf , doing) , act-

ing properly, acting customarily.

ts , a . from 5 , conduct, and 13,fallen from),

apostatized or fallen from customary practice.

il , a. (from tota, conduct, and 3, producible),

producible by or arising from conduct or customary

practice.

stotar, ad. (loc . case of tria ), for the purpose of

conduct or customary practice.

Jaot.

stats, a. (from fata, conduct, and 3, produ´e l), pro

duced by or arising from conduct.or custon.ary prac

tice .

atatattala, s. (from tt , conduct. The last member ofthis

word in only a rhyme to the firs' ), conduct and obser-

vances .

আচারনিমিত্তক, a. (from সাচার, conduct, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from conduct or customary obser.

vance ; ud. from or because of conduct or customary

observances.

atstafaface, ad. (from lots, conduct, and fat , a cause),

for the purpose of conduct or customary observ,

ances.

tot , a. (from atat , conduct, and , pure), of good

conduct.

olstegns, a. (from 7, conduct, and , crused by),

caused by or arising from conduct or customary obseṛ-

vance ; ad. from or because of conduct or customary

observance.

alta , a. (from it , conduct), acting or conducting

one's self with propriety. F

alotafesta, s. (from t , a custom, and fæota, investi-

gation , custom, practice, the manners and customs of

a people.

a. from ot , conduct, and f , opposed to),

Contrary to established custom,

5183fafty, a. (from 1st , conduct, and fat , possess

ed f , polite, genteel, well-behaved.

সাচারৰ পেত, . (from 183, conduct, and 793, opposed to),

contrary to establishe customs.

totay, a. (fiom &† ¾, con 'uct, and 58, fallenfrom),

apostatized, apostate, tallen from a profession
a

tot , a. (from 54 condut and F, united to), act.

ing properly, acting correct y, ceremonious.

আচাররাইড, " . from 4 , con uct, and af , destitute),

neglecting right conduct, destitute of right conduct.

tal , 2. from 515, conduct , disposed to act aright.

totaste, a. (from ty, conduct, and 1 , destitute), neg-

lecting right conduct, destitute of right conduct.

stoty as a from a, conduct, and 3, following);

acting rightly, punctilious , ceremonious.

tota. (from , prep. and 6 , to move , acting, con-

ducting.

atst , s. (from 51, prep, and 8 , to move), a teacher, a

preceptor, a tutor. This is the word used throughout

the Bengalee scriptures for Prophet ; a . proper to be

observed as a line of conduct.

T
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ata.

atatuïtat, s . (from atot , a prophet), a prophetess, a tu-

toress, a preceptress.

atste , a. (from asta , unsifted), unsifted.

1 s. (from , the name ofa plant) , the name of a

tree the root ofwhich is used in dying (Morinda tinc-

toria.)

sit, a. (from ot, to break), a blow, a stroke, uncultivat-

ed, desert.

ata. a. (from , prep. and a , to cover), covered, pro-

tected.

ata , a. (from 3 , pure), good, unexceptionable ; ad. well.

, a. (from , prep. and , to cover), covering, pro-

tecting; s. that which covers or protects any thing , a

covering, a protection, a lid, a cover, a case, a roof.

ta, s. (from , prep. and ☎ , to cover), the act of

covering or protecting a thing, a covering, a cover or

lid, clothes, cloth.

att , a. (from tat , a covering, and , worthy ,

deserving a covering, worthy of a covering.

atatata, a. (from 1, prep. and , to cover , requiring

to be covered.

info , a. (from 1, prep. and , to cover), requir

ing to be covered , capable of being covered.

atatas, a. from , prep. and ☎ , to cover) covered, pro-

tected.

ata , a. (from 1 , prep. and , to cover) , requiring to be

covered, capable of being covered.

aifa, a. (from 1, prep. and f , to cut , amputated, cut

off, confiscated.

aka, s. (from 1, prep, and fan, to cut), confiscation , am-

putation, a cutting off.

47, 8. (from 1, prep, and fan, to cut) , the act of cut-

ting off, the act of confiscating a person's property, the

amputating of a limb .

at , a. (from , a confiscating, and , fit ,

deserving to be confiscated, liable to be confiscated, re-

quiring to be amputated.

a , a. (from 1 , prep. and fan , to cut), confiscating.

, s. (from 1 , prep. and , to send), game , hunting,

the chase.

ata, v . n. (from , to be), to be.

alaş, v. a. (from , prep. and , to fall down), to dash,

to strike, to smite.

, s. (from 1, prep. and t, to fall down), the act of

dashing any thing against the ground.

atași, v. a. (from 1, prep. and , tofall down), to dash ,

to strike, to smite ; a. dashed , beat against a thing in the

আজ,

manner that sheaves are beat against the floor to thresh

out the corn, or that washermen beat their clothes on

the washing board ; s. a dashing, a sprinkling. This

word in its last sense compounded with , to give,

means to sprinkle.

atastatas, s. (from fast, a dashing) , the mutual or re-

peated dashing of a thing on the ground.

ataști, s. (from ti, to dash), the dashing of a thing

violently on the ground.

tata, s. (from was , to dash), the causing anything to

fall with violence, the dashing or throwing a thing vio

lently down, the threshing of corn by beating the

sheaves upon the ground or on a board ; a . ashed,

struck with violence against a thing.

atastag , a. from , to dash) , dashingthings violent-

ly on the ground.

ats, s. (from 1, prep. and t, tofall down), a blow, a

forcible dash against any thing, the stroke of the cot-

ton cleaner's bow on the cotton . This word construct-

ed with at , to smite, means to dash or throw down

violently, and with at , to eat, it means to slip so as to

fall.

atatṣtfagi, s. (from 1, prep. and , to fall from), a

thresher, one who dashes any thing down with violence.

atatfṣfæifs, s. (from tats, a violent blow . The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to thefirst), the flounc-

ing of a fish, a violent flouncing motion.

katai, a. (from wafa, not cut), not lopped, not trimmed,

not shaved down, not stripped of its bark.

ata, ed. (from Q , to-day), to-day.

tasty , ad. (from , to be gross or thick, A , con-

cealed , unexpectedly, suddenly, unperceivedly, at un-

awares, accidentally.

tast , ad. (from May, to be gross or thick,, con-

cealed), unexpectedly, suddenly, unperceivedly, at un-

awares, accidentally.

tata, s. from , a thing) , goods, articles .

atate, s. (from tf , a sort of lizard), the name of a

species of lizard, (Lacerta Unjineya.)

ata, ud. (from 1, prep. and , birth , from one's

birth.

আজন্মকাল , ad. (from আ, prep. and জন্মকাল, the time of

birth), from the time of birth.

atsas, a. (from A.; ), ignorant), stupid, clownish, fool-

ish.

atatata , s. (from , wonderful, and xl , «

shew), a shew, an exhibition to excite surprize.

LI
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আজে

ta. (from , wonderful) , surprizing, astonishing,

wonderful, droll, romantic.

atmata, a. (from Ajl, ignorant , stupid, clownish, fool-

ish.

at , s. (from pabis, honourable), honour, respectability,

greatness .

tata, s. (from liløjl, to prove or try), the making of an

attempt or essay, the trying of gold on the touch-stone ,

the bringing a thing to the test.

atate , s. (from løj), trial), a temptation.

atat , v. a. (from 1, pre . and 55, to move), to clear a

place of dirt or incumbrances ; s. a sail.

atata, a. (from , free), free, liberated .

atstat, a. (from dj , free , deliverance, freedom, liberty.

tata, a. (from , priv. and , to know), unknown, the

name of a tree.

tt , ad. (from , prep. and t , the thigh), reaching

to the thigh or to the knee (usually applied to the

hands.)

tat , s. (from , punishment), punishment, venge-

ance.

1 , s. (from , sickness) , sickness , a disease, trouble,

an affliction, an outrage, an injury.

tata , a. (from , sickness, and Si , sick , ill.

atsiz, a. (from , sickness), diseased, afflicted , troubled.

ifs, ad. (from , to-day), to-day ; also, s . (from , to

move), war, conflict.

sata, a. (from tf , to-day), belonging to the present

day.

, a. (from , weakness), helpless, circumscribed,

wearied.

a. (from kis, honourable), honourable, respecta-

ble, great.

ifa , a . (from , weakness), poor, helpless, circum-

scribed, wearied.

atsia, s. (from 1, prep. and i , to live), a means ofsup-

port, a method of getting a livelihood .

, a. (from ), prep. and G , to live , living upon,

supporting life by.

t , ad. (from 1, to-day) , to-day.

1 , s. (from , hire), hire.

, s. (from 8 , hire), one working for hire, a

jobber.

1, s. (from 8 ,, hire , hire.

8. (from , prep. and , to be produced), labour

without pay.

atta, a . (from , beloved , beloved, dear, precious.

alat.

3, a . (from , prep. and , to know), ordered,

commanded.

at , a. (from 1, prep. and 1 , to know), ordered, com-

manded.

, 8. (from 1 , prep. and , to know), a command, a

decree, an order, an injunction, a precept Tuis word

when constructed with , to do, or i, to give, means

to order, to command : when constructed with ta, to

regard, it means to obey.

, 8. (from , a command, and ☎a , a doing),

the delivering oforders, the issuing of a command.

tti, s. (from † , a command, and y, a doer), one

who orders a thing, one who issues a command.

ttt , a. (from 1 , a command, and at , desir.

ous , desirous oforders, waiting for orders.

আজ্ঞাকরিক, a. ( from অজ্ঞ , a command, and কারক, causing),

ordering, commanding ; s . one who issues a command.

attif31, s. (from attxtfæ , obedient), obedience.

ats (from atatata , obedient) , obedience.

আজ্ঞাকারী, a . ( from sil, a command, and কারিন, dving),

obedient, obsequious .

আজ্ঞাগ্রাহক, a. ( from আজ্ঞ ' , a command, and গ্রাহক, Peccir-

ing), receiving orders, acknowledging a command ;

s. a person who receives or acknowledges an order.

att , a. (from a command, and I, receiving),

receiving orders, acknowledging a command,

3, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to know), ordered , com-

manded.

tt , a . (from . prep. and , to know), proper to be

enjoined on a person , fit to be commanded.

আজ্ঞাতিক্রম, ৪. ( from আজ্ঞা, a command, and অতিক্রম, a trans-

gression), the transgression of a command.

আজ্ঞাতিক্রমকারক, a. (from আজ্ঞাডিক্রম, a transgression, and

, doing), transgressing a command ; s a transgres-

sor.

ataforat . . (from wife , a transgression, and

ta , doing , transgressing a command.

আজাতিক্রমজন্য, a. (from আজ্ঞাতিক্রম, a transgression , and

, producible , producible by or arising from trans-

gressing a command.

attf ), ad. (loc. case ofstate ), for the pur-

pose of transgressing a command.

alive, a (from at , the transgression of a

command, and fifa , a cause , caused by or arisingfrom

the transgression of a command ; ad. from or because

ofthe transgressing of a command.

statfor face, ad. (from stsifs , the transgression of

1

I
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অাজ্ঞা,

a command, and f , a cause , for the purpose of

tiansgressing a command.

আজ্ঞ ভিক্রমপুযুক্ত , a. ( from আজ্ঞাতিক্রম, the transgression of a

command, and , caused by), caused by or arising

from the transgression ofa command ; ad. from or be-

cause of the transgression of a command.

অজ্ঞাতিক্ৰমহেতুক, a. (from আজাতিক্রম, the transgression of a

command, and (53, a cause), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a command ; ad . from or because

of the transgression of a command.

ta , s. (from 1 , a command, and 3, a giver ,

one who gives orders, one who commands, a comman-

der, a legislator.

att , ad. (from at , an order, and , a follow-

ing upon), according to orders.

3, a. (from ¡ ', a command, and 1793, attached

to , obedient, obsequious.

ass, s. (from , obedient), obedience,

obsequiousness.

atafa, s. (from atta , obedient) , obedience ,

obsequiousness.

atziet, a. (from ), a command, and foa,fol-

wing , obsequious, obedient, attentive to orders.

is , a. from 1, an order, and fq,follow-

ing , obedient to orders.

1 , 8. from t , an order, and , partiali

ty), respect to an order.

অাজ্ঞানুরোধকারক, a (from আজ্ঞানুরোধ, respect for acommand,

and ætaæ, making , shewing respect or love, to a com-

mand ; s. a person who loves a command.

জাজ্ঞানুরোধকারী, a. ( from আজ্ঞানুরোধ, respect for a command,

and af , doing), shewing respect or love to a com-

mand.

আজানুরোধজন্য, a. (from সজ্ঞানরোধ , respect for a command,

and , producible , producible by or arising from

respect or love to a command.

অাজ্ঞানুয়েৰিজন্যে , ad. (lor. cause of অাজ্ঞানুরোধ জন্য ) , for love

or respect to a command.

আড্ডানুরোধনিমিত্তক, a. (from জাজ্ঞানুরোধ, respect for a com-

mand, and fifi , a cause), caused by or arising from

respect to a command ; ad. from or because of respect

or love to a command.

অাজ্ঞানুরোধনিমিত্তে, ad. (from অজ্ঞিানুরোধ, respect for a com-

mand, and fifa , a cause), for love or respect to a com-

mand.

আজ্ঞানুরেবিপুযুক্ত , a. (from আজ্ঞানুরোধ, respect for a command,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from respect

to a command ; ad. from or because of love or respect

to a command.

attacats , a (from tata, respect to a comm ini ,

and 155, a cause) , caused by or arising from respect to

a command; ad. from or because of love or respect to

a command.

ata , ad. (loc. case of attaat ), through respect

to an order.

, s. (from , a command, and ta, a follow-

ing), a consequence from oraccordance with a command.

, ad (from † , an order, and , in con-

sequence of), in consequence of an order, according to

orders .

, a. (from , prep. and , to know), giving or-

ders ; s . one who gives orders, a commander.

, s. (from , a command, and 87, a writing), a

written law, a warrant, a written command .

47, s. (from 1 , prep. and ) , to know), the act of giv-

ing orders, the commanding of a thing.

atatata , a. (from 1 , a command, and ta , keeping),

keeping a command, obedient ; s. one who keeps a com-

mand.

আজ্ঞাপালন, s . (from আড্ডা, a command, and পালন, a nourish-

ing , the keeping of a command, obedience .

13, a. from 1 , prep. and 1, to know , commanded,

enjoined.

আড্ডাপেক্ষ্য, ৪. (from আড্ডা, a command, and অপেক্ষ!, an expec-

tation), the waiting for orders .

, a. (from , a command, and I, waiting),

waiting for orders .

আজ্ঞাপুতিপালক, a. (from অাজ্ঞা , a command, and প্রতিপালক,

keeping), keeping a command, obedient ; s . one who ob-

serves a command.

সাজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালন, s. (from আরা, a command, and প্রতিপালন, ৫

nourishing , the keeping of a command, obedience.

, a. (from , a command, and 14 , proof”,, ac-

cording with or regulated by a command.

, s. (from , a command, and i, con´empt),

contempt of orders.

_att ( 3), s. (from attafe , obedient), obedience.

atati , s. (from tt , obedient,, obedience.

attat, a. (from , a command, and af , being), obe-

dient.

att , a. (from at , a command, and *, a controul ,

subject to a command, obedient.

att *31, s. (from , obedient) , obedience , subjecti .

on to a command.

LI 2
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অাজ্ঞা,

att * , s. (from tt , obedient), obedience, subjecti-

on to a command.

, a. (from 1, an order, and , to bear), bearing

orders, obedient ; s. an obedient servant.

আজ্ঞাবহতা , s . ( from সজ্ঞাহ, obedient , obedience.

atta , s. (from it , obedient), obedience.

, s. (from , an order, and 5, to bear,, the cir-

cumstance of bearing orders, a being the subject of an

order, obedience.

জাজ্ঞাবহির্ভূত , a. (from আজ্ঞা, a command, and বহির্ভুত, with-

out), disobedient, disregarding orders, not under con-

troul.

আজ্ঞাৰহেলক, a. ( from সজ্জা , a command, and অৱহেলক, dis-

regarding), disregarding orders, despising orders ; s.

one who disregards orders.

আজ্ঞাৰহেলন, s . ( from আজ্ঞা , a command, and অৰছেলন, a disre-

garding, the disregarding or despising of a command.

tata , s. (from at , a command, and , disre

gard), disregard of orders, contempt of orders.

আড্ডাপিরীত, a . (from আজ , a command, and বিপরীত, opposed

to), opposed to a command.

atts , s. (from , a command, and , a breaking), the

breaking of a commandment, disobedience, a trans-

gression.

আজাভঈকর, a. (from অভি , the breaking of a command,

and , to do), breaking a commandment.

attshatge, a. (from atte , the breaking ofa command,

and xta , doing), breaking a command ; s . one who

breaks a command.

atsata , a . (from , the breaking ofa command,

and tf , doing), breaking a command.

ataisha , a. (from tk, the breaking of a command,

and , producible), producible by or arising from

breaking a command.

অজ্ঞিাভঈজন্যে, al. (loc. case of অজ্ঞাত জন্য), for the purpose

of breaking a command.

অাজ্ঞাভঈনিমিত্তক, a. (from আজ্ঞাভঙ্গ, the breaking of a command,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from breaking

a command ; ad. from or because of breaking a com-

mand.

attsafafas, ad. (from atts , the breaking of a com-

mand, and fafa , a cause), for the purpose of break-

ing a command.

q , a. (from as , the breaking of a command,

and , caused by) , caused by or arising from the

breaking of a command ; ad. from or because of the

breaking of a command.

tet.

talsky, a. (from state , the breaking ofa command,

and ¬f , enduring), enduring or bearing with the

breach of a command.

অজ্ঞি ভঈহেতুক, a. (from অাজ্ঞাভঙ্গ, the breaking of a command,

and c , a cause), caused by or arising from breaking

a command ; ad. from or because of breaking a com-

mand.

আজ্ঞাভরাসহিষ্ণু , a. ( from আজ্জাভ , the breaking of acommand,

and f , not enduring), not enduring or bearing

the breach of a command.

attaxe, a. (from tu , a command, and a**, keeping),

keeping a command, obedient.

, s . (from , a command, and T4, a keeping),

the keeping ofa command.

, s . (from , a command, and at, a keeping),

the keeping of a command.

tag , a. (from 1, a command, and as , transgres-

sing), transgressing orders, disobedient ; s . a transgres-

sor.

att , s. (from att , a command, and 7, a trans

gressing , the transgressing of a command, disobedi-

ence.

আজ্ঞালঙ্গনকারক, a. ( from অাজ্ঞালন , the transgression of a

command, and ta , doing), transgressing a command ;

s. a person who transgresses a command.

অজ্বালম্বনকারী , a. ( from আজ্ঞালঙুন, the transgression ofa com-

mand, and fa , doing), transgressing a command.

, . (from attaga, the transgression of a com

mand, and 571, producible), producible by or arising

from the transgression of a command.

flag , ad. (loc . case of taga ), for the pur

pose of transgressing a command.

আড্ডালàননিমিত্তক , a. ( from সংজ্ঞালঙ্কন , the transgression ofa

command, and fafas, a cause), caused by or arising

from the transgression of a command ; ad. from or be-

cause of the transgression of a command.

stafaface, ad. (from , the transgression ofa

command, and fifty, a cause), for the purpose of trans-

gressing a command.

অাজ্ঞালঙ্নপুযুক্ত, a. (from অাজ্ঞালঙ্কন, the transgression ofa com-

mand, and a , caused by), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a command ; ad. from or because

of transgressing a command.

attagare , . (from tag , the transgression ofa

command, and 3, a cause), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a command ; ad, from or because

ofthe transgression of a command.
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Sit.

atataşı, a. (from Att, a command, and affą, transgres-

sing , transgressing a command, disobedient.

atatizma, a. (from ti, a command, and ‹ ão, disregird-

ing), disregarding a command, despising orders, diso-

bedient, rebellious.

atata, s. (from 1 , a command, and (₹ 7 , a disregard-

ing), the disregarding of a command, the contemning

of orders.

tela, a. (from t , an order, and sýìá, got over), re-

leased from obligation to a command by having done

the thing commanded.

anaka , s. (from t¹, an order, and 871, neglect), a

neglect of orders, contempt of orders.

Tate , a. (from tl, a command, and waſ¶T, neglect-

ing), living in the neglect of orders.

akratase, a. (from , a command; and 8§æ, trans-

gressing), transgressing orders ; s . a transgressor.

atataga, s. (from ), a command, and 8737, a trans-

gressing), the transgressing of a command.

ata, s. (from , prep. and , to move), clarified butter

usually called ghee in India.

atata, s. (from at , clarified butter, and t , a vessel),

a vessel to hold clarified butter.

statal, s. (from at , clarified butter, and tat, a dish),

a dish to hold clarified butter.

ajatai, a . (from , not pungent), not hot or pungent.

fa , s. (from i , a kind of resin) , the name of a

kind of resin, (Sarcocolla) said to be produced from

Penæa mucronata.

tara, from , a completion), the doing or com-

pleting ofa thing, an end, the termination of an affair,

an accident, vexation.

arfarag, s. -(from , to move), the name of a species of

lizard, (Lacerta Unjineya. )

aifa , s. (from fa , a species of liz rd), a species of

lizard, (Lacerta Unjineya.) A painful pustule on the edge

of the eyelid.

ata , s. (from , afig, a fig, (Ficus Carica. )

, a. (from w , right), eight.

atta, s . (from at, to move), an obstacle, an obstruction, a

hinderance, a prohibition, a stoppage.

ttt , s. (from att, eight, and at , pulse), an aggre-

gate of eight sorts of pulse.

fax , a. (from at , distress, and tt , theforehead,,

destined to be a sufferer. This word is usually appli-

ed to persons who are constantly labouring under

disease.

ait.

attattfa, a. (from tt, eight, and eitta, a jak fruit), of

eight sorts, including eight kinds .

ttt , s. (from tata, a looking at) , a guess , a feel-

ing the way to a place, the doing of a thing in a state

of uncertainty whether it be right or not.

arty, s. (from tt, eight, and * , a cowry) , the ce-

remony of throwing eight Cowries with parched or

flattened corn and other articles among the erowd on

the eighth day after the birth of a child for the pur-

pose of securing his good fortune.

attsfat, a. (from att , eight, and oft, forly) , forty-eight.

itsal, a. (from art, eight, and ot , a pitched roof), hav-

ing a double hipped roof. This word is applied to those

thatched houses which have a veranda all round, the

entire roof being composed of eight parts.

attfat, a. (from att, eight, and fat, thirty), thirty-eight.

aftett , s. (from at , eight, t, to shine, and ñ, a limb),

shew, pageantry, pomp.

attatta, a. (from att, eight, , to shine, and ,

limb), sumptuous, pompous.

attattata , a. (from at , eight,, to shine, and , a

limb), sumptuous , pompous.

attfag , a. (from att, eight, and f , a corner), octago-

nal.

attate, a. (from att, eight, and fe, a row), arranged in

eight rows. This word is usually applied to the teeth

of sharks.

fatti, a. (from t , eight, and fat, the back), active, ap-

plying all his limbs at work, literally, having eight

backs, or making a back of all his limbs.

tig , ad. (from att, eight, and g , a watch ofthe day),

perpetual, continual , incessant.

attstal, s. (from it, eight, and t , fried), eight kind of

pulse or other seeds fried together.

atta, s. (from a , to go), a bamboo trap to catch fishes.

This is made on the principle of the wire rat trap, and

placed in a stream where the water has no passage ex-

cept through the trap.

attat, s . (from at, to go), a round band or roll of straw, or

other substance placed by labourers on the head to pre-

vent the burden carried thereon from hurting them.

tat, a. (from , eight, and af , sixty) , sixty-eight.

ata , a. (from att, eight, and af , sixty), sixty-eight.

attati, s. (from att, eight, and a , symmetry), ac-

compts, book-keeping.

attattaða, s. (from fat, accompts, and ³, a writ-

er), a book-keeper, an accountant.

:
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by, a. (from tt, eight, and 37, seventy) , seventy.

eight.

att, s. (from a , to move), bird-lime, any viscid substance,

meal, flour.

ett, a. (from att, eight, and ft, twenty), twenty-

eight.

artietti, s . (from ti, bird-lime, and I , wood) , a light

frame smeared with bird-lime to catch birds, a bird

twig.

att , a. (from at , eight, and , seventy) , seventy-

eight.

at , a. (from tb, eight, and 3, ninety), ninety-eight.

stra , a. (from it , eight, and , ninety , ninety-

e ght.

ata, a. (from att, eight, and , fifty), fifty-eight.

atrata , a. (from ti, bird-lime, and Я1, resembling),

ropy, stringy.

ft , a. (from ti , gum, and fat , possessed of),

gummy, viscous , adhesive .

atta, a. (from th , eighteen , eighteen .

atta, a. from tl , bird-lime ), viscid, glewy.

areta, s. (from af , bird-lime , a tick, (Acarus Ricinus and

several other species.)

er , a. (from att, eight, and fe , twenty, twenty-

eight.

atti , a. (from att, eight, and 3, eighty), eighty-

eight.

aittaa, s. (from that , born in the eighth month ,

the character of a child born in the eighth month, stu-

pidity, folly.

ty, a . (from t , eight , and af , a month , born in

the eighth month of pregnancy.

ft, s. (from 1, prep. and 1 , to be situated), a sheaf, a

bundle of straw, the stone of a fruit.

antation , a. (from , eight,

pass, and

, a point ofthe com-

firm) , firm , holding firmly on all sides, as

a horseman when firmly seated .

atti , s . (from 1 , prep. and fest . to send), pride, self-im-

portance, an assuming of authority or consequence.

, r . n. (from , to move), to be obstructed , to be de-

tained, to be entangled. The participle of this verb

when compounded with at , to lind, means to confine,

with atat, to keep, it means to restrain, to distrain, to

withhold.

আটিকন,, s. (from at, to move), the restraining or hindering✩ ,

of a thing.

attat, v. a. (from , to move , to obstruct, to impede, to

ats.

imprison, to curl, to suppress an impediment ; s. the

stoppage, or restraining of a thing,

atta , s. (from , the obstructing of a thing), an

obstruction.

itati, s. (from , to obstruct), a hindering or ob

structing, the arresting of a person.

attata, s . (from rt, to obstruct), the causing a thingto

be obstructed, the arresting or checking of a thing, the

clogging or impeding of a thing, the interrupting of a

work, the imprisoning of a person, the empounding of

cattle, the obstructing of any operation, the confining

of a thing, the straightening or tightening of a thing, a

distraining of goods, the curbing of the passions, the

cu.bing or restraining of an impetuous animal, the

withholding of support.

ataifa, s. (from it , to obstruct), hindering or obstruct-

ing, the arresting of a person.

fag , a. (from , an obstruction , obstructed , con-

fined , imprisoned, clogged, empounded, distrained , ar-

rested, withheld, curbed ; also obstructing, styptic.

1, s . (from , to be obstructed), a being binder-

ed or obstructed .

att , s. (from at, to move), bird-lime, size, gum, paste, slime,

any glutinous substance.

attig, a . (from *, eighteen) , eighteen.

witt , a. (from th, bird-l.me) , a tick, (Acarus Ricinus and

several other species. )

This

att, s. (from as , the stone ofafruit ), the stone of a fruit.

at , v. a. (from , to occupy space), to bend, to lie

athwart, to be at jar, to cross, to be bent or crooked.

ats, a. (from 5 , to occupy space), athwart, aslant, side-

way, leaning across ; s . width, a crook or bend.

word compounded with , to do , means to place a thing

athwart. With , to be, it means to lean upon a thing,

to recline, and with 5 , to break, to straighten a thing,

to place a thing straight which before lay crooked .

4, s . (from at , athwart, and 74, the doinga thing,করণ,

the making of a diagonal, the placing of a thing

⚫ athwart.

5 , s . (from ts, across, and it, a rod), a pilot, a

weaver's rod which he introduces into the warp, a rod

laid across any place, a rod used to measure with.

atst , s. (from ts, across, and at , wood), a beam laid

across a building, cross ban.

) , s. (from 1 , across, and is, wood), a beam, a

perch.

atpets ' , s. (from ats, across, and st5, a fort), a repository
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for horses a range ofstabling, a temporary house for a

heathen festival.

, .- from , to occupy space), a mart, a staple, a ma

nufactory, a collection of images at a heathen festival.

staatti, «. (from tșâ, a collection ofimages, and it, a

wharf), a wharf or landing place on the river where the

images are collected at a Hindoo festival previously to

their being thrown into the river.

¤rșâætti , a . (from ¤†ṣk, a mart, and út!, cleansed from

the husk , cleansed from the husk at the merchant's

warehouses. This word is used as an adjective 10`rice

which is cleansed from the husk at the merchant's ware-

house.

tity, a. (from aşk, a mart), made for the market, exhi-

bited for sale at a mart.

a. (from ats, aslan!, and , an eye), leering,

glancing, glining.

1551, 8. (from 1 , prep. and , to occupy space) , a strong

desire for things which it is difficult to obtain, the de-

sire of an extra quantity of a thing.

1st, a. (from !, prep. and a, to kill) , cramped, stiff,

benumbed.

¤ișe, s. (from &i, prep. and as, to occupy space), the

warehouse or market occupyed by a forestaller or mo-

nopolist where his goods are deposited, and from which

others must purchase.

iş , a. (from ts, across, and at , long), long and wide.

13 , s. (from tșe, a monopolist's warehouse, and S,

holding), a monopolist , a forestaller.

işi , s. (from it , a monopolist) , a monopoly, the

monopolizing of an article.

153, s. (from is, to bend) , a bending or becoming crook-

ed, the laying of a thing athwart.

151951, 8. (from . across, and , the join! ofa bam-

boo), a cudgel, a bludgeon made of wood or bamboo,

so long as to contain two joints or thereabouts . It is

used by evil-minded persons to throw at any one they

wish to destroy.

, ad. (from ts, athwart, and tt , the opposite

bank of a river ), through and through, across .

1515, ad. (from t , width, and tș, a wall), all over,

through the whole width and heighth .

işifs, s . (from 15, athwart, and æ†fș, a stick), a perch.

eiṣstaa, 8. (from 1 , a crook or bend, and St , a break-

ing), the straightening of a crooked thing, the placing

a thing straight which was before laid irregularly.

(from tș, a crook or bend, and stЯI, a break-

3131

ing , the straightening of a crooked thing, the placing

of a thing straight which was laid irregularly.

tatam , a. (from tș , width, and at , a sort ofdrum),

square, or thick as long.

, s. (from 1, prep, and , to subdue ),a charge sound-

ed by musical instruments, the roar of an elephant, a

wardrum, the commencement of a thing, excessive pre-

parations, excitement, pride, arrogance, anger, an apo-

logy, the eyelid , passion, happiness, pleasure, a rub-

bing or moulding of the body to make it supple or to

remove pain.

, a. (from at , pride), proud, ostentatious, prolix .

WiȘI, s. (from 5, to occupy space) , the warehouses or mart

of a monopolist or forestaller.

1741 , s. (from , the warehouses of a monopolist,

and , holding , a monopolist, a forestaller.

ata , s. from , a monopolist), a monopoly, the

monopolizing of a thing.

5. a. (from 3, to occupy space), the brink of a bank,

the edge of the upright bank of a river.

ats , a. (from 1 , prep. and , to kill), cramped, stiffen-

ed, benumbed .

, . (from 5 , to occupy space), neglected , left to

lie by without notice, lying as refuse in a neglected

heap. This word is usually applied to any corner

where filth or neglected things are thrown.

a. (from 5, to be bent), bent, laid athwart ; s . a

trap to catch fish, the beam of a house, a bent positi-

on, a sort or kind . This word, constructed with St ,

to break, means to straighten a thing which is beat, to

lay a thing straight.

atstats a. (from ts, athwart), athwart, diagonally,

thwar'ingly, wranglingly, in a sidling manner.

atst , a. (from , two and a half), two and a half,

atṣnoista, s. (from tș ' , a musical instrument of a parti-

cular kind, and lot , four strokes in beating time),

the beating four strokes to the bar as a guide to this

instrument.

aista, a. (from ts, to become crooked), bent, made crook-

ed, laid across .

atta, s. (from 5, to occupy space), a screen or large

fan carried over a person to intercept the rays of the

sun.

atif , a . (from ts, to be croooked), bending a thing

from a straight line, laying a thing across, crooked,

bent ; s. one who bends a thing, one who lays a thing

across,
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atstats , s. (from 1, bent, and tș , twisted) , a stretch

ing of the body after sleep , a yawning and stretching.

1 , s. (from a , a screen), a cover, a screen, any

thing which conceals from view, a shelter.

th , ad. (loc. case of tata), sly ly, secretly, behind, con-

cealedly.

afs, s. (from a , prep. and 3, to occupy space), a stake,

a wager, a grudge a quarrel, hatred, a threat, a resolu

tion, a promise, anger. The name of a fish, ( Silurus

clarias ?) also , (from TT, a measure ofcapacity), the

name of a measure of capacity. In the neighbour-

hood of Calcutta two Munas are accounted one Arbee,

but the Sungskrit lexicographers differ so widely

about it as to leave us in uncertainty about its true

capacity. This word in its first sense compounded with

, to cause to fall, means to lie in wait, to observe a

thing in a concealed manner, to peep.

thefs, s. (from afs, a particularfish, and af , contract-

ed), the name of a fish.

আড়িপাতন, s . (from আড়ি, a resolution, and পাডন, a causing

tofail), the peeping at any thing, a lying in wait, a lurk-

ing in any place.

afts , a. (from tft , a peeping), lying in wait,

concealedly observing a thing, lurking, insidious ; s. an

assassin.

fæ , s. (from tfs, a particularfish, and I, afish),

the name of a fish, ( Silurus clarias ?)

at , a . (from , the bowels, and at a romiting),

the tortuous motion of the bowels when a person is

about to vomit, or when his bowels are in great pain.

, s . (from , an apology), a pretext for delay ; .

an apology.

ats , s. (from 4 , a wall) , the perpendicular sides of a

river, the perpendicular sides of a cliff, a precipice.

atafa, s. (from 45 , a wall), the perpendicular bank of a

river, the perpendicular sides of a cliff , a precipice.

ts, ad. (loc. case of 13), crosswise , sidewise, diagonally.

আড়েঅগোচরে, ad. ( from অাড়ে, behind ascreen , andঅগোচরে,

imperceptibly), concealedly, clandestinely.

afișatış, ad. (loc. case of ), lying athwart, diagonally,

across, athwart.

anşatışı , ad . (from t3, a screen, and wtaştı, a screen),

concealedly, clandestinely .

wizfamily, a. (from atts, crosswise , and fstata, the swal-

lowing of a thing) , ravenous, gluttonous.

at , a. (from 1, prep. and , to kill), cramped, stiff,

benumbed.

tzt, s. (from F, to commence , a station, a post, a stage,

Gi3.

a stand. This word constructed with 1, to take, signi-

fies to take a lodging or baiting place.

th , s. (from , prep. and le, to move , the name of a

measure, also the quantity measured thereby. Writers

differ about the capacity of this measure, some authori

ty say it is four Prusthas or the sixteenth part of a

Muna but in the neighbourhood of Calcutta two Munas

are accounted one Arbuku.

, s. (from 1 , prep. and 7 , to move), the name ofa

species of useful pulse, (Cytisus Cajan .)

ati , s . (from a , prep. and ‹l , to move), a measure ofca.

pacity. In the neighbourhood of Calcutta two Manas

are esteemed one Arhee.

, a. (from i . prep. and tær , to think), rich, opulent.

, s. (from e, an egg), a ball of earth or wood, a

-bowl used in play.

atst, s. (from , an egg), an egg.

anea, a. (from

ata, s. (from

dicinal plant.

151, rich), rich, wealthy.

ff , an antidote), the name of a me

The root is the part sold in the shops,

but the plant which produces it is unknown . It is ve-

ry doubtful whether this be a betula as suggested with

a query in the Asiatic Researches, vol. vi. page 573.

The root is used in dying.

at , s. (from 1, prep. and 3 , to be in misery), fear,

dread, awe, disease, the sound of a drum.

atok, s. (from at , fear), fear, a panic, dread, awe.

37, s. (from 1, prep, and 3 , to move), a menstruum

to produce a change in other bodies, any substance in-

troduced into a mixture to form a chymical producti-

on of a different kind, or to occasion a precipitation, a

chymical test, a flux formetals. The putting in ofthe

substance intended to act as a flux or chymical agent ;

rejection, destruction, a calamity, a pestilence, danger,

speed, gratification.

tasty , u. (from at , extended, and , to move), pre-

pared to strike the fatal blow, ready to smite. Writers

on Hindoo law reckon six things as equally making a

person thus denominated, viz. setting fire to property,

poisoning, striking with a weapon, the plundering a

person of his property, the violently seizing on land,

and the forcibly carrying away a person's wife.

i , s . (from 1, prep. and 3 , heat), sunshine, heat ; d.

This ad-
prepared by simple drying without boiling.

jective is only applied to rice which has been divested

of its husk by merely drying and pounding, without

previously boiling it.
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atsige. (from Etat, prepared by drying, and t , hus-

ked rice), rice which has been cleansed by drying it well

in the sun before it is submitted to the action ofthe pe-

dal Other kinds of rice are boiled to assist the separ

ation of the busk.

আতপতণ্ডুল, s . ( from অভিপ, prepared by drying, and তণ্ডুল,

rice), rice prepared for the pedal by previously drying

in the sun, instead of boiling.

ats. (from 3 , sunshine, and ta, to cross over), an

umbrella, so called because it protects a person from

the sun.

ty,s. (from be,essence), essence (of roses, &c .)

ate?, s. (from ™', priv. and ₹, to cross over), the hire ofa

ferry,the money paid for ferrying a person over a river.

ataq, s. (from 1 , prep. and , to gratify), a pigment

made with flour or chalk and water, used by the females

of India at a marriage to paint the seat on which their

husband is to sit ; it is also applied to paint the walls of

the house at an idolatrous festival in honour of the god-

dess Lukshmee.

ata , s. (from 45¹, fire), fire.

ata , s. (from , fire, and 3 , play), fireworks.

111, s. (from Lil, fire, and ay , a lens , a burn-

ing glass.

QIA, a. (from 3 ,flax , flaxen.

ata , s. (from at , a custard apple), a custard apple, (An-

nona reticulata. ,

Wst?, a. (f: Om MTII, without wages), taking a part in a

concert or musical entertainment wi hout pay.

WtItata, s. <from I, a custard apple, and sta, the name

ofa fruit , the name of a tree, ( Olea dioica. )

atste , ad. (from , here, and , within), in this, in

these circumstances.

atatfyfs , s. (from 3 , crafty, and S, a profession),

craftiness, knavery, swindling.

atafuta , s . (from atat , crafty), craftiness, knavery,

swindling.

stati, s. (from At, prep. and t , to enlarge), a kite ; a . de-

ceitful, crafty, swindling.

ataifastofa, s. (from , distress, and at , agitated ,

a groan, an agony, a writhing about with pain, agitati-

on through pain.

sta, s. (from ' , prep. and 3 , to plice sifely), a long

shelf, a receptacle placed on high.

আতালিপাতালি, ad. (from অঙালি, placed on high, and পাতাল,

the infernal regions , every where, high and low, above

and below.

པས་

afety, a. (from affi, a guest), hospitable.

ifs , a. (from affu, a guest), hospitable ; s . the enter

taining of strangers , hospitality .

অপতিদেশিক, a. (from অতিদেশ , the applying what is proper

for one purpose to another), applying that which be-

longs to one person or thing to another, transferring,

imputing what belongs to one person to another.

aft , s. (from afg, excessive), excessiveness.

al , s. (from a , come, and , thou), a vocative used in

calling a dog.

tests, a. (from 3, subject to), subject to, dependent
আত্মসাতু,

on.

t , a. (from ' , prep. and , be swift), sick , afflicted ,

distressed.

<
ats , s. (from a , prep. and , to be gratified , the name

of a fruit tree, (Annona reticulata) ; also the name of

its fruit, viz. the custard apple.

ilgai, a. (from a, priv. and tom, oil), destitute of oil.

, a. (from i, prep. and i, to give), received , acceptel.

af , s. (from styfs, labour), labour, exertion, a striving,

an endeavour.

ata , s. (from at , self, and , a quarrel), a

domestic quarrel.

ataætú, s. (from , self, and ta̸ , a work), a person's

private affairs.

tax , ɑ. (from at , self, and 3, dɔne) , done by one's

self.

atustfaæi, s. (from at , self, and stfaxi , vanity), a vaunt,

self-conceit.

atagi, s. (from at , self, and se, protected), the namo

of a plant ; cowhage (Carpopogon pruriens. )

ahut , a. (from t , self, and gt , seizing), profess

ing the existence of spirit, selfish.

twats, a. (from

atatas, s. (from

, self, and . to kill), suicide.

who commits suicide.

, self, and π , a murderer), one

E), a. (from at , self, and tf , killing), commit-

ting suicide.

at , a. (from at , self, and to be produced),

springing from one's self ; s. a son.

, a. (from 7, spirit, and 7, to be produced),

produced from one's self; s . a daughter.

atuta, s. (from at , spirit, and 13, knowledge , the

knowledge of spirit, self-knowledge.

আত্মজ্ঞানাভাৰ , s . (from অজ্ঞান, theknowledge of spirit, and

, non-existence), the non-existence of a right idea

of spirit or self.

Mm
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, s. (from at , spirit, and y, reality), self-

knowledge, the true nature of spirit.

, a. (from 3 , the true nature of spirit, and

1, to know , acquainted with the nature of spirit.

GE , s. (from 5 , the true nature of spirit,

and ¤TÍ¡d, an ascertaining ), an ascertaining the truth

as it respects spirit.

ats , s. (from at , spirit), spirituality, identity, great.

friendship.

ga , a. (from at , self, and , like), like one's self,

equal to one's self.

, s. (from t , spirit), spirituality, identity, close

friendship.

আত্মত্বাসম্ভপুযুক্ত , a. (from অাত্মত্ব।সম্ভৰ, the improbability of

the existence ofspirit, and , caused by), caused by

or arising from the impossibility or improbability of a

thing's being spirit, arising from the impossibility or

improbability of the existence of spirit ; ad. from or

because of the impossibility or improbability of a

thing's being spirit, from or because of the impossibility

or improbability of the existence of spirit.

a31, s. from , self, and 1, a god) , a guardi-

an god, a family god.

atta, s. from , self, and i , a fault) , the fault of

an individual, a person's own fault.

atafini, s. (from twa, self, and f , reproach), self- re-

proach, self-condemnation,

অ'অনিবেদন, s . ( from আত্মন, self , and নিৰ্দেন, a representati-

on) , a representation of a person's own affairs, the pre-

senting of one's own petition.

ata4 , s. (from 1 , for self, and 5, a word), in Gram-

mar, the middle voice of verbs is thus called. Many of

the verbal roots in the Sungskrita language may be con-

jugated in two forms, viz. the active and middle ; in

this case, when the action is for the benefit of the agent,

the verb must be conjugated in this form .

atwant, ɑ. (from 7 , the middle voice), belonging to

or connected with the middle voice in Grammar.

), trial), self- exami-, s. (from , self, and

nation, the putting of one's selfto the proof.

ats. (from t , self, and t , manliness), a

person's manliness, a person's importance, the object

of a person's existence.

আত্মপ্রতিপাদন, ৪. ( from আত্মন্ , spirit , and প্রতিপাদন, aproving),

the proving or establishing ofthe doctrine of spirit.

আত্মপ্রতিপালক, a. ( from আত্মন্, self , and প্রতিপালক, nourish-

ing), nourishing or preserving one's self.

Qty .

সাজুগুতিপালন, s. ( from আত্মন, self , and প্রতিপালন , ৫ nourish-

ing), the nourishing or preserving of one's self.

ata , s. (from self, and , applause), self-

applause, egotism ,

aturæ, ɑ. (from , self, and , deceiving), self-

deceiving.

att, 8, (from tu , self, and 1, deception), self-

deception.

ature, ad. (from at , self), like one's self, equally with

one's self.

ataca, s. (from t , self, and T4, a relation) , a near

relation.

TH, a. (from t , slf, and , controul , under a

person's controul, within a person's power.

atasi, s. (from at , under one's own controul), self-

controul.

আত্ম শতাপন্ন, a. ( from অাত্মন , self , and বশতাপন্ন , subject to

controul , under a person's authority or controul, un-

der one's own controul or authority.

atara, s. (from atat, under one's own controul), self-

controul.

WTS3, a. (from t¶ , self, and 53, under controul),

under one's own controul.

atata , 8. (from

cousin.

, self, and , a relation), a first

atus , s. (from t , self, and f , sale), the selling

of one's self.

as , a. (from at , self, andf , selling), selling

one's self.

tuftæ3, a. (from , self, andf³,forgotten), for-

getful, forgetful of one's own words or actions.

ata , s . from t , self, and ffs, forgetfulness),

self-oblivion.

ata , s. (from at , self, and ct , understanding), a

person's understanding, a person's intellect, self-know

ledge, a knowledge of spirit.

atuga, a. (from , self, and ₹, to nourish), ravenous-

ly feeding himself without regard to others, selfishly

voracious.

ata , s. (from at , self, and , praise), self-ap .

plause, vanity, self-flattery, egotism.

আত্মশ্লাঘী , a . ( from সাজুন, self , and শাখিন, flattering), self-

applauding, conceited , vain .

stazhd, a. (from at , self, and *†, like) , like one's self.

atuate, a. (from ata , self), own, proper.

t3 , s. (from i , self, and 1, murder), self-mur-

der.
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atral.

atues , 8, (from at , self, and x , one who kills), one

who commits suicide.

atazi, ɑ. (from atur, self, and ₹7, to kill), self-destroy-

ing.

atu , s. (from 1, prep. and , to move), spirit, self.

Bruhma, the soul . It is the opinion of the vedantie

philosophers that there is but one real substance , viz.

spirit, which being variously modified forms all the dif

ferentproductions in the world. Matter with which spirit

is associated in its different modifications being esteem-

ed as a thing of no value in forming an estimate ofthe

individual, true knowledge consists in discriminating

spirit from what is not spirit ; consequently, according

to them, the true idea of self is that of one's own iden-

tity with this one spirit, hence this word signifies self.

আত্মাধীন, a. ( from আত্মন, self , and অধীন, subject to ), subject

only to one's self, independent.

আত্মানুসন্ধান , s . ( from আত্মন, spirit, self , and অনুসন্ধান, ৫

seeking after), seeking after the supreme spirit, self-

seeking.

আত্মাভিমত, a. ( from আত্মন , self , and অভিমত, approved) , self-

approved, self-applauded, feeling a complacency in

one's self.

tex331, s. (from atats , self-complacent), self- ap-

probation, self-complacency.

atatfartfast, s. (from staififa , self-complacent), self-

approbation, self-applause, self-exaltation, self-com-

placency.

আত্মাভিমানী, a . ( from আত্মন, self , and অভিমানি , approving),

self-applauding, self-approving, self-exalting, self-com-

placent.

tatge, a. (from , self, and † , subject , subject to

one's self alone, independent.

at , a. (from ata , self , belonging to one's self, relat-

ed to one's own self.

aya, s. (from tag, own, and , a family), a per-

son's own family.

31, s . (from atat , related to one's self), relationship,

friendship, acquaintance, intimacy.

, s. (from at , belonging to one's self), friendship .

relationship.

atalyze, a. (from at , belonging to one's self), like

what belongs to one's self.

tatas, s. (from at , self, and as, a class) , a person's

own party, a man's own relations or adherents.

amatesɗ, s. (from

excellence.

, self, aud gea, excellence), self-

akatdata, s. (from

assistance of one's self.

STİK.

, self, and 8**† , assistance), the

আত্মোপকারক, a. ( from আত্মন, self. and উপকারক, giving as-

sistance), assisting one's self.

আত্মোপকারী, a. (from আত্মন , self , andউপকারি , giving assista

ance), assisting one's self.

ato , a. (from 316, entire), entire, compleat, exces-

sive, abundant.

akast, a. (from , the name of a sage), menstruous ; s.

the name of a river in the north of Bengal.

hay, a. (from , menstruous , and ₹7, to hill), de-

filing a menstruous woman.

ats , s. (from , a kind of cloth) , a rich sort of silk

cloth.

at , a (from , half), half.

attfagi, s. (from œ , half, and t , the forehead), a

violent pain or head-ache, the seat of which is in the

forehead.

atauta, s. (from í, half, and so, a piece), an half, the

half of a thing.

atzatzt, s. (from œá, half, and as, a piece), the half of a

thing.

am1, s. (from , half, and c✩551, vile) , half done,

half finished, left in an unfinished state, bad, depraved ,

vile.

wiki, s. (from a , half, and ak, a limb), half a piece of

cloth.

, s. (from , half, and as, to occupy space), a piece

of cloth of only twenty cubits long. The usual length

of a full piece being forty cubits the short piece is thus

denominated .

th , 8. (from , the being more than something else,

Cole, a custom`, a habit, a custom, an usage.

3, ad. (from ele, a custom), naturally, habitually,

customarily

, s . (from se, number), a number, numeration, a

calculation.

,, s . (from , politeness) , instruction, teaching , di-

rection, a custom, civility , politeness, urbanity, the act

ofpreserving the boundaries of a thing.

at , s. from

scendant of Adam.

to be red, fel, Adam), a man, a de-

X, 8. (from ₪l , prep. and , to favour), respect, honour,

veneration, esteem ,

1
? , 8. from t , ginger), ginger

stazze, a. (from in , respect, and a☎, doing) , shew-

ing respect ; s. a person who shews respect.

Min 2
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a141.

natal, a. (from t , respect, and if , doing , shew- [

ing respect.

« I , ɑ. (from ?, respect, and 5 , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from veneration or respect.

), for the purpose of veEinar, ad. loc. case of

neration or respect.

&tasy, a. (from , prep and , to favour), deserving of

respect, fit to be respected , venerable, honourable.

tagat31, s . (from a, respect, and ³, a giver,, a per-

son who venerates or shews respect.

&inanta , «. (from I, respect, and ītē, giving), shew-

ing respect, venerating ; s. a person who venerates or

shews respect.

regatet, a. (from wing, respect, and f , giving), shew-

ing respect, venerating.

, s. (from tag, respect, and ‡ , destruction), the

destruction of veneration or respect.

, a. (from th , respect, and , destructive),

destructive to veneration or respect.

3 , s. (from , respect, and at , destruction , the

destruccion of veneration or respect.

eagate, a. (from at , respect, and atta, destructive),

destructive to veneration or respect.

, a. (from , respect, and Я , caused by),

caused by or arising from veneration or respect ; ad .

from or because of veneration or respect.

, a. (from th , respect, and , increasing), in-

creasing respect or veneration .

Wingz , s. (from 4 , respect, and 3, an inercasing) ,

an increasing of respect.

, ad. (from , respect, and f , without),

without or beside veneration or respect.

stad, u. (from at , respect , and faf , possessed

of, honourable, venerable, respectable.

afasia, a. (from at , respect, and fa, destitute),

destitute of veneration or respect.

জাদরাতিরিক্ত, a. (from সদর, respect , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted)

veneration or respect excepted.

আদর্যতিরেক, s . (from সদর, respect , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion), the exception of veneration or respect.

অদয়াতিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of আদরাডিরেক), with the ex-

ception of veneration or respect, without or beside

veneration or respect.

, 8. (from tag, respect. The last member ofthis

wordis onlyarhymeto thefirst), respect, reverence, ce-

remonial honours shewn to a person.

a. (from , resp. ct, and F, jined to), con-

nected with veneration or respect, venerable, respect-

able.

stats , a. (from h , respect, and entstr, worthy),

worthy of respect, respectable.

angafts, a. (from M?, respect, and af₹3, destitute , des-

titute of respect or veneration.

ama , a. (from tā?, respect, and ** , empty), destitute

of respect or veneration.

, a. (from tag, respect, and , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from veneration or respect ; ad. from

or because of veneration or respect.

ata , s. (from a , a sign), a mark or sign, a landmark.

afs, a. (from 3, respect, and afs, connected

with , venerable, respectable.

at , a. (from at , respect, and , worthy), deserv

ing ofrespect or esteem, honourable.

AKÍT , a. (from 1, prep. and ↳, to honour), worthy of res-

pect, venerable, respectable, honourable.

tq , s. (from at, prep. and ч , to see), an original from

which any thing is to be copied, a specimen, a sign.

ta , s. (from Ja , just) , a judge, a stamp used to make

an impression on any substance.

that, s. (from , half), a small coin, the half of a Pisa,

(the current copper coin of Bengal) in value a farthing

English, a half brick.

xinfa, s. (from a , half), a small silver coin in value half a

rupee.

t , s. (from t´ , ginger), ginger, (Zinziber officinalis )

tf , ad. (from , half , half and half, halfshares.

ttt, s. (from ¤ , half, and t, a share), a half, a

share, equal shares.

att ), s. (from wat , kalf), a partner at equal shares.

iniz, s. (from , prep. and , to stand), a place where

excrements and filth are thrown, a jakes.

atats , a. (from tṣ, ajakes), filthy, polluted, compos

ing thejakes or dunghill,

atta, s. (from 1, prep. and 5), to give), the receiving of

a thing.

atatagata, s. (from tat , the receiving of a thing, and

ata, the giving of a thing), an interchange of things,

barter, the giving and receiving of things.

ata , s. (from e, enmity), abhorrence, hatred, oppo

sition, strife, enmity.

ataifanta, s. (from , payment), the payment ofa

debt.

tatalá, s. (from M, half, and a, concealed), the name

of a plant, Gratiola Monnieria.)

#!

2
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wiaty, 8. (from ₪i, prep, and πi, to gire), a receiving, the

obtaining of a thing, the borrowing of money.

stata, s. (from le , the payment of a debt, and 47, a

writing), a written agreement.

satstāt, a. (from t¹, half, and fit , sharing), sharing

equally; s. a pariner at equal shares.

13, s. from Jaż, just , a court ofjustice.

atlað), a . (from Ja , just , dispensing justice, acting in

a court ofjustice.

, a from 1 , prep. and 1, to give), prior, initial, be-

ginning, first in a series, commencing ; s. the first term

in progress on. This word is frequently placed after

one or more words to denote that the things denoted by

these words being placed first, all others of the same

kind are included ; it may in this case be frequently

expressed by, et cetera, or iffollowed byanother word,

which is frequently the case, it may be expressed by the

phra es and many others, and various others .

theft, s. (from at first, and af , a poet), the first poet,

one of the names of Buhma.

wifeted, s. (from it first, and td, a cause), a first

cause, a moving cause, a primary cause. In Algebra,

analysis.

itsas , a. (from fata , a first cause, and , be-

come), become the first or prime cause of any thing.

stfalsy, s. (from afafs, the name of one of the wives of

Kushyupa), in Mythology, a god, a son of Uditi the

mother of the gods.

3 , s. (from fifs,thename ofone ofKushyupa's wives) ,

in Mythology, the sun, a god, the sun in any particu-

lar sign, bence the Hindoos reckon twelve of them , one

in each sign. The name ofa plant, (Calotropis gigan-

tea.)

, 8. (from 3 , the sun, and 3 , a globe), the

orb of the sun.

Bikk31983, α. (from atsk313 , the solar orb, and *',

be situated , situated on the solar orb.

to

3 , s. (from 3 , the sun, and , a son), in My-

thology, this name is given to Yuma, the regent of

death, to Shuni or Saturn, and to the monkey Soogree-

va the ally of Rame.

ai , s. (from tf , first), priority, precedence, the com-

mencement of an operation.

atka , s. (from a fu,first, and ‹ ¤, a god), in Mythology

this name is applie 1 both to Narayuna and to Shiva,

33, 7. (from af , first, and 3, ben), first existent.

This is an appellation of Bruhmɑ ; § . Bluhmɑ.

stu .

atha, a. (from af , first), first, prior, initial.

wifi , s . (from af a particular measure), a weight or mea-

sure which varies considerably in different parts of the

country. In the neighbourhood of Calcutta six seras

are reckoned one adiya.

afata, s. (from tf , first, and at , king), the first

king. A name applied to king Prithoo, reckoned by

the Hindoos the first king.

at , a. (from a , prep. and fat, to indicate), command-

ed, ordered, recommended.

aifa, s. (from fa , commanded, and fa̸, a junction),

a peace made with an enemy who has not been subdu…

ed, by surrendering some portion of territory to him.

aft , s. (from af , first, and at , a large gut) , in

anatomy the name of one of the intestines, (Colon .)

atfqatsize, a. (from that , the colon, and

, overspreading), in anatomy the name of a part

of the covering of the intestines (Omentum colicum.)

athi , s. (from 1, prep. and ì , to shine), a pigment

made of flour or chalk with which a seat is painted

by the bride with various figures, and prepared for

the bridegroom so as to be ready for him to sit upon

on the day ofmarriage ; the walls of the house and the

pedestals of some particular idols are ornamented with

this paint on the occasion of certain idolatrous ceremo.

nies.

tal , a. from Jole, justice), righteous, just, equitable,

like, alike ; s. one who distributes justice.

at , s. (from ss, an enemy ), an enemy, a foe.

ains, 2. (from 3, priv. and , to throw up), open, unco

vered, exposed .

, . (from atas , open.. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), uncovered , exposed,

not shut up.

tì?, ɑ. (from 3 , half), half-grown, not fully grown,

not arrived at maturity.

, ɑ. (from ¤, priv. and , to throw up , open, unco

vered, exposed, bare.

-t , a. (from 1 , prep. and , tofavour), honoured, re-

spected, esteemed.

t31, a : (from 1, prep. and , to favour , worthy of ho-

nour or respect, honourable, respectable.

ataf , al. (from , prep, and af , sight), as far as the

sight reaches.

, s. (from 3, priv. and , the seeing ofan object),

the not seeing of a thing; a. not seeing, not having

seen..
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ata , s. (from 1, prep. and fat, to indicate , a command,

an ordinance, an injunction, a precept, (in graminar)

the substitution of one letter for another.

, «. (from 1, prep. and fit to indicate), command-

ing, enforcing orders ; s. a commander, one who gives

orders.

ating1, s. (from atu , an order, and I, a doer), one

who gives orders, a legislator, a commander.

ht , a. (from at , a command, and , to know), ac-

quainted with orders, knowing the commandments.

আদেশজ্ঞাত!, s . ( from আদেশ , a command, andজ্ঞাত ,্ one who

knows , one who is acquainted with orders or who

knowsthe commands of another.

*37, s. (from it, a command, and , know-

ledge) , a knowledge of orders, an acquaintance with

the commandments.

ata, s. (from 1, prep. and f , to indicate), the act of

giving a command.

আদেশাকাঙ্খী, a . ( from আদেশ, a command, and জাকা,ি de-

sirous , desirous of orders or commands.

ণদেশ।পেক্ষ1, s. (from atɩ ×, a command, and *F' , an ex-

pectation , a waiting for orders, an expecting of orders.

আদেশাৱজ্ঞ!, s. (from অাদেশ, a command, and অাজ্ঞা , co-

tempt), a contempt of orders, the despising of a com-

maud.

teteater, a . (from att, a command, and safe ,

desirous , desirous of orders , choosing the commands.

ts, a. (from 1, prep. and fṛ, to indicate), command-

ed, ordered, enjoined.

, a, from 1 , prep. and f , to indicate), fit to be

enjoined, proper to be commanded.

atv), s. (from ™ , prep. and fɩ , to indicate), a command-

er, one who gives orders, a legislator.

ana', ɑ. (from at , first), first , prior, preceding, initial.

a , ad. (the Sungskrita loc. case of a , in the first

place.

att, s. (from 1, prep. and , to indicate), a complaint,

a petition, a suit at law,

আদ্দাশকাতর, ৫. ( from সদ্দাগ, a suit, and কাতর, anxious), an-

xious about the success of a suit.

atti, s. (from
, a suit) , a plaintiff, a petitioner.

, a. (from gift, first) , first, preceding, prior, the least

or first root of the affected square.

asa , ɑ. (from , first, and s☎, a calculator ) , an

ancient calculator or mathematician .

t , ad. (from tf , a beginning, and 3, an end , from

beginning to end, inclusively; s. the beginning and end.

att.

tt , ad. (from at , first, and te, a boundary), from

first to last, all along.

, s . (from 1 , first, and , obsequies), the first

funeral obsequies after a person is dead.

ta , s. (from at first), the goddesses which are ac-

counted divine energies.

atuto, ad. (from † , first, and , an end), from the first

till the last, from the beginning to the end ; s. the begin

ning and the end.

ta, a. (from , prep . and fax, to ply), selfishly vora-

cious, gluttonous, only living for sellagratification, luxu

rious, not emulous.

att , ad. (from t , a beginning, 8 , prep. and

an end), from the first, all along, from the beginning

till now, from first to last.

ata , s. (from ath , ginger , ginger.

agat , a. (from , prep. and 4, to honour) , obtaining

respect, obtaining honours, also shewing respect.

att, «. (from aố, half), half ; s. a moiety.

att , ad. (from a ,̸ half), by halves, imperfectly, half

and half.

, ad. (from , hulf, and caʊș¹, vil:), loose, bad,

vile, depraved .

, a (from , half, and tst , a fool), half a fool ;

a . weak, foolish.

আধপাগলাটায়, a. (from সবপাগল , halfa fool), half insanity,

inclined to idiotcy, weak, foolish.

31 , a. (from , half, it, the belly, and 31, full),

half satisfying the appetite, scanty. This word is on-

ly used as the adjective of a meal .

, a. (from , half, and , the belly), scanty,

This word is only applied as the ad-half-satisfying.

jective of a meal.

fast1, 8. (from , half, and fasts, a change), half de-

praved, far gone in depravity, greatly depraved, half

ruined.

11 , s. (from , half, and (st , a meal), a half

meal, a tiffin, a make-shift meal..

ata , s. (from , prep. and 21 , to hold), a pledge, a pawn.

ta, s . (from 1, prep. and , to be bold), the convict-

ing of a crime.

†Iɗs, a. (from ' , prep. and 4 , to be bold) , convicted

in a court oflaw, convinced, overcome in argument.

ta , s. (from half), a half brick, a broken piece of

brick, half a pisa or a farthing Euglish , half a rupee.

The word is used in the last sense only to express con-

tempt.
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fa, s. (from a , half, half a rupee.

atâtag, s. (from , half, and cg, a particular weight),

half a sera or about three quarters of a pound avoirdu-

poise.

121, a. (from half), half; s. a moiety.

ata , ad. (from , half), by halves, in a halving man-

ner.

¤i††• *, s. (from tk, half, and **, a share), half, a share

amounting to half.

=1&t²×{}, a. (from ft, half, and f , sharing), sharing

equally ; s. a partner at half shares.

††a, 8. (from ¤ , prep. and 21, to hold , the containing

of a thing, the being put in possession of a thing , a

pledge.

atŝtaēta, s. (from tЯt , a pledge, and ☎ta, time), the time

ofmaking a pledge.

tit , s. (from 1, prep. and , to holl), a receptacle, that

which supports or sustains a thing, a substratum , a

supporter, comprehension, location,

.

33, a. (from at , a receptacle, and 3, become),

become a receptacle or support for something .

, a. (from stats, a receptacle, and 1, to be situa te),

situated in a receptacle, lying on a substratum.

&tĦIIN, «. (from ätit?, a receptacle, and T , conti-

nung , remaining in a receptacle, permanently stay-

ing on its basis.

stat?[53, a. (from atata, a re ceptacle, and f , situat-

ed), situated in a receptacle, supported by a substra-

tum.

ift, s. (from 1, prep. and t , to think), anxiety, men-

tal uneasiness, inward distress, expectation, a calamity,

a pledge or pawn, the scite of a thing, location, the

placing or fixing of a thing.

aft , s. (from af , more), abundance, an overplus.

fax, a. (from f , the influence of a god), arising

from divine influence or interference.

, s. (from , a pledge, and tt, destruction), the

loss or spoliation of a pledge or deposit.

13, s. (fromas, a governor), sovereignty, govern-

ment, the dignity of a sovereign, lordship.

1 , s. (from at , a pledge, and far, sale), the sale

of a pledge.

, s. (from at , a pledge, and fray, a subject), the

subject of a pledge.

&fcenfae, a. (from afaænï, a second marriage), given to

a former wife at the time of marriage with a second.

This word is only used as the adjective of property

arta.

thus given ; as a substantive it means the property thus

bestowed.

fasts, s. (from at , a pledge, and ctst, enjoyment), the

use or enjoyment of a pledge.

atts) , a. (from 53, the influence of the element),

arising from the material elements, or from material

causes.

atЯzzd; s. (from , a pledge, and 4, a doing), the

making a pledge.

athy, a. (from , half), half grown, not fully grown,

not arrived at maturity.

tafa , a. (from ¹, now), recent, modern, belonging

to the present time.

&lfiæ31, s. (from attfiæ, modern), recentness, the being

modern, novelty.

atthiæ¶, s. (from atafa , modern), recentness, the being

modern, novelty.

3, a. (from , prep. and , to quake), shaken, agitat

ed..

i , a. (from 1, prep. and , to hold), contained, sup

ported, comprehended within particular limits.

Thie, a. (from a, half, and 9 , one), half, halfan one.

, a. (from , prep. and , to hold , requiring to be

contained or supported, fit to be supported.

ant , a. (from , priv. and , to wash), unwash-

ed .

attal, s. (from 1, prep. and cat , to move), the rider or

driver of an elephant.

witз, s. (from 1, prep. and , to blow), flatulence, a

swelling ofthe abdomen attended by a rumbling noise,

war, battle ; a . souorous, sounding, burnt.

:7, s. (from , prep and H, to blow), flatulence, a

distention of the bowels with wind.

att tfue, a. (from atta , influenced by self), arising from

the subject, internal.

attīta, s. (from al, prep. and t , to think), thought, con

templation, meditation.

, a . from , apledge, and get produced), pro-

duced from a pledge.

z =ts, s. (from , a pledge, and gos, enjoyment),

the enjoying or use of a thing pledged.

1 , v. a. (from at, rep. and , to take , to bring, to

fetch ; a. another, other..

wtax, s. (from A, to sound), a sort of trumpet, a drum, an

earthen drum.

utami , a. (from & f¥3, unseen), not seen before, seen for

the first time.
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STYR

STS, (from a , prep. and a , to bow), inclined, gently

bowed.

অনিতম্বর, a . (from আগত, slightly bored, and করে, the

hinder part ofthe neck), having the neck slightly in-

clined , bowing.

atzeste, a. (from 173, bow´d gently, and I , the neck),

having the neck slightly bent down, bowing.

@fz313☎, a. (from at , slightly bowed, and , the

head), having the head slightly bowed, bowing.

tas , a. from 3, slightly bowed, and at, the face),

having the face inclined, bowing.

আনতশির , a. ( from অনিত, slightly bowed, and শিরস ,্ the

head), having the head slightly inclined , bowing.

, a. from 1, prep. and , to bind , bound , tied , fas-

tened, shut, imprisoned , confined, a small sort of dɩum.

t77, s. (from 1, prep. and , to take), the bringingof

a thing, (also from 7, to live), the face, the mouth.

The first term in progression.

tagú, s. (from 164, afterwards), the circumstance of

following or succeeding to something preceding, poste-

riority, succession .

ata , s. (from 13, endless), eternity, boundlessness.

174, s. (from , prep. and , to occasion joy), joy, fe-

licity, pleasure, mirth.

আনন্দকর,z , a . (from sta joy, and ☎, lo make), making joy-

ful, joy-inspiring, glaudening.

Qtamætzē, a. (from wt %, joy, and ætaỡ, making , joy-in-

spiring, gladdening ; s . one who causes joy.

wametal, a. (from t , joy, and atfa , muking , joy-in-

spiring, gladdening.

, a. (from at ,joy, and f53, the heart), glad-heart-

ed, cheerful, elated in mind.

ata43, a . (from 1 ,joy, and , to be produced), aris-

ing from joy.

☎, a. (from t , joy, and 7 , producing), joy-

inspiring, pleasure-producing .

, a. (from , joy, and 3, producible) , produ-

cible from joy, springing from or produced by joy.

আনন্দজন্যে, ad. loc. case of অানন্দজন্য , for the purpose of

joy or pleasure.

tam , a. (from at , joy, and π , to give), joy-inspiring,

pleasure-giving, exhilarating.

atamt31, s. (from ,joy, and tṣ, a giver), one who

gives joy or pleasure.

tatge, a. (from t , joy, and , giving), pleasure-

giving, joy-inspiring.

জন,

tamatait, a. (from t , joy, and tf , giving), afford-

ing pleasure, causing joy.

atamata , s. (from , joy, and t* , destruction), the de-

struction ofjoy or pleasure.

আনন্দন।শক, a. (from ta , joy, and at*t*, destroying),

pleasure-destroying, destructive to joy or merri-

ment.

stanjafazæ, a. (from ta¶,joy, and fafox, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. from or be-

cause ofjoy or pleasure.

staff , ad. (from at , joy, and fafa , a cause), for

the purpose ofjoy or pleasure .

atandy, «. (from 1 , prep. and 4, to rejoice), fit to be re-

joiced in, requiring joy.

taña, a. (from a , joy, and M, giving), giving plea-

sure, causing joy.

FASTF, ɑ. (from ta , joy, and qu , caused by), caused

by or arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. from or because

ofjoy or pleasure.

atana, ɑ. (from ta , joy, and , increasing), in-

creasing pleasure, pleasure-promoting.

ata , s. (from at ,joy, and 7 , an increase), an in-

crease ofjoy, the increase of happiness.

atamfefatal, a. (from t¶, joy, and fa̸ , possessed of),

joyful, glad, connected with joy.

আনন্দবিহীন, a. from আনন্দ joy, and বিহীন, destitute), cheer-

less, joyless, gloomy, melancholy.

, s. (from sta , joy, and , increase), the in-

crease ofjoy or pleasure.

ants , 8. (from ta jay, and tuæ, terror), the name

of a particular mode or tune in Hindoo music.

sta's, ɑ. (from ¤†ã¶ joy, and 7 , the mind), glad at

heart, joyful, glad-hearted.

DfAMAT, «. (from 174,joy), full ofjoy, impregnated with

jay, happy.

at , a. (from at , joy, and , joined to), joyful,

glad, connected with joy.

ats, a. from 1 ,joy, and , destitute), cheer-

less, gloomy, disconsolate .

ataæacÂ, 8. (from ta , joy, and mox, a wave), a surge

ofjoy or pleasure.

statat, a. (from ,joy), habitually cheerful, spright-

ly, gay.

at , a. (from ta , joy, and 51, empty), destitute

ofjoy, cheerless, gloomy, disconsolate.

, 8. (from at , joy, and , the sea), an ocean

ofdelight, a sea ofjoy, a fullness ofjoy.

4
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3171. T

stantly, s. (fróm tam, joy , and tsg, the sea), an ocean tatt, a. (from stats, cut ofplace), clumsy, awkward, ig-

of delight, a sea ofjoy, á fullness ofjoy. norant, inexpert, clownish.

Stanabe, a. (from a

ingjoy or happiness.

, a. (from

joy, and H , indicating), indicat-

, joy, and Я, identified with ,

identified with or consisting ofjoy.

, . (from t joy, and E , destitute , cheerless,

joyless, gloomy, melancholy.

SHATIT, a. (from tam joy, and (T3 , a couse;, caused by

or arising from joy or pleasure ; ad . from or because of

joy or pleasure.

জ্ঞানদাত্মক, a. ( from) আনন্দ, joy, and আত্মন, spirit , consisting

of or identified with joy or happiness.

ata , s. (from , joy, and , the sea), an ocean

of delight, a sea ofjoy, a fullness ofjoy.

ataste, e. (from ata , joy, and at, fit), deserving plea-

sure, worthy of rejoicing, deserving to be celebrated

withjoy.

ata , s. (from at, prep. and 5, to rejoice), joy, glad-

tress.

¤kf43, a. (from Ai, prep. and A , to rejoice), made to re-

joice, joyful, happy, glad.

st , . (from 1, prep. and , to rejoice), proper to

be made a matter of rejoicing.

sta , a. (from 1, prep. and , to rejoice ) , joyful, glad .

facakatiæ, u. (from t , joy, and se , producing),

causing joy or happiness.

ataga, s. (from , prep. and , to take), the fetching or

bringing of a thing.

, a. (from , prep. and , to take), proper to be

fetched or brought.

stan, s. (from a , fire) , fire.

stas, s. (from ata ,fire, and as, apit), a fiery pit.

11, s. (from , prep. and at, to take), the fetching or

bringing ofany thing, a sixteenth part. In commerce,

a denomination of money equal to the sixteenth part

of arupee.

tatista , s. (from tst , a coming, and stan, a going),

the act of coming and going, intercourse, an ado about

ány thing.

stata, s. (from , produced from food), corn, greens,

vegetables.

atatș, s. (from A, priv . and uş, to occupy space), a place

not easily discovered ; a. secret, not easily discovered ,

out ofplace.

Biness.

1, s. (from watşı, awkward), awkwardness, clum-

atata, e. (from , prep. and , to take), brought, fetch-

ed.

ata , ad. (from , not otherwise), the same as it

was, as it was.

staty, s. (from at , prep. and at, to take), a fishing net.

atatefas , a. (from 1 , prep. and 4 , to take), properto

be ordered to be brought.

atfps, a. (from 1, prep, and at, to take), brought by the

orders of another.

tate , s. (from 1, prep. and dì, to take), consecrated fi: e

placed on the right side.

atata, s. (from lil, pomegranate), a pomegranate.

tatanta , s. (from , a pomegranate, and sile, a grain),

the grains or seeds ofthe pomegranate.

tata , s. (from ¡3 ) , a pine-apple), a pine-apple,

(Bromelia Ananas .)

atatgal, e. (from l¡il , a pine-apple) , resembling a pine-

apple, made after the fashion of a pine-apple.

atate, s. (from , prep. and 4 , to bind), epistasis, a sup,

pression of urine, a constipation, the length of cloth.

aifa, s. (from tt , a sixteenth part), a sixteenth part. In

commerce, the sixteenth part of a rupee.

fat , 8. (from , prep. f, prep, and , to cleanse), a

small wooden rowel used by plasterers to polish their

work, a plasterer's trowel.

ats, a. (from at, prep. and at, to take , brought, fetched.

, s . (from , he'ping), help, assistance, the pro-

motion of the same object which another pursues, pa-

tronage

, s. (from at , a helping with, and id,

conduct), a line of conduct which is favourable to or

helps forward a particular design or object.

আনুকুল্য।চারী, ৫. ( from আনুকূল্য, firourable, and আচারি , acto

ing customarily , customarily or regularly acting in a

way favourable to another's wishes, or to any undertak-

ing.

ats , s. (from 73, attached to), attachment to a per-

son, an implicit following of another person's opini-

ons.

tsal, a. (from 184 , corresponding wi h qualities , a cor-

responding with or conformity to particular quali

ties.

8. (from , prep. and , preceding , an uninter

rupted succession, a regular disposition or placing of

things, a rank, a row.

Nu
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;

isitat.

, ad. (from prep. and , before), in order,

from the beginning, in succession.

আনুপূর্বাৰচ্ছিন্ন , a. (from আনুপূর্ব, regular order, and অবছিন্ন,

possessed of , regular, uninterrupted, regularly succeed-

ing, regularly disposed.

afte, a. (from a , in succession) , following in regu-

lar order or succession.

arf1, s. (from 3 , prep. and , before) , uninterrupted

succession, a regular disposition or placing ofthings, a

rank, a row.

IS , a. (from 5 , experience), capable of being

known by experience, hypothetical, specious.

আনুমানিক, a. ( from অনুযান , an inference , capable of being

inferred, probable, specious.

af , s. (from Q , attachment), pleasure, attachment

to an object.

talata , 8. (from at , with the hair), an agreeing with

or being in accordance with another thing or with a

person's inclinations, a going with the grain, an ad-

vance.

tata , a. (from , a going with the grain,

and 3, born), born of a woman of inferior rank by a

man of a superior one.

tas , a. (from a , the agreement of a word with

other words), including words or subjects besides those

of which a sentence professedly treats, agreeing in con-

struction with other words besides that with which it is

primarily constructed .

734), a. (from , prep. and ì, to take), fit or proper

to be brought.

AN#31, s. (from wi, prep. and at, to take), a person who

brings a thing.

tratar , a. (from 3, not seen), not seen before , seen

forthe first time.

atate, s. (from

aatti, s. (from

tft, a ring), a ring for the toe.

fel, a ring), a ring for the toe.

stofa , a. (from 34, within), inward.

Tlsaid, a. (from Izg, within), inward, interual, included,

enclosed.

ifs , a. (from , the bowels) , inward, affecting the

bowels.

tatas. (fromj'si ', a throw) , a guess , a conjecture, a

throw, the valuation of articles by guess, an apprais-

ment, a trying the weight of a thing by hand, the pea-

surement of things. In music , time, a mode, a man-

ner.

ta , a. (from ji , a throw), guessing, conjecturing.

STIEL.

atraxti, s. (frem x }, thought), thought, anxiety, medic

tation, care, concern , suspicion.

atata , s. (from attata, to swing), the swinging or oscil

lating of a thing, agitation.

attan , s. (from text , a swinging, and , a doer),

a person who swings.

আন্দেশ ননকারক, a. (from অান্দোলন , a swinging , and কারক,

making), swinging, oscillating, causing to swing or os-

cillate ; s. a person who swings.

আন্দোলনকারী, a. (from আন্দোলন , a swinging , and কারিন, do-

ing) , swinging, oscillating.

আন্দোলনজন্য, a . ( from অন্দোলन, a swinging, and জন্য, pro

ducible), producible by or arising from swinging or os-

cillating.

আন্দোলনজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of আন্দোলনজন্য), for the purpose

ofswinging or oscillating.

আন্দোলননিমিত্তক, a. (from আন্দোলন, a swinging , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from swinging or oscillat-

ing; ad. from or because of swinging or oscillating.

taff , ad. (from state , a swinging, and fifs,

a cause , for the purpose of swinging or oscillating.

আন্দোলন পুযুক্ত, ad. from আন্দোলন, a swinging and পযুক্ত,

caused by , caused by or arising from swinging or os-

cillating ; ad. from or because of swinging or oscillat-

ing.

atcatalogs, a (from , a swinging, and ( 3,

cause), causedby or arising from swinging or oscillat-

ing ; ad. from or because of swinging or oscillating.

atentataigi, s. (from at , a swinging, and

desire), a desire to swing or oscillate.

আন্দোলনাকারী, a. (from আন্দোলন, a swinging, and অকানি,

desir us , desirous of swinging or oscillating.

আন্দোলনাভিলাষ , s . ( from আন্দোলন, a swinging , and অভিলাষ,

desire,, a desire to swing or oscillate.

আন্দোলনাভিলাষী a. (from আন্দোলন, a singing, and অভিলাষিদ্,

desirous), desirous of swinging or oscillating.

tatat , a. (from att , to swing) , agitable, capable

of being put into an oscillatory motion, intended to be

waved or agitated.

stafa , a. (from hat , to swing , swung, oscillated,

agitated.

অন্ধমঞ্চ, s . (from সস ,্ food , a cook.

ts. (from 4, the name of a country), the name of

part of the country on the coast between Ganjam and

Madras.

atalfx*), s. (from prep, and to see), logic, an en¹

quiryinto the truth and reason of things, metaphysics.

In
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stt. 147.

alan , a. (from af , other, and a , the mind), otherwise-

minded.

att, s. (from it, to obtain), one ofthe terrestrial gods

called Vusoos who have the superintendence of the

treasures in the earth.

west , 8. (from , a collection of water, and sti̟, to ob-

tain) , a river.

আপয়নক, a . ( from সপদ, misfortune, and জনক, producing),

occasioning calamity or misfortune.

, s. (from 1, prep. and 4; to trade), a market, a

shop.

tata, s. (from t , misfortune, and ata, time), a time

of adversity or misfortune.

, s. (from t , misfortune, and d, the getting

over a river), the getting over a misfortune or calamity.

fe, s. (from 1, prep. and 4 , to more , a misfortune,

calamity, adversity, an evil, an objection, a remon-

strance, an expostulation , an excuse.

tests, a. (from , misfortune, and 3, obtained),

overtaken by misfortune involved in misfortune, un-

fortunate.

, s. (from at, prep. and Я , to move), a calamity, a

misfortune, an accident, danger, adversity, an evil.

, s. (from , misfortune. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), misfortunes and

calamities.

st , a: (from t , misforture, and s , got over),

got through a misfortune or calamity, delivered or

rescued from misfortune.

8. (from , misfortune, and Sad, a rescuing),

the rescuing a person from misfortune or adversity.

sad , a. (from ; deliverance from misfor-

tune, and a, able), able to deliver from misfortune or

adversity.

আপদুস্কার , ও ( from সাপদ ,্ misforture, and sat , rescue) , deli-

verance from misfortune or calamity.

a. (froma misfortune, and , involved), involv

ed in misfortune, unfortunate.

, s. (from † , misfortune, and , destruction),

the dissipating of a calamity, the removal of a misfor-

tune.

. a, (from , misfortune, and f * , affected

by), unfortunate, distressed.

, a. (from † , misfortune, and faìa, destitute) ,

free from calamity or misfortune.

, . (from , misfortune, and , connected with),

unfortunate, sunk in calamity.

safes, a. from , misfortune, and , destitutes

free from misfortune, free from calamity.

t , a. (from , self), own .

ata ', a (from , own, and knowing), self-wilk

ed, self-opinionated , wilful, obstinate.

tagata, s. (from 1, obstinate), self-opinionat

edness , self-will, obstinacy.

" s. (from 4*, own, and t, applause),

self-applause.

afIg, ɑ. (from t ‡, own, and af , understanding),

self-conceited, wilful, obstinate.

at , ad. (from at , self), of one's self, spontane

ously.

ata, pron. (from at , spirit ), self.

, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to go), seized by, affect

ed by, wrought orr.

atdan , s. (from , affected by, and , an animal), ›

a pregnaut woman ; a. pregirant."

at , s. (from at , misfortune, and *, destruction),

the removal of a calamity or misfortune.

, pron. (from at , self), self, ownself.

att , s. (from t, prep, and 5, to concoct), a potier's

kiln.

att , a. (from ; priv. and , to concoct), unripe, im

perfect.

att , s. (from ætats, the name of a plant), the name of

a plant, (Achyranthes aspera. )

atta, s. (from , prep. and , to fall, a falling, the

present time, the passing instant, indicated or ap--

pointed time, an opportunity.

att , ad. (from 1, prep. and te, to more), the present

moment ; a. sudden.

আপাতকরণ, ৪. (from আপতিক, the present moment, and মরণ,

a dying), sudden death.

1338, ad. (from ts, the current moment), now, in-

stantly, immediately.

আপাতদর্শী , a. ( from stats, the present time , and দর্শিন, see-

ing), perceiving or observing the opportunity or spe-

cific time, suddenly seeing.

attle, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to move) , liable to,

obtainable, liable to suffer.

tú , ad. (from 1, prep. , thefoot, and Hús, un¬

to), from head to foot, extending to the foot.

at , ad. (from , prep. t , a foot, and , the

head), from head to foot.

att , a. (from , priv. t, thefoot, and tut, washed

not having washed the feet ; ad, with unwashen feet.

No 2
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attta, s. (from at, prep, and Яt, to drink), an assembly of

drunkards, a number of tipplers at a tavern or other

such place.

tag, ad. (from 1, prep. and ag, base), even to the

most base or vile.

, a. (from , bound'ess), boundless, numerous, in-

numerable.

, s. (from appeal , an appeal.

, s. (from appellant), an appellant.

, a. (from , prep. and , to pain), a chaplet tied

on the crown of the head.

ata, s. (from , prep. and H, to drink), an udder,

tafa , s. (from Я, bread), a baker.

Etqani, ad. (from wtu , self, and d‚¤, self), by one's self,

of itself.

it, a. (from wh , to obtain), obtained, revealed, authen-

tic.

ara, ad. (from a , self, and , self , by one's self,

of itself.

Hi , a. (from at☛, obtained, and , to take), avarici-

ous, greedy.

867, s. (from at , obtained, and 753, a word), a reve-

lation, authentic testimony.

tat , s. (from arts, obtained , or more probably (from

at , seif, and at , quintessence), the making one's self

the sole object of an action; a . accounting self the

sole object.

tartfas, a. (from , prep. and ty, to be large, refresh-

ed, re-animated.

ta, a. (from , prep. , prep and , thefoot , reach-

ing to the foot, extending to the foot.

' T, s. (from W , prep, and to move), the act ofover-

flowing, or of suffusing.

, s. (from , prep. and , to move) . the act of over-

flowing or overspreading.

, s. (from 1 , prep. and , to move), an overflowing,

a flood.

, . (from , prep. and , to move), overspread-

ing; s . in Anatomy the Omentum or Cawl.

ita , s. (from , prep. and , to more), the overflow-

ing of a country or place, a flood.

tt , a. (from 1, prep. and to move), overdowed,

suffused.

‚¤† ³, a. (from 1, prep. and ₫ to go), bathed, overflown,

suffused.

th, ad. (from 2 , more , more than, extraordina-

ry.

আৰ ,ু

atre, s. (from at , misfortune, danger, a calamity, mise

fortune.

at , s. (from , prep, and , to move), the jumping of

fishes over a weir or other such place.

atuta , s. (from T , the jumping offishes, and an amɑ-

chine), a weir or bank for the purpose of catching fish.

Tætfa, s. (from tæta , aflouncing), the flouncing of a fish,

the rising of a cetaceous fish to spout and afterwards

descending in a tortuous manner, a sudden motion, a

starting, a struggling.

atuta, s. (from •,3 , a mouth), a flying tale, doubtful news.

afk, s. (from af , a serpent, and 4,foam), opium,

atschatz, s (from t ™ , opium, and 9s, to eat), one

who accustoms himself to the use of opium, an opium-

eater.

Viſta, s. (from afx, a serpent, and 4, foam), opium.

সাফিযী,afrat, a. (from ti , opium), addicted to the use of opi

um.

ataxi, s. (from ☺lŵi ), a shaking), the shaking out ofdust,

the winnowing of grain, a sprinkling, a strewing,

atta, s. (from Olžil, a shaking , the shaking ofthe dust

out of a thing, the winnowing of corn, the sprinkling

of any thing, a strewing.

tata, s. (from ‚ i ), woe', woe, distress, grief.

I , water), water.atx, s (from at, waler,

staat , s. (from , a distiller), a distuler of spirituous

liquors, a water-carrier, a sprinkler, a vintner, a dealer

in spirits, a dram drinker.

atata, s. (from , a distiller , the business of a distil

ler, a duty lovied on distilleries, the business of a water-

carrier,

Size), a. (from , prep, and ctx , stupid), stupidly

clownish, awkward.

AŢI, 8. from , water, and 81,5, eating), a narrow

mouthed vessel for drinking, a drinking vessel.

, s. (from I, water, and 1 , a shadow , a light

reflected from water or a mirror upon a wall or ciel

ing or upon any other place, a fleeting or light sha-

dow.

sta , v. a. (from ' , prep . and to move), to shut a

door, to close up an opening or orifice.

izata, s. (from ' , prep. and T , to move), the shutting

of a door, the closing up or covering of a thing.

at , v. n. (from 7, prep. and T , to be) , to turn round,

to return to the same point, to thicken with boiling,

to move round with stirring as liquids do, to receive a

temper as metals do, to weld ; v. 4. to stir round.

บ

1
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ok.

stati, s. (from , prep, and e, tobe), the tempering of

metals, the welding of metals, the circular motion of

Buids when stirred round, the thickening with boiling

as milk does, inspissation.

1, s. (from , prep. and , to be) , the stirring of a.

liquid with a circular motion, the thickening of a liquid

by stirring it over the fire, inspissation, the tempering

or welding of metals ; a. stirred round, thickened , in-

spissated, welded, tempered.

, s. (from , prep. and T , to be), the tempering

or welding of metals, the stirring of a liquid round

when boiling.

stas, v. a. (from , prep. and T , to be), to repeat, to

read, to turn round like water in a whirlpool.

ta, s. (from TÍA, a re'urning), a repeating, the read-

ing or repeating a passage of a book.

sista, s. (from a , a skreen), a skreen, any thing

which conceals an objeet from view, a pretence..

wix33, a. (from y*,, bad), bad, vile, base.

atzen, s. (from Aj♫, bad) , badness, vileness , baseness.

, a. (from at , covered), covered, overspread, over-

shadowed, shady, concealed, close.

tata, s. (from us, water, and fɔ, holding), a person

whose office it is to cool and prepare water for the table.

atents, probably from a, emphasis, stress), a sel-

fish crying or repining, an obstinate sulkiness for the

purpose of obtaining an object, humoursomeness, the

erying as children do for every thing that presents it--

self,

statṣata , s. (from ', a water-cooler, and xil , a

house), a house where water for the table is cooled and

kept.

atta , s. (from , a water-cooler), the office of a ma-

ter-cooler.

statata, a. from atant?, humoursomeness), humoursome,

crying for every thing that presents itself.

71, s. (from lil, a rept), a root, a foundation, an origin.

, s. (from , cbony , ebony.

E, s. (from 1, prep. and E, to bind), a rope to fas-

ten oxen to the yoke, thebinding or tying of a tining

tight.

aka, s. (from at, prep. and , to sow), a receptacle, a

vessel to contain any thing.

atae, v. n. (from t, prep, and 8, to rain), to rain slight-

ly, to ooze, to trickle, particularly applied to the eyes

when a person has caught cold or when they are inflam-

ed.

আরক,

8.12.

atca, s. (from e , prep, and , to serve), a mean and igno-

rant person, one who yields implicit obedience.

I , a. (from 1 , prep.and T, to skreen), skreening, con-

cealing, interposing, veiling ; s. a thing which covers.

In the Bengalee version of the Holy Scriptures this

word is used for the mercy seat or lid of the ark of the

testimony.

ataz , s. (from , a throne , athrone, a chair ofstate.

ataad, s. (from a , prep. and I, to skreen), the act of in-

terposing, the skreening or concealing a thing.

adly, a. (from 1, prep. and T, to serve), concealable,

capable of being skreened, capable of being cover-

ed.

atest, &. (from stats, capable of protection), a ca

pability ofbeing guarded or covered.

atadi , s. (from a , capable ofprotection), a capa-

bility ofbeing guarded or covered .

ats, s. (fromAy,nakedness,,, a woman), a wo

man, a wife.

, 8. (from t73, to rain slightly), a slight shower, the

oozing or trickling of water from a weak or diseased

eye.

ata , s. (from , the outer fold ofa garment), the outer

fold or outside of a garment.

taat , 9. (from te , to rain slightly), the falling of a

sht shower, the trickling of water from the eyes.

testid, s. (from Ts, to rain slightly), the falling oflight

rain , the trickling of water from the eyes.

VITA, 8. (from 27.), honour), honour, reputation, a good

character, a manner.

1, s. (from , prep. and , to abandon , the rejec

tion ofa thing as useless, sweeping , rubbish.

ata ; s. (from 1, prep. and , to be), a whirl-pool, an

eddy in water, the running round of water or liquids

when stirred, the spiral turn of a shell or of a screw.

ofcés, a. (from 1, prep. and 8, to be), turning round

s. in Anatomy the vertebræ of the spine.

, s. (from , prep, and e, to be), a returning, a

coming again to the same point, a circular motion, an

eddy..

ata , s. (from 1, prep. and , to be), a crucible.

atafés, a . (from t , prep. and T , to be), stirred round..

thickened by stirring over the fire.

ta , a. (from Jal, first), first, chief, principal, best,

state , s. (from V,', a descendant), the appurtenances of

an estate, trees and other property moveable or in

moveable.
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siri.

tanta, s. (from , to procreate, y , a descendant), a

descendant, posterity, a race, a son, a child.

il, s. (from 1, prep. and T , to de'ermine a thing` ,

a row, a range, a succession of things, a rauk.

, s. (from “‚i.), ebony), ebony. Ebony is the

wood ofDiospyros Ebenum and melanoxylon, and per-

haps ofsome other species.

t * , ad. (from TJª, certain), certainly, assuredly, ne-

cessarily.

at , a. (from * , certainly), necessary, certain, indis-

pensable, expedient ; s. necessity, expediency.

tæt, s. (from at , necessary), necessity, impor-

tance, indispensableness. This word and the follow-

ing though commonly used, are manifestly improper,

and ought not to be admitted into the language. )

ta , s. (from atat , necessarily), indispensableness,

necessity, importance.

atagaia, ɑ. (from , prep. and , toflow), flowing on,

flowing in, bringing in, passing on, customary, usual,

uniform.

, a particle of prohibition used chieffy in play.

11, s. (from t , unfit to be mentioned), the male

and female parts of generation.

atata, s. (from j' , a sound), the report of fire arms, a re-

port, a loud sound.

ata, s. (from , cultivation), cultivation, the settlement

of a town or province.

atatat, a. (from , cultivation), arable, cultivated, set-

tled.

tata, s. (from , prep. and , to weave), a reel, a frame

on which thread is wound.

tanta , s. (from t , an inserting, and sata, an ex-

tricaling), the correcting of a rough writing by insert-

ing or expunging.

atta, ad. (from tIII, again), again.

att , a. (from 1, prep. and at , a child), childish, belong-

ing to childhood.

atataæta, s. (from stata, a childish, and t , time), in-

fancy, childhood.

stat ad. (from , prep. t , young, and , old),

from the youngest to the eldest.

fası, ad. (from 1, prep. m, young, I , old, and

131, a woman), wholly, including children, old per-

sons and women, comprizing all estates and conditi-

ons.

atatu, ad. (from , prep, and , infancy), from infan-

cy

ata.

tata, s. (from a 1, prep, and za, reside), a dwelling-place,

a residence, a home. In the Bengalee version of the

Holy Scriptures this word is used for the Tabernaele.

Atatæ, a. (froin , prep. and F, to obtain), calling, bring-

ing or conducting to a place.

atateægatal, s. (from at , conducting to and gatal,

a tube), in anatomy a vein, the cavity or tube ofa vein,

(Canalis venosus).

TILI, s. (from 1, prep. and 7¾, to pass away), the bring-

ing of a thing near, an approach, an invitation.

atatgate, a. (from QT , an invitation, and x ,fit, pro-

per), fit to be invited , deserving to be brought near.

tatay, a. (from , prep, and s̟, to pass away), fit to

be invited, deserving to be brought near.

states, a. (from 1 , prep. and 5, to pass away), invited,

brought near.

atate , a . (from , prep. and , topass away), fit to be

invited, deserving to be brought near.

ift, s. (from 1, prep. and f , to pierce), an instru

ment used to make a hole, an awl, a drill, an augur, a

piercer.

atfæétæ, s. (from atfæ , appeurance, and , to be), an un-

folding, a developing.

aiftsz, a. (from tf , appearance, and s,̟ to be), unfold.

ed, evolved, developed.

aff , a. (from at, prep. and fr , to separate), sinful, guil-

ty, filthy.

atfærd, s. (from affi , apparently, and ad, a making),

the making of a thing apparent, the manifesting of a

thing.

afata, s. (from aff , manifestly, and , to do), the

bringing forth of a thing to view, the making of a

thing apparent.

atfT3, a. (from ata , apparently, and 43, done), brought

to light, made evident, made apparent.

affa , a. (from 1, prep. and f™ , to enter), engaged in

a pursuit, devoted to a thing, possessed by an idea or

sentiment, engrossed, possessed by a dæmon.

affs , a. (from tf , engaged, and fi³, the heart),

having the mind set on an object, heartily engaged in

a thing.

ft , ad. (from , prep. and 8, to sound), apparently,

manifestly.

ata, s. (from to pass, JA , passing), the name ofa

red powder which the Hindoos throw at each other at

some of their idolatrous festivals.

ata, s. (from af , a wen), a wen
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iS).

Kixxi, «. (from a , a wen), having a wen.

ș , a. (from 3, covered), tuberculated, rough.

জাৰুড়াথাৰুড়া, a. ( from আৰুড়া , tuberculated, and ফাড়া, in-

dented), rough, uneven, tuberculated.

, a. (from at, prep. and , to conceal), concealed, co-

vered, skreened .

at , a. (from at, prep. and e, to be), circulated, moved

round as liquids when stirred, revolved, turned in a

spiral manner.

wizfs, s. (from , prep. and , to be) , a returning to the

same point, a repetition of the same thing, a revoluti-

on, the moving or running round in a circle, a spiral

turn.

ane, a. (from 1, prep, and f , to know), making

known his case ; s. a person who makes a complaint

to an officer of justice, one who enters a suit in a court

of law.

T5, 8. (from 1, prep. and fa , to know), the represent-

ing of a circumstance, the informing another of some-

thing.

আৱেদনলিপি, s . (from সৱেদন , a representation, and লিপি, a

writing), an affidavit, a written representation , a plea,

a petition.

skaf , .a. (from 1, prep. and f , to know) , made

known, represented, declared, entered as a suit in a

court.

aka ata, a. (f om al, prep. and fa̸ , to know) , under the

circumstance of being made known or represented .

. , s. (from 1, prep. and fat, to enter), engagedness

of mind, devotedness, the entering with the heart into

an undertaking.

att , a. (from 1, prep. and f , to enter), persuasive,

engaging, inducing a person to engage in an undertaking.

anata, s. (from , prep, and fat, to enter , a workshop,

a manufactory, the entrance into a place, a halo round

the sun.

itz, s. (from , a cloud , a cloud ; also, a. (from , priv.

and , to speak), clownish, stupid, low, awkward, una-

ble to address another.

sife , a. (from , a year), yearly.

1674, s. (from wi , prep. and §, to nourish), an ornament,

a jewel.

2151, s. (from 1, prep. and st, to appear), splendor, glos-

siness.

ista, s. (from 1, prep. and sta, to speak), a prologue, a

preface, a preamble.

atstad, 8. (from a , prep. and a, to speak), conversation .

3/2.

atsta, s. (from , prep. and 15, to shine), splendor, clear-

ness, an appearance, a semblance .

feat37, s. (from fatfs, born ofa noble race), nobility,

greatness of birth.

আভিজাত্যাপন্ন , a. (from আভিজা , nobility, and আপন্ন , pos-

sessed of, invested with the honours of nobility, noble.

ata , s. (from afs , facingan object), the front of an

object, a fronting position.

aista, s. (from , prep. ì, fear, and at, to take', a cow-

keeper, one who superintends cows and buffalos.

ati , s . (from att , a cow-keeper, and at, a part of

a town), a station of herdsmen, a part of a town occu-

pied solely by cow-keepers.

atst , s. (from sit, a cow-keeper) , a female cow-keeper.

visit, s. (from atstat, milk-man, and 7%, a dance), the

name of a particular tune or key in Hindoo music.

atsitfae, a. (from , a committing to memory), emi-

nent in committing a thing to memory.

afgræ, ɑ. (from I, increase), the name of a parti

cular Shraddha or offering to departed ancestors, made

on special occasions, as the weaning of a child, a mar.

riage, or the like.

ata, s. (from aty, a mango), a mango, a mango-tree, a dis-

ease, crudity in the stomach, the white and mucous

matter which abounds in the excrements of a person

afflicted with a diarrhoea ; a diarrhoea ; a. unbaked , imper-

fecily baked, (applied only to potters ware, bricks,

tiles, or the like things), not sufficiently dressed, (ap-

plied to food) , raw.

, s. (from Dy, Ch. to cover, ple , common, and

Pls, peculiar), common and peculiar, inferior and

superior, plebian and noble, all from the least to the

greatest.

tast , a. (from ta, imperfectly cooked, and sta, emit-

ting a scent), smelling like the funeral pile, or like meat

when roasting.

taða, s. (from ata, a mango, and 7, powder), the powder

of dried mangoes used as a condiment.

fazi, 8. (from 3 , a sort of tree , the name of a spe

cies of tree, (Spondias mangifera) .

at1, s. (from ata, disease, and ( , to move), the name

of a climbing plant, (Vitis indica . )

ata , s. (from 1, prep. and ¤g, lo cover), the name ofthe

Paima Christi, (Ricinus communis.)

ata , a. (from sol, to come), imported, brought in ; s.

the season in which any merchandize generally arrives,

a perquisite, an income, revenue, import;
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cl2qg, a. (from sol, to come, and
3 , to gʊ), im-

portation and exportation, a coming and going.

an , a. (from 2 , ready , sufficient, enough, abundant,

full.

atantal, a. (from el , to come), imported, brought in,

received .

ta , s. (from cat, the cold season), winter-rice.

atad, s . (from 1, prep. and 25, to speak in secret), a call,

an invitation, the calling or inviting of a person.

wjazdy, a. (from 1 , prep. and 2 , to speak in secret), fit

to be called or invited.

, a. (from , prep. and , to speak in secret), call-

ed, invited.

, s. (front , a disease, and f , a running of

the nose),
cold, à running of the nose with a cold.

taz , s. (from ta, disease, and tз, rheum), a disease

which appears in swellings about the size of a rupee

in different parts of the body, attended with a violent

itching ; water bladders which soon heal of themselves.

atata, s. (from So, the termination ofbusiness , á státe,

a condition.

atafatı, s. (from ta, crudity, and fat , a change), a

diarrhoea, á dysentery.

ataat:Ħina, s. (from Staat a, ráo flesh, and 7, án cat-

ing , the eating ofraw flesh.

tatt , a. (from stat , raw flesh, and t , eat-

ing), feeding on raw flesh.

, . (from 1, prep. and at, to injure), à dis ease, sick-

ness.

wa , s. (from sell, ready), sufficient, enough, abundant,

full.

tagtal, a. (from ta, a disease, and , to obtain), dis-

eased, sick.

, s. (from at , a crudity, and , blood , the bloo-

dy flux or dysentery.

ata , s. (from agathat, wood sorrel), the name ofa

plant, ( Oxalis corniculata. )

atam, s. (from e , a district) , a district, the period of a

ruler's government.

ata , s. (from , prep, and a, to held), the name of a

tree, (Phyllanthus Emblica. )

Stual, s . (from e, a district), an officer of justice, an of-

ficer ; also (from stane, Phyllanthus Emblica , the dri-

ed fruit ofthe Emblic myrobalan used as an acid.

Qtantatgsað, s. (from , pure, ata, quin'essènce, and

st , sulphur), pure sulphur.

Qiatas, s. (from t , disease, and at, to agitate), the name

ify.

of a fish, (Clupia prinoides of Gmelin, and Clopée

apalike ofLa Cepédc.)

* 1, 8. (from ata, a mango, and ì, dried roots orfruit),

dried mangos.

ata , s. (from afa, à disease, and ***, á špɛur), the choc

lic.

SHT, s. (from ata, à mango, and ; the essence ofa

thing , inspissated mango juice.

ataxfag, s. (from wą, a mango, and xfig', turmeric), the

name of a plant, (Curcuma reclinata.)

atagant. s. (from ta, a mang ), and vital, turinèrie), the

name of a plant, (Curcuma reclinata.)

, s. (from , not sufficiently cooked), unburnt bricks,

bricks not sufficiently burnt.

atata , a: (from ta, disease, and
, indiestion), a

disease said by Hndoo physicians to arise from indi

gestion; it is usually attended with a swelling of the

cheeks immediately under the eyes.

tati, s. (from 3 , a conrtier) , a courtier, à Counsellor.

tam , s. (from 2, a mangɔ, and utt, ginger), the name

ofa plant, (Curcuma Amada.)

state, a. (from ', deposited , deposited with, deli-

vered to, confided with.

atatal, s. (from 1, prep. and 9, the water in which rice

is boiled), water put to boiled rice after that in which

it was boiled has been thrown away, rice gruel.

wt , s. (from ata, unripe, and

(from , the hoxdata ,

food, raw rice.

of an elephant), a how-

da furnished with a hood.

atty, s. (from ta, disease and s, à receptacle), a

diarrhoea, the stomach or paunch.

আমাশয়যুদ্ধযুক্তরক্তাাহাড়ী, s. ( fromআমাশয়যুবযুক্ত , connect-

ed withthe stomach and the head, and getatgeniş, an

artery), in anatomy the name of certain arteries, viz.

the Coronary stomachic Arteries.

সংযাশয়ারশ্ছদ. ৪. (from সামশিয়াঃ, beneath the stomach, and

fa , a hole), in anatomy the passage which admits the

contents of the stomach into the intestines, (Pylorus.)

, pron. ( 10m 4, 1), I.

fat, ad. (from ¡ER, steadiness, waxl), ameu, so be it.

aifa , s. (from , to work, Jae, a ruler), the governor

of a province, a superintendant.

sta, s. (from , to be sick , flesh, food, enjoyment, an

object of enjoyment, a pleasing object, a bribe, a covet

ing, lust, desire.

ifras , a . (from fa , flesh, and 55, to ext), carnivo-

rous, feeding on flesh.
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FiH:

atfeasts , s. (from tf , flesh, and ct , a feeder), a

carnivorous animal, a person who feeds on flesh.

stafa, s. (from tf , a bribe, and fa, a joining), a

peace which is made by a commander or prince going

over with his army to the enemies' side.

fatit, a. (from fa , flesh, and af , eating), carni-

vorous, feeding on flesh.

, s. (from 1, prep. and fï to wet), curds of two-

milk-whey, cheese.

, s. from 12. steadiness, ol , a superintendant), a

superintendant, a supervisor, a surveyor, an investiga-

tor, a commissioner.

ata , s. (from , a superintendant), the office of a su-

perintendant or overseer, the office of a commissioner.

8, to branch out, pol, a noble), a no-atzi , s. (from

bleman..

আমীরজাদা ,at , s. (from el, a nobleman, and el , a son), one

of a noble family, the son of a nobleman.

isizmezgi, a. (from 1 , a grundee), a nobleman,

lord of lords, a title given by Musulman princes to

their ministers ..

att , a. (from , a nobleman), nobility, greatness.

atatet s. (from el, a nobleman), nobility, greatness.

Wias, a: (from , prep, and to release), clothed, ac-

coutred.

ata , s. (from a disease, and , to take), the name of a

tree, (Andersonia cucullata.)

stzat, a. from gdye, practical), practical, artificial.

, ad. (from a , prep. and am, a root), radically, to the-

foundation, to the root, fundamentally ; s. a cause, an

origin.

a . (from , to mix), mixed ; s. a mixture, a

compound.

Eh , ad. (from 1, prep . and ca ; the north pole), extend-

ing to the north pole.

atan, s. (from 1, prep, and to be glad , enjoyment,

any thing which gives pleasure, the scent of a flower,

fame, a good report, a perfume, festivity.

@kz157, 8. (from 1, prep. and to be glad), the com-

municating of pleasure or enjoyment.

starfafas, a . (from atrata, pleisure, and faft , posses-

sed of) gratified, full of enjoyment, pleasurable.

attamy , a. from tɩt , pleasure, and 1 , joined to),

glad , gratified, filled with pleasure.

whamafas, ɑ. from anata, pleasure, and af , destitute),

cheerless, gloomy, void of pleasure or gratification,

জয:়

atata, a. (from atat , pleasure, and a, destitúté),"

cheerless, gloomy, melancholy.

আমোদাতি, a . (from আমোদ; pleasure, and অন্বিত , connected

with), joyous, glad, gratified.

atatas, a. (from , prep. and , to be glad), gratified ,'

gladdened, made happy, made cheerful.

atata, s. (from tat , pleasure), the name of a parti

cular tune or arrangement of sounds in Hudo music.

tatal, a. (from 1, prep. and 4 , to be glad) , gratifying,

enlivening, causing agreeable sensations, smelling of

any thing which has been eaten (applied to the breath.)

atzig, a. (from tată, pleasure), joyful, full of plea- -

sure or delight, gratified.

atty, s. (from 1, prep. and ' , to commit to memory), the

Veda, received doctrine, tradition, a custom sanction-

ed by tradition , a family custom, a national usage, in--

struction in tradition and customs. The writings cal-

led agumas, or tantras, by the Hindoos.

ata;lgatæ, s. (from S , sweetsvented, and at , tobac- ~

co),tobacco mixed with other ingredients for the hooka.s

, a. (from , to be disensed , sour, acid..

AITA ), 8. (from at , sour), acidity.

at , s. (from , to be sick), a mango.

tt , s. (from i , a mango, and , to go), the name"

of a tree, (Spondias mangifera.)

atts , s. (from t , a mango, and , to go), the name

of a tree, (Spondias mangifera. )

anaș , 8. (from 1, prep. and , to act foolishly), a tau

tology, a frequent repetition of the same thing.

, a. (from 1, prep. and 5, to act foolishly), fit

to be often repeated; deserving to be repeatedly men--

tioned.

tassa. (from 1 , prep. and 5, to act foolishly), often

repeated; s . a tautology. -

, s. (from , acid), the tamarind tree, acidity.

, s. (from , a myralolan), the Emblic myrabo-

lan; (Phyllanthus Emblica.)

, 8. (from , acid, and fo, a potsherd), the name

of a shrub, (Caesalpinia olæosperma. )

ty , s. (from , acid, and T3 , a ratan), the name

of a plant, (Rumex vesica ius .)

, s. (from , Phyllanthus Emblica) , the name of

a tree, (Phyllanthus Emblica) ; also the tamarind tree,

fa , s. (from , acid , a tamarind fruit, the tamarind

tree, (Tamarindus Indicus.)"

a . s. (from acid), the tamarind tree, also the fruit.

ty, s. (from , prep, and wỵ, to go , income, revenue, im

ports.
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আয়ু

ts, a. (fiom , prep. and , to cease), long, wide, (ap- t , s. (from t, prep. and x , to cease), length, extent,

plied to measures ; ) in mathematics long with pairs of width ; also, (from 1), a day, 132, a day, a season,

equal sides ; s. a parallelogram.

atrovca , a. (from 173, wide, and 5 , four-cornered ,

quadrangular ; s. a quadrangle.

ironlabygg, a. (from 173, wide, w , long, and 857,

four-cornered , in mathematics a rhomboid, an oblique

parallelogram, an oblong quadrangle.

ata, s. (from wl, prep. and us, to cease) , the size of any

thing, the length and breadth of a thing, extent, a

ground plot, an altar, a shed for sacrifices.

a . (from 13, long, and

equal sides), oblong with equal sides ;

gram.

5 , having

s. a parallelo-

afg3Ħama, a . (from wig , long, and , ofequal length),

rectangular ; s. a rectangle .

att , s. (from 13, long, and , half, half an oblong.

atyf , s. (from , prep. and д, to cease), future time, a

future state, majesty, dignity, restraint of mind, length,

a meeting or junction .

, a. (from 1, prep. and e, to endeavour), subject to.

331, s. (from

ate , s. (from

' , 3, subject to), subjection, dependance .

3 , subject to), subjection, dependance.

atafe, s. (from , prep. and e, to endeavour), love, at-

tachment to an object, subjection, a boundary, a limit,

power, strength, a day, future time.

at , a. (from ty , subject to, and 3 , done , brought

into subjection, humbled.

atuat, s. (from si³ , a mirror), a mirror, a looking glass.

at , a. from 8 ,future , approaching.

ata , s. (from , income, and I , expenditure), re-

ceipts and disbursements, a person's income and expen-

diture.

atafaf , s. from ty, income, 1 , expenditure, and

ffs, a state), the state of a person's affairs.

1941 , s. (from & ,faith), a grant of lands, a freehold giv-

en as a remuneration for faithful services .

◄tṣi, s. (from aya, Port.) a waiting maid, a nurse maid.

at ; s. (from atás , a paternal grandfather), a paternal

grandfather.

137, s . (from 13 , a groun plet), a ground plot, the

dimensions of any thing.

ttta , s. (from aya, Port . a nurse maid, and t , betle

leef ) , the name of a medicinal plant, (Eupatorium Aya

Pana.)

att , s . (from t , income, and affs, a state), the

state of a person's income, stock, a capital.

a time.

atata , s. (from 1 , prep. , to move, and 3 , a climbing

plant , a variety of rice which grows in deep waters

and has therefore a very long stem ; also, the grain of

this variety of rice.

tata, s . (from 1, prep. and 4 , to endeavour), exertion,

labour, endeavour, fatigue.

atal, s. (from , a paternal grandmother), a paternal

great-grandmother, a maternal grandmother.

, s. (from , a law , a law, a regulation, a rule.

, s. (from 3 , age , the period of life, age.

wigs, s . (from , prep. and ¾, to move), the period of a

person's life, age, a life-time.

, s . (from , the period of life, and at , de-

sire), a desire of long life.

!, s. (from , the period of life, and T, decay),

the decay, or decline oflife.

, . (from ty, the decay oflife, and t ,

making), shortening the period of life.

tegata , a. (from , the decay of life, and at

making), shortening the period of life.

, a. (from the period of life, and 7,

procuring), procuring length of life.

ga, s. (from , theperiod of life, and c , an end),

the end of life.

ata , s . (from ai, prep. aud . tofight), armour, arms .

, a. (from hy , a weapon), fighting with weapons.

, s. (from , age, and , to give), the allotted

period of any one's life, a lifetime, age .

, s. (from , age, and , increase), the aug-

mentation of the period of life, longevity.

, s. (from , age, and , science), the science

of medicine.

, a . (from wig , the science ofmedicine, and

, eminent), well acquainted with the science of me-

dicine.

, a. (from , the science ofmedicine, and 1 ,

to know), acquainted with the science of medicine.

আয়ুর্কেদজ্ঞতা , s . (from আয়ুৰ্বেদজ্ঞ, acquainted with the science

of medicine), an acquaintance with the science of me-

cine.

, s. (from , acquainted with the science

ofmedicine), an acquaintance with the science ofme-

dicine .

1, s. (from , the science ofmedicine, and

<
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wis, one who knows), a person who knows the science

of medicine.

alfata, s . (from , the science ofmedicine, and

, knowledge), a knowledge of the science of medi-

cine.

signside, a. (from atif , the science of medicine, and

te, making known), publishing or making known

the science of medicine ; s . a person who publishes or

makes known the science of medicine.

tata, s. (from tf , the science of medicine, and

sta, a making known , the publishing or making

known the science of medicine.

ata , a. from , the science of medicine, and

fat , eminent), eminent in the science of medicine .

atafe, a. (from , the science ofmedicine, and

f , to know), acquainted with the science ofmedicine.

, . (from t , the science ofmedicine, and

fa, opposed to), contrary to the science of medicine,

quack.

আয়ুৰ্বেদবিরোধ, s . (from আয়ুৰ্বেদ , the science ofmedicine, and

fat , opposition), opposition or contrariety to the

science of medicine.

atgefafadiga, a. (from , the science ofmedicine, and

faЯa , eminent), eminent in the science of medicine.

ini, s. (from t , the science of medicine, and

, one who knows), a person acquainted with the

science of medicine .

signs, a. (from , the science ofmedicine, and

, approved), approved by the rules of medicine.

fun , a. (from , the science of medicine, and

f , proved), proved by the principles of medicinal

science.

agtataga, s. (from ly , the science ofmedicine, and

73, a reading) , the study of the science of medicine.

fatåget , a . (from statarga, the study ofme-

dicine, and at , doing), studying the science of me.

dicine ; s. a person who studies medicine.

আয়ুর্বেদাধ্যয়ণকারী, a. ( from আয়ুর্ব্বেদয়িন, the study of medi-

cine, and at , doing), studying the science of medi-

cine .

State, a. (from att , the science ofmedicine , and

a , giving instruction), teaching the science of me-

dicine ; s . a person who teaches the science of medi-

cine, a professor of medicine .

আয়ুৰ্বেদাধ্যাপনা, s. (from আয়ুৰ্বেদ, the science ofmedicine, and

91, instruction), a giving lectures on the science

of medicine.

aig

sigitatafs , a. (from it , the science of medicine, and

, ignorant), unacquainted with the science of me-

dicine ; s. a quack.

atentzat , a. (from tg , the science ofmedicine, and

, according with), according with the science

of medicine.

atgcgatamaa, s . (from , the science ofmedicine, and

, study), the study of medicine.

agatata, s . (from ty , the science ofmedicine, and

, search), an enquiry or search after the science

ofmedicine.

atgcfatazatal, a. (from at , the science of medicine,

and at , searching), making enquiry or search

after the science of medicine.

agentanta, s. (from , the science of medicine, and

, an agreement with), an agreement or accordance

with the science of medicine .

আয়ুর্ব্বেদানুসারে , ad. (loc. case of আয়ুর্বেদানুসার) , according to

the science of medicine.

tats , a. (from , the science of medicine, and

afs , knowing), acquainted with the science of medi-

cine.

ant, a. (from , age, and caf , knowing), ac-

quainted with the science ofmedicine ; s . a physician .

atacantant, s. (from , the science ofmedicine, and

8 , instruction), instruction in the science of medi-

cine.

zigcfcntende, a. (from aturfa, the science of medicine,

and studē, giving instruction), giving instruction in

the science of medicine ; s. one who gives instruction

in the science of medicine.

I, s . (from tact , the science of medicine,

and 8×5º, an instruction), a person who gives instruc-

tion in the science of medicine ; s . a professor of medi-

cine.

, a. (from , age, and to do , causing longevi

ty.

gt , s. (from H, the period oflife, and cuta, a col-

lection), a particular sacrifice offered to ensure longe-

vity.

gut , a. (from , the eriol of life), long-lived : s.

one ofthe twenty-seven yugas, or divisions of the eclip-

tic.

ta , a. (from wha, age), life-preserving, increasing the

period of life, occasioning longevity.

E, s. (from 1, prep. and , to wpe), the period of

life, age.

00 2
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akatae, a. (from , prep. and 45, to come in contact),

collecting, procuring ; s. a person who collects or pro-

cures articles for a festival.

Sitta, 8. (from , prep. and 5, to come in contact), the

act of collecting articles together, the making provision

for an undertaking.

tiptasty, a . (from , prep. and 4 , to come into contact),

proper to be collected for any work or undertaking.

atifs, a. (from 1 , prep. and . to come into contact),

collected, procured, brought together.

tiatal, a . (from , prep. and y , to come into contact),

fit to be collected for any work or undertaking.

▼ ṣtâī, s. (from , prep. and T , to fight), war, a battle.

, conj. (from , more, other), and, also, furthermore;

u. more ; pron. another, other.

atta, a. from t , more), more, still more.

ataa, s. (from

on, spirit.

¤, juice), juice, sap, moisture, perspirati-

, a. (from , prep. and , red), reddish, flesh-co-

loured.

td,4, s. (from Opɣavoy, an organ), an organ .

1 , s. (from e, a petition), a petition , a request, a re-

presentation.

atacast, s. (from je, apetition, andX !, one who pre-

sents), the officer who presents petitions to a king or

officer.

ANCO,
atlæst, s . (from , an officer who presents petiti-

ons), the office of presenting petitions.

at , a. (from , cheap), cheap.

I, aforest), a wild buffalo.

1, a forest ), sylvan, wild.

tal, 8. (from , a petition), a request, a petition, a

representation.

Q41, 8. (from

ta , a. (from

atzfs, s. (from , prep. and a, to enjoy), cessation, the

presenting of a wave offering. Among the Hindoos this

is usually performed by waving a stand or tripod, fur-

nished with five lighted lamps, before the idol; some-

times water and other articles are employed.

ignal, s. (from Je , a forerunner), one who runs before

the palankeen of a rich man to proclaim his approach.

, s. (from , priv. and 3 , to cook), the day on

which the sun enters Virgo, on which the Hindoos.cook

no food.

stata, ad. (from at?, more, and aty, a time), again.

, a. (from , Arabia), Arabian, Arabic.

, a. (from 1, prep. and , to commence), begun, com-

menced.

atzi.

tasti, s. (from 7 , qutckly, and , to nourish), a branch

of the dramatic art, the machinery of the drama, the

representation of magical incantations.

tata, s. (from 17, dishonour), dishonour, distress, dis

appointment.

atag, 8. from 1 , prep. and a≈, to begin), a beginning, a

commencement.

AtId, s. (from 1, prep. and 35, to begin), the commenc

ing of a thing.

gd , a. (from I, prep and 75, to begin ), proper to be

begun, fit to be commenced.

alga, s. (from Я, tasteless, the name of a plant, (Sola

num pubescens. )

tat, s. (from ™, prep. ™ , juice, se, prep. and , to

take), a cockroach, (Blatta gigantea, ) literally, the

sucker up ofjuice or moisture.

t1, s. (from 71, to move), a saw, an awl, a knife, an augur.

tatæ , s. (from Fizi, a saw, and , to draw , a sawyer.

tae, ad. (from 1 , prep. and 1, to receive), near, distant.

taifs, s. (from , prep. and 1, to receive), an enemy, a

resister, an opposer.

tatt , a. (from , prep. and T , to accomplish), suppli

cating, serving, worshipping ; s. a worshipper.

tata , s. (from 1, prep. and t , to accomplish), the act

of supplicating or worshipping.

আরাবনযোগ্য, a. (from আরবিন , a supplicating, and যোগ্য,

worthy), worthy of being supplicated, worthy of being

served with attention.

tata , s. (from 1 , prep. and at , to accomplish), wor

ship, prayer, attendance.

statatats, a. (from it , supplication, and statt,

desire), desirous of praying or worshipping.

txt , a. (from tatt, prayer, and , worthy), wor

thy of being supplicated, or attended on.

আরাধনাসক্ত , a. (from আরবিনা , supplication, and আসি , at

tached to), fond of prayer or worship.

atatâñì?, a. (from , prep. and 8, to accomplish), pro-

per to be propitiated or gained over by prayer or wor-

ship, worthy of being rendered propitious, placable.

attica , . (from tata , prayer, and su , proper),

proper to be supplicated, proper to be prayed to.

³, a. (from a , prep. and atą, to accomplish), wor-

shipped, supplicated, attended to, rendered propitious

by prayer or worship.

tatu, a. (from 1 , prep. and 4, to accomplish), proper

to be rendered propitious by prayer or worship, wor,

thy of being gained over by prayer, placable,
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ata, s. (from 1, prep. and , to enjoy , a pleasure gar-

den, ease, health, comfort.

statfæ, a. (from i, prep. and ș , to enjoy), enjoying, com-

fortable, healthy.

fa , s. (from si , a receiver), one who carries the

rents or taxes to the treasury.

wife , s. (from ¤ , the piles , the piles, hemorrhoids.

, s. (from *, to move), a hog, a crab, a pitcher, the

name of a timber tree, (Lagestroemia regina. )

&i , & . (from

on.

prep. and , to beproduced), mounted

Dhe, voc. par!. (from at, prep. and T, ho), a vocative par-

ticle used in calling or addressing a person angrily or

contemptuously.

aatst , s. (from atst, the absence ofdisease), health ; a.

bealthy.

*, s. (from 1, prep. and T, to be impatient), a trans-

mutation, a transfer, a transformation, a change, a sub-

stitution, imputation.

, s. (from 1, prep. and , to be impatient), the at-

tributing that to one person which belongs to another,

the transferring a quality or accident from one person

or thing to another.

Sittdy, a, {from 1, prep. and F , to be impatient), ca-

pable of being transferred, capable of or fit to be sub-

stituted for something else, capable of being imputed to

another.

chas, a. (from 1, prep. and , to be impatient), trans-

formed, transmuted, transferred, changed into, imput-

ed, substituted, feigned, deposited .

att , a (from , prep. and , to be impatient) , capa-

ble ofbeing transferred to another, capable of being in-

puted to another, capable of being substituted for ano-

ther.

it , a . (from 1, prep. and , to be produced), an as-

cension, the mounting upon a thing, length.

ats , a. (from 1, prep, and 4 , to be produced), mount-

ing upon ; s. a rider.

E , s. (from , prep. and , to be produced) , the

mounting upon a thing, the going on board a ship or

boat, the getting into a chariot or other vehicle, the

mounting a horse or other animal, the ascending of a

hill, the climbing of a tree, a stair case, a ladder, a ve-

hicle.

izztzats, a. (from 1 , prep and , to be producel), fit to

be mounted upon or ascended, capable of being mount-

ed upon or ascended ; s. a vehicle, any thing or place

upon which a person mounts,

Qtajı.

atrati, a . (from i, prep. and F , to be produced), mount-

ing upon, climbing, ascending a height ; s. a rider.

at , s. (from a , an accumulating), the procuring of

a thing, the accumulating of things, the planting of

trees.

aty, a. (from , to accumulate), planting, procuring ;

a. planter.

at , s . (from 45, straight), straightness, rectitude, ho-

nesty, sincerity.

f , s. (from , a tree), the name of a tree, (Pen-

taptera Arjuna. )

ata , s. (from at , prep. 4 , straight , and , to receive),

the name of a shrub, (Phyllanthus tetrandrus .)

at , a. from 1, prep. and ge, to hate, to suffer), distress-

ed, vexed, grieved, afflicted with any thing.

fa , s. (from , distressed, and f , a sound) , a cry

ofdistress, a groan or other sound accasioned by pain.

tata, s. (from at , distressed, and a cry), a cry of

distress, a groan, a shriek or any other cry occasioned

by pain or distress.

t , s. (from 2 , a season), the menstrual discharge,

flower; a. menstrual, related to a particular season.

ary, s. (from , distressed, and y, a sound), a cry

of distress, a groan or any other sound occasioned by

pain or distress.

af , s. (from 1, prep. and as, tohate), pain, distress, the

end of a bow.

af , s. (from a , afamily priest), the office of a fa

mily priest.

siffe, a. (from suf, an object), acquainted with any parti

cular subject, versed in any science.

31, s. (from tf , acquainted with a subject), science,

a good knowledge of any subject, an acquaintance with

any science.

at , a . (from , to move) , wet, moist, clammy, cool.

, s. (from at , moist), ginger.

th), 8. (from 4´, to move), the name of a particular star,

also the eighth mansion in the Hindoo Zodiac.

ts, a . (from at , wet), wetted, moistened , cool.

atú, a. (from x, to move), noble, venerable, respectable,

excellent, apposite, proper ; s. a friend, a preceptor.

atæ, s. (from a , venerable), a paternal grandfather.

wtt, s. (from r, to move), a name of Parvutee, the wife of

Shiva. A kind of metre, in which each foot is equal to

four short syllables, or two long and two short ; there

are several modifications of this metre.

atta , s. (from a , venerable, and at , a residence),
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eria.

the country extending from the eastern to the western

sea, bounded on the north by the Himalaya, and on the

south by the Vindhya mountains.

☛tfí, s. (from † , a mirror), a mirror, a looking glass.

a. (from a, a sege), belonging to the ancient sages,

authorized by the ancient sages .

atafats, s. (from tá, belonging to a sage, and fixte, a

marriage), the marriage of a sage.

, s. (from 3, a bull), ayoung bull which it is intend-

ed to let loose as an offering to Shiva or any other god.

wha̸ , a. (from rfa, a sage), belonging to the ancient sages,

authorized by the ancient sages.

অলি,, v. n. (from at , troubled), to moulder away, to fall in-

to decay, to become altered by keeping (applied to food

which is spoiled by keeping. ) The adverbial participle

of this verb is often constructed with 1 , to go, it then

means to moulder or fall into decay.

ata, s. (from a , to hinder) , yellow orpiment, the sting of

a bee or wasp, the forceps of an insect, a tenon, the

barb of an arrow or fish-hook ; a . not boiled in its pre-

paration, (applied to rice. )

atauta , a. (from &ta, rice not boiled to separate itfrom

the husk, and af , destitute of salt), insipid, fresh ; s .

food without salt, insipid food.

taatst, s . (from si , tar), tar, pitch..

ata , s. (from 1, Cowhage , the name ofthe plant
1

which produces Cowhage, (Carpopogon pruriens, Rox.)

atærteæ, s . (from ♬ll, ajacket), a jacket or frock.

atauai, s. (from Gilg , afrock), a frock orjacket.

atas , s . (from was , not in contact, and , to kill), the

name ofthe black variety of the cobra de capello, (Co-

luber Naga.)

tastasi , s. (from , unconnected, and 51, a climbing

plant) , the name of a parasitical plant, Cymbidium tes-

salloides .)

atasti, a. (from , priv. and a , in contact), loose, uncon-

nected.

tastifa , s. (from tash , loose), looseness, unconnected-

ness.

tast , a. (from test , loose, and at, the mouth), foul-

mouthed, obscene in conversation, talking at random.

ata , s. (from last , loose), looseness, unconnectedness .

esity, a. (fiom atas , not in contact, and $T, high,, up-

right , balanced, poised, making the first efforts to raise

itselfup (applied to a child before it is old enough to

walk. )

atarsta31, s . (from tasti, unconnected, 83, high, and 31 ,

ऑ .

a climbingplant , the name of a genus of plants, (Cus-

cuta of any species .)

stasis, s. (from tas , loose, and 37, high), the first ef

forts which a child makes to raise itself up before it is

sufficiently strong to stand alone, the lifting of a thing

up so as not to touch another thing.

tastist , s. (from test , loose, and 1 , high), the name of

a plant, (Cuscuta capitata and other species, also Cym-

bidium tessalloides.)

atastto, ad. (loc. case of sto) , in equipoise on tiptoe.

tata, s. (from at , not boiled to separate it from the

husk, and o , husked rice), rice which is separated

from the husk without boiling. The rice used at the

tables of Europeans is of this kind.

taf , s. (from

palate.

ff , the palate , the uvula or soft

ata , s. (from fagi , the epiglottis), in anatomy the

uvula or soft palate (epiglottis.)

tat , ad. (from , priv. t , to speak with difficulty, and

, to preserve), easily, without effort.

ta , s. (from AF, lac), lac, leaves impregnated with

lac . These are used in India to make red ink.

tazi, ad. (from XXI , truly), truly, certainly, necessari-

ly.

stata, s. (from i, prep, and , to cut , a circular basin

round the root of a tree for the purpose of watering it.

atarai, s. (from , a tenon, and , to remove), a hooka

or indian tobacco pipe.

, s. from

the world.

অলম্ব,

hy, an age, pils, the world , the earth,

sta . s. (from 1 , prep. and , to lengthen , a prop, a

fulcrum, a support, a protector, any thing or person

upon which one depends.

, s. (from , prep. and 7, to lengthen), the de-

pending upon a person or thing, dependence.

i , a. (from taza, dependence, and ist , wor-

thy), trust-worthy, fit to be depended on .

tazat , a . (from t , dependence, and ½, fit), fit to

be depended on, proper to be rested on, trust-worthy.

taat , a. (from 1 , prep. and a , to lengthen), fit to be

depended upon, proper to be rested on, trust-worthy.

সালস্বনোপযুক্ত , a. ( from অলম্বন , dependence, and উপযুক্ত, fit ),

fit to be depended on, trust-worthy.

tages, s . (from , dependence, and ₹5, mounted on),

a climbing plant, a parasitical plant.

staf3, a. (from 1 , prep. and 7, to lengthen), suspended,

hung on any thing, made to depend from any thing.
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আলি.

stag, s. (from , prep, and at, to dissolve), a house, an

habitation.

stefan , a. (from , indolence), indolent, inactive , idle.

, s. (from , priv. and a desire), indolence, inac-

tivity, idleness.

CF , S. font , indolence, and at , a relin-

quishing), the relaxing of one's self, a yawning, a

stretching ofthe body to shake off indolence.

Camii, s. (from atau³, indolence, and ☎tṣt, a relin-

quishing), relaxation, a yawning, a stretching of the

body to shake off indolence.

ents, $ (from t , indolence, and 3tst, a relin-

quishing) , the stretching ofthe body to shake off sloth .

tentat, a. (from , indolence, and 3 , relin-

quishing), active, industrious, throwing off sloth or

inactivity.

afada, a. (from t , indulance, and fans, destitute),

free from indolence, active, industrious.

zw57, s . (frem , indolence, and 7 , to break),

a yawning or gasping in order to stimulate one's self,

the throwing off of indolence.

15, 2. ( from , indolence, and 1 , joined with),

iadolent, inactive, slothful.

atzazke, o. (fiom , indolence, and af , destitute

of), free from indolence, active, industrious.

sta, a. (from I, indolence, and , destitute of),

free from indolence, active, industrious.

wan , s. (from , indolence , sluggishness, sloth,

indolence.

ata', a. (from atam, troubled), spoiled, tainted, rancid or

otherwise injured by long keeping ( applied to food . )

Tai , s. (from 1, prep. aud at, to take), a misfortune, a

calamity, an affliction.

tattat , s. (from stat , a calamity, and tat?, a ca-

lamity , ruin, misfortune, a calary.

atatestate, s. (from tats, what cannot be held`, a reply

which bears no relation to the question, the giving of a

Judicrous or contrary meaning to what a person says ,

the turning of a thing into ridicule.

tata , a. from e, separate), separate, distinct,

different.

ata , s. (from tast , a specics of serpent), the black and

most poisonous variety ofthe Cobra de capello, (Colu-

ber Naga.)

41, s . (from att , the cobra de capello, and ",

the expanded hoodof that serpent), the name of a plant,

(Cactus indicus. )

ata , s. (from t , prep. and at, to take), the post to

which an elephant is tied, the rope with which he is

tied, a fetter, a tie, a tether, a rope or string; also,

from , troubled, spoiled with long keeping.

tatt, s. (from , prep. and , to speak), conversation,

discourse, the enunciation of a proposal, the tenor of a

requisition.

atatazifa, s. (from tat , conversation, and difa, four), four

kinds of introducing a fuge in music.

, s . (from 1 , prep, and a , to speak), the convers-

ing with a person.

atafqatdı, a. (from atstЯa, the conversing with a per-

son, and cuts , worthy), affable, worthy of being con-

versed with.

tat , a. (from tat , the conversing with a persen,

and , proper), fit to be conversed with, affable.

tatals, a. (from , prep. and , to speak), conversi

ble, affable.

Qiatatag , a. (from fat , the conversing with a per

son, and sЯ ,fit) , fit to be conversed with, affable.

আলাপাকারী, a. (from অলিপি , conversation, and আকাঙ্কিন,

desirous), inclined to conversation, chatty.

, a . (from tat , conversation , and , at-

tached to), fond of conversation, chatty.

atat , a. (from , prep, and at, to speak), conversed

with, conferred with.

Statfet, s. (from tatt, conversation), the name of a lute

made with only one gourd.

, a. from 4, prep. and at, to speak), affable, chat

ty, conversing.

atat , a. (from tatt, conversation), affable, agreeable

in conversation, chatty.

অাল পোপযুক্ত, d. (from stat , conversation, and উপযুক্ত, fit) ,

fit for conversation.

state , a. (from 1 , prep. and at, to speak), affable, pro-

per to converse with.

tai , s. (from a , a gourd), the bottle gourd , (Cucur-

bita lagenaria.)

tatt, s. (from , prep. and , to take), a will o'wisp,

an apparition.

atatigat, a. (from 8dsale, separate) , separate, distinct,

different.

ata, s. (from , to be able), a balk in a corn-field , a

ridge, a dam, a dike, a row, a range, a rank or conti

nuous line, a race, a family, a woman's female compa-

nion, a tenou, in anatomy a smail protuberence on the

lobe of the ear (Tragus.)
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অল
Sitat.

আলিঙ্গন,fa , s. (from , prep. and fast, to move) , the embrac. tatatat, a. (from at , troubled , confused, scattered

ing of a person, the hugging of any one. in a disorderly manner ; ad. confusedly, disorderly.

, a. (from , troubled , fatigued, wearied, dissolv

ed , mouldered.*

atfanatatit, a. (from fa , an embracing, and taifa,

desirous), desirous of embracing, eager to embrace.

atfakatul, a. (from fa , an embracing, and fa, de-

sirous , desirous of embracing, eager to embrace.

atkat , a. (from fe , an embracing, and , fit)

worthy ofbeing embraced, deserving to be embraced.

fataly, a . (from , prep. and fast, to more), fit to be

embraced.

faias, a . (from , prep. and fast, to move), embraced,

hugged.

alfax, a. (from at, prep. and fast, to move), fit to be em-

braced, worthy of being embraced ; s . a small drum

shaped like a barley corn, and carried on the breast.

affa ?, s. (from fa11, a jar), a large earthen water jar.

affan, s. (from , a terrace), a terrace before a house,

a raised place or terrace for sleeping on.

fata , s. (from tf , a plastering), the white-washing

or plastering of the walls of a house on festival occasi-

ons.

ta , s. (from 1 , prep. and fat, to plaster), the white-

washing or plastering of the walls and floor of a house

on festival occasions .

atfafai, s. (from wtf , a ridge, and , resembling), a' ,

cornice on the top of a house.

amata, s. (from all spice), pimento or Jamaica pep-

per.

ta , a (from fa, a protuberance, and , to stand),

situated on the Tragus ; s. in anatomy the name of one

of the muscles of the ear, (Tragicus. )

tal, s . (from w , to adorn, to be able), a woman's female

companion, a row or range, a rank, a baik or boundary

to a field or garden bed.

atas, s. (from , prep, and fa , to lick), an attitude used

in archery, in which the right knee is advanced and the

left leg drawn back ; a . lapped by the tongue.

, s. (from i, prep. and ≈, to go), a potatoe, a yam,

a tuberous root.

atafa , a . (from , destitute of salt), fresh, not salted,

insipid for want of salt .

atari, s. (from aids,free cost), food obtained at free cost.

taat?), s. (from 11, a plum, and Il , Buchara), the

name of a dried fruit brought from Bucharia and other

countries, a sort of plum, (Prunus triflora. )

, . (from at , disturbed), dissolved, mouldered,

fallen into decay.

, a. (from , not written), not written, not fit to

be written.

¤, a. (from ele, science) , learned.

ta , s. (from , prep. and cat , to appear), light, bright

ness .

akata, s. (from 1, prep. and cata, to appear), light, a

splendid or conspicuous appearance.

Inatxa, 8. (from 1, prep, and ( ie, to appear), the per

ceiving of a thing.

kata , s. (from 1, prep. and cate, to see), perception,

discovery, a sight, vision, a survey, a view.

whatzats, a . (from 1 , prep. and cat , to see), perceptible,

perceivable, visible, observable.

atcatfes, a. (from , prep. and cat , to see), perceived,,

seen, observed, viewed.

tata, s. (from at, prep. and to, to see), the trial or ex-

amination of a thing, a viewing, the overlooking of a

thing, a perceiving.

atata , s. (from t , prep. and cats, to appear), trial, ex-

amination, investigation, a survey.

cats , a. (from 1, prep. and cats, to appear), inves

tigable, fit be examined, deserving to be investigated,

requiringto be surveyed.

atemtias, a . (from , prep. and to, to appear), examin-

ed, surveyed, investigated .

tata , s. (from 1 , prep. and , to churn), the stirring

up of water or any liquid, maceration, the agitatingof

a subject so as to make it a matter of conversation.

ifs, a . (from , prep. and 5, to churn), stirred up,

agitated, made a matter of conversation.

Ata , a (from trai, light , full of light, luminous.

, s. (from a pin , a pin.

eria, s . (from a pir), a pin.

•, s . (from ulmaria, Port.), a bureau, a chest of

drawers, a book-case.

† , s . (from 1 , prep. and , to speak ,̀ a suppositi-

on, a doubt, hesitation, uncertainty, desire.

ty, a. (from , prep. and . to speak), supposa

ble, doubtful, not ascertainable, desirable,

st*t*fs, a. (from 1 , prep. and

doubted, hesitated about, desired.

attæ, s. (from 3* , lore) , a lover,

to speak), supposed,
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att.

atst , s. (from it , a particular plant), the name of

a particular plant, (Physalis flexuosa.)

জ্ঞাশগল্বনাগরী, ৪. ( from সশগন্ধ, a particular plant, and

atst , belonging to atown), the name of a plant, (Phy-

salis flexuosa.)

, a. (from 1, prep. and , to fear) , formidable,

terrible, dreadful, horrible, proper to be feared.

1, s. (from 1 , prep. and t , to fear), awe, fear, ter-

ror, danger, peril.

আশঙ্কান্বিত, a . (from আশঙ্কা , fear, and অন্বিত, connected with),

fearful, timorous, full of alarm .

aff , ɑ. (from * , fear, and fit , possessed

ef), fearful, timorous, full of alarm.

আশঙ্কাবিহীন , a. ( from আশঙ্কা , fear, and বিহীন, destitute of;

free from fear, bold, dauntless, fearless.

İF, a. (from , fear, and T , connected with),

timorous, fearful , full of alarm .

STARES, a. (from 11, fear, and af , destitute of,

free from fear, bold, dauntless, fearless .

, a. (from 1, fear, and 1 , destitute of),

free from fear, bold, dauntless , fearless.

ai , a. (from , prep. and , to fear), feared , dread-

ed

art , a. (from !, familiar), conversant, familiar, ac-

quainted with.

at , s. (from Li , familiar), familiarity, acquaint-

ance, friendship.

, ad. (from H, a quarter or region, and t , a

side), on all sides, all around.

atty, s. (from , prep. and , to recline), an aim, a

scope, an object of desire, a tendency towards an ob-

ject, a collection , a receptacle.

at , a. (from at , a scope, and f , accomplished),

having the scope or object accomplished , fully express-

ing the thing intended, perspicuous, clear.

xiæf, s. (from ¸³ŵl, a gold mohur), a gold mohur, or

gold coin of sixteen rupees value .

a1, 8. (from eat , a species ofshrub) , the name

of a particular shrub, (Limonia pentaphylla. )

art , s. (from 1 , prep. and , to occupy space), hope,

expectation, trust, desire, length, a quarter or region .

atti , ad. (from a , a hope, and ™ , a step), in hope,

expectingly.

atЯiş, s. (from atat , one ofthe stellar mansion), the name

of a Hindoo month containing part ofJune, and part

ofJuly. It commences when the sun enters Gemini.

The name ofthe twentieth and twenty-first mansions in

Pp

7.

the Hindoo Zodiac ; a staff of Pulasha wood carried by

ascetics.

আশান, s . (from অৰ্শন , or জসন , the name of a tree), the name

of a tree, (Pentaptera tomentosa. )

fs, a. (from it, hope, and as, possessed of, de

sirous, entertaining hope, full of expectation.

, a. (from att1, hope, and , possessed of), full

of hope or expectation, entertaining hope, desirous.

attes, a. (from at , hope, and , obtained), put in

possession of the object of hope or expectation, satis-

fied, successful in obtaining a desired or expected thing.

' ,, a . (from th , hope, and , bound), held fast by

hope, restrained by hope.

atta , s. (from att , hope, and , a bond), an attach-

ment founded on hope, an obligation, a cobweb.

att , a. (from t , hope, and faft , possessed of),

full of hope, full of expectation, desirous, expecting.

atif , a. (from tt , hope, and f , destitute of),

destitute of hope, desponding, despairing, gloomy, dis-

heartened.

att , s. (from H , hope, and 5 , a breaking), disap-

pointment.

att , a. (from ti, hope, and T , connected with), de-

sirous, expecting, looking for, full of hope or expecta

tion .

attas, a. (from t , hope, and af , destitute of , des

titute of hope, desponding, despairing, gloomy, dis-

heartened.

at*trata, a. (from &ti, hope, and ìa, destitute), desti

tute of hope, desponding, despairing, gloomy, discour

aged.

at , s. (from le, love), a lover, an affectionate per-

son, a sprightly man, a person of lively manners.

tf , a. (from 1, prep. and , to cat), eaten, satisfied,

that , a . (from 3, eaten, and cst , a cow), grazed

by cows.

1 , 8. (from that , limonia), the name of a shrub,

(Limonia pentaphylla.)

f , 8. (from 1, prep. and t , to bless), a blessing.

, s. (from , prep. and , to ea ' ) , the fangs of a ser

pent, the poison of a serpent ; a. eighty.

, a. (from ift , a blessing, and **, obtained),

blessed, made the partaker of a blessing.

at«iis, s. (from it, thefangs ofa serpent, and fax, poi-

म

son), a serpent.

* 1, s. (from t , a blessing, and t , a giver), oue

who blesses others, one who bestows blessings.
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cate.

967, s. (from tf , a blessing, and , a word),

a benediction.

, s. (from tf , a blessing, and z , to speak), a

benediction.

time, a. (from if a blessing, and , to speak),

uttering blessings ; s. one who pronounces benedictions.

1, s. (from atta, a benediction, and ☎ý, a

doer), one who pronounces benedictions, one who be

stows blessings.

‚Œtwìátna, s. (from at , a blessing, and ¤†Ã², a speaking),

the pronouncing of a blessing.

attathi, a. (from af , a blessing, and at , speaking),

pronouncing benedictions, pertaining to a benediction.

, ad. (from &πt, to occupy space), soon, quickly ; a. ear-

ly, (applied to that variety of rice which ripens inthe

rains.)

attag, s. (from , quickly, and ₹5 , arum), a variety

ofthe Arum Colocasia.

আন্তকপিলারাই , s. (from স্ত, quickly , and কপিলারাই, yellow

mustard), a variety of early rice which is of a brown-

ish yellow colour.

atstati, a. (from at , quickly, and cat , angry),

touchy, easily provoked, passionate, fretful .

atst, a. (from t , quickly, and sta, to go), swift, fleet ;

8. an arrow, the wind.

atstatum, s. (from at , quickly, and stats , the water of

the Ginges), the name of a variety of early rice.

gy, a. (from , quickly, and , pleased) , soon pleas-

ed, easily reconciled.

xfe, s. (from at , quickly, and of , pleasure), gratifi-

cation which is soon procured.

gſHTI, a. (from , quickly, and fus, giving plea-

sure), speedily producing gratification.

·

ance), the speedy accomplishment of an object, a good

understanding with a person which has been speedily

acquired, confidence soon obtained.

অগ্নিপ্রতিপত্তিকর, a. (from s, quickly , প্রতিপত্তি, acquaintance,

and to do), speedily accomplishing an object, effect-

ing a speedy acquaintance, speedily introducing a per-

son to the good opinion of another.

atozfeda, a. (from , quickly, and gta, known), soop

accomplished, soon possessed of the good opinion of an-

other, soon acquainted, soon known.

A†Ira, s . (from at , quickly, and,, fruit), the name of

a tree, (Scytalia Langan. )

atstafa, 8. (from at , qui kly, and ₹ ³, large), a varie-

ty of early rice, the plant and grain of which are lar-

ger than in the other varieties.

Wiscife, s. (from t , quickly, and f, rice), rice which

ripens in the rainy season.

SWiCsta, s. (from A , swiftly, and , to be), swiftness, a va-

gary.

aggiaifa, s. (from ts, quickly, aa, Rama, and *t ,

rice), a distinct variety of early rice.

att , s. (from tt , hope, and ts, gained), in Hindo

music, the rising or falling of pairs of notes through

seven lines according to certain rules.

attal, a. (from Ill, known), known, revealed, appar

ent, clear, public.

fas, ad. (from att, an expression of surprise., and 5 ,

tomove), suddenly, unexpectedly.

, a. (from 1, prep. and TT, to move), marvellous, as-

tonishing, miraculous, surprizing, supernatural, won-

derful.

, s. (from , astonishing, and t , an ilea),

astonishment, surprize, a wonder.

wtext, a. (from wie, quickly, and ☛, satisfied), quickly fa,

- satisfied..

Giugið, s. (from ats, quickly, and of*, satisfaction), spee-

dy satisfaction , a speedy satisfying ofthe appetite.

< ifuza, a. (from , quickly, and af** , satisfying),

soon satisfying the appetite.

więta, a. (from , quickly, and cota, pleasure) , quick- !

by pleased, easily gratified, placable ; s. an appellation

of Shiva.

te , s. (from as quickly, and , rice), a variety of

rice which ripeas in the rainy season.

·☎tya14), s. (from , quickly, and T , rice), a variety

1
of rice which ripens in the rainy season.

aigafatfe, s. (fram †¶, quickly, and qf , acquaint-

8. (from xs, marvellous, and af , an idea),

astonishment, surprize, a wonder.

atsúzta, s. (from tú, surprize, and caª, knowledge),

an idea of wonder or surprize, astonishment.

আশ্চর্যবোধক, a. ( from আশ্চর্য, surprize, and ৰোধক, indicat-

ing , indicating wonder orsurprize, making known won-

der or surprize.

"

awa, s. (from a , prep. and a,fatigue), a hermitage, the

residence of a devotee in a forest, a religious retreat, a

residence, a state or condition of life, four of which are

enumerated by Hindoo writers as the requisite conditi-

ons of men, viz. that ofa student, a housholder, an as-

.cetic, or a mendicant.

, a. (from 1 , ahermitage, and 5 , fallenfrom),

102

the
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anitar

expelled from the hermitage for evil conduct, excom-

municated, apostatized from one of the conditions of

life.

sique, a. (from a , a hermitage, and TF, connected

STYFI.

tog , s. (from , prep. and fat , to embrace), an eme

brace, a hug.

ats, a. (from 1; prep. and to respire , encourag

ed, comforted, animated.

with), pertaining to a hermitage, belonging to a religi , a . (from 1 , prep. and , to respire), encouraged,

ous community, connected with a state of life. comforted, animated.

cuts , a. (from a, a hermitage, and cats , worthy),

worthy of a place in a religious retreat, suitable to a

state of life.

আমরহিত , a. (fromআশ্রম, a state, and রহিত, destitute , dese

titute of the advantages of being in one of the four

states prescribed in the Hindoo laws ; living in the neg-

lect of a prescribed state.

, a. (from , a state, and " w , empty), desti-

tute of the advantages of being in one ofthe four states

prescribed by the Hindoo laws, living in the neglect of

a prescribed state.

azada, a. (from & , a state, and 17, destitute), desti-

tute of the advantages of being in one of the four states

prescribed bythe Hindoo laws, living in the neglect of

a prescribed state.

আশ্ৰয়ী, a. ( from আশযন,্ belonging to a hermitage), per-

taining to a hermitage, belonging to a religious commu-

wity.

etta, s. (from , prep. aud , to serve), an asylum, a re-

fuge, that to which any one has recourse in time of

danger, a shelter, a protection, a defence.

tapis, a. (from a , prep. and f , to serve), proper to

take refuge in, fit to be resorted to or depended on.

Safes, a. (from , an asylum, and 3, bereft of),

destitute of an asylum , defenceless, exposed.

, a. (from at , an asylum, and , destitute), des-

titute of an asylum , defenceless, exposed.

আশ্রয।় ন্বিত, a . (from আশ্রয়, un asylum, and অন্বিত, connected

with), secured, placed in safety, dependent.

1 s. (corrupted from , a refuge), an asylum, a re-

tuge, a shelter.

wift3, &. (from 3 , prep. and f , to serve), secured, placed

in safety, dependent.

affatstate, s. (from fs, protected, 1, shadow, and

at , a musical sound), the name of a particular mode

ofHindoo music.

, a . (from 1 , prep. and f , to serve) , proper to take

refuge in, fit to be resorted to, worthy of being depend-

ed on.

Fifa , a. (from 1, prep. and fat , to embrace), embraced,

bugged.

, s. (from 1 , prep. and , to respire), encourage

ment, hope , comfort, animation.

#3, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to respire), encourag-

ed, comforted, animated.

i , s. (from it, the name ofone of the Hindoostel-

lar mansions), the name of an Indian month, contain-

ing part of September and part of October.
It com-

mences when the sun enters Virgo.

alfitata, s . (from tf , September, and , white) , a

variety of rice, which ripens in September or October.

atate, s. (from at , the name of a stellar mansion) , the

name of a month which contains part of June and parť

ofJuly. It commences when the sun enters Gemini.

This name is likewise given to two of the mansions in

the Hiudoo Zodiac. The staff of a devotee made of Pu-

lasha wood.

tat , s. (from , prep. and to bear , the twentieth

and twenty-first of the Hindoo stellar mansions.

আঘাঃপুৈর্নিয়া , s. ( fromwats, the name of amonth, and পুনিমা,

thefull moon), the full moon which falls out in the month

of Asharha.

ata, s. (from , to throw), a bow. This word is also an

interjection expressive of recollection , anger, pain, me-

nace, or affliction, ah ! oh ! v. a. to come.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be connected with),

attached to, enamoured.

atsfos, a. (from , attached to, and fo3, the heart),

attached with all the heart to an object, enamoured.

afs, s. (from at, prep. and ¤ , to be connected with),

an attachment to an object, love, attachment.

ata , a. (from 1, prep. and 5, to bo connected with),

incessant, constant ; ad. incessantly, constantly ; s. so

ciety, fellowship.

ata , s. (from 1, prep, and a , to go), an approach , a

meeting, ajunction, an intimate uuion, gain, profit, the

acquirement of a thing,

ata , s. (from at , to sil), a seat, a carpet, a mat or any

thing else used to sit on, the act of sitting, the neck of

elephant, a stool, the halting or stopping of an ar-

my,the maintaining ofa post against an enemy, a sitting

in some particular posture as is practised by devotees,

Pp2
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আস্ত

a market stall, the name of a tree, (Pentaptera to-

mentosa.)

, s. (from 7, a seat, and it, a stool), in anato-

my the name of a particular muscle, called (Sartorius )

the taylor's muscle, because it is that which assists them

in crossing their legs .

taff , a. (from ata , a seat, and faft , possessed of,

possessing a seat or carpet.

আসনবিহীন,atafa, a. (from at , a seat, and fat , destitute of),

destitute of a seat or carpet.

tas, a. (from , a seat, and F, connected with),

connected with a seat , belonging to a seat.

tas, a. (from , a seat, and af , destitute of),

destitute of a seat or carpet.

t , a. (from , a seat, and , to be situated),

seated, placed or being on a seat or carpet.

আসসস্থায়ী , a. ( from আসন, a seat , and স্থায়ি , remaining

on), continuing on a seat or carpet, being on a seat.

atafas, a. (from ¬† , a seat, and f³, situated), situat-

ed on a seat or carpet.

atas , a. (from , a seat, and , destitute of), des-

titute of a seat.

atatata, a. (from † , a seat, and tax, aform), seat-

shaped, bed-shaped. The word is applied to the four

small processes of the Os sphenoides which form the

Sella turcica, (clinoides.)

taates, a. (from t , a seat, and stafs, a shape), seat-

shaped. The word is applied to the four clinoid pro-

cesses of the Os sphenoides.

Gtantæfogada, s. (from wtaates, seat-shaped, and Hú,

a process), the name of the four small processes of the

Os sphenoides which form the Sella turcica.

আসনান্বিত , a . ( from আসন, a seat , and অন্বিত, connected

with), connected with or belonging to a seat or car-

pet.

, a. (from , a seat, and , worthy), worthy

of a seat.

ata , s. (from , sitting, and , to give), a small

stool, a chair.

, a. (from 1 , prep. and a , to move), approached,

near, approaching.

atagata, s. (from ata, near, and t , time), the season

of death.

, s. (from , prep. and , to bring forth) , rum, spi-

rits distilled from sugar or molasses.

tata, s. (from ~, a cause), goods, chattels, baggage,

furniture, an apparatus,

আস.ু

att?, s . (from , a horseman), a person who rides

upou a horse or vehicle.

art , s. (from , a horseman), horsemanship, rider-

ship.

, s. from piy, the heavens, ☺'yml, the sky) , the

sky, the atmosphere.

' ,tatal, a. (from , sky-blue), azure, sky-blue.

ataatatak, s . (fröm , azure, and Á;,, a colour),

blue colour, a sky colour ; a. sky-blue, azure.

atag, s. (from Tyy, to restrain or detain, as, a compa-

ny), an assembly, a company, a convention, a solemn

assembly.

ata , s. (fromJol, an origin), an origin, an original.

atamesta, s. (from❤❤↓me, liquorice), liquorice.

ata , s. (fromas, a staff), a staff, a mace, a club.

tatas, a. (from , prep. and , to move), obtained,

gained.

atata, s. (from , prep. and ¶, to accomplish), the

compleat accomplishment of an object.

atata, s. (from ), a facility), facility, a benefit, an ad-

vantage, a gain ; a. easy.

tata, a. (from L , easy), facility, ease.

atat , s. (from , priv. and ЯЯ, a serpent), a toad.

atatata, s. (from as, a staff, and e , a bearer), a

macebearer, one who carries a staff.

atatat , s. (from , a mace-bearer), the office

of a mace-bearer.

atatatfs, s. (from bag, a staff, and ifs, a staff), a

staff.

ata , s. (from Dvi, a năme, ↳ywl, a name), a client, a

defendant.

atata , s. (from tЯ, a coming, and f , at enmity),

a mode of Hindoo music.

tf , a. (from 1, prep. and f , to move), taken into cus

tody, placed under restraint, imprisoned.

at , a. (from 809~ 1, filled), filled, satisfied with food .

tag, s. (from y, a dæmon), a dæmon, surgery , the cur-

ing of diseases by cutting with instruments or by the

actual cautery, mustard ; a. diabolical, applied to a

marriage where the bride has been purchased.

lagfæzts, s. (from a, a dæmon, and fææte, a marriage),

one ofthe modes of marriage recognized in Hindoo law.

It takes place when the father or guardian gives his

daughter or ward in marriage in consideration of a

sum of money.

Tafis, ɑ. (from , a dæmon), belonging to a dæmon;

resembling the actious of a dæmon, diabolical, savage,
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barbarous, applied to a marriage where the bride is

purchased.

আসুরিকচিকৎসক, s. (from সুরিক, barbarous, and চিকিৎসক,

a physician), a surgeon, one who cures by cutting or

cauterizing.

ata , a. (from a , a dæmon), barbarous, savage ; diabo-

lical.

জাদুরীচিকিৎসা, s. ( from আঙ্গুরী, barbaraus, and চিকিৎসা, me-

dicine), surgery, the art of curing by cutting or caute-

rizing.

1, s. (from , prep. and fЯ , to move), a person who

takes another into custody or who procures his being

put into custody.

akat, s. (from 31, prep. and fat, to more), custody, con-

finement, restraint upon a person's liberty. The Hindoo

legislators reckon four kinds of custody or restraint,

viz. confinement to a certain place, confinement for a

stated time, confinement from the person's house, con-

finement or restraint from his work.

at , a. (from 1 , prep. and fa, to move), putting un-

der restraint, committing to custody ; s. a person who

commits another to custody.

anaâæta, s. (from , custody, and at , time), the ap-

pointed time of confinement,

ata , a. (from 1, prep. and f , to move), liable to an

arrest, liable to confinement.

আসেধৰ্যৱস্থা, ৪. ( from আসে , custody , and বাহা, a d?w) ,

the law of arrests, the law concerning custody or con-

finement.

atenåtfa, a. (from ſ¤¶, custody, and f , thefirst), eve-

ry kind of judicial process or law beginning with that of

arrest or confinement.

ata , a. <from 1, prep. and faq, to move), liable to an

arrest, liable to confinement.

atafa³, s. (from , prep. and , to move by leaps), one

of the five paces of a horse, a gallop..

atfatal, s. (from 1, prep. , to overspread, and fat ,

a cake), a kind of pancake.

ah , s. (from 1, prep. and , to overspread) , a sort of

pancake.

at , a. (from Wt, prep. and , tothrow), whole, unbroken .

staza, s. (from stable), a stable.

st , a. (from 18, thrown, and , distracted) , dis-

tracted, hurried, troubled, full of anxiety.

SEI, s. (from ☎l , prep. and , to cover), the lining of a

garment, the plastering of a wall, a blanket or rug to

cover a horse or elephant, a covering spread out.

uta.

ater , 8. (from ata, a thing spread out, and *, a sort

of grass), a layer of koosha grass spread out on a sa-

crificial occasion.

atașd, s. (from at, prep, and ș, to cover), a carpet, a bed,

the clothes of a bed.

atata , s. (from t , a place, corrupted into ail ), the

threshold of a door, the place where a dovotee resides.

ata , a. (from , it is), believing the being of a God,

believing, trusting.

আস্তিকতা , s . ( from আস্তিক, believing ), faith in the existence

of a God, the sentiment of the existence of a God.

fe , s. (from tf , beliering), faith in the existence

of a God, the sentiment of the being of a God.

ata , s. (from

aat , a. (from 1, prep. and , to cover), spread out, laid

out in an orderly manner.

~ , a sleeve), a sleeve.

ts, a. (from 1, prep. and , to cover), spread out, laid

out in an orderly manner.

, ad. (from xx , slowly) , slowly, gently, faintly.

, ad. (from att , slowly, and , well), indolently,

at ease, leisurely, slowly.

1, s. (from , prep. and ', to stand), confidence, faith,

assurance, dependance, trust, a prop or stay, a conti

nuance, an abiding, an effort, an exertion, respect, re

gard, an assembly.

att , s. (from at , steadiness), the key note in music.

affe, a. (from , faith), believing, trusting, depending,

laborious, attentive, firm.

atfaæ31, s. (from +4 , believing), the condition of a be-

liever, dependance, faith, exertion, attention to an ob

ject, firmness.

alfre , a. (from f , believing), faith, believership.

i , s. (from at, prep. and , to move), business , an

affair, a place, a situation, an office, a dignity, autho-

rity, a boast, a vaunt.

, s. (from , prep. and , to emulate), emulation,

the daring of a person, self-exaltation, rivalry, ambiti-

on, a boast, a vaunt.

, a. (from 1, emulation, and fs, connected

with), full of emulation, self-important, ambitious,

boasting, vaunting.

ataifft , a. (from att, emulation, and faftus, pos-

sessed of), full ofemulation , possessing a spirit of rival-

ry, ambitious, boasting, vaunting.

atgstfæetz, a. (from xi ), emulation , and ſæg", des'i-

tute of), free from emulation, destitute of rivalry, free

from ambition, free from boasting or vaunting.
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star .

tetas, a. (from at , emulation, and , connected

with), full of emulation, possessing a spirit of rivalry,

ambitious, boasting, vaunting.

Sitta , a. (from 1, emulation, and 3, destitute

of), free from emulation, free from ambition, destitute

ofrivalry, free from boasting or vaunting.

# ígia, a. (from , emulation, and 117, destitute

of), free from emulation, free from ambition, destitute

of rivalry, free from boasting or vaunting.

sitas, a. (from , prep. and , to emulate), emulated,

aspired to, rivalled , boasted, vaunted .

, 8. (from 1, prep. and , to move), the flouncing

of a fish, the flapping of an elephant's ears, the clap-

ping of a bird's wings, the striking of a thing with the

flat hand, a flapping, a clapping, self-importance.

startfas, a. (from 1, prep. and , to move), flounced,

flapped, clapped, suddenly disengaged .

ttt, s. (from 1 , prep. and , to burst open), a clap-

ping of one hand forcibly on the other arm so as to

cause a loud sound. This is done by combatants, as a

token ofdefiance ; the name of two plants, (Jasminum

Zambac, the wild sort, and Calotropis gigantea.)

, s. (from , prep. and , to burst open), the

blowing of a flower, the sudden expansion or opening

of a thing which was before closed.

nita), s. (from 1, prep. and , to burst open), an au-

gur, a gimlet, a drill.

attata, a. (from , ), belong to us, of our party.

ta , s. (from , to throw), a face, a countenance, a vi

sage, the mouth, the first term in progression.

att , s. (from 1 , prep. and I , to taste), a savor, a re-

lish .

, s. (from , prep. and , to taste), the tasting of

food, a relish, a savor.

atty, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to taste), fit to be

tasted, agreeable to the taste.

statufæfax, a. (from att , a relish, and fa̸f" , possess-

ed of), well tasted, ofan agreeable flavour, delicious.

atts, a. (from tt , a relish, and F, joined to), well

tasted, delicious, of an agreeable flavour.

আজাদরহিত, a. (from সাদ, a relish , and রহিত, destitute

of), tasteless, insipid .

tata, a. (from att , a relish, and , destitute of),

tasteless, insipid.

, a. (from , a relish), well tasted , delicious.

, a. (from , a relish), delicious, well tasted.

atti, a (from sit, prep. and , to taste), fit to be tast

ed, agreeable to the taste.

ate, a. (from at , ah!) an interjection implying order of

command, also severity or reproof, ah ! alia

fx , a. (from , prep. and T, to smite), smitten, beaten,

stricken, struct, burt, injured, uttered falsely, new (ap.

plied to clothes. )

afg77, 8. (from 1, prep. and 17, to smite), the act ofsmit

ing, the act ofhamniering a piece of metal.

at , a. (from , prep. and , to smite), malleable,

capable of being beaten or hammiered out, vulnerable:

atcav, a. (from 1 , prep. and I, to smite), malleable, ca-

pable of being beaten or hammered out, vulnerable .

tex, s . (from 1, prep. and x, to offer), a sacrifice, war,

combat, an attack, a pustule or boil within the nose.

at , a (from 1 , prep. and , to offer), sacrificial, pro-

per to be offered . This word is employed as the adjec-

tive ofconsecrated fire taken from the housbolder's

perpetual fire, and prepared for receiving oblations.

† , s. (from 1, prep and , to steal) , the collecting of

things, the bringing of a thing, removal, elimination.

1, s. (from td, a bringing together, and , a

doer), a person who collects or brings things.

আহরণকারক , a . (from আহরণ, ৫ bringing, and কারক, doing),

bringing, collecting ; s . a person who brings articles.

st , a. (from 3d, a bringing, and fa , doing),

bringing, collecting.

, a. (from t , a bringing, and 1, produci

ble), producible by or arising from bringing things to

a placé.

আহরণ জনে] , ad. (loc. case of আহরণজস্য) , for the purpose of

bringing to a person or place.

আহরণনিমিত্তক, a . ( from আহরণ , a bringing, and নি ,

cause) , caused by or arising from bringing; ad. from or

because of bringing.

আহরণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from আহরণ, a bringing, and নির্মিত,

cause), for the purpose of bringing.

, a. (from td, a bringing, and que, caused

by), caused by or arising from bringing.

1, ad. from , a bringing, and fat, withcul),

without or beside bringing.

আহরণৰ তিরিক্ত, a. (from আহরণ, a bringing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), bringing or collecting excepted.

জহিরণব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from আহরণ , a bringing, and ব্যতিরেছ , an

exception), the exception of bringing or collecting.

73 , ad. loc. case off ), with the

exception of bringing, without or beside bringing

100
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arigi.

@tgaatmish, a. (from tα, a bringing, and cutstı, worthy),

worthy of being brought or collected together.

zalez , a. (from tea , a bringing, and ( , a cause),

caused by or arising from bringing or collecting; ad.

from or because of bringing.

State , ad. (from a, a bringing, and xứ, an ob-

ject), for the purpose of bringing.

stezat , a. (from , a bringing, and a , worthy),

worthy of being brought.

i , a. (from 1, prep . and , to steal), proper to be

collected or brought, requiring to be brought or col-

lected together

at , a. (from 1, prep. and , to take), worthy of be-

ing brought, requiring to be brought or collected.

at , s. (from 1, prep. and , to take), one who brings

things, one who eats.

stega , s. (from at , one who brings, and at , an open-

ing), in anatomy the name of the pabulous orifice.

, interj. (from t , ah !), alas ! ah !

teta, s. (from 1, prep. and , to take), food, a meal, a

repast, diet.

Atxtzæ, a. (from , prep. and , to take), bringing, col-

lecting together ; s. a person who brings things to a

place. In anatomy the name of the pabulous ori-

fice.

atta , a. (from atta, a meal, and , producible),

producible by or arising from eating.

att , ad. (loc. case of atta ), for the sake of a

meal, for the purpose of eating.

wist, s. (from att ,food, and ts, relinquishment),

the relinquishment offood.

আহারত্যাগী , a. ( from আহার , food, and ত্যাগিন, relinquish-

ing), relinquishing food, disgusted with food, retiring

from table.

więtant31, 8. (from atet , food, and ɩtó ,̟ a giver), one who

maintains others, a giver of food , one who provides the

means of maintenance to others.

<statanta, 8. (from atta,food, and tя, a giving) , the giv-

ing of food.

wiziznije, a. (from atata, food, and ītņē, giving), giving

food, maintaining ; s. a person who feeds or supports

others.

aietantal, a. (from att , food, and tfïï, giving), giving

food, maintaining.

atstafafasa, a. (from it , food, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from food ; ad, from or because of

food.

Patel.

আহারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from আহার , food , and নির্মিত , a cause) , for

the purpose offood, for the sake of food.

atatagu, s. (from att , food, and fun, a road), the ali-

mentary canal.

st , a. (from tete, food, and y, averse),

averse to food, not eating food.

ata , s. (from ateta, food, and gate , a pipe or

tube) , the alimentary canal.

আহারপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from আহার , food, and প্রতিবন্ধক, opposed

to), opposed to or hindering food.

it , a. (from txt , food, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from food ; ad. from or because of

food.

३

আহারৱঞ্চনা, ৪. ( from আহার, food , and বঞ্চনা , disappointment),

a disappointment respecting food.

ItgtgæfKI, a. (from atta, food, and f³, disappointed),

disappointed respecting food.

attafzai, a. (from atta, food, and f , without), with-

out food, beside food.

atetafazæmi, s. (from ætata,food, and ( 787), discriminą-

tion), the discriminating offood.

œtetafæets, a. (from- txt?,food, and fi , destitute of),

destitute of food, necessitous. ·

আহারাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from আহার , food , and রাতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), food excepted .

আহার তিরেক, ৪. (from আহার , food , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion , the exception of food.

farzt , ad. (loc., case of tetas ), with the ex-

ception of food, without or beside food.

atatatats, s. (from att , food, and itats, a hinder-

ance), an hinderance or obstacle to food, a want offood.

@tetąænatiæ, a. (from it , food, and Itza, hinder-

ing) , hindering or preventing food.

@lxtgatat{Smts), a. (from tæta, food, a , merely, and

afsafa , desiring , greedy, ravenous, selfishly vora-

cious, desirous ofnothing but food.

আহাররহিত , a. ( from জহীর, food, and রহিত, destitute of),

destitute of food, necessitous .

@txtyxìa, a. (from atta, food, and 7, destitute of), des-

titute of food, necessitous.

txt , a. (from atta, food, and ‹ g, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from food ; ud. from or because of

food.

atetatæti, s. (from state,food, and tag , desire), hun-

ger, appetite, a desire for food.

atatatæt§î, a. (from txt?, food, and af , desirous),

hungry, desirous of food.
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atz.
txt.

atatatatal, a. (from atta, food, and satsa,following',

proportioned to or arising from the quantity of food.

artista, ad. (from it , food, and sata, a fellow-

ing upon), according to food.

আহারান্বেষণ , s. ( from সাহার, food , and অন্বেষণ , a seeking) , a

seeking for food.

আহারান্বেষণা , ৫. ( from আহার, food , and অন্বেষণ , search ) ,

search for food.

atatas), a. (from atata, food, and af , seeking),

seeking for food.

আহায়াজ্ঞা , s . (from আহার, food, and অজ্ঞ , contempt), a

disgust offood, a contempt of food , a nausea.

ata , 8. (from atta, food, and afsata, desire), a

desire for food..

atlasato , a . (from I,food, and afstaa, desirous),

desirous of food, hungry.

atat , a. (from atta,food, and fifa, desirous) , hun-

gry, desirous of food.

att . (from 1, prep. and E, to take), feeding, glutton-

ous, feeding freely.

atta ), s. (from it , food, and at, desire), hunger, a

desire offood, appetite.

otati?g, a. (from tet?, food, and I , desirous), desirous

of food, hungry.

ata , a. (from att , food, and 5 , desirous), desir-

ous offood, hungry.

attat , a. (from it ,food, and 8 , proper), fit

for food, eatable.

th , a. (from 1, prep. and , to take), fit to be brought,

fit to be eaten, incidental, adventitious, accessary; s.

the accessary parts of the drama, as dress and orna-

ments.

at , s. (from , harmless), the name of a plant,

(Solanum pubescens .)

ifs, a. (from 1, prep. and 1, to hold), placed, deposit-

ed.

iott, s. (from
fx , placed, and fâ, fire), a brahmun

who has preserved a consecrated fire whichwas kept

continually alive in his family.

☎tf₹81, α . (from xïøl, slow), slow.

afts, ad. (loc. case of f81), slowly, leisurely.

5.6.†áîãî, s. (from ?, a cow-keeper), a cowherd.

ed .

, a, (from , prep. and , to offer), offered, sacrific-

fs, s. (from , prep. and , to offer), a burnt sacri-

fice.

atzfontol, s. (from tefs, a burnt sacrifice, and t¾, o

giver), the person who makes or presents a burnt offer

ing.

tata, s. (from ts, a burnt sacrifice, and at , a giv

ing , the offering or presenting of a burnt sacrifice.

atzfonte, a. (from tefs, a burnt sacrifice, and aty ,

giving), presenting or offering a burnt sacrifice ; s. the

person who presents or offers a burnt sacrifice.

atzfantat, a. (from tefs, a burnt sacrifice, and

giving), presenting or offering a burnt sacrifice.

আহুতিপ্রদান , s. (from সহুডি, a burnt sacrifice , and প্রদান ,

giving) , the offering of a sacrifice made by fire.

3, a. (from 1 , prep, and ‹ , to produce sound), called,

invited, summoned.

আহ্উপপলায়ী, a. (from আহত, summoned , and পপলায়িন, flee-

ing), summoned but fleeing away, not answering a sum-

mons.

53, a. (from , prep. and , to take) , taken, eaten, -

brought.

at , an interjection expressive of doubt, or of enqui

ry.

attafa , s . (from , an expression of doubt, and

, a man), a boasting of one's own valour or good

qualities, a doubting or depreciating the valour or other

qualities of another, self-exaltation at the expence of

another's reputation, military vaunting."

tf , a . (from 57 , a day), daily, diurnal.

atsFa31, s. (from tf , daily, and , a reality), the

name of a book which treats of the daily ceremonies of

Hindooism.

att , s. (from 1, prep. and , to rejoice), joy, mirth,

exultation, festivity.

atzhagaē, a. (from att , joy, and zz , an instrument),

arising from joy, occasioned by joyfulness.

, s. (from tt ,joy, and 3, a doer), a joyful

maa, one who rejoices.

atathate, a . (from t ,joy, and ata , causing), glad-

dening, causing joy, occasioning exultation ; s. a cir-

cumstance or thing which causes joy.

আহ্লাদকারী, a. (from আহ্লাদ, joy, and কারিন, doing), cause

ing joy, gladdening.

, a. (from at , joy, and to d , causing joy,

gladdening.

, a. (from , joy, and , to be produced),

arising from joy, arising from mirth or gladness.

hs , a . (from , joy, and , producing),

causing joy or gladness, gladdening, occasioning tri-

umph or rejoicing.
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1.
ig .

, . (from , joy, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from joy or gladness .

171, ad. (loc. case of

joy or gladness.

t ) , for the purpose of

131, s. (from , joy, and ¤†¾, a giver), a person

who gives joy or happiness.

tata, s. (from t , joy, and 1 , a gift), the con-

ferring ofjoy or happiness.

ge, a. (from , joy, and at , giving), giving

joy or pleasure ; s . one who gives joy or pleasure.

tatt, a. (from at , joy, and af , giving), giving

joy or pleasure.

tae, n. (from , joy, and , destroying),

appalling, mirth-destroying.

al, a. (from , joy, and , destroying) ,

appalling, destroying joy or festivity.

at , a. (from azt , joy, and at , destroying),

appalling, destroying joy or festivity.

gafface, a. (from t , joy, and af , a cause),

caused by or arising from joy orfestivity, caused byjoy;

ad. from or because of joy or festivity.

fors, ad. (from , joy, and fifз, a cause), for

the sake ofjoy or happiness.

a. (from 1 , prep. and , to rejoice), proper

to be rejoiced at.

fs , a. (from , joy, and s , opposing ,

opposing or preventing joy or happiness.

, . (from tt , joy, and F, causedby), caus-

ed by or arising from joy or happiness ; ad. from or

because ofjoy or gladness.

, a. (from a , joy, and , increasing ,

causing an increase of joy or gladness .

za, s. (from t , joy, and , an increasing),

the increasing of joy or gladness.

fat, ad. from st . joy, and fea , without), with-

out or beside joy or gladness.

STARRY, a. (from t , joy, and ff , possessed of),

joyful, glad, exulting.

szaka, a. (from attī, joy, and fat , destitute of),

joyless, gloomy, cheerless, melancholy.

, s. (from t , joy, and , increise), an in-

crease ofjoy or gladness.

Sokolske, a. (from statā, joy, and 5, excepted),

joy or gladness excepted .

stiropoa, s. (from t , joy, and fs , an excep

tin), the exception of joy or gladness.

='g`azifuatz, ad. I c. case ofart :f , with the ex-"

Q

ception of joy or gladness, without or beside joy or

gladness.

tartats, s. (from at , joy, and tuts, an obstacle),

an obstacle to joy or gladness.

atziaætatsæ, a. (from atta, joy, and 【 tītē, opposing),

opposing or hindering joy or gladness.

, . (from tt , joy, and 4, immersed!) , immers

ed in joy or happiness.

, a. (from , joy), made up of joy or gladness,

joyful, glad.

ta , a. (from , joy, and F, connected with), joy.

ful, glad, festive, merry, exulting.

আহ্লাদযোগ্য ,atts , a. (from at ,joy, and cuts , worthy), wor

thy of being exulted in, proper to be rejoiced at.

tas, a. (from t , joy, and 33, destitute of), joy.

less , gloomy, cheerless, melancholy.

, a. (from ¤ ,joy, and , empty) , joyless,

cheerless, gloomy, melancholy.

attats , s. (from , joy, and atstṛ, an ocean), an

ocean of joy or pleasure.

ta, . (from ht , joy, and , destitute of), joy

less , gloomy, cheerless, melancholy.

t , a. (from t , joy, and (53, a cause), caused

by or arising from joy or gladness ; ad. from or because

ofjoy or gladness.

tatas, a. (from ta , joy, and fas, connected with ,

joyful, glad, exulting, merry.

, a. (from 1, prep. and † , to rejoice), pleased,

made to rejoice, glad, merry, elated in mind.

ts , a. (from 1, prep. and , to rejoice), fit to

be made a subject ofjoy or exultation . '

attal, a (from , joy , joyous, mirthful, festive, glad.

statai , a . (from atta, joy), joyful, joyous, glad, mirth

ful, festive.

atzkateathæ, a. (from statu ,̸ joy, and st☎, producing),

producing joy or gladness.

, a. (from ta,joy, and 83,foolish), distract--

ed or foolish with joy.

THI, s. (from Ti, prep. an iş, to sound), an appellation,

a name, a law suit arising from a dispute in games with

animals, as cook-fighting, horse-racing, &c .

tta, s. (from 1 , prep. and F, to sound), a call, an invi-

tation, a summon.

aztatzf, s. (from sitzta, a summon, and ¤ , an object), for '

the purpose of a call or summon.

wigtatź, 2. (from 13, a call, and 3½,fi ), proper to be

called or summoned.
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fish, (Murænaserpens, Lin. Ophisuris rostralis, Buch.

Mss.)

Fan , s. (from 15, to sacrifice), a sacrifice, a gift or obla-

tion, worship, reverence.

, a. (from 51, sacrifice, and , desire), inclined

to sacrificial acts.

Ž †æ, s. (from 3, the God of love, and t , to satisfy), a

shrimp.

3 , s . (from Eucyy2iov, the gospel , the gospel.

, s . (from el, a brick,, a brick.

8. (from ZV , a brick), the name of a species of

dove, (Columba cuprea, Buch. Mss. )

tratta , s. (from 3 , a brick, and cut , a field) , a field or

place where bricks are made.

Itz, s . (from It, a brick, and 83, powder), brick-dust.

tata , s . (from 6 , a brick, and V , an owner) , a brick

maker.

ইটালা,

Itay, a. (from Ft , a brick , brick , made of bricks.
' ,

tu, v. a. (from ì, a brick), to pelt with bricks.

ta, s . (from It, a brick), a brick.

tata, s. (from , a brick , the pelting of any one with

bricks.

1, s. (from 3 , to go , the name of a fish, (Silurus acan-

thius, Buch. Mss . )

tet , s. (from , a brick, and feti, a house) , a house

and its appurtenances.

ta, s. (from I , a brick), a brick.

, a. (from t, a brick), made of bricks, built of bricks,

brick.

, s. (from , a brick), a brick.

231, s. (from 15, to praise) , the name of a supposed nerve

on the left side which the Hindoos suppose to vibrate

in unison with certain notes of the Gamut.

Je, a. (from 3, to go), a grammatical term indicating that

the letter with which it is joined in any ofthe incre-

ments is to be rejected.

23:, ad. (from T , this) , hence, from this.

Fox, a. (from ₹, desire, and 3, to pass over), other, ano-

ther, different, low, mean.

37 , ad. (from 54, another), otherwise

Zegama, s. (from Z3, different, and færiɛ, particular);

a distinction, a disparity.

zzalatē, s . (from ₹5 , mean, and catē, a person), a low

person, viz. a person considered as one of another spe-

cies.

Ingat , ad. (from 37, another), on another day, on some

other day.

ইন্ডি

31, s. (from EAL', information', information, intelli-

gence, manifestation, a declaration , knowledge.

₹383:, ad. (from 37, hence, and 33 , thence), hither

and thither.

33152, 8. (from Es , to submit), subjection , obsequious-

ness, reverence, obedience, veneration, submission.

fs, ad. (from Z, to move), thus far, thus, hitherto.

[5431, 8. (from is , proper to be done in this case),

that which is proper to be done in any given case.

ইতিকৰ্ত্তৰ)তাকলাপ, s. (from ইতিকৰ্ত্তাতা, that which is proper

to be done in a given case, and za† , a multitude), the

whole of what ought to be done in a given case.

out , s. (from '¿5 ' , equality) , equality, friendship, uni-

on, concord, similarity of disposition, chance, fortune,

an accident, a lot , success, an incident, an opportunity,

an occurrence, the happening of a thing.

, ad. (from 3 , this, and 1, a middle), during

this, at this time, in the interim.

sm, s. (from I, information) , information, intelli-

gence, manifestation , a declaration, knowledge.

fox, s. (from f³, this, and ₹, indicative of information),

traditional instruction, advice, an idea or legend pro-

pogated by communication from one to another.

3 , s . (from 3 , tradi ion, and , to be), a history,

fabulous history.

estacar, ad. (from 3 , hence, and 11, the midst), dur-

ing this, in the mean time.

23, a. (from , thus, and , become , thus, such , like.

318AA, aú. (from ₹15, this, and 3707, an inference), ac-

cording to this inference or opinion .

31 , ad. (from Rs, this, and , a following),

according to this.

31 , ad. (from 3 , thus, and , leisure), at this

opportunity, at that time, during this.

35 , ad. from , this , this, that, the same.

satat, ad. (from this , now.

tata , a. (from , now ), recent, modern , present.

Zata, s. (from pl¤; ), u r: ward), a reward, a largess.

Zataamiæ, s. (from p'xil, a reward, and 8,5), favours,, a

reward , a largess, a gift.

, pron. (from this), this (man.)

sfsata, s. (from phi, to dispose), a regular arrangement, a

proper disposition of things, order, regularity.

Pisuty, s. (from , to look), expectation, a looking for.

feat . s . (from 1, expectation), expectation, the

looking for something which is expected or hoped for.

Efox1, s. (from leži ), an end,, an end, the termination of an
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affair, a summit, a boundary, a limit ; a. finished, com-

pleated.

***1, s. (from a large well), a well, a large well or

pit.

, 8. (from 1, a name ofLukshmee, and 3, excel-

lent), the name ofan aquatic plant, (Nymphæa cœrulea ;

also Asparagus racemosus. )

4. s. (from 84, to wel), the moon.

, s. (from the moon, and 1, a portion), a digit

ofthe moon.

1 :1 , s . (from 4, the moon, and at , splen lid), the

name of a gem, a particular variety ofquartz .

zati, s. (from I , the moon, and (341, a streak), a digit

of the moon.

•

Jamali, s. (from , the moon, and coat, a mark or stroke),

a digit of the moon. This name is also given to several

plants, viz. Menispermum glabrum, Asclepias acida,

and Ligusticum Ajouan .

, s. (from 8 , to wet), a rat, a mouse, (the generic

' name. )

ta , s. (from 3, a rat, and t , an ear) , the name

of a plant, (Salvinia cucullata. ) This name is also giv-

en to a species of grass.

quainted with magic or the art of raising false images

and appearances so as to make them seem real.

Iatafanni, s. (from Täātā, magic, andfan , science), the

art of raising false images or appearances and making

them appear real, the science ofmagic or legerdemain.

sta , a. (fiom qua, magic), magical, connected

with legerdemain.

Zaufae, a. (from at , the art ofjuggling , deceptive,

juggling, illusive.

I , s. (from the Hindoo Jore), that species of deity

or godhead which is supposed to belong to Indra.

, s . (from , the office of Indra, at , the

first, and , an ofice,, offices or stations beginning

with that of Indra.

, s. (from Indra, and , blue) , a sapphire, the

name of a trill or shake in music.

, s. (from , the Hindoo Jove, and , an office , the

office of Indra, Indraship.

3 , s. (from , the sovereign ofthe gods, and 4,

the god ofwaters), the name of a kind of wild bitter cu-

cumber, (Cucumis colocynthis . )

Zu , s. (from I , the sovereign ofthe gods, and xz, bar-

ley), the seed of an Indian shrub, (Wrightea antidysen-

terica.)

, a. (from , the sovereign ofthegods, and , con-

cealed), morbid baldness, the falling off ofthe hair.

s . (from , the Indian Jove), the consort of Indra,

the name of a shrub , (Vitex Negundo .)

34 ¿I, s. (from I , the Indian Jove, and , a weapon),

the rainbow, the weapon of Indra.

talata , s. (from tot, a species ofplant, and 1,

a leaf), the name of a plant, (Salvinia cucullata .)

17, s. (from 3 , to possess supreme power), the name ofone

ofthe Hindoo gods who presides over the atmosphere ,

and is esteemed the sovereign of the gods. One of the

-demi-gods called Adityus, one of the yogas or divisions

of a circle on the plane of the ecliptic, the human soul ,

the animal soul or that portion of the universal spirit

which resides in any individual, night, an organ of

sense, one of the ninedivisions of Jumboo- dweepa or the

continent ofAsia , the name of two plauts, viz. Wrightea

antidisenterica, and a species of Ocymum. This word,

when it is the last member ofa compound adds the idea

of excellence to the thing indicated by the first mem-

ber.

st , s. (from , the sovereign of the gods, and est

a cow-keeper), the name of an insect, (Coccinella of se-

veraispecies.)

518, s. (from Tz, an organ of sense, and t , a net)

legerdemain, juggling, conjuring, the raising of illusive

appearances, a net to which artificial stars, fishes, and

other things are sewed to adorn the Hindoo festival of

the Rasa.

stefans, a. (from Tuta, magic, and fan, science), ac-

* , an eat-, s. (from 3 , the Indian Jove , and

ang), the tender tops of hemp, gathered and dried. This

drug is much used by the Handoo ascetics to produce

intoxication, the gods are also said in their writings to

make a very free use of it. This word is also the name

of another plant the seeds of which are used as

weights byjewellers and goldsmiths, (Abrus precato-

rius.)

, s. (from 3 , the Indian Jove, and 1 , a seat), the

throne of Indra.

, s. (from3 , the soul), the organs of sensation and

perception. The Hindoos reckon five of each ; those

of sense are, the hand, the foot, the voice, the organ

of generation, and that of excretion ; and those ofper-

ception are, the mind, the eye, the ear, the nose, the

tongue, and the skin.

sta, s. (from így, an organ of sense, and sta, a g‹nus),
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the whole of the organs of sensation and perception.

facesito , a. (from II, an organ, and estfox, an object),

present to the senses, perceptible.

, a. (from , an organ, and ₹7, to destroy), de-

bilitating, stupifying.

Ina , 8. (from fay, an organ, and 7, suppression) ,

the suppression of sensuality, self-denial.

Siqnazat?æ, a. (from Tan, self-denial, and ætaæ, do-

ing), subduing the senses , subduing the organs, bring-

ing the appetites and feelings into subjection .

ইন্দ্রিয়দমনকারী, a. ( from ইন্দ্ৰিয়দমন , self-denial, andকারিন, do-

ing), subduing the senses, subduing the organs, bring-

ing the appetites and feelings into subjection.

fanta, s. (from Tag, an organ, and t †¤, a fault), an

evil propensity, concupiscence.

ffage, s. (from If , an organ, and fast , a chastise-

ment), self-denial, the subduing of the sensual appe-

tites.

ইন্দ্রিয়নিগ্রাহক, a. (from ইন্দ্রিয়, an organ of sense, and fনগ্ৰাহক,

maltreating), suppressing or mortifying the senses, self-

denying.

fa , s . (from 1, an organ, and 5, a multitude),

the sum total of the organs of sensation and action.

uisitos, a . (from fy, an organ, and ist , not per-

ceptible), not perceptible to the senses.

fat , s. (fromTag, an organ, and a , an object), an ob-

ject ofthe senses.

, from , to shine), fuel.

zafuata, s. (from Jakil, an adjustment), a decision, the

adjustment of any thing disputed , the termination of

an affair, a settling, a division, a decision.

Zate, s. (from lil, a decision), the decision of a cause,

right,justice, equity.

, a particle of speech indicating similarity or likeness,

like, resembling.

af , s. (from laï , a commencement), the commence-

ment of a work, a beginning, the exordium of a dis-

course .

Ts, a. (from I, love, and , to shine), an elephant.

, this), in Hindoo music the concord of, s. (from

two notes.

Jaqæmita, s. (from P¤ , a concord, and arte, a particular

musical sound), in Hindoo music an imperfect concord

of two notes.

antai, s. (from a , a concord, and contai, a particular

musical sound) , in Hindoo music a perfect concord of

two notes.

ইल

ata, s . (from A , to make steady, lysl, fai h); faith,

belief, conscience, religion, stability.

ata , a. (from ly , faith, and , holding), faithful,

possessing faith, believing ; s believer.

gataħtā, s. (from lily !, a believer,, the condition of a

believer, the exercise of faith.

afata, s. (from Oläol, to examine), an examination,

proof, trial, an experiment, a temptation.

Fæstat, a. (from Ul≤ão), an examination , belonging to

an examination.

, s. (from , to divide into breaks or parts, Nal, to

manifest), orthography, a writing correctly, the com-

pleating of a thing, a filling up.

ge, a. (from 5 , this), so much, thus much.

31, s . (from

finiteness.

patata, s. (from

, thus much , an assigned quantity, de-

1 , a circumscribing within expressed

bounds, and IT, non-existence), unlimitedness.

ইয়তারহিড , a . ( from ইয়ত্তা, an assigned quantity, and রহিত,

destitute of), indefinite.

steata, s. from el , trust) , faith, confidence, belief, re-

liance, trust, respect, veueration , esteem.

Ratatat, a. (from , faith), believing, trusting ; s. a

believer.

gata, s. (from — , a day, plil) , days , a season, a time,

weather.

Fata , s. (from ye, so much), a mixed kind of music com-

posed of two other soits, invented by Ameer Khosro.

Tam , s. (from Xi, water, and an, to rejoice) , a flash of

lightning, submarine fire.

ta, s. (from J , to send), a mission, a sending, a de-

putation.

ZA1, s. (from I, to more), the goddess of speech ; language,

speech, the earth, ardent spirits, water.

Zata1, a. (from sɔꞌꞌ, a desire), a desire, an inclination, a

wish, a purpose, a design, an intention, a plan.

Ta , s . (from at, a particular fish), the name of a fish,

(Clupea alosa. )

Zatzzzá, s. (from a , the earth, t³, covered, and tý,

a geographical division), the most central of the nine

geographical divisions ofthe earth.

a , s. (from , to more, and , a chief), the name of

a fish much esteemed for the table, (Clupea alosa, Lin.)

Za☎, s. (from ( , to write) , a line, a stroke, a dash

with the pen, a streak.

, s. (from le, dirt), filth, dirt, ordure.

sta), s. (from Els, filth, and xilm, a house), a privy.
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Zu.

Fast, a. (from üle, filth), filthy, fœtid, abominable.

Zay, s. (from"8,lül, a sign), a nod or wink, a sign or to-

ken.

on .

ta, & (from Hääl, a proclamation), a proclamati-

sfsetantal, s. (from ›½ï³, a proclamation, and x„li, a

writing), a written proclamation.

#foxtat, a. (from lïül, a sale), belonging to a sale.

I , s. (from , to go), the name of one of the Hindoo

months, usually called Ushwina ; it commences when

the sun enters Virgo. It contains part of September

and part of October.

Ja, s. (from a, to go), an arrow, a versed sine.

jak, s. (from 3a, an arrow, and ₹1, to hold), a quiver.

Jaza, s. (from , the name of a plant), the name

of a plant, (Aristolochia indica.)

, a. (from , to desire), desired , wished for, cherished ,

beloved, reverenced, respected, approved ; also, (from

, to sacrifice), sacrificed to, worshipped.

I , s. (from , desired, and , work), in arithmetic

an operation with assumed numbers.

IUTI, S. (from a, to desire), a brick.

ZUT, s. (from 4, worshipped, and ( ™, a god), the par-

ticular god which is worshipped by any individual.

8.5131, s. (from TV, worshipped, and MT51, deity), the

particular god which is worshipped by any person.

Zvantatís, s. (from , the required root, • , a

fraction, and s³, redu tion), in arithmetic the assi-

milation and reduction of the coefficient of the root

with a fraction .

fs. (from , to desire), volition, will, desire ; also,

(from , to sacrifice), a sacrifice, an oblation, a pre-

ceptor or spiritual guide.

, an interjection expressive of pain, anger, or sorrow ;

s. surprize.

Ix, ad. (from ³ , from this) , from this place.

zēzatsifa, od. (from IIT, from this, and C , a limit),

from this place to that, inclusive.

stata, s. (from Jly , to practise), daily practice, a

custom, a habit.

ata , ad. (from , to continue) , always , con-

stantly, perpetually.

711, s. from l¿æã…), forgiveness), pardon, forgiveness.

fa, s. (from3, to spread out) , a smoothing iron.

Ž , 8. (from dia , a particular drug), the seed of a par-

ticular plant not ascertained . It is burnt at marriages,

and a few days after the birth of a child to prevent

those calamities which are supposed to be caused by evil

spirits.

ts , s. (from J , a particular plant), the name of

a plant, (Plantago Isphagula.)

t3, s. (from espada, Port), steel .

ga, s. (from J , the name of a plant), the name of

a plant used in medicine, (Plantago Isphagula .)

Zugaza, s. (from p~' , a name, and “¿‚³, a writer), one

who makes out a list of names, a muster-master:

, s. (from 3 , one who writes names), the

office or business of one who writes lists of names, the

making a list of names, or persons.

E, pron. (from , this), this, here.

at , s. (from , this, aud ata, time), the present life,

the present time.

fsata, s. (from Ela , necessity , necessity, need, want,

occasion.

Pafoxta, s. (from j§‚ïl, abstinence), abstinence, the ob-

serving of a proper regimen, the abstaining from passi-

on, the controuling of the passions.

Ixlatæ, s. (from ₹5, this, and cæte, a world), this world,

the present life.

gata, s. (from ' , benevolence) , benevolence ; good

actions, beneficence, favour, courtesy, kindness.

भ .ै

, the fourth vowel of the Indian alphabet. It is a long

vowel resembling in sound the English ee in reed.

When compounded with a consonant, it is expressed

bythis symbol 1.

eta, s. (from the letter , and to do), the letter I, or

that character which expresses the sound of ee in reed.

taifa, a. (from , the letter , and wifi, first), be-

ginning with the letter , having an initial .

Rias, a. (from t , the letter , and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

ata, s. (from all, invention), the invention of a thing,

invention; a. invented.

, s. (from , to move), a calamity befalling the rural

peasantry, of which Hindoo writers reckon six, viz.

excessive rain, a defect of rain, locusts, rats, birds,

and a neighbouring king.

, s. (from , to appoint, Se, afestival), a festival, a

holy day, a religious solemnity.

, ad. (fromI , this, and , to see), thus, such, resem

bling this.
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ad. (from 3 , this, and qw , to see , thus, such, re-

semblingthis.

, s. (from as, to enry), envy, spite.

tete, a. (from art, spite, and ☎taē, making), venting

spite or malice, malicious, spiteful, envious.

, a. (from art, spite, and 5 , producing), excit-

ing envy, causing malice or ill will.

, a. (from 11 , spite, and cafa , hating), abhorring

malice or spite, hating envy or malevolence.

tatata, a. (from , spite, and a * , destroying), de-

stroying spite or envy, destroying hatred or ill will.

3, a. (from art , spite, and fas, connected with),

spiteful, malicious, envious, malevolent.

stata, a. (from at, spite), spiteful, envious , malicious ,

malevolent.

tfaf , a . (from a , spite, and f * , possessed of),

spiteful, malicious, envious, malevolent.

ay, a. (from

malevolent.

1, spite , spiteful, envious, malicious,

t , a. (from as , spite, and F, connected with),

spiteful, malicious, envious, malevolent.

tas, a. (from 1 , spite, and af , destitute of), free

from spite, free from malice, free from envy.

te, a. (from , spite, and 75 , indicating , indi-

cating spite or malice, indicating envy or ill will.

ta, a. (from , spite, and , destitute of , free

from spite, free from malice, free from envy.

han, a. (from 11, spite) , spiteful, malicious, envious,

malevolent.

, s. (from , to be grand), God, a lord, one of the

names of Shiva, the supreme, the beam of a plough.

tatag , s. (from , the beam of a plough, and t ,

a plough), the name of a plant, Gloriosa superba. )

4 , s. (from xt, a governor , the beam of a plough.

ta, s. (from , a lord), light, splendor, one of the

names of Shiva ; a. north-east.

ta , 8. from tt , Shiva, and a, a corner), the

north-east quarter.

, s. (from , to be grand), God, the supreme, a lord .

stefara , s. (from 4 , God, and fat , prohibition), the

denial of a God, atheism.

ta , a. (from , God, and fa̸81 , establishment), firm-

ly relying on God, established in the sevice of God.

Hatud, a. (from 7, God, and tea , devoted to), de-

vited to God, earnestly engaged in the service of

God.

15 , 4. (from , God, and , worshipping), wor-

학살.

shipping God ; s. a worshipper of God, a devout per-

son.

1, s. (from , God, and 1, worship), the worship

ofGod.

, s. (from , God, and staa, prohibition),

the denial of a God, atheism.

55, a. (from 3, God, and 3, devoted to), devoted

to God.

agatte, a. (from 4 , God, and ¤tt , accomplishing),

securing the favour of God, securing absorption in

God.

, s. (from 3, God, and Яt , an accomplishing),

a securing the favour of God, a securing absorption

into God.

, a. from , God, and , serving), serving

or worshipping God ; s. a servant or worshipper of

God.

, s. (from , God, and (Я , service) , the service

ofGod, the worship of God.

1, s. (from I , God, and túl, a command), a com,

mand of God.

fts, a . (from 1, God, and atat , commanded),.

commanded by God.

ঈশ্বরাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from ঈশ্বর , God , and অতিরিক্ত, exceeded),

beside or more than God.

tata , a. (from 4, God, and state, worshipping),

worshipping God, praying to God ; s. a person who

prays to God,

ঈশ্বরারবিনা , s . ( from ঈশ্বর , God , and আরাধনা, worship) , the

worship of God.

, a. (from 3, God, and g , worshipping), wor-

shipping God ; s. a worshipper of God.

at¹, s . ( from 7, God, and wốt, worship), the worship

of God.

, s. (from , to be grand`, a goddess , a queen.

***tae, a. (from ty, Gol, and g× ¤¤, serving), at-

tending on God, serving God, waiting on Gol.

ঈশ্বরোপাসনা, s. ( from ঈশ্বর , God, and উপাসনা, attendance ,

attendance or waiting on God, the service of God.

ঈশ্বরোপাসনাকাঞ্ঝা, s. (from ঈশ্বরোপাসন। , the service of God,

and tæt , desire), a desire for the service of God.

, a. (fromat , the service of God,

and staff , desirous), desirous of the service of Go 1,

attạē, a. (from rata , the service of Go¹,

and g , doing), performing the service of God,

waiting on God ; s. a person who attends on the ser

vice of God,
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25.

ঈশ্বরোপাসনাকারী
, a. (from ঈশ্বরোপাসনা

, the service of God,

and tf , doing), performing
the service of God,

waiting on God.

a, s. (from , to more , the beam of a plough,

, ad. (from , to glean , a little, somewhat..

, a. (from e, somewhat, and s , hot), lukewarm .

31, s. (from , lukewarm), lukewarmness.

aysia, a. (from a , a little, and stig, deep), shallow.

agata , s. (from asta, shallow, and c , a cavity),

a shallow cavity, a slight depression.

, s. (from , a little, and 4, a quality), slender

abilities, a small or insignificant quality.

, a. from , a small quality, and joined

to), possessed of slight qualities or abilities.

kanda, s. (from as, somewhat, and , the sight ofany

thing), a glance, a slight view.

ata , s. (from , somewhat, and t , laughter), a

slight laugh, a smile.

sta, «. (from , a slight laugh, and 5 , the

face), having a smiling countenance ; s. a smiling coun-

tenance.

, a. (from , a little, and a , crooked), somewhat

crooked, bent, curved.

31 , s . (from , somewhat crooked) , the circum-

stance ofbeing somewhat bent or curved.

ai, s. (from , to move , the beam of a plough .

E , s. (from 5, to endeavour), study, a striving, an en-

deavour, an attempt.

3.

8, the fifth vowel in the Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound of the English oo in good. When it follows a

consonant in the same syllable, it is placed under the

letter, and has this form ; interj. Oh! expressive of

pain.

std , a. (from stai , raw, and 1 , burnt in cooking),

spoiled in the cooking.

8 , s. (from , a white ant) , a white ant, (Termes

bellicosus.)

8, an interjection indicating a reply of assent, it also in-

dicates anger, aye! ha !

*:, an interjection expressing assent , surprize at the great.

ness or excellency of a thing, approbation, compassion

and anger.

$ . v. a. (from 87, high), to stir up, to raise up a thing that

is settled down so as to make it lie loosely, to peck the

Rr

thatch from a house as pigeons or other birds do, to throw

the thatch from a house, to lift up, to raise up the arm

or a weapon.

5, a. (from 8. high), high, lofty.

5t , a. (from 5, high, and at , theforehead), hav

ing an high forehead .

357, a. (from $5, to stir up), torn off as thatch from a

house.

tot , a. (from $5, high, and 15, low), high and low, rough,

uneven,

jo , v. a. (from se , prep. and , to move), to toss up as

corn is tossed in a sieve in order to make the chaff rise

to the top.

987, a. (from 8 ,prep. and b , to move), shaken in a sieve or

other vessel so that the chaff or other lighter parts are

collected at the top ; s . the shaking of things in a sieve

or other vessel to collect thelighter parts on the top.

gom , v. a. (from gá , to toss), to toss as corn is tossed in

a sieve in order to make the chaff or other light sub-

stances rise to the top.

Ésata, a. ( from 3 , prep. and d , to move), shaken in a

sieve or other vessel so that the lighter parts are collect-

ed on the top, to bubble or boil over.

351 , v. a. (from 35, to stir up), to stir up, to raise up a

thing that is settled down so as to make it lie loosely,

to strip the thatch from a house, to raise up the arm or

a weapon.

sta, a. (from 5, to stir up), torn off as thatch from a

house.

1, v. a. (from ge, prep , and ¤ , to go), to take up, to

lift up the hand to strike, to throw the thatch from a

house.

Satsfa, s. (from , to raise the hand to strike) , a mutu

al or reciprocal attempt to strike, a mutual threatening

to strike.

sata, s. (from 81, to raise the hand to strike), the taking

up of a thing, a lifting up the hand to strike , a taking

the thatch from a house.

Etat, a . (from 3 , to raise the hand), lifting up the hand

to strike, taking a thing up, taking the thatch from a

house.

ওঁবিপোকা, s. (from ওদ্দেহিক, the male termes, and পোকা , an

insect), the male of the white ant (Termes bellicosus)

when it has acquired its wings and takes flight.

35, pron. (from , he), that man, or woman, he, she.

This pronoun is only used when a great degree of res

pect is intended ,
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sfe.

, a particle of refusal or denial, no .

, v. a. (from , prep. and at , to dig , to rasp, to file.

E , s. (from 8 , prop. and 7, to dig), a rasp ; also (from

Eg , a meteor), a meteor , a torch, a fire-brand, a wisp

of straw which is set on fire ; a. stray, strange, un-

known, going at large, feeding at large.

8 , s. (from 8 , prep. and 5, to shine), the name of a

plant, (Ageratum cordifolium. )

sat, a. (from seat , disagreeable ) , intolerable, scarcely to

lerable, disagreeable, excessive, hot, mad, furious, un-

governable.

satis , a. (from sa , disagreeable), belonging to the hot

season, going at large as cattle do in the hot season,

ungovernable, unrestrained.

STT, v. a. (from ge, prep. and so, molasses ), to dress sweet-

meats with sugar or molasses so as to form a thin crust

or inflorescence on the surface ; applied to time, this

verb means to pass away; applied to a paper kite, it

means to break the string and get loose.

sast, s. (from se, prep. and 5, to preserve), a skimmer, a

ladle, a mark tattooed on the faces of Hindoo women

immediately between the eyes.

87171, s. (from 7, a dog, and , the mind), the name

of a plant which dogs are fond of smelling to (Conyza

diffusa .)

81, s. (from 81, a meteor), a meteor, a torch), a flaming

wisp of straw, a fire-brand, a rasp.

´ext?, s. (from 8, and to make), the letter 3, the cha-

racter which expresses the sound of oo in good.

stat , a. (from sata, the letter 8 , and at , first), having

an initial 8 , beginning with the letter 8.

sætats, a . (from sets, the letter 8, and 3, an end , hav-

ing a final 8 , ending with the letter s.

satae, s . (from 7 , power, 155, an embassy) , an em-

bassy , agency, a deputation.

sætazatui, s . (from ' ,, an embassy, and xli, a writ-

ing), the credentials of au ambassador or other public

agent.

sf , s . (from se, prep. and , to see), a peep, the looking

attentively at a thing, a straining to vomit. This word

when compounded with *, to rise up, means to strain

or retch in vomiting ; when compounded with at , to

beat, it means to peep, to pry into a thing, to watch a

thing closely as a cat or other animal does its prey.

8f7387, s . (from 8fx, a straining to vomit, and st7, the act

ofrising), the act of retching or straining to vomit.

graf, s. (from si , a peep, and af , the motion of the

34.

body which takes place in looking attentively), a peep,

an attentive examination of a thing with the eye, the

prying into a thing. This word compounded withat ,

to beat, means to peep, to pry, to examine or watch a

thing closely.

sfrata , s. (from sfx, a peep, and a† 4, the act ofsmiting),

the act of peeping.

sæta, s. (from , power, K,, an ambassage), an attor-

ney, an ambassador, an agent.

sæauạt, s. (from J , an attorney, and T , expence);

fees or other expences paid to an attorney.

gæjaug51, s. (from JS,, an attorney, and
* s, expence),

fees or other expences paid to an attorney.

salal, s. (from Ja , an attorney), the business of an am-

bassador, the office of an attorney, a negociation.

3 , s. (from , a louse), a louse.

1 , s . (from sa , a louse, and 1 , a species offish) , the

name of a species of fish, ( a species of Zeus or Centra

nodon).

sata , s. (from sa, alouse, and cettet, an insect), a

weevil.

yard, ad. loc. case of $ 4 ) lousily.

gifs, s . (from seata, a hook used in winnowing corn),

a hook of bamboo used by the Hindoos instead of a

fork to separate the short straw and other refuse from

the corn after threshing, or at the time ofwinnowing.

sit, s. (from ge, prep. and , to throw), the name ofa

musical instrument, a kind of drum.

Sat, s. (from 33, prep. and , to collect), the name of a

musical instrument ofthe pulsatile kind, a sort ofdrum.

35, a. (from 5, to speak , spoken, mentioned , related, said.

8FFF; a. (from 8 , spoken, and , not spoken) , spok-

en and not spoken.

sfs, s. (from 5, to speak), a word, a speech, an expressi

a sentence, speech.
on,.

81, s. (from 87, a bull), a bull .

, v. a. (from 8 , prep. and at , to dig), to rasp, to file:

st, s. (from 83, prep , and a‡, to dig), a rasp, a file.

sz, v. a. (from se, prep. and ₪3, molasses), to dress sweet-

meats with sugar or molasses so as to form a thin crust

or inflorescence on the surface ; to get loose, applied

to a paper kite ; to break loose, applied to time to pass .

away.

gati, s. (from sæ, to move), a rasp, a pot, a saucepan.

gaz , s. (from 8 , prep. and 4 , molasses), a sort offood

made ofparched rice and treacle.

sat stars , a. (from sef , tossed. The last member of this
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ET.

word is only a rhyme to the first), dishevelled, entang-

led, towzled, thrown into confusion.

cași, s. (from se, prep , and aș, to separate), a skimmer,

a ladle.

8415, v. a. (from se, prep. and 42, molasses) , to lift up, to

raise ; s. coarse sugar.

gsta, v. n . (from 8se, prep, and st, to vomit), to vomit, to ex-

pel from the stomach. The adverbial participle of this

verb constructed with at , to eat, means to chew the

cud.

Estad, s. (from ge, prep. and . to vomit), the act of vomit-

ing or casting any thing up from the stomach, any

substance vomited from the stomach ; a. vomited.

Estats, a. (from Esta, to vomit), vomited.

stfagtartзa, s . ( from 85x4, to vemit, and 237, to ext),

act ofchewing the cud.

the

, a. (from , to unite inseparably , hot, peevish, snap-

pish, surly, violent, cross, passionate , pungent ; s . one

of the names of Shiva.

Es , a. (from 8 pungent, and s , a scent), strong-scent-

ed; s. the name of a tree the flowers of which have a

very powerfulfragrance, (Michelia Champaca), also car-

raway, (Carum Carui. )

egstad, a. (from ¶ pungent, and st , a scent), strong-scent-

ed; s. the name of a plant, (Acorus Calamus. )

8551, 8 (from 8 , het) , heat, violence, pungency, peevish-

ness, passionateness.

8 , s. (from 8 , hot , heat, violence, pungency, peevish-

ness, passionateness .

87134, 8. (from se , prep. and 4, to cover), the uncovering

of a thing, the act of stripping off the clothes or any

other covering.

; s . (from 8 , an interjection, and , to sound), a louse.

8 , s. from 3 , an interjection indicating enquiry, and

to shine), "the introduction of a topic, the begin-

ning of a subject.

85, a. (from 88 , high) , high, tall.

*5*1, a . (from se prap, and dỡ, to give pain , unruly, head-

strong, mischievous, bold, impudent, insolent.

1, a. (from se, prep. and te, to return a blow) , daring,

headlong, mischievous, bold, impudent, insolent.

857471, s. (from 85, high, and 77, the eye), the name of a

fish, (Lutianus Polata, Buchanan's Mss. )

85A, v. a . (from se, prep. and 8 , to more) , to toss, to agi-

tate in a sieve or other vessel so as to make the'chaff

or other light substances lie uppermost.

8577, s. (from se, prep, and , to move), the tossing or

ST.

agitating of corn or other things in a sieve that the chaff

and other light substances may rise to the top.

3571, c. a. (from 25a, to tɔss), to toss, to agitate in a sieve

or other vessel so as to make the chaff or other light

substances rise to the top.

sata, s. (from se, prep. and 8 , to move), agitated in a

sieve or other vessel so that the chaff and other light

substances are made to lie uppermost.

gotta, s . (from se, prep. and de, to penetrate), the being in

sadness , the being gloomy or sullen.

sta , a . (from satta, the being gloomy, and , the

mind), gloomy, sad, disconsolate, heavy-hearted.

sõtet, a. (from se, prep. and tt, to penetrate , inclined to

gloominess or sullenness.

8fd3, a. (from 45, to speak), proper, fit , suitable , convenient.

331, s. (from 8f53, proper), propriety, fitness.

sfd3a, s. (from 63, proper), propriety, fitness.

So , s. (from , prep. and fos, a shrimp), a species of

gryllus or cricket.

8 , s. (from 51 , a shrimp, and et , an insect), a

species ofgryllus or cricket.

site, s. (from se, prep. and 6, to break), a trip, a stum-

ble. This word constructed with 2 , to eat, means to

trip, to stumble.

88,. (from 8 , pr. p. and fs, to collect), high, lofty.

sgti, s. (from se, prop. and ☎¾, to injure), pride, arrogance,

a custom, an usage. The name of a species of garlic,

also a species ofgrass, (Cyperus, species not determin-

ed. )

883 , a. (from 8 , prep, and 55, to be angry), quick, hasty,

expeditious.

8831, s. (from 83, high), height, tallness .

S3 , s. (from 8 , high , height, tallness,

875, s. (from 88, high, and 5, an office) , a high office.

tata, s. (from 3 , a high office, and af , de-

sire), a desire for a high office .

8895fsætal, a. (from 885, a high office, and fat

desiring), desirous of a high office.

$89a1fs(25, ɑ . (from $895, an high office, and fafas, in-

stated), anointed to a high office, installed into a high

office.

sta, a (from s high, and Sif , speaking), noisy, speak-

ing loudly, brawling, shouting.

885, a. (from se, prep. and , to applaud), droll, comical,

jocose.

3, a. (from 8 , prep. and t , to move , pronounced, ut-

tered, expressed , said, spoken.

7

Rr 2
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sfa.

fa , a. (from 3 , prep. and b , to move', fit to be pro-

nounced, fit to be uttered, fit to be mentioned.

sita, s. (from se, prep. and , to penetrate), the being

in sadness, the circumstance of being gloomy or sullen.

, a . (from м , upper, and , low) , uneven, high

and low, various, multiform.

ts, s. (from se, prep. and 8 , to move) , pronunciation, ut-

terance, excrement, filth, manure.

sta , s. (from se, prep. and 6 , to move), pronunciation,

utterance.

Stat , 8. (from 84, pronunciation, and f, an object),

the cause or reason of easy or agreeable pronunciation ;

ad. for the sake of agreeable pronunciation.

Głady, 8. (from se, prep. and dg, to move), fit to be pro-

nounced, fit to be spoken, fit to be uttered..

Stafps , a. (from se, prep. and g, to move), fit to be ex-

pressed , capable of being pronounced .

st3, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), pronounced,

uttered .

st , a. (from se, prep, and 5 , to move), fit to be pro-

nounced, fit to be uttered, fit to be spoken.

sztúrate, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), proceeding

from the mouth.

sff , s. (from se, prep, and font, à shrimp), a species

of gryllus or cricket.

& I, s. (from sa, to reject), the name of a plant, (Momordi-

ca muricata.)

st , ad. (from str , on high), aloud, on high.

st :* , s. (from sts , aloud, and , a sound , a sound

uttered with a loud voice.

85.

gfg31, s. (from sa, cut off , excision , ruin.

sfæv, a . (from se, prep. and fito end), left, remaining,

rejected after being tasted

s31, s. (from 3 , left), a remnant, orts.

Sf&V= Fi, s. (from sa , oris, and cot , an eater), a per-

son who feeds on orts, a person who takes what ano-

ther leaves, a mean person.

sfata , s. (from sfa , orts, and ct , an eating), the

eating of orts, the taking what others reject, meanness.

sfastat, a. (from 3 , orts, and (Stf57, eating), eating

orts, taking what others reject, mean .

, s. (from sf , orts, and a, a cleaning) , the

cleaning of a room after eating.

gkja, a. (from 825, prep. and *s , a chain), loose, anre-

strained, irregular, confused, self-willed , perverse, li-

centious.

31, s. (from 35 , irregular), irregularity, confusion,

disorder, unrestrainedness, licentiousness.

SHIT, s. (from 8 , irregular), irregularity, confusion,

disorder, unrestrainedness, licentiousness.

Y!&5, s. (from 83, prep. and fa , to cut), excision , ruin, de-

struction .

357, s. (from e, prep. and f , to cut), the ruining or

devastating of a country or place.

-1 , a. (from 3 , prep. and fan , to cut), capable ofbe

ing cut off, requiring to be eradicated or dispersed.

81 , a. (from se , prep. and fan, to cut), capable ofbeing

cut off, requiring to be eradicated or dispersed.

3 , s. (from se, prep. and f , to serve), a height, elevati-

on, the height of an object.

sta, s. (from e, prep. and f , to serve) , a height, eleva-

tion, the height of an object.

Styx71, s. (from styą, on high, and a, un ear), high-ear- f3, a . (from se , prep . and f , to serve), elevated , exalted.

ed, the name of Indra's horse fabled to have been pro-

duced at the churning of the sea ; a. deaf.

st , s. (from sts , aloud, and , a sound), a sound ut-

tered with a loud voice, a loud sound.

su, a. (from 82, prep. and , to fall , ruined, destroyed ,

subverted, laid waste, stript of, relinquished .

85731, s. (from 8 , destroyed), perdition, ruin, desolation .

E , s. (from 8 , destroyed), perdition , ruin, desolation.

8 , s. (from a , stript of, and f , peace), a peace

procured by the surrender of the best of a prince's ter-

ritories.

S , s . (from se, prep. and fat, to sharpen), the opposite

leg of a triangle.

sfs, a. (from se, prep. and f , to sharpen), opposed so

as to meet at the top like the legs of a triangle.

ska, a. (from se, prep, and f , to cut), cut off, ruined .

gfg³, a. (from ge, prep. and f , to serve), elevated, exalt

ed, sprung up, born, produced, increased , grown, pros

perous,

ga , v. n. (from se, prep. and ta, to vomit), to vomit, to

expel any thing from the stomach.

£577, s. (from 82, prep. and 5, to vomit , the act of vo-

miting.

safix1, n. (from saa, ruined), squandered away, spent,

lost, scattered about.

35, v. n . (from se, prep. and 5, to move) , to move against

the stream , to run towards the source as water by the

flood tide, to swim or move up the stream.

, a. (from 8 , to be straight), straight, direct, sincere,

honest, upright.

1

.4
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83 , a. (from $5, to move up the stream), swam up the

stream. This word is usually applied to fishes which

have swam up the stream to reach a pond or lake, or

which after a heavy rain leave the rivers to seek other

places.

$53, s. (from ge, prep. and i , afibrous root), the tear-

ing up or grubbing up of trees by the roots ; v . a. to vo-

mit or throw up from the stomach.

8537, a. (from se, prep. and , to collect), wasteful,

spendthrift, ruinous, lavish.

83 , a. (from , prep. and 5, to move), contrarytothe

grain, in an opposite direction, against the grain.

, a. (from 857, contrary to the grain), wandering

out of its place. This adjective is only applied to those

fishes which in heavy rains leave the rivers, and trans-

port themselves by means of the water which is on the

earth or in small water-courses, to ponds or other

places.

837, s. (from Jds, an excuse), an excuse, an apology.

Cuą, v. n. (from 8 , prep. and , to cover), to be tossed,

to be agitated like the waves of the sea.

83 , s. (from se, prep. and , to cover), the tossing or

agitating of a thing ; the dashing of a wave so as to

come on the deck of a skip or to enter a boat.

ওজলপাজল, ad . (from sজল, agitation, and পাজল, a sound

which rhymes with the foregoing member), all in con-

fusion, topsy-turvey.

, v. a. (from e , prep. and , to cover), to toss, to

agitate as corn in a sieve ; also, s. (from se, prep, and

, to shine , splendor, brightness, a blazing up.

83ata, s. (from 82, prep. and , to cover ), the tossing of

a thing, the putting a thing into a skipping motion.

st, a. (from straight), straight, direct, sincere, upright,

honest.

8tsfa, ad. (from 3 straight), straight and fair, fair and

above board.

sats, s . (from se, prep. and , to collect), a wilderness,

a deserted place.

8ata, s. (from 82, prep. and , to move), the upper coun-

try, that part ofthe country from which the rivers and

streams flow.

sfa, s. (from se, prep. and fa, to accede to), a common re-

port.

sfa , s. (from , a minister), a minister, a counsellor of

state.

sfaat, s. (from jg, a minister), the office of a minister of

state.

E.

shrju1, a. (from 82, prep, and , to attend on or serve);

wandering from its proper place. This adjective is ap-

plied to those fishes which in heavy rains leave the ri-

vers, and by means of the water whichlies on the

ground transport themselves to other places.

st, a. (from 82, prep. and , to collect), waste, ruined,

desolate, desert.

315, s. (from 3, prep . and i , a fibrous root), the grub.

bing up of trees by their roots, eradication, destructi

on, ruin.

CFI, s. (from 82, prep . and ti , a fibrous rool ), the era-:

dicating of a thing, the pulling or grubbing up of a tree

by the roots.

317, a. (from se, prep: and , to collect), wasteful, la-

vish, expensive, ruinous.

8 , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to shine), a blazing up,.

splendor, an illumination, brightness .

Sa , s. (from 3 , splendor), luminousness, splendor.

STT, s. (from S , splendor), luminousness, splendor.

3 , s. (from . , prep. and , to blaze), the act of en-

kindling or of blazing up.

, s. (from 8 , prep. and , to blaze); a blaze, splen--

dor, brightness.

sfs, a. (from se, prep. and , to shine), kindled , caus-

ed to blaze up, illuminated.

£ 3, a. (from 3 , to abandon), left, abandoned, relinquish-

ed.

33, v. a. (from 8 , to glean), to dry rice by the fire, after it .

has been soaked to prepare it for being husked.

3 , s. (from 3 , to glean) , a gleaning, the collecting ofgrains.

887, s. (from 8 , to glean), the act of gleaning; a. dried

by the fire instead of the sun. This adjective is only

applied to rice.

8 , s. (from 8. gleaning, and 3, a trade or calling),

the business of gleaning, the gaining of a livelihood by

gleaning.

sqrfiæ, a. (from 3 , to glean, and , a disposition), in-

clined to glean or to pick up scraps which lie scatter.

ed about the ground.

st, v. n. (from se, prep. and , to be situated) , to rise up

as earth when wetted, to heave, to scale off as scuf

from the body.

st, s. (from s , a camel), a camel.

statat, a. (from 8 , prep. t , tobind, and , to do), fo

reign, unknown, vagrant. This adjective is only ap

plied to vagrant persons whose family and connections

are unknown,
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st , 8. (from 83, prop. and t , to bind , the name of a

plant not yet ascertained : from its seed, it appears to

be a species ofJusticia.

&ta, a. (from st, hitch, and 3 , to be produced), a hut of

leaves, a thatched house.

8 , s. (from & , prep. and 6 , to be situated) , the taking of

goods on credit.

sta , s. (from S , prep. and , to be situated), the taking

ofgoods on credit.

stata , s . (from 8 , the taking ofgoods on credit, and

IT, xence), the expence of buying goods on credit .

Six, v. a. (from 23, prep. and fee, to move), to search for.

gia, s . (from se, prep, and fee, to move), the act of seeb-

ing or searching for a thing.

stata, s. (froin 33 , prep. and fte, to more , the act of trac-

ing out a thing, the searching for a thing.

statatata, s. (from 38 , search. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first , the tracing out

of a thing, the searching for a thing.

statat , a . (from 3 , prep, aud ft , to move), searching,

found, sought.

831, a. (from 33, prep . and fee, to move), straying, wan-

dering.

8 , s. (from se, pr p. and to; to bind), a clue, a guide .

st, v. n. (from se, prep. and 6 , to le situated , to rise, to

mount.

st, s . (from sa, prep. and 1 , to be situated), a rising up,

a mounting, elevation ; a. risen..

sti, s . (from 3 , prep. and 1 , to be situated) , the act of

rising or mounting, a court-yard .

, s . (from 8 , prep. aud 1, to be situated) , a rising up,

a mounting, an arrival at a place.

sti, v. a. (from se, prep, and 1 , to be silurted), to cause

a thing to rise or ascend, to raise up, to set up, to

elevate, to exalt, to remove, to eradicate, to remove a

person from his situation or office.

-gåtsff, al, (from st , to rise) , repeatedly, importunately.

81 , s. (from 3 , prep. and , to be situated , the raising

up of a thing, the causing of a thing to rise or mount,

the causing a thing to ascend, the removing or effacing

ofa thing, a court-yard.

statt , s . (from etta, the raising up of athing, and tt,

a wharf , a landing place.

stif , s . (from 8 , prep. and , to be situated , a rising

up, a mounting up an eminence, an arrival at a place.

ettЯ51, s. (from st , a raising, and 51, a falling), a pitch-

ing about like a hip or a boat in rough water, a rising

and falling.

&$

885, a. (from 8 , prep. and 1, to be situated), risen,

mounted, spent.

st , s. (from 33. prep. and fr³, a s'alion) , a vent or sale

for goods, the breaking up ofan assembly.

$5, v. n . (from 33 prep, and 51, to fly), to fly, to mount in

the air.

ga , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to move) , the handle of a

saucepan or other culinary vessel ; also (from wae, tat-

tooing), the tattocing on the face or body of men or wo-

men.

$53, s . (from 83. to fly, and , a shore), the beginning

and end , the end of a thing, the termination of an affair ;

ad. from beginning to end.

852519, a. (from $ 57, a flying, and 6 , dreadful) , squan-

dering, wasting, throwing away.

837, s . (from , prep, and , tofly), the act of flying.

spa¶, s. (from 8e , prep, and și, tofly , a sheet, the flowing

outer garment worn by a Hindoo.

85579, a. from $5, tofly ,flying, taking flight, fledged.

37977 , s. (from 85, tofly, and 53, a fulling), a flying up

and settling, orfalling.

831, s . (from 85 , prep. and șì, to fly), the venereal disease

-when communicated by any way except the connection

of the sexes, waste, the act of flying ; v . a. to cause to

fly.

gști, s. (from 83 , prep and 5, to fly , the causing of a

bird to fly, the causing of cust, chaff, or any other light

substance to fly, the expending ofsubstauce, the squan

dering or dissipating of a thing.

state , a. (from £517, a squandering, and 14, angry),

wasting, profuse, extravagant.

sștal, s. (from 8 , prep. and 31, to fly), waste , extrava-

gance, the outward garment worn by a Hindoo.

83t5jg, a . (from 83, prep. and ș , tofly), wasting, extrava

gant, squandering.

stats, s. (from 851 ,flying, and 3, the venereal disease),

the venereal disease when communicated by any way

except the connection of the sexes.

851, s. (from 8 , prep. and 1 , to move), wild, applied prin

cipally to wild rice which abounds in some places on

the borders of lakes and swamps.

ssa, s. (from 8st, wiid, and sti , diospyros), a species

of tree, (Diospyros ramiflora )

8 , s. (from 351, wild, and ta , rice), wild rice.

gataj, s. (from 851, wild, and Itar, rice), wild rice.

35, s. (from 32, prep. and șì, to fly), any one ofthe con-

stellations in the moon's path.

STSE, a . (from 85, to fly), on the wing through eagerness
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or agitation, on tiptoe with agitated thought, agitated,

anxious, ready to take flight, applied to the mind.

853563, a. (from 35 , to fly, and fo , the heart) , discom-

posed, alarmed, unsteady, agitated in mind, full of an-

xiety.

8571, 8. (from 35, prep. and și, to fly), fledged , able to fly.

c51, s. (from 25, a constellation, and 1 , to preserve) , a

raft, a float, the moon .

ss, s. (from 35, a constellation, and to, a lord), the

moon.

857, 8. (from 85 a constellation, and , to skreen), a wild

fig, (Ficus glomerata ; the threshold of a house, cop-

per, a sort of leprosy with coppery spots.

gy³), a. (from 82, prep , and și, to fly), flighty, airy, light,

vain.

839 ~ s. (from se, prep. and st, to fly), the act offlying,

the act ofrising in the air.

37 , . (from se, prep. and 1, to fly), a leap upwards, a

bound.

«N¶Ñ” , s. (from st , a leap, and 1 , a soaring), a

skipping and bounding about, a jumping and frisking.

chigala , a › (from 85, prep. and șì, tofly , flying.

, an inseparable preposition, which when prefixed to a

verb or other word conveys the idea of an upward di-

rection of the act, or of a degree of elevation or ar-

der.

83, s. (from 83 , heat), heat, fire ; a. (from , to sew),

sewed, woven ; also, a vocative particle.

CIT, v. n. (from 82, prep, and , to pass over) , to arrive, to

come.

831, s. (from 877, an answer), an answer.

837&ta , s. (from 834, to arrive, and xil , a house), an inn.

8333 , s. (from 333, to arrive, and stat, dry land , a bait-

ing place .

837¹, s. (from 32, prep. and 3, to pass over), the arriving

at a place.

LIH, v. n. (from 3 , prep. and 3 , to be full) , to overflow,

to rise above the boundaries in which a thing is con-

tained, to boil over.

8355, s. (from.se, prep. and তুল, to befull , the act of over-

flowing, the rising of a liquid over the bounds in which

it is confined ; a. flowing over thebanks, rising overthe

sides of the vessel in which it is contained .

83m3 , ad. (from 834; an overflowing, and rata, the

nether regions), up and down ; s. the raising up and

throwing down ofwater ; the stirring up of a liquid.

@tm), s. (from 83, prep. and 3 , to be full), the overflowing

of a river ; a. distressed, anxious, agitated, touchy,

passionate.

sata, s. (from 82, prep. and , to pass over), a copy, a dup.

licate.

gata , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to pass over), a copy.

gatai, s. (from ge, prep. and , to be full) , touchy, passi

onate, anxious, perplexed, agitated.

v. n. (from 8 , prep. and to be full), to boil over,

to overflow, to rise over any given boundaries .

ge , a. (from se, prep. and te, to-sound , anxious, regret-

ting.

seat, a. (from se , prep.) bad, troublesome, disagreeable,

annoying, excessive, mad , furious, drunk.

ge , s. (from 3 , prep. and at, to 1egrit), regret, vexa-

tion, sullenness, uneasiness.

g1, s. (from se, prep. and æt, to regret), regret, care,

melancholy, sullenness, vexation

geadifaftas, a . (from sdt, regret, and fats , possessed 2

of), anxious, regretting, sullen , melancholy.

safd3, a. (from 82 , prep. and at, to regret), dejected, dis

tressed, vexed, sullen, melancholy.

geafs , a. from af regretting), anxiously expect

ing. The word in the feminine gender is applied in the

amatory writings of the Hindoos to a woman who sits

anxiously expecting her husband or lover.

geza, s. (from 8 , prep. and z , to mark), excellence,

abundance.

gafa , s. from 35, prep, and a, to -send), thought, care.

ged, s. (from 3, prep, and ☎ , to sound), a louse.

szy, a. (from 85, prop, and zg, to mark), excellent, ele-

vated, good.

ge31, s. (from 37 , good), goodness , excellence.

ges. (from sex , good , goodness, excellence.

seat , a . (from 8 , excellent, and , right), capable

ofimprovement, improveable.

get , s. (from 3 , prep. and a to shrivel up , a bribe.

8²+1, 8. (from 82, prep, and I, to step), a leap, a bound, .

a jump, irregularity, a departure. from method or or

der.

gets, a (from se, prep. and , to step), leaped up, trans-

gressed.

ga , s. (from se, prep. and , to sound), an eagle,

(Falco Gotkrosha , Carey.)

338, c. from 82, prep and , to throw), tossed up,.

thrown up.

S& E¶, s. (from 33, prep. and t, to throw), a toss, a

throwing upwards.
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state, future time.

83.

gaste, a. (from ge, prep. and ft, to throw), throwing up ; sata, s. (from 237, succeeding, and at , time), a future

s. a person who throws up, one who propels upwards.

3474, s. (from se, prep. and t, to throw), the throw-

ing of a thing up.

$ , a. (from , prep. and f , to throw), capable

of being thrown up or tossed.

gets, s . (from se, prep. and at , to dig) , eradication, the

rooting up of a thing, destruction, ruin.

gets , a. (from 8 , prep. and at , to dig), destructive,

subversive, ruinous .

878, a. (from 8 , prep. and 34, to heat), heated, burnt up,

scorched up.

834, a. (from 22, prep. and ea, the termination ofthe su-

perlative degree) , best, chief, excellent, good .

SIATH, s. (from 83 , excellent, and , a work), a good

or excellent work.

ওত্তয়কর্মকারক, a. (from ওত্তমকৰ্ম্ম, a good work, and কারক, do-

ing), performing good actions ; s. a person who does.

good actions.

উত্তমকর্মকারী, a. (from s মকৰ্ম্ম, a good work, and কারি , do-

ing), performing good actions.

83231, s . (from 3 , excellent), excellence, superiority.

It , a. (from 83 , excellency, and gt , obtained),

arrived at excellence.

SIA , s. (from 83 , excellent), excellence, superiority.

33 , s. (from 83 , excellent, and , an office), an high

office.

, a. (from 83 , a high office, and t, to stand ,

occupying a high office or station.

STA , 8. (from 837, excellent, and 24, a loan), a creditor.

syanten, s. (from 834, chief, and at , an outrage),

a capital punishment. Of these the Hindoo legislators

reckon five, viz, death, confiscation of property, exile,

branding, and the excision of the offending limb.

8vatk, s. (from ga, chief, and h, a member), the head.

SIATE, a. (from 837, excellent, and a , capable) , improve-

able, capable of melioration.

-8IT, v. n. (from 8 , prep. and , to pass over), to arrive at a

place, to alight from a horse or from a vehicle, to

land from a ship or boat.

334, a. (from 8 , prep. and 3, to pass over), subsequent,

posterior, succeeding; north ; s. an answer, an apology,

the north quarter, a thing which follows upon some

present circumstance, a consequence, an arrival at a

place, a remainder or difference.

SIZTÍ , 8. (from SIT, an answer, and , a doer), one who

replies,

83 , s. (from 8 , succeeding, and fg , a ceremony),

funeral obsequies.

SIAN81, 8. (from SII, an answer, and 87, the removal

of a thing , a refutation, a rejoinder.

3 , s. (from 3 , prep. and 3, to pass over), the arriving

at a place ; the alighting from a horse or other vehicle,

the landing from a ship or boat.

ওত্তরণস্থান , ও . ( from স্তরন , an arriving , and স্থান , a place), a

baiting place on the road, a place of refreshment, an

inn.

sed , a. (from 8 , prep. and to cross over), capable

of being got through, eapable of being crossed over,

capable of being arrived at..

83353, s . (from 877 , behind, and ʊ, a tooth), the furthest

tooth in the mouth (Dens sapientia. )

giants!, s. (from SII, an answer, and †¾, giving), one

who gives a reply.

83ṛntṣæ, « . (from 237, an answer, and îtîæ, giving), an

swering, replying.

scantot, a. (from 337, an answer, and tf , giving), ane

swering, replying.

8 , s. from 4, the north, and f , a point of the

compass), the north quarter.

83 , a. (from 83f , the north quarter, and 1, to

stand) , situated in the north , northern .

saint, s. (from 877 , the north, and , a country), the

north country.

SIMHE, a. (from *, the north country, and 61, to

stand), situated in a northern country.

SIAM*Î, a. (from *, the north country), belonging to

a northern country.

ওস্তুরদেশীয় , a. (from ওত্তরদেশ, the north country), belonging

to the north country.

LIJRE, s. (from 237, last, and T, a deposition), a reply to

an argument, the minor proposition in a syllogism.

E , s. (from 83 , latter, and , a foot), the last mem

ber of a compound word.

E , s. (from 83 , an answer, and 1 , a reply,

a dialogue, the pleadings in a law suit, a dispute.

SITA, A. (from 3 , a reply, and , giving), deigning an

answer, giving a reply.

SATA , s. (from 83 , latter, and t , an asterism), the

twelfth mansion in the Hindoo Zodiac.

sae, a. (from 834, a reply), resembling a reply.

SIAM), a, (from 837, a reply, and æfiq, speaking), one
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who replies to an agreement or assertion, the defendant

in a law suit.

E , s. (from $34, north, and tst, a share), the north-

ern part ofa thing, the last share.

33 , s. (from 833, latter, and , a constellation),

the twenty-sixth mansionin the Hindoo Zodiac.

seats , a. (from 837, an answer, and cutstr, сара-

ble), deserving a reply, admitting of a reply, answera-

ble.

STAI , a. (from 33, an answer, and a , destitute of),

incapable of giving an answer, destitute ofany thing to

reply, silenced .

GIARE , s. (from 834, a reply, and * , a mark), the mark

or character ofa true reply. In Hindoo law the essen-

tial requisites of a reply to a plaint are 1st, that it be

applicableto the whole charge ; 2d . such asis maintain-

able bylaw ; 3d . not doubtful ; 4th . consistent with it-

self, and 5th . clearly expressed.

EIMAZDIKI, a. (from SI , the characterestic marks of

areply, and 3, destitute), destitute of the charac-

terestic marks of a just reply to a charge.

SITFI3, a. (fr om SII, a reply, and , named), in

Hindoo Jurisprudence a witness whose testimony de-

pends upon what be has heard from others.

segnist, a. (from SIT, a reply, and t¶¶, giving witness),

a witness whose testimony depends upon what he has

heard from others.

sezatiæ, s. (from 333, an answer, and ¤¶☎, one who ac-

complishes any thing , one who directs all the minutia

of a religious ceremony, an umpire, an auxiliary , a

prompter.

svznikasi, s. (from sate, an umpire), umpireship,

directorship in religious ceremonies.

STATII, s. (from SI7, an arrival, and , a place), a place

of refreshment, an inn.

8377, a. (from 837, an answer, and 7, destitute of),

destitute of a reply, silenced.

svateta), &. (from 337, a reply, and fats , a desire), the

desire of a reply.

saataigì, a . (from 87, a reply, and atta , desirous),

desirous ofobtaining an answer.

svatta, s. (from 833, posterior, and fats, a possessi-

on), an inheritance.

23:31, s. (from satta , an heir), heirship, pro-

prietorship on the demise of another person.

saiftatis , s. (from 8tfa , an heir), heirship, pro-

prietorship onthe demise of another person.

331.

saat , s. (from seat , an inheritance), an heir,

a successor.

SATA, s. (from 83 , a reply, and , another), a reply

which is inapplicable to the charge, another reply.

sigtata, s. (from 337, a reply, and tЯ, a semblance , a

prevarication ; in jurisprudence, an apparent reply, the

semblance of a reply to the matter of the suit.

sagtstaat , s. (from atta, the semblance ofa reply),

the circumstance of being only the semblance of a re

ply.

SIAtStAI, s. (from satata, the semblance of a reply) , the

circumstance of being only the semblance of a reply.

CIATA , S. (from 837, north, and 77, a road,, the sun's

path north of the equator,

SIAtÉ, a. (from 833, an answer, and , worthy of), wor◄

thy of a reply, deserving a reply.

Fat ), s. (from 837 , latter, and atat , the name of a

constellation), the twenty-first mansion in the Hindoo

Zodiac.

Iataя, s. (from 837, upper, and ¬†ã¶, attachment), an

outer garment.

VIAÌ, s. (from LIT, upper), the outer garment of the Hin-

doos, the outer garment twisted like a rope and passed

over the right shoulder and under the left arm ; also a

brahmun's sacred thread when worn in the same man-

ner.

SEAT, s. (from 87, upper), the outer flowing garment worn

by the Hindoos, the outer garment twisted like a rope

and passed over the right shoulder and under the left

arm .

SF, ad. (loc. case of837), at last, afterwards .

SI , ad. (from 833, the north), northerly, northwards,

subsequently.

35, ad. (from SIT, subsequent), to-morrow, on a future

day.

STAI , ad. (from 837, beyond), more and more, further

and further.

83 , s. (from se, prep. and , to threaten), a threaten-

ing, the dunning of a person.

gga7, s. (from se, prep. and , to be full , the overflow-

ing of a river or other reservoir of water, the boiling of

a liquid over the vessel , a running over.

8 , s. (from se, prep. and 3 , to stre'ch , having the face.

upwards, reposing with the face upwards, having the

palm turned upwards , shallow.

statfant , a. (from statfa , supinator, and , long),

in anatomy the name of a muscle, (Supinator longus.)
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fat , a. (from 8317, supine, and f , making), lay-

ing in a supine posture ; s . in anatomy certain muscles

which assist in putting any part into a supine posture,

(supinatores. )

gatabaztausfta, s . (from Itagaæg, within a shallow sock-

et, and est , a globe), a particular articulation of the

bones in which the round head of one is articulated in-

to a shallow socket in another, (Arthrodia.)

staty, a. (from 833, having theface upwards, and y,

reposing), lying with the face upwards ; s . an infant.

st , s. (from se, prep. and , to heat), heat, ardor, zeal,

distress.

837, s. (from se, prep. and 3 , to heat), the communicat-

ing of heat to any thing, the making of a thing hot.

sata , a. (from se, prep. and , to heat), capable of

being heated.

gafats , a. (from $314, distress, and cats , worthy), wor-

thy of woe or distress .

st , a. (from stet , distress , and , worthy), worthy

ofwoe or distress .

83143, a. (from se, prep. and 3 , to heat), heated.

gatad, 8. (from ge, prep. and 3 to cross over), the causing

of a person to arrive or alight.

stìá, a. (from 82, prep, and 3, to piss over), arrived, got

over a difficulty), delivered, rescued .

XIMA), s. (from 82, prep, aud fʊã, to sharpen), a furbish-

ing, the polishing of a thing, a dunning.

উত্তেজনাকারী, a . (from ওত্তেজন' , a polishing, and কারিন, doing),

polishing, furbishing ; s . that which polishes or fur-

bishes, a dunner.

Kata , a. (from , prep. and , to weigh), elevating,

raising up. In anatomy the name of certain muscles,

(erectores. )

83a7, s. (from se, prep. and , to weigh), the raising

of a weight, the elevating of a thing, a boiling over, a

rising overthe boundaries, an overflowing.

8 , s. (from t , a raising up, and e, a staff),

a lever.

sztaty, a . (from 2, prep. and , to weigh), requiring

to be elevated, capable of being raised up or elevat-

ed .

alfas, a. (from 3 , prep, and , to weigh), elevated ,

raised up, made to boil over or to overflow.

$315, a. (from se, prep. and 315, to abandon), rejected,

abandoned, vexed, disgusted.

gut, a. (from 85, prep. and di, to stand), rising, standiug

erect, arising from.

85.

sav. n. (from se, prep. and t , to move), to overflow, to

boil over.

sta , s. (from se, prep. and , to move), the overflow-

ing of a river, a boiling over.

sfs, a. (from , prep. and , to move), overflown,

boiled over.

suta, s. (from s², prep. and ¹ , to stand), the raising up

of a thing, the elevating of a thing.

gaætt, s. (from st , a raising up, and aæl, the

eleventh day ofthemoon), the eleventh lunar day ofthe

increase of the moon, which sometimes falls in Kartika

and sometimes in Ugrahayuna, at which time Vishnoo

is fabled to have risen from his sleep.

s , a. (from se, prep. and 1, to stand), elevating,

raising up ; s. a person who raises up or elevates things,

an instrument or machine to raise up or elevate bo-

dies, an elevator.

sta, s. (from 3 , prep. and , to stand), the act of ele-

vating or raising a thing up, in arithmetic the produc

ing ofthe answer or result.

81, s. (from se, prep. and 1, to stand), elevation, the

raising up of any thing.

gytaty, a. (from se, prep. and 11, to stand), capable of

being raised up, requiring to be elevated.

Staf , a. (from ge, prep. and 1, to stand), capable

of being raised up, requiring to be elevated .

sts, a. (from 8 , prep. and 1, to stand), elevated, rais-

ed up.

gut , a. (from se, prep. and 1, to stand) , capable of be-

ing raised up, requiring to be elevated .

sfats , a. (from 3 , prep. and 1 , to stand), risen, exalted.

3ff3, s. (from se, prep. and 1, to stand), erection, eleva-

tion, a rising up.

82937, s. (from ge, prep. and e, to fall), a leaping up, a

mounting.

geafs, s. (from se, prep. and , to move), production, a

production.

, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), produced, aris-

en from.

ge , s. (from 82, prep. and , to move), a water-lily

(Nymphæa of several species )

safat, s. (from , a water-lily), a collection ofwa-

ter-lilies, a water-lily.

geЯtta, s. (from 3 , prep. and , to move), the rooting up

of a thing, the eradicating of a habit, eradication.

geqttalatsis, a. (from seata , eradication, and tЯ, ca-

pable), fit to be rooted up, requiring eradication.
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italy, a. (from , prep, and t, to move), capable of

being rooted up, requiring to be eradicated.

gets , a. (from se, prep. and , to move), capable of

being rooted up, requiring to be eradicated.

< ift , a. (from se, prep. and t, to move), eradicated,

rooted up.

Beater, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), capable of be-

ing rooted up, requiring to be eradicated.

3, s. (from se, prep. and te, to move), ruin, outrage,

danger, tumult, violence, provocation, a portent, a dis-

agreeable thing.

৪ৎপাতকারক, a. (from setts, ruin , and কারক, making ),

causing confusion or ruin, ravaging, destroying.

gentsatzt, a. (from sets, ruin, and f , making), caus-

ing confusion or ruin, ravaging, destroying.

& Яting, a. (from sets, ruin, and s , involved in), in-

volved in ruin or calamity, persecuted, suffering out-

rage or violence .

set , a. (from 8 , ruin, and 4, to be produced),

produced by confusion or ruin, arising from destructi-

on or outrage.

gets , a. (from sets, ruin, and , producing),

causingor producing confusion or ruin, causing or pro-

ducing outrage or destruction.

33, a. (from sets, ruin, and fs, produced,

produced by or arising from confusion or ruin, produc-

ed by or arising from outrage or destruction.

83 , a. (from83, ruin, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from ruin or confusion, producible

by or arising from outrage or destruction.

৪ৎপাতজন্যে, ad. ( lec. case of উৎপাতজন্য), for the purpose of ruin

or confusion , for the purpose of devastation or destruction.

3 , a. from sets, ruin, and ts, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from ruin or confusion, produced

by or arising from devastation or destruction.

ওৎপাতনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . (from উৎপাত , ruin , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to ruin or confusion, causing de-

vastation or destruction to cease.

sestafaat , a. (from sets, ruin, and fate, prevent-

ing), preventing ruin or confusion, preventing devasta-

tion or destruction,

ওৎপাতনিকারণ, ৪. (from sets, ruin, and নিবারণ , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of ruin or confusion, the prevent-

ing of devastation or destruction.

etafaza, s. (from gets, ruin, and 4 , cessation) ,

the cessation of ruin or confusion, the cessation of de-

vastation or destruction.

૪૧.

ওৎপাতনিমিশুক, a. (from sৎপত্তি, ruin, and নির্মিত, a cause),

caused by or arising from ruin or devastation, caused

by or arising from a portent ; ad. from or because of

ruin or devastation, from or because of a portent or

evil omen.

gentofafics, ad. (from 8913, ruin, and fi , a cause),

for the purpose of ruin or devastation.

উৎপত্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from উৎপত্তি, ruin, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos

ing), opposing or preventing ruin or devastation.

gets , a. (from 3, ruin, and , caused by ,

caused by or arising from ruin or devastation , caused

by or arising from a portent or evil omen ; ad . from or

because of ruin or devastation, from or because of por-

tents or evil omens.

gesture, a. (from 83, ruin, and z☎, increasing), in-

creasing ruin or devastation, increasing ravages or de-

solation.

8213 , s. (from sets, ruin, and T , an increasing ,

the increasing of ruin or devastation, the promoting of

ravage or desolation .

geofan , ad. (from sets, ruin, and f , without), with-

out ruin or devastation, without ravages or desolati-

on.

setof , s . (from sets, ruin , and , increase) , the in-

crease of ruin or desolation, the increase of ravages or

desolation.

উৎপাততিরিক্ত, a. (from sৎপত্তি , ruin, and বাতিরিক্ত, excepted) ,

ruin or desolation excepted, desolation or ravages ex-

cepted.

gegtozīfolgæ, s . ( from 8943, ruin, and forgæ, an ex-

ception', the exception ofruin or desolation, the excep-

tion of ravage or devastation.

উৎপাতাতিরে:ক, ad. (loc. case of উৎপত্তি ।তিরেক), with the

exception of ruin or desolation, with the exception of

ravage or devastation, without or beside ruin or deso-

lation, without or beside ravage or devastation.

get , a. (from gets, ruin, and , indicating), in-

dicating ruin or desolation, indicating ravage or deso-

lation.

K9/III, a. (from 83, destruction , and c₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from ruin or desolation , caused

by or arising from ravage or desolation ; ad. from or

because of ruin or desolation, from or because ofravage

or devastation.

উৎপাতৌৎপাদক, a. (from স্তৎপত্তি , destruction , and sৎপাদক,

producing), producing ruin or desolation, producing

ravage or desolation.

$&2
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ge.

ta , a. (from 8 , prep. and , to move), producing,

exciting, occasioning.

877, s. from 8 , prep. and , to move), the producing

of a thing, the creating of a thing.

উৎপাদনযোSII , s . (from উৎপাদন, production, and যোগ্য, zoor-

thy , worthy of being produced.

stat , a. from sata , produc'ion, and , fit), fit to

be produced, worthy to be produced .

taly, a. (from , prep. and Я , to move), capable of

being produced, producible.

fy , a. (from sa, prep. and , to move), capable

of being produced, producible.

*& tu , a. (from 3 , prep. and , to more), capable of be-

ing produced, producible.

tata, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), coming in-

to existence.

gerai, s. (from ge, prep. , prep. and to see), a simile,

a resemblance, a metaphor, an illustration.

Cega, s. (from se, prep. and ₫, to jump), a jump, a leap,

a bound.

$<*77, s. (from 3 , prep. and , to jump), a leaping up,

a jumping, the act of bounding.

3, a. (from se, prep. and , to jump), leaped, leaped

up, bounded, sprung up.

ge , a. (from se, prep. and , to expand , expanded,

blown, gladdened, brightened up.

ge , s. (from 8 , to wet), a spring, a fountain.

se , s. (from se, prep. and to be connected), the

Jap, the hips.

, s. (from se, pep. and , to bringforth), a festival,

festivity.

PLATFÍ), s. (from 8 , a festival, and ₹‡, a doer), one

who institutes a festival, one who keeps a festival .

&e=æætiæ, a. (from , a festival, and *t *, doing),

keeping a festival ; s . a person who keeps a festival.

gentæti, a. (from ge , a festival, and f , doing),

keeping a festival .

geĦ¿FAT, a. (from 8 , a festival, and , producing) ,

producing festivity ; s . one who institutes a festival.

3, « . (from 8 , a festival, and fª³, produced),

occasioned by a festival, arising from festivity.

SATA), a. (from 3 , a festival, and 7 , producible),

producible by or arising from a festival.

, ad. (loc. case of TV), for the purpose ofa

festival.

gasts, a. (from 8 , a festival, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from a festival .

গুৎসৱনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from উৎস , a festival, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to festivity, causing a festival

to cease.

* = faætæ, a. (from 8 , afestival, and fitae, prevent-

ing), preventing a festival, bindering festivities .

gearlaætad, s. (from sea , a festival, and faæted, a pre-

renting), the preventing ofa festival, the preventing of

festivities.

gearfaqfs, s. (from 8ĦT, a festival, and fis, cessation),

the cessation ofa festival, the cessation of festivities.

gearfafage, a. (from 8 , a festival, and fifig, a cause),

caused by or arising from a festival ; ad. from or be-

cause of a festival.

gearfafare, ad. (from 8¬¤, a festival, and fif³, a cause),

for the purpose of a festival , for the purpose of festivi-

ties .

উৎসপুতিবন্ধক, a . ( from স , a festival, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ope

posing), hindering or preventing a festival.

KATHTF, a. (from , a festival, and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from a festival ; ad. from or be-

cause of a festival.

geantats, s. ( from SRT, a festival, and stats, a hin-

derance , an obstruction or hinderance to a festival.

KATUtatGæ, a. (from 8 , a festival, and tse, hin-

dering , obstructing or hindering a festival.

FIF , a. (from , afestivity, and , fallen from),

bereft of festivity, fallen from the enjoymentof festi-

vals.

, a. (from 8 , a festival, and aЯ, sunk , immers-

ed in festive enjoyments.

gĦTUS, a. (from & ĦT, afestival, and ¶ , connected with),

connected with festivities, convivial.

geĦTIES, a. (from 8 , afestival, and f³,, destitute),

gloomy, not cheered by festivity.

se , a. (from 8 , a festival, and , indicating),

indicating festivity.

genzia, a. (from , a festival, and , destitute),

gloomy, destitute offestivities.

☎, a. (from 2 , a festiral, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a festival ; ad, from or be-

cause ofa festival.

getti, s. (from 8 , a festival, and tatt , desire),

an inclination to festivity, a desire for a festival.

genziFifig, ɑ. (from sex , a festival, and @tetf§³, desir-

ed) , eager for festivities.

gtxt , a. (from 8 , a festival, and staff , desir-

ous), desirous of festivals.
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ge.

genifas, a. (from sex, a festival, and afas, connected

with), joined with festivities, convivial.

geazifamta, s. (from e , a festival, and sata, desire),

a desire for a festival, a delight in festivities,

Stat), a. (from 8 , a festival, and afsafe , de-

sirous), fond of festivals , desirous of festivities.

KAT ), s. (from & T, a festival, and ' , desire), a de-

sire for a festival, an inclination for festivities.

seπzz, a. (from 8<Я , afestival, and F , desirous), de-

sirous of a festival, desirous of festivities.

82 & , a. (from 82n , a festival, and 5, desirous) ,

foad of festivity.

get , a. (from 8 , a festival, and sa , mad , mad

upon pleasure or feasting.

gas , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to create), the offering

ofan oblation, the delivering up an oblation atthe time

of offering, a gift, an oblation.

82751, s. (from 82, prep. and 55, to create), the present-

ing of an offering, the offering of an oblation.

& , a. (from se, prep. and , to create), proper to

be offered, fit for an oblation.

get , s. (from se, prep. and Ħ , to endure), promptness,

confidence, eagerness to engage in an undertaking,

energy or effort, strenuous exertion, perseverance, en-

terprize.

satēģ¹, s. (from set , zeal, and ý, a doer), a zealous

person, one who uses persevering and zealous exerti-

ons, an enterprizing person.

g<Rigātṛē, a. (from seat , zeal, and viṛă, doing), zeal-

aus, enterprizing, using persevering and zealous exerti-

ons ; s. a zealous person.

santeatzì, a. (from sente, zeal, and af , doing), zealous,

using persevering and zealous exertions, enterprizing.

SACHIK, 6. (from se , zeal, and , producing),

producing strenuous and continual exertion, occasion-

ing zeal, causing perseverance.

genteafas, a. (from saat , zeal, and fas, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from zealous or persevering exerti-

ons, produced by or arising from enterprize.

geAtxFai, a. (from seats, zeal, and 13, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from zealous or persevering exer-

tions, produced by or arising from enterprize.

get , ad. (loc. case of seat ), for the purpose of

zealous or persevering efforts.

setat , s. (from seat , zeal, and t , destruction), the

loss ofardor, the loss of zeal,and perseverance, the cool-

ing or destruction of enterprize.

ze .

geatgatdæ, a: (from sexig, zeil, and tw , destroying),

destructive to zeal or to persevering effort, destructive

to enterprize.

sentafaza, a. (from set , zeal, and fax , causing to

cease), quenching zeal, causing zealous efforts to cease,

putting a stop to enterprize.

stefartre, a. (from SE, zeal, and fata , prevent-

ing , preventing or opposing zealous or persevering ef

forts, preventing enterprize.

geatzfazad, 8. (from seat , zeal, and faxtad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing or opposing of zealous or perse-

vering efforts, the preventing of enterprize.

sentafaafs, s. (from Sat , zeal, and fafs, cessation), the

cessation of zealous and persevering efforts, the ces-

sation ofenterprize.

সৎসাহনিমিশুক, a. ( from sৎসাহ, zeal, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from zealous and persevering ef-

forts, caused by or arising from enterprize ; ad. from

or because of zealous or persevering efforts, from or

because of enterprize.

setefface, ad. (from se , zeal, and af , a cause), for

the purpose of zealous or persevering efforts, for the

sake of enterprize.

get , a. (from seat , zeal, and F, causedby), cause

ed by or arising from zealous or persevering efforts,

caused by or arising from enterprize ; ad. from or be-

cause of zealous or persevering efforts, from or because

of enterprize.

gat , a. (from st , zeal, and , increasing), in-

creasing or promoting strenuous exertion, increasing

zeal, promoting enterprize.

senta, s. (from seats, zeal, and , an increasing),

the increasing of zeal or perseverance, the increasing

of zealous or persevering efforts, the promoting of en-

terprize.

seatfzat, ad. (from seat , zeal, and ft, without), with-

out or beside zealous or persevering efforts, without

enterprize.

set , a (from seat , zeal, and fat , destitute of

Jukewarm, destitute of zealous or persevering efforts,

destitute of enterprize , unenterprizing.

getafa, s. (from 8ente, zeal, and If , increase), the in-

crease of an ardent or persevering zeal, the promoting

ofenterprize.

Sৎসাহৰাতিরিক্ত, a. (from সহ zeal, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except

ed), zeal excepted, ardent attempts excepted, perse.

verance excepted, enterprize excepted.
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1

ST.

উৎসাহব্যতিরেক, a. (fromsৎসাহ, zeal , and বাতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of zealous or persevering efforts.

gatufuME, ad. (loc . case of seatforga), with the

exception of zealous or persevering effort, without or

beside zealous or persevering efforts, without using ex-

ertion, without enterprize.

eat , a. (from gen , zeal, and F, joined to), connect-

ed with persevering zeal, connected with strenuous ex-

ertion , zealous, using exertions, persevering, enterpriz

ing.

gentgaffs, á. (from gata, persevering zeal, and af , des-

titute), destitute of persevering zeal , destitute of effort,

inactive, destitute of enterprize, unenterprizing.

ও মাছশক্তি, s. ( from sৎসাহ, persevering zeal, and শক্তি, poo-

er), that power of a governor or king which consists in

persevering or zealous effort, an ability for enterprize.

gentia, a. (from sent , promptness, and i , a dispo-

sition), active, prompt, zealous, ardent, eager, coufi-

dent, sanguine, enterprizing.

set , a. (from seat , persevering zeal, and 5 , in-

dicating), indicating zealous or persevering effort, indi-

cating enterprize.

geata, a. (from seat , persevering zeal, and ¤, desti-

tute), destitute of persevering zeal, destitute of effort,

inactive, destitute of enterprize, unenterprizing.

ge , a. (from 8t , zeal, and , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from zealous or persevering efforts,

caused by or arising from enterprize ; ad. from or be-

cause ofzealous or persevering efforts, for or because

ofenterprize.

seFF, a. (from se, prep, and , to bringforth), zealous

for a beloved object, using zealous exertion to accom-

plish a favourite plan, eager, regretting, penitent.

551, a. (from se, prep. and , to create), proper to be

offered in sacrifice, designed to be made an oblation.

se , a . (from se, prep. and to create), offered in sa-

crifice, given.

gelA67, s. (from ge, prep. and (76 , the act of wetting a

thing), a throwing of water upwards, the spouting or

throwing of water upon an elevated object.

S , s. (from 87, to wet) , an otter, water.

, s. (from se, prep. and , to move), the north.

4 , s. (from 8 , to wet), water.

3af ), s. (from 85 , water, and fg1, an action), an of-

fering of water to the manes.

84, a. (from 85 , water, and ¹ , to give), giving water.

131, s. (from 3 , water, and at , a giver) , a person

SK.

who bestows water, a person who offers water to de-

parted ancestors.

santa, s. (from 8 , water, and at , à giving , the be-

stowing ofwater, the offering of water to the manes.

sent??, a. (from 35 , water, and ɩtf¾¶, giving), bestow◄

ing water, offering water to departed ancestors.

gættia, s. (from 84 , water , and wit , a receptacle), a

receptacle of water.

satu , a. (from 8 , water, and affa, desirous), thirsty,

desirous of water.

s , a. (from se, prep. and st, a point), pointing up-

wards, high, tall ; also, (ironically, ) dwarf.

saf , s . (from 8 , water, and , to contain), the sea.

871, s. (from , water), thirst.

3 , s. (from 8☎, water), the ocean.

S , s. (from 8 , water, and t , the act ofdrinking);

a well, a place where water is drank.

Mª, a. (from s †ã, unrestrained), free from controul, unre-

strained, open, free.

Saatat, s. (from se, prep. and a , to rejoice), sincere, un-

suspecting, cheerful, docile, destitute of reflection,

thoughtless, simple, uninvestigating, doing things with-

out reflection.

My, s. (from se, prep. and 2, to move), a rising into view,

the coming of a thing into vogue, the rising of the hea

venly bodies.

st , s. (from 8 , the rising of a luminary, and ta,

time),the time of sun rising, the name of a small serpent

which is accounted venomous. The Hindoos super-

stitiously suppose that the person bitten by this ser-

pent will assuredly die when the sun next rises .

sffa, s. (from 3 , the rising of the sun, and fstfa, a

mountain), the eastern chain of mountains.

satsa, s. (from 85 , the rising of the sun, and 5 , a

mountain), the eastern mountains.

sagtom , a. (from sagi , the eastern mountains, and at,

to be situated), situated on the eastern mountains.

Saglofs, a. (from sagtʊm, the erstern mountains, and

f , situated), situated on the eastern mountains.

847, s. (from se, prep. and a, to move), the belly, the en-

largement of the belly by dropsy or by flatulency.

sats , s. (from 3, the belly, and 1st, a tube), an en-

trail, a gut.

8474751, s. (from 83, the belly, and 151, pain), a dysen-

tery, a diarrhoea.

SKITAKA), 8. (from 353, the belly, and canai, pain), a grip-

ing ofthe bowels, the cholic.
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SRI.

saçon, s. (from 8 , the belly, and 51, a breaking), a di-

arrhea, a dysentery.

Si , a. (from 8 , the belly, and , to nourish), selfish-

ly voracious, gluttonous, voluptuous.

gagja, s. (from 853, the belly, and д , juice), the gastric

fluid.

Saza, s. (from 843, the belly, and д , straight), the

name of a particular muscle (Rectus abdominis.)

a. (from 83, the belly, and , the whole), mak-

ing a god of the belly, voluptuous, gluttonous ; s. an

epicure, the making a god of the belly.

$ 33, a. (from sд, the belly, and 1, to be situated), situ-

ated in the belly, contained in the stomach.

SKAT, 6. (from 8 , situated in the belly, and y, a

ring), in anatomy the abdominal ring.

&tæ, a. (from 8 , situated in the belly,

1 , connected with the liver, and , the small

omentum), in anatomy the small omentum, (Omentum

parvum hepatico-gastricum.)

8q?azagriezai , s. (from 85 , situated in the belly.

ga , carrying liquor, and , a tube), in anato-

mythe gastric arteries.

8. a. (from 8 , the belly, and tf , continuing),

continuing in the stomach, staying on the stomach.

8f43, a. (from 343, the belly, and 3, situated), situate d

in the bowels, contained in the stomach.

83fc&txt, s. (from 8 , the belly, and at , the lower

party, the abdomen, the hypogastric region .

ওদরাবোদেশপার্শ্ব স্বয়, s . ( from sদরাবোদেশ, the abdomen, and

, two sides), the two flanks, the inguina.

statag, s. (from 857, the belly, and tag, disease), a dysen-

tery, a diarrhoea.

st, a. (from Saf , corpulent), abdominous, corpulent,

dropsical.

877, s. ad. (loc. case of 3 ), inclusively, inwardly.

8 , s. (from 87, the belly, and S , the upper

part), the epigastric region .

sté, s. (from 82, prep. and 15, to prise), a remote conse-

quence, future time, the name of a shrub, (Vangueria

spinosa) : profit, advantage.

ata, s. (from se, prep. and , to breathe), one ofthe five

airs which the Hindoos suppose to be in
every animal,

it is said to rise up the throat and pass into the head.

ta, a. (from se, prep. i , prep. and 2, to move ) , munifi-

cent, generous, noble, grand, gentle, not perplexed.

sata31, s. (from sata, munificent), munificence, liberality,

grandeur,

...

3 , s. (from 8a , munificent), munificence, liberality,

grandeur.

sta , a. (from 8t , munificent, and , a name),

ambiguous, having a double meaning, speaking so as

to indicate a thing different from what is expressed.

Stai, s. (from д, the belly), the deepest notes in Hindoo

music, which are produced from the region of the sto-

mach.

stat , a. (from sata, munificent, and tan , a name), am.

biguous, having a double meaning, expressing one thing

and meaning another.

sta, s. (from 3 , prep. 1, prep. and , to be), solitude,

unconnectedness, misanthropy, anxiety, regret.

stas, a. (from sata, solitude, and fts, the heart, in-

clined to solitude , sequestered, delighting in retirement,

cynieal, misanthropic, regretting, anxious.

satat, a . (from 371 , solitude ), lonely , retired, unconnect-

ed , cynical, misanthropic, regretting, anxious.

sātāja, a. 'from sata, solitude), unconnected with others ;

wandering, destitute of house or home ; s. a religious

mendicant, a cynic, a misanthrope.

84151731, 8. (from satelī, a religious mendicant) , religious

mendicity, unconnectedness with others, misanthropy.

satataa, s. (from 8īta, a religious mendicant), religious

mendicity, unconnectedness with others, misanthropy.

8 , s. (from se, prep. 1 , prep. and , to take away),

an example to illustrate a rule.

satay, a. (from 8 , prep. 1, prep. and , to take away),

capable of being illustrated by an example, requiring:

an example by way of illustration.

SKÍTI, a. (from 85, prep. 1, prep. and ☎, to take), ca-

pable of being illustrated by an example, requiring an

example by way of illustration.

satztús, a. (from se, prep. 1, prep. and , to take), capa-

ble of being illustrated by an example, requiring an ex-

ample by way of illustration.

83, a. (from 8 , prep. l, prep. and , to take away),

adduced as an example, illustrated by an example, fam-

ed, named, mentioned, spoken.

83, a. (from 85, prep. and 7, to move), risen into view,

risen as any of the heavenly bodies, come into notice or

fashion ; also (from , to speak), spoken , expressed,

bound, tied.

sfuæ , s. (from 843, risen, and ☎ta, time), the time ofsun-

rise, the time of any luminary's rising above the horizon.

afka, s. (from 38, prep. and 3, to move , the name of a par-

ticular strain of eight notes in Hindoo music.
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ss , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to move), the north quar-

ter.

841517, a. (from said , the north), northern..

sato , s. (from salt, the north), the north-west, the north

country, the country north and west ofthe river Suru-

swuttee.

sulfas, a. (from se, prep. and a, to move), spoken, said ,

uttered, announced.

sagifs, s. (from 85, water, and tfs, Barleria), the name

of a plant, (Justicia Ecbolium.)

8 , a. (from 84, unrestrained, and 7, heavy), rus-

tic, inactive and corpulent, abdominous and ignorant.

87, s. (from 85, a constellation, and , to skreen), a spe-

cies of fig tree, (Ficus glomerata.)

2 , s. (from se, prep. and at , moving), a large wood-

en mortar used chiefly for the purpose of cleaning rice

from its husk.

CH³, a. (from se, prep. and sta, to go), ascended, gone up,

risen, vomited.

, s. (from 3 ascended, and T , steam), effluvia,

ascending steam.

, s. (from`8 , prep. and sta, to go , ascension, a going

upwards, the mounting upon a thing, knowledge, an

idea.

5, s. (from 8 , prep. and star, to go), the ascending of

a body, the mounting upon a thing.

spaña, a. (from 82, prep, and st , to go), capable of being

ascended, capable of being mounted on.

gati, s . (from se, prep. and tư, to sing), one who recites

or chants the Sama veda, a chanter.

gyik, 8. (from se, prep. and s, to swallow), a vomiting.

stad, s. (from 83, prep. and π, to vomit), the act of vomit-

ing or ofpassing any thing upwards through the throat.

su, s. (from se, prep. and ts, to sing) , a portion of the

Sama veda, the expression of the triliteral name 3º.

st , a. (from 3* , prep. and s̟, to vomit), vomited, cast up

from the stomach.

*નં,
a. (from Se, prep. and s , to exert), exerted, engaged

in action, stirred up, stimulated .

, s. (from e, prep. and s , to arrange), the building

up of a wall, edification.

, s . (from 8 , prep. and , to take), an object which

may be accomplished by the practice of religious or

other acts.

STA, s. from 3 , prep. and , to smite), a chopping block,

a carpenter's work-bench .

, s. (from se, prep. and , to act ), the rope and

୩.

bucket of a well, a leathern bucket used for drawing

water.

st, s. (from se, prep. and , to bite), a gad-fly, a mus-

quito.

3 , s. (from se, prep. and 8, a tooth), large-toothed,

tusked, formidable, tall.

st , a. (from 3 , prep. and , to subdue), unrestrained,

free, unconfined .

sf , a. (from se, prep. and fit, to know), regarded, res-

pected, done with respect to a thing..

, a. (from se , prep. and , to shine), luminous,

glowing, splendid, illustrious.

sta, s . (from se, prep. and , to shine), a blazing up,

a glowing, the shining of a luminous body.

sms, a. (from se, prep. and , to shine), illuminated,

made to shine.

sɩut, s. (from se, prep, and f , to know), a view to any

object, a motive, a scope, a certainty respecting the si-

tuation of a person or thing, a vestige, a trace.

xɩmde, a. (from se, prep. and fit, to know), doing a thing

from a motive, acting with regard to some object ; 's.

one who acts from motive, one who acts with regard

to some object.

8 , s. (from S , a motive, and , a doer), one

who acts with regard to some object.

sata, s. (from 2 *, a scope, and atî, mere), a mere

scope or object, merely that which ascertains a fact.

sim*nazna, ad. (from 84, a scope, and t , a follow.

ing), according to the object or scope.

3 * , a. (from 8, prep. and f✩* , to know), recognizable,

worthy of being made the scope of an action, deserv-

ingto be traced out.

31, s. (from 8ts, recognizable), a fitness to be made

the scope of an action, a fitness to be traced out or as-

certained.

উদ্দেশ্যত্ব,, s . (from S , recognizable), a fitness to be made

the scope ofan action, a fitness to be traced out or as-

certained.

g181, s. (from se, prep, and fat, to know), a person who

does an action with a certain scope or design.

S3, a. (from 2, prep. and ₹7, to smite), ill-behaved , au-

dacious, mischievous, self-important; s. a king's wrest-

ler.

sæatía, s. (from 83, audacious), audacity, effrontery, ill

behaviour, mischievousness.

suad, s. (from se, prep, and 2, to hold), the act of extricat-
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ing a thing, the act of delivering a person from a ca-

lamity.

837, a. (from «<, prep. and ♣, to hold), extricable, ca-

pable of being rescued or delivered.

STU, a. (from 8 , prep. and 2, to hold), extricable, capa-

ble of being rescued or delivered .

E , s. (from se, prep. and , to holly, deliverance, re-

scue, the raising of a thing from a hole or pit, the ex-

tracting of matter from a book, a surplus given by the

Hindoo law to the eldest son beyond the shares of the

younger ones .

উদ্ধারকরণপত্র, s . ( from উদ্ধারকরণ, the taking a part from an

estate as an excess ofportion fr on eldest son, aud 27,

a letter), a writing authorizing the taking a certain pro-

portion from an estate to increase the portion of the eld-

est son.

STICÍ, s. (from sata, rescue, aud zý, a doer), a person

who delivers or rescues, à person who extricates from

difficulties, a person who extracts passages from books.

¿ tzætzæ, ɑ. (from & t , rescue, and ætaỡ, doing), deliver-

ing, rescuing, extricating, extracting passages from

writings; s. a deliverer, one who rescues or extricates,

a person who makes extracts.

szat , 7. (from set?, rescue, and tax, doing), deliver-

ing, rescuing, extricating, making extracts.

st3, a. (from se, prep. and , to hold , drawn forth,

extracted from a thing.

satú, a. (from 83 , prep. and 4, to hold), extricable, capa-

ble of being rescued or delivered .

8=3, a. from 8×, prep. aud , to tremble), tossed up, cast

up.

873, a. (from 82, prep. and , to tremble), tossed up, cast

up.

853, a . (from 8 , prep. and to hold), delivered, extri-

cated, rescued, extracted .

staty, a. (from 83, taken from , and sat , the part of

ai eslate given to augment the portion of the eldest son),

having the part deducted which is taken from the es-

tate to augment the portion of the eldest son.

a. (from 8 , prep. and , to bind , hung, tied up to

some thing.

STE , s. (from 8 , prép. and , to bind), the act of hang-

ing an animal, the hanging of a criminal.

MINH, a. (from 851, the hanging of a person, and 75,

dad , dead by hanging.

SI, s. (from 82, prep. and za, to move), the act of cast-

ing any thing up from the stomach .

su , s . (from se, prep. and ze, to be), a remainder, an over-

plus; a . remaining, left.

se, a. (from se, prep, and e, to be), in arithmetic and

algebra, a quantity assumed for the purpose of an ope

ration.

; s. (from ge, prep. and e, to be), the circumstance

ofabounding or ofbeing more than enough.

safÍ³, a. (from se, prep. and e, to be) , left as a remain-

der or overplus.

STE, s . (from & , prep. and T , to obtain), a marriage.

TAM , a. (from ST , marriage, and ‹œst , fit), marri

ageable.

satt , a. (from St , marriage, and , fit), fit for mar

riage, marriageable.

Stats , a. (from sate, marriage, and 84 , proper),

fit for marriage, marriageable.

sfux, a . (from 8e , prep. and f15, to feir), perplexed, de-

jected , anxious, troubled, filled with thought.

sfacfs , a. (from s . perplexed, and fos, the heart);

troubled in mind , anxious, perplexed , doubting, hesi-

tating.

2sfa , a. (from 8 , perplexed, and , the mind),

troubled in mind, anxious, agitated in mind, perplexed,

doubting, hesitating.

saṣta, s . (from 8 , prep. and fişim, a cat), an otter.

, . (from 3 , prep. and T , to be), left as a surplus or

remainder.

gast, s. (from ge, prep. and f , to fear), perplexity, de-

jection, anxiety, care, the betel nut, (Areca Catechu,)

xas , a . (from was, anxiety, and , to make), causing

anxiety or care.

Sustat , a. (from St, perplexity, and ta , doing),

causing perplexity, causing trouble or agitation ofmind,

occasioning doubt or hesitation .

81, # (from st, perplexity, and a

cause) , that which causes perplexity or hesitation, that

which occasions agitation of mind or anxiety.

stats , a. (from 1st, anxiety, and affa , making), caus-

ing anxiety or care.

st , d. (from'sust, perplexity, and , producing),

producing trouble of mind, occasioning anxiety, caus

ing perplexity.

stas , a. (from sa , perplexity, and 1, producible) ,

arising from perplexity, occasioned by trouble of mind

or anxiety, arising from doubt or hesitation.

, ad. (loc. case of8 ), for the purpose of

care or anxiety.

Tt
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13 , s. (from siast, anxiety, and t¾, a giver), a per-

son who causes anxiety or care.

8t , a. (from cust, perplexity, and træ, giring),

giving trouble to the mind, occasioning sadness or an-

xiety.

st , a . (from sist, anxiety, and tf , giving), caus-

ing care or anxiety.

StEstat , s. (from cast, anxiety, and tt, destruction), the

destruction or removal of care or anxiety.

Erastatæ, a . (from 8 , perpl xity, and atæ, destroy-

ing) , removing perplexity, destroying doubt and anxi-

ety.

cast , a. (from stust, anxiety, and fase, causing to

cease , putting a stop to perplexity or anxiety.

sustata , a. (from st , anxiety, and fatæ, prevent-

ing , preventing anxiety or perplexity.

sunfaætad , s. (from ss, anxiety, and fatza, a prevent-

ing), the preventing ofanxiety or perplexity.

sta , s. (from 8 , anxiety, and fofs, cessation), the་

cessation of anxiety or perplexity.

sadaface, ɑ . (from gust, anxiety, and fifs, a cause),

caused by or arising from anxiety or perplexity ; ad.

from or because of anxiety or perplexity.

& ISCUF, a. (from sast, perplexity, and
, caused by),

caused by or arising from perplexity or anxiety ; ad.

from or because of perplexity or anxiety.

Ss , a. (from stat, perplexity, and , increasing),

increasing perplexity or anxiety.

ss , s. (from stat, perplexity, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of perplexity or anxiety.

stfaf , a . (from 8st, perplexity, and faft , possessed

of), perplexed, anxious, thoughtful, troubled in mind.

8. , s. (from stat , perplexity, and f , increase , an

increase ofperplexity or anxiety.

STF, a. (from sist , perplexity, and T , joined to), per-

plexed, anxious, thoughtful, troubled in mind.

Msaf³, a. (from sast, perplexity, and aſʊ, destitute of),

free from perplexity, free from anxiety, free from agi-

tation of mind or hesitation.

Estatal, a. (fromSt, perplexity), doubting, inclined to

be perplexed or anxious, hesitating.

&ius*7), a. (from 81st, perplexity, and I, empty), free

from perplexity or agitation of mind, free from anxi-

ety or doubt.

sta, a. (from sast , perplexity, and , destitute of),

free from perplexity or agitation of mind, free from

anxiety or doubt.

8713

stutis , a. (from stat, perplexity, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from perplexity or anxiety ; ad.

from or because of perplexity or anxiety,

Statifas, a. (from Sust, perplexity, and af , following

on), perplexed, distressed, agitated.

stas?, a . (from se , prep, and 5 to fear), perplexed, an-

xious, perturbed , agitated .

sest , a. (from 8 , perplexity, and stine, pro-

ducing), producing perplexity or anxiety.

, s. (from g , prep, and to understand), the re-

cognizing of a thing, a sentiment arising in the mind.

Matiæ, a. (from 33, prep, and zł, to understand ,, putting

in mind, calling to remembrance, admonishing ; sa re

membrancer, a monitor, a prompter. ;

, s. (from se, prep. and 2, to understand), the act

of recognizing a thing, the conceiving of a thing in the

mind,

ওमुট॒,sgt, a. (from 82, prep. and to speak , unwritten yet

current , well known, currently used , renowned, excel-

lent, magnanimous
; s. a tortoise, the sun.

81, s. (from se, prep. and to be), a coming into exis-

tence, the production of a thing.

sæta, s. (from ST, production, and æta, time), the

time of the birth or production of a thing.

gt , s. (from 8e, prep. and sta, a circumstance), a thing

which tends upwards, heat, steam .

sign, a . (from se, prep and f , to cut) , spouting, germi-

nating.

sff , s . (from 8f3 , a plant, and fun , science), the

science of botany.

sfya, a. (from se, prep. and fan, to cut), perforated, split,

opened upwards.

FI, a. (from , prep. and , to be), brought into exis-

tence, produced, arisen from.

83, a. (from 8 , prep. and , to cease), prepared to do

an act, about to do a thing, ready.

24, s. (from 3 , prep. and д, to cease), readiness for ac-

tion, preparedness, exertion .

, s. (from , exertion, and t , a giver), one

who excites to a thing.

VASЯ, s . (from 351 , exertion, and , the breaking of

any thing), the act of dissuading a person from an un-

dertaking, discouragement.

8 , a. (from se, prep. and , to cease), active, busy,

prompt, ready for action.

84īta, 8. (from ge, prep. and xl, to go), a garden, a plea-

sure ground, a park, a grove,
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start.

salata, s. (from sata, a garden, and atiæ, a dver),

one who makes a garden, one who plants a grove or

park.

stata, s. from Sat , a garden, and tt , a keeper), a

gardener, the ranger of a forest.

saltastaz, s. (from 8413, a garden, and ★ ☎, a k‹eper , a

gardener, the ranger of a forest.

KārtāAæē, 8. (from 85317, a garden, and ṛṣ☎, a keeper), a

gardener, the ranger of a forest.

salta , s. (from 8 , prep. and 1 , to go), the accomplishing

of a thing, the performance of a vow or other engage-

ment.

* 5, c. (from 88, prep. and 15, to come in contact), engag-

ed in a thing, on the point of doing a thing, prepared

for action.

8:37ist, s. (from 8 , prep. and 15, to come in contact), en-

deavour, exertion , enterprize, an attempt, industry,

zeal, fervor, readiness for action.

81, s. (from stats, exertion, and , a doer), one

who endeavours, an active and enterprizing man, an

industrious person.

emtstātzē, s. from 8ɩst, exertion, and ataæ, doing), an

active man, one who endeavours, a person ofa prompt

and active mind, an industrious man.

aatst, a. (from sist, exertion, and fa , doing), us-

ing exertions, endeavouring.

maustaae, s. (from guts , exertion, and ☎, producing),

stimulating to exertion, causing activity, causing dili-

gent and strenuous exertion.

Sia , a. (from 31st, exertion, and 1, producible),

paducible by or arising from exertion or zeal.

$55 (5), ad. (loc, case of sits ) , for the purpose of

exertion or zealous endeavour.

sta , s. (from Statst, exertion, and at , destruction),

the discouragement of exertion , the making of exerti-

ons ineffectual .

atstatē, a. (from stats , exertion, and at , destroy-

ing,, destroying exertion, discouraging.

traze, a. (from startst, exertion, and fa , causing

to cease), the discouragement of exertions, the putting

a stop to exertions or enterprize.

Bruststfaætzæ, a. (from Stst, exertion, and fataæ, pre-

venting , obstructing or preventing exertions.

sætsfazza, s. (from suits, exertion, and faxtad, a pre-

venting , the obstructing or preventing of exertions.

wutstfazfe, s. (from 81st, exertion, and fats, cessat.-

on), the cessation of exertion or enterprize.

SIE.

staff , a. (from stutst, exertion , and fa , a cus?),

caused by or arising from exertion or enterprize ; al.

from or because of exertion or enterprize.

svartsfafire, ad. (from ist , exertion, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose of exertion or enterprize.

sartstags, a. (from S †s, exertion, and q , caused by),

caused by or arising from exertion or enterprize.

8tsfæi, ad. (from Suits, exertion, and f , without),

without or beside exertion or enterprize.

gtstaf , a. (from starts , exertion, and fats, posses-

sed of), zealous, active, laborious , industrious.

ওদ্যোগ তিরিক্ত, a. (from starti, exertion, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), exertion or enterprize excepted.

ওদ্যোগভিয়েক,s. (from suits, exertion , and তিরেক, an

exception), the exception of enterprize or exertion.

Kitsaifsiae, ad. (loc. case of inst ), with the

exception ofenterprize or exertion, without or beside

enterprize or exertion.

, s..(from stats, exertion, and 5 , a breach), a dis-

couragement ofexertion , the desisting from an attempt.

Satst , a. (from starts , exertion, and 3, joined to),

zealous, energetic, active, laborious, industrious.

satstafes, a. (from suits , exertion, and afs, destitute

of), destitute of endeavour or exertion, spiritless , iu-

active, inert.

ScaItstattant, a. (from stst, exertion), active, zealous, in-

clined to exertions, prompt.

st , a. (from Sts, exertion, and , empty), des-

titute of energy, destitute of exertion, inactive.

Starts , a. (from starts , exertion, and 1 , destitute of),

destitute of energy, destitute of exertion , inactive.

sinststæ , a. (from stats , exertion, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from exertion or enterprize ; ad.

from or because of enterprize or exertion.

sutstils, a. (from 8ts, exertion, and 3, following

upon), active, zealous, energetic, fervent, industrious,

prompt.

sutat, a. (from se, prep. and 5, to come in contact), ac-

tive, industrious, ready for exertion.

8 , s. (from 8 , to wet), an otter.

st , s. (from 8 , prep. and fat, toflow), an appearance,

the beginning of an action, an attempt, a percepti

on.

, s. (from 3 , the beginning of an action, and

, thebreaking of a thing), disappointment, the sti

fling of a thing at its commencement, the discouraging

of an attempt.

Tt2
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म.

sig , a. (from se, prep. and 5, to flow), coming into

view, gaining ground.

84 , s. (from T , to bear), the udder of a cow.
1

sta, s. (from se , prep. and , to hold), a loan, a debt.

8 , v. n. (from $ , to be deficient), to melt, to dissolve.

877, 8. (from 87, to dissolve) , a melting, a dissolving ; also ,

(from 8 , afurnace), a furnace, a hearth , a portable

hearth, a portable furnace ; a. melted, dissolved.

sata, a. (from 8 , to dissolve), melted, dissolved ; also ,

(from st , a furnace), a furnace, a hearth, a portable

hearth or furnace.

, pron. (from , he), he, that person. This pronoun

is only used in an honorific sense when the person is

present and pointed to.

877, s. (from 8 , a fountain), a fountain, a spring.

8 , s. (from 8 , to wet, and f , a voice), a commoti-

on, a riot, a tumult, an uproar, anarchy, confusion,

a mob, a confused multitude, a procession, the pomp

and noise attendant on an Eastern monarch.

8 , s. (from 8 , to wet`, a rat, a mouse.

CF, s. (from 8 , to wet), a rat, a mouse.

sta , s. (from sæi, a white ant , and ‹H☛1, an in-

sect), the male termes or white ant when he takes flight.

BS, a. (from se, prep. and 4 , to bend , increased, exalt-

ed, elevated, arisen, ascended.

87371f3, a. (from 373, elevated, and T , the navel), hav-

ing an elevated navel.

87357, s. (from 843, elevated, and ☎ , a breast), the nip-

ple like protuberances called by anatomists eminentiæ

mamillares.

$ 35, a. (from $73, ascended, and ta , descend d), ri-

sen and fallen, elevated and depressed.

3, a. (from 83, elevated, and , depressed), ris-

ing and falling like the branches of a tree when blown

with the wind, risen and again depressed .

3, s. (from sa, prep. and 4ª, to descend), increase, ex-

altation, prosperity, advancement.

BAXI, s. (from ge, prep. and at, to obtain), the lifting up

of a thing, the elevating of a thing, deliberation, discus.

sion, reasoning, logic.

satz, s. from se, prep. and 7, to praise), the name of a

medicinal drug ; it appears to be the sliced root of

some plant, and has a strong but agreeable scent.

7, s. (from se, prep. and 4 , to descend), the elevat-

ing of a thing.

sus, a. (from se, prep. and a to be joyful), deranged,

mad, crazy, intoxicated.

sT .

SAII , s. (from SAI, mad ), madness, intoxica ion , entha-

siasm .

SIE, s. (from 8 , mad), madness, delirium, enthusiasm.

sugeatt, s. (from 877, mad, and Яt , nonsensical speech),

the ravings or incoherent language of a delirious or

mad person, enthusiastic talk .

suky, a. (from se, prep, and a , to be joyful , mad, in-

sane, intoxicated ,

, a. (from 8 , prep, and , the mind), thoughtful,

agitated, regretting, distressed at the loss of a beloved

friend or relative.

gatu, s. (from se, prep, and to agitate), a snare, a

trap .

sata, s. (from se, prep. and , to rejoice), madness, ma-

nia, folly, extravagance ; a. mad, extravagant.

sat , a. (from 3 , prep. and a , to rejoice), occasioning

mania, causing extravagance, intoxicating.

sataas, a. (from sata, folly, and , to do , making mad

or delirious, making enthusiastic or foolish.

YAŃKIII, 8. (from sata, madness, and c , a field), a ma-

niac, a mad person, viz, the subject in whom madness

exists.

sutna, s. (from , prep. and to rejoice), a being mad or

extravagant, a being intoxicated.

satuata, a (from sæt , madness), mad, full of extrava-

gance, intoxicated .

sata , a. (from salt, madness), mad, maniacal, extrava-

gant, intoxicated.

sata, s. (from se, prep. and i, to measure), the weighing

of articles, measure, value.

satafaça, a, (from sat , weighing, and fray, an object),

statical, relating to weights and measures.

sffs, s. (from se, prep. and at, to measure), a weighing,

weight, measure, value.

sfafas, a. from se, prep. and fax, to'sprinkle), opened as

the eyes, blown as a flower, expanded.

gama, s. (from se, prep. and al , to wink), the opening of

the eyes.

saifas, a. (from se, prep. and Ha, to wink), opened, un

closed. This word is only applied to the eyes.

gat, a. (from se, prep. and zat, theface), looking upwards,

pointing upwards, engaged in an action ; s. an effort,

an exertion, an attempt, a proceeding.

STE, a. (from se, prep. and a , to plant), eradicat-

ing; s. one who pulls up by the roots, one who eradi-

cates.

377, 8. (from 8 , prep. and am, to plant), the pulling of
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a thing up by the roots, the eradication ofa custom or

habit.

5, 7. (from se, prep. and , to plant), eradicated,

rooted up.

Sa, s. (from se prep. and fa, 'o water), a discovery, a

perception, a sensation.

8 , a preposition which usually conveys the idea of vici-

nity or resemblance in an inferior degree.

, s. (from 3 , prep. and 1, a word), tittle tattle, a

story, a tale.

84, s. from 4, prep. and , to de), any thing super-

added to perfect a thing, as vegetables or sauce to

meat, a desert after a meal, &c.; a supplemental oblati-

on, a meat-offering.

stats, a. (from 4, a meat-offering, and cutstr,

worthy), fit for a supplementary oblation , proper for a

meat offering, fit to be used as a supplementary article.

উপকরনাকাঙ্গী , a. ( from উপকরণ , a meat-offering, and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of a supplementary offering, wait-

ing for a desert after a me al, desiring sauce to meat.

উপকরণান্বেন্ত্রণ , ৪. ( from উপকরণ , a meat offering, and অন্বেষণ ,

search, search or enquiry after the supplementary ar-

ticles of a sacrifice or of a meal.

patra , a. (from sa , a meat-offering, and safe ,

seeking) , seeking for a supplementary or meat-offering,

seeking for vegetables or sauce to meat, seeking for

supplementary articles.

Batu , a. (from 8 , a meat-offering, and af , serk-

ing , desirous of or seeking for a supplementary <ffer-

ing, seeking or desiring sauce or vegetables at a meal.

Etat , a. (from 4, a meat- ffiring , and , fit ,

fit for a supplementary oblation, proper for a meat-

offering proper to be used as a supplementary article.

8 , a. (from 3 , prep. and , to do), capable ofbe-

ing superadded, capable ofbeing added to assist or to

make other things effectual.

gat , a . (from 84, a meat-offering, and TF,

fit), proper for a supplementary oblation, fit for a meal-

offering, fit to be used as a supplementary article.

ওপকণিকাগ্রন্থি, s. ( from উপকনিক!, near the ear, and মুছি,

knot), the paroitid gland.

stata, s. (from 8 , prep. and , to do), assistance, help,

benefit, advantage.

sta , a. (from 84, prep. and , to do), assisting, help-

ing, promoting the advantage of a person.

gatza , s. (from stats, assistance, and a , a dorr), an

assistant, a helper.

87.

statzat , a. (from stats, assistance, anlatra, og

giving help or assistance, assisting, helpiug; s. a helper,

an assistant.

stattet. a. (from stats, assistance, and aif , doing),

giving help or assistance, assisting, helping.

ta , a (from 313, assistance, and c , seeking), -

seeking for assistance, labouring for help.

satto , s. (from seats, help, and c , endeavour), an

endeavour to assist a person or to obtain assistance.

stat , a. (from state, ass stance, and 3 , to be born),

occasioned by or arrising from assistance.

837 , a. (from stata, assistance, and , produc-

ing), causing help or assistance.

8 @tas , a. (from stats, assistance, and 1, produci-

ble , arising from assistance, springing from help or as-

sistance.

sta , ad. loc. case of star , for the sake of

help or assistance.

sta , a. (from St , assistance, and al, to know),

grateful, mindful of benefits received.

atst, s. (from St , grateful), gratitude, the re

membrance ofa benefit.

sata , s. (from st , grateful) , gratitude, the re-

membrance of a benefit.

statt , a. (from stats, help, and at , informing),

giving information of help or assistance.

8 , s. from 87, help, and , a making

known , the giving information of help or assistance..

sata , s. (from st , help, and , des'ruction),

the frustra ing of help or assistance, ingratitude.

stat ,. (from 37, assistance, and , destroy-

ing , making assistance ineffectual, preventing assist

ance, ingrateful .

sxt , a. (from state, assistance , and f , destroy-

ing), preventing assistance, making assistance ineffec

tual, ingrateful.

gata , s. (from 3, help, and att, destruction , the

frustrating of help or assistance, ingratitude.

উপকারদংশক; a. (from স্তুপকার, assistance, and নাশক, destroy-

ing), preventing assistance, making assistance ineffec-

tnal , ingrateful.

উপকারদিবর্ত্তক, a. (from s পকার, help, and নि , causing to

cerse , putting a stop to help or assistance.

উপকারনির্বাক, a. ( from স্তুপকার, help, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing , preventing help or assistance.

উপকারনিবারণ, ৪. ( from স্তূপকার , help , and নিবারণ, prevention;

the preventing of help or assistance.
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stafa , s. (from sata, help, and ff , cessation ,

the cessation ofhelp or assistance.

84at?fafisz, a . (from St , help, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from help or assistance ; ad. from

or because of help or assistance .

Staff , ad. (from stats, help, and fafas, a cause), for

the sake of help or assistance .

state , a. (from stats, help, and t, before , preceded

byor arising fromhelp or assistance ; ad. by or through

help or assistance.

ও তারপ্রতিবন্ধক, ". ttom গুণকরি, help, and প্রতিবন্ধক, opposed

to , opposed to or obstructing help or assistance.

, a. (from 8 , kelp, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from help or assistance ; ad. from

or because of help or assistance.

tafat, ad. (from est , help. and fat , withou!, with-

out or beside help or assistance.

getaf* , a. (from 27, assistance, and fafdæ, posses-

sed of), furnished with assistance or help.

ওপকারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from উপকার, help, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), help or assistance excepted.

stolaufera, s . (from stats, help, and asta , an excep

tion), the exception of help or assistance.

ওপকার ডিরেকে, ad. loc. case of উপকারবতিরেক', with the

exception of help or assistance, without or beside help

or assistance.

ļ

statgæstāto, s. (from sæta, help, and tats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to help or assistance.

SITIZANTIÆ, a . (from 89213, help, and aftë, obstruct-

ing), hindering or obstructing help or assistance .

Stat, a. (from stats, assistance, and the mind),

grateful, mindful of past favours ,

, a. (from sets, help, and , a rool), originat-

ing from help or assistance.

*** , a. (from I, assistance, and 45, joined to),

possesed of or furnished with assistance or help.

attı, a. (from si , cssistance, and cast , wor-

thy of), worthy ofassistance, deserving assistance .

83, a (from at , assistance, and as, devoted to),

beneficent, delighting in giving assistance.

$92133f53, `a. (from stēt?, assistance, and a§¤, des'itute

of), forlorn, helpless, destitute of assistance.

al, a. from tt , assistance , beneficent, inclined

to do good to others, benevolent.

, . (from stat , help, and , indicating), in-

dicating help or assistance.

ga,

4, s. (from Sata, assistance, and a, recollecti-

on , the recollection of a benefit, gratitude.

serts , a. (from 84 , asis'ance, and is, bring-

ing to mind), causing a remembrance of benefits, pro-

moting gratitude.

stapeta, s. (from 31 , assistance, and gifs, loss , the

loss ofexpected assistance, disappointment, a prevent-

ing the advantage of a benevolent action, ingratitude.

sata, a. (from sets, assistance, and 17, destitute ,

forlorn, destitute of help.

8Яæis , a . (from gata, kelp, and 153, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from help or assistance ; from or b

cause of help or assistance .

sætzia , s. (from 317, assistance, and t1, desire),

a desire ofgiving or receiving assistance, beneficence.

statatat, a. (from sæt , assis'ance, and tefi , de-

sirous , desirous of giving or receiving assistance, bɛ-

nevolent.

saatatag, a. (from 8t , help, and ¤ , fit), unworthy

of help or assistance.

উপকারান্বেষণ , s . (fronউপকার, cssistance, andঅন্বেষণ , a search-

ing), the seeking for assistance.

sat, a. (from stig, assistance, and , seck-

ing , seeking for assistance, desirous of help.

statstumta, s. (from stat , assistance, and wisata, d.-

sire), a desire ofgiving or receiving assistance

saætai(smts), a, (from ts, assistance, and fsatfaz,

desirous) , desirous of giving or receiving assistance, be-

nevolent.

statist , a. (from 3 , help, and utsts, unworthy),

unworthy of help or assistance.

statai , s. (from 31 , assistance, and , an object , a

regarding the assistance of others as an object worthy

ofpursuit, benevolence, a wish for assistance.

statt, a. (from sata, assistance, and fa, desiring),

desiring the assistance of others, benevolent, desirous

of assistance.

stætate, a . (from 3 , assistance, and , fit) , worthy

of assistance, deserving help.

sta , s. (from state , assisting, and fa , a nerve),

in anatomy the name of certain nerves, (Nervæ acces-

soriæ.

statal, a. (from 87, prep. and ☎, to do) , helping, assisting,

promoting the advantage of others.

8 , s . (from set , assistance, and , dire), a

desire to receive assistance, a wish to give assistance,

benevolence.
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edatza, a. (from 84& I, assistance, and , desirous),

willing or desirous of receiving assistance, willing or

desirous of conferring benefits, benevolent.

* , a . (from , assistance, and 5 , desirous ,

desirous of receiving assistance, willing to confer a be-

nefit, benevolent.

s :straturo, a . (from sЯæty, help, and 8413, engaged in),

ready to help, engaged in giving assistance.

statas, a. (from sata, assis'ance, and 81 , engag

edin , re dy to give assistance, engaged in other's help.

statutal, a. (from sa, assistance, and 8tsta, ac-

tive), active in conferring benefits, active and ready to-

give assistance, benevolent.

ata , a. (from 8Яæt , assistance, and 891F, pro-

per , fit to receive assistance, worthy of receiving assis-

tance.

5, a. (from s prep. and , to do) , holpen , assisted.

fs , s. (from 34, prep. and , to do ) , assistance, help,

benefit, advantage .

g* .īta, 8. ´from st†, prep. and cats a receptacle ), in ana-

tomy the capsular membrane.

† , s. (from 3 , prep. and , to slep), a commence-

ment, an attempt.

, a. (from 84, prep. and , to s'ep), commenced,

attempted.

* 3, 7. (from 8 , prep. and st , to go) , approached, at-

tached to.

*Я , s. (from 8 , prep. and sta, to go), an approach, the

approach of the sexes.

8197, s. (from 87, prep. and 84, a preceptor), an inferior

preceptor, appointed by the spiritual guide who gives

the muntra of a god, to give instruction in all the du-

ties of religion.

, s. (from 8 , prep. and f , a kno!) , in anatomy the

name of a continuation of the tubes which constitute

the testicles, (Epididymis)

, s. (from st , a taking what is near , and

peace), a peace made by the surrender of every thing

to preserve life.

8 r. n. (from 3 , prep. and fo, to collect), to overflow,

to boil over, to rise above the bounds, to run over.

8967, a. (from 8 , prep. and ft, to collect), run over, boil-

ed over, overflowed ; s . an overflowing, a boiling over,

a running over.

EH57, 3. (from 37, prep. and fs, to collect), the circumstance

ofabounding or being plentiful, plenty, abundance.

8517, a. (from 8 , prep. aud fs, to collect), overflowed,

प পु..

boiled over, risen over the banks, an overflowing, a

boiling over.

gusta, s. (from , pep. and 7, to move , service, a prac

tice, a custom, a usage, a profession, the practice of

medicine, a bribe.

safts, a. (from 3 , prep, and fs, to collect , collected , in-

creased, improved.

81 , v. n. (from 84, prep. and 54, to be produced), to ac-

quire, to accrue, to come into being, to occur, to be

produced.

8*57, a. (from 8 , prep. and 5 , to be produced), produ-

ced, become, come into existence, acquired, accrued,

occurred.

8f3 , s. (from et, prep, and fat the tongue), in anato-

my the epiglottis .

815f ), 8. (from $4, prep, and 3 , to live), a livelihood,

a trade, the meats of gaining a livelihood.

8 , a. (from 8 , prep. and 3 , to live), living upon,

dependant on any thing for a livelihood .

89 , a. from 34, prep. and 3 , to live), producing a

livelihood, supplying the meaus of maintenance.

84 , s. (from 89, prep. and , to know), intuitive know

ledge, the first idea or sentiment of a thing.

845, . a. from 3 , prep. and , to move), to root up a

tree or plant, to eradicate an evil habit, to eradicate.

8977, s. (from ge, prep. and ³, to move) , the act of pull-

ing up a thing by the roots, the act of eradicating a

thing.

34517, s. (from 83 , prep. and , to more , the act of ex-

tirpating or eradicating a thing ; a. eradicated, extir-

pated.

ge , s. (from 8 , prep. and c , to move), a present

to a superior, a present of ceremony.

843 , s. (from 34, prep. and 35, a thread), a small fibre, a

fibrilla.

38, a. (from st, prep. and 3 , to be hot), heated , dis-

tressed, anxious, diseased, afflicted,

8431 , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to be hot), heat, pain,

distress, misfortune, hurry, disease.

3f3, a. (from st, prep. and , to be hot), put in pain,

distressed, placed in distressing circumstances.

ata , s. (from 84, prep. and 1, a star), the iris ofthe

eye.

' ,8931 , s. (from 8 , prep. ) land at the foot of a hill, a

valley.

, s. (from 8 , prep. and to bite), the venereal

disease.
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• , s. (from 8 , prep. and a to bite), the venereal

disease.

89km, s. (from 8 , prep. and , to divide , the calyx of a

flower.

ft , a. (from 31, prep. and f , to know , instructed ,

faught. This word is particularly applied to one who

has received the muntra or religious formula from his

spiritual preceptor.

SUAIGI, s. (from 81 , prep. and c4731, a god,, a phantom, a

demi-god, an apparition .

8k1, s. (from 84, prep. and fax to know), instruction ,

advice.

* , a. (from 8 , prep. and fat , to know), giving in-

struction, instructive ; s. an instructor, a spiritual teach

´er, a preacher, a school-master, one who gives instruc-

tion in any art or science.

, s. (from S , instruction , and a , a deer) , an

instructor, a spiritual preceptor, a preacher, one who

gives instruction or advice, a school-master, one who

gives instruction in any art or science .

catie, a. (from 8 , instruction, and i , doing),

giving instruction or advice ; s . an instructor.

Enatēts , a. (from & tat, instruction, and at , ding),

giving instruction or advice.

* , a. (from st , instruction, and , causing ,

causing instruction to be given, occasioning good ad-

vice or counsel ; s . one who occasions instruction to be

communicated.

&qm *afas, a. (from 8**, instruction, and 13, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from instruction or advice.

NI , a. (from 8 , instruction, and 3, producible),

arising from instruction, occasioned by instruction or

good advice.

8 ), ad. (loc . case of 8 ), for the purpose of

instruction or advice.

8131, s. (from 8 , instruction, and t , a giver ,

one who gives instruction , an instructor, a teacher, a

preacher, a school-master.

8 *ntuæ, a. (from 8× , instruction, and t÷æ, giving),

giving instruction ; s . an instructor, a teacher, a preach-

er, one who gives instruction in any art or science, a

school-master.

sat , a. (from 8 , instruction, and if , giving),

giving instruction or advice.

$ 47 , s. (from , instruction , and at , destructi-

on), the frustrating of instruction or advice, the loss of

instruction or advice.

હા.

ing), defeating the ends of instruction, rendering in

struction ineffectual ; s. a person or thing which makes

instruction ineffectual.

ওপদেশনিমিত্তক, a. (from ওপদেশ, instruction , and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), occasioned by instruction, springing from in-

struction as its cause ; ad. from or because of instruc-

tion or advice .

ওপদেশনিমিত্তে, ad . ( from উপদেশ, instruction , and নির্মিত্ত, ৫

cause , for the purpose of instruction or advice.

3 , a. (from 31, prep. and fat, to know) , worthy of

instruction, teachable, capable of instruction, proper to

be made the subject of a lecture or sermon.

* . ***, a. (from 8* †, instruction, and , before),

preceded by or arising from instruction ; ad. by or

through instruction.

894 , a. (from 8* 5*†, instruction, and TF, caus-
13

ed by), caused by er arising from instruction or coun-

sel.

A

set.autfaat, ad. (from 8 , instruction, andfat, without),

without or beside instruction or advice.

8×5* ( [18, a . (from 87154, instruction, aud fat , pos-

sessed of), acquainted with or possessed of good ad-

vice or instruction, connected with instruction.

উপদেশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (fromউপদেশ, instruction , and jতিরিক্ত, exa

cepted), instruction or advice excepted .

ওপদেশৰ/ডিয়েক, s. ( from ওপদেশ, instruction, and Iতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of instruction or advice.

ওপদেশ তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofউপদেশ ডিরেক ), with the ex-

ception of instruction or advice, without or beside in-

struction or advice.

841 *LF, a. (from g †, instruction, and 1 , joined to),

connected with instruction or advice, connected with

preaching.

str, a. (from st, instruction, and catst , fit ,

worthy ofinstruction, fit to be instructed, proper to re-

ceive instruction.

Safes, a. (from 8 , instruction, and af , desti-

tute of), destitute of instruction, destitute of advice or

information.

** t, a. (from 8Я *, instruction,, tending to instruc-

tion, desirous of giving or receiving instructión.

, a. (from , instruction, and , empty),

void of instruction, destitute of instruction.

suda, a. (from 8 , instruction, and 17, destitute

of, destitute of instruction , destitute of information or

advice upon any subject.

8 , 2. (from a , instruction, and at , destroy- . , . (from , instruction, and ‹ , a cause),

a.

胆

A

•
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caused by or arising from instruction or advice ; ad.

from or because of instruction or advice.

stats , s. (from 8 , instruction, and tatt, de-

sire), a desire of instruction, a wish to obtain informa-

tion or advice..

stat , a. (from stat, instruction, and tata , de-

sirous), desirous of instruction, desirous of obtaining

information or direction.

sta , a. (from 8 , instruction, and , unfit),

unfit for or unworthy of instruction or advice.

ওপদেশানুযায়ী, a. (from উপদেশ, instruction , and অনুযায়িন, fol-

lowing), according with instruction or advice.

_897 * aatdi, a. (from 8**, instruction, and tfka,

following), corresponding with or following upon in-

struction or advice.

ওপদেশানুসারে, ad. (lor. case of ওপদেশানুসার , according to

instruction or advice.

sfs, a. (from , instruction, and fas, connect-

ed with, connected with instruction, following upon

instruction.

ওপদেশান্বেষণ , s . (from স্তুপদেশ , instruction , and অন্বেষণ ,

Search , search after instruction, an enquiry after in-

struction or information.

gazattal, u. (from , instruction, and

searching), enquiring after instruction or information,

seeking instruction or direction .

উপদেশপেক্ষক, a. ( from ওপদেশ, instruction , and অপেক্ষক, ex-

pecting , waiting for instruction, expecting instruction,

wanting instruction , one who waits for instruction.

উপদেশাপেক্ষা, s. (from উপদেশ, instruction, and অপেক্ষা , an ex-

pectation), an expectation of instruction, a want or de-

fici ncy of instruction.

3tka , a. (from sЯ , instruction, and fæ7, wait-

ingfor , waiting for instruction, expecting instruction ,

wanting instruction .

" T ", S. (from , instruction , and , con-

temp! ,̀ a contempt of instruction, a disregard or neg-

Ject of instruction .

8 : ests, a. (from & , instruction, and ash , un-

worthy , unworthy of instruction or advice.

st , a. (from 8 *, instruction, and a , fit , worthy

of instruction, deserving instruction, fit to receive in-

struction.

, a. (from st , prep. and f , to know), giving in-

struction, instructive, edifying.

CH , d. (from , instruction, and stu pro-

per), worthy of instruction, fit to receive instruction.

Uu

*4.

, a. (from 8 , prep. and fit , to know ) , worthy of in-

struction, teachable, capable of instruction , proper to

be made the subject of a lecture or sermon .

S , a. (from st, prep. and f , to know), worthy of

instruction, teachable, capable of instruction, proper to

be made the subject of a lecture or sermon.

, s. (from

tor, an instructor.

, an instructor), a teacher, a precep-

89 , s. (from 87, prep. and , to move , a calamity, the

ravage of a country, ruin , an injury , oppression, tyran-

ny, a portent, a natural calamity.

ff , a. (from 8 , a calamity, and fa , possess=

ed of), calamitous, tyrannical, oppressive, destructive,

disastrous, ruinous , portentous.

TUS, a. (from 895 , a calamity, and , connected with ,

calamitous, oppressive, tyrannical, destructive, disas-

trous, ruinous, portentous.

fs, a. (from 8 , a calamity, and afes, des'i tule

of, free from calamity, free from oppression, secure.

g * , a. (from 8 , a calamity, and al, empty) ,free

from calamity, free from oppression , secure.

siz, a. (from 8 , a calamity, and 1 , des'itute of),

free from calamity, free from oppression, secure.

, a. (from 8 ; a calamity, and fas, connected

with), calamitous, destructive, ruinous, disastrous, ty

rannical, portentous.

8 , a. (from 8 , prep. and , to move), oppressive, ty-

rannical, ruinous, calamitous, disastrous, portentous.

, s. (from st, prep, and 1 , a grape), in anatomy

the uvula.

ÍZE†HUGUNA, s. (from att , joined to the uvu'a, and

st , a pair), in anatomy, the name of a pair of muscles

(Azygus uvulæ.)

34F3, a . (from 84, prep . and , to move), oppressed, injure

ed, hurt, tyrannized over, ruined, ravaged.

4 , s. (from 8t, prep. and 4, a continen "), an island.

gata, s . (from 34, prep. and 1, to hold , a bolster, a pillow.

sf , s. (from st, prep. and 1, to hold , fear, dread,

terror, fraud, circumvention, a wheel.

7 , s. (from 84, prep. and at , to take , the investiture

of a brahmun with the sacrificial thread .

SHIRĦatdı, a . (from stașa, investiture with the brahmini

cal thread, and catst , wrthy), fit to be invested with

the brahminical thread.

gat , a (from 85, investiture, and atafa de-

sirous , desirous of being invested with the brahmini

cal thread.
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મ.
894.

BeatSats , a. (from 87 , investiture with the brah- 8 , s. (from st, prep. and , an inflected word), words

minical thread, and f317, desirous), desirous of be- used adverbially instead of nouns in any given case.

ing invested with the brahminical thread. 8 , &. (from st, prep. and , to more), supplied, provid

উপনয়নাই, a. ( from ওর্ণনয়ন, investiture with the brahminical ed for, accomplished, compleated.

thred, and , fit), fit to be invested with the brah-

minical thread .

8937l31985, a. (from 87, investiture with the brahmi-

nical thread, and F, fit), proper to be invested with

the brahminical thread.

gata, s. (from 8º, prep. and ¡¤, a name), a surname, a

nick-name.

st , s. (from 34, prep. fi, prep. and f , to throw), a

deposit of goods or valuables with another person.

safa , s. (from 8 , prep. and fit , a valuable article), a

deposit of articles undescribed and sealed or otherwise

secured in a box or other receptacle.

8 , s. (from 84, prep. f , prep. and an, to go), the

philosophical part of the Veda ; there are ten writings.

filled with mystical sentences, which properly go un-

der this name, these lay the foundation of the philoso-

phical opinions of the Hindoos about matter and spi-

rit. Fifty-two other short treatises included in the

Veda are also called by the same name ; truth as an at-

tribute of God, the doctrine of matter and spirit, the

doctrine of the true end of human existence .

84faf£3, a. (from 84, prep. fa, prep. and N, to hold), de.

posited without any description of the articles.

83, a. (from 8 , prep. and , to take), invested with

the brahminical thread.

gata, s. (from 84, prep. fa, prep. and , to throw) , the

exordium ofa discourse, a prologue, a tale or story, an

entertaining story.

CartaF1, s. (from starta, a story, and 7 , a speaker),

one who delivers a prologue, one who delivers the ex-

ordium of a discourse, a story-teller.

gqaitalató , s. (from tЯ, a story, and cat , a hear-

er), one who hears a prologue , one who hears an exor-

dium, one who listens to stories.

smalæti, a. (from gЯt , a story, and atætiga, desir-

ous), desirous of an epilogue, desirous of an exordium,

desirous of hearing stories.

€44,3, 8. (from 8º, prep. and f³, a husband), a paramour,

a gallant.

894†f , s. (from 34, prep. and , to move), provision, main-

tainance, the accomplishing of an object, the supply-

ing of what is necessary to an undertaking, favour, as-

sistauce, the production of a thing, demonstration.

, s. (from st, prep. and i , a rib), the false ribs,

84 , s. (from st, prep. and º†38, a crime), a crime of

inferior magnitude or ofthe third degree ofguilt : among

these are reckoned the accidental destruction of the life

of inferior animals, a venial crime.

83 , a. (from 3 , a venial crime), guilty of smal

ler crimes, guilty of venial sins.

sЯ , 8. (from s†, prep. and * , to move), the accom

plishing of an object, the proving or establishing of a

proposition or theme by reason or argument.

gЯatady, a. (from 84, prep. and 15, to move), capable of

being accomplished, requiring to be established by

proofor argument, capable ofbeing established or pror-

ed by argument.

stafaszi, a. (from 3t , prep. and , to more , capable

of being accomplished, requiring to be established by

proof or argument, capable of being established or

proved by reason or argument.

, a. (from 84, prep. and , to more), proved or

established by reason or argument, accomplished.

8 , a. (from st, prep. and , to more), capable ofbe-

ing established by reason or argument, requiring to be

established by reason or argument, capable of being

established.

34, s. (from 34, prep. and tЯ, a crime), a crime of in-

ferior magnitude, a venial sin.

8 , s. (from st, prep. and E, to jump), a phenomenon

in the heavens considered as portentous, the ascending

node called Rahoo, an eclipse, an affray or assault with-

qut weapons,

3, a. from st,prep. and to jump), eclipsed, immers

ed in an eclipse, brought into view or seen as a por-

tent.

8ЯTA, s. (from 8×, prep. and T7, aforest), a ĝarden, an ar-

tificial wilderness.

sta, s. (from 8 , prep. and x , to dwell), a religious

fast, a voluntary fast.

gatal, s. (from 8 , afast, and , a deer), one who

fasts as a matter of religion, abstemious.

gdutaztąæ, a. (from 347a, a fast, and age, making),

keeping a fast, fasting as a religious act.

statastel, a. (from state, a fast, and at , making),

keeping a fast, fasting as a religious act,

X
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sztani , a. (from sata, a fast, and i , producing),

occasioning a fast, giving rise to a religious fast.

SH37, a. (from sexta, a fast, and 4, producible),

arising from a religious fast.

& ta , ad. (loc. case ofsЯ ), for the sake of a re-

ligious fast.

statt, s. (from stata, afast, and † , destruction), the

interrupting or nullifying of a religious fast.

ওপৰাননাশক, a. ( from ওপৰাস, a fast , and নাশক, destroying),

interrupting or preventing a religious fast, making a

religious fast ineffectual.

BYT:AfifICT, a. (from 8ª¡¤, a fast, and fifã³, a cause),

caused by or arising from a religious fast ; ad. from or

E. cause ofa religious fast.

89Tiaffa13, 8. (from steta, a fast, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of a religious fast.

পেৰাসপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from ওপাস, a fast , and প্রতিবন্ধক, (ppos

ing, opposing or obstructing a religious fast.

ওপাপুযুক্ত , a. (from ওপান, a fast , and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused byor arising from a religious fast; ad. from or

because ofa religious fast.

staff , a. (from Я , afast, and fast , belonging

to), connected with a religious fast, observing religious

fasts, abstemious.

8 , s . (from 8 , a fast, and state, an obsla-

cle', an obstacle to a religious fast.

vezisz;tatze, a . (from st , a fast, and stats , ob-

stucting), obstructing or opposing a religious fast.

8 , (from st , afast, and TF, connected with),

connected with a religious fas ', abstemious.

stacats , a. (from 8 , a fast, and catst , worthy , fit

or proper to be observed by religious fasting.

safe , a. (from 8 , afast, and af , destitute of,

destitute of religious fasts, not observing religious fasts.

sta , a. (from sata, a fast, and , destitute of),

destitute of religious fasts, not observing religious fasts.

SAY, a, (from Я , afast, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a religious fast ; ad. from or be-

cause of a religious fast.

saatatæt§1, s. (from 8 , a fast, and fat , a desire),

a desire of religiously fasting.

ওপৱাসাকাী, a. (from sপসি, a fast , and আকাশ , desirous),

desirous of religious fasts.

scatetfas, a. (from stata, a fast, and fas, connected

with), connected with religious fasts.

statfeate, s. (from stata, a fast, and af , desire), a

desire for a religious fast.

૩૧,

statatSmts), a. (from sЯπ¡¤, a ƒ˜st, and whomifon, desir-

ous), desirous of a religious fast.

yatatu, s. (from gia, a fast, and aứ, an object), the

end for which a fast is observed, fasting considered as

an object ofdesire.

st , a. (from s**, a fast, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous of religious fasting, having a religious fast for its

object.

statata. (from st , a fast, and , fit , proper to

be observed with religious fasting.

stītāt, a. (from 87, prep. and ™ , to dwell), fasting, prac-

tising voluntary fastings.

Яti, s. (from Яt , a fast, and , a desire), a de-

sire to observe religious fasts.

sata , a. (from 8 , afast, and , desirous), desir-

ous of observing religious fasts.

SAT AF, a. (from sa, a fast, and desirous), de-

sirous of observing religious fasts.

sarkatrs, a . (from sЯata, afast, and 8 ,fit), proper

to be observed by religious fasting.

ya , a. (from 1 , an inferior science), acquainted

with inferior sciences.

gafa̸ni), s. (from 87, prep. and fa̸11 , science), an inferior

science, such as painting, legerdemain, dancing and the

like.

säft¥, «. (from 8 , prep. and fit, to enter), seated, seated

near to a person or thing.

873, s. (from 84, prep. and , to shine), the sacred

thread worn by the brahmuns and some of the other

most esteemed classes of Hindoos ; it is passed ove: the

left shoulder, and falls on the hip under the right arm.

8983), a. (from 89173, the sacred thread), wearing a sacred

thread.

8*T*æ, «. (from 8º, prep, and fat, to en'er), sitting ; s. a

person who sits.

* , s. (from st, prep. and fat, to enter), the act of

sitting, the sitting near to a person.

89TgaBģi, s. (from gNTA, a sitting, and , a doer), a

person who sits.

ওপৱেশনকারক, a. (from ওপৱেশন, a sitting , and কারক, doing),

sitting ; s. a person who sits .

ওপৱেশনকারী, a. ( from ওপৱেশন, a sitting, and ফারিন, doing)).

sitting, sitting near.

845 , 4. (from 8 , prep. and , to eat), enjoyed, possessed

ওপভোক্তা , স্তুপ,, s. (from 84, prep, and , to eat , a person who

enjoys the usu-fruct of an estate, a person who enjoys

property.

U u 2
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tst, s . (from 3 , prep. and to eat), the enjoyment

of the fruits of an estate, the enjoyment of any thing

the proprietorship of which belongs to another, enjoy-

ment, gratification.

ist , a. (from sist, enjoyment, and r , fruit), at-

tended by the usu-fruct ; s . usu-fruct.

8.st , s. (from st, prep. and 55, to eat), proper tobe en-

joyed.

8 , s. (from 8t, prep. and at , to measure), a comparison,

a simile, a likeness, a resemblance .

EIT†TÍ, s. (from 1971 , a resemblance and ☎ , a doer), one

who uses similitudes or resemblances, one who uses

comparisons or similies.

gat , a. (from 8 , prep. and , to measure), capable of

being compared with, comparable, capable of being il-

lustrated by comparisons or similitudes .

Estatз1, s. (from 87, prep. and at , a mother), a wet-nurse,

a nurse ; also (from 8 , prep. and at, to measure), one

whoinvents or uses similitudes or comparisons, one who

compares one thing with another.

8 , s. (from 3*, prop. and 1 , to measure), a resemblance,

a comparison, a simile, a metaphor.

stata 1, s. (from sa , a similitude, and , a doer),

one who invents or uses similitudes, one who com-

pares things.

statate, a. (from state, a similitude, and , fit), fitto be

used as a simile or comparison.

yezte , a. (from 81, a similitude, and fif* , belong-

ing to), abounding with similitudes or comparisons, me-

taphorical, figurative.

gqatuF, a. (from 8* 1, a similitude, and , connected

with) , abounding with similitudes or comparisons, me-

taphorical, figurative.

gtatatst , a. (from 81, a similitude, and cats , worthy),

fit to be used as a similitude or comparison, worthy of

being illustrated by a comparison .

tata , a , (from 8 ) , a similitude, and af , destitute of),

destitute of similitudes or comparisons.

st , a. (from 81, a similitude, and , fit), fit to be

used as a similitude or comparison, worthy of being il-

lustrated by a similitude or comparison."

8 , a. (from 1, a resemblance, and , empty),

destitute of comparisons or similes .

fatta, a. (from 1 , a resemblance, and i , destitute of),

destitute of similitudes or comparisons .

83 a. (from $1, prep: and 1, to metsure), compared, il-

lustrated by comparisons or similes .

84

fafs, a. (from s †, prep. and πt, to measure), a similitude,

a comparison, a resemblance, a metaphor.

84a3, a. (from 8 ×1 , a similitude, and 3, gone), compar-

ed with ; s. the name of a tree, (Shorea robusta).

sy, a. (from 8†, prep. and 1, to measure), capable of

being compared with, comparable, capable of being il-

lustrated by similitudes or comparisons.

NTG1, s. (from Я , comparable), comparableness.

Я , s. (from a , comparable), comparableness.

SЯ , s. from 84, prep. and д, to cease), marriage.

gatæ, a. (from 84, prep. and to, to request), requesting,

petitioning ; s . one who requests a thing, one who begs

another to accept a thing, a petitioner.

et , a. (from 34, prep. and T , to request), request-

ed, prayed to, prayed for, offered to propitiate the gods.

gЯTF, a. (from 87, prep. and 5, to be in contact), suited

to , fit, proper.

31, s . (from 8 , fit), fitness, suitableness to an oc-

casion.

34 , s. (from 3 , fit) , fitness , suitableness to an oc-

casion.

e4atst, s . (from 84, prep and 15, to be in contact), suita-

bleness to a want, food, any thing suited to a person's

wanis.

satt, s. (from stats , useful), utility, suitability, fit-

ness.

sta , s. (from 8ft , useful), utility, suitability, fit-

ness.

satt, a . (from 8 , prep. and 5, to be in contact), use-

ful, suitable, fit.

3 , s. (from sa, above), the top of a thing, the upper

part of a thing, the space over athing, height ; ad. upon,

over.

, a. (from 8 , prep. and , to colour), pained, afflict-

ed, seized by a calamity, eclipsed ; s . the ascending

node called Rahoo in Hindoo mythology.

83, a . (from 8 , prep. and ã, to enjoy), ceased, stopped.

, a. (from 843, ceased, and 5 , desire) , having all

desire of worldly things subdued, indifferent.

897f3, s. (from 8º, prep. and za, to enjoy), cessation, a

stopping, exquisite enjoyment, pleasure.

gЯts, s. (from 8 , the part above, and tst, apart), the

upper part of a thing.

gats , ad. (from sf , upon), in succession, succeeding

to each other,

gЯats, s . (from 3*, prep, and gã, to colour), the immersi

on of a planet when eclipsed.
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state, s. from e , prep and a , to enjoy), cessation, a

stopping, an end, a breaking off.

sife, ad. (from sЯ, prep. and 2, to move), above, upon ; also,

a. (from 3, another), another, other. This word is

very commonly used as a substantive to signify a god,

a spirit, an aerial spirit, an evil spirit inhabiting the at-

mosphere.

847276, s. (from 89a, abore, and Ts, erpence) , extra

expences.

ff , s. (from 4 , a god or spirit, and qf , a view),

the looking of aerial spirits, particularly malignant

ones, upon a person . The Hindoos attribute most of

their calamities to this cause.

size , s. (from sa , above, and MT3i, a god), an aeri-

al spirit, a malignant spirit supposed to reside in the

atmosphere.

Raf , a. (from sa, alove. The last member of this

word is merely a rhyme to the first), other, another.

sets, s. (from fa, above, and tst, a part), the upper

part.

sate, ad. (from si , above) , from above, above, up.

8 , a. (from safa, above, and , to be situate) , situat-

ed above.

8 , a. (from 8º, prep , and T , to obstruct) , skreened,

protected, supported by partial fondness, defended .

sata, s. (from 84, prep. and 4 , to obstruct), partiality

in favour of a person, protection, support, defence, fa-

vour, kindness , the fulfilling the wishes of a favoured

person.

st , a. (from 8 , prep. and , to obstruct), defensible,

capable of being skreened, deserving of protection or

favour.

8 , ad. (from safe, above), higher and higher, in an

ascending series.

8 , s. (from 8 , prep. and a , to take), a stone.

Я , s. (from st, prep. and a , to mark , a synecdoche

ofa part forthe whole, or of a quality for that in which

it resides, an inferring of the whole from a part, or of

an affair from some circumstance.

84, s. (from st, prep, and a , to mark) , a synecdoche

of a part for the whole or of a quality from that in

which it resides, an inferring of the whole from a part

or ofan affair from some circumstances.

st , a. (from 8 , a synecdoche, and f, an object),

having the inference of a whole from a part as its ob-

-ject.

84mæ¶nfsi, s. (from stú, having an inference of the

+

હતું.

wholefrom a part as its object , the circumstance ofhav

ing for an object the inference of the whole from apart.

89aatua, s. (from staat , having the inference of the

whole from a part as its object), the circumstance of hav-

ing for an object the inference ofthe wholefrom a part.

st , a. (from st, prep. and to mark), inferred from

some circumstance, deduced.

gal, ɑ. (from 34, prep. and ≈ , to mark), inferrible

from some circumstance, deducible.

ga , a, (from 84, prep. and 3, to desire), guessed, un-

derstood.

8 , s. (from 34, prep. and , to obtain), perception,,

conception, religious knowledge, the mind, the under-

standing, gain, acquisition.

sta, s. (from 84, prep, and , to be quiet) , an allevia .

tion , the abatement of pain or distress, relief.

g , a. (from 8t, prep. and , to be quiet ), alleviating,

relieving, tranquillizing.

stat , a. (from sa, an alleviation , and atge, do-

ing), alleviating, tranquillizing, appeasing, mollifying ;

s. a person who alleviates or tranquillizes.

satzætat, a. (from 8º**†¤, an alleviation, and ☎tfe , doing ,

alleviating , tranquillizing, appeasing, mollifying.

উপশমজনক, a. (from উপশম, an allaviation, and জনক, produc-

ing), producing alleviation or tranquillity, appeasing,

mollifying.

saft, ad. (from sa, an alleviation, and 1 , with-

out), without or beside alleviation or tranquillity, with-

out or beside appeasing or mollifying.

gate, s. (from 3t, prep. and t , to tranquillize), allevia-

tion, tranquillity, a mollifying, an appeasing.

s* , s. (fròm 34, prep. HH, tofix), a commencement, a

beginning.

•

, s. (from st, prep. , prep, and , to cover), a

lower garment.

8 , s. (from 8 , prep. , prep. and , to take , de-

struction, an end, the finishing of a thing.

8 , s. (from 8 , prep. and , to create), an insepara-

ble preposition, a symptom of a disease, a change oc-

casioned by a disease, a portent, any thing which in-

dicates evil.

gift, ad. (from Я , a symptom, and fat, without),

without symptoms, without a change ofsymptom, with-

out a preposition.

ff , a. (from 8 , a symptom, and fit , possese

sed of , attended by symptoms, attended by a change of

symptoms, connected with a preposition.
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eft,

etafox, a. (from sa , as mptom, and Ã³, joined 10), at-

tended bysymptom, atten led by a change ofsymptoms,

connected with a preposition.

tastases, a. (from sasi, a symptom, and af , destitute),

destitute of symptoms, destitute of a change of symp-

toms, destitute of a preposition.

gЯasi -J, a. (from sЯx, a symptom, and 1, empty), des-

titute of symptoms, destitute of a change of symptoms,

destitute ofa preposition.

8 , a. (from 84 , a symptom, apd , destitute ,

destitute of symptoms, destitute of a change of symp-

toms, destitute of a preposition.

Я , a. (from 34, prop. and 45, to create), secondary,

subordinate ; s. something secondary or subordinate.

8254, s. (from 87, prep. and , to move), an approach, aç-

cess.

safe, a. (from s prep. and , to move), approximat-

ing; s. a favourite.

893, 8, (from 84, prep. and , a woman), a con cubine.

, s. (from St, prep. and 1 , to be situate) , the organs

of generation either male or female, the hip, the arms ;

a. near, proximate.

উপনামক, s. (from ওপm, the privities , and at , depress-

ing), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle (Pec-

1inalis.)

8 , s. (from 8 , the parts of generation, and 9 ,

mal-treatment), contiuence, therestraint ofsensual appe-

tite,

, s. (from st , the privities, and af , a bone), the

name of one ofthe bones, (Os pubis. )

if , s. (from 8 , the privities, af , a b ne, and

T3, a cavity), the name of one of the bones of the bo-

dy, (Os pubis. )

statfanfa, s. (from sif , the Os pubis, and fa, a join-

ing , the name of a particular junction of the bones,

(Symphysis.)

8413, a. (from 8 , prep. and , to be situate), near,

standing near, present, occurred, arrived, ready.

ifs , s. (from sf , present, and 7 , a speaker),

a fluent person, an eloquent map, a ready speaker.

, s. (from 34, prep. and , proprietorship), pro-

fit, gain on an undertaking or speculation, the pro-

duce of the soil, the proceeds ofa mercantile engage-

ment.

39CI, 4. (from x , prep. and xã, to kill), smitten, struck.

syefas, a. (from 81, prep. and x , to laugh), laughed at,

derided withlaughter, smiled at,

..

·ET, $. (from s †, prep. and , to take away), a present

to a superior, a complimentary gift.

stata, s. (from_84,prep., and ₹7, to laugh,, a smile, ridi-

cule, a jest.

sagtax, s. (from 87, prep. and x , to laugh), ajester, one

who entertains himself at another's expence.

state, o. (from sa, a smile, and tra, doing),

smiling, laughing, mocking, ridiculing, jesting ; s. a per-

son who ridicules or jests .

stat , a. (from sexta, a smile, and af , doing), smil-

ing, laughing, mocking, ridiculing, jesting.

stetas , a. (from stet , a smile, and a , producible),

producible by or arising from a smile or laugh, produci-

ble by or arising from ridicule or jest.

8Яt , ad. loc. case ofstar , for the purpose of

smiling or laughing, for the purpose ofjest or ridicule.

staff , a. (from 8 , a smile, and fafag, a cause),

caused by or arising from smiling or laughing, caused

by or arising fromjest or ridicule ; ud.from or because

of smiling or laughing, from or because ofjest or ridi-

cule.

statafafaça, od. (from sЯta, a smile, and fafag, a cause),

for the purpose of laughing or smiling, for the purpose

ofjest or ridicule.

Stādus, a. (from sЯæt♬, a smile, and x , causedby),

caused by or arising from smiling or laughing, caused

by or arising from jest or ridicule ; ad. for or because

ofsmiling or laughing, from or because ofjest or ridi-

cule.

statafel, ad. (from stet , a smile, and fr , without);

without or beside smiling or laughing, without or he-

side jesting or ridicule.

ওপহাস্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from স্তুপহাস, a smile , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , smiling or laughing excepted, jest or ridicule

excepted,

STAUfa , s. (from gЯta, a smile, and Iæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of smiling or laughing, the ex-

ception ofjest or ridicule.

face, ad. (boc. case of sextafa ), with the

exception of smiling or Jaughing, with the exception of

jest or ridicule, without or beside smiling orlaughing,

without or beside jesting or ridicule.

$Яxtacatsı, a. (from gtxta, ridicule, and cuts , worthy),

ridiculous, laughable, deserving to be laughed at or

ridiculed.

sta , s. (from steta, a smile, and , a place), the

object of laughter or ridicule.

"

1

T
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stata, s. (from st , a smile, and t ; a place), the

object of laughter or ridicule.

saptarse; a. (front , a smile, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from smiling or laughing, caused

by or arising from jest or ridicule ; ad. from or because

of smiling or laughter, from or because ofjest or ridi-

cute:

stetaté, a. (from sqīta, ridicule, and g, fit), ridiculous,

laughable, deserving to be laughed at or ridiculed.

sagtatak, s. (from sЯæta, a smile, and t¶, a place, the

object of laughter or ridicule.

st , a. (from 81, prep. and , to laugh , ridiculous,

laughable, deserving to be laughed at or ridiculed .

starta, s . (from 84, prep. , prep. and , to speak) , a

tale, a story, a narration .

st , (from 84, prep. and a , a limb), a subordinate

part, a subdivision, a part or member belonging to a

subdivision.
*

st , a. (from 84, prep. 1, prep. and 1 , togive), admit-

ted, allowed in argument, acknowledged .

salata, s. (from 34, prep. , prep. and ', to give) , ab-

straction, the restraining of the organs of sense and

perception, a cause, the proximate or immediate cause

of a thing, theformal cause of a thing as distinguished

from the material one.

gatataæted, s. (from stint*, a pr oximate cause, and stad,

a cause), a proximate or immediate cause.

8 , a. (from 34, prep. , prep. and , to gire), excel-

lent, fit to be presented to or set before a person, fit

to be enjoined or recommended, admissible.

831, s. (from stt , admissible), admissibility, excel-

lency.

8 , s. (from S , admissible), admissibility excel-

lency.

stat , s. (from st, prep. 1, prep. and , to hold , a

cushion, a pillow.

84 , s. (from s†, prep. i, prep. and ↑ , to hold), a title,

an attribute, that with which any thing is invested or

united.

start , s. (from set, prep. a , prep. and , to read), an

instructor, a tutor.

sattz3), s. (from staty, a tutor) ; tutorship, the state

or office of an instructor.

sta , s. (from st, prep. 1, prep. and 5, to bind), a

shoe, a slipper.

8416, a. (from 81, prep. and C. an end , near, proximate.

stry, s. (from 31, prep. i , pr‹p. and T, to move), au expe-

391.

dient, a remedy, a stratigem , a method, the means of

accomplishing a purpose, an expedient to ensure suc-

cess in war, of these the Hindoo writers reckon four,

viz. sowing dissension, chastisement, conciliation, and

gifts ; the acquisition ofwealth.

gttgæd', s. (from 37, an expedien', and 34, a doer), a

person who
uses expedients or means, a person who

forms expedients."

g*tgætJæ, a. from saty, an expedien ' , and ☎ta , dɔing`,

forming or using expedients or means of success.

stat , a.(from 317, an expedien ' , and if doing),

forming or using expedients or means of success .

sit , a. (from 8 , the acquisition ofproperty, and 1,

able), able to contrive means.

31, s. (from 3* , able to acquire property), au

ability to acquire property, an ability to contrive meaus.

, s . (from Яt , capable of using expedien's , an

ability to form or use expedients or means of success,

stofos , a. (from 3t , an expedient, and fo , think-

ing), meditating expedients, meditating means ofsuc-

cess, meditating stratagems.

81, s. (from si , a method, and f3 , thought), a con-

trivance, the forming of expedients.

sЯt?16¥*, a . (from 81 , an expedient, and avỡ, seeking),

seeking for means of success, employing stratagems.

81, s. (from sett , an expedient , and cot, a secking),

a seeking or endeavouring to find an expedient, the

laboring after a stratagem.

st , a. (from 31 , an expedient, and , produc-

ing ), producing expedients or stratagems.

'ওপায়জন্য,, a. (from st , an expedient, and 1, produci-

ble , arising from means, arising from expedients or

stratagems.

sata , ad. (lot. case ofstar), for the purpose of anওপায়জন্যে, ওপায়জন্য),

expedient or stratagem.

ওপায়জাপক, a . (fromওপায়, an expedient, and অপি , informa

ing , making known expedients or stratagems.

$ 114 , s. (from 8Яt , an expedient, and 93, a mak-

ing known), an indicating or making known expedients

or stratagems.

sЯta , a. (from sett , an expedient , and f , shewing),

pointing out expedients or stratagems, shewing methods

of success.

1

891559, 6. (from stд, an exp dient, and afía, a seeing),

perceiving expedients or means of success.

st , 8. (from 8 , prep. and , to go), a present to a

superior, a present of ceremony,
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et fafase, a. (from St , an expedient, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from expedients or means

of success ; ad. from or because of expedients ormeans

of success.

উপায়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from স্তুপায়, an expedient , and নিমিত্ত ,

cause , for the purpose of an expedient or means of suc-

cess, for the purpose of a stratagem .

st , a. (from st , an expedien ' , and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from an expedient or strata.

gem, for or because of an expedient or means of suc-

cess.

Staæi, s. (from 8ta, an expedient, and 7 , u speaker),

a person who speaks of expedients or means of suc-

cess.

speaking),, a. (from stt , an expedient, and if

declaring or speaking of expedients or means of suc-

cess.

stefan , ad. (from sty, an expedient, and fat, without),

without expedients or means of success, without stra .

tagems.

Stoffats, a. (from st an expedient, and fat , be-

longing to), connected with means of success or with

stratagems.

Staff , a. (from 17, an expedient, and of ,

excepted) , expedients or means excepted, stratagems

excepted.

Shizzforço , s. (from st , an expedient, and x31xæ, an

exception , the exception of expedients or methods of

success, the exception of stratagems.

size, ad. loc. case of 8 ), with the ex-

ception of expedients or means, with the exception of

stratagems, without or beside expedients or strata-

gems.

16gp , ɑ. (from 7, an expedient, and T , connected

with), connected with expedients, connected with

means.

stafes, a. ( from sets, an expedient, and af , destitute

of), destitute ofmeans or expedients, free from strata-

gems, frank, direct.

sata , a. (from sπy, an expedient) , inclined to strata-

gems , resorting to expedients, circumventing.

sta , a. (from ty, an ex edient, and I, empty),

destitute of means or expedients, free from stratagems ,

frank, direct,

, a. (from 8*ty, an expedient, and 55 , indicat-

ing) , indicating an expedient or stratagem .

34 , a. (from setty, an expedient, and , destitute

$11.

of), destitute of means or expedients, free from strata-

gems, frank, direct.

gЯalz , a. (from s††y, an expedient, and cry, a cause),

caused by or arising from expedients or stratagems ;

ad. from or because of expedients or stratagems.

sЯtgtætål, s. (from † , an expedient, and tætål, desire),

a desire of resorting to expedients or stratagems.

sЯttæt , a. (from sЯty, an expedient, and oifa, de-

sirous), desirous of resorting to expedients or strata-

gems.

ওপায়ণক্ষম, a. (from উপায ,় an expedient, and অক্ষয,় unable ,

unable to devise or use expedients or means of success.

satstaat , s. (from 8ty, an expedient, and
a

searching out), the searching out of a stratagem or

plot, the searching out and developing of expedients.

satornata , a. (from 17, an expedient, and anaifa ,

searching , searching after expedients or means of suc-

cess.

ওপায়ানুসন্ধাী, ৫. from stta, an expedient, and math ,
অনুসন্ধায়িন,

searching ), searching out expedients or means of suc-

cess.

satyti , a. (from 817, an expedient, and ITET, seek-

ing), seeking for expedients or means of success.

gatatiæ , s. (from 4g, an expedient, and 4, search),

a seeking after expedients or stratagems .

statat,a. (from , an espedient, and fag, search-

ing out), seeking for expedients or stratagems.

gataifsata, s . (from 8††9, en expedient, and feia, de-

sire), a desire of resorting to expedients or strata-

gems.

satotfsatal, a. (from stty, an exp dient, and featfe ,

desirous), desirous of resorting to expedients or strata-

gems.

stutzf, s. (rom , an expedient, and a , an object), an

expedient or stratagem considered as an object ofper-

suit.

sat , a. (from set , an expedient , resorting to stratagems,

making use of expedients, using means.

SHTE, a. (from 87, prep and g, to gain), gaining, ac-

quiring, procuring, accumulating.

47, s. (from 84, prep. and to accumulate), an ac-

cumulation of property, an acquisition, gain, earnings

savings.

sa¹, s. (from set , a precuring, aud , a dver),

a person who acquires or procures.

gigate, a. (from 81 , an acquiring, and zipe, do-

ing), acquiring, procuring, laying up.
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8ēt??, a. (from sata, an acquiring, and if do-

ing), acquiring. procuring, laying up.

, a. (from 8 , an acquiring, and , able), able

to acquire or procure, capable of making acquisitions.

89 gasfas, a. (from set , an acquiring, and Ifa3, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from an acquiring or

procuring.

8 , a. (from 8 , an acquiring, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from acquiring or pro-

curing.

ওপজ্বিনজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of উপার্জ্জনজন্য), for the sake of ac-

quiring or procuring.

satgafiface, a. (from sЯta, an acquiring, and fa̸f23, a

cause), caused by or arising from acquiring or procur-

ing ; ad. from or because of acquiring or procuring.

ওপার্জ্জননিমিত্তে, ad. (from উপার্জন , an acquiring, and নিমিত্ত

cause), for the purpose of acquiring or procuring.

81 , u. (from st , an acquiring, and , before ,

preceded by or arising from acquiring or procuring ; ad.

by or through acquising or procuring.

ওপ জুনপুতির ঋক, a . ( from 1র্জিন , an acquiring, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), obstructing or hindering acquisition or pro-

curing.

st , a. (from sett , an acquiring, and quF, caused

by), caused by or arising from acquisition or procur-

ing; ad. from or because of acquiring or procuring.

statzat, ad. (from 37, an ecquiring, and fal, with-

out , without or beside acquiring or procuring.

ff , a. (from 81 , an acquiring, aud faf ,

excepted , acquisition or accumulation excepted.

ওপাজুণাতিরেক, s. (from উপার্জ্জন , an acquiring, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of procuring or acquiring.

ওপার্জ্জনৰ্যাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ওপার্জ বাতিরেক), with the

exception of acquiring or procuring, without or beside

acquiring or procuring.

ওপার্জনৰ্য্যাঘাত , ৪. (from উপার্জন, an acquiring, and t

an obstacle , an obstacle to acquiring or procuring.

sigautatsæ, a. (from s† , an acquiring, and THTIT,

hindering , obstructing or hindering the acquiring or

procuring of things.

Satuts , a. (from sti , an acquiring, and cuts , wor-

thy), worthy of acquisition or accumulation .

as , a. (from 8 , an acquiring, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from acquiring or procuring ; ad.

from or because of acquiring or procuring.

$ atts1, s. (from 8 , an acquiring, and tata , de-

sire , a desireto acquire or procure.

891.

state , a. (from st , an acquiring, and 37, de-

sirous , desirous of acquiring or procuring.

st , a. (from 8 an acquiring, and A, incapa-

ble), incapable of acquiring or procuring.

satatfsata, s. (from stt , an acquiring, and fente,

desire), a desire to acquire or procure .

ওপার্জনাভিলাষী, a. (from উপার্জা, an acquiring, and অভিজাবিন,

desirous), desirous of acquiring or procuring.

státy, a. (from 8†, prep. and ¤ , to accumulate), fit to be

acquired or laid up , fit to be accumulated , acquirable.

8 , s. (from 8 , an acquiring, and 1, desire),

a desire to procure or acquire.

a . (from 37, an acquiring, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of acquiring or procuring.

, a. (from 8 , an acquiring, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of acquiring or procuring.

statas, a. (from st , an acquiring, and 8413, pre-

paredfor), ready or prepared to acquire or gain.

st , a. (from sa, an acquiring, and 841 , en-

gaged in, engaged in acquiring or procuring.

satáatcasts, s. (from 3 , an acquiring, and sigrist, en-

deavour), an endeavour or exertion to acquire or pro-

cure.

setscatenatst, a. (from 3 , an acquiring, and suitssta,

exerting), zealously using exertions to acquire or pro-

cure.

3 , a. (from st , an acquiring, and stu , pro.

per), proper or fit to be acquired or procured.

893, a. (from 34, prep. and , to accumulate), acquir-

ed , accumulated, laid up.

ta, s. (from 8 , prep. and to dwell , a voluntary fast.

gata☎, a. (from 8º, prep . II , prep. and , to throw), assi-

duously attending upon a person or undertaking, pro-

pitiary, supplicatory.

841 , 8. (from 84, prep. l , prep, and , to throw , the

act of serving or attending assiduously on a person,

supplication, prayer, intercession .

t1, s. (from 84, prep. 1 , prep. and , to throw), ser-

vice, attendance on a superior, sedulity, assiduity, sup-

plication, prayer, intercession.

sataat1, s. (from stat, service, and , a doer), one

who sedulously attends on a superior, a petitioner.

8Яtaatæti, s. (from 871, service, and tæts , desire),

a desire of attendance, a desire of sedulous attention.

উপাসনাকাজী, a. (from start, service, and আকাশি , desir-

ous), desirous of attendance, desirous of sedulous at-

tention.

Yv
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extaziatza, o. (from 8Яtaxi, clsequious attention , and

ata, doing , paying obsequious attention to a person.

tata , a. (from 81, se vi e, and , doing),

paying sedulous attention to an affair, attending assi

duously on a person.

chan13ão, a . (from 81, obsequious attention, and

afas, produced) , produced by or arising from obsequi-

ous attendance on a person.

Bataates , a. (from 8 , obsequivus attendance, and

,producible , producible by or arising from obsequi-

ous attendance on a person.

উপাসনাজন্যে, ad becase of পাস t ন্য , for the purpose of

obsequious attendance.

sataatâfaze, « . (from 8Яtt, servic ', and fafaz a cause),

arising from sedulous attention, originating from assi-

duously attending on a person.

stefan , ad. (from 811, obsequious attendance, and

ƒãƒ±³, a cause), for the purpose of obsequious attendance.

উপাসনান্বিত, a . ( from sপালন 1 , service, and অন্বিত, following

upon), connected with sedulous attention, connected

with assiduously attending on a person.

153

, a. (from sa , obsequious attendance, and

, caused by , caused by or arising from obsequi-

ous attendance ; ad. from or because of obsequious at-

tendance.

aatfaat , ed. (from st1 , obsequious attendance, and

fant , with ut), without or beside obsequious attendance.

8Яtaatfaf* , a. (from , service, and fæ, possess,

ed of , connected with sedulous attention, connected

with assiduously attending on a person

gtaatoffas, a. (from Яt , obsequious attendance , and

fs , excepted) , obsequious attendance excepted .

geitastzfèzṛæ, s. (from 8† ¤+ , obsequi'us attendance, and

VITIF , an ex:eption , the exception of obsequious at-

tendance.

fa, al Cor. case ofSantafer ), with the ex-

ception of obsequious attendance, without or beside ob-

sequious attendance.

detazteate, s . (from staat, cls:quious attendance, and

fata, desire), a desire to pay or receive obsequious

altendance.

afectat, e . (from stat, service, and fifan, de-

sirous , desirous of sedulous attention , desirous of at-

tendance or service.

taatra, e . (from Яta , service, and 4 , joined to), con-

nected with sedulous attention , connected with assidu-

ous atten lance.

841.

3qtaatralstī, o . (from 847aat , service, and cats , worthy ,

worthy of assiduous attendance, deserving sedulous

attention, worthy of service.

ওপাসনারহিত, a. ( from ওপাসন), service, and রহিত, destitute

of , destitute of service or attendance .

stat , s. (from 8t1, service, and , an object), se-

dulous attendance on a superior considered as an in-

portant object.

st , a. (from a , service, and af , desirous) ,

considering sedulous attention to a thing or assiduous

attendance on a person as an important object, desir-

ous of service or attendance.

tatta, a. (from 1 , service, and 1, empty), des-

titute ofattendance or service.

staat , a. (from 1, service, and 17, destitute of),

destitute of attendance or service .

উপাসনাহেতুক, a. (from উপাসনা , obsequious attendence, and

( 3, a cause), caused by or arising from obsequious at-

tendance.

gy, a. (from 8×, prep. l , prep. and , to throw),

proper to be sedulously attended to, deserving assidu-

ous attendance or service, capable ofbeing wrought on

by sedulous attention, placable.

sЯtf³, a . (from 8†, prep. I , prep. and , to throx), se-

dulously attended to, assiduously served or attended.

8371, a. (from 8 , prep. 1, prep. and , to throw),

worthy of being sedulously attended to, worthy of as-

siduous service or attention, placable, capable of being

wrought on by assiduous service.

sta , a. (from 81, prep. 1, prep. and , to throw), pla

cable, capable ofbeing wrought on by assiduous service,

worthy of being sedulously attended to, worthy of as-

sidious service or attention .

sitari, s. (from 51, requiring obsequious attendance),

the circumstance ofrequiring or deserving obsequious

attendance, placability.

3 s. (from Star, requiring obsequious attendance), the

circumstance of requiring or deserving obsequious at-

tendance, placability.

getft , s. (from ta , a requiring obsequious at-

tendince, and fat , a driving away , the repelling

of an obligation to give obsequious attendance, the re-

pelling of placability.

gattaste, s. (from star , an obligation to obsequious

attendance, and asta, non -existence ), the non-existence

of an obligation to obsequious attendance, the want of

placability.
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sai-vetotcaforte

, a. (from staista
, the non-existence

of obligation
to obsequious

attendance
, and HET ,

producing
), producing

or proving
the non-existence

of

obligation
to obsequious

attendance
, proving

the want

of placability
.

ওপাস্যস্বাতৰিপুতিপাদন

, ৪. (from উপাস্য ! st , the non-existence

of obligation
to obsequious

attendance
, and tha, an

establishing
by proof), the proving

of the non-existence

of obligation
to obsequious

attendance
, proving

the

want of placability
.

stanta, a. (from st, prep. , prep and , to throw),

receiving assiduous attendance, receiving service or se-

dulous attention.

tf , s. (from st,prep. and af , a bone , a cartilage.

, a. (from 8 , a cartilage), cartilaginous.

উপাস্থিবন্দুৰাৰিশিষ্ট্যৎস্য, s. (from ওপাৰিদুৱৰিশিষ্ট, possessed

ofacartilaginous substance, and ñ , a fish), a carti-

laginous fish.

saf , s. (fromst , a cartilage, and , ajoining),

in anatomy a particular kind of joining of the bones

by means of a cartilaginous substance, (Synarthrosis. )

85, a . (from se, prep. and , to move), prostrate, revers-

ed.

&*#6, a. (from 84, prep. and E, to see), disregarding,

passing over a thing without notice, slightly noticing a

thing.

84, s. (from 8t, prep. and E, to see), the act of com-

paratively disregarding a thing, the slightly noticing of

a thing.

81 , a. (from 8 , prep, and , to see), deserving ofneg-

lect or disregard.

8 , s. (from 8t, prep. and , to see), neglect, disre-

gard, contemptuous neglect, supercilious contempt.

81HFİEIII8, a. (from 8417, an ide¹ of unworthiness

to be regarded, and , ruined), ruined byneglect, run-

ed by an idea that things are not worth notice.

3, a. (from 3 , prep . and , to see) , neglected, re-

linquished, disregarded , contemned, lightly esteemed.

843, a. (from 3*, pr‹p. and ₹, to go), approached, come

near, connected with, joined with.

8147, s. (from 34 prep. and , the king ofthe gods), one

of the names of Krishna, indicating that he was born

after, and is inferior to Indra.

statas, s. (from 8º, prep, and sa, to burn), a religious fast ,

a fast.

81423, a. (from t, prep. and sa, to burn), fasted, ob-

served as a religious fast.

85.

s , v. n. (from se , prep. and , to more , to depart, to

disappear, to dissolve away, to vanish, to evaporate,

to be dissipated into air.

STA, v. n. (from 8 , prep. and 7, to serve , to be plentiful,

to abound, to superabound, to go to stool.

ETIA, s. (from 83, prep. and ₹, to serve), the circumstance

ofabounding or of being plentiful ; a. abundant, plen-

tiful.

STT , v. a. (from se , prep. and 7, to serve), to make abun-

dant or plenteous ; s . abundance, plenty , a superabun-

dance ; a . abundant, plentiful.

sta, a. (from se, prep. and 7, to serve), abundant, plen-

tiful, superabundant..

ga , s. (from se, prep. and a, to spread out) , the swell

of a liquid in boiling, search, enquiry, a vestige.

gm , s. (from 82, prep, and T , to spread out), the cir

cumstance of boiling or of swelling in boiling, the seek-

ing for a thing .

sæata, a. (from se, prep. and a, to spread out) , made to

boil over, made to swell in boiling, sought out, ascer-

tained .

s , a. (from se, prep. and , to more), erect, high, exalt-

ed, elevated.

8 , a. (from se, prep. and 1, to move), erect, high.

877, a. (from se, prep. and , to move), prostrate , revers-

ed.

35, a. (from 85, to fill), high, erect ; pron. both ; s. height.

357, pron. (from 35, both, and at , to obtain), both.

C3T3;, ad. (from 857, both), in both respects, on both ac-

counts, between themselves, on both sides.

859 , ad. (from 357, both), in both places.

83 , a. (from 83 , both sides, and 1, to stand),

situated on both sides.

3 , s. (from 39 , situated on both sides,

and , the skull), in anatomy the uame of the pa-

rietal bones of the skull.

* , . (from both sides ), belonging to both

sides.

sæta, s. (from 85 , situated on both sides,

and , the skull , in anatomy the parietal bones of

the skull.

85951, α. (from 8371, both sciences), acquainted with

both religion and worldly concerns.

85f1, s. (from 357, both, and far , science), the science

of theology and worldly affairs.

LSPt13, a . (from 855, both, and 3, permitted), al-

lowed or acknowledged on both sides.

V v 2
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sft. gal.

•

$544, s. (from 8 , prep, and 5, to nourish), the unlading of

a boat or ship.

85317, ad. (from 85, both, and ta, to sound) , with a loud

voice, with vociferation .

, an interjection indicating anger, interrogation, assent,

or cordiality ; also, a. (from 37, hot), hot.

$ 1, a. (from says, rich) , rich, prosperous, opulent ; s. a

grandee.

21, s. (from el, a grandee), an opulent man.

xaath, s. (from Iɲel, a grandee), grandeur, nobility, opu-

lence.

Sal, s. (from 3, an exclamatory particle, and at , a prohi-

bitory particle , one of the names ofDoorga or Par-

vutee, the wife of Shiva ; linseed ; this is also a parti-

cle of surprize or astonishment.

gata, s. (from 3, an exclamatory particle, and , to mea-

sure), the sounding of a depth, the measuring of a

thing.

sates, s. (from 81 , Ooma or Parvutee, and fs, a lord),

Shiva, the husband of Ooma.

sx), a. (from ¿ l, stupid), stupid, ignorant, clownish, awk-

ward.

SI , s. (from So , hopp), hope, expectation.

SIMTI?, a. (from So , hope), hoping, expecting ; s . an

expectant.

sti , s. (from , hoping), the condition of one

who is waiting in expectation of a situation or employ-

ment.

7:, s. (from 8 , the breast), the breast, the bosom.

Sast, a. (from 8 , the breast, and st , to move), crawling,

creeping; s. a serpent, a worm.

EŢEI, s. (from sa , the breast, and , to cover) , a piece

of armor for the breast, a breastplate, a coat of mail.

satata, s. this word should be written stat , (from

8517, aflying, and , a stroke , an evasion, an excuse.

ET, a. (from Sx, to cover) , great, ample.

ETH), s. (from 84☞ great, audi, to go) , the name of a fish,

Silurus acutus.)

statata , a. (from sa , the breast, and sf , going) , creep-

ing, going on the belly.

Sants , s. (from 84, wool, and affs , the navel), a spider.

So , s. (from $4, to cover), wool, fur.

31, a. (from 3 , great, and a, to go), fertile ; s. a rich

soil.

31×1, s. (from 8&, great, and ™ , to subject), the name of

one ofthe celestial courtezans in the Hindoo mythology.

4 , s . (from sz, great), the earth,

sv.n. (from 4, to rain), to admit the rain, as a roof

when out of repair, to rain through, to leak.

fat , a. (from a, to rain), leaky, admitting rain through

the roof.

3 , v. a. (from 3 , prep. and at, to take), to set a thing

down, to put a thing on the ground , to descend.

ga , a. (from se, prep. and 15, to be ashamed), naked.

saЯ , s. (from sa , naked), nakedness.

gak , s. (from smя, naked , nakedness.

cafkat, s. (from gaħ, naked), a naked woman.

sat, v. n. (from 8 , prep. and e, to roll about), to furn

bottom upwards, to be turned upside down, to be re-

versed.

satz , s. (from S , to be reversed, and , a blan-

ket), the name of a plant, (Abroma augusta.)

catseta, s. (from st, to be reversed, and ost , an oul-

cast), the name of a plant, (Gloriosa superba. )

sattat, s. (from sa reversed, and t, a sound ofno

meaning which rhymes with the first member of the

word , disorder, confusion.

ga, 8. (from a to be strong ) , the name of a species of

grass, (Saccharum cylindricum.)

sad. from , the shout of women), easily, light-

ly, without any effect, done by the mere shout ofa wo-

man ; also, s. a shout often uttered by women on joy-

ful occasions , nearly descended or set down.

gae, s. (from T , to be strong , an owl, ( Strix ulula ?)

catata, s. (from cax, an owl, and ™ , a fish), the name

of a fish, a species of Sparus.

gaz, s. (from sa, a sort ofgrass, and aș, straw), a spe-

cies of strong grass (Saccharum cylindricum), which is

used as an excellent material for thatch.

1, s. (from 8 , to burn), a torch, a meteor.

sta, s. (from 81 , a torch, and f , holding), a link

boy.

stt , s. (from 8 , a meteor, and *† , a fall , the fall-

ing ofa meteor.

sta , s. (from 31, a fire brand, and a , the face), a

fox.

sf s. (from 8 , to burn), a sort of tattowing practised by

Hindoo women on the chin, between the eyes and on

each side of the nose.

ga , v. a. (from se, prep. and at, to roll about), to turn up-

side down, to reverse.

gai a. (from 82, prep. and at, to roll about), upside down-

wards, contrary, reverse.

gasta, s. (from se, prep. and a to roll about), the turning
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S.

ofa thing upside downwards, the reversing of a thing ;

c. turned, topsy turvey, reversed .

statata, a. (from stet , topsy turrey , turned upside

downwards, reversed.

st , ad. (from 8 , reversed, and 1, a word ofno

meaning which rhymes with the foregoing member),

topsy turvey, confusedly, upside downwards.

satatata, s. (from satetta , upside downwards), perver-

sion, inversion, confusion.

satz , s. (from
1 , turned with the upside downwards,

and f , intellect), a perverted mind, a misconception,

misconstruction ; a. misinterpreting, misunderstand-

ing, blundering in judgment.

ga , ad. an imitative sound meaning hurlyburly, confu-

sion ; ad. confusedly.

sa , s. (from 38, 10 burn, and , aface), a torch , a me-

teor.

, a. (from se, prep, and a ,. to pass over), transgres-

sing, overstepping a boundary ; s . transgression..

E , s. (from , prep. and ☎ , to pass over), the trans-

gressing ofa rule or custom, the overstepping of pre-

scribed bounds .

CARA&IIT, a. (from § , a transgressing, and ta , do-

ing), transgressing, overstepping or passing a bound.

ary; s. a transgression, one who oversteps or passes be-

yond a boundary.

87z7ētzî, a. (from 3 , a transgression, and i , do-

ing), transgressing, stepping over or passing beyond a

boundary.

, a. (from , a transgressing, and 1, produ-

cible, producible by or arising from stepping over or

passingbeyond a boundary, producible by or arising

from transgressing.

, ad.(loc. case of 3 ) , forthe purpose oftrans-

gression, for the purpose of stepping over or passing

beyond a boundary.

ও পিমিত্তক, a. ( from স্তलধন, a transgressing, and নির্মিত, ৫

cause , caused by or arising from transgressing, caused

by or arising from overleaping or passing beyond a

boundary ; ad. from or because oftransgressing, from or

because of overleaping or passing beyond a boundary.

sagafafas, ad. from 3 , a transgressing, and fafa , a

couse), for the purpose of transgressing, for the pur-

pose ofoverleaping or passing beyond a boundary.

sagte, e. (from 88 , a transgressing, and , be-

fore , preceded by or arising from transgressing, pre-

ceded by or arising from overleaping or passing be-

yond a boundary ; a. by or through transgressing, by

or through overleaping or passing beyond a boundary.

37 , a. (from 8 , a transgressing, and

caused by), caused by or arising from transgressing,

caused by or arising from overleaping or passing be-

yond a boundary ; ad. from or because of transgres-

sing, from or because of overleaping or passing beyond

a boundary.

safe , a. (from 7 , a trangressing, and f , with-

out , without or beside transgressing, without or beside

overleaping or passing beyond a boundary.

ওল্লণ্ঠনভিরিক্ত, a. (from ওল্লন, a transgressing , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , transgressing excepted, the overleaping or

passing beyond a boundary excepted.

ওল্ল নাতিয়েক, ৪. (from ल ন, a transgressing, and ৰাতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of transgressing, the ex-

ception of overleaping or passing beyond a boundary.

• Fizzfoare, ad. (loc. case of fo ) , with the ex-ওল্লণ্ঠনব্যতিরেকে, ওল্লন তিরেক) ,

ception of transgressing, with the exception of over-

leaping or passing a boundary, without or beside trans-

gressing, without or beside overleaping or passing a

boundary.

8 , a. (from , a transgressing, and ca

cause , caused by or arising from transgressing, caused

by or arising from overleaping or passing a boundary ;

ad. from or because of transgressing, from or because

of overleaping or passing a boundary.

, a. (from , prep. and , to pass over), trans-

gressible, fit to be transgressed , deserving to be trans-

gressed.

8 , s. (from se, prep. and to transgress), a trans-

gression, the transgressing of a rule or custom.

saf , a. from se, prep. and a , to step over), transgressed,

exceeded, passed over.

S. a. (from 8 , prep. and a , to overpass), transgressi-

ble, requiring to be overleaped or passed.

3 s. (from se, prép . and E, tojump), a jump, a leap.

, s. (from sa , a jump, and c , a leap), a

leaping and jumping, a skipping about.

s , a . (from 33, prep. and a , to play), elated withjoy,

glad, enraptured.

saf , a. (from 3 , prep. and to play), capable of

being elated withjoy, capable ofbeing enraptured.

sata, s. (from se, prep. and a , to play), joy, exultation,

vivacity.

sata , a. (from se , prep, and , to play), exciting joy,

elating the mind, producing mirth.
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1.

, s. (from sata, a transport ofjoy, and , a doer),

a person who is in a transport ofjoy.

eastsætaæ, a. (from 3¡¤, a transport ofjoy, and zize,

making), transporting, gladdening.

sataatst, a. (from sata, a transport of joy, and if , do-

ing), transporting, gladdening.

ela , a. (from et joy, and 55, to beproduced), sprung

from mirth, arising from gladness.

gta5x☎, a. (from sgt , joy, and a , producing), caus-

ing joy or mirth, producing rapturous joy

83,a. (from 81 , a transport ofjoy, and af , pro-

duced , produced by a transport ofjoy.

gtas , a. (from sata, joy, and 1, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from joy or mirth, springing from

joy or rapture.

ofSHIMI , ad. (loc. case of st ), forthe purpose

a transport of joy.

sata , a. (from sat ,joy, and , destroying), ap-

paling, destructive to joy or mirth.

¡AI , s. (from sata, joy, and , destruction), the

destruction ofjoy or mirth.

sata , a. (from sata, joy, and f , destroying), ap-

paling, destructive to joy or mirth .

, s. (from Sat , joy, and at , destruction) , the de-

struction ofjoy or mirth.

Bataasē, a. (from sæ†¤, joy, and ** , destructive), de-

structive to joy or mirth, appaling .

satabase, a. (from sata, a transport ofjoy, and fia ,

causing to cease), putting a stop to merriment or trans-

ports ofjoy.

alfa , a. (from eat , a transport ofjoy, and faæta ,

preventing),preventing or obstructing gladness or trans-

ports ofjoy.

' ,Satafazad, s. (from sata, a transport ofjoy, and fiztad,

a preventing), the preventing or obstructing ofgladness

or transports ofjoy.

sataRqi³, s. (from 3t , a transport ofjoy, and fagfo, ces-

sition), the cessation ofgiadness or transports ofjoy.

stafaface, a . (from satЯ, joy, and fasz , a cause , caused

by or arising fromjoy or mirth ; ad. from or because of

joy or mirth.

sat , a. (from sata, atransport ofjoy, and 7, eminent) ,

full of gladness, transported with joy.

ইল্লাসপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( fromsল্লাস, a transport ofjoy, andপ্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposed to gladness, obstructing trans-

ports ofjoy.

Sataye, a. (from sat , a transport ofjoy, and , caus-

$1 .

ed by), caused by or arising from gladness or transports

ofjoy; ad. from orbecause of gladness or transports of

joy.

sat , a. (from sata, joy, and T , increasing), pro-

motingjoy or mirth, promoting festivity.

sta , s. (from sata, joy, and T1, an increase), the

promoting ofjoy or mirth.

stafat, ad. (from sat , a transport ofjoy, and fan , with-

out), without or beside gladness or transports ofjoy.

Satafaft , a. (from sata, joy, and faft , possessed of,

joyful, merry , elated with pleasure.

staf , s. (from sat , joy, and af , increase), the pro-

motion of mirth or joy, the increase ofjoy or festivi-

ty.

Spinufofas, a. (from sæt , a transport ofjoy, and wifeße,

excepted) , gladness or transports ofjoy excepted.

cataufstaæ, s. (from tЯ, a transport ofjoy, and z1f3ige ,

an exception), the exception of gladness or transports of

joy.

stanforare, ad. (loc. case ofstaf ), with the excep-

tion of gladness or transports ofjoy, without or beside

transports ofjoy.

sta , a. (from sata, joy, and 3, inebriated), drunk

with joy, absorbed in mirth.

sta , a. (from sata, joy), full ofjoy or extacy.

Sta¶F, a. (from sata, joy, and F, connected with), con-

nected with joy or mirth, mirthful, joyful.

satafes, a. from sa , joy, and af , destitute of), cheer-

less, gloomy, destitute ofjoy or mirth, melancholy.

att , a. (from sata, joy, and , empty), cheerless,

gloomy, melancholy, destitute of mirth.

Y

sara, a. (from 8 , joy, and , destitute of), cheer-

less, gloomy, melancholy, destitute ofjoy or mirth.

catalogo, a. (from , a transport ofjoy, and a

cause), caused by or arising from gladness or transports

ofjoy ; ad. from or because of gladness or transports

ofjoy.

stats, a. (from sat , joy, and fas, connected with),

joyful, merry, connected with joy or mirth.

safas, a . (from se, prep. and , to rejoice), excited to

mirth, made joyful, elated with mirth.

43, a. (from se, prep. and far, to write), uttered, enun-

ciated, thrown up, tossed, pared, made thin, painted,

delineated , described .

sae, s. (from T , to bestrong), an owl, (Strix Ulula ?) a

name of Indra.

sta, s. (from se, prep. and fear, to write), a scratching of
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the ground, a digging, the enunciation of a thing

annunciation , utterance, expression .

«INI, s. (from 83, prep. and f14; to write), a scratching

or digging the ground, enunciation, expression, utter-

ance, annunciation.

ST1, a. (from 32, prep. and a , to join), apparent, evident,

clear ; s. in Hindoo medical science, an excess of either

of the principles of health, viz . bile, rheum, and phlegm,

a symptom.

STEI, s. (from 4, an excess, and c¶ã, a field , the bo-

dy when considered as the seat of disease.

sza, t. n. (from 3 , prep. and an, to rejoice) , to be elated,

to be full ofjoy. The adverbial participle of this verb

is frequently compounded with st, to rise, but the

meaning is the same as the simple verb .

847), s. (from , to desire), one of the names of Shookra,

the preceptor of the internas and regent ofthe planet

Venus.

·
sta, s. (from a to desire , the root of a species of grass,

(Andropogon muricatum.) The root of this grass being

fragrant, is used in Bengal to make those light skreens,

called tatties, which being in the hot season, placed

before the doors and windows and watered, cool the

rooms, and render them agreeable.:

a:&ta, s. (from sa , the dawn, and æta, time), the morn-

ing, the dawn.

874 , s: (from 3ª, to burn), pepper.

kan, s. from sɛ, to burn), the dawn of day, the morning.

821, s. (from 8 to burn), the dawn of day, the morning.

In Hindeo Mythology, this is also the name of the

daughter of king Vaua, and wife of Unirooddha.

satata, s. (from 81 , the dawn, and ata, time), the dawn

of day, the morning.

sats, s. (from sa1, the daughter of Vana, and 3 , a

lord) , in Mythology, a name of Unirooddha the son of

Kamu and husband of Oosha.

affa, s . (from sa, to burn, and fix, to grind), an uneasy

sensation causing a person to be frequently moving, the

fidgets, a restless uneasiness respecting any business .

sâ?, s. (from TA, to desire , the fragrant root of a species

ofgrass, (Andropogon muricatum. )

v. a. (from sa, to burn), to repair a fire, by putting

the pieces of half burnt wood together that they may

burn better, to raise up the wick of a lamp in order to

make it burn better, to stir up an old quarrel, to en-

flame the minds ofparties who had ceased from hostili-

ties. The adverbial participleof this verb is often com-

8 མ །

pounded with , to give, but the meaning is the same

as in the simple verb.

24, s. (from ST, to repair a fire), the repairing or stirring

up of a fire, the trimming or cleansing the wick of a

lamp or candle.

saf , s . (from sa, to burn), the repairing of a fire to make

it burn better, the repairing the light of a lamp or

candle, the stirring up ofan old quarrel.

8Ţi , v. a. (from 85, to repair afire,, the ordering or caus-

ing a person to repair a fire or to clan and open the

wick of a lamp.

3td, s . (from 81 , to crder a fire to be repaired), the order

ing or causing a person to repair a fire or to cleanse and

open the wick ofa lamp ; a. repaired or stirred up, made

to burn- bright.

sta ', a. (from S1 , to order a fire to be repaired), order

ing or causing a person to repair, a fire or to cleanse

and open the wick ofa candle.

s. (from 3 , to burn), a camel.

SH , a . (from 8y, a camel, and af , mounted on), riding

on a camel ; s. a camel rider.

38, a. (from 88, to burn), hot, sultry, warm, passionate .

sta, s . (from 8 , hot, and ata, time) , hot weather, sum

mer, the hot season.

31 , s. (from 8a hat), heat, sultriness, fervor, ardor, pas-

sion, warmth.

8BF, s. (from 8 , ho , heat, sultriness, fervor, ardor, pas--

sion, warmth.

17, s. (from 3 , hot, and , time), the hot season, hot

weather.

gwas†I, a. (from 8 , hot, and 54, nature , passionate,

hasty.

swiata, 8. (from 8 , heated, and ʊtga, husked rice), rice

which has been boiled to assist in separating it from the

busk.

sta , a. (from 8 , hot , and *, not hot) , hot or cold.

331, 8. (from sa , hot or cold), the tempera-nent

of a person or place, heat or cold.•

getfæ³, a.- (from 1 , rage, and 3, connected with),

passionate, furious, angry, fiery.

f , s. (from fx , a kind ofmetre), a kind of verse consist

ing offour lines of seven syllables each.

ss , s. (from 8a, to burn), angry, passionate, provoked to,

rage.

sa , s. (from 8 , heat, and , to oppose), a turban.

gut, s . (from 8 , to burn), heat, ardor, warmth, rage, an

ger, choler.
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saias, a. (from 34 ', heat, and 1 , connected with), hot,

angry, fervent.

suifcf-8, a. (from sut , heat, and fix, possessed of), hot,

angry, fervent.

sutfast , a. from 81, heat, and fat , destitut ) , desti-

tute of heat, cool.

Si , a. (from 81 , heat, and 5 , joined to), connected

with heat, hot, angry, fervent.

sutases, a. (from 3 , heat, and 3 , destitute of) , des-

titute of heat, cool.

Sut*73, a. (from 34 , heat, and war, emply), destitute of

heat, cool.

suti , a. (from ST' , heat, and , destitule), destitute of

heat, cool.

JA, v. a. (from x , to throw), to serve the hopper of a mill

with corn or any other substance which is to be ground,

to serve the pedal or the mortar with rice in order

that it may be beaten to divest it ofits husk, to serve

a mortar or pedal with any substance which is to be

pounded; this word is also an interjection, expressive

of pain or disappointment.

81'43", ɑ. (from 353, mal-treated, and 4 , a word which

rhymes with the foregoing member , mal-treated, ex-

pelled with ignominy and evil, treatment. This word

is usually applied to that ill treatment which is too fre-

quently practised by self-important and unprincipled

persons towards those who are simple and unoffending.

gain, s. (from dlä~f, an instructor), a teacher, a precep-

tor.

sata , s. (from läs, an instructor), the profession of a

teacher, a professorship.

sata, s. (from

sata , a . (from

9, a doubt) , a doubt, hesitation.

~ , doubting), hesitating.

SE†z, s. (from TT to carry, and 5, to occupy space), a case,

a cover.

8 , an interjection , expressive of pain, Oh ! Alas !

88 , an interjection, expressive of pain, Oh! Alas !

উ.

3, the sixth vowel in the Hindoo alphabet ; it has the sound

of oo in food.

, an interjection used to express sudden pain or distress ,

Oh!

st, a. (from S ,́ high , high, elevated ; ad. on high.

sat , ad. (from S , high), on high ; a. high, elevated.

Set?, s. (from the letter , and to do), the letter 3, or

that character which indicates the sound of oo.

ུ7.

Saifi, a (from Sta, the letter 3 , and if , first), hav-

ing an initial beginning with the letter 3.

satata, a. (from S , the letter S , and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter 3, having a final $.

Saf , s . (from Sex , a mortar) , a large wooden mortar used

chiefly to divest rice of its husk by pounding.

851, a. (from T , to obtain), married ; s . a married woman.

83, a. (from (A, to weave), woven ; s . cloth .

Sti , s. (from Sý, high , the soaring or mounting ofa thing in

the air ; a. high, lofty.

S7, a. (from 37, to be deficient ), less. This word prefixed

to any numeral meaning even tens, denotes one less

than the even ten.

Sasif , a. (from 3 , thirty-nine), the thirty-

ninth.

SabTifante, a. (from 37, to be deficient, and ft², for-

ty , thirty-nine.

Sabaifg *3ª, a. (from $759tfp , thirty-nine), the thir-

ty-ninth.

Safgt, a. (from $ , less, and ofan, forty), thirty-nine.

3754, a. (from Sarf , thirty-nine, and S4, a quali

ty) , thirty-nine-fold.

Sablataty, a. (from $78 , thirty- nine, and īt?, a time),

thirty-nine times repeated.

Safa , a. (from Safe, twenty-nine), the twenty-ninth.

safae, a. (from 37, to be deficient, and fe, thirty),

twenty-nine.

Safe , a. (from Safate, twenty-nine), the twenty-

ninth.

3 , a. (from 37, less, and fat, thirty), twenty-nine .

safa , a. (from 3 , twenty-nine, and 4, a quality),

twenty-nine-fold .

Safatata, a . (from Saft, twenty-nine, and t , a time),

twenty-nine times repeated.

Safa , a. (from Safa , twenty-nine), the twenty-ninth.

$133. a. (from $7, deficient, and , ninety), eighty-nine.

32f3, a. (from $ , to be defective, and fs, ninety),

eighty-nine.

Safo , a. (from 377753, eighty-nine), the eighty-ninth.

S. a. (from S , less, and , ninety), eighty-nine.

SAFE , A. (from 87 , eighty-nine, and 84, a quality),

eighty-nine-fold.

Saata, a. (from SanII, eighty-nine, and tṛ; a time),

eighty-nine times repeated.

Sat, a. (from 37 , less, and tt, fifty), forty-nine.

Sad, a. (from $1 , forty-nine, and 84, a quali-

ty, forty-nine-fold.
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8addi× ga, 7. (from Sae, forty-nine), the forty-ninth.

Sasatazta, a. (from $ t, forty-nine, and æti, a time ,

forty-nine times repeated.

S , a. from 8 , to be defective, and , a rib),

having a rib fewer than the usual number, or smaller

than the usual size.

3-ft, a. (from $73, nineteen) , the nineteenth.

Saff³, a. (from Sa, to be deficient, and faf³, twenty},

nineteen.

Saff , a. (from Saff , nineteen), the nineteenth.

Sazzi, a. (from 87, less, and TF, the breast), spiritiess,

destitute of energy.

38, a. (from $ 1, deficien' , and cœga, sixt´en), fifteen.

Sa , a. (from 3af8, fifty-nine , the fi ty-ninth.

Saf , a. from 3 , to be d ficient , and af , sixty , fifty-nine.

as , a. (from 3a , fifty-nine) , the fifty-ninth.

Saatft, a. (from Sa, less, and ate, sixty), fifty-nine.

Sága, a. (from Star , fifty-nine, and Ed, a quality ,

fifty-uine-fold. -

Szajętza, a. (from 878138, fifty-nine, and a, a time),

fifty-nine times repeated.

, a. (from 8 , less and 3 , seventy) , sixty-nine.

$5533£4, 2. (from ŠīĦI7, sixty-nine, and Es, a quality ,

sixty-nine-fold.

St?, a. (from Sanд, six'y-nine, and ata, a time), six-

ty-nine times repeated.

$183, a. (from Sass, sixty-nine), the sixty-ninth.

Sass, a. (from 8 , to be deficient, and [s, seventy),

sixty-nine.

833 , a. (from 3 , sixty-nine), the sixty-ninth.

Sa†*íl, a, from 8a , less , and at , eighty), seventy-nine.

8184, a. from St* , seventy-nine, aud 24 , a quality),

seventy-nine-fold .

Sats, a. from 85 , seventy - nine) , the seventy-ninth.

[³, a. (from Sa, to be deficient, and f³, eighty),

seven'y-nine.

Sat*}{334, a. (from f³, seventy-nine), the seventy-

ninth.

Gattats, a . (from St seventy-nine, and t , a time),

seventy-nine times repeated .

Sfaxt, a. from S7, to be deficient, and fat , twen'y) , nine-

teen.

$ 4, a. from 8 , nineteen, and E , a quality , nine-

teen-fold.

nata, ad. (from 3 , nineteen, and 3 , a time), nine-

teen times repeated.

** , a. (from SF , nineteen), the nineteenth.

$4.

3 , s. (from Sie , a white ant), a white ant, (Termes bel

licosus.)

S , s. (from St, a white ant, and ctt1 , an insect),

a white ant, (Termes bellicosus .)

S™, s. (from 8 , to cover), the thigh .

Sasta , a . fem. (from 3 , a thigh, and st going , crural

Se s. (from S , the thigh), the thigh.

ŠEVI, s. from 85, the thigh, and 3, a pillar), a tumor

in the thigh, which is exceedingly painful, and frequent-

ly occasions death.

ŠFÆPIZ315☎, a. (from ŠAæt , vigina femoris, and

DITIS, drawing), in anatomy the name ofa certain mus

cle tensor vaginæ femoris .

S -4537514, s. (from S , s tuated on the thigh, and dugte,

square), in anatomy the name ofa certain muscle, ( qua

dratus femoris. )

Sex: a. (from S , situated on the thigh,

wide, and , without , in anatomy the name of a par

ticular muscle vastus externus . )

Si , a (from 34%, stuated on the thigh, qa,

wide, and , within), in anatomy the name of a par-

ticular muscle ( vastus interuus.)

$627[1:31731tæ, a. (from s , siluted on the thigh,

f1:5, external, and wette, hindering), in anatomy

the name of a particular muscle (obturator externus .)

ওঁকস্বপ্নক্তাবাহকনাড়া, s (from ঊরুস্থ, situated on the thigh, and

tist, an artery), in anatomy the crural artery.

ঊকহুসরলনাযক, s. from ঊदহ, situated on the thigh, সরল,

straight, and tя7, a name), in anatomy the name of

one of the muscles of the thigh, ( rectus .)

Šemata , s. (from 34 , situated on the thigh,. , des

licate, and I, a name), in anatomy the name of one

of the muscles of the thigh, (gracilis.)

Soat3:31a(31âæ, ɑ. (from 855, situated on the thigh, : ,

internal, and axtar, hndering), in anatomy the

name of one of the muscles of the thigh, (obturator in

termus.)

Sextfscent , a. (from 3 , situated on the thigh,

fs , drawing towards, and , long) , in anatomy

the name of a particular muscle, (adductor longus fe-

moris.)

Scatfs185 a. (from 355, situated on the thigh,

[346, drawing towards, and 45 , great , in anato-

my the name of a muscle, ( adductor magnus femoris.)

Satfs , a . (from $54, situred or the thigh,

s drawing towar is, and short , in anatomy

the name of a muscle, adductor brevis femoris.)

Ww
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síate, s. (from Sa, wool, and atfs, the navel), a spider.

31 , s. (from 8 , to cover), wool.

S , s. (from ‚d , connected with the army), belonging to

the royal army..

Sat , 8. (from , an army, and lj, a language), the

court language. This word is usually applied to that

dialect ofthe Hindee which is spoken by the higher Mu-

sulmans, in which there is a large proportion ofArabic

and Persian words..

Stata, s. (from s♪ l, an army, and j↳, a market), a mar-

ket which attends an Eastern monarch wherever he goes,

to supply his troops and attendants with provisions, a

marketwhich attends an army.

Sá, a. (from S , substituted for the prepositions , and I,

to relinquish), high, lofty, elevated.

S , s. (from 83, substituted for the prepositions , and 1,

to abandon , high, lofty, elevated.

Se, a. (from Sist, ascending), ascending. This word is

generally applied to flatulency in the stomach which

occasions pain and giddiness of the head.

ঊর্ধ্বকনকাকৃতিপুৰন্ধৰ্নস'লগ্ন , a. ( from ঊর্দ্ধকণ্ঠ কণকৃতিপুৱৰ্দ্ধন , supra spi-

natus, and , connected with), in anatomy the name

of a muscle, supra spinatus. )

Sest, a. (from 8 , high, and sta, to go), ascending, mov-

ing upwards.

Sats, a. (from 3 , high, and st3, gone), elevated , gone

up, ascended.

Sists , s. (from 3 , high, and stfs, motion) , an ascent,

elevation .

Sz , s. (from S , height, and st , motion) , the ascent

of a thing, ascension, upward motion.

CRIFIC , s. (from Sat , ascending, and

First, the aorta), in anatomy the aorta adsen-

den's.

ওষ্ঠা ছিদ্ৰতাবাহকনাড়ী, s. (from ঊর্দ্ধগামিন, ascending, and

agtataisì, the aorta), in anatomy the aorta descen-

dens.

Stat, a. (from S , height, and sf , moving), ascend-

ing,

Sata, a (from 3 high, and t , the knee), long-thigh-

ed, thick-kneel. This word is generally employed as

the adjective of a man whose knees are raised higher

than his head when he sits on the ground in the Eas-

tern manner.

S. (from 9 , high, and at , the knees , long-thighed,

thick-kneed. This word is generally used as the ad-

jective of a man whose knees are raised higher than

Thes

his head when he sits on the ground in the Hindos

manner.

Số³¹, a. (from Sá, high), heighth , elevation.

Sif , s. (from S , height, and af , sight), the act oflook-

ing upward.

Sat , a. (from . 3 , high, and at , the hand), having the:

hands held up. The word is usually applied to those-

devotees who hold up the hand and am above the

head for several years together.

331, a. (from 3 , high, and ca , sperm), expelling the

sperm by the mouth ; this is a term applied to those

devotees who are supposed to have subdued all their

passions.

Sta, s. (from S , high, and t , breath), expiration, the-

emission of the breath in respiration ; a. breathing:

with difficulty like an asthmatical person.

s , a. from S , above, and 81, to stand), superior, above;

upper.

fæ , s. (from S , upper,
f , hinder,

and 5 , a saw , is anatomy the name of a muscle,.

(serratus superior posticus. )

Sato, a. (from 3 , above, and tf , staying), superi

or, upper, continuing above.

S3, a. (from S , above, and f3, situated), situated

above, superior, upper.

Sffور , s. (from 3 , above, and , a share), in anatomy

the fundus, uteri .

Sat , a. (from S , abore, and , apoint), in anatomy.

the name of the uppermost or first vertebra of the neck

which supports the head (atlantal.)

ঊৰ্দ্ধাৰব: বঃ পৰ্য্যন্তমাঝার, s . (from উর্দ্ধনিবার পর্যন্ত, from the top to

the bottom,and rats, middle), a vertical section ofa thing.

sff , s. (from S , the thigh, and af , a bone), the thigh

bone (os femoris . )

SJIZZFTJAKI, s. (from Stf , situated on the thigh bone,

and , a small process), in anatomy the name of

one of the processes of the thigh bone, (Trochanter

minor.)

sffazącegada, s. (from fan, situated on the thigh

bone, and eta, a large process , in anatomy the

name of one of the processes of the thigh bone, (Tro-

chanter major.)

3 , s. (from a, to go), a wave.

Sze, a. (from S , a wave), undulated, wavy, plicated,

convoluted,

SF , s. (from Sie, wary), an undulation, waviness,

plicatedness ; a, convolution.
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ofKastaisifs, s. (from S , undulation, t, a manner,

and st[3, motion ) , an undulating motion, a folding, a

convoluted motion.

S≤g, a. (from Sa, to burn), saline, salt. This word iз usu-

ally employed as the adjective of land ; s. saline earth,

a salt and barren soil.

Sai, s. (from 3a, to be diseased , the morning twilight, the

dawn.

STI, s. (from 35, to investigate), investigation, reasoning,

the supplying of an ellipsis.

Sette1, s. (from 3 , to investigate, and col, thorough

investigation), the compleat investigation of a thing,

the examining of athing on all sides.

SET, a. (from S , to investigate), requiring to be supplied,

elliptical.

8.

, is the seventh vowel in the Hindoo alphabet, and has

the sound of ri in rill ; when combined with a preced-

ing consonant in the same syllable it is written under

the letter in this form ( ¸ ).་

2 , s. (fron, 25, a sentence of the Rig-veda), the name of

one of the vedas, a bear.

EZII, 8. (from 2, the letter &, and ☎, to do), the letter º ,

Viz the character which expresses the sound of 2.

* taifa, a. (from 1 , the letter & , and at , first , having

an initial 2, begiaming with the letter *.

sziṣts, a. (from &at , the letter &, and , an end), hav-

mg a fiual &, ending with the letter *.

17, 1. (trom 2 to move), a bear, the constellation Ursa

minor.

KL , 8. ´from , a text of the veda, and can, the reda), one

ofthe four great divisions of the yeda, which contains

these sormuls called Rich.

NEKI,a (from 8Añ, theRig-veda), professing the Rig-veda,

living according to the Rig-veda.

25, s. from 25, to praise), a hymn to any god, a form of

incantation or praise, any sentence contained in the

Rig-vede.

23, a. (from 23, to move), straigh' , sincere, honest.

2331, s. (from 2 , sraight , straightness, rectitude, since-

rity, honesty.

251, s. (from 25, straight , straightne s, rectitude, sincerity

honesty.

st , a. (from , straight, and 5 , nature), honest

sincere, upright.

d.

ad, 8. (from &, to move', a loan, a debt. In algebra a nega-

tive quantity, minus,

as , a . (from , debt , and s , involved in) , involvedin debt.

ds , s. (from 4, a loan, and 4, a receiving , the re-

ceiving of a loan, the borrowing of money.

VHF, a. (from a, a loan, and ¶† æ , receiving), receiv-

ing a loan, borrowing money ; s. a person who receives

a loan, a borrower.

, a. (from xd, a loan , and gts , receiving), receiv-

ing a loan, borrowing money.

&নজনক,da , a. (from 4 , a lean, and , producing) , produc

ing a loan, producing a debt.

, a. (from 24, a loan, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from a debt or loan.

AI, ad. (loc . case of

for the purpose of a debt.

1), for the purpose of a loan,

ad , a. (from 4, a loan, and , to give), giving loans,

lending money or other goods.

31, s. (from 4, a loan, and at , a giver), a lender, a

creditor.

xdūta, s. (from ad , a loan, and «ta, a giving), the giving

ofa loan, the lending of money or other property.

, a. (from 24, a loan, and at , giving), lending;

s. a lender, a creditor.

rantsì, n. (from 4, a lean, and if , giving) , lending.

rafafaze, a. (from 24, a loan ,' and fafï³, a cause) , caused

by or arising from a loan or debt ; ad. from or because

of a loan or debt.

fafats, ad. (from 24. a loan, and faf , a cause), for the

purpose of a1an or debt.

29¬fi¶, 8. (from 24, a lean, and fatª, a paying off),

the clearing off a loan or debt.

ধনপরিশোধক, ৫. from as, a loan , and পরিশোধক, clearing

ff , clearing off a loan or debt ; s. a person who clears

off a loan or debt.

ft , s. (from 24, a loan, and fat , a clearing

off), the clearing off a loan or debt.

ASTF, a. (from 24, a loan, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from a lean or debt ; ad. froin or because

of a loan or debt.

BTÍT, a. (from 24, a loan , aud Tae, an increasing), in-

creasing a loan or debt.

, s. (from 24, a loan, and , an increasing), the

increasing of a loan or debt.

2«ZTĄ, 4. (from 2 , a loan , indebted.

& fini, ad. (from 84, a loan, and fɛ71 , without), without or

beside loan or debt.

1
Ww2
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afy, a. (froin 24, a loan, and feft , possessed of), load-

ed with debts, indebted.

ff , a. (from 4, a loan, and of , excepted),

debts or loans excepted.

, s. (from 24, a loan, and fat , un exception),

the exception of debts or loans.

, ad. (loc. case of fat , with the ex-

ception of debts or loans, without or beside debts or

loans.

, a. (from 4, a loan), performed wholly on credit, pur-1

chased wholly on credit, sold entirely on credit.

, u. (from 2d, a deb , aud , freed), clear from debt,

released from debt.

Falatoæ, a. (from 4, a loan, and cato , liberating), liberat-

ing from loans or debts ; s. a person who liberates from

loans or debts.

Flæt7, s. (from 24, a debt, and cat57, a clearing off), the

payment of a debt.

গুণযুক্ত,, a. (from , a loan, and , joined to), connected

with a loan or debt, indebted.

f , a. (from ad, a debt, and af , destitute of), free

from debt.

, a. (from 4, a loan, and , empty), free from debts,

clear.

24 , s. (from 4, a debt, and ctt , clearing off), the

payment of a debt.

, a. from 4, a loan, and ct , clearing off) , clear-

ing off loans or debts ; s. a person who pays debts.

, s. (from 24 , a debt, and c , a clearing off),

the clearing off a debt.

17, a. (from 4, a loan, and , destitute) , free from

debts, clear.

, a. (from 24, a loan, and 5 , cause), caused by or

arising from loans or debts ; ad. from or because of

loans or debts.

stat , s. (from 4, a loan, and tatt, desire), a desire

for a loan.

*t , a. (from 24, a loan, and utata, desirous), desir-

ous of borrowing.

gatuta, s. (from 4, a loan, and t , a receiving), the re-

ceiving of a loan.

24 , s. (from 4, a debt, and tata, the removing

of a thing), the clearing off a debt.

ধনাপরিশোধন, s. (from at , a toan, and অপরিশোধন, a not

clearing off) , the not clearing off a debt or loan.

atti , 8. (from 24, a loan, and tag , a removing),

the getting clear ofa loan or debt..

27.

atsata, s. (from 4, a loan, and fata, desire), a desire

for a loan.

affats, a. (from 4, a loan, and fat , desirous), de-

sirous ofborrowing.

rat, a. (from 4, a debt), indebted ; s. a debtor.

25, a. (from 2 , a loan, and , desirous), desirous ofbor

rowing.

Flag , a. (from 4, a loan , and F , desirous) , desirous of

borrowing.

23, s. (from 2, to move), a season, (the Hindoos reckon six

seasons each of which continues two months), the men-

strual flux.

t , s. (from 3, a season, and at , time), the season in

which the Hindoos believes the intercourse of the sex-

es to be productive. It continues eighteen days includ-

ing the time of menstruation , during which sexual in-

tercourse is forbidden for three days, and religious ac--

tions for four days.

**taz, a. (from 3 , the time of menstruation), be

longing to or occurring at the time of menstruation.

233), a. (from 23. the menstrualflux), menstruous.

1, s. (from 23, a season, and , preservation), the

commerce of married persons on the fourth day after

the appearance of the menstrual flux, a duty expressly.

enjoined by the shastra..

It , s. (from 23, a season, and at , a king), the spring.

, a. (from 23, the menstrualflur, and t³, bathed),

bathed after the menstrual discharge.

, s. (from 23, the menstrualflux, and t , ablution),

the ablution which a woman performs on the fourth

day after the menses appear.

213, ad. (from 85, to except), except, besides..

* T , 8. (from 8f15, a sacrificial priest), a sacrificial priest,

a family priest, or one who performs the sacrificial act..

*f , s. (from 83, a season, and 5, to worship), a sacrificial :

priest; the Hindoos have three kinds of priests who at-

tend sacrifices , viz. the tot , or superintending priest

who repeats and explains the muntras or incantations.

The af , or he who consults the laws of the sacri-

fice and directs in what manner the ceremony should

be performed, and the fa , or * , who performs the

act of sacrifice. There are also other orders of priests .

who have distinct offices on particular occasions ; a do--

mestic priest.

af , s. (from 4, to grow), increase, riches, store, wealth,

opulence, prosperity, the name of a medicinal plant.

25, s. (from 28, to move), a bull, the chief of the Jine
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saints, a medical plant, the second of the seven notes

in the Hindoo Gamut ; a. when this word is the last

member of a compound it signifies excellent, eminent,

great.

af³, s. (from 2ª, to move) , a sage. There are, in the fabu-

lous history of the Hindoos seven of these sages, all of

whom were sons of Bruhma, these in astronomy are the

seven stars in the greater bear. In Hindoo mythology ,

a sage of a particular order ; there are four orders of

them , viz. Devurshis, or divine sages, Bruhmurshis ,

(sacred sages), Muhurshis, (great sages) , and Rajurshis,

(royal sages) ; the name of a fish, (Cyprinus Rishi,

Buchanan's Mss .)

afa , s. (from afa, a sage, and , a daughter), the

daughter of a sage.

11, s. (from fa, a sage, and , afamily), the race or

family of a sage.

fast4, s. (from afa, a suge, and sta, a genus), a body of

sages.

afuĦ™x, 8. (from æfa , a sage, and , a multitude), an as-

sembly or multitude of sages.

FUJTE, s. (from ra , a species ofdeer, and , dumb), the

name of a mountain famed for having been the resid-

ence of Soogreeva the sovereign of the monkeys and

ally of Rama. This word is often figuratively used to

signify any place replete with danger.

, s. (from 1, a species ofdeer, and , a horn), the

name of a sage noted in Hindoo romance who had the

horns of a deer on his head..

2.

the eighthvowel in the Hindoo alphabet, it has the sound

ofreein reed ; when combined in the same syllable with

a preceding consonant, it is expressed by this mark ( )

placed beneath the letter. There are but three or four

words beginning with this letter.

**7, s. (from *, the letter &, and 4, to do), the letter *, or

that character which indicates the sound of .

* tat , a. (from , the letter , and if , a beginning),

having an initial , beginning with the letter .

satzt☎, a. (from gia, the letter & , and 6, an end), hay-

ing a final , ending with the letter

৯.

the ninth vowel in the Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound of li in lid . It is seldom used either as the ini-

tial or final of a word.

ata, s. (from ǝ, the letter ; and , to do), the letter ,

viz, the character.which is used to express that sound.

statin, a. (from azt , the letter , and if , a beginning),

having an initial beginning with the letter .

sætato, a. (from saia, the letter , and 3, an end), have

ing a final , ending with the letter ..

We

3, the tenth vowel in the Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound of lee in leek. This letter merely occupies a place

in the alphabet, being scarcely ever used.

3t3, s. (from ts, the letter 3, and to do), the letter

3, viz. the character which expresses the sound of 3.

3 taifa, a. (from gata, the letter 3, and af , beginning),

having an initial 3, beginning with the letter 3.

state, a. (from 3t , the letter 3, and 8, an end), hav

ing a final 3, ending with the letter 3,

T..

2, the eleventh vowel in the Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound ofthe English a in name ; when combined with

a preceding consonant so as to form a syllable it is ex-

pressed by the mark ( ), placed on the left side of the

letter; pron. (from , this), this (person or thing.)

, ad. (from 4, this, and sa , a limit), henceforth.

4 , pron. (from a, this, and 3, an emphatic particle), even

this ; N. B. the , in this and all similar instances is a

distinct word.

ta, a. (from a, to injure), this word is used as the adjec

tive of a painful ulcer which breaks out between the

hoofs of cows, and frequently occasions the hoof to fall

off The same word is also applied to an ulcer in the

mouth of cattle.

ta , s. (from Sta, hurtful, and t , a wound), an ulcer be-

tween the hoofs of black cattle, an ulcer in the mouth

of cattle.

; a. (from 8, one, aỡ, one), one.

зat , a. (from 3 , one, and ts, width), being ofthe

same size.

aētī, a. (from I , one, and af, half), half, literally the

half of one.

a , pron. (from 4 , one, and , indeed), the same, the

self-same.

a , a.(from a , one, and fat, twenty), twenty-one.

4 , ud. (from a , one), severally, oue by que, every one .
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time , a. (fromACE, «. (from a , one), one, single, alone.

APBH1, 8. (from A , one, and și, cowry), a single cowry.

¿ ut, a. (from IT, one, and Fu , a word), consistent, co-

herent ; s. one word, the same thing.

afizi, a. (from a , one, and fi , the style ofaflow-

er), monogynous.

এককৰ্ম্মকারক , a. (from এক, one , কৰ্ম্মন, a work, and কারক, do-

ing), doing the same business, engaged in the same pro-

fession; . a competitor.

tì, a. (from 4 , one, , a work, and atfa , do-

ing), doingthe same work, engaged in the same profes-

sion.

এককৰ্ম্মাভিলাষী, a. (from এক, one , কৰ্ম্মন, 20 rk, and অভিলাষি

desiring), seeking to engage in the same business , de-

sirous of doing only one thing ; s. a competitor.

qvvnit, a. (from 47, one, and (wa, performing), doing

the same work, engaged in the same profession.

acetata, a. (from 48, one, and at , time , coeval, belong.

ing to the same period , existing at the same season, co-

eval, simultaneous.

gata, ad. (from a , one, and t , time), at the same

time, at once, simultaneously.

CATHI, a. (from 4 , one, and ( a, afilument , monand-

rous.

ata, u. (from 4 , one, and atta, a piece) , one, one piece.

SPsts, a. (from aỡ, one, and stɔ ,̃ the womb , having a seed

vessel without any divisions, uniloculer,

41, a. (from 4 , one, and i, a village), belonging to

the same village.

a☎sia, a. (from a☎, one, and яtă, a tree` , single, (appli-

ed to cords, hair, and other things which have a fib-

rous appearance. )

atz, ad. (from 47, one , and s†ş, a hole), in the same

condition, in the same fault or punishment.

1, a. (from a , one, and tot, knowing), self-willed ,

obstinate, headstrong, perverse.

taat , a. (from as , the same village, and a1f57,

residing), residing in the same village.

a. (from 4, the same village, and 61, to stand,,

situated or residing in the same village.

azıyı, a. (from F, one, and T, a house), unsocial, re-

cluse, secluded.

ATH , a. (from 4 , one, and , an eye), blind of one

*

eye, one-eyed.

GoTif • *, a. (fiom atfate, forty-one), the forty-first.

ift , a (from a , one, and I ,forty), forty-

one.

fae,forty-one), the forty-first.

gæfat, a. (from a , one, and oft, forty), forty-one.

fg84, ad. (from 4 , forty-one, and 84, a quality),

forty-one-fold.

soft , ad. (from 5ft, forty-one, and t , a time),

forty-one times repeated.

æt , a . (from 2 , one, and sta,the roof of a house),

having only one side of a root ; s. a shed.

83, a. (from 4*, one, and ft3, the mind), unanimous , at-

tentive, engaged with all the heart in the pursuit of an

object.

safty , a . (from 2 , one, and t, an action), menopo-

lized.

aææſtytaaat?, s. (fiam axwftgi, monopoliz d, and wanto,

profession), a monopoly.

, a. (from a , one, and co , a pursuit), having the

same object, pursuing the same thing, pursuing one only

object.

, a . (from , one, and co , engaged in a thing),

pursuing one grand object.

3, a. (from agt, one shadow, and fats, re-

The word isfuged , placed under equal . obligations.

chiefly applied to joint bondsmen.

ft , a. (from , one, and suit), a single garment.

512, ad. from 28, one, and 3 , always), repeatedly,

frequently, incessantly.

æi, a. (from a one, and ti, a syllable indicating inte-

grity , one, an entire one.

qattat, s. (from 4 , one, and Tt71, a line), a single line ; a.

extended ; ad in a right line.

, a. from 9 , one, and t, a particle ofdiminution),

one, merely one , only one..

978 , 4. from 47, one, and t , a particle indicating dimi-

nut on , one, a little, small.

ITÈs, a. from IT, one, aud tx, a little), one, a little, very

sma.l

sætſx, a. (from 2*, one, and tfæ, a little), one, a little, small.

abata, s. (from 2 , a little, and *17, a piece), a morsel,

a small piece , a bit.

start, a. (from 4 , one, and st , a branch), having on-

ly a single branch ; s . the ma e organ of generation.

, aform), uniform , hav.,, from sa, one, and

ing the same form.

975 , ad. (from 4 , one, and , society), together, in one

body, associatedly.

Sæbta, a. (from 48, one, and st7, a s'inting surface), hav-

ingan equal descent, having a regular slaut,
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43. from a , one, and , reality) , Laving the same

object, rival .

IN, a, (from 4 , one and 35, a thread); having one

string, subject to one lord.

4731 a. (from 4 , one), one of the many

9733, a. (from 47, one), cititer, one of the two.

2833T, 2. from 28, one, and… ‚'b, aside), on the same side.

4031, s. (from 27, one), oneness, sameness, the concurrence

of several things.

a. (from 4%, one, and 'stat, a floor), having only

one floor or story ; s . a single lock.

433, s. (from 44, one, and t, an arrow ), the name of a

small cryptogamous plant, (Ophioglossum cordifolium .)

4☎¿Ã‚'a, (from a , one, and ost, a gourd), having a sin-

gle shell ofa gourd. This word is used as the adjective

of some kinds of musical instruments, as lute s, & c.

473, ad. (from a , one), in one place, collectedly, toge-

ther.

, . (from af , thirty-one), the thirty- first.

, a. from 4 , one, and fate, thirty), thirty-one.

3 , a. (from safe, thirty-one), the thirty-first.

* a. from 4 , one, and fa , thirty), thirty-one-

484, ad, (from 4 *, thirty-one, and S4, a quality) ,

thirty-one-fold.

4
satt , adfrom a thirty-one, and at , a time),

thirty-one times repeated .

2af41, a. (from afat, thirty-one , the thirty-first.

4 , s. (from 4 , one , oneness , sameness.

483, 8.-́ from 47, one, and 58, a tooth) , an appellation of

Gunesh , who is represented as having the head ofan

elephant with en'y a single tooth.

sani , al. (from 2 , one), once, at once.

caf , . (from 2 , one, and fit, a point of the compass),

having the same tendency or direction .

satt , a. (from 2 , one, and c , a country), a particular

part of any thing, a province, the same country.

একাদশৰিতাৰিত, a. (from একদেশ, one place , and ৰিভাৱিত, con-

victed , convicted on one count, convicted in one res-

pect.

একদেশৰিভাৱিতন্যায ,় s. ( from একদেশৰিতাৰিত, convicted upon

one charge, and at , right , a judgment or decision

founded upon one charge having been proved against

the accused.

a , a. (from at the same country, and 1, to

stand , situated in or belonging to the same place or

country.

একদেশস্থায়ী, a . (from একদেশ , the same country , and স্থায়ি

staying , staying or continuing in the same place or

country.

একদেশস্থিত, a. ( from একদেশ, the same country, and স্থিত, si

tuated), situated in the same place or country.

AFIT*), a. (from 4 , one, and af , belonging to a country),

belonging to the same country, belonging to the same

province.

4 *1 , a: (from , the same country), belonging to'

the same country or province.

axt , a. (fromˆª , on ', and ↑ , duty), having the same

use, observing the same customs, professing the same

religion, analogous ; the same religion , the same rule

of duty, the same office.

te, a. (from 4 , the same religion, and state,

held), professing the same religion, observing the same

duties, under the same obligation, analogous.

একধৰ্ম্মাবলম্বী, a. (from একধৰ্ম্ম, the same religion, andঅলঘিন,্

depending on), possessing the same religion.

, a. from 9 , one, and f , religious), professing

the same religion, observing the same duties, having

the same office or use, under the same obligation, ana-

logous.

a. (from 4 , one , single, simple:-

azal, a. (from 2 , one, and ™ , a channel), running in

the same chanuel. This wordis usually applied to per-

sous so diseased with diarrhoea that the fæces and urinė

when discharged run together in one stream. It is al

so applied to variolous and other eruptive diseases of

the confluent kind, in which the pus discharges itself,

and flows in small streams.

tai , a . (from 4 , one, and at , a name), having the

same name ; s. a name-sake.

API, s. (from 4*, one, and Яt , a foo "), a fourth part, a

quarter.

***, a. (from re,fifty-one) , the fifty-first.

te, a. (from 2 , one, and e, fifty), fifty-one.

**** , a. (from fifty-one , the fifty-first.

, s. (from 4 , one, and † , a leaf), a simple leaf, a

single leaf ; a. having simple leaves.

asut, a. (from 4 , one, and , a foot) , sustaining a sin-

gle office, employed in or bearing the same office , fol-

lowing the same profession.

te, a. (from 2a, one, and atst, the pollen of aflow-

er), monandrous.

af, s. (from a , one, and 1 , an opinion), the

same sentiment, the same opinion ; a . holding the same

opinión, unanimous.
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, a . (from 48, one, and Яatrf, an opinion), agree-

ing in the same opinion , giving the same advice, unani-

mous.

azdyta ), a. (from 4 , one, and z tafía, advising), holding

the same opinion, giving the same advice, unanimous .

sæti, a. (from 4*, one, aud Яt, cloth , made with a single

breadth of the cloth.

axt , s. (from , one, and t , a foot), a quarter, the

fourth part of a thing.

, a . (from 2 , one, and , a side), occupying one

side, inclined to one side, aslant ; ad. on one side.

aztigt, a. (from 4 , one, and ,́ a side ), occupying one

side, leaning to one side, aslant ; ad. on one side, to-

wards ore side.

aft , a. (from , a single screw) , turning once in

the manner of a screw. The word is usually applied to

a lock which fastens with a single turn of the key.

cant, a . (from á☎, one, and (Я , the belly), united in the

same plan of collusion or deception .

Jagste, a. (from 4 , one, and 13, a sort), uniform.

3, one lord), monarchical, subject154 , a. (from

to one lord.

ATE , s. (from one lord), a monarchy.

Pas, a. (from a one, and 9 , a time), simultaneous,

coeval.

Cesta, a. (from 4 , one and J , the armpit), occupying

one side, inclined to one side ; ad. on one side.

975 , a . (from 9 , one, and , a word , (in grammar)

the singular number.

9zapfipt, a. (from a , one, and ¤, age), aged alike.

Aviándoza, s. (from 2 , one letter, and ṛd, a mak-

ing equal), an uniliteral equation or that which involves

a single unknown quantity, an equation involving one

which is unknown or where a single unknowu quantity

designated by a letter being premised two sides are

equated.

Gætæ, s. (from 47, one, and at , a word), the same sen-

timent; a. holding the same sentiment, unanimous.

31, s. (from 47, one, and at , a word), a concur-

rence in opinion, agreement, unity of sentiment.

ist , a. (from 2 , one, and at a word , tenacious,

dogmatical, pertinacious, obstinate, firm to what has

been spoken ; also, (from gist, one part), belonging

to one part or side ; ad. on one side, in one part.

GFans, ad (loc.case of zæstst, a shure), in part, partly.

TI, ad. (from 2 , one, and at a time), once.

gesit, ad. (fro. acts, ore), at once, suddenly,

একা

sazta, s. (from Jaš , a word), a total sum, the collecting of

particulars into one head.

ft, a. (fromas, twenty-one), the twenty- first.

**s, a. (from 4 , one, and f , twenty), twenty-

one.

AFFSET, W. (from affs, twenty-one), the twenty

first.

aitų. 8. (from a☎, one, and fex, a drop), a single drop,

a short space of time.

ast, a. (from as, one, and fag, an object), having the

same object, rival.

axûg, s. (from a , one, and , a hero), the name of a

plant of the cryptogamous kind, (Osmanda zeylanica.)

aat , a. (from seat , following one profession),

following the same trade or profession.

5F, a. (from 4 , one, and F, cookedfood), making but

one meal in the twenty-four hours.

JFSFTI, 8 (from 4735, a single meal, and T , a vow), a

vow of eating only one meal in the twenty-four hours.

25531, a. from 455, a single meal, and 7f57, vowing),

performing the vow of not eating more than a single

meal in the day and night.

ATSIT, u. (from a®, onº , and Sta, a design), intimate, engage

ed in the same design.

41, a. (from a , one, and , the mind), unanimous,

of one accord.

qFTTH), 8. (from 4 , one, and ' , counsel), the same opi-

nion.

aatftxt, a. (from 4 , one, and aft, earth), once plastered

over with earth. This adjective is generally applied to

Hindoo idols when they are in the hand of the maker

and have received only one coat of earth.

seufs, s. (from , one, and F, a decision), the same

judgment or opinioa ; a. deciding in the same manner,

ofthe same opinion,

quit, s. (from F, one, and it, a body ofpersons), a bo-

dy of persons connected by the same common tie.

ata, a. (from a , one, and caifa, puden lum muliebre),

born ofthe same mother, derived from the same source.

Azf³, 8. (from 9 , one, and ³, a seed of abrus precalo.

rius used as a weight), a grain, a very small quantity.

, a. from IF, one, aud &†, aform), like, similar, same,

resembling.

blind.
, a (from a , one, aud cṛta, obstinate ,anger ,

ly and obstinately following a paroxysm or impulse of

rage .

ITA, «. (from IT, one), alone, solitary, single,

7

.

%
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Sişti, a. (from a , alone, and *t , a bull), loving so-

litude, recluse, of a solitary disposition.

, a. (from a , one), alone, solitary, single.

axat , s. (from IT , alone) , a single border round the

edge of cloth or of garments ; a. alone , solitary, single.

thal, ad. (from 1, alone, and 1, two toge-

ther), one or two together.

safta , s. (from a , one, and fazi, a nerve), the name of

a disease which consists in an enlargement of one ofthe

testicles, a swelled testicle.

arta, a. (from 9 , one, and ctx, an end), having the

same termination, having the same issue ; s. in grammar,

a species of compound word, in which all the members

except one are rejected.

, a. (from af , sixty -one), sixty-one.

JTt24, a. (from asa , sixty-one, and 4 , a quality), six-

ty-one-fold,

SzafyIt?, a. (from af, sixty-one, and ?, a time), six-

ty-one times (repeated. )

ATTY, a. (from af , sixty-one), the sixty-first.

af , a. (from a , one, and af , sixty), sixty-one.

STAV34, a. (from 4 , sixty-one) , the sixty-first.

, a. (from 4 , one, and af , associated , united, col-

lected, keeping company together, compact.

SFAII, a. (from , one, and

, a. (from , one, and

even, smooth,

I, seventy), seventy-one.

at , level), uniform, level,

geatae, a. (from 4 , one, and f , a lord), having the

same lord or master.

Sæ¿tal, a. (from 4 , one, and , to take), single.

91, a. from 4 , one), alone.

gætæt?, u. (from 4 , one, and atta, a form), alike, uni-

form, having the same form.

at , a. (from quife , alone), alone, solitary, single.

tefs, s . (from 4 , one, and staf , a form , having the

game shape, having the same form , similar, resembling.

set , a. (from 4 , one, and af, a point), devoted to one

pursuit; s. the whole of a long line which is subdivided .

1, s. (from a pursuing one object), the pursuit of

one sole object.

ts , a. (from at , the pursuit of one sole object,

and atta, struct by, engaged in the pursuit of one

sole object.

tata , a. from 2 , one, and at , an umbrella), go-

verning the whole world, holding dominion over the

earth.

gal.

at ?, a. (from 4 , one, and , seventy), seventy-one.

IP†ITSd, a. (from ATtII, seventy-one, and £%, a quality),

seventy-one-fold.

aætegætz, a. (from aæta, seventy-one, and atṛ, a time),

seventy-one times (repeated . )

একাত্মত), ৪ (from একঅন্ধ্র one only spirit), the being of one

only spirit.

aætaata, s. (from I, one only spirit, and † , a word),

the sentiment or doctrine that there is one only spirit.

aztuzinu87, s. (from aætucta , the sent ment of one only

spirit, and at , a removing), a confuting of the doc-

trine of one only spirit.

একাত্মৰদিখণ্ডনপূৰ্বক , a. ( from একাত্মদিখণ্ডন a confuting of the

doctrine ofone only spirit, and , before), preceded

by or arising from confuting the doctrine of one only

spirit ; ad. by or through the confuting of the doctrine

of one only spirit.

aatat , a. (from at , one spirit, and tf , speaking),

asserting or maintaining the doctrine of one only spi-

rit.

একাদশ, এক,aatat, a. (from a , one, and 4 , (en) , eleven.

একাদশকর্নিকা , ৫. (from একাদশ, eleven , and কর্ণিকা the style of

aflower), enneagynous.

একাদশকেশর, a. (from একাদশ, eleven, and কেশর, the filament

ofaflower), enneandrous.

Jæt *se, «. (from a *, eleven, and st , the womb), having

eleven divisions ofthe seed vessel.

at , a. (from att , eleven, and E4, a quality , ele-

ven-fold.

, ad. (from aæt , eleven), of eleven sorts or kinds.

একাদশপ্রকার , a. (from একাদশ, eleven, and প্রকার, a sort), con-

sisting of eleven sorts, eleven kinds .

একাদশবার, a . ( from একাদশ , eleven, and at a time), ele-

ven-times (repeated .)

aætn*fat, e. (from sæta , eleven, and fzª, a sort), consist-

ing of eleven sorts, eleven kinds.

একাদশরাশিকা, s . (from একাদশ, eleven , and রাশি, a term in

the rule ofproportion , the rule ofproportion of eleven

terms.

tt , s. (from at , eleven, aud , a corner) , a po-

lygon with eleven angles.

at , a. (from * , eleven), the eleventh (lunar day.)

sif , a. (irom 2 , one, at , thefirst, and , a step),

successive, uninterrupted, making a regular series from

the beginning.

stfu™ ª, ad. (loc. case of ¡fkF ), successively, regular-

ly, uninterruptedly.

Xx
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state , a. (fion 4 , alone, and at , two together), one

or two ; ad. merely one or two persons together.

aætity, s. (from 4 , one, and Я , a receptacle , the same

receptacle, a having one common receptacle.

aztfræxı, a. (from 4 , one, and f , location), having

the same location or relation, contained in the same re-

ceptacle or place, being in the same predicament ; s . the

same place or receptacle, the same predicament.

ata+f3, s. (from 4 , cne, and as, a lord , a sove-

reigu, a monarch.

13 , a. (from 4 , one, and tf131 , sovereignty), the

same sovereignty, the same jurisdiction, a monarchy.

sætag, a. (from a*, one, and af, ninety), ninety-one.

sætaÈ8d, a. (from aæta , ninety-one, and 81, a quality),

ninety-one-fold.

gætizata, a. (from ala , ninety-one, and ata, a quality),' ,

ninety-one times (repeated. )

aata , a. (from 4 , one, and , ninety), ninety -one.

getas , a. (from ata , ninety-one, and 841, a quali-

ty), ninety-one-fold.

aætapÈīt?, a. (from a&ta , ninety-one, and at?, a time),

ninety-one times (repeated.)

qifași, a. (from 4 , one, and I, afamily), only, single.

gate, a. (from a❤, one, and ☎, an end), effectual, leading

toone result, excessive, private .

text, a. (from a , one, and 1 , between) , eating one

meal every other day, i. e . only one meal in the inter-

mediate day between two fasting days.

atai , s. (from 971831 , eating once in two days, and

TI, a vow), a religious observance consisting of eating

only one meal in two days.

aztertzet, a. (from 1371 , eating once in two days, and

57, vowing), under a vow to fast one day and eat on-

ly a single meal on the succeeding one for a given time .

ATIA, 8. (from 27, one, and a, food), the same food ; a.

messing together, living on the same food ; a. (from 97

, fifty-one), fifty-one.

at , a. (from ata,fifty-one, and 84, a quality), fifty-

one-fold.

aatat , a. (from ata,fifty-one, and t , a time), fifty-

one-times (repeated . )

gatas , a. (from ata, the same food, and 5, eating),

eating the same food, messing together ; s . a messmate.

Axta¿st51, a. (from A , one, a, food, and cst , an eat-

er), living on the same food, messing together ; s . a

messmate.

axtaga, a. (from a , one, and I , a constituent part),

CH.

made of the same members or constituent parts, alike,

similar, resembling, uniform.

atstat, a. from 4 , one, and fat , a desire), desir

ing the same thing, pursuing the same object, rival.

ata, s. (from 4, the vowel, and , to make), the vowel a

or that character which expresses the sound of 2.

tata, a. (from at , the letter a, and tf , a beginning),

beginning with the letter 4, having an initial 9.

a☎tats, a. (from ?, the letter , and 3, an end), hav-

ing a final 2.

ata , s . (from a , one, and w , the ocean), an undistin-

guished multitude, a number of persons eating or act.

ing together without distinction of rank or class, a ge-

neral inundation .

gætú, a. (from aỡ, one, and wứ, a scope), having the same

intent or scope, of the same meaning.

aatst , a. (from 1 , alone, and , a bull) , loving soli-

tude, lonely, recluse, unsocial.

t* , a. (from 4 , one, and wh*t, eighty), eighty-one.

aæt*}94, a. (from at , eighty-one, and £4, a quality),

eighty-one-fold.

gætiætz, a. (from at , eighty-one, and ta, a time),

eighty-one times (repeated . )

1 , a. (from 4 , one, and tf, a side), leaning to one

side, occupying one side, inclining to one side, aslant.

aætx, a. (from 48, one, and I, a day), continuing but a

single day ; s. a single day.

sateta, s. (from 4 , one, and tata, food), a single meal

in the day.

sætt . a. (from 4 , one, and tt , earing), taking a

single meal in the twenty-four hours, living on the same

food .

af , a. (from a ,

afen , s. (from

a , a. (from

one), alike, same.

i , faith) , faith, belief, trust, confidence,

4 , certain), certain, exact, sure.

, a. (from I , one, and , to occupy space,, solitary,

unsocial, loving to be alone, odd , single.

, s. (from at, single, and Sw, trade), a mo

´nopoly.

ITI, s. (from I , one), a sum, a total .

, ad. (loc. case of 23, total) , in the whole, altogether.

ITH, a. (from I☎, one, and **, twenty , twenty-one.

Ed, a. (from *, twenty-one, and 84, a quality), twen-

ty-one-fold.

txt , a. (from , twenty-one, and † , a time), twen-

ty-one times (repeated .)

tal, a. (from a , twenty-one), the twenty-first
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KENT, ad. (from a , one), one by one.

sczal , a. (from 47, one), alone, single, solitary.

, a. (from 4 , one, and y, a god), alone, depend-

ing on one's self alone.

একাদ্দিষ্ট, a. ( from এক, one, and ওদিষ্ট, done with regard to

an object), performed with the same views, performed

with regard to the same object.

একোদ্দিষ্টশান্ত, s . (from একোদ্দিষ্ট , performed with regard to

the same object, and t , a sacrifice to departed ances-

tors), funeral obsequies performed at stated periods for

the same person.

qetfaxı, s. (from 2ỡ, one, and $3, to be deficient) , the name

of a species of lark, (Alauda Ekoniya, Buchanan's Mss.)

At , a. (from 4 , one, and 1, a resemblance), hav-

ing the same resemblance, similar.

agata, s. (from an acknowledgment), an acknow-

ledgement, a promise, an agreement, an engagment, an

assurance, an attestation .

4ægt,atxi, s. (from
Ï , an acknowledgment, and xø¹5, a

writing , a written engagement, a promissory note, a

written agreement, an ind enture, a bond, a contract.

4, ad. (from a, this, and F , an instant), now, instantly.

gata, ad. (from A, this, and d, an instant), now, immedi-

ately.

aufa, ad. (from27, new, and , eren ), now, in mediate-

ly.

auta, s. (from 9, this and as, a piece), this place.

gattia, al. (lec. case of auta), here.

quņi?, s. (fromJï ), authority), authority, power, will,

choice, election , controul,

aurants s. (from , authority), authority, power, will,

controul ; a. subject to one's controul.

atta , a from ai , kindred , singie, sole, peerless , in-

comparable, singular, agreed, unanimous.

Estiant, a. (from &i , singularity), singularity, excellence,

concord, unanimity.

st , a. (from at , eleven), eleven.

astt?2d, a. (from asta, eleven, and £4, a quality`, eleyen-

fold.

at , a. (from astta, eleven), the eleventh.

esttata, a. (from asta, eleven, and t , a time), eleven

times (repeated .)

satat, a. (from Я, a limb, and sЯtâ, an inferior limb ,̀

miscellaneous, mixed in a disorderly manner like chil-

dren at play.

4 , ad. (from a, this, and , produble), hence.

wherefore, therefore.

qurta, 8. (from Jeb, display), a display, an exhibition, a

manifestation, a discovery.

atta, s. (from tt, tight, and fy, beloved , the name ofa

fish, (Cyprinus Laookoolee, Buchanan's Mss . )

afettfeptitas, s. (from af , a bone, if , the throat, and t

a species offish), the name of a fish, (Zeus insidiatus .)

at, s. (from af , the stone ofafruit) , the thick root ofthe

plantain tree.

9 , v. a. (from T , to throw), to cast as a fisherman does

his net, to release, to relinquish, to loosen, tounloose.

The participle of this verb is frequently compounded

with ', to give, it then means to release, to relinquish.

957, s. (from 43, to release), the act of flying off, the act

of escaping.

45 , a. (from 43, deaf, and , dumb) , deaf and dumb

931, a. (from az, to relinquish), relinquished, left, rejected;

liberated.

atif , s. (from af , athwart, and 4, the ear), a turning

away the ear as a refusal or disapprobation of a thing.

azifti , s. (from 45, to relinquish), filthy, loathsome, abo

minable, reprobate.

aşta, 8. (from 95, to relinquish , the relinquishing ofa

thing, the setting a person or animal at liberty ; a. liber-

ated , relinquished.

aşıfı, a. (from 45, to relinquish , relinquished , rejected ;

this word is generally used as the adjective of the foul

water in which pots and dishes have been washed.

24, s. (from , to go), a deer,

43, pron. (from , this), so much, so long, so many.

aegyptum, a. (from T, these four, and fą, self);

consisting of these four parts.

933 , a. (from 4 , thesefour, and III, a con-

stituent part), consisting of these four parts .

93379, 8. (from 235, this, and 53%, afoot,, this foot, his foot,

this metrical foot.

43811, s. (from 37 , this foot, and 1 , a wish),

a desire for this foot, a desire for the protection of this

person.

9383atætgì, a. (from 2387d, this foot, and sterf , desir-

ous), desirous of this foot, desirous of the protection

of this person.

4387atfamta, s. (from 4g , this foot, and sata, des're`,

a desire for this foot, a desire for the protection of this

person.

2383atfomtal, a. (from 23874, this foct, and affan, de-

sirous), desirous of this foot, i . e . desirous of this pro-

tection, desirous of the protection of this person.

X x2
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ST.

934taf , s. (from 43334, th's foot, and af , a lotus) ,

this lotus foot, viz. this excellent foot, the lotus (excel-

lent) foot of this person .

ata , s. (from 23374, this foot, and t , hope), a hope

in this foot, a hope in the protection of this person.

এতরেগসিক্ত , a. (from এতzd, this foot , and আসক্ত, attached

to), attached to this foot, attached to this person's foot

(protection. )

938 , s. (from 935, this, and ofta, a history, a disposition) ,

this history or description, this disposition.

93881, s. (from 934, this, and 881 , reflection), this thought,

this reflection, this anxiety or concern.

9381, s. (from 431 this reflection, and stati, à de-

sire), a desire for this engagement or reflection.

388tatt, a. (from 4371 , this reflection , and atta, de-

sirous), desirous of engaging the mind in this thing.

93gstætṣæ, a. (from 93881 , this reflection, and tạæ, doing ),

reflecting upon this, engaging the mind on this ; s . one

who engages his mind ormeddles with what belongs to

this person.

quétætēt, a. (from 43881, this reflection, and fa , doing),

reflecting upon this, engaging the miud upon this per-

son or thing.

9381fa1, ad. (from 381 , this reflection, and f1, with-

out), without engaging the mind on this topic.

26:81wifeftF, a. (from 93881, this reflection , and fofas,

exepted), this thought or reflection excepted.

AGITTISGIŢE, S. (from 43881 , this reflection , and fee,

anexception), the exception ofthis thought or reflection .

artfonta, s. (from 23881, this reflection, and fata, de-

sire), a desire to engage the mind on this object.

autism , a. (from 9311, this reflection, and aff

desirous), desirous of applying the mind to this object.

938s (from 32, this, and o , a skin), this skin, this

person's skin.

9IzÚK, a. (from 958 , this skin, and 3 , to be produced), ||

produced from this skin or leather, produced from this

person's skin.

zúa , a. (from 238 , this skin, and ☎, producing),

producing this skin or leather.

afts, u. (from 38 , this skin, and af , produced),

produced from this skin or leather, produced in this

person's skin.

31, a. (from 9384, this skin, and , producible),

producible or produced from this skin or leather, pro-

ducible in this person's skin.

AITAKT3, a. (from 38 ,this skin, and † , produced , pro-

এত

duced from this skin or leather, produced in this per

son's skin.

JG8t31, 8. (from this skin, and ħtó ,̟ a giver), the

giver of this skin or leather.

23 , s. (from 38 , this skin, and , destruction ,

the destruction of this skin or leather, the destruction

of this person's skin.

JIzÚt:ĦE, a. (from 2384, this skin, and a☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to this skin or leather, destructive to

this person's skin.

3 , a. (from 23 , this skin, and , destructive),

destructive to this skin or leather, destructive to this

person's skin.

938 , s. (from 938 , this skin, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of this skin or leather, the destruction

of this person's skin.

93zatæ, a. (from 438 , this skin, and ☎, destruc-

tive , destructive to this skin or leather, destructive to

this person's skin .

938f1, ad. (from 3 , th's skin, and fat, without),

without this skin or leather.

fatt, s. (from 438 , this skin, and fat , destruction),

the destruction of this skin or leather, the destruction

of this person's skin.

fat , a. (from aeg , this skin, and fat , destruc-

tive), destructive to this skin or leather, destructive to

this person's skin.

43ff , a. (from 38 , this skin, and fat , possessed

of , possessed of this skin or leather.

933 , a. (from 438 , this skin, and farta, destitute

of), destitute of this skin or leather.

Agguufsfam, 1. (from 238 , this skin, and ifɔfa™, ex:e t-

ed , this skin or leather excepted .

এডঃৰ্ম্মতিরেক, s. (from এতধৰ্ম্ম, this skin, and ৰাতিয়েক, an ex-

ception), the exception of this skin or leather.

231 , a. (from 238 , this skin, and 15, joined to), cən-

nected with this skin or leather, connected with this per-

son's skin.

, a. (from 3 , this skin, and *, keeping),

keeping or guarding this skin or leather ; s. one who

guards this skin or leather.

938 , s. (from 9 , this skin, and ¶ , a preserving),

the guarding or preserving of this skin or leather.

1, s . (from 4384f, this skin, and , preservation),

the preservation or guarding of this skin or leather.

45zWTfT3, a. (from 4384, this skin, and af£3,destitute), des

titute of this skin or leather.
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25 , a. (from 238 , this skin, and way, empty , desti-

tute of this skin orleather.

SzúÑA, a. (from 458 , this skin, and 7, destitute), desti-

tute of this skin or leather.

Szúrze, a. (from 3 , this skin, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this skin or leather ; ad. from

or because of this skin or leather.

431fræigi, a. (from 23 , this skin, and tag , desire), a

desire for this skin or leather.

ttt, a. (from 33 , this skin, and staff , desir-

ous), desirous of this skin or leather.

8 , s . (from 45 , this skin, and 1, expectati-

on), an expectation or waiting for this skin or leather.

এডার্মাপেক্ষী, a . (from এডত্ব , this skin , and অপেক্ষিন ,্ expect-

ing) expecting or waiting for this skin or leather.

4 , s. (from 253 , this skin, and at , a skreen) ,

a skreen or shelter for this skin or leather, a skreen or

covering made of this skin or leather.

4333, a. (from 238 , this skin, and at , covered), co-

vered with this skin or leather.

43feat , s. (from 3 , this skin, and feta, desire),

a desire for this skin or leather.

43 sata , a. (from 43 , this skin, and fontfa , de-

sirous), desirous of this skin or leather,

4381, s. (from 238 , this skin, and , d sire), a de-

sire for this skin or leather.

438 , a. (from 43 , this skin, and a desirous) , de-

sirous of this skin or leather.

433tdge, a. (from 484, this skin, and 3½, desirous), de-

sirous ofthis skin or leather.

Aggutans, a. (from 438 , this skin, and 87F, fit) , fit

or proper for this skin or leather, proper for this per-

son's skin

43f13, s. (from 434, this, and fo , the heart), this mind

or propensity, this person's mind or inclination .

sofiatal, a. (from 233, this heart, and tf , sterling),

stealing away this person's heart.

fis , a. (from 43 , this, and fo , thinking), thinking

on this particular thing.

afe , s. (from , this, and (557, a thinking), a think-

ing on this subject.

23fici, s. (from 935, this, and fool, thought), this thought

or care, this person's anxiety.

এতঃিভাকারক, a. (from এডম্বিত্ত1 , this thought , and কারক, mak-

ing , thinking this thought, pondering upon this sub-

ject, producing this thought.

afrotati, a. (from 4fg1, this thought, and fen, do-

ing), thinking this thought, thinking upon this subject,

' ,

এড.

23f8st , a. (from 431, this thought, and ax, pro-

ducing), producing or giving rise to this thought, pro-

ducing anxiety or care in this person's mind

এতষ্টিত্তাজনিত , a. ( from এতরিত1, this thought , and জনিত, pro-

duced , sprung from this thought, caused by this

thought, caused by this person's anxiety.

43313 , a. (from 93f831, this thought, and , produ-

cible), producible from this thought, arising from this

thought, arising from this person's care or anxiety.

93f831sts, a. (from 93f1, this thought, and ta, born),

sprung from this thought, arisen from this thought,

caused by or arising from this person's anxiety.

233tarts , s. (from 43s , this thought, and tst, aban-

donment), the relinquishing of this particular thought.

afstoti, a. (from 43f831, this thought, and tista, re-

linquishing), relinquishing this particular thought,

asfestate, a. (from 43f831, this thought, and at , ge-

ing), giving rise to these reflections or thoughts, giv-

ing rise to this person's care or anxiety.

93 , a. (from 1 , this thought, and if , giv-

ing), giving rise to these reflections or thoughts, giv-

ing rise to this person's care or anxiety.

93f1 , s . (from 93f831, this thought, and • , destruc-

tion , the destruction or removal of this particular

thought, the removal ofthis person's care or anxiety.

এতষ্টিন্ত।ক্টসক, a. (from 931831, this thought, and ‡ , de-

structive), destructive to or removing this care or

thought, dissipating this person's care or anxiety.

93f , a. (from fet, this thought, and fa , den

s'ructive , destructive to or removing this care or

thought, dissipating this person's care or anxiety.

33 , s . (from 381, this thought, and at , destruc

tion), the destruction or removal of this care or thought,

the removal of this person's care or anxiety.

4tate, a. (from 433 , this thought, and atta, de-

s'ructive), destructive to or dissipating this thought or

care, dissipating this person's care or anxiety.

43fitfada, a. (from 23f31 , this thought, and fards, hin-

dering), hindering or putting a stop to this care or

thought, causing this person's anxiety or care to cease.

এতদ্বিত্তানিবারক, a. ( from এডষ্টিল্ডা , this thought, and নিবারক,

preventing) , preventing this particular thought, prevent-

ing this person's care or anxiety.

93f8strated, s. (from 33 51, this thought, and fratad , pre-

vention), the prevention of this thought, the prevention

of this person's care or anxiety.

93f83faqje, s. (from 23f85), this thought, aud fi , ces-
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sation), the cessation of this particular thought or care,

the cessation of this person's care or anxiety

Sofratfafage, a. (from 25fg , this thought, and fars, a

cause), caused by or arising from this thought or auxie-

ty ; ad. from or because of this anxiety.

Asifs, a . (from 4f , this thought, and fas, con-

nected with, auxious or thoughtful on this particular

subject.

23 gotus, a. (from 43f31 , this thought, and , caus-
FF,

edby , caused by or arising from this thought or an-

xiety , ad. from orbecause of this anxiety.

afsatz , a . (from 23f831 , this thought, and T , increas-

ing), increasing this care or anxiety , increasing this per-

son's care or anxiety.

afa, s. (from 93f831, this thought, and T , an increas

ing), the increasing of this particular anxiety or care,

the increasing of this person's care or anxiety.

asfgstatą, a. (from 43f831, this thought), filled with this

particular thought, filed withthis anxiety.

asfalfift , a. (from 93f831, this thought, and fif*y, pos-

sessed of), possessed of this thought, invaded by this

care or anxiety.

এতবিস্তাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এন্তি !, this thought, and বাডিরিজ,

excepted , this thought or anxiety excepted.

এতচিন্তা ডিরেক, s. (from এডঠিন্তা , this thought, and জাতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this particular anxiety

or care.

gefratus, a. (from 2385 , this thought, and ¤ , joined to ,

possessed of this thought, anxious on this account.

gofiotas, a. (from 93831 , this thought, and af , destitute

of), free from this care or anxiety, free from this

thought,

a
gofrettas, a. (from 43f831, this thought, and tas, empty),

free from this care or anxiety, free from this thought.

gefotela, a. (from 23831 , this thought, and 7 , destitute),

free from this care or anxiety, free from this thought,

Hófiotixsæ, a. (from 3f31, this thought, and c₹3, a cause),

caused by this thought, arising from this thought or

care ; ad. from or because ofthis care or anxiety.

SHIFT, a. (from 23 , this, and a , labouring , labouring

for or seeking this particular thing.

81, s. (from 235, this, and (5 , exertion), this exertion,

this person's exertion.

Matata , s. (from 931 , this exertion, and at , de-

sire), a desire to make this particular exertion.

genViæis, a. (from 93181 , this exertion, and stat17, de.

sirous), desirous of making this exe:tion,

quitate , a. (from 1 , this exertion, and , mak

ing), making this exertion, seeking this particular

thing, causing this person's exertion.

431gutætal, a. (from 1, this exertion, and &†fa7, mak-

ing), making this exertion, seeking this particular thing,

exciting this person to exertion.

এতঃেষ্ঠানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from_ এতত্ত্বেষ্টা , this exertion, and নিবর্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to this particular ex-

ertion or search, causing this person's exertion to

cease.

এতদ্বেষ্টানিবারক, a. ( from এড1ে, this exertion, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this exertion, preventing this

person's exertion.

এতদ্বেষ্ঠানিবারণ, s. (from এ বেষ্ট1, this exertion , and নিবারণ,

prevention , the prevention of this particular exertion

or labour, the preventing of this person's exertions,

4318 , s. (from 431g , this exertion, and fifa, ces-

sation), the cessation of this particular exertion or la-

'bour, the cessation of this person's exertions.

9318Htafazë, a. (from gup , this exertion, and fafaz, a

cause), caused by or arising from this particular exer-

tion or labour, caused by or arising from this person's

exertions.

এতঃেক্ষান্বিত, a. ( from এডবেষ্ট ' , this exertion, and অন্বিত, con-

nected with , connected with this particular exertion or

labour.

a. from 435 , this exertion, and F, caus

ed by) caused by or arising from this particular exe -

tion or labour, caused by or arisin ; from this person's

exertion ; a l. from or because of this ex-rtion .

gongdifast , a. (from 231831, this exertion, and fæi ,pos-

sessed of), connected with this particular exertion orla-

bour, using exertion in this particular way.

asuutafalas, a. (from 431881 , this exert on , and fifty,

excepted , this particular labour or exertion excepted,

his or her exertion excepted.

এতষ্কেস্টার]তিরেক, s. (from এতয়েস্ট। , this exertion, and বাতিরেক,

an exception , an exception to this particular labour

or exertion.

93fsata, s . ( from 43 , this exertion, and sata, a

desire , a desire for this particular exertion or labour.

93 , a . (from 481 , this exertion, and fastfa ,

desirous), desirous ofthis particular exertion or labour.

QGpHITE, a. (from 3 , this exertion, and 1 , joined

to), connected with this particular exertion or labour,

connected with this person's exertions.

2388tafs, a . (from 931881, this exertion, and 753, des-

titute of), destitute of this particular exertion or labour.

Z
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95.

itar, a. (from 23131 , this exertion, and 1, empty),

destitute ofthis particular exertion or labour.

91. , a. (from 318 , this exertion, and 7, desti-

tute of, destitute of this particular exertion or labour.

Q3UNITS , a. (from 931381, this exertion, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arising from this particular exertion or la-

bour, caused by or arising from this person's exertions ;

ad. from or because of this exertion.

af , s. (from 23 , this, and fs, power), this power, this

person's power.

এতঃক্তিকারক, a. (from এ চুক্তি, this power, and কারক, mak-

ing), causing this power or force, producing this pow-

er, exerting this power, causing this person's power ; s.

a person or thing who causes or exerts this power or

force.

quxft , a. (from 43 , this power, and fa , doing),

causing this power or force, producing this power, caus-

ing this person's power, exerting this power.

3f3, 7. (from 43 , this power, and 3 , to be produ

ced), arising from or caused by this power or force,

arising from this person's power.

fon , a. (from 3 , this power, and , produc-

ing), producing or causing this power or force , pro-

ducing this person's power.

93fafas, a. (from 93f , this power, and Gfas, pro-

duced), produced by this power or force, produced by

this person's power.

f1, a. (from 43f , this power, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by this power or force, arising from

this power, producible by this person's power.

gafats, a. (from 43 , this power, and t3, produc-

ed), produced by this power or force, arising from this

person's power.

935f34, o. (from JF, this power, and 41, to give), com-

municating this power or force, conferring power on

this person.

qvafentel, s. (from 4f , this power, and ī†¾, a giver) ,

a person or thing which communicates this force or

power, a person or thing which communicates power

to this person.

azzfantiæ, a. (from 43 , this power, and tṣ , giving),

communicating this force or power, communicating

power tothis person.

প্রযুক্তিদায়ী, a. (from এতঞ্জক্তি, this power, and দায়ি , giring),

communicating this force or power, communicating

power to this person.

gorfeta, s. (from 4f , thispower, and Я, destruction),

48.

the destruction of this power or force, the destruction

of this person's power.

afe, a. (from 23 , this power, and a¤, de-

structive), destructive to this power or force, destruc-

tive to this person's power.

93. ), a . (from 43 , this power, and ‡ f¾¶, de◄

structice), destructive to this power or force, destruc

tive to this person's power.

এতঃক্তিনাশ,43 , s. (from 43f , this power, and at , destructi

on , the destruction ofthis force or power, the destruc-

tion of this person's power.

এতন্ত্র্যক্তিনাশক , a. (from এতছক্তি, this power , and নাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to this force or power, destructive fo

this person's power.

এতছক্তিনিবারক, a . (from এডটুক্তি, this power, and নিবারক, pre-

venting , preventing this force or power, preventing

this person's power, resisting this force or power, resist-

ing this person's power.

এতট কু্তিনিকারণ , s. (from এতচুক্তি, this power, and নিবারণ , a pre-

renting), the preventing of this force or power, the pre-

venting of this person's power, the resisting of this

power or force, the resisting of this person's power:

affaf , s. (from 23f , this power, andfafs, cessati

on), the cessation of this force or power, the cessation

ofthis person's power.

এতঞ্জক্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এত´ক্তি, this power, and নির্মিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this power or force,

caused by or arising from this person's power.

এত কू্তিযুক্ত, a. ( from এত ক্তি, this power , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this power or force,

caused by this person's power ; ad. from or because of

this force or power.

23s , a. (from 43f , this power, and , increas-

ing), increasing this force or power, increasing this per

son's power.

93 , 8. (from 2 , thispower, and T , an increas

ing), the increasing of this force or power, the increas

ing ofthis person's power.

43feat, ad. (from 4f , thispower, and fat, without),

without this power or force, without this person's pow-

er.

93&f=fcatxt, s. (from af , this power, and fatut, desi

truction), the destruction of this force or power, the

destruction of this person's power.

এতঃক্তিৰিনাশক, a. (from এডমুক্তি, this power, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this force or power, destrues

tive to this person's power.
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এস্তন্ত্রক্তি:ৰশিষ্ট, a. (from এতচুক্তি, this power , and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of , possessed of this force or power.

fofia, a. (from , this power, and fast , desti-

tute of , destitute of this force or power.

¿ {&qfa, s. (from 23 , this power, and T , increase) ,

the increase of this force or power, the increase of this

person's power.

LIK{SUF, ɑ. (from 43 , this power, and TF, joined to),

connected with this force or power, connected with this

person's power.

afsafe , a. (from 3 , this power, and 33, destitute

of), destitute of this force or power.

qzefswas, ɑ. (from 235, this power, and 71 , empty), des-

titute of this force or power.

9f3), s. (from 93 , this power, and T , one who

kills) , a person or thing which destroys this force or

power, that which destroys this person's power.

qgførifa, s. (from 93f , this power, and tf , loss , the

loss or diminution ofthis power or force, the diminuti-

on or loss of this person's power.

93fcia, a. (from 23 , this power, and 17, destitute

of), destitute of this power or force.

AIRfIT, a. (from 235 , this power, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from this power or force, caused

by or arising from this person's power ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis force or power.

9 ,s. (from 35 , this, and 5 , an umbrella) , this umbrel-

la, this person's umbrella.

Megseteæ, a . (from 934, this umbrella, and ætaæ, making),

making this umbrella ; s. the maker of this umbrella , the

maker of this person's umbrella.

fs, a. (from , this umbrella, and fas, produ

ced), produced by this umbrella, produced by this per-

son's umbrella.

, a. (from 43 , this umbrella, and s, produci-

ble) , producible by or arising from this umbrella, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's umbrella.

3313, a. (from 34, this umbrella, and ts, produc-

ed) , produced by this umbrella, arising from this per-

son's umbrella.

93835. a. ´from 9344 , this umbrella, and 1, to give), bestow-

ing this umbrella.

31, s. (from 4 , this umbrella, and ts, one who

gives), one who bestows this umbrella.

GELMİIT, a. (from , this umbrella, and ɩtæ, gio.

ing), giving this umbrella ; s . one who gives this um-

brella.

A3.

23 , s. (from 23 , this umbrella, and , destruc

tim ), the destruction of this umbrella, the destruction

of this person's umbrella.

AGKI‡'Ħ☎, ɑ. (from 23 , this umbrella, and ‡ , de.

stroying), destructive to this umbrella, destructive to this

person's umbrella.

AI&II^*}, a , (from 43 , this umbrella, and gfag, de

structive), destructive to this umbrella, destructive to

this person's umbrella.

93&771*t, s. (from 4353, this umbrella, and at , des'ruction),

the destruction of this umbrella, the destruction of this

person's umbrella.

t* , a. (from 93 , this umbrella, and at , destruc

tive), destructive to this umbrella, destructive to this

person's umbrella .

এতছত্রনিবারক, a. ( from এতত্র, this umbrella, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing a person's obtaining this umbrella.

93afated, s. (from 23 , this umbrella, and fixted, a

preventing), the preventing a person from taking this

umbrella.

abgaffaze, ɑ. (from 23 , this umbrella, and fast , a

· cause), caused by or arising from this person's umbrella ;

ad. from or because of this umbrella.

gegafata , s. (from 43 , this umbrella, and fax, pro-

hibition), the prohibition of this umbrella, a prohibiting

the use of this person's umbrella.

এতহৃত্রপুতিবন্ধক , a . ( fromএতত্র, this umbrella, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing the use of this umbrella, opposing

the use of this person's umbrella .

23 , a. (from 93 , this umbrella, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this umbrella, caused by

or arising from this person's umbrella ; ad. from or be

cause of this umbrella.

231, ad. (from 434, this umbrella, and f , witheul),

without this umbrella, without this person's umbrella.

alatt, s. (from as , this umbrella, and fent , ile-

struction), the destruction of this umbrella, the destiuc-

tion of this person's umbrella.

93gafats, a. (from 2355 , this umbrella, and featuta,

destructive), destructive to this umbrella, destructive

to this person's umbrella.

faf , a . (from 43 , this umbrella, and fifty, pas-

sessed of), possessed of this umbrella, possessed ofthis

person's umbrella.

aggafasia, ɑ . (from 9355, this umbrella, and fixìa, desti-

tute), destitute of this umbrella, destitute of this per

son's umbrella.
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এতদুব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from এতছত্র, this umbrella, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this umbrella excepted, this person's umbrella

excepted.

এগুছত্ৰৱ্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতছত্র , this umbrella, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this umbrella, the ex-

ception of this person's umbrella.

, a. from 43 , ' his umbrella, and , joined to),

connected with this umbrella, connected with this per-

son's umbrella.

SIKT:TİN), 4. (from 93 , this umbrella, and cist, fit),

worthy ofthis umbrella, worthy of this person's umbrel-

la.

QUINE, a. (from 4 , this umbrella, and 3 , keep-

ing, guarding this umbrella, guarding or preserving

this person's umbrella.

RILALKA, s. (from AT&T, this umbrella, and 34, a preserve

ing), theguarding ofthis umbrella, the guarding or pre-

serving of this person's umbrella.

2 , s. (from AL , this umbrella, and 1 , preserva-

tion), the preservation or guarding of this umbrella, the

preservation or guarding ofthis person's umbrella.

23&413, a. (from 3 , this umbrella, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of this umbrella, destitute of this per-

son's umbrella.

238-9h, a. (from 934, this umbrella, and , coveted),

desirous of this umbrella, desirous of this person's um-

brella.

এতদুত্ৰলোভী, a. (from এভছত্র, this umbrella, and লোভিন, desir-

ous), desirous of this umbrella, desirous of this person's

umbrella.

ta , a. (from

umbrella, possessed ofthis person's umbrella.

AREAMAI, a. (from 4364, this umbrella, and 75, empty), des-

titute of this umbrella, destitute of this person's um-

brella.

4, this umbrella , possessed of this

-SIEIET), 8. (from 3 , this umbrella, and ☎, a destroy-

cr), one who destroys this umbrella, a destroyer of this

person's umbrella .

LILACIE, a. (from 43 , this umbrella, and (5%, a cause),

caused by or arising from this umbrella, caused by or

arising from this person's umbrella ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis umbrella,

432313131, s. (from 93 , this umbrella, and tæti, de-

sire,, a desire for this umbrella, a desire for this per-

son's umbrella.

JSKATEIN, a, (from 9 , this umbrella, and staifi , de-

এত.

sirous), desirous of this umbrella, desirous ofthis per

son's umbrella.

এতচ্ছত্রানুসন্ধান , ৪. (from এতত্র , this umbrella, and অনুসন্ধান,

a searchfor), a search for this umbrella, a search after

this person's umbrella.

এতদুয়ানুসন্ধানী, a. ( from এতছত্র , this umbrella, and অনুস-

f5 , searchingfor), searching for this umbrella, search-

ing for this person's umbrella.

JGKDIJAMII , a. (from 23 , this umbrella, and QHT-

fu , searchingfor), searching for this umbrella, search-

ing for this person's umbrella.

AgatɩTES, ɑ. (from 934, this umbrella, and Alar, seek-

ing), seeking this umbrella, seeking this person's um

brella

AGENT(Tad, s. (from 95 , this umbrella, and mynd, a

searching), a searching for this umbrella, a seeking for

this person's umbrella.

93 ), a. (from 23 , this umbrella, and

seeking), seeking this umbrella, seeking this person's

umbrella.

23 , s. (from 34, this umbrella, and WiFi, ex-

pectation), an expectation of this umbrella, an expec

tation of this person's umbrella.

এত সাপেক্ষী, a. ( from এডজ , this umbrella, and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), expecting this umbrella, expecting this per

son's umbrella ."

43atfsata, s. (from 4 , this umbrella, and sata, de

sire), a desire for this umbrella, a desire for this per-

son's umbrella.

433tfamtal, a. (from 3 , this umbrella, and fatfa

desirous), desirous of this umbrella, desirous of this per-

son's umbrella.

4 , s. (from 234, this umbrella, and tsg, a begin-

ning), a beginning to make this umbrella, the beginning

to make this person's umbrella.

937, s. (from 255, this, and w , an enemy), this enemy,

this person's enemy.

3 , s. (from 3 , this enemy, and Я, destruction)

the destruction of this enemy, the destruction of this

person's enemy.

23 , a. (from 3 , this enemy, and , destruc

tive), destructive to this enemy, destructive to this per-

son's enemy

236q2t, a. (from ATTI, this enemy, and f , destruc-

tire), destructive to this enemy, destructive to this per

son's enemy.

ATLLATA, 8. (from 93 , this enemy, and , destruction),

Xy
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the destruction of this enemy, the destruction of this

person's enemy.

, a. (from 93 , this enemy, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to this enemy, destructive to this

person's enemy.

এততুনিবারক, a. (from এডঅ this enemy , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), resisting this enemy, resisting this person's

enemy.

fata , s. (from 3 , this enemy, and fazta , a pre-

venting), the resisting of this enemy, the resisting of

this person's enemy.

প্রতKত্রনিথিওক, a. ( from এতন্ত্র, this enemy , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this enemy, caused by

or arising from this person's enemy ; ad. from or because

of this enemy.

, ad. (from 43 , this enemy, and fug, a

cause), for this enemy.

3 , a. (from 43 , this enemy, and 4 , causedত্রপ্রযুক্ত , এ পযুক্ত,

by), caused by or arising from this enemy, caused by

or arising from this person's enemy; ad. from or be-

cause of this enemy.

23 , ad. (from 43 , this enemy, and fat, without ,

without this enemy, without this person's enemy.

9ggfatt, s. (from 43 , this enemy, and fat, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this enemy, the destruction of

this person's enemy.

938£fendæ, a. (from 43 , this enemy, and fatæ, de-

s ractive), destructive to this enemy, destructive to this

person's enemy.

93kgfårìa, a. (from 93 , this enemy, and færa, destitule

of, freed from this enemy, freed from this person's ene-

my.

, a. (from 23 , this enemy, and af , destitute

of), freed from this euemy, freed from this person's ene-

my.

9355*71, a. (from 93 , this enemy, and t , empty),

freed from this enemy, freed from this person's enemy.

এতह्वএহ) , 3. ( from এত ज ,ू this enemy, and one who

kills), one who kills this enemy, one who kills this per-

son's enemy.

+

93xgfx• xx, a. (from 2357, this enemy, and f☎, inju-

rious), injurious to this enemy, injurious to this per-

son's enemy.

93f51, s. (from 23 , this enemy, and fr¤¹ , injury),

the injuring of this enemy, an injury done to this per-

son's enemy.

3817, a. (from 23 , this enemy, and * , destitute of),

AJ.

freed from this enemy, freed from this person's ene

my.

433 , a. (from 235 , this enemy, and c , a cruse),

arising from or caused by this enemy, arising from or

caused by this person's enemy ; ad. from or because of

this enemy.

43 , s. (from 93 , this, and , quietness), the quietness

or tranquillity of this thing, this quietness or tranquilli-

ty. Constructed with , to do, this word means to tran-

quillize this, to mollify this.

9GET7, s. (from 235 , this, and y , a reposing), this quiet

or repose, this person's quiet or repose.

AIKTATII, a. (from 23 , this repose, and I, produci-

cible), arising from this quiet or repose, arising from

this person's quiet or repose.

ITEPAGII, ad. (loc. case of LLAGA ), for this repose.

AT&T7 ^A, 8. (from 377, this repose, and ªÃ, destruc-

tion , the destruction of this person's quiet or repose,

the destruction of this quiet or repose.

JILITERAT, ɑ. (from 43 , this repose, and e, des-

tructive), destructive to this person's quiet or repose,

destructive to this quiet or repose.

43 , a from 433, this repose, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this person's quiet or repose,

destructive to this quiet or repose.

37 , s. (from 3 , this repose, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this person's quiet or repose,

the destruction of this quiet or repose.

এতছয়ননাশক, a. (fron এতয়ন, this repose, and নাশক, de-

structive , destructive to this person's quiet or repose,

destructive to this quiet or repose.

এতছয়নণিবৰ্ত্তক , a . (from এতদ্ধয়ন, this repose, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, pat-

ting a stop to), putting an end to this person's quiet or

repose, putting an end to this quiet or repose.

এতদুয়ননিবারক, a . (from এতদ্ধয়ন , this repose , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this person's quiet or repose, pre-

venting this quiet or repose.

এতদুয়ননিবৃত্তি, s. (from এতঞ্জয়ন, this repose, and নিবৃত্তি, cessda

tion ) , the cessation of this person's quiet or repose, the

cessation of this quiet or repose,

Sorgafafbeæ, ɑ. (from 93 , this repose, and fifi , a

cause), caused by or arising from this person's quiet or

repose, caused by or arising from this quiet or repose ;

ad. from or because of this quiet or repose.

93fafir , ad. (from 23 , this repose, and fo , a

cause), for this repose.

23673-4F, a. (from 23. 7, this repose, and , caus.d
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by), caused by this quiet or repose, caused by this per-

son's quiet or repose ; ad. from or because of this quiet

or repose.
1

23&enfent; ad. (from 3g , this repose, and fa̸71 , without),

without this quiet or repose, without this person's quiet

or repose.

sozpafcat ,' s. (from 3 , this repose, and faint, de-

struction), the destruction of this quiet or repose, the

destruction of this person's quiet or repose.

এতদ্ৰয়ন বিনাশক, a. (from এতদ্ধয়ন , this repose , and ৰিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this person's quiet or repose,

destructive to this quiet or repose.

IETIES, a. (from 3 , this repose, and af , desti-

tute of), destitute ofthis quiet or repose, destitute of

this person's quiet or repose.

ezzata, s. (from 43 , this repes , and ta , loss), an

injury to or a diminution of this person's quiet or re-

pose.

আমেনহেতুক, a . ( from এতছয়ন , this repose, and (53) a caus?),

caused by or arising from this person's quiet or repose,

caused by or arising from this quiet or repose ; ad. from

or because of this quiet or repose.

935satztal , s.from 4 , this repose, and tæt§¹, desire),

a desire of this person's quiet or repose, a desire for this

quiet or repose.

এতছয়নাকাঙ্কী , s . (from এদুয়ন , this repcse, and অকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of this person's quiet or repose, desir-

ous of this quiet or repose.

এ ছয়নাপেক্ষক, a. (from এতয়ন, this repose, and অপেক্ষক, ex-

pecting , expecting this person's quiet or repose, ex-

pecting this quiet or repose.

aggatami, s. (from 937, this repose, and Fi, expec-

tution), an expectation of this person's quiet or repose,

an expectation of this quiet or repose.

এতদ্রয়সাপেক্ষী , a. (from এতড্ডয়ন , this repose, and আপেক্ষিন্, ex-

pecting), expecting this person's quiet or repose, ex-

pecting this quiet or repose.

qeeyatísava, s. (from 43577, this repose, and sata, de-

sre , a desire for this person's quiet or repose, a desire

for this quiet or repose.

Legat(sats), a. (from 23 , this repose, and fat ,

desirors , desirous of this person's quiet or repose, de-

sirous of this quiet or repose.

Szlatus, a.(from 43857, this repose, and 5, attuch-

ed to , fond ofthis person's quiet or repose, fond of this

quiet or repose.

4 , s. (from 3 , this repose, and ', a desire ,

23

a desire for this person's quiet or repose, a desire for

this quiet or repose.

235!17 , a. (from 3 , this repose, and F , desirous),

desirous of this person's quiet or repose, desirous of

this quiet or repose.

QTFIIHE, a. (from 43 , this repose, and , desirous),

desirous of this person's quiet or repose, desirous of

this quiet or repose.

S.934, s. (from 92 , this, and , the body), this body,'

this person's body.

, a. (from 4 , this body, and , to be produc

ed), produced from this body, born of or produced

from this person's body.

এতছরীরজনিত, a. ( from এতছরীর, this body , and জনিত, produc

ed , produced from this person's body, produced in this

body.

43 , a. (from 23 , this body, and I, produci-

ble , producible from this body, produced from this

person's body.

3 , ad. (loc. case of 2 ) , for this body.

93KNḍ513, a. (from gì , this body, and 13, born), born

of this person's body, produced by this body.

231 , s. (from 23 , this body, and , destructi

on), the destruction of this body, the destruction of this

person's body.

, a. (from 231 , this body, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to this person's body, destructive to

this body.

Q3£? Ã£•A), a. (from 23 , this body, and fa, destruc-

tive), destructive to this person's body, destructive to

this body.

93&xigat , s. (from 45& , th's body, and ††, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this person's body, the de-

struction of this body.

23.a. from 4 , this body, and att , destruc

tive), destructive to this person's body, destructive to this

body.

এতছরীরনিন্দক, a. (from এতস্ত্রীর, this body, and নিন্দক, reproach-

ing), reproaching this person's body, reproaching this

body.

433tafa , s. (from 4 , this body, and F , reproach), a

reproach of this person's body, a reproach of this body.

এভজরীরনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডজুরীর , this body, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by this person's body, arising from this

body.

এতছরীরনিমিত্তে, ad . (from এতদুরীর, this body, and নিমিত্ত, 4

cause), for this body.

Y 2
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Ez , a. (from 43 , this body, and x , increas-

ing), causing this person's body to grow, causing this

body to grow.

AIKÜLT , s. (from 3 , this body, and , increase), an

increase of this body, the increase of this person's body.

gafant, ad. (from 9317, this body, and f771 , without),

without this body.

এতঙ্করীরবিনাশ , s. (from এডজুরীর , this body, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this person's body, the de-

struction of this body.

এভদুরীরবিনাশক, a. (from এতষ্করীর, this body. and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this person's body, destructive

to this body.

এতজয়ীরবিশিষ্ট, a. (from এতদুরীর, this body , and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), possessed of this body.

fata, a. (from 43 , this body, and fata, desti-

tute of, free from this body, destitute of this body.

alfa, s. (from ?, this body, and af , increase),

the increase or growth of this person's body, the growth

or increase of this body.

zs, a. (from 3 , this body, and , joined to),

connected with this person's body, joined to this body.

cats , a. (from 23 , this body, and cuisti, capa-

ble), worthy of this body.

433 , a. (from 43 , this body, and a , preserv-

ing), preserving this person's body, preserving or guard-

ing this body.

ì , s. (from a, this body, and , a pre-

serving , the preserving or guarding of this person's body,

the preserving or guarding of this body.

Leg?ì?a=1, s. (from 43 , this body, and 1 , preserva-

tion), the preservation of this person's body, the guard-

ing of this person's body.

qgetaway, a . (from , this body, and war, empty) ,

destitute of this body, free from this body.

cegÑzga), s. (from 43% , this body, and cq, one who

kills), one who destroys this person's body, the destroy-

er of this body.

এতদুরীরহানি, s. ( from এতময়ীর, this body, and হানি, loss), the

detriment of this person's body, the detriment of this

body.

Aug?izizza, a. (from stag, this body, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from this person's body, caused by

this body; ad. from or because of this body.

এতদুরীরাকাণ্ড' , s . ( from এভঙ্করীর, this body , and অাকা , de-

sire , a desire for this person's body, a desire for this

body.

-এড.

93astatas , a. from 4 , this body, and taifa, de-

sirous , desirous of this person's body, desirous of this

body.

এতছরীরাকার , s . (fromএতদুরীর, thisbody, and আকার , a form),

the form of this person's body, the form of this body;

a. formed like this body.

এতদুরীরাকৃতি, s. ( from এতদুরীর, this body , and আকৃতি, aform);

the form of this person's body, the form of this body ;

a. formed like this body.

এতছরীরদ্ধিদিক, a. (from এডজুরীর, this body , and অস্থিদিক, co-

vering), covering this person's body, covering this body.

এতছরীরাছাদন , s . (from এভঙ্গুরীর , this body , and আহ্লাদন, a co-

vering), the covering of this person's body, the covering

ofthis body.

এতদুরীরাপেক্ষক , a. (from এতছরীর , this boily , and অপেক্ষক, ex

pecting , expecting or waiting for this body, expecting

this person's body.

এতদুরীরাপেক্ষা, ৪. ( from এডষ্করীর , this body, and অপেক্ষা , expec

tation), an expectation of or waiting for this person's

body, an expectation ofthis body.

এতজ্ঞরীরাপেক্ষী, ৫. ( from এতদবীর, this body, and অপেক্ষিন্, ex-

pecting) , expecting or waiting for this person's body,

expecting this body.

এতদ্ধরীরণারক, a. ( from এভজরীয় , this body; and আৰিক, cover-

ing), skreening or covering this person's body, skreen-

ing or covering this body.

এতছরীয়াৰরণ , s. (fromএতছরীর, this body, and আবরণ, a skreen),

a skreen or covering for this person's body, a skreen or

covering for this body.

এতদুরীরাভিলাঘ , s. (from এডঙ্করীর , this body , and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for this person's body, a desire for this

body.

এতদ্ধরীরাভিলাষী, a. ( from এডদ্ধরীর , this body , and অভিমাধি ,

desirous), desirous of this body, desirous of this per-

son's body.

43 , s. (from 31 , this body, and 1, desire), a

desire for this person's body, a desire for this body.

4 , a. (from 43 , this body, and , desirous),

desirous of this person's body, desirous of this body.

এতছরীরেজুক, a. ( from এতদুরীর, this body, and ইচ্ছুক, desirous),

desirous of this person's body, desirous of this body.

guzaliateza, s. (from 43 , this body, and sex, ex-

cellence , the excellence of this body, the goodness of

this person's body.

q3& Nateafs, 8. (from 23513, this body, and safe, pro-

duction) , the production of this person's body, the pro-

duction of this body.
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এক.

এবছরীরোৎপাদক, a. (from এতদরীয়, this body , and উৎপাদক,

producing), producing this person's body, producing

this body.

এতদুরীরোৎপাদন , s. (from এডহুরীর, this body , and sৎপাদন,

production), the producing of this person's body, the

producing ofthis body.

এতছরীরোপদূৰ, F. (from এতছরীয় , this body , and sপদ , tyran-

ny), the ill-treating of this person's body, the ill -treat-

ing of this body.

93KE, s. (from 93 , this, and *t , a weapon), this weapon.

AGREEA), a. (from 3 , this weapon, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this weapon.

9317 , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for the sake of this

weapon.

zei , ad. (from 4 , this weapon, and tz, a door),

through or by this weapon:

JULETTE, a. (from a , this weapon, and taæ, sustain-

ing), bearing these arms.

Sezsated, s. (from 4354, this weapon, and 4, a sustain.

ing), the bearing of these arms.

ganitzì, ad (from 4 , this weapon , and 7, sustain-

ing) , bearingthese arms.

4eafter, a. (from 4 , this weapon, and f , caus-

ing to scasc), rendering this weapon ineffectual.

এতহ্র প্রনিবারক, ৫. (from এক্স, this weapon, and নিবারক, re-

sisting), resisting this weapon.

qzgafaziza, s. (from 935 , this weapon, and fixtad, a re-

sisting , the resisting of this weapon.

এতদ্বঅনিৰুত্তি, s. ( from এতঃস্র, this zweapon , and নিবৃত্তি, cessa-

tion) , the cessation of the use of this weapon, the lay-

ing aside of this weapon.

SELYZfIIæ, a . (from 93 , this weapon, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from this weapon .

geraffare, ad. (from 3 , this weapon, and fifa , a

cause) , for the sake of this weapon.

AF, a. (from 435 , this weapon, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this weapon ; ad. from

or because of this weapon.

4af1, od. (from 3 , this weapon , and fent, without),

without this weapon.

প্রত্মপ্রতি িরক্ত , a. ( from এদু , this weapon, and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this weapon excepted.

ব্যতিরেক,
একটু ব্যতিরেক,AIREDIFGWE, 8. (from , this weapon. and foiz , an

exception), the exception of this weapon.

Seifaizi , ad. (loc. case ofsafety ) , with the ex-

ception of this weapon, without or beside this weapon.

з , a (from 23 , this weapon, and a cause),

caused by or arising from this weapon ; ad. from or be

cause of this weapon

43ætsø, s. (from 935, this, and ttfs, tranquilli'y), this tran-

quillity, this person's tranquillity.

431fs , a. (from 4351fs, this tranquillity, and , to do ,

producing this tranquillity or quietness, producing this

person's tranquillity, calming this.

q3atfsætzæ, a. (from ate, this tranquillity, and Tire,

causing), causing this tranquillity or quietness, causing

this person's tranquillity ; s. a circumstance or person

who causes this tranquillity.

এতস্ত্রান্তিকারী, a. (from এতছান্তি, this tranquillity, and কারিন-

causing), causing or effecting this tranquillity or quiet-

ness, causing this person's tranquillity.

tfefta , a. (from 43s, this tranquillity, and fr

thinking), thinking of this tranquillity, careful for this

person's peace or tranquillity ; s. one who cares for this

tranquility, one who cares for this person's peace or

tranquillity.

atfafool, s . (from 3f , this tranquillity, and foot,

thought , care or thought about this person's peace or

tranquillity, care or thought about this tranquillity.

এডজাভিচেষ্টক, a. (from এতর্জাতি, this tranquility, and চেষ্টক,

exerting, exerting himself for this quietness or tran-

quillity, exerting himself to produce this person's quiet

ness or tranquillity.

23tfest, s. (from 43gifs, this tranquillity, and co ,

exertion , an exertion for the purpose of this peace or

tranquillity, an exertion to produce this person's peace

or tranquillity.

23 , a. (from tf , this tranquillity, and ,

producing), producing this tranquillity or quietness,

producing this person's tranquillity.

এতান্তিজনিত, a . ( from এতKান্তি, this tranquillity, and জনিত ,

produced , produced by this tranquillity or quietness,

produced by this person's tranquillity.

getfogar, a. (from 4f , this tranquillity, and GT,

producible , producible or arising from this tranquillity,

producible by or arising from this person's tranquillity.

এতছান্ডিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এন্থ্রান্তিজন্য) , for the sake of this

tranquillity.

এতছাত্তিজাত, a . (from এতছানি, this tranquillity, and জাउ ,

produced), produced by this tranquility, arising frem

this person's tranquillity.

tfon, a. (from 4f , this tranquillity, and 1 , togive),

bestowingthis quietness or tranquillity, conferring peace

or tranquillity on this person
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getfente, a . (from

এত.

fe, this tranquillity, and atæ,

giving), bestowing this quietness or tranquillity, bestow-

ing quietness or tranquillity on this person ; s. one who

confers this peace or quietness,

এতহ্রান্তিদায়ী, a. ( from এতছান্তি, this tranquillity, and দায়ি , go-

ing), giving this quietness or tranquillity, tranquillizing

this person.

tfa , s. (from 235 , this tranquillity, and , de-

struction), the detruction of this peace or tranquillity,

the destruction of this person's peace or tranquillity.

gifs , a. (from 31f , this tranquillity, and ,

destructive), destructive to this peace or tranquillity,

destructive to this person's peace or tranquillity.

43fstal, «. (from 431fs, this tranquillity, and f

destructive , destructive to this peace or tranquillity,

destructive to this person's peace or tranquillity..

affa , s . (from 233, this tranquillity, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this peace or tranquillity,

the destruction of this person's peace or tranquillity.

এতদ্ধান্তিনাশক, a. (from এজান্তি, this tranquillity, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this peace or tranquillity, de-

structive to this person's peace or tranquillity.

এতজা শুনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এতজান্তি, this tranquillity , and নিবর্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to this peace or tran-

quillity, putting a stop to this person's peace or tran-

quillity.

এতদ্ধাতিনিবারক, a. (from স্ত্রান্তি, this tranquillity , and নির্ধারক,

preventing), preventing this quietness or tranquillity,

preventing this person's peace or tranquillity.

এতছান্তিনিবারণ , s . (from এতহ্রান্তি, this tranquillity, and নিবারণ,

prévention), a preventing of this quietness or tranquil-

Jity, a preventing of this person's tranquillity.

93% föftqi3, s. (from 43&tfe, this tranquillity, and fazia,

cessation), the cessation of this peace or quietness, the

cessation of this person's tranquillity.

এ তন্ত্র তিনিমিশুক , a. ( from এডান্তি, this tranquillity, and নিমিত্ত,

a cinse), caused by or arising from this peace or quiet-

ness, caused by or arising from this person's tranquillity ;

ad. from or because of this quietness or tranquillity.

As feffus, ad. (from 43s, this tranquillity, and fafas,

a cause), for the purpose ofthis person's ease or tran-

quillity, for the purpose of this tranquillity.

if , a. (from 3 , this tranquillity, and , giv

ing), bestowing this quietness or tranquillity, giving

peace or tranquillity to this person.

Aomifodas, 4. (from a³í³, this tranquillity, and 5,

caused by), caused by this quietness or tranquillity,

এ :

caused byor arising from this person's peace ortranquil-

lity ; ad. from or because of this peace or tranquillity.

93%tfør≈☎, a. (from 43 †fé, this tranquillity, and as, in-

creasing), promoting this quietness or tranquillity, caus-

ing the increase of this person's tranquillity.

93 , s. (from 23tfs, this tranquillity, and , in-

crease), the increasing of this quietness or tranquillity,

the increasing of this person's tranquillity.

এতস্ত্রান্তিবিলা , ad. (from এতান্তি, this tranquiliity, and বিনা,

without), without this peace or tranquillity, without

this person's quietness or tranquillity.

23&tfafzatt, s. (from 43sts, this tranquillity, and fat ,

destruction), the destruction of this peace or quietness,

the destruction of this person's peace or tranquillity.

soffatt , a. (from 43 , this tranquillity, and

faat , destructive), destructive to this person's tran-

quillity, destructive to this peace or tranquillity.

23f , a. (from 23tfe, this tranquillity, and fit ,

possessed of), possessed of this peace or tranquillity,

connected with this person's tranquillity.

431ff17, a. (from 431 , this tranquillity, and fit ,

destitute of, destitute of this peace or quietness, des-

titute of this person's tranquillity.

ife , a. (from 43f , this tranquillity, and , a

root), originating from this peace or quietness, originat-

ing from this person's tranquillity.

J3xtfö¶F, u. (from 23 †fs, this tranquillity, and TF, con-

nected with), connected with this peace or quietness,

connected with this person's tranquillity.

93Etfoafes, a. (from 93fs, this tranquillity, and af ,

destitute of , destitute of this peace or quietness, des-

titute of this person's tranquillity.

21[ *5 . a. (from 2013, this tranquillity, and țar, emp-

ty), destitute of this peace or quietness, destitute ofthis

person's tranquillity.

tfest , a. (from 4 , this tranquillity, and , desti-

tute), destitute of this peace or quietness, destitute of

this person's tranquillity.

AIL|FNEIT, a. (from 955ff3, this tranquillity, and ³,

a cause , caused by or arising from this peace or quiet-

ness, caused by or arising from this person's tranquilli-

ty ; ad. from or because of this tranquillity.

aat 1, s. (from 434 this, and atg , a shadow , this shadow,

this person's shadow.

231st , s. (from 21 , this shadow , and atat , de-

sire) , a desire of this shadow.

astelgì, 2. (from 2311, this shadow, and taifa, de-

sirous , desirous of this shadow.
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43.

aiptais, a. (from 3t1 , this shadow, and fis, pro-

duced), produced from this shadow.

9txt371, a. (from 23 , this shadow , and TV, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this shadow, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's shadow.

Szetotato, ɑ. (from 1 , this shadow , and Fr ; pro-

duced), produced from this shadow, produced by this

person's shadow.

augtotatoæ, a. (from931, this shadow, and taỡ, giving`,

affording this shadow.

AGKITIÊ"", s. (from aggtyt , this shadow and , destruc-

tion , the destruction of this shadow.

IGLIȚIÎ AE, a. (from a¶ , this shadow, and ☎, de-

structive), destructive to this shadow.

asztştê²xt, a. (from 2311, this shadow, and f , de-

structive), destructive to this shadow.

atstat , s. (from 431, this sh dow, and at , destruc-

tion) , the destruction of this shadow.

এতছায়ানাশক, a. ( from এতদ্ধায়া, this shadow, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this shadow.

qoEtoifaæde, a. (from 41, this shadow, and firÍZ, put-

ting a stop to), causing this shadow to cease.

এতজায়ানিবারক, a . (from এডজায়া, this shadow, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing or intercepting this shadow.

astifiatad, s., (from 43 :1 , this shadow , and fit , pre-

vention), the prevention of this shadow.

attfata, s. (from 431, this hadow, and fat , a

residence), a residence under this shade, a residence

under this person's shadow or protection.

qvatotfactat, a. (from 2 , this shadow, and fartfaz,

residing), residing under this shadow, residing under

this person's shadow or protection.

a3&totfaqfs, s. (from 21, this shadow, and fafs, ces-

sation , the cessation of this shadow

93zipifafāze, a (from 431, this shadow, and faf3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this shadow ; ad. from

or because of this shadow.

এতছায়ানিযিত্তে, ad. (from এছায়া , this shadow , and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), for the sake of this shadow.

এতদ্ধ!য়াপেক্ষণ, a. (from এতচ্ছায়া , this shadow, and অপেক্ষা, ex-

pectation), an expectation or waiting for this sha-

dow.

এছায়াপেক্ষী, a. ( from এতছায়া, this shadow, and অপেক্ষিন্, ex-

pecting), expecting or waiting for this shadow.

এতদ্ধায়াপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এড tয়া , this shadow, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), intercepting or obstructing this shadow.

, a. (from 31, this shadow, and 1 , caused

এত:

by), caused by or arising from this shadow ; ad. from

or because of this shadow.

gggtataše, a. (from 41, this shadow, and e, in-

creasing , causing the increase of this shade.

statæ , ad. (from 9311, this shadow, and f1, with-

out), without this shadow.

asatotfæatxt, s . (from 31, this shadow, and fratt, de-

struction), the destruction of this shadow.

gggtgtfzat» æ, a . (from 235txt, this shadow, and fæætte,

destructive), destructive to this shadow,

tatas , a. (from at , this shadow, and faft , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this shadow.

এডজায়াবিহীন, ৫. (from এতচ্ছায়া , this shadow, and বিহীন, des

titute of), destitute of this shade.

tataf , s. (from 4t , this shadow, and fa, increase),

an increase of this shadow.

এতচ্ছায়াতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডছায়া , this shadow, and ’তিরিক্ত,

exempted , this shade excepted.

এতচ্ছায়াতিরেক, s . ( from এতদ্ধায়া, this shadow, and বাডিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this shadow.

এতচ্ছায়াভিলাষ , s. (from এতষ্কায়া , this shadow, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this shadow, a desire for this per-

son's shadow or protection.

এতস্থায় +ভিলাষী, a. (from এতদ্ধায়া, this shadow, and অভিলাষিন,

desirous), desirous of this shadow, desirous of this per-

son's shadow or protection.

tata , a. (from 431, this shadow, and a roo!),

originating from this shadow.

tata , a. (from 2011, this shadow , and ,joined to),

connected with this shade.

এতচ্ছায়ারহিত , a. (from উদ্ধায়া , this shadour , and রচিত, desi-

tute), destitute of this shade, destitute of this person's

shadow or protection.

tt , a. (from 23271, this shadow, and *175, empty),

destitute of this shade, destitute of this person's sha-

dow or protection.

93 , a. (from , this shade, and Fai, desirous ,

desirous ofthis shade, desirous of this person's shadow

or protection.

tip , a. (from , this shade, and , desirous ,

desirous of this shade, desirous ofthis person's shadow

or protection .

এতKায়োপরুক্ত, a . (from এতছায়া, this shade, and উপযুক্ত, fit ),

or proper for this shade.

fit

এতস্ক্রায়োৎপাদক, ৫. (from এভায়) , this shadow, and sৎপদিত,

producing), producing this shade,
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ભેદ .

প্রয়ায়ৈপিঞষ, s . ( from এছায়া, this shride and sপক্রম, an ut-

tempt), an attempt to produce this shade.

got7, s . (from 45 , this, and tЯ , discipline), this dis-

cipline, this management or government, this exercise

of government, the disciplining or governing of this

person.

dogtaa@ól , s. (from 25 , this, and "tanæ , a governor),

this governor, this person's governor.

asgianatṛæ, a. (irom sata, this discipline, and atæ,

making), exercising this discipline, exercising authority

or discipline over this person.

এতহাসনকার' , a. (from স্তুাসন , this discipline, and কারিন,

doing), exercising this discipline, exercising authority

or discipline over this person.

„qegianfts*, « . (from 2355 , this discipline, and foræ,

thinking , thinking of this discipline, thinking of exer-

cising authority or discipline over this person.

43x15afõgi, ' s. (from 23137, this discipline, and foot,

thought), care or anxiety about this discipline, care or

anxiety about governing this person.

931526 , 6. (from 237, this discipline, and (587,

exerting), exerting himself or labouring to enforce this

discipline, labouring to exercise discipline over this

person.

9pRizalo¥1, s. (from 95gta , this discipline, and cʊ , ex-

ertion), an exertion to enforce this discipline, an exer-

tion to govern this person .

abglassfas, « . (from 3 , this discipline, and af73,

produced), produced from this discipline, produced by

or arising from governing or disciplining this person.

93gtĦaga1, a. (from acta , this discipline, and 5 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this discipline,

arising from or producible by governing this person.

Eta , ad. (loc . case of 2 ), for the sake of

this discipline.

43tat , u. (from 23 , this discipline, and at , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this discipline, aris-

ing from governing this person.

ta , s. (from 2 , this discipline, and , de-

struction), the destruction or ruin of this discipline,

the destruction of authority over this person.

QORTHAAF, ɑ. (from 23gtæ , this discipline , and I ,

destructive), destructive to this discipline, destructive

to authority over this person.

qsgtazkat, a. (from 43 , this discipline, and f

destructive), destructive to this discipline, destructive

to authority over this person.

এত.

43 , s. (from 43 , this discipline, and at , des-

truction), the destruction of this discipline, the destruc-

tion of authority over this person.

* , . (from 23 , this discipline, and atta,

destructive), destructive to this discipline, destructive to

authority over this person.

staafhæus, a, (from 43 , this discipline, and face,

putting a stopto), causing this discipline to cease, caus-

ing authority over this person to cease.

ACRtnafastaæ, a. (from 43xfa¤, this discipline, and fiætre,

preventing), preventing or resisting this discipline, pre-

venting or resisting authority over this person.

এতছাসননিবারণ , ৪. ( from এতস্থানন, this discipline , and নিবারণ,

a preventing), a preventing or resisting of this disci-

pline, a preventing or resisting the exercise of authori-

ty over this person.

auxtaafazfe, s. (from a † , this discipline, and fiefs,

cessation), the cessation of this discipline or authority,

the cessation ofthis person's exercise of authority.

SERRAAAIE, a. (from 23 , this discipline, and faf ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this discipline, occa-

sioned by the exercise of authority over this person ;

ad. from or because of this discipline.

এতদ্ধাসননিমিত্তে, ad. (fromএতাসন , this discipline, and নিষিক্ত,

a cause,, for the sake of this discipline.

এতদ্ভাসনপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদ্ভাসন, this discipline, and প্রযুক্ত , caus

ed by), caused by or arising from this discipline, caus-

ed by or arising from the exercise ofauthority over this

person ; ad. from or because of this discipline.

93gin7766, 0. (from 9 †¤ , this discipline, and T, in

creasing), increasing or improving this discipline, in-

creasing the exercise ofauthority over this person.

23aa67, s. (from 4517, this discipline, aud n, an

increasing) , the increasing or improving of this disci-

pline, the increasing of the exercise of authority over

this person.

93aft, ad. (from 23 , this discipline, and fa̸ai,

without), without this discipline, without the exercise

of authority over this person.

এতদ্ভাসনবিনাশ, s. (from এওহ্ৰাসন, this discipline , and বিনাশ ,

destruction , the destruction of this discipline, the de-

struction of the exercise of authority over this person.

এতচ্ছাসনবিনাশক, a. (from এডজাসন , this discipline, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this discipline, destructive

to the exercise of authority over this person.

এতহ্ৰাসনবিশিষ্ট , a. (from এতদ্ভাসন, this discipline, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of , possessed of this discipline, possessed of

the exercise ofauthority over this person.
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45.

LugianTF, à. (from 95xta¤, this discipline, and F, join-

ed to), connected with this discipline, connected with

the exercise ofauthority over this person.

SFRİGATTINI, a. (from 237, this discipline, and c¶ts ,

worthy), fit to exercise this discipline, worthy of exer-

cising authority overthis person.

93gtaaḍfés, a. (from 431 , this discipline, and 353,

destitute of), destitute of this discipline, destitute of

the exercise of authority over this person.

taarifa, s. (from 3 , this discipline, and tf , an

injury), an injury to this discipline, a detriment to the

exercise of authority over this person.

ssgtanese, a. (from 35, this discipline, and 3 a

cause), caused by this discipline, caused by or arising

from the exercise of authority over this person ; ad .

from or because of this discipline.

osztratætzi, s. (from at , this discipline, and toti,

desire), a desire for this discipline, a desire to exercise

authority over this person.

qzgtaatxigì, a. (from 93&t=7, this discipline, and atsiga,

desirous), desirous of this discipline, desirous of exer-

cising authority over this person.

এতদ্ভাসানাপেক্ষক, a. (from এত দিন, this discipline, and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting this discipline, expecting or wait-

ing for the exercise of authority over this person.

GFgtaatcami, 8. (from in , this discipline, and F,

expectation), the expectation of this discipline, an ex-

pectation ofthe exercise of authority over this person .

93giaateta), s. (from 37, this discipline, and

expecting), expecting this discipline, expecting the ex-

ercise of authority over this person.

dogtnatíonta, s. (from asta , this discipline, and asset ,

desire), a desire for this discipline, a desire for the ex-

ercise of authority over this person.

gagtant(sata), a. (from tax, this discipline, and af

1 , desirous) , desirous of this discipline, desirous of

exercising authority over this person.

Atacagı, s. (from , this discipline, and , de-

sire), a desire for this discipline, a wish to exercise au-

thority over this person.

935talag , a. (from 47, this discipline, and 5 , de-

sirous, desirous of this discipline, desirous of exercis-

ing authority over this person.

qugfarage, e . (from 935, this discipline, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of this discipline, desirous of exercis-

ing authority over this person.

43131, s. (from 45, this, and , one who exercises an-

25.

thority), a person who exercises this authority, one who

exercises authority over this person.

9381f8, s. (from 435, this , and [ ‹ punishment), this pu

nishment, this person's punishment.

এতKাস্তিকৰ্ত্তা , s. (from এছান্তি; this punishment , and কর্ড , ৫

deer), he who executes this punishment, one who pus

nishes this person.

এতজাতিকারক, a. (from এতছান্তি, this punishment, and কারক,

doing), executing this punishment, punishing this per-

son ; s. one who inflicts this punishment, one who in-

flicts punishment on this person.

statal, a. (from 23tfs, this punishment, and atfa ,

doing), inflicting this punishment, punishing this per-

son.

43&tf83fa3, 0. (from 433, this unishment, and 3,

produced) produced by or arising from this punishment,

produced by or arising from the inflicting of punish-

ment on this person.

43571, a. (from 43515, this punishment, and 1, pro-

ducible), producibleby or arising from this punishment,

producible by or arising from punishing this person..

asgifsmcar, ad. (loc. case of 23ife ), for the purpose

ofthis punishment, for the punishment of this person.

93gtfasts, a. (from 23 , this punishment, and Hts, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this punishment,

produced by or arising from the infliction ofpunishment

on this person.

93131, s. (from 3 , this punishment, and t . a

giver , one who inflicts this punishment, he who inflicts

punishment on this person.

atlant?*, a. (from 3 , this punishment, and t ,

giving , inflicting this punishment, inflicting punish-

ment on this person ; s . he who inflicts this punish-

ment, he who inflicts punishment on this person.

93&tfeat?), «. (from 93g|f3, this punishment, and 1 ,

giving), inflicting this punishment, inflicting punish-

ment on this person.

এতচ্ছাস্তিনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. (from এতছান্তি, this punishment , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

putting an end to), causing this punishment to cease,

putting a stop to this person's punishment.

goatlafaza, s. (from 3, this punishment, and faætaæ,

preventing , preventing this punishment, preventing this

person's punishment.

431fefeated , s . (from43, th's punishment, and fiatza,

a preventing , the preventing of this punishment, the

preventing of this person's punishment.

435 (3h234, a. (from 43k16, this punishment, and fifty,
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23. এर .ु

a cous ), caused by or arising from this punishment ;

ad from or because of this punishment.

এতছান্তিদিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতKাস্তি , this punishment , and নিনিত, a

cause), for this punishment, forthis person's punishment.

if , a. (from 4f , this punishment, and zee, in-

creating), increasing this punishment, increasing this

person's punishment.

এতচ্ছাস্তিবিশিষ্ট, a . (from এতচ্ছাস্তি, this punishment, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), connected with this punishment, connect-

ed with this person's punishment.

এতKাস্তিৰুদ্ধি, s . ( from এতKাস্তি, this punishment, and বৃদ্ধি, in-

crease), the increase of this punishment, the increase of

this person's punishment.

এতদ্ধাস্তিরহিত, a. (from এ হ্রাস্তি, this punishment , and রহিত,

destitute of), free from this punishment, free from this

person's punishment .

qerifelegy, a. (from af , this punishment, and 17, a

cause), caused by or arising from this punishment, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's punishment ; ad.

from or because of this punishment.

, s . (from 43 , this, and t , a law), this law, this

science, this book.

3 , s. (from at , this law, and , doing), the

maker of this law or book.

, . (from 43 , this lax, and a . making),

making this law or book; s . the maker of this law or

book.

, a. from 43 , this law , and , producible),

producible by or arising from this law or book, produ-

cible by or arising from this science.

93xt , a. (from 23 , this law , and , to know) , ac-

quainted with this law or science.

, a. (from 431 , this law, and if , wise),

learned in this law or science.

sexiqq×íæ, a. (from 43 , this rule, and , shewing),

shewing or exhibiting this law or these rules of science.

23 , s. (from 3 , this law, and , a shewing),

a shewing or exhibiting of this law or ofthese rules of

science.

93 , a. (from 43 , this law, and af , seeing),

seeing or examining this law or scientific rule .

9
<³tat' , 8. (from 43 † , this law, and , destructi-

on the destruction of this law or science, the destruc-

tion ofthis book.

་

a³ktat• *, *. (from 43 , this law, and • , destruc-

tice , destructive to this law or science, destructive to

these writings.

aggiati, 4, (from 3 , this law, aud fan, destruc

tive), destructive to this law or science, destructive to

these writings.

23 , s. (from 3t , this low, and , destruction),

the destruction of this law or science, the destruction

of these writings.

gggtzatæ, a . (from 9 , this law, and attæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to this law or science, destructive to

this book, destructive to these writings.

এতস্থাস্রপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতgাস্ত্র, this law, and প্রযুক্ত , caused by),

caused by or arising from this science or law, caused by

or arising from these writings.

23&tĦTF1, s. (from 435† , this law, and 77, a speaker),

one whospeaks of or declares this science or law.

2зtafe, a. (from 23 , this law, and fa̸ , to know), ac-

quainted with this law or science.

2315f1, ad. (from 23 †5, this low, and fa̸51 , without),

without this science or law, without these writings .

931& fat , s. (from 43 , this law, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this science or law, the destruc-

tion of these writings.

fat , a. (from 3xt , this law, and fat , de-

structive), destructive to this science or law, destructive

to these writings.

taf , a. (from 23 , this law , and f , opposed

to), opposed to this law or science .

93tuff , a. (from 935, this law, and fat , posses-

sed of , possessed of this law or science.

23&isftda, a. (from act , this law, and faxi", destitute),

destitute of this law or science, destitute of these writ

ings.

AGEtGlIII , 8. (from 4 , this law, and , one who

knows , one who is acquainted with this law or science.

зt , S. (from 23t , this law , and f , a trans-

gression), the transgression ofthis law or rule, a trans-

gression against these writings which are reputed to be

of divine authority.

এডছান্দ্রাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডীস্ত্র, this law, and बতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this law or rule excepted .

এতছাত্ৰৰ তিরেক, ৪ from 3 , this law , and forge, an

xeption , the exception of this law or rule.

233 a. from 3 this law, and af³, desti'ute

of destitute of this law or science, destitute of these

writings.

93515743, a. (from 23505 , this rule, and ¤¤¤, approved),

agtectu with or approved by this law or scientific

rule
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93.

4 , a. (from 9 , this law, and 1 , destitule of),

destitute ofthis law or science, destitute of these writ-

ings.

avatele, a. (from 931 , this law, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this law or science ; ad.from

or because of this law or science.

statatat, s. (from at , this law, and atata1 , desire), a

desire for this law or science, a desire for these writings.

এতছজাকাী, a. (from এতছাস্ত্র, this law, and আস্কানি, desir-

ous), desirous of this law or science, desirous of obtain-

ing these writings.

এ ছান্দ্রাধ্যাপক, a. (from এতহ্রাস্ত্র , this law, and অধ্যাপক, teache

ing, teaching this law or these rules of science,

α

tatt, a. (from 15, this law, and nf , study-

ing , studying this law or these rules of science.

Seitz, 8. from eat , this law, and a , a quo-

tation,, a quotation from this law or from these scien-

tific rules, a repetition of these scientific rules.

এজাতাবাদী, a. (from স্তদ্ধাস্ত্র, this law, andঅনুৰাদিন, quot-

ing , quotingthis law orthese scientific rules, repeating

these rules after another person.

ta , ad. (from 3 , this law, and nuts, a

following), according to this law or science.

get , a. (from 3t , this law, and , seek-

ing , seekingfor this law or science, seeking for these

writings.

aegiata , s. (from at , this law, and d, a seek-

ing), a seeking for this law or science , a seeking for

these writings.

eata , a, (from 31 , this law, and fan, seek-

ing), seeking for this law or science, seeking for these

writings.

1 , s . (from as , this law, and 1, expectati-

on) , the expectation of this law or science, a looking

for these writings.

এতদ্রাজাপেক্ষী, a. ( fromএডজ্জাজ, this law, and আপেক্ষি , expect-

ing , expecting this law or science, expecting these

writings.

gastatanta, s.(from 43 , this law, and femta, desire),

a desire for this law or science, a desire for these writ-

ings.

Stefentat, a. (from 931 , this law, and afsatfza, de-

sirous), desirous of this law or science, desirous ofthese

writings.

tatata, s. (from t , this law, and at , a com-

mittingto memory), the committing of this law or these

writings to memory.

93.

laatatati, s. (from 43ate, this law, and th, hope), a hope

ofobtaining this law or science,

tatas, a. (from at , this law, and at , attached

to), attached to this law or scieuce.

9 , s. (from 3 , this law, and 1 , a desire), a

desire after this law or science, a desire for these writ-

ings.

, a. (from 23 , this law, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of this law or science, desirous of these writings.

93 , a. (from 3 , this law, and a desirous), de

sirous of this law or science, desirous of these writings.

3&tat , a. (from 43 , this law, and 35, spoken), men.

tioned in this law or writing.

23aatst, s. (from 31 , this law, and sist, exerti

on), exertion in the study of this law or of these writ-

ings.

tatatsft, a. (from asta, this law, and stiffst , ex-

erting), labouring in the study of this law, or of these

writings.

এতচ্ছাস্ত্ৰোপক্রম, s . (from প্রতজ্জাস্ত্র, this law, and উপক্রম, a com-

mencement), the commencement of studying this law or

science.

3 , a. (from 3ats, this law, and s , taught),

taught in this law, or in these writings of authority.

এডহ্রাস্রোপ দশ, ৪. (from এক্স, this law, and ওপদেশ, instruc

tion), instruction in this law or science.

এতছাস্ত্ৰোপদেশক, a. ( from এন্থ্রাস্ত্র , this law, and ওপদেশক, give

ing instruction , giving instruction in this law or

science.

এতচ্ছাস্ত্ৰে:পযুক্ত, a. ( from এডদ্ধাস্ত্র, this law, and উপযুক্ত, proper)

proper or suited to this law or science.

এতচ্ছাস্ত্ৰোপাসক, a. (from এডজাস্ত্র, this law, aud ওপাসক, attend-

ing upon), attending lectures on this law or science.

43 , s. (from 43 , this law, and sa , a trans-

gression) , a transgression of this law or of these rules

of science.

23 , s. from 43 , this, and f , a child), this child, this

person's child.

af , s. (from a3f , this child, and , destructi

on), the destruction of this child, the destruction ofthis

person's child.

এতদ্রিওনাশক; a. (from এডsি , this child , and নাশক, destruc

tice), destructive to this child, destructive to this per-

son's child.

f , a. (from f , this child, and tt , nourish-

ing), maintaining or nourishing this child, maintaining

or nourishing this person's child.

Zz2
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23.

safagada, d . (from 23 , this child, and zee, increasing),

eusing this child to grow, educating or bringing up

this child, educating or bringing up this person's child.

a3fkrada, 8. (from 43f2*, this child, and T4, an increas-

ing), the bringing up or educating of this child, the bring-

ing up or educating of this person's child.

23fstart, s. (from af , this child, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this child, the destruction of

this person's child.

434 , a. (from 93f , this child, and fatta, de-

structive), destructive to this child, destructive to this

person's child.

Aff , a. (from 43 , this child, and fifi , posses-

sed of), possessed of this child , possessed of this per-

son's child.

23fa9fect , a. (from 3 , this child, and fata, destitute

of), bereft of this child, bereft of this person's child .

43 , a. (from 43f , this child, and F, joined to),

connected with this child, possessing or having this

person's child.

9 , a. (from 3f , this child, and *, preserv-

ing , preserving or guarding this child, preserving this

person's child.

431 , s . (from 235 , this child, and , preserving ,

the preserving of this child, the preserving of this per-

son's child.

af , s. (from 3f , this child, and 1, preservati

on) , the preservation of this child, the preservation of

this person's child.

ffs, a. (from 43fa3, this child, and 3, destitute),

destitute or bereaved of this child, destitute or bereft

of this person's child.

, a. (from f , this child, and , empty), des-

titute of this child, destitute of this person's child.

43fEY2311, s. (from 23 , this child, and 11, murder),

the murder of this child, the murder of this person's

child.

Akuzzi, s. (from 43 , this child, and ₹7, one who kills),

the murderer of this child, the murderer of this per-

son's child.

atkokana, a. (from af , this child, and f☎, inju-

rious) , injurious to this child, injurious to this person's

child.

that, a . (from 3 , this child, and fx• #1, injury ,̀

an injury to this child, an injury to this person's child .

dating , a from 43 , this child, and ex , a cause),

causedby or arising from this child, caused by or aris-

93.

ing from this person's child ; ad from or because of

this child, from or because of this person's child.

aufgu , s. (from 234, this, and far, disciple , this disciple

or pupil, this person's disciple or pupil.

alga, s . (from 435 , this , and ca, an end), this end, this

remnant, this scope, the end of this, the scope of this.

43: aat , a. (from as , the end of this, and atṛa,

making), making an end of this, bringing to this ter

mination.

at , a. (from 231 , the end ofthis, and affez,

making), making an end of this, bringing to this termi

nation.

43 , a . (from 43 , this end, and fs, produced),

produced from this remuant or from this termination

of a business.

93 , a . (from 1 , this end, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from this remnant, produci-

ble by orarising from this termination of a business.

4383, a. (from 2313 , this end, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from this end or termination of

an affair, produced by or arising from the termination

of this business.

3 , s. (from 3 , this end , and , destruction),

the destruction of this remnant.

QUIKEÎ" HT, U. (from 93758, this end, and , destruc

tive), destructive to this remnant.

9312¤‡ , a. (from 3 , this end, and #7, destruc-

tive), destructive to this remnant.

931g8714, s. (from 31 , this end, and at , destruction),

the destruction ofthis remnant.

JGEZIME, a. (from 4 , this end, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to this remnant.

93thafazós, a. (from 41 , this end, and fi , putting

a stop to), putting a stop to this remnant, preventing

the termination of this affair.

Agl¶fazte , u. (from 3 , this end, and fat , prevent-

ing) , preventing this termination, preventing the ter-

mination of this affair.

এতছে নিবারণ, s. ( from এচ্ছেন, this end and নিবারণ, pretent-

tion), the prevention of this termination, a preventing

of the termination of this affair.

2018afazfe, s. (from 40158, this end, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of this remnant.

4afafa , a . (from 4 , this end, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from this remnant, caused by or

arising fromthis termination, caused by or arising from

the termination of this business ; ad, from or because
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93.

of this termination , from or because of the termination

of this affair.

43123fafaro, ad. (from 43158, this end, and fa³, a cause),

for this end, for this remnant, for this termination.

azzzagfornæ, ɑ. (from 2375ª, this end, and fox, op-

pesing), obstructing the termination of this business,

hindering this termination.

☛,431 , a. (from 43 , this end, and , caused by).

caused by or arising from this remnant, caused by or

arising from this termination, caused by or arisingfrom

the termination of this affair ; ad. from or because of this

termination, from or because of the termination of this

affair.

93 , a. (from 43 , this end, and ze, increasing ,

promoting this termination, promoting the termination

of this affair, promoting this object or end.

lan, s. (from 2018, this end, and T , an increas-

ing), the promoting of this termination, the promoting

ofthe termination of this affair, the promoting of this

end.

gafant, ad. (from 437 , this end, and fat, without),

without this end or termination.

a3lgafanta, s. (from 431 , this end, and f *, destructi-

on) , the destruction of this remnant.

এতদ্বেষৰিনাশক, a. ( from এতষে, this end, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this remnant,

21, s. (from 43 , this, and (*131 , beauty), this beauty,

this elegance, this person's beauty or elegance.

amisteg, a. (from asist, this beauty, and , to do),

adorning or making this person beautiful, producing

this beauty or elegance .

1, s . (from att, this beauty, and atat , de-

sire), a desire for this beauty or elegance, a desire for

this proper arrangement of parts.

,(Q3EISIētaاو a. (from 43st , this beauty, and taifa,

desirous), desirous ofthis beauty or elegance, desirous

of this proper arrangement of parts.

Steige, a. (from 431st, this beruty, and ætaæ, do-

ing), causing this beauty or elegance, causing this per-

son's beauty or elegance.

43151statal, a. (from 3 , this beauty, and if , do-

ing , makingthis beauty or elegance, causing this per-

son's beauty or elegance,

48?Etstaaz, a . (from 931 , this beauty, and 7 , pro-

ducing), producing this beauty or elegance, producing

this person's beauty or elegance.

43:&tstafa, 4. (from 4 ), this beauty, and As, pro-

93.

duced) , produced by this beauty or elegance, produced

by this person's beauty or elegance.

93 &tstwa , a. (from 2351, this beauty, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this beauty or ele-

gance, producible by or arising from this person's beau

ty of elegance.

431RtS1353, ad. (loc. case of 2 ) , for the sake of this

beauty or elegance.

43131513 , a. (from 431 †3) , this beauty, and is, pro-

duced), arising from this beauty or elegance, arising

from this person's beauty or elegance.

93atstate, a. (from 43tist, this beauty , and t *, gir-

ing , bestowing this beauty or elegance, conferring this

person's beauty or elegance.

atstate , a. (from 43 , this beauty , and atfs , gir

ing), bestowing this beauty or elegance, bestowing this

person's beauty or elegance.

, de

4311512 , 8. (from 23131, this beauty, and ¤, d. struc-

tion), the destruction of this beauty or elegance, the

destruction of this person's beauty or elegance.

ts , a . (from 23t31, this beauty, and

structive , destructive to this beauty or elegance, de-

structive to this person's beauty or elegance.

9351 , . (from 4313 , this beauty, and , de

structive), destructive to this beauty or elegance, de-

structive to this person's beauty or elegance.

931gtstat4, s . (from 431, this beauty, and txt , d struc-

tion), the destruction of this beauty or elegance, the

destruction of this person's beauty or elegance.

gogistatiæ, u. (from quats , this beauty, and atte, de-

structive), destructive to this beauty or elegance, de-

structive to this person's beauty or elegance.

shade, a (from 1 , this beauty, and faz ,

putting a stop to), causing this beauty or elegance to

cease, causing this person's beauty or elegance to

cease .

Ristige, a (from 93151, this beauty, and faztez,

preventing), preventing this beauty or elegance, pre-

venting this person's beauty or elegance.

433fate , s . (from stats , this beauty, and fat , a

prev.nting), the preventing of this beauty or elegance,

the preventing of this person's beauty or elegance.

9318151-7 , s. (from it , this beauty, and faæs, ces.

sation) , the cessation ofthis beauty orelegance, the ces-

sation ofthis person's beauty or elegance.

937 , d. (from 9311, this beauty, and af , a

cause), caused by or arising from this beauty or cle-
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13.

gance, caused by or arising from this person's beauty

or elegance.

antateta , ad. (from 43'1, this beauty, and faf ,

a cause), for the sake of this beauty or elegance.

এতছোভান্বিত, a . (from এডজ্জোst , this beauty, and অম্বিত, pos-

sessed of , possessed of this beauty or elegance.

এতংছাতাপুতিযত্মক, a. (from স্তভো , this beauty, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

oppos d to), opposed to or obstructing this person's

beauty or elegance,

deletetxu , a. (from 43731, this beauty, and Я , caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from this beauty or ele-

gance , caused by or produced from this person's beau-

ty or elegance ; ad. from or because of this beauty or

elegance, from or because of this person's beauty orele-

gance.

431st , a. (from 4315151, this beauty, and , in-

creasing , improving this beauty or elegance, improv-

ing this person's beauty or elegance.

Asikistada, s. (from 11, this beauty, and 1, an in-

creasing , the improving ofthis beauty or elegance, the

improving of this person's beauty or elegance.

43iListT31, ad. (from 2011, this beauty, and fe31, with-

out), without this beauty or elegance.

431&t=tfaat», s. (from att1, this beauty, and featut, de-

struction), the destruction of this beauty or elegance,

the destruction of this person's beauty or elegance.

151 , a. (from 311, this beauty, and fat ,

destructive , destructive to this beauty or elegance, de-

stru ctive to this person's beauty or elegance.

এতজোভাৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from এডজ্জোভা , this beauty, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of this beauty or elegance.

23F/Sifagia, a. (from 45gfel, this beauty, and fz7, des-

titute of), destitute of this beauty or elegance.

atlaistais, a. (from 9318151 , this beauty, and , in-

crease), the improvement ofthis beauty or elegance, the

improvement of this person's beauty or elegance.

এতচ্রোভাতিক্রম, ´s. ( from এতছোst, this beauty, and 2তিক্ৰয়,

transgression , the violating of this beautiful or elegant

arrangement of parts.

' ,

এতজোভাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতজ্জোভ1, this beauty, and বাতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), this beauty or elegance excepted, this person's

beauty excepted.

এতদ্ধোভাজ্যতিরেক, a. ( from এডষ্ট্ৰেীভ) , this beauty, and বাতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of this beauty or elegance,

the exception of this person's beauty or elegance.

এতছোভাভিলাষ, ৪. (from এডজ্জোত!, this beauty , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this beauty or elegance.

aazistisata), a. (from 2311 , this beauty, and featfer,

desirous , desirous of this beauty or elegance.

ATcktstaaæ, ɑ. (from 431&t= \ , this beauty, and , a root),

originating from this beauty or elegance, originating

from this person's beauty or elegance.

93KiStæ™, a. (from 431131, this beauty, and TF, connect-

ed with), connected with or possessed of this beauty

or elegance.

Foratsiyatm , a. (from 9311, this beauty, and catst , wor-

thy), worthy of this beauty or elegance, worthy of this

person's beauty or elegance.

QGIRISIAEX, a . (from 3 , this beauty, and , pre-

serving), preserving this beauty or elegance, preserving

this person's beauty or elegance.

এতছোভারক্ষণ , s . ( from এড&েভি!, this beauty, and রক্ষণ , a pre-

serving), the preserving of this person's beauty or ele-

gance.

JUK151ḍF), 8. (from 93 , this beauty, and IT , preser-

vation), the preservation of this person's beauty or ele-

gance.

231ætstṣfze, a. (from 931151 , this beauty, and 3f§³, desti-

tute), destitute of this beauty or elegance, bereft of this

person's beauty or elegance .

31st , a. (from 43 , this beauty, and 1, empty),

destitute of this beauty or elegance.

931&tstæØl, s. (from 93111, this beauty, and T , he who

kills), that which destroys this person's beauty or ele

gance.

qoigtstetfa, a. (from 23151, this beauty, and atf«, a loss),

a detriment to this person's beauty or elegance.

931&/stfx* xe, a . (from 4315 , this beauty , and fɑææ, in-

jurious), injurious to this person's beauty or elegance.

#Gl |5|fEA) , s. (from 431151 , this beauty, and f , an

injury , an injury to this person's beauty or elegance.

931&tstieg☎, a. (from 231 † ) , this beauty, and (53, a cause), -

caused by or arising from this beauty or elegance, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's beauty or elegance ;

ad. from or because of this beauty or elegance, from or

because of this person's beauty or elegance.

JGIRUSK), s. 'from 43.15 ), this beauty, and Fɛi, a desire),

a desire for this beauty or elegance.

235 , a. (from 431 , this beauty, and , desirous),

desirous of this beauty or elegance.

SGK† SKF, ɑ. (from 2: 1, this beauty, and 35, desirous),

desirous ofthis beauty or elegance.

9384, 8. (from 937, this, and *24, a hearing , this hear-

ng, this person's hearing, the hearing of this thing.

1
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Av,

tatai, s. (from 3 , the hearing of this, and

stat , desire), a desire to hear this thing.

attal, a . (from 3 , the hearing of this, and

atata, desirous), desirous of hearing this thing.

এডरु॒ ণাम সूऋ'नं, 3. (from এডङ्कुबণ , the hearing of this , and

t , search), a seeking after the bearing of this

thing.

straator, a. (from 234, the hearing of this, and

, searching) , seeking after the hearing ofthis

thing.

att , a (from 34, the hearing of this, and E,

seeking) , seeking after the hearing of this thing.

GIFTANIA, s. (from 434, the hearing of this, and II ,

a seeking,, a seeking after the bearing of this thing.

Hate , a. (from 234, the hearing of this, and

af , seeking), seeking after the hearing ofthis thing.

agate , a. (from 23 , the hearing of this, and

, expecting), waiting or expecting to hear this

thing.

Q3&Tatt¥1, s . (from 234, the hearing of this, and 1981 ,

an expectation), the expectation of hearing this thing.

3dt , a. (from , the hearing of this, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting to hear this

thing.

gifsata, s. (from 34, the herring of this, and

afata, desire), a desire of hearing this thing.

sogeatfentat, a. (from , the herring of this, and

afata desirous) , desirous of hearing this thing.

و

1, s. (from 3 , the hearing of this, and * ,

hope), a hope of hearing this thing.

, a. (from 3 , the hearing of this, and AF,

engaged in), engaged in the hearing of this subject.

ARTdi, s. (from 3 , the hearing of this, and LI, de-

sire), a desire to hear this thing.

এডफ़ ৰुণেছ , a. ( from এতफ्रुबণ, the hearing of this, and ইह्र,ू

desirous , desirous of hearing this thing.

, a. (from 23 , the hearing of this, and

desirous , desirous of hearing this thing.

এতफ़ ৰुণেtৎসু , a . ( fromএডहुबণ, the hearing of this, and ४९मूळ,

eager), eager to hear this.

IKI, s. (from 4 , this, and , labour), this labour, this

fatigue, this person's fatigue.

RFÆzē, a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and ata☎, causing),

producing this fatigue, fatiguing this person.

azzaætzt, a. (from 93 , this fatigue, and if?, doing),

producing this fatigue, producing this person's fatigue.

93.

ed), arising from this fatigue, arising from this person's

fatigue.

AFRII , 7, (from 3 , thisfatigue, and , producing),

fatiguing this person .

23gasfag, a. (from 235 , this fatigue, and 3f73, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this fatigue, produced

by or arising from this person's fatigue.

JIHIII , d. (from 23 , thisfat gue, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from this fatigue, producible

by or arising from this person's fatigue.

93 , ad. (loc. case of237), for the purpose ofthis

fatigue.

23 , a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from this fatigue, produced by

or arising from this person's fatigue.

з , a . (from 237, this fatigue, and 17 , giving),

causing this person's fatigue, producing this fatigue,

এতद्रমुদায়ী , a . (from এ ह्रु , this fatigue, and দায়ি , giving),

causing this person's fatigue, producing this fatigue.

43 , 4, (from 43 , thisfatigue, and 5, destructi-

on) , the removal of this person's fatigue, the removal of

this fatigue.

*****, a. (from 23 , this fatigue, and † ¤ , destruc-

tive), removing this person's fatigue, removing this fa-

tigue.

এ फ्रु ধুসী, a. (from उङ्कुम, thisfatigue, and ह.ै मिन ,् destruc

tive), removing this person's fatigue, removing this fa-

tigue.

att, s. (from 23 , thisfatigue, and t , destructi-

on), the removal of this person's fatigue, the removal of

this fatigue.

Q

St**, a. (from 23 , this fatigue, and tt , destruc-

tive , removing this person's fatigue, removing this fa-

tigue.

93Falaté☎, ɑ. (from 93 , this fatigue, and faxóa, causi

ing to cease , removing this person's fatigue, removing

this fatigue.

qgafaætṛæ, a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and faxtaæ, pre-

venting), preventing this fatigue, preventing this per-

son's fatigue.

gafated, s. (from 2 , this fatigue, and fartad, pre-

vention , the prevention of this fatigue, the preventing

of this person's fatigue.

43afa , s. (from 43 , this fatigue, and faza, cessati

on , the cessation of this fatigue, the cessation of this

person's fatigue.

MIETI, a, (from AIHª, thisfatigue, and 57, to be produc- || 933affee , s . (from 23 , thisfatigue, and fafag, a cause),
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এ3.

caused by or arising from this fatigue, caused by or

arising from this person's fatigue ; ad. from or because of

this fatigue, from or because of this person's fatigue.

93efore,ad. ('rom 4 , thisfatigue, and (413, a cause),

for the purpose of this fatigue.

407121775, a. (from SF , this fatigue, and q , caused by),

caused by or arising from this fatigue, caused by or

arising from this person's fatigue ; ad. from or because

of this fatigue, from or because of this person's fatigue.

, a . from 431 , thisfatigue, aud zs, increas-

ing), increasing this person's fatigue, increasing this

fatigue.

3 , s . (from 43 , this fatigue, and a , an increas

ng), the increasing of this person's fatigue, the in-

creasing of this fatigue.

afe , ad. (from 43 , thisfatigue, and fx , without),

without this labour or fatigue.

, a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and fast , de-

sta uctive , removing this person's fatigue, removing this

fatigue.
"

fafe , a. (from , this fatigue, and faf , possess-

ed of) , possessed of this fatigue, fatigued by doing this.

RITT, s. (from 43 , this fatigue, and af , increase),

the increase of this person's fatigue, the increase of this

fatigue.

[ , a . (from 4 , this fatigue, and zıfsfa*, ex-

cepted , this fatigue excepted.

Hafstaæ, s. (from 3 , this fatigue, and fo137, an

exception), the exception of this fatigue.

, a . (from 3 , thisfatigue, and , arool), ori-

ginating from this fatigue.

24 , a. (from 4 : 1 , this fatigue, and , joined to),

connected with this fatigue.

, a. (from , this fatigue, and af , destitute

of , free from this fatigue.

937153, a. (from 427, this fatigue, and WH1, empty), free

from this fatigue.

Tif , s. (from 41 , this fatigue, and tf , loss), the

removal of this fatigue, the removal of this person's fa-

tigne.

, a. (from 23 , thisfatigue, and 7 , destitule of),

tree from this fatigue.

, a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and , a cause ,

caused by or arising from this fatigue, caused by or

arising from this person's fatigue ; ad. from or be-

cause of this fatigue, from or because of this person's

fatigue.

43.

4 , s . (from 255, this, and ifs, fatigue), this fatigue,

this person's fatigue .

4h festas, a. (from gifs, this fatigue, and ætaæ, caus-

ing , producing this fatigue, causing this person's fa-

-tigue.

Jeg føætat, a. (from , this fatigue, and ifa , caus-

in g), producing this, fatigue, causing this person's fa-

tigue.

23 , a . (from 23 , thisfatigue, and , to be pro-

duced), arising from or produced by this fatigue, aris-

ing from this person's fatigue.

433 , a. (from

ing), producing this

tigue.

fe, thisfatigue, and , produc-

fatigue, causing this person's fa-

93ffs, a. (from 43s, this fatigue, and fas, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this fatigue, pro-

duced by or arising from this person's fatigue.

4351, a . (from fe, thisfatigue, and 51, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this person's fa

tigue, producible by or arising from this fatigue .

23fts, a. (from 23 , thisfatigue, and 13, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this fatigue, produced

by or arising from this person's fatigue.

93gtis , a . (from 433, thisfatigue, and ¤¡, to give), pro-

ducing this fatigue, occasioning this person's fatigue.

2314 , a. (from 45 , thisfatigue, and at , giving) ,

producing this fatigue, occasioning this person's fatigue.

এতफ्रु
43fert , a. (from43s, this fatigue, and atfs , giving),

producing this fatigue, occasioning this person's fatigue.

43 , s (from , this fatigue, and , destruc-

tion , the removing of this person's fatigue, the remov

ing of this fatigue.

28 |BJP, a. (from 43 , this fatigue, and † , de-

structive), removing this person's fatigue, removing this

fatigue.

ho , a. (from 3 , this fatigue, and fi, de-

structive), removing this person's fatigue, removing this

fatigue.

ife, a. (from 23 , this fatigue, and fards,

causing to cease , removing this person's fatigue, re-

moving this fatigue.

23Rifofâzizæ, a. (from 23 , this fatigue, and faxtaæ,

preventing), preventing this person's fatigue, prevent-

ing this fatigue.

23 fofazza , s. (from 433, this fatigue, and fazied, a

preventing , the preventing of this person's fatigue,

the preventing of this fatigue.
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43.

435 faf-qf3, s. (from 20gifs, this fatigue, andfah , cessa-

tion , the cessation of this person's fatigue, the cessati.

on of this fatigue..

32fsfaf236, 6. (from 47f3, this fatigue, and fåfäz, a

cause), caused by or arising from this person's fatigue,

caused by or arising from this fatigue ; ad. from or be-

cause of this fatigue.

43miēzus, a. (from 23gifs, thisfatigue, and , caused

by, caused by or arising from this person's fatigue,

caused by or arising from this fatigue ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis fatigue.

4og'fstsæ, a. (from 43s this fatigue, and T☎, increas.

ing), increasing this fatigue, increasing this person's fa-

tigue.

9³½lfézéa, s. (from 43f , this fatigue, and 257, an in-

creasing ,the increasing of this fatigue, the increasing

of this person's fatigue.

233lfsfæat, ad. (from 23 , this fatigue, and fan , with-

out), without this fatigue.

43şifefan14, s. (from 43fs, this ƒ tigue, and fiat , de-

struction), the removing of this fatigue, the removing

of this person's fatigue.

astisízate, a. (from 23fs, this fatigue, and fixtæ,

destructive), removing this fatigue, removing this per-

son's fatigue.

ff , a . (from 43s, this fatigue, and tv,

poss ssed of), suffering under this fatigue.

435ifsafa, s. (from 43ff3, thisfatigue, and af , in recse ,

the increase of this fatigue, the increase ofthis person's

fatigue.

sehifecifsks, a. (from 93f3, this fatigue, and 11sofas,

excepted), this fatigue excepted, this person's fatigue ex-

cepted.

aszifozīferzæ, 8. (from 3 , this fatigue, and fuæ,

an exception), the exception of this fatigue, the excep-

tion of this person's fatigue.

giferae, a. (from 43 , this fa igue, and , a roit),

originatingfrom this fatigue, originating in this person's

fatigue.

23Tifs?f₹3, a. (from gifs, thisfatigue, and 35x3, desti-

tute of), free from this fatigue.

4gifs , a. (from 2 , thisfatigue, and 1 , destitute),

free from this fatigue.

Soffat 33,a. (from 43gifs, this fatigue, and (53. a cause),

caused by or arising from this fatigue, caused by or a

rising from this person's fatigue ; ad from or because

of this fatigue,

43.

43F, a . (from 235, this, and 57, to be produced , arising

from this, produced from this.

4 , a from 435, this, and 7 , producing), produc-

ing this person of thing.

43953, a. from 237, this, and fas, produced) , produced

by or arising from this person or thing

23 , a (from 234, this, and 1, producible), producible

by or arising from this person or thing.

93Fy, s. (from 435, this, and 5 , a victory), this conquest

or victory, this person's conquest or victory.

43 , s . (from 43 , this victory, and ag, a doer) , the

obtainer of this victory, this conqueror.

Asgariae , a. (from 4 , this victory, and ætṛæ, doing),

obtainingthis victory, causing this victory ; s . he who

obtained this victory, this conqueror.

43FIæi , a. (from 4 , this victory, and ifą, doing),

obtaining this victory.

43 , a. (from 439 , this victory, and as , produce

ed), produced by or arising from this victory or con-

quest.

43FA71, a. (from 2017, this victory, and I, producible ,

producible by or arising from this conquest or victory.

431, ad. loc. case of4 ), for the purpose of this

victory or conquest.

43 :fhase a. (from 48 , this victory, and (a , causing

to cease), putting a stop to this victory or conquest.

435 fiege, ɑ (from 4337, this victory, and fatzæ, pre-

venting , preventing this victory; s a person or cir-

cumstance which prevents this victory.

এতায়নিবারণ , s. (from এতÃয়, this victory, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention) , the preventing of this victory.

on',

23ff3, s. (from 43 , this victory, and fafa, cessati-

the cessation of this victory or conquest.

এতজুয়নিমিত্তক, a ( from এতজ্বয় , this victory , and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by this victory, arising from this victory ;

ad. from or because of this victory.

23ff3, ad. from 93 , this victory, and fafas, a

cause), for the purpose of this victory or conquest.

এতজুয়প্রতিবন্ধক, s. (from এতঞ্জয়, this victory, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing , opposed to or hindering this victory.

33 , a. (from 3 , this victory, and 1 , caused by),

caused by or arising from this victory or conquest ; ad.

from or because of this victory or conquest.

931f281, ad. (from 2374, this victory, and faſ, without),

without or beside this victory or conquest,

933pfofas, a. (from 7, this victory, and fola , ez-

cepted), this conquest or victory excepted.

A a a
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93.

এডজুয়ৰতিরেক, s. (from এঞ্জয়, this victory , and বাতিয়েক, an

exception , the exception of this victory or conquest.

এতত্ত্বয়ৰাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতত্ত্বয়াতিয়েক), with the ex-

ception of this conquest or victory, without or beside

this conquest or victory.

, a. (from 43 , this victory, and , a root), ori-

ginating from this victory.

AGFNTEF, a. (from 23 , this victory, and tax, a cause),

caused by or arising from this victory ; ad. from or be-

cause of this victory,

931, s. (from 43 , this victory', and atti, a de-

sire , a desire to obtain this victory.

এতত্বয়াকাঙ্ক্ষী,, . (from 237, this victory, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of obtaining this victory.

9531fata, s. (from 237, this victory, and sfsata, a de-

sire), a desire to obtain this victory.

233tonta , a. (from 233, this victory, and sata ,

desirous); desirous of obtaining this victory.

QGFIVE', s. (from 47, this victory, and I , a desire), a

desire of obtaining this victory.

45 , a. (from 437, this victory, and 2 , desirous), de-

sirous of obtaining this victory.

25MILF, a. (from 4317, this victory, and 5, desirous),

desirous of obtaining this victory,

25t3, a. (from 234, this, and 13, produced), produced

by or arising from this person or thing.

gifs, s. (from 43 , this, and ifs , a tribe), this tribe,

this nation, this genus, this species.

931579, a . (from 235, this, and 513 , belonging to a kind) ,

belonging to this nation or kind.

43 , s. (from 43 , this, and 3 , that which re-

spects a tribe) , that circumstance or thing which respects

this nation or tribe,

sta , s. (from 3 , this, and fasta , a desire to conquer),

a desire to make this conquest, a desire of obtaining

this victory.

3. (from 23 , this, and fast , desirous ofvictory ,

desirous of obtaining this victory.

qft ), s. (from 235, this, and fã , a question), this

question, this enquiry, a desire to know this.

3 , s. (from 3 , this, and fat , desiring to know),

enquiring about this, asking about this, desiring to know

this.

93 , s. (from 43 , this, and c , a conqueror), a con-

queror of this, a conqueror of this person, one who

gains.

Hi , s. (from 43 , this, and ta, knowledge), this idea,

this conviction, the knowledge of this.

95.

233 , s. (from 93 , this, and ts, one who knows), a per-

son skilled in this, aperson acquainted with this thing.

A3Et , a. (from 237, this, and tf , wise), skilled in this,

acquainted with this.

23ttæ, a. (from 235, this, and w , giving irformation),

giving information of this, making this known.

937, s. (from 234 , this, and at , a making known), the

giving information ofthis, the making of this known,

232, pron. (from 435, this), this. This form is only used

in composition,

93 , s. (from 434, this, and u , a speaking), a saying

this ; this person's speech or sentence.

এতৎকথনজনিত, a. (from এতৎকখন , this speaking, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from this speech.

933QUATII, a. (from 937, this speaking, and Fai, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this speech.

93eFUFG171, ad. (loc. case of 2ISTUAFI ), for this talk, for

these words.

43ebua5t3, a. (from 37, this speaking, andato,

duced , produced by or arising from this talk.

sgebuafafoce, a. (from 2322 , a sying this, and fafa ,

a cause , caused by what this person said , caused by this

speech ; al. from or because of this speech.

gaffe, ad. from 43 , this speaking, and fis,

a cause), for this talk, for these words .

932FuadTF, a. (from abaya, saying this, and F, cauș-
61

f

pro-

ed by), caused by this speech, caused by what this per-

son said ; ad. from or because of this speech.

gust , ad. (from 4337, this speaking, and frit,

without), without or beside this talking.

939BuafofAF, a. (from 437, this speaking, and

ff , excepted , this talking excepted .

এতৎকানৰাতিরেক, s. (from 47, this speaking, and

f , an exception , the exception of this speaking

or talking.

এতৎকথনৰ তিরেকে, al. (loc. case ofএতৎকথনবাতিয়েক), with the

exception of this speaking or talking, without or beside

this speaking or talking.

Q3eFURlIGF, a. (from 237, a saying this, and aহেতু.

cause , caused by what this person said , caused by this

speech; ad. from or because of this speech.

ustatai, s. (from 43 , the stying of this, and

1 , desire), a desire of saying this .

que@ustais , a . (from 23 , the saying of this, and al

t , desirous), desirous of saying this.

এতৎকথন।ভিলাষ, s. ( from এত কথন, this speaking, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this talking or speaking, a desire of

saying this.
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45.

atsata). a. (from 25 , this speaking, and

at , desireus) , desirous of saying this.

, s. (from 935, this, and u) , a word), this word, this

story or speech, this person's word .

queautani, a. (from 432 , this speech and 1 , produci-

ble) , producible by or arising from these words or say-

ings.

SzRFUta(3), ad. (loc . case of 43U ), for the purpose

of these words or sayings.

q3eButfaf13e, a. (from 935F , this speech, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from these words or say-

ings ; ad. from or because of these words or savings.

geusfsfs, ad. (from 23 , this speech, and fifa , a

cause , for these words or sayings.

QIRFUÍNTF, a. (from 23 , this word, and 5, caused

by), caused by this word, caused by or arising from

this speech ; ad from or because of this speech.

qzebuifiat, ad. (from 2327U) , this word, and fx51, with-

out), without this word, without saying this.

এতৎকথাৰ'তিরিক্ত, a. (from এডৎকথা , this acord, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this word or speech excepted

gautafsire, a. (from us, this word, and ifs ,

an exception), the exception of this word.

q32@utciforṛiæ, ad. (loc. case of 932butaifa??æ , with the

exception of these words or sayings, without or beside

these words or sayings.

qveauifsata, s. (from 43 , th's speech , and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for these words, a desire to say this.

432@utsats), a. (from aut, this speech, and afsatfaz,

desirous), desirous of saying this.

SIRTUTIME, a. (from qui, this speech, and a, a root ,

arising from or originating in that discourse or these

words.

932FUtas, a. (from 43 , this speech, and t , fond

of), tenacious ofthese words or sayings.

QISFUTABUF, a. (from 935, this, and ruta, conversa-

tion , this conversation, this dialogue.

#<FXdB, a. (from 235, this, and ₹ 4, an instrument), done

by this person's instrumentality, done by means of this.

tæ, a. (from 235, this, and a , a doer), done by this,

done by this person's agency.

GERET, 8. (from 934. this, and , a work), this work,

this action, this thing, this business.

q3<zu̸zx1, s. (from 3 , this work, and , a dver),

the doer of this thing.

qzezmætzæ, a. (from as , this work, and ta , doing),

doing this work ; s. the doer of this thing.

43.

এতৎকর্ম্মকারী , a. (from এতৎকৰ্ম্ম, this work, and কারিন, doing),

performing this work.

এতৎকৰ্ম্মকুশল , a . (from এডৎকৰ্ম্ম, this work and কুশল, eminent) ,

eminent at this work.

এত কৰ্ম্মক্ষতি, ৪. ( from এত কৰ্ম্ম, this work, and স্বতি, a loss),

an injury to this work or affair.

93ex , a. (from 3 , this work, and x , able),

able to do this business.

9381, s. (from 3 , this work, and 61 , exertion),

a meddling with this affair, exertion in this business.

, a . (from 43 , this work, and fos , thought-

ful), thoughtful or anxions about this thing.

get31, s. (from see , this work, and foot, thought),

thought or anxiety about this thing.

93573, a. from 5 , this work, and 1 , fallen

from), fallen from or dismised from this employment,

93 & se, a . (from , this work, and co , exert-

ing) , exerting himself for or labouring in this work.

931, 8. (from 3 , this work, and 51, exertion),

exertion or labour in this particular business.

35, 1. (from 43 , this work, and , to be pro-

duced , arising from or produced by this business or

affair.

23f13, a. (from 93 , this work, and fts, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this business .

* 5-7, a. (from 43 , this work, and 35, produci-

bl ), producible by or arising from this particular bu

siness.

23 , ad. loc. case of23 ), for the sake of

this business or work.

gests, a. (from 43 , this work, and ts, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from this particular busi-

ness.

93eFHGits, s. (from age , this work, and Gits, relin-

quishment), the relinquishing of this particular work or

affair.

queHostsì, a. (from 9 , this work, and sta, relin

quishing), relinquishing this particular work or affair.

93ent31, s. (from are , this work, and i , a giver),

the giver of this employment.

এতৎ কৰ্ম্মদায়ক, a . ( from এডংকৰ্ম্ম, this work, and দায়ক, giving),

giving this employment; s . the giver of this employ-

ment.

ts , a. (from 43 , this work, and at , giving),

bestowing this business.

এডৎকৰ্ম্মষ্ট্ৰংস , s . ( from এডৎকৰ্ম্ম, this work and s , destruc

tion), the ruin or destruction of this work,

Aaa2
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এত

SIFI•ae, a . (from 43 , this work, and ‡ , de-

structive), destructive or ruinous to this work; s. one

who destroys or ruins this work.

932 , a. (from 432 , this work, and fa , de-

structive), destructive or ruinous to this work.

এতৎকৰ্ম্মনাশ, s . ( from এবংকর্ম, this work, and নাশ, destructi-

on) , the destruction or ruin of this work.

23ezzísto, a. (from 43 , this work, and at , de-

structive), destructive or ruinous to this work ; s. a per-

son or thing which destroys or ruins this work.

fa , a . (from 23 , this work, aud f , eminent),

eminent at this work, eminent in this business.

93284f1TÍF, a . (from 23 , this work, and fa☎, caus-

ing to cease) , causing this work or business to cease.

এতৎকৰ্ম্মণিৰায়ক, a. (from এতৎকৰ্ম্ম, this work and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this work ; s. one who prevents

this work.

এডং কৰ্ম্মনিবারণ , s . ( from এডৎ কৰ্ম্ম, this work, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention), the prevention of this work.

এতংকৰ্ম্মনিবৃত্তি, s . (from এডংকৰ্ম্ম, this cork, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa-

tion) , the stoppage or cessation of this work.

এতৎকর্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. (from এত কৰ্ম্ম, this work, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from this work ; ad. from

or because of this work.

232ff1fa13, ad. (from 43 , this work, and ff , a

cause) , for the sake of this business.

Jeanit, a . (from 93 , this work, and , eminen!),

eminent at this work, clever at this business.

93ezútta , a. (from ae , this work, and Яty”, able,,

capable of this work, able to do this work.

932 foras, a . (from 43 , this work, and EE, op-

posing), obstructing this work or business .

se , a. (from 3 , this work, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this work; ad. from or

because of this work.

(TI, s. (from 932 this work, and fax , an obstruc-

tion), an obstacle or hinderance to this work,

931, ad. from 43 , this work, and f , with-

out), without this work.

agepalliat* , s. (from 9 , this work, and fiatt, den

struction), the spoiling or destruction of this work or

business.

•qezat**, a . (from 3 , this work, and fatta,

destructive , destructive to this work or business.

gocanteiz, 1. (from gee , this work, and faza, desti-

tute), destitute or bereft of this business .

zefafge, a. (from 43 , this work, and ff ,

excepted , this work or duty excepted.

43.

এতৎকৰ্ম্মতিয়েক, s. (from এডৎকৰ্ম্ম, this work and বাতিরেক, ৫

exception), the exception of this work or duty.

এতৎকৰ্ম্ম ]ডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎকৰ্ম্মতিয়েক), with the

exception of this work or business, without or beside

this work or business.

এতৎকৰ্ম্মাঘাত, s. ( from এত কৰ্ম্ম, this work and বাঘা , an oba

struution), an obstruction to this work, a hinderance

to this work.

ts , a. (from 43 , this work, and attGE,

obstructing) , hindering or obstructing this work or busi-

ness.

93 , a. (from 43 , this work, and 4 , a root),

originating in this work or business.

क
9387*17, a. (from 43 , this work, and TF, joined to),

connected with this particular work.

932cats , a. (from 43 , this work, and cats , capa-

ble , capable ofdoing this work, worthy of this employ-

ment.

234 , a. from 43 , this work, anda , keeping),

guarding this work ; s . one who guards or preserves

this work.

5 , s. (from 4 , this work, and , preser-

ration), the preservation or guarding of this work.

233, a. (from 23 , this work, and af , desti

tu'e of), destitute of this work, destitute of this busi-

ness or employment.

931, a. (from 43 , this work, and 1, empty),

destitute of this work, destitute of this business or em-

ployment.

31 , s . from 232 , this work, and x , one who

kills), one who ruins or destroys this particular work.

4325ifi, s. (from £3 , this work, and xtfa, loss), a

detriment to this work, an injury to this business.

488zka, a. (from qz , this work, and sta, destitule

of , destitute of this work, destitute of this employ-

ment.

932538, a. (from 239 , this work, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from this work ; ad. from or be.

cause ofthis work.

931, s. (from 3 , this work, and at , de-

sire , a desire after this employment or work.

এতৎকর্মাকাঙ্গী, এ. ( from এত কৰ্ম্ম, this work, andআকানি, de-

sirous , desirous of this employment or work.

432azúza, a. (from 4317 , this work, and , incapa-

b'e , incapable of performing this work.

9323ata, 8. (from 93985 , this work, and saate

search), a seeking after this work or employment.
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43.

qzezańgaalai, a. (from aš , this work, and wafia,

searching) , searching into this work or affair.

এত কৰ্ম্মানুসন্ধায়ী, a . (from এডৎকর্ম্ম, this zwork, and অনুসন্ধায়ি,

searching after), seeking after this employment.

. এডৎকর্ম্মান্বিত, a . ( from এবংকৰ্ম্ম, this work and অন্বিত, connect-

ed with , connected with this work.

এৎকৰ্ম্মান্বেষক, a. ( from এবংকৰ্ম্ম, this work, and অশ্বেষ ক, seek-

ing after), seeking after this employment,

q3ezúlpaq, s. from 43 , this work, and old, a

seeking after), a seeking after this employment.

এতৎকর্ম্মান্বেষী; ৫ (from এ কর্ম্ম, this work and অন্বেষিদ্, seek-

ing after) , seeking after this employment.

932afínssæ, a. (from 23 , this work, and * , ex-

pecting , waiting for or expecting this employment.

9321931, 8. (from ages , this work, and M&F), ¿x-

pectation), a waiting for or expectation of this employ-

ment.

23H), a . (from 93 , this work, and maf¥ , ex-

"

pecting , waiting for or expecting this employment.

qzezwúifumta , s. (from 28274), this work, and afsatu, de-

sire), a desire for this business or employment.

• 23- fentat, a. (from 4 , ths work, and afsata ,

desirous), desirous of this business or em loyment,

, . (from aset, this work, and tag , a begin-

ning), the commencement of this work or action .

23 , a. (from 23 , this work, and 3 , capable),

capable of this business, worthy of this employment.

932@utas, a. (from 3 , this work, and F, attach-

ed to), attached to or fond of this employment or of

this work.

, a. (from 3 , this work, and at , desire) , a

desire to obtain this employment, a desire to do this

work.

9 , a. (from 3 , this work, and , desirous`,

desirous of this employment, desirous of doing this

work.

93eisige, a. (from 3 , this work, and 3 , desir-

cus , desirous of this employment, desirous of doing

this work.

, a. (from 4 , this work, and $51 , engag

ed in), zealously engaged in this work .

qzezezateartst, s. (from 43 , this work, and suitsi, zeal),

diligence or zeal in this work.

432 ). a . (from 93 , this work, and starts ,

active , active or zealous in this work.

932Manche, s. (from 23 , this work, and 8 , a com-

mencement), the commencement of this work.

এত.

this cause,

get , a. (from 3 , this work, and 8 , fit),

fit for this work, capable of doing this work.

93td, s. (from 434, this, and af , a cause ,

the cause of this.

9 , s. (from 434, this, and tú, a work), this work,

this business , this action, this deed , this effect.

93extúæ31, s. (from 23 , this work, and z , a dver),

a person who does this work, the doer of this thing.

932ætúætgæ, á. (from 932 , this work, and atça, dɔ-

ing), doing this work, doing this business ; s one who

does this thing.

এতৎকার্য্যকারী , a. ( from এডংকার্যা, this work , and কারিন, do-

ing), doing this work or business.

3 , s. (from 43 , this work, and 3 , loss),

the injury of this business, the injury of this work.

q3extÚ¶¤, ɑ . (from 3 , this work, and Fa, able),

capable of this work or business.

31 , a. (from eat , this work, and 3 , to be pro

duced), caused by or arising from this particular work.

23871Ú15IP, a. (from 43 , this work, and æ, pró-

ducing), producing or causing this work or business .

gætú (45, a. (from azt , this work, and 3, pro-

duced , produced or caused by this work.

93ext , a . (from 433 , this work, and 573, produ.

cible , producible by or arising from this work.

2011, ad. (loc. case of 23 ) , for the purpose

of this work of business .

93eætústs, a. from 93 , this work, and ts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this work.

23 , a. (from 23at , this work, and , to know),

acquainted with this business.

932ætá !31, s . (from 3 , this work, and FH, one

who knows), a person who understands this business .

এডৎকাৰ্য্যজ্ঞাপক , a. (fromএডংকার্য, this work , and জ্ঞাপক, give

ing information), giving information about this busi-

ness.

queætúatda, s (from 43 , this work, and 7 , a gio-

ing information), the giving information about this bu

siness.

এডৎকার্যদাতা , s . (from এড কার্যা, this work , and দাত ,্ ৫

giver , one who gives this business or employment.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যদায়ক, s . (from এবংকাৰ্য্য, this work , and দায়ক, git-

ing), giving this employment ; s . one who gives this em-

ployment.

ats ; a. (from ah , this work, and af , giv-

ing , giving this work or business .

43 , (from 4 , this work, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of this work.
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95.

একা সঙ্ক, a. ( from এত কার্যা, this work and

structive), destructive to this work ; s. one

stroys this work.

সঙ্ক, de- 1

who de-

scattail, a. (from 3 , this work, and f , de-
·

structive), destructive to this work or business.

queætájat , s. (from ages, this work, and att, de-

struction), the destruction of this work.

get , a. (from 3at , this work, and atta, de-

structive), destructive to this work ; s. a person or thing

who ruins this business or destroys this work.

azeætúfä¶d, a. (from 93ætá , this work, and f , emi-

nent), eminent at this work.

QF2BIÚ)fATÍs, a. (from quest , this work, and fit ,

putting a stop to , putting a stop to this work or busi-

ness ; s. one who puts a stop to this work.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যনিবারক, a. ( from এডংকার্যা, this rork, and নিৰায়ক,

preventing), preventing this work or business ; s . one

who prevents this work or business .

এতৎকাৰ্যনিৰায়ণ , s. (from এতকার্য, this work, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention), the preventing ofthis work or business .

এতৎকাৰ্য্যনিৰূত্তি, s. ( fromএডংকার্যা, this work and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion) , the cessation of this work or business.

এতৎকার্যনিমিশুক, a. ( from a ৎ কাৰ্য, this work , and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), causedby or arising from this business or work

ad. from or because of this work or business.

;

ffice, ad. (loc. case of23 , this business, and

fa , a cause), for the sake of this work or business.

tita. (from 3 , this work, and . eminent),

eminent at this business or work.

gi , a. (from 93 , this work, and t , able),

ableto do this work, capable of managing this business.

এতৎকার্যপারগ, a. (from এতকার্যা, this work, and পারগ, gone

to the other side), well versed in this business , tho-

roughly master of this work.

এতৎকার্যপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এডৎকার্য্য, this work, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), bindering or obstructing this work or bu-

siness.

এতৎকাৰ্যাপড্যাশ!, ৪. (from এড কার্যা, this work, and ড্যাশী,

hope), a hope or expectation of this employment.

azeúgy , a. (from 431, this work, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this work or business ;

ad. from or because of this work or business.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যনি!, ad. (from এতৎকাৰ্য্য, this work and fबনা, with-

ext), without this employment or work.

এতৎ কাৰ্যবিলাশক, a. ( from এতৎকার্যা, this twork , and fन ক,

destructive), destructive to this work, ruinous to this

business.

45

এতৎকার্য্যবিশিষ্ট , a. (from এতৎকার্য্য , this work, and ৱিশিষ্ট, pos

sessed of), possessed of this employment.

এতৎকার্য্যব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতৎকার্যা, this work and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this work or business excepted.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যৰাডিরেক, s . ( from এত কার্যা, this work , and বাডিয়ো,

an exception), the exception of this work or business.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎকাৰ্যবডিরেক), with the

exception of this work or business, without or beside

this work or business.

এতৎ কাৰ্য্যাঘাত, s. (from এড কার্য', this work, and artঘাত, an

obstruction), an obstruction to this work or business.

এতৎকাৰ্য্যাঘাতক, a. ( from এত কার্যা, this awork, and itঘাতক,

obstructing), obstructing this work or business.

, a. (from 43 , this work, and , a root),

originating from this work or business.

93 , a . (from 43st , this work, and s, joined to),

connected with this employment, connected with this

business.

93 , a . (from 233.this work, and E , pre-

serving), preserving or guarding this work; s . one who

preserves or guards this work

93& Úд#1, s. (from qsexứ, this work, and ¶ , preser-

ration), the preservation or guarding of this work.

43ffs , a. (from 43ext , this work, and af , desti ,

tute), destitute of this employment, destiture of this

work.

23 , a (from vefs, this wok, and 1, empty),

destitute of this employment, destitute of this work,

এতৎকাৰ্য্যসম্পাদক,Q3<FIÚAFIE, a. (from 43 , this work, and t

accomplishing), accomplishing or compleating this work.

93 , s . (from 3 , this work, and ,

an accomplishing) , the accomplishing or compleating

of this work.

এতৎকার্যসাধক, a. (from এতৎকাৰ্য, this work, and সবি , ac-

complishing), accomplishing or compleating this work.

এতৎকার্য। সাবস, s . (from এৎকার্য্য, this work, and a न, an

accomplishing), the accomplishing or compleating of

this work, the means of doing this work.

greatfaf , s. (from are , this work, and faf, an

accomplishment), the accomplishment of this work or

undertaking.

এতৎকাৰ্যসূচক, a. (from এতৎকার্য , this work, and সূচক, indi-

cating), indicating this business or employment.

quez Úrõl, s. (from eat , this work, and T , one who

kills , one who ruins this business or undertaking.

szextúetiä, s. (from eat , this work, and xt , inju-

ry), an injury to this business orundertaking.
郾

1
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queatúxta, a. (from vetus, this work, and 74, desti-

tute , destitute of this employment or business.

3. ain , a. (from 3ats, this work, and

cause), caused by or arising from this business or em-

ployment.

এতৎকার্য্যাকা , s. ( from এতকার্যা, this work and rats ,

desire), a desire for this work or business .

এতৎকাৰ্যাকাজী, a. (from এতৎকার্যা, this work , and আৰাজ্জিন,

desirous), desirous of this work or business.

att , a. (from at , this work, and , una-

ble), unfit for or incapable of this work or undertaking.

এডৎকার্য্যানুসন্ধান, s. (from এডৎকার্য্য , this work, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a search into this business or affair.

sõestúriązata), a. (from 43s, this work, and ||

, searching), searching into this business or af-

fair.

sta , a. (from 432 , this work, and

জন

t , searching , searching into this business or affair.

seatútantra, ad. (from ageziíf , this work, and IntI,

afollow ng , according to this work or business.

Asutata, s. from 3 , this work, and ,

des re), a desire for this work or business.

43atúfsatat, a. (from 23 , this work, and at ,

desirous , desirous of this work or business .

432&nú 1983, a. (from ageú, this work, and 89 ,fit),

suited to or proper for this work or business .

Agata, s. from 434 , this, and at , time , this time.

gasatatægtoì, a. (from 23 , this time, and alfez,

following), according with this time, suited to this

time.

কালানুরূপ, a. (from এডংকাল, this time, and অনুরূপ, aco

cording with , suitable for this time, fitted for this time.

tatatal, a . (from seat , this time, and

following), suited to this time.

quætata, a. (from 93 , this time), belonging to this

time

seta, ad. (from 435, this, and ☎ta, time) , now.

stat , a . (from 43st , this time, and 8F,fit),

proper for this time, suited to this time.

23 , s. (from 935, this, and af ,fame), this fame,

this person's fame or renown.

sycaffées, a. (from 233xìf , this fame, and ☎, to do),.pro-

claimingthis renown, proclaiming this person's fame.

sasajfáætzē, u . (from qvezil , this jame, and æizē, caus-

ing , proclaiming this renown, declaring this person's

renown.

ifs, a. (from eatf , this fame, and , to be pro-

এড.

duced), produced from this renown, sprung from this

person's fame.

এডৎকীৰ্ত্তিজনক , a . (from এডৎকীৰ্ত্তি, this fame, and জনক, pro-

ducing , producing this renown, producing this person's

fame.

এতৎকীৰ্ত্তিজনিত, a. (from এতকীৰ্ত্তি, this fame , and অনিত, pro-

duced , produced by this fame, produced by this per-

son's fame.

23ef55 , a. (from 43 , this fame , and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this fame, produ-

cible by or arising from this person's fame.

23aifós(7), ad . (loc. cose of23af ) , for the sake of

this fame or renown.

432ifóts, a. (from 93lf , this fame, and t³, produc-

ed), produced from this fame, produced from this per-

son's fame.

alta, s. (from age , thisfame, and , destruc-

tion , the destruction of this fame, the ruin of this per-

son's fame or reputation.

q3<TÌfół³ñ☎, « . (from 432lf , this fame, and n☎, de-

structive), destructive to this fame, ruinous to this per-

son's renown.

93aftat, a. from 43sat , this fame, and fa , de

structive , destructive to this fame, ruinous to this per-

son's renown.

assatlatt, s. (from 43sat , this fame, and tt, destruc-

tion), the ruin of this renown, the ruin or loss of this

person's fame,

93atestæ, a . (from 93f , thisfame, and atta, de-

structive), destructive to this renown, ruinous to this

person's fame.

233afféfirée, a. (from 232affé, this fame, and fżda,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to this fame, putting

a stop to this person's fame.

932ælfófaætgæ, a. (from 932xifé, this fame, and file,

preventing preventing this renown, preventing this

person's fame.

এতৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিবারণ, s . ( from এতৎকীৰ্ত্তি, this fame, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention), the prevention of this fame, the prevention of

this person's fame:

432affefiafe, s . (from 3 , this fame, and fafs, ces-

sation), the cessation ofthis person's fame, the cessati

on of this fame.

এতৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এডকীর্তি, this fume, and নিমিত্ত,

cause) , caused by or arising from this fame, caused by

or arising from this person's fame ; ad. from or because

of this renown.
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এত.

এতৎকীর্তিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডৎকীর্তি, this fame , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for the sake of this fame or renown.

এতৎ কীর্তিপযুক্ত, a. ( from এডংকীৰ্ত্তি, this fame, and প্রযুক্ত , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this fame, caused by

or arising from this person's fame ; ud. from or because

of this renown.

gosalförse, a. (from 3alf , thisfame, and ex, in-

creasing , increasing this fame, increasing this person's

fame.

geaf , s. (from 43 , this fame, and , an in-

creising , the increasing of this fame, the increasing of

this person's fame.

' ,aveaifafafat , a . (from 4f , thisfame, and faf , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this fame, possessed of this per-

son's fame.

que affofa, s . (from4f , thisfame, and af , increase),

the increase of this fame, the increase of this person's

fame.

35, a. (from auf , this fame, and F, joined

to), connected with this fame, connected with this per-

son's fame.

93eælfógfx3, a. (from sa , this fame, and fro, des-

tute), destitute of this fame.

931, a. (from age , thisjame, and t , empty),

destitute of this fame or reputation.

alfi , a. (from 433, this fame, and T , desti-

tute), destitute of this fame or reputation.

gosalimiege, a. (from 3 , this fame, and try , a

cause , caused by or arising from this fame, caused by

or arising from this person's fame ; ad. from or because

of this renown.

93 , s. (from 43 , this, and , afamily), this family

or race, this person's family or race.

ts, a. (from 43 , thisfamily, and 3, born),

born of this family.

queTatea, s. (from , thisfamily, and ‡ , destruc-

tion , the ruin or destruction of this family.

• , . (from , this family, and , de-

structive), destructive or ruinous to this family.

zett, a. (from 23 , this family, and fa , de-

structive,, destructive or ruinous to this family.

gegaart, a. (from 43 , this family, and *, destruc-

tion), the destruction or ruin of this family.

Jegmatæ, a. (from 3 , this family, and ats ,

structive), destructive or ruinous to this family.

et , s. (from 233, this family, and ta, chief ,

the chief of this family.

de-

43agaadita), s. (from aeg , thisfamily, and aútni, ho- ·

nour), the honour or respectability of this family.

432 , a. (from 43 , thisfamily, and e, increas

ing), increasing or causing the prosperity of this family.

queaza, s. (from 23 , this family, and aún, an in-

creasing), the increase or prosperity of this family.

এতৎকুলবিনাশ, ৪. ( from এত কুল, this family, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction or ruin of this family.

এতৎকুলবিনাশক, a. ( from এডৎস্কুল , this family , and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive or ruinous to this family.

23 , s. (from 43 , this family, and Я, a break.

ing , the breaking up or ruin of this family.

এতৎকুলরক্ষক, a. ( from এতৎকুল, this family, and রক্ষক , preserv

ing), preserving this family.

23 , s. (from 232 , this family, and 4, a pre◄

servation), the preservation of this family.

que , s . (from 9321, thisfamily, and 1, preserva-

tion , the preservation ofthis family.

43, a. (from 23 , this family, and af , desti-

tute of , destitute of this family.

43 , a. (from 43 , this family, and , empty),

destitute of this family.

qG&TACT1, 8. (from 43 , this family, and a one who

kills), the destroyer of this family.

qepartfa, s. (from 931, thisfamily, and T†fi, loss), the

detriment or injury of this family.

93eTaxia , a. (from 93 , thisfamily, and 7, destitute),

destitute of this family.

AT&TIE, a. (from 43 , this family, and cry, a caused,

caused by this family ; ad . from or because of this family.

gate , a. (from 43 , this family, and set , pro-

duced), produced or born in this family.
•

qeta, s. (from 235, this, and at , welfare), this wel-

fare, this person's welfare, expert at this.

23 , a. (from 43 , this welfare, and , to do),

doing this good, causing this benefit, producing this

welfare.

932THætṣe, a. (from 93ext , this welfare, and atē,

ding) , doing this good , producing this benefit, produc-

ing this welfare.

932 , 4. from 93 , this welfare, and at , do-

ing), doing this good , producing this benefit, causing

this welfare.

:geprasa☎, a . from 432 , this welfare, and GIF,pro-

duing , causing this good or benefit, causing this wel-

fare.

32211fas, a (from 43 , this welfare, and 3(13,
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93.

produced), produced by this good or benefit, produced

by this piece of welfare.

gasgabal, ɑ. (from 23ta, this welfare, and , pro-

ducible), producible by this good or benefit, arising

from this piece ofwelfare.

43eF¶AF(AI, ad. (loc. case of age * 571), for the sake of

this good or welfare .

933, a. (from 3 , this welfare, and at , pro-

duced , produced by this good or benefit, arising from

this welfare.

93egqantzi, s. (from 93 , this welfare, and ūtų, gie-

ing), one who confers this good or benefit.

asante, a. (from 43 , this welfare, and t

giving), conferring this good or benefit, conferring this

advantage.

eat , a. (from 43 , this welfare, and affa, giv-

ing), conferring this good or benefit, conferring this

advantage.

43ªg*tagon, 8. (from ga, this welfare, and , de-

struction), the destruction of this good or benefit, the

destruction of this advantage.

Stepdaĝas, a. (from 235px , this welfare, and Я ,

destructive) , destructive to this good or benefit, destruc-

tive to this advantage.

4zegdag•a), «. (from 43g , this welfare, and

destructive , destructive to this good or benefit , de-

structive to this advantage.

gemata , s . (from 43 , this welfare, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this good or benefit, the

destruction of this person's welfare.

grant , a . (from sex , this welfare, and at ,

destructive), destructive to this welfare, destructive to

this person's welfare.

arefazo, a . (from 93 , this welfare, and face,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to this good or bene-

fit , putting a stop to this welfare.

এতৎকুশলনিবারক, a. (fromএত কুশল, this welfare, and নিবারক,

hindering) , hindering or preventing this good or bene-

fit, preventing this welfare.

fazted , s . (from 3 , this welfare, and faxtad,

prevention), the preventing of this good or benefit, the

preventing of this welfare.

agentafazfs, s. (from 3 , this welfare, and f

cessation) , the cessation of this good or welfare.

939df4f136, a . ( from 43 , this welfare, and fifa , a

cause , caused by or arising from this good or benefit,

caused by or arising from this welfare ; ad. from or be-

cause of this good or benefit.

૬૪.

asegafifug, đã. (from 232pm, this welfare, and fare,

a cause), for the sake of this good or welfare.

efs , a. (from 23g , this welfare, and

, obstracting , obstructing this welfare.

ase , a . (from , this welfare, and E,

caused by), caused by or arising from this good or be-

nefit, caused by or arising from this welfare ; ad. from

or because of this good or benefit.

setas, a. (from 43 , this welfare, and c, in-

creasing), increasing or promoting this good or wel-

fare .

93e data, s. (from 43 , this welfare, and 7, an

increasing), the augmenting or promoting of this good

or welfare .

1 grafzai, ad. (from 93 , this welfare, and fea !,

without , without this good or welfare.

এতৎকুশলৱিনাশ, s . (from এতৎকুশল, this welfare , and বিনাশ,

destruction), the destruction or ruin of this welfare.

এতৎকুশলৰিনাশক, a. ( from এতৎকুশল, this welfare, and বিনাশঙ্ক

destructive), destructive or ruinous to this welfare.

232F*≈æfa, s. (from 23 , this welfare, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this welfare.

এতৎকুশলাতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এতৎকুশল, this welfare, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted , this welfare or good excepted.

932ætmuifolḍæ, s . (from sea, this welfare, and wife,

an exception), the exception of this good or welfare.

Qbegravifolie, ad. (loc. case of a fare), with

the exception of this good or welfare, without or beside

this good or welfare.

এতৎকুগলৱঘিতি, s. (from এতৎকুশল, this welfare, and বঘিাত,

an obstruction), the obstruction of this good or welfare.

এতৎকুশলব্যাঘাতক, a. (fromএবংকুশল, this welfare, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), obstructing this good or welfare.

Jeg lege, a. (from 9 , this welfare, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this good or welfare;

ad. from or because of this good or welfare.

asgizisi, s. (from see , this welfare , and tagi

a desire), a desire for this good or welfare.

mitat, a. (from 43 , this welfare, and if ,

desiring) , desiring this good or welfare.

qoegmatfsata, s . (from 23 , this welfare, and afsmia,

desire), a desire for this good or welfare.

getmist, a. (from

fa , desirous), desirous of

se , a. (from 935, this, and

son or thing.

t , this welfare, and afst

this good or welfare.

3, done), done by this per-

qe1, s. (from 235, this, and 3 , a work) , this work or

thing to be done, this person's work or duty.

Bbb
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43.

, s. (from 935 , this, and , mercy , this mercy or

goodness, this person's kindness or compassion.

23 , s. (from 43 , this mercy, and atet , de-

sire), a desire after this mercy, a desire for this person's

kindness.

@tats , a. (from , this mercy, and staff , de-

sirous), desirous of this mercy, desirous of this person's

kindness.

এতৎ কৃপাকারক, a . (from এডৎকৃপণ , this mercy , and কারক, do-

ing) , shewing this mercy, shewing favour or mercy to

this person.

এডৎকৃপাকারী, a. (from এত রূপ।, this merey, and কারিন, do-

ing), shewing this mercy, shewing mercy or kindness

to this person.

que , a. (from 93 , this mercy, and I, to be pro-

duced), arising from this mercy, arising from this per-

son's kindness.

এবং ৰূপাঅনঙ্ক , a . (from এ পi, this mercy, and অনক, pro-

ducing), producing this mercy, causing this person's

favour.

এত ৰূপাজনিত, a. (from এ কূপ , this mercy, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this mercy, caus-

ed by this person's mercy or favour.

Se , a. (from 3 , this mercy, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this mercy, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's mercy.

#

এতৎৰূপাজন্যে, ad (loc. case of এডৎৰূপাজন্য), for this mercy or

clemency.

43 , a. (from 3 , this mercy, and ats, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this mercy, arising

from this person's mercy.

qesity , a. (from , this mercy, and træ, gio-
এত কৃপাদায়ক,

t❤,

ing), shewing this mercy, shewing mercy or conferring,

a favour on this person.

tti, a. (from e , this mercy, and atfor, giv

ing), shewing this mercy, shewing mercy or conferring

a favour on this person.

এতৎৰূপানিতিক, a . (from এড কৃপা, this compassion, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this pity or clemen-

cy, caused by or arising from this person's pity or cle-

mency ; ad. from or because of this pity or clemency.

এতং ৰূপানিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এত কৃপ।, this compassion, and নিষিত,

a cau.e), for the purpose of this mercy or clemency, for

the sake of this person's pity or clemency.

QueFatra¶æ, a. (from 43 , this mercy, and F, ex-

pecting , expecting this mercy, waiting for this person's

compassion.

A3.

931, s. (from 23 , this mercy, and at , ex-

pectation), an expectation ofthis mercy, the waiting or

looking for this person's compassion..

এতৎকৃপাপেক্ষী, a. (from' এতৎকৃপা, this mercy , and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting), expecting this mercy, waiting or looking for

this person's compassion.

9GLEHETF, a, (from 931, this compassion, and **,

caused by), caused by or arising from this pity or cle

mency, caused by or arising from this person's pity or

clemency ; ad. from or because of this pity or clemency.

এতৎকৃপাৱলোকন, s. (from এত কৃপা, this mercy, and অৱলোকন,

a looking), a looking for this mercy, a looking for this

person's compassion, this look of pity or mercy.

fom , s. (from 3 , this mercy, and feats,

desire), a desire for this mercy, a desire for this person's

compassion.

Jetsmtal, a. (from 23 , this mercy, and feat ,কৃপা,

desirous), desirous of this mercy, desirous of this per-

son's compassion.

geticsF, a. (from 2 , this compassion, and ‹53 , a

cause), caused by or arising from this pity or clemen-

cy, caused by or arising from this person's pity or clea

mency ; ad. from or because of this pity or clemency.

1, s. (from 23 , this mercy, and at, desire , a

desire for this meroy, a desire for this person's compas-

sion.

23. a. (from 31, this mercy, and 35, desirous),

desirous of this mercy, desirous of this person's com-

passion.

, a. (from 31, this mercy, and , desir.

ous), desirous of this mercy, desirous of this person's

compassion.

aget , s. (from 435 , this, and ct, anger), this anger,

this fury.

93 , s. (from 454, this, and cat , expertness), this

expertness, this person's expertness.

3fa1, 3. (from 434, this, and 1 , an action), this work,

this action, this person's work or actions.

gefügtal, s. (from 31, this work, and a , a doer),

the doer of this work or action, the doer of this per-

son's work.

quotati, s. (from 9 , this work, and at&ti, de-

sire), a desire for this work or employment, a desire of

doing this person's work.

gefotot , a. (from 939for , this work, and atti

d sirous), desirous of this work or employment, desir-

ous of this person's work or imployment."
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arfitatas, a. (from 93 fg , this work, and ata , do-

ing), doing this work, doing this person's work ; s . the

person who does this work, the person who performs

this person's work.

23efatats , a. (from 23ef1, this work, and a do-

ing) , performing this work, doing this action , doing this

person's work .

232fwat¥f³, s. (from a3efrst , this work, and f³, a loss),

a detriment to this work or business , a detriment to this

person's work or business.

eft , a. (from 435f##1 , this work, and , able, or

, unable), capable of doing this work or business,

iacapable of this work or business, able to do this per

sou's work, unable to do this person's work.

avefæpists, a. (from asfixi, this work, and st , obtain-

ed), inherent in this work or business, belonging to this

person's work.

aeft , a. (from 931, this work, and , to kill ,

spoiling or destroying this work or business, spoiling

or destroying this person's work.

ft , a. (from 931, this work, and , to be pro-

duced), produced in or by this work, produced in or by

this person's work.

এতংক্রিয়াজনক, a. (from এডংক্রিয়া , this work, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing this action or work, producing this

person's works.

এতৎক্রিয়াজনিত, a. (from এতৎক্রিয়া , this work, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by this work, produced by this per-

son's works.

antar, a. (from 231 , this work, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this work, produ-

cible by or arising from this person's works.

932f9txai, ad . c. case of a3eft ), for the pur-

pose of this work, for this person's work.

43ptats, o. (from 231, this work, and ts, produc-

ed , produced by this work, arising from this person's

works.

43 , a. (from 931, this work, and i, to know),

acquainted with this work or business , acquainted with

this person's actions.

23ef31, 6. (from eat, this work, and t , one

who knows), one who is acquainted with this work,

one acquainted with this person's actions.

এডংক্রিয়াজ্ঞাপক, a. ( from এডৎক্রিয়া , this work, andজ্ঞাপক, mak-

ing known), making this action known, making this

person's actions known.

23fostata, s. (from afar , this work, and R, a

23.

making known), the making of this action known, the

makingthis person's actions known.

93eft , a. (from 431, this work, and 4 , eminent,

or , awkward), skilled in this work or employment,

unskilled in this work or employment, skilled in this

person's work, unskilled in this person's work.

# 1 , s. (from 4fg1, this work, and , de

struction), the destruction or ruin of this work, the ruin

or destruction of this person's works.

41 , a . (from 43 , this work, and e, de

structive), destructive to this work, ruinous to this

person's works.

geftit, a. (from 43 fg , this work, and f , de-

structive), destructive to this work, destructive or ruin-

ous to this person's works.

gefagtatat, s. (from a3ef1, this work, and , destru

tion), the destruction or ruin of this work, the destruc

tion or ruin of this person's works.

fogtatt , a. (from 1 , this work, and atЯtæ, de-

structive), destructive to this work, destructive to this

person's works."

frutar , a. (from 43ft, this work, and semi-

nent), eminent at this work, eminent at this person's

work.

gefæpifada, a . (from 431, this work, and fadas .

prating a stop to) , putting a stop to this worl , causing

this person's works to cease.

এতৎক্রিয়ানিবারক, a. ( from এত ক্রিয়া, this work, and t

preventing), preventing this work, preventing this per-

sen's work.

Jeff , s. (from 23fp1, this work, and fit , a

preventing , the preventing of this work, the prevent.

ing of this person's work.

93efürgtfizf3, s . (from aeg , this work, and faafe, ces-

sation , the cessation of this work, the cessation of this

person's work.

effaf , a . (from asfag , this work, and f47,

a cause), caused by or arising from this work, caused

by or arising from this person's work; ad. from or be

cause of this work.

gefortfaface, ad. (from 23ef1, this work, and fafas, a

cause), for the purpose of this work or employment, for

this person's work or employment.

এতৎক্রিয়াঃপক্ষক, a. ( from এডৎক্রিয়া , this work, and অপঙ্কর,

expecting) , expecting this work or employment, waiting

for this person's work.

q &fœpildi, s. (from quest, this work, and WiFi, an

Ebb2
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expectation), an expectation of this work or employ

ment, a waiting for this person's work.

93fat , a. (from 4fg1, this work, and #7 , ex-

pecting), expecting this work or employment, waiting

for this person's work.

এডৎক্রিয়াপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from এতৎক্রিয়া , this work, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), acting as an obstacle to this work or employ-

ment.

এতৎক্রিয়াপ্রযুক্ত , a . (from এডৎক্রিয়া, this work, and পযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this work or employ-

ment ; ad. from or because of this work oremployment.

gefagtze, a. (from 3g1, this work, and e, in-

creasing) , promoting or enlarging this work, promot-

ing this person's works.

quefœntaña, s. (from 401, this work, and a̸, an in-

creasing), the promoting or enlarging of this work, the

increasing of this person's works.

938FFXIZMA3, s. (from 232f31 , this work, and wear ,

a depending on , a depending on this work, a depend-

ence on this person's works.

23efægtsat, a . (from 43eful, this work, and fe ,

depending), depending on this work, depending on this

person's works.

43ff1, ad. (from aef1, this work, and fa , with

out), without this work, without this person's work.

এতৎক্রিয়াবিনাশ, s. (from এ ক্রিয়া, this work, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this work, the destruction

of this person's works.

এডংক্রিয়াবিনাশক, a. (from এৎক্রিয়া , this work, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this work, destructive to this

person's work.

Jefaratffated , a (from 23f1, this work, and faft ,

possessed of , having these works, possessed of this per-

son's works.

age utfarta, a. (from 931, this work, and fa , des-

titute of), destitute of these works, destitute of this per-

son's works.

এতৎক্রিয়ায়্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( fromr এতৎক্রিয়া, this work, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this work excepted, this person's work ex.

cepted.

এতৎক্রিয়াৰাতিয়েক, s . (from এডংক্রিয়া , this work and ৰাতিয়েক,

an exception) , an exception to this work, an exception

to this person's works.

coefæmifuata, s. (from 23 , this work, and ofsata,

desine), a desire for this work, a desire for this post or

employn ent.

এত.

desirous), desirous of this work, desirous of this office

or employment.

431 s. (from a3eft, this work, and TF, joined

to), connected with this work, connected with this office

or employment.

এতৎক্রিয়ারক্ষক, a. (from এতৎক্রিয়া, this work, and রক্ষক, keep-

ing), guarding or preserving this work, keeping or guard-

ing this office or employment ; s . one who preserves or

guards this work or employment.

quefapta , s. (from 431, this work, and
, apre-

serving), the guarding or preserving of this work or em-

ployment.

93fatæ , s. (from 239fort, this work, and 3 , preser-

vation), the preservation of this work or employment.

93ftafes, a. (from 91 , this work, and af , des-

titute), destitute of this work or employment.

932fts, a. (from 251, this work, and 1, empty),

destitute of this work or employment.

afte, a. (from 31, this work, and a, indi-

catirg), indicating this work or employment.

932fæpte 31, s . (from 31, this work, and x , one who

kills), one who spoils this work, one who ruins this

office or employment.

সচক,

quefratetfa , s. (from 5ft, this work, and gtfa, a de-

triment), a detriment to this work, a detriment to this

office or employment.

queforti , a. ( from 31, this work, and , desti-

tute), destitute of this work or employment.

43 , a. (from 41, this work, and , a

cause), caused by or arising from this workor employ-

ment ; ad. from or because of this work or employment.

2313, a. (from 431, this work, and his, a-

bout to engage in), about to engage in this work or em-

ployment.

439f1st, s . (from fm, this work, and suits , ex-

ertion), exertion or zeal in this work or employment.

acefacetwist, a. (from afg , this work, and sʊtfna,

exerting), using zealous exertions in this work or em-

ployment.

45efly , a. (from 43f1, this work, and 8F, pro-

per), proper for this work, fit for this employment.

43 , s . (from 235, this, and ct , the hip), this per-

son's bosom or grasp of the arms in which a child is

held .

QelFtps3, a. (from 935, this side, and sts, obtained),

held on this bosom or in this embrace, held in this per-

son's arms or embrace.

#gifsalat, a. (from 231, this work, and fafa113, a. (from sets, this side, and 513,fallen
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from), fallen from this bosom or grasp of the arms in

which it was held , fallen from this person's embrace, fal-

len from this person's arms.

3tzfafate, a. (from 4ts, this side, and faf , pos-

sessed of), connected with this embrace or grasp ofthe

arms, connected with this person's embrace .

434FISTF, a. (from sets, this side, and , joined

to , connected with this embrace or grasp of the arms,

connected with this person's embrace.

aveti , s. (from 234, this, and ‹ , anger), this anger

or wrath, this person's anger or wrath.

এডংক্রোধকারক, a. (from এডংক্রোধ, this anger, and করিক, do-

ing), exercising this anger.

এডৎক্রোধকারী, a. ( from এডংক্রোধ, this anger, and কারি ,

doing), exercising this anger.

23 , a. (from 4321 , this anger, and , to bepro-

duced , arising from this anger or wrath, arising from

this person's anger.

pro-
এডংক্রোধজনক, a. (from এতৎক্রোধ, this anger, and জনক,

ducing), producing or exciting this anger orwrath, pro-

voking this person to anger.

এতৎক্রোবজনিত, a. ( from এডৎক্রোধ, this anger, and অনিত, pro-

duced) , produced by this anger, produced by or arising

from this person's anger.

932(FtÎF71, a. (from 932¿tâ, this anger, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising fromthis anger, produ-

cible by or arising from this person's anger.

932( 1817), ad. (loc . case ofa3ec4 (3 ), for the pur-

pose of this anger.

gze【FitjaĦ, s. (from 1 , this anger, and , de-

struction), the destruction or appeasing ofthis wrath,

the appeasing of this person's wrath.

এতৎক্রোধধ্বংসক, a. (fromএডংক্রোধ, this anger, and .সক, de-

structive), appeasing this person's wrath, removing this

anger.

43eF¡¡gan), a . (from gett , this anger, and f , de-

structive), appeasing this anger, appeasing this person's

anger.

q32?#t8at*, s. (from 931 , this anger, and at , de-

struction), the appeasing of this anger, the appeasing of

this person's anger.

93<?FI831*æ, a. (from 9397 Ft , this anger, and at , de-

structive), appeasing this anger, appeasing this person's

anger.

93& #18fazár, a . (from Tel , this anger, and fires,

causing to cease ), causing this anger to cease, appeas-

ing this person's anger.

93.

93e¿Ftâfiztzæ, a. (from 43& Fit, this anger, and fræt ,

preventing), preventing or hindering this anger, pre-

venting this person's anger.

এতৎক্রোধনিবারণ , s. (from এডংক্রোধ , this anger, and নিবারণ ,

a preventing), the preventing of this anger, the prevent-

ing of this person's anger.

qgel#tafaafa, s. (from 38, this anger, and fanfa, ces-

sation), the cessation of this person's anger, the cessa-

tion of this
anger.

এতৎক্রোধনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এবংক্রোধ, this anger, and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from this anger, caused by

or arising from this person's anger.

এতৎক্রোধনিয়িত্তে, এতৎক্রোধ,231faf3, ad. (from asetta, this anger, and ff ,

a cause) , for the purpose of this anger.

এতৎক্রোধপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এডৎক্রোধ , this anger, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hindering this anger, opposing

or preventing this person's anger.

এতৎক্রেবিপুযুক্ত , a. (fron এতৎক্রোধ, this anger, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this anger, caused by

or arising from this person's anger ; ad. from or because

of this anger.

grace, a. (from 23 , this anger, and e, in-

creasing), increasing this anger, aggravating this per

son's anger.

এতৎক্রোধবর্জ্জন , ক্রোধ,93 , s. (from 43 , this anger, and , an

increasing), the increasing of this anger, the increas-

ing or aggravating of this person's anger.

এতৎক্ৰোধৰিলা, ad. ( from এতৎক্রোধ, this anger , and বিনা, with-

out), without this anger, without this person's anger.

এতৎক্রোধবিনাশ,s. ( from এতৎক্রোধ, this anger, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction or appeasing of this anger,

the appeasing ofthis person's anger.

এতৎক্রোধৰিনাশক, a. (from এতৎক্রোধ , this anger, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to or appeasing this anger, ap-

peasing this person's anger.

93eitâfafxx, a. (from 931 , this anger, and fifty,

possessed of), possessed of this anger, affected by this

person's anger..

এডৎক্রোধৰিহীন , a . (from এতৎক্রোধ, this anger, and ৰিহীন, dese

titute), free from this anger.

' ,
JelFitus, a. (from 9318, this anger, and F,joined

to), connected with this anger, connected with this per-

son's anger.

এতৎক্রোধরহিত, a. (from এরৎক্রোধ , this anger, and রহিত, des-

titute), free from this anger.

93 11, a. (from 931 , this anger, and 51, empty),.

free from this anger.
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ogecatasta, «. (from 43slætâ, this anger, and 15, desti-

tute), free from this anger.

Ig~(FilcgF, a. (from 3 , this anger, and c₹3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this anger, caused by

or arising from this person's anger ; ad.from or because

of this anger.

3 , s. (from 43 , this, and c , distress ), this distress

or difficulty, this person's distress or difficulty.

, a. (from 93 , this distress, and , to do), pro-

ducing this distress or difficulty, causing this person's

distress or difficulties.

quecantataæ, a . (from 3 , this distress, and at , də-

ing), producing this distress, causing this person's dis-

tress or difficulties .

que?Fdxt??, a. (from 931 , this distress, and zifką, do-

ing), producing this distress, causing this person's dis-

tress or difficulties.

931 , a. (from 432 , this distress, and , to bepro

duced) , arising from this distress or from these difficul-

ties, arising from or produced by this person's distress.

23977$577, a . (from 93e1g , this distress, and , pro.

ducing), producing this distress or these difficulties, pro-

ducing this person's distress.

4323f13, a. (from 43 , this distress, and fas, pro-

duced), produced by this distress or by these difficul-

ties, produced by this person's distress.

4321 , a. (from 23 , this distress, and produ

cible , producible by or arising from this distress or mi-

sery.

Arsip* ls, ad. (loc . case of age ) , for this distress

or misery.

az=174513, a. (from 3 , this distress, and ts, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this distress or

from these difficulties, produced by or arising from this

person's distress.

3 , a. (from 43 , this distress, and i, to give),

giving this pain, occasioning these distresses or difficul-

ties, occasioning this person's distress .

2131 s. (from 23 , this distress, and 3, a gir-

er), a person or thing which occasions these distresses

or difficulties, a person or thing which occasions this

person's distresses or difficulties.

932textateæ, a. (from 23 , this distress, and atṣæ, giv-

ing), occasioning these distresses or difficulties , occasi-

oning this person's distress or difficulties.

93751?ì, a. (from 43×17*, this distress, and tfṣą, giv.

ing), occasioning these distresses or difficulties , oc-

casioning this person's distresses or difficulties.

3.

• 8. (from 431 , this distress, and , de-

struction), the removal of these distresses or difficulties,

the removal of this person's difficulties or distresses .

qelyan , a. (from 23 , this distress, and a , de-

structive), dissipating or removing these distresses ordif-

ficulties, teuding to the removal of this person's distress-

es or difficulties.

43477451; a. (from at, this distress, and fa , de-

structive), removing or di sipating these distresses or

difficulties, dissipating this person's difficulties or dis-

tress.

939771 , s. (from 23 , this distress, and t*, destruc-

tion , the removal of these difficulties or distresses, the

removal of this person's difficulties or distresses.

4 tatt , a. (from 23 , this distress, and at , de-

stroying), removing or dissipating these difficulties or

distresses, removing or dissipating this person's diffi-

culties or distresses .

232fice, a . (from 2 , this distress, andfade,

cau ing to cease), putting an end to these difficulties or

distresses, putting an end to this person's difficulties or

distresses.

932 fatæ, a . (from 23 , this distress, and fit ,

preventing), preventing these difficulties or distresses,

preventing this person's difficulties or distresses.

93ecfaztea, s . (from Jet , this distress, and fat ,

a preventing , the preventing of these difficulties or

distresses, the preventing ofthis person's difficulties or

distresses.

এতৎকে পনিবৃত্তি, s. (from এত ক্লেশ , this distress, and নিতি,

c ssation), the cessation of these difficulties or distress-

es, the cessation of this person's difficulties or distresses.

43 , a . (from 22 , this distress, and fafas,

a cause), caused by or arising from these difficulties or

distresses, caused by or arising from this person's dif-

ficulties or distresses.

getfifa , ad. (from 4t , this distress, and fifa ,

a cause , for this distress or misery.

Ger * , a. (from at *, this distress, and TF, caus—

ed by), caused by or arising from these difficulties or

distresses , caused by or arising from this person's diffi-

culties or distresses.

aje?pz, a. (from , this distress, and xác, in-

creasing), increasing these difficulties or distresses, in-

creasing this person's difficulties or distresses.

qla, s. (from 4 , this distress, and zết, an in-

creasing), the increasing of these difficulties and dis-
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fresses, the increasing of this person's difficulties or dis-

tresses.

31, ad. (from 43 , this distress, and f1,

without), without these difficulties or distresses, with-

out this person's difficulties or distresses.

93<?p#fca1xt, s. (from 431 , this distress, and frais, de-

struction), the cure of these difficulties or distresses,

the cure of this person's difficulties or distresses.

এতংক্লেপৰিনাশক, a. ( from এত ক্লেশ, this distress , and fৰনাশক ,

destructive), dissipating or removing these difficulties

or distresses, dissipating or removing this person's diffi-

culties or distresses.

43eff , a. (from 93
this distress, and faf ,

possessed of, afflicted by these difficulties or distresses,

afilicted at this person's difficulties or distresses.

23217*faiz, a. (from 4t, this distress, and fax ,

destitute of), free from these difficulties or distresses.

aseaza, s. (from 23 , this distress, and , in-

crease', the increase of these distresses or difficulties,this

increase of difficulties, the increase of this person's dif-

ficulties or distresses.

<3<?F*ZfTF?, a. (from 43 ; the increase of this dis-

tress, and to do), causing this increase ofdistresses or

difficulties, causing the increase of these difficulties or

distresses.

এবং ক্লেশবৃদ্ধিকারক, . (from এ ক্লেশ , the intreare ofthis

distress, and **, causing), causing this increase of

distresses -and difficulties, causing the increase of these

difficulties or distresses.

232 faizi, a. (from as , the increase of this

distress, and af , making), causing this increase of

distresses or difficulties, causing the increase of these

difficulties.

23 fax , a. (from 3 , the increase of this

distress, and Fi☎, producing), producing this increase

ofdifficulties or distresses, causing an increase of these

difficulties or distresses.

এতংক্লেশবৃদ্ধিজনিত, a. ( from এতৎকেশৰুদ্ধি, the increase of this

distress, and fas, produced , produced by this increase

of difficulties or distresses, produced by the increase of

these difficulties or distresses.

43 , a . (from , the increase of this

distress, and 31, producible) , arising from this increase

of difficulties or distresses, arising from the increase of

these difficulties or distresses.

ellar, ad. loc. case of2343 ), for tl s'n-

crease of distress or misery.

4323, a . f.om 432 , the increase ofthis dis-

43.

tress, and ats, produced), arising from this increase of

difficulties or distresses, arising from the increase of

these difficulties and distresses.

43. (from 43 , the increase ofthis dis

tress, and , to give), causing this increase of distress

or of these difficulties, causing the increase of these dis-

tresses or difficulties .

এডৎক্লেশৰদ্ধিদায়ক, a. (from এত ক্লেশৰি, the increase of this

distress, and at , giring), causing this increase of dis

tress or of these difficulties, causing the increase of

these distresses or difficulties.

fats , a. (from 23 , the increase of this

distress, and ifs , giving), causing this increase of dis-

tress or of these difficulties, causing the increase of

these distresses or difficulties.

এতৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিধ্বংস , s. (from এডৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of this

distress, and , d. struction), the prevention ofthis in-

crease of difficulties or distresses, the prevention ofthe

increase of these difficulties or distresses.

, a. from 3 , the increase of this

distress, and , destructive), preventing this increase

of difficulties or distresses, preventing the increase of

these difficulties or distresses.

93</FHzfaI•Ħt, u. (from 93ecf , the increase of this

distress, and f , destructive), preventing this in-

crease of difficulties or distresses, preventing the in.

crease of these difficulties or distresses.

cat , s. (from 93af , the increase of this

distress, and at , destruction), the prevention of this in-

crease of difficulties or distresses, the prevention of the

increase of these difficulties or distresses.

43 , a. (from fa , the increase of this

distress, and at , destructive), preventing this in-

crease of difficulties or distresses, preventing the in-

crease of these difficulties or distresses.

23 :paffada, a . (from 4314 , the increase of this

distress, and fa , causing to cease) , causing this ir

crease of difficulties or distresses to cease, putting a

stop to the increase of these difficulties or distresses.

43ergdafafaztge, a. (from 432ptafa, the increase of

this distress, and fats , preventing , preventing the

increase of these difficulties or distresses, preventing

the increase of this person's difficulties or distresses.

Czerprofefiziza, s. ( from 4321 , the increase of this

distress, and atad, a preventing), the preventing of

this increase of difficulties or distresses, the preventing

of the increase of these ditficulties or distresses.

•
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এড.

querpfafaqfo, ` s . (from 3 , the increase of this

distress, and faf , cessation), the cessation of this in-

crease of difficulties or distresses , the cessation of the

increase of these difficulties or distresses.

Aug*qafficæ, a. ( from 23 , the increase of this

distress, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising

from this increase of difficulties or distresses , caused by

or arising from the increase of these difficulties or dis-

tresses ; ad. from or because of this increase of diffi-

culties or distresses .

qvelprizfsfafico , ad. (from 9327p , the increase of this

distress, and fafa , a cause), for this increase of distress

or misery.

SF, a. (from 3 , the increase ofthis

distress, and F , caused by), caused by or arising

from this increase of difficulties or distresses , caused

by or arising from the increase of these difficulties or

distresses ; ad from or because of this increase of diffi

culties or distresses.

এতৎক্লেশৰৃদ্ধিহেতুক, a. ( from এত ক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of this

distress, and c , a cause), caused by or arising from

this increase of difficulties or distresses, caused by or

arising from the increase of these difficulties or distress-

es ; ad. from or because of this increase of difficulties

or distresses.

937ff , a. (from 3 , this distress, and af

fa , excepted), these difficulties or distresses excepted,

this person's distresses or difficulties excepted.

fa , s (from 43 , this distress, and

an exception), the exception of these difficulties or dis-

tresses, the exception ofthis person's difficulties or dis-

tresses.

1
, a. (from 43 , this distress, and F, joined

to), connected with these difficulties or distresses, con-

nected with this person's difficulties or distresses.

3. a. (from 43 , this distress, and af , des-

titute of), free from these difficulties or distresses, free

from this person's difficulties or distresses.

, a . (from 3 *, this distress, and 71 , emp-

ty) , free from these difficulties or distresses, free from

this person's difficulties or distresses .

93<7F*£81, s. (from 231 , this distress, and x , one who

kills) , one who removes these difficulties or distresses ,

one who removes this person's difficulties or distresses.

এডক্লেশহানি, ৪. ( from এত ক্লেশ, this distress, and হানি, a

loss), a diminution of these difficulties or distresses, a

diminution ofthis person's difficulties or distresses.

এক.

43377, a. (from 5 , this distress, and 7, desti-

tu'e of , free from these difficulties or distresses, free

from this person's difficulties or distresses.

9321 *155*, a. (from 43 , this distress, and cry, e

cause), caused by or arising from these difficulties or

distresses, caused by or arising from this person's dif-

ficulties or distresses ; ad. from or because of these dif-

ficulties or distresses.

93ate, ad. (loc. case of23d), from this instant, bence-

forth, immediately.

geld, ad. (loc . case of234), now, at this instant.

433, s. (from 3 , this, and fs, a loss), this loss or

detriment, this person's loss or detriment.

এতক্ষতিকারক, a. ( from এত ক্ষতি, this loss, and করিক, caus-

ing), causing this loss or detriment, causing this per-

son's loss or detriment.

এতৎক্ষতিকারী , a. ( from এডৎস্কৃতি, this loss, and কারিন, mak.

ing), doing this injury, causing this loss.

935FsIJAT, a. (from 43 , this loss, and 1 , produc-

ing), producing this loss or detriment, producing this

person's loss or detriment .

932351, a. (from 93f5, this loss, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this loss or detri-

ment, arising from or producible by this person's loss

or detriment.

932Ff35(7), ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for the purpose

of this loss or injury.

এতৎ ক্ষতিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এ ৎক্ষতি, this loss , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this loss or detriment ;

ad. from or because of this loss or detriment.

এতৎক্ষতিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এত ক্ষতি, this loss , and নিমিত্ত,

cluse), for the purpose of this loss or detriment.

ques , a . (from 432f5, this loss, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this loss or detriment ;

ad, from or because ofthis loss or detriment.

Q3eFf3lJE, a. (from 43 , this loss, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this loss or detriment ; ad.

from or because ofthis loss or detriment.

93 , a . (from 435, this, and , able) , capable of this,

able to do this.

939FX31, s. (from 3 , able to do this), the capacity or

ability to do this, this ability or capacity.

এতৎক্ষমতাপন্ন , a. (from এতৎ ক্ষমতা , ability todo this, and অাপন্ন ,

possessedof , possessed of capacity or ability to do this,

able to do this, possessed of this ability.

get , s. (from 93 , this, and c , welfare), this welfare,

this auspicious circumstance, this person's welfare.
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, s. (from 4 , this, and 3, decay), this waste, this

decay, this thing's decay.

GIRFIBİLT, a. (from 93&FT, this decay, and T , doing),

causing this decay or waste.

asystal, a. (from 93 , this decay, and atfa , doing),

causing this decay or waste.

SKFITIB, a (from 937, this decay, and C, produc-

ing), producing this waste or decay.

93 311, a. (from 43 , this decay, and I, produci-

b'e), producible by or arising from this waste or de-

cay.

এতৎস্কয়জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎক্ষয়জন্য) , for the purpose of

this waste or decay.

এবংক্ষয়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতৎক্ষয়, this decay, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from this waste or decay ;

ad from or because of this waste or decay.

f (x , ad. (from 937, this decay, and fafus, a

cause , for the purpose of this waste or decay.

des , a. (from 23 , this decay, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this waste or decay ; ad.

from or because of this waste or decay.

+

93zfant, ad. (from 935 , this decry, and fra , with

out), without or beside this waste or decay.

এতৎস্কয়্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এড ক্ষয়, his decay , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this waste or decay excepted.

93<7?WJ[31?7, s. (from 23987, this decay, and wife,

an exeption), the exception of this waste or decay.

এতৎক্ষয়তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎক্ষয়বাতিরেক), with the

exception ofthis waste or decay, without or beside this

waste or decay.

azesyltge, a. (from ay, this decay, and ‹ , a cause`,

caused by or arising from this waste or decay ; ad. from

or because of this waste or decay.

, s.(from 43 , this and c , welfare), this welfare,

this auspicious circumstance, this person's welfare .

এতৎস্কেমকারক, a. ( from এতৎক্ষেত্র , this welfare, and কারক, caus-

ing), causing this welfare, causing this person's welfare.

qzezzaēt?), a. (from 91 , this welfare, and tfaḤ, mak-

ing , causing this welfare, causing this person's welfare.

এডংস্কেয়জনক, a. (from এডৎক্ষেম, this welfare, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing this good, causing this person's wel-

fare.

932(313[33, 1, (from 4 , this welfare, and afas, pro-

duced), produced from this welfare, produced by this

person's welfare.

9 ~($ 57, a. 'from q , this welfare, and w, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this welfare, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's welfare.

Cce

टी .

এতৎ ক্ষেত্রজনেi , ad. (loc. case of এতৎক্ষে জন্য) , for this welfare

or good.

93&FIĦts, a. (from 43 , this welfare, and ts, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this good, produc-

ed by or arising from this person's welfare.

que¿FantG1, s. (from 43 , this welfare, and to, a giv.

er), the giver of this good or welfare .

SULFIRII , a . (from 3 , this welfare, and at , giv

ing), conferring this good, bestowing this welfare on a

person.

qge(Fant?), a. (from a¤, this welfare, and utføŋ, giv-

ing), conferring this good, bestowing this welfare on a

person..

avelFa‡^x, n. (from qua, this welfare, and a, de

struction), the destruction of this good , the destruction

of this person's welfare.

এতৎক্ষে Îৎসক, ৫. ( from এড ক্ষেত্র, this welfare, and .সক, de-

structive), destructive to this welfare, destructive to this

person's welfare.

932(Fa¬t* , s. (from 3 , this welfare, and ***, de-

struction , the ruin of this welfare, the destruction of

this person's welfare.

439¿Fast* §, u. (from 489157, this welfare, and at*~, de-

structice), destructive to this welfare, destructive to this

person's weltare.

এতৎক্ষ্যেনিমিত্তক, a . ( from :তৎক্ষেম, this welfare, and নির্মিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this welfare or suc-

cess, caused by or arising from this person's welfare or

success ; ad. from or because of this welfare or suc-

cess.

4ffa , ad. (from 23 , this welfare, and fafas, a

cause), for this welfare or good.

JIRlFISTF, a. (from at , this welfare, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this welfare or suc-

cess, caused by or arising from this person's welfare or

ad. from or because of this welfare or suc-
success ;

cess .

11, ad. (from 3 , this welfare,and fat, with

out), without or beside this good or welfare.

এতৎ ক্ষমৰিশিষ্ট, a. ( from এতৎক্ষেষ, this welfare, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of , possessed of this welfare .

এতৎক্ষেমতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এড স্কেম, this welfare, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this good or welfare excepted .

এতৎমে তিরেক, s. ( from এডৎক্ষেম, this welfare, and ব্যতিরেক ,

an exception), the exception of this good or welfare.

এতৎক্ষেত্র্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএতৎক্ষেত্র তিরেক), with the

exception of this good or welfare, without or beside

this good or welfare.
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, a. (from 93 , this welfare, and , joined

to), connected with this welfare, connected with this

person's welfare.

এতৎস্কেমরহিত, a. (from এত ক্ষেম , this twelfare, and রহিত , des-

titute of), destitute of this welfare or success .

qgelwal, a . (from 3 , this welfare, and 1 , emp-

ty), destitute of this good or welfare.

GIS¿#ATII , s. (from 43 , this welfare, and 1 , one who

kills), one who destroys this success , one who destroys

this person's welfare

93e15asta, a. (from 931 , this welfare, and ₹17, de ti-

tute), destitute of this good or welfare.

9&&(Fa153F, a. (from ¤, this welfare, and 155, a cause,

caused by or arising from this success, caused by or

arising from this person's welfare or success ; ad. from

or because of this welfare or success.

91, s. (from 43 , this welfare, and tatt,

desire), a desire for this success or good fortune, a de-

sire for this person's success or good fortune.

এতৎক্ষেমাকারী, a. ( from এডংক্ষেত্র , this welfare, and আস্কাভিন

desirous), desirous of this success or good fortune, de-

sirous of this person's success or good fortune.

এতৎক্ষেমাভিলাষ , s. (from এতৎক্ষেম, this welfare, and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire for this welfare or success, a desire for

this person's welfare or success.

এতৎস্কোভিলাষক , a. ( from এ ক্ষেত্র , this welfare, and অভি

ata , desirous), desirous of this welfare or success , de-

sirous of this person's welfare or success.

szerœatfsmta), a . (from 931 , this welfare, and fatfan,

desirous), desirous of this welfare or success, desirous

of this person's welfare or success.

33 , s. from age, this, and by a first principle), this first

principle, this primitive truth, this axiom, this accurate

idea , this genuine nature of a thing, this truth, this real-

ity, this identity, this mystery, this thing to be sought,

this search, this enquiry. This word constructed with

, to speak, means to tell this discovery, to divulge

this, to declare this reality of any thing ; with 3 , to

know, it meaus to discover this, to become acquainted

with this fact ; with fat , to enquire, it means to seek

after an accurate knowledge of this thing, and with ~ ,

to take, it means to scrutinize this , to superintend this ,

to trace out this.

এতগুত্ত্বকারক, s . (from স্তত্ত্ব this first principle , and কারক, ৫

doer), one who investigates this truth of things.

এতত্তত্ত্বজ্ঞান , ও (from স্তত্ত্ব, this first principle , and জ্ঞান,

knowledge), this knowledge offirst principles, this know-

এত

ledge of any fundamental truth , this knowledge of re-

' alities .

233 , a. (from 433 , this first principle, and tf ,

knowing), acquainted with this true knowledge ; s. one

who is acquainted with this first principle.

233tal, a. (from 433 , this first principle, and f ,

speaking) , speaking philosophically on this subject,

speaking correctly on this subject.

435yati, s . (from 433 , this first principle, and zií,

tath), this enquiry, this scrutiny.

এতগুত্ত্বাবধারক, s . ( from স্তত্ত্ব , this first principle, and অবধারক ,

ascertaining) , this superintendent, this inspector.

233tata , s. (from 433 this first principle, and at ,

the ascertaining or fixing upon a thin ), this superin-

tendence, this care, this attention , this inspection.

a3fafu, s. (from 935, this, and fofu, a lunar day , this lu-

nar day.

23ffufa , s . (from 43f3f , this lunar day, and fat , an

ascertaining), the ascertaining of this lunar day.

43 , s. (from 435, this, and off, a sacred place) , this sa-

cred place.

933ìústan, s. (from 433 , this sacred place, and sĩ”, a go-

ing) , a going on pilgrimage to this sacred place.

233tal, a. (from 233 , this sacredplace, and strax, go-

ing), going to or visit ng this sacred place.

933 2 * , a . (from 23 , this sacred place, and wi☎, see-

ing , viewing this sacred place.

93 , s. (from 23 , this sacred place, and fa, a see-

ing), the viewing of this sacred place.

433 , a. (from 433 this sacredplace, and ff , see-

ing , viewing this sacred place.

93 , s. (from 433 , this sacred place, and , a

march , a march or procession to this sacred place .

931, a. (from 23 , this, and , equal), equal to this,

like this , similar.

233 , s. (from 234 , this, and of , pleasure), this pleasure

or gratification, this person's pleasure.

433f , a. (from 233 , this pleasure, and , to do), pro-

ducing this pleasure or gratification, causing pleasure

to this person.

এতকুষ্টিকারক , a. (from এডতুষ্টি, this pleasure, and কারক, do-

ing), producing this pleasure or gratification, causing

this person's gratification or pleasure.

gyføætat, a. (from 237 , this pleasure, and ☎tfaï, doing),

producing this pleasure or gratification, causing this

person's gratification or pleasure.

23 , a , (from 43 , this pleasure, and , to be pro-
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duced), arising from this pleasure or gratification, aris-

ing fromthis person's pleasure or gratification.

এতষুষ্টিজনক , a . ( from এষ্টি, this pleasure , and অনক, pro-

ducing), producing this pleasure or gratification, pro-

ducing this person's pleasure or gratification.

ffas, a. (from 433f , this pleasure, and afg, pro-

duced , produced from this pleasure or gratification,

produced from this person's pleasure or gratification .

93f71, 6. (from 233 , this pleasure, and I, produ-

cible) , arising from or producible by this pleasure or

gra ification, arising from or produced by this person's

gratification or pleasure,

Agglýstar, od. (l›c_cise of45gf ), for the sake of this

pleasure or gratification

43313, a. (from 2 , this pleasure, and ts, produc-

ed), arising from this pleasure or gratification, arising

from this person's gratification or pleasure.

fu , s. (from 233 , this ple ¹sure, and † ¤, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this pleasure or gratification,

the destruction of this person's gratification or pleasure.

43f¥§ *, a. (from 433f , this ple sure, and ‡ , de-

structive), destructive to this pleasure or gratification ,

destructive to this person's pleasure or gratification.

avagant, a. (from 93 , this pleasure, and fa, de-

structive), destructive to this pleasure or gratification ,

destructive to this person's pleasure or gratification.

এততুষ্ঠিনাশ, s. ( from এতগুষ্ঠি, thispleasure, and নাশ, destruc

tion , the destruction of this pleasure or gratification,

the destruction of this person's pleasure or gratification .

Resgate, a. (from af , this pleasure, and tæ, de-

structive), destructive to this pleasure or gratification,

destructive to this person's pleasure or gratification.

933 , a. (from af , this pleasure, and fa☎, caus-

ing to cease , putting a stop to this pleasure or gratifi-

cation, putting a stop to this person's pleasure or gra-

tification.

affate, a. (from 3 , this pleasure, and fatze,

preventing), preventing this pleasure or gratification,

preventing this person's pleasure or gratification.

এততুষ্ঠিনিবারণ, ৪. (from 23s, this pleasure, and নিষ্কারণ,

preventing , the preventing of this pleasure or gratifi-

cation, the preventing of this person's pleasure or gra-

tification .

faza, s. (from 3 , this pleasure, and faf , ces-

sation , the cessation of this pleasure or gratification .

seofufataza, u. (from 43 , this pleisure, and fafùg, a

cause), caused by or arising from this pleasure or gra-

93.

tification, caused by or arising from this person's plea

sure or gratification ; ad. from or because of this plea-

sure or gratification.

এতত্তুষ্ঠিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এ ভুষ্টি , this pleasure, and নিষিত্ত, ৫

cause) , forthe sake of this pleasure or gratification .

এততুষ্টিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এততুষ্টি, this pleasure, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), obstructing or oppossing this pleasure or

gratification, obstructing or preventing this person's

gratification or pleasure.

, a. (from 43 , this pleasure, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this pleasure or gra-

tification, caused by or arising from this person's piea-

sure or gratification ; ad. from or because of this plea-

sure or gratification.

23FfI5C, a. (from 43 , this pleasure, and 10, increas-

ing), increasing this pleasure or gratification, increas

ing this person's pleasure or gratification.

43yfada, s . (from 233f , this pleasure, and a̸ía , on in-

creasing , the increasing of this pleasure or gratificati

on, the increasing of this person's pleasure or gratifica

tion .

43 , s. (from 23 , this pleasure, and f , an ob-

struction), an obstruction to this pleasure or gratifica-

tion, an obstruction to this person's gratification or

pleasure.

confufagæicæ, a. (from 433ff , an obstruction to this

pleasure, and at , causing) , causing the obstruction

of this pleasure or gratification, causing an obstruction

to this person's pleasure or gratification.

437faatit, a . (from 43 , an obstruction to this

pleasure, and fan, doing , raising obstacles to this

pleasure or gratification.

qoyfufequaæ, a. (from 4f , an obstruction to this

pleasure, and , producing), producing an obstruc-

tion to this pleasure or gratification , producing on ob-

struction to this person's pleasure or gratification.

এতভুষ্টৰিয়জনিত, a . ( from এডজুস্টিৰিয়, an obstruction to this

pleasure, and fãs, produced), produced by the obstruc-

tion of this pleasure or gratification.

এতস্তু ষ্টৰিয়জন্য , a. ( from এডজুৰি , an obstruction to this

pleasure, and 3, producible), arising from or produ-

cible by the obstruction ofthis gratification or pleasure,

arising from or producible by the obstruction of this

person's gratification or pleasure.

4338f391, ad. loc . case of23 ( 1 ), for the pur-

pose of obstructing this pleasure or gratification .

4sgjafafiface, a. (from effe , an obstacle to this

Cec 2
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pleasure, and fifty, a cause), caused by or arising from

an obstacle to this pleasure or gratification ; ad. from

or because of the obstruction of this pleasure or grati-

fication.

gafafaface, ad. (from 93ff , an obstacle to this plea-

sure, and fafi , a cause), for the purpose ofthe obstruc-

tion of this pleasure or gratification.

এততুষ্টিৰিয়পুদ , a . ( from এডজুষ্টিৰিয়, an obstructicn to this

pleasure, and 5, giving), placing an obstaclein the

way of this gratification or pleasure, placing an obsta-

cle in theway of this person's gratification or pleasure .

এততুষ্ঠিৰিস্নপুযুক্ত , a. (from এততুষ্ঠিৰিঘ্ন , an obstacle tothis plea-

sure, and F, caused by), caused by or arising from

an obstacle to this pleasue or gratification ; ad. from or

because of an obstacle to this pleasure or gratificati-

on.

এততুষ্টিৰিস্করহিত , a. (from এত ষ্টিবিঘ্ন , an obstruction to this

pleasure, and T , destitute of), free from obstructions

to this pleasure or gratification, free from obstructions

to this person's gratification or pleasure.

qvgfufaneza, a. (from 233VII, an obstacle to this plea-

sure, and c , a cause) , caused by or arising from this

pleasure or gratification ; ad. from or because of an ob

stacle to this pleasure or gratification.

sexfufcat, ad. (from 4f , this pleasure, and fa̸1, with-

out), without this pleasure or gratification .

93fafaat , s. (from 433 , this pleasure, and fat , d:-

struction), the destruction of this pleasure or gratifica-

tion, the destruction of this person's gratification or

pleasure.

এততুষ্ঠিবিনাশক, a. (from একতুষ্টি , this pleasure, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this pleasure, destructive to

this person's pleasure or gratification.

এতগুষ্ঠিতিরিক্ত , a . (from স্তুষ্টি, this pleasure, and बতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this pleasure or gratification excepted.

geyfufoliæ, s. (from 437 , this pleasure, and A*,

an exception), the exception of this pleasure or gratifi-

cation.

এততুষ্ঠিডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এততুষ্ঠিন্যডিয়েক) , with the

exception of this pleasure or gratification , without or

beside this pleasure or gratification.

9375 8. (from 43f , this pleasure, and as, increase),

the increase of this pleasure or gratification.

fame, a. (from 433 , this pleasu e, and , a root),

originating in this pleasure or gratification , originating

in this person's gratification or pleasure.

এততুষ্টিরহিত a. ( from এতগুষ্ঠি. this pleasure, and রহিত , desi-

tude of,, destitute of this pleasure or gratification.

15.

STYYKAI, d. (from 23 , this pleasure, and was, emply),

free from this pleasure or gratification.

433 , a. (from 43 , this pleasure, and 5 , indicat

ing), indicating this preson's gratification, makingknown

this pleasure.

237fy517, u. (from 937 , this pleasure, and 4, destitute

of), destitute of this pleasure or gratification.

439føl53*, a. (from 43 , this pleasure, and (₹3, acause),

caused by or arising from this pleasure or gratification,

caused by or arising from this person's gratification ;

ad. from or because of this pleasure or gratification.

233 , a. (from 234, this, and af , satisfaction) , this satis-

faction ofthe appetite, the satisfaction or gratification

of this person.

40yf8a123, a. (from 23 , this satisfaction, and tṛē,

causing), causing this satisfaction or gratification, sa-

tisfying or gratifying this person.

43att, a. (from 43 , this satisfaction , and at

making , causing this satisfaction or gratification, sa-

tisfying or gratifying this person.

937€33 , a. (from 23 , this satisfaction, and ē,pra-

ducing), producing this satisfaction or gratification,

producing this person's satisfaction or gratification.

23795fa3, a. (from 237 , this satisfaction, and 3f73,

produced), produced by this satisfaction or gratificati-

on, produced from this person's satisfaction or grati-

fication.

93f8541, a. (from 23 , this satisfaction, and as, pro-

ducib'e , producible by or arising from this satifaction

or gratification, producible by or arising from this per-

son's satisfaction or gratification .

43qf85171, ad. (loc. case of 257855 , for the sake of

this satisfaction of the appetite.

937fCF13, a. (from 237 , this satisfaction, and 3, prot

duced), arising from or produced by this satisfaction or

gratification.

437 , s. (from 23 , this satisfaction, and † , de

struction), the destruction of this satisfac ion or grati

fication , the destruction of this person's satisfaction or

gratification.

YsIane, a. (from 2 , this satisfaction, and

destructive), destructive to this satisfaction or gratifica.

tion, destructive to this person's satisfaction or grati-

fication

937&tos , a. (from 237f8, this satisfaction, and • faq, de

structive), destructive to this satisfaction or gratificati-

on, destructive to this person's satisfaction or gratifi-

cation.
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93.

seggata, s. (from auf , this satisfaction, and tt, de-

struction), the destruction of this satisfaction or gratifi

cation, the destruction of this person's satisfaction or

gratification.

dsqicate, a. (from 43 , this satisfaction, and at , de-

structive ,destructive to this satisfaction or gratification,

destructive to this person's satisfaction or gratificati-

on.

asisfinde, a. (from 23qf , this satisfaction , andfade,

putting an end to , putting an end to this satisfaction

or gratification, putting an end to this person's satis-

faction or gratification ..

এতত্ত্বতিনিবারক, a. (from এতভৃষ্টি , this satisfaction, and নিবারক ,

preventing), preventing this satisfaction or gratificati-

on, preventing this person's satisfaction or gratificati-

ol .

233f3fauted, 8. (from 437 , this satisfaction, and fata ,

a preventing), the preventing of this satisfaction or gra

tification, the preventing of this person's satisfaction

or gratification .

43 , s. (from 43 , this satisfaction, and fis,

Cessation), the cessation of this satisfaction or gratifica-

tion, the cessation of this person's satisfaction or grati-

fication.

azzisfafisë, a. (from 2378, this satisfaction , and fafie, u

cause), caused by or arising from this satisfaction or

gratification, caused by or arising from this person's

satisfaction or gratification.

2373(aface, ud. (from 4333, this satisfaction , and ff , a

cause) , for the sake ofthis satisfaction of the appetite.

237fsafe, a. (from 43 , this satisfaction, and farm ,

Opposing), opposing or obstructing this satisfaction or

gratification, opuosing or obstructing this person's satis-

faction or gratification.

43 , a. (from 437f , this satisfaction, and TF, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this satisfaction or

gratification, caused by or arising from this person's sa-

tisfaction or gratification.

93 , a. (from 433 , this satisfaction, and ze, in-

crees.ng), increasing this satisfaction or gratification,in-

creasing this person's satisfaction or gratification.

233f81=3, s. (from 437f8, this satisfaction, and ₹ 5, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this satisfaction or gratifi-

cation, the increasing of this person's satisfaction or

gratification.

feft , ad. (from 433 , this satisfaction, and f1, with-

out), without this gratification, without this person's

gratification.

93.

ffatt, s. (from 237 , this satisfaction, and feat ,

destruction), the destruction of this satisfaction or gra-

tification, the destruction of this person's satisfaction

or gratification.

aggf&feat*æ, a. (from 93yfe, this satisfaction, and ſagitta,

destructive), destructive to this satisfaction or gratifi-

cation , destructive to this person's satisfaction or gra-

tification.

23 , a. (from 43 , this satisfaction, and faf ,

possessed of), possessed of this satisfaction .

এতত্ত্বষ্টিবৃদ্ধি , ড (from এতপ্তি, this satisfaction, and বৃদ্ধি,

crease), the increase of this satisfaction or gratification,

the increase ofthis person's gratification or satisfaction.

4qilsa , a . (from 4f , this satisfaction, and

ff , excepted), this satisfaction of the appetite ex-

cepted.

এও তৃপ্তিব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতত্ত্বপ্তি, this srti faction, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this satisfaction of the

appetites.

43ftat , ad. loc. case of auffs ), with the

exception of this satisfaction of the appetite, without

or beside this satisfaction of the appetite.

43 Bartats, s . (from 43f , this satisfaction , and its

an obstacle), an obstacle to this satisfaction of the ap-

petite.

4syfsætateæ,a. (from 43 ,this satisfaction,and tas ,

opposing), opposing this satisfaction of the appetite.

43 , a. (from 4 , this satisfaction, and F,joine

to), connected with this satisfaction or gratification,

connected with this person's gratification or satisfacti-

on.

43183 , a. (from 43 , this satisfaction , and fez, des-

titute), destitute of this satisfaction ofthe appetite.

Afs×51, a. (from 4338, this satisfaction , and I, emply),

destitute of this satisfaction of the appetite.

23qfesta, a. (from 43 , this satisfaction , and 15, desti-

tute), destitute of this satisfaction of the appetite.

এতভূপ্তিহেতুক, a. (from এতত্ত্বপ্তি, this satisfaction, and হেতু,

cause), caused by or arising from this satisfaction or

gratification, caused by or arising from this person's sa.

atification ; a . from or because of this

tisfaction or g

satisfaction of the appetite

2313 , s . (from 48 , this, and c , splendor), this vigor

or energy, this spirit or ardor, this person's spirit or

energy, this splendor or glory.

এততেজঃপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from এডজে , this splendor, and পুতি

, opposing), opposing or obstructing this spirit or
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energy, opposing or obstructing this person's spirit or

energy.

এভত্তেতঃপ্রযুক্ত , a . (from এডভেজস ,্ this splendor, and যুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or proceeding from this spirit or en-

ergy, caused by or proceeding from this person's spi

rit or energy ; ad. from or because of this spirit or en-

ergy , from or because of this person's spirit or energy.

93( G:* ), a. (from II , this splendor, and * ), emp-

ty , destitute ofthis spirit or energy .

་

93195TI, a. (from 93135 , this splendor, and ₹5, to do ,

producing this spirit or energy, producing this person's

spirit or energy.

এতত্তেজোজনক, a. (from এতত্তেজস্, this splendor, and অনঙ্ক, pro-

ducing , producing this spirit or energy, producing this

person's spirit or energy.

9313:stsfas, a. (from 23133 , this vigor, and Ff13, pro-

duced), produced by this spirit or energy, produced by

this person's spirit or energy.

QUIGIGAI, a . (from 93135 , this vigor, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this spirit or ener-

gy, producible by or arising from this person's spirit or

energy.

9813IMI, ad. loc. case of431311), for this splendor

or energy.

2313151513, a (from 43135 , this vigor, and 3, produc-

ed), arising from or produced by this spirit or energy,

arising from or produced by this person's spirit or en-

ergy.

9373: †$28, s. (from 913 , this rigor, and , destruc-

tion ), the destruction of this spirit or energy, the de-

struction of this person's spirit or energy.

9313F{ƒ»a☎, a. (from 23133 , this vigor, and ↑ ¤¤, de-

structive), destructive to this spirit or energy, destruc-

tive to this person's energy or spirit.

9313e5f§^at, a. (from 93133A, this vigor, and f , de-

structive , destructive to this spirit or energy, destruc-

tive to this person's spirit or energy.

GĦIratat , s. (from 231337, this vigor, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this vigor or energy, the de-

struction of this person's spirit or energy.

এতজেজানাশক, ৫. ( from এড়ত্তেজস্, this vigor, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this vigor or energy, destruc-

tive to this person's spirit or energy .

এততে জানিবৰ্ত্তক, a. (from এততেজস, this vigor, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to this vigor or energy,

causing this person's spirit or energy to cease.

quracatfiætag, e. (from 231337 this vigor, and fiɛize,

J5.

preventing), preventing this vigor or energy, preventing

this person's spirit or energy.

এততেজোনিবারণ , s. ( from এতত্তেজ , this vigor, and নির্ধারণ ,

preventing , the preventing of this vigor or energy, the

preventing of this person's spirit or energy.

এতজে জোনিৰ্বত্তি , s. ( from এডত্তেজ . this vigor, and নিৰূতি. ces-

sation) , the cessation of this vigor or energy, the cessa-

tion of this person's spitit or energy.

এতত্তেজোনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতভেজস ,্ this vigor, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from this vigor or energy,

cansed by or arising from this person's spirit or energy,

ad, from or because of this vigor or energy.

এতত্তেজোনিয়িত্তে, ad. ( from এ ভেজস ,্ this splendor , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , for this splendor or energy.

এতত্তেজোৰৰ্ষক, a . ( from এতত্তেজস্ this vigor, and বৰ্দ্ধক, increas-

ing), increasing this vigor or energy, increasing this

person's spirit or energy.

2313(51757, s. (from 9313 , this vigor, and T , an in-

creasing), an increasing of this vigor or energy, an in-

creasing of this person's spirit or energy.

93135tíz¶, s. (from 93183 , this vigor, and fær, an ob-

struction), an obstruction to this vigor or energy, an

obstruction to this person's spirit or energy.

931375tfzat , ed. (from 431337, this vigor, and frat, with-

out), without this vigor, without splendor or energy.

এতত্তেজোৱিনাশ, s. (from এতত্তেজम, this rigor, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this vigor or energy, the

destruction of this person's spirit or energy.

9513c5ifæatxtæ, a. (from 431357, this vigor, and fæno, de-

structive), destructive to this vigor or energy, destruc

tive to this person's vigor or energy.

4313sta , a. (from 335 , this vigor, and faf , pos-

sessed of) , possessed of this vigor or energy, possessed

of this person's spirit or energy.

43ata, 8. (from 23133 , this splendor, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this splendor or energy, the in-

crease of this person's spirit or energy.

43131517fsfas, a. (from 9313FF, this splendor, and rifs

fa , excepted), this splendor or glory excepted, this vi-

gor or energy excepted.

এতত্তেজোব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতভেজস ,্ this splendor, and তি

CI , an exception), the exception of this splendor or glo-

ry, the exception of this spirit or energy.

এতত্তেজোৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএডত্তেজোৰ/ ডিয়েক), with the

exception ofthis splendor or glory, with the exception

of this spirit or energy, without or beside this splendor

or glory, without or beside this spirit or energy.
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acceuig , a. (from 43135 , this vigor, and y , joined to ,

connected with this vigor or energy, connected with

this person's spirit or energy.

33caaf , a. from 4313 , this vigor, and 5, desti-

tule of), destitute of this vigor or ener.y.

Set3l3t5ði, s. (from 931355, this vigor, a d53, one who

kills , a destroyer of this vigor or energy, the destroy-

er of this person's spirit or energy .

9373catoja, a. (from 931335, this vigor, and F , destitute

of , destitute of this vigor or energy.

23:aakage, 7. (from 431357, this vigor, and 153, a cause ,

caused by or arising from this vigor or energy, caused

by or arising from this person's vigor or energy ; ad.

from or because of this vigor or energy.

atzia, s. (from 43135 , this vigor, and gta, diminu-

on), the diminution or decrease of this vigor or energy,

the decrease of this splendor or glory.

93 , 8. (from 235, this, and esta, gratification), this gra-

tification, this person's gratification .

-

qugtszy, a . (from 23798 this pleasure, and ☎, to do),

producing this pleasure or gratification .

93.3/8FIJE, a. (from 431318, this pleasure , and ỡi , d ..

ing , affording or causing this pleasure or gratification.

quetzætat, a. (from 437318, this pleasure, and tfaa, do-

ing , affording or causing this pleasure or gratification

931818518, a. (from 931318 , this gratification, and I5F,

causing), producing this gratification, producing this

person's gratification.

93131835), a. (from 4338, this gratification , and G , pro-

ducible), arising from or producible by this gratificati-

on, arising from or producible by this person's gratifi-

cation.

asitasiz , ad. ( loc. case of 3311), for this pleasure

or gratification.

481etaxta, a. (from 3 , this pleasure, and t3. pro-

ducel), produced by or arising from this gratification.

stafada, a. (from atta, this pleasure, and fas,

causing to cease), putting an and to this pleasure or

gratification.

এতন্তোষনিবারক, a. (from এড:ত্তাষ , this pleasure, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this pleasure or gratification.

এডঃ ভাষনিবারণ , s. (from এডন্তোষ, this pleasure, and নিবারণ ,

a preventing , the preventing of this pleasure or grati-

fication.

এততো নিৰুত্তি, ৪. (from এভন্তোষ, this pleasure, and নিয়ত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of this pleasure or gratification.

এতত্তোহনিষিত্তক, a. (from এস্তত্তে\ষ, this gratification , and নির্মিত্ত ,

cause,, caused by or arising from this gratification,

caused by or arising from this person's gratification ;

ad. from or because of this gratification.

9313 , ad. (from 93131 , this pleasure, and fif , a

cause) , for this pleasure or gratification .

এডন্তোষস্তুতিৰ স্বক, a. (from এতত্তেtষ, this pleasure,and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hindering this pleasure or grati

fication...

Steady , San (from 9313 , This gratification, and TF,

caused by) , caused by or arising from this gratification,

caused byor arising from this person's gratification ;

ad. from or because of this gratification.

এততোষাঘাত, s. (from এডভোe, this pleasure, and বাঘ!

an obstacle , an obstacle to this pleasure or gratificati-

on.

এততে ঘঘিতিক, a. (fron এভগুোষ, this pleasure;and ব্যাঘাত ,

obstructing), obstructing this pleasure or gratification.

93stage, a. (from 431318, this gratification, and (TI, a

cause), caused by or arising from this gratification,

caused by or arising from this person's grauification ;

ad. from or because of this gratification .

9394 , s. (from 937, this, and a side , this side, this

wing, this wax or wane of the moon; this person's side

or party.

9389531 , s. (from , this wing, and ca , one who

cu's , one who cuts this wing.

4397 &T,¶ 8. (from 2384 , this wing, and ‹ã , a cutting),

the cutting of this wing.

এতৎ পক্ষদ্ধেদক, a. ( from এতংপক্ষ, thiswing, and ছেদক, cutting),

cutting this wing ; s . one who cuts this wing.

939A877, s. (from 4 , this wing, and (557, a cutting),

the cutting of this wing.

43 , (from 43 , this wing, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of this wing, the destruction of

this person's party, the destruction ofthis party.

95%AFIRAZ, ɑ. (from 5, this wing, and ☎, de-

structive), destructive to this wing, destructive to this

person's party, destructive to this party.

43 , a . (from 3 , this wing, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to this wing, destructive to this

person's party, destructive to this party.

qeЯat*, s. (from 43 , this wing, and at , destructi-

on , the destruction of this wing the destruction ofthis

person's party, the destruction of this party.

এতংপস্কন।শক, a . ( from a3ৎপক্ষ, this wing, and নানক, destruc

(ive), destructive to this wing destructive to this per-

son's party, destructive to this party.

এতৎপক্ষনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতৎপক্ষ, this side, and নির্মিত, a cause),
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caused by or arising from this party, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's party ; ad. from or because of

this side or party.

gee913, s. (from Я , this side, and te, a fall), a

closing in with or supporting this person's party, the

taking of this side, the taking of this person's side.

95e4415), «. (from 3 , this side, and fa,falling ,

closing in with or supporting this person's party, taking

this person's side, taking this side.

IFF, ad. (loc. case of 939 ) , on this side, on this per-

son's side.

ge , s. (from 235, this, and a, a stake), this stake, this

wager, this voluntary obligation or engagement.

qgetræýl, s. (from 3 , this stake, and æg, a doer), the

person who makes this wager, he who lays this stake.

quedɗatzē, 4. (from 93 , this stake, and 13ē, doing),

laying this wager, staking this, engaging to do this.

gett, a. (from 4d, this wager, and the doing),

laying this wager.

qze-da77, a. (from 2 , this stake, and 1, produci-

ble), arising from this stake or wager.

goedd (71, ad. (loc. case of93 ), for the sake of this

wager.

asesofhface, a. (from 934, this wager, and fifig, a

cause), caused by or arising from this wager ; ad. from

or because of this wager.

quetefiface, ad. (from 932 , this wager, and fifa , a

cause), for this wager.

quedɑHOF, a. (from 25 , this stake, and guy, caused

by), caused by or arising from this stake or wager ; ad.

from or because of this stake or wager.

45 , s. (from 3 , this stake, and , a breaking ,

the breaking of this engagement or voluntary obligati

on, the not standing to this wager.

que4d5$T, a. (from age , this stake, and 27, break-

ing , breaking this engagement, not standing , to this

stake.

PHIES , a. (from , this stake, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this stake or wager ; ad. from

or because of this wager.

qgeqdtætgi, s. (from 2384 , this stake, and wi§¹, desire),

a desire to lay this wager, a desire to enter into this

obligation.

এ প te , a (from এ পণ, this stale, and সকানি, desir-

ous , desirous of laying this wager, desirous of laying

himselfunder this obligation.

23 Pattonta, s. (from 3 , this stake, and afsata, de-

S.

sire), a desire to lay this wager, a desire of laying one's

selfunder this obligation.

23edtfsatst, a. (from seed, this stake, and afontfan, de-

sirous), desirous of laying this wager, desirous of lay.

ing himself under this obligation.

vetu, s. (from 23 , this, and f , a road), this road or

path.

agedusttal, a. (from 3 , this road, and stif , going),

going this way, travelling on this road,

93e423, a. (from 934 , this road, and ☎l, to know), ac-

quainted with this road.

এতৎপথজ্ঞাপক, a . ( from এতৎপথ, this road, and আপস্থ, making

known), directing in or making acquainted with this

-road.

93equada, a. (from aegu, this road, and af☎, shewing),

shewing this road.

23,qu *), a. (from 23544, this road, and aff , shewing),

shewing this road.

"Igequitar), a. (from , this road, and azafa , de-

pending), professing this particular way, observing this

particular course of actions.

TRUI, 8. (from 235, this, and , wholesome diet), this

wholesome diet

932 , a. (from ht , this wholesome diet, and

fifa , a cause ) , caused by or arising from this whole-

some diet ; ad. from or because of this wholesome

diet.

93fafers, ad. (from "svet , this diet, and fifa , a

cause) , for this salutary diet.

ew , a. (from 93 ,this wholesome diet , and F

caused by), caused by or arising from this wholesome

diet ; ad. from or because of this wholesome diet.

936qwfan1 , ad. (from 43r, this wholesome diet, andf**1,

without), without this regimen, without this wholesome

diet.

ARVIF, a. (from 93 , this wholesome die' , and

71fafa , excepted), this course of wholesome diet ex-

cepted.

IFRAU/TIFFIAT, s. (from que , this wholesome diet, and

ifsiḍæ, an exception) , an exception to this course of

wholesome diet.

us ), with theque, ad. ( loc. case of

exception of this salutary diet, without or beside this

salutary diet.

qequis , a. (from 3 , this wholesome diet, and 53,

to eat), eating this diet, living upon this wholesome

diet.
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azydunstmi, s. (from 255,941, this diet, and (sta, an eal-

er , feeding on this wholesome food .

Aequitafi, a. (from 3 , this wholesome diet, and

att , eating) , eating this diet, living upon this whole-

some diet.

ta, s. (from 28 , this, and , foot), this foot, this poe-

tical foot, this word, this office, this station , this per-

son's office or station .

93e453, a. (from 3 , this s'ation, and sts, obtained ,

possessed of or placed in this station or office.

9344673, a. (from 43 , this station, andT , fallen from),

fallen from this station or dignity, dismissed from this

office.

gig, a. (from 433 , this station, and t , obtained),

placed in this office or station, possessed of this station

or office.

93455 , a. (from , this station, and 3 , fallen

from), fallen from this station or dignity, dismissed

from this office.

43294, a. (from 3 , this station, and 1, to stand), oc-

cupying this situation, placed in this office.

এতৎপদস্থায়ী, a. ( from এতৎপদ, this office, and স্থায়িন, staying',

continuing in this office.

af , a. (from 3 , this office, and f , situated),

fixed in or occupying this office or station .

এতৎপদাকা ू1 , s. (from এতৎপদ, this station , and আকাঙ্ক্ষা, de-

sire), a desire for this station or office, a desire for this

person's station or office.

tag , a. (from 3 , this station, and taifa, de-

sirous) , desirous ofthis station or office, desirous of this

person's station or office.

এতৎপদাপেক্ষা, ১. (from এতৎপদ, this station, and অপেক্ষ' , ex-

pectation), an expectation of this office or station, an ex-

pectation of this person's office or station.

এত্তৎপদাপেক্ষী, a. (from a ৎপদ, this station, and অপেক্ষিন ,্ ex-

pecting), expecting or waiting for this office or station,

expecting or waiting for this person's office or station.

q8e2ktams), a. (from 3 , this station, and arafa, de-

pending on), depending upon or occupying this office

or station.

Jefumta, s. (from 3 , this station, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for this station or office, a desire for this

person's station or office.

seaaifonte), a. (from 3 , this station, and featfan,

desirous , desirous of this station or office, desirous of

this person's station or office.

এ.

anointed), installed into this office, occupying the place

of this person or thing

3 , s. (from 3 , this, and if, a thing), this thing,

this object ; also, (from 43344, this office, and ¤ , an

object), having this office or station for an object.

, a. (from 3 , this station, and fi , desiring),

desirous for this office or station, desirous for this per

son's office or station.

933, a. (from 433 , this station, and ta , atlach,

ed to), attached to or fond of this station or office,

931, s. (from 2359 , this station, and ¹ , desire), a

desire forthis office or station, a desire for this person's

office or station.

23 , a. (from 23 , this station, and , desirous),

desirous of this office or station , desirous of this per

son's office or station.

939945 , a. (from 434 , this station, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of this office or station , desirous of this per

son's office or station.

এতৎপরাক্রম, s . ( from as, this, and পরাক্রম, power), this pow.

this person's power.er,

এতৎপরাক্রমকারক, a. ( from এতৎপরক্রিম, this courage, and কারক,

doing), exerting this power or courage.

এতৎপরাক্রমজ, s . (from এতৎপরাক্রম , this power, and ऊ , to be

produced , arising from this power, arising from this

person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রযজনক, a . ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and জনক,

producing), causing this power, giving rise to this per

son's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমজনিত, a. (from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and জনিত ,

produced), produced from this power, produced by

this person's power.

95e9p|FAT51, a. (from 93 , this power, and 573,

producible), producible by or arising from this power,

producible by or arising from this person's power.

JG&HL)FNG(T), ad. (loc. case of ageЯtæ ), for this

power, for this man's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমজাত, a. ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and জতি,

produced), produced by or arising from this power, pro-

duced by or arising from this person's power.

439931131, s. (from 93 , this power, and tą, a

giver), one who confers this power, he who confers

power on this person.

43 Pitt , a. (from 93at , this power, and at ,পরাক্রম,

giving), conferring this power, giving power to this per-

son.

43euntfsfas,433f3fa , a. (from 4 , this station, and off , 43nts , a. (from 4 , this power, and tf ,এতংপরাক্রমদায়ী,

Did
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23.

giving), conferring this power, conferring this person's

power.

906971##¾°7 , s . (from 93297† , thispower, and ‡ , de-

struction), the ruin or destruction of this power, the de-

struction of this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমর মক, a. ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and ধ্ব সক

destructive), destructive to this power, destructive to

this person's power,

এতৎপরংক্রমধ্বংসী a. (from ৎপরাক্রম, this power, and ह 'ै मिन्

destructive , destructive to this power, destructive to

this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমনাশ, s. (from এবংপরক্রিম, this power, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this power, the destructi-

on ofthis person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমনাশক, a. (from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this power, destructive to

thisperson's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমনিমিত্তক, a. (from এডৎপৰীক্ৰম, this power, and নির্মিত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this power ; ad.

from or because ofthis power.

এতৎপরাক্রমনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতৎপরক্রিম, this power, and

fafay, a cause), for this power, for this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from এডৎপরাক্রম, this power, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this power, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's power ; ad. from or

because of this person.

QISHAIFATÉE, a. (from eat , this power, and e, in-

creasing), making this power increase, increasing this

person's power.

এবৎপরাক্রমথঙ্কন , s. (from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and বৰ্দ্ধন ,

an increasing), the increasing of this power, the increas-

ing of this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমবিনা , ad. ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and রিনা,

without), without this power, without this person's

power.

এতৎপরক্রিমবিনাশ, s. (from এডৎপরক্রিম, thispower, and farm,

destruction), the destruction of this power, the de-

struction of this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমবিনাশক, a. ( from এতৎপরক্রিম, this power, and

fat , destructive) , destructive to this power, de-

structive to this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমবিশিষ্ট, a. ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of this power, possessed ofthis

person's power.

gzędziaufagia, a. (from 93 , this power, and tɛgì7,

destitute), destitute of this power, destitute of this per-

sou's power.

25.

এতৎপরাক্রমবৃদ্ধি, ৪. ( from এডংপরাক্রম, this power, and বৃষ্টি, in

crease), the increase ofthis power, the increase of this

person's power.

agedatrafofas, a. (from aset , this power, and

af , excepted), this power excepted , this person's

power excepted.

এতৎপরাক্রম ডিরেক, s. (from এবংপরাক্রম, this rowar, and

fax, an exception), the exception of this power, the

exception of this person's power.

23 , a. (from eat , thispower, and join-

ed to), connected with this power, connected with this

person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমরহিত, a. ( from তৎপরক্রিম, this power, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of this power, destitute ofthis per-

son's power,

এতৎপরাক্রমশূন্য , a. ( from এতৎপরক্রিয়, this power, and

empty), destitute of this power, destitute of this person's

power.

SecAPIFago), 8. (from 937 , this power, and x , one

who kills), one who destroys this power, one who de-

stroys this person's power.

এতৎপরাক্রমহানি, a. ( from এতৎপরাক্রম, this power, and হানি,

loss), the declension or loss of this power, the declensi

on or loss ofthis person's power.

AbeĦItwaria, a. (from qefait , this power, and 7, des-

tilule), destitute of this power, destitute of this person's

power.

এতৎপরাক্রমহেতুক, a. (from এতৎপরক্রিম, this power, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from this power, caused by

or arising from this person's power ; ad. from or be-

cause of this person's power.

এতৎপরাজয়, ৪ (from a th s,

feat, this person's defeat.

Q1 , s. (from 93 , this defeat, and , a

dver , this conqueror, he who defeats this person.

এতৎপরাজয়কারক, a. ( from এতৎপরাজয়, this defeat , and করিব,

and Я15 , defeat), this de-

causing), causing this defeat ; s. he who conquers or

defeats this person.

এতৎপরাজয়কারী, & (irom এতৎপরাজয়, this defeat, and কারিন,

doing), efficing this defeat, conquering this per

son..

4589813x3, a. (from asetatas, this defeat, and af ,

produced), produced by this defeat, produced from this

prison's defeat.

93927), a. (from 2399313 , this defeat, and 571,

producible), producible by or arising from this defeat,

producible by or arising from this person's defeat.
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SELHETABELT , ad. (loc. case ofa ), for this de-

feat, for this person's defeat.

এতৎপরাজয়নিযিশুক, a. (from স্তৎ পরাজয় , this defeat , and নির্মিত ,

a cause,, caused by or arising from this defeat, caused

by or arising from this person's defeat ; ad. from or be-

cause of this defeat.

এবৎপরাজয় নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এবংপরাজয়, this defeat , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , for this defeat, for this person's defeat.

এতৎ পরাজয়প্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from এতৎপরাজয়, this defeat , and

gfsæææ, opposing), preventing or hindering this defeat,

obstructing or preventing this person's defeat.

এডৎপরাজয়পুযুক্ত, a. (from এতৎপরাজয়, this defeat , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this defeat, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's defeat ; ad. from or

because of this defeat.

এতৎপরাজয়বিলা , ad . ( from এবৎপরাজয়, this defeat , and fনা,

without), without this defeat,without this person's defeat.

taff , a. (from 31 , this defeat, and

fs , excepted), this defeat excepted, this person's

defeat excepted.

এবংপরাজয়ব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতৎপরাজয় , this defeat , and

FI, an exception), the exception of this defeat , the

exception of this person's defeat.

এবংপরাজয ব়্যাঘাত, s. (fromএতৎপরাজয় , this defeat, and ব্যাঘাত,

an obstacle), an obstacle to this defeat, an obstacle to

this person's defeat .

QURBETSPANİETS , a. (from 2 , this defeat, and

utataæ, opposing) , opposing or obstructing this defeat,

opposing or obstructing this person's defeat.

হa. (from 23 , this defeat, and ( 3

a cause), caused by or arising from this dafeat, caused

by or arising from this person's defeat; ad. from or be-

cause of this defeat.

এতৎপরাজয়কিা , a. (from 3Яty, this defeat, and

wig , a wish), a desire for this person's defeat.

এবংপরাজয়াকারী, a. (from এডৎপরাজয়, this defeat, and

ataifa, desirous,, desi rous of this person's defeat.

JBLJETE!1(5812, s. (from 2 , this defent, and

afsats, desire) , the desire of this person's defeat.

23<43tup1(Satat, a . (from 931 , this defeat, and

, desirous), dsirous of this person's defeat.

ABR9315(¥51, 8. (from 26997tay, this defeat, and E),

sire , the desire of this person's defeat.

STRZ13185_a.{from 93139, this defeat, and 5 desir-

ous , desirous of this person's defeat.

de-

JEPITETE, a. (from 43327159, this defeat, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of this person's defeat.

43.

90477157, s. (from 234, this, and at , defeat) , this defeat,

this person's defeat.

93997†STAÍÍ, 8. (from 93 731, this defeit, and aý, a

doer) , this conqueror, he who defeats this person.

qgeЯziszætậì, a. (from szeggisa, this defeat, and atfa ,

doing), defeating this person, subduing this person.

এতৎপর ভজন্য, a. (from এতৎপরাতন, this defeat , and জন্য ,

producible), producible by or arising from this defeat,

producible by or arising from this person's defeat.

এতৎপরাভবজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎপরাভ জন্য), for this de-

feat, for this person's defeat.

এডৎপরাভবনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডৎপরাভব, this defeat, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this person's defeat,

caused by or arising from this defeat ; ad. from or be-

cause of this defeat.

এতৎপরাভৰনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডংপরাভব, this defeat , and fনবিত্ত,

a cause), for this defeat, for this person's defeat .

, a. (from 3 , this defeat and

caused by), caused by or arising from this defeat, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's defeat.

এতৎপয়াভৰৰিলা , ad. (from এবংপরাভব, this defent, and fat,

without) , without this defeat, without this person's

defeat.

এতৎপরাভব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডৎপরাভব, this defeat, and রাঙি

fa , excepted , this defeat excepted, this person's defeat

excepted.

এতৎপরাভবব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতৎপরাভব, this defeat, and

fx , an exception , the exception of this defeat,

the exception of this person's defeat.

232931sælge, a. (from 23 , th's defeat, and

a cause), caused by or arising from this defeat , caused

by or arising from this person's defeat ; ad. from or be-

cause of this defeat.

এতৎপরণতৰাকাঠী, s (from এতৎপরাভব, this defeat, and অকাই',

a desire , a desire for this person's defeat.

4311, a. (from gate , this defeat, and att

desirous), desirous of this person's defeat.

এতৎপরাভৰাভিলাষ, s. ( from এবং পরাভব, this defeat , and অভিলাষ্ট,

desire), the desire ofthis person's defeat.

23<aḍistifsmta , a. (from 43 , this defeat, and

fat , desirous), desirous of this person's defeat.

93897157881, 8. (from 93 , this defeat, and ,

a wish), a wish for this person's defeat.

23e4atsiz , a. (from agents , this defeat, and , de-

sirous), desirous of this person's defeat.

2345 , a. (from 9329715 , this defeat, and

desirous), desirous of this person's defeat.

ndd 2
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E , s. (from 3 , this, and 87, acquaintance), this

acquaintance, this person's acquaintance.

Afastar , s. (from 234f355, this acquaintance, and

atatgt, desire), a desire for this person's acquaintance.

patat, a. (from 357, this acquaintance, and

&tætig , desirous), desirous of this person's acquaint-

ance.

fat , s. (from 35 , this acquaintance, and

afsata, desire), a desire for this person's acquaintance.

234 ) , a. (from ef?, this acquaintance,

and fifa , desirous) , desirous of this person's ac-

quaintance.

3eful, s. (from fay, this acquaintance, and ,

a wish, a wish for this person's acquaintance.

zef , a. (from 43 , this acquaintance, and

desirous), desirous of this person's acquaintance.

9399f2017, a. (from 959, this acquaintance, and

, desirous), desirous of this person's acquaintaince.

3 , s. (from 435, this and fort, service), this ser-

vice or attendance, the serving or attending upon this

person.

dosaíoútzáí, s. (from foun, this service, and

a doer) , one who performs this person's service, one who

performs this service.

Gasdfabuitzigt , s. (from 93fact, this service, and

tatt, desire), a desire for this service, a desire of at-

tending on or serving this person .

Cefortatal, a. (from 93fait, this service, and

atat , desirous , desirous ofthis service, desirous of

attending on or serving this person.

এতৎপরিচর্যাকারক, a. (from এত পরিচর্যা। , this service, and

az , doing), waiting on or serving this person, per-

forming this service,

এতৎপরিচর্যাকারী, a. (from এবংপরিচর্যা , this altendance, and

zifa , doing), performing this service,attending on this

person.

beouts#1, a. (from 6 , this attendance, aud

GRI, producible), producible by or arising from this

service or attendance, producible by or arising from

this person's service or attendance.

এতৎপরিচর্যাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎপরিচর্যা জন্য), for this

service or attendance, for the service ofthis person.

gefoto293, a . (from 2329f , this service, and

F297, eminent), eminent at this service, eminent in ser-

ving or waiting upon this person.

greafontfafava, a. (from afar, this attendance,

and faſe, a cause), caused by or arising from tuis ser-

93.

vice or attendance, caused by or arising from service

or attendance upon this person ; ad. from or because of

this service or attendance.

2323501fafc3, ad. (from 43 , this attendance,

and faf , a cause), for this service or attendance, for

service or attendance on this person,

এতৎপরিচর্যাপেক্ষক, a. ( from এতৎপরিচর্যা, this service, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting for this ser-

vice, expecting or waiting for this person's service.

2399fút ), a . (from aún , this service, and

1, expectation , an expectation of this service, an

expectation of this person's service.

23 a. (from 93f8 , this service, and

f expecting , expecting or waiting for this service,

expecting or waiting for this person's service.

এতং পরিচর্যাপুযুক্ত , a. (from এডংপরিচর্যা, this attendance, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from this service

or attendance, caused by or arising from service or at-

tendance on this person ; ad. from or because of this

service or attendance.

433fastsata, s. (from 4 , this service, and

fata, desire), a desire for this service, a desire of

serving or attending upon this person.

93e9fgodïtfsmia , a . (from fal, this service, and

ft , desirous), desirous of this service, desirous

of serving or attending on this person.

এতৎপরিচর্য্যাসক্ত, a. (from এতৎপরিচর্যা, this service, and আসক্ত;

attachedto), fond of this service, fond of attending on

or serving this person .

9 , a . (from 93 , this attendance, and

(x , a cause), caused by or arising from this service

or attendance, caused by or arising from service or at-

tendance on this person ; ad. from or because of this

service or attendance.

f ), s. (from afar , this service, and 1, a

desire), a desire for this service, a desire of serving or

attending on this person.

239feng, a. (from fan, this service, and de-

sirous), desirous of this service, desirous of serving this

person.

এতৎপরিচর্য্যোজুক, a. (from এতৎপরিচর্যা। , this service, and ইম ,ু

desirous), desirous of this service, desirous of serving

this person.

Avasta , s. (from 43 , this, and fit , an attendant),

this servant or attendant, this person's servant er at-

tendant.

3f5, s. (from 3 , this, and , a member ofa
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family), this family, this member of a family, this atten-

dant or relation, this person's relation or attendant.

Ageafeta, s. (from 43 this, and fat , salvation), this

salvation, this person's salvation.

এবৎপরিত্রাণকারক, a. (from এডৎপরিত্রাণ , this salvation, and

, causing), causing or working out this salvation ,

effecting this person's salvation ; s. this saviour.

তৎপরিত্রাণকারী, a. (from এডৎপরিত্রান, this salvation, and

affa , making), causing or working out this salvation,

effecting this person's salvation .

2339¶fatd57), a. (from 93 , this salvation, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from this salvati-

on, producible by or arising from this person's salvati-

on.

এতৎপরিত্রাণজন্যে ad. (loc. case of এতৎপরিত্রাণজন্য ), for this

salvation, for this person's salvation.

<ifaziafiface, a. (from 43sqft , this salvation, and

fafa³, a cause), caused by or arising from this salvati-

on, caused by or arising from this person's salvation ;

ad. from or because of this salvation .

এতৎপরিত্রাণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডৎপরিত্রাণ , this salvation, and

fifa , a cause), for this salvation, for this person's sal-

vation.

11এস্তৎপরিত্রাণপুযুক্ত, a. (from এতৎপরিত্রান , this salvation , and পুযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this salvation,

caused by or arising from this person's salvation ; ad.

from or because of this salvation, from or because of

this person's salvation .

এতৎপরিত্রাণবিনা , ad. (fromএডৎপরিত্রাণ , this salvation, and বিনা ,

without), without or beside this salvation , without or

beside this person's salvation .

এতৎপরিত্রান ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডংপরিত্রাণ , this salration, and

sas, excepted), this salvation excepted , this man's

salvation excepted.

এবংপরিত্রাণ ডিরেক, s. (from এত পরিত্রান , this salation , and

fiæ, an exception), the exception of this salvation,

the exception of this person's salvation.

এতৎ পরিত্রাণাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. ease of এতৎপরিত্রাণাতিয়েক) ,

with the exception of this salvation , without or beside

this salvation.

এতৎপরিত্রাণহেতক, a. ( from এতৎপরিত্রাণ , this salvation , and

, a cause), caused by or arising from this salvation,

caused by or arising from this person's salvation ; ad.

from or because of this salvation.

fatat1, s. (from a fat , this salvation , and

11, a desire), a desire for this salvation, a desire

for this person's salvation .

937

2354fxatatatal, s. (from 435 fata, this salvation, and

t , desirous), desirous of this salvation, desirous

ot this person's salvation.

এউৎপরিত্রানাভিলাষ, s. (from উৎপরিত্রাণ , this salvation , and

afat , desire), a desire for this salvation, a desire for

this person's salvation.

arafagtdifsalat, a. (from 93 , this salvation, and -

fifa , desirous , desirous of this salvation, desirous

of this person's salvation.

এতৎপরিত্রানেচ্ছা , s. (from এতৎপরিত্রাণ, this salvation, and ইচ্ছ',

the will), a desire for this salvation , a desire for this -

person's salvation,

93f , a. (from 43ft , this salvation, and

desire), desirous of this salvation , desirous of this per-

son's salvation.

91 , s. (from 435, this, and t , a vessel , this vessel,

this person to whom any thing is entrusted.

93 , 8. (from 43 , this vessel, and na, destruc-

tion), the destruction ofthis vessel.

এসৎপাত্র সক, s. (from এডৎপাত্র, this vessel , and সঙ্ক, de--

structive), breaking or destroying this vessel.

< ta¶ ♬Ì, a. (from age , this vessel, and fa , de-

structive), destruetive to this vessel.

93eЯtaat , s. (from 932 , this vessel, and 7 , destruc-

tion), the breaking or destruction of this vessel.

এতৎপাত্রনাশক, a. (from এত পাত্র, this vessel, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this vessel.

এতৎপাত্রনিযিশুক, a. ( from এডৎপাত্র, this vessel, and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from this vessel or subject;

ad. from or because of this vessel or subject.

agetafaface, ad. (from azeta, this vessel, and fif , a

cause), for this vessel, for this subject or recipient.

এতৎপাত্রপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from এতৎপাত্র, this vessel , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this vessel or subject ; ad.

from or because of this vessel or subject

এতৎপত্ৰিৰিসা , ad . (from এডৎপাত্র , this vessel, and ৰিলা, withe

out), without this vessel.

এতৎ পাত্রব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্তৎপাত্র, this vessel , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this vessel or agent excepted,

এউৎপাত্রবাডিয়েক, s. ( from এডৎপাত্র, this vessel , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this vessel or agent.

এতৎগাত্রাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. ease of এডৎপাত্রবাজিয়েক), with the

exception of this vessel, without or beside this vessel.

avtale , a. (from 41 , this vessel, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this vessel or recipient ; ad.

from or because of this vessel or recipient.

এতৎপদিপুস্কুলিন , ও. ( from এ পাদ, this foot , and প্রুকলিন, “
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washing , the washing of this person's foot,the washing

ofthis foot.

এতৎপাদীৱনত, a. (from এতৎপাদ, this foot , and অননত, bowed),

bowed down at this person's foot , bawed at this foot.

azeЯta, s . (from 255, this, and t , a sin ), this sin or crime,

this person's sin or crime.

93815, a. (from 93e , this crime, and , to be pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this sin or guilt.

agents , a . (from 3 , this sin , and AP, causing ,

causing or producing this crime or guilt, causing this

person's sius.

93241afts, a. (from 25 , this sin, and so, produc-

ed) , produced by or arisingfrom this crime, produced by

or arising from this person's crime.

qeЯtaal, a. (from 93ate, this sin, and 71 , producible),

producible by or arising from this crime, producible

by or arising from this person's crime.

9399195l33, ad. (loc. case of Jeqt31), for this crime or

guilt, for this person's crimes or guilt.

45414313, a. (from 23 , this sin, and ts, produced),এতৎপাপাতি,

produced by or arising from this crime, produced by

or arising from this person's crimes .

ascata, a. (from agent , this sin, and ‡ª¤, destructi- '

on), the expiation of this crime, the expiation of this

person's crimes.

azeH†¤‡• a☎, u. (from aget , this sin, aud a☎, destruc-

five), destroying or expiating this crime, destroying or

expiating this person's crimes.

szentate♬ì, a. (from aseat , this sin, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to or expiating this crime, destroying

or expiating this person's crimes.

guegigata , s (from aset , this sin, and at , destructi-

on), the expiation of this crime, the expiation of this

person's crimes.

abeatяatæ, a. (from set , this sin, and atta, destruc

Live , destroying or expiating this crime, destroying or

expiating this person's crimes.

4beatefalce, o . (from 23 , this sin , and fa¤, a

cause), caused by or arising from this crime, caused

by or arising from this person's crimes ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis crime.

accatafaface, ad. (from eat , this crime, and (443, e

cause), for the purpose of this crime, for this person's

sius.

932919 , 7. (from 31 , this sin, and g , caused by),

caused by or arising from this crime, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's crime; ad. from or because of

his crime.

3 , d. (from art , this crime, and a, increas

ing), increasing or aggravating this crime, aggravating

or increasing this person's crimes or guilt.

et , s. (from 931 , this crime, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing or aggravating of this crime,

the increasing or aggravating of this person's crimes or

guilt.

2871, ad. (fromat , this sin, and feat , without),

without this crime, without this person's fault.

qgedrafzat*, s. (from 23cat4, this sin, and far , destruc-

tion), the expiation of this crime, the expiation of this

person's crime.

43591fate, a. (from 4t , this sin, and fratt , de

structive), destructive to or expiating this crime, de-

structive to or expiating this person's crimes .

93e91faf , a. (from 31 , this sin, and faf &, posses-

sed af , guilty of this crime, guilty of this person's

crime.

932919f3, a. (from

tute), free from this

crimes.

Jeif , s. (from

gett, this sin, and faxta, desti-

crime, free from this person's

1 , this sin, and af , increase),

the increase of this crime the increase of this person's

crimes.

এউৎপাপৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এত পাপ, this crime , and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this erime excepted, this person's sins ex-

cepied.

এতপাপৰ্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতৎপাপ, this crime, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this crime, the excepti

on of this person's crime.

453919förḍ16, ad. (loc. case of 4 ) , with the

exception of this crime, without or beside this crime.

, a. (from 3 , this crime, and , joined to),

connected with this crime, guilty of this crime, connect-

ed with this person's sins.

23991913, a. (from 931 , this crime, and 3, desti-

tute), free from this crime, free from this person's

crimes.

236pxz), a. (from 939, this crime, and I, empty),

free from this crime, free from this person's crime.

93241981, s. (from 23Я , this crime, and 5 , one who

kills) , a person or thing which expiates or destroys this

crime, a thing which destroys or expiates this person's

crimes

eatasia, a. (from 43 , this crime, and 7, destitute),

free from this crime, free from this person's crimes . "

, a. (from at , this crime, and c , a cause),
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caused by or arising from this crime, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's crimes ; ad. from or because of

this crime.

geЯtatfas, a. (from 236 , this sin, and f , connect-

ed with , connected with this crime, connected with or

guilty of this crime.

gyeЯataF, a . (from 9 , this crime, and t , attach-

ed to), fond of this crime, fond of this person's crimes.

agerst , a. (from this side, and st3, gone), situ-

ated on this side, situated at this person's side.

এতৎপার্শ্বৱৰ্ত্তী , a . ( from ase পার্শ্ব, this side, and বর্ত্তিন, being),

existing or situated on this side, being at this person's

side.

H´ , a . (from 3 , this side, and , to be situat-

ed), situated on this side, situated at this person's side.

এতৎপার্শ্বস্থায়ী, a. (from এতৎপার্শ্ব , this side, and স্থায়ি; stay-

ing), continuing on this side, continuing at this person's

side.

93egrafas, a. (from 3

ated), situated on this side,

side.

this side, and f , situ-

situated at this person's

ta , a. (from 23 , this, and ta , nourishing ) , keep-

ing or nourishing this, keeping or nourishing this' per-

son.

ggeЯtax, s. (from 437, this, and ** , a nourishment , the

keeping or nourishing of this , the keeping or nourish-

ing ofthis person.

931, s. (from4t , the nourishing of this; and

* ; a doer), one who keeps or nourishes this person,

one who keeps this,

এতৎপালসহায়ক, a. (from এবংপালন, thisnourishing, and করিত,

doing), nourishing or maintaining this person, maintain

ing this.

aresimaatz), u. (from age , the nourishing of this, and

atan, doing), nourishing this person, keeping this.

48413, a. (from 93 , the nourishing of this,

and afas, produced , produced by or arising from the

keeping of this , produced by or arising from the nou-

rishing ofthis person.

93eđimamai, a. (from 93eЯta, the nourishing ofthis, and

, producible), producible by or arisingfrom the non-

rishing of this person, producible by or arising from the

keeping of this.

এবৎপালনজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এত পালনজন্য),
for the pur-

pose of nourishing or maintaining this person, for the

purpose of maintaining or keeping this.

aze9tanata, a. (from quia , the nourishing ofthis, and

4.3 .

ats produced , produced by or arising from the non-

rishing of this person, produced by or arising from the

keeping of this.

gostimafaface, a . (from asta , the nourishing of this,

and fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the now-

rishing of this person, caused by or arising from keep-

ing or maintaining this ; ad. from ot because of the,

nourishing or keeping of this.

9Locatmafafars , ad. (from asetara , the nourishing of this,

and fif , a cause) , for the purpose of nourishing or

maintaining this person, for the purpose of maintain-

ing or keeping this.

2324183TIF, 0. (from sea , the nourishing ofthis , and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the nourish

ing ofthis person, caused by or arising from the keeping

ormaintaining of this ; ad. from or because of the nou-

rishing or keeping of this.

A , a. (f om 23 , the maintaining of this,

and 3, a cause , caused by or arising from the nou-

ishing of this person, caused by or arising from the

keeping or maintaining of this ; ad. from or because of

the nourishing or keeping of this. "

93cethaiætải, s. (from 3Яt , the nourishing of this.

and at , desire), a desire to nonrish this person , a

desire to keep or maintain this.

23. a. (from 3 ta, the nourishing of this,

and atat , desirous , desirous of nourishing this

person, desirous of keeping or maintaining th s.

এউৎপালনাভিলাষ, s. ( from এডৎপালন, the nourishing ofthis,

and fat , desire), a desire to nourish this person, a

desire of maintaining or keeping this.

এতৎপালনাভিলাষ , a. (from এ পালন, the nourishing of this,

and fats , desirous) , desirous ofnourishing this per

son, desirous of maintaining or keeping this.

এতৎপালনেস্ত্রী, s.· (from 936Яtan; the nourishing of this, and

, desire), the desire of nourishing this person, the

desire of maintaining or keeping this.

93tal a. (from , the nourishing of this, and

desirous), desirous of nourishing this person, desir-

ous of maintaining or keeping this.

232qtal-&®; a « from 2354183, the nourishing ofthis, and

desirus), desirous of nourishing this person , de-

sirous of keeping or maintaining this.

932Яfm3, 7. (írom 234 , this, and f¤, nourished), nou-

rished or kept by this person.

geЯtal, a. (from 934, this, and I, nourishable), fit or

proper to be nourished or kept by this person.
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95efișe, a. (from 437, this, and f , giving pain), giving

this pain or distress .

151, 8. (from 3 , this, and 151, pain), this pain or

distress .

Mosta, a. (from 43 , this pain, and , to do), caus-

ing this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়াকারক, a . ( from এ পীড়া , this pain, and কারক, do-

ing), giving this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়াকারী, a. (from এতৎপীড '়, this pain, and কারিন, do-

ing), giving this pain or distress.

93 , a. (from 43 , this pain, and 4, to kill), de-

stroying or removing this pain or distress.

JeЯiplala, a. (from 23251, this pain, and Ax, produ-

cing), producing this pain or distress.

এউৎপীড়াজনিত, a . ( from এউৎপীড়া , this pain, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this pain or dis-

tress.

এতংপীড়াজন্য , a. (from এডৎপীড়া , this pain, and জন্য, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this pain or distress .

atalar, od. (loc. case of25star), for this pain o

distress .

eistats, a. (from 231, thispain, and at , produc-

ed) , produced by or arising from this pain or distress .

31131, s. (from 31, this pain, and t , a giv-

er), the giver of this pain or distress .

esitate, a. (from 931, this pain, and t☎, giv-

ing , giving this pain or distress,

geeftṣtātsì, a. (from 31, this pain, and f , giv-

ing), giving this pain or distress .

azenişin, a. (from 931, this pain , and 4 , destruc-

tion , the destruction or removal of this pain or distress.

are ÎşıkĦæ, n. (from 31, this pain, and no, de-

structive), destructive to or removing this pain or dis-

tress.

93951 , a. (from 41, this pain, and fa , de-

stroying), destructive to or removing this pain or dis-

tress.

agediṣtam , s. (from 31, this pain, and *, destruc-

tion), the destruction or removal of this pain or dis-

tress.

এতৎপীড়াশিক, a. (from এডৎপীড়া , this pain, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or removing this pain or dis-

tress .

qgedişifatý , a. (from 93131, this pain, and fiziæ.

causing to cease), putting a stop to this pain or distress .

এতৎপাঁড়ানিকারক, a. ( from এতৎপীড়া , this pain, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this pain or distress,

93.

এত পীড়ানিজারণ , ন (from এ পীড়া , this pain , and নিবারণ ,

preventing , the preventing of this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়ানিৰূৰ্ত্তি s. (from স্তৎ পীড়া, this poin , and নিবৃত্তি, ces

sation), the cessation of this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়ানিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডৎপীড়া, this pain , and নিষি , ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this pain or distress ;

rd. from or because of this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়ানিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এডংপীড়া, this pain , and শিযিশু, ৫

cause), for this pain or distress.

23395103, a. (from 431, this pain, and , caus,

ed by), caused by or arising from this pain or distress.

933 , a. (from 93 , this pain, and e, increas-

ing), increasing this pain or distress .

qõesÎștañá, s. (from 431, this pain, and z, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this pain or distress.

43eşti , ad. (from 451 , this pain, and fat, with-

out), without this pain or distress.

এতৎ পীড়াবিশিষ্ট, a. (from এউৎপীড়া, this pain, and বিশিষ্ট,pos-

sssed of , afflicted with this pain or distress .

এতৎপীড়াৰিছীন, a. (from এডংপীড়া, this pain , and बহীন, des

tute), free from this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়াব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from স্তৎপীড়া, this pain, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

ex.ep ed , this pain or affliction excepted.

এতৎপীড়া তারক, s. (from এতৎপীড়া, this pain, and বাডিয়েক,

an exception), the exception ofthis pain or distress.

afsi , ad. (loc. case of 23 ft ), with

the exception of this pain or affliction, without or be-

side this pain or affliction.

age fistus, a. (from 2351, this pain, and T☛, joinedto);

connected with this pain or affliction, afflicted with this

pain or distress,

এতৎণীড়ারহিত , a. ( from এত পীড়া , this pain, and রহিত, desti-

tute , free from this pain or distress.

এত পীড়া শান্তি, ৪. (from এডৎপীড়া, this pain , and শান্তি, allevia-

tion), the alleviation of this pain or distress.

11 , a. (from 3 , this pain, and 1, empty),

free from this pain or distress.

azeşti, s. (from 231, this pain, and re, one who

kills), a thing or person who removes this pain or dis-

tress.

এতৎপীড়াহানি , ও. ( from এত পীড়া, this pain, and ছनি, detri-

ment), the lessening or removal of this pain or distress.

aze913113, a . (from 51 , this pain, and 7, desti-

tute) , free from this pain or distress.

azeЯishiga, a. (from 4351, this pain, and ( 5, 2

cause), caused by or arising from this pain or distress ;

ad. from or because of this pain or distress .
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suctifsy, «. (from qua, this, and 79f53, pained), pained or

distressed with this affliction.

এতৎপীড়োৎপাদক, a. (from এউৎপীst, this prin, and seপাদক,

producing) , producing this pain or distress.

এতৎপীড়াপশন, ও. ( from এডৎপীড়া, this pain, and উপশম, alle-

viation , the alleviation of this pain or distress.

Яd , 8. (from 205, this, and r, holiness , this holiness ,

these religious actions, this person's religious merits or

holy actions

Sve , a. (from 93 , this holiness, and x, pro-

ducing), producing this holiness or these religious me-

rits, producing this person's holy or religious actions.

#323fa3, a. (from 23 , this holiness, and fas, pro-

duced), produced by this holiness or by these religious

acts, produced by this person's holy or religious acti-

ons.

11, a. (from , this holiness, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from these holy or reli-

gious actions, producible by or arising from this per-

sou's religious actions.

, ad. (loc. case of937 ), for these religi

ous actions.

q3efits, a. (from 2547, this holiness, and is, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from these holy or reli-

gious actions, produced by or arising from this person's

religious actions.

, s. (from 43 , this holiness, and , de-

struction), the destruction of these holy or religious ac-

tions, the destruction of this person's religious actions.

a. (from 23 , this holiness, and

destructive), destructive to these holy or religious acti-

ons, destructive to this person's religious actions.

el, a. (from 3 , this holiness, and fa , de-

structive ), destructive to these holy or religious actions,

destructive to this person's religious actions.

gt , s. (from , this holness, and at*t, de-

struction), the destruction of these holy or religious

actions, the destruction of this person's religious ac-

tions.

qat , a. (from are , this holiness, and * , de-

structive), destructive to these holy or religious actions,

destructive to this person's religious actions.

qzezdıfafasz, a. (from 3 , this holiness, and fafis, a

cause), caused by or arising from these holy or religious

actions, caused by or arising from this person's religi

ous actions ; ad. from or because ofthese holy or reli-

gious actions,

Eee

95.

এতৎ পুণ্যমিথিত্তে, ad. (from এবংপুনা these religious actions, and

fafas, a cause), for these religious actions .

এতৎ পুণ্যপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এডং পুনা, this holiness , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or obstructing these holy or reli

gious actions, obstructing this person's religious acti-

ons.

get , d. (from 41, this holiness, and hus, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from these holy or religi

ous actions, caused by or arising from this person's re-

ligious actions.

23 , s. (from 235, this, and as , thefruit ofholi-

ness , this fruit of holiness, the fruit of this holiness.

232 ATZE , a. (from 437, these religious actions, and

, increasing , promoting or increasing these religi

ous or meritorious actions.

Jegata, 8. (from 1, these religious actions, and

7 , an increasing), the promoting or increasing of

these religious or meritorious actions.

931, ad. (from 43 , this holiness, and fant, with-

out), without these holy or religious actions, without

this person's religious actions.

gueparfentat, s. (from 3 , this holiness , and frat,

destruction), the destruction ofthese holy or religious

actions , the destruction of this person's holy or religi

ous actions.

এতৎপুতবিনাশক, a. (from স্তৎপুনা, this holiness, and বিনাশক,

destructive , destructive to these holy or religious ac

tions, destructive to this person's religious actions.

93estiffed, a. (from 31, this holiness , and fat ,

possessed of , possessed of these holy or religious acti

ons, possessed of this person's religious actions.

aze Jafa, s. (from 4321, these religious actions , and afa,

increase), the promotion or increase of these religious

or meritorious actions.

Jeffa , 0, (from 451, these religious actions, and

fofa , excepted), these religious actions excepted ,

these religious merits excepted .

sta , s. (from 23 , these religious actions, and

fs , an exception) , the exception of these religious

or meritorious actions.

এতৎ পুণ্যব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএতৎপুণ্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of these religious or meritorious actions,

without or beside these religious or meritorious actions.

GEALITETE, A. (from 4 , these religious actions, and

ts, an obstruction), an obstacle to these religious

or meritorious actions.

AFRANEIGE, A. (from 3 , these religious actions, and
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tetsa, obstructing), obstructing these religious or

meritorious actions.

es , a . (from 37, this holiness , and , joined

to , connected with these holy or religious actions, con-

nected with this person's religious actions.

93e8af53, a . (from 931, this holiness , and (F3, des-

titute), destitute of these holy or religious actions.

gegieta, a. (from 43 , this holiness, and a, des-

titute , destitute of these holy or religious actions.

এডৎপুনাহেতুর, a. ( from এ3ংপুন7 , this holiness, and হেতু a

cause), caused by or arising from these holy or religi-

ous actions.

ge , 8. (from 235, this, and , a son), this son, this

son's son.

per-

32351, a. (from 3 , this son, and 571, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this son, producible

by or arising from this person's son.

9 , s. (from 3 , this son, and t , destruction),

the death or destruction of this son, the destruction of

this person's son.

que matata, a. (from 4 , this son, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to this son, destructive to this per

son's son.

এতৎ পত্রনিমিত্তক, a. (from) এতৎপুত্র, this sen, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from this son, caused by

or arising from this person's son ; ad. from or because

of this son.

Je , a . (from 43 , this son, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this son, caused by or arising

from this person's son ; ad. from or because of this son.

93f , ad. (from 3 , this son, and f1, without),

without this son, without this person's son.

Jeyafaata, s. (from aЯa, this son , and fat , destruc-

tion), the death or destruction of this son, the death

or destruction of this person's son.

এতৎপুত্ৰৰিনাশক, a. (from এতৎপুত্র, this son, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this son, destructive to this

person's son.

3
, a. (from 3 , this son, and faf , possess-

ed of), possessed ofthis son.

9eff , a. (from 3 , this son, and fofe,

excepted), this son excepted, this person's son except-

ed.

93eHmasforçæ, s . (from 238 , this son, and wifɔigo, an

exception), the exception of this person's son, the ex-

ception of this son.

এতৎপুত্রব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case ofএবংপুত্ররাতিয়েক) , with the

exception of this son, without or beside this son.

৫ .

43.

age afes, a. (from at , this son, and 3, destitute),

destitute of this son , bereft of this person's son.

getar, a . (from , this son , and war, empty), des-

titute of this son , destitute of this person's son.

23 , s. (from 23 , this son, and x , a destroyer),

the destroyer of this son, the destroyer of this person's

son.

37 , a. (from 3 , this son, and xl , destitute),

destitute of this son , destitute or bereft of this person's

son.

iz , a. (from a th's son , and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this son , caused by or aris-

ing from this person's son ; ad. from or because ofthis

son.

getta , s . from 3 , this son, and tætg1, desire),

a desire for this son, a desire for this person's son .

এতৎপুত্রাকাশী, a. (from এবং পুত্র, this son, andজানি, desir

ous), desirous of this son, desirous of this person's son.

232 , s. (from 43 , this son, and 1 , respect),

the respect or honor shewn to this son, the respect or

honour shewn to this person's son.

end, s. (from 452 , this son , and a , search),

a seeking this son, the seeking of this person's son .

এতৎপুত্রান্বেষী, a. (from এতৎপুত্র, this son, and অন্বেধি , seek-

ing) , seeking this son, seeking this person's son.

st , s . (from 3 , this son, and afeta, de-

sire), a desire for this son , a desire for this person's son.

qgeymifsatal, ɑ . , (from 3 , this son, and afsmifag,

desirous) , desirous of this son , desirous ofthis person's

son.

এতৎপুত্রারাধক, ৫. ( from এডংপুত্র, this son, and আরাধক, ho-

nouring , flattering or attending upon this sou, attend-

ing upon or flattering this person's son.

এতৎপুত্রারাধনা , ৪. (from এতৎ পুত্র, this son, and অারাধনা, wir-

ship), attendance on or flattery of this son, attendance

on or flattery of this person's son.

931, s. (from 23 , this son, and 1, a desire), a

desire for this son, a desire for this person's son .

23974 , a. (from 43 , this son, and Tă, desirous),

desirous of this son, desirous of this person's son.

47 , a. (from 23 , this son , and 5, desirous),

desirous of this son, desirous of this person's son.

432 , s. (from 3 , this son, and fe, a sacrifice),

a sacrifice to procure this son, a sacrifice at the birth

of this son, a sacrifice on account of this person's son.

এতৎপুত্রোৎসৱ,agesatena, s. (from 43 , this son, and sex , afesti-

val) , a festival at the birth of this son, a festival on ac-

count of the birth of this person's son,
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avec , s. (from 3 , this, and , a city), this person's

city or dwelling, this city or habitation.

azeqzfazta, 8. (from 43297, this city, and fata a resi

dence), a residence in this city, a residencein this per-

son's city.

এতৎপুরনিবাসী , a. (from এতৎ পুর, this city , and fat , re-

siding), residing in this city, residing in this person's

city .

Jzeqzgzta, s. (from 947, this city, and Яata, a tem-

porary residence), a temporary residence in this city,

a temporary residence in this person's city.

23tat, a (from 3 , this city, and tfa , lodg

ing), lodging or residing for a time in this city, lodg-

ing in this person's city.

Ages , a (from 23 , this city, and , being),

being in this city, being in this person's city.

get , s. (from 23 , this city, and at , residence), a

residence in this city, a residence in this person's city.

azeqgata), s. (from 33, this city, and at , residing),

residing in this city, residing in this person's city.

23 a. (from 23, this city, and 1 , to be situated),

situated in this city, situated in this person's city.

Jetol, a. (from 43 , this city, and fa , staying),

staying in this city, staying in this person's city.

, a. (from 3 , this city, and f3, situated,,

situated in this city, situated in this person's city.

aget, s. (from 237, this, and at, residence), this resi-

deuce, this city or palace, this person's city or palace.

এতৎপুননিৰাস, ৪. (from এডৎপুরী, this city, and নিবাস, a re-

sidence), a residence in this city, a residence in this per-

son's city or palace.

qeqeifacial, a . (from 23 , this city, and fazifaa, re-

siding , residing in this city, residing in this person's

city or palace.

93egyzét, a. (from 3 , this city, and za̸ , being),

being in this city, being in this person's city or palace.

agenzia, s. (from this city, and t≈, a residence ,

a residence in this city, a residence in this person's ci-

ty or palace.

zeal. a. (from 3 , this city, and if , resid-

ing , residing in this city, residing in this person's city

or palace .

, a. (from 43 , this city, and 1 , to be situated),

situated in this city, situated in this person's city or pa-

Jace.

quezgiatul, a. (from 43 , this city, and tf , stay-

ing), staying in this city, staying in this person's city

or palace. -

43.

quegifs, a. (from aeqì, this city, and fa³, situated),

situated in this city, situated in this person's city or

palace.

OneqgeHelg , a. (from 43 , this city, and 3 a cause),

caused by or arising from this city, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's city or palace ; ad. from or be-

cause of this city or palace.

93 , s . (from 25 , this, and , a shoal) , this shoal

or shallow .

93esta , a . (from af , this shoal, and át, to be silu-

at d , situated on this shoal.

এতৎ পুলিনস্থায়ী , a. ( from এবং পুলিন, this shoal, and স্থায়ি , stay-

ing), staying on this shoal.

zeglaaf33, u. (from fan, this shoal, and f₹3, silu-

ated , situated on this shoal.

93 , a . (from 23 , this, and , aflower), this flower,

this person's flower.

, a. (from 3 , this flower, and 3 , produ-

cible , producible by or arising from this flower, produ-

cible by or arising from this person's flower .

qe , ad. (loc. case of 23 ) , for this flower.

agedyfafaga, a. (from 3 , this flower, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from this flower, caused by

or arising from this person's flower ; ad. from or because

of this flower.

এতৎপুষ্পনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতৎপুষ্প, this flower , and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for this flower.

, a. (from 3 , this flower, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this flower, caused by or

arising from this person's flower ; ad. from or because

of this flower

eft, ad. (from , this flower, and fa1 , without),

without this flower, without this person's flower.

3ff , a. (from 43 , this flower, and f³, pos-

sessed), possessed of this flower, possessed of this per-

son's flower.

43fxt , a. (from 43 , th's flower, and fast , desti-

tute , destitute ofthis flower, destitute of this person's

flower.

af ,ff , a . (from 2 , this flower, and

excepted), this flower excepted, this person's flower ex-

cepted.

Herfstæ, s. (from are , thisflower, and TINIE,

an exception), the exception of this flower, the excepti

on of this person's flower.

22 , . (from 3 , this flower, and F, joined to),

connected with this flower, connected with this person'

flower.

Lee 2
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934 , a. (from 23 , thisflower, and 3f53, desti-

tute of) , destitute of this flower, destitute of this per-

son's flower.

Szexhaj, a. (from 28 , this flower, and 1, empty),

destitute of this flower, destitute of this person's flower.

ategyp17, s. (from 3 , this flower, and 7, destitute ,

destitute of this flower, destitute of this person's flower.

gestygga, a. (from 23 , this flower, and ox . a cause),

caused byorarising from this flower, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's flower ; ad. from or because of

this flower.

quetet1, s. (from 3 , this flower, and tagi, de-

sire), a desire for this flower, a desire for this person's

flower.

3.(from 3 , thisflower, and ttz, de-

sirous , desirous of this flower, desirous of this person's

flower.

SERENE , S. (from 3 , this flower, and d

search), a secking for this flower, a seeking for this per-

son's flower.

< , a. (from 3 , this flower, and atafan, seek-

ing), seeking this flower, seeking this person's flower.

<3< ¶†isata, s. (from 93 , this flower, and fat , de-

sire), a desire for this flower, a desire for this person's

flower.

sesats), a. (from 93 , thisflower, and femife ,

desirous), desirous of this flower, desirous of this per-

son's flower.

1, s. (from 3 , thisflower, and ' , desire), a

desire for this flower, a desire for this person's flower.

a. (from A , thisflower, and a, desirous),

desirous of this flower, desirous of this person's flower.

Avesagt, a. (from 3 , thisflower, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of this flower, desirous of this person's flower.

q3egatuta, s. (from 2 , thisflower, and surta, a gar-

den) , this flower garden, a garden full of this species.

offlower.

ga , s. (from 44, this, and , a section or para-

graph , this section or paragraph, this treatise.

azegez , a. (from 235 this, and 4 , belonging to

a treatise), belonging to this chapter or treatise.

gegatṛæ, s. (from 43 , this, and at , a sort), this sort,

this kind.

gregat , s. (from 23 , this, and gætt, manifestation), the

manifestation of this person, this manifestation.

ext , a. (from 255, this, and ** , manifesting),

manifesting this, manifesting this person.

এতৎপুকাশকরিক,gregatate, a. (from 43 , this manifestation, and

FI , doing), making this manifestation, making this

manifest.

qJestatal, ɑ. (from 3 this minifestation, and

, doing), making this manifestation, making this

manifest.

23 gtf43; a (from 3t , this manifestation, and

3, produced) , produced by this manifestation, pro-

duced by the manifestation of this person.

23 , a . (from 4t , this manifestation, and

, producible), producible by or arising from this ma--

nifestation, producible by or arising fromthe manifes--

tation of this
person.

936 * 133, ad. (loc . case of < 1), for this mani-

festation, for the manifesting of this.

, a. (from 43t , this manifestation, and

ts, produced) , produced by or arising from this ma-

nifestation, produced by or arising from the manifes

tation of this person.

q <**t*fafacæ, a . (from 932Føt , this manifestation, and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from this manifes

tation , caused by or arising from the manifestation of

this person ; ad. from or because of this manifestation.

93egatufafae, ad. (from 23 " , this manifestation, and

fafa , a cause), for this manifestation, for the manifes

tation of this.

<gringof, a. (from 93 , this manifestation, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from this mani-

festation, caused by or arising from the manifestation

of this person ; ad. from or because of this manifesta-

tion.

এতৎপুকাশনি!, ad. ( from এ প্রকাশ, this manifestation, and

f , without), without this manifestation or discovery.

gegætarfsfas, a . (from 93 , this manifestation,

and fof , excepted), this manifestation excepted, the

manifestation of this person excepted .

Q3& 1*WIFGIE, s. (from eat , this manifestation, and

fat , an exception), the exception ofthis manifesta-

tion, the exception of the manifestation of this person;

vegatata, a. (from 43 , this, and at , appearing),

appearing to be this .

gegætle , a . (from que , this manifestation, and

( , a cause), caused by or arising from this manifes-

tation, caused by or arising from the manifestation of

this person ; ad. from or because of this manifestation.

93513, 8. (from 2 , this, and 17, a manifestation), this

manifestation, the manifestation ofthis person.
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93 , s. from 935, this, and at, a subject), this sub-

ject, this person's subject or offspring.

qgegatatuæ, a. (from 43231, this subject, and law, nou-

rishing ', nourishing or protecting this person's subjects,

nourishing or protecting this subject.

egatan, s. (from 431, this subject, and aa, neu-

rishment), the nourishing or protecting of this person's

subjects, the nourishing or protecting of these subjects.

43 , a. (from 43 , these subjects, and 3 *,

keeping), guarding or preserving this person's subjects,

guarding or preserving these subjects .

get , s. (from 3 , these subjects, and , pre-

serving), the guarding or preserving of this person's

subjects, the guarding or preserving of these subjects .

এডংপুজারক্ষা, s . ( from এত পূজা, these subjects , and রক্ষা, pre-

servation), the preservation of this person's subjects,

the preservation of these subjects.

E , s. (from 435, this, and , knowledge , this

knowledge.

9ed7, s. (from 234, this, and 47, love), this love or friend-

ship, this person's love or friendship, friendship for or

love to this person.

এতৎপ্রণয়কারক, a. ( from এতৎপুনয়, this affection , and করিক, do-

ing , shewing this love or kindness.

932Z4871F, a. (from 43 , this affection, and tfn, do-

ing), shewing this love or kindness.

qzeqagufas, a. (from 23 , this love, and 73, produc--

ed), produced by or arising from this friendship or fa-

miliarity, produced by friendship for or love to this

person.

gel, a. (from 3 , this love, and 1, produci-

ble), producible-by or arising from this person's friend-

ship or love, produced by or arising from love to or

friendship for this person.

QRJAIMII, ad. (loc. case of gar), for this affection

or kindness.

, . (from 3 , this love, and ats, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this friendship or fa-

miliarity, produced by or arising from friendship to

this person.

<qdat4, 8. (from 37, this love, and † , destruction),

the destruction of this friendship or familiarity, the de-

struction of this person's affection or friendship, the

destruction of affection or friendship for this person.

gegate, a (from 37, this love, andæ, de-

structive), destructive to this friendship or familiarity,

destructive to this pe : son's affection or friendship , de-

structive to affection or friendship for this person,

43.

qgeggpfofzcz, a. (from 23947, this lore, and ffo, c

cluse) , caused by or arising from this friendship or fa-

miliarity, caused by or arising from affection or friend-

ship for this person, caused by or arising from this pet-

son's affection or friendship ; ad. from or because of this

friendship or affection.

22547fffare, ad. (from 437, this affection, and fifa ,

a cause), for this affection or kindness.

232Я**, a. (from 232841, this affection, and * , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this affection or

kindness ; ad. by or through this affection or kindness.

+ , a. (from 23 , this love, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this friendship or fami-

liarity, caused by or arising from affection or friend-

ship for this person, caused by or arising from this per-

son's affection or friendship ; ad. from or because of this .

friendship or affection..

qqpfefs, a. (from 23 , this affection, and fafiy,

possessed of), possessed of this affection or kindness.

Jegaṣfaxa, a. (from 947, this affection, and faxa, des- -

titute of), destitute of this affection or kindness.

এতৎপূণয়াতিরিক্ত , a. (from এতৎ প্রণয়, this lore, and ৰাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this friendship or familiarity excepted, this

person's affection or friendship excepted, affection or

friendship for this person excepted.

་

এতৎপুণয়াতিরেক, s . ( from এত পুনয় , this love, and ৰাতিয়েজ,

an exception), the exception of this friendship or fami

liarity, the exception of this person's love or friend- -

ship, the exception of love or friendship for this per

son.

AF, a. (from 4 , this love , and 45, joined to),'.

connected with this friendship orfamiliarity, connect--

ed with this person's affection or friendship, connect

ed with affection or friendship for this person.

ageHagaffs, a. (from 3 , this love, and as, desti-

tule), destitute of this friendship or familiarity, desti-

tute of friendship or affection for this person, desti-

tute of this person's affection or friendship.

, a. (from 23 , this affection, and I, emp~.

ty), destitute of this affection or kindness.

Api , a. (from 93 , this affection, and 577, destia -

tute), destitute of this affection or kindness.

AzedMCIF, a. (from 43947, this love, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this friendship or au iliarity,

caused by or arising from this person's . fiection or

friendship, caused by or arising from affection or friendə

shipto this person ; ad, from or because of this friends

ship or affection.
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AS.

2 , s. (from 0 , this, and got , majesty , this ma

jesty, this high sense of honour.

93 , s. (from 23 , this, and f , a promise), this

promise or engagement, this person's promise or en-

gagement.

Jeegidatzizē, a. (from 931, this promise, and >ta>,

doing , making this promise or declaration.

agegfaatata), u. (from41, this promise, and ifia,

doing , making this promise or declaration .

এতৎ পুতিজ্ঞাজন্য , a. ( from এতপুতিজ্ঞা , thus promise, and জন্য, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this promise or

engagement, producible by or arising from this per-

son's promise or engagement-

এতৎপুতিরাজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of a ৎপুতিজ্ঞাজন্য) , for this pro-

mise or declaration.

coeqfowitan, s. ( from 1 , this promise, and ,

destruction), the destruction of this promise or declara-

tion, the destruction of this person's promise or de-

claration.

sõ<Ý³œl§*n@, a . (from 1 , this promise, and ' aa,

destructive), destructive to this promise or declaration,

destructive to this person's promise or declaration .

এডৎপুতিজ্ঞাক্টরী, a. (from এতৎ পুতিজ্ঞা , this promise, and 4.সি,

destructive), destructive to this promise or declarati-

on, destructive to this person's promise or engagement.

esta , s. (from 23 , this promise, and at ,

destruction), the destruction of this promise or declara-

tion, the destruction of this person's promise or decla

ration.

এতৎপুতিজ্ঞান।শঙ্ক, a. (from এতৎ পুডি 1, this promise, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this promise or declaration,

destructive to this person's promise or declaration.

এতৎপ্রতিজ্ঞানিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডৎপ্রতিজ্ঞা, this promise, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from this promise

or declaration, caused by or arising from this person's

promise or declaration.

acegfoœtfafære, ad. (from gf , this promise, and

fafa , a cause), for this promise or declaration.

agegfoætЯtaz, a . (from 4f , this promise, and

ta , nourishing), keeping this promise or declara-

tion, keeping this person's promise or declaration.

get , s. (from 23 , this promise, and t ,

a nourishing , the keeping of this promise or declara-

tion, the keeping of this person's promise or declara-

tion .

queglowiefe, 1. (from 93 , this promise, and ,

before), preceded by or arising from this promise or

এন্ড.

declaration ; ad. by or through this promise or declara-

tion.

এতৎপ্রতিজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালক, a. ( from স্তৎপুতিজ্ঞ ।, this promise , and

gfs , nourishing), keeping this promise or declara-

tion, keeping this person's promise or declaration .

এতৎপুতিজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালন , ৪. ( from এবংপ্রতিজ্ঞা , this promise, and

qførtña, a nourishing), the keeping of this promise or

declaration , the keeping of this person's promise or

declaration.

2.(from 93 , this promise, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from this promise or

declaration , caused by or arising from this person's

promise or declaration ; ad. from or because of this pro-

mise or declaration.

এতৎপুতিজ্ঞাৰিনা, ad. (from এতৎ প্রতিজ্ঞা , this promise , and বিল,

without), without this promise or declaration , without

this person's promise or declaration.

এতৎপতিজ্ঞাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতৎ প্রতিজ্ঞা , this promise, and

•

fofa , excepted), this promise or declaration except-

ed, this person's promise or declaration excepted.

effa , s (from gf , this promise , and

Ufsiș , an exception) , the exception of this promise

or declaration, the exception of this person's promise

or declaration.

quefowish, s. (from af , this promise, and SR, a

breaking), the breaking of this promise or declaration,

the breaking of this person's promise or declaration.

gefta , n . (from 3 , this promise, and say,

breaking), breaking this promise or declaration, break-

ing this person's promise or declaration.

23egfotafes, a. (from 1 , this promise, and 73,

destitute), destitute ofthis promise or declaration.

ageoffact , a . (from fout , this promise, and

pro-

a cause), caused by or arising from this promise or de-

claration, caused by or arising from this person's pro-

mise or declaration ; ad. from or because of this

mise or declaration.

93effaf , s . (from 23 , this, and fafafa, a substitute),

this substitute, a substitute for this person.

23ef34f3, s. (from 435, this, and fзf , reputation), this

reputation or fame, the ascertaining of this, this person's

reputation.

23ef3fxg, a. (from queff , this fame, and 4, to do),

producingthis reputation or certainty, causing this per-

son's fame or certainty.

এতৎপ্রতিপত্তিকারক, s. from এডৎপুতিপত্তি, this fame , and কারক,

doing), causing this reputation or certainty, causing

this person's respectability or certainty.
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এ .

এবংপ্রতিপত্তিকারী, a . (from স্তৎপ্রতিপত্তি, this conclusion , and

, doing), making this decision, causing this cer-

tainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তিজনক, a. ( from এতৎপুতিপত্তি, thisfame , and জনক,

producing), producing this reputation or certainty, caus-

ing this person's fame or certainty.

এডৎপুতিপত্তিজনিত , a. (from এতৎপুতিপত্তি, this famine, and অসিত,

produced), produced by this reputation or certainty,

caused by this person's reputation or certainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তিস্য , a. (from স্তৎপুতিপত্তি, this fame , and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this reputa-

tation or certainty, producible by or arising from this

person's respectability or certainty.

এতৎপতিপত্তিজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতৎপুতিপত্তিজন্য ), for this

decision or reputation .

gegfedfeats, a. (from 23eff , thisfame, and ats,

produced), produced by or arising from this reputation

or certainty, produced by or arising from this person's

respectability or certainty.

aff , s . (from 43f3f , this fame, and 2 , de-

struction), the destruction ofthis fame or certainty, the

destruction of this person's respectability or certainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তির সক , a. (from এতৎপ্রতিপত্তি, this fume, and ধ্বংসক,

destructive), destructive to this fame or certainty, de-

structive to this person's celebrity or certainty.

geffgat , 8, (from 93 , thisfame, and txt, de-

struction), the destruction of this fame or certainty,

the destruction of this person's celebrity or certainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তিনাশক, a. ( from তৎপুতিপত্তি, thisfame, and নাশক,

destructive , destructive to this fame or certainty, de-

structive to this person's celebrity or certainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তিনিষিত্তক, a. ( from এতৎপুতিপত্তি, this fame, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this fame or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from this person's celebri-

ty or certainty ; al. from or because of this fame or cer-

tainty.

এতৎপুতিপত্তিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডৎপ্রতিপত্তি, this conclusion,and

fafa , a cause , for this decision or celebrity.

এডংপুতিপত্তিপুযুক্ত, a. (from এতৎপুতিপত্তি, this fame, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this fame or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from this person's celebri-

ty or certainty ; ad. from or because of this fame or

certainty.

ff , a . (from ages , this fame, and

fafat , possessed of , possessed of this fame or certain-

ty, possessed of this person's fame or certainty.

এতৎপ্রতিপত্তিরহিত, a. (from স্তৎপ্রতিপত্তি, this fame, and রহিত,

AJ.

destitute), destitute of this celebrity or certainty, des-

titute ofthis person's celebrity or certainty.

Aberfon(31550, «. (from 23egſbaſs, this fame, and æg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this fame or certain

ty, caused by or arising from this person's celebrity or

certainty ; ad. from or because of this celebrity or cer

tainty.

এতৎপুতিপালঙ্ক, s . (from এ , this, and প্রতিপালক, nourishing),

nourishing this, nourishing or maintaining this person ;

s. one who nourishes or maintains this person.

23egfsatma, s. (from 43 , this, and fat , a nourish

ing) , this nourishing, the maintaining of this person,

the nourishing ofthis person.

এতৎপুতিপালিত, a. (from এ , this , and পুতিপালিত, nourished),

nourished or maintained by this person.

gefta , a. (from 235 , this and ft , nourishable),

proper to be nourished or maintained by this person.

এডংপুতিপুসব, s. (from এতদ্ this, and প্ৰতিপুসৰ, a warrant to

do a prohibited thing), this warrant for doing a prohi

bited action, this person's warrant for doing a prohi

bited action.

·

age for , s. (from 235 , this and , a reward , this

reward or punishment, this person's reward or punish

ment.

gegförææ, a. (from 3 , this, and af , opposing),

opposing this, opposing this person.

gger ', s. (from 43 , oppoing this), oppo

sition to this person.

gegfast, s. (from 435, this, and 331 , a reflected light),

this reflection, this reflected splendor, this lustre, this

person's lustre.

93eЯfootfafax, a . (from 93f35 , this splendor, and

fift , possessed of) , possessed of this splendor or clear-

ness.

482f3sts, a. (from 432f51, this splender, and F,

joined to , connected with or possessed of this splen-

dor or clearness.

gefostates, a. (from 43351, th's splendor, and afs,

destitute), destitute of this splendor or clearness.

93ef35m , a. (from 333 , this splendor, and was,

empty), destitute of this splendor or clearness .

93efsstet , a. (from 3351, this splendor, and xta,

destitute), destitute of this splendor or clearness.

ef , s. (from 35 , this, and 1, consecration, fame),

this consecration, this fame, this person's fame.

93ebatēt, s. (from 232afe ', thisfame, and a doer),

one who gains this renown, one who consecrates this.
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2011 , s. (from 2361, this fame, and at , de-

sire), a desire of this renown, a desire for this person's

renown, a desire for this consecration.

queafsalat , a . (from , thisfame, and taika,

desirous), desirous of this renown, desirous of this per-

son's renown, desirous of this consecration.

quexfoatataa, 6. (from 43s , thisfume, and tae, do-

ing , causing this renown, consecrating this, causing

this person's renown.

que«fortata), « . (from ages , this fame, and atfaz,

doing), causing this renown, causing this person's re-

nown, consecrating this.

এভৎ প্রতিষ্ঠাজনক, a. (from এডৎপ্রতিষ্ঠ1 , this fame, and জন , pro-

duing , producing this fame, producing this person's

renown, causing the consecration of this.

এতৎপুতিষ্ঠাজনিত, a. (from এতৎপুতি , thisfame, and জনি , pro-

duced), produced from this renown, produced from this

person's renown, caused by this consecration,

geft371, a. (from 21, this fame, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible from this renown, producible by or

arising from this consecration , producible by or aris-

ing from this person's renown.

averosta , ad. (loc. case ofaftas), for this fame,

for this consecration.

vegfostats, a. (from 93ef361, thisfame, and ts, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this renown, pro-

duced by or arising from this person's renown, produc-

ed by or arising from this consecration .

arefoot , s. (from 23ef1 , thisfame, and , de-

struction), the destruction of this renown, the destruc-

tion of this person's renown.

foot , a. (from 93feat , this fame, and tn ,

destructive), destructive to this renown, destructive to

this person's renown, destructive to or preventing of

this consecration.

Tefal, a. (from a3efs ,thisfame, and fan, de-

structive , destructive to this renown , destructive to this

person's renown , destructive to this consecration.

93efeatar , s. (from 1 , thisfame, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this renown, the destruc-

tion of this person's renown.

afstate, a. from 931, thisfame, and atta, de-

structive), destructive to this renown, destructive to

this person's renown, destructive to or preventive of

this consecration .

Szegfootfafiga, a. (from 93 , this fame, and fafze,

a cause , caused by or arising from this renown, caused

by or arising from this person's fame, ca ised by or aris-

43.

ing from this consecration ; ad. from or because of this

fame or consecration.

93egzaifofits, ad. from 2 f1, this renown, and fafis,

a cau e), for this fame, for this consecration,

Aegf381qfzas, 6. (from 93erfoot, this fame, and

gfsa**, opposing), opposing this renown, opposed to

or hindering this person's renown, opposed to or hia◄

dering this consecration.

23efblЯTF, a. (from40 3 ), this fame, and পযুক্ত,

caused by ,̀ caused by or arising from this renown, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's renown, caused by

or arising from this consecration , ad. from or because

of this renown or consecration.

এতৎপুতিষ্ঠানিা, ad. ( from স্তৎ প্রতি61, this fame, and fat,

without), without this renown, without this person's te-

nown, without this consecration.

এতৎপুতিষ্ঠাভিলাষ, s. ( from এতৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা , this fame, and অভিলাষ্ট,

desire), a desire for this renown, a desire for this per-

son's renown, a desire for this consecration.

এবৎপ্রতিষ্ঠাভিলাষী, a. (fromএতৎ প্রতিষ্ঠ) , thisjame, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of this renown,desirous of this per-

son's renown, desirous for this consecration.

eft , a. (from 43 , thisfame, and , joined

to), connected with this renown, connected with this

person's renown, connected with this consecration.

qeqfødtafes, a . (from 1, this fame, and ?fx³,

destitute), destitute of this renown, destitute of this per-

son's renown, destitute of this consecration.

23effatt , a. (from 251, this fame, andwar, emp

ty), destitute of this renown, destitute of this person's

renown, destitute ofthis consecration .

gfotela, a (from a fast, thisfame, and , de ti-

tute), destitute of this renown , destitute of this person's

renown, destitute of this consecration,

qgeyfðatıesz, a . (from 3 , this renown, and to ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this renown or ce-

lebrity, caused by or arising from this consecration ; ad.

from or because of this celebrity or consecration .

que , s. (from 23f81, thisfame, and , de-

sire), a desire for this fame, the desire of this person's

renown, a desire for this consecration.

fe , a. (from 31, this fame, and 3 , desir-

ous), desirous of this fame, desirous of this person's

fame. desirous of this consecration,

432xfartha, a. (from abeft, this fame, and 5, desir-

ous , desirous of this fame, desirous of this person's re-

nown, desirous of this consecration.
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ageggiata, s. (from 235, this, and data, remedy), this

remedy, this revenge, this re-action.

< !, s. (from 235, this, and 1, expectation), this

expectation, the expectation of this, the looking for

this person.

282×³ìf³, s. (from as , this, and f , faith), this faith,

this person's faith.

এতৎপুতীতিজনক , a. (from স্তৎপ্রতীতি, this faith, and জনঞ্চ, pro-

ducing), producing this belief, producing this person's

faith.

gifsas, a. (from 43fs, this faith, and af43 ,

produced), produced by or arising from this belief, pro-

duced by this person's faith.

43egifssal, a. (from ases, this faith, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this belief, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's faith.

এডংপুতীতিজন্যে , ad. (loc . case of এডৎপুভীতিজন্য) , for this faith

or belief.

qgeqzffsuts, a. (from acgolfs, this faith, and at , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this belief, produc-

ed by or arising from this person's faith.

gaeqafstra, s. (from 232fs, this faith, and ‡̂ , de-

struction), the destruction of this belief, the destructi-

on ofthis person's faith.

43eydifere, a. (from avgifs, this faith, and

destructive), destructive to this belief, destructive to

this person's faith.

svegalletat, a. (from
fe, thisfaith, and f , de-

structive), destructive to this belief, destructive to this

person's faith.

gegifsata , s. (from 43 , this faith, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this belief, the destruction

of this persen's faith.

এতৎপ্রতীতিনাশক, a. (from এডৎপুভীতি, this faith, and atশক, de-

structive), destructive to this belief, destructive to this

person's faith.

এতৎপুতীতিনিত্তিক, a. (from স্তৎ প্রতীতি, this faith, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this belief, caused

by or arising from this person's faith ; ad. from or be-

cause of this faith.

azeggifsfafare, ad. (from aceqsifs, this faith, and fafax,

a cause), for this faith or belief.

<seq3ifsqus, a. (from gifs, thisfaith, and2 , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this belief, caused

by or arising from this person's faith ; ad. from or be-

cause of this faith

avegifsfan , ad. (from gals, this faith, and fat,

without), without this belief, without this person's faith.

932golfafar , a. (from aves , this faith, and fatal,

possessed of), possessed of this belief, possessed of this

person's faith.

gegifs , a. (from selfs, thisfaith, and , joined

to), connected with this belief, connected with this per-

son's faith.

qgegzifsafso, a. (from 48gifs, thisfaith, and af , des-

titute of) , destitute of this faith.

232Sfaxcæ, a. (from sexgifs, this faith, and c³, a

cause) , caused by or arising from this belief, caused by

or arising from this person's faith ; ad from or because

of this faith .

23< 33%, a. (from 234, this, and 314, an ocular view), evi-

dent to this person ; s . this ocular proof, a proof de

monstrated to this person's eyes.

31 , s. (from 935, this, and 319, faith), this faith or

belief, this person's faith.

এতৎপুতায়জনক , a. (from এডৎপ্রত্যয়, this faith, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing this belief, producing this person's

faith.

এত পুতায়জনিত , a. (from এডৎপ্রত্যয় , this faith, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this belief, pro-

duced by or arising from this person's faith,

43231971, a. (from 93e317, this faith, and as, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this belief, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's faith.

933 , ad. (loc . case of age ), for this faith

or belief.

23<$37ṛts, a. (from 434937y, this faith, and I , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this belief, produc-

ed by or arising from this person's faith.

geggiЯ, s. (from 33 , this faith, and ^♬, de-

struction , the destruction of this belief, the destruc-

tion of this person's faith.

Igeggjpg"ĦT, a. (from 314, this faith, and Î 5 ,

' destructive), destructive to this belief, destructive to

this person's faith.

93eq37p ^A), a. (from 9317, thisfaith, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this belief, destructive to this

person's faith.

agat , . (from 23317, this faith, and t , de-

struction), the destruction of this faith , the destruction

of this person's faith.

এতৎপুত্যয ন়াশক, a. (from এ পড়ায় , this faith, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this belief, destructive to

this person's faith.

272×gjpfàcýæ, a. (from 4399319, thisfaith, and foæús,

Fif
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AT.

causing to cease), putting a stop to this belief, putting at , s. (from 43 , this, and it , hope), this hope,

a stop to this person's faith. this person's hope.

232q3jgfarto , a . (from 43 , this faith, and fartgæ,

preventing), preventing this belief, preventing this per-

son's faith .

fat , s . (from 17, thisfaith, and fazta ,

a preventing , the preventing of this belief, the prevent-

ing of this person's faith.

23274f3 , a . (from 23317, this fith, and f3,

a cause), caused by or arising from this belief, caused

by or arising from this person's belief ; ad from or be-

cause of this faith.

acexgrpfofue, ad. (from 93e4317, this faith, and faf33, a

cause), forthis faith or belief, for this knowledge or idea.

eq , a. (from 233 , this faith, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this faith or belief ; ud.

by or through this faith or belief.

, a . (from 9355317 , thisfaith , and EE,

oposing, opposing or preventing this belief, opposing

or preventing this person's faith.

932 , 4. from 43319, this faith, and , cansed

by , caused by or arising from this belief, caused by or

arising from this person's faith ; ad. from or because of

this belief.

63

eft, ad. from 37, this faith, and fat, with-

out , without this belief, without this person's faith.

¿oegopfaft , a . (from 2322379, this faith, and fifty,

possessed of), possessed of this belief, possessed of this

person's faith.

এতৎপুভায়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডৎপ্রত্যয়, this fith, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this faith or belief excepted.

fl , s . (from 43317, thisfaith, and ifte ,

an exception), the exception of this faith or belief.

এতৎপুত্যয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of এবং পুত্যয়তিরেক), with

the exception of this faith or belief, without or beside

this faith or belief.

, . (from
31 , this faith, and , a root),

originating in this faith or belief.

938314 , a. (from , this faith , and F, connect-

ed with) , connected with this belief, connected with

this person's faith,

1
20equipa[53 , a. (from 23317, this faith, and af£3, desti-

tute , destitute of this belief.

1. (from 39, this faith , and 3 , a

cause) , caused by or arising from this belief, caused by

or arising from this person's faith ; ad, from or because

of this belief.

* , a. (from 93 , this hope, and #trø,

causing) , causing or exercising this hope, causing or

producing this person's hope.

que , a. (from 33rt , this hope, and at ,

making), producing or exercising this hope, producing

this person's hope.

23935 , a. (from 4357 , this hope, and ,

producing), producing this hope, producing this per-

son's hope.

2333, a. (from 2331 , this hope, and as,

produced), produced by this hope, produced by this

person's hope.

, a . (from 233 , this hope, and 1 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this hope, pro

ducible by or arising from this person's hope.

এতৎপ্রত্যাশাজন্যে , ad. (loc. cise of এতৎপ্রভা।শাজনা), for this

hope or expectation.

geut fafag , a . from931 , this hope, and fafi ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this hope ; ad. from

or because of this hope.

333

23 , ad. (fromart, this hope, and faf ,

a cause , for this hope or expectation.

a . (from 331, this hope, and at ,

possessed of, possessed of this hope, possessed of this

person's hope.

2 a. (from 3 , this hope, and ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this hope, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's hope ; ad. from or

because of this hope.

233114 , a. (from it , this hope, and s,

increasing), increasing this hope, increasing this per-

son's hope.

Q3e34 , 8. (from quequt , this hope, and záz, an

increasing) , the increasing of this hope, the increasing

of this person's hope.

43 tff , a , (from 3 , thishope, and fata ,

possessed of possessed of this hope, possessed of this

person's hope.

233 , s. (from 2323; * , this hope, and f , in-

crease), the increase of this hope, the increase of this

person's hope.

13 , s . (from 43 , this hope, and a brak

ing) , the disappointment of this hope, the disappoint-

ment of this person's hope.

segura , s. (from 35 , this hope, and at ,

mere, this mere hope, merely this person's hope .
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ਖੈਰ ,

qediaz, z. (from 93 , this hope, and ≈ , a

root) , originating from this hope, originating from this

- person's hope.

3 * , a. (from it , this hope, and ,jɔin.

ed to , connected with this hope, connected with this

person's hope.

, a . (from 233 , this hope, and 3f53,

destitute , destitute of this hope, destitute of this per-

son's hope.

a. (from 33111, this hope, and 1,

empty), destitute of this hope, destitute of this person's

hope.

239311417, a (from 33 , this hope, and 7 , des-

titute), destitute ofthis hope, destituée of this person's

hope.

Age#tileza, a. (from 93e3t , this hope , and ‹ , a

cause), caused by or arising from this hope, caused by

or arising from this person's hope ; ad. from or because

of this hope.

Gef , s. (from 937, this, and gf , a reply), this reply,

this person's reply.

93e93137, s. (from 455, this, and 4 , à reply), this re-

ply, this person's reply.

এতৎপড়াত্তরকারক , a. (from এডৎ প্রত্যুত্তর , this reply , and কারক,

making), making this reply, causing this person's reply.

93-Pgzzz13), «. (from 93 , this reply, and ☎ifa ,

making), making this reply, causing this person's reply.

. from 333, this reply, and , pro

ducible , producible by or arising from this reply, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's reply .

932931335173, ad . loc.cas of233 ), for this reply.

932HZTIZKIDE, a . (from 137, this reply, and ŋty ”,

giring , giving this reply. -

43293131, 4. (from 2357 , this reply, and ,

giving , giving this reply.

2322333 faze , a . from 33133, this reply, and fife,

a cause,, caused by or arising from this reply ; ad. from

or because of this reply.

69
3313fafa.3 , ed. (from 33 , this reply, and fafas,

a c.use) , for this reply.

45, 4. (from 43 , this reply, and a , giving),

giving this reply.

43283 DI415, a. (from 433, this reply, and F,

caused by , caused by this reply, caused by this person's

reply ; ad from or because ofthis reply.

432** gafēni, ad. (from 3 , this reply, and fza ,

wi'kou"), without this reply, without this person's reply.

43510/341563, a. (from Aggies, this reply, and 13, a

43.

cause) , caused by or arising from this reply, caused by

or arising from this person's reply ; ad. from or because

of this reply.

232233181, s. (from 431 , this reply, and statt,

a desire) , the desire of this reply, the desire of this per-

son's reply.

933gatan.a. from 233137 , this reply , and staff ,

desirous), desirous of this reply , desirous of this person's

reply.

এতংপ্রত্যুত্তর েিন্বষক, a. (from এডৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, this reply, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking this reply, seeking for this person's re-

ply.

9 , s. (from 93843537, this reply, and FIT4,

a seeking , a seeking for this reply, a seeking for this

person's reply.

এতৎ

933 ), a. (from 23 , this reply, and

seeking), seeking for this reply, seeking for this per-

son's reply.

fantas . (from 233 , this reply, and feats,

desire), a desire for this reply, a desire for this person's

reply.

23 , a. (from 2331 , this reply, and

tfa , desirous), desirous of this reply, desirous of

this person's reply.

932571, 8. (from 93293134, this reply, and R&¹, de-

sire) , the desire of this reply, a desire of this person's

reply.

1

43313 ?, a. (from 4313 , this reply, and , de-

sirous), desirous of this reply, desirous of this person's

reply.

433 , a . (from 41 , this reply, and 3 , d

sirous , desirous of this reply, desirous of this person's

reply.

geu1, s. (from 23. this, and qui , a custom), this custom

or habit, this person's custom or habit.

43 , 8, (from 435, this, and 4, circumambulation ,

the walking round this object with the right hand to-

wards it , this person's circumambulating a thing.

23 , s. (from 235, this, and at , a giving) , the giving

of this, this person's giving a thing.

93 , s . (from 43 , this, and , a particular part),

this particular place.

23 a. (from 4 , this part, and i , to stand),

situated in this part or place.

4t , a. (from 43 , this part, and if , stay-

ing), staying in this part or place.

48af43, a from 23 , this part, and fas, situat

), situated in this part or place.

FIT2
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43 , 8. (from 27, this, and at , chief), this chief ;

a. chief of them.

svega , a. (from 23 , this, and af , commencement), the

commencement ofthis, the stimulating of this person

to engage in a work.

এরৎপুবৃত্তিকারক, a. (from স্তৎপ্রবৃত্তি , this commencement , and

ta , causing), making or causing this commencement

or excitation, exciting this person.

qgegafsæi??, a. (from gaf , this commencement, and

at , deing , stimulating or exciting to this, causing

this commencement, exciting this person.

BeqyfIFïæ, 0. (from abegafe, this commencement, and

, producing), producing this stimulus or excite-

ment, giving rise to this commencement, exciting this

person .

এতৎপুত্তিজনিত, a. (from পুরত্তি , this commencement, and

fs, produced), arising from this stimulus or excite-

ment, caused by or arising from the excitement of this

person, arising from this commencement.

azzfest, a (from 33, this commencement, and

1, producible), producible by this stimulus or excita-

tion, producible by or arising from this commencement ,

producible by or arising from the excitement of this

person.

ausgefegit , ad. (loc. case ofagafe ), for this exci-

tation or commencement.

ggesofguts, a. (from 3 , this commencement, and

13, produced), produced by or arising from this stimu-

lus or excitation, produced by or arising from this com-

mencement, produced by or arising from this person's

excitation.

af , a. (from 4 , this commencement, and i, to

give), giving this stimulus, exciting to begin this, giving

stimulus to this person.

gafant , a. (from aves, this commencement, and

at , giving), giying this stimulus, exciting to begin

this, giving a stimulus to this person .

93egafentit. a. (from 3 , this commencement, and

af , giving) , giving this stimulus , exciting to begin

this, giving a stimulus to this person.

que fet , s. (from 43egaf , this commencement, and ₹ 5,

destruction , the destruction of this stimulus , the ruin

of this beginning, the destruction of this person's en-

ergy or stimulus.

qeqafil.ne, a. (from 432 , this commencement, and

, destructive), destructive to this stimulus, destruc-

tive to this commencement, destructive to this person's

stimulus or energy.

aseyzfskal, •. (from gaf , this commencement, and

fa , destructive), destructive to this stimulus, de-

structive to this commencement, destructive to this pers

son's stimulus or energy.

23ega , s. (from af , this commencement, and at¶4,

destruction), the destruction of this stimulus, the de-

struction or ruin of this commencement, the destruc-

tion of this person's stimulus or energy.

apegafata, a. (from 23afs, this commencement, and

At , destructive), destructive to this stimulus , destruc-

tive to this commencement, destructive to this person's

stimulus or energy,

geeffe, a. (from 93 , this commencement, and

fas, causing to cease), causing this stimulus or ex-

citation to cease, causing this commencement to stop,

putting a stop to this person's stimulus or energy.

এতৎপ্রবৃত্তিনিবারক, a. (from এর পুবৃত্তি, this commencement, and

fata , preventing , preventing or obstructing this sti-

mulus, preventing this commencement, preventing this

person's stimulus or energy,

এড়ৎপ্রবৃত্তিনিকারণ, ও (from এ পুতি, this commencement, and

fata , a preventing), apreventing or obstructing of

this stimulus, a preventing this commencement, the

preventing or obstructing of this person's stimulus or

energy.

এতৎ প্রবৃত্তিনিৰুত্তি, s . (from এতৎপুষ্পত্তি , this commencement, and

ff , cessation , the cessation of this stimulus or ex-

citation, the cessation of this commencement, the ces-

sation of this person's stimulus or excitation ,

এতৎপুরভিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতৎ প্রবৃত্তি, this commencement , and

fafia, a cause), caused by this stimulus or excitation,

caused by or arising from this commencement, caused

by or arising from this person's stimulus ; ad, from or

because of this stimulus or commencement.

segafafafate, aḍ (from 237f , this excitation, and falus,

a cause), for this excitation or commencement.

effer , a . (from 23egaf , this commencement, and

Afsana, opposing , opposed to this stimulus, opposed

to or obstructing this commencement, opposed to or

obstructing this person's stimulus..

23F, a. (from 28s, this commencement, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from this stimu-

lus or excitation, caused by or arising from this com

mencement, caused by or arising from this person's sti

mulus ; ad. from or because of this stimulus or com-

mencement.

agegeforsæ, a . (from 93f , this commencement, and
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95.

To, increasing), increasing this stimulus or excitation,

forwarding this commencement, increasing this person's

stimulus.

AgexTfITÉ7, 8. 'from 932 , this commencement, and 77,

an increasing , the increasing ofthis stimulus, the pro-

moting of this commencement, the increasing of this

person's stimulus.

এতৎ প্রবৃত্তিবিসা, ad. (from এবংপুবৃত্তি, this commencement, and

fiat, without), without this stimulus, without this com-

mencement, without this person's stimulus.

qvegafafzata, s. (from 23eqzfs, th's commencement, and

faat , destruction), the destruction of this stimulus, the

ruin ofthis commencement, the destruction of this per-

son's stimulus.

এতৎপ্রবৃত্তিবিনাশক, a. ( from স্তৎপ্রবৃত্তি, this commencement , and

Ratta, des'ructire), destructive to this stimulus, de-

structive to this commencement, destructive to this per-

son's stimulus.

quezfalafel, n. (fromas, this commencement, and

fara , possessed of), possessed of this stimulus, pos-

sessed of this beginning.

fs , a. (from 3 , this commencement, and TTF,

joined to , connected with this stimulus, connected

with this commencement,

azegyfarfız, «. (from safe, this commencement, and

afs, destitute of), destitute of this stimulus or excita-

tion, destitute of this commencement.

qgesyfertas, a. (from cafe, this commencement, and

AT, empty), destitute of this stimulus or excitation,

destitute of this commencement.

gfge, a. (from 3 , this commencement, and

Я , indicating), indicating this stimulus or excitation,

indicating this commencement.

gue fete, a. (from 3 , this commencement, and

1 , destitute of), destitute of this stimulus or excitati-

on, destitute of this commencement.

azegafgezz, a. (from 3 , this commencement, and

(TT, a cause), caused by or arising from this stimulus,

caused by or arising from this commencement ; ad. from

or because of this stimulus or commencement.

gregat, s. (from 237, this , and 5, splendor), this light or

splendor, this person's splendor.

getar, a. (from 3 , this splendor, and i, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this light or

splendor, producible by or arising from this person's

splendor.

এতৎপুতাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এড ভান ) , for this light or

splendor.

46.

wegotten, s. (from a , this splendor, and ra, deà

struction), the destruction of this light or splendor, the

destruction of this person's splendor or beauty.

43egstg•na, a. (from , this splendor, and I• *,

destructive), destructive to this light or splendor, de-

structive to this person's splendor or beauty.

931 , a. (from 3 , this splendor, and f

destructive), destructive to this light or splendor, de-

structive to this person's splendor or beauty.

23egatata , s. (from 931, this splendor, and tt, de-

struction), the destruction of this light or splendor, the

destruction ofthis person's splendor or beauty.

estatuta, a. (from 351, this splendor, and atta, de

structive), destructive to this light or splendor, destruc.

tive to this person's splendor or beauty.

93<gstfhfizæ, a. (from vegs1, this splendor, and fafas, d

cause) , caused by or arising from this light or splen-

dor, caused by or arising from this person's splendor

or beauty; ad. from or because of this splendor or beau-

ty.

gregstfafics, ad. (from age , this splendor, and fafaza, a

cause), for this light or splendor.

Jests, a. (from 231, this splendor, and t , caus.

ed by), caused by or arising from this light or splendor,

caused by or arising from this person's splendor or

beauty ; ad. from or because of this splendor or beauty.

qgegsta, s. (from 934, this, and yet , power), this power

or energy,

, . (from asta, this energy, and 7, to be

produced , produced by or arising from this power or

energy.

szegstægni, ad. (from acesta, this energy, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this power or

energy .

get , ad. (loc . case of 3 ), for this pow

er or energy .

qzegstafafágæ, à. (from guests, this energy, and fafae,

a cause), caused by or arising from this power or ener

gy; ad. from or because of this power or energy.

steffate, ad. (from 43st , this energy, and faf ,

a cause), for this power or energy.

, caus-StRF, a. (from 3 , this energy, and

ed by), caused by or arising from this power or energy ;

ad from or because of this power or energy.

age stats , a. (from asta, this energy, and ( 5, a

cause), caused by or arising from this poweror energy ;

ad. from or because of this power or energy.

232stfaded, a. (from at, this splendor, and f
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93.

possessed of), possessed of this light or splendor, posses.

sed of this person's splendor or beauty.

932gstfixìz, a. (from 3 , this splendor, and faìa, des-

tilule of), destitute ofthis light or splendor, bereft of

this person's splendor or beauty.

st , a. (from 31, this splendor, and F, joined

to`, connected with this light or splendor, connected

with this person's splendor or beauty.

get?fes, a. (from a
1 , this splendor, and afão, des-

titute of), destitute of this light or splendor, bereft of

this person's splendor or beauty.

quest , a. (from 931, this splendor, and 1, des-

titute), destitute of this light or splendor.

avest , o. (from 2351, this splendor, and a, desti-

tale), destitute of this light or splendor.

st , a. (from 231, this splendor, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this light or splendor,

caused by or arising from this person's splendor or

beauty ; ad. from or because ofthis splendor or beauty.

, s. (from 234, this, and g , difference), this dif-

ference or distinction .

agata, s . (from 43 , this, and gata, proof), this proofor

evidence, the proof or evidence of this.

quegata, s. (from 93 , this, and at , danger), this danger

or destruction, this ruin.

9 , a. (from 235, this, and F, caused by, caused

by or arising from this ; ad. from or because of this.

avemats , s. (from 43 , this, and guts, an impelling cause),

this impelling cause, the cause which impels or com-

mands this.

gegaf , s. (from 935, this, and g , a topic) , this topic,

this object.

, s. (from 934, this, and 5 , a topic), this topic,

this object.

9 , s . from 935, this, and 4, life) , this life or breath,

this person's life or breath.

geta1, a. (from 232 , this life, and , equal), equal

to this life, equal to this person's life.

4 , s. (from 3td, this life, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of this life, the destruction of this

person's life.

2.a. (from 43 , this life, and , destruc-

tire), destructive to this life, destructive to this person's

life.

quet'ail, a. (from 3d, this life, and 7, destruc-

tive), destructive to this life, destructive to this per-

sou's life.

93.

23 , s . (from 3ta , this life, and , destruction),

the destruction of this life, the destruction of this per-

son's life.

agtata, a. (from at , this life , and at , destruc-

tire , destructive to this life, destructive to this person's

life.

23Яtafafas , a. (from 26 , this life, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from this life, caused by or aris

ing from this person's life ; ad. from or because of this

life or breath.

93egrafatet, s. (from 43 , this life, and feat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this life, the destruction of this

person's life.

এতৎপ্রাণবিনাশক, a. ( from এত পান , this life , and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this life , destructive to this

person's life.

geЯtafacts, s. (from 3 , this life, and fatst, separa-

tion), the decease of this person, this separation from

life , this death.

tai, s. (from t , this life, and , a destroyer),

the destroyer of this life, this destroyer of life, the de-

stroyer of this person's life.

23 taifa, 8. (from 23 , this life, and tf , loss), the

injury ofthis life, this injury to life, an injury to this per-

son's life.

23 grafen , a . (from 3 , this life, and fans, inju-

rious), injurious to this life, injurious to this person's

life.

43f , s. (from asta, this life, and f₹ 1, injury),

the injury of this life, this injury to life, an injury to this

person's life.

tatas, s. (from 235, this, and at , pre-eminence),

this pre-eminence, this superiority, this person's supe-

riority.

getatar , a. (from 411, this pre-eminence, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from this pre-

eminence or superiority, caused by or arising from this

person's pre-eminence or superiority.

at , s. (from 235 , this, and , credibility), this

credibility or probability, the credibility or probability

of this.

qeft , ɑ. (from 234, this, and fly, beloved , beloved by

this person ; s. this beloved, this person's beloved .

ftgate, a. (from 45 , this beloved, and ta , caus-

ing), making this person amiable or beloved,

93e gate , a. (from 233793, this blood, and fa , de-

ing) , making this person sauabie or beloved.

fa , a. (from 43 , his eloved, and 1, pro lasi-
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এড.

ble , arisingfrom or producible by this beloved, arising

from this person's beloved.

azefggsta) , ad. (loc. case of23f ), for this beloved,

for this amiable person.

23efgefafase, a. (from 23eft , this beloved, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from this beloved , caused

by or arising from this person's beloved ; ad. from or

because of this beloved person .

এতৎপ্রিয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এত প্রিয ,় this beloved, and নিমিত্ত,

cause , for this beloved, for this amiable person.

qafqudaF, a. (from 23fay, this beloved, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this beloved , caused by

or arising from this person's beloved ; ad. from or be-

cause of this beloved person.

qvefrezfxg, a. (from this beloved, and 3513, des-

titute of), destitute of this beloved, destitute of this

person's beloved.

{ gef¿pe, a. from 3 , this beloved, and c , a

cause , caused by or arising from this beloved, caused by

or arising from this person's beloved ; ad. from or be-

cause of this beloved person.

f3, s. (from 2 this , and f³, love), this love or af-

fection, this person's love.

2323, a. (from 23fs , this lore, and , to do), pro-

ducing this love, causing this person's love.

qaesifsætzē, «. (from 233, this love, and ta , caus-

ing), producing this love, causing this person's love.

queifswiat, a. (from 43 , this love, and fa , mak-

ing ) , producing this love, causing this person's love.

ta , a . (from 43 , this love and 7 , produc-

ing , producing this love, causing this person's love.

setfasfas, «. (from 23 gifs , this love, and 43, pro-

duced), produced by this love, produced by this per-

son's love.

43f , a. (from 23, this love, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this love, produci-

ble by or arising from this person's love.

23235181, ad. (loc. case ofa3far), for this love or

friendship.

foute, a. (from 43 , this lore, and ts, produc-

el) , produced by or arising from this love, produced by

or arising from this person's love.

quefa‡ a, s. (from 43 , this love, and ‡ , destruċ-

tion , the destruction ofthis love,the destruction of this

person'slove.

3 , a . (from 43s, this love, and a, de-

structive , destructive to this love, destructive to this

person's love,

93.

এতৎপ্রীতিধ্বংসী , a . (from এবংপ্রীতি, this love, and . ., de-

structive), destructive to this love, destructive to this

person's love.

fat , s. (from as, this love, and tt , destructi-

on), the destruction of this love, the destruction of this

person's love.

quegifsatte, à. (from vefs, this love, and atæ, de-

structive), destructive to this love, destructive to this

person's love.

এতৎপ্রীতিনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . ( fromএতৎীতি, this love, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to this love, causing this

person's love to cease.

এতৎপ্রীতিনিবারক, a. (from স্তৎপ্রীতি, this lore , and নিবারক,pre

vening , preventing or obstructing this love, prevent-

ing or obstructing this person's love.

এতৎপ্রীতি িকারণ, ৪. ( from এতৎপ্রীতি, this love, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing), the preventing or obstructing of this love,

the preventing or obstructing of this person's love.

q3eqifofaghe, s. (from 23ff3, this love, and fif , cessa-

tion), the cessation of this love, the cessation of this per-

son's love.

quegifofafogo, a. (from ages, this love, and fifus, a

canse), caused by or arising from this love, caused by or

arising from this person's love ; ad. from or because of

this love.

avegifsfafag, ad. (from 433, this love, and fifag, a

cause), for this love or friendship.

geforfora , a . (from 43s, this love, and F,

opposing), opposing or obstructing this love, opposing

or obstructing this person's love.

aze ifs , a. (from 4f, this love, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this love, caused by or

arising from this person's love ; ad. from or because of

this love.

quegifere, a. (from vefs, this lore, and ™ , increas-

ing , increasing this love, increasing this person's love.

93e faza, 8. (from 233, this love, and a, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this love, the increasing of

this person's love.

agegifsfaat , 8. (from 23fs, this lore, and fett, de-

struction), the destruction of this love, the destruction

of this person's love.

que foleate, a . (from 233, this love, and fatales,

destructive), destructive to this love, destructive to this

person's love.

astis , a. (from 43s, this love, and faf , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this love, possessed of this per-

son's love.
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que saf , s. (from 43 , this love, and af , increase), *t* , a. (from gær , this love, and wit , destruc-

the increase of this love or friendship.
tire), destructive to this love, destructive to this person's

love.

এতৎপুেমণিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from aser this love, and নিৰ্ত্তক, put-

ting a stop to), putting a stop to this love, causing this

person's love to cease.

fa , s. (from 3ffs, this love, and , a breaking),

the breaking off or interruption of this love or friend-

ship.

for , a. (from afs, this love, and , joined to),

connected with this love, connected with this person's

love.

are fog , a. (from ases , this love, and , break-

ing), breaking off or interrupting this love or friendship . , a. (from 2321 , this love, and fiatxa, pre-এত প্রেমন , নিবারক,

venting), preventing or obstructing this love, prevent-

ing or obstructing this person's love.

azerqafaatad, 8. (from a 1 , this love, and fratad, a pre-

venting), the preventing or obstructing of this love, the

preventing or obstructing of this person's love.

avergafaafa, s. (from 43 , this love, and fagfa, cessati-

on), the cessation of this love, the cessation of this per-

son's love.

afes, a. (from as, this love, and af , desti-

tuteof), destitute of this love, bereft ofthis person's love.

quedifertas, a. (from agegifs, this love, and r , empty),

destitute ofthis love, bereft of this person's love.

queqiforifa, s. (from aff³, this love, and xtfa, loss), a

lessening of this love, this decay of love, the decay of

this person's love.

qejfoxia, a. (from agegifs, this love, and ₹ 7, destitute

of), destitute of this love, bereft of this person's love.

ageHfsirge, a. (from ages, this love, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from this love, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's love ; ad. from or because of this

'love.

AT&TXT, s. (from 935, this, and ca, love), this love, this

person's love.

Szerga , a. (from 41 , this love, and , produc-

ing), producing this love, producing this person's love.

gieīgasfig, ɑ. (from age , this love, and 3, produc-

ed), produced by or ansing from this love, produced by

or arising from this person's love.

q , a. (from , this love, and ,producible ,

producible by or arising from this love, producible by

or arising from this person's love.

Steigamizi, ad. (lɔc. case of 951), for this love or

kindness.

zge¿yakan, s. (from agetqz7, this love, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of this love, the destruction of this

person's love.

<?¶¤ • ☎, a. (from a , this love, and , destru‹-

tive), destructive to this love, destructive to this per-

son's love.

, a. (from 281 , this love, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to this love, destructive to this per-

son's love.

2 , s. (from , this love, and at , destructi-

on , the destruction of this love, the destruction of this

person's love,

age¿qafafacæ, a. (from as , this love, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from this love, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's love ; ad. from or because of this

love.

23ergafafas, ad. (from 93 , this love, and fafas, a

cause), for this love or kindness.

এস্ত পেথপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from স্তৎ পথ , this lore, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or obstructing this love, opposing

or obstructing this person's love.

¿ HUF, a. (from vegan, this love, and , causedby),

caused by or arising from this love, caused by or arising

from this person's love ; ad. from or because of this love.

asrafen , s. (from aer , this love, and fant , destruc

tion), the destruction of this love, the destruction of

this person's love,

age:gafzatæ, s. (from sea , this lore, and fatæ, de-

structive), destructive to this love, destructive to this

person's love.

93<ɩga(Ifxx, a. (from qq , this love, and feft ,p ases-

sed of), possessed of this love, possessed ofthis person's

love.

23 , a. (from 3 , this love , and TF, joined to),

connected with this love, connected with this person's

love.

cafes, a. (from at , this love, and fes, destitute

of), destitute of this love, destitute of this person's love.

938( * ), a (from a , this love, and * , empty), de-

stitute of this love, bereft of this person's love.

azergaggi, s. (from 28 , this love,and , one who kills),

one who destroys this love, one who destroys this per-

son's love.

getf , s. (from 3 , this love, and rtf , injury), a

detriment to this love, the decay of this person's love.
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Sve:SATGE, a. (from age , this love, and (13, a cause),

caused by or arising from this love, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's love ; ad. from or because of this

love.

432īgat@tg1, 8. (from egg , this love, and test, a wish),

a desire for this love, a desire for this person's love.

23«igatētki, a. (from aega , this love, and tiga, de-

sirous , desirous of this love, desirous of this person's

love.

Afm , &. (from 23 , this love, and fat , de-

sire , a desire for this love, a desire for this person's love.

gafamtal, a . (from 231 , this love, and fifa ,

desirous), desirous of this love, desirous of this per-

son's love.

23 , 8. (from , this love, and a , desire), a

desire for this love, a desire for this person's love.

a. (from , this love, and , desirous),

desirous of this love, desirous of this person's love.

, a. (from , this love, and , desirous),

desirous of this love, desirous of this person's love.

43e?gae, a. (from 934, this, and cЯaỡ, sending) , sending

this person, sending this ; s. one who sends this.

QFelagd, s. (from 434, this, and cg , a sending), the send-

ing ofthis person, the sending of this.

4Jew , s. (from 20 , this, and w ,fruit), this fruit, this con-

sequence, this advantage or disadvantage, this fruit or

consequence .

এবৎ লেজনক, a. (from এড ফুল, thisfruit, and जमঙ্ক, producing),

producing this fruit or these consequences.

, a. (from 3 , this fruit, and 51, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this fruit or from

these consequences.

get , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for this fruit, for

these consequences.

gzewaatz, a. (from aer , this fruit, and ³, produced),

produced by or arising from this fruit or from these

consequences.

wan, a. (from 3 , this fruit, and , to give), confer-

ring these rewards, bestowing the rewards or fruit of

this action.

23wantsi, s. (from as , this fruit, and at , a giver),

one who gives these rewards or punishments, one who

gives the rewards or fruits of this action.

Szerenigo, a. (from 439 , this fruit , andatņ☎, giving),

bestowing these rewards or punishments, bestowing the

rewards or fruits of this action.

99¤xatgì, a. (from 43% , thisfruit, and atfp¶, giving),

93.

bestowing these rewards or punishments, bestowing

the rewards or fruits ofthis action.

QJ<Taga♬, s. (from 23 , thisfruit, and , destruc-

tion),the destruction ofthis fruit, the prevention ofthese

consequences.

432TM * HT, A. (from 232 , thisfruit, and • , destruc-

tive), destructive to this fruit, preventive of these con-

sequences.

23 , a. (from 3 , this fruit, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this fruit, preventive of these

consequences.

4 , s. (from 43 , thisfruit, and t , destruction),

the destruction of this fruit, the prevention of these

consequences.

QGeTmAtwæ, a. (from Jew , this fruit, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to this fruit, preventive of these con-

sequences.

qgerafazás, a. (from 3 , this fruit, and fazía, caus-

ing tocease), causing theseconsequences to cease.

এতৎফলনির্ধারক, a. (from এত ফুল, this fruit , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this fruit, preventing these con-

sequences, preventing the consequences of this.

এতৎফলনিবারণ , s. (from এত ফল, this fruit , and নিবারণ , ৫ pre-

venting), the preventing of this fruit, the preventing of

theseconsequences, apreventingtheconsequences of this .

এড ফলনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতৎফল, this fruit , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this fruit or from these

consequences, caused by or arising from the consequen-

ces ofthis ; ad. from or because of these fruits or con-

sequences.

quermfiface, ad. (from age , this fruit, and fifa , a

cause), for this fruit, for these consequences.

এতৎফলপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এত ফুল, this fruit , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

Ggg

structing), obstructing or preventing this fruit or these

consequences, obstructing or preventing the consequen-

ces of this ; ad. fromor because ofthis fruit or of these

consequences.

TEST , a. (from 4 , thisfruit, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from this fruit or from these con-

sequences, caused by or arising from the consequences

of this.

93efan , ad. (from 43 , this fruit, and fer , without),

withoutthis fruit or consequence.

43ewafaatat, s. (from 3 this fruit, and fit, de-

struction), the destruction of this fruit, the prevention

of these consequences, the prevention of the couse-

quences of this.
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462œ×fanidæ, 0. (from ageœa, this fruit, and fiato, de-

structive), destructive to this fruit, preventive ofthese

consequences, preventive of the consequences ofthis.

querefifty, a. (from avera , his fruit, and faft , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this fruit, intimately connected

with these consequences.

qverafada, a. (from qera, this fruit, and frgia, desti-

tute , destitute of this fruit or advantage.

এতৎফলবাতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এতফল, this fruit, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this fruit excepted, these consequences ex-

cepted, the consequences ofthese actions excepted.

এতৎফলব্যতিরেক, a. ( from এডংফল, this fruit , and ব্যতিরেক,

un exception), the exception of this fruit or of these

consequences, the exception of the consequences of

this action.

querasp, a. (from 93 ™ , thisfruit, and 5, to eat), eat-

ing this fruit, enjoying or suffering these consequences,

enjoying or suffering the consequences of this action.

easts , s. (from 23 , this fruit, and cuts , enjoyment),

the enjoyment or suffering of these consequences .

93st, a. (from aer , this fruit, and tft , en-

joying), enjoying or suffering these consequences, en-

joying or suffering the consequences of this action.

23< , a. (from 3 ™ , this fruit, and 5, joined to),

connected with this fruit, connected with these consc-

quences, connected with the consequences of this ac-

tion.

the

35, a. (from 43 , this fruit, and 3, destitute),

destitute of this fruit, free from these consequences.

germatz, s. (from 3 , this fruit , and m†s, gain),

obtaining of this fruit, the gain of this advantage.

germats, s. (from 23 , thisfruit, and cats, desire), the

desire of this fruit, the desire ofthis advantage.

qgeœalatsi, a. (from 237 , this fruit, and catfsa, de-

sirous), desirous of this fruit, desirous of these advan-

tages.

gerantia), o. (from 3 , this fruit) , tending to these

fruits or consequences, connected with these fruits or

consequences .

232C** ), a. (from aзex , this fruit, and t , empty),

destitute of this fruit, free from these consequences.

AREG), s. (from 43w , this fruit, and y, one who

kills), one who destroys or prevents this fruit or these

consequences, one who prevents or defeats the conse-

quences ofthis action.

arif , s. (from 3 , this fruit , and if , loss), the

detriment of this fruit, the hinderance or diminution of

these consequences or advantages .

98.

metz, a. (from awa, thisfruit, and 7, destitute),

destitute of this fruit, free from these consequences.

42TIFF, a. (from 23 , thisfruit, and
, a cause),

caused by this fruit, caused by or arising from these

consequences, caused by or arising from the consequen-

ces ofthis conduct ; ad. from or because of thesefruits

or consequences.

4tætg , s. (from age , thisfruit, and artti, de-

sire), the desire ofthis fruit, a desire for these advan-

tages , a desire of the consequences of this conduct.

এতৎফলাকাঙ্গী, a. (fromএত ফুল, this fruit , and অকানি, de

sirous), desirous of this fruit, desirous of these advan-

tages, desirous of the consequences ofthis action.

93eWatazata, s. (from 43 , this fruit, and at ,

search after), a seeking after this fruit or these advan

tages, an investigation of the consequences of this action.

এতৎফল'নুসন্ধানী , a. (from এডৎফল, this fruit, and অসন্ধनिन ,्

searching), investigating these fruits or consequences.

এতৎফলামুসায়ী, a. (from এত গুল, this fruit , and অনুসন্ধায়িন,

searching), investigating these fruits or consequences.

gett , ad. (from 2 , this fruit, and wants, a

following), according to these fruits or consequences.

এতৎফলান্বেষক, a. (from এত ফল, this fruit , and অন্বেষক, sek-

ing), seeking this fruit, seeking these advantages, seek-

ing the consequences of this action.

এউৎফলান্বেষণ, s . (from এত ফল, this fruit , and অন্বেষণ, aseek-

ing), the seeking of this fruit, the seeking of these ad-

vantages, the seeking of the consequences of this ac-

tion.

qgematigd, à. (from 43 , this fruit, and

ing ,seeking this fruit, seeking these advantages, seek-

ing the consequences of this action.

agentata, s. (from 28 , thisfruit, and gatet, deni-

al), a denial or disowning of these consequences, a de-

nying or disowning the consequences of this conduct.

qgewatsata, s. (from 23 , this fruit, and fanta, de-

sire), a desire for this fruit, or for these advantages, a

desire for the consequences of this conduct.

এতৎফলাভিলাষ , a. (from এত গুল, this fruit , and অভিলাষিন,

faa, seek-

desirous) , desirous of this fruit, or of these advantages,

desirous ofthe consequences of this conduct.

q3eœatzy, s. (from 23œ , this fruit, and atag, a begin-

ning), the beginning ofthese advantages or consequen-

ces, the beginning of the consequences of this conduct.

23 , s. (from as , this fruit, and 1 , a desire), a

desire for this fruit, a desire for these advantages, a de-

sire ofthe consequences of this conduct.
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#sex, «. (from aœ , this fruit, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of this fruit, desirous of these advantages, de-

sirous ofthe consequences of this conduct.

MISTAKE, a, (from 23 ™ , this fruit, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous ofthis fruit , desirous of these advantages, de-

sirous of the consequences of this conduct.

AUFFI, s. (from 934, this, and F , a moving to a new

station), this motion from one station or place to ano-

ther, this entering into a new sign, this change of stati-

on, this bridge.

gĦFad, 8. (from 43 , this, and F.F¤d, a moving to a

new station), this motion from one station or place to

another, this enteringinto a new sign, this change of sta-

tion.

this
4371, s. (from 25 , this, and Яà , a number`,

number, the number of this person, this calculation,

this enumeration.

, a. (from 43 , this, and , a number),

amounting to this number, consisting of this number.

ggeArxiteÉ), 8. (from age , this number, and 1 ,

a doer), one who makes this calculation, he who counts

or numbers these.

GILA"NIISIIT, a. (from age , this number, and atạæ,

doing), making this calculation , countingthese ; s . he

who makes this calculation, he who numbers these.

ATGĦRNIK"♬, s. (from 93 , this number, and ‡ ,

destruction), the forgetting or mistaking of a number

which has been counted.

SESFRHITEĦE, ɑ. (from 98en " , this number, and t ♬☎,

destroying), forgetting or mistaking in this counting or

calculation.

a
4ª , a. (fromart, this number, and f

destroying), forgetting or mistaking in this calculation or

enumeration.

ggea mtata, s. (from agefar , this number, and ****,

destructive), the forgetting what has been counted, a

mistake in counting or calculation .

qgestat , a. (from 93 , this number, and at ,

destructive), mistaking in counting or calculation, for

getting what this person has counted.

93F̂ nfifitT, a. (from 9beñal, thisnumber, and fifty,

a cause), caused by or arising from this calculation or

enumeration ; ad. from or because of this calculation.

43 , a . (from 9 , this number, and

, opposing), opposing or obstructing this cal-

culation or enumeration, opposing the numbering of

these persons.

15.

9gaĦarifka1, od. (from agenæi, this number, and f #1,

without), without this number or enumeration , without

this calculation.

fat , a. (from 3 , this number, and

fafts, possessed of), possessed of or connected with this

number or enumeration..

tiffas, a. (from 23 , this number, and

fofa , excepted) , this number excepted, this enumera-

tion or calculation excepted .

QGĦIX , s. (from 3 , this number, and

, an exception), the exception of this number,

the exception of this enumeration or calculation.

NEF, A. (from 43 , this number, and join

ed to , connected with this number, connected with this

enumeration or calculation.

932F. WitgfE3, a. (from gen" , this number, and 3,

destitute), destitute of this number or calculation.

des-

, . (from 23tt, this number, and war,

empty), destitute of this number or calculation.

AGLA'NNETE, a. (from 9311, this number, aud 7,

titute , destitute of this number or calculation.

LIEĦ°WINETE, a. (from
it, this number, and cg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this number, caus-

ed by or arising from this calculation or enumeration,

causedby or arising from numbering these ; ad, from or

because of this enumeration or calculation.

35, s. (from 935, this, and • , a collection`, this

collection, the collection of these, this association , the

association of these persons with others.

233F•ge☎Í), s . (from 9 , this collection, and af, a

doer), one who collects these things together, the mak-

er of this collection .

JILA HETİIT, a. (from 43 , this collection, and i ,

a doing) , making this collection, collecting these per-

sons or things together,

Seagate , a (from 23 , this collection, and if

doing), making this collection , collecting these persons

or things together.

GERROSERAI, a. (from 43sx, this collection, and ,

producible), producible by or arising from this collection.

938F°ŞEF²I, «d. (loc. case ofage , for this col-

lection or accumulation.

হ

E , s . ( from 3 , this collection, and t ,

destruction , the ruin or dispersion of this collection .

• ' , a. (from 3 , this collection, and Я ,

destructive), ruinous to this collection, destroying or

dispersing this collection or association,

G852
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s:

at, a. (from , this collection, and fat,

destructive), destructive to this collection, destroying

or dispersing this collection or association,

statt, s. (from 23 , this collection, and tt, de-

struction), the destruction or dispersion of this collec-

tion, the destruction or ruin of this association.

এতং স° গ্ৰহনাশক, a. (from এ সংগ্রহ, this collection, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to or dispersing this collection

or association.

Bestefafabæ, a. (from E, this collection, and

[ fa , a cause), caused by or arising from this collecti-

on or association ; ad. from or because of this collection

or association.

azen• gefäfire, ad. (from 93 , this collection, and

fafa , a cause), for this collection or accumulation.

এতৎস'গ্রহপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from এস.গ্রহ, this collection, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this collection

or association ; ad. from or because of this collection

or association.

এতৎস গুহৰিবা , ad. (from সংগ্রহ, this collection, and fat ,

without), without this collection or association.

gee="græfefas, a. (fromএতৎস গ্রহতিরিক্ত, 3g , this collection, and

ff , excepted), this collection or association ex-

cepted.

এতৎসংগ্রহব্যতিরেক, s. (from এডস গ্রহ, this collection, and

, an exception) , the exception of this collection.

or association.

এতৎ সংগ্রহবাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এড সংগ্ৰহৰাতিরেষ), with

the exception of this collection or association, without

or beside this collection or association.

GeeFesta , a. (from 93 , this collection, and T ,

joined to), connected with this collection or association,

connected with this person's collection or association.

এতৎসং হরহিত, a. (from এডস গ্রহ, this collection , and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of this person's collection or asso-

ciation.

93eAustentar, a. (from 3 , this collection, and war,

empty), destitute of this person's collection or associa-

tion.

quenes̟exia, a. (from 4 , this collection , and la, des-

titute), destitute of this person's collection or associa-

tion .

£gen®galego, a. (from egg, this collection, and æg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this collection or

association, caused by or arising from this person's col-

lection or association ; ad from or because of this col-

lection or association.

95.

Jegetætg1, s. (from 43 , this collection , and stat

1, desire , a desire for this person's collection or asso-

ciation.

এতৎস° গ্ৰহণকা$ী, a. (from এডংসংগ্রহ , this collection, and আকা

, desirous), desirous of this collection or associati

on, desirous of this person's collection or association.

Geita, s. (from q , this collection, and

afonta, desire), desirous of this collection or associa-

tion.

ggra°.getfsatst, a. (from avenge, this collection , and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of this collection or asso-

ciation.

Q " , s. (from 3 , this collection, and 1, de-

sire), a desire for this collection or association, a desire

ofcollecting or associating these persons or things.

Qeas , a. (from 93ece, this collection, and ₹5,

desirous), desirous of this collection or association.

93eĦMIFF, a. (from 9 , this collection , and 35.

desirous), desirous of this collection or association .

get , s. (from 935, this, aud Яgt , war), this war,

the war of these persons.

93<ĦªHfaTÍ1, s. (from aseta, this war, and a , a do-

er), he who carries on this war, this soldier.

এউৎস গ্রমিকারক, a. (from এডৎসা , this war, and কারক,

making), causing this war, carrying on this war.

এতৎ -গ্রাযজন্য, a. (from সংগ্রাম, this war, and r, pro-

ducible), producible by this war, arising from this

war.

a

, ad. (loc . case ofa ), for this war.

QRHiNAT), s. (from at , this war, and

conquerer), the conquerer in this battle.

93e • stafafage, a. (from 23t , this war, and af , a

cause), caused by or arising from this war ; ad. from

or because of this war.

এতৎসংগ্রামনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডসগ্লা , this war, and নিষি ,

a cause), for the purpose of this war.

Que="gjayforca, a. (from aseĦașta, this war, and

fe , opposing), opposing this war, obstructing this

war.

এতৎস• গ্রাপযুক্ত, a. (from স্তৎস' গ্রাম, this war, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this war ; ad. from or

because of this war.

2gs='gtafini, ad. (from) quenegta, this war, and fe ,

without), without or beside this war.

এতৎসংগ্রামতিরিক্ত, a. (from এবংস , this war, and

fa , excepted), this war excepted.

এতৎস^গ্রামব্যতিরেক, s . ( from এবং সংগ্রাম, this war, and arf

a , an exception), the exception of this war.
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এতৎস-গুষিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএডৎস' গ্রথিবাডিরেক), with

the exception of this war, without or beside this war.

F,SzeĦestarF, 0. (from 3 , this wir, and , joined

to), connected with this war.

এডংসগুমিরহিত, a. (from
সংগ্রাম, this war, and রহিত, des-

titute), free from this war.

qze='staĦdē, ɑ. (from 23enegta, this war, and gỡ, in-

dicating) , indicating this war.

ABRAHIMEZE, a. (from
ta, this war, and ( , a

cause), caused by or arising from this war ; from or be-

cause ofthis war.

queĦrgtat=t§1, s. (from
gia, this war, and staigi,

a desire), a desire for this war.

93& •statætgì, a. (from

desirous), desirous of this war.

এতৎস- গুণমান্বেষণ, s. (from

ta, this war, and statfy.

সংগ্রাম , this war , and অন্বেষণ ,

a seeking), a seeking or wishing for this war.

এতৎস• গণযান্বেষী, a. ( from এডৎস' গ্রাম, this car, and অন্বেষিদ ,্

a seeking), seeking or wishing for this war.

ge statfamta, s. (from agenta, this war, and feat ,

a desire), a desire for this war.

এতৎসৎগ্লাষাভিলাষী ,a. (fromএতৎসংগ্রাম, this war, and অভিলামিন,

desirous), desirous of this war.

stata , a. (from
ta, this war, and t

fond), fond of this war.

agenªsteagi, s. (from 93eqia, this war, and T¹, desire),

a desire for this war.

•sta , a. (from est , this war, and E , desir-

ous), desirous of this war.

Ishta , a. (from a gta, this war, and 5, desir-
গ্রাথেছুক,

cus), desirous of this war.

qezestee, a. (from 235 , this, and h , collecting),

collecting or associating these ; s. he who collects or as-

sociates these.

´accarcats, s. (from 235, this, and rats, contact), this

contact, this union :

232Ħ•.así, s. (from 435, this, and asf, a living together ),

this living together, this society, this cohabitation, this

person's cohabitation.

4 , s. (from 23 , this, and , a sacredrite), this

sacred rite, this habit, this consecration by sacred rites.

ARA•GİLUIS, ɑ. (from 9ge , this consecration, and

, producing , producing this consecration, causing

this habit, producing this person's consecration.

এতৎস• স্কারজনিত, a. ( from এতৎসংস্কার , this consecration , and

af , produced), produced by or arising from this con-

secration, caused by or arising from this habit, produ-

ced by or arising from this person's consecration,

93.

HILARSILKA), a. (from 93 , this consecration, and

3 , producible , producible by or arising from this con-

secration or from this habit, producible by or arising

from this person's consecration.

এতৎস স্কারজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎস• স্কারজন্য , for this

consecration, for this habit.

25<F°Staats, a. (from agent , this consecration, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from this can-

secration or from this habit, produced by or arising

fromthis person's consecration.

IGCARBI?J® A, s. (from 93 , this consecration, and

, destruction) , the destruction of this consecration ,

the destruction or making void of this person's conse-

cration.

Q3<H^Zİ?$^AF, a . (from 43's , this consecration, and

, destructive), destructive to this consecration,

destructive to this person's consecration.

93<7^5†??^AI, a. (from qg , this consecration , and

fa , destructive), destructive to this consecration,

destructive to this person's consecration.

AUCĦIXI , s. (from43ty, this consecration, and at ,

destruction), the destruction or rendering void of this

consecration,thedestruction ofthis person's consecration

এতৎ সংস্কারদশিক, a. ( from এতৎসংস্কার, this consecration, and

wt , destructive), destructive to this consecration, de-

structive to this person's consecration.

এতৎসংস্কারনিবর্ত্তক , a. ( from সংস্কার, this consecration,

andfix , causing to cease), putting an end to this con-

secration, causing this person's consecration to cease.

93e=•Stafaætaæ, a . (from 93eĦ , this conse:ration, and

fata , preventing), preventing this consecration , pre-

venting this person's consecration.

এতৎসংস্কারনিমিত্তক , a . ( from এড সংস্কার, this consecr tion and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from this conse-

cration or from this habit, caused by or arising from

this person's consecration ; ad. from or because of this

consecration or habit.

Staff , ad. (from , this consecration,

and fafas, a cause), for this consecration, for this habit.

AGLA' SİGNfGIET, a. (from 939 , this consecration ,

and f◄◄, obstructing), opposing or obstructing this

consecration.

QILA FIINTY, a. (from 3 , this consecration, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from this conse-

cration, caused by or arising from this person's conse.

cration ; ad. from or because ofthis consecration or habit.

SELFLIXIÓ , a. (from 3 , this consecration, and
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zás, increasing), promoting this consecration, promot-

ing this person's consecration , increasing this habit.

2327SİZZE1, s. (from 3 , this consecration, and

zán, an increasing), the promoting ofthis consecration,

the promoting of this person's consecration, the increas-

ing ofthis habit.

935 Flafant, ad. (from 9357 , this consecration, and

fat, without), without this consecration, without this

habit, without this person's consecration .

******, a. (f.om ase , this consecration, and

fafta , possessed of), possessed of this consecration,

possessed of or closely connected with this person's

consecration.

quena☎zafa, 8. (from 4033ly, this consecration, and

, increase), the increase of this consecration, the pro-

motion of this person's consecration, the increase of this

habit.

এতৎসংস্কার তিরিঙ্ক , a. (from এবংসংস্কার, this consecration,

and f , excepted , this consecration or this habit

excepted, this person's consecration excepted.

4327• #†?7][31?, s. (from 3 , this consecration,

and foræ, an exception) , the exception ofthis conse-

cration, the exception ofthis person's consecration.

এতৎসংস্কারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc . case of এতৎ সংস্কারব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this consecration or habit, without or

beside this consecration or habit.

quen• SłṛTS, ɑ . (from 232×ªt , this consecration, and TF,

joined to), connected with this consecration, connected

with this person's consecration.

এতৎ সংস্কাররহিত, a. ( from এতৎ সংস্কার, this consecration, and

af , destitute), destitute of this consecration, free from

this habit.

932A*Elasta, a. (from 93 , this consecration, and

1 , destitute), destitute of this consecration .

Q3RF.SİNTIF, a (from 93 , this consecration, and

(xg, a couse), caused by or arising from this consecra-

tion, caused by or arising from this person's consecra-

tion ; ad. from or because of this habit or consecration.

gerata, s. (from 235, this, and 1 , a stock), this

stock, this substance.

এতৎসংস্থানিকারক, a. ( from এউৎ জ্বীন, this stock, and কারক,

doing), accumulating or laying in this stock.

ta , a . (from 231 , this stock, and af ,

doing , laying in this stock.

এডং সংস্থানজনক, a. ( from এডংস ঘাস, this stock, and অনক,

producing), producing this stock or substance .

quen•qtaxa), 0. (from 451 , this stock, and TV, pro-

ducible), producible by or arisingfrom this stock orsub.

⚫stance.

QIRASETEGI, ad. (loc. case of93.¶17 ), for this stock

or substance.

getafaza, u. (fromaset , thisstock, andf ,

causing to cease), putting an end to this stock or sub-

stance.

93ca: Itafa☎tyṛæ, a. (from 23eta, this stock, and fant

, preventing), preventing this stock or substance.

234, s. (from asta, this stock, and fat ,

a preventing), the preventing of this stock or substance.

এতৎসং স্থাসনিবৃত্তি, s. (from এত সংস্থা , this stock, and নিৰূতি,

cessation), the cessation or loss of this stock or sub-

stance.

এত সস্থানসিযিতক, C. ( from এড সান, this stock , and নিষিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this stock or sub-

stauce ; ad. from or because of this stock or substance.

এতৎসস্থানসিবিত্তে ad (fromএস স্থান, this stock , and মिय,

a cause), for this stock or substance.

get , a. (from 23 , this stock, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this stock or sub-

stance ; ad. from or because of this stock or substance.

getafaat, ad. (from 95 , this stock, and fin ,

without), without or beside this stock or substance.

938Fr¶tafofas, a. (from ase , this stock, and

aff , excepted), this stock or substance excepted.

এতৎসংন্ধান ডিরেক, s . ( from এডৎসস্থান, this stock and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of this stock or substance.

এতৎ সংস্থাসত্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএডস্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this stock or substance, without or be-

side this stock or substance.

Q3RA°FtAlETF, a. (from 2387 , this stock, and ci

a cause , cansed by or arising from this stock or sub-

stance ; ad. from or because of this stock or substance.

IISAIME, 8. (from 235, this, and 45, a doubt), this doubt

or suspicion , this person's doubt or suspicion.

এতৎ সন্দেহজনক, a . ( from এত নন্দেহ, this doubt, and অনক, pro-

ducing), causing this doubt, producing this person's

doubts or suspicions.

QTGĦAQFBI, A. (from 93515, this doubt, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this doubt, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's doubts or sus

picions.

QIRA(MTFII, ad. (loc. case of 23 ), for this doubt

or suspicion.

"QGRAAFI'A, s. (from 93e , this doubt , and , de-

struction), the dissipation of these doubts or suspici-
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ons, the dissipation of this person's doubts or suspici-

ons.

$3<A【FCÊ^AF, a . (from age , this doubt, and

destructive), destructive to these doubts or suspicions,

dissipating this person's doubts or suspicions.

932acfekrat, a. (from ageñ , this doubt, and # f57,

destructive), dissipating these doubts or suspicions, dis-

sipating this person's doubts or suspicions.

232A(4gatx, s. (from935, this doubt, and at* , destruc-

tion), the dissipation of these doubts or suspicions, the

dissipation of this person's doubts or suspicions .

GILF(REATHE, ɑ. (from 43SMA , this doubt, and ¤† æ , de-

structive), destructive to these doubts or suspicions , de-

structive to this person's doubts or suspicions.

এতৎ সম্মেহানিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from সন্দেহ, this doubt, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting an end to these doubts or

suspicions, putting an end to this person's doubts or

suspicions.

এতৎ সদেহনিবারক, a. ( from এত সন্দেহ, this doubt, and সিৰায়ক,

preventive), preventing these doubts or suspicions, pre-

venting this person's doubts or suspicions.

এতৎ সদেহনিবারণ , s. ( from এডৎসন্দেহ , this doubt , and নিবারণ ,

prevention), the preventing of these doubts or suspicions.

এতৎসন্দেহনিবৃত্তি, s. ( from এত সন্দেহ , this doubt , and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of these doubts or suspicions.

এবং সন্দেহনিমিশুক, a. ( from স্তৎসন্দেহ, this doubt, and নিমিত্ত, '

a cause), caused by or arising from these doubts or

suspicions, caused by or arising from this person's doubts

or suspicions ; ad. from or because of these doubts or

suspicions.

এতৎসদেহনিমিত্তে, ad (from এত সন্দেহ, this doubt, and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause), for this doubt or suspicion.

এক সম্মেহনিরাস, s. ( from এত সন্দেহ , this doubt , and নিরাস, re-

pulsion), the repelling or driving away of these doubts

or suspicions, the repelling or driving away of this per-

son's doubts orsuspicious.

এতৎ সন্দেহনিরাসক , a . ( from এত সন্দেহ, this doubt , and নিরামক,

driving away), driving away or repelling these doubts.

SILAMLYÉB, a . (from 938145, this doubt, and ‡, before),

preceded by or arising from this doubt or suspicion ;

ad. by or through this doubt or suspicion.

932F1FECÚB, 0. (from 93& le, this doubt, and zốc, in-

crease), increasing these doubts or suspicions, increas-

ing this person's doubts or suspicions.

SIRA(MITÍA, s . (from azeal , this doubt, and a , en

increasing), the increasing of these doubts or suspicions,

the increasing of this person's doubts or suspicions.

19

এ७.

fatal, a . (from 3 , this doubt, and fats ,

possessed of troubled with these doubts or suspicions,

possessed of this person's doubts or suspicions.

gemmet , 8. (from 35, this doubt, and af , in-

crease), the increase of these doubts or suspicions, the

increase ofthis person's doubts or suspicions

J38F4FIRE, a. (from 2328 , his doubt, and sa ,break-

ing), removing or dissolving these doubts or suspicions,

breaking or dissolving this person's doubts or suspici

ons.

932Ħ(95397, s . (from 95145, this doubt, and 847, a

breaking), the breaking or dissolving of these doubts

or suspicions, the breaking up or dissolving of this per-

son's doubts or suspicious ,

JRFECTF, a. (from 3 , this doub!, and TF,joized

to), connected with these doubts or suspicions , connect-

ed with this person's doubts or suspicions.

এতৎ সন্দেহরহিত, a. (from এউৎসন্দেহ, this doubt, and রহিত, dese

titute of), freefrom these doubts or suspicions .

gen(mem ), ɑ. (from 93855, this doubt, and was, emp-

ty), free from these doubts or suspicions.

93ea7accia, u . (from 3 , this doubt, and ì , desti-

tute of), free from these doubts or suspicions.

AI&AALILTF, a. (from 3 , this doubt, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from these doubts or suspi-

cions ; ad. from or because ofthese doubts or suspicions.

4 , s. (from 23 , this, and at , an aim), this aim

or scope, this person's aim or scope.

mak-এতৎসন্ধানকরিক, a. ( from এউৎসata, this aim , and করিক,

ing), making this aim , aiming at this, making this his

scope.

এতৎসন্ধানকারী, a. (from
সat , this aim , and কারিন,

making), making this aim, aiming at this, making this

his scope.

93eaætatæts), ~ . (from 433, this aim, and at ,

desirous), desirous ofthis scope or aim.

quenatrag), s. (from 93ata, this aim, and Pal, desire),

a desire for this scope or aim, a desire to take this aim

or to make this his scope.

qatlā , a. (from_933, this aim, and a desir

ous), desirous of taking this aim, desirous of making

this his scope.

IBLAENALE, d. (from 3 , this aim, and 5 , desir

ous , desirous of taking this aim, desirous of making this

his scope.

9 , s. (from 93 this, and af , ajoining), this joint

or joining, this peace, this alliance.
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এতৎসব্জিকারক, a. (from এডৎস,ি this peace, and কারক, caus-

ing), negociating this peace or alliance, making this

junction ; s. he who makes this peace.

এতৎসন্বিকারী, a. ( from এবংসন্ধি, this peace , and কারিন, mak-

ing), making this peace or alliance, making this junc-

tion.

enfa , a. (from 3 , this peace, and i, to know),

versed in or acquainted with this peace or alliance.

23ef131, s. (from fa, this peace, and It , one

who knows) oue skilled in or acquainted with this peace

or alliance.

এতৎসখিজ্ঞাপক, a. (from এৎসক্সি, this peace, and জ্ঞাপক, mak-

ing known), giving information of this peace, or of this

junction.

এতৎসন্ধিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডংসন্ধি, this peace, and নিষিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from this peace or juncti-

on ; ad, from or because of this peace or junction.

এতৎসন্ধিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from তৎন , this peace, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), for this peace or alliance.

এতৎসন্ধিলুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এতৎসন্ধি, this peace, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing , opposing or obstructing this peace or junc-

tion.

এড নন্ধিপযুক্ত, a. (from afa, this peace, and পুযুক্ত , caus-এতৎসস্কি,

ed by), caused by or arising from this peace or junc-

tion ; ad. from or because of this peace or alliance.

Avenfalzo, a . (from 23 , this peace, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from this peace or junction ; ad.

from or because of this peace or alliance.

95 , s. (from 235, this, and 81, an assembly), this as-

sembly, this person's assembly.

stat , a . (from 431, this assembly, and tt , de-

siructive), destructive to this assembly, destructive to

this person's assembly.

$3258tfafc&, a. (from 351, this assembly, and fifty,

entered , introduced or entered in this assembly.

23te, a. (from 25, this assembly, and fifa ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this assembly, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's society ; ad. from

or because of this assembly.

Spenstfag , a. (from 361, this assembly, and fary,

appointed), appointed a member of this assembly, ap-

pointed by this assembly,

eastfesia, a (from 4351 , this assembly, and fast ,

destitute), destitute of his assembly, destitute of this

person's society.

ed to
2

, . iron 3851 this assembly, and , join-

connected with this society or assembly.

13.

23estafes, a. (from 3 , this assembly, and af ,

destitute), destitute of this assembly or society.

ge , a. (from 31, this assembly, and 1, emp

ty), destitute of this assembly or society.

gentsta, a. (from 2351, this assembly, and s , to be

situate), belonging to this assembly or society.

queñstætát, a, (from ages , this assembly, and
fix,

staying), continuing in or belonging to this society or

assembly.

933, a. (from 23 , this assembly, and f , situ

ated), belonging to or situated in this society or as-

sembly.

93estgla, a. (from 931, this assembly, and Fì , desti.

tute), destitute of this society or assembly,

qgeastreg☎, d. (from 931, this assembly, and 153, a

cause), caused by or arising from this society or assem-

bly; ad. from or because ofthis assembly or society.

934, a. (from 235, this, and ¤, equal), similar to this,

like this.

, a. (from A , this, and , near), near this, near

this person ; s. the vicinity of this person or this.

93 , a. (from 43 , near this, aud sts, gone),

gone to this person, gone to this.

ageĦĦta, ɑ. (from Я, near this, and , to be pro-

duced), produced near this.

qgenofdatz, ɑ. (from 238Ħxì9, near this, and ☎fe, pro-

duced), produced near this .

fata, s. (from 3et, near this, and facta, a

residence) , a residence near this.

এতৎসমীপনিৱাসী, a. (from এড সমীপ, near this, and পিসিন,

residing), residing near this.

এতৎসমীপৱৰ্ত্তী , a. (from এড সমীপ , near this , and বর্ত্তিন, exist-

ing), existing near this.

, a. (from 3 , near this, and 1, to be situ

ated), situated near this.

এতৎসমীপস্থায়ী, a. (from সমীপ, near this , and স্থায়িন, stay-

ing) , staying or continuing near this.

geof , a. (from 3 , near this, and f , situat

ed), situated near this.

ggests , a. (from 43 , near this, and atto, come).

come to this person or to this.

gene, s. (from 234, this, and wealth) , this wealth

or prosperity, this person's wealth or prosperity.

Jetze, a. (from 23 , this wealth, and eta,

causing), causing this prosperity, causing this person's

prosperity.

23af3, s. (from 23 , this, and , wealth), this wealth

or prosperity, this person's wealth or prosperity.
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48 aufst , o. (from 43 , this wealth, and ata ,

causing), causing this wealth or prosperity, causing this

person's prosperity.

43fsæti, a. (from 93fs, this werlth, and at , do-

ing) , causing this wealth or prosperity, causing this per-

son's wealth or prosperity.

23e4gfdG78, 6. (from 93 , this wealth, and SAT,pro-

ducing), producing this wealth or prosperity, producing

this person's wealth or prosperity.

43f73, 0. (from 43 , this wealth, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this wealth or

prosperity, producible by or arising from this person's

wealth or prosperity.

famar, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for this wealth

orprosperity.

gfenti, s. (from 93f3, this wealth , and at , a giv-

er), the giver of this wealth or prosperity, the giver of

this person's wealth or prosperity.

Beaufsntpæ, 1. from 93fs, this wealth, and t ,

giving), giving this wealthor prosperity, giving this per

son's wealth or prosperity.

এতৎসম্পত্তিদায়ী, a. ( from এতৎসম্পত্তি, this wealth, and দায়িন,

giving) , conferring this wealth or prosperity, giving

this person's wealth or prosperity.

23 , s. (from 43 , this wealth , and , de-

struction , the destruction of this wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

genufotas, a. from 43 , this wealth, and ,

destructive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity,

destructive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

Aze=#fake♬ì, 11. (from 23efs, this we alth, and 5 ,

destructive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity,

destructive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

43fat , s (from 3fs, this wealth, and at , de-

struction , the destruction of this wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

233at , a . (from 3 , this wo alih, and **,

destructive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity,

destructive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

anffafie, a. (from auf , this wealth, and f ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this wealth or pros-

perity, caused by or arising from this person's wealth

or prosperity ; ad. from or because of this wealth or

prosperity.

dampf-fafata, ad. (from 43agi , this wealth, and fax ,

a cause), for this wealth or prosperity,

4f , a. (from £52f3, this wealth, and **,

93.

caused by), caused by or arising from this wealth or

prosperity ,causedby or arising from this person's wealtha

or prosperity ; ad. from or because of this wealth or

prosperity.

এতৎসম্পত্তিৰৰ্থক, a. ( from এ সম্পত্তি, this wealth, andas, inte

creasing , increasing or promoting this wealth or pros-

perity, increasing or promoting this person's wealth or

prosperity.

goenafaaza, a. (from 43safe, this wealth, and 757, an

increasing), the increasing of this wealth or prosperi-

ty, the increasing of this person's wealth or prosperity.

foft, ad. (from 4 , this wealth, and frat,

without), without this wealth or prosperity, without this

person's wealth or prosperity.

এত সল্পডিৱিনাশ, s. ( from এড সম্পত্তি, this areilth , and বিনাশ,

destruction) , the destruction of this wealth or prosperi-

ty, the destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

এতৎসম্পত্তিবিনাশক, a. (from এতৎ সম্পত্তি, this wealth,and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity,

destructive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

933 , a. (from 3 , this wealth, and faf ,

possessed of), possessed of this wealth or prosperity.

932SyfofTh15, ɑ. (from 93883, this wealth, and fa517,

destiture), destitute of this wealth or prosperity.

uffs. (from 3 , this wealth, and zf , in-

crees?) , the increase of this wealth or prosperity, the

increase of this person's wealth or prosperity.

ggengfor soft , a . (from Hafs, this wealth, and ff ,

excepted , this wealth or prosperity excepted , this per-

son's wealth or prosperity excepted .

93< feraz , s, (from 43 , this wealth, and f

(ṛ<, an exception), the exception of this wealth or pros-

perity, the exception of this person's wealth or prospe-

rity.

এতৎসম্পতিরাডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎসম্পত্তিব্যতিরেক, with

the exception of this wealth or prosperity, without or

beside this wealth or prosperity.

93fy , a. (from 93275f3, this wealth, and 75, join-

ed to , connected with this wealth or prosperity, con-

nected with this person's wealth or prosperity.

এডৎসঘতিরহিড, ". (from এতৎসতি this wealth, and রহিত, des-

titutes, destitute ofthis wealth or prosperity.

23 ##fo

Huh

1, 0. (from 43 , this weal h, and 1, emp.

ty), destitute of this with or prosperity.

4eaf3e1a , a. (from 93 , this wealth, and 17 , desti-

tu e), destitute of this wealth or prosperity.

#fl , a . (from 43, this wealth, and c , a
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cause ; caused by or arising from this wealth or pros-

perity, caused by or arising from this person's wealth

or prosperity; ad. fromor because ofthis wealth orpros-

perity.

232559, s . (from 434, this, and , wealth), this wealth

or prosperity, this person's wealth or prosperity.

queapnfbata, s. (from 93 , this wealth, and feat ,

desire), a desire for this wealth or prosperity, a desire

for this person's wealth or prosperity.

93enanfsmtat, a. (from 23 , this wealth, and ,

desirous), desirous of this wealth or prosperity, desir-

ous of this person's wealth or prosperity.

quentata , s. (from 232 , this wealth, and tatt,

desire), a desire for this wealth or prosperity, the de-

sire ofthis person's wealth or prosperity.

go<=#atēt§), a. (from 433585, this wealth, and statiga,

desirous , desirous of this wealth or prosperity, desir-

ous ofthis person's wealth or prosperity.

gafa, s. (from 93 , this wealth, and ', desire),

a desire for this wealth or prosperity, a desire for this

person's wealth or prosperity.

93 , a. (from 4 , this wealth, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of this wealth or prosperity, desirous of

this person's wealth or prosperity.

a , a. (from 235 , this wealth, and , desir-

ous) , desirous of this wealth or prosperity, desirous of

this person's wealth or prosperity.

933 , s. (from 43 , this wealth, and i , a giver),

the giver of this wealth or prosperity, the giver of this

person's wealth or prosperity,

q , a . (from 23 , this wealth, and t , giv-

ing), conferring this wealth or prosperity, giving this

person's wealth or prosperity.

এতৎসদায়ী, a. ( from এ3 সদ ,্ this wealth, and দায়ি , ge-

ing , conferring this wealth or prosperity, giving this

person's wealth or prosperity.

93 , 8. (from 43 , this wealth, and xa, desti-

tute), destitute of this wealth or prosperity, destitute of

this person's wealth or prosperity.

93 , a . (from 3 , this wealth, and 3 , a

cause), caused by or arising from this wealth or pros-

perity, caused by or arising from this person's wealth or

prosperity.

dzenamaa, 8. (from , this wealth, and , de

struction , the destruction of this wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

355752, a. (from 4333 , this wealth, and e, de-

93.

structive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity, de

structive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

93<AĦ'AÌ, a. (from 23 , this wealth, and
f , de-

structive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

93258T56, a. (from 938 , this wealth, and TÉT, in-

creasing), increasing this wealth or prosperity, increas-

ing this person's wealth or prosperity.

Ta̸á, s. (from 23 , this wealth, and za̸7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this wealth or prosperity,

the increasing of this persons wealth or prosperity.

93egant, ad. (from 23 , this wealth, and fa71 , with-

cut), without this wealth or prosperity, without this per-

son's wealth or prosperity.

এডং সম্পদ্বিনাশ ,s . (from এত সম্পদ ,্ this wealth, and বিনাশ, de-

struction , the destruction of this wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

এতৎ সয়দিনাশক, a. (from এ সদ ,্ this wealth, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity, de

structive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

23 , a. (from 3 , this wealth, and faf ,

possessed of), possessed of this wealth or prosperity.

93enafuetz, α. (from 23 , this wealth, and farìa, des-

titute), destitute of this wealth or prosperity.

9 , s. (from 23 , this weal:h, and af , increase ,

the increase of this wealth or prosperity, the increase

of this person's wealth or prosperity.

এবংনম্নদ্ব্যতিরিক্ত,uffy, a. (from 3 , this wealth, and 23 ,

excepted) , this wealth or prosperity excepted, this per-

son's wealth or prosperity excepted .

43& ifsige, s. (from 23 , this wealth, and afsiga,

an exception), the exception of this wealth or prosperi

ty, the exception of this person's wealth or prospe-

rity.

43SHADOWUE, ad. (loc. case of AGRAFTIGIL ), with the

exception of this wealth or prosperity, without or be

side this wealth or prosperity.

এতৎসল্পদऊ,, a. (from 3 , this wealth, and F, jein-

ed to), connected with this wealth or prosperity, con-

nected with this person's wealth or prosperity.

43258f53, a . (from 3 , this wealth, and af**, des-

titute of) , destitute of this wealth or prosperity, des-

titute of this person's wealth or prosperity.

43 , s. (from 23 , this wealth, and at , destruc-

tion , the destruction of this wealth or prosperity, the

destruction of this person's wealth or prosperity.

casapate, a . (from 43 , this wealth, and atæ, de-
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structive), destructive to this wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to this person's wealth or prosperity.

nefafage, a. (from , this wealth, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from this wealth or prospe-

rity, caused by or arising from this person's wealth or

prosperity.

gespfafats, ad. (from 3 , this wealth, and 123, a

cause), for the purpose of this wealth or prosperity, for

this person's wealth or prosperity.

aega, s. (from 435, this, and , hon our), this honour,

this person's honour or respect.

1, s. (from 43 , this honour, and af, a doer),

the who shows this honour or respect.person

szeagaætṛæ, a. (from 93 , this honour, and tạ ,

causing) , causing this honour or respect, giving this ho-

nour or respect, honouring or shewing respect to this

person.

engræti , a. (from 43 , this honour, and atfaz, mak-

ing), giving this honour or respect, honouring or shew-

ing respect to this person.

quengaFit, a. (from 43nga, this honour, and a☎, pro-

ducing), giving rise to this honour orrespect, giving rise

to this person's honour or respect.

93& y= f33, a. (from 43 , this honour, and fas, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this honour or res-

pect, produced by or arising from this person's honour

or respect.

GIRAFTFR), a . (from 3 , this honour, and 571, pre-

ducible), producible by or arising from this honour or

respect, producible by or arising from this person's ho-

nour or respect,

ages, ad. ( loc. case of4331), for this honour

or respect.

g3<Agant*, s. (from 3 , this honour, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this honour or respect, the

destruction ofthis person's honour or respect.

Fat , a. (from 3 , this honour, and atta,

destructive), destructive to this honour or respect, de-

structive to this person's honour or respect.

93szafaf136, a. (from soen , this honour, and fifa ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from this person's honour or

respect ; ad. from or because of this honour or respect .

এতৎনন্ত্রমনিত্রিত্তে, ad. ( from এতৎ সম্ভ্রম, this honour, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), for this honour or respect, for this person's hon-

our or respect.

এবংসন্ত্রষপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from এতৎসম্ভ্রম, this honour, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hiudering this honour or res-

এত

pect, opposing or hindering this person's honour or

respect.

432 , a. (from a , this honour, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arisingfrom this honour orrespect,

caused by or arising from this person's honour or res-

pect ; ad. from or because ofthis honour or respect.

ggenytré☎, a . (from 43 , this honour, and zá , in-

creasing), increasing this honour or respect, increasing

this person's honour or respect,

angan, s. (from a , this honour, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this honour or respect, the

increasing of this man's honour or respect ,

Again , ad. (from 3 , this honour, and frat, with-

out), without or beside this honour or respect.

932ngafant» , s. (from 93 , this honour, and fratt,

destruction), the destruction of this honour or respect ,

the destruction of this person's honour or respect.

QgeAgafa̸atxæ, a . (from 932aya, this honour, and frate,

destructive), destructive to this honour or respect, de-

structive to this person's honour or respect.

93engafafxx, a. (from93g , this honour, and fifty, pos-

sessed of), possessed of this honour or respect.

432ngafæ£17, 0, (from 3 , this honour, and fat ,

destitute), destitute of this honour or respect.

QILAYTI{G(IS, a . (from 93 , this honour , and sofas,

excepted) , this honour or respect excepted, this person's

honour or respect excepted.

QGZAYTUIFGLE, s. (from 43 , this honour, and fire,

an exception), the exception of this honour or respect,

the exception of this person's honour or respect.

এতৎসম্প্রযতিরেকে, ad. (loc . case of এবং সম্ভ্রমবাডিরেক) , with the

exception of this honour or respect, without or beside

this honour or respect.

93 , a. (from 23 , this honour, and , joined

to) , connected with this honour or respect, connected

with this person's honour or respect ,

93nyagf£3, a. (from 3 , this honour, and xfes, dès-

titute), destitute of this honour or respect.

ta , a. (from 3 , this honour, and ** , emp-

ty), destitute of this honour or respect.

accagaria, a. (from 43 , this honour, and 17, desti-

tute , destitute of this honour or respect.

439HFATIF, a. (from 43 , thishonour, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arising from this honour or respect, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's honour or respect ;

ad. from or because of this honour or respect.

agatat1, s. (from 23 , this honour, and statt , a

desine), a desire for this honour or respect.

H442
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932agatēts), a. (from sea , this honour, and staff ,

desirous), desirous of this honour or respect.

এতৎ সম্প্রযাভিলাষ, s. (from এতং ন this honour, and অভিনীয় ,

desire) , a desire for this honour or respect.

fantat, a . (from 45 , this honour, and afsat

fa , desirous), desirous of this honour or respect.

genuf³, s. (from 435, this, and , consent) , this con-

sent orapprobation, this person's consent orapprobation .

qanta, s. (from 935, this, and t , honour) , this ho-

nour or respect, this person's honour or respect .

93 , s. (from 43 , this honour, and , a

doer), one who shews this honour or respect, one who

honours or respect this person.

এৎসম্মাণকারক, a. ( from এতৎসম্মান, this honour, and কারক,

causing), giving this honour or respect, giving honour.

or shewing respect to this person.

quen¤taætst, a. (from 938aæfa, this honour, and if ,

doing), shewing this honour or respect.

AGSHA(FGFT, 0, (from 238Яts, this honour, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this honour or

respect, producible by or arising from this person's

honour or respect.

AGSHWtFG(3), ad. (loc . case of aseamtagar), for this hon-

our or respect.

932mtaat , s. (from 4t , this honour, and at , de-

struction), the destruction ofthis honour or respect ,

the destruction of this person's honour or respect.

23eamtaatwe, o . (from 433awta, this honour , and atē,

destructive), destructive to this honour or respect, de-

structive to this person's honour or respect.

:34amtafafz38, a . (from 93 , this honour, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from this hon-

our or respect, caused by or arising from this person's

honour or respect ; ad. from or because of this honour

or respect.

93samtafafice, ad. (from 4328 , this honour, and ffas,

a cause), for this honour or respect.

এতৎদম্মানপুযুক্ত , a ( from এডৎসম্ম'ন, this honour, and ब যुুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this honour or

respect, caused by or arising from this person's hon-

our or respect ; ad. from or because of this honour or

respect.

qosamtagde, a. (from eat , this honour, and ze,

increasing), increasing this honour or respect, increas-

ing this person's honour or respect.

93etaz , s. (from 43ta, this honour, and z , an

increasing) , the increasing of this honour or respect,

the increasing of this person's honour or respect.

૬ .

933amtafat, ad. (from 3 , this honour, and feat,

without), without or beside this honour or respect.

aveamingfa, s . (from 43 , this honour, and afɑ , 012

increase) , the merease of this honour or respect , the in-

crease of this person's honour or respect.

taff , a. (from 93 , this honour, and ifs

fas, excepted ), this honour or respect excepted, this

person's honour or respect excepted .

932=ætsfoдæ, s. (from 43 , this honour, and ifs

( F, an exception), the exception of this honour or res-

pect, the exception of this person's honour or respect.

এতৎসম্মানৰ্যাতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of এতৎসম্মান ডিরেক', with

the exception of this honour or respect, without or be-

side this honour or respect.

23 , a. (from 51 , this honour, and TF, join-

edto , connected with this honour or respect, connected

with this person's honour or respect.

9383f3, a . (from 935 , this honour, and af½³,

destitute of), destitute of this honour or respect.

239tama1, a. (from 23217, this honour, and 51, emp-

ty), destitute of this honour or respect.

qocamtaxia, n. (from 9325ta, this honour, and 17, des-

titute), destitute of this honour or respect.

IGRAM†AlIFF, a . (from ta, this honour, and 153,

a cause), caused by or arising from this honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from this person's honour or

respect ; ad. from or because of this honour or respect.

93eaætatæigi , s . (from 939 , this honour, and saigi,

desire), a desire for this honour or respect a desire for

this person's honour or respect.

এতৎসম্মানণকাঙ্ক্ষী, ৫. ( from এত সম্মান,thishonour, andআকাশি ,

desirous) , desirous ofthis honour or respect, desirous

of this person's honour or respect.

এতৎসম্মানাভিলাষ , s. ( from এবং সম্মান, this honur, and sata,

desire , a desire for this honour or respect, a desire for

this person's honour or respect.

' ,

932amlatSat&t, a. (from cf , this honour, and

fstfa , desirous), desirous of this honour or respect,

desirous of this person's honour or respect.

queamtraäi, s. ( from 931 , this honour, and sat, de-

sire), a desire for this honour or respect, a desire for

this person's honour or respect.

933 , a. (from 3 , this honour, and , desir.

ous), desirous of this honour or respect, desirous of this

person's honour or respect.

এতৎসম্মানেছুক, a. (from এডৎসম্ম'ন , this honour, andই

desirous , desirous of this honour or respect, desirous

of this person's honour or respect.

2
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fa , s. (from 43 , this, and fam, water), this water.

, a. (from 43 , this water, and , to give),

giving this water.

93eajaan131 , 8. (from asenfas , this water, and t¾, a gio-

er), one who gives this water.

enfastle, a. (from 93afan, this water, and t

giving , giving this water ; s . he who gives this water.

এতৎসলিলপুযুক্ত, a . (from এত সলিল, this water, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this water ; ud. from

or because of this water.

gonfafel, ad. (from 9afaa,this water, and f441, with-

out , without this water.

93f , a. (from 43 , this water, and faf

poss-ssed of , possessed of this water.

golajsens, a . (from 23 , this water, and TF, con-

nected with), connected with this water.

932afas:f33 , a . (from 932afia, this water, and 5, des-

tilute), destitute ofthis water.

93e5faaxtar, a . (from 93enfas, this water, and 7 , emp-

ty , destitute of this water.

senfants, a . (from 3 , this water, and 14, d sti-

tute), destitute of this water.

932afances , a. (from 43 , this water, and 153, a

cause), caused by or arising from this water ; ad. from

or because ofthis water.

ggeafmatatgi, s. (from 432 , this wa´er, and wit1,

desire), a desire for this water.

23e afamiægt, e . (from sosafa , this water, and state,

desireus), desirous of this water.

এডৎসলিলাম্বেষণ, s. (from এ नলিল, this water, and অন্বেষণ,

search), a search after this water.

93<afaatizál, a. (from af , this water, and I,

set king), seeking for this water.

এতৎসলিলাপেক্ষা, s. (from এত সলিল, this water, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), an expectation or waiting for this water.

এতৎসলিলাপেক্ষী, a. (from এতৎসলिল, this water , and অপেক্ষিন ,্

expecting), expecting or waiting for this water,

qgenfämtfsmta, s . (from agenfam, this water, and fats,

desire), a desire for this water.

Asenfamifentat, a . (from23enfam, this water, and fat ,

desirous), desirous of this water.

game , s. (from 43 , this water, and , desire),

a desire for this water.

23enfalag , a. (from 932 , this water, and , de-

sirous), desirous of this water.

azenfalaz☎, a. ( from 4 , this water, and , desir-

ous), desirous ofthis water.

3.

agentiæ, a . (from 434, this, and ¤¤¤, accomplishing), ac-

complishing or perfecting this.

9327127, s. (from 43 , this, ant 18 , an accomplishing),

the accomplishing ofthis , the means or instrument by

which this is accomplished ,

ALAIKA, 8. (from 434, this , and ¤ , courage) , this bold--`

ness or courage, this person's boldness or courage.

DESAIERBIE®, a . (from 433 , this curage, and atṛē,

doing), exercising this courage or boldness.

23155818, a. (from 3 , this courage, and a ,

doing), exercising this courage or bo'dness.

93eatzagaæ, a . (from 239tg , this courage, and 7 ,

producing), producing this boldness or courage, pro-`

ducing this person's boldness or courage.

agentgaafas, a . (from 43 , this courage, and 33,

produced , produced by or arising from this courage or

boldness, produced by or arising from this person's cou-

rage or boldness.

93eAtgЯgai, a. (from 93ents , this courage, and I,

producible), producible by or arising from this courage

or boldness, producible by or arising from this person's

boldness or courage.

9525158531, ad. (loc. case of qiga ), for the pur-

pose ofthis courage or boldness.

93entgnfifase , a. (from 93eatga, this courage, and fafïë ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this courage or bold-

ness , caused by or arising from this person's courage or

boldness ; ad. from or because of this courage or bold-

ness .

gestraffe, ad. (from szata, this courage, and fafa ,

a cause , for this courage or boldness .

&

agentexgforææ, a. (from 939 , this courage, and

f34 , opposing), opposing or hindering this boldness

or courage, opposing or hindering this person's con-

rage or boldness.

43eatcago , a. (from 43 , this courage, and

caused by) , caused by or arising from this boldness or

courage, caused by or arising from this person's courage

or boldness ; ad. from or because of this courage or

boldness.

ISA1EAE, a. (from seata, this courage, and a ,

increasing), increasing this courage or boldness , increas

ing this person's courage or boldness.

এতৎসাহসৱৰ্দ্ধন , ৪. ( from এবংসাহস, this courage, and ৱৰ্দ্ধন, an

increasing , the increasing of this courage or boldness ,

the increasing of this person's courage or boldness.

agentenfant, ad. (from qvente , this courage, and frai,
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૨૪. 43.

without), without this courage or boldness , without

this person's courage or boldness.

Sзsateaſeſ , a. (from 235A5A, this courage, and fa̸f**,

possessed of), possessed of this courage or boldness,

possessed of this person's courage or boldness .

gbeatzafcda, a . (from 23eatza, this courage, and fax ,

destitute), destitute of this courage or boldness.

agenta , s . (from 23eat , this courage, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this courage or boldness, the in-

crease of this person's courage or boldness.

qgenteaufofps, ad. (from 9AER, this courage, and

, excepted), this courage or boldness excepted.

sssatenufoże, s. (from 931 , this courage, andএতৎসাহসতিরেক, এত সাহস,

fata , an exception), the exception of this courage or

boldness.

এতৎসাহসতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎসাহসব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this courage or boldness, without or

beside this courage or boldness.

Ata , a. (from 23 , this courage, and , join-

edto), connected with this courage or boldness, posses-

sed of this person's courage or boldness.

garatzazík³, 0. (from 939A¡ER , this courage, and ?fx³,

destitute), destitute of this courage or boldness .

agenteamy, ɑ (from 93t , this courage, and 1, emp-

ty), destitute of this courage or boldness.

qzenteasta, a. (from 3 , this courage, and ₹77, dés-

tilute), destitute of this courage or boldness .

93<AICH!{GE, ɑ. (from seats , this courage, and 155, a

cause), caused by or arising from this courage or bold-

ness, caused by or arising from this person's courage or

boldness ; ad. from or becuase of this courage or bold-

ness.

qJcAteatõte, s. (from 4325 , this courage, and asta,

non-existence), the want ofthis courage or boldness, this

person's want of courage or boldness .

' ,93efas, a. (from 935, this, aud f55, accomplished), accom-

plished by this person, accomplished by this.

faf , s . (from 23 , this, and ff , accomplishment,) the

accomplishment of this, this person's perfection or suc-

cess.

quefala , a. (from eff , this conclusion, and , to

do), producing this result or conclusion.

এতৎসিদ্ধিকর্তা , ৪. (from এডংমিস্ত্রি , the accomplishment of this,

and , a doer), he who accomplishes this.

Azefalszigæ, a. (from 43faf , the accomplishment of this,

and ta , causing) , causing or affecting the accomplish-

ment ofthis, producing this result or conclusion .

arefafacial, d. (from faf , this accomplishment, and

fa , doing, bringing or producing this result or con-

clusion.

23 , a. (from eff , the accomplishment of this,

and 1, producible), producible by or arising from the

accomplishment of this, producible by or arising from

this result or conclusion.

এতৎ সিদ্ধিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতৎসিজিন্যে ) , for this result

or conclusion.

এতৎ সিদ্ধিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতৎ সিদ্ধি, the accomplishment of

this, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the

accomplishment of this ; ad. from or because of this

result or conclusion.

arefafafafare, ad. (from avefaf , this result, and fifa , a

cause), for this result or conclusion.

এতৎসিদ্ধিপযুক্ত, a. ( from এতৎসিদ্ধি, this conclusion, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this result or con-

clusion; ad. from or because of this result or conclu-

sion .

43fafatata , a. (from eff , the accomplishment ofthis,

and ca , informing), giving information of the ac-

complishment of this, giving information ofthis result

or conclusion .

93efax , a . (from faf , the accomplishment ofthis,

and (53, a cause), caused by or arising from the ac-

complishment of this ; ad. from or because of this re-

sult or conclusion.

93 , s . from 235 , this, and , happiness), this happi-

ness, this person's happiness .

9 , a. (from 3 , this happiness, and ☎, to do),

producing this happiness or pleasure.

STRANDIJE, a. (from 23 , this happiness, and atṛæ,

causing , causing this happiness, causing this person's

happiness.

93atat, a. (from 3 , this happiness, and

doing), producing this happiness or pleasure.

93 , a . (from , this happiness, and e, mak-

ing , causing this happiness, making this person's hap-

py.

AGLINGAT, a, (from Ft, this happiness, and IF, pro-

ducing) , producing this happiness, producing this per-

son's happiness.

431, a. (from 3 , this happiness, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this happiness,

producible by or arising from this person's happiness.

4321, ad. (loc, case ofa35 ), for this happiness

or pleasure.

7

4

1
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svezan, a. (from 43ear, this happiness, and π1, to give),

giving this happiness, conferring happiness on this per-

son.

quezgatói, s. (from gay, this happiness, and at , a giv-

er), one who gives this happiness, one who confers hap-

piness on this person.

t , a. (from 23 , this happiness, and træ, giv-

ing), giving this happiness, conferring happiness on

this person.

que♬yntyì, a. (from 3 , this happiness, and tfaz, giv-

ing), giving this happiness, conferring happiness on this

person.

quearta, s. (from 3 , this happiness, and Я, de-

struction), the destruction of this happiness, the destruc-

tion of this person's happiness .

, a. (from 3 , this happiness, and , de-

structive), destructive to this happiness, destructive to

this person's happiness.

, a. (from 4 , this happiness, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this happiness, destructive to

this person's happiness,

at , s. (from 43 , this happiness, and tt, de-

struction), the destruction of this happiness, the de-

struction of this person's happiness.

, a. (from 43 , this happiness, andatta, de-

structive), destructive to this happiness, destructive to

this person's happiness.

SteĦyfaTÍT, a. (from 23 , this happiness, and fiúr,

causing to cease), putting an end to this happiness,

causing this person's happiness to cease.

43faiz , a. (from 3 , this happiness, and fixty ,

preventing), preventing this pleasure or happiness, pre-

ventingthis person's pleasure or happiness.

এতৎমুখনিবারগ , s . ( from এত সুখ, this happiness, and নিবারণ,

apreventing), the preventing of this happiness, the pre-

venting of this person's happiness.

cgezufaafo, s. (from 3 , this happiness , and fa , ces-

sation), the cessation of this happiness, the cessation of

this person's happiness.

এত সুখনিমিত্তক, a. (from সs, this happiness, and নিমিত্ত,

a c.use), causedby or arising from this happiness, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's happiness ; ad: from

or because of this happiness .

Starfsfag, ad: (from 4 , this happiness, and fift ,

a cause), for this happiness or pleasure.

Fanfar, 4. (from oven; this happiness, and f

93.

, opposed to), opposing or obstructing this happi-

ness, opposing or obstructing this person's happiness.

IGRANTS, a. (from 4 , this happiness, and 4F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this happiness, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's happiness ; ad. from

or because of this happiness.

, a. (from 23 , this happiness, and e, in-

creasing), increasing this happiness or pleasure.

235257, s . (from 3 , this happiness, and , on

increasing), the increasing of this happiness or plea-

sure.

23f71, ad. (from 3 this happiness, and fzal, with-

ou ), without this happiness, without this person's hap

piness.

23e ufafata, a. (from 3 , this happiness, and fifty,

possessed of), possessed of this happiness.

xt , a. (from 43 , this happiness, and fat ,

destitute), destitute of this happiness or pleasure.

43 , s. (from 23 , this happiness, and , in-

crease), the increase of this happiness or pleasure.

QBCFUTIFIFIF, 0. (from avast, this happiness, and fofas,

excepted , this happiness or pleasure excepted.

QJGANTIPOLIT, 8. (from 23 , this happiness, and wfs

(I™, an exception), the exception of this happiness or

pleasure.

efore, ad. (loc . case of43 , with the

exception of this happiness or pleasure, without or be

side this happiness or pleasure.

93ests , s. (from 23 , this happiness, and cats , en-

joyment), the enjoyment of this happiness or pleasure,

q3eHurstяt, a. (from 93 , this happiness, and cet ,

enjoyment), enjoying this happiness or pleasure.

93 , a. from 93 , this happiness, and F, con-

nected with), connected with this happiness, connect-

ed with this person's happiness.

93eHugfx3, u. (from 43 , this happiness, and af , des

titute), destitute of this happiness.

93tal, a. (from ages, this happiness), enjoying this

happiness, possessed of this happiness.

ge , a. (from , this happiness, and , emp

ty), destitute of this happiness.

qze axis, a. (from , this happiness, and I, desti-

tute), destitute of this happiness.

93 MEI , a. (from 25 , this happiness, and ca , a

cause), caused by or arising from this happiness, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's happiness ; ad, from

< r because of this happiness,

1, s. (from 43 , this happiness, and at + 1, a
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46 এড.

235desire,, a desire for this happiness, a desire for this per- , . (from 3 this, and , indicating) , indicat-

son's happiness.

svetats , a. (from 23 , this happiness, and att

desirous), desirous of this happiness , desirous of this

person's happiness.

43275 , s. (from 232 , this happiness, and 75 ,

experience , the experience of this happiness, the expe-

rience of this person's happiness .

SzeĦUniq¶®, «. (from 43 , this happiness, and 10,

expecting), expecting or waiting for this happiness,

looking for this person's happiness.

1,cut ), 8. (from 432 , this happiness, and

expectation , an expectation of this happiness, an ex-

pectation or looking for this person's happiness.

£535xt , a . (from 2325 , this happiness, and af ,

expecting , expecting or waiting for this happiness,

looking for this person's happiness.

432= tfsata, s. (from 23252, this happiness, and afsata,

desire , a desire for this happiness, a desire for this per-

son's happiness .

239Huifsa18), 0. (from at, this happiness , and featfzą.

desirous), desirous ofthis happiness, desirous of this per-

son's happiness.

93 , a. (from 3 , this happines, and stas, at-

tached to), fond ofthis happiness or pleasure , attached

to this person's happiness or pleasure.

2321, s. (from 8 , this happiness, and at , a de-

sire), a desire for this happiness or pleasure, a desire

for this person's happiness.

934 , a. (from 3 , this happiness, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of this happiness or pleasure, desirous of

this person's happiness .

932FNKE, a. (from 432 , this happiness, and 3 , desir-

ous), desirous of this happiness or pleasure, desirous of

this person's happiness .

932 , s . (from 93 , this happiness, and su , a

beginning) , the beginning ofthis happiness or pleasure,

the beginning of this person's happiness.

£32ĦNSF , ɑ. (from 23954, this happiness, and 8 ,

a commencement), the beginning of this happiness or

pleasure, the beginning of this person's happiness or

pleasure.

-

quests, s . (from 4 , this happiness, and geist,

enjoyment , the enjoyment of this happiness or plea-

sure.

93 Fat :sta , 7. (from 9zehar, this happiness, and sist

, enjoying , enjoying this happiness or pleasure,

ing this .

2351, s. (from 235 , this, and 51 , an indication , this

indication, an indication of this.

4353, (from 43 , this, and 3, indicated), indica-

ted by this , made known by this person.

23855, s. (from 205, this, and , a thread), this thread,

this axiom .

23731, s. (from 3 , this, and ‹Ħa) , an army), this ar

my, this person's army.

938(H3f585, a . (from 937 , this army, and 31, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from this army.

43971 , s. from aetat, this army, and ‡ ♬, de-

struction), the destruction of this army, the destructi-

tion of this person's army.

932e5af5e, a. (from 939131, this army, and qua , de-

structive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army,

93e777 $251, «. (from 9311, this army, and ‡' fña, de-

structive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army.

93ecaatats , s. (from 93e777 , this army, and at , destruc

tion), the destruction of this army, the destruction of

this person's army.

gezĦatate, a. (from 435?71, this army, and atde , de `.

structive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army.

gõeraatfaat, od. (from 9371 , this army, and fast, work-

out) , without this army, without this person's army.

93221fe14, s. (from 431, this army, and fat , de-

struction), the destruction of this army, the destruction

of this person's army.

93ee5atfoat*te, a. (from 43&1771 , this army, and fratta,

destructive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army.

cafe , a. (from 2321, this army, and fefta , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this army, possessed ofthis per-

son's army.

93ec5a1g , a. (from 9317 , this army, and TF,joinedto),

connected with this army, connected with this person's

army.

933, a. (from seat, this army, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of this army, destitute of this person's

army.

93ec5atxa] , ɑ. (from 232171 , this army, and * 71, empt»),

destitute of this army , destitute of this person's army.

9322atta, a. from 431, this army, and 1 , desti
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tufe , destitute of this army, destitute of this person's

army.

Szelaalle , a. (from 932771 , this army, and exз , a

cause , caused by or arising from this army, caused by

or arising from this person's army ; ad. from or because

ofthis army.

this

43 , s. (from 2 , this, and c , service), this ser-

vice or attendance, attendance ou this person,

person's attendance.

4zexmatæti, s. (from zeza , this service, and tatt,

desire , a desire for this service or attendance, a desire

for this person's attendance.

43aztats , a. (from 3a , this service, and af .

desirous , desirous of this service or attendance , desir-

ous of this person's attendance.

932(aztetķē, ɑ. from 43 , this service, and at ,

doing), performing this service, giving this attendance,

attending or this person.

dzeraziēręt, a . (from 3 , this service, and tf ,

doing), performing this service, giving this attendance,

attending on this person.

qzecaatss, a. (from 93571, this service, and st³, found,,

included in this service or attendance, belonging to this

person's attendancé.

এতৎসেবাজনিত , a . ( from এডংসেবা , this service, and জনিত pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this service or at-

tendance, produced by or arising from this person's

service or attendance.

"

এতৎসেবাজন্য , a. ( from এতৎসেবা, this service, and জন্য, p10-

ducible ), producible by or arising from this service or

attendance, producible by or arising from this person's

attendance.

939ca8tal51, od. (loc. case of 23 (ata ), for this service

or attendance.

£3<[=a¢¾^♬, 8. (from 1, this service, and , de-

struction , the destruction of this service or attend-

ance, the destruction of this person's service or at-

tendance.

4348718:38, a . (from 93e757 , this service, and ↑ ,

destructive), destructive to this service or attendance,

destructive to this person's service or attendance.

433caatñîì, a. (from 3 , this service, and f , de-

structive), destructive to this service or attendance,

destructive to this person's attendance.

sezatata , s. (from 1 , this service, and at , de-

struction , the destruction of this service or attendance,

the destruction ofthis person's attendance.

25.

quecantatas, a. (from 931 , this service, and at , de

structive), destructive to this service or attendance, de-

structive to this person's attendance.

93e7artfafax, a. (from 93211, this service, and fifty, en-

gaged in), engaged in this attendance or service, en

gaged in this person's attendance or service .

এতনেবানিমিত্তক, a. ( from এত সেবা, this service , and দিযিশ ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from this service or at-

tendance, caused by or arising from this person's attend-

ance; ad. from or because of this service orattendance.

এতৎসেৱানিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতৎসে , this service, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), for this service or attendance.

এতৎসেবান্বিত, a. (from এতৎসেবা , this service, and অম্বিত, con-

nected with), connected with this service or attendance,

connected with this person's service or attendance.

এতৎসেবাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from এডসেt, this service, and প্রতিবন্ধকে,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering this service or at-

tendance, obstructing or hindering this person's attend-

ance.

que?hatguy, a. (from 23 , this service , and $15,

caused by , caused by or arising form this service or at-

tendance, caused by or arising from this person's service

or attendance ; ad. from or because of this service or

attendance.

abermalfest, ad. (from agent, this service, and fa̸at,

without), without this service or attendance, without

this person's service or attendance.

এতৎসেবাবিনাশ, s. (from এডংসে), this service, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this service or attendance,

the destruction of this person's service or attendance.

এতৎদেরাবিনাশক, a. (from এত সেবা, this service, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this service or attendance,

destructive to this person's service or attendance.

এতৎসেবাব্যতিক্রম , s. ( from এতৎসেবা , this service, and ব্যতিক্রম ,

a transgression) , a violation of this service or attend-

ance, a violation of this person's service or attendance.

এতৎসেবাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (fromএডৎসেat, this service, and রাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this service or attendance excepted , this per-

son's service or attendance excepted.

age =stafolṛæ, s. (from age , this service, and

, an exception , the exception of this service or at-

tendance, the exception of this person's service or at-

tendance.

এতৎসেবাতিরেকে, ad. ('oc. case of এতৎদেবীবতিরেক) , with the

exception of this service or attendance, without or be-

side this service or attendance.•

geli , a. (from 371, this service, and , joined

"

Jii
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93.

to), connected with this service or attendance, con-

nected with this person's service or attendance.

93echatz3, a . (from 23ena , this service, and 73, devot-

ed to), devoted to or delighted with this service or at-

tendance, devoted to or delighted with this person's

service or attendance.

23 :sztaf€3, a. (from
1 , this service, and af , des-

titute), destitute of this service or attendance, desti-

tute of this person's service or attendance.

geelĦstaal, a. (from ae , this service, and , emp-

ty), destitute of this service or attendance, destitute of

this person's service or attendance .

´9323tetfa, s. (from 93 , this service, and tf , a de-

triment), a detriment to this service or attendance , a

detriment to this person's service or attendance.

93ezzz1qj7, 7. (from qzeaa1, this service, and 7, desti-

tute), destitute of this service or attendance, destitute

of this person's service or attendance.

932(=ætlegg, a. (from 937 , this service, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from this service or attend-

ance, caused by or arising from this person's service or

attendance ; ad. from or because of this service or at-

tendance.

ক,gezaatiga, s. (from 931, this service, and 8 , a be-

ginning), the commencement of this service or attend-

ance, the beginning of this person's service or attendance.

এতৎসেবোপক্রম, s. ( from এতৎসেবা, this service, and উপক্রম, a

beginning), the commencement of this service or at-

tendance, the beginning of this person's service or at-

tendance.

এতৎসেবৌপযুক্ত, a. (from এতৎসেবা , this service , and উপযুক্ত,

fit), worthy of this service or attendance, worthy of this

person's service or attendance.

ata , s. (from 435 , this, and tЯ , an army), this army,

this person's army.

get , a. (from star, this army, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this army, produ-

cible by or arising from this person's army.

ata , ad. (loc. case ofazeta ), for this army,

for this person's army.

ta , s. from aetas, this army, and Я, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this army , the destruction of

this person's army.

<b<tañ)§^Aæ, a. (from aseta , this army, and

person's army.

, de-

structive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

azetamist, a, (from 7, this army, and

AS.

destructive), destructive to this army, destructive to

this person's army.

qgetaalata, s. (from austanï, this army, and at-t, destruc.

tion), the destrnction of this army, the destruction of

this person's army.

qoetaajat*æ, u. (from qzetan , this army, and atæ, de-

structive), destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army.

93etaafafago, a. (from asta , this army, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from this army, caused by

or arising from this person's army ; ad. from or because

of this army.

azetaaıfafa13, ud. (from qgetani, this a my, and fafas, a

cause), for this army, for this person's army.

43 , a.(from 23 tar, this army, and 4 , causedএত সৈন্যপুযুক্ত, এডংসৈন্য,

by), caused by or arising from this army, caused by or

arising from this person's army ; ad. from or because

of this army.

stafa1, ad. from 43 , this army, and fe , with

out) , without this army, without this person's army.

এতৎসৈন্যবিনাশ, s. (from এত সৈন্য, this army, and fatশ, de-

struction , the destruction of this army, the destruction

of this person's army.

এত সৈন্যবিনাশক, a. (from এত সৈন্য, this army, and বিনাশক,

destructive , destructive to this army, destructive to this

person's army.

geta , a. (from aseta , this army, and fat ,

possessed of), possessed of this army, attended by this

person's army.

এত সৈন্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এত नৈ1, this army, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), this army excepted, this person's army except-

ed.

এতসৈন্যতিরেক, a. ( from এড সৈন্য, this army , and তিরেক,

an exception , the exception of this army, the exception

of this person's army.

এডসৈন্যব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডসৈন্যব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of this army, without or beside this army.

qetĦTF, a. (from at , this army, and T ,joined

to), connected with this army, connected with this per-

son's army .

goetaaïgfxo, a. (from auta , this army, and af , des-

titute), destitute of this army, free fromthis person's ar-

my.

93&taifa, s. (from ta1, this army, and ifa, detri

ment), a detriment or loss to this army, a detriment or

loss to this person's army.

setausta, a. (from qt , this army, and ₹7, desti-
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93.

tu'e), destitute of this army, free from this person's ar

my.

এতৎসৈন।হেতুক, a. ( from এডংনৈন্য , this army , and হেত ,ু

cause), caused by or arising from this army, caused by

or arising from this person's army; ad. from or because

ofthis army.

aktasrtætgi, s. (from set , this army, and statt,

desire), a desire for this army, a desire for this person's

army.

cvetnastætgt, a, (from atas, this army, and statfå?,

desirous), desirous of this army, desirous of this per-

son's army.

azetaartstaa
, s. (from stЯn , this army, and sæa, a

coming), the coming or approach of this army, the

coming or approach of this person's army.

AbstrĦitled
, 8. (from agetas , this army, and ITId, a

seeking), a seeking for this army, a seeking for this per-

son's army.

qzetaamaat, c. (from azetaas , this army, and f

eeking), seeking for this army, seeking for this person's

army.

Aaetaanntmi, s. (from agetññs, this army, and *xi, ex-

pectation , an expectation or looking for this army, an

expectation or looking for this person's army

এতৎনৈন্যাপেক্ষী, ৫, (from এ সৈন্য, this army, and অপেক্ষিন,্ ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for this army, looking

for or expecting this person's army.

93eta-11(sm18, s. (from agetaal, this army, and ofsate,

desire) , a desire for this army, a desire for this person's

army.

Lostaziifsats), a. (from 93&t=71, this army, and afsatsen,

desirous), desirous of this army, desirous of this per-

son's army

' ,astarai , s. (from asta , this army, and 1 , desire ,

a desire for this army, a desire for this person's army.

et , a. (from asta , this army, and , desir

ous), desirous of this army, desirous of this person's ar-

my.

azetñcaraz, a. (from at , this army, and , de-

sirous , desirous of this army, desirous of this person's

army.

43877, 8. (from 934, this , and , praise), this praise or

flattery the praise or flattery of this person.

JustTE, a. (from 235. this, and stas, praising` , prais-

ing this, praising this person,

তৎস্তুতিকারক , a. (from এত গুডি, this praise, and কারক, do-

ing), offering this praise, praising this person,

এত,

aveafsæti , a. (from 43s, this praise, and affe , doing)

offering this praise, praising this person .

93351, a. (from efs , this praise, and 71, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from this praise, produ-

cible by orarising from the praise of this person .

932Ff3sla), ad . (loc. case of 233371), for this praise,

for the praise of this person.

এতৎস্তুতিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from স্তুতি, this praise, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause , caused by or arising from this praise ; ad . from

or because of this praise.

এত স্তুতিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from স্তুতি, this praise, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for this praise, for this person's praise.

, a. (from 233, this praise, and caused

by , caused by or arising from this praise ; ad from or

because of this praise.

g3ef337, ɑ. (from 3 , this praise, and ( 3,

cause , caused by or arising from this praise ; ad, from

or because of this praise.

3 , 8. (from 234, this, and a place), this place, this

person's place.

93eFast³, a. (from 3 , this place, and s³, found), situ

ated or being in this place.

এতৎস্থলচ্যুড ,23615, a. (from 93 , this place, and 13, fallen

from), fallen from this place or situation.

AS3eFFF, ɑ. (from 3 this place, and 5 , to be pro-

duced), produced in or arising from this place or situa-

tion,.

ggegasas, a. (from 3 , this place, and 1, produci-

ble , producible in or arising from this place or situa-

tion.

23973513, a. (from 3 , this place, and 5, produc-

ed), produced in or arising from this place or situation.

23eza , s. (from , this place, and ¤, destruc-

tion , the destruction ofthis place.

Qatar, a . (from 3 , this place, and , de-

structice), destructive to this place.

que¶mfax , o . (from 935 , this place, and , de-

structive), destructive to this place.

matt, s. (from 23 , this place, and txt, destructi-

on), the destruction of this place,

এতৎস্থলল।শক, a . (from এতৎ স্থল, this plice, and নাগক, destruc-

tive , destructive to this place .

932amfaata, s. (from 23 , this place, and fat , a resi-

dence), a residence in this place.

93esafarta), a. (from 23 , this place, and faxtfax, re-

siding), residing in this place.

Enfafie , a. (from 3 , this place, and y, o

Jii2
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এত.

1

caus ), caused by or arising from this place ; ad. from

or because of this place.

এডৎস্থলপু t স, s . ( from এৎল, this place, and প tস, a tem-

porary residence), a temporary residence in this place.

22zaqataì, a. (from 23 , this place, and af , resid-

ing temporarily), residing temporarily in this place.

43eTaqyy, a. (from 43 , this place, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this place ; ud. from or

because of this place.

qgeancel, a. (from 4 , this place, and af , being),

being in or belonging to this place.

ggegmata, s. (from 43 , this place, and tã, a resi-

dence), a residence in this place.

93ezmetal, a . (from 935 , this place, and if , resid-

ing), residing in this place.

genfefta, a. (from 3 , this place, and faft , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this place or situation .

এতৎস্থলডিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতৎস্থল, this plice, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this place or situation excepted.

এতৎ স্থলব্যতিরেক, s. (from এবংস্থল, this place, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this place or situation .

F, u. (from 43 , this place, and , joined to),

connected with this place or situation.

এভৎস্থলরহিত, a . ( from এডংস্থল, this place, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), destitute or bereft of this place or situation.

93 , a. (from 93 , this place, and 1, empty), des-

titute of this place or situation,

RT75, a. (from 43 , this place, and 1 , to be siluat-

ed), situated in this place.

এতৎস্থলস্থায়ী , a . ( from এতৎস্থল, this place, and স্থায়িন, staying ),

staying or continuing in this place.

2. (from 432 , this place, and f3, situated) ,

situated in this place.

99 £ta, a. (from 3 , this place, and 17, destitute),

destitute ofthis place or situation.

sgezmiego, ɑ. (from 3 , this place, and ( i̟, a cause),

caused by or arising from this place or situation ; ad.

from or because of this place.

guezmtzig), s. (from 23 , this place, and tatt, de-

sire), a desire for this place or situation .

এতৎস্থলাকাভী, a. (from এতস্থল, this place, and আকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of this place or situation ,

এতৎস্থলাবিকার, s. (from স্থল, this place, and অধিকার , ৫

right), the right or proprietorship of this place.

এতৎস্থলাবিকারী, a. ( from এতৎস্থল, this place, and অধিকারিন

owning), owning or having a right to this place.

SELEMİZEA, s. (from 3 , this place, and

search), a search for this place or situation,

43.

que atagatal, a. (from 432 , this place, and tag

searchingfor), searching after this place or situation ,

23eatati, a. (from 93228, this place, and herpa,

Searching for), searching for this place or situation,

sezate¤4, s. (from 43 , this place, and IT4, search),

a seeking after this place or situation .

93eTatia), a. (from 4 , this place, and af , seek-

ing , seeking after this place or situation.

93eza1fbate, s. (from 432 , this place, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for this place or situation .

23ezmtfsmtá), a . (from 43 , this place, and safe ,

desiring), desiring this place or situation,

23 tfs , a. (from 43 , this place, and affis,

anointed), put in the place of this person or thing, sub-

stituted for this,

931, s. (from 935 , this place, and desire), a

desire for this place or situation.

93 , a . (from 43 , this place, and , desirous ,

desirous of this place or situation.

3 , a . (from 43 , this place, aud 2 , desirous),

desirous of this place or situation .

43 , s. (from 23 , this, and t , a place), this place,

this person's place.

93 lasts, a. (from 23217 , this place, and st³, found), si-

tuated or being in this place.

4313513, a. (from 9317, this place, and 13, fallen

from , fallen from this place or situation.

gta5, a . (from 23 , this place, and , to be pro-

duced), produced in or arising from this place or situa.

tion.

<< taqt31 , s. (from 4313, this place, and 15, a giver),

one who gives this place or situation .

93etantiæ , ɑ. (from 9317, this place, and træ, gi -

ing), bestowing this place or situation.

43etsatsì, a . (from 417, this place, and at , giving),

giving this place.

931 , s. (from 9357, this place, and ¤, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this place or situation.

438atatase, a. (from 93817, this place, and J• 5F , de-

structive), destructive to this place or situation.

931 ), ɑ . (from 232 , thisplace, and 57, de-

s'ructive), destructive to this place or situation.

23tatt, s. (from 9317, this place, and t* , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this place or situation.

Musicake, a. (from 43sta , this place, and * , de-

structive), destructive to this place or situation.

rafata, s. (from 43 , this place, and fata, a re-

sidence), a residence in this place.
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qzealafiotnî, à. (from 437, this place, and factfag,

residing , residing in this place.

এতৎস্থান নিমিত্তক, a. ( from স্থান, this place, and নির্মিত , a

cause), caused by or arising from this place or situation ;

ad. from or because of this place or situation.

questafafara, ad. (from 93 , this place, and fafie, a

cause), for this place, for this person's place.

ggeatadata, o. (from 43 , this place, and gata, a tem-

porary residence , a temporary residence in this place.

93tagatat, a. (from 435 , this place, and gatna, re-

siding temporarily), residing temporarily in this place.

92158TF, a. (from 23 , this place, and F, caused

by , caused by or arising from this place or situation ;

ad. from or because of this place or situation.

93etaz , a. (from £3 , this place, and zf , being),

being in or belonging to this place.

q3etaxta, s. (from 9317, this place, and t , a residence),

a residence in this place.

93atatal, a . (from 3 , this place, and aifa , resid-

ing), residing in this place.

getfant, ad. (from 3 , this place, and f1, with

out , without this place or situation .

dõsztfaf48, a. (from 43317, this place, and fifaw, pos-

sessed of , possessed of this place or situation.

এতৎস্থানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতৎস্থ न, this place, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this place excepted.

এতৎস্থানব্যতিরেক, s . ( from এতৎস্থান, this place, and बডিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this place.

এতৎস্থানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lor. case ofএবংস্থানব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this place, without or beside this place.

731 , a (from 43 , this place, and 5 fallen

from , deposed or fallen from this place on situation.

4332:5☎tetu , s . (from 9317, this place, and at , glo-

ry), the glory of this place or situation.

93estāºF, a. (from 232517, this place, and , joined to),

connected with this place or situation,

433, u. (from 43 , thisplace, and 3, desti-

tute of), destitute or bereft ofthis situation.

1 , s. (from 41 , this place, and ats, acquisi-

tion , the acquisition of this place or situation.

, a. (from 431 , this place, and tar, empty),

destitute of this place or situation.

4 , a. (from 917, this place, and 1, to stand),

situated in this place,

এতৎস্থানস্থাপিত, a. (from এতৎস্থান, this place, and স্থাপিত, plac-

ed), placed in this place.

23.

4 , a. (from 43 , this place, and stay

ing , continuing in this place.

93af3, a. (from 3 , this place, andf3, situated),

stituated in this place.

taxa, a. (from 43t , this place,and , destitute),

destitute of this place or situation.

952 * 53*, a. (from 23 , this place, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this place or situation ; ad.

from or because of this place or situation.

43salatēt£1 , 8. (from 9317, this place, and tætåt, de-

sire) , a desire for this place.

এতৎস্থানাকাঙ্কী , a. ( from এতৎস্থান , this place, andআকাশি , de

sirous), desirous of this place.

এতৎস্থানাধিকার, s. ( from এতৎস্থান, this place, and অধিকার, ৫

right), the right or proprietorship of this place.

এতৎস্থানাধিকারী, a. (from এবংস্থান , this place, and অধিকারি ,

owning), owning or having a right to this place.

এতৎস্থানান্বেরণ , s. (from স্থান, this place, and অন্বেষণ, search ) ,

a seeking for this place.

এতৎস্থানান্বেষী, a. (from এত স্থান, thisplace, and সন্বেষিদ ,্ seek-

ing), seeking for this place.

এতৎস্থানাপন্ন, a. (from এত স্থান, this place, and আপন্ন, posses-

sed of , belonging to or connected with this place.

এতৎস্থান।ভিলাষ , s . (from এতংস্থান, this place, and অভিলাৰ , de-

sire), a desire for this place or situation .

এতৎস্থানাভিলাষী , a. (from এডংস্থান, this place, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of this place or situation .

4 , s. (from 932 , this place, and at , desire), a

desire for this place or situation.

23 , a. (from 43 , this place, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of this place or situation .

93estrage, a. (from 3 , this place, and 5, desir-

ous) , desirous of this place or situation.

933, s. (from 43 , this, and 3 , recollection), this re

collection, the recollection of this person, this body of

laws.

432 , a. (from 435, this recollection, and to

do), recollecting this, calling this thing to mind.

43eπatz@, a. (from 4323, this recollection , and ThaT,

doing), recollecting this, calling this to mind ; s . the

maker of this system of law.

geotzì, a. (from 43 , this recollection, and atka,

doing), recollecting this, calling this to mind.

I , a. (from 93 , this recollection, and 7 ,

producing), producing this recollection, causing the re-

collection of this person.

23931, a. (from 9 , this recollection, and ar,
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producible), producible by or arising from this recol-

lection, producible by or arising from the recollection

ofthis person.

93f , ad. (loc. case of21), for this recollec-

tion, for the recollection of this, for this law.

2,8. (from 233, this recollection, and • , de-

struction), the effacing of this recollection, the effac-

ing of the recollection of this
person.

Q3eHf3i-AT, ɑ. (from qves, this recollection, and J. ,

destructive), effacing this recollection , effacing the recol

lection of this person, rescinding this law.

fotit, a. (from 3 , this recollection, and fa,

destructive , effacing this recollection , effacing the re-

collection of this person, rescinding this law,

, s. (from 233, this recollection, and t , de-

struction), the effacing of this recollection , the effacing

ofthe recollection of this person.

23ef3atæ, n. (from 23 , this recollection, and atē,

destructive , effacing this recollection , effacing the re-

collection of this person,

এতংস্মৃতিনিগ্রিক, a. fromএবংস্মৃতি. this recollection, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this recollection ,

caused by or arising from the recollection of this per-

son ; ad. from or because of this recollection or law.

fafafa , ad. (from 33, this recollection, and

fofa , a cause) , for this recollection, for the recollecti-

on of this, for this law.

93<TInferno, a. (from 233, this recollection, and

fs , obstructing) , obstructing this recollection, ub-

structing the recollection of this person, obstructing the

operation or force of this law.

এতৎস্মৃতিপুযুক্ত, a . (from এতৎ স্মৃতি, this recollection , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this recollecti-

on, caused by or arising from the recollection of this

person ; ad. from or because of this recollection or law.

এতৎস্মৃতিনি!, ad. (from এত স্মৃতি, this recollection , and t

without), without this recollection , without the recol-

lection of this person.

Age Grifofas, a. (from 23³, this recollection, and

arfafa , excepted , this recollection excepted, the re-

collection of this person excepted, this law excepted .

QUÆFITINIB, s. (from 93 , this recollection, and

fig , an exception), the exception of this recollecti

on, the exception of the recollection of this person, the

exception ofthis law.

Jornfulæ, ad. (luc. case of age#ſtufolgo), with

23.

the exception of this recollection, with the exception

of this law, without or beside this recollection, without

or beside this law.

933 , a. (from 232 , this low, and , a root),

originating from this law text.

93f3fx3, a. (from 23 , this recollectim , and efes,

destitute), destitute of this recollection, destitute of the

recollection of this person, destitute of this law.

23fs , a. (from43 , this recollection, and 73, des-

tatute of), destitute of this recollection , destitute of the

recollection of this person, destitute of this law.

23ef3153*, a. (from 3 , this recollection, and cg,

a cause) , caused by or arising from this recollection,

caused by or arising from this text ofthe smriti or law,

caused by or arising from the recollection of this per-

son ; ad. from or because of this recollection or text

of the law.

JJesty, s. (from 255, this, and asta, nature`, this nature,

this natural disposition, this person's nature or inclina.

tion.

93eastass, a. (from 433 , this nature, and st3, found',

belonging to or existing in this person's nature, belong,

ing to this nature .

93est , a. (from 43sta, this nature, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this nature, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's nature.

SISES(TGla1, ad. (loc. case of432TW ), for this na-

ture or disposition.

aseastaf-fase, a , (from 43sta, this nature, and fifa ,

a cause) , caused by or arising from this nature, caused

by or arising from this person's nature ; ad, from or be

cause of this nature.

getaftfors, ad, from acesta, this nature, and fafis,

a cause), for this nature or disposition.

এতৎস্বতবিপুযুক্ত , a. ( from এত স্বভাৱ, this nature, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this nature, caus,

ed by or arising from this person's nature ; ad. from or

because ofthis nature.

23<IS/ATZE, a. (from questa, this nature, and y, a

cause), caused by or arising from this nature, caused

by or arising from this person's nature ; ad . from or

because of this nature.

93 , s. (from 235, this, and • , a share), this share or

part, this person's part or share.

ta. (from 235 , this share, and 1 , making),

dividing or sharing out this, assigning this lot or share.

937-mæta, a. (from 935%**, this share, and wifeą, making),

dividing or sharing out this, assigning this lot or share,
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43 , a. (from , this share, and ar, producible),

producible by or arising from this share or lot.

935° (H), ad. (loc. case of23 ), for this lot or share.

237:"fffficæ, ɑ. (from 935 , this share, and fafig, a cause),

caused by or arising from this share or lot ; ad. from

orbecause of this share or lot.

' ,

435face,ad. (from 43 , this share, and fafa , a cause ,

for this lot or share.

23 , s. (from 43 , this share, and fad, an as-

certaining , the ascertaining of this share, the ascertain-

ing of this person's share .

237^ fady, s . (from 435 , this share, and ´ , an ascer-

taining , the ascertaining of this share , the ascertaining

ofthis person's share.

235° F, a . (from 23 , this share, and F caused

by), caused by or arising from this share or lot ; ad. from

or because of this share or lot.

23qfza1, a. (from 45% , this share , and fat , without),

without or beside this lot or share .

এতদ শব্যতিরিক্ত , a . ( from এস্তদংশ, this share, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this share or part excepted.

935•Hafone, s. (from 435 , this share, and fure, an

exception), the exception of this lot or share.

এতদ^ শব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ শতিয়েক), with the

exception of this lot or share, without or beside this

lot or share.

sit, a. (from at, this share, and tist , shar-

ing), partaking of this share, dividing this share.

951, a. (from 234, this, and weft , sharing), sharing

this, dividing this.

ACETId, s. (from 935, this, and ad, a not doing), the not

doing ofthis, the non-performance of this.

QEK@K«tæigi, s. (from 3 , the not doing of this, and

atatât, desire), a desire not to do this .

tæt , a. (from , the not doing ofthis, and

1 desirous) , desirous of not doing this.

এতদকরণাভিলাষ , s . (from এত করণ, the not doing of this, and

afonta, desire) , a desire of not doing this.

ganeṣaifəmizi, a. (from 2357 , the not doing ofthis, and

afsafe , desirous), desirous of not doing this.

a , s. (from , the not doing of this, and

i , desire), the desire of not doing this.

gid , a. (from 235 , the not doing ofthis, and

, desirous), desirous of not doing this.

SIGNlcH☎, a. (from 93 , the not doing of this, and

, desirous) , desirous of not doing this.

JIKHAR, s. (from 235, this, and Я , a not going), this

want of motion, the not going this journey.

43.

statati, s. (from 43st , this not going, and stats ,

a desire), a desire not to go thisjourney.

934saatæt§ì, a. (from 935я17, this not going, and att

fa , esirous), desirous of not going this journey.

এতদমনাভিলাষ, s. (from এডদগমন , this not going, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire of not going this journey.

qgestaarfsata), a. (from asta , this not going, and afs

at , desirous), desirous of not going this journey.

এতদগমনেচ্ছ' , s. (from এডদ্বগমন, this not going, and ইম', de-

sire), a desire of not going this journey.

4352155. a. (from 435st , this not going, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of not going this journey.

QIEяMILF, ɑ. (from 28s , this not going, and de-

sirous), desirous of not going this journey.

43 , s. (from 235 , this, and %, a mark), this mark, this

grasp of the arms, this embrace.

435k, s. (from 235, this, and a limb ) , this member or

limb, this body.

93 , 8, (from 935 , this limb , and c¤, a cutting), the

amputation of this limb, the cutting off this member.

231 , s. (from 43 , this, and eta, a promise) , this

promise or concession.

93433, «. (from 434, this, and 3, promised), promis-

ed or conceded by this person.

3ftate, s. (from 234 , this, and fats, a right), this right

or proprietorship, a right over this person,

gontētḍ531, a. (from 435ftæt?, this right, and A ' , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this right or

possession.

93nfâætg5151, ad . loc. case ofan , from this right

or possession.

এভদবিকারনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদধিকার , this right, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this right or posses-

sion ; ad. from or because of this right or possession.

এতদধিকারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতদধিকার , this right , and নির্মিজ,

a cause), for this right or possessi ›n.

এতদধিকারপ্রযুক্ত , ad. (from এতদধিকার , this right, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this right or pos-

session ; ad. from or because of this right or possession.

এতদধিকার প্রাপ্ত , a. (from এতদধিকার, this right, and art, obtaine

ed), possessed of this right or estate.

agnfâæizlegæ, a . (from 935ft , this right, and 135,

a cause), caused by or arising from this right or posses-

sion ; ad. from or because of this right or possession.

anfäætatæt§1, s . (from 43 , this right, and stig ,

desire), a desire for this right over or proprietorship,

sire of right over this person.
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asfatatal , a. (from anfaat , this right, and atat ,

desirous), desirous of this right or proprietorship , desir-

ous of a right over this person.

a3aftæigt¸Š ‹18, s. (from 235{X+13, this right, and femia,

desire), a desire for this right or possession.

এতদধিকারাভিলাষী, a. (fromএতদধিকরি, this right , and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of this right or possession.

genfàæıızgı, s. (from 4ft?, this right, and Fäi, de-

sire , a desire for this right or proprietorship, a desire

of right over this person.

, a. (from 3afats, this right, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of this right or proprietorship, desirous

of right over this person.

gonfiætlyg*, ». (from q3faxta, this right, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of this right or proprietorship, desir

ous of a right over this person.

93f8t31, s. (from 234, this, and fat , he who presides),

he who presides over this .

3481 , s. (from 235 , this, and 1 , a superintendent ),

this superintendent, the superintendent over this per-

son or thing, this bishop.

37, ad. (from 235, this, and , afterward), after-

wards, after this.

Q3nas, a. (from 235, this, and ast, following), following

this.

23473, a. (from 237, this, and was , attiched to), attach-

ed to or gone after this person, devoted to this person.

Est , a. (from 23 , this, and as , a following ) , this

following, the following ofthis person.

st , a. (from 43 , this, and af , following), fol-

lowing this, following this person.

934 , s. (from 234, this, and at , the vehicle or sub-

stance in which a medicine is administered), this sub-

stance with which a medicine is mixed, this fluid vehi-

cle for medicine, this liquid which is drank after a me-

dicine.

g3nagtatata), s. (from 234717, this liquid vehicle, and

tat , desire), the desire of this liquid vehicle for a

medicine, the desire of this liquid to drink after a medi-

cine.

23ntatis, a. (from 43 , this liquid vehicle, and

taff , desirous), desirous of this vehicle for a medi-

cine, desirous of this liquid to drink after a medicine.

JIKISTANTI☎, a . (from 437997 , this liquid vehicle, and

, seeking), seeking this vehicle for a medicine,

seeking this liquid to drink after a medicine.

Sekataand, a , (from 91 , this liquid vehicle, an d

45.

ad, a seeking), the seeking of this vehicle for a me-

dicine, the seeking of this liquid to drink after a me-

dicine.

935agtatra8, a. (from 43nagta, this liquid vehicle, and

, seeking) , seeking this vehicle for a medicine,

seeking this liquid to drink after a medicine .

2391, s . (from 23a, this liquid vehicle, and

, expectation) , an expectation or waiting for this

vehicle for a medicine, the expectation or looking for

this liquid to drink after a medicine.

435791997, 7. (from 7, this liquid vehicle, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting for this vehi-

cle in which to take a medicine, looking for or expect-

ing this liquid to drink after a medicine .

3tatfent , s. (from 3 , this liquid vehicle, and

, desire , a desire for this vehicle for a medicine,

a desire for this liquid to drink after a medicine.

231fsata), a. (from 25 , this liquid vehicle, and

ff , desirous) , desirous of this vehicle for a medi-

cine, desirous of this liquid to drink after a medicine.

43 , s. (from 234 , this liquid vehicle, and 1,

desire , the desire ofthis vehicle for a medicine, the de-

sire ofthis liquid to drink after a medicine.

23 , a. (from 43 , this liquid vehicle, and 25.

desirous) , desirous of this vehicle for a medicine , desir-

ous of this liquid to drink after a medicine.

434 , a. (from 2353, this liquid vehicle, and 35 ,

desirous), desirous of this vehicle for a medicine, de-

sirous of this liquid to drink after a medicine.

434737, 8 , (from 934, this, and 734, a guess), this guess

or hypothesis, this experience or feeling.

23473 TIIT, a . (from 234734, this guess, and atạæ, də-

ing), making this guess, forming this hypothesis, expe-

riencing this.

43573aæt?ì, a. (from 23455 , this guess, and if?, do-

ing , making this guess, forming this hypothesis, expe-

riencing this.

434731547, a. (from 2345 , this guess, and 1 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this guess or bypo-

thesis, producible by or arising from this experience.

এতদভজনে], ad. (loc. case of এতদত্ত জন্য , for this guess or

hypothesis, for this experience.

fa , a. (from 43437, this gress, and safe, a

cause), caused by or arising from this guess or hypo-

thesis, caused by or arising from this experience ; ad.

from or because of this guess or hypothesis, from or be

cause of this experience.
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dongsafaface, ad. (from 935 , this guess, and fafas, a

cause), for this guess or hypothesis, for this experience.

HIGASAHFI^ER, a. (from 235737, this guess, and fs ,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering this guess or hy-

pothesis , hindering this experience.

এ3দভপযুক্ত , a. from এতদভব,
this guess, and পযুক্ত, caused

by , caused by or arising from this guess or hypothesis,

caused by or arising from this experience ; ad, from or

because of this guess or hypothesis, from or because of

this experience,

dznaszfent, ad. (from 937757, this guess, and fal, with-

out) , without this guess or hypothesis.

9873afa , a. (from 233 , this guess, andfa , oppos-

ed to), opposed to or contrary to this hypothesis.

এতদনুভবব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদনুভব, this guess, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this guess or hypothesis excepted.

এতদনুভবাতিয়েক, s . ( from এতদভ , this guess, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this guess or hypothesis .

এতদভব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case ofএতদনুভবাডিরেক), with the

exception of this guess or hypothesis, without or be-

side this guess or hypothesis .

934751 , a, (from 434757, this guess , and , accom-

plished), accomplished or proved by this guess or hy-

pothesis, accomplished or proved by this feeling or ex-

perience.

A34ASTF3E, d. (from 234757, this guess and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this guess or hypothesis ; ad.

from or because of this guess or hypothesis.

234553, a. (from 23 , this, and 3, experience) , this

which is guessed or experienced.

gāzē , s. (from 435, this, and πd, a wife's burning

herselfafter her husband's cremation), this woman's

burning herself after the funeral obsequies of her hus-

band.

3 , s . (from 234, this, and , an inference) , this

inference, this person's inference.

31, 8. (from 43t , this inference, and a , a

doer), one who makes this inference.

এতদনুযানকারক, a. (from এতদনুযt , this inference , and কারক,

making), making this interence, inferring this.

gongatazkat, a. (from 234 , this inference, and fag,

doing), making this inference, inferring this.

তদন গুানজন্য , a . ( from এতদনুনি , this inference, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this inference .

A3naatas131, ad. (loc. case of 93nagtaar), for this infer

ence.

sokaætsfafaex, q. (from 3, this inference, and faig,

$3.

a cause), caused by or arising from this inference ; ad.

from or because of this inference.

gonzætsfafa13, ad. (from 237 , this inference, and

fafas, a cause), for this inference.

gonjwagfsame, a . (from 434ata, this inference, and afs

, obstructing), obstructing or hindering this infer-

ence.

Jengatados, a. (from 434 , this inference, and **,

caused by), caused by or arising from this inference ;

ad. from or because of this inference.

gonzatafant, ad. (from 43 , this inference, and f71,

without), without or beside this inference.

এতদনুমানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডদান, this inference, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted), this inference excepted.

এতদনুমানব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদনুমান, this inference, and বাড়ি

, an exception), the exception of this inference.

এতদনুমানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতঅনুমানব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of this inference, without or beside this

inference.

agazætalege, a. (from 9315, this inference, and

a cause), caused by or arising from this inference ; ad.

from or because of this inference.

934FIf9☎, a. (from 435 , this, and , causing to infer),

causing a person to infer this.

, a. (from 435, this , and wtf , following), ac-

cording with this, following upon this, consistent with

this.

2347 , a. (from 235, this, and a , enamoured), ena-

moured with this person, attached to this person or

thing.

3 , s. (from 25 , this, and af , attachment), this

love or attachment.

ge, a. (from 234, this, and 7 , pleasing), giv-

ing pleasure to this person, making this person happy.

9357gist, s. (from 935, this, and waist, fondness , a fondness

for or love to this person, this love, this attachment.

gatstatæ, a. (from 3ist, this attachment, and at ,

doing), exercising this love or attachment.

qaxisæist, a, (from 45ts , this attachment,and etfa7,

doing), exercising this love or attachment.

, a . (from atst, this attachment, and

, producing) , producing this love or attachment.

ts , a . (from 5s, this attachment, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from this love or

এতদরণ

attachment.

935FING(F1, ad. (loc, case of23 ), for this love or

attachment,

Jij
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songstafe , a . (from

S

atst, this attachment, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from this love or

attachment; ad. from or because of this love or attach-

ment.

anggtsfifare, ad. (from 2357gts , this attachment, and

fafa , a cause), for this love or attachment.

এতদনুরাগপযুক্ত , a . (from এতদনুরাগ , this attachment and পুযুক্ত,

crused by) , caused by or arising from this love or at-

tachment ; ad. from or because of this love or attach-

ment.

engtsfæa' , ad. (from agtst, this attachment, and fa̸71 ,

without), without or beside this attachment.

anggtsf3fa , a. (from 934gts, this attachment, and

ziffa , excepted ) , this attachment excepted.

f , s . (from 31st , this attachment, and

fa , an exception) , the exception of this attachment.

এতদনুরাগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদরাগব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of this attachment, without or beside this

attachment.

gonzatsz , a. (from 43st, this attachment, and ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this love or attach-

ment ; ad. from or because of this love or attachment.

eatsft, a. (from 434 , this, and afsta, loving) , loving

this person, attached to or fond of this person.

93479, a. (from 934, this, and 4, a resemblance), resem-

bling this person or thing, corresponding with this.

93131, s. (from 43 , this, and one who practis-

es) , he who practises this , he who does this.

2387, s. (from 4 , this, and asta,practice , this prac-

tice, the practice of this, the doing of this.

934 , s . (from , this practice, and , a doer),

one who practises this, one who lives in the practice

of this.

a. (from 23 , this practice, and a, do-

ing), practising this, living in the practice of this.

9347&taxtat, a. (from 934 , this practice, and fan, do-

ing), practising this, living in the practice of this.

93578tañas, a. (from 235787, this practice, and 5 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this practice, pro-

ducible by or arising from the practice ofthis.

SERATI, ad. (loc. case of2337) , for this prac-

tice, for the practising of this.

এতদনুষ্ঠাননিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদনুষ্ঠান , this practice, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause , caused by or arising from this practice, caus-

ed by or arising from the practice of this ; ad, from or

because of this practice.

93nagtafifa1g, ad. (from 23 , this practice, and fafag,

a cause , for this practice, for the practising of this.

gr.

এতদলুরসিপযুক্ত , a. (from এতদনষ্ঠান , this practice, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this practice,

caused by or arising from the practice of this ; ad. from

ar because of this practice.

gongotafazi, ad. (from 2357817, this practice, and fa̸ni,

w.thout), without this practice, without the practising

of this.

23nagtalofax, a. (from 3 , this practice, and

zifsfa™, excepted), this practice excepted , the practice

of this excepted.

93qabtasforçæ, a. (from 9347817, this practice, and f

(Ţ , an exception), the exception of this practice, an

exception to the practice ofthis.

এতদনুষ্ঠান তিরেকে, al. (loc. case of এতদনুষ্ঠানবাডিয়েক), with

the exception of this practice, with the exception of

practising this , without or beside this practice, without

or beside practising this.

23RJOTALE38, 0. (from 2357817, this practice, and c§³, a

cause), caused by or arising from this practice, caused

by or arising from the practice of this ; ad. from or be

cause of this practice.

93 , a. (from 235, this, and th , following), fol-

lowing this, consequent upon this, according with this,

agreeing hereto.

23473, ad. (from 234, this, and t , afollowing), ac-

cording to this.

933, s. (from 37, this, and Qã, an end) , this scope or

end, the object or scope of this.

23533, ad. (from 935, this, and I , without) , besides this.

93 , s. (from 3 , this, and a, food), this food, this per

son's food .

434an, a. (from 3 , this food, and 1 , to give), giving this

food, giving this person's food.

g3kant31, s. (from 93 , this food, and t³, a giver , he

who bestows this food , a person who maintains or be-

stows food on this person,

93nafafage, a. (from 235 , this food, and fof³, a cause),

caused by or arising from this person's food ; ad. from

or because of this food.

2347qHF, a. (from 455 , thisfood, and T , caused by),

caused by or arising from this food ; ad. from or because

of this food.

23 , s . (from 434 , this, and at , the ceremony

of giving the first rice to a child), the weaning of this

child, the ceremony of feeding this child with rice for

the first time.

935aa1, s. (from 235 , this food, andfat , without), with-

out this food,
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এভদঃব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এ , this food , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this food excepted.

এতদরাতিরেক, ৪. (from 23 , this food , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of this food.

sonaufocate, ad. ( loc. case of asafoxæ), with the ex-

ception ofthis food, without or beside this food.

4154, s. (from ana, this food, and GT4, an eating), the

eating of this food.

anals.Fi, s. (from 935 , this food, and cut one who

ents , one who feeds on this food .

2345137, s. (from 934 , this food, and 153, an eat-

ing) , the eating of this food.

AMMIII, a. (from , this food, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this food ; ad. from or because

of this food .

aatat1, s. (from 4 , this food, and atet , desire), a

desire for this food.

Antzigì, a. (from 9353, this food, and stifla, desire-

ous), desirous of this food.

Abqgifsatz, s (from 1553, this food, and ofsato, desire),

a desire for this food.

2341faatat, a. (from 3 , this food, and afsatfag, de-

sirous), desirous of this food.

934 , s. from 2357, this food, and ¹, desire), a desire

for this food,

ABKTTE , a. (from 255, this food, and F , desirous), desi-

ous of this food,

ARCHET, 4. (from 235 , this food, and ¾ỵ desirous), de-

sirous ofthis food.

9351ēta, s. (from 3 , this, and Яzta, a hind› ance), this

hindrance or disadvantage, ahindrance or injury to this

person.

, a. (from , this, and tata , hindering ,

hindering or obstructing this, hindering or injuring this

person.

প্রাপকারজন্য , a. (from এতদপকার, this kindrance, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this hind-

rance, producible by or arising from hindering this per-

OR.

szq9zt?3133, ad. (loc. case of 454gata ), for this hin

drance or injury.

quæfifzze, a . (from it , this hindrance, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this bind-

rance, caused by or arising from the hindrance or inju-

ry of this person.

প্রজ্জ্বলকার নিমিত্তে ad. (from এভদপকার, this injury , and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause), for this hindrance or injury.

এড.

এতদপকারপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from এতদপকরি , this hindrance, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this hindrance,

caused by or arising from the hindering or injuring of

this person.

এতদপকারবিনা, ad. (from এতদপকার , this hindrance, and fat,

without), without this hindrance, without hindrance.

or injury to this person.

এতদপকারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এ দপকরি, this hindrance, and

fofa , excepted), this hindrance excepted, the bin-

drance of this person excepted.

এতদপকারজাতিরেক, s. ( from এতদপকার, this hindrance, and

TIGTP, an exception), an exception to this hindrance,

an exception to the hindrance of this person.

এতদপকারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদপকারবাডিরেক্ট) , with

the exception of this hindrance or injury, without or be-

side this hindrance or injury.

এতদপকারহেতুক, a. (from এতদপকার, this hindranee, and হেত…ু.

a cause), caused by or arising from this hindrance,

caused by or arising from the hindering or injuring of

this person.

এতদপকারাকাğ,* s. (from 28 , this hindrance, and

att , a desire), the desire of putting this hindrance

in the way, a desire ofhindering or injuring this person.

23attætsi, a. (from 935 , this hindrance, and

taff , desirous), desirous of producing this hind-

iance, desirous of injuring this person.

এতদপকারান্বেষণ , s. ( from এতদপকরি, this hundrance, and অন্বেষণ

a seeking , a seeking to put this hindrance in the way,

a seeking to injure or hinder this person.

এতদ্রূপকার †ন্বেষী , a. (from এতদপকরি, this hindrance, and অন্বে

(87, a seeking), seeking to put this hindrance in the way,

seeking to injure this person,

935918, s. from 235 , this hindrance, and

afsata, desire), a desire to put this hindrance in the

way, a desire to injure this person .

gættfemta , a. (from 235 , this hindrance, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous ofputting this hindrance in

the way, desirous of hindering or injuring this person.

এতদপকারেছ1 , s. (from এতদপকার, this hindrance, and ইচ্ছা de-

sire , a desire of putting this hindrance in the way, a

desire to injure or hinder this person .

¿ansætzig , a. (from 3 , this hindrance, and ₹5, de-

sirous , desirous of putting this hindrance in the way,

desirous of injuring or hindering this person.

93992 , «. (from 235Яty, this hindrance, and 7 ,

desirous), desirous of putting this hindrance in the way,

desirous of hiudering this person.

Jjj 2
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25.

9337, s . (from 935 , this, and 37, a child), this child, I

this person's ch ld.

naft, ad. from 43 , this, and af , a border or extremi-

ty , so far, from this, to this.

934TYA, s. (from 235, this, and &ī , a constituent part),

this constituent part or member, a constituent part or

member of this person.

gaayat, a. (from 25 , this constituent part) , belonging

to, connected with or having this member or constitu-

ent part.

935 , a. (from 43 , this, and , a state or condition ,

this-conditioned, placed in these circumstances, thus si-

tuated.

9 , s. (from 455, this,and , a state or condition),

this state or condition , this person's state or condition .

9355†æ, s . (from 43 , this and ¤stī, non-entity) , the want

of this, the non- existence of this.

confssa. 8. (from 434, this, and af , defeat), this de-

feat, this subduing or humbling, the subduing or hum-

bling of this person.

nfsi, s. (from 93457, this defeat, and ☎ , a doer),

he who humbles or subjugates this person, he who

humbles or subdues this.

gonfsszatze, a. (from afss , this defeat, and tae, do-

ing) , humbling or subjugating this person , subjugating

this, making subservient to the controul of this person ;

s. he who humbles or subjugates this person.

gonfsscatai, a. (from 43555 , this defeat, and aifa , do .

ing), humbling or subjugating this person .

এতদভিভবজনিত , a. ( from এতদভিভব, this defeat, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from the humbling or

subjugating of this person.

hfs531, a. (from 435f558, this defent, and I, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from the humbling

or subjugating of this person .

935fss&5171, ad. (loc . case of93551), for this defeat

or loss.

935551313, a . (from 935 , this defeat, and ats, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from the humbling or

subjugating of this person.

এতদভিরনিত্তিক, a . ( from এত ভিতৰ, this defeat , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from the subjugating or

humbling of this person ; ad. from or because of the

humbling or subjugating of this person.

geoffs, ad. (from 93fs , this defeat, and safe,

a cause), for this defeat or loss.

anfsszefsane, a. (from aenssa, this defeat, and fuzze,

এত

opposing), opposing the subjugation or humbling of this

person.

434854205, a. (from 4345331, this defeat, and ¶ , causÀ

edby), caused by or arising from the humbling or sub-

jugating of this person ; ad. from or because of the

humbling or subjugating of this person .

afes , a. (from 9533 , this defeat, and c

cause), caused by or arising from the humbling or sub-

jugating ofthis person ; ad, from or because of the hum◄

bling or subjugating of this person.

এতদভিভাকাঙ্কী , s . ( from এতদভিভব, this defeat , and অকাম্প ,

desire , a desire of the humiliation or subjugation of

this person.

4satata , a. (from 23afss , this defeat, and tata,

desirous), desirous of the humiliation or subjugation of

this person.

aAND s. (from 437, this defeat, and

seeking), a seeking the humilation or subjugation of

this person.

43afsschaal, a, (from 2345 , this defeat, and safe ,

seeking), seeking the humiliation or subjugation of this

person.

এতদভিভবাভিলাষ, s . (from :তদভিভব , this defeat, and অভিলাষ;

desire , a desire of humbling or subjugating this person.

93f58fstal, a. (from 931837, this defeat, and fami

fa , desirous), desirous of humbling or subjugating this

person.

93nfest , 8. (from 93f , this defeat, and †55, a

subject), the subject of this defeat or conquest, the sub-

ject humbled or subjugated by this person.

934f=517 ', 8. (from 44557, this defeat, and , desire),

the desire of humbling or subjugating this person.

93hfs511g, a. (from 435f55 , this defeat, and ¾ , desirous),

desirous ofthe humiliation or subjugation of this per-

son.

43fssue, a. (from 23555 , this defeat, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of the subjugation or humiliation of this

person.

93431ta, s. (from 25 , this, and t , a committing to

memory , this study or frequent repetition which fixes

a thing in the memory, the study or frequent repetition

ofthis subject, this person's study or frequent repetition

of a thing.

এতদভ্যাসজন্য , a . ( from এতদভানি , this study , and জন্য, pro

ducible , producible by or arising from this frequent

repetition, producible by or arising from the frequent

repetition or study of this thing.
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4t , ad. (loc. case of

25.

it ), for this study

or committing to memory, for the study or committing

a

of this to memory.

এতদভ্যাসনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদভ্যাস, this study, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this frequent repe-

tition, caused by or arising from the frequent repetiti-

on or study of this subject ; ad. from or because of this

frequent repetition or committing to memory.

এতদভ্যাসনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এডভ্যাস, this study , and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for this study or committing to memory, forthe

study or committing of this to memory.

এতদভ্যাসপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদভ্যাস, this study, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this frequent repeti-

tion, caused by or arising from the frequent repetition

of this ; ad. from or because of this frequent repetition

or committing to memory.

এ দভ্যাসবশতঃ , ad. (from এতদভ)নিবশ, subject to this study),

through this particular study or committing to memory,

in subjection to or through these things committed to

memory.

2353stafa̸31 , ad. (from 435 , this study, and feat , with-

out), without the study or committing ofthis to memory.

এতদভ্যাসবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদভ্যাস, this study , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this study or committing to memory except-

ed .

এভদভ্যাসব্যতিরেক, s . ( from এতদভাमি, this study , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this study or commit-

ting to memory.

এতদভ্যাসব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদত্ত নিতিয়েক) , with

the exception of the study or committing ofthis to me-

mory, without or beside the study or committing of this

to memory.

93451tMg , a. (from it , this study, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this study or committing to

memory ; ad. from or because of this study or commit-

ting to memory.

23 , s. (from 23 , this, and 1 , pride), this pride

or self-importance, this person's pride or self-importance.

এতদহষ্কারজনক , a. (from এতনহঙ্কার, this pride , and জনক, cuus-

ing), producing this pride or self-importance, producing

this person's pride or self- importance.

SESIRMI, a. (from 43 , this pride, and ≈ , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this pride or

selfimportance, producible by or arising from this

person's pride or self-importance.

, ad. (loc . case of 43 ), for this pride

or self-importance.

45.

, a. (from 3 , this pride, and at , produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this pride or se f-im-

portance, produced by or arising from this person's

pride or self-importance.

936 , s. (from 9355ta, this pride, and , de.

struction), the destruction of this pride or self- impor-

tance, the destruction of this person's pride or self-im-

portance.

/?, a. (from 935 , this pride, and

destructive), destructive to this pride or self-importance,

destructive to this person's pride or self-importance.

qant, a. (from 3 , this pride, and f , de

structive), destructive to this pride or self-importance,

destructive to this person's pride or self-importance.

933 , s. (from 43 , this pride, andat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this pride or self-importance,

the destruction of this person's pride or self-importance.

2 , a. (from tg, this pride, and atta, de

structive), destructive to this pride or self-importance,

destructive to this person's pride or self-importance.

এতদহস্কারনিন্দক, a. (fron এতদহস্কার, this pride, and নিন্দক,

proaching), reproaching or censuring this pride or self-

importance, reproaching or censuring this person's

pride or self-importance.

rea

এতদহঙ্কারনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from এতদহঙ্কার, this pride , and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cerse), putting a stop to this pride or self-

importance, putting an end to this person's pride or

self-importance.

এতদহষ্কারনিবারক, a. ( from এডদহঙ্কার , this pride, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this pride or self-importance,

preventing this person's pride or self-importance.

এতদহষ্কারনিবারণ, s. ( from এতদহঙ্কার, this pride , and নিবারণ,

preventing), the preventing of this pride or self-import-

ance, the preventing of this person's pride or self-im

portance.

93 Staffs, s . (fromat , this pride, and fas, ces-

sation), the cessation of this pride or self-importance,

the cessation of this person's pride or self-import-

ance.

এতদহস্কারনিমিত্তক , a . (from স্তদার, this pride , and নিষিষ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this pride or self.

importance, caused by or arising from his person's

pride or self-importance ; ad, from or because of this

pride or self-importance.

2653Staff213, ad. (from 2353 , this pride, and fifa ,

a cause), for this pride or self-importance.

sta , v. (from , this pride, and , caus
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edby), caused by or arising from this pride or self-im-

portance, caused by or arising from this person's pride

or self-importance ; ad. from or because of this pride

or self-importance.

40xStrada, a . (from at , this pride, and zɗa, in-

creasing , increasing this pride or self-importance, in-

creasing this person's pride or self-importance.

AGRESTIZ67, s. (from 3 , this pride, and , an

increasing), the increasing ofthis pride or self-import-

ance, the increasing of this person's pride or self-im-

portance.

এভদহস্কারবান , a. (from এতদহঙ্কার , this pride), possessed of

this pride, proud of this thing.

QongStefcat, ed. (from 2355%tạ, this pride, and feat,

without), without this pride or self-importance,

qafata , s. (from 23 , this pride, and fat , de-

struction), the destruction of this pride or self-import-

ance, the destruction of this person's pride or self-im-

portance.

এতদহষ্কারবিনাশক, a. ( from এতদহস্কার, this pride, and ৱিনাশক,

destructive , destructive to this pride or self-import-

ance, destructive to this person's pride or self-import-

ance,

এতাহেঙ্কারবিশিষ্ট,confafas, a. (from 4341 , this pride, and feft ,

possessed of, possessed ofthis pride or self-importance.

934CS1zake, ɑ . (from 935 , this pride, and awe, tread-

ing down), humbling thispride or self-importance, hum-

bling this person's pride or self-importance.

$t , & (from ts, this pride, and a , a

treading down), the crushing or humbling of this pride

or self-importance, the crushing or humbling of this

person's pride or self-importance.

InstaF, a. (from 237, this pride, and , joined

to), connected with this pride or self-importance, con-

nected with this person's pride or self-importance.

azcestṛṛfxz, a. (from 43 , this pride, and af , des-

titute), destitute of this pride or self-importance,

gongStaxtat, a. (from 935 , this pride), possessed of

this pride, inclined to this pride or self-importance.

2343% 977, a, (from 2351 , this pride, and war, empty),

free from this pride or self-importance,

2017 , a. (from 3 , this pride, and 5 , indi-

cating), indicative of this pride or self-importance.

Q3IES AL☎1, s. (from 9355% , this pride, and ₹5, one who

kills), a person or thing who destroys this pride or self-

importance.

Sist , 8. (from 1 , this pride, and tf , detri

93.

ment), the reduction of this pride or self-importance,`

the reduction of this person's pride or self-importance.

93 , a. (from 2 , this pride, and t¶, desti-

tute), freefrom this pride or self-importance.

AIRESTICIÆ, a. (from 3, this pride, and , a

cause), caused by or arising from this pride or self-im-

portance, caused by or arising from this person's pride

or self-importance ; ad. from or because of this pride

or self-importance.

এতদহস্কারান্বিত, a. (from এতদহঙ্কার, this pride, and অন্বিত , con-

nected with), connected with or possessed of this pride

ar self-importance.

2351, ad. (from 434, this), now, at this time.

gunta?, 3. (from 3 , this, and tea, a mine), this mine,

this spring, this quarry.

31, s. (from 235, this, and statt, desire), this de

sire, this person's wish or desire, the desire of this .

2351 , d. (from 235, this, and atat , desirous), desir

ous of this.

93atata, s. (from 435, this, and tata, form), this form or

shape, this person's form.

235tat , a. from 25 tata , this form, and stas,form.

ed), formed in o this image.

23tafs , s. (from 234 , this, and tfs, aform), this form

or shape, this person's form or shape.

4341s27, 8. (from 235, this, and is , a causing), this ap-

proach this person's coming or approach.

agatsaatærgi, s. (from 935 , this person's coming, and

tet , desire , a desire for this approach, a desire for

this person's coming.

ats , a. (from atst , this person's coming, and

tata, desirous), desirous of this approach, desirous

of this person's coming.

এতদাগনাপেক্ষ!, s. (from এভদ গমন, this person's coming, and

1, expectation), an expectation or looking for this

person's coming.

atЯated , a. (from 93¤†stæ , this person's coming, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting for this per-

son's coming.

3 , s. (from 43stan, this person's coming,

and ta, desire), the desire of this person's coming.

q3q1satsata), ɑ. (from Agätsä¤, this person's coming, and

ata , desirous), desirous of this person's coming.

asktsalag¹, s. (from ts , this person's coming, and

a desire), a desire for this person's coming.

23xtstacag, a. (from 45 , this person's coming, and

, desirous), desirous of this person's coming.
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Qznistalagz, 6. (from gnistan, this person's coming, and

T , desirous), desirous of this person's coming.

237183d, s. (from 935, this, and 154, conduct), this con-

duct, this person's conduct.

QENİbadFF), a. (from 9351834, th's conduct, and 7, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this conduct.

QERİBESTUAI, ad. (loc. case of23451), for this conduct

or practice.

এতদচির পনিমিশুক, a. (fronr এত দিচরণ , this conduct , and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this conduct ; ad.

from or because of this conduct.

93fafat , ad ' from 3 , this conduct, and ffs,

a cause , for this conduct or practice.

23 , a (from 231834, this conduct, and 5,

caused by , caused by or arising from this conduct ; ad.

from or because of this conduct.

Svatbal£3*, a. (from 434, this conduct, and 113,

a cause , caused by or arising from this conduct ; al.

from or because of this conduet.

235183dtætå1, s . (from 43 , this conduct, and statt,

desire), a desire for this practice or conduct.

235ltat , a. (from 234534 , this conduct, and stetiga,

desirous), desirous of this conduct or practice.

একদাচরনাভিলাষ , s . (from এতদাচরণ , this conduct , and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire for this conduct or practice.

3da18), a. (from 23ht , this conduct, and

ff , desirous), desirous of this conduct or prac-

tice.

এতদাচরণেছ !ু, s . ( from এতদাচরণ, this conduct , and ইচ্ছা , desire) ,

a desire for this conduct or practice.

934 , a. (from 93164, this conduct, and , desirous),

desirous ofthis conduct or practice.

gentsglagE, a. (from 2351534, this conduct, and a desir-

ous), desirous of this conduct or practice,

antota, s. (from 434, this, and afty, conduct) , this con

duct or practice, this person's conduct or practice.

93 , a from 93 this, and tota , acting), acting or

conducting in this manner, practising this.

aatste , a. (from 25 , this, and totf , acting), prac-

tising this, acting in this manner.

t , s. (from 935, this , and † , a command), this com-

mand, this order, this decree, this person's command-

ment or decree.

tett,contataigi, s. (from antal , this command, and

desire), a desire for this order or command, a desire for

this person's commandment or decree.

935ttag , a. (from 231 , this command, and at ,

43.

desirous), desirous of this order or command, desirous

of this person's order or command.

gentutatge, ɑ. (from 51, this command, and stae,

doing), doing this command, performing this person's

commands.

এভদ:জ্ঞাকারী, s . (from এতদাজ্ঞা, this command, and কারিস্,

doing), doing this command, performing this person's

commands.

এতদাঞাতিক্রম, s. (from এভদাজ্ঞা, this command , and অতিক্রম,

a transgression) , the transgression of this command,

the transgression of this person's command.

antotto , s. (from 9311, this command, and rig, one

who gives), the giver of this command.

tig , a. (from 31, this command, and tṛ ,

giving), giving this command or order ; s . the giver of

this order or command.

23ntœtatgì, a. (from at , this command, and i

giring), giving this order or command.

এতদাজ্ঞানিবারক, a. ( from এ দী t, this command, and নিৰয়া ,

preventing), preventing or resisting this order or com◄

mand, preventing or resisting this person's order or com-

niand.

এতদ জানিবারণ , s. (from এতদাজ্ঞা , this command, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of this order

or command, the preventing or resisting of this per-

son's or der or command .

এতদাজ্ঞানিমিত্তক, a. (from এ দাজ্ঞা , this command, নির্মিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this order or command,

caused by or arising from this person's order or com-

mand ; ad. from or because of this order or command.

93ntita☎, a. (from 91 , this command, and tae,

nourishing , keeping or observing this order or com-

mand, keeping or observing this person's order or com-

mand.

এতদাজ্ঞাপালন , ৪. (from এভাসা, this command, and পালক-৫

nourishing , the keeping or observing of this order or

command,the keeping or observing of this person's or-

der or command.

t , a. (from at , this command, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from this order or com

mand, caused by or arising this person's order or com-

mand ; ad from or because of this order or command.

state, a. (from 9311, this command, and 15, bear-

ing), observing or doing this command observing or

doing this person's command.

এতদাজ্ঞাব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from এদা 1, this command , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this command excepted, this person's com

mand excepted.
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entatifera , s . (from23t , this command, and af ,

an exception), the exception ofthis command.

gonto15 , s. (from 43 , this command, and , break-

ing) , the breaking of this command, the breaking of this

person's command.-

এতদাজ্ঞারক্ষক, a. ( from এতদংজ্ঞা, this command, and রক্ষক, keep-

ing), keeping this command, keeping this person's com-

mands ; s. one who keeps this command.

Gotta , s. (from 43 , this command, and 4, a

keeping), the keeping of this command, the keeping of

this person's commands.

এতদাজ্ঞারক্ষা , s . ( from এতদাজ্ঞা , this command, and রক্ষা, pre-

servation), the keeping of this command, the keeping

of this person's commands.

auntutege, a. (from 231, this command, and g , trans-

gressing , transgressing this command.

tta , s . (from 3 , this command, and 7, a

transgressing), the transgressing of this command, the

transgressing ofthis person's command.

gonianega, a . (from 234 , this command, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from this command, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's command ; ad. from

or because of this comn and.

A3 , s. (from 43 , this command, and s , a

transgressing), the transgressing of this command, the

transgressing ofthis person's commands.

Antaly, a. (from 234, this, and t , own , this own,

related to this person ; s. this relation, this friend.

93 , a . (from 43 , this, and tf , beginning) , beginning

with this, making this the beginning and including all

the series.

, s. (from tf , the beginning of a thing, and

35 , the end of a thing , all the circumstances which

relate to a thing from beginning to end.

234tta, s. (from 435 , this and stat , a receptacle), this re-

ceptacle, the receptacle or support of this person,

Sanat , ad. (from 935 , this), now, at this time,

tas. (from 43 , this, and t , a skreen), this

skreen or defence, this covering, this person's skreen or

covering.

3133, a. (from 43 , this, and tag, subject to), subject

to or dependent on this.

93 , s . (from 435, this, and at , a beginning) , this be

ginning, the beginning of this .

934izyē, a. (from 435, this , and I , commencing), be-

ginning this , causing the commencement of this.

ta , a. (from 23 , this, and at , attachel to), at-

tached to or fond of this , fond of this person.

93f433, a. (from 435, this, and Fṛ, another), another than

this, different from this person.

434F, a. (from 234, this , and 8F, spoken), spoken by this

•

person , mentioned in this book or writing.

acais, 8. (from 435, this, and 85F, a speech) , this expres.

sion or sentence , this person's expression.

435153, a. (from 235, this, and sfos, proper), proper or fit.

ting for this.

933 , a. (from 23 , this, and 8 , excellent), more excel-

lent than this.

433 , s . (from 43 , this, and 833, a reply), this answer,

this person's reply ; a. after this person ; north of this.

23537ata , s. (from 43533, after this, and † , time), the

time future to this, this person's future state.

93433131, 8. (from 43 , this reply, and ts, one who

gives), one who gives this reply.

43533fṛ , a , (from 33 , this reply, and ɩtyē, giving),

giving this reply

43fast, ad. (from 23 , this, and 8 , the north quar-

ter), to the north of this.

934381 , s. (from 23433, north of this, and *† , a coun-

try), the country north ofthis.

43nganga , a. (from 3 , this reply, and EILE,

opposing) , opposing this reply, opposing this person's

answer.

, a. (from 4334, this reply, and , causedby ,

caused by or arising from this reply, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's reply ; ad. from or because of this

reply.

933aft, ad. (from 3, this reply, and [ 1, without) ,

without orbeside this reply, without or beside this per-

son's reply.

43galoft , s. (from 3 , this reply, and sofa , ex-

cepted), this reply excepted, this person's reply except

ed.

LEEFA (GIZE, s. (from 89 , this reply, and usage,

an exception), the exception of this reply, the excep

tion of this person's reply.

23 (3131 , ad. (loc. case of43ft ), with the ex

ception ofthis reply, without or beside this reply.

SIA153F, a. (from 3 , this reply , and 153, a cause),

caused byor arising from this reply, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's reply ; a , from or because of

this reply.

9333, s. (from 435 , this, and sЯt , violence) , this vio-

lence or tyranny, this outrage.

এতদুৎপত্তিকারক, a. (from এতদুৎপত্তি, this violence, and কারক,

doing), doing this violence, exercising this tyranny.
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এতদুৎপাতকারী, a. (from এতদুৎপত্তি, this vilence, and কারিন,

doing , doing this violence, exercising this tyranny.

এদুৎপত্তিজন্য, a. ( from এতদুৎপাত, this violence, and জন্য , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this violence or

outrage.

SIERATEGIAI, ad. (loc. case of433 ), for this vio-

lence or outrage.

এতদুৎপাতনিবর্তক, a. (from স্তদুৎপত্তি , this violence, and দিবৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to this violence or out-

rage.

এতদুৎপাতদ্বিবারক, a. (fromএতৎপts , this violence, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this violence or outrage.

এতদুৎপাতনিবারণ , s. (from স্তদুৎপাত , this violence , and নিবারণ ,

AS.

get , a. (from , this festival, and * , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this festival.

SELAMAT, ud. (loc. case of 3 ), for this festival .

এতদুৎসবনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদুৎসব, this festival, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this festival ; ad.

from or because of this festival.

939arfaface, ad. (from 43 , thisfestival, and faña,

a cause), for this festival.

, a. (from , this festival, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from this festival ; ad.

from or because of this festival.

SIKLAUFGF, a. (from 3 , this festival, and as, a

cause), caused by or arising from this festival ; ad. from

or because of this festival.apreventing), the preventing of this outrage or violence.

ggggatefaqfs, s. (fromas, this violence, and fif, || 93eAŃ, s. (from 935, this, and seas, a relinquishment),

cessation , the cessation of this outrage or violence.

এতদুৎপাতনিমিত্তক, a . (from স্তদুৎপাত, this violence , and শিমিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this outrage or vio-

lence ; ad. from or because of this outrage or violence.

Steffare, ad. (from 23 , this violence, and fafas,

a cause), for this outrage or violence.

এতদুৎপত্তিপুযুক্ত, a. (from এতদুৎপাত, this violence, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this outrage.or

violence ; ad. from or because of this outrage or vio-

lence.

sugeatsz , a. (from , this violence, and T ,

increasing), increasing this outrage or violence.

8. (from 233, this violence, and ến,

an increasing), the increasing of this outrage or vio-

lence.

Stefent, ad. (from at , this violence, and fant,

without), without or beside this outrage or violence.

23 , 8, (from 23 , this violence, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this outrage or violence.

এতদুৎপত্তিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদুৎপাত, this violence, and ব্যতি

fs, excepted), this outrage or violence excepted.

এতদুৎপাতব্যতিরেক, ও. (from এতদুৎপত্তি, this violence, and বাতি

, an exception), the exception of this outrage.or vio-

lence.

এস্তদুৎপাতব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদুৎপড়িবাতিরেক) , with

the exception of this outrage or violence, without or

beside this outrage or violence.

Sigl , a. (from 3, this violence, and

a cause , caused by or arising from this outrage or vio-

lence ; ad. from or because of this outrage or violence.

, s. (from 43 , this, and s , festival), this fes-

tival.

Kkk

this relinquishment, this oblation, this gift.

93 , s. (from 235, this, and set , zeal), this zeal,

this persevering effort, this energy.

AGESAtEH18, 0. (from , this zeal, and na, pro-

ducing), producing this zeal or energy, producing these

persevering efforts.

gsøgateafas, 6. (from 93 , this zeal, and fis, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this zeal or ener-

gy, produced by or arising from these persevering ef-

forts.

q3qgatewaï, ɑ. (from agte, this zeal, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this zeal or ener

gy, producible by or arising from these persevering ef-

forts.

QIFRAŃCM , ad. (loc . case of 934 ), for this zeal,

for these persevering efforts .

2 , s. (from 4t , this zeal, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of this zeal or energy, the dis-

couraging or rendering abortive of these persevering ef-

forts.

, a. (from art , this zeal, and ,

destructive), destroying this zeal or energy, destroying

or rendering abortive these persevering efforts.

gatent, a. (from ate, this zeal, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this zeal or energy, destruc-

tive to or rendering abortive these persevering efforts,

tatt, s. (fromat , this zeal, and tt, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this zeal or energy, the destruc

tion of or rendering abortive these persevering efforts.

এতদুৎসাহনাশক, a. (from স্তদুৎসাহ , this zeal, and , নাশক, lea

structive), destructive to this zeal or energy, destruc-

tive to or rendering abortive these persevering efforts.
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sokatfade, a. (from 93 , this zeal, and f

causing to cease), putting a stop to this zeal or energy,

putting a stop to these persevering efforts.

stefartz , a. (from 3 , this zeal, and fatsa

preventing , preventing or obstructing this zeal or euer-

gy, preventing or obstructing these persevering efforts

ggggatzfazıąd, 8. (from 23 , this zeil, and fiard, ɑ

preventing), the preventing or obstruct.ng of this zeal

or energy, the preventing or obstructing of these

severing efforts.

এতদৎসাহনিৰুতি, ৪. ( from এৎসাহ, this zeal , and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of this zeal or energy, the ces - a-

tion of these pe: severing efforts.

geggatefafazz, ». (from 43 , this perseverance, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from this zeal or

energy, caused by or arising from these persevering

efforts ; ad. from or because of this zeal or energy,

from or because of these persevering efforts.

azqgatefafors, ad (from 3 , this persevering effort,

and fafas, a cause), for this zeal, for these persevering

efforts.

934eategue, a. (from at , this zeal, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this zeal or energy,

caused by or arising from these persevering efforts ;

ad. from or because of this zeal or energy, from or be-

cause of these persevering efforts .

93ggatxzé☎, a. (from 935, this zeal, and a☎, increas-

ing), increasing this zeal or energy, increasing these

persevering efforts.

gate , 8. (from 3 , this persevering effort),

and 1 , an increasing), the increasing of this zeal or

energy.

azggatofcat, ad. (from 23 , this zeal, and fr31, with-

out), without or beside this zeal or persevering effort.

এৎসzatefaf**, a. (from 3 , this zeal, and ff , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this zeal or energy , engaged in

these persevering efforts.

sagsatefad”, a. (from 3 , this persevering effort,

and ft , destitute), destitute of this zeal, destitute of

these persevering efforts.

ggggateafs, s. (from 93Яt , this zeal, and af , increase),

the increase of this zeal, the increase of these persever-

ing efforts.

এতদুৎসাহৰতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদুঃসাহ, this zeal, and মাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this zeal excepted, these persevering efforts

excepted.

এ বাতিরেক,

an exception , the exception

of these persevering efforts.

this zeal, the exce; tion

qeatifolato, ad. (bc. case of amateurfsca® ) , with

the exception of this zeal or persevering effort, with

out or beside this zeal or persevering effort.

43533F, a. (from 43 , this zeal, and F, joined

to , connected with or possessed of this zeal or energy,

connected with these persevering efforts.

43gzateafes, u. (from 23 , this zeal, and af , des-

titute), destitute of this zeal or energy, destitute of

these persevering efforts.

ggggatcm;at, «. (from 4t , this zeal), possessed of

this zeal, engaged in these persevering efforts.

3 , a. (from , this zeal, and T, emply).

destitute of this zeal or energy, destitute of these per-

severing efforts.

931 , a. (from 8 , this zeul, and sa, desti-

tute), destitute of this zeal or energy, destitute of these

persevering efforts.

askenteles , a. (from 3 , this zeal, and as, “

cause), caused by or arising from this zeal or energy,

caused by or arising from these persevering efforts ; ad.

from or because of this zeal or energy, from or because

of these persevering efforts.

2353, s. (from 235, this , and 817, deliverance) , this de-

liverance, this person's deliverance.

23 , s. (from 4313, this deliverance, and a , a

doer) , he who works this deliverance, he who delivers

this person.

এতদুস্কারকারক, a. (from এ দুস্কার , this deliverance and কারক,

doing), working out this deliverance, delivering this per-

son.

aзstat , a. (from a , this deliverance, and if

doing), working out this deliverance, delivering this

person.

237, a. (from 3, deliverance, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this deliverance,

producible by or arising from this person's deliverance.

23star71, ad. (loc . case of 3 ), for the purpose of

this deliverance or rescue,

93ustafafazæ, a. (from 23☎ła, this deliverance, and fafï³,

a cause), caused by or arising from this deliverance,

caused by or arising from this person's deliverance ; ad.

from or because of this deliverance.

staff , ud. (from 43 , this deliverance, and fifa ,

a cause , for this deliverance or rescue.

azЯtufæ, s. (from 93 , this real, and forge, || 43gatagfocus, a. (from 23 , this deliverance, andএতদুৎসাহব্যতিরেক,
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*fe, opposed to , opposed to or obstructing this de-

liverance, opposed to or obstructing this person's deli-

verance .

43 , a. (from 3 , this deliverance, and IF,

caused by), caused by or arising from this deliverance,

caused by or arising from this person's deliverance ; ad.

from or because of this deliverance,

tace , a. (from 43 , this deliverance, and a , a

cause), caused by or arising from this deliverance, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's deliverance ; ad. from

or because of this deliverance.

934513, a. (from 237, this, and 8413, engaged in), engag-

ed in doing this, about to do this.

934514, s. (from 435, this , and 8414, exertions), this exer-

tion, this person's exertions.

435515, a. (from 43 , this, and 8 , zealous , zealously en-

gaged in this work.

935 , s. (from 235, this, and guts, exertion ) , this zeal-

ous exertion, this endeavour.

ga, a. (from arts, this effort, and atæ, de-

ing , making this effort, using this endeavour.

3 , (from 23st, this effort, and aff , do-

ing, making this effort, using this endeavour.

931, a. (from it, this effort, and , pro-

dusible,, producible by or arising from this effort or

exertion.

31st , ad. (loc. case ofartsta ), for this effort,

for this exertion,

এতদুদ্যোগনিষিওক, ৫. from এতদুদ্যেist , this exertion, and নিমিত্ত,

u cause , caused by or arising from this effort or exer-

tion ; ad. from or because of this exertion or effort.

এতদুদ্যোগনিমিত্তে, ad. (fromএতদুদেrts, this exertion , and নির্মিত,

a cause , for this exertion or effort.

23 , a. (from ts, this exertion, and T ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this effort or ex-

ertion ; ad. from or because of this exertion or effort.

43arts , a. (from 43s , this exertion, and Я, a

breaking), the discouraging or frustrating of this effort

or exertion .

91.tsts , a. (from 31st, this exertion, and 7,

breaking), discouraging or frustrating this effort or ex-

ertion.

Abhis537, 8. (from as, this exertion, and 537, a

breaking), the breaking or frustrating ofthis effort or

exertion.

Ageartsice , a (from 3ts, this exertion, and c ,

JJ.

a cause), caused by or arising from this effort or exer.

tion ; ad. from or because of this effort or exertion.

43ats , a. (from 43 , this, and surf , exerting), zeal-

ously pursuing this object, zealously exerting himself

to do this business .

43. s. (from 237, this, and sЯt , assistance), this

assistance, this person's help.

934Яētzē, a. (from 234, this, and s**ta☎, giving assist-

ance), giving this assistance, assisting this person.

soqqatgas, a. (from 43 , this help, and F , pro-'

ducing), producing or causing this assistance, giving

rise to this person's help.

43gatesfas, a. (from 3at , this help, and fas, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this assistance.

এতদুপকারজন্য,93 , a. (from 23t , this help, and , produ

cible , producible by or arising from this assistance.

এতদূপকারজন্যে , ad. (tc. case of এতদুপকারজন্য ) , for this helpor

assistance.

93tats, a. (from ants, this help, and ts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this assistance.

931 , s.(from , this help, and , destruc-

tion), the frustrating or preventing of this assistance.

এতদ পুঞ্চারধ্বংসক, a. (from এতদূপকার this help, and ধ্বস , de-

structive), frustrating or preventing this assistance.

ggggata¶" ), a. (from 43 , this help, and faz, de-

structive), frustrating or preventing this assistance.

quqætgat*i, s. (from 935æta, this help, and 14, destruc-

tion), the frustrating or preventing of this assistance.

এতদূপকারলাশক, a. (from এতদূপকার, this help, and atta, de-

structive), frustrating or preventing this assistance.

এতদুপকারনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতদূপকার, this help, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from this help or assistance ;

ad. from or because of this help or assistance.

935Яotefaf413, ad. (from 235-æt?, this help, and fifty, a

cause), for this help or assistance,

এতদুপকারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এতদুপকার, this help, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing , obstracting or hindering this asistance,

, a. (from 435 , this help, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this assistance ; ad, from

or because of this assistance.

এতদুপকারবিনা, ad. (from এতদূপকার, this help, and বিনা, rith-

out), without or besides this assistance.

এতদূপকার তিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদূপকার, this help, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this assistance excepted .

QGER&ILTIFICAT, s. (from 23581 , this help, and us,

an exception), the exception of this assistance.

এতদুপকার ।ডিরেকে, ad. (loc, case of এতদুপকার /ভিয়েক) , with

Kkk?
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the exception of this help or assistance, without or be-

side this help or assistance.

Air , a. (from 3 , this help, and a

cause), caused by or arising from this assistance ; ad.

from or because of this help or assistance.

এতদুপকারাকারা , ৪. ( from এতদূপকার , this help, and অকা31 , de-

sire , a desire for this assistance.

23qtætatæigì, a. (from 23 , this help, and tatía,

desirous), desirous of this assistance,

GGqABİANIEZ, a. (from 3 , this assistance, and

TIF, seeking), seeking for this assistance .

এ দুপ্রকারান্বেষণ , s. (from এ দুপকার, this assistance, and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking), a seeking for this assistance.

এতদুপস্কারাদ্বেষী , a. (from এত পকার, this assistance , and অশ্বে

fan seeking), seeking this assistance.

এতদুপকারণভিলাষ, ৪. ( from এ দুপকার , this assistance, and অভি

mt , desire), a desire for this assistance.

Songøtalfentai, «. (from 23 , this assistance, and afs

at , desirous), desirous of this assistance.

এতদুপকারী , a. (from এভ , this, and উপকারিন, assisting), assist-

ing this person, forwarding this object.

2379āt ? 1, 8. (from 2 , this assistance, and i, de-

sire), a desire for this assistance.

data , a. (from , this assistance, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous ofthis assistance.

Jætt?, a. (from aæa, this assistance, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of this assistance.

qugfix, a. (from 4 , this, and sЯ , instructed) , in-

structed by this.

3 , s. (from 45 , this, and Я , instruction) , this

instruction, this person's instruction.

এডদুপদেশক, a. (from এতদ ,্ this, and ওপদেশক, giving instruc-

tien), giving these instructions, instructing this person ;

s. this instructor.

এতদুপদেশকারক, a. (fromএতদুপদেশ, this instruetion , and কারক,

making), giving this advice or instruction .

এতদুপদেশকারী, a. ( from এস্তদুপদেশ , this instruction, and কারিন,

making), giving this advice or instruction.

এতদুপদেশজন্য , a. (from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction , and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this instruc-

tion, producible by or arising from this person's instruc-

tion.

937, ad. (loc. case of23 ) , for this advice.

or instruction, for this doctrine.

, a. (from 3 , this instruction, and

fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to this instruc-

tion, putting a stop to this person's instruction.

এড.

93qg?q=fazizæ, a. (from 4379qf, this instructian, and

fata , preventing), preventing this instruction , pre

venting this person's instruction .

fazed, s. (from , this instruction, and

fata , a-preventing), the preventing of this instructi-

on, the preventing of this person's instruction .

23qqzqwtfazio , s. (from 93 , this instruction, and fra ,

cessation), the cessation of this instruction or doctrine.

23597qtfaf238, a . (from 935 , this instruction, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from this instruc-

tion, caused by or arising from this person's instruction ;

ad . from or because of this instruction.

এতদপদেশনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction, and

fax , a cause), for this doctrine or instruction.

এভদুপদেশপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this instruction,

caused by or arising from this person's instruction ; ad.

from or because of this instruction.

a from 23 , this instruction, and чt ,

obtained), instructed by this doctrine or instruction.

এতদুপদেশবিল । , ad, from এত পংদশ, this instruction , and 1,

without), without or beside this instruction, without or

beside this person's instruction.

ff , a. (from 23 , this instruction, and

faft , possessed of), possessed of this instruction or

counsel.

এতদুপদেশাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction , and

ffa , excepted , this instruction excepted, this per-

son's advice or instruction excepted.

এতদুপদেশ্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction , and

fæ, an exception), the exception of this instruc-

tion, the exception of this person's instruction .

এতদুপদেশব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদুপদেশব্যভিয়েক) , with

the exception of this doctrine or instruction ; without

or beside this doctrine or instruction.

23 , a. (from 4 , this instruction, and যুক্ত,

joined to), connected with this instruction, connected

with this person's instruction...

933, a. (from , this instruction, and 3,

delighted with , delighted with this instruction, de-

lighted with this person's instruction.

এতদপদেশরহিত, a. ( from এতদপদেশ, this instruction , and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of this instruction, destitute of

this person's instruction.

93Яmis, s. (from agnat, this instruction, and ats,

acquisition), the acquisition ofthis instruction of advice,

the acquisition of this person's counsel or advice.

এতদুপদেশহেতুক, a. (from এডদুপদেশ, this instruction , and হেত,
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a cause), caused by or arising from this instruction, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's instruction ; ad. from

or because of this instruction.

এতদপদেশীকা$ী , s . (from এডরুপদেশ, this instruction ,and অকার' ,

desire), a desire for this instruction , a desire for this

son's instruction.

per-

23 , a. (from , this instruction, and

atata , desirous ), desirous of this instruction, desirous

of this person's counsel or advice.

এতদুপদেশাচরণ , s . (from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction, and অন্তরণ ,

apractising), the practising or observing of this instruc-

tion, the observing or practising of this person's coun-

sel or instruction.

, this instruction, and43autol, a. (from

af , following upon), agreeing with or conformable

23

is,a

predas

to this doctrine or instruction.

gentes, ad. (from , this instruction, and

ata, afollowing), according to or in correspondence

with this instruction or advice.

za , s. (from , this instruction , and

, expectation), an expectation or looking for this

instruction or counsel.

$357, a (from 3 , this instruction, and

fs , expecting), expecting or looking for this in-

struction or counsel.

এতদুপদেশ।ভিলাষ , s . (from এডদুপদেশ, this counsel, and অভিলাষ,

a desire), a desire for this counsel or instruction, a de-

sire for this person's advice or counsel.

feat , a. (from 3 , this counsel, and afs

af , desirous), desirous of this counsel or instruction,

desirous of this person's counsel or instruction .

9 , s. (from 43 , this counsel, and i, de-

sire), a desire for this counsel or instruction, a desire

for this person's counsel or instruction.

, a. (from 93 , this counsel, and 5 , de-

sirous), desirous of this counsel or instruction, desirous

of this person's counsel or instruction.

, a. (from 9 , this counsel, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of this counsel or instruction, desir-

ous of this person's counsel or instruction,

43 , a. (from 3 , this counsel, and 875,

zealous , zealously engaged in following this instructi-

on or counsel.

এতদুপদেশোদ্যোগ, s. (from এতদুপদেশ, this counsel, and startsi

zeal), zeal in giving this counsel or instruction, zeal in

observing this person's counsel or instruction.

agnamentiærst, a. (from 23 , this counsel, and sti

93.

sta, zealous), zealously giving or observing this counsel

or instruction, zealously following this person's counsel

or instruction.

এতদুপদেশেপিক্রম, ৪. (from এতদুপদেশ, this counsel , and উপক্রম,

beginning), the beginning of this instruction or coun-

sel, the beginning of this person's instructions or coun-

sels.

এতদুপদেশোপযুক্ত, a. (from এতদুপদেশ, this instruction, and

SAT , proper), agreeing with or suited to this doctrine

or instruction.

JGKAMI, s. (from 235, this, and 848, an outrage), this out-

rage, this oppression, this tyranny.

3 , s . (from 234, this, and sf, a gallant ), this gal-

lant, this person's gallant.

434955, a. (from 255, this, and 8455, enjoyed), enjoyed

by this person.

এভদুপভোক্তা, s. (from এ , this, and উপভোক্ত, one who enjoys

a thing), he who enjoys or possesses this thing.

JG4M †̄ , s. (from 34, this, and souts, enjoyment), this

enjoyment, the enjoyment of this thing.

এতদুপভোগকারক, a. (from এডদুপeেtst, this enjoyment, and

ata , doing), enjoying the produce of this estate, enjoy-

ing this thing.

ggggestsæizì, a. (from 3 , this enjoyment, and

fa , doing), enjoying the produce of this estate, en-

joying this thing.

qggestsWar, a . (from 2gsts, this enjoyment, and 7 ,

producible), producible by or arising from this enjoy-

ment of property.

QGEMS , ad. (loc, case of2 ), for this enjoy-

ment of property.

এতদুপভোগনিমিত্তক, ৫. (from এতদুপভোগ, this enjoyment, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from this enjoy.

ment ofproperty ; ad. from orbecause of this enjoyment

ofproperty.

stafaface, ad. (from 43sts, this enjoyment, and

faf3, a cause), for this enjoyment of property.

এতদুপভোগপূর্বক, a. (from এতদুপভোগ, this enjoyment, and পূর্ব্ব,

before), preceded by or arising from this enjoyment of

property ; ad. by or through this enjoyment of proper-

ty.

এতদুপভে†গপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদুপভোগ, this enjoyment , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this enjoyment of

property ; ud, from or because of this enjoyment of

property.

gee stat, ad. (from 235sts, this enjoyment, and fat,

without), without or beside this enjoyment of property.
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435q =tst>1f3f35 , a . (from songs, this enjoyment, and

23 , excepted , this enjoyment of property except-

ed.

Legaststafamæ, s . (from 43st, this enjoyment, and

fora , an exception), the exception of this enjoyment

of property.

এতদুভোগব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of এতদুপভোগব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of this enjoyment of property, without

or beside this enjoyment of property.

93 cts , a. (from ass, this enjoyment, and

a cause), caused by or arising from this enjoyment of

property; ad. from or because ofthis enjoyment ofpro-

perty.

ts , a. (from 28 , this, and soft , enjoying), en-

joying this property.

ਪਰ ,

QI, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for this allevia-

or relief.

এতদুশমনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদূপশম, this relief , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this alleviation or

relief; ad. from or because of this alleviation or relief.

এতদুপশমনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এ দুপশম, this alleviation, and নিমিত্ত,

for this alleviation or relief.a cause ,

GE, A. (from as , this alleviation, and

caused by) , caused by or arising from this alleviation

or relief; ud. from or because of this alleviation or re-

lief.

AGE *Meg , a. (from 3 , this alleviation, and

a cause , caused by or arising from this alleviation or

relief ; ud. from or because of this alleviation or relief.

234, s. (from 23 , this, and 87, an expedient , this ex-

pedient, this person's expedient.

sts , a. (from 3 , this, and sets , proper to be

enjoyed), enjoyable by this person, proper to be enjoy- 23 , 8. (from 23ty, this expedia.it, and ₹ý, a doer),

ed by this person.

48 , a. from 23 , this, and , fil), fit or proper

for this, fit or proper for this person .

goggatfägi , s. (from 23 , this, and sЯraffЯ ) , utility),

this utility or fitness, fitucss or usefulness for this pur-

pose.

fs , s. (from 434 , this, and staffst , utility), this

utility or fitness, fitness or usefulness for this purpose.

23 , a. from 235, this, and stats , useful), useful

or fit for this, useful or advantageous to this person.

fa, ad. (from 434, this, and 87, upon,, hereupon, up-

on this, upon this person.

এতদুপলক্ষণ , ও ( from এতদ ,্ this , and ওপলক্ষণ a synecdoche ofa

part for the whole), this including of the whole when

only a part is expressed, this inferring the whole from

the mention of a part, this inference of the genus from

the mention of the species.

2359mf33, a. (from 434, this, and 83, inferred), in-

ferred from this, inferred by this person from the men-

tion of a part or of one thing.

93 , s. (from 23 , this, and safe, probability), this

probable story, this knowledge, the probability of this.

, s (from 234 , this, and s , recovery , this con-

valescence, this recovery from sickness.

এতদুপ”মকারক, a. (from এতদুপশম, this alleviation, and কারক,

doing) , effecting this alleviation, effecting this relief.

, a, (from 23 , this alleviation , and tfka,

doing , effecting this alleviation or relief.

Agqqwagzı, a. (from 93 , this alleviation, and G ,

producible), producible by or arising from this allevia-

tion or relief.

one who forms this expedient.

93hAtp☎ta☎, a. (from 2435 †† , this expedient, and ata , do-

ing), forming this expedient.

এতদপায়কারী, a. (from এ দুপার, this expedient, and কারিন,

making), employing this expedient, using these means.

23 , a. (from 3 , this expedient, aud , able),

able to form this expedient.

3. a. (from 3 , this expedient, and pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this expedient.

23YMAI, ad. (loc. case ofata ), for this expedient.

, a. (from 237, this expedient, and , to know),

acquainted with this expedient.

azyatofafazæ, a. (from 93 , this expedient, and fifa ,

cause), caused by or arising from this expedient.

, ad. (from 3 , this expedient, and ff ,

a cause , for this expedient.

23 , a. (from 3 , this expedient, and us,

caused by , caused by or arising from this expedient.

23gstpfal, ad. (from ass, this expedient, and faħt,

without), without or beside this expedient.

ff , a. (from 43 , this expedient, and fifty,

possessed of), possessed of this expedient.

afasia, a. (from 3 , this expedient, and fast ,

destitute), destitute of this expedient or resource.

এতদুপাযব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এ দুপায় , this expedient, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted), this expedient excepted , this resource

excepted.

এতদুপায ব় ;ভিরো,s. (from এতদুপায়, this expedient, and রাডিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of this expedient or e-

source.

1
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centrifiziæ, ad. (loc . case of 4 ), with the

exception of this expedient or resource, without or be-

side this expedient or resource.

235**-*3, a. (from 23 , this expedient, and , joined

to), connected with this expecient.

235pates, a. (from 3 , this expedient, and af , des-

titute,, destitute of this expedient.

tett , a. (from 23ty, this expedient,, tending to or

connected with this expedient.

43 , a. (from 3 , this expedient, and 1, mp-

ty , destitute of this expedient.

93 , a. (from 237, this expedient, and t , ac-

complishable), accomplishable by this expedient.

935 , a. (from 43 , this expedient, and f , ac-

complished), accomplished bythis expedient.

sixtyxia, a. (from 23 , this expedient, and 17, desti-

tute), destitute of this expedient .

93ngtɛlEJE, a. (from 23 , this expedient, and æg, a

cause), caused by or arising from this expedient ; ad.

from or because of this expedient.

eatati, s. (from 3 , this expedient, and atatgt,

desire), a desire to resort to this expedient.

azteti , a. (from 235Яs, this expedient, and wifi?,

desirous), desirous of using this expedient.

এতদুপায়াস্কর্য , a. ( from এদুপায়, this expedient, and অক্ষম, un-

able), unable to use this expedient or resource.

sanatatfsæta, s. (from 43 , this expedient, and femta,

desire), a desire to employ this expedient.

gifsatz , a. (from 3 , this expedient, and afs

ata , desirous), desirous of employing this expedient.

QJEANETI, s. (from 3 , this expedient, and \ , desire),

a desire to employ this expedient.

, a. (from 23 , this expedient, and 3, desir-

ous), desirous of employing this expedient.

, a. (from at , this expedient, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of employing this expedient.

এ দুপাসক, a. (fron এ this , and sপাসক, paying attendance),

paying attendance to this person or thing.

ta , s. (from 2 , this, and stat, attendance),

this obsequious attendance, this person's attendance,

obsequious attendance on this person .

stantata , s. (from 931, this attendance, and

att , desire), a desire for this attendance, a desire

ofattending on this person,

23atata , a. (from 3 , this attendance, and

atat , desirous), desirous of attending on this person,

desirous of this attendauce.

sydtaatētzē, a. (from 931, this attendance, and

49.

ta , doing), paying obsequious attendance on this

object.

agata-tate}, a. (from 3 , this attendance, and

fe , doing), paying obsequious attendance on this

object.

BATI, 1. (from 31, this attendance, and ,

producible), producible by or arising from obsequious

attendance on this object.

23Яtat , ad. (loc. case of 23taat ), for this as-

siduous attendance.

23fafa , a. (from 1 , this attendance, and

fafas, a cause), the cause or reason of attendance on

this object.

93gtaatfafaga, a. (from 9 , this attendance and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from attendance

on this object ; ad. from or because of attendance on

this object.

233, a. (from , this attendance, and

Я , caused by), caused by or arising from attendance

on this object ; ad. from or because of attendance on

this object.

93Яttfat, ad. (fromat , this attendence, andf1,

without), without or beside this assiduous attendance.

ff , a, (from 431, this attendance, and

fs , excepted), this assiduous attendance excepted.

qzgЯtaatzıfsızæ, s. (from 23uats , this attendence, and

afata , an exception ) , the exception of this assidu-

ous attendance.

Sagatatfsxcæ, ad. (loc. case ofaЯtatif ), with

the exception of this assiduous attendance, without or

beside this assiduous attendance.

at , s. (from 1 , this attendance, and

afsata, desire), a desire of attending on this object.

23gglat( mis), a. (from 1 , this attendance, and

afsatfan, desirous), desirous of attending on this ob-

ject.

এ3দুপ'সন'शूল , a. ( from23দুপাসন1 , thisattendance, and शूल,

aroot), originating from attendance on this object.

statas, a. (from at , this attendance, and 13,

delighted with), delighted with attendance on this ob-

ject.

a. (from 23 , this attendance, and

, indicating), indicating obsequious attendance on

this object.

gatantes , a. (from 431, this attendance, and

a cause), caused by or arising from obsequious attend-

ance on this object ; ad. from or because of assiduous

attendance on this object.
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qЯtali, s. (from 1, this attendance, and at,

desire) , a desire of attending on this object,

at , a. (from 1, this attendance, and ,

desirous), desirous of attending on this object.

t , a. (from 9311, that attendance, and

desirous), desirous of attending on this object.

33, a. (from 4 , this, and af , unanimous) , like-

minded with this person.

231 , a. (from ase, this, and 4 , indeed), the very same

thing, identically the same, the same.

23, a. (from 25 , this, and st ,found), found in or be-

ing in this, existing in this person, attached to or plac-

ed in this.

, s. (from 3 , this, and sf , a state), this state or

condition, this person's state or condition, this person's

refuge or dependence, this state ofhappiness, this per-

son's state of happiness.

2 , s. (from 255, this, and stay, motion), this motion,

this going, this person's gait, this carnal intercourse.

ta , a. (from 23 , this, and stif , going), going this

road or journey, having carnal intercourse with this

person.

9343, s. (from 935, this, and 4 , a staff), this staff, this

hour, this punishment, this person's punishment.

23 , s. (from 6, this punishment, and a , a doer ,

he who inflicts this punishment, he who fines or pu-

nishes this person.

এতদ্দগুস্কারক, a . (from এতদণ্ড, this punishment, and কারক, do-

ing), inflicting this punishment, punishing this person.

এতদ্দণ্ডকারী , a . ( from এ দণ্ড, this punishment, and কারি , do-

ing), inflicting this punishment, punishing this person.

930 , a. (from 239, this punishmeut, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this punishment.

g3mOz(71, ad. (loc. case of 434837 ), for this fine or pu-

nishment.

এড্দণ্ড নিমিত্তক , a . (from এ দণ্ড, this punishment , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this punishment,

caused by or arising from this person's punishment ; ad.

from or because of this punishment.

এতদ্দগুনিমিত্তে, ad . (from এতদ্দণ্ড, this punishment, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), for this fine or punishment.

9353¶ÉT, a. (from 2343, thispunishment, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this punishment ; ad. by or

through this punishment.

935efan☎, a. (from 233 , thispunishment, and fame,

opposing), obstructing this punishment, obstructing or

preventing this person's punishment.

এড.

এতদগুপযুক্ত, a . (from স্তদণ্ড , this punishment , and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this punishment,

caused by or arising from this person's punishment ; ad.

from or because of this punishment.

23eft, ad. (from 48, this punishment, and 1, with-

out), without this fine or punishment.

এডদ্দগুব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এভদ্দণ্ড, this punishment , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this punishment excepted, this staff or hour

excepted.

এতদগুব্যতিরেক, s. (from এডদ্দণ্ড, this punishment, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofthis punishment, the ex-

ception of this staff or hour.

এতদ্দওব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এভদওব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of this punishment, with the exception of this

staff or hour, without or beside this punishment, with-

out or beside this staff or hour,

23mecatsts, a. (from 2340, this punishment, and (ätsh, wor-

thy), worthy of this punishment.

AGM31TGT, «. (from 218 , this punishment, and c₹3, a

cause , caused by or arising from this punishment,

caused by or arising from this person's punishment; ad.

from or because of this punishment.

এতদ্দগুাকা ' , ৪. (from এডদণ্ড , this punishment , and আক' ',

desire), the desire of this punishment, a desire of this

person's punishment.

এড়দগুণকাজ্জী, a. ( from এতদণ্ড , this punishment, and অকাধি,

desirous), desirous of this punishment, desirous of this

person's punishment.

এতদ্দগু tপেক্ষা, s . ( from এ দণ্ড , this punishment, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), an expectation or looking for this punish-

ment, the expectation or waiting for this person's punish-

ment.

এজদ্দণ্ডাপেক্ষী, s . (from এ দণ্ড , this punishment, and অপেক্ষিন, ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for this punishment, ex-

pecting or waiting for this person's punishment.

এডদণ্ডাভিলাষ, ও . (from এভদণ্ড, this punishment, and অভিলাষ,

desire), the desire of this punishment, the desire of this

person's punishment.

এড়দণ্ডাভিলাষী, a. (from এ দণ্ড, this punishment , and অভিলাষিদ ,্

desirous), desirous of this punishment, desirous ofthis

person's punishment.

gest , a. (from 233, this punishment, and , worthy),

worthy ofthis punishment.

ge ', s. (from 43 , this punishment, and ' , desire),

a desire for this puurishment, a desire for this person's pu-

nishment.

930. (from 2343, this punishment, and E , desirous),
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এড.
•

desirous of this punishment, desirous of this person's

punishment.

SIEGEE, d (from 5 , this punishment, and 3 , desir-

ous), desirous of this punishment, desirous of this person's

punishment.

its, a. (from 233, this punishment, and F,

fit), suited to this punishment, suited to or proper for

this hour.

4373, a. (from 435, this and 43, given) given to or bythis

person.

23447, s. (from 235, this, and 7, a subduing), this sub-

duing or humbling, this suppressing, the humbling or

.subduing of this person .

1 , s. (froin 44 , this subduing, and a , a doer),

he who humbles or subdues this person or passion.

এতদমনকারক, a. ( from এডদ্দন, this subduing, and কণরক, do-

ing), humbling or subduing this person or passion ; s . he

who humbles or subdues this person or passion.

এতদ্দমনকারী , a. ( from এতদ্দুস , this subduing, and কারি , do-

ing), humbling or subduing this person or this passion.

93MARKAI, a. (from 43 , this subduing, and 551, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from the subduing or

suppression of this passion.

935185.51, ad. loc . case of 934 ), for the subduing of

this passion, for the suppressing of this evil .

এতদঘননিষিত্তক, a. ( from এড দর্শন , this subduing , and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from the subduing or sup-

pressing of this passion ; ad. from or because ofsubdu-

ing this passion.

এতদ্দযননিমিত্তে, ad. (from এখন, this subduing, and নির্মিত ,

a cause), for the subduing or suppressing of this passi-

on.

2355 , a. (from 431 , this subduing, and , before),

preceded by or arising from the suppression of this

habit or passion ; ad. by or through the subduing of this

enemy or passion .

এতদ্দমনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এতদ্দন, this subduing, and প্ৰতিব্বক,

opposing), opposed to the humbling or subdning of this

person or passion.

23LACHTY, a. (from 2347, this subduing, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the humbling or sub-

duing of this person or passion ; ad. from or because of

subduing this person or passion .

এতদ নবিনা , ad . ( from এতদ্দন, this subduing, and fat, with-

out), without or beside the humbling or subduing ofthis

person or passion.

এতদমনব্যতিরি , র (from এরদফন , this subduing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

93.

excepted), the humbling or subduing of this person or

passion excepted.

এতদ্দঘন তিরেক, ৪. ( from এতদ্দন , this subduing, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of the humbling or subdu-

ing of this person or passion.

এতদমনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loe. case of এতদ্দমনব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of subduing this enemy or passion, without or

beside the subduing of this person or passion.

43¤œtsi, a. (from a , this subduing, and catst , wor-

thy), worthy of this subduing.

43 , a. (from 3 , this subduing, and ex , a

cause), caused by or arising from the humbling or sub-

duing ofthis person or passion ; ad. from or because of

humbling or subduing this person or passion.

matata , s. (from 234 , this subduing, and wathi ,

a desire , the desire of humbling or subduing this per-

sou or passion.

43mantatgì, a. (from 437, this subduing, and atat ,

desirous), desirous of humbling or subduing,this person

or passion .

23 , s. (from 3 , this sudduing, andsata,

asearching for), the seeking to humble or subdue this

person or passion.

এতদমমানুসন্ধানী, a. (fromএতদমন,this subduing,and অনুসন্ধান ,

seekingfor), seeking to humble or subdue this person

or passion.

এতদ্দযনানুসন্ধায়ী , a. (from उদ্দন, this subduing, and অনুসন্ধানি,

seekingfor), seeking to humble or subdue this person or

or passion.

এতদবনাপেক্ষা, ৪. (from এডএন, this subduing, and অপেক্ষা, an

expectation), an expectation of humbling or subduing

this person or passion.

এতদ্দযনাপেক্ষী, a. (from এতদযন, this subduing, and অপেক্ষি,

expecting), looking for or expecting the humbling or

subduing of this person or passion .

এতদ্দমনাভিলাষ, s . (from এতগমন, this subduing, and অভিলা ,

a desire), a desire to humble or subdue this person or

passion.

এতদমনাভিলাষী, a. (from এ স্মযন, this subduing, and অভিলা

fa , desiring), desirous of humbling or subduing this

person or passion .

231 , a. (from 25 , this subduing, and , fit), wor-

thy ofthis subduing.

QIMMATI, 8. (from 437, this subduing, and Fæ , a desire),

a wish for the humbling or subduing of this person or

passion.

Szmalik , a. (from 7, this subduing, and ₹5, desir-

LII
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eus), desirous of humbling or subduing this person or

passion.

945 , a. (from 23¤ , this subduing, and F , desir-

ous), desirous of humbling or subduing this person or

passion.

Azmalatais, a¸ (from 437, this subduing, and surf, en-

gaged in, engaged in the humbling or subduing of this

person or passion.

934acatzqjist, s. ( from 4 , this subduing, and gɩuts,

exertion), an exertion to humble or subdue this person

or passion.

এতদলনোদ্যোগী, a. (from এতদ্দন, this subduing, and sদ্যোগিন,্

endeavouring), endeavouring to humble or subdue this

person or passion.

এতদয়নে পিত্ৰুন , ৪. (from এডমন, this subduing, and উপক্রম, a

beginning), an attempt or beginning to humble or sub-

due this person or passion .

এতদযনোপযুক্ত , a. (from এত দমন , this subduing, and উপযুক্ত,

proper), proper to humble or subdue this person or

passion.

9 , s. (from 935, this, and a , pride), this pride or boast-

ing, this person's pride or boasting.

এতদর্পকারক, a. ( from. এতদ্দর্প, this bo1sting , and কারক, doing),

proud or making boasts of this, this boaster."

gezfeld, a. (from 4 , this boasting, and tf47, doing),

making this boast, boasting or proud of this.

9351 , a. (from 43 , this pride and 54 , producing),

producing this pride or boasting, producing this person's

pride or boasting.

9571, a. (from 435 , this pride, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from this pride or boasting,

producible by or arising from this person's pride or

boasting.

93AT, ad. (loc. case of 23f5 ), for this pride or

boasting.

93 , s. (from 234 , this, and , a looking glass), this

looking glass, this person's looking glass.

9 , 8. (from 46 , this pride, and , destruction),

the destruction of this pride, the destruction of this

person's pride or boasting.

43448. x8, a, (from 23 , this pride, and † ¤¤, destruc-

tive), destructive to this pride, destructive to this per-

son's pride or boasting.

sm¥‡' , a. (fom 435º, this pride, and f¤¤, destruc-

tive), destructive to this pride, destructive to this per-

son's pride or boasting.

934 , s. (from 35 , that pride, and at , destruction),

the destruction of this pride or boasting, the destructi-

on of this person's pride or boasting.

23 -fatt , a. (from 43 , this pride, and t , destructive ,

destructive to this pride or boasting, destructive to this

person's pride or boasting.

এতদ্দর্পনি যিশুক, a . (from এতদ্দশ , this pride, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from this pride or boasting, caused

by or arising from this person's pride or boasting ; ad.

from or because of this pride or boasting.

এতদ্দর্পনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতস্পর্শ, this boasting, and নির্মিত ,

cause), for this pride or boasting.

23 , a. (from 23 , this pride, and 7 , caused by),

caused by or arising from this pride or boasting, caused

by or arising from this person's pride or boasting ; ad.

from or because of this pride or boasting.

síc, a. (from 43 , this boasting, and a̸e, increas-

ing), promoting or increasing this pride or boasting.

43 , s. (from 3 this boasting, and 7 , an increas

ing , the increasing of this pride or boasting.

23fcal, ad. (from af, this boasting, aud fan , with-

out , without or beside this pride or boasting.

এতদ্দর্শবিনাশ, ও . ( from এতদ্দর্শ, this pride, and বিনাশ, destructi-

on) , the destruction of this pride or boasting, the de-

struction of this person's pride or boasting."

এতদ্দর্পৰিনাশক, a. ( from এডস্বর্ণ, thispride, and বিনাশ , destruc

tive), destructive to this pride or boasting, destructive

to this person's pride or boasting.

935ff , a. (from 43 , this boasting, and fifty, pos-

sessed of , possessed of this pride or boasting, beasting

of this.

এতদ্দপত্রদ্ধি, s . ( from এডদর্প, this pride and বৃদ্ধি, increase), the

increase of this pride or boasting, the increase of this

person's pride or boasting.

এতদ্দপত্রাতিরিক্ত, a . ( from এতদ্দর্শ, this boasting, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this pride or boasting excepted.

এতদপর্ব্যতিরেক, s . (from এতদর্প , this boasting , aud ব্যতিরেক, as

exception), the exception of this pride or boasting.

ffort , ad. (loc , case of 23 ), with the ex-

ception of this pride or boasting, without or beside this

pride or boasting.

934×25e, a. (from 234 , this pride, and a , treading

down), crushing this pride or boasting, crushing this

person's pride or boasting.

, s. (from 23 , this pride, and a , a treading

down , the crushing ofthis pri le or boasting, the crush-

ing of this person's pride or boasting.

43 a. (from 8 , this pride, and joined) , con-
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nected with this pride or boasting, connected with this

person's pride or boasting.

Comics, a. (from af, this pride, and af , destilule),

free from this pride or boasting.

Softail, a. (from 3 , this pride), filled with this pride,

inclined to this pride or boasting.

a. (from 9 , this pride, and 1, empty), free

from this pride or boasting.

23 , a. (from , this pride, and ☎, indicat-

ing), indicating this pride or boasting, indicating this

person's pride or boasting.

AIWÁTTI, s. (from 43 , this pride, and , one who smites),

one who destroys this pride or boasting, one who de-

stroys this person's pride or boasting.

43 , s. from 93 , this pride, and tf , a loss), the

lessening or undermining of this pride or boasting, the

mortifying of this person's pride or boasting.

4 , a. (from 48 , this pride, and , destitute),

free from this pride or boasting.

SŃre™, a. (from 3 , this pride, and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from this pride or boasting, caused

by or arising from this person's pride or boasting ; ad.

from or because of this pride or boastin ‘ .

fa, o . (from 23 , this, and seeing), seeing this,

seeing this person ; s. he who sees this person or thing.

fa, s. from 48 , this, and a , a seng), the seeing

of this person orthing, this person's seeing, this seeing,

this school of philosophy.

, s. (from 43 , this seeing, and , a doer) ,

one whosees this person or thing, this person who sees,

the author or founder of this school of philosophy.

gafælge, a. (from ama, this seeing, and tax, doing),

seeing this ; s. he who sees or inspects this.

এরদর্শণকারী, a . (from স্তদ্দর্শন , this view, and কারিন.making),

taking this view , making the rules or doctrines of this

school of philosophy.

934 , a. (from 23 , this seeing, and 7, to be pro-

duced , arising from this view or sight, arising from

seeing this person or thing, arising from the doctrines

of this school ofphilosophy.

435#a3fa3, a. (from a ,this seeing,and If ,produced ,

produced by or arising from this view or sight, produ-

ced by or arising from seeing this person or thing.

qamamas, a. (from 435 , thissecing, and 573, producible),

producible by or arising from this view or sight, pro-

ducible by or arising from seeing this person or thing.

433 , ad. (loc. case of 23 ), for this view, for

this school of philosophy.

43.

9344513, ɑ. (from 23 , this seeing, and 3, produce-

ed), produced by or arising from this view or sight,

produced by or arising from seeing this person or thing.

$ * , a. (from 3 , this sight, and t , knowing), ac-

quainted with this view ofthe doctrines of the Veda,

acquainted with the doctrine of this school of philoso-

phy.

এতদ্দর্শননিযিশুক, a. (from এ দর্শন , this seeing , and নিষিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from this view or sight,

producedby or arising from seeing this ; ad. from or be-

cause of this view or sight.

এতদ্দর্শনসিযিত্তে , ad, (from এডদর্শন , this view , and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), for this view, for this school of philosophy.

এতদ্দর্শনপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from স্তদ্দর্শন, this seeing, and পুতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or preventing this view or sight,

opposing or preventing the view of this.

এতদ্দর্শনপুযুক্ত , a . (from এতদর্শন, this seeing, and পুযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this view or sight, caus-

edby or arising from viewing this ; ad. from or because

of seeingthis person or thing.

23 , a. (from 5, this seeing, and c . a cause),

caused by or arising from this view or sight, caused by

or arising from seeing this person or thing ; ad. from or

because of seeing this person or thing.

93atig , s. (from 23 , this sering, and it , a de-

sire , a desire of this view or sight, a desire to see this

person or thing.

এতদ্দর্শনাকারী, a. (from এ দর্শন , this seeing, and অকানি, dee

sirous , desirous of this view or sight , desirous of see-

ing this person or thing.

এতদ্দর্শনানুরোধ , s . ( from এতদর্শন , this seeing, and অনুরোধ, the

accomplishing ofanother's wishes) , waitingfor this view

or sight, a waiting for or expecting to see this person

or thing.

এতদ্দর্শনানুসন্ধান , s. (from এতদ্দর্শন , this sering, and অনুসন্ধান,

a seeking after), the seeking to see this person orthing,

a seeking after this view or sight.

এতদ্দর্শনান সন্ধানী , a. (from এ দর্শন , this seeing , and অসঙ্গানিন,

seeking), seeking this sight or view, seeking to see this

person or this.

এতদ্দর্শনানসন্ধায়ী, a. ( from :তদ্দর্শন, this seeing , and অনুসঙ্গ য়িপ্

seeking), seeking this sight or view, seeking to see this

person or thing.

এতদ্দর্শনাপেক্ষক, a. (from এতদ্দর্শন , this seeing , and অপেক্ষক, ex-

pecting), expecting or waiting for this sight or view,

expecting or waiting for the sight of this person or thing,

এ দর্শনাপেক্ষা, ৪. ( from এতদ্দর্শন , this seeing , and অপেক্ষা, ex-
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43.

pectation), an expectation ofthis sight or view, an ex-

pectation of seeing this person orthing.

এতদর্শনাপেক্ষী, a. (from এতদ্দর্শন , this seeing , and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), expecting to have this sight or view, expec-

ting to see this person or thing.

এতদ্দর্শনাভিলাষ, s. ( from এতদ্দর্শন, this seeing, and অভিলাষ, ৫

desire), a desire for this sight or view, a desire of seeing

this person or thing.

gmatismta), a. (from 23 , this seeing, and afsatfig,

desirous), desirous of this sight or view, desirous of see-

ing this person or thing.

251, s. (from 43 , this seeing, and at, desire),

the desire of seeing this, thedesire of this sight or view.

G a. (from 43 , this seeing, and T5, desirous),

desirous of seeing this, desirous of this sight or view.

945 , a. (from 3 , this seeing, and , desir.

ous) , desirous of seeing this , desirous of this sight or

view.

431 , a. (from 43 , this seeing, and s , en-

gaged in), eagerly engaged in this sight or veiw, ear-

nestly engaged in looking at this object.

43watcarts, s. (from 43 , this seeing, and statst, exer-

tion), an exertion to obtain this sight or view, an exer-

tion to see this abject.

এতদ্দর্শনোপক্রম, s. (from এতদ্দর্শন , this seeing, and উপক্রম, a com-

mencement), a beginning to obtain this sight or view,

a beginning or attempt to see this object.

93 , s. (from 23 , this, and far, an oa h), this oath, this

appeal to the deity.

3 , s. (from 235 , this, and 4 , affliction), this afflic-

tion or distress , this person's affliction or distress .

26 , a. (from 23 , this affliction, and , to make ,

giving this trouble, causing this affliction.

93 , a. (from 44, this affliction, and , to be pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this affliction,

produced by or arising from this person's affliction.

934 , a. (from 23 , this affliction, and , pro-

ducing , producing this affliction , producing this
per.

son's affliction .

433, a. (from 43 , this afflictio n, and fa , pre-

duced), produced by this affliction, produ ced by this

person's affliction.

937, a. (from 3 , this affliction, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this affliction,

producible by or arising from this person's affliction.

91, ad. (loc . case of23 : 1), for this trouble or

affliction.

43.

23 : ts, a. (from 4 , this affliction, and ats, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this affliction, pro

ducible by or arising from this person's affliction.

, a. (from , this affliction, and 1, to gire),

causing this affliction, giving this trouble-

93m unt31, s. (from 25 , this affliction, and ī³, a giver),

a person who gives this trouble, a person who causes

this affliction.

qwenty , ɑ. (from 93 , this affliction , and tuæ, gir-

ing), giving this trouble, causing this affliction, giving

this trouble or distress.

43ntal, a. (from 284, this affliction , and affa, giv.

ing), giving this trouble or distress, causing this afflic-

tion.

93 , s. (from 3 , this affliction, and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the removal of this affliction or distress, the re-

moval of this person's trouble or distress .

43 , a (from 23 , this affliction, and a , de-

structive), destructive to or dissipating this affliction

or distress, removing this person's affliction or distress.

33 , a. (from 43 , this affliction, and fa , des-

tructive), destructive to or dissipating this affliction or

distress, removing this person's affliction or distress.

23 , s. (from 43 , this affliction, and at , destruc

tion), the removal or dissipating of this affliction or

distress, the removal of this person's affliction or dis

tress.

4 : at , a. (from 43 , this affliction, and te, de.

structive), destructive to or dissipating this affliction or

distress, removing this person's affliction or distress .

43 , a. (from 23 , this affliction, and faze,

causing to cease), putting an end to this affliction or dis-

tress, putting an end to this person's affliction or dis-

tress.

gemfizice, a. (from 23 , this affliction , and faætre,

preventing), preventing this affliction or distress, pre-

venting this person's affliction or distress.

23 , s. (from 23 , this effliction, and fated,

a preventing), the preventing of this affliction or dis-

tress, the preventing of this person's affliction or dis-

tress.

goedfaaf , s. (from 3 , this affliction, and faaf , ces-

sation), the cessation of this affliction or distress, the

cessation of this person's affliction or distress.

এতদুঃখনিষিত্তক, a. ( from এতদুঃখ, this offliction, and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from this trouble or afflic

tion ; ad. from or because of this trouble or affliction.
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43 :4ff213, ad. (from 23 , this affliction , and fifty, a

cause), for this trouble or affliction.

43 : gs, a. (from 43 , this affliction, and , caus-

ed by) , caused by or arising from this affliction or dis-

tress, caused by or arising from this person's afflicti on

or distress ; ad. from or because of this affliction or dis-

tress.

4 , u. (from 3 , this affliction, and áo, in-

creasing , increasing this trouble or affliction.

43=:45 , s. (from 23 , this affliction, and 77, an

increasing), the increasing of this trouble or affliction .

43 :ufani, al. (from 23 , this affliction, and feat , with-

out , without or beside this trouble or affliction,

93feat , s. (from 3 , this affliction, and fat ,

destruction), the destruction or removal of this afflic-

tion or distress , the removal of this person's affliction

or distress .

gefate, a. (from 23 , this affliction, and fat ,

destructive), destructive to or dissipatiug this afflicti-

on or distress , dissipating this person's affliction or dis-

tress.

23faftes, a. (from 43 , this affliction, and fa̸f ,

possessed of) , suffering this trouble or affliction..

9378ufa£7, a. (from 437 , this affliction, and fasta , des-

titute), free from this trouble or affliction.

, s . (from 43 , this affliction, and af , an in-

ereasing), the increasing of this trouble or affliction .

fs , a. (from 93 , this affliction, and fofs ,

excepted , this trouble or affliction excepted.

এতদ্দুঃখব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদ্দ t, this affliction, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this trouble or afflic-

tion.

এতদ্দুঃখতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদুঃখাতিরেক), with the

exception of this trouble or affliction, without or beside

this trouble or affliction .

qumpaistat, a. (from 23 , this affliction, and stista, shar-

ing), sharing or partaking of this affliction or distress,

partaking of this person's affliction or distress .

23 :alist, s. (from 43 , this affliction, and catst, suffer-

ing), the suffering of this affliction or distress, the suf-

fering of this person's affliction or distress.

ts , a. (from 23 , this affliction, and (sifsta,

suffering), suffering this affliction or distress.

3 , a. (from 3 , this affliction , and , a root),

originating in this affliction or distress , orginating in

this person's affliction or distress.

9зis , a. (from art, this affliction , and catʊæ,free-

ingfrom), freeing from this affliction or distress.

45.

935:utai87, s. (from 23 , this affliction , and ( †87, a li-

berating), a liberating from this affliction or distress.

2 , a. (from , this affl ction , aud , joined[ ,

to), connected with this affliction or distress ; connect-

ed with this person's affliction or distress .

fx , a. (from 235 , this affliction, and af , des-

titute of), free from this affliction or distress .

এতদুঃীশূনJ , a. ( fromএ3দুঃÅ, this affliction, and पेना, empty),

free from this affliction or distress .

43UFTI, s. (from 43 , this affliction, and T , one who

kills), a person or thing which removes this affliction or

distress.

43 , a. (from 4 , this affliction , and 77, desti-

tute), free from this affliction or distress.

4 , a. (from 43 , this affliction, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this affliction or distress,

caused by or arising from this person's affliction or dis-

tress.

23:57, 8. (from 43 , this offliction, and 5 , er-

perience), the feeling of this affliction or distress, the

feeling of this person's affliction or distress .

*** , s. (from 934, this, and 4 , a country) , this coun-

try, this province, this place, this country or province.

2313, d. (from 93 , this country, and 13,fallen

from), alienated from this country.

935, a. (from 431 , this country, and to be pro-

duced), produced or born in this country.

935 ), a. (from 43 , this country, and 5 , produci-

ble), producible in this country, producible in this per-

son's country.

91 , ad. (loc. case of23 , for this country or

place..

এতদ্দেশজাত, a. (from এতদ্দেশ , this country, and অতি, produ-

ced) , produced or born in this country.

93 , s. (from 43 , this country, and fat , a

residence), a residence in this country.

931m*faataì, ɑ. (from 93174, this country, and fazifag,

residing), residing in this country.

93 , s. (from 43 , this country, and at , a tem-

porary residence), a temporary residence in this coun-

try.

at , a. (from 43 , this country, and gata , re-

siding a short time), residing temporarily in this coun-

try.

এতদ্দেশবিকত্ব, a. (from এতদ্দেশ , this country, and বিকল্প, oppos-

ed to), opposed to this country.

এতদ্দেশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদ্দেশ, this country , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted) , this country excepted .
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এতদ্দেশব্যতিরেক, a. (from এউদ্দেশ, this country , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this country.

goldIFE, a. (from 93144, this country, and ITF, pre-

serving), guarding or preserving this country ; s . a de-

fender or preserver of this country.

3 , 8. (from 4 , this country, and , apre-

serving), the guarding or preserving ofthis country.

1, s. (from 3 , this country, and 1, pre-

servation), the defence or preservation of this country.

* , . (from 3 , this country, and af , desti

tute of), destitute of this country.

, a (from 931 , this country, and 1, lo stand),

situated in this country.

Stil, a. (from 43 , this country, and if , stay.

ing) , continuing in this country.

এতদ্দেশস্থিত , a . (from এতদ্দেশ, this country , and স্থিত, situat-

el, situated in this country.

931, a. (from 3 , this country), belonging to this

country.

931419, a. (from 3 , this country), belonging to this

country.

এতদ্দে শোৎপন্ন, a. (from এতদ্দেশ, this country , and উৎপন্ন, pro-

duced,, produced in this country.

A3lmintana, s. (from , this country, and 87, a ra-

vaging , the ravaging of this country.

44 , 8 {from 93 , this, and ‹â†¤, afault), this fault or

blemish, this person's fault or blemish.

93141831Ṭē, a. (from 93¤, this fault, and tṣæ, doing),

doing this crime, committing this fault.

taatst. a. (from 43 , this fault, and tf , doing),

committing this crime or fault.

933, a. (from 3 , this fault, and s , involved in),

involved in this fault or crime, caught in this fault .

atas , a. (from 43 , his fault, and fro , think-

ing), contriving to commit this crime or fault, think-

ing to fasten the charge of crime upon this person ,

thinking upon this crime, anxiously thinking upon this

person's crimes or fault.

81, a. (from 23 , this fault, and f881, care ,

anxiety about this crime, anxiety to fix a charge ofthis

guilt, anxious care about this person's faults, anxiety

to accuse this person .

13, a. (from 3 , thisfault, aud 513, fallenfrom ,

freed from this crime or fault.

974 , a. (from 93118, this fault, and y, to be produ-

ced) , arising from this fault, arising from this person's

fault.

45.

93ts , a. (from 231mta, this fault, and , produc-

ing), causing or producing this fault, producing this

person's fault.

LIM &Kf4s, a. (from 431 , thisfault, and fas , produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this fault, produced by

or arising from this person's faults.

935 , a. (from 1 , this fault, and I, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this fault, produci-

ble by or arising from this person's faults.

QFM!&GIII, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for this fault or

crime.

93(mtax†3, a. (from 2¡¤, thisfault, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from this fault, produced by or

arising from this person's faults.

25mianf31, s. (from 2 , this fault, and 513, a giver),

a person who accuses another of this fault or crime.

931 antya, a. (from 23 , thisfault, and î¡¥æ, giving),

charging with this crime, charging this person with a

fault.

381 , a. (from 3 , this fault, and tf , giving),

charging with this crime, charging this person with a fault.

93mtæ‡aЯ, s. (from 4 , this fuul', and F. , destruc-

tion), the rectification of this fault , the expiation ofthis

crime, the rectification of this person's faults, the ex-

piation of this person's crimes .

93858, a . (from 3 , this fault, and ,

destructive), rectifying this fault, expiating this crime,

rectifying this person's faults, atoning for this person's

crime.

q3intag'ni, a . (from 23118, this fault, and fan, de

structive , rectifying these faults, expiating this crime,

rectifying this person's faults, expiating this person's

crimes.

23mtaat» , s. (from 93118, thisfault, and ™ *, destruction),

the rectification of this fault, the expiation of this crime,

the rectification of this person's faults, the expiating of

this person's crimes .

23mtatæ, a. (from site, this faul', and tt , de-

structive) , rectifying these faults, expiating these crimes,

rectifying this person's faults, expiating this person's

crimes.

এতদ্দোমনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্দোষ, this full, and নিবর্ত্তক, cause

ing to cease), causing to leave off these faults, putting

an end to these crimes or faults.

a. (from 2311 , this fault, and fazi?”,

preventing , preventing these faults or crimes, prevent-

ing this person's faults.
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এতদ্দেষিনিবারণ , s , (from এতদ্দেষি , this fault , and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting), the preventing of these faults or crimes, the

preventing of this person's faults.

এতদ্দেষিণিবৃত্তি, s . ( from এতদ্দোষ, this fault, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation) ,

the cessation of these crimes, the cessation of this per-

son's faults.

এতদোষনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্দেষি; this fault , and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this fault, caused by or

arising from this person's fault ; ad, from or because

of this fault.

estatafafars, ad. (from 3 , this fault, and fafas, a

cause , for this fault or crime.

ইডদোষপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এতদ্দোষ, this fault, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or preventing this fault or crime,

opposing or preventing this person's faults or crimes.

এতদ্দোষপুযুক্ত, a. (from এতদ্দেts , this fault, and পুরু , caused

by), caused by or arising from this fault, caused by or

arising from this person's fault ; ad. from or because of

this crime.

áзmazás, a. (from 23 , this fiul , and as, increas

ing), aggravating this fault, making this fault greater,

making this person's fault greater.

, s. (from 43 , this fault, and 2 , an increas-

ing) , the aggravating of this fault or making it greater,

the making of this person's faults greater.

gunt:fc51, ad. (from A348, this fault, and fan , without),

without or beside this fault, without or beside this per-

son's faults.

mtafa , a. (from ts, thisfault, and faft , possess-

ed of), guilty of this fault, chargeable with these faults.

Cotsfæcia, a. (from ta, this fault, and fr , desti-

tute) , free from this fault or crime.

8. (from asta, this fault, and af , increase) ,

the increase or aggravation of this fault or crime, the

increase or aggravation of this person's faults.

এতদোষ ভিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডদ্দেষি, this fault, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this fault excepted, this person's faults except-

ed.

এতদ্দেষি ডিরেক, a. ( from এতাদা , this fault , and বাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this fault, the exception of

this person's faults.

এগুদোষব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্দোষব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this fault or crime, without or beside this

fault or crime.

9BF,, a . (from
it , this fault, and 1 , joined to).

guilty ofthis crime , connected with this fault, connect-

ed with this person's fault.

93.

4mtaafes, a. (from 3 , this fault, and af , destitube

of), fiee from this fault, free from this person's faults.

g ), a. (from 23 , this fault,and 1, mpty), free

from this fault, free from this person's faults.

a. (from 23 , thisfault, and , indicat-

ing), indicating this fault or crime.

2 , a. (from asta, this fault, and t , destitute

of), free from this fault, free from this person's fauls.

23.18 , a . (from 23ta, thisfault, and 53, a cause),

caused by or arising from this fault, caused by or aris-

ing from this person's faults ; ad. from or because of this

fault.

93ntat47, s. (from 93111, this fault, and tax, a mine),

a mine or fountain of these faults or crimes.

qomtatætgi, s. (from 93118, this fault, and tætsi,desire),

a desire to commit this fault, a desire to criminate thi9

person.

23mtatatal, a. (from 43 , this fault, and atat , de

sirous), desirous of committing this fault, desirous of

criminating this person.

93(matata, s . ( from 238, this fault, and 17,

search), a search for this fault, a search after this per

son's faults.

netfør,FRI, a. (from 931t8, this fault, and

searching after), seeking after this fault, searching for

this person's faults.

231tas, a. (fromat , this fault, and fas, connect-

ed with , guilty of this fault.

এতদ্দৌষান্বেষক, a. ( from এতদোষ, this fault, and অন্বেষক, seck-

ing , seeking for this fault. or crime.

এতদ্দোষান্বেষণ , s . (from এতদ্দেষি, this fault , and অন্বেষণ,

seeking , a seeking for this fault or crime,

. (from 43s, thisfault, and , seek-

ing) , seeking for this fault or crime.

qumtafsata, s. (from 23 , this fault, and at , de-

sire), a desire to commit this fauit, a desire to criminate

this person..

fatal, a, (from 43 , this fault, and sata ,

desirous), desirous of committing this fault, desirous of

criminating this person.

3 , s. (from 43 , thisfault, and 1 , desire), a de-

sireto commit this fault, a desire to criminate this person.

, a. (from 4 , this fault, and 5 , desirous ,

desirous of committing this fault, desirous of criminat-

ing this person.

4 , s. (from 45, this, and 37, thing) , this thing , these

goods.
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QUET, s. (from 437, this, and c , enmity ) , this hatred or en-

mity, this malevolence, this person's hatred or enmity.

aas, a. (from 434, this, and ca , hating, hating this

person or this.

এতদ্বেষকারক, a. (from এড,ে this hatred, and কারক, doing),

hating this, maintaining this enmity or hatred.

এতদ্বেষকারী,
93aatst, a. (from 43 , this hatred, and at , doing),

hating this, maintaining this enmity or hatred.

, a. (from 23 , this hatred, and , to be produc-

ed), arising from this hatred or enmity, arising from

this person's hatred or enmity.

, a. (from 438, this hatred, and 7 , produc-

ing), producing this hatred or enmity, producing this

person's hatred or enmity.

এতদ্বেষজনিত, a . ( from এডদেহ , this hatred, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this hatred or eu-

mity, produced by or arising from this person's hatred

or enmity.

431577, a. (from 238, this hatred, and 371, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this hatred or en-

mity, producible by or arising from this person's hatred

or enmity.

এডদ্বেষজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বেষজন্য ), for this hatred or

malice.

Almanis, a. (from am , this hatred, and t , produc-

edby) , produced by or arising from this hatred or en-

mity, produced by or arising from this person's hatred

or enmity.

এতদ্বেষনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বেষ, this hatred, and নিৱৰ্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), causing this hatred or enmity to cease,

putting a stop to this hatred or enmity.

এতদ্বেষনিবারক, a. (from এতদ্বেধ, this hatred, and নিবারক, pre-

venting , preventing this hatred or enmity, preventing

this person's hatred or enmity.

এতদ্বেষনিবারণ , ৪. (from এতদ্বেষ, this hatred, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention), the prevention of this hatred or enmity, the

prevention of this person's hatred or enmity.

43mafaaf , s. (from 5 , this hatred, and fa , ce.sa-

tion), the cessation of this hatred or enmity, the cessa-

tion of this person's hatred or enmity.

এতদ্বেষনিত্তিক, ৫. (from এতদ্বেষ , this hatred, and নিনিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this hatred or enmity,

caused by or arising from this person's hatred or enmi-

ty ; ad. from or because of this hatred or enmity.

এতঃদ্বষনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডদ্বেষ, this hatred, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for this malice or hatred.

, a. (from 43 , this hatred, and 2 , caused

95.

by), caused by or arising from this hatred or enmity,

caused by or arising from this person's hatred or enmi-

ty; ad. from or because of this person's hatred or en-

mity.

mafe , ad. (from 3 , this hatred, and fa1, without),

without or beside this malice or hatred,

এতদ্বেষ।তিরিক্ত, a. (from এউদ্বেষ, this hatred , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this hatred or enmity excepted, this person's

hatred or enmity excepted.

এতদ্বেষৰ্যতিরেক,s. (from এডদ্বেষ, this hatred, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this hatred or enmity,

the exception of this person's hatred or enmity.

এতদ্বে।তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বেষব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this malice or hatred, without or beside

this malice or hatred .

4 , d. (from 23 , this hatred, and , a root),

springing or arising from this malice or hatred.

, from 931 , this hatred, and ¤ , indicat-

ing , indicating this malice or hatred.

93ɩmalegs, a. (from 430ª, this hatred, and (53 , a cause',

caused by or arising from this hatred or enmity, caus-

ed by or arising from this persons's hatred or enmity ;

ad. from or because of this batred or enmity.

Amataigi, s. (from 43 , this hatred, and tata , de-

sire , a wish to hate or injure this, a wish to hate orin-

jure this person, this malevolence.

এতদ্বেষণকাহ্লী, a. (from এতদ্বেঘ্ন, this hatred, and আকাশি,, de-

sirous), desirous of hating or injuring this, desirous of

injuring or hating this person.

এতদোষাভিলাষ , ৪. (from এতদ্বেষ, this hatred, and অভিলাষ , a de-

sire), a desire to injure or hate this, a desire to hate or

injure this person , this malevolence.

এতদ্বেষাভিলাষী, a. ( from এতদ্বেষ, this hatred , and অভিলাষি

desircus), desirous of hating or injuring this, desirous of

hating or injuring this person.

93 , s . (from 431 , this hatred, and , desire), a

will to hate or injure this, a desire to hate or injure

this person, this malevolence.

23cm128, a. (from 3 , this hatred, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of hating or injuring this, desirous of hating

or injuring this person.

, a. (from asta, this hatred, and , desirous),

desirous of hating or injuring this.

এডদ্বেষোৎপাদক, a. ( from এডদ্বেষ, this hatred , and sৎপাদক,

producing), producing this malice or hatred.

91, s. (from 255, this, and c , a malevolent person),

this malevolent person,this enemy,this person's enemy.
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AS.

2337 , s. (from 2 , this, and 11 , murder), this murder,

this slaughter,

£357, s. (from 934, this, and 27, wealth) , this wealth, this

person's wealth.

9357387, a. (from 437, this wealth, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from this wealth, producible

by or arising from this person's wealth.

23719), ad. (loc. case of 43 , for this wealth .

93575, a. (from 437, this wealth, and 1 , to give), giving

this wealth, giving this person's wealth.

ats , s. (from 4357, this wealth, and no, a giver),

the giver of this wealth, the giver of this person's

wealth.

, a. (from 37, this wealth, and at , giving ,

giving this wealth, giving this person wealth ; s. he

who gives this wealth, he who gives this person wealth.

25t , a. (from 237, this wealth, and fan, giving),

giving this wealth, giving this person wealth.

3 , s. (from 437, this wealth, and , destruction) ,

the destruction of this wealth, the destruction of this

person's property.

destruc-
AFEntĦē, u. (from 3 , this wealth, and • e,

tive), destructive to this wealth, destructive to this per-

son's wealth.

93 , a. (from a , this wealth, and f , destruc-

tive , destructive to this wealth, destructive to this per-

son's wealth.

3 , s. (from 4 , this, and F , a killing), this killing,

this murder.

,, (from 43 , this killing, and ata , doing),

committingthis murder, killing this.

এতস্তদনকারী, a. (from এডম্বানন, this killing, and কারিন, doing ),

committing this murder, killing this.

93077371, 0 , (from 43577, this killing, and I, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this killing or mur-

der, producible by or arising from killing this.

935aastat, ad. (loc . cose of 3 ), for this killing or

murder, for killing this.

এতখন নিমিত্তক, a. (from এখনন , this killing, and নির্মিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from this killingor murder,

caused by or arising from killing this ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis killing or murder, from or because of kil

ling this.

এতদ্বনননিমিত্তে, ad. (from এঘনন , this killing , and নিত্তি, a

cause ,for this killing or murder, for killing this.

, a. (from 43 , this killing, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this killing or murder, pre-

95.

ceded by or arising from killing this ; ad. by or through

this killing or murder, by or through killing this .

43 , . (from 435 , this killing, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this killing or murder,

caused by or arising from killing this ; ad. from or b2-

cause of this killing or murder, from or because of kil

ling this.

4355F, a. (from 93 , this killing, and s̟, a cause),'

caused by or arising from this killing or murder, caus.

ed by or arising from killing this ; ad. from or because

of this killing or murder, from or because of killing this.

23 , s . (from 431 , this wealth, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of this wealth or property, the destruc

tion of this person's property.

এডন্ত্রননাশক, ৫. (from 353, this wealth, and *ła, destruc-

tive, destructive to this wealth, destructive to this per

son's wealth.

Acsafafa3*, a. (from 2327, this wealth, and fafa , a cause}}

caused by or arising from this wealth ; ad. from or be

cause of this wealth.

93affic , ad (from 43 , this wealth, and fa , a cause),

for this wealth.

930-XzATE, a. (from 93 , this wealth , and af , ope

posing), opposing or preventing this wealth, opposing

or preventing this person's wealth.

, a. (from 4353, this wealth, and , giving), be

stowing this wealth, giving this person wealth.

3 , a. from 43 , this wealth, and TF, causedby),

caused by or arising from this wealth, caused by or

arising from this person's wealth ; ad, from or because

of this wealth.

43 , a . (from 43 , this wealth, andra, increasing),

increasing this wealth, increasing this person's wealth.

935 , 8. (from 3 , this wealth, and , an increas-

ing) , the increasing of this wealth, the increasing of this

person's wealth.

43fa , ad. (from 3 , this wealth, and f1, without),

without this person's wealth.

এতজনবিনাশ, ও. (from এডরস, this wealth , and বিনাশ, destruc

tion), the destruction of this wealth, the destruction of

this person's property.

এতগুনৰিনাশক, a. (from এখন , this wealth, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this wealth, destructive to

this person's property.

sszafizes, a . (from 43 , this wealth, and fas, increas

ing , increasing this wealth, increasing this person's

wealth,

M. 13
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A.

Assafaft , a, from 43 , this wealth, and fa , possess-

ed of , possessed of this wealth.

azzafazia, a. (from 433, this wealth, and fax11 , destitute),

destitute of this wealth.

the
9 , s. (from 435 , this wealth and f , increase`,

increase of this wealth, this increase of wealth.

এতক্ষনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এ তদ্ধন , this wealth, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex

cepted), this wealth or property excepted.

ex-

এতদ্ধনব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতঘন , this wealth, and ৰাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this wealth or property.

AGTITIfIZE, ad. (loc . case ofagus:1 , with the ex-

ception of this wealth, without or beside this wealth.

973570 , a. (from 235 , this wealth, and , joined to),

connected with this wealth, connected with this per-

son's wealth.

, a. (from 3 , this wealth, and 3 , keeping) ,

guarding or preserving this wealth, guarding or preserv-

ing this person's wealth ; s. he who guards or pre-

serves this wealth.

37 , s. (from 237, this wealth, and a , a keeping ),

the guarding or preserving of this wealth, the guard.

ing or preserving of this person's wealth.

1, s. (from 937, this wealth, and 1 , preservati-

on), the preservation of this wealth, the preservation of

this person's wealth.

9333, a. (from 45 , this wealth, and af , destitute),

destitute of this wealth,

23315, s. (from 235 , this wealth, and ats, gain), the

acquisition of this wealth, the acquisition of this per-

son's wealth.

985178, a. (from 937, this wealth, and , coveted) , covet-

ing this wealth, covetous of this person's wealth.

935alm†3, s. (from 431, this wealth, and c †5, desire) , a

desire forthis wealth, the desire of this person's wealth.

salatsì, s. (from 237 , this wealth, and catfs , desir-

ous), desirous of this wealth, desirous of this person's

wealth.

23ttat, a. (from 4353, this wealth), possessed of this pro-

perty, rich with this wealth.

93 , a. (from 235 , this wealth, and 1, empty), des-

titute of this wealth.

43sagtfa, a. (from 2357, this wealth, and gif , loss) , the

loss of this property, the loss of this person's proper -

ty.

434517, a. (from 3 , this wealth, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of this property.

9558【EW , a. (from 4353, this wealth, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this wealth, caused by or

arising from this person's wealth.

agataigi, 8, (from 235 , this wealth, and wiətşi, desire),

the desire of this property, the desire of this person's

property or wealth,

23971 ), a. (from 435 , this wealth, and atatfs , desir-

ous), desirous of this property, desirous of this person's

property or wealth.

235a1zzata, s . (from 4 , this wealth, and gata, e

searching after), a seeking after this property, a seeking

after this person's wealth.

এতদ্ধনানুসম্মানী , ৫. ( from এডগুন, this wealth , and অনুসন্ধানি ,

searching after) , searching for this property, seeking

for this person's wealth.

235atzĦaty), a. ( from 2387, this wealth, and aff@y,

searching after), searching for this property, seeking for

this person's wealth.

9387f3, a. (from 437, this wealth, and fa³, connect-

ed with), possessed of this wealth,

9087f1q88, 0. (from 437, this wealth, and at , seek-

ing), seeking this wealth, seeking this person's wealth.

dsaanaaq, s. (from 2557, this wealth, and MT , a seek-

ing), a seeking for this wealth, a seeking for this per-

son's wealth.

93aat , a. (from 2387 , this wealth, and , seeking,

seeking this wealth, seeking this person's wealth.

এতদ্বাপেক্ষা , s. ( from এতঘন, thiswealth, and অপেক্ষা, an expec

tation), an expectation or looking for this wealth.

93 , a. (from 43 , this wealth, and f , expect

ing), expecting or looking for this wealth.

43AST, 8. (from 4357 , this wealth, and sta, non-exis!-

ence), the non-existence ofthis wealth, the want of this

wealth.

এতদ্ধনাভিলাষ, ৪. ( fromএতস্তুন, this wealth, and অভিলাষ, desire) ,

the desire of this wealth, this love of wealth.

43571(Smta), a . (from 235 , this wealth, and fan, de-

sirous), desirous of this wealth.

at , a. (from 43 , this wealth, and af , desirous),

desirous of this wealth.

amateu, ad. (from 43 , this wealth, and wứ, an object), for

this wealth.

3 , s. (from 435 , this wealth, and at , hope), the

hope of this wealth, the hope of this person's wealth,

this hope of wealth,

9355153, a . (from 437, this wealth, and ¤ , attached

to), fond of this wealth.

435ataf , s. (from 43 , this wealth, and af , attach-

ment), fonduess of this wealth, this fondness of wealth.
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20.

475 , s. (from , this wealth, and 1 , desire), this

desire for wealth, a desire of this wealth.

”
985278, a . (from 2337, this wealth, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of this wealth, desirous of this person's wealth.

953 , a. (from 235 , this wealth, and 5, desirous),

desirous of this wealth, desirous of this person's wealth .

dostaat, a. (from 4 , this wealth , and 7, de,irous),

desirous of this wealth, desirous of this person's wealth.

এতদ্ধনোপক্রম, s . (from এতগুন, this wealth, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning ,the commencement of this wealth, the commence-

ment of this person's wealth.

938ĉategy, a. (from 485 , this wealth, and 8973, pro-

per), fit or proper for this wealth, fitting or becoming

this person's wealth .

gawai, s. (from 435, this, and xy, a killer), this murderer,

this killer, the killer of this.

9357d, s. (from 435, this, and x , a taking away), this

taking away, this stealing.

hogɑxtpæ, ɑ . (from 43 , this taking away, and tee,

dong), taking away
this ; s. this who takes awayperson

or steals .

beegvatal, a. (from
3 , this t king away, and f

doing) , taking away this, stealing this.

253d577, a. (from 43 , this taking away, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this taking

away, producible by or arising from the taking this

away.

23534M3 , ad. (loc. case of93 , for this taking away,

for the taking away of this.

এতস্বরণনিত্তিক, a. (from এতঙ্করণ, this taking away, and নির্মিত

a caus?), caused by or arising from this taking away,

caused by or arising from the taking away of this ; ad.

from or because of this taking away, from or because

of the taking away of his.

433aff , ad. (from 3 , this taking away, and fare,

a cause , for the purpose of taking away this, for this

taking away.

235 , a. (from 2 , this taking away, and 1,

before , preceded by or arising from this taking away,

preceded by or arising from the taking away of this ;

ad. by or through this taking away, by or through the

taking away of this.

, a . (from 234, th's taking away, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this taking away,

caused by or arising from the taking away of this ; ad.

from or because of this taking away, from or because

of taking away this,

437 , d. (from 43 , this taking away, and æg, a

cause), caused by or arising from this taking away,

caused by or arising from thetaking away of this ; ad.

from or because of this taking away, from or because

of the taking away ofthis.

9354, s. ( from 235, this, and a ,̸ religion), this religion,

this duty, this person's religion, this person's right con-

duct, this person's virtue.

435uatge, a . (from 935 , this religion, and ata☎, doing),

performing this good or religious action, practising these

virtuous or right actions.

43 , a. (from 43 , this religion, and fa, doing),

performingthis good or religious action, practising these

virtuous or right actions.

4353, a. (from 43 , this religion , and ss, found), in-

herent in or belonging to this religion or to these du-

ties, making profession of or attaching himself to this

religion.

23 , a. (from 3 , this religion, and 13, fallen

from , apostatized from this religion or from the prac-

tice of these duties.

¿sayish , a , (from 43 this religion, and 3 , produc-

ing), giving rise to this religion, giving birth to these

virtuous or good actions .

43553, α, (from 4 , this religion, and f15, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this religion , pro-

duced from or caused by these duties or good actions.

43 ), a. (from 43 , this religion, and 1 , producí-

ble), producible by or arising from this religion, pro-

ducible by or arising from these duties or good ac-

tions.

434517 , ad. (loc . case of 43 ), for this virtue or re

ligion, for this duty.

435513, a. (from 23 , this religion , and ts , produ-

ced), produced by or arising from this religion, pro-

duced by or arising from these duties or good actions.

43 , s. from 3 , this religion, and Я, des' ucti-

on), the destruction of this religion , the destruction of

these duties.

2054 : 58, n. (from 93 , this religion, and *, de-

stru tive), destructive to this religion or to these du-

ties.

435ral, a. (from 3 this religion, and fa de-

structive) , destructive to this religion or to these duties.

23fat , s. (from ava , this religion, and ††, destruc-

tion), the destruction of this religion or of these duties.

93fata, a. (from 23 , this religion, and at , de-

structive), destructive to this religion or to these duties.

Mmm2
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এড.

ffice, a. (from 43 , this religion, and fis, a

cause), caused by or arising from this religion orfrom

these duties.

এতদ্ধৰ্ম্মণিযিতে, ad. (from স্তদ্ধর্ম, this virtue, and নিমিত্ত, a cause ) ,

for this virtue or religion, for this duty.

এতদ্ধর্ম্মপরিত্যাগ, ৪. (from এতদ্ধর্ম, this religion, and পরিত্যাগ,

relinquishment), this apostacy, the relinquishment of

this religion, the abandoning of these duties or moral

actions.

এডলৰ্ম্মপরিত্যাগী , a. (from এডস্কৰ্ম্ম, this religion , and পরিড্যানিন,

relinquishing), relinquishing this religion, relinquishing

these duties or moral actions.

, nou-, a. (from 23 , this religion, and

rishing), observing these religious duties, practising these

virtues or duties.

এতদ্ধৰ্ম্মপালন , s . ( from এ দ্বৰ্ম্ম, this religion , and পলিन, a nit-

rishing), the observing or practising of these virtues or

duties.

93zúgfszzz, a. (from 3 , this religion, and forme,

opposing), opposing this religion, obstructing or hin-

dering these religious duties or good actions.

, a. (from 43 , this religion, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this religion, caused by

or arising from these duties or good actions ; ad, from

or because of this religion, from or because of these

duties or good actions.

43 , a (from 435 , this religion, and , increas-

ing), promoting or causing the increase of this religion,

promoting these duties or good actions.

933, 9. (from 43 , this religion, and 4, an increas-

ing), the promoting or causing the increase of this re-

ligion, the promoting of these duties or good actions .

93faat, s. (from 4 , this religion, and fan , without),

without or besides this religion , without or beside these

duties or good actions.

geffant , s. (from 34 , this religion, and fatt, de-

struction), the destruction of this religion or of these

good actions.

এতদ্ধৰ্ম্মবিনাশক , a. (from_ এতদ্ধৰ্ম্ম , this religion , and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this religion or to these good

actions.

Azzuffafmw, a. (from 23 , this religion, and fifty, pos-

sessed of) , possessed of or professing this religion, pos-

sessed ofthe merit of these good actions.

safasia, a. (from 43 , this religion , and faxa, des-

titute), destitute of this religion, destitute ofthese du-

ties or goed actions.

93.

afi, s. (from 3 , this religion, and af , increase),

the prevalence of this religion, the increase of these

duties or ofthis religion.

43 , s. (from 3 , this religion, and us ,

a transgression), a transgressing the rules of this religi

on, the transgression of these duties.

uke, a. (from 3 , this religion, and s

excepted), this religion excepted, these duties or good

actions excepted ..

এডজন্মব্যতিরেক, ও . ( from এ ফৰ্ম্ম, this religion, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this religion, the excep

tion of these duties or good actions.

93fat , ad. (loc. cise ofass ), with the ex-

ception of these duties or religious actions , without or

beside these duties or religious actions.

এতদ্ধৰ্ম্মাঘাত, s . ( from এতদ্ধৰ্ম্ম, this religion, and tets, an

obstacle), an obstacle to these duties or religious acti-

ons.

এডল্কৰ্ম্মব্যাঘাতক, a. ( from এডস্ক , this religion , and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), obstructing these duties or religious acti-

ons.

4 , a . (from 4 , this religion, and , a rool),

originating from this religion or from these duties.

93HI5, a. (from 3 , this religion , and F, joined to),

connected with this religion or with these duties or

good actions.

4 , a. (from a , this religion, and 3 , keep-

ing), guarding or defending this religion or these du-

ties ; s. the defender of this religion or faith.

34, s. (from 43 , this religion , and 3 , a keep-

ing), theguarding or defending ofthis religion, the guard-

ing orobserving of these duties or virtuous actions.

1, s. (from 3 , this religion, and at, preserva-

tion), the guarding or defenceof this religion, the keep-

ing or observing of these duties or virtuous actions.

235¤zk³, a. (from 435 , this religion, and af€³, desti-

tute), destitute of this religion, destitute ofthese virta-

ous actions.

235únge, a. (from 455 , this religion, and age, trans-

gressing) , transgressing the rules of this religion, trans.

gressing these duties .

2354aga, 8. (from 3 , this religion, and a§a, a trans-

gressing), the transgressing ofthe rules of this religion ,

the transgressing of these duties.

agazínmi, a. (from 43 , this religion), possessed ofthis

religion, professing this faith, practised in these duties

or holy actions.
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45.

wafar, 9. (from , this religion, and 1 , empty), des-

titute ofthis religion, destitute of these duties or good

actions.

9351f4, s. (from as , this religion, and xt , a loss), a

detriment to this religion, a detriment to these duties

or good actions.

#5#3Ì3, a. (from 43 , this religion, and ₹17, destitute) ,

destitute of this religion, destitute of these duties or

good actions.

JJEÁLIE, a. (from 9384, this religion , and ( 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from this religion or from these

duties ; ad. from or because of this religion or of these

duties.

statg1, s. (from 43 , this religion, and tag , desire),

a desire of this religion or of these duties.

sített, a. (from 43 , this religion, and atat , de-

sirous , desirous of this religion or of doing these duties.

tel, a (from 23 , this religion, and gifs ,

following upon , consequent upon or corresponding

with this religion or with these duties.

এতদ্ধন্মানুষ্ঠান , s. ( from এতদ্ধৰ্ম্ম, this duty , and অনুষ্ঠান, practice),

the practice or performance of these duties, the prac-

tice of these virtues or religious actions.

astot, a. (from 23 , this duty, and if , prac-

tising), performing these duties, practising these vir-

tues or religious actions,

seat , a. (from 3 , this religion, and watfia,

following), consequent upon this religion , following the

performance of these duties.

23eshaatg, ad. (from 4 , this religion , and wanta, a

following), in consequence of or in accordance with this

religion or these duties.

23femts, s. (from 3 , this religion, and fenta, de-

sire), a desire after this religion or these duties.

AUSKYISHT , a. (from as, this religion, and featfe

desirous), desirous of this religion, or of doing these

duties.

23t , a. (from 3 , this religion, and af , desir-

ous), desirous of this religion, desirous of these duties

or virtues.

st , ad. (from 4 this religion, and , an ob ect),

for this religion, for these duties or virtues.

4 , s. (from 46 , this religion, and , desire) , a

desire for this religion, a wish for these duties.

23. a. (from 2004, this religion, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of this religion , desirous of these duties or vir-

tues.

43.

azi , a. (from 25 , this religion, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of this religion, desirous of these duties or vir-

tues.

935 , s. (from 43 , this religion, and 8 , in-

struction), these religious instructions, instruction in this

religion or in these duties.

এতদ্বৰ্ম্মোপদেশক, a. ( from এতৰৰ্ম্ম, this religion, and উপদেশক,

instructing), giving this religious instruction, instruct-

ing in these duties.

= s. (from 23 , this religion, and 8 , an

instructor), this religious instructor, an instructor in

this religion or in these duties.

935¿Hig§P, a. (from 235 , this religion, and eg§¥, trans-

gressing), transgressing this religion, transgressing these

duties.

47, s. (from 3 , this religion, and 83, a trans-

gression), a transgression of this religion or of these

rules of duty.

ATEX, 8. (from 235, this, and xx,joy), this joy, this per-

son'sjoy.

9358518, a. (from , this joy, and 37 , causing),

causing this rejoicing ; s . the cause of thisjoy.

2353, a. (from a , thisjoy, and 3, produced),

producedby or arising from this joy.

935854), a. (from 93 , thisjoy, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this joy.

48 , ad. (loc. case of237), for this joy or mirth.

35 , this joy, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from this joy.

ts, a. (from

435 , a . (from 3 , thisjoy, and 1 , to give), occasion-

ing this joy.

azántót, s. (from 9 , thisjoy, and ¤¾, a giver), the

giver of this joy or mirth.

ty , a. (from 23 , thisjoy, and tp , giving), giv-

ing occasion for this joy.

si , a. (from 435 , thisjoy, and ifs , giving), oc-

casioning this joy.

43 , s. (from 5 , this joy, and , destruction),

the destruction of this joy.

ge , a. (from 4 , this joy, and , destrutive),

destructive to this joy.

23 , a. (from 255 , thisjoy, and fa , destructive),

destructive to this joy.

43 , s. from 23 , thisjoy, and a , destruction),

the destruction of this joy.

3 , a. (from 3 , this joy, and at , des'ructive),

destructive to this joy.
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AST , a. (from 3 , this joy, and fade, pulling a

step to) , causing this joy to cease,

fate, a. (from 23 , thisjoy, and fatæ, prevent-

ing), preventing this joy.

20ft , 8. (from 43 , this joy, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of this joy.

azzdface, s. (from 2358, this joy, and fafo, cessatiɔn) ,

the cessation of this joy.

এতঘর্ষনিমিত্তক, a . (from এর্ষ, this joy , and নিত্তি, a cause),

caused by or arising from this joy ; ad. from or because

of this joy.

fare, ad. (from 43 , thisjoy, and fifa , a cause),

for this joy or merriment.

fee, a. (from 23 , thisjoy, and gf , oppos-

ing), opposing orhindering this joy.

AGICUF, a . (from 3 , this joy, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this joy ; ad. from or because

of this joy.

go , a. (from 5 , this joy, and , increasing),

promoting or increasing this joy.

, s. (from 43 , thisjoy, and , an increasing),

the promoting or increasing of this joy.

25fa1, ad. (from 23 , this joy, and fant, without),

without or besides this joy.

93afanix, s. (from 23 , thisjoy, and fat , destruction),

the destruction of this joy.

fate, a. (from 43 , this joy, and fast , destruc-

tive), destructive to thisjoy .

এডঘর্ষবিরছিত, a. (froin এতদ্ধর্ষ , this joy , and বিরহিত, desti-

tute of , destitute of this joy.

gefaf«u, a. (from a , this joy, and fa , possessed

of), possessed of this joy.

semafcit, a. (from 23 , this joy, and (4517, destitute of}

destitute of this joy.

3 s. (from 23 , this joy, and af , increase) , the

increase of this joy or merriment.

এতদ্ধর্ষব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এতদ্ধর্ষ, this joy, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), this joy or merriment excepted .

awanforza, s. (from 23 , this joy, and fotz , an ex-

ception), the exception of this joy or pleasure .

qemdrifoine, ad. (loc. case of forge , with the ex-

ception of this joy or pleasure, without or beside this

joy or pleasure.

gergaæ, o. (from 23 , this joy, and za, a root), origi-

nating in this joy.

3 , a. (from 43 , this joy, and T , joined to), con-

nected with this joy.

A.

2381f53, a. (from 43 , this joy, and af , destitute of),

destitute of this joy.

, . (from 45 , this joy, and war, empty) , des-

titute of this joy.

236da58, a. (from 25 , this joy, and ¤ , indicating),

indicating this joy.

235857, a. (from 23 , this joy, and ¬, destitute) , des-

titute of this joy or pleasure.

23 , a. (from 2358, this joy, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this joy ; ad. from or be-

cause of this joy or merriment.

tfas, a. (from 43 , this joy, and afs, possessed of),

possessed of or connected with this joy.

235ifa, 8. (from qoy, this, and xif?, detriment), this detri-

ment or injury, this loss.

qata , a. (from 3 tf , this detriment, and , to do),

doing this injury, causing this loss or detriment.

935ifaætge, a . (from 4351f5, this detriment, aud zizē, de-

ing), doing this injury, causing this loss or detriment.

এতস্থানিকারী, a. (from এউদ্ধানি, this detriment, aud কারিন, do-

ing), doing this injury, causing this loss ordetriment,,

931fa71, 0. (from 23ff7, this detriment, and 571, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this loss or de-

triment.

93atica , ad. loc. case of235 7), for this loss or

detriment.

এতছানিনিমিওক, a. ( from এদ্ধানি, this detriment, and নির্মিত্ব ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this loss or detri

ment ; ad. from or because of this loss or detriment.

এতখানিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডদ্ধানি, this detriment , and নিষিত,

a cause), for this loss or detriment .

23stfagys, a. (from 235 , this detriment, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this less or detri-

meut ; ad, from or because of this loss or detriment.

933 , a. (from 435 , this de'riment, and cx3 , a

cause), caused by or arising from this loss or detri-

ment ; ad. from or because ofthis loss or detriment.

IIT, a. (from 3 , this, and 2177, holding , holding

this, sustaining this, supporting this, having this.

436179 , 8. (from 235, this, and 14 , a holding), this hold-

iag, the having or holding of this, the sustaining or

supporting ofthis.

459134031, s. (from 435174, this holding, aud ☎ý, a doer),

the person who holds or sustains this, this supporter

or sustainer.

23π13«FiŢE, a. (from 234, this sustaining, and etae, do-

ing), assuming or sustaining this, holding or having, this.
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এডদ্বারণকারী , a. (from এস্কারণ, this sustaining, and কারিন,

doing), assuming or sustaining this, having or holding

this.

এডস্করিণক্ষম , a . ( from এডদ্ধারণ , this sustaining, and ক্ষয়, able),

able to assume or sustain this, able to have or hold

this.

এতদ্বারণ জন্য , a. ( from এতদ্ধারণ , this holding, and জন্য, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from the supporting or

sustaining of this, arising from the assuming of this.

st , ad. ( loc . cuse of 231? ) , for the sustaining

or assuming of this, for this having or holding.

এতদ্বারণনিমিত্তক , a. (from এডঙ্কায়ন , this holding, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause) , caused by or arising from the holding or sup-

porting of this, caused by this assuming or sustaining ;

ad, from or because of this having or holding, from or

because of the having or holding of this.

এতদ্বারণনিথিত্তে, al. ( from এতদ্ধারন , titis sustaining , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), for the sustaining or assuming of this, for this

having or holding.

, a. (from 434, this holding, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from the holding or sup-

porting of this, caused by or arising from the assuming

or sustaining of this ; ad. from or because of the bav-

ing or holding of this, from or because of this having

or holding.

935-1938, a. (from 3 , this holding, and cr³, a

cause), caused byor arising from the holding or support-

ing ofthis, caused by or arising from the assuming or

sustaining ofthis ; ad. from or because ofthe having or

holding of this, from or because of this having or hold

ing.

এতদ্বারপাকা$1, ও . (from এস্তফারণ , this holding, and at 1 , de-

sire , a desire to support or sustain this, a desire to as-

sume or have this.

এতদ্বারণাকারী, a. ( from এতদ্বারণ , this holding, and আকাঙ্কিন,

desirous), desirous of supporting or sustaining this, de-

sirous of assuming or having this.

এতদ্বারণাক্ষম, a. ( from এতদ্বারণ, this sustaining, and অক্ষয়, un-

able), unable to sustain or assume this , unable to have

or hold this.

JIZZat【 Fi, s. (from 3 , this holding, and #1 , ex-

pectation), an expectation or looking for the assuming

or sustaining of this.

এতদ্বারণাপেক্ষী, a . (fromএস্কারণ, this holding, and আপেক্ষিন, ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for the assuming or sus-

taining of this.

Atifet , s. (from 43 , this holding, and fanta,

desire), a desire of holding or supporting this, a desire

of assuming or sustaining this.

এতদ্বারনাভিলাষী , a. (from এডদ্বারস , this holding, and অভিলামিন,

desircus), desirous of holding or supporting this, desir-

ous of assuming or sustaining this.

43 , s. (from 23stad, this holding, and 1 , desire),

a desire of holding or supporting this, a desire of as

suming or sustaining this.

935fa745, a. (from 23 134, this holding, and , desirous),'

desirous of holding or supporting this, desirous of as-

suming or sustaining this.

tad , a. (from 43 , this holding, and , desir

ous), desirous of holding or supporting this, desirous of

assuming or sustaining this.

235talatais, a . (from 234, this holding, and 841F, zeal

ous), zealously engaged in holding or supporting this,

zealously engaged in assuming or sustaining this.

qgztalatlāits, s. (from 235tId, this holding, and startst, ex-

ertion), zeal in holding or supporting this, zeal in as-

suming or sustaining this.

এতদ্বারানোদ্যোগী, a. (from এডদ্বারণ , this holling, and

exerting), zealous in holding or supporting this, zeal-

ous in assuming or sustaining this .

এডস্কারনোপক্রম, s. (from এতদ্ধারণ , this holding, and উপক্রম ,

a beginning), the commencement of holding or sup-

porting this, the beginning of assuming or sustaining

this.

এতফারণোপযজ্ঞ , a. ( from এদ্বারণ , this holding , and গুপযুক্ত,

proper), proper for the holding or supporting of this,

proper for the assuming or sustaining of this .

43 , s . (from 934, this, aud tar, laughter), this laugh-

ter.

qatala , s. (from 234, this, and t¬t , an object of

laughter), this object of laughter.

931, s. (from 45 , this, and fat, injury), this inju-

ry or outrage.

qufa^ntēt?æ, a. (from 43☎²☎t, this injury, and tax, de-

ing) , doing this injury, committing this outrage.

এডদ্ধিমাকারী, a. (from এতফি' সা , this injury , and কারিন, do-

ing), doing this injury, committing this outrage.

এতদ্বি^ সাজনক, a . ( from এডদ্বি मi , this injury , and অনক, pro-

ducing), producing this harm or injury.

a . (from 43 , this injury, and 1, produ

cible), producible by or arising from this harm or in-

jury.

এতদ্বি° সাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এডদ্ধি সাজন্য) , for this harm

or injury.

qofantfáface, a. (from 3 , this injury, and fifis,
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a cause), caused by or arising from this harm or inju-

ry ; ad. from or because of this harm or injury.

Ifanfaficy, ad. (from 43f " , this injury, and fifa ,

a cause) , for this harm or injury.

*****, a . (from fat, this injury, and , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this harm or injury ;

ad. by or through this harm or injury.

fat , a . (from 3f , this injury, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this harn or in-

jury, from or because of this harm or injury,

233ff351, od. (from 4ft , this injury, and fat, with-

out) , without or beside this harm or injury.

এডকিং সাব্যতিরিক্ত, C. (from এতলিসা this injury, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this harm or injury excepted .

এতদ্ধি’সাতিরেক, $. ( from এতদ্বিস' , 'this injury , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this harm or injury.

এডদ্ধিৎসা্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case of এতদ্ধি. মাধ্যতিরেকে) , with

the exception of this harm or injury, without or beside

this harm or injury.

flege, o. (from 3 , this injury, and , a

cause , caused by or arising from this harm or injury ;

ad. from or because ofthis harm or injury.

933, s. (from 43 , this, and fs, a benefit) , this benefit

or advantage , this person's benefit.

yofsætxe, a. (from a3fs, this benefit, and atxa, doing),

doing this benefit, procuring this advantage, doing a

benefit to this person.

এতদ্বিতকারী, a. (from এতঙ্কিত, this benefit, and কারিন, doing),

doing this benefit, accomplishing this advantage, doing

a benefit to this person.

333 , a. (from af , this benefit, and 5 , produc-

ing), producing this benefit or advantage, producing this

person's benefit or advantage.

aff , a. (from 33, this benefit, and fas , produc-

粤

ed), produced by or arising from this benefit or advan-

tage, produced by or arising from this person's benefit

or advantage.

933 , a . (from 33, this benefit, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this benefit or advantage,

producible by or arising from this person's benefit or

advantage.

93f533171, ad. (loc, ease of a3ft ), for this benefit or

advantage, for the advantage of this person .

f3 , s. (from 33, this benefit, and , destructi-

on , the destruction of this benefit or advantage , the

destruction of this person's benefit or advantage.

feet , a. (from 43 , this benefit, and P , de-

structive), destructive to this benefit or advantage, de-

structive to this person's benefit or advantage.

433 , a. (from 93f3, this benefit, and fa, destruc-

tive), destructive to this benefit or advantage, destruc-

tive to this person's benefit or advantage .

aat , s. (from 33, this benefit, and at, destructio

on) , the destruction ofthis benefit or advantage, the de-

struction ofthis person's benefit or advantage.

4sata, a. (from 43f3, this benefit, and atte, destruc

tive), destructive to this benefit or advantage, destruc-

tive to this person's benefit or advantage.

q3fa3fafayæ, a. (from 9353, this benefit, and fafi , o cause),'

caused by or arising from this benefit or advantage,

caused by or arising from this person's benefit or advan

tage ; ad. from or because of this benefit or advantage.

fff , ad. (from 233, this benefit, and fas, a

cause , for this benefit or advantage, for the advantage

of this person.

এতদ্বিতপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এন্ড স্থিত , this benefit , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposed to this benefit or advantage, oppos

ed to this person's benefit or advantage.

33 , a. (from 23 , this benefit , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this benefit or advantage,

caused by or arising from this person's benefit or ad-

vantage ; ad. from or because of this benefit or advan-

tage.

93f53156, a. (from 233, this benefit, and z , increas-

ing), increasing these advantages or benefits.

233 , s. (from 233, this benefit, and 7 , an increas

in ), the increasing of these benefits oradvantages.

93f3f1, ad (from 433, this benefit, and fan , without),

without this benefit or advantage.

gefesa, s. (from 3 , this benefit, and af , increase),

the increase of this benefit or advantage, the increase

of this person's benefit or advantage.

এডদ্বিতব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিত, this benefit and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this benefit or advantage excepted, this person's

benefit or advantage excepted.

f
free, (from 3fa3 , this benefit, and fate, an

exception), the exception ofthis benefit or advantage.

4 , ad. (loc. case of 23 ), with the

exception of these benefits or advantages, without or

beside these benefits or advantages .

43 , a . (from 3 , this benefit, and F, joined to),

connected with this benefit or advantage, connected

with this person's ben fit or advantage.

4534 , a, (from 2353, this benefit, and af₹3, desti-
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tute), destitute of this benefit or advantage, destitute of

this person's benefit or advantage.

Asfæstegy, a. (from 433, this benefit, and ex , a cause',

caused by or arising from these benefits or advantages ;

ad. from or because of these benefits or advantages.

fototg1, s. (from 233, this benefit, and stig , desire) ,

a desire for this advantage or benefit.

aðfasteigì, a. (from 23f73, this benefit, and watíga, de-

sirous) , desirous of this advantage or benefit.

Assts4, s. (from 23f3, this benefit, and toed, conduct ,

conduct leading to this person's advantage or benefit.

23f5stõtát, a. (from 23f53, this benefit, and 18 [ga, act-

ing), acting so as to promote this person's advantage or

benefit.

ta , a. (from 23f3, this benefit, and MI , seek-

ing , seeking this benefit or advantage.

এডম্বিতাম্বেষণ , s . ' from এতদ্বিত, this benefit , andঅন্বেষণ, ৫ seek-

ing), a seeking of this benefit or advantage.

asonel, a (from afs, this benefit, and II, 8ɛek-

ing) , seeking this benefit or advantage .

fata, s. (from 43fs, this benefit, and af , de-

sire , a desire for this benefit or advantage.

এডম্বিতাভিলাষী, ৫. (from এতস্থিত, this benefit , and অভিলাষি

desircus), desirous of this benefit or advantage.

AGfE(GK), s . (from 433, this benefit, and ☎ , desire), a de-

sire for this person's benefit, a desire for this benefit or

advantage.

a3f5135 , 0. (from 9 , this benefit, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of this person's advantage, desirous of this be

nefit or advantage.

afas , a. (from 33, this benefit, and desirous) ,

desirous of this person's benefit or advantage.

sofat38), a. from 93f3, this benefit, and 2x , desirous),

desirous of this person's benefit or advantage.

asfactcat, s. (from 435, this, and fest , saluta-

ry instruction), this salutary instruction, this good ad-

vice.

এতন্বিতোপদেশক, a. (from এডস্কিড, this benefit , and উপদেশক,

giving instruction , giving this salutary instruction,

giving this good advice.

43līzỡ, ad. (from 935, this and T , a cause), for this

cause, therefore.

931īta, s. (from 435, this, and æ¤, a burnt offering), this

burntoffering.

asi☎izateæ, a. (from 93ʊta, this burnt offering, and ætaæ,

making), making this burnt offering ; s. the person who

makes this burut offering.

Nan

43.

23¿@txæt¿ì, a. (from atta, this burnt offering, and atfax,

making), making this burnt offering.

23( t#3R), a. (from a³ʊt , this burnt offering, and 5 ,

producible), producible by or arising from this burnt of

fering.

9315 ) I(F1, ad. ( loc. case of 2 ), for this burnt offer

ing.

staff , a. (from asta, this burntoffering, and

fafax, a cause), caused by or arising from this burnt sa-

crifice ; ad. from or because of this burnt offering.

soratafaface, ad. (from asista, this burnt offering, and

fifas , a cầu e , for this burnt sacrifice.

LIS|EJUF, a. (from axista, this burnt offering, and H ,

caused by), caused by or arising from this burnt sacri-

fice ; ad from or because of this burnt sacrifice.

sitafan1, ad. (from , this burnt offering, and frat ,

without), without or beside this burnt sacrifice.

93 tfsfax, a . (from axlata, this burnt offering, and

fafe , excepted), this burnt offering excepted.

এডজ্জোমব্যতিরেক, s. from এতঘোষ, this burnt offering , and

(A*, an exception) , the exception of this burnt offering.

tof , ad. ( loc. case of f ) , with the

exception of this burnt sacrifice, without or beside this

burut sacrifice.

astas , a. (from austa, this burnt sacrifice, and

a cause), caused by or arising from this burnt sacrifice ;

ad. from or because of this burnt sacrifice.

acetatæt 1, 8. (from 231tx, this burnt sacrifice, and statt,

desire), a desire for this burnt sacrifice.

tatat , a. (from 1 , this burnt sacrifice, and

att , desirous), desirous of this burnt sacrifice.

937ztatfsata, s. (from solata, this burnt sacrifice, and

fants, desire), a desire for this burnt sacrifice.

4375tatfsata), a. (from 9315 , this burnt sacrifice, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of this burnt sacrifice.

2317, s. (from 937, this, and gt♬, a diminution), this di-

minution, the diminution of this, this person's decay or

growing less.

এডাসকারক, a. (from এডংস, this diminution , and কারক, doe

ing), causing this diminution, causing this person's de-

cay or diminution.

tatal, a. (from asta, this diminution, and fa , do-

ing) , causing this diminution , causing this decay or di-

minution.

23 , a. (fromat , this diminution , and , pro-

ducing), producing this diminution, causing this decay

or diminution,
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এতচ্ছ্বাসজনিত, a . ( from aउচ্ছ্বাস, this diminution, and জনিত,

produced), produced by this diminution, arising from

this decay or dimiņution,

93Staar, a. (from as , this diminution, and 5 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this diminution

or decrease.

QITAGIRI, ad. (loc, case of 23 ), for this diminution

or deterioration.

stats, a. from 3 , this diminution, and t³, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this diminution or

decrease.

এতচ্ছ্বাসনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্ত'ু , this diminution, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this diminution or de-

crease ; ad. from or because of this diminution.

gaffe, od. (from 48 , this diminution, and is,

a cause , for this diminution or deterioration.

aetas , a. (from this diminution, and star,

opposed to), opposing or hindering this diminution or

decrease

33 , 2. (from 235 , this diminution, and quF, caus-

edby), caused by or arising from this diminution or de-

crease ; ad from or because of this diminution.

23fa1, ad. (from 235 , this diminution, and frat ,

without), without this diminution or decrease.

gagtaarfafes, «. (from 4t , this diminution, and fofte,

excep ed), this diminution or decrease excepted .

gusta īfsige, s. (from 45 , this diminution, and fue,

an exception), the exception of this diminution or de-

crease.

gem fstate, ad. (loc. case of gufaray, with the

exception of this diminution or deterioration, without

or beside this diminution or deterioration.

43gt=1557, a (from , this diminu ion, and (FT, a

cause , caused by or arising from this diminution or de-

crease ; ad, from or because of this diminution.

, s. (from 43 , this, and 3 , destruction),

struction, this person's destruction.

, . (from 6 , this, and , destructive), de-

structive to this, destructive to this person ; s. the de-

stroyer of this.

9 , 8, (from 43 , this, and , a destroying), the

destroying ofthis, the destroying of this person, this de-

stroying.

g3m² atat¿1, s. (from 3 , this destruction, and tæt ,

desire), a desire of destroying this, a desire for this de-

struction.

SIT:A141H, a. (from 3 , this destruction, and atat ,

desirous), desirous of destroying this, desiring this de-

struction.

4 , s. (from 43 , this destruction, and fats,

desire), a desire for the destruction of this, a desire for

this destruction.

graffentat, a. (from 3 , this destruction, and afs

afa , desiring) , desiring this destruction.

23 ), a. (from 23 , this, and fa , destructive), de-

structive to this.

q ^ !, s. (from 23 , this destruction, and 1, de-

sire), a desire for this destruction, a desire for this per-

son's destruction.

2 , a from 23 , this destruction, and 5,

sirous), desirous of this destruction.

STAFF, a. (from 23 , this destruction, and dee

sirous), desirous of this destruction .

435•*, £. (from 237, this, and 74, a family), this family

or race, this person's family or race.

*** , s. (from 23 , thisfamily, and , decay), the

decay of this family, the decay of this person's family.

JETE, a. (from 434• * , thisfamily and 3 , tobe produc-

ed) , born in this family, born of this person's family.

93T457F, a. (from 235 " , this fimily, aud We, produc-

ing), producing this family ; s . the progenitor of this

family, this progenitor.

23.* fa , «. (from 43 , this fmily, and 3, pro-

duced), born in this family, born in this person's fami-

ly.

, a (from a , thisfamily, and , produci-

ble), producible in this family, producible in this per☛

son's family.'

এতদ্বৎশজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদূর শজন্য ) , for this race or

family.

J5 • ate, ɑ. (from a , this family, and t³, born),

born in this family, born in this person's family.

ITT","ÏRA, s. (from • , this family, and л, destructi-

on), the destruction of this family, the destruction of

this person's family.

QGT•H'AE, ɑ. (from <* , this family, and Hue, da-

structive), destructive to this family, destructive to this

person's family.

93ª , a. (from 935 , thisfamily, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to this family, destructive to this per

son's family.

235 watt, s. (from 43 , this family, and tt, destruc-

tion , the destruction of this family, the destruction of

this person's family.

, a. (from 23 , this family, and tas, de-
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stru -tive), destructive to this family, destructive to this

person's family.

com∙Hjafogo, o. (from *, this family, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from this family or race ;

ad. from or because of this family.

AzHfafary, ad. (from 235 , this family, and fafts, a

cause , for this race or family.

এতদ্বৎو শপযুক্ত , a. ( from এ দ্বংশ, this family, and পযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from this family ; ad. from or

because of this family.

ATESTÉK, a. (from 4 , this family, and we, inertas-

ing), increasing this family.

9 , s. (from 935 , this family, and ¹, an in-

creasing), the increasing ofthis family.

agawafa, s. (from 3 , this family, and af , increase),

the increase or prosperity of this family.

এতদ্ব শষিক , a. ( from এডম্ব' পত্তি, the increase ofthis fami-

ly, and to make), causing the increase of this family,

producing the prosperity of this race or family.

এতদ্বংশবৃদ্ধিকারক, a. (from এগুদ্ব শবৃদ্ধি, the increase of this

family, and at , making), causing the increase ofthis

family.

fat . (from 9 , the increase ofthis fa-

mily, and at37, making), causing the increase of this

family.

AITITI=☎, ɑ. (from 23 , the increase ofthis fa-

mily, and sa , producing), causing the increase of

this family.

AGrayCaus´ a. (from 237 , the incr´ase of this fami-

ly, and 1, produc ble) producible by or arising from

the increase of this family.

4 **zfasını, ad. (lo , crse of a far), for the in-

crease of this race or family.

, 8, (from4f , the increase ofthisfami-

ly, and at , destruction , the destruction ofthe increase

ofthis family.

Mezicntza, a. (from af , the increase of this

family, and at , destructive), destructive to the in-

crease of this family.

surenzfufazfa, ;. (from azr•×qfs, the increase of this

family, and frafy cessation), the cessation of the in-

crease of this family.

Air²=zfsfafiz», a (from 451fs, the increase of this

family, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the increase of this family ; ad from or because ofthe

increase ofthis family.

Agr•*pfafaface, ad. (from surf , the increase ofthis

family, and fafa , a cause), for the increase of this race

or family.

Laff , a. (from Laf , the increise of this

family, and af , opposing), opposing or hindering

the increase of this family,

fag , a. (from 43 , the increase of thisfa-

mily, and us, caused by), caused by or arising from

the increase of this family ; ad. from or because of the

increase of this family.

এতদ্বংশবৃদ্ধিরছিত, a. (from এতদ্ভুত শব্দ্ধি, the in rease ofthis fai

mily, and af , destitute of , destitute of the increase

of this family.

QITTEESE, a . (from 43 , the increase of thisfa

mily, and crg, a cause), caused by or arising from the

increase of this family; ad. from or because of the in-

crease of this family.

এতদ্ব̂ শব্যতিরিক্ত , ৫. (from স্তম্ব , this family, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this race or family excepted.

এভা^ শব্যতিরেক, s. ( from এ দৃশ, thisfamily . and প্রতিরেক , an

exception), the exception of this race or family.

এভদ্ব শব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বংশবতিরেক) , with the

exception of this family, without or beide this race or

family.

AST, 8. (from 3 , this family, and art , ho-

nour), the honour or respectability of this family.

এডম্ব শরক্ষক, a. ( from এতদ্বংশ, this family , and রক্ষক, preserve

ing), preserving or guarding this family ; s. the guardian

or preserver of this family.

preserva-

NT\ F4 , s. (from 435° ™, this family, andIT , a preserd-

ing), the preserving or guarding of this family.

2T^*IF1_8, (from , this family, and 1,

tion), the preservation of this family.

cafes, a. (from as , this family, and af , desti-
হিত,

tute of, destitute of this family.

, a. (from 3 , this family, and I, empty),

destitute of this family.

• xt , a. (from 43 , this family, and , destitute

of), destitute or bereft of this family.

AGF<*|{{TIT, a. (from 235 , this family, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this family; ad. from or be-

cause of this race or family.

এতদ্ব^শোৎপত্তি, ও. (from এড শ, this family , and sৎপত্তি, pro

duction), the production of this family.

937°¿* te97, a. (from 23 , this family, and 87, pro-

duced), produced or born in this family.

1
এতদ্ব̂ শোৎপাদক, a. (from এতদ্বাদশ, this family and উৎপাদক,

producing), producing this family; s. the progenitor of

this family.

Nan2
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23e947, s (from 43 , is family, and set , a

producing), the producing of this family.

Qzgantya, s. (from 4 ×, this family, and 837, produc-

tion), the rise or production of this family.

goa’ *tafs, s. ( fro u 937% , this family, and safs, elevati-

on), the elevation or prosperity of this family.

এতদ্ব °-শোপযুক্ত, a. ( from এড.শ, this family, and গুপযুক্ত, fit ),

becoming or fitting this family.

235 Ft, 8. (from 937, this, and 45, a spraker), one who

speaks or discourses upon this particular subject, this

speaker.

་
234H31, 8. (from 237F one who discourses on this) , the cir-

cumstance of being this speaker, the being a speaker

upon this subject.

LIVET, 8. (from TTH, one who discourses on this , the cir-

cumstance of being this speaker, the being a speaker

upon this subject.

SITE, s. (from 235, thi , and 15, the mouth), this mouth,

this face, this person's mouth,

CE , s. (from 435, this mouth or fice, and **s,

seeing), seeing this face, showing this face,

AGTEKWA, 8. (from 255, this mouth or face, and ¤× 7, a

secing), the seeing of this face, the showing of this face.

ST * ,́ a. (from 9345, this mouth orface, and 7, see-

ing), seeing this face, showing this face.

এদ্বক্ত্বাপেক্ষা s . ( from এতদ্বক্ত, this face, and অপেক্ষা, expec

tation), partiality to this person.

9 , s. (from 435, this, and , the breast) this bosom,

this breast.

এতদুস্কঃস্থল , s . ( from এতদ্বক্ষস , this bosom , and জ্বল, a place),

this bosom, this person's bosom.

LITF: MI, a, (from 931 :1 , this bosom, and di, to stand),

situated on this bosom, situated on this person's bosom.

93TF:zat?), a. (from 437 , this bosom, and tf ,

staying , lying or continuing on this person's bosom,

lying or continuing on this bosom.

এতদ্বক্ষঃস্থলস্থিত, a. ( from এতদ্বক্ষঃস্থল , this bosom, and স্থিত, situ-

ated , situated or being on this person's bosom, situat-

ed on this bosom.

93167, 8. (from 234, this, and 287, a word), this word, this

speech, this sentence, this person's word or speech,

9372, 7. (from 234, this) , like this, resembling this .

LETI, s. (from 935, this, and 4, slaughter) , this slaughter

or murder, the murder or slaughter of this person.

1, s. (from 43 , this slaughter, and a , a doer),

this murderer, the murderer of this person, the killer of

this animal, the perpetrator of this murder..

এতস্ববস্কারক, a. (from এতদ্বধ, this slaughter, and কারক, doing),

93....

committing this murder, slaying this person ; the per-

petrator of this murder.

quæåætzt, ɑ, (from 9377, this slaughter, and tføą, d›ing),

committing this murder, slaying this person, killing this

animal.

এতস্ব বজনিত, a. ( from এতদ্বধ, this slaughter, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this murder or

slaughter, caused by or arising from the murder or

slaughter of this person or animal..

, a (from 23 , this slaughter, and s, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from this murder or

slaughter, producible by or arising from the murder or

slaughter of this person or animal.

23E8m , ad. (loc. case of 237767 ), for this murder or

slaughter.

ts, a (from 3, this slaughter, and ts, produc

et), produced by or arising from this murder or slaugh

ter, produced by or arising from the murder or slaugh

ter ofthis person or animal..

, a. (from 2 , this killing, and fa , causing

to cerse), putting a stop to this murder or slaughter.

quifaxteæ, a. (from I, this slaughter, and faxtax, pre-

renting), preventing this murder or slaughter. prevent-

ing the murder or slaughter of this person or animal.

এতদ্বধনিবারণ , ৪. ( from এডদধ, this slaughter, and নির্ধারণ, ৫

preventing), the preventing of this murder or slaugh

ter, a preventing ofthe murder or slaughter ofthis per

son or animal.

23ff3, s. (from 3 , this killing, and fagfa, cessati

on), the cessation of these murders, the cessation of

this slaughter.

gmifificæ, «. (from get this slaughter, and fifus, a

cause), caused by or arising from this murder or slaugh

ter, caused by orarising from the murder or slaughter

of this person or animal ; ad. from or because ofthis

murder or slaughter..

Izmifsfære, ad.. (from 2012, this killing, and fifi , c

cause), for this killing or slaughter.

এতদ্বধপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from এডম্বস্ব, this slaughter , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

preventing), opposing or preventing this murder o:

slaughter, opposing or preventing the murder or slaugh

ter of this person or animal.

এতম্বঃপুযুক্ত, a . ( from স্তব, this slaughter, and প্রযুক্ত , crused

by), caused by or arising from this murder or slaugh-

ter, caused by or arising from the murder or slaughter

of this person or this animal ; ad from or because of this

murder or slaughter,
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Arafat, ad. (from 23 , this sloughter, and faal, without),

without this murder or slaughter, without the murder

or slaughter of this person or thi , animal.

এম্বধব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতম্বৰ , this slaughter, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this murder or slaughter excepted, the mur-

der or slaughter of this person or animal excepted .

Artwfsexx, a. (frəm q373, this slaughter, and arfsigæ, an

exception) , the exception of this slaughter or murder,

the exception ofthe murder or slaughter of this person

or animal.

এতদ্বত্ৰ্যৈতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বধব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of this murder or slaughter, without or beside

this murder or slaughter.

ASTÎɩTIS, a¸ (from 2 , this slaughter, and a cruse),

caused by or arising from this murder or slaughter, caus-

ed by or arising from the murder or slaughter of this

person or animal ; ad. from or because of this murder

or slaughter.

93Tatt§1, s. (from T , this slaughter, and atøtai , a de-

sire,, a desire for this murder or slaughter, a desire for

the murder or s'aughter of this person or animal.

Itist, a. (from a , this slaughter, and t £7, de-

sirous), desirous ofthis murder or slaughter, desirous of

the murder or slaughter of this person or animal.

এতদ্বস্বানুসন্ধান , s. (from স্তম্বৰ, this slaughter, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a seeking after this murder or slaughter, a seek-

ing after the murder or slaughter of this person or ani-

mal.

23781zazidl,a. (from 2311, this slaughter, and জনুসন্ম: য়ি ,

searching after), searching after this murder or slaugh-

ter, searching after the murder of this person or animal.

এতদ্বাপেক্ষা , ৪. (fron এতদ্বধ, this slaughter, and অপেক্ষা, ex-

pectation , an expectation or looking for this murder or

slaughter, an expectation or looking for the slaughter of

this person or animal.

237a fanta, s. (from 3 , this slaughter, and femta, de-

sire), a desire for this murder or slaughter, a desire for

the murder or slaughter of this person or animal.

artifext ) a. (from 4 , this slaughter, and afsat

desirous), desirous of this murder or slaughter, desir-

ous of the murder or slaughter of this person or ani-

mal.

23TIK), s. (from 947, this slaughter, and ¹, desire), a

desire for this murderorslaughter, a desire for the mur

der or slaughter of this person or animal ,

945, a. (from 2008, this slaughter, and ₹5, desirous), de-

sirous ofthis murder or slaughter, desirous ofthe mur-

der or slaughter of this person or animal.

SET¿dge, a. (from 948, this slaugh´er, an 1 ₹5, desirous),

desirous of this murder or slaughter, desirous of the

murder or slaughter of this person or animal.

93t , a. (from 238, this slaughter, and 8513, engaged

in , about to commit this murder or slaughter, about to

kill this person or this animal.

43 , 4, (from 23 , this slaughter, and sa , engag

ed in , engaged in this murder or slau hter, engaged in

the murder or slaughter of this person or aninal.

4sElåtarist, s. (from 4348, this slaughter, and suits, exer-

tion), an attempt to commit this murde or slaughter, au

attempt to kill this person or animal.

43 :2 artit, a. (from 23 , this slaughter, and statista, ex-

erling), attempting this murder or slaughter, attempting

to kill this person or animal.

237814F¤, 8. (from 4341, this slaughter, and stra, a be-

ginning), the beginning ofthis murder or slaughter, the

commencement of the murder or slaughter of this per-

son or animal.

43 , a. (from 23 , this slaughter, and sЯr ,fit),

proper for or worthy of this murder or slaughter, proper

for or worthy of the murder or slaughter of this person-

or this animal, deserving this death.

quatatg, s. (from 238, this slaug'i´er, and sitä, an expe-

dien ), an expedient for this murder or slaughter, an ex-

pedient for themurder or slaughter of this person or ani-

nial.

43 , s. (from 935. this, and T , the connection ofspirit

with matt r), this union or connection of spirit with

matter, these bonds.

231CE, s. (from 235, this, and , a pledge), this pawn

or pledge.

JGTATTgqE, a: (from 437 , this pledge, and ad, an in-

strument), effected by means of this pledge; ad. by means

of this pawn or pledge.

এতদ্বন্দ্বকজন্য, a. (from এতন্বথক, this pledge, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this pawn of

pledge.

237EE5151, ad. (1.c. case of437 ), for this pawn or

pledge.

txt , ad. (from 43 , thi pl dge, andata, a door),

by or through this pawn or pledge.

এতদ্বন্ধকনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এ দ্বন্ধক, this pledge, and নিমিত্ত,

cause , caused by or arising from this pawn or pledge ;

ad. from or because of this pawn or pledge.

এতদ্বন্দ্বকনিয়িত্তে, ad, (from এ দ্বন্ধ , this ple lge , and fনবিত্ত ,

cause , for this pawn or pledge,
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এতদ্বন্দ্বকপযুক্ত , a. (from এ দ্বন্দ্বs, this pledge, and প্রযুক্ত, crus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this pawn or pledge;

ad. from or because of this pawn or pledge.

AGTEFId>, a. {from 2 , t is connection of spirit with

matter, and așa, in instrument), effected by means

of this connection of spirit with matter ; al. by or

through this connection of spirit with matter.

ZITAITEE, á. (from 3 , thispledge, and ‹ ,a cause),

caused by or arising from this pawn or pledge ; ad.

from or because of this pawn or pledge.

QUEHLIA1, ad. (from 23 , this connection of spirit with

matter, and i , a door), by or through this union of

spirit with matter.

AI , s. (from 434, this, and , a binding), this binding

or fastening, the binding or confining of this person.

এতদ্বন্ধনকারক, a. (from এ দ্বন্ধন , this binding and কারক, mak-

ing), binding or confining this person, causing these

bonds.

এতদ্বন্ধনকারী, a. (from এতদ্বঅন, this binding, and কারিন, mak-

ing), binding or confining this person, making these

bonds.

এতদ্বস্বনজনিত, a. (from এতদ্বন্ধন, this binding , and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from binding or confin-

ing this person, produced by or arising from this bind-

ing or confinement.

ASTA- II, a. (from 23 , this binding, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from binding or confin-

ing this person, producible by or arising from this bind-

ing or confinement.

"
CONTIGIII, ad. ( loc case of937 ), for this confine-

ment, for this fastening, for these bonds.

এতদ্বন্দ্বনজাত, a . (from এতদ্বন্ধন , this binding, and জাত, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from binding or confining

this person, produced by or arising from this binding or

confinement.

gurata, s. (from 937, this binding, and A, destruc-

tion) , the destruction of these bonds, the liberating of

this person from coufinement.

93TagsAd, a. (from 2 , this binding, and an , de-

structive), destructive to these bonds, freeing this per-

son from confinement.

935 % ), 4. (from 43117, this binding, and fan, de-

structive) , destructive to these bonds, dissolving this

person's bonds.

7

, s. (from 7 , this binding, and att, destruc-

tion), the destruction of these bouds, the freeing of this

person from bonds. ?

, . 'from 4 , this binding, and atta, de-

structive), destructive to these, bonds, freeing this per-

sou from bones.

43wazfkrýs, a . (from 23¤¤¹, this binding, and farto, put-

ting a stop to), putting an end to this confinement, put-

ting an end to this person's confinement,

এতদ্বন্ধনদিবারক, ৫. from এত স্বम is binding, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this confinement or fastening,

preventing this person's confinement.

এতদ্বন্দ্ব নিবারণ, s. (from এ দ্বন্ধন , this binding, and নির্ধারণ,

prevention) , theprevention of this confinement or fasten-

ing, the preventing ofthis person's confinement.

এতদ্বন্ধন নিবৃত্তি, s . (from এ দ্বন্ধন, this binding , and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of these bonds, the cessation of

this binding or confinement.

এতঘক্ষণনিমিত্তক, a. (from একজन, this binding, and নির্মিত,

cause), caused by or arising from this confinement, caus-

ed by orarising from this person's confinement ; ad. from

or because of this binding or confinement.

এতদ্বন্ধননিমিত্তে, ad. (from এ দ্বন্ধন, this binding , and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), for this confinement, for this fastening, for this

binding.

এতদ্বন্ধনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এ দ্বন্ধন, this binding, and প্রতিবন্ত্ৰক,

1

opposing), opposing or hindering this confinement or fas-

tening, opposing or hiudering this person's confinement.

AICAALOF, a. (from 234, this binding, and s, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this confinement,

caused by or arising from this person's confinement ;

ad from or because of this fastening or confinement.

feat, od. (from 28 , this binding, and feni, with-

cut) , without this binding or fastening, without this

shutting, without the confinement of this person .

এতদ্বন্ধনবিনাশ, s. (Irom এডৱন্ধন , this binding and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this binding or confine-

ment, the liberation of this person from confinement.

এতদ্র জনবিপাশক, ও. (from জন, this binding, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this binding or confinement,

loosing this person from confinement.

gemmafafaty, a. (from , this binding, and faft , pos-

sessed of), subject to this binding or confinement..

এতদ্বানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদ্বস্বন , this binding , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this binding or confinement excepted.

এডমুঋনব্যতিরেক, s. (from : দ্বন্ধন , this landing , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this binding or confine-

ment.
t

এতদ্বন্ধনঃতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডম্বক্ষণ ব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this binding or confinement.
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Asteary, a. (from 93747, this binding, and as, libérat-

ed), liberated from this binding or confinement.

, a. (from 93 , this binding, and z , a root),

originating in this binding or confinement, originating

in this person's confinement.

এতদ্বন্ধনমোচক, a. (from এতদ্বন্ধন , this binding, and যৌচ , li-

berating), loosingthese bonds, releasing from this con-

finement.

এতদ্বন্ধনমোচন , s . (from এডদ্বন্ধন , this binding, and যৌবন, ali-

berating), a liberating from these bonds, a releasing from

this confinement, the liberating of this person from

confinement.

•

SITEATF, a. (from 43 , this binding, and 4 , joined to),

connected with this binding or confinement, connected

with this person's confinement,

এভদ্বন্ধনরহিত, a . ( from এতদ্বন্ধন , this binding, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), free from this binding, free from this shutting

up or confinement.

7 , a. (from 4 , this binding, and T, empty),

free from this binding, free from this shutting up or

confinement.

SITIF, a. (from , this binding, and 5 , a

caus ), caused by or arising from this bindling or con-

finement, caused by or arising from this person's con-

finement ; ad. from or because of this binding or con-

finement.

এডদ্বন্ধনাকা$1, s. (from এ দ্বন্ধন, this binding, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা , de-

sire), a desire for this shutting or confinement, a desire

for this person's confinemeat.

এতদ্বন্ধণণকারী, a. ( from এডদ্বন্ধন, this binding , and আাকানি,

desirous), desirous ofthis shutting or confinement, de-

sirous ofthis person's confinement.

এতদ্বন্দ্ৰনাপেক্ষণ , 5. ( from এডদ্বন্ধন, this binding, and অপেক্ষা, ex-

pectation), an expectation or looking for this binding,

an expectation or looking for the confinement of this

person.

এতদ্বঅণাপেক্ষী, a. (from এতদ্বন্ধন , this binding , and অপেক্ষি ,

expecting), expecting or looking for this binding or con-

finement, expecting or looking for this person's confine-

ment.

Santfenix, s. (from 4 , this binding, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for this binding or confinement, a desire

for this person's confinement.

93TFat(sata), a. (from 93 , this binding, and fat ,

desirous), desirous of this binding or confinement, de-

sirous of this person's confinement.

AITAH), 8. (from this binding, and ), døsire,,

93.

a desire for this binding or confinement, a desire for

this person's confinement.

23 , a. (from 23 , this binding, and 5, desir

ous), desirous of this binding or confinement, desirous of

this person's confinement.

AICCITE, a, (from 23 , this binding, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of this binding or confinement, desirous

of this person's confinement.

2GTH(A|K13, a. (from 2 , this binding, and 2×13, exert-

ed), engaged in this binding, engaged in confining, this

person.

23CWcata75, a. (from 237, this binding, and 84IF, Oxert-

edfor), engaged in exertions for this binding, engaged

in confining this person.

AggAlAteurist, s . (from 3 , this binding, and startst, ex-

ertion), an exertion for this binding, exertion to confine

this person'

tears , a . (from , this binding, and artista,

exerting), exerting himselfin this binding, exerting him

self to confine this person.

এতদ্বন্দ্ব নোপক্রম, s. (from এ দ্বন্ধন , this binding , and sপক্রম, a bea

ginning), the beginning of this binding or confinement,

the commencement of this person's confinement.

এতদ্বন্দ্বনোপযুক্ত, a. ( from এডদ্বান , this binding , and উপযুক্ত, pro

per), worthy of this binding or confinement, proper to

this person's confinement.

93 , s. (from 234, this, andx , a relation), this narrati-

on, this relation, this description, the description of this.

931, s. (from 43 , this, and 1 , a relation), this nar

ration, this relation, this description.

q35ɗatæigi, s. (from 43511, this narration, and alt÷1,'

desire), a desire for this narration, a desire for this de-

scription, a desire to make this relation.

এতদ্বর্ণনাকারী, a. (from এডর্ণনা , this narration, and অকানি,

desirous), desirous of making this narration , desirous of

making this relation, desirous of making this descrip-

tion.

এতদ্বসনাকারক, a . (from এডবর্ণনা , this narration, and কারক,

making), making or delivering this narration or relati

on, making this description,

93antats , a. (from 931, this narration, and affe , do

ing), making or giving this narration or relation, mak-

ing this description.

93 , a. (from 931, this description, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this description

or relation.

25″fathe73, ad. (loc. case of2 ), for this descrip-

tion, for this relation, for this narration,
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45.

437íatfafas , a. (from 9351, this description , and fafis,

a cause , caused by or arising from this description or

relation ; ad. from or because of this description or re-

lation

quá tfafèce, ad. (from 237hat, this description, and fifay,

a au e), for this description, for this relation , for this

narration.

15, a. (from 231, this description , and 77,

caused by), caused by or arising from this description

or narration ; ad. from or because of this description or

relation.

gendatizze, a. (from 21, this description, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this description or

narration ; ad. by or through this description or narra-

tion.

, a. (from 23 , this, and , increasing , increas-

ing this, promoting this.

2571, s. (from 435, this, and 4 , an increasing), the in-

creasing ofthis, the promoting of this , this person's pros-

perity or increase,

's, a. (from 934, this, and afs , increased , increas-

ed or improved by this person or this.

' ,Aa, s. (from 235, this, and a , strength , this army, these

forces, this strength.

GLAJAS, a. (from 43 , this strength, and 4, produc-

ing), producing this strength, producing this person's

strength.

938a5f13, a. (from 43 , this strength, and 3, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this strength or from

these forces, produced by or arising from this person's

strength.

, a. (from 3 , this strength, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this strength, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's strength.

effare, ad. (from 93 , this strength, and fafas,

a cause) , for this strength or power, for these forces.

Asafe, al. (lec. case of 4 , with the ex-

ception ofthis strength or power, without or beside this

strength or these forces .

Aya 1, a. (from 237 , this strength, and war, empty),

destitute of this strength or power, destitute of these

forces.

MUTIH, s. (from 23 , this, and , bark), this bark, the

bark of this tree or plant.

genTaGaz, a¸ (from 431 , this bork, and as, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this bak.

SRT , S. (from 4 , this bark, and Яt , destruction),

45.

the destruction of this bark, the destruction of thebark

of this tree or plant.

ALTAISE, 0. (from 434TR, this bark, and atæ, destruc.

tive), destructive to this bark, destructive to the bark

of this tree or plant .

43 ,a. (from 43 , this bark, and fafas, acause),

caused by or arising from this bark or from the bark of

this tree or plant.

23 , 9, (from 93 , this bark, and us, caused

by , caused by or arising from this bark or from the

bark of this tree or plant ; ad. from or because of this

bark.

43afe , ad. (from 20ga, this bark, and 1 , with

out), without this bark, without the bark ofthis tree or

shrub.

এতৰ্বল্কলৰিশিষ্ট , a. ( from এভস্বল্কস, this bark, and বিশিষ্ট , pora

sessed of), clothed with this bark, possessed or cover-

ed withthe back of this tree or plaut.

23 Barfsfax, a. (from 93548, this burk, and 21[3[3¥, ex-

cepted , this bark excepted, the bark of this tree or plang

excepted.

231Javfsize, a. (from 23TII, this bark, and rifsɩax, an

exception , the exception of this bark, the exception of

the bark of this tree or plant.

QITIF, a. (from 935, this bark, and 45,joined to),

connected with this bark, connected with the back of

this tree or plant.

43zfxs, a. (from 23 , this bark, and destitute),

destitute of this bark, destitute of the bark of this tree

or shrub.

qpoxia, a. (from 43 , this bark, and ì , destitute),

destitute of this bark, destitute of the bark ofthis tree

or plant.

AITTRICEF, a. (from 23, this bark, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by this bark , caused by or arising from the bark

of this tree or plant ; ad. from or because of this bark.

43 , s. (from 434, this, and * , controul) , this controul,

this authority, this person's controul, subject to this

person.

931, a. (from 43 , this controul, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this contioul or au-

thority.

ata , ad. (loc. case of 23 ), for this subjection or

controul.

এতদ্ব গতাপদ্ম, a. ( from এডদ্বণতা, this control, and আপিন্ন, aj-

jected by), affected by or connected with this controul.

এদ্বপনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বণ, this controul , and নিষি ,

cause,, caused by or arising from this controul.
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Gaffs, ad. (from 4 , this controul, and fas, a

cause), for this subjection or controul.

Duque, a. (from 23 , this controul, and y , caused

by), caused by or arising fromthis controul ; ad. from

or because of this controul.

SITdiæ, a, (from 4 *, this controul, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this controul ; ad. from or

because ofthis controul.

, s. (from 23 , this, and Я , cloth), this cloth, these

garments, this person's clothes.

AGTĦIJAI, a. (from 931 , this cloth, and r, producible

by), producible by or arising from this cloth, produci-

ble by or arising from this person's clothes.

2337, ad (loc. case of AGERAMAI), for this cloth, for

these clothes.

quuafife, a. (from , this cloth, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from this cloth, caused by

or arising from this person's clothes ; ad. from or be-

cause of this cloth.

রহসননিষিতে, ad. (from এডস , this cloth , and नিযিশু,

cause), for this cloth, for these clothes.

a

. (from , this cloth, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this cloth, caused by or

arising from this person's clothes ; ad. from or because

of this cloth .

anfant, ad. (from , this cloth, and fat, without),

without this cloth, without this person's clothes.

AsTzafofM8, a. (from sЯ, this cloth, and faf , possess-

ed of), possessed of this cloth, possessed of this per-

son's clothes.

genaufsfas, a. (from SITA , this cloth, and sofas, ex-

cepted), this cloth excepted , this person's clothes ex-

cepted.

এতধসনব্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতদ্বসন, this cloth, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this cloth, the exception of

this person's clothes.

এতদ্বসনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এন্ড সনব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of these clothes, without or beside these

clothes.

, 7. (from , this cloth, and T , joined to).

connected with this cloth, connected with this person's

clothes.

gernzzxz, a. (froman, this cloth , and 3 , keeping),

keeping or guarding this cloth, keeping or guarding

this person's clothes.

STAAZEI, s. (from 43¤¤¤, this cloth, and !, preservati

on), the preservation ofthis cloth, the preservation of

this person's clothes,

息す。

safe , a. (from 483, this cloth, and 73, destitute,

destitute of this cloth, destitute ofthese garments.

, a. (from 3 , this cloth, and 1, empty), des.

titute of this cloth, destitute of these garments .

45 , a. (from 3 , this cloth, and t , destitute),

destitute of this cloth, destitute of these garments.

AITAALIF, a. (from 43577, this cloth, and ( g, a cause),'

caused by or arising from this cloth, caused by or aris.

ing from this person's clothes ; ad. from or because of

this cloth.

coatet , s. (from 43 , this cloth, and atat , de-

sire), a desire for this cloth, a desire for this person's

clothes.

qugaatatgì, a. (from a¤, this c'o:h, and ttfia, de-

sirous), desirous of this cloth, desirous of this person's

clothes.

apSagaatanata, s. (from 2 , this cloth, and want ,

a seeking), the searching for this cloth, a searching for

this person's clothes.

এডম্বসনানুসন্ধায়ী , a. (from স্তাসন, this cloth, and অনুসখাি

seeking), searching for this cloth, searching for this per-

son's clothes.

এতদ্বসনান্বেষক, a. (from এতদ্বসন , this cloth, and অন্বেষক, seek -

ing), seeking this cloth, seeking this person's clothes.

এতদ্ৰ সনান্বেষণ, s. (from এতদ্বসন , this cloth, and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking), the seeking of this cloth, the seeking of this

person's clothes.

এতদ্বসনান্বেষী , a. (from এতদ্বসন , this cloth, and অশ্বে,ি seeka

ing), seeking this cloth, seeking this person's clothes.

SCAN , s. (from 43 , this cloth, and s , expec-

tation) , an expectation or looking for this cloth, an ex-

pectation or looking for this person's clothes .

এতদ্বসনাপেক্ষী, a. ( from এডসেন, this cloth , and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), looking for or expecting this cloth, looking

for or expecting this person's clothes.

geanatssmta, s. (from 93 , this cloth, and fonta, de-

sire), a desire for this cloth, a desire for this person's

clothes.

এতদ্বসনাভিলাষী, a. from এতদ্বসন, this cloth, and অভিলাষি , de-

sirous), desirous of this cloth, desirous of this per-

son's clothes.

JICAAC), 8. (from 23577, this cloth, and ', desire),

a desire for this cloth, a desire for this person's clothes.

SGTAlIH, a. (from 43 , this cloth, and 35, desirous), desir

ous of this cloth , desirous of this person's clothes.

AICMIHI, 6. (from , this cloth, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of this cloth, desirous of this person's clothes.

000
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35.

sortas, a. (from 935, this, and atæ , a word), this word or

sentence, this discourse, this person's words or sentences.

AGTĪTIGA), a. (from At , this word, and 573, producible),

producible by or arising from this person's words or dis-

course.

এতদ্বাক্যজনে], ad. (loc. case ofএকিজন্য) , for these words or

sentences.

এতদ্বাক্য নিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্বাer, this word, and নির্মিত,

cause , caused by or arising from this person's words or

discourse ; ad, from or because ofthese words.

goatafore, ad (from art , these words, and fafa ,

a cause), for these words or sentences.

getic , a. (from 235tæ , this word, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this person's words or dis-

course ; ad. from or because of these words.

qatami, a. (from 23313, this word, and ziną, speak-

ing), speaking these words, delivering this discourse.

35 ,ad. (from at , this word, and f1, without) ,

without this word or sentence, without this person's

discourse.

এতদ্বাক্যব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতস্বাক্য, this word, and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this word or sentence excepted, this person's

words or discourse excepted.

এতদ্বাক্যব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদ্বাক্য , this word, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of this word or sentence,

the exception of this person's discourse.

এতদ্বতিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বাক্যব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception ofthese words or sentences, without or be-

side these words or sentences.

E, s. (from 431, this word, and E, a collec

tion), a collection ofthese words or sentences, a collec-

tion of this person's sayings or discourses.

AOTIANEGE, a. (from 23 , this word, and T, a cause),

caused byor arising from this word or sentence, caused

by or arising from this discourse ; ad. from or because

ofthese words.

এতদ্বাক্যাদর , s. (from এতদ্বাক্য, this word, and আদর, respect ),

respect to this person's words, a regard to these words

or discourse.

tata , s. (from 93 , this word, and tag, a begin-

ning), the beginning of this discourse, the beginning of

this person's discourse.

SoTtbæ, a. (from 935, this, and Tid , expressing), express-

ing this, saying this.

এতদ্বাচকতা , s . ( from এ দ্বাচক, expressing this) , the expressing

of this sentence or word.

AVKİBET, s. (from 935 , expressing this), the expressing

of this sentence or word.

agats , 8. (from 23 , this, and 157, utterable) , this thing

which is to be spoken or uttered ; a. utterable by this

person, capable of expressing this.

431, s. (from 255, this, and R¹, desire), this desire, this

person's desire or wish .

430121577, a. (from AGTİR) , this desire, and ☎, produs:

ing), producing this person's desire or wishes.

43 , a . (from 431 , this desire, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this desire.

23att31, ad. (loc. case of 2GEFRf371), for this wish or

desite.

এতদ্বাঞ্ছানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a . (from এড : 1 , this desire , and নিৰ্ত্তক,pul-

ting a stop to), putting a stop to this desire, putting a

stop to this person's desire.

এতদ্বাঞ্জানিবারক, a. (from এড 1ি , this desire , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this desire, preventing this person's

desire.

এতদ্বান্ধানিবারণ , ৪. (from aial , this desire, and নিবারণ pre-

venting), the preventing of this desire, the preventing

of thisperson's desire.

qgætrifagfa, s. (from 23TI, this desire, and fifa, cessa-

tion), the cessation of this desire, the cessation of this

person's desire,

93T1Rtfhfacæ, a. (from ATTIR), this desire, and fifix, a

cause , caused by or arising from this desire ; ad. from

or because ofthis desire.

এতদ্বান্ধানিযিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্বtal, this desire, and নির্মিত,

a cause), for this wish or desire.

3351215, a. (from 21, this desire, and Я , caused

by, caused by or arising from this desire ; ad. from or

because of this desire.

aggigtgag☎, a. (from 9 ), this desire, and gaT, ex-

citing), exciting this desire, exciting this person's de-

sire.

এতদ্বাঞ্ঝাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্তদ্ব1ি, this desire, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this desire or wish excepted, this person's

desire or wish excepted.

QUIRIZIFSITE, s. (from 23t , this desire, and afstra,

an exception), the exception of this wish or desire.

এতদ্বাঞ্জাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতস্থাত্মাব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this wish or desire, without or beside this

wish or desire.

47, s. (from 235, this, and t , music), this music, this

musical instrument, this person's musical instruments.

gorias, a. from 935 , this music, and 7 , producible),

producible by or arising from this music, producible by

or arising from this musical instrument.

¤¡ÃÎ¬A, s. (from 931, this music, and ‡ , destructi-
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en), the spoiling of this music, the destruction of this

musical instrument, the destruction ofthis person's mu-

sical instrument.

STTİKJÎSA8, 0. (from 931, this music, and , destruc-

five), spoiling this music, destructive to this musical in-

strument, destructive to this person's musical instru-

meut.

tal, a. (from 23 , this music, and , destruc-

tive), spoiling this music, destructive to this musical in-

strument, destructive to this person's musical instrument.

ta , s. (from 95 , this music, and t , destruction),

thespoilingofthis music, the destruction of this musical

instrument, the destruction of this person's musical in-

strument.

szata̸atutæ, a. (from avatar, this music , and at , destruc-

fire), spoiling this music, destructive to this musical in-

strument, destructive to this person's musical instrument.

goataifaæde, a. (from 23t , this music, and faze, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to this music, causing this

person's music to cease.

এতদ্বাদানিবারক , a. (from এতদ্বাদ্য, this music, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this music, preventingthis person's

music.

soutfaatad, s. (from t , this music, and faztad, apre-

venting), the preventing of this music, the preventing

of this person's music.

asamlaga, s. (from 4 , this music, and faafs, cessa-

tion), the cessation of this music, the cessation of this

person's music.

Stafa , a. (from 93 , this music, and fafas, a

canse , caused by this music, caused by this person's

music ; ad. from or because of this music.

এতদ্বাদ্যপুযুক্ত, a . ( from স্তদ্বাদ!, this music, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by this music, caused by this person's mu-

sic ; ad. from or because of this music .

sextajatuæ, a. {from aз , this musical instrument, and

,playing), playing on this instrument, playing on

this person's instrument ; s. a player on this instrument.

Atta , s. (from 3 , this musical instrument, and

ata, a playing), the playing on this instrument, the

playing on this person's instrument.

, a. (from 28 , this music, and T , joined to),

connected with this music, connected with this person's

music.

, a. (from air, this music, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of this music, destitute of this musical

instrument.

43.

2311, α. (from 43 , this music, and ** , empty),

destitute of this music.

93¤inīsia, 4 (from 93 † , this music, and ₹17, destitute),a. ata ,

destitute of this music.

tan , a. (from 23 , this music, and c , a cause),এতদ্বদ্যিহেতুক,

caused by or arising from this music, caused by or aris-

ingfrom this person's music ; ad. from or because of this

music.

agatastati, s. (from 3 , this music, and tætgi, de-

sire , a desire for this music or musical instrument, a

desire for this person's music.

93atartats , a. (from 23t , this music, and atat , de-

sirous), desirous of this music, desirous of this person's

music.

93atata7, s. (from at , this music, and in , respect)

a regard for this music, a regard for this person's mu-

sic .

93atqıtaaæta, s. (from 23 , this music, and gaata,

search), an examination of this musical instrument, a

scrutiny into this person's music.

93aiantaĦĦigì, a . (from autя , this music, and analfur,

searching), scrutinizing this music, scrutinizing this per-

son's music.

এতদ্বদ্যিান্বেষক, a. (from এছ দা, this music, and অন্বেষক, seeki

ing), seeking this music, seeking for this person's musi-

cal instrument.

এতদ্বাদ্যান্বেষণ , ৪. (from এ দ্বাদ্য , this music, and অন্বেষণ, a

seeking), a seeking for this music, a seeking for this

person's music.

এতদ্ৰাদ্যা:স্বমী, a. (from স্বাদ্য, this music, and অম্বেষন, seek-

ing after), seeking for this music, seeking for this per-

son's music.

এতদ্বদ্যিাপেক্ষা, ১. (from এতদ্বদি) , this music, and অপেক্ষা, expec-

tation), an expectation or looking for this music, the

expectation of this person's music.

এতাদাপেক্ষী, a. (from এ স্বাগত, this music, and অপেক্ষি , er-

pecting), looking for or expecting this music, expecting

this person's music.

এতদ্বদ্যিাভিলাষ, s . (from এতদ্বদ্যি, this music , and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for this music or musical instrument, a

desire for this person's music,

এতাদাভিলাষী, a. (from স্থাদ্য , this music, and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of this music, desirous of this musi

cal instrument,

, s. (from 43 , this music, and 1, desire), a

desire for this music, a desire for this musical instru

ment.

0002
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surtuig , a . (from 2ʊwſar, this music, and ₹5 , desirõus), de-

sirous of this music, desirous of this musical instrument.

Schage, a. (from TM , this music, and I§, desirous),

desirous of this music, desirous of this musical instru-

ment.

AVTİTE, a. (from 23 , this, and at , obstructing), obstruct

ing this, hindering this, giving trouble to this person.

Ai , s. (from 23 , this, andata , an obstruction), this hin

derance, this obstruction, the giving of trouble to this

person.

tatana, a. (from 43 , this obstruction, and , pro-

ducing), producing this hinderance or obstruction.

TITI , a . (fram 43311 , this obstruction, and 3 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this hinderance

or obstruction.

23tat , ad. (loc. case of23aftaar), for this hinder.

ance or obstruction.

এতদ্বাবানিযিশুষ্ক, a. (from এত ব!, this obstruction , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this hinderance or

obstruction ; ad, from or because of this hinderance or

obstruction .

এতস্বাধানিয়িত্তে, ad. (from এছবি!, this obstruction, and দিযিশু,

a cause), for this hinderance or obstruction.

23 , a. (from asztal, this obstruction, and 25,

caused by), caused by or arising from this hinderance

or obstruction ; ad. from or because of this hinderance

or obstruction .

1 , this obstruction, and , a
et , a. (from

cause), caused by or arising from this hinderance or ob-

struction ; ad. from or because ofthis hinderance or ob-

struction .

23 , a. (from 23 , this, and af , obstruc!ed), ob-

structed by this , hindered by this, hurt by this person .

† , a. (from 23 , this, and at , annoyable), annoyable

by this.

93¶tét, s. (from 935, this, and atýl , a word) , this word or

discourse, this person's word or discourse.

STIGITIA', s. (from 43¤†51 , this word, and útætg¹, desire),

a desire of this word or discourse.

azatátæthì, a . (from 93¤† , this word, and atta, desir-

ous), desirous of this word or discourse.

< tát , a. (from 4t , this word, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this word or dis-

course,

Air , ad. (loc . case of a ), for this word or

discourse.

1,8 (from 4 , this discourse, and at a giv

20

er), the person who gives this information or delivers

this discourse.

atstatpæ, a. (from I , this word, and aty , giving)

holding this conversation, giving this information.

atstatyt, a. (from , this word, and ¤tfx , giving),

holding this conversation, giving this information.

gertútfafacæ, a. (from ast , this word, and fifty,

cause), caused by orarising fromthis word or discourse ;

ad. from or because of this word or discourse:

gottfafas, ad. (from at , this discourse, and f

a cause), for these words, for this discourse or informa

tion.

t , a. (from a , this word, and , caused by);

caused by or arising from this word or discourse ; ad,

from or because of this word or discourse.

JIYtÍNESS, a. (from 23 , this word, and æg, a cause),

caused by or arising from this word or discourse ; ad

from or because of this word or discourse.

Ai , a. (from 23 , this, and at , carrying), carrying

this; s. this carrier, the carrier ofthis.

AGEtxI, s. (from 234, this, and TT , a vehicle , this vehi-

cle, this carrier.

fata, s. (from 23 , this, and fats, a change), this change

or alteration, the change or alteration of this person or

thing.

93ft , a. (from 23ts, this change, and , pro

ducible), producible by or arising from this change or

alteration.

43fat , ad. (loc. case ofa3ft ), for this change

or alteration,

এতদ্বিকারনিমিশুক, a. (from এতদ্বিকার , this change, and নিথি , -

cause), caused by or arising from this change or altera-

tion ; ad. from or because of this change or alteration.

gufzetafafag, ad. (from asfæets, this change, and fafas,

a cause , for this change or alteration .

এডদ্বিকারপযুক্ত , a. (from এডদ্বিহার , this change, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this change or al-

teration; ad. from or because of this change or altera-

tion.

43fxt , a . (from 23 , this change, and Es , a

cause,, caused by or arising from this change or altera

tion ;
ad, from or because of this change or alteration.

23fræ³, 8. (from 235, this, and fræfs, a change), this

change or alteration , the change or alteration of this

person or thing.

asfer¤, 8. (from 435, this, and faxa, power), this power,

this person's power.
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Ésseruar, à (from awa, this power, and I, produ-

cible), producibleby or arising from this power.

এডদ্বিক্রযজ্ঞন্যে , ad . (loc. case of এতবিক্রযজ্ঞন্য ) , for this power or

ability.

Aferaka, s. (from asf , this power, and , de-

struction), the destruction of this power,

= ^n☎, a. (from 23f , this power, and o; de-

structive), destructive to this power.

quſtrat: a), a. (from afara, this power, and fq; de-

structive), destructive to this power.

4ant , e. (from 2 , thispower, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this power.

Avfcrmite, a. (from 23w , this power, and ***, de-

structive), destructive to this power.

এতদ্বিক্রমনিষিত্তক, a. ( from এডদ্বিক্রম, this power, and নিষিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this power ; ad. from

or because of this power:

Goftwafafme, ad. (from 24, this power, and fafa3, a

cause), for this power or ability.

এতদ্বিক্রমপুযুক্ত, a. (from এজবিক্রম , this power, and প্রযুক্ত , caus

ed by), caused by or arising from this power ; ad. from

or because of this
power.

ACE, a. (from , this power, and as, increas

ing), increasing this power.

93furæ: 1, s. (from afar , this power, and z , an in-

creasing , the increasing of this power.

affafe, a. (from 3 , this power, and fafta,

possessedof, possessed of this power or energy.

43 faxa, a. (from 3 , this power, and fasta, des-

titute), destitute of this power or ability.

goftwarfs, s. (from 93 , this power, and fa; in-

crease), the increase of this person's power.

Asfaways, a. (from 93fawx, this power, and , joined),

connected with this strength or power, possessed of

this strength or power.

এডদ্বিক্রমরহিত, a. ( from এতদ্বিক্রম, this power, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of this power or energy.

sofarantel, a. (from asawa, this power), possessed of or

tending to this power or energy.

একধিক শূন্য , a. (from এরদ্বিফম, this power, and শূন্য, empty),

destitute of this power or energy.

afasia, a. (from 3 , this power, and , desti-

tule , destitute of this power or energy.

Azfaralyog, a. (from AI , this power, and (135 a cause),

caused by this power or energy ; ad from er because

of this power or energy.

, s. (from 235, this, and far , sale), this sa'e, the

sale of this..

এতদ্বিফরকারক, a. (from এডদ্বিক্রয় , this sale, and কারক, doing),

effecting this sale, effecting the sale ofthis ; s. this sales-

man, the person who sells this.

এতদ্বিক্রয়কারী , a. (from এতদ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and কারিন, ding))

effecting this sale, selling this.

AGfTWIGW, a. (from 93f43, this sale, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this sale, producible by

or arising from the sale of this.

AGfEFLM71, ad. (loc. case of43ft ), for this sale, for

the sale of this.

এতদ্বিক্রয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from এডদ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from this sale, caused by or

arisingfrom the sale of this ; ad; from or because ofthis

sale.

এতদ্বিক্রয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্বিক্ষয়, this sale , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), for this sale, for the sale of this.

এতদ্বিক্রয়প্রযুক্ত , a. (from এডদ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this sale, caused by or

arising from the sale of this ; ad, from or because of this

sale.

asfarafını, ad. (from 93 , this sile, and fit, with-

out), without or beside this sale, without or beside the

sale of this.

এতদ্বিক্রয়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এ দ্বিয়, this sile, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted) , this sale excepted, the sale of these things

excepted.

এডদ্বিক্রয়বাডিরেক, s. (from এতদ্বিজয ,় this sale, and ব্যতিরেক, ara

exception), the exception of this sale, the exception of

the sale of these things.

এতমিক্ষয়তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডম্বিক্ষরব্যতিরেক), with the :

exception of this sale, with the exception of the sale of

thesethings; without or beside this sale, without or be

side the sale of these things.

93fvryizzē, a. (from qf , this sale, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from this sale, caused by or arise-

ing from the sale of this ; ad. from or because of this

sale...

"
AI , s. (from fry, this sale, and stats , de-

sire), a desire for this sale, a desire for the sale of this.

এতদ্বিষয়াকারী, a. (from এতবিক্রয়, this sale , and আকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of this sale, desirous ofthe sale of this.

93 , s. (from 23 , this sale, and sata,

search , a scrutinizing into this sale, a seeking to effect

the sale of this.

azfCFytąĦ☎tN, 0. (from 237, this sale, and thea,

searchingfor), scrutinizing this sale, seeking for the sale

of this.

এতদ্বিক ান্বেষক, a. (from এতবিক্রয়, this sale , and অশ্বেকে
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seeking), a seeking for this sale, a seeking for the sale of

this.

এতদ্বিক্ৰয়ান্বেষণ , s. (from এতদ্বিষ্ক্রয়, this sale , and অম্বেষণ,

seeking), a seeking for this sale, seeking for the sale of

this.

এতস্থিক্ৰয়ান্বেষী, a. (from এতদ্বিক্রয় , this sale , and জন্মেনি, seek-

ing), seeking for this sale, seeking for the sale ofthis.

A3{{F!†(9%), «. (from aufæy, this sale, and 1, expec-

tation , an expectation or looking for this sale, an ex-

pectation or looking for the sale of this.

-

এতন্ত্রিক্রয়াপেক্ষী , a. (from এতদ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and অপেক্ষি , x-

pecting), expecting or looking for this sale, expecting

or looking for the sale ofthis.

এতদ্বিক্রয়াভিলাষ, s. ( from এত দ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and অভিলাষ , de-

sire), a desire for this sale, a desire for the sale of this.

এতবিক্রয়াভিলাষী , a. ( from এডদ্বিক্রয়, this sale, and অভিলামিন,

desirous), desirous of this sale, desiring the sale of this.

fa , s. (from 2 , this sale, and ' , desire , a

desire for this sale, a desire for the sale of this.

F , a. (from 43f , this sale, and 5, desirous) , de-

sirous of this sale, desiring the sale of this.

93frisge, a. (from 3 , this sale, and 5, desirous),

desirous of this sale, desiring the sale of this.

43 , s. (from 43 , this, and fax, an obstacle , this obsta-

cle or obstruction, an obstruction or hinderance to this.

9377751, s. (from ſ , this obstacle, and ý, a doer), he

who lays these hinderances or obstacles in the way, he

who obstructs this person or thing.

এতছি ঘ্নকারক, a. ( from এতদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle , and কারক,

doer), laying these obstacles or hinderances in the way,

obstructing or hindering this person or thing.

এডদ্বিঘ্নকারী, a. (from এতদ্রিঘ্ন, this obstacle, and কারিন, mak-

ing), laying these obstacles or hinderances in the way,

obstructing or hindering this person or thing.

fax , a. (from 3 , this obstacle, and 3 , pro-

ducing), producing these obstacles or hinderances, ob-

structing or hindering this person or thing ; s . the au-

thor ofthese obstacles or hinderances.

এতদ্বিম্ন জনিড, a . ( from এতদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle , and জরিত, pro-

duced), produced by this obstacle or hinderance, pro-

duced by hindering or obstructing this.

93f73 , a. (from 43 , this obstacle, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this obstacle or

hinderance, producible by or arising from obstructing

this.

এতদ্বিম্নজন্যে , ad . (loc. case of এতদ্বিঘ্নজন্য) , for this hinderance

or obstruction.

933, a. (from 23 , this obs'acle, and ts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this obstacle orhin

derance, producible by or arising from obstructing this.

23 , a. (from 43 , this obstacle, and 1, to give),

presenting these obstacles or hinderances, presenting

obstacles to this.

93fa7a131, s. (from afar, this obstacle, and utą, a giver),

he who puts this obstacle or hinderance in the way,

he who hinders or obstructs this.

afat , a. (from 4 , this obstacle, and † , giving),

putting this obstacle or hinderance in the way, putting

a.hinderance or obstacle before this person or thing.

23fat , a. (from 43f , this obstacle, and tf , giv-

ing) , putting this obstacle or hinderance in the way,

putting a binderance or obstacle before this person or

thing.

, s. (from 43fx, this obstacle, and , destructi-

on) , the destruction or removal of this obstacle or hin-

derance, the removal or obviating of obstacles in this

person's way.

• , a. (from 23f , this obstacle, and , destruc

tive , destructive to or obviating this obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the way

of this person.

23 , a, (from 23 , this obstacle, and fa , destruc-

tive , destructive to or obviating this obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the way

ofthis person,

person,

asfaat , s. (from af , this obstacle, and , destructi-

on), the destruction or obviating of this obstacle or

hinderance, the removal or obviating of the obstacles in

the way of this

এতদ্বিঘ্ননাশক, a. ( from এডদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle, and নাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to or obviating this obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the way

of this person.

এডদ্বিঘ্ননিবর্ত্তক, a . ( from এতদ্বিঘ্ন this obstacle, and নিবর্ত্তক , put-

ting an end to), causing these obstacles or hinderances

to cease, causing the hinderances or obstacles which lie

before this person to cease.

এড দ্বিঘ্ন নিবারক , a. ( from এডদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing these obstacles or hinderances, pre-

venting the obstacles or hinderances which lie before

this person.

এতদ্বিম্ননিবারণ , ৪. (from এডদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle, and নিবারণ , apree

venting), the preventing of these obstacles or hinder-

ances, the preventing of obstacles or hinderances which

affect this
person.

এতদ্বিম্ননিবৃত্তি, s. (from এতদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle, and নিবৃত্তি, cessati
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en), the cessation ofthese obstacles or hinderances, the

cessation of this person's obstacles or hinderances.

এতদ্বিঘ্ননিতিক, a . ( from এতদ্বিত্ব , this obstacle , and নির্মিত , a

cause), caused by or arising from these obstacles or hin-

derances, caused by or arising from this person's hin-

derances or obstacles ; ad, from or because of these ob-

stacles or hinderances.

এডদ্বিঘ্ননিমিত্তে, ad, (from এতদ্বিষ্ণু , this obstacle, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for this obstacle or hinderance.

এতদ্বিরপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle , and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from this hinderance or ob-

struction, caused by or arising from obstacles or hin-

derances which lie before this person ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthese obstacles,

fa, a. (from af , this obstacle, and e, increa‹-

ing), increasing these obstacles or hinderance, increas-

ing the binderances or obstructions whichlie before this

person.

af , s. (from 3 , this obstacle, and , an in-

creasing), the increasing of these obstacles or hinder-

ances, the increasing of the obstacles or hinderances.

which lie before this person.

এতদ্বিগ্নবাহুল্য, s. (from এতদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle, and aাহুল্য, aban-

dance), an abundance ofthese obstacles .

এতদ্বিবিঘাত , . (from এতদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle , and বিঘাত, de-

struction), the prevention or destruction of these obsta-

cles or hinderances, the prevention or destruction ofthe

obstacles or hinderances which lie before this person.

একবিশ্ববিঘাতক, a. (from এডদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle , and বিঘাতক, de-

structive), preventing or obviating these obstacles or

hinderances, preventing or obviating the obstacles or

hinderances which lie in the way of this person.

ff , ad: (from fa , this obstacle, and fat , without),

without this binderance or obstacle, without this per-

son's obstacles.

·aufagfantut, s. (from af , this obstacle, and fat , de-

struction), the destruction or removal of this obstacle or

hinderance, the removal or destruction of the obstacles

which lie in this person's way.

এতদ্বিঘ্নবিনাশক, a. ( from এডদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle , and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or removing this obstacle or

hinderance, the removal of obstacles or hinderances from

this person's way.

gefafat , a . (from 93 , this obstacle, and fafias, poss-ss-

ed of) , affected by these hinderances or obstacles.

ff , s. (from 3 , this obstacle, and f , increase),

the increase of these obstacles or hinderances.

43.

এতদ্বিঘ্নব)ভিরিড, a. (from এডদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle, and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , these obstacles excepted, this person's obsta

cles excepted.

এতদ্বিঘ্নব্যতিরেক , s. (from এডদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception) , the exception of these obstacles, the excep-

tion ofthe obstacles which hinder this person.

এতদ্বিগ্নব্যভিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিস্ব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of this obstacle or hinderance, without or beside

this obstacle or hinderance.

fa , a. (from 43 , this obstacle, and , joined to),

connected with these obstacles or hinderances.

এতদ্বিম্নরহিত, a. ( from এতদ্বিঘ্ন, this obstacle, and রহিত, destitute),

free from these obstacles or hinderances.

43f , a. (from 23 , this obstacle, and 1, empty),

free from these obstacles or hinderances.

, a. (from asf , this obstacle, and 5 , indicat-

ing) , indicating these obstacles or hinderances .

এতদ্বিঘ্নহত্তা , s . ( from এতদ্বিঘ্ন , this obstacle , and হজ্ব, one who

kills) , the person who prevents or removes these obsta

cles or hinderances.

fifa, s. (from 3 , this obstacle, and if , a detri

ment , the lessening ofthese obstacles or hinderances.

aufagia, a. (from af , this obstacle, and 7, destitute),

free from these obstacles or hinderances.

23 , a. (from 2 , this obstacle, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from these obstacles or hinder

ances, caused by or arising from the hinderances or im-

pediments which lie in this person's way; ad, from orbe.

cause of these obstacles or hinderances.

935ta, 8. (from 235, this, and fasta, investigation), this in-

vestigation or judgment, this person's judgment.

gofast?æ, a. (from 434, this, and fa̸õta , investigating),

investigating or judging this ; s. this investigator, this

judge.

a3fasta1, 8. (from 38 , this judgment, and aý, a

doer), he who forms this judgment, he who judges this,

this judge, this investigator,

এতদ্বিচারকারক, a. (from এডরিচার, this judgment, and কারক,

doing), judging or investigating this, forming this judg

ment, making this decision ; s. this judge, this investi-

gator.

43fastar; a. (from 3ft , thisjudgment, and 7, pro.

ducible), producible by or arising from this judgment

or investigation, producible by or arising from this per-

son's judgment or investigation .

931, ad. (loc. case of afastar, for this judg

ment or investigation.
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33.

de-dujestak¹¤, s. (from 2353, this judgment, and ,

struction), the defeating or subversion of this person's

judgment or investigation.

43(Tot?‡•x*, u. (from aufæʊty, thisjudgment, and ‡ ã☎,

destructive), destructive to or subversive ofthis person's

judgment or investigation,

asfastgate, a. (from 236t , this judgment, and *t*t*, de-

structive , destructive to or subversive of this person's

judgment.

এতদ্বিচারনিত্তিক, a. (from এতস্থিচার , this judgment, and fনবিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from thisjudgment : ad. from

or because of this judgment,

এডদ্বিচারনিমিত্তে , ad. (from এডদ্বিচার, this judgment, and নির্মিত,

a cause), for this judgment or investigation,

fusta , a. (from a festa, this judgment, and

causedby), caused by or arising from this judgment ; ad.

from or because of this person's judgment.

fusta , a (from 23fasts, thisjudgment, and ex

a cause), caused by or arising from this judgment ; ad.

from or because of this judgment.

statate , a. (from fata, thisjudgment, and quifa ,

following upon), corresponding with or following upon

this judgment or investigation.

43festatzana, ad. (from 235x517, thisjudgment, and t

afollowing , according to this judgment or investiga-

tion.

, s. (from 234 , this, and fat , a separation), this se-

paration, this quarrel, this person's separation or quar-

rel.

এতদ্বিচ্ছেদকারক, s . (from এতষিচ্ছেদ, this separition, and করিক,

doing), causing this separation or quarrel, causing the

separation of these per sons,

Afghætal, a . (from 3 , this separation, and atfag,

doing , making this separation or division, causing these

person's separation.

20 T7&T518, a . (from 23fπ & , this separation , and FAF,

producing), producing these persons' quarrel or separa-

tion.

এতবিচ্ছেদজনিত , a. (from এতদ্বিচ্ছেদ, this division , and জনিত ,

produced), produced by this separation or quarrel ,

caused by this person's separation or secession.

93f ), a. (from , this division, and Far, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this separation or

quarrel.

awantar, ad. (loc . case of23 ), for this separa-

tion or division.

afts, a. (from , this division, and 3, pre-

अ .

duced) , produced by or arising from this quarrel or sepa-

ration.

এতম্বি ছেদনিযিশুষ্ক, a. ( from এতবিচ্ছেদ, this division, and নিষি ,

cause), caused by or arising from this quarrel or separa-

tion ; ad. from or because ofthis quarrel or separation.

এডদ্বিজেমণিযিতে; ad. (from এডদ্বিচ্ছেদ , this separation, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for this separation or division.

szfti&aqTF, a. (from 43fa , this division, and xu❤, caus`

ed by), caused by or arising from this quarrel or se-

paration ; ad. from or because of this quarrel or separa

tion.

93 , a. (from , this division, and a

cause) , caused by or arising from this quarrel or separa-

tion ; ad. from or because of this quarrel or separation.

43 , a. (from 43 , this, and finta , tearing), tearing

or rending this ; s. he who rends or lacerates this.

asfaxtad, 8. (from 235, this, and fantad, atearing , the tears

ing or rending of this, this tearing or lacerating.

fat , a. (from 23a, this tearing, and , pro

ducible), producible by or arising from this tearing or

rending.

asfantadmin , ad. (loc. case ofa3ft ), for this rend

ing or lacerating.

এডদ্বিদারননিমিত্তক, a. (from এডদ্বিদারণ , this tearing, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this tearing or rend-

ing ; ad. from or because of this tearing or rending.

এতদ্বিদারণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডদ্বিদারণ, this rending, and নিষিজ

a c use), for this rending or lacerating.

23 , a. (from , this tearing, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this tearing or

rending ; ad. from or because of this tearing or rending.

a. (from 3tad, this tearing, and

a cause), caused by or arising from this tearing or rend-

ing ; ad. from or because ofthis tearing or rending.

431, s. (from 935, this, and fa science), this science,

the knowledge of this.

fata , o. (from 3f , this science, and I , produ-

cing), producing this science or learning.

asfantsaz, a. (from 93f , this science, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this science.

এতদ্বিদ্যাজনো, ad. (loc . case of এডদ্বিদ্যাজন্য , for this science,

fatti, s. (from 23f51 1 , this science, and ¤†¾, a giv-

er), the person who teaches or confers this science.

gofgastatuæ, a. (from 23 , this science, and ātṣē, gir.

ing), conferring this science,

3tate , a. (from 931, this science, and to giv

ing), conferring this science.

fenfiface, a. (from 43 , this science, and fifa , a
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cause), caused by or arising from this science ; ad. from

or because of this science.

asfeurifaficy, ad. (from afar , this science, and fafas, a

cause , for this wisdom or science.

fert , a. (from af , this science, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this science ; ad. from

or because of this science.

3ft , a. (from a , this science, and t , obtain-

ed), obtained or acquired by this science, possessed of

this science.

a3faastase, a. (from afar , this science, and za, in-

creasing), increasing or promoting this science.

93fauta1, 8. (from 4зf , this science, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this science.

31, ad. (from afar , this science, and fast , with-

out), without or beside this science.

futa , s. (from 23 , this science , and f , increase),

the increase of this science.

এতদ্বিদ্যাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এডদ্বিদা1 , this science , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this science excepted.

এতদ্বিদ্যা্যতিরেক, s. ( from এডদ্বিদ 1 , this science, and ব্যতিরেক,

an er eption , the exception of this wisdom or science.

এতদ্বিদ্যাব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of এতদ্বিদ্যাব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of this science, without or beside this science.

asfatas, a. (from 43 , this science, and a , obtained),

obtained or acquired by this science.

43fæartix33, a. (from 43f , this science, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from this science ; ad, from or be-

cause of this science .

এডম্বিদ্যোপার্জিত , a. ( from এতদ্বিদ্যা , this science, and উপার্জিত,

arquired), acquired by this science.

93fit17, s. (from 234, this, and faЯ† , a statute) , this law

or statute.

43 , s. (from 43ft , this law, and , a doer),

this legislator, he who makes these laws.

এতদ্বিধানকারক , a. (from এতদ্বিধান , this law, and কারক, doing ,

giving these laws, making these laws ; s. this law-giver.

এতদ্বিধানকার , a. ( fromএতদ্বিধান, this la , and কারিন, dving),

giving these laws, making these laws .

93fästa , n. (from 93fata, this law , and I, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from this law or statute.

এতদ্বিধানজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিরানজন্য ) , for this law

or statute, for this settlement or enactment.

faataq•a, s. (from 931 , this law, and ¤, destruc-

tion), the abolition of this law or statute.

feta , a. (from afat , this :w , and , de-

structive), destructive to this law or statute.

93.

asfaâing• zì, a. (from fata, this law, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to this law or statute.

afata , s. (from at , this law, and at , destruc-

tion), the abolition of this law or statute.

এতদ্বিরাননাশক, a. (from এডম্বিবান, this law, and at , de-

structive), destructive to this law or statute.

এডদ্বিধাননিমিত্তস্ক, a. (from এডদ্বিধান, this law, and নিষিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this law or statute ;

ad. from or because of this law or statute.

এডদ্বিধাননিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এডদ্বিধান , this law , and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause) , for this law or statute, for this settlement or

enactment.

a3f¶¶ta¶x, a. (from afta, this law, and f, before),

preceded by or arising from this law or appointment ;

ad. by or through this law or appointment.

এতদ্বিধানপ্রযুক্ত , ৫. ( from এ দ্বিধান , this law , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this law or statute ; ad.

from or because of this law or statute.

a3fafa1, ad. (from 4ft , this statule, and fa ,

without), without or beside this law or statute.

এতদ্বিধীনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিধান, this statute , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this law or statute excepted.

এডদ্বিধানব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদ্বিধান , this statute, and ব্যতিরেক,'

an exception, the exception of this law or statute,

এতদ্বিধানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case ofএতদ্বিধানব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this law or statute, without or beside this

law or statute.

93fæâtalxzx, a. (from 3 , this law, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this law or statute ; ad. from

or because of this law or statute.

এডদ্বিধানাকা ूা , s. (from এডদ্বিধান , this law , and আকা 1 , de-

sire), a desire for this law or statute.

gatæt§ì, a. (from 437, this law, and atti ™, de-

sircus), desirous of this law or statute.

93ftatfsata, s. (from at , this statute, and feats,

desire), a desire for this statute or appointment.

93fe&tatfsata), a. (from a3fa&ta, this statute, and afsalfaa,

desirous), desirous of this statute or appointment.

93fdak', s. (from 9317, this law, and , desire),

desire for this law or statute.

f༔ ས་ ཟླ

23 , a. (from fat , this law, and , desirous),

desirous of this law or statute.

a3fattcage, ɑ. (from 2317, this law, and I , desirous),

desirous of this law or statute .

93f77, s. (from 3 , this, and f77, humility), this hu-

mility or submission, this person's humility or submis-

sion.

PPP
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93.

এতদ্বিষয়কারক, a. (from এডম্বিনয় , this humility, and কারক, make-

ing), exercising this humility, making this submission,

effecting this person's humility or submission .

এতদ্বিনয়কারী , a . (from এডদ্বিনয়, this humility , and কারিন, mak-

ing), exercising this humility, making this submission ,

effecting this person's humility or submission,

gefanygirl, a. (from 937, this humility, and difen, tak-

ing), accepting this humility or submission,

এতদ্বিনয়জডি, a . (from এডদ্বিনয় , this humility, and অনি , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this humility, pro-

ducible by or arising from this person's humility or sub-

mission.

Tap , a. (from af , this humility, and 7 , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this humility, pro-

duced by or arising from this person's humility or sub.

mission.

aufanplz1, ad. (loc. case ofava ), for this humility

or submission, for this condescension.

এতদ্বিষয়সিমিশুক, a. (from এডদ্বিনয়, this humility, and নিযিশু,

cause), caused by or arising from this humility, caused

byor arising from this person's humility or condescensi-

on ; ad, from or because of this humility or condescen-

sion.

এডদ্বিনয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডদ্বিনয় , this humility, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), forthis humility or submission, for this conde-

scension.

gfapæ, a. (from 957, this humility, and f, before),

preceded by or arising from this humility or submissi-

on, preceded by or arising from this condescension ;

ad. by or through this humility or condescension, by

or through this condescension .

এতদ্বিনয়পুযুক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিনয়, this humility , and প্রযুক্ত, cus-

edby), caused by or arising from this humility or con-

descension, caused by or arising from this person's hu-

mility or condescension ; ad. from or because of this hu-

mility or submission.

afc-pads, a (from af , this humility, and za, in-

creasing), increasing this humility or condescension .

geftaxa€7, s. (from LG(TIT, this humility, and a̸7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this humility or condescen-

sion.

sofunpftni, ad. (from afar ,this humil ty, and fant, with-

out), without or beside this humility or submission ,

without or beside this condescension .

asfanpfifwa, a. (from 3 , this humility, and faft ,

possessed of), possessed of this humility or condescen-

sion.

93.

asftarfarin, a. (from 237 , this humility, and fast ,

destitute), destitute of this humility or condescension,

afanyafe, s. (from fan , this humility, and T , in-

crease , the increase of this humility or condescen-

sion,

এতদ্বিষয়বাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিনয়, this humility , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this humility or submission excepted, this

condescension excepted.

AG(TADTIFSITT, s. (from 43 , this humility, and

zifsia , an excep'ion), the exception of this humility

or submission , the exception of this condescension.

এতদ্বিনয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিনয় ।তিরেক) , with the

exception ofthis humility or condescension , with the ex-

ception of this condescension, without or beside this

humility or submission, without or beside this conde

scension .

Afragam☎, a. (from 483, this humility, and x , a root),

originating from this humility or condescensio..

asfcapus, o. (from 439, this humility, and TF joined

to), connected with or possessed of this humility or

condescension,

এতদ্বিনয়রহিত , a. (from এডদ্বিনয়, this humility, and রহিত , desti-

tute), destitute of this humility or condescension.

fam , a. (from 2337, this humility, and , emp-

ty), destitute of this humility or condescension .

23f5apta, a. (from 43fay, this humility, and ¾ , desti-

tute), destitute ofthis humility or condescension.

asfaayega, a. (from 3 , this humility, and c53, a

caus ), caused by or arising from this humility or con-

descension, caused by or arising from this person's hu

mility or submission ; ad, from or through this humility

or condescension.

43fanti , s. (from afar , this humility, and stat ',

desire), a desire for this humility or condescension , a

desire for this person's humility or submission.

এতদ্বিনয়াকাণ্ডী , a. (from এতদ্বিনয় , this humility, and আকা

desirous), desirous of this humility or submission, de-

sirous of this person's humility or condescension.

এতদ্বিনয়াভিলাষ, s. (from এতদ্বিনয় , this humility , and অভিলাষ ,

desire), a desire for this humility or condescension, a

desire for this person's humility or condescension.

এতদ্বিনয়াভিলাষী , a . (from এডদ্বিনয় , this humility ,and অভিলা ,

desirous), desirous of this humility or condescension,

desirous of this person's humility or submission,

qgfan ?g), s. (from 43(474, this humility, and T☎', desire),

a desire for this humility or condescension, a desire for

this person's humility or submission,
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93.

aufa , a (from 93f , this humility, and , desir-

ous), desirous of this humility or condescension, desir-

ous of this person's humility or submission.

@zſtalyze, a. (from 25fta?, this humility, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of this humility or condescension, desir.

ous ofthis person's humility or submission.

4t , s. (from 45 , this, and fat , destruction), this

ruin or destruction, this person's ruin or destruction.

asfatta, a. (from 234, this, and fat , destructive), de-

structive to this person, destructive to this.

gafzat-zál, s. (from afar , this destruction, and

a doer), this destroyer, the destroyer ofthis.

এতদ্বিনাশস্কারক, a. (from এইদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and কারক,

doing), causing this destruction.

evíratată, ɑ (from 23fcat , this distruction , and atfag

doing , effecting this destruction.

এভদ্বিনাশজনক, a. (from এতদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and জন ,

producing), producing this ruin or destruction .

এতস্ত্রিদাশপ্রণিত, a. ( from এতছিলাশ, this destruction, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from this ruin or de-

struction.

93771*571, a (from 93 +*, this destruction , and J ,

producible , producible by or arising from this ruin or

destruction.

এতদ্বিন।গজন্যে , ad . (loc. case of এতদ্বিনাশজন্য) , for this ruin or

destruction.

13,43,11tdats, a. (from 93fat , this destruction, and

produced , produced by or arising from this ruin or de-

struction.

এতদ্বিনাশনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and

fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to this ruin or

destruction.

sfaattfatxx, a. (from fat , this destrution , and

fata , preventing), preventing this ruin or destructi-

on.

93fbadjasted, 8. (from 23ft , this destruction, and

fata, a preventing), the preventing of this ruin or de-

struction.

auſaatsfazfy, s. (from 23¶*** , this destruction, and fazfa,

cessation , the prevention or cessation of this ruin or

destruction .

guftumfafaze, a. (from 93faat , this destruction, and

fafa , a cause , caused by or arising from this ruin or

destruction ; ad, from or because of this ruin or de-

struction.

93faat-fafere, ad. (from *, this destruction, and

fafas, a cause), for this ruin or destruction .

45.

gefeat , a. (from gefeat , this destruction, and f

before), preceded by or arising from this ruin or de-

struction ; ad, by or through this ruin or destruction.

এতদ্বিনাশপুযুক্ত , a. ( from এডদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this ruin or de-

struction ; ad. from or through this ruin or destruction.

এতদ্বিনাশবিনা , ad. (from এতদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, aud বিদা,

without), without or beside this ruin or destruction,

এতদ্বিনাশয্যডিরিক্ত , a. (from এডৱিনাশ, this destruction, and

affas, excepted), this ruin or destruction excepted.

এতদ্বিনাশ।ডিরেক, ৪. (from এডদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and

ifs , an exception), the exception ofthis ruin or de

struction.

এতদ্বিন।শব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case of এডদ্বিনাশবাডিয়েক) , with the

exception ofthis ruin or destruction , without or beside

this ruin or destruction .

asfaatega, a. (from 23fa71*, this destruction, and I,

a cause), caused by or arising from this ruin or destruc-

tion ; ad. from or through this ruin or destruction .

43g1, s. (from 43 , this destruction, and statt,

desire), the desire of this ruin or destruction.

fatti, a. (from fatt, this destruction, and

atata, desirous), desirous of this ruin or destruction.

asfaattata, s. (from afat , this destruction, and

ta, search , the scrutinizing this ruin or destruc-

এতদ্বিনাশানুসন্ধায়ী , a. ( from এডদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and

f , scrutinizing), scrutinizing this ruin or de-

tion.

struction.

QGf¶¤tHild, 8. (from 43fææt* , this destruction, and ad,

search), the seeking of this ruin or destruction.

এতদ্বিনাশান্বেষী, a . ( from এডদ্বিনাশ, this destruction, and অন্বেষিদ ,্

seeking), seeking this ruin or destruction.

afats , a. (from fat , this destruction , and

, expecting) , expecting or looking for this ruin or

destruction.

এতদ্বিনাশাপেক্ষ। , s . (from এডম্বিংশ, this destruction, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), the expectation or looking for this ruin or

destruction.

93fgat«ted*), 0. (from asfeat* , this destruction, and arg

f expecting), expecting or looking forthis ruin or de-

struction.

zofgarπifsata, s. (from 23fa**, this destruction, and f

ata, desire , a desire for this destruction or ruin , a de-

sire for this person's ruin,

afatisata), a, (from a³faat , this destruction, and

afsatfag, desirous), desirous ofthis destruction.

Ppp 2
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fentem , s. (from

43.

fat , this destruction, and , de-

sire), a desire for this ruin or destruction.

fat , a. (from afar , this destruction, aud , de-

sirous), desirous of this ruin or destruction.

gefaange, a, (from 93fæ † *, this destruction, and a, de-

sirous , desirous of this ruin or destruction.

93 , s. (from 2 , this, and f , enemy) , this enemy,

this opposite party ; a. opposed to this, contrary to

this.

AGfTЯ31, s. (from 3 * , this enemy) , this enmity, this

opposition.

এডদ্বিপক্ষভাচরণ , ও. ( from এডদ্বিপক্ষতা, this hostility , and আচরণ ,

conduct), the practise of this hostility, the maintaining

of this opposition.

এডদ্বিপক্ষতাজন্য , a. ( from এ দ্বিপক্ষতা , this hostility, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this hostili-

ty or opposition.4

এডদ্বিপক্ষতাজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিপক্ষতাজন্য ), for this hos

tility, for this opposition.

এতদ্বিপক্ষতানিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বিপক্ষতা , this hostility, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this hostility or op-

position ; ad. from or through this hostility or opposi-

tion.

এতদ্বিপঙ্কতানিযিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্বিপক্ষতা, this hostility, and

´fafa , a cause), for this hostility, for this opposition.

এডদ্বিপক্ষতাপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদ্বিপক্ষতা, this hostility, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by, caused by or arising from this hostility or

opposition ; ad. from or through this hostility or oppo-

sition.

এতদ্বিপক্ষতাহেতুক, a. ( from এডদ্বিপক্ষ31, this hostility , and হেতু ,

acause), caused by or arising from this hostility or op-

position ; ad. from or through this hostility or opposi-

tion.

এতদ্বিপনক, a . (from এডদ্বিপদ, this misfortune, and জনক, caus

ing), causing this misfortune or calamity, causing this

person's misfortunes or calamities.

এডৱিপসিড , a. (from এ দ্বিপদ্, this misfortune , and জনিত ,

produced), produced by or arising from this misfortune

or calamity, caused by or arising from this person's

misfortunes or calamities.

4955 , a. (from 3 , this misfortune, and I, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this misfortune

or calamity, producible by or arising from this person's

misfortune or calamity.

এতদ্বিপনো, ad. (loc. case ofএডদ্বিপ ) , for this misfortune

or calamity.

AS.

duced , produced by or arising from this misfortune

or calamity, produced by or arising from this person's

misfortune or calamity.

233 , s. (from a3f , this calamity, and , a get-

ting over), the getting over this misfortune or calamity.

এতদ্বিপত্তারক, a. (from এতদ্বিপদ্ , this calamity , and তারক, caus-

ing to get over), getting a person over this misfortune ,

delivering from this misfortune or calamity.

93ff3, s. (from 235, this, and Я , misfortune), this

misfortune or calamity, this person's misfortune or ca-

lamity.

এতদ্বিপত্তিজনক , a. (from এ দ্বিপত্তি, this misfortune, and ज ,

producing), producing this misfortune or calamity.

এতদ্বিপত্তিজন্য, ৫. (from এডদ্বিপত্তি, this misfortune, and अ্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this cala-

mity, producible by or arising from this person's cala-

mity.

goffer, ad. (loc. case of 93ff3x ), for this mis-

fortune or calamity.

afenfagan, 8. (from aff , this misfortune, and ¬,

destruction), the removal of this calamity, the removal

of this person's calamity or misfortune.

affign , a. (from 33, this mifortune, and

destructive), removing this calamity, removing this per-

son's calamity or misfortune.

এতদ্বিপত্তিব্ধ সী, a. (from এডদ্বিপত্তি, this misfortune, and

Я ,

destructive), removing this calamity, removing this per-

son's calamity or misfortune.

a3fafgatt, s . (from 93ff , this misfortune, and at ,

destruction), the removal or dissip sting of this calami

ty, the removal of this person's calamity or misfortune.

এতদ্বিপত্তিনাশক, a. (from এডদ্বিপত্তি, this misfortune , and t

destructive), removing or dissipating this calamity, re-

moving this person's calamity or misfortune.

এডদ্বিপত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডদ্বিপত্তি 1his misfortune, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this misfortune or

calamity, caused by or arising from this person's misfor-

tunes or calamities ; ad. from or through this person's

calamity or misfortune.

23ff3f4far , ad. (from 23ff3, this misfortune, and

fafa , a cause , for this misfortune or calamity.

এতদ্বিপত্তিপযুক্ত , a. (from এডদ্বিপত্তি, this misfortune, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this calamity or

misfortune, caused by or arising from this person's ca-

lamities or misfortunes ; ad, from or through this per-

son's calamity or misfortune.

aufæ☆xts, a.(from asfa¤ , this misfortune, and ts, pro- affezás, a. (from a3f74f3, this nifortune, and 157,
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25.

increasing), aggravating or increasing this misfortune or

calamity.

এতদ্বিপতিৰৰ্দ্ধন, s. (from এতস্থিপত্তি, this misfortune, and বর্ষন, an

increasing), the increasing or aggravating ofthis misfor-

tune or calamity.

zafantazia, 8. (from affs, this misfortune, and af , in-

crease), the aggravation or increase of this misfortune

or calamity.

FERIE , a. (from 43ftf , this misfortune, and 4 ,

breaking), dissipating this calamity, dissipating this per-

son's misfortunes or calamities .

93fa4fb97, s. (from 4ft , this misfortune, and 7, a

breaking), the dissipating of these calamities, the dissi-

pating of this person's calamities.

aufrufergy, a. (from affs, this misfortune, and

a cause), caused by this calamity or misfortune, caus-

ed by this person's calamities or misfortunes ; ad, from

or through this person's calamity or misfortune.

এডদ্বিপৎপুযুক্ত, a . ( from এডদ্বিপদ ,্ this misfortune , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this calamity or

misfortune, caused by or arising from this person's ca-

lamities or misfortunes ; ad. from or through this cala-

mity or misfortune.

3 , s. (from 23 , this, and fæ , a calamity), this cala-

mity or misfortune, this person's calamity or misfor-

tune.

a3fa9431%, a. (from f , this calamity, and stá, rescu-

ed), rescued from or brought through this misfortune or

calamity.

aftЯs, a. (from 23 , this misfortune, and s̟e, involv-

ed in , involved in this calamity or misfortune, involved

in this person's ca lamities or misfortunes.

23 :, a. (from 43ft , this misfortune, and c , a

cause , caused by or arising from this calamity or mis-

fortune, caused by or arising from this person's cala-

mities or misfortunes ; ad. from or through this calami-

ty or misfortune.

437 , s. (from 43f , this misfortune, and , de-

struction), the removal of this misfortune or calamity,

the removal of this person's calamity or misfortune.

এতদ্বিপদ্ধ• সক , a . ( from এডদ্বিপদ্, this misfortune, and मক,

destructive), destructive to this calamity or misfortune,

removing this person's calamity or misfortune.

safety-xt, a. (from qf , this misfortune, and fa ,

destructive), dissipating this calamity or misfortune, re-

moving this person's calamity or misfortune.

a3fæstate, s. (from af , this misfortune, and at, de-

struction), the removal of this calamity or misfortune;

the removal of this person's calamities or misfortunes.

gfadmixte, a. (from fan, this misfortune, and atta,

destructive), removing this calamity or misfortune, re-

moving this person's calamities or misfortunes.

এতদ্বিপরিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বিপদ, this misfortune, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this calamity or

misfortune, caused by or arising from this person's ca-

lamity or misfortune ; ad. from or through this calamity

or misfortune .

এতদ্বিপরিমিত্তে, ad . (from এডদ্বিপদ , this misfortune , and সিডি,

a cause), for this misfortune or calamity.

93 , s. (from 23 , this, and f , opposition), this

opposition, this person's opposition.

এতদ্বিপর্যয়কারক, a. (from এতদ্বিপর্যায়, this opposition, and করিব,

causing) , making this opposition, opposing this person.

এতদ্বিপর্যায়কারী , a. ( from এডদ্বিপর্যায়, this opposition , and কারিন,

causing), making this opposition, opposing this per-

son.

23ff3, a. (from asf , this opposition, and

3, produced), produced by or arising from this

opposition, produced by or arising from this person's

opposition.

23 , a. (from 3ft , this opposition, and

producible), producible by or arising from this oppo-

sition, producible by or arising from this person's op-

position.

এতদ্বিপর্যয়জন্যে, ad. (loc . case ofএডবিপর্যায় অনা ) , for this oppo-

sition.

a3fats, a. (from 93fy, this opposition, and at ,

produced), produced by or arising from this oppositi-

on, produced by or arising from this person's oppo-

sition.

এতদ্বিপর্যায়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from) এতদ্বিপর্যায় , this opposition, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this oppositi-

on, caused by or arising from this person's opposition ;

ad. from or because of this opposition.

এতদ্বিপর্যায়নিমিত্তে, ad . ( from এগুৰিপৰ্যায়, this turn , and শিস্তি ,

a cause), for this opposition.

3fps, a. (from 317, this opposition, and

Яu , caused by , caused by or arising from this oppo.

sition, caused by or arising from this person's opposi-

tion ; ad. from or through this opposition,

sGftqúpæg™, a. (from 93f , this opposition, and ( g, u

cause), caused by or arising from this opposition, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's opposition ; ad. from

or through this opposition,
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asfastúptætg), 7. (from afg, this opposition, and

atst , desire), a desire for this opposition, a desire for

this person's opposition.

23{¶¶úgtæt§), a. (from fx, this opposition, and

atat , desirous) , desirous of this opposition, desir-

ous ofthis person's opposition .

20Ã¶ÚNgata, s. (from azsay , this opposition, and

, search) , a scrutiny into this opposition, an in-

quiry into this person's opposition.

93farúgtaa¶tol, a. (from 93fær , this opposition, and

,seeking , seeking after this opposition, search-

ing into this person's opposition.

এতদ্বিপর্যাান্বেষক, a. (from এডদ্বিপর্যায়, this opposition, and

alqı☎, seeking , seeking after this opposition, seeking

after this person's opposition.

Úted, 8. (from 4ft , this opposition, and

lad, a seeking), a seeking after this opposition, a

seeking after this person's opposition.

Aft , a. (from 23 , this opposition , and

, seeking), seeking after this opposition, seeking

after this person's opposition.

93fqúpifam18, s. (from 43 4Ú!, this opposition , and

fata, desire), a desire for this opposition.

23fpetal, a. (from 93 , this opposition, and

fatfa , desirus), desirous of this opposition.

এতদ্বিপর্যায়েছ। , s . ( from এতদ্বিপর্যায় , this opposition , and ইচ্ছ' ,

desire), a desire for this opposition.

SIſTACNTH, a. (from fy, this opposition , and

desirous) , desirous ofthis opposition.

acftqúnyt , a. (from 3 , this opposition, and 5.

desirous), desirous of this opposition.

9GfT174, s. (from 935, this, and fazza, a detail), this detail,

these circumstances.

এতদ্বিষয়ণকারক, a. (from এডবিবরণ, this detail, and কারক, do-

ing), making this detail of particulars, detailing those

particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণকারী, a. ( from এতদ্বিারণ , this detail , and কারিন, do-

ing), making this detail of particulars, detailing these

particulars,

AFFITEɖWAI, 0. (from 434, this detail, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this detail or from

these particulars.

azfæægdan , ad, (loc. case of231), for this detail

of particulars, for the detail of these particulars.

esfrauda, a. (from axfaxx , this detail, and 1 , to knox),

acquainted with or knowing this detail of particulars.

131, s. (from 23 , this detail, and is, one

av.

who knows), one who is acquainted with the detail of

these particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণজ্ঞাপক, a. (from এতদ্বিবরণ , this detail, andআপ , gio-

ing information), giving information of this detail or of

these particulars ; s. one who gives information ofthese

particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণজ্ঞাপন , s. (from এতদ্বিবরণ, this detail, and অপিন, a

giring information), the giving information ofthese par-

ticulars in detail.

এতদ্বিৰষুণজ্ঞাপয়িতা , s. (from এডম্বিবরণ, this detail , and স্থাপয়িত্ব,

one who gives information), one who gives information

of these particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণনিমিত্তক , a. (from এডদ্বিবরণ, this detail , and নিমিত্ত ,

cause), caused by or arising from this detail of particu.

lars ; ad. from or through this detail of particulars

এতদ্বিবরণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডদ্বিবরণ, this detail, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for this detail of particulars, for the detail of

these particulars.

এতদ্বিবরগ পুযুক্ত , ৫. ( from এতবিবরণ , this detail, and প্রযুক্ত,

causedby), caused by or arising from this detail of par-

ticulars ; ad. from or because of this detail ofparticu-

lars.

931, s. (from ad, this detail, and z , a speak-

er), one who relates these particulars in detail.

23fqızıfını, ad. (from 43fa4, this detail, and fan , with-

out), without this detail of particulars.

fff , a. (from 43 , this detail, and off ,

excepted), this detail of particulars excepted.

এতদ্বিবরণব্যতিরেক, s. (from এডদ্বিবরণ , this detail; and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this detail ofparticulars.

এতদ্বিবরণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case of এতদ্বিবরণবতিরেক) , with

the exception of this detail of particulars, with the ex-

ception ofthe detail ofthese particulars, without or be-

side this detail of particulars, without or beside the de-

tail ofthese particulars.

Wed, 8. (from afar , this detail, and a , a hear-

ing , the hearing of this detail ofparticulars.

এতদ্বিবরণশুনাভিলাষ, a. ( from এডবিবরণপ্রবণ, the hearing ofthis

detail, and sfata, desire), a desire to hear this detail

of particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণপুরনাভিলাষী , ৫. (from এডদ্বিবরণপ্রবণ , the hearing of

this detail, and fatfag, desirous), desirous of hearing

this detail of particulars.

QgTgHulgi, 8, (from 3ftead, the hearing of this

detail, and , desire), a desire to hear this detail of

particulars.

43 ^?«*7d8. a. (from fama , the hearing of this
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93,

detail, and desirous), desirous of hearing this de-

tail ofparticulars.

এতদ্বিবরণশ্রবণেছুক, a. (from এডদ্বিবরণ বণ, the hearing ofthis

detail, and desirous,, desirous of hearing this detail

of particulars.

Stress, a. (from 334, this detail, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this detail of parti-

culars ; ad, from or through this detail of particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণীকা§1 , s. ( from এতদ্ববরণ , this detail, and আকা‡ ,

desire) , a desire for this detail ofparticulars.

aftett, a. (from 44, this detail, and stetig ,

desirous), desirous of this detail of particulars.

এতদ্বিবরণানুসজান , s . ( from এডম্বিবরণ, this detail, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a scrutiny into this detail of particulars.

ft , a. (from 434, this detail, and

af , searching), scrutinizing this detail of particu-

lars.

এতদ্বিবরণানুসন্ধায়ী , ৫. (from এডদ্বিবরণ , this detail, and অনুসখায়ি,

searching), scrutinizing this detail of particulars.

এডদ্বিবরণ:ন্বেষক, a. (from এতদ্বিবরণ , this detail , and অন্বেষক ,

seeking), seeking after this detail ofparticulars.

এতদ্বিরণান্বেষণ , s. (from এডদ্বিবরণ , this detail, and অন্বেষণ,

a seking , the seeking for this detail of particulars.

এতদ্বিবরনাথেরী, a. ( from এডদ্বিবরণ , this detail, and অন্বেষিদ্

seeking) , seeking for this detail of particulars.

431 , s. (from 43 , this, and fazta, a dispute , this dis-

pute or contention, this person's dispute or conten-

tion.

asfaathaiza, 7. (from a3fat , this dispute, and atae, do-

ing) , disputing about this, opposing this, contradicting

this ; s. this disputer, this contradictor.

এতদ্বিবাদকারী, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and কারিন, make

ing , maintaining this dispute or contention,

এডদ্বিবাদজনক, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing this dispute or controversy, produ-

cing this contradiction.

এডম্বিবাদজনিত, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and জনি , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this dispute or con-

tention.

afat , a. (from 4f , this dispute, and 51, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this dispute or

contention.

afata , ed. (loc. case of fat ), for this dispute,

for this contradiction, for this controversy.

geftatrate, a. (from fat , this dispute, and ats, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this dispute or

contention,

46.

23fasta , s. (from fat , this dispute, and , de

struction), the destruction of this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদয় সক , a . (from এডম্বিবাদ , this dispute, and म , de-

structive), destructive to this dispute or contention.

43ftat, a. (from 4sata , this dispute, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিধাদনাশ , s. (from এডদ্বিবাদ , this dispute, and aশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this dispute or conten-

tion.

এডম্বিৰাগনাশক, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ , this dispute and wt ,

destructive , destructive to this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বিবাদ , this dispute and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causingto cease), putting an end to this dispute or con-

tention.

এতদ্বিবাদনিবারক, a. ( from এডদ্বিবাদ , this dispute and নির্ধারক,

precenting), preventing this dispute or contention .

এতদ্বিবাদনিবারণ , ৪. (from এত(স্ব th, this dispute and নিবারণ ,

preventing , the preventing of this dispute or conten-

tion.

এতদ্বি †দনিবৃত্তি, a . (from এতদ্বিবার, this dispu'e, and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বিবাদ, this disputes and নিষিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this dispute or con-

tention ; ad. from or through this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতদ্বিবাদ , this dispute, and নিষিত,

a cause), for this dispute, for this contradiction, for this

controversy.

এতদ্বিবাদযুক্ত , a. ( from এতস্থিরাদ, this dispute, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arisingfrom this dispute or conten-

tion ; ad from or through this dispute or contention.

, a. (from 43ft , this dispute, and e, in-

creasing), increasing this dispute, increasing this con-

tradiction, increasing this controversy.

A

23 , s. (from at , this dispute, and 4 , an in-

creasing), the increasing ofthis dispute or contradicti

on, the increasing of this controversy.

43faft, ad. (from 4ft , this dispute, and frat, with-

out , without this dispute or contention.

aff , a. (from 43ft , this dispute, and fift ,

possessed of), connected with this dispute or contenti-

on.

afata , s . (from 43ft , this dispute, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this dispute, the increase ofthis

contradiction , the increase ofthis controversy .

এতদ্বিবাদব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিat , this dispute and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this dispute or contention excepted.

এতদ্বিবাদব্যতিরেক, a. (from এরদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and তিরেব
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an exception), the exception of this dispute or conten-

tion.

এতদ্বিবাদব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডদ্বিবাদব্যডিরেক), with the

exception of this dispute or controversy, without or be-

side this dispute or controversy.

auftaten, s. (from afat , this dispute, and , a break-

ing), the settling or deciding of this dispute or contro-

versy, the putting an end to this dispute or contro-

versy.

gofratres, a. (from aft , this dispute, and a ,

breaking), settling or deciding this dispute or contro-

versy, putting a stop to this dispute or controversy.

qgfaatng97, 8. (from aʊfaat , this dispute, and 7, a

breaking), the settling or deciding of this dispute or

controversy, the putting a stop to this dispute or con-

troversy.

status, a. (from af , this dispute, and F, joined

to), connected with this dispute or contention .

এতদ্বিবাদরহিত , a. ( from এতদ্বিবাদ , this dispute, and রহিত, des-

titute), free from this dispute or contention .

asfaattimi, a. (from 3ft , this dispute), engaged in or

connected with this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিষদিশূন্য, a. (from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and শূন্য , empty) ,

free from this dispute or contention.

gofratugia, a. (from 4 this dispute, and 7, desti-

tute , free from this dispute or contention.

gsfæætnergo, a. (from afaat , this dispute, and way, a

cause), caused by or arising from this dispute or con-

tention ; ad. from or through this dispute or contenti.

on.

aufaatutætgi, s. (from a ſaata , this dispute, and atatgi,

desire), a desire to excite or promote this dispute or

contention .

aufextatate , a. (from 43ft , this dispute, and atatfg .

desirous), desirous of exciting or promoting this dis

pute or contention.

এডৱিবাদানুসন্ধান , s. (from এতদ্বিবাদ , this dispute , and অনুসম্মান,

search), an enquiry into this dispute or contention.

fatal, a. (from fat , this dispute, and

fs , searching), enquiring into this dispute or

contention.

একদ্বিবাদানুসারী, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ , this dispute and অনুসারি ,

following), according or corresponding with this dis-

pute or controversy.

এতদ্বিবাদানুসারে, ad. (from এ দ্বিবাদ , this dispute and অনুসার,

afollowing), according to, in correspondence with this

dispute or controversy.

এতদ্বিবাদীদ্বেষক, a. (from এউদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking to excite or promote this dispute or

coutention.

এতদ্বিষাদান্বেষণ , ৪. (from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute , and অন্বেষণ, ৫

ecking), the seeking to excite or promote this dispute

or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদান্বেষী, a. (from এডদ্বিবাদ , this dispute, and অন্বেষি ,

seeking , seeking to excite or promote this dispute or

contention.

এতদ্বিবাদাভিলাষ , s. (from এতস্থিবাদ , this dispute and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this dispute or contention .

asfaæinifsmts), a. (from fat , this dispute, and featfią,

desirous), desirous offomenting this dispute or conten.

tion:

afatatu , a. (from fat , this dispute, and fifa, desir-

ous), desirous of this dispute or controversy.

g3fæatate , ad. (from a fan, this dispute, and u ,̸ an ob-

ject), for this dispute, for this controversy, for this con-

tradiction.

AGfTætnæ), s. (from 9¾¶t , this dispute, and Ex¹, desire),

a desire to excite or promote this dispute or contenti-

on.

a3faatina, a. (from 3 , this dispute, and 35, desir-

ous), desirous of fomenting this dispute or contention .

q3fwating☎, a. (from aufæ , this dispute, and T. de-

sirous), desirous of fomenting this dispute or contenti-

on.

এতদ্বিবাদোৎপত্তি, s. ( from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and sৎপত্তি,

production), the production of this dispute or contenti-

on.

এতদ্বিবাদেউৎপাদক, a. ( from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and sৎপাদক,

producing), producing this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদোৎপাদন , s. (from এডদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and sৎপাদন ,

a producing), the causing of this dispute or contenti-

on.

afrateninis, a . (from afat , this dispute, and s , en-

gaged in), engaged in or eager to begin this dispute or

contention.

gofqatıntrasts, s. (from asfa̸ata, this dispute, and sɩrta,

endeavour), an eagerness or endeavour to begin or main.

tain this dispute or contention.

qgfactataıtsi), a. (from a3faam , this dispute, and suutista,

zealous), eager to engage in this dispute or contention.

এতদ্বিবাদোপক্রয ,় s. (from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and sপক্রম, ৫

commencement), the beginning of this dispute or con-

tention.

এতদ্বিবাদোপযুক্ত , ৫. (from এতদ্বিবাদ, this dispute and sপযুক্ত,
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এক,

fit), fit or proper to be the subject of this dispute or

contention, fit or proper to engage in this dispute or con-

tention.

44 , 8. (from 437, this, and fats, a marriage), this mar-

riage, this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহঘটক , s . ( from এতদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and ঘটক, one

who contracts marriages), the person who contracted

this marriage, the person who negotiated this person's

marriage,

এতদ্বিবাহজনিত, a. (from এতদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and জনিত ,

produced), produced by or born of this marriage, pro-

duced by or born of this person's marriage.

4Gí¶atega), 6. (from fate, this marriage, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from this mar-

riage, producible by or arising from this person's mar-

riage.

fat , ad. (loc. case of43ft ), for this marri-

age.

এতদ্বিবাহুনিযিশু, s . ( from এতদ্বিৰাহ, this marriage, and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause), the cause or purpose of this marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহনিষিত্তক, a. ( from এডদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause , caused by or arising from this marriage, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's marriage ; ad, from

or through this person's marriage.

asfcatcfiface, ad. (from 93faat , this marriage, and fa ,

a cause), for this marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from এতদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and পুতি

, opposing), opposing this marriage, opposing or

preventing this person's marriage.

813fatago , a. (from as , this marriage, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this marriage, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's marriage ; ad. from

or through this marriage.

safaategis, d. (from 93 , this marriage, and te, ob-

tained), obtained by this marriage.

43ft , a. (from fat , this marriage, and see,

breaking , dissolving this marriage , dissolving this per-

son's marriage.

এতদ্বিব ছিলক , a. (from এডদ্বিবাহ, this marriage, and ফল, a

root), originating in this marriage, originating in this

person's marriage.

fata , a. (from 43 , this marriage, and , oblain-

ed), acquired by this marriage.

ssfaztæææsø, a. (from 4faat , this marriage, and (T3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this marriage, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's marriage ; ad. from

or through this marriage.

এন্ড.

asfaatxtætg), s. (from 2 , this marriage, and statgt,

desire , a desire for this marriage, a desire for this per-

son's marriage.

এতদ্বিৰাজাকাস্ত্রী , a. ( from এতদ্বিব!হ , this marriage, and জাকা ूিন,

desirous) , desirous of this marriage, desirous of this per-

son's marriage.

43ftat , s. (from fate, this marriage, and

17, search), a seeking to promote this marriage, a seek-

ing to promote this person's marriage.

sgfäutetaaldi, « . (from asfaæts, this marriage, and

ata , searching), searching out means to accomplish

this marriage.

affettat , a. (from 98ft , this marriage, and

, seeking), aiming to promote this marriage,

seeking to promote this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহাম্বেতে, a. ( from এতদ্বিরাহ, this marriage, and অন্বেষক,

a seeking), seeking to promote this marriage, seeking to

promote this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহাস্বেপ্নণ , a. (from এডদ্বিবাহ, this marriage, and অন্বেষণ ,

a seeking), a seeking to promote this marriage, a seek-

ing to promote this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাছান্বেষী, a . ( from এডদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and সন্বেষি ,

seeking), seeking to promote this marriage, seeking to

promote this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহাভিলাষ, s . (from এডদ্বিবাহ, this marriage, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this marriage, a desire for this per-

son's marriage.

এতদ্বিবছি।ভিলাষী , a. (from এডদ্বিবাহ , this marriage, and অতি

fa , desirous), desirous of this marriage, desirous of

this person's marriage.

93fatt ,́ a. (from fats, this marriage, and aff , de-

sirous), desirous of this marriage.

93fzatgtu, ad. (from afate, this marriage, and ¤ , an ob-

ject), for this marriage.

a3factical, s. (from 43faxix, this marriage, and I&1, de-

sire), a desire for this marriage, a desire for this per-

son's marriage.

azfqaties, a. (from 235, this marriage, and ₹5, desir-

ous), desirous of this marriage, desirous ofthis person's

marriage.

fate , a. (from 23faæt , this marriage, and 5, de-

sirous , desirous of this marriage, desirous of this per-

son's marriage.

43( atexias, a. (from fat , this marriage, and so,

engaged in), engaged in or zealous for this marriage,

engaged in or zealous for this person's marriage.

agfæatrætenits, s. (from afate, this marriage, and sts,

Q99
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હ

exertion), exertion to promote this marriage, exertion

to promote this person's marriage.

asfactcetcastsi, a. (from asfaæte, this marriage, and sʊ1

fsta, zealous), zealous to promote this marriage, zealous

to promote this person's marriage.

এতদ্বিবাহোপক্রম, ৪. (from এডদ্বিৰাহ , his marriage, and উপক্রম,

a beginning , the commencement of this marriage, the

commencement of this person's marriage.

এডদ্বিবাহোপযুক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্বিৱাহ, this marriage, and গুপযুক্ত,

fit), fit or proper for this marriage, fit or proper for this

person's marriage.

afür , s. (from 23 , this, and fata , discrimination ,

竈 this discrimination, this person's discrimination,

এতদ্বিবেকজণ্য , a. (from এডদ্বিবেক, this discrimination, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this discrimi

nation.

AfarCun , ad. (loc. case ofafTM-1), for this discri-

mination.

3fcffice, a. (from afar , this discrimination, and

ffas, a cause), caused by or arising from this discri-

mination ; ad. from or because of this discrimination.

q3saTafafa13, ad. (from 93fqaz, this discrimination , and

fafa , a cause , for this discrimination.

এতদ্বিবেকপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিৰেক, this discrimination, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this discriminati-

on ; ad from or because of this discrimination .

szfacrælege, «. (from afar , this discrimination, and erg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this discrimination ;

ad, from or because of this discrimination.

45 , a. (from 23 , this, and fx , examining), exa-

mining or discriminating this thing ; s. this discrimi-

nator, this investigator.

asfaraoni, s. (from 935, this , and faɩz671, investigation),

this investigation or discrimination, the investigation

or discrimination ofthis.

aofarrgatæði, s. (from asfal3631 , this investigation, and sý,

a doer), the person who makes this investigation or dis-

crimination.

এতদ্বিৱেচনাকারক, a. (from এডদ্বিবেচন), this investigation, and

aſa☎, making), making this investigation or discrimi-

nation, investigating or discriminating this affair.

agfurzbatatal, a. (from 23(9 7551 , this investigation, and

making), making this investigation or discrimi

nation, investigating or discriminating this affair.

facasatsts, a. (from 9351 , this investigation, and

st3, obtained), included in this investigation or discrimi-

nation.

40.

Auftimentani, d. (from safes , this investigation, and

31, producible), producible by or arising from this in-

vestigation or discrimination.

aefaccontares, ad. (loc. case of asfacentas), for this in

vestigation or discrimination,

AGFCI76718"A, S. (from 93551, this investigation, and

, destruction), the ruin ofthis investigation or dis-

crimination.

এতদ্বিবেচনাষ্ট্র সক , a. (from এডদ্বিৱেচনা , this investigation , and

Я , destructive), ruinous to this investigation or dise

crimination.

a3facx671$^Ħ, a. (from 43fat1, this inves'igation, and

2ªfa , destructive), ruinous to this investigation or dis◄

crimination.

asfaccontatat, s. (from B , this investigation, and

at , destruction), the ruin of this investigation or dis-

crimination .

এতদ্বিবেচনানাশক, a . (from এডদ্বিবেচনা, this investigation, and

at , destructive), ruinous to this investigation or dis-

crimination .

Loftrabatfazás, a . (from 93115 , this investig' tion, and

fa , causing to cease), putting an end to this inves-

tigation or discrimination.

এতদ্বিবেচন নিবারক, a. ( from এডদ্বিবেচন', this investigation, and

faata , preventing , preventing this investigation ordis

crimination.

gofacasatfazıąd, s. (from aufa:185), this investigation, and

fated, a preventing) , the prevention ofthis investiga

tion or discrimination .

এতদ্বিবেচনানিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from এডদ্বিবেচনা , this investigation , and

fa , cessation , the cessation of this investigation or

discrimination.

এত দ্ববেচনানিতিক, a. (from এডদ্বিবেচনা, this investigation,

and fifa , a cause , caused by or arising from this inves

tigation or discrimination ; ad. from or because of this

investigation or discrimination.

geface81fafa , ad. (from 43f571, this investigation, and

fafas, a cause), for this investigation or discriminati-

on.

এডদ্বিবেচনাপূর্বক , a. (from এতদ্বিবেচনা , this investigation, and

, before), preceded by or arising from this investiga

tion or discrimination .

এতদ্বিবেচনাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এডদ্বিজেন', this investigation,

and , opposing , opposing or preventing this

investigation or discrimination.

এডছি ৰচনাপযুক্ত , a. ( from এগুছিৰেচনা, this investigation, and

Cys, caused by), caused by or arising from this inves
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40.

tigation or discrimination ; ad. from or because of this

investigation or discrimination,

asficeBrifini, ad. (from aufted" , this investigation , and

fzai, without), without or beside this investigation or

discrimination.

asfatatal, a. (from auf , this investigation, and

faft , possessedof), possessed of this discrimination or

judgment.

এতদ্বিবেচনাবিহীন , a. (from এডমিনে , this investigation, and

fa , destitute , destitute of this discrimination or

judgment.

Afarasatafafa , a (from 4ft, this investigation,

and viſ³ßi», excepted), this investigation or discrimina-

tion excepted.

aðfirmatzifuxa, s. (from 93ft:1831, this investigation,

and rifsizæ, an exception), the exception of this inves-

tigation or discrimination.

এতদ্বিবেচনাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lor, case of এডবিবেচ্যডিরেক', with

the exception of this investigation or discrimination

without or beside this investigation or discrimination

Azfarebatam*, a from 3 , this investigation and

a rot), origina ing or springing from this investi-

gation or discrimination.

osfātsatos, a. from 93f8 1. this investigation, and

1.joined to), connected with this investigation or dis-

crimination.

a3fq:zontḍfs3, a. (from 23881, this investigation , and

afas destitute), destitute of this investigation or discri-

mination.

23f28ef, ad. (from afatasat, this investigation, and

ú, an object), for this investigation or discrimination .

fact , a. (from 25.aba ', this investigation, and

AT, empty) destitute of this investigation or discrimi

nation.

sofa:28-tfa a. (from 93f87), this investigation, and

f , compleated), proved or established by this inves-

tigation or discrimination

এতদ্বিবেচনাহানি, s. (from এতদ্বিবেচনা, this investigation, and

tf , a detriment , a detriment to this investigation or

discrimination.

sfaceratzia, a. (from soft , this investigation, and t ,

destitute), destitute of this investigation or discrimina

tion .

43f¶rzbategy, a. (from 9f81, this investiga'ion , and

(F3, a cause), caused by or arising from this investiga-

tion or discrimination ; ad. from or because of this in-

vestigation or discrimination.

*

40.

23ff38, 8. (from 934, this, and fear wealth), this wealth

or grandeur, this person's wealth or grandeur.

23fratræ, a. (from 3fs , this wealth, and at , do

ing), exercising this grandeur.

23fascati, a. from 23137 , this grandeur, and eta, do-

ing), exercising this grandeur.

afez , a. (from fasa, this wealth, and 7, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this wealth orgran-

deur, producible by or arising from this person's wealth

or grandeur.

এতদ্বিতৰ জন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিও অন্য) , for this wealth or

grandeur.

AftSTIA, 8. (from 4537, this wealth, and A, destruc-

ton), the destruction of this wealth or grandeur, the

de truction of this person's wealth or grandeur.

a ft . a. from 23fx, this wealth, and , de

stru ie), destructive to this wealth or grandeur, de

structive to this person's wealth or grandeur.

23ft, a. (from 43 , his wealth, and de-

s ructive) destructive to this wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to his person's wealth or grandeur.

4337at", 8. (from 25(754, this weal h, and atxt, des'i uc-

tion the destruction of this wealth or grandeur, the

destruction of this person's wealth or granddeur.

aefrezatæ, u . from ths wealth, and at , de-

structive , destructive to this wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to this person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিগুৰনিযিশুক, a ( from এ দ্বিভৰ this relth and নির্মিত, ৫

cause , caused by or arising from this wealth or gran-

deur, caused by or arising from this person's wealth or

grandeur ; ad. from or through this wealth or gran-

deur.

93fast af13, ad from 93fs , this grandeur, and fafis,

a cause , for this wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিতৰ পুযুক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্বিভৰ, this wealth, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this wealth or gran-

deur, caused by or arising from this person's wealth or

grandeur ; ad. from or through this person's wealth or

grandeur.

23fas , a. (from 5 , this grandeur, and a̸s, in-

creusing), increasing this wealth or grandeur.

gofeziañía , s. (from 23 457, this grandeur and 15, an

increasing), the increasing of this wealth or grandeur,

soft= font, ad. (from 235 , this wealth, and feat, with-

out , without or beside this person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভৰবিনাশ, s. ( from এডদ্বিভব, this wealth, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of this wealth or grandeur,

the destruction of this person's wealth or grandeur,

9492
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93.

fazafata, s. (from 43s , this wealth, and fate,

destructive), destructive to this wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to this person's wealth or grandeur.

gofasafafe, a. (from 43 , this wealth, and fat , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this wealth or grandeur.

sfat , a. (from 435 , this wealth, andfa, desti-

tute of), destitute of this wealth or grandeur.

43f53af7, s. (from 935 , this wealth, and af , increase);

the increase of this wealth or grandeur, the increase of

this person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভবতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এতদ্বিভৱ, this wealth , and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this wealth or grandeur excepted, this per-

son's wealth or grandeur excepted.

93 , s. (from 43fast, this wealth, and af ,

an exception ), the exception of this person's grandeur,

the exception of this grandeur.

এতদ্বিভ ব্যডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিভৰব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this wealth or grandeur, without or beside

this wealth or grandeur.

Åsfasars, ɑ . (from 9313 , this wealth, and TF, joined to),

connected with this wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভবরহিত , a. ( from এ দ্বিভব , this wealth , and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of this wealth or grandeur.

fasata , a. (from 9357, this wealth), possessed of this

wealth or grandeur.

935 , a. (from 435 , this wealth, and T, empty),

destitute of this wealth or grandeur.

93f3f4, s. (from 43 , this wealth, and tf , loss),

the loss of this wealth or grandeur, the loss of this per-

son's wealth or grandeur.

33:17, a . (from 435 , this wealth, and ta, des'itute),

destitute of this wealth or grandeur.

s, aas , a. (from 43 , this wealth, and

cause), caused by or arising from this wealth or gran-

deur, caused by or arising from this person's wealth

or grandeur ; ad. from or through this wealth or gran-

deur.

933atata1, s . (from 2358, this wealth, and atat , de-

sire , a desire for this wealth or grandeur, a desire for

this person's wealth or grandeur.

of statt . a. from fasa, this wealth and stata , de-

sirous) , desirous of this wealth or grandeur, desirous of

this person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভবানুসন্ধান, s. (from এডদ্বিভব, this wealth, and অনুসন্ধান ,

search) , a search after this wealth or grandeur, a scruti-

my into this person's wealth or grandeur.

goffsatzzatat, a. (from 43f757, this wealth, and

93.

fa , searching), searching after this wealth or grandeur,

scrutinizing into this person's wealth or grandeur.

gafasata , a. (from 35 , this wealth, andএতদ্বিতবাদদ্বায়ী, এতদ্বিভব,

, searching), searching after this wealth or

grandeur, scrutinizing into this person's wealth or gran-

deur..

43fasatantly, ad. (from 3 , this grandeur, and t

following), according to or in correspondence with

this wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিতবান্বেষক , a . (from এতদ্বিভব , this wealth , and অন্বেষক, seek-

ing , seeking this wealth or grandeur, seeking this per-

son's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভবান্বেষণ , s . ( from এতদ্বিভর, this wealth, and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking ,the seeking of this wealth or grandeur, the seek-

ing of this person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিভবান্বেষী , a. (from এডদ্বিভর , this wealth , and অন্বেষি,

seeking), seeking this wealth or grandeur, seeking this

person's wealth or grandeur.

এতদ্বিতবাভিলাষ, s. (from এতদ্বিভব, this wealth, and অভিলাষ,

desire) , a desire for this wealth or grandeur, a desire

for this person's wealth or grandeur.

এডভিবাভিলাষী, a. ( from এতদ্বিভব , this wealth,and অভিলামিন,

desirous), desirous of this wealth or grandeur, desirous

for this person's wealth or grandeur.

43f5¿½), s . (from af , this wealth, and F , desire), a

desire for this wealth or grandeur, a desire for this per-

son's wealth or grandeur.

934 , a. (from 3f , this wealth, and , desirous),

desirous of this wealth or grandeur, desirous of this

person's wealth or grandeur.

softsɩg☎,-a. (from 235 , this wealth, and I , desirous),

desirous of this wealth or grandeur, desirous of this

person's wealth or grandeur.

43fstal, a. (from 4f , this wealth, and af , desirous),

desirous of this wealth or grandeur, desirous of this

person's wealth or grandeur .

4.a. (from 935 , this grandeur, and sπF,

fit , suited to this wealth or grandeur.

43facta, a. (from 3 , this, and fixt8, a quarrel), this

quarrel or opposition , this person's quarrel or opposi-

tion.

fat , a (from 23 , this , and fat , obstructing),

obstructing this , opposing this , this opposer,

43fa91831. s . (from 3 , this opposition, and aý, a

duer , the maker of this opposition .

23facaretse, a . (from 23 , this opposition, and atra,
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93.

making), making this opposition ; 6. the maker of this

opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধকারী, a. (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel , and কারিন,

making), making this quarrel, causing this person's

quarrel, opposing this person ; s . this quarreller.

এতদ্বিরোধজনক, a. (from এডদ্বিরোধ , this opposition, and জনক ,

producing), producing this opposition or contention.

43.1593, a. (from ta, this quarrel, and 3,

produced), producedby or arising from this quarrel or

opposition, produced by or arising from this person's

quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধজন্য, a . (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quirrel, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this quarrel or

opposition, producible by or arising from this person's

quarrel or opposition.

sofacxtâmar, ad . (loc. case of 43ft ), for this oppo-

sition, for this contention.

এতদ্বিরোধজতি, a. (from এতদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel, and জাত,

produced , produced by or arising from this quarrel or

opposition, produced by or arising from this person's

quarrel or opposition .

এতদ্বিরোধজ্ঞাপক, a. (from এতদ্বিরেta, this opposition, and পিক,

causing to know), proclaiming or making known this

opposition or contention.

এতদ্বিরে।ধনাশক, a. (from . এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to or putting an end to this per-

son's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধনিবর্তক, a. ( from-এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and নিবর্ত্তক,

crusing to cease), causing this person's quarrel or oppo-

sition to cease.

এত্তদ্বিরোবসিবারক, a. (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this quarrel or opposition, pre-

venting this person's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধনিবারণ , s . ( from এতদ্বিরোধ, this opposition , and

faated, a preventing), the preventing of this opposition

or contention .

এতদ্বিরোধনিবৃত্তি , ৪. (from এডদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of this quarrel or opposition ,

the cessation of this person's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোপনিমিত্তক, a . (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this quarrel or op-

position, caused by or arising from this person's. quar-

rel or opposition ; ad. from or because of this quarrel or

opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধনিমিত্তে, ad . (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this opposition , and

ffa , a cause), for this opposition or contention.

43faca12×ƒ>, a . (from flat , this opposition, and

93.

before), preceded by or arising from this opposition or

contention ; ad. by or through this opposition or conten-

tion.

soficatapuF, a. (from fact , this quarrel, and

caused by), caused by or arising from this quarrel, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's quarrel ; ad. from or

because ofthis quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধবর্ধক, a. (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quirrel , and বন্ধক, in-

creasing) , aggravating this quarrel, aggravating this per-

son's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধবর্জন , s. (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and বর্ষণ, an

increasing), the aggravating of this quarrel, the aggra-

vating of this person's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধৰিলা, ad. (from এডদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel , and বিনা ,

1

without), without or beside this quarrel, without or be-

side this person's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধবৃদ্ধি, s . (from এতদ্বিরোধ , this opposition, and বৃদ্ধি,

increase), the increase of this opposition or contention .

এতদ্বিরোধব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel , and তি

, excepted), this quarrel excepted, this person's quar-

rel or opposition excepted.`-

factafa , a. (from fata, this opposition, and

faft , possessed of , subject to or pestered with this

opposition or quarrel.

এতদ্বিরোধবিহীন, a. (fromএতদ্বিবোধ, this opposition , and বিহীন,

destitute), free from this contention or opposition :

এতদ্বিরোধব্যতিরেক, s. (fron এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and

ufsize, an exception), the exception of this quarrel,

the exception of this person's quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিরোধব্যতিরেক); with

the exception of this contention or opposition , without

or beside this opposition or contention.

q3facts , s. (from fact , this opposition, and sЯ, a

breaking) , the settling or putting an end to this opposi

tion or contention.

Azfälx18S&T, a. (from asfalta, this quarrel, and 587,

breaking) , interrupting orbreaking up this person's quar-

rel or opposition.

afacat859 , s. (from 93fact , this quarrel, and 4 , a

breaking , the breaking up or putting a stop to this

quarrel or opposition.

sfacat8a9, a. (from 1 , this quarrel, and Я, immer-

sed), immersed or wholly engaged in this quarrel, en-

gaged or immersed in this person's quarrel.

এতদ্বিরোধমূলক , a . (from এডছিরোধ , this quarrel, and ফুল,

root ), originating from this quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধযুক্ত, ৫, ( from এতদ্বিরোধ , this opposition, and যুক্ত,
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joined , connected with this opposition or contention,

pestered with this opposition or contention.

এতদ্বিবোধরহিত, a. (from এডদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel, and রহিত,

destitute , free from this quarrel or opposition.

fat , a. (from 1 , this opposition, and ,

empty , free from this opposition or contention.

43312 , a . (from a3fact , this opposition, and ,

indicating), indicating this opposition or contention.

4fextâ , a . (from a fret , this opposi'ion, and 1 , des-

titute), free from this opposition or contention.

Asfacatas , a. (from 3 , this qua vel, and

a cause , caused by or arising from this quarrel or op-

position ; ad. from or because of this quarrel or oppo-

sition.

এতদ্বিরোধ াকা 1 , s. (from এতদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel , and আকা

desire), a desire for this quarrel or opposition.

gofacaratang), a. (from 93f¶ix18, this quarrel, and starfsa

desirous), desirous of engaging in or renewing this

quarrel or opposition.

23:38 , s . (from at this quarrel, and

At , search), a seeking how to excite this quarrel

or opposition.

23facetatasì, a . (from 23. this quarrel, and

fa , searching) , seeking to excite or promote

this quarrel or opposition , scrutinizing into this quarrel

or opposition.

93f¶cp1&1981?), a. (from 25facata, this quarrel, and

, seeking), seeking to excite or promote this

quarrel or opposition, scrutinizing into this quarrel or

opposition.

fatti, a. (from afarata, this opposition , and

at , following), corresponding with or following

upon this opposition or contention.

gsfæest8täytes, ad. (from afar , this opposition , and

want , afollowing , according to or in correspondence

with this opposition or contention.

এতদ্বিরোধান্বিত, a. ( from এডদ্বিরোব this quarrel, and অতি

connected with), connected with this quarrel or opposi-

tion.

এতদ্বিরোধান্বেষক, a. (from এতঘিরেবি , this quarrel , and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking to excite or promote this quarrel or

opposition.

এতদ্বি রাধান্বেষণ, s. (from.এতদ্বিরোধ this quarrel, and অন্বেষণ ,

search), a seeking to excite or promote this quarrel or

opposition.

এতদ্বিরোধীশ্বেরী , ৫ (from এতদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel, and অশ্বেদ্বিম,্

seeking , seeking to excite or promote this quarrel or

opposition.

qafacatâtfentu, s . (from asfacatâ, this qu irrel, and afexta,

desire), a desire to excite or promote this quarrel or op-

position.

sofazatatfsatâ, a . (from 9sfæ¿xt*, this quarrel, and afs

Mif , desirous , desirous of exciting or promoting this

quarrel or opposition

qgfaceratú ,́ a. (from facta, this opposition, and off ,

desirous), desirous of this opposition or contention.

gufucatâtcu, ad. (from asfax , this opposition, and aứ, an

object), for this opposition or contention.

aofacatiâx) , s. (from asfixit, this quarrel, and Ii, de-

s‹re), a desire to excite or promote this quarrel or oppo-

sition.

agfucștiâ , a. (from a fact , this quarrel, and 3 , de-

strous , desirous of exciting or promoting this quarrel or

opposition.

afextâge, a. (from afarata, this quarrel and . de-

sirous , desirous of exciting or promoting this quarrel

or opposition.

একটিরেখার ৎপত্তি, s. (from এডদ্বিরোধ. this quarrel, and sৎপত্তি,

a production , the production of this quarrel or opposi-

tion .

এতদ্বিরোবোৎপাদক, a. (from এতদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel, and

setts, producing , producing this quarrel or opposi

tion.

এডদ্বিরোবোৎপাদন.s. (from এতস্থিরে'ব, thisquarrel, and sৎপাদন,

o producing), the producing of this quarrel or opposi--

tion .

এতদ্বিরোধোদ্যুক্ত , a. ( from এডদ্বিরোধ , this quarrel and উক্তি,

engaged in , engaged in this quarrel or opposition .

23 E1121073, a. (from scata, this opposition, and 87 ,

ready), ready or prepared for this opposition or conten-

tion.

93.ts, s. (from fat , this opposition, and

suits, exertion), a zealous exertion for this opposition

or contention.

gofauti, a. (from 23 , this quarrel, and

fst exciting to), stimulating to this quarrel or

opposition, eagerly engaging in this quarrel or opposi

tion.

asfäexte , a. (from fact , this quarrel, and sat,

looking upwards), looking towards or desirous of this

quarrel or opposition.

এতদ্বিরোবোপক্রম, s. (from এডদ্বিরো , this quirrel, and গুপক্রম,

a beginning), the commencement of this quarrel or op-

position.

এতদ্বিরোধোপযুক্ত , a. (from এডদ্বিরোধ, this quarrel , and s পযুক্ত,

fil ), fit to be the subject of this quarrel or opposition.
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13.

এতদ্বিরোবোপস্থিডি,৩. (from এগুছিয়েনি , this quarrel , and উপস্থিতি,

a being near), the beginning or introduction of this

quarrel or opposition.

4feft , a. (from 234, this, and feft , possessed of), con-

nected with this, possessed of this.

এতদ্বিশেষফ, a. (from এ , this, and বিশেষক, discriminating),

discriminating or distinguishing this ; s.this discriminat-

ing circumstance.

23ftemad, a. (from 437, this, and factas, a discriminating ,

the discriminating of this, this discriminating word or

adjective.

AfAS, «. (from 934, this, and fats, trusted), believed

or trusted by this person, trusty in this thing.

auft , s. (from , this, and fi , trust), this trust

or confidence, this person's trust or confidence.

এডদ্বিশ্বাসকারক, a. (from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and কারক, do-

ing , exercising this trust or confidence.

= a. (from 43 , this trust, and tx , do-

ing , exercising this trust or confidence.

auſtdinetsa, 0. (from a3faxta, this trust, and ate», de-

stroying), acting unfaithfully to this trust, betraying this

trust ; s. this unfaithful person , this traitor.

gefeqtaetci, o. (from aзfata, this trust, and tfs , de-

stroying), betraying this trust or confidence, acting un-

faithfully to this trust.

43(Txinanz, 6. (from asta, this trust, and uns; pro-

ducing , producing this trust or coufidence.

এডদ্বিশ্বাসজনিত, a. (from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust and অসিড, pro-

duced, produced by or arising from this trust or con-

fidence.

duftttaga , a. (from 3 , this trust, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this trust or con-

fidence.

fitam , ad, (loc. case ofaf ), for this trust,

for this confidence.

pro-এডছিশ্বাসজাত, a . (from এতদ্বিশ্বাস, this trast, and জাত,

duced), produced by or arising from this trust or con-

fidence.

ATTAAKA, 8. (from at , this trust, and † , de-

struction), the destruction of this trust or confidence.

Atxiagame, a. (from 93f¶¶n, this trust, and tone, de-

structive), destructive to this trust or confidence.

ab(taintan), u. (from S3{THA, this trust, and fa , de-

s'ruclive), destroying this trust or confidence.

একদ্বিশ্বাসনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to this trust or coufi-

dence.

এডদ্বিশ্বাসনিবারক, a. ( from এতদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and নিক,

preventing), obstructing or preventing this trust or con--

fidence.

এডদ্বিশ্বাসনিবারণ , s. (from এন্ডফিশ্বাস, this trust , and নিবারণ ,

preventing), the obstructing or preventing of this trust

or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসনিবৃত্তি, s . (from এডদ্বিশ্বাস , this trust, and নিবৃত্তি, c:-

sation), the cessation of this trust or confidence.

বিশ্বাসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এ তদ্বিশ্বাস, this traust , and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from this trust or confi--

dence ; ad. from or because of this trust or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust ) and নির্মিত্ত, ক

cause), for this trust or confidence.

23fЯta, s. (from 435, this, and f , a confidant), -

this confidant, a person in whom this confidence may be

reposed.

gafantata, a. (from afata, this trust, and , before).

preceded by or arising from this trust or confidence ;

ad. by or through this trust or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসপুযুক্ত , a. ( from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and প্রযুক্ত , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this trust or confi-

dence ; ad, from or because of this trust or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসৰিলা , ad. (from এতদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and বিনা , with-

out , without or beside this trust or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust , andবাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this trust or confidence excepted .

এতদ্বিশ্বাসৰাডিরেক, s. ( from এডদ্বিশ্বাস, this trust, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofthis trust or confidence.

asfartefact , ad. (loc. care of us ), with-

the exception of this trust or confidence, without or

beside this trust or confidence.

এতদ্বিশ্বাসভূমি , s. (from স্তদ ,্ this, and বিশ্বাসভূমি, a ground of

confidence), this confidant, this person in whom conti-

dence is placed, this ground of confidence.

Aſ¶¶taa☎, o. (from 43f , this trust, and , a root),

originating or springing from this trust or confidence.

qefer =zatdı, a. from 23fct , this trust, and ‹œts , wor--

thy), worthy of this trust or confideuce.

AGSERİALIST, a. (from 3 , this trust, and (eg, a

cause), caused by or arising from this trust or confi

dence ; ad. from or because of this trust or confidence.

xy, s. (from 93 , this, and fixa, an object), this ob

ject, this wealth, this business or affair, this person's

business or affair, this person's wealth.

43fas , a. (from 435, this, and faxy, an object), having

this for its object, belonging to this object, relating to

this.

এতদ্বিষয়কারক; a. (from এতদ্বিষয়, this object , and কারক, doing ),

engaging or occupying himself on this object or affair,
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93.

sante , a . (from a3fag, this object, and af , doing),

engaging or occupying himself on this object or affair.

93(papanæ, a. (from 3 , this object, and a*, produ-

cing), producing this object or affair.

এতদ্বিষয়জন্য, a. ( from এতদ্বিষয়, this object, and জন্য, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from this object or affair.

43 , d. (loc. case of43fags , for this object, for

his business or affair.

¤ , s. (from 43fay, this object , and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this object, the ruin of this bu-

siness or affair.

de-
azfayta☎, ɑ. (from 38y, this object, and ,

structive), destructive to this object, ruinous to this bu-

siness or affair.

"

aðfæægt , u. (from 23f87, this object, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to this object, ruinous to this bu-

.siness or affair.

afaagat , s. (from afg, this object, and t* , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this object, the ruin of this bu-

siness or affair.

gofaggatate, a. (from 43 , this object, and at , de-

structive), destructive to this object, ruinous to this bu-

siness or affair.

„ feopfacée, 4. (from 43 , this object, and free,

causingto cease), causing this object or affair to cease,

putting a stop to this business.

gofjogfaztzæ, o . (from

C

fag, this object, and factae,

preventing , preventing or hindering this object or af

fair.

এতদ্বিষয়নিবারণ , s. ( from এতদ্বিষয়, this object, and নিবারণ , a

preventing), the preventing or hindering of this object

..or business .

এতদ্বিষয়নিবৃত্তি, s. (from এতদ্বিষয় , this object , and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation ), the cessation of this business or undertaking.

Azſtopfafu36, a . (from 93faag, this object, and fifay, a

cause , caused by or arising from this object, caused by

or arising from this business or affair ; ad. from or be-

cause of this business, from or because of this object or

affair.

Hofgayfiface, od. (from auſgay, this object, and fafaz, a

cause), for this object, for this business or affair .

এতদ্বিষয়প্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from এতদ্বিষয় , this object, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or preventing this object, opposing

or preventing this business or affair.

এতদ্বিষয়পুযুক্ত , a. ( from এতদ্বিষয়, this object, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this object, caused by

or arising from this business or affair; ad. from or be-

43.

cause ofthis object, from or because ofthis business or

affair.

এতদ্বিষয়বর্ষক, a. (from এতদ্বিষয় , this object, and বন্ধক, increase

ing), increasing this object, increasing this affair or bu-

siness.

20fa5 , s. (from fay, this object, and a, an in-

creasing) , the increasing of this object, the increasing

of this business or undertaking.

4 , ad, (from

out), without this

ness.

23(napfifd , a. (from

faxy, this object, and fat , with-

object, without this affair or busi-

fag, this object, and fif ¥, pos-

sessed of, possessed of this object, possessed of this

business.

43fa¤:faxia, a. (from 93 , this object, and fasa, desti-

tute), destitute of this object, destitute ofthis business

or affair.

43fafa, s. (from a3fag, this object, and f , increase),

the increase of this object or affair.

afayett, s. (from ¤ , this object, and catą, know-

ledge), a knowledge of this object, a knowledge of this

affair or business,

aptiæ, a. (from 43 , this object, and at , know.

ing), knowing this object, knowing this affair or busi-

ness.

এতদ্বিষয়তিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্বিষয়, this object , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this object excepted, this affair or business.

excepted.

এতদ্বিষয়তিরেক, s. (from এতদ্বিষয়, this object , and ’তিয়েক,

dn exception), the exception of this object, the excepti-

on ofthis affair or business.

এতদ্বিষয়াতিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিষয়ব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this object or affair, without or beside this

object or affair.

43 , a. (from fag, this object, and , joined to),

connected with this object, connected with this busi-

ness or affair.

23 , a. (from 23 , this object, and a, keeping),

keeping or guarding this object, keeping or guarding

this business or affair.

এতদ্বিষয়রক্ষণ , s. (from এতদ্বিষয় , this object, and রক্ষণ, a keep-

ing), the keeping or guarding of this object, the keep-

ing or guarding of this business or affair.

aag1, s. (from 23 , this object, and F), preserva-

tion), the keeping or guarding of this object, the keep-

ing or guarding of this business or affair.

এতদ্বিষয়রহিত , a. (from এতদ্বিষয়, this object, and রহিত, desti-
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tute), destitute of this business or property, destitute of

this object.

sefragar, from fan, this object, and 5, acquired),

possessed oi or connected with this object or property.

STYMIS, s. momy, this object, and mis, gain), the

acquisition ofthis object or property.

Aftag ), a. (irom 2 , this object, and tar, empty),

destitute of this business or property, destitute of this

object.

QGfxzzzT!, 8. (from safway, this object, and xy, a destroy-

er), the destroyer of this property, he who ruins this

business or affair.

gafgagrifa, s. (from afar, this object, and Fifa, a loss),

a detriment to this property, a detriment to this busi-

ness or affair.

azfengxia, a. (from 4f , this object, and Ft , destitute),

destitute of this business or property, destitute of this

affair.

asftarlegs, a. (from afar, this object, and c , a cause),

caused by this object or affair, caused by or arising

from this business or property ; ud. from or because of

this object, from or because of this business or affair.

frantat1, s. (from 2 , this object, and arts , a

wish), a desire for this object or affair, a desire for this

business or property.

এতবিষয়াকারী, a. (from এডদ্বিষয়, this object , and অকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of this object or affair, desirous of

this business or property.

dofaagıązata, s . (from aзfixy, this object, and DZRE†I,

search , scrutinizing into this object or affair, a seeking

after this business or property,

fattet, a. (from 43 , this object, and a

scrutinizing , scrutinizing this object or affair, seeking

after this business or property.

এতদ্বিষয়ানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from এডদ্বিষয় , this object , and অনুসন্ধ

scrutinizing , scrutinizing this object or affair, seeking

after this business or property.

a3fa8gtaxılg, ad. (loc. case of fag, this object, and

sta, a following), according to this object or affair,

according to this business or property.

এতদ্বিষান্বেষক, a. (from এতদ্বিষয়, this object , and অন্বেষক, seek-

ing), seeking after this object or affair, seeking after

this business or property.

এ তদ্বিষয়ান্বেষণ , ৪. (from এতদ্বিষয় , this object , and অন্বেষণ, ৫

seeking), the seeking after this object or affair, the seek-

ing after this business or property.

SEſcaptian, a. (from afar, this object, and wɩufag, seek-

20.

ing), seeking after this object or affair, seeking after

this business or property.

AGfTarifèmtu, s. (from 93(Tay, this object, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for this object or a ffair, a desire for this

business or property.

এতদ্বিষয়াভিলাষী , a. (from এডদ্বিষয় , this object, and অভিলামিন,

desirous) , desirous of this object or affair, desirous of

this business of property.

asfa¤ytul ,́ a. (from fay, this object, and fifa, desir-

ous), desirous of this object, desirous of this affair or

business.

afat , ad. (from 23 , this object, and a , an ob-

ject), for this object, for this business or affair.

a3f1, s. (from fay, this object, and 1 , a desire), a

desire for this object or affair, a desire for this business

or property.

fary , a . (from 3 , this object, and , desirous),

desirous of this object or affair, desirous of this busi-

ness or property.

far , a. (from 23 , this object, and , desirous),

desirous of this object or affair, desirous of this bust-

ness or property.

QGjaxtga), a. (from , this object, and af , desir

ous), desirous of this object, desirous of this business or

affair.

SITURISTF, a . (from 238 , this cbject, and stu , suit-

ed,, suited to this object, suited to this business or affair.

fa , s. (from 43 , this, and fæ , dejection), this de-

jection.

.

asfaatustræ, a. (from 23 , this dejection, and etax,

doing), entertaining this dejection.

aufatal , a. (from 2f , this dejection, and 1 ,

doing), entertaining this dejection .

93faatnĦaæ, a. (from asj¤ætī, this dejection, aud $7 ,

producing), producing this dejection.

gofganga , a. (from , this dejection, and Fu, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this dejectiou ,

93f835), ad. ( lo:. case of fa¤† ), for this dejec-

tion.

23fustafaade, o. (from 4th, the dejection, and fade,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to this dejection.

gofainfazize, a . (from 43s , this dejection, and frate,

perventing, preventing this dejection.

g3jgathfazizq , s. (from asfaætî, this dej:ction, and fat?,

a preventing), the preventing of this dejection .

40famfala, s. (fiomf , this dejection, and faqja,

cessation), the cessation of this dejection.

RII
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gafqatafafagæ, d. (from fat , this dejection , and fifax,

a cause), caused by or arising from this dejection ; ad.

from or because of this dejection.

fanfare, ad. (from fata, this dejection, and fas,

a cause), for this dejection.

এতদ্বিষাদপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতদ্বিষাদ , this dejection , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this dejection ;

ad. from or because of this dejection .

gofqatnase, a. (from afat , this dejection , and zño,

increasing), increasing this dejection.

a3fgutaæúa, s. (from 43[¤¤ , this dejection, and ₹ 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this dejection .

এতদ্বিষাদবিন!, ad. ( from এতদ্বিষাদ , this dejection , and বিদা ,

without), without or beside this dejection,

এতদ্বিষাদবৃদ্ধি, s . (from এতদ্বিষাদ , this dejection, and বৃদ্ধি, an

increase), the increase of this dejection.

এতদ্বিষাদব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদ্বিষাদ, this dejection, and

affa , excepted) , this dejection excepted.

afatafora , s . (from af , this dejection, and

fз , an exception), the exception of this dejection.

এতদ্বিষাদব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্বিষাদব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this dejection, without or beside this

dejection.

fat , a . (from 43ft , this dejection , and c , a

cause), caused by or arising from this dejection ; ad.

from or because of this dejection.

Ja , s. (from 235, this, and af , understanding), this un-

derstanding, this idea, this person's understanding or

ideas.

এতগুস্কিজনক, a. ( from এতঘুস্থি, this knowledge, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing this idea, producing this sensation ,

producing this knowledge.

2375577, 0. (from 93 , this knowledge, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this idea or

conception, producible by or arising fromthis know-

ledge or conviction.

3fers, ad. loc. case of 2 ), for this idea or

sensation, for this knowledge or conviction.

237fãn, a. (from 23 , this idea, and 1 , to give), giving

this idea or sentiment,

43fantot, s. (from 23f , this idea, and ūtą, a giver), the

giver of this idea or sentiment.

sonfaatge, a. (from 3 , this idea, and t¶☎, giving),

giving this idea or sentiment.

Aufs‡•♬, s. (from 23 , this idea, and 4 , destruction),

the loss of this idea, the loss of this person's under-

standing or ideas,

937ſeta7, 4. (from 40af5, this idea, and 45ª, destruc•

tive), destructive to this idea, destructive to this per-

son's understanding or ideas.

937fat› ì, a. (from 43af5, this idea, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to this idea, destructive to this pe

son's understanding or ideas.

23fatt, s. (from 4 , this idea, and at , destruction),

the loss of this idea, the destruction of this person's un-

derstanding or ideas .

quaf=a1*e, a . (from 93f , this idea, and atta, destrus-

tive), destructive to this idea, destructive to this per

son's understanding or ideas.

43gfafafacæ, a. (from af , this knowledge, and fofay,

a cause), caused by or arising from this idea or con-

ception, caused by or arising from this knowledge or

conviction ; ad. from or because of this idea or con

ception, from or because of this knowledge or convic-

tion.

এডম্বুদ্বি সিযিতে, ad . (from এ দুস্তি, this knowledge, and নির্মিত

cause), for this idea or conception, for this knowledge

or conviction.

16
এতদ্বদ্বিপুযুক্ত , a. (from এডছদ্বি, this knowledge, and প্রযুক্ত, caus

ed by), caused by or arising from this idea or concep-

tion, caused by or arising from this knowledge or con-

viction ; ad. from or because of this idea or concep-

tion, from or because ofthis knowledge or conviction.

35 , a. (from 3 , this idea, and a☎, increasing),

increasing these ideas, improving this person's under-

standing or ideas.

937, s. (from 43 , this knowledge, and , an in-

creasing), the increasing of this idea or conception, the

increasing of this knowledge or conviction.
嗑

fifty, a . (from , this knowledge, and fatal,

possessed of), possessed of this idea or conception,

possessed of this knowledge or conviction.

938fefista, a. (from 43 , this knowledge, and fi , des-

titute), destitute of this idea or conception, destitute

of this knowledge or conviction.

43afaafe, s. (from 235 , this idea, and f , increase), the

increase ofthese ideas, the improvement ofthis person's

understanding or ideas

435 , s. (from 3 , this idea, and ş , a falling

from), the loss of these ideas or sensations, the loss of

this person's understanding or ideas.

23afsus, a. (from 234 this knowledge, and 1 , joined),

connected with this idea or conception , connected with

this knowledge or conviction.

:
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43.

as, a. (from 23 , this tea, and , destitute), safa, 8. (from 93 , this, and af , property) , this proper

destitute of this understanding or idea.

ty, this person's property or means of support.

43f , s. (from 3 , this property, and c , a cutting),

the confiscation of this property, the confiscation of

this person's property, the depriving of this person of

the means of support.

¿3%fextaï, a, (from 43 , this knowledge, and 1, empty),

destitute of this idea or conception, destitute of this

knowledge or conviction.

!

faia, a. (from 43 , this knowledge, and a, desti-

tute), destitute of this idea or conception, destitute of

this knowledge or conviction.

SETfelTIB, a. (from a , this knowledge, and 153, a

cause), caused by or arising from this idea or concepti-

on, caused by or arising from this knowledge or con-

viction ; ad. from or because of this idea or conception,

from or because of this knowledge or conviction .

te, s. (from 235 , this, and 313, a detail), this detail

or recital of particulars.

23531353 , a. (from 233 , this detail, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this detail ofpar-

ticulars.

এজভূতকিজন্যে, ad.(loc. case of এতদ্বৃত্ত জন্য ), for this detail of

particulars.

43. a. (from 233t , this detail, and 1 , to know),

acquainted with this detail of particulars.

A323133148, a. (from 234313, this detail, and it , mak-

ingknown , publishing or making known this detail of

particulars.

43397, s. (from 33 , this detail, and t , a

makingknown), the making known ofthis detail ofpar-

ticulars.

Aggetoffzzē, a. (from seqete, this detail, and faſay, a

cause), caused by or arising from this detail ofparticu-

lars ; ad. from or because of this detail of particulars.

এতদ্বৃত্তন্তৈনিমিত্তে , ad. (from এতদ্বৃত্তান্ত, this detail , and নিয়িত্ত , ৫

cause , for the sake of this detail of particulars.

এডদ্বৃত্তান্তপুযুক্ত , a. ( from এতদূত্তান্ত, this detail, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this detail of particu-

lars ; ad. from or because of this detail of particulars .

43stofcat, ad. (from 3 , this detail, and feat , with-

out), without or beside this detail of particulars.

Stuff , a. (from 233ts, this detail, and affas,

excepted), this detail of particulars excepted .

এগুদ্বৃত্তান্তব্যতিরেক, s . (from এডদ্বৃত্তts, this detail, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this detail of particulars.

SIHITBUfUJIE, ad. (loc. case of9363170),with the

exception ofthis detail, without or beside this detail .

9353t81538, a. (from 2316, this detail, and c53, a cause),

caused by or arising from this detail of particulars ; ad.

from or through this detail of particulars.

cul
934f3155*, a. (from 23 , this property, and canæ,

ting), confiscating this property, depriving this person

of the means of support, confiscating this person's pro-

perty ; s. he who confiscates this property, he who de◄

prives this person of the means of support.

23qferanzist, a. (from 93 , the confiscation of this

property, and atfe , making , confiscating this pro-

perty, confiscating this person's property, depriving this

person of the means of support.

9331553f3, a. (from 93 , the confiscation ofthis

property, and 3, produced), produced by or arising

from the confiscation of this property, produced by or

arising from the confiscation of this person's property

produced by or arising from the depriving this person

of the means of support.

এতদ্বৃত্তিচ্ছেদজন্য , a. (from এডস্মৃতিচ্ছেদ , the confiscation of this prod

perty, and , producible), producible by or arising

from the confiscation of this property, producible by or

arising from the confiscation of this person's property,

producible by or arising from the depriving of this per-

son of the means ofsupport.

arafernis, ad. (loc, case of 3 ), for the confis-

cation of this property, for the taking away ofthis live-

lihood.

এতদ্ভিঙেদনিমিত্তক, a. (from এডদ্বৃত্তিচ্ছেদ , the confiscation ofthis

property, and fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from

the confiscation of this property ; ad, from or because

of the confiscation of this property.

এতদ্বৃত্তিচ্ছেদনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্বৃত্তিচ্ছেদ, the confiscation of this

property, and fafa , a cause), for the confiscation of this

property, for this confiscation ofproperty.

এতমূত্তিজনিত, a. ( from এত দূত্তি, this support , and জনিড, pro

duced), produced by or arising from this means of sup-

port or from this property.

এউদ্বৃত্তিজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এডমূত্তি জন্য) , for this livelihood

or property,

এতদ্বৃত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এ দ্বৃত্তি, this properly, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from this property or live-

lihood ; ad. from or because of this property or livelis

hood.

Rrr2
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afafafate, ad. (from 2 this property, and af , a

cause), for this property or livelihood ,

433×¶s, a. (from 43 , this property, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this property or liveli-

bood ; ad. from or because of this property or liveli

bood.

qujoufefe, a. (from af , this property, and zifufae,

excepted , this property or livelihood excepted .

43fafsız , s. (from 233, this property, and forgæ,

an exception) , the exception of this property or liveli-

hood.

এতভূত্তিব্যজিরেংক, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ধৃতিব্যক্তিয়েক ) , with the

exception of this property or livelihood, without or be-

side this property or livelihood.

qafasts, s. (from 40afe, this property, and cõis , enjoy-

ment) , the enjoyment of this property or livelihood .

fft, a. (from 23 , this property, and statą, en-

joying), enjoying this property or livelihood .

¿zaſsixzx, a. (from 23 , thisproperty, and (₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this property or livelihood ;

ad. from or becaue of this property or livelihood.

, s . (from 4 , this, and f , increase , this increase,

this person's increase.

23H5F77, a. (from sʊaſa, this increase, and ®, produc-

ing) , producing this increase, causing this person's in-

crease.

এডঘূদ্ধিজনিত, a . (from এত দ্ধি, this increase , and অনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this increase.

93f , a . (from 43 , this increase, and 1, produci-

ble ,producible by or arising from this increase.

, s . (from 43f , this increase, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this increase or prosperity.

a , a. (from 2 , this increase, and ⚫ , de-

structive), destructive to this increase or prosperity.

, a. (from 23 , this increase, and fan, de-

structive), destructive to this increase or prosperity.

enfaat , s . (from , this increase, and at , destruc-

tion , the destruction ofthis increase or prosperity.

এতদ্বদ্বিনাশক, a. ( from এতৰ্দৃষ্টি, this increase , and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to this increase or prosperity.

fire, a. (from af , this increase, and fire,

causing to cease), putting a stop to this increase or

prosperity.

তিনিবারক, a . (from এতদুখি, this increase , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this increase or prosperity.

এডাভিসিবারণ , ৪. ( from স্তদৃষ্টি , this increase, and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing of this increase or pros

perity.

auf , s. (from 45 , this increase, and fata, cessa

tion), the cessation of this increase or prosperity.

esfifae , u. (from 43 , this increase, and faf13, a

cause), caused by or arising from this increase or pros-

perity ; ad. from or because of this increase or prospe-

rity.

43cfenfoxx, a. (from 23 , this increase, and fazaz,

opposing , counteracting or preventing this increase or

prosperity.

23 , a. (from , this increase , and HF, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this increase or pros

perity ; ad. from or because of this increase or pros-

perity.

23qfefis , ad. (from 93f , this increase, and fat with.

cut), without this increase or prosperity.

43fafaat , s. (from 43 , this increase, and feat , de-

stru tion), the destruction of this increase or prosperity.

এতম্বৃদ্ধিবিনাশক, a. (from এতদূতি, this increase, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this increase or prosperity.

43f3 , a. (from 23f , this increase, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this increase or prosperity;

ad, from or because of this increase or prosperity.

23 ) , s. (from auf , this increase, and 1 , desire), a

desire for this increase or prosperity.

43415, a. (from 23 , this increase, and , desirous),

desirous of this increase or prosperity.

ai , a. (from go , this increa e, and ₹5, desir-

ous), desirous of this increase or prosperity.

এতদ্বদ্ধ্য
23 , s. (from 3 , this increase, and sata, de-

sire , a desire for this increase or prosperity.

234 fsmtel, a . (from 40 , this increase, and afsatlar,

desirous), desirous of this increase or prosperity.

augatatgi, s. (from 93 , this incre´se, and atorgi, de.

sire), a desire for this increase or prosperity.

এতমৃদ্ধ্যাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. (from এডম্বৃদ্ধি , this increase , and আকানি,

desirous), desirous of this increase or prosperity.

9337, 8. (from 235, this, and (437, wages), this wages,

this person's wages or stipulated pay.

এতদ্বেতনগ্রহিক, a. (from এতদ্বোতন , this wages, and গ্রাহক, rea

ceiving), receiving these wages, receiving this remune-

ration.

এতদ্বেজনগ্রাহী ,
2313astet, a. (from 231737, this wages, and gif , receiv

ing , receiving these wages, accepting this remuneration.

43(93738) , a. (from 231937, this wages, and 351, produ.

cible), producible by or arising from these wages.

281857551, ad. (loc. case of2313759 ), for these wages,

for this remuneration,
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anasadi, .. (from 931837, this wages, and fat, liv-

ing), living upon these wages.

93123afafase, a. (from 43:37, this wages, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from these wages ; ad from

or because of these wages.

A3183afafa13, ad. (from 437437 , this wages , and fa̸fï³, a

cause), for these wages, for this remuneration.

এউদ্বেষনপুযুক্ত , a. ( fron এডতেন, these wages, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from these wages or this re-

muneration ; ad. from or because of these wages or this

remuneration.

SOT37f171, ad. ( from 277737, these wages, and fea1 , with-

out , without or beside these wages or this remunerati-

on.

Q3(T3AU (3XF, a. ( from ANTI , these wages, and

excepted , these wages excepted, this remuneration ex-

cepted.

এতদ্বেজনবাডিয়েক, s. (from এতদ্বেতম, there wages, and ব্যতিরেক,

en exception , the exception of these wages, the excep-

tion of this remuneration,

এতদ্বেতলব্যতিরেকে, ad. (bc. case of এতদ্বেজনব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of these wages or this remuneration, without

or beside these wages or this remuneration.

এতদ্বোতনহেতুক ,231zalez , a . (from 23137, these wages , and c , a

cause), caused by or arising from these wages or this re-

numeration ; ad from or because of these wages or this

remuneration.

এতদ্বোতনাশঙ্কা , ৪. ( from এতদ্বেতন, this wages, and অকা , de-

sire), a desire for these wages.

gugatæist, a. (from 4313 , this wages, and tatíga,

desirous), desirous of these wages.

23: 3niſsata, s. (from 23137, this wages, and afsata,

desire), a desire for these wages.

delugatfsmis), a. (from 437534 , this wages, and afsaffe ,

desirous), desirous ofthese wages.

3 , s. (from 433 , this wages, and , desire),

a desire for these wages .

13 , a. (from 433 , this wages, and , desirous),

desirous ofthese wages.

, a. (from 2313 , this wages, and desir

ous), desirous of these wages,

SCK3A1, a, (from 431 , this veda, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this veda or text of the

veda,

M3(5), ad. (loc. case of23177), for this veda, for

this text of the vead.

SURI, a. (from 2015, this vedu, and i, to know), ac-

quainted with this veda or text ofthe veda.

..

43( 13' , 3. (from as , this vela, and is, one who

knows), a person who knows this veda or text of the

vêda.

93ata, s. (from 231 , this veda, and ta , knowledge),

a knowledge of this veda or text of the veda.

43:Theme, a. (from 93115, this veda, and træ, mėking

known) , declaring or making known this veda or text

of the veda.

এতদে জ্ব'পন, s . ( from এতদ্বে , this veda, and জাপন, a making

known , the declaring or making known of this veda or

text of the vede.

937971, 8. (from 935, this, and ( x71, sensation), this sensa-

tion, this pain.

2313hatsiæ, a. (from 2317931 , this sensation, and 578,

producing), producing this sensation, producing this

pain.

201gqatsfas, a. (from 2317571, this sensation , and 3f13,

produced), produced by or arising from this pain or

sensation.

23lakatsar, a. (from 231971, this sensation , and i, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this pain or sen-

sation.

STICKATMAI, ɑd. (loc. case of231ata ), for this pain, for

this sensation.

aatat1, s. (from 1 , this pain, and at , a giver),

the giver of this pain, he who produces this sensation.

gorauatatyæ, ɑ. (from 931, this sensation, and ¡ty ,

giring , giving this pain, giving this sensation.

93atats , a. (from 1, this pain, and tf , giving)

giving this pain, communicating this sensation.

93174at§• A, 8. (from 2311, this sensation, and ♬, de-

struction), the destruction of this sensation, the removal

of this pain,

at , a, (from 43 , this sensation, and

destructive), destructive to this sensation, removing this

pain.

Slæant#̂ Ht, a. (from 2311, this sensation, and f

destructive), destructive to this sensation, removing

this pain.

aatat , s. (from 1, this sensation, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of this sensation, the remov-

ing ofthis pain,

Abc¶qatātē, a. (from 9315951, this sensation, and atwa,

destructive), destructive to this sensation, removing this

pain.

এভস্বেদনানিবর্তক, a. (from এতছেদনা, this sensation , and নিবর্ষক,

putting astop to), putting a stop to this sensation, stop

ping this pain,
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এডম্বেদানিবারক, a. (fromএডম্বেদনা , this sensation , and নিবারক ,

preventing), preventing this pain or sensation.

এতদ্বেদনানিবারণ , s. (from এতদ্বেদনা, this sensation, and নিবারণ ,

a preventing), the preventing of this pain or sensation,

এতদ্বেদনানিবৃত্তি, s. (from এতদ্বেদনা , this pain, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion), the cessation of this pain , the cessation of these

sensations.

এতস্বেদনানিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্বেদনা, this sensation, and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause , caused by or arising from this pain or sensa-

tion ; ad. from or because of this pain or sensation.

এতম্বেদন নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্বেদনা , this pain, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), for this pain, for this sensation,

এতদ্বেদনাপযুক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্বেদন1 , this sensation, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this pain or sen-

sation ; ad, from or because of this pain or sensation ,

t , a. (from 431, this pain, and a , increas-

ing), increasing this pain, increasing these sensation.

9 , s. (from 41, this pain, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this pain, the increasing of

these sensations.

93fa1, ad. (from 21, this sensation, and fax ,

without), without or beside this pain or sensation.

এতদ্বেদনাবিনাশ , s. (from এতদ্বেদনা, this sensation, and বিনাশ,

destruction), the destruction of this sensation, the re-

moval ofthis pain.

এতদ্বেদনাবিনাশক, a. ( fromএতদ্বেদন!, this sensation , and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to this sensation, removing this

pain.

'এতচ্ছেদনাৰিশিষ্ট , a. (from এতছেদনা , this sensation , and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of this sensation, suffering this

pain.

nata , s. (from a , this sensation, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this pain or sensation.

এতদ্বেদন!ব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এতদ্ভেদনা, this sensation, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted), this pain or sensation excepted.

এতদ্বেদনাতিরেক , s . (from এতদ্বেদনা, this sensation, and বাতি

, an exception), the exception of this pain or sen-

sation.

এতস্বেদনাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc . case of এডছেদন ডিরেক) , with the

exception of this pain or sensation, without or beside

this pain or sensation.

933 , a. (from at , this sensation, and T , join-

ed to), connected with this pain or sensation.

এতদ্বেদনারহিত , a. (from এতদ্বেদলা, this sensation, and রহিত,

destitute), free from this pain, free from this sensation .

একছেদন। শূন্য , a. ( from এতদ্বেদনা, this pain, and শূন্য, empty) ,

free from this pain or sensation.

agmaatsia, a. (from 987 , this pain, and F7, destitute)}

free from this pain or sensation .

4Granatixz@, a. (from 2315771, this pain, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from this pain or sensation.

231fafas , a. (from 43 , this vela, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from this veda or text of the vedas

ad. from or because of this veda or text ofthe veda.

9319kfàfa13, ad. (from 231 , this veda, and fìfïï, a cause),

for this veda, for this text of the vedr.

এতদ্বেদনোৎপাদক, a. ( from এতদ্বেদনা , this pain , and উৎপাদক,

producing , producing this pain, producing these sen-

sations.

93 , s. (from 431 , this reda, and ttt, a reading),

this reading of the veda, this reading of a text of the

veda, this reading ofthe veda.

, a. (from 41 , this veda, and it , reading),

reading this veda, reading this text of the veda ; s. this

reader of the veda.

9F1, s. (from 3 , this veda, and , a speaker),

the person who recites this particular veda, this recit

er ofthe veda.

95 , a. (from 231 , this reda, and fan, knowing),

acquainted with or learned in this veda or sacred text.

golanfIFF, a. (from 931 , this veda, and fa™ , opposed to),

contrary to this veda, contrary to this text of the veda.

9319h13) , s. (from 43 , this veda, and ‹ , one who

knows), one learned in this particular veda.

931 , a. (from 2317¤, this veda, and f , accomplished),

proved or established by this veda or by this text of

the veda.

931 , a. (from 931 , this reda, and æg , a cause),

caused by or arising from this veda or particular text

ofthe veda.

tata , s. (from 43 , this veda, and atat , desire),

a desire for this veda or for this particular text ofthe

veda.

tæt , a. (from 931 , this veda, and staff , de-

sirous), desirous of this veda or particular text of the

veda.

এতদ্বেদাধ্যয়ন , s . ( from এতদ্বেদ, this vedi, and অধ্যয়ন, a read-

ing), the reading or study of this veda, the reading or

study of this text of the veda .

এতদ্বেদাৰাপক, a. (from এতদ্বেদ , this veda, and অধ্যাপক, caus-

ing to read) , causing to read or study this veda or text

ofthe veda ; s . a teacher of this veda, a teacher of this

text of the veda.

এতদ্বেদাধ্যাপনা, s . ( from এন্ডম্মেদ , this veda, and অধ্যাপনা, a kack-

t
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2 .

ing), the teaching of this veda, the teaching ofthis text

of the veda,

এতদ্বেদাব্যায়ী , a. (from এতদ্বেদ , this veda , and অধ্যায়ন, read-

ing), reading or studying this veda, reading or study-

ing this text of the veda,

43ater31, s. (from 431 , this vela, and stars, a reader),

a reader of this veda, a reader or student of this text

of the veda.

এতদ্বেদানুসন্ধান , s. (from এতদ্বেদ, this reda, and অনুসন্ধান,

scrutiny), a scrutiny into this veda or this particular

text ofthe veda.

এতদ্বেদানুসত্ত্বানী, a. (from এডচ্ছেদ, this veda, and অনুসন্ধানি ,

scrutinizing), scrutinizing this veda or this particular

text ofthe veda.

guntazato), a. (from 21 , this veda, and xatfoą,

scrutinizing), scrutinizing this veda or this particular

text ofthe veda.

এতদ্বেদান্বেষক, a. (from এ দে, this veda, and অন্বেষক, seeking ),

seeking this veda or this particular text of the veda.

garantizad, s. (from 3 , this veda, and MI , a seck-

ing), a seeking for this veda or for this particular pas-

sage ofthe veda.

931 , a. (from 931 , this veda, and fa , seeking),

seeking this veda or this particular passage ofthe veda.

93lantfemta, s. (from 431 , this reda , and fata, desire),

a desire for this veda or for this particular passage of

the veda.

এতম্বেদাভিলাষী , a. ( from এডম্বেদ , this reda , and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of this veda or of this particular

ofthe veda.passage

GET', s. (from 3 , this veda, and a , desire), a

desire for this veda or for this particular passage of

the veda.

93 , a. (from 4315, this veda, and , desirous), de-

sirous of this veda or of this particular passage of the

veda.

SUITULY, a. (from 4 , this veda, and I , desirous) , de-

sirous of this veda or of this particular passage of the

veda.

, s. (from 4 , this, and c , clothing), this clothing,

this person's clothing.

Azudæiaæ, a. (from 2315 , this dress, and atgē, doing),

wearing this dress, making this dress.

এতদ্বেশকারী, a. ( from এতদ্বেশ, this dress, and কারিন, doing

wearing this dress, making this dress.

SUTHWAI, a. (from 43 , this dress, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this dress.

AU

93 , ad. (loc. case ofa3 ), for this dress, for

this habit.

এতদ্বেশী!রক, a . ( from এডম্বেশ, thisdress, and বীরক, wearings

wearing this dress or habit,

Altyd, s. (from 2 , this dress, and H4, a holding),

the wearing of this dress or habit.

931 , s. (from 931 , this clothing, and at wear.

ing), wearing this dress.

এতদ্বেশনিমিত্তক, ৫. (from এডদেশ, this clothing , and নিষি ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this dress ; ad, from

or because of this dress.

4315*ifafa13, ad. (from 931 , this dress, and fa³, a cause),

for this dress or habit.

এজদ্বেশযুক্ত , a . ( from এতদ্বেশ , this clothing, and প্রযুক্ত , cause

ed by), caused by or arising from this dress ; ad, from

or because of this dress.

43fant, al. ( from 431 , this dress, and f , without).

without or beside this dress or habit,

এতদ্বেশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এভদেশ, this dress , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex

cepted), this dress or habit excepted.

এত স্বণব্যতিরেক, s. (from এডম্বেশ, this dress, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this dress or habit.

এতদ্বেশব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএতদ্বেশব্যতিরেক ) ,
with the ex-

ception of this dress or habit, without or beside this

dress or habit.

4 , a. (from 3 , this clothing, and e , a

cause), caused by or arising from this dress ; ad. from

or through this dress,

এতদ্বে শাকা$ ' , s . (from এডম্বেশ, this clothing , and আঙ্কা 1 , de-

sire), a desire for this dress.

এতদ্বেশাকাহ্লী, a. (from এতদ্বেশ, this clothing, and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of this dress.

93(TW, s. (from 235, this, and c , a house), this house,

this person's house.

INTTT, a. (from 4 , this house, and 8 , to be situat

ed), situated in this house,

931TWEİÍÌ, a. (from 931 , this house, and 7, stay◄

ing, staying or continuing in this house.

43143, a. (from 43 , this house, and f , situated),

situated in this house.

SCAF, a. (from 3 , this house, and , fond

of), fond ofthis house.

23 , s. (from 43 , this, and , an individual), this

individual, this man, this sensible object.

43T &T, a. (from 937, this , and Uỡ, displaying), display.

ing or making this evident to the senses.
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49. 43.

ЯIUM, s. (from go , this, and rut,pain), this pain, this ruff , a . (from 3 , this pain, and fifi , posi

person's pain. sessed of), suffering this pain, afflicted with this pain.

2351utfats, a. (from , thispain , and faña, desti-

tute , free from this pain.

AGWU{FIT, s. (from 23 , this pain, and , produc-

ing), producing this pain.

swutafas, a. (from aut, this pain, and 43, produc- 43 , s. (from 287141, this pain, and af≈, increase),

ed), produced by or arising from this pain.

Juriutua), a. (from aut, this pain, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this pain.

SIT:UTI, ad. (loc. case ofauta ), for this pain.

deputātei, s. (from 23 ) , this pain, and ūtó̟, a giver),

he or that which gives this pain, this giver of pain.

Sip , a. (from 431, this pain, and at , gir

ing , giving this pain, causing this pain.

Etat, a. (from rus, this pain, and f , giving),fą,

giving this pain, causing this pain.

AST¡UI‡2A, s. (from aer , this pain, and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the destroying or removing of this pain,

93¤¡UÏÎɑn☎, a. (from agai, this pain, and E, destruc-

tive) , removing or alleviating this pain.

Acajut‡•A), a . (from 255) , this pain, and fa, destruc-

tive , removing or allaying this pain.

carutata, s. (from S1 ), this pain , and it, destructi-

on), the removing or allaying of this pain.

এত74।নাশক,, a. (from 3 , this pain, and atta, de-

structive), removing or allaying this pain.

Soziutfacgæ, 0. (from 9311, this pain, and firT, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to or blunting this pain.

qowutfazizæ, n. (from 43 , this pain, and faætzæ, pre-

venting) , preventing this pain .

Erutfata , s. (from rus, thispain, and fatad, pre-

venting), the preventing of this pain.

acquifiqfe, s. (from 23541, this pain, and fas, cessati-

on), the cessation of this pain.

93c1uifafagæ, a . (from 2011, thispain , and fofaz, a cause),

caused by or arising from this pain ; ad . from or

through this pain.

23rutf-face, ad. (from 43 , this pain, and fifa , a

cause), for this pain.

AGEJUṭATF, a. (from 23art, this pain, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this pain ; ad. from or

through this pain.

93Quizás, a. (from 931, this pain, and T , increas-

ing), increasing this pain or torment .

4357U¡73, 8. (from 43 , this pain, and za̸a, an increas-

ing), the increasing of this pain or torment.

outfant, ad. (from 31 , this pain, and f31, without),

without or beside this pain or terment.

the increase of this pain.

Agwuturf3f45, a. (from asul, this pain, and ufufte,

excepted), this pain or anguish excepted.

garutafuæ, s. (from au , this pain, and figs, an

exception), the exception of this pain.

agarutzıfsızc>, ad. (loc. case of asuntofaga), with the

exception of this pain, without or beside this pain,

23quias, a. (from 37 , this pain, and 15,joined to),

connected with or suffering of this pain.

93utafes, a. (from 3 , this pain, and afes, destitute),

free from this pain or anguish.

93juta , a. (from 3 , this pain, and , empty),

free from this pain or anguish.

asciutiege, a. (from gaji, this pain, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this pain ; ad. from or

through this pain or anguish.

93 , s. (from 43 , this, and at , an intervention),

this intervention , this intervening substance.

9gaizataætąz, o . (from 93″ xt , this intervention, and

, doing), making this intervention, this thing which

intervenes,.

tæt , a. (from 93 , this intervention, and

atfa , making), making this interposition or interven-

tion.

4373âtama), a. (from qwiaka, this intervention, and

55, producible), producible by or arising from this in-

tervention or interposition.

এতদ্ব্যবধানজন্যে, ad (loc case of এতদ্ব্যবধানজন্য) , for this inter-

vention, for this interposition.

এতদ্ব্যবধাননিমিত্তক , a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবধান, this intervention, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this interven-

tion or interposition ; ad. from or because of this inter-

vention or interposition,

43zızâtafafalz, ad. (from asgraЯta, this intervention , and

fafa , a cause), for this intervention, for this interposi-

tion.

41 , a. (from art , this intervention , and

, caused by , caused by or arising from this inter-

position ; ad. from or be cause of this intervention or

interposition.

23aft, ad. (from sata, this intervention, and

fa , withou ), without or beside this intervention or

interposition.
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ইতারবীনব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এ দ্বাবধান, this intervention, and

zifsfa™, excepted), this intervention or interposition ex-

cepted.

9301&tarfsızæ, s. (from AGTata, this intervention, and

zifsgæ, an exception), the exception of this interventi-

on or interposition.

LEWTRİRTIFSITE, ad. (loc. case ofAsia&tauſGT@), with the

exception of this intervention or interposition, without

or beside this intervention or interposition .

AsanzÎ171TFF, a, (from agnata, this intervention, and (53

a cause , caused by or arising from this intervention or

interposition ; ad, from or because of this intervention

or interposition.

AGUTAŻY, 8. (from 25 , this, and Яt , a profession), this

trade or profession, this person's trade or profession .

gwantzatzæ, a. (from 93 , this profession , and

ata , making), working at this trade or profession, do-

ing this work.

guzatzætat, a. (from Asat , this profession, and

affią, making), working at or following this trade or

profession.

stofa , a. (from ty, this profession, and

afs, produced), produced by or arising from this trade

or profession.

SIT/TATISA!, a. 'from ty, this profession, and I ,

producible), producible by or arising from this trade or

profession .

এতদ্ব্যবসায়জন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যবসায়জন্য) , for this trade

or profession.

Q3UITatoĝa♬, 8. (from aзīπaty, this profession, and ‡ª¤,

destruction), the destruction or ruin of this trade or pro-

fession.

GITITR¡Ê«AT, a. (from ty, this profession, and

, destructive), destructive to this trade or profes-

sion.

93T,zato‡•Al, a. (fromqty, this profes ion, and f

destructive), destructive or ruinous to this trade or pro-

fession.

ggezzatgatut, 8. (from 93zaty, this profession, and at*,

destruction), the destruction or ruin of this trade or pro-

fession.

granatgate, a. (from 455icata, this profession, and

at , destructice), destructive to this trade or profes-

sion.

dzeszatpfazás, a. (from caaaat , this profession, and

fio,putting a stop to , putting a stop to this trade or

profession.

43.

এতদ্বারজায়নিবারক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যত্রসীয় , this profession, and

faata , preventing), preventing or prohibiting this trade

or profession.

এতদ্বারাসায়নিবারণ , s. (from এডম্বঃ বসায়, this profession , and

Faxia , a preventing), the preventing or prohibiting of

this trade or profession.

agmanigfapfe, s. (from 3at , this profession, and

fif , cessation), the cessation of this trade or profes-

sion .

এতদ্ব্যবসায়নিমিত্তক , a . ( from এভাসায ,় this profession , and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from this trade or

profession ; ad, from orbecause of this trade or profession.

Azw;ant?qf3aae, a . (from 43 , this profession, and

f , obstructing), obstructing or preventing this

trade or profession.

এতদ্ব৷সায়পুযুক্ত, a . (from এডম্ব সায় , this profession , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this trade or pro-

fession ; ad. from or because of this trade or profession.

gate, a. (from 43 tg, this trade, and e, in-

creasing , increasing this trade or profession.

93grantpada, s. (from Qty, this trade, and tếa, an

increasing), the increasing of this trade or profession.

এতদ্ব্যবসায়ণি', ad. from এতদ্ব্যবসায়, this profession, and বিনা,

without), without or beside this trade or profession.

এতদ্ব্যবসায়বিনাশ,s. (from এতদ্বাসীয়, this profession, andfবনাশ,

destruction), the ruin or destruction of this trade or pro-

fession.

93Atofcat , ɑ. (from 93 , this profession, and

fat , destructive) , destructive or ruinous to this trade

or profession.

Gantaff , a. (from 93ats, this profession, and

fafata, possessed of) , possessed of this trade or profes-

sion.

এতদ্ব্যবসায়বিহীন, a. (from এডদ্বাৰনীয়, this trade, and বিহীন , des-

titute), destitute of this trade or profession .

anto , s. (from ty, this trade, and af , in-

crease), the increase of this trade or profession.

tuff , a. (from 23anty, this profession, and

zifafa , excepted) , this trade or profession excepted.

ggg/antpa f3lgæ, 8. (from 935;7 , this profession, and

fs , an exception), the exception of this trade or

profession.

এতদ্ব্যবদায়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডদ্বাবসায়বাডিরেক), with

the exception of this trade or profession, without or be-

side this trade or profession.

AGUITAtyyy, a. (from 4t , thisprofession, and ,

joined to), connected with this trade or profession.
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AFRtgafes, a. (from

এত.

anty, this profession , and

afs, destitute), destitute of this trade or profession.

QITIATYMAI, a. (from 93WTЯty, this profession, and u,

empty), destitute ofthis trade or profession.

q3¤katoÑa, ɑ. (from 93Wæaty, this profession , and 17,

destitute , destitute of this trade or profession.

Q3EsantDiEGE, α. (from IGTTĦIT, this profession , and c ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this trade or pro-

fession; ad. from or through this trade or profession.

93@saatṣtæigt, s. (from rats, this profession , and

ttt, desire), a desire for this trade or profession.

এতদ্ব্যবসায়ীকাজী , a. ( from এতদ্বাসীয়, this profession, and

atatf , desirous), desirous ofthis trade or profession.

AGE/ZATE1839, s . (from 23Ħty, this profession , and 15 %,

conduct , the practice of this trade or profession.

galatotal, a. (from 237aat , this profession , and

atst , practi.ing), practising or following this trade

or profession.

Qattata, s. (from 23 , this profession, and

Rata, scrutiny ), a scrutiny into this trade or profes-

sion.

accatotqaatat, a. (from ty, this profession, and

af , scrutinizing), scrutinizing into this trade or

profession.

Q3¤;a=t@tga¶t!), ɑ. (from 937ızЯt , this profession , and

affia, scrutinizing), scrutinizing into this trade or

profession.

att , 8. (from 25 , this profession, and

Old, a seeking), a seeking after this trade or profes-

sion.

aattia, a. (from ranty, this profession, and

, secking), seeking after this trade or professi-

on.

1, s. (from aty, this profession, and

, expectation), an expectation of or a looking for

this trade or profession.

atot , a. (from aty, this profession, and

expecting), expecting or looking for this trade

or profession.

agaszatytfemta, s. (from at , this profession, and

ofsat , desire), a desire for this trade or profession.

qarantatfeatâ, a. (from 93Яty, this profession, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of this trade or professi-

on.

এতদ্বাসীয়ারম্ভ, s . (from এতদ্ব্যবসায়, this profession, andআরম্ভ ,

a beginning), the commencement of this trade or pro-

fession.

এ .

AGEITAŃCYKİ, 8. (from ty, this profession, and

desire), a desire for this trade or profession.

, a. (from ty, this profession , and 5,

desirous), desirous ofthis trade or profession.

43W/Tatɩgg®, a. (from 25¤¤ty, this profession, and $5,

desirous), desirous of this trade or profession.

Catatis, a. (from it , this profession, and

871F, zealous , zealously following this trade or profes-

sion.

agawaatcoteartst, s. (from 93 , this profession , and

starts, exertion), exertion in this trade or profession.

23C/aateyteasiat, a. (from 93CITЯts, this profession, and

start , exerting), using exertions in this trade orpro

fession.

AFRICITЯF¶, s. (from ant , this profession, and

FI, a beginning), the commencement of this trade or

profession.

"

QANDAF, a. (from a3raat , this profession, and

gy ,fit , fit or proper for this trade or profession.

GIT , 8 from 935, this, and a̸l, a statu te), this law

or statute, this established rule.

AGCITETTIR), S. (from 23/11, this statute, and tæt ,

desire), a desire for this law or regulation .

এতদ্বাবস্থাকাঙ্গী, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and আাকানি,

desirous), desirous of this law or regulation .

এতদ্ব্যবস্থাকারক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and কারক,

making), making this law or regulation ; s. the maker of

this law or regulation.

q3sæt?), a. (from 3 , this statute, and affa ,

making), making this law or regulation.

এতদ্ব]বস্থাজনিত , a . (from এতদ্বাবস্থা, this statute, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this law or regula-

tion.

93HITE†531, a. (from quæ , this statute, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this law or re-

gulation.

, cd. (loc. case of 3 ), for this law,

for this opinion upon a point of law.

93anatsis, a. (from 9311, this statute, and I†3, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this law or regula

tion.

93 / æint31, s. (from 93 , this law, and t¾, a giver),

the giver of this law, this legislator.

237)atat!®, a . (from 43JT¤) , this statute, and ■!43, gir-

ing), giving this law or statute, making this regulation.

tato , a. (from 3 , this law, and fea, gic

ing), giving this law, delivering this statute.

F

A

""

2
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AT.

·23TITĪKA, s. (from 3 , this statute, and Я, de-

struction), the destruction or making void of this law or

regulation.

"

Q3Utilɑna, a. (from GET , this statute, and as,

destructive), destructive to or disanou lling this law or

regulation.

43uzatt. ♬), a. (from 2377751, this statute, and ‡ªf=7, de-

structive , destroying or disannulling this law or regu-

lation.

qemestar @ from 93 , this statute, and at, de-

struction), the destruction or rendering void of this law

or regulation.

souzatatuæ, a . (from ATTĪT , this statute, and at , de-

structne), destructive to or disannulling this law or

regulation.

93gutfaze, a. (from 23 , this stitute, and fa ,

reprotching , censuring or reproaching this law or re-

gulation.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থ নিবর্ত্তক, a. from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute , and নিৰ্ত্তক ,

causing to cease), rescinding or abolishing this law or

regulation.

9 , 7. from 3 , this statute, and fata,

pr venting), preventing or opposing this law or regu-

lation

এতদ্ব্যবস্থানিবারণ, s . (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা , this statute , and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the opposing or preventing of this law or

regulation.

937;zatſeaſe, 8. (from , this law, and fif , ces-

sation , the cessation of this law.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থানিত্তিক, a. ( from এডদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this law or regula-

tion ; ad. from or because of this law or regulation .

93f-fig, ad. (from 2371T1, this law, and fasa ,

a cause), for this law or statute.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থানুৱৰ্ত্তী , a. ( from এতদ্বাস্থ1, this statute, and অনুৰৰ্ত্তিন,

following), observing this law or regulation, obedient

to this law or regulation.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থানুযায়ী , a. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থ' , this law, and অনুযায়িন,

following , corresponding with or following upon this

law or statute.

atst, a (from ), this law, and tga

following , corresponding with or following upon this

law or statute.

Atra, ad. (from 93 , this statule, and sata,

afollowing), according to or in correspondence with

this law or regulation, in consequence of this law or

regulation.

23.

Stæ, a. (from 43 , this, and t , making a

law), making this law or regulation ; s . this law-giver,

this legislator.

এতদ্বাবস্থাপেক্ষা, 8. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থ1, this statute, and অপেক্ষা, an

expectation , an expectation of or looking for this law

or regulation.

Q34/CENTEÌ, a. (from 9JEITAI, this stitute, and 7,

expecting), expecting or looking for this law or regula-

tion.

এতদ্ব।বচ্ছাপ্রযুক্ত , a . (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and পুরুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from this law or regulati-

; ad. from or because of this law or regulation.

agwatfant, ad. (from 931, this statute, and fant,

without), without or beside this law or statute , without

or beside this regulation.

on

এতদ্ব্যবস্থাবিরুদ্ধ, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this law, and কিদ্ধ, op-

p sed), opposed or contrary to this law or statute.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থায্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this law or regulation excepted,

এতদ্ব্যবস্থাব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and ব্যতি

(I☎, an exception), the exception of this law or regula-

tion.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যবস্থা তিয়েক) , with

the exception of this law or statute, without or beside

this law or statue.

এতদ্ব]বস্থাভিলাষ , s . (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this law or regulation.

এ ছবিছাভিলাষী, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statute , and অভিলাষ ,

desirous), desirous of this law or regulation.

93 , a. (from 3 , this statute, and TF, join-

ed to), connected with this law or regulation,

এতদ্ব্যবস্থারহিত, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা , this statute, and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of this law or regulation,

qзtu ,́ a. (from 43 , this law, and fua, desir-

ous), desirous of this law or statute.

3 , ad. (from 1 , this law, and f, an object),

for this law or statute, for this opinion upon a point of

law.

, a. (from 23 , this statu'e, and AT, emp-

ty), destitute of this law or regulation .

q3ajaætxtz, a. (from 4 ), this statute, and x17 , desti-

tute), destitute of this law or regulation.

QIEMENESF, a. (from IT ), this statute, and a

cause), caused by or arising from this law or regulati

on ; ad. from or because of this law or regulation,

43f3, a. (from 23 , this, and af , regulated), re-

gulated or directed by this person or thing.

Sss 2
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25.

< Ki, s. (from 2 , this statute, and , desire),

a desire for this law or regulation,

AGTITIKE , a. (from 93 , this statute, and 35, desir-

ous), desirous of this law or regulation.

এতদ্ব্যবস্থেছুক , a . ( from এতদ্ব্যবস্থা, this statue, and ইচ্ছু , desire

ous), desirous of this law or regulation.

jagta, s. (from 3 , this, and ajagta, a custom), this cus-

tom or practice, this person's custom or practice.

43tyst, a . (from q3uraxta, this custom, and stą, to more),

observing this custom, conforming to this practice.

93¶ægtað13, a. (from 23517xta, this custom , and 513, fal-

len from), apostatized or fallen from the observance of

this custom.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজনিত, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom , and জনিত

produced , produced by or arising from this custom or

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহার জন্য, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this custom or

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজন্যে , ad. (loc. case ofএতদ্ব্যবহারজন্য), for this custom

or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহণরডীত , a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom, and জতি,

produced , produced by or arising from this custom or

practice.

935714 , a. (from 235tx, this custom , and 1 , to know\,

acquainted with or versed in this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজাত' , s . (from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom , and জ্ঞাত ,ৃ

one who knows), one acquainted with or versed in this

custom or practice.

এতদ্ব]বহারজ্ঞান, s. ( from এতদ্বাহার, this custom and জ্ঞান, a

knowledge), the knowledge of this custom or common

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজ্ঞপিক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom, and জ্ঞাপক

making known), publishing or causing others to know

this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজ্ঞাপন , s. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this cus'om, and t ,

a making known), the publishing or making this cus-

tom or practice known.

এতদ্ব্যবহারজ্ঞাপয়িতা, s . ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom, and

, one who makes known ), one who publishes or

makes this custom or practice known.

2 , a. (from sagte, this custom, and ,

shewing), perceiving or shewing this custom or common

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারদর্শী, ৫. (from এডদ্ব্যবহার , this custom , and দর্শিন,

secing), seeing this custom or common practice.

AGWIZEITZ«N, 8 (from at , this custom, and , de

struction), the abolition of this custom or practice.

930☎÷t?t =ë, a¸ (from 43TTI, this custom, and ‡•♬☎,

destructive , destructive to this custom or practice.

Saga). a. from 23ts, this custom, and f

destructive), destructive to this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনাশ, ৪. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this cusion , and নাশ, de-

struction), the abolition of this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনাশক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom , and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom, and নিবর্ত্তক ,

causing to cense), abolishing or putting an end to this

custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিবারক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or opposing this custom or

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিবারণ , s. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or opposing of this cus-

tom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিভৃতি, ও. ( from এতব্যবহার , this custom, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিমিত্তক, ৫. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom , and নিবিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this custom or prac-

tice ; a . from or because of this custom or regulation.

এতদ্ব্যবহারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for this custom or common practice.

28¶1I¶tag¶F, a. (from 23W«TT, this curtom, and $13,

caused by), caused by or arising from this custom or

practice ad. from or because of this custom or practice.

23g)æstafas, a. (from 93Wit , this custom, and fa̸ , to

know , acquainted with this custom or common prac-

tice .

এতদ্ব্যবহারবিনা , ad. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom , and fat,

without), without or beside this custom or practice.

tafa , a. (from 43 , this custom , and fa ,

opposed , opposed or contrary to this custom or com-

mon practice.

taff , a. (from Safa, this custom, and fifty,

possessed of), possessed of this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারবিহীন, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom , and বিহীন,

destitute), destitute ofthis custom or common usage.

এতদ্ব্যবহারবেত্ত), s. ( from এতদ্ব]বহার, this custom and বেত্ত্ব , one

who knows), a person acquainted with this custom or

common practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারবোদ্ধা, s. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom , and বৌ,,

one who knows), a person who knows this custom orcom-

mon practice.
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dogïartgrata, s. (from azzata, this custom, and catt,

knowledge), the knowledge of this custom or common

practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারবেবিক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom and বোধক,

knowing), acquainted with this custom or common prac-

tice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার , this custom , and ব্যতি

fa , excepted , this custom or common practice except-

ed.

GW/ALIZAJ{=CA , s. (from 43 , this custom , and f

(Ţ☎, an exception) , the exception of this custom or com-

mon practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যবহারব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this custom or common practice, with-

out or beside this custom or common practice.

¿IT/IT/20F, a. (from It?, this custom, and TF, join-

ed to , connected with this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহাররহিত, a. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার this cus om , and রহিত, des-

t.tute), destitute of or free from this custom or prac-

tice.

qgeregtsmas, o. (from sciety, this custom, and A , emp-

ty), destitute of or free from this custom or practice.

tafa , a. from 23 , this custom, and f , ac-

complished), confirmed or established by this custom or

common practice.

a

AzĦTI¿Ña, u. ( from 93Waxt , this custom, and 1 , des-

titute , destitute of this custom or common practice.

A3T14517533, 2. (from 93WIKt?, this cus'om, and (TJ,

cause), caused by or arising from this custom or prac-

tice ; ad from or because of this custom or practice .

এতদ্ব্যবহারণকাউণ , ১. ( from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this cus om, and আকাßা ,

desire), a desire for this custom or practice.

AGMartXFig), a. (from 93 WRC , this custom , and tatíg ,

desirous , desirous of this custom or practice.

ATTIWIITTON ), a. (from 2351xt , this custom , and a

atfa ,following), following upon or corresponding with

this custom or common practice.

atzigatel, a. (from 23t , this custom, and

ata ,following), following upon or corresponding with

this custom or common practice.

ssaisætatantia, ad. from aggrata, this custom, and

Ħt?, afollowing), according to or in correspondence with

this custom or practice.

SAFIRISH , s . (from
Et , this custom, and afsata,

de ire), a desire for this custom or practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারাভিলাষী, a. (from এতব্যবহার, this custom and

ofsafa , desirous , desirous of this custom or prac-

tice.

2617xtatut, a. (from 25 † , this custom, and afứa, de-

sirous), desirous of this custom or common practice.

sgajaætatiứ, ad. (from 931 † , this custom , and sứ, an

object , for this custom or common practice.

এতদ্ব্যবহারেছা, s. (from এতদ্ব্যবহার, this custom , and ইচ্ছ', de-

sire), a desire for this custom or practice.

SGWAKNAK, a. (from 235JA7, this custom, and ã, de-

sirous), desirous of this custom or practice.

AGWITHNlIEF, a. (from aurata, this custom , and I , de-

sirous), desirous of this custom or practice.

23 , s . (from 25 , this, and T, expenditure), this expen-

diture, this person's expenditure.

43 , s. (from 417, this expenditure, and zý, a

doer), he who expends this sum.

sargāzē, a . (from 237, this expenditure, and ☛ia”,

making), making this expenditure ; . he who expends

this sum.

এতদ্বায়কারী , a . (from এতদ্ব্যয় , this expenditure, and কারিন,

making), making this expenditure.

43TIYKIT, a (from 437, this expenditure, and ☎, pro-

du ing), producing this expenditure.

4373f43, a. (from 23 , this expenditure, and sfas,

produced , produced by or arising from this expendi-

ture, produced by or arising from this person's expen-

diture.

93 ;7551, a. (from 1 , this expenditure, and Fal, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this expendi-

ture, producible by or arising from this person's expen-

diture.

4 , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for this expendi

ture.

431fae, a. (from 4317, this expenditure, and fade,

causing to cease , putting a stop to this expenditure,

putting a stop to this person's expenditure.

230faat?æ, a. (from 23517, this expenditure, and faatge,

preventing), preventing this expenditure, preventing

this person's expenditure.

93g7gfaatad, s. (from 43414, this expenditure, and fat , a

preventing , the preventing of this expenditure, the pre-

venting ofthis person's expenditure.

Pfaf , s. (from 239, this expenditure, and fa , ces-

sution) , the cessation of this expenditure, the cessation

of this person's expenditure.

23effage, a. from 3 , this expenditure, and faf ,

a cause , caused by or arising from this expenditure ;

ad, from or because of this expenditure.

এতদ্বায়নিমিত্তে, ad . (from এতদ্ব্যয়, this expenditure , and নির্মিত,

cause), for this expenditure.
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i , a. (from

-43.

1 , this expenditure, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this expenditure ; ad. by

or through this expenditure.

এতদ্ব্যয়পুযুক্ত , a. ( from এ দ্ব্যয়, this expenditure , and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this expenditure ; ad.

from or because of this expenditure.

23577156, a. (from 43517, this expenditure, and ex, in-

creasing , increasing this expenditure.

21 , s. (from 9319, this expenditure, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this expenditure.

235f131, ad. (from 7, this expend ture , and fazi, with-

out , without or beside this expenditure.

qaiyafa̸, s. (from 43 , this expenditure, and fa, in-

crease , the increase of this expenditure.

এতদ্বায়ব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. fromএতদ্ব্যয়, this expenditure, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this expenditure excepted.

এতদ্বায়ব৷ তিরেক, ও ( from এতদ্বায় , this expenditure, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this expenditure.

এতদ্ব্যয়ব্যতিরেকে, d. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যয়ব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of this expenditure, without or beside this ex-

penditure.

QBFIMIGF,̂ ɑ̂, (from 9351 , this expenditure, and 115, a

cause , caused by or arising from this expenditure ; ad,

from or because of this expenditure.

tgt gt, s. (from 43517, this expenditure, and

desire), a desire after this expenditure, a desire for this

person's expenditure.

asistatal, a. (from TTP, this expenditure, and tifg .

desirous , desirous of this expenditure, desirous of this

person's expenditure.

tapte a. from 4317, this expenditure, and 1897,

following , following upon or corresponding with this

expenditure.

9zqytastit, a. (from , this expenditure , and atfea,

following), following upon or corresponding with this

expenditure.

~93 , ad. from 4317, this expenditure, and wants,

a following), according to or in correspondence with this

expenditure.

এতদ্ব্যয়াভিলাষ , s . (from এতদ্ব্যয় , this expenditure, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for this expenditure, a desire for this'

person's expenditure .

fiat, a. (from 43 , this expenditure, and ass

atfa , desirous), desirous of this expenditure, desirous

of this person's expenditure.

pt , a. (from 931 , this expenditure, and fia, de-

sirous , desirous of this expenditure.

93 , ad. (from 23518, this expenditure, and mu, an

object), for this expenditure.

93 ), s. (from 931 , this expenditure, and at, de-

sire), a desire for tiris expenditure, a desire for this

-person's expenditure.

2347(95,' a. (from 23 , this expenditure, and 3 , desir-

ous , desirous of this expenditure, desirous of this per-

son's expenditure.

IITNIKE, a. (from 17, this expenditure, and 1 , desir-

ous), desirous of this expenditure, desirous of this per.

son's expenditure.

এতদ্বায়োপক্রম, s. (from এতদ্ব্যয়, this expenditure, and ওপরুষ, ৫

beginning), the beginning of this expenditure, the be-

ginning ofthis person's expenditure.

23 , a. (from 23 , this expenditure, and st

proper , suitable to this expenditure.

23an , s. (from 935, this, and zitai, a report), this re

port, this commendation, this news.

QGENNIIFT), 8. (from star , this report, and *ý, a

doer , he who makes this report, he who bestows this

commendation.

923z, an(from 4311, this report, and atṛē,

doing), making this report, bestowing this commenda-

tion -propagating this news.

tata from tart, this report, and ifa , do-

ing), making this repo.1, bestowing this commendation,

propagating this news.

fig, a. (from 935 , this report, and ufi ,

produced), produced by or arising from this report or

news, produced by or arising from this commendation.

ACTItItEFI, ɑ. (from 235tän , this report, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this report or

news, producible by or arising from this commenda-

tion.

Q3EstItFl7), ad. (loc.case of 3 ), for this declara-

tion, for this commendation.

এতদ্ব্যাখ্যানিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যeিnt, this report , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this report or news,

causedby orarising from this commendation ; ad. from

or because of this report or commendation.

43afa23, ad. (from 3 tar , this declaration, and

fafas, a cause), for this declaration, for this commenda-

tion.

at , a. (from at , this report, and

caused by) , caused by or arising from this report or

news, caused by or arising from this commendation ;

ad. from or because of this report or commendation.

1
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93.

Goutalitzat, ad. (from asta , this report, and fzai ,

wi hout), without or beside this report or commenda-

tion.

এক riatব্যতিক্রম, s. (from স্তম্ব:fat , this report, and ব্যতিক্রম ,

a transgression`, an exceeding or going beyond this re-

port or news, an exceeding or going beyond this com-

mendation.

এওদাষ।ব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from এডদ্বftar71, this report , and বাতি

fas, excepted , this report or news excepted, this com-

mendation excepted.

STOITAITTIFNFE, s. (from GTI , this report, and af

™, an exeption), the exception of this report or news,

the exception of this commendation.

এতদ্ব্যাথ্যাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of tattব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this declaration or commendation,

without or beside this declaration or commendation.

SGUITUNNEzF, a. (from 23tart, this report, and æg, a

cause) , caused by or arising from this report or news,

caused by or arising from this commendation ; ad. from

or through this report or commendation.

AG¶ft, s. (from 935, this, and fa, a disease), this dis-

ease,this person's disease.

, a. (from 23 , this disease, and , to do),

eausing this disease.

এতদ্ব্যাধিজনক, a . ( fromn এতদ্ব্যাধি , this disease, and জনক,

ducing), producing or causing this disease.

pro-

একছ্যা বিজনিত , a . ( from এছাবি, this disease , and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this disease.

gvunftsai, a. (from act , this disease, and I , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this disease.

23 , ad. (loc, case of23ft ), for this disease.

ata, s. (from 23wtf , this disease, and , destruc-

tion , the removal or cure of this disease.

out , a. (from 9311 , this disease, and na, de-

structive), good for the cure of this disease.

, a. (from avut , this disease, and af , de-

structive), good for the cure of this disease.

23 , s. (from 43 , this disease, and tt, destruc-

tion), the removal or cure of this disease.

stat , a. (from 48 , this disease, and atma, de-

stru tive), good for the cure of this disease .

এছাবিনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from স্থাবি, this disease, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to ceas:), removing or curing this disease.

এতদ্ব্যাধিনিবারক, ৫. (from এতস্বতাধি, this disease, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this disease.

এতদ্ধ। বিনিবারণ , s. (from এতদ্ব্যাবি, this disease, and নির্ধারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing of this disease.

93antafe, s (from 43 , this disease, and fifa, ces»

sation), the cessation of this disease.

এতদ্ব্যাধিনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্থাবি, this disease, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

e use), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad. from

or through this disease.

93 ›tafaface, ud. (from agafa, this disease, and fifa , a

cause), for this disease.

এতদ্বাবিপুযুক্ত, a. ( from এডদ্ব্যাধি, this disease, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad. from or

because of this disease.

, a. (from 3 , this disease, and ze, in-

creasing , increasing or aggravating this disease,

23ænftx57, s. (from 3ft, this disease, and ₹ 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing or aggravating of this dis-

ease.

43wtfafant; ad. from 3 , this disease, and fa31, with-

out , without or beside this disease.

এতাবিবিনাশ, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যাবি, this disease , and বিনাশ,

destruction), the removal or cure of this disease.

430stfäfantme, a. (from 23æft, this disease, and fa̸at*tæ,

destructive , good for the cure of this disease.

93faff , a. (from 43 , this disease, and feft ,

possessed of, afflicted with this disease.

geunfafasia, u. (from swift, this disease, and f1 ,

destitute), free from this disease.

431f24 , s. (from at , this disease, and , increase),

the increase of this disease.

এতদ্ব্যাবিষ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এ দাবি, this disease, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this disease excepted.

এস্তস্ব্যাধিব্যতিরেক, s. (from এতদ্বাft, this disease, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this disease.

এতদ্ব্যাধিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএতদ্ব্যাধিব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this disease, without or beside this dis-

ease .

43 , a. (from 3 , this disease, and , joined

to), connected with this disease, afflicted with this dis-

ease.

এতদ্ব্যণবিরহিত, a. (from স্বরাবি, this disease, and রহিত, desti-

tute , free from this disease.

23fa1, a. (from 43 , this disease, and ai, emp-

ty , free from this disease.

23 :fala, a. (from 2311 , this diserse, and 517, desti-

tute) , free from this disease.

(55 1SGV (TIF, a. (from 3 , this disease, and I

cause), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad.

from or because of this disease.

93 , s. (from 45 , this, and art , conduct), this
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9 .

conduct, this line of action, this person's line of action,

this business .

Giagæý), s. (from at , this conduct, and aý, a

doer), one who pursues this line of action or conduct, a

person who follows this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যাপারকারক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct , and কারক,

doing) , pursuing this line of action or conduct, pursu-

ing this trade or business.

এভস্থ পোরকারী, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and কারিন,

doing), pursuing this line of action or conduct, pursu-

ing this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যাপারজনিত, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct , and জনিত ,

produced), produced by or arising from this trade or bu-

siness, produced by or arising from this line of action

or conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারজন্য, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct , and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from this trade or

business, producible by or arising from this line of ac-

tion or conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপরিজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যাপারজনা) , for this busi-

ness or trade.

9 , s . (from attte, this conduct, and ,

destruction), the ruin of this trade or business, the de-

struction or rendering of this line of action or conduct

ineffectual,

এতদ্ব্য !পরিধ্বংসক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct , and ई সঙ্ক,

destructive), ruinous to this trade or business, render-

ing this line of conduct or action ineffectual.

93 , a. (from tata, this conduct , and fa ,

destructive), ruinous to this trade or business, render-

ing this line of conduct or action ineffectual.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনাশ, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and নাশ ,

destruction), the ruin of this trade or business , the sub-

version or rendering of this line of action or conduct

ineffectual.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনাশক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and নাশক ,

destructive), ruinous to this trade or business , subver-

sive of or rendering this line of action or conduct in-

effectual.

এব্যাপারনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this business, and fনবর্ত্তক ,

causing to cease), putting an end to this line of con-

duct, putting an end to this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনিবারক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this business, and নিবারক,

preventing), hindering or preventing this trade or busi-

ness.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনিবারণ, s. (from এডদ্ব্যাপার, this business , and নিবারণ ,

preventing), the hindering or preventing of this line

of conduct, the hindering or preventing ofthis busi-

ness.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনিবৃত্তি , s. (from surint , this business , and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of this line of conduct, the cese

sation of this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যপিারনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this business, and নিষি ,

acause), caused by or arising from this line of conduct,

caused by or arising from this trade or business ; ad.

from or because of this line of conduct, from or because

of this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যাপারনিথিতে, ad. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this business, and নিষিত,

a cause,, for this line of conduct, for this trade or busi-

ness.

এতদ্ব্যাপারপ্রযুক্ত , a . (from এ স্থ্যাপার , this business, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this line of busi-

ness, caused by or arising from this trade or business ;

ad. from or because ofthis line of conduct, from or be-

cause of this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্যাপারবিনা , ad. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and fन!,

without), without or beside this line of conduct or acti-

on .

এতদ্ব্যাপারব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this conduel, and

uffs, excepted), this line of action or conduct ex-

cepted, this trade or business excepted.

এতদ্ব্যাপায়ব্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this condut , and

I , an exception,, the exception of this line of ac-

tion or conduct

এতদ্ব্যাপারবতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যাপারব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this trade or business ; ad. without or

beside this trade or business .

, s . (from att?, this conduct, and itets,

an obstacle), an obstacle to this line of action or con-

duct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারব্যাঘাতক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this conduct , and

astata , opposing) , obstructing or resisting this line of

action or conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারযুক্ত , a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and যজ্ঞযুক্ত,

joined to), connected with this line of action or con-

duct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারবহিত, a. ( from এভ্যাপার, conduct , and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of this line of action or conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারশূন্য , a. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and শূন্য,

empty , destitute of this line of action or conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারহীন , ৫ ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, aud হীন, des-

titute , destitute of this line of action or conduct.

SIE/19tAlETE, a. (from 3 , this conduct, and c

a cause), caused by or arising from this line of action
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or conduct ; ad. from or through this line of aetion or

conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারাকান্ত্রী , s. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , his conduct, and আকাg1,

desire , a desire for this line of action or conduct.

qgeatqtatætgı, a . (from site , this conduct, and at

fs , desirous), desirous ofthis line of action or con-

duct.

এতয়াপারানুসন্ধান : (from এ দ্বাপরি , this conduct, and ान

◄f , scrutiny), a scrutiny into or contriving how to

pursue this line of action or conduct.

93a;tatgtgaætat, a. (from agutata, this conduct, and

fa , scrutinizing), scrutinizing into or contriving

how to pursue this line of action or conduct.

ganatatasid , a. (from 23 , this conduct, and

fp , scrutinizing), scrutinizing into or contriving

how to pursue this line of action or conduct.

93 >tztgatca, ad. (from 23¤ ††I, this business, and ||

, a following), according to or in correspondence

with this trade or business.

এতদ্ব্য:পারান্বেষণ, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct, and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking), a seeking to pursue this line of conduct or

action.

93æstatateral, a. (from asartЯty, this conduct, and wefra,

steking), seeking to pursue this line of conduct or ac-

tion.

এতয়াপারাপেক্ষক, a . ( from এডদ্ব্যাপার , this business , and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting or waiting for this trade or busi-

ness.

এতদ্ব্যাপারাপেক্ষী , a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this conduct , and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting), expecting or looking for this line of conduct

or action.

agastatzifante, s. (from astetta, this conduct, and afs

ata, desire) , a desire to pursue this line of action or con-

duct.

fome , a. (from astata, this conduct, and afs

ata , desirous), desirous of pursuing this line of action

or conduct.

21 a. (from atta, this business, and af ,

desirous), desirous of this trade or business.

41 , ad. (from at , this business, and af, an

object), for this trade or business.

stata , s. (from it , this conduct, and 1, de-

sire), a desire to pursue this line of action or conduct.

a. (from atty, this conduct, and , de-

sirous), desirous of pursuing the line of action or con-

duct.

9 , a. (from it , this conduct, and de-

33.

sirous), desirous of pursuing this line of action or con-

duct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারে দযুক্ত a. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার , this conduct, and 8 ,

zealous), zealously engaged in this line ofaction or con

duct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারেtদ্যোগ , s. (from স্বাপরি, this conduct, and startsit,

exertion , exertion in this line of action or conduct.

Agatitetit, a. (from 931 , this conduct, and

smitfsta, zealous), zealously pursuing this line of action

or conduct.

strateg☎, 8. (from 93 , this conduct, and site, a

beginning), the commencement of this line of action of

conduct.

এতদ্ব্যাপারেপিক্রম , s. (from এতদ্ব্যাপার, this conduct , and উপক্রম,

a beginning), the commencement of this line of action

or conduct.

43tataide, a . (from avartЯty, this conduct, and 84FT,

proper), suited to this line of action or conduct.

93C/ ATE, s. (from 23 , this, and rats, distress , this dis

tress, this affliction, this person's affliction or distress .

Q8E)t¿atxæg, a. (from as¤itiate, this distress , and , to do),

causing this distress or affliction , giving this pain.

এতদ্ব্যামোহকারক, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ , this distress, and করিঙ্ক,

making), causing this distress or affliction , giving this

pain.

agentrætgætzì, a. (from texte, this distress, and atf ,

making), causing this distress or affliction, giving this

pain.

এতদ্বা †মৌহজনক, a. (from এডদ্ব্যামোহ, this distress , and অনৰ,

producing) , producing this distress or affliction, occa-

sioning this pain.

এত দামোহজনিত, a. ( from এ দ্ব্যামোহ, this distress, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from this distress or

affliction.

4GqNata , a . (from skate, this dis'ress, and T,

producible , producible by or arising from this distress

or affiction.

এতদ্ব্য।মৌজন্যে ad. (loc case of এতদ্ব্যাযোজন্য), for this afflic.

tion or trouble.

এতদ্ব্যামোহজাত, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this distress, and জাত

produced), produced by or arising from this distress or

affliction.

AGENCATERT1, s. (from tæt , this affiction, and t

a girer), he who gives this pain or distress.

Iskricætentyæ, a. (from 235itiata, this distress, and at ,

giving), producing this distress or affliction, giving this

pain.

Tit
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এক.

2Œ¤stratœni

?), a . (from
237 tixty

, this affliction

, and ¤tfu¬
,

giving
), giving

this pain
or distress

.

93¤stra†¤£2 , s. (from 43 steata, this distress, and ¤,

destruction , the dissipating or removal of this distress

or affliction.

এতদ্ব৷৷ মোহà° সক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যামোহ , this distress, and ধ্বংসক,

destructive), destructive to or dissipating this distress or

affliction.

fa7 ,AGWA , 0, (from 4sætate, this distress, and

destructive), dissipating or removing this distress or af-

fliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহনাশ, s. ( from এম্ব্যামোহ, this distress, and নাশ,

destruction , the dissipating or removal of this distress.

or affliction .

এতদ্ব্য!মোহনাশক, a. (from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this distress, and নাশক,

destructive), dissipating or removing this distress or af

Aliction.

gastrotofaade, a. (from 2371tiaty, this distress, and fazúc,

causing to cease), putting an end to this distress or af-

fliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহনিবারক , a. ( from এতছ্যামোহ, this distress , and fat

, preventing), preventiug this distress or affliction.

ggastıatefaatçı, s. (from 43state, this distress , and faæxd,

apreventing), the preventing of this distress or aflic-

tion.

goutatefazfe, s. (from a☎uitlats, this dis´ress , and faqe,

cessation , the cessation of this distress or affliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহনিমিশুক, a. ( from এ যেts, this distress, and নির্মিত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this distress or af-

fiction ; ad from or through this distress or affliction .

QITACffII, ad. (from 25515, this affliction, and

fafa , a cause), for this pain or distress.

এতদ্ব্যামোহপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from এতদ্বামোহ, this affliction, and

a , obstructing), obstructing or preventing this

pain or affliction .

এতদ্ব্যামোহপুযুক্ত, a. ( from এ দ্বীযেts , this distress, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this distress or

affliction ; ad. from or through this distress or affliction .

gvariateta̸æ, a. (from agatate, this affliction , and 1 ,

increasing), increasing th spain or affliction ,

geaitateda, s. (from 23 , this affliction, and 77,

an increasing), the increasing of this pain or affliction.

natat, ad. (from E, this distress, and fat ,

without), without or beside this distress or affliction.

gGericætefeat"æ, a. (from 23hat , this afft clion, and

faat , destructive), dissipating o: removing this dis-

tress or affliction,

ཐན་

agantratafafutal, a. (from souriate, this affliction , and fif**,

possessed of), suffering this affliction or distress.

এতদ্ব্যামোহবিহীন, a. (from স্তদ্বামোছ, this affliction , and বিহীন,

destitute), free from this pain or affliction.

Grilæt☎. s. (from 23 , this affliction , and af , in

erease), the increase of this pain or affliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this affliction, and

fs , except. d , this affliction or distress excepted.

এতদ্ব্যামোহব্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ , this affliction, and

sz , an exception), the exception of this distress og

affliction,

এতদ্ব্যামোহব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদ্ব্যামোহব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of this pain or affliction; without or be

side this pain or affliction .

43gītatFqF, a. (from state, this affliction, and TF,

joined to , connected with or suffering this distress or

affliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহরহিত, a. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this affliction , and রহিত,

destitute), free from this distress or affliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহলালী, a. (fromএতদ্ব্যামোহ , this affliction) , suffering

or constitutionally liable to this affliction or distress .

43 , a. (from 3tate, this affliction, and 7,

emply , free from this distress or affliction.

astatega, a . (from 43state, this offliction, and 7,

destitute), free from this pain or affliction.

এতদ্ব্যামোহহেতুক, a. (from “তদ্ব্যামোহ, this affliction , and হেতু

a cause), caused by or arising from this distress or afflic

tion ; ad. from or through this distress or affliction.

agentcætexteg☎, a. (from ate, this affliction , and

81 , a beginning), the beginning of this distress or af-

fliction.

এতদ্যাযোছেপিক্রম, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this affliction, and

841, a beginning ) , the beginning of this distress or af-

fliction .

এতদ্ব †মোহোপশয, s. ( from এতদ্ব্যামোহ, this affliction , and

, a relief), relief from this distress or affliction."

233, s. (from 437, this and T , a religious vow), this re-

ligious vow, this propounded religious ceremony, this

person's religious vow or ceremony.

Bygataæ, a. (from 2343, this vow, and xixx, making),

making this religious vow, performing this religious vow

or propounded ceremony ; s. he who performs this reli

gious vow or ceremony.

got , a. (from 2013 this vow , and wife , making),

making this religious vow, performing this religious vow

or propounded ceremony.

4333, a. (from 43, this rese, and af , produc.d),
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produced by or arising from this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

31, a. (from 2353, this vow, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

23311, ad. (loc. case of9343571), for this vow, for this

commanded religious observance.

23 , 8. (from 233, this vow, and , destruction),

the preventing or rendering void of this religious vow

or propounded ceremony.

• , a. (from 3 , this vow, and , destructive) ,

preventing orrendering this religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony void.

433 • Ì, a. (from 3, this vow, and f , destructive) ,

preventing or rendering this religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony void.

4337 , s. (from 4313 , this vow, and at , destruction),

the preventing or rendering void this religious vow or

propounded ceremony.

aggzate, a. (from 233, this vow, and Яt* , destructive),

preventing or rendering this religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony void.

afas, a. (from 433, this row, and fax , causing

to cease,, putting an end to or rescinding this religious

vow or propounded ceremony.

gegofâataæ, a. (from 433, this vow , and fixty , hinder-

ing), hindering this vow, preventing or hindering this

propounded observance.

So far , s. (from 33, this vow, and fata , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of this religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony.

এতদ্বুতনিবৃত্তি ,3g3faafe, s. (from 935, this vow, and fifa, cessation),

the prevention or cessation of this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

gorofafaga, ɑ. (from 3 , this vow, and fa̸fï³, a cause),

caused by or arising from this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony ; ad, from or through this religious

vow or propounded ceremony.

azgofaface, ad. (from 2373, this vow , and fifa , a cause),

for this vow, for this propounded observance.

soyoqfsimo, a. (from 233, this vow, and gfore, op-

posing), opposing or preventing this religious vow or

propounded ceremony.

a313ITs, a. from 3 , this row. and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony ; ad. from or through this religi-

ous vow or propounded ceremony.

96.

9313ft, ad (from 953, this row, and fat, without),

without this religious vow or propounded ceremony.

at* , s . ( from 2343 , this vow , and fat , destructi-

on), the preventing or rendering of this religious vow

or propounded ceremony void.

g³gefaat*æ, a. (from 23, this vow, and fat , destruc-

tive), preventing or rendering this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony void.

233faft , a. (from 433 , this row, and feft , possessed

of , engaged in this religious vow or propounded cere

mony.

soqzfixia, a. (from age, this vow, and fax , destitute),

destitute of this vow or propounded observance.

43313 , s. (from 23 , this vow , and us , a trans-

gression), a transgression of this religious vow or pro

pounded ceremony.

433f3f?, a. (from 2353, this vow , and iſofas, except-

ed , this religious vow or propounded ceremony ex-

cepted.

937zufolṛæ, s. (from 9353, this vow, and fæ, an ex-

ception) , the exception of this religious vow or pro

pounded ceremony.

23f , ad . (loc. case of 933af ), with the ex-

ception of this vow or propounded observance, without

or beside this vow or propounded observance,

933astate, s. (from 2853, this vow, and itats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to this vow, an obstacle to this pro

pounded observance.

Q3YzUTAİGE, A. (from 2353, this vow, and tZtJE, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to this vow or pro-

pounded observance.

23535 , s. (from 2353, this vow, and sЯ, a breaking), the

breaking of this vow or propounded observance.

93353 , a . (from 2355, this row, and sa , breaking),

breaking this vow or propounded observance.

4343587, s. (from 9353, this row , and 537, a breaking),

the breaking of this vow or propounded observance.

33 , a. (from 3 , this row, and , joined to), con-

nected with or engaged in this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

agg3?fxg, a. (from 233, this vow , and af , destitute),

destitute ofthis religious vow or propounded ceremony.

, a. from 433, this vow , and as, empty), desti-

tute of this religious vow or propounded ceremony.

2GHG531, 8. (from 233, this vow, and y, one who kills),

he who frustrates this religious vow orpropounded ce

remony..

Tit 2
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এ७.

AzTextfa, 8. (from 233, this vow , and tf , detriment), a

detriment to this religious vow or propounded ceremo.

ny.

asy3xlz, a. (from 233, this vow , and 1977, destitute) , des-

titute of this religious vow or propounded ceremony.

AITEITIE, a. (from 2013, this vow, and (13 , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from this religious vow or propounded

ceremony ; ad. from or through this religious vow or

propounded ceremony.

tatai, s. (from 233, this vow, and test, desire),

a desire for this religious vow or propounded ceremo-

Dy.

gogotøtgì, a. (from 9313, this vow, and ttf , desir-

ous), desirous of this religious vow or propounded cere-

mony.

2373874, s. (from 3, this vow, and to , apractising),

the practising of this religious vow or propounded cere-

mony.

tot , a. (from 233, this tow, and totf , practis-

ing), practising this religious vow or propounded cere-

meny.

зtext, s. (from 233, this vow, and t, a command),

the command of this religious vow or propounded ce-

remony.

gestas, ad. (from 9373, this row, and want , afol-

lowing), in correspondence with or according to this

religious vow or propounded ceremony.

Azg3tfsata, s. (from 433, this vow, and fat , desire),

a desire for this religious vow or propounded ceremony.

Aegatext , a. (from 233, this row, and fat , de-

sirous), desirous of this religious vow or propounded ce-

remony.

agatay, s . (from 9373, this vow , and stay, a beginning),

the commencement of this religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony.

E , s. from 233, this vow, and 1, desire), a desire

for this religious vow or propounded ceremony.

GEHIE, 4. (from 3, this vow, and , desirous), desir-

ous of this religious vow or propounded ceremony,

, a. (from 233, this vow, and , desirous) , de-

sirous of this religious vow or propounded ceremony .

933 , a. (from 23 , this vow , and s , zealous),

zealous in the observance of this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

maarts, s. (from 4 , this vow, and starts , exertion),

exertion or zeal in the observance of this religious vow

or propounded ceremony.

4smestenzteft, a. (from 2013, this vom, and scarifita, zeal.

ous), zealously practising this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

ast , s. (from 233, this row, and 8 , a begin.

ning), the commencement of this religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

43 , 8. (from 255, this, and 151 , shame), this shame or

modesty, this person's shame or modesty.

aistas, a. (from 231 , this shame, audą, to do) , exer-

cising this shame or modesty.

4giştatea, a. (from 43151, this shame, and ta, doing),

exercising this modesty or bashfulness, causing this

shame.

9asistata , a. (from 23751, this shame, and atfa , doing),

exercising this modesty or bashfulness, causing this

shame.

aista , a. (from 23131, this shime, and , produc

ing), producing this shame or modesty, producing this

person's shame or modesty.

aзyistsfas, a. (from 231, this shame, and fis, produc-

ed), produced by this shame or modesty, produced by

this person's shame or modesty.

23șta , a. (from 235151, this shame, and ◄ , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this shame or modes-

ty, producible by or arising from this person's shame or

modesty.

93ști ), ad. loc. case of43F ), for this shame, for

this modesty or bashfulness.

atstats , 8, (from 2351, this shame, and t , a giver), a

person who confers this sense of shame, a person who

gives this bashfulness or modesty.

431state , a. (from 231, this shame, and t¶w, give

ing), causing this shame or modesty, occasioning this

person's shame or modesty.

43 , a. (from ass , this shame, and tf , giving),

giving this sense of shame, giving this bashfulness or

modesty.

, destruc-
4,8. (from 931, this shame, and

tion), the destruction of this shame or modesty, the ex-

tinction of this person's shame or modesty.

abgiștka☎, a. (from 93151, this shame, and an☎, de-

structive , destructive to this shame or modesty, extin-

guishing this person's shame or modesty.

AGHIF1FĦ), a. (from 431, this shame, and fЯ , destruc-

tive), destructive to this shame or modesty, extinguish.

ing this person's shame or modesty.

aggiștatæ , s. (from GF , this modesty, and ¶t*, destruc-
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tion), the destruction of this shame or modesty, the ex-

tinction of this person's shame or modesty.

statæ, a. (from 43 , this modesty, and ***, de-

structive), destructive to this shame or modesty, extin-

guishing this person's shame or modesty.

gogiștlarús, a. (from 431 , this modesty, and faxse,

causing to cease) , extinguishing this shame or modesty,

extinguishing this person's shame or modesty.

gogìṣtfaatzæ, a. (from 31, this modesty, and fataÆ,

preventing), preventing this shame or modesty, pre-

venting this person's shame or modesty.

SIŅștfiæt?4, s. (from 431st, this modesty, and fiztad, a

preventing , the preventing of this shame or modesty,

the preventing of this person's shame or modesty.

aggiștfiæfa, s. (from 23131, this modesty, andfafa cessa-

tion) , the cessation of this shame or modesty , the cessa-

tion of this person's shame or modesty.

93Ñztfafscæ, a. (from 2351, this modesty, and fafas, a

cluse), caused by or arising from this shame or modes-

ty, caused by orarising from this person's shame or mo-

desty; ad from or through this shame or modesty.

a³iștfaface, ad. (from 151, this shame, and fafts, a

cause , for this shame, for this bashfulness or modesty.

griztЯys, a. (from agts\, this sh me and g , caused

by), caused by or arising from this shame or modesty,

caused by or arising from this person's shame or mo-

desty ; ad. from or through this shame or modesty.

gayîşizes, a. (from 2011, this shame , and , increas-

ing), increasing this shame, increasing this modesty or

bashfulness.

gogista , s. (from 21, this shame, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this shame, the increasing of

this modesty or bashfulness.

azajșifafm8, «. (from 431, this modesty, and fift ,

possessed of, possessed of this shame or modesty.

segișifæxia, a. (from 235)51, this shame, and fa̸na, desti-

tule , destitute of this shame, destitute of this modesty

or bashfulness.

agista, s. (from 15 , this shame, and af , increase),

the increase of this shame, the increase of this modesty

or bashfulness.

একছুীড়াৰ তিরিক্ত, a. (from স্ত্রীড়', this modesty , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted) , this shame or modesty excepted, this person's

shame ormodesty excepted.

এতখ্ৰীড়াব্যতিরেক, a. (from স্ত্রীড়া , this modesty, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this shame or modesty,

the exception of this person's shame or modesty.

93.

asyiştofocus, ad. (loc. case of 23alstarfscam), with the

exception of this shame or bashfulness, without or be

side this shame or bashfulness .

93CistuF, α. (from aʊși, this modesty, and ■F,joined to).

connected with or possessing this shame or modesty.

23gstofxg, a. (from 2315), this modesty, and 7(x³, dés'i-

tute), destitute of this shame or modesty.

এ'খ্ৰীড়া:হতুক, a . (from এउप्रुभডे়া, this modesty, and হেত .ু a cause),

caused by or arising from this shame or modesty , caus-

ed by or arising from this person's shame or modesty;

ad. from or through this person's shame or modesty.

93FF, a. (from 935, this and 55, devoted to , devoted to

this object.

23 , s. (from 43 , this, and af , devotedness), this devot

edness, devotedness to this person, this person's devo-

tedness.

23yfsæg, a. (from 233 , this devotedness, and ☎, to do),

exercising this faith or devotedness.

23FfFF1ZE, a. from 3gf , this devotedness, and Fix™,

doing), exercising this faith or devotedness,

aysia), a. (from 23 , this devotedness, and´atka,

doing), exercising this faith or devotedness,

23FfSIIF, a. (from 4355, this devotedness, and F**, pro-

ducing) producing this devotedness, producing this per

son's devotedness.

azyfsafas, «. (from 233fs, this devotedness, and fa ,

produced , produced by or arising from this devotedness,

produced by or arising from this person's devotedness.

4Gyf&571, a. (from 435 , this devotedness, and $31 pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this devotedness,

producible by or arising from this person's devotedness.

geyfe , ad. (loc. case of a3f73), for this faith or

devotedness.

yf , a. (from 33 , this devotedness, and я , to give ,

giving this faith or devotedness.

asgfontol, s. (from 433f , this devotedness, and t , a giv

er , the giver of this faith or devotedness,

soyfentyæ, a. (from 239fs , this devotedness, and t ,

giving), giving this faith or devotedness,

233fats , a. (from asf , this devotedness, and Яtfiq, giv-

ing), giving this faith or devotedness.

23yft. , s. (from 235 , this devotedness, and , de-

struction), the loss of this devotedness, the loss of this

person's devotedness.

IGyfst:A6, ɑ. (from 283f , this devotedness, and ***,

destructive), destructive to this devotedness, destructive

to this person's devotedness.
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23.

ariant, a. (from asys, this devotedness , and fa ,

destructive), destructive to this devotedness, destruc-

tive to this person's devotedness .'

att, s. (from 935 , this devotedness, and atat , de-

struction), the loss of this devotedness, the loss of this

person's devotedness.

এতদ্ভক্তিনাশক, a . ( from এতভুক্তি, this devotedness, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to this devotedness, destructive

to this person's devotedness .

goyfofacýæ, a. (from 235 , this devotedness, and farée,

causing to cease), causing this devotedness to cease,

causing this person's devotedness to cease.r

এডক্তিনিবারক, a. (from এতদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing this devotedness, preventing this

person's devotedness.

এতদ্ভক্তিনিবারণ, s . (from এভদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and নিবারণ ,

preventing), the preventing of this devotedness, the pre-

venting of this person's devotedness.

SzyfFfizf3, s. (from 23 , this devotedness, and fif³, ces-

sation), the cessation of this devotedness, the cessation

of this person's devotedness.

এতদ্ভক্তিনিমিত্তক, a . (from এডদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this devotedness,

: caused by or arising from this person's devotedness ;

ad. from or through this devotedness.

ogfifis, ad from 35 , this devotedness, and fafa ,

a cause), for this faith or devotedness.

*, a. (from 235 , this devotedness , and , be-

Jore), preceded by or arising from this faith or devoted-

ness ; ad, through or by this faith or devotedness.

এতডক্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. ( from এতভুক্তি, this devotedness, and পুতি

, opposing), opposed to or obstructing this devot-

edness, opposed to or obstructing this person's devot-

edness.

3F, a. (from 235 , this devotedness, and
of

caused by), caused by or arising from this devotedness,

caused by or arising from this person's devotedness ; ad.

from or through this devotedness.

aya , a. (from 233 , this devotedness , and Túc, in-

creasing), increasing this faith or devotedness,

f1, 8. (from 43 , this devotedness, and I, an

increasing), the increasing of this faith or devotedness.

93yfoff , a. (from 4 , this devotedness, and faf ,

possessed of), possessed of this devotedness.

agfefcxia, a. (from 233 , this devotedness, and ft ,

destitute), destitute of this faith or devotedness.

এতমুক্তিবাতিক্রম, ৪. (from এডক্তি, this devotedness, and f

$5.

, a transgression), the transgression of this devoted-

ness , the overstepping of this devotedness.

এতভুক্তিবৃদ্ধি,233 , s. (from 435 , this devotedness , and af , in-

crease) , the increase of this faith or devotedness.

এতদ্ভক্তিতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), this devotedness excepted, this person's de-

votedness excepted.

এতভুক্তিভিয়েজ, s. (from এ যুক্তি , this devotedness, and জাতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this devotedness, the ex-

ception of this person's devotedness.

এতদ্ভক্তিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতস্তু ক্তিব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this faith or devotedness, without or be-

side this faith or devotedness.

এতদ্রুক্তিব্যাঘাত, ৪. (from এতদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and ব্যাঘাত,

an obstacle), an obstacle to this faith or devotedness.

এভক্তির ঘাতক, a.( from এভদ্ভক্তি, this devotedness, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to this faith or

devotedness.

a
435F,a. (from 23 , this devotedness, and TF, joined

to), connected with or possessed of this devotedness,

connected with this person's devotedness.

23ff3, a. (from 3gfs , this devotedness, and 3 , des-

titute), destitute of this devotedness.

235fs , a. (from 43555, this devotedness, andai, emp-

destitute of this devotedness.ty ,

43gfeita, a. (from 435fs, this devotedness, and , desti-

tute), destitute of this devotedness .

4GY(FITZT, a. (from 235 , this devotedness, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from this devotedness, caus.

ed by or arising from this person's devotedness ; ad.

from or through this devotedness .

43FFK, a. (from 434, this, and I , eating), eating this ;

s. the eater of this.

35 , s. (from 23 , this, and 4, an eating), this eating,

the eating of this.

SIFFII , a. (from 3d, the eating ofthis, and at ,

doing), eating this, causing the eating of this, making

this meal.

এতদ্রক্ষণকারী, a. (from এতক্ষণ , the eating ofthis, and কারিন ,

making), eating this, causing the eating of this, causing

this meal, making this meal.

asts, a. (from 354, this eating, and sto, obtained),

found at or included in this meal.

এতড্রঙ্কণজনিত, a . (from এডড্রঙ্কণ this eating, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from the eating of this,

produced by or arising from this meal.

43FFqF51, u, (from 43FF4, this eating, and $51, produci-
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ble), producible by or arising from the eating of this,

producible by or arising from this meal.

QIFFdM1, ad. (loc . case of 31), for this eating,

for this meal, for the eating of this.

23FF4Ft3, a. (from 934, this eating, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from this meal, produced by or

arising from the eating of this.

933faficæ, u. (from 235 , this eating, and fofas, a

cause) , caused by or arising from the eating ofthis ,

caused by orarising from this meal ; ad, from or because.

of the eating of this , from or because of this meal.

23ff3, ad. (from 354, this eating, and fas, a

cause), for this eating, for this meal,

A3FFɑg(31æ☎, α . (from 4574, this eating, and fuae,

obstructing , obstructing or hindering this eating, ob-

structing or hindering this meal.

93 FFdXTF, a. (from 4354 , this eating, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from the eating of this, caused

by or arising from this meal ; ad. from or because ofthe

eating of this, from or because of this meal.

235fa51, ad. (from 43544 , this enting, and f₹71, without),

without or beside this meal or eating.

93ffe , a. (from 434, this eating, and uff ,

excepted), this meal or eating excepted .

এতদ্রক্ষণব্যতিরেক, s. ( from এত ড্রাণ , this eating , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this eating, the excepti-

on of this meal.

JEFFd77f3??16, ad. (loc. case of us ), with the

exception of this meal or eating, without or beside this

meal or eating.

QIFF1lLIF, a. (from 4354 , this eating, and (53 , a cause),

caused by or arising from the eating of this, caused by

or arisingfrom this meal ; ad. from or because of the eat-

ing of this, from or because of this meal.

azyFatetgi, s. (from 935 , this eating, and atatât, de-

sire), a desire for this meal, a desire to eat this.

এতক্ষণাকারী, a. ( from এত ক্ষণ , this cating, and আকাক্কুিন, de-

sirous), desirous of this meal desirous of eating this.

এতক্ষণাভিলাষ, s. ( from এডদ্রক্ষণ , this eating , and অভিলাষ, de-

sire , a desire for this meal, a desire to eat this.

Agy#at{Gxta), a. (from 23554, this eating, and family,

desirous), desirous of this meal, desirous of eating this.

ya , s. (from 43 , this eating, and , desire), a

desire for this meal , a desire to eat this thing.

Ayla , a. ( from 3 , this eating, and , desirous),

desirous of this meal , desirous of eating this thing.

2878 -KP, a. (from 23 this eat ng, and , desirous),

desirous of this meal, desirous of eating this.

"

23.

4t , a. (from 34, this eating, and 815, engag

ed), engaged in making this meal , engaged in eating this.

43gdtraits, s. (from 34, this e ting, and sust, ex-

ert on), an exertion for making this meal, an exertion

to eat this thing.

23FFlatrat ), a. from 394, this eating, and sofia,

exorting , using exertions to make this meal or to eat

this thing.

Q3FFlata , s. (from 2374, this eating, and 3 , a be.

ginning), the commencemen
t

of this meal, the begin

ning of eating this thing,

aggfkat, s. (from 23 , this, and , distorting), this

bending or distortion.

এতস্তু অনকারক, a. (fromএডদ্ভজন, this worship , and করিক, do-

ing), performing this worship.

23ynaætaì, a. (from 93937 , this worship, and atfaą, do-

ing), performing this worship.

AIFUATA), ed. (from 437, this worship, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this worship.

ITFRAM =1, ad. (loc. case ofagar, for the purpose

of this worship.

syafaris, a. from 3 , this worship, and fax ,

causing to cease), putting a stop to this worship.

23957faatze, a . (from 35 , this worship, and faxtae,

preventing), preventing this worship..

23 -fated, s . (from 235 , this worship, and fat , a

preventing , the preventing or hindering of this wor

ship.

9353afaafe, s. (from 23557, this worship, and faf , ces

sation , the cessation of this worship.

, aAFFIsafe , a. (from 2333 , this worship, and

cause), caused by or arising from this worship ; ad, from

or because of this worship or honour.

43535fafar , ad (from 23557, worship, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of this worship or honour.

43 , a. (from 2355 , this worship, and , before ,

preceded by or arising from this worship ; ad. by or

through this worship or honour.

এতদ্রুজনপ্রতিবন্ধক , a . (from এতদ্রু জন, this worship, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing or preventing this worship or

honour.

33 , a. (from 235 , this worship, and , caus

ed by), caused by or arising from this worship orho-

nour ; ad, from or because of this worship or honour.

23ygaftat, ad. (from 435 , this worship, and feat, with-

out), without or beside this worship or honour,

SIFIaufsfas, a. (from 2357, this worship, and 23 ,

excepted), this worship or honour excepted,
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95.

একদ্ভজনয্যভিয়েছ , ৪. (from এডম্বুজন , this worship, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of this worship or honour.

Agafat , ad. (loc. case of 2 ), with the

exception of this worship or honour, without or beside

this worship or honour.

QCFTITI(7†3, s. (from 23357, this worship, and tt , an

obstacle), an obstacle to this worship or honour.

এত জনব্যাঘাতক, a. (from স্তজন , this worship and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to this worship or

honour.

AFGHALTE, a. (from 433 , this worship, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from this worship or ho-

nour; ad. from or because of this worship or honour.

31, s. (from 234, this, and 571 , worship), this wor-

ship, the worship of this, this person's worship.

AGFGat*ig1, s. (from 93F371 , this worship, and stati,

desire), a desire to engage in this worship, a desire to

worship this object.

santata, a. (from 31, this worship, and stat

desirous), desirous of engaging in this worship, desirous

of worshipping this object.

qegsatstea, ud. (from se ; this worship, and eta, non-

existence), in the absence or want of this worship or ho-

nour.

afsatz, s. (from 11, this worship, and afsate,

desire), a desire of engaging in this worship, a desire to

worship this object.

geguntfemtal, a. (from 23 , this worship, and featfy.

desirous), desirous of engaging in this worship, desirous

of worshipping this object.

QFKATI, s. (from 3 , this worship, and at , desire),

a desire to engage in this worship, a desire to worship

this object.

WF , a. (from 1, this worship, and , desir

ous), desirous of engaging in this worship, desirous of

worshipping this object.

83F5158F, a . (from 235571, this worship , and 35, desir-

ous) , desirous of engaging in this worship, desirous of

worshipping this object.

এতভজনেণদেক, s . (from এতজन!, this tcorship, and sta

beginning), the beginning of this worship, the begin-

ning of worshipping this object, the beginning of this

person's worship.

qoymatlarts , s. (from 43571 , this worship, and gurts ,

exertion), zeal in this worship, zeal for the worship of

this object.

matrasts , a. (from 20 this worship, and sista,

zealous), zealous in this worship, zealously worshipping

this object.

এতদ্ৰজনোপক্রম, s. (from এডড্রজন1 , this worship, and ওপক্ষ , a

beginning), the commencement ofthis worship, the be-

ginning of worshipping this object.

23517, s. (from 235 , this, and 587, a breaking), this break-

ing, the breaking ofthis.

43FT, 8. (from 237, this, and 5 , fear), this fear, this dan-

ger, this person's danger.

23ygætzæ, ɑ. (from 435 , thisfear, and ætaæ, dɔing), ex-

ercising this fear or dread, fearing this.

23ygætaì, a. (from 4339, this fear, and ☎tfiæ, doing), ex-

ercising this fear or dread, fearing this.

935513, a. (from 2357, this fear, aud 515, fallen from),

escaped from this danger, delivered from this fear.

93ypse, a. (from 235 , this fear, and I, causing),

producing this fear or danger, causing this person's fear.

933, a. (from 2837, this fear, and fas, produced),

produced by or arising from this fear or danger.

2GFIFA , a. (from 2357, this fear, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from this danger or fear.

43 , a. (from 451, this far, and af , shewing),

shewing this danger, exciting this fear, seeing this dan

ger.

ga , s. (from 433 , this fear, and , destruction),

the dissipation of this fear or danger.

23ygate, e. (from 2337, this fear, and Яtwa, destruc-

tire), dissipating these fears or this danger.

pfs, a. (from 351 , this fear, and (71 , putting

a stop to), putting a stop to this fear, the preventing of

this danger.

23ft , a. (from 2837, thisfear, and fata , prevent-

ing), preventing these fears, the preventing of this dan-

ger.

235afaatad, s. (from 2354, thisfear, and facta , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of these fears, preventing this dan-

ger.

43 , s. (from 5 , this fear, and fas , cessation),

the cessation of these fears, the cessation of this danger.

23fafa , a. (from 235 , this fear, and fas; a cause),

caused by or arising from this fear or danger; ad. from

or through this fear or danger.

ya , ad. (from 2031, this fear, and fifas, a cause);

for this fear or danger.

Byggfitus, a. (from 2353, this fear, andafsæææ, opposi

ing), obstructing or opposing this fear or danger.

3 , s. (from 237, thisfear, and f , shewing),
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shewing or pointing out this danger or cause of fear ; s.

a man who points out this danger.

43 , 8. (from 2337, thisfear, and , a shewing),

the shewing or pointing out of this danger or cause of

fear.

2371×TF, a. (from 33 , this fear, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this fear or danger ; ad. from

or through this fear or danger,

AzYzTÍF, a. (from 4377, this fear, and 2 , increasing) ,

increasing this fear or danger.

23FITÉ , 8. (from 5 , this fear, and x , an increas-

ing), the increasing of this fear or danger.

9359fa1, ad. (from 433 , this fear, and fan , without),

without this fear or danger.

asyafaate, a. (from 235 , this fear, and fatta, des'ruc-

tive), dissipating this fear or danger.

23z!If, a. (from 4577, thisfear, and fa, increase), the

increase of this fear or danger.

azyrufsfar, a. (from 23 , this fear, and afg , ex-

cepted), this fear or danger excepted.

ASEINIGET, 8, (from 4 , this fear, and six , an ex-

ception), the exception of this fear or danger.

aufstere, ad. (loc. case of fat ), with the ex-

ception of this fear or danger, without or beside this

fear or danger.

433 , a. (from 437, this fear, and a , breaking),

dissipating this fear or danger.

4859397, s. (from 23 , this fear, and 7, a breaking),

the dissipating of this fear or danger.

A334313 , a. (from 2357, this danger, and 13, afraid),

afraid of this danger.

3 , a. (from 4337, this danger, and 1 , timorous ,

timorous or afraid of this danger.

43F7TF, a. (from 4357, this danger, and 1 , liberated),

liberated from this fear or danger.

syyats®, a. (from 35 , this danger, and træ, liber-

ating), liberating from this fear or danger ; s. he who

rescues from this danger.

SITMATGE, s. (from 2337, this danger, and cat57, a deli-

vering), the liberating of a person from this fear or dau-

ger.

4 , a. (from 437, thisfear, and , joined to), con-

nected with or possessed of this fear or danger.

237!IfEG, a. (from 437, this fear, and af₹3, destitute),

free from this fear or danger.

tt, a. (from 237, this fear), abounding with these

dangers orcauses of fear.

AV.

agyptar, a. (from 4337, this fear, and war, empty), free

from this fear or danger,

, a. (from 2353, thisfear, and , indicating),

indicating this fear or danger,

Fiz, a. (from 333, this fear, and 7, destitute), free

from this fear or danger.

33 , a. (from 4337, this fear, and æg, a cause),

caused by or arising from this fear or danger ; ad. from

or because of this fear or danger.

gogiṛtesta , a. (from 33 , thisfear, and seatue, pro-

ducing), producing this fear or danger.

433st, s. (from 43 , this, and tst, a share), this part or

share, this person's part or share.

33 , s. (from 3gtst, this share, and , a doer), he

who makes this division or distribution, he who shares

out or divides this thing.

433tstata , a. (from 23ts, this share, and tae, doing),

making this division or distribution, sharing out or di-

viding this.

23gtstatat. a. (from 4t , this share, and af , doing),

making this division or distribution, sharing out or di

viding this.

43gts , a. (from 43st, this share, and as , produci

ble), producible by or arising from this distribution or

sharing out.

acy'smas, ad. ( loe, case of43gts ),for this partor share,

23 , s. (from 23ts, this share, and , destructi

on), the destruction or loss of this part or share, the

destruction or loss of this person's share.

23gtst‡'Ħ☎, a . (from 23gs, this share, and '57, destruc-

tive), destructive to this share or part, destructive to

this person's share.

ts , a. (from 25st, this share, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to this share or part, destructive to

this person's share.

tsatt, s . (from 3 , this share, and t , destruction),

the destruction or loss of this share or part, the de-

struction orloss of this person's share.

93Ftяat*æ, ɑ. (from 25†s, this share, and ītē, destruc-

tive), destructive to this share or part, destructive to

this person's share.

93tsfax, a. (from 23 , this share, and fa̸s, caus-

ing to cease), putting an end to this share or distribu-

tion, putting an end tothis person's share.

এতদ্ভাগ নিবারক , a. (from23t, this share , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this share or distribution, prevent-

ing or forbidding this person's share.

Unu
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qeyisfaatad, s. (from
gist, this share, and faxtad , a pre-

renting), the preventing of this share or distribution ,

the preventing or forbidding of this person's share.

23fafa, s. (from 435ts, this share, and ff , cessati-

on), the cessation of this share or part, the cessation of

this person's share.

233stafas , a. (from 233tst, this shire, and fafis, a

cause), caused by or arising from this share or distribu-

tion, caused by or arising from this person's share ; ad.

from or through this share or part.

dogstface, ad. (from 3gtst, this share, and faз, a

cause), for this part or share.

qg|sg|baas, a. (from 935ts , this share, and fozaz, op-

pesing), opposing or preventing this share or distribu-

tion, opposing this person's share.

23ist , a. (from 3st, this share, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this share or distribution ,

caused by or arising from this person's share; ad. from

or through this share or part.

23:31, ad. (from 45st, this shore, and fat , without ,

without this share or part, without this person's share

or part.

ff , a. (from 43st, this share, and fatal, pos-

sessed of), possessed of this part or share.

aggtsfægiz, a. (from 435 , this share, and fit , desti-

tule), destitute of this part or share.

93ytaff , s. (from ast, this share, and f , a

violation), a violation of this share or distribution , a vi-

olation of this person's share.

Aggisvfefe, a. (from 3ist, this share, and fof , ex-

cepted), this distribution excepted, this share or part

excepted, this person's share excepted.

এতদ্ভাগ্যতিরেক, s. ( from এতড্রাগ, this share, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of this distribution, the excep-

tion of this share or part, the exception of this person's

share or part.

935kstarfslgië, ad. loc. cose of aggtgufgx ) , with the

exception of this part or share, without or beside this

part or share.

3 STF, a. (from 235's, this share, and TF, joined), con-

nected with this part or share, possessed of this part

or share .

43ghts, a. (from 43s, this share, and 3, destitute ,

destitute of this share or part.

3gts , a. (from 235st, this share, and 1, empty),

destitute of this part or share,

avgisia, a. (from agist, this share, and ", destitute),

destitute of this part or share.

23st , a. (from 431 , this shire, and c , a cause ,

caused by or arising from this distribution , caused by

or arising from this share or part, caused by or arising

from this person's share ; ad. from or through this

share or part.

tatta , 8. from 93 †x, this share, and tæt§1, desire),

a desire for this part or share, a desire for this person's

share or part,

atstæt , a. (from agist, this share, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of this part or share, desirous of this

person's share or part.

435istatig, ad. (from 235 , this share, and pasta, a

following), according to this share or part.

43gistifaat , s. (from agtst, this share, and afsats, a de

sire,, a desire for this share or part, a desire for this

person's share or part.

43 ), a . (from 3ist, this share, and satfea, de-

sirous), desirous of this share or part, desirous of this

person's share or part.

235 , a. (from 935, this, and sifsta, sharing), distribu*-

ing or sharing out this , having a share in this ; s. a par.

taker of this.

23ts , s . (from 23gist, this share, and a , desire) , a de-

sire for this share or part, a desire for this person's

share or part.

35 , a. (from 43st, this share, and 5, desirous);

desirous of this share or part, desirous of this per-

son's share or part.

23 , a . (from 35's, this share, and , desirous) ,

desirous of this part or share.

93gtestas a. (from 3gist, this share, and 8413, prepar-

ed , ready or prepared to share out this.

gggcatcastst, s. (from 55st, this share, and gartst, ez-

ertion , a zealous exertion to divide or share out this.

sognatius , a. (from 235 s , this share, and Wntifяą, us-

ingexertion), using exertions to divide or share out this.

43ylist , s . (from aggist, this share, and s★F¤, a be-

ginning), the beginning of sharing out or dividing this.

93Ftst9TF, a. (from 93gts, this share, and 810 , pro-

per, suited to or proper for this part or share.

ts , s. (from 234 , this, and sist , fortune), this fortune,

this person's good fortune.

STRI , ad. (from tst , this fortune, and , a

step), in consequence of or according to this person's

fortune,
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aryishan, a. (from agit , this prosperity, and gas, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this prosperity

or good fortune.

Logistimai, ad. (loc. case of a³ ), for this prospe-

rity or good fortune.

Byturfaface, a. (from agtstr, this prosperity, and fafas,

a cause), caused by or arising from this prosperity or

good fortune; ad, from or because of this prosperity

or good fortune.

istifafat , ad. (from str, this prosperity, and fafas,

a cause , for this prosperity or good fortune.

at , a. (from is , this prosperity, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from this prosperity

or good fortune ; ad. from or because of this prosperi-

ty or good fortune.

gtaff , a. (from 23gtstr, this good fortune, and

faf , possessed of), possessed of this prosperity or

good fortune.

gay'nifaxta, «. (from aggts , this goodfortune, and farta,

destitute) , destitute of this prosperity or good fortune.

azytsias, a. (from 235ist , this good fortune, and 15,

joined), connected with or possessed of this prosperi-

ty or good fortune.

23y+di?f53, a. (from agts , this good fortune, and 7f13.

destitute) , destitute of this prosperity or good for-

tune.

gar, a. (from 3ist , this prosperity, and tar,

empty) destitute of this prosperity or good fortune.

aspidis, a. from 235 , this prosperity, and ** , desti-

tute , destitute of this prosperity, or good fortune.

LEFNII , a. (from 2351st , this prosperity, and 3,

a cause), caused by or arising from this prosperity or

good fortune ; ad. from or because of this prosperity

or good fortune.

AIFIT, s. (from 235, this, and sta, a circumstance), the cir-

cumstance of being this, identity with this, this cir-

cumstance, this property.

qzytansi, a. (from 2377, this property, and 31, produ-

cible, produced by or arising from this circumstances

or property.

csgtasias, ad. (loc. case of ta ), for this circum-

stance or property.

agt , s. (from 235, this, and staat, thought) , this

thought or anxiety, this person's thought or anxiety,

anxiety about this .

cegtaatetaæ, a. (from 3g , this thoughtfulness and

, doing), exercising this anxiety or thoughtfulness.

aytantA=æ, ɑ. (from agtaai, this thoughtfulness, and

, producing), producing this thoughtfulness or an-

xiety.

agtataas, a. (from 3gta , this thought, and fas,

produced , produced by or arising from this anxious.

thought.

gtats , a. (from 23gta , this thought, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this anxious

thought or care.

asgraatsiai, ad. (loc. case of235tata ), for this anxie-

ty, for this thoughtfulness.

sogtaatfazós, a . (from Ft , this thoughtfulness, and

fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to this anxie-

ty or thoughtfulness.

4gratiatge, a . (from 231, this thoughtfulness , and

faata , preventing), preventing or resisting this anxiety

or thoughtfulness.

aggtaatfarted, s. (from 235taat , this thoughtfulness, and

fatad, a preventing), the preventing or resisting of this

anxiety or thoughtfulness.

23gtaatfaqfo, 8. (from 237 271, this thoughtfulness, and

faaf , cessition), the prevention or cessation of this

anxiety or thoughtfulness

aytentfafa , a . (from asta , this thought, and fifa ,

a cause , caused by or arising from this anxious thought

or care ; ad. from or because of this anxious thought

or care.

asytarfafara, ad. (from 233ta , this thoughtfulness , and

fafa , a cause), for this anxiety or thoughtfulness,

Logtzatsus, a. (from , this thought, and 75,

caused by), caused by or arising from this anxious

thought or care ; ad. from or because of this anxious

thought or care.

sogtaatado, a. ( from 2351871 , this thoughtfulness, and

a , increasing), increasing this anxiety or thought-

fuluess.

23gteatz , 8. (from 3gt1, this thoughtfulness, and

, an increasing) , the increasing of this auxiety or

thoughtfulness.

233taatft, ad, (from agt1, this thought, and faxt,

without,, without or beside this anxiety or thoughtful-

ness.

agyizztfafdw, a. (from 43graa , this thought, and (aft ,

possessed of , filled with this thought or anxiety.

23gtratfecta, a . (from 23giat, this property, and fast ,

destitute , free from this thought or anxiety.

, a. (irom , this thought, and

Uuu 2
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afsfas, excepted , this care or anxious thought ex-

cepted.

Azg'☎ tafsiṛ®, s. (from 1 , this thought, and

, an exception), the exception ofthis care or an-

xious thought.

এতদ্ভাবনাগুতিয়েকে, od. (lor. case of এতস্ত্র বনাব তিরেক), with the

exception of these thoughts or anxieties, without orbe-

side these thoughts or anxieties.

gtaatsa, a. (from agta , this thought, and fea, se-

para'e), separate or distinct from these thoughts or an-

xieties ; ad. beside these thoughts or anxieties.

Asgtzate , a. (from 3 , this thought, and F, join-

ed to) , connected with or possessed of this care or an-

xious thought.

sogtaat?fis, a. (from 93gta51 , this thought, and af₹3, des-

titute) , free from these thoughts or anxieties.

agtaatar, a. (from 3giza , this thought, and , emp-

ty), free from these thoughts or anxieties.

tanta, a. (from 435tzat , this th ught, and x , desti-

tute), free from these thoughts or anxieties.

qFtaatiege, a. (from staat, this thought, and cx3, a

cause , caused by or arising from this thought or anxie-

ty ; ad. from or because ofthis thought or anxiety.

AFF CAIIB, a. (from 2353, this property, and fif±³, a

cuse), caused by or arising from this property or cir-

ad. from or because of this property or circumstance ;

cumstance.

at , ad. (from 33t , this property, and fif , a

cause , for this property or circumstance.

43'te , a. (from 21, this thought,and est ,

producing), producing these thoughts or anxieties.

ta
a. (from 435 , this property, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this property or cir-

cumstance ; ad from or because of this property or cir

cumstance.

aytag , a. (from age, this property, and 5 , a

cause , caused by or arising from this property or cir-

cumstance ; ad. from or because of this property or cir-

cumstance.

cofya, a . (from 937, this, and fa, separate), separate or

distinct from this ; ad. beside this

E , s. (from 23 , this, and a, a mistake), this error or

mistake, this person's error or mistake.

, a. (from 3 , this error, and , producing,

producing this error or mistake, causing this person's

error or mistake,

fs, a. (from 43 , this error, and fas, produc->

ed), produced by or arising from this error or mis-

take, produced by or arising from this person's error or

mistake.

AGHTS , a. (from A , this error, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this error or mistake,

producible by or arising from this person's error or mis-

take.

931,ad. (loc. case of93HA ), for this error or mis-

take.

43 , a. (from 43 , this error, and at , produced),

produced by or arising from this error or mistake,

produced by or arising from this person's error or

mistake.

2 , s. (from 3 , this error, and , destruction),

the dissipation of this error or mistake, the dissipati

on of this person's error or mistake.

935*‡'57, a. (from 43 , this error, and **, destruc-

tire), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating this

person's error or mistake.

23gal, a. (from 43 , this error, and 4• faz, destrucò

tive), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating this

person's error or mistake.

E , s. (from 3 , this error, and at , destruction),

the dissipating of this error or mistake, the dissipat

ing of this person's error or mistake.

te, a. (from 3 , this error, and at , destruc-

tive), dissipating this error or mistake.

gafaze, a . (from 3 , this error, andfas, causing

to cease), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipat-

ing this person's error or mistake.

fat , a. (from 43 , this error, and fata , pre-

venting), preventing or hindering this error or mistake.

23 -fated, s. (from 3 , this error, and fat , a pre-

venting), the preventing or hindering of this error or

mistake.

435afafe, a . (from 235 , this error, and fif, cessation),

the cessation or this error or mistake, the cessation of

this person's error or mistake.

43afafas , a. (from 43 , this error, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from this error or mistake, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's error or mistake ;

ad. from or because of this error or mistake.

a3afafats, ad. (from 43 , this error, and fifa , a cause),

for this error or mistake.

23gafa?17, s. (from 45 , this error, and fast , a remov-

ing), the removing of this person's error or mistake,

the removing of this error or mistake.
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এতদ্ৰমনিরাসক, ৫. ( from এডভ্রম, this error, and নিরাসক , dis-

pelling), dispelling this error or mistake.

এভষ্ক্রয়পযুক্ত ,43EISF, a . (from , this error, and 4 , caused by),

caused by or arising from this error or mistake, caus-

ed by or arising from this person's error or mistake ;

ad. from or because of this error or mistake.

azgats, a. (from a , this error, and , increasing),

increasing this error or mistake, increasing this person's

error or mistake.

azgazán, s. (from 931, this error, and 17, an increas-

ing), the increasing of this error or mistake, the increas-

ing of this person's error or mistake.

asrafiai, ad. (from , this error, and f , without),

without or beside this error or mistake.

aafiat , s. (from 23 , this error, and fant , destructi-

on), the dissipating of this error or mistake, the dissi-

pation ofthis person's error or mistake.

AzFrftate, a. (from 43 , this error, and fat , destruc-

tive), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating this

person's error or mistake.

azyufafmæ, a. (from 21, this error, and fada, posses-

sed of), lying under this error or mistake.

Sigafasia; a, (from A , this error, and fito, destitute),

free from this error or mistake.

5 , s. (from 235 , this error, and fa, increase) , the

increase of this error or mistake,

Acgrafofts, « . (from 23 , this error, and arfafas, ex-

cepted), this error or mistake excepted.

azganfolge, s. (from 235 , this error, and issia , an

ex.eption), the exception of this error or mistake.

gafox , ad. (loc . case of23x fux ), with the ex-

ception of this error or mistake.

SHUF, a. (from 3 , this error, and F , joined to),

connected with or lying under this error or mistake, con-

nected with this person's e ror or mistake.

SeyaIfs, a. (from 435³, this error, and f³, destitute),

free from this error or mistake, free from this person's

errors of mistakes.

aga , a. (from 4357, this error, and 51, empty), free

from this error or mistake.

, . (from 435 , this error, and 1 , destitule),

free from this error or mistake,

23HUTZY, a. (from 435 , this error, and ( 5, a cause ,

caused by or arising from this error or mistake, caused

by or arising from this person's errors or mistakes ; ad.

from orbecause of this error or mistake.

agatae, «. (from 4 , this error, and , spirit),

consisting of or identified with this error or mistake.

Juifs, s. (from 435, this, and gifs, an error), this error or

mistake, this person's error or mistake.

93g|f373, a. (from gifs, this error, and , to do), com

miting this error or mistake.

এতদ্ৰান্তিজনক, এডভ্রান্তি,tfan , a. (from gifs , this error, and , produe.I ,

ing), producing or causing this error or mistake, caus-

ing this person's error or mistake.

, a. (from 435ife, this error, and afs, pro

duced), produced by or arising from this error or mis-

take, produced by or arising from this person's error or

mistake.

93gifsFar, a. (from 43s, this error, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this error or mistake,

producible by or arising from this person's error or mis.

take.

এতদ্ৰাবিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এডড্রান্তিঅন্য), for this error or

mistake.

fouts, a. (from 43 , this error, and ats, produc

ed , produced by or arising from this error or mistake,

produced by or arising from this person's error or mis-

take.

avgift , s. (from atf , this error, and Я, destruc-

tion), the dissipation of this error or mistake, the dis.

sipation of this person's error or mistake.

sgtfet:na, a . (from agtfe, this error, and 2 , de

structice), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating

this person's errors or mistakes.

43gtført. a. (from 435ifs , this error, and fa , destruc-

tie), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating this

person's errors or mistakes.

scgifsatt, s. (from 4353, this mistake, and tt; destruc-

tion), the removal or dissipating of this error or mis-

take.

autfaat , «. (from atfe, this error, and at , destruc-

tive), dissipating this error or mistake, dissipating this

person's errors or mistakes.

এতদ্ৰান্তিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এভম্ভ্রান্তি, this error, and নিবর্তক, crus-

ing to cease), putting an end to this error or mistake,

putting an end to this person's errors or mistakes.

এতদ্ৰান্তিনিবারক, ৫. (from এতদ্ৰান্তি, this error , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing this error or mistake, preventing

this person's errors or mistakes.

23Effate , s. (from gifs, this error, and fastad, pre

reation), thepreventing ofthis error or mistake, the pre-

venting of this person's errors or mistakes.

3gtfeftafe, s . (from 2 , this error, and fa , cessati

on), the cessation of this error or mistake.

gifofface, a. (from as, this error, and fafas, a
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cause), caused by or arising from this error or mistake,

caused by or arising from this person's errors or mis-

takes ; ad. from or because of this error or mistake.

getfoffice, ad. (from a gifs, this error, and fifa , a

cause), for this error or mistake.

augifefaḍta, s. (from aggtfs, this error, and fiata, a re-

pelling) , the repelling of this error or mistake, the re-

pelling of this person's error or mistake.

gogifesafe, a. (from 43 , this error, and , shew-

ing , pointing out or shewing this error or mistake,

pointing out or shewing this person's errors or mis-

takes ; s. he who points out this error or mistake.

এতদ্ৰান্তিপ্রদর্শন , s. ! from এতদ্ৰান্তি, this error , and প্রদর্শন , a shee-

ing , the pointing out or shewing this mistake, the point-

ing out or shewing of this person's mistake.

এতদ্ৰান্তিপুযুক্ত , a. (from এতভ্রান্তি, this error, and প্রযুক্ত, caused,

by), caused by or arising from this error or mistake,

caused by or arising from this person's error or mistake ;

ad. from or because of this error or mistake.

gifs , a. (from at , this error, and a , increas

ing), increasing this error or mistake.

3 , s . (from 23fs, this error, and a , an increas

ing), the increasing this error or mistake.

aggtfoleat, ad. (from 43 fs, this error, and f71, with-

out), without or beside this error or mistake .

got , s. (from 255f , this error, and , increase),

the increase of this error or mistake.

fiffe, a (from 45tfs, this error, and fafas,

excepted , this error or mistake excepted .

93g|f3a1fIlgæ, s. (from azgifs, this error, and forex, an

exeption), the exception of this error or mistake.

fog , ad. (loc. case of info ), with the

exception of this error or mistake, without or beside

this error or mistake.

afgiförezy, a. (from 43 , this error, and (53, a cause).

caused by or arising from this error or mistake , caus-

ed by or arising from this person's errors or mistakes ;

ad. from or because of this error or mistake.

43 , s. (from 23 this, and , lood), this blood, this

person's blood.
.

357, a. (from 15 this blood, and 1 , producible ,

producible by or arising from this blood, producible

by or arising from this person's blood.

235F31, ad. (loc. case of 23553741) , for this blood.

23758°F, 8.- (from 235, this blood, and … , destruc-

tion), the destruction of this blood.

ega , s. (from 235 , this blood, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to this blood.

2345), a. (from 43 , this blood, and f , destrue-

tive), destructive to this blood.

, . (from 43 , this blood, and it, destruction),

the destruction of this blood.

23ªFatæ, a. (from 4355, this blood, and t☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to this blood.

235FfazÍæ, u. (from 435 , this blood, and fri , causing

to cease), staunching this blood, stopping this blood.

93facts , u. (from 235 , ths blood, and fate, prevent-

ing), preventing or hindering this blood .

23 Ffaatza, s. (from 2345, this blood, and fated, a pre-

venting), the preventing or hindering of this blood.

ashFfiche, 8. (from 234 , this blood, and fifa, cessation),

the cessation or stop age of this blood.

43fafage, a. (from 231 , this blood, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from this blood ; ad. from or be

cause ofthis blood.

•

935Fffice, ad. (from 4355, this blood, and fifa , a cause),

for this blood.

2353937, s. (from 255 , this blood, and 5 , afall.

ing), the shedding of this person's blood, the falling

down of this blood.

4355915, 8. (from 2345, this blood, and 13, afalling),

the shedding of this person's blood, the shedding of

this blood.

23 , a from 235 , this bloo 1, and , increasing),

increasing this blood.

43 , 8. from 3 , this blood, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of this blood.

43551, ad from 935 , this blood, and fat, with-

out), without or beside this blood.

23gfart, s. (from 435, this blood, and feat , de-

struction), the destruction of this blood.

933fant , a (from 23 , this blood, and fatate, de-

structive), destructive to this blood.

4gqFfilmy, a. (from 935 , this blood, and fif™y, pos'es-

sed of), possessed of this blood.

13 , s. (from 434 , this blood, and i , increase), the

increase of this blood.

affes, a. (from 235 , this blod, and affis, ex-

cepted), this blood excepted.

fara , 8. (from 23 , this blood, and after, an

exception), the exception of this blood.

·934Fafsen , ad. (loc. case of 35ft , with the excep

tion of this blood, without or beside this blood.

23537sid, s. (from 235, this blood, and (≈15a, libe.

ration), the shedding of this blood, the shedding of this

person's blood.
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ats , s. (from , this blood, and cats , liberut-

ing), the shedding of this blood, the shedding of this

person's blood.

WIESIS, 6. (from 235☎, this blood, and ™ , joined to), con-

nected with this blood, connected with this person's

blood.

23531fx3, a. (from 2345, this blood, and 3f3, des'itute),

destitute of this blood.

235Ffas, a. (from 43 , this blood, and fas, smeared),

smeared with this blood, smeared with this person's

blood,

3F , s (from 23 , this blood, and c≈³t, a plaster-

ing, a smearing with this blood, a smearing with this

person's blood.

44 , 8. (from 3 , this blood, and ca , a plas-

tering), the smearing a thing with this blood.

43 , a. (from , this blood, and , empty),

destitute of this blood.

43 , s . (from
3 , this blood, and if , detriment ),

an injury to this blood, an injury to this person's

blood.

9355113, a. (from 935 , this blood, and ₹17, destitute),

destitute of this blood.

4THFITF, a. (from 935 , this blood, and c₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from this blood ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthis blood.

935 , n. (from 235, this , and 3◄◄, keeping), keeping or

guarding this, keeping or guarding this person ; s . the

guardian or preserver of this.

44, s. (from 25 , this, and 4, a keeping , the keep-

ing or guarding of this, the keeping or guarding ofthis

person, this keeping.

43 , s . (from 43 , this, and , preservation , this pre-

servation, the preservation of this, the preservation of

this person or thing.

tata , a. (from 3 , this preservation , and atṛə,

making), effecting this preservation, preserving or guard-

ing this person ; s . the man who guards this .

aatst, a. (from 231, this preservation, and atfa , do-

ing , effecting this preservation or safety.

4 , a. (from 91 , this preservation, and at, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from this preserva-

tion, producible by or arising from the preservation of

this person orthing.

40y=152513 ad. (loc, case ofa³q¶t , for this preserva-

tion or safety,

এস্কানিমিত্তক, a. (from এতদুক্ষ , this prescreation, and নিষিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this preservation,

caused by or arising from the preservation of this per-

son or thing; ad, from or because of the preservation of

this person or thing.

23fafa , ad. (from 4351 , this preservation, and ff ,

a cause), for this preservation or safety.

23 , a from 2351, this preserration, and s,

caused by), caused by or arising from this preservation,

caused by or arising from the preservation of this per

son or thing; ad. from or because of the preservation of

this person or thing.

AGHFUTIF, 1. (from 2371, this preservation, and (

a cause, caused by or arising from this preservation,

caused by or arising from the preservation of this per-

son or thing ; ad from or because of the preservation

of this person or thing.

43 , s. (from 23 , this, and atst, pission), this passion,

rage, this anger.this

stat , a. (from ast, this passion, and ata , doing),

exercising or acting out this passion.

dogtsætaì, a. (from ts , this passion, and ☎ifa , doing),

exercising or acting out this passion.

, . (from 231st, this passion, and , produ◄

cing , causing or exciting this passion.

93hts , ad. (from 23 † , this passion, and 371, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this passion.

tsar, ad. (loc. care of 2317), for this passion.

93gtsfad , a. (from tst , this passion, and fade, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to this passion .

gggtsfsatzæ, a. (from tst, this passion , and frataæ,

preventing), preventing or hindering this passion.

atsata , s . (from 43s, this passion, and fatza, a

preventing), the preventing or hindering of this passion.

stafa , s. (from 23ts , this passion, and ffs, cessa

tion), the cessation or prevention of this passion.

23 infi , a. (from agtst , this passion, and faas, a

cause), caused by or arising from this passion ; ad. from

or because of this passion.

231st , ad. (from 31st, this passion, and fafas, a

cause , for the purpose of this passion.

23 , a. (from 235ts, this passion , and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this passion ; ad. from

or because of this passion.

sta , a. (from 231st , this passion, and zes, increas

ing), increasing this passion.

23 , s. (from 31st, this passion, and za, an incras:-

ing), the increasing of this passion.
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augstaat , ad from ts, this passion , and fat, with-

out), without or beside this passion .

auntsafa, s. (from 255 , this passion, and af≈, increase),

the increase of this passion.

এতদুগিব্যডিরিক্ত, a. ( from এভদাস , this passion, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this passion excepted.

storfer , s. (from 31st, this passion, and forge,

an exception), the exception of this passion.

achtsterfore, ad. ( loc. case of agtstafaza), with the

exception of this passion, without or beside this passi-

on.

AIT†sexIF, a. (from 23ts , this passion , and (53, a cause ,

caused by or arising from this passion ; ad. from or be-

cause of this passion.

23 , s. (from 23 , this , and as, a custom), this cus-

tom, this usage.

2013 , a . (from 43s, this manner, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this manner or

custom.

এতদুীতিঅন্যে , ad. (loc. ease of এতদীতিজন্য) , for this manner or

custom .

ashifofaface, a. (from 43 , this custom, and fafts, a

cause), caused by or arising from this custom or usage ;

ad. from or because of this custom or usage.

এতদ্ীতিনিমিত্তে, ad . ( from এডীতি, this manner, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for this manner or custom.

33 , a. (from 4. this custom, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this custom or usage ;

ad. from or because of this custom or usage .

afsafes, n. (from 23 , this custom , and ☎, des-

titute), destitute of or free from this custom or us-

age.

qgifsızy, a. (from af , this custom , and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from this custom or usage ; ad.

from or because of this custom or usage.

934, s. (from 935, this, and ☎ , a form) , this form, this

shape, this manner.

LIH-bizæ, ɑ. (from , this form, and tạ☎, doing),

making this form or shape, causing to conform to

this.

23atz), a. (from 23 , this form, and if , making),

making this form or shape, conforming to this.

, a. (from 435 , thisform, and 1, producible) ,

producible by or arising from this form or shape.

ACHATII, ad. (loc , case ofa ), for this form or man-

ner.

ACKЯitas, a. (from 28 , this form, and a☎, holding),

assumingthis form or shape.

93H-Tład, 6. (from 4 , thisform , and ✯ted, a holding`,

the assuming of this form or shape.

433 , a. (from 3 , thisform, and f , a holding ,

assuming this form or shape.

435fface, a. (from 435 , this form, and fifig, a cau e),

caused by or arising from this form or shape ; ad. from

or because of this form or shape.

43faf , ad. (from 235 , thisform, and fafa , a cause),

for this form or manner.

234HHF, a. (from 935 , this form, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from this form or shape ; ad from

or because of this form or shape.

235tfaat, ad. (from 4354, this form, and fast, without),

without or beside this form or shape.

93f , a (from 935 , this form, and f ***, posses-

sed of), possessing this form or shape.

93=tfagia, « . (from 4354, thisform, andfæla, destitute),

destitute of this form or shape.

এতঅপব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from এডড্রপ, this form , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this form or shape excepted .

93fage, s. (from 43 , this form, and afsige, an

exception), the exception of this form or shape.

93fc3 *, ad. (loc . case of2351f3(g ), with the ex-

ception of this form or shape, without or beside this

form or shape.

9390F, 1. (from 93 , this form , and TF, joined to),

connected with or possessing this form or shape.

2353, a (from 43 , this form, and 3, destitute),

destitute of or wanting this form or shape.

43 , a. (from 43 , this form, and tar, empty), des-

titute of this form or shape.

4317, a. (from 23 , this form, and , destitute),

destitute ofthis form or shape.

935 , a. (from 235 , this form, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from this form or shape; ad, from

or because of this form or shape.

atst, s . (from 23 , this, and cats , a disease), this disease,

this person's disease.

atst , a. (from ast, this dise ise, and , to do), pro-

ducing this disease.

937h1957 , 8, (from quâ† , this disease, and ☎, produc-

ing), producing this disease.

93 , a, (from agtst, this disease, and fas, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from this disease.

93egtstx73, 4, (from ants, this disease, and , produ

cible), producible by or arising from this disease.

arist , ad. (loc. case of a ts ), for this dis

ease.
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aurgistk…”, s. (from agtst, this disease, and 4 , destruc-

tion), the destruction or cure of this disease.

abigtstkon☎, ɑ. (from agtst, this disease, and ☎, de-

structive), destructive to or good for the cure of this

disease.

qoigts§•♬ì, a. (from agɩts , this disease, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to or good for the cure of this

disease.

stat , 8. (from qts, this disease, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction or cure of this disease.

chata, a. (from it, this disease, and t , de-

structive), destructive to or good for the cure of this dis-

case.

asigtstfacýz, a. (from 93rats , this disease, and fax , caus-

ing to cease), curing this disease, curing this person's

disease.

এতদ্বোগনিবারক, a. (from এডপ্লোt , this disease , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting this disease.

এতদ্বোগনিবারণ , ৪. (from এডtেs, this disease, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of this dis-

ease.

itsafe, s. (from agtst, this disease, and fagfe, ces-

sation), the cessation or cure of this disease,

9chtsäface, a. (from 43st, this disease, and ffag, a

cause), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad. from

or because of this disease.

এতদ্রোগনিমিত্তে , ad. (from এভাদ iুst, this disease, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for this disease.

এতদ্রোগপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from এতদেtt, this disease, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing) , opposing or preventing this disease.

ts , a . (from 93 , this disease, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad. from or

because of this disease.

agtstas, a. (from 1st , this disease, and , increas-

ing), increasing this disease.

qggtsæáz, s. (from arst, this disease, and 77, an in-

creasing), the increasing of this disease.

achtsfal, ad. (from as, this disease, and f471, with-

out), without or beside this disease.

auntsaft , a. (from atst, this disease, and fast , pos-

sessed of), afflicted with this disease."

এতদুোগবিহীন, a. (from এতদে†t , this disease, and বিহীন, desti-

tute), free from this disease.

qaatstaf , s. (from it , this disease, and af , increase),

the increase of this disease.

এতদোগব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদ্রোগ, this disease, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this disease excepted.

এ

goatstarfscaæ, s. (from arts , this disease, and afsira,

an exception), the exception of this disease.

stofscar , ad. (loc. case of it ), with the

exception of this disease, without or beside this disease.

st , a. (from agtst, this disease, and , joined

to), connected with or suffering by this disease.

tsaf , a. (from 931st, this disease, and 3, desti-

tu'e), free from this disease.

231st , a. (from agtst, this disease, and war, empty),

free from this disease.

93 , s. (from 1st, this disease, and t , detri-

ment), the lessening ofthis disease.

93gtska, a. (from 43st, this disease, and a, destitute),

free from this disease.

93ts , a. (from ts, this disease, and y, a

cause), caused by or arising from this disease ; ad. from

or because of this disease.

এতদোগে!পক্রম, a. (from এতদ্ভেtt, this disease, and ওপঞ্চম, a bea

ginning), the commencement of this disease.

Artesan , s. (from 43st, this disease, and s , re-

lief), relief from this disease.

18, s. (from 934 , this and t , an obstruction), this ob-

struction, this siege, this blockade, the siege or bloc

kade of this.

93118 , a. (from 3 , this, and cat , obstructing), ob-

structing this, hindering this, besieging this, blockad

ing this.

ta, s . (from 935, this, and cats, anger), this anger, this

person's anger.

gtaætaæ, 2. (from auta, this anger, and ætṛ☎, doing),

exercising this anger or rage, causing this anger.

atal, a. (from 43 , this anger, and af , doing),

exercising this anger, causing this anger.

ja , a. (from 3 , this anger, and , produc-

ing , producing or causing this anger.

93 , a. (from at , this anger, and r, produci-

ble) , producible by or arising from this anger.

qituras, ad. (loc. case of231), for this rage or an.

ger.

taff , a. (from 93 , this anger, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from this anger ; ad. from or

because of this anger.

23chtofsfans, ad. (from , this anger, and fafie, a

cause), for this rage or anger.

, . (from at , this anger, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from this anger ; ad. from or

because of this anger.
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seratafæri, ad. (from auta, this anger, and ſaa1, without),

without or beside this anger.

প্রদোষব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতদোষ, this anger , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this rage or anger excepted.

এতদোষবাতিরেক, s . (from এডtেa, this anger, and ৱ্যতিরেক, an

excep'ion), the exception ofthis rage or anger.

এতদোষঃডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতদোরব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this anger, without or beside this anger.

AGE↑EITTF, a. (from 431578, this anger, and (15, a cause),

caused by or arising from this anger ; ud. from or be-

cause of this anger.

937, ad. (from 237, this, and 7, not) , not this, not so ; an

expression of denial .

LIFEI, 8 (from 435 , this, and 545, a mansion ofthe zɔdiac),

this mansion of the zodiac , this star.

Q3FHH357, a. (from 45955, this mansion ofthe zodiac,

and 3 , producible), produciule by or arising from this

mansion of the zodiac, producible by or arising from

this star.

LIFEGIT, ad. (loc. case of 93883 581) , for this mansion

of the zodiac, for this star or consteliation.

43f , a. (from 434, this mansion of the zodiac,

and fafa , a caus?), caused by or arising from this

mansion of the zodiac, caused by or arising from this

star ; ad. from or through this star or mansion of the

zodiac.

93773ffa , ed. (from 45143 , this mansion of the zodiac,

and fifax, a cause , for this mansion of the zodiac ; ad.

for this star or constellation.

AIFFINUS, ɑ, (from 438 , this mansion of the zodiic, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from this mansi-

on of the zodiac, caused by or arising from this star ;

ad, from or because of this star or mausion of the zo-

diac.

AUTHALICE, ɑ. (from 43 , this mansion of the zodiac

and tex, a cause), caused by or arising from this mausi-

on of the zodiac, caused by or arising from this star ;

ad. from or through this star or mansion of the zodiac .

STEW, 8. (from 235, this, and ña, a nail,, this nail or claw,

this person's nail.

quangan, s. (from 4354, this nail, and ¤, destruction),

the loss or destruction of this nail or claw, the destruc-

tion or loss of this animal's nail or claw,

LGENÎ'RE, α., (from 484, this nail, and ‡ª ♬☎, des'ruc-

tite), destructive to this nail or claw, destructive to this

animal's nails or claws.

avant, a. (from , this nail, and 7, destruc-

43.

tive , destructive to this nail or claw, destructive to this

animal's nails or claws.

43 , s. (from 23 , this nail, and t , destruction),

the destruction or loss of this nail or claw, the destruc-

tion or loss of this animal's nails or claws.

4sata, a. (from as , this nail, and , destructive),

destructive to this nail or claw, destructive to this ani-

mal's nails or claws.

ffs , a. (from 23 , this mail, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from this nail or claw, caused by

or arising from this animal's nails or claws ; ad. from or

because of this nail or claw.

4374g(x3, a. (from 43s, this nail, and fx , destitute),

destitute of this nail or claw.

AGNA, 8. (from 23 , this, and Я , a city) , this city or

town, this person's city or town.

astaat , s . (from 434 , this city, and t , destruction),

the destruction of this city or town.

93asgate, a . (from agusṛ, this city, and Яæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to this city or town ; s. the destroyer

of this city or town.

এতক্ষারনিবাস, ৪. (from এভরগর , this city , and fat , a dwell-

ing), a residence in this city or town.

agustafiztat, a, (from 43s , this city, and fitfaa, resid-

ing), residing in this city or town.

acasaЯeta, s. (from 237 , this city, and gata, a tem-

porary residence) , a temporary residence in this city or

town.

as☎staIeta), a . (from agasts, this city, and gat , resid-

ing temporarily), residing temporarily in this city or

town.

43asaws), «. (from 4 , this city, and zf , being), beạ

ing or existing in this town or city.

sata, s. (from 4t , this city, and tЯ, a residence),

a residence in this city or town.

astata , a. (from 43 ,this city, and at , residing),

residing in this city or town.

43 , s. (from 43 , this city, and , a middle),

the midst of this city or town.

QERITE, ɑ. (from 251, the midst of this city, and

, to be situated , situated in this city or town.

এতরগরমধ্যস্থায়ী , a. (from এভন্নগরমধ্য , the midst of this city ,

and , staying , continuing in this city.

QGEN¢LÂ¡(EG, A. (from 43sgæ , the midst of his city, and

f43, situated) , situated in this city or town.

Gs , a. (from 43sty, this city, and at, to be situated),

situated in this city or town.

D
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43.

sustatul, a. (from 43st , this city, and if , stay ing),

continuing in this city or town,

AGBxgf£3, a. (from 43s , this city, and f3, situated), si-

tuated in this city or town.

937X1, s. (from 955, this, and 7g7, the eye), this

person's eye.

eye, this

uc-এতন্নয়ননাশক , a . ( from এতন্নয়ন, this eye, and atta, destr

tive), destructive to this eye, destructive to this person's

eyes.

91 , s. (from 93 , this, and a , hell) , this hell, these

retributive sufferings.

QITISH16, a. (from 21 , this hell, and , produc-

ing , producing this hell, causing or procuring punish-

ment in this hell.

4371*5*1, α. (from 23333, this hell, and , producible),

producible by or arising from this hell.

933305171, ad. (loc. case of 2383857), for this hell or

place of torment.

qazanit, s. (from 43776, this hell, and at , destruc-

tion , the destruction of or liberation from this state

of torment.

gazette, a. from 238, this hell and at , destruc-

the , destructive to or removing the sufferings of this

hell.

2871afitis, 7. (from 2375*, this hell, and faciæ, caus-

ing to ce se , putting a stop to the sufferings of this

hell.

এডল্পরকনিবারক, a. (from এতন্নরক, this hell, and নিবারক, pre-

venting , preventing the sufferings of this hell.

এভন্নরকনিবারণ , s (from 431 , this hell , and frated , a pre-

venting , the preventing of this hell or state of tor-

ment.

43afaza, a. (from 2333 , this hell, and faf , cessati-

on , the cessation or remission of the sufferings of this

heil.

এডল্পরকনিমিশুক, a. ( from এতন্নরক, this hell , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from this hell ; ad. from or because

of this hell.

এতন্নরকনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতন্নরক, this hell, and নিমিত্ত , a cause ) ,

for this hell or state of torment.

ATIBHIF, «. (from 23717, this hill, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from this hell or state of torment ;

ad from or because of this hell or state of torment.

suggeftat, ad. (from 43x , this hell, and fe1, wi hout ,

without or beside this hell.

avagafcfatal, a. (from 23777, this hell, and fafv, poss:s-

sed of,, suffering the torments of this hell,

93.

এতন্নরকৰাতিরিক্ত, d. (from এভন্নরক, this hell, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex

cepted), this hell excepted.

এতন্নরকব্যতিরেক, s. ( fron এভন্নরক, this hell, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of this hell.

এতন্নরকব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of এভন্নরকব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this hell or state of torment, without or

beside this hell or state of torment.

971, 8. (from age, this hell, and 4), torment),

the torments of this hell .

এতন্নরকযাতনা , ও ( from এভন্নরক, this hell , and যতিন1 , torment),

the torments of this hell,

233gzfx3, a. (from 937 , this hell, and 33, destitute),

free from this hell.

s3apæleg*, a . (from 43 , this hell, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this hell ; ad. from orbecause

of this hell.

933, a. (from 9373 , this hell, and ts3, come), ar-

rived at this hell.

937 , s. (from 23 , this, and at , a name), this name,

this person's name.

agatatgiṛd , s. (from ' , this name, and sgtad , pronun-

ciation ), the pronunciation of this name, the pronunci-

ation of this person's name.

237ty , a . (from 234, this, and ata☎, a leader), this lead-

er, this person's leader, this lover.

agat* , s. (from 235, this, and destruction), this de-

struction, this person's destruction ,

23atæ, a. (from 93 , this, and ***, destructive), de-

structive to this, destructive to this
person.

43fast, a. (from 934, this, and faæt , near), near this , near

this person, the vicinity of this, the vicinity of this per-

son.

23fats, a. (from 23a , ner this, and sts, gone), found

near this person ; gone to this person or this.

fatsttal, a. (from 43faat , near this, and stt , going),

approaching this person or this,

asfastest, a. (from 43fast , near this, aud af , existing),

being or existing near this.

fatata, s . (from 3ft, near this, and t , a residence),

a residence near this.

93faetatal, o. from 23faat, near this, and ifЯ , resid-

ing), residing near this.

93{TETE, «. (from 43fax , near this, and 1, to stand), situ-

ated near this.

fatto . a. (from a3fat, near this, and if stay

ing , staying or continuing near this,

V vv 2
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93.

93featf43, a. (from afaæt, near this, and f , situated),

situated near this.

asfaætists, a. (from fact, near this, and ts , come),

come to this.

এডরিকটাগামী, a. ( from এডরিকট, near this, and আগামিন, com-

ing), coming to this.

afa:737, s . (from 43 , this, and fara, a house), this

house, this habitation , this person's house.

এডরিকেডননিৱাল, s. ( from এতন্নিকেতন, this house, and নাস,

a residence) , a residence in this house.

azfacesafatit, .a. (from afar , this house, and fastfa

residing), residing in this house.

এতন্নিকেতনৰাস , s. ( from এতনিকেতন, this house, and atস, are-

sidence), a residence in this house.

এতন্নিকেতনবাসী, a. (from এতন্নিকেতন, this house, and াসিন,

residing), residing in this house.

faces , a. (from 23f , this house, and 1 , to stand),

situated in this house.

এতন্নিকেতনস্থায়ী , a. (from এডরিকেন, this house, and স্থায়ি

staying , staying or continuing in this house.

'এতন্নিকেতনস্থিত, a. ( from এত স্নিকেতন, this house, and স্থিত, situ-

ated), situated in this house.

qgfarbgaing, a . (from 93fa3 , this house, and ts ,

come), come to this house, arrived at this house.

aufags, s. (from 235, this, and fase, ill treatment), this ill

treatment, this punishment, this persecution.

afaga , s. (from fag, this maltreating, and ý,

a doer), this persecutor, this person who maltreats

others.

এতল্পিগ্রন্থকারক , a . (from এডস্নিগ্রহ , this ill treatment , and কারক,

doing), exercising this ill treatment, executing this pu-

nishment, persecuting or maltreating this person ; s , this

persecutor.

এডসিংহকারী, a. (from এডরিগ্রহ , this ill treatment, and কারিন,

making) , exercising this ill treatment, executing this

punishment, persecuting or maltreating this person .

এডরিগ্রহজনক, a. ( from এতন্নিগ্রহ , this evil treatment , and জনঙ্ক,

producing) , causing this ill treatment, causing this severi-

ty, causing this persecution.

Safaga , a. (from fage, this evil treatment, and r,

producible), producible by or arising from this persecu-

tion or severe treatment.

এতবিগ্রহজন্যে , ad. (lic. case of এডরিগ্রহজন্য ) , for this ill treat-

ment, for this severity, for this persecution.

afasantai, s. (from 3f , this ill treatment, and t

a giver), a person who gives this punishment or severe

treatment, this persecutor.

43.

sofagentoæ, a. (from afaЯg, this ill treatment, and ■ige,

giving) , inflicting this ill treatment or punishment.

sofaggatot, a (from 93fașe, this ill treatment, and Яtfix,

giving), inflicting this ill treatment or punishment.

-এতন্নিগ্রহনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from এডরিগুহ, this ill treatment , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing this ill treatment or persecu-

tion to cease, putting a stop to this punishment.

gofagefiztze, ɑ. (from 93fage, this ill treatment, and

fata , preventing), preventing this ill treatment or

persecution, preventing this punishment.

এতন্নিগ্রহনিবারণ , s . (fromএডৱিগ্ৰহ , this ill treatment, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing of this ill treatment or

persecution, the preventing of this punishment.

এডরিগুহনিবৃত্তি , s. (from এতদ্বিগ্ৰহ , this ill treatment , and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of this ill treatment or perse-

cution, the cessation ofthis punishment,

এতন্নিগ্রহনিমিত্তক , a. (from এডরিগুহ, this ill treatment, and নিষিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from this ill treatment

or persecution, caused by or arising from this punish

ment.

এতন্নিগ্রহনিমিত্তে , ad. (from এডরিগ্রহ , this ill treatment, and নিষিত,

a cause) , for this ill treatment, for this severity, for this

persecution.

fas , a. (from fag , this ill treatment, and 44,be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this ill treatment or

persecution ; ad. by or through this ill treatment or per-

secution.

fags, a. (from fag , this ill treatment, and

Hf3a , opposing), opposing or preventing this ill treat-

ment or persecution, opposing or preventing this pu-

nishment ; ad. from or through this ill treatment or per-

secution, from or through this punishment.

afasygus, a. (from 3 , this ill treatment, and 245,

caused by), caused by or arising from this ill treatment

or persecution, caused by or arising from this punish

ment ; ad. from or through this ill treatment or perse-

cution, from or through this punishment,

afasgas, a. (from 93 , this ill treatment, and xác, in-

creasing), increasing this ill treatment, increasing this

persecution,

qzfagpaña, s. (from fag , this ill treatment, and Tết, an

increasing), the increasing of this severe treatment, the

increasing of this persecution,

asfagefant, ad. (from 23fast , this ill treatment, and fant,

without), without or beside this ill treatment or per

secution, without or beside this punishment.

fagteff , a. (from fast , this ill treatment, and fafite,

1
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possessed of), suffering this ill treatment or persecution,

suffering this punishment.

এডরিগ্রহবিহীন , a . (from এডরিগ্রহ, this ill treatment , and বিহীন,

destitute), free from this severe treatment, free from this

persecution.

এডরিগুহবুদ্ধি, s . ( from এতস্নিগ্রহ , this ill treatment, and বৃদ্ধি, in-

Grease) , the increase of this severe treatment or perse-

cution.

43fagff , a. (from as , this ill treatment, and

vfsfas, excepted) , this ill treatment excepted, this per-

secution excepted.

এডরিগ্রহবাডিরেক, s. ( from এতবিগ্রহ , this ill treatment, and

asa , an exception), the exception of this severe treat-

ment or persecution .

এডরিগ্রহবাডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডরিগ্রহব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this severe treatment or persecution, with-

out or beside this severe treatment or persecution.

aufast fe , a . (from af , this ill treatment, and fsa, se-

parated), separate or distinct from this severe treatment

or persecution ; ad. beside this severe treatment or per-

secution.

aufv9yyy, a. (from fagy, this ill treatment, and 15,

joined to), connected with or suffering this ill treatment

or persecution, connected with or suffering this pu-

nishment.

এডম্বিগ্রহরহিত , a. (from এডরিগ্রহ, this ill treatment, and রহিত,

destitute), free from this ill treatment or persecution,

free from this punishment.

fas , a. (from fag , this ill treatment, and was,

empty) , free from this severe treatment, free from this

persecution.

fat , a. (from fg , this ill treatment, and 7,

destitute , free from this severe treatment, free from

this persecution.

43ftgyɩrsz, a. (from 3f , this ill treatment, and æg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this ill treatment or

persecution, caused by or arising from this punish-

ment ; ad. from or through this ill treatment or perse-

cution , from or throughthis punishment.

gafa , 8. (from 935, this, and fag , sleep), this sleep, this

person's sleep.

on), the destruction of this sleep, the destruction ofthis

person's sleep.

asfagt , a. (from fag1, this sleep, and ☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to this sleep, destructive to this per

son's sleep.

afat , a. (from afar , this sleep, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to this sleep, destructive to this per

son's sleep.

aufantat , s. (from fag , this sleep, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of this sleep, the destruction of this

person's sleep .

agat , a. (from 23fa1, this sleep, and at , destruc

tive) , destructive to this sleep, destructive to this per-

son's sleep .

এতন্নিদানিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from এতরিদ )ু , this sleep , and নিবর্ত্তক, cause

ing to cease), putting a stop to this sleep.

sofagtfiæææ, a (from 93f , this sleep, and faæta☎,pre-

venting), preventive of this sleep, preventing this per

son's sleep.

এতন্নিদানিবারণ , ৩. (from এডগ্রি', this sleep, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing), the preventing or resisting of this sleep.

এডরিদানিবৃত্তি , ৪. (from এডরিদু1 , this sleep , and নিবৃত্তি, cessda

tion), the cessation or prevention of this sleep.

এতন্বিদানিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডরিণ, this sleep, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from this sleep ; ad. from

or through this sleep.

এতন্নিদানিযিত্তে, ad. (from এতরিদু ) , this sleep , and নির্মিত, a.

cause), for the purpose of this sleep.

23fagt , a. (from afar , this sleep, and us, caused

by), caused by or arising from this sleep ; ad. from or

through this sleep.

fata , a (from 4 , this sleep, and a , increas

ing , increasing this sleep.

gefagtzás, s. (from 43 , this sleep, and a , an increase

ing), the increasing of this sleep.

asfagtfa , ad. (from 43f , this sleep, and fan , without),

without or beside this sleep.

asfagtfafm , a. (from 43f , this sleep, and fast , pos-

sessed of), possessed ofthis sleep , sleeping this sleep .

sofagtfaða, a. (from fag), this sleep, and farta, desti-

tute), destitute of this sleep.

gefagtuaæ, a, (from 1, this sleep, and , produc- 43ata , s. (from asfagt, this sleep, and f , increase),

ing), producing this sleep.

Asfagt331, a. (from 431 , this sleep, and , producible), ||

producible by or arising from this sleep, producibleby

or arising from this person's sleep.

af , s. (from afar , this sleep, and , destructi-

the increase of this sleep.

asfagtarfsfas, a. (from afar , this sleep, and wſola”,

excepted), this sleep excepted.

gafaqtoifuaæ, s. (from asfag , this sleep, and aïfoixa,

an exception), the exception of this sleep.
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Abfuqtarfsızım, ad. (loc. case of fantafe ), with the

exception of this sleep, without or beside this sleep .

asfagtatato, s. (from a3fag , this sleep, and nats, an

obstacle), an obstacle to this sleep, an obstacle to this

person's sleep.

এডৱিদু'ঘাতক, a. (from এডরিপূর্ণ, this sleep , and  ্যাঘত্তিক, ob-

struc'ing), obstructing or preventing this sleep, ob-

structing or preventing this person's sleep.

93f18 , s . (from 931, this sleep, and 5 , a breaking ,

the interruption of this sleep, this interruption of sleep.

93fats , a. (from a , this sleep, and s , breaking),

interrupting this sleep, interrupting this person's sleep.

43[#gt587, s. (from 23fan), this sleep, and 837 , a break-

ing), the interrupting of this sleep, the interrupting of

this person's sleep.

gsfagifsa, a. (from 23fa91, this sleep, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from this sleep ; ad beside this

sleep.

AJEKTIF, a. (from 31, this sleep, an , joined to),

connected with this sleep, connected with this person's

sleep.

23fantafa , a. (from 231, this sleep, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of this sleep.

asfugas, a. (from 41, this sleep, and , empty), des-

titute of this sleep.

287 , a . (from 23fa1 , this step, and ¹, desti ute),

destitute of this sleep.

sofagtiros, a. (from 23fa1, this sleep, and œ , a cause ,

caused by or arising from this sleep ; ad. from or be-

cause of this sleep.

gefame, a. (from 935, this, and fame, reproaching), re-

proaching or censuring this , reproaching or censuring

this person.

43fa1, s. (from 255, this, and f , reproach), this re-

proach or censure, this person's reproach or censure,

the reproach or censure of this person.

abfastag, a. (from 43(a ) , this re rouch, and ☎, to do ,

using this reproachful language, uttering these censures

or blasphemy.

gefamiæigi, s. (from 3 , this reproach, and tatt,

desire), a desire for this reproach or blasphemy.

qu{untætgì, a. (from 4 , this reproach, and ataifa ,

desirous , desirous of this reproach or blasphemy.

'এভরিদাকারক, a. ( from এডপ্লিন্দা , this reproach, and কারক,

making), uttering this reproach or censure, reproach-

ing or censuring this person.

এতরিসাকারী, a. (from এন্ডরিদা, this reproach , and কারিন,mak-

ing , uttering this reproach or censure, reproaching or

censuring this person.

23 , a (from 23 , this reproach, and e, pro-

during), causing this reproach or censure.

93fantas, a from 23f , this reproach, and M , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this reproach

or censure, arising from or producible by this person's

reproaches or censures.

s3fantslas, ad. (loc. case of23fant ), for this reproach.

ful language, for this censure, for this blasphemy.

43fantas, a. (from 23fa , this reproach, and frage,

crusing to cease), putting a stop to this reproachful or

censorious language, putting a stop to this blasphemy.

agfamtfasteæ, «. (from 431, this reproach, and fratræ,

preventing), preventing or resisting this reproachful or

censorious language, preventing or resisting these blas

phemies,

এতন্নিষ্ঠানিবারণ , s. (from এডরিন্দা, this reproach , and নিঃারণ , ৫' ,

preventing , the preventing or resisting of this reproach.

ful or censorious language, the preventing or resisting

of these blasphemies.

asfa¤ifaqf3, s. (from 23fam , this reproach, and fa

cessation , the cessation of this reproachful or censori-

ous language, the cessation of these blasphemies.

tafa , a . (from 931, this reproach, and fare,

a cause), caused by or arising from this reproach og

censure, caused by or arising from this person's re-

proach or censure ; ad. from or through this reproach

or censure.

93fafafar , ad. (from 3f , this reproach, and fas,

a cau e) , for this reproachful or censorious language,

for this blasphemy.

a {antqe, a . (from 23fa41, this reproach, and , before),''

preceded by or arising from this reproachful or censo-

rious language ; ad. by or through this reproachful or

censorious language, by or through these blasphemies.

fa , a. (from 4f , this reproach, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from this reproach or cen-

sure, caused by or arising from this person's reproach

or sensure ; ad, from or through this reproach or cen-

sure.

gafantaño, a. (from 43ft ), this reproach, and za̸, in-

creasing), increasing this reproachful or censorious lan-

guage, increasing these blasphemies.

23fanta4, s. (from aft, this reproach. and ¹, an

increasing), the increasing of this reproachful or cen-

sorious language, the increasing of these blasphemies.
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cffent, ad. (froma fan , this reproach, and fat, with-

cut, without or beside this reproachful or censorious

language, without or beside these blasphemies.

auffafel, a. (from a3fam , this reproach, and faft ,

posse.sed of), attended with this reproachful or censo-

rious language, attended by these blasphemies.

43 , a. (from 23 , this reproach, and fart , des-

titule), free from this reproachful or censorious lan-

guage, free from these blasphemies.

alastus , a. (from 43fa1 , this reproach, and
4 ,

excepted , this reproachful or censorious language ex-

cepted, these blasphemies excepted.

23FURIA/FILET, s. (from 43 (3 ), this reproach, and afsta ,

an exception), the exception of this reproachful or cen-

sorious language, the exception of these blasphemies.

asfaataifaina, ad. (loc, case of fat ), with the

exception of this reproachful or censorious language,

with the exception of these blasphemies, without or be-

side this reproachful or censorious language, without

or beside these blasphemies.

gofantfsa, a. (from q3fan), this reproach, and f-a, separ-

ate), separate or distinct from this reproachful or cen

sorious language , separate or distinct from these bias-

phemies ; ad. beside this reproachful or censorious lan-

guage, beside these blasphemies.

aðfamifsata, s. (from 3 , this reproach, and afsata,

desire) , a desire for this reproach or censure, a desire

to reproach or censure this person.

sofeifentat, a. (from 43f , this reproach, and fat ,

desirous , desirous of reproaching or censuring this, de-

sirous of reproaching or censuring this person .

43f¶¶tys, ɑ. (from 3 , this reproach, and F, joined),

connected with or attended by this reproachful or cen

sorious language, connected with or attended by these

blasphemies.

23fa41ef53, a . (from 93 (a ) , this reproach, and af , des-

titu'e), free from this reproachful or censorious lan-

guage, free from these blasphemies.

283 ), « . (from 28( 7), this reproach, and ai , emp-

ty), free from this reproachful or censorious language,

free from these blasphemies,

43famista, a. (from 431, this reproach, and 5, desti-

tute), free from this reproachful or censorious language,

free from these blasphemies.

szfantező, a. (from 3 , this reproach, and xz, a

cause), caused by or arising from this reproachful or

censorious language, caused by or arising from these

এত.

blasphemies ; ad. from or because of this reproachful

or censorious language, from or because of these blas-

phemies

q3fag¹, s. (from 23 , this repro¬ch, and fat, a desire),

a desire to censure or reproach this, a desire to cen

sure or reproach this person.

23f , a. (from , this reproach, and ₹5, desir

ous), desirous of censuring or reproaching this, desir-

ous of censuring or reproaching this person.

43748 , a. (from fat, this reproach, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of censuring or reproaching this, desir

ous of censuring or reproaching this person.

এতরিন্দোপক্রম , s. ( from এডরিদ) , this reproch, and গুণক্ষম, ৫

beginning), the commencement of this reproach or cen◄

sure, the commencement of this person's censure or re-

proach.

4313, s . (from 2 , this, and fats, destruction), this

destruction, this death.

fas, a . (from 235, this, and faze, causing to cease),

putting a stop to this, causing this to cease.

agfæītṛē, a. (from 235, this, and faztaæ, preventing), pre-

venting or resisting this.

fat , s. (from 434, this, and fatad, a preventing), the

preventing or resisting ofthis.

এতমিারণকারক, a. (from এডনিবারণ, this prevention , and কারক,

doing) , making this resistance, preventing this , effecting

this prevention.

93fastsets , a . (from

doing), making this

on

fazted , this prevention, and wife ,

resistance, effecting this preventi

এতন্নিবারণজন্য , a. ( from এডনিবারণ , this prevention, and জা

producible , producible by or arising fromthis preven

tion or resistance.

ft , ad. (loc. case of43 ), for this pre-

vention, for this resistance.

afteff , a . (from a3faatad, this prevention, and

fas , a cause), caused by or arising from this resis-

tance or prevention ; ad. from or because of this resis

tance or prevention.

23fafaface, ad. (from fata , this prevention, and

fa , a cause), for this resistance or prevention,

এডরিবারনপুযুক্ত, a. ( from এতন্নিবারণ, this prevention, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this prevention

or resistance ; ad. from or because of this prevention

or resistance.

93fuata«lez@, a. (from afted, this prevention, and as,

a cause), caused by or arising from this resistance or
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23.

prevention ; ad. from or because of this resistance or

prevention.

fafa, s. (from as , this, and faaf , cessation , the ces-

sation or prevention of this, this cessation or prevention.

gofaluse, a. (from 93 , this , and faf , a cause), caused

by or arising from this ; ad. from orthrough this.

ff , ad. (from 43 , this, and faf , a cause) , for this,

on account of this.

ap , s. (from 237, this, and fag , aregulation), this rule

or regulation, this axiom or law.

MofFIæætIæ, a. (from 23fay , this rule, and at , making),

making this rule or law ; s. he who made this rule or

law.

-এতপ্রিয়মকারী, a. (from এডরিয়ম, this regulation, and কারিন,

doing) , making this law or regulation, making this co-

venant or agreement.

fag , a. (from 43fag , this rule, and 7, to be produ-

ced), arising from this rule or law.

fft , a. (from fag , this rule, and fas, produ-

ced , produced by or arising from this rule or law.

aufagana , a. (from fag , this rule, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this rule or law.

এডরি জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতপ্রিয়জন্য) , for this law or

regulation, for this covenant or agreement.

Agfagants, a. (from fag , this rule, and I , produced),

produced by orarising from this rule or law.

af , s. (from fay , this law, and , destruc-

tion), the subversion or annulling of this rule or law.

azftgatɑnæ, ɑ. (from 3 , this law, and ‡ , de-

structire), subverting or annulling this rule or law.

fatal, a. (from 3a, this rule, and f , de-

structive), subverting or annulling this rule or law.

fapt , s. (from fag , this rule, and at , destructi-

on), the subversion or disannulling of this rule or law.

zofagante, a. (from Gaga, this rule, and at , destruc-

tive), subversive of or annulling this rule or law .

এতন্নিয়মনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from এডরিয়া, this rule, and নিবর্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), rescinding this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়মনিবারক, a. ( from এতন্নিয়ম, this rule , and নিবারক, pre-

renting), preventing or resisting this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়মনিবারণ , s . (from এতন্নিয়ম, this rule , and নির্ধারণ, a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়মনিবৃত্তি, s . (from এডরিয়ম, this rule, and নিবৃত্তি, cessati-

on), the cessation or prevention of this rule or law.

এতপ্রিয়মনিষিক, a. ( from এডরিয়ম , this rule, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from this rule or law ; ad.

from or through this rule or law,

এডনিয়মনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতপ্রিয়ম, this regulation, and নিষিক্ত,

a cause) , for this law or regulation, for this covenant or

agreement.

এতন্নিয়মপূর্ব্বক, a . (from এডরিয়ম, this regulation , and পূৰ্ব, Be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this law or regula

tion, preceded by or arising from this covenant or agree-

ment ; ad. by or through this law or regulation, by or

through this covenant or agreemeut.

এতন্নিয়মপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from এডপ্রিয়য , this rule , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or resisting this rule or law.

23ft , a. (from afar , this rule, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this rule or law ; ad. from or

through this rule or law.

gfagæftat, ad. (from fag , this rule, and fal, without),

without or besides this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়মবিনাশ, s. ( from এডরিয়ম, this rule, and বিনাশ, destruc

tion), the subversion or annulling of this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়মবিনাশক, a. ( from এডপ্রিয় , this rule, and বিনাশক, de-

structive , subversive of or annulling this rule or law.

এডৱিয়মবিশিষ্ট, a. ( from এডনিয়ম, this rule, and বিশিষ্ট, posses-

sed of), possessed of this rule or law.

93fazafarta, a . (from f¶¤¤, this regulation, and fair,

destitute), destitute of this law or regulation, destitute

of this covenant or stipulation.

23ayaufixa, s. (from 9зfaxa, this rule, and JF , a

violation), the violation of this rule or law.

এতন্নিয়ম ভিরিঞ্জ, a. (from এডরিয়ম, this rule, and রাতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), this rule or law excepted.

এতন্নিয়মনাতিরেক, s. ( from এগুরিয়ম, this rule, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this rule or law.

এতনিয়মব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case of এডনিয়মবাতিয়েক) , with the

exception of this law or regulation , with the exception

of this covenant or stipulation, without or beside this

law or regulation, without or beside this covenant or

stipulation.

a3fagash, s. (from 43f , this rule, and 3 , a breaking),

the breaking of this rule or law.

23ftease, a. (from fag , this regulation, and 597,

breaking), breaking or disannulling this law or regula-

tion , breaking or disannulling this covenant or stipula

tion.

359 , s. (from 4f , this regulation, and 597, an

breaking), the breaking or disannulling of this law or

regulation, the breaking or disannulling of this cove

nant or stipulation.

43fagassa, a. (from fag , this regulation, and fox, se

parate), separate or distinct from this law or regulati
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on, separate or distinct from this covenant or stipula-

tion ; ad. beside this law or regulation , beside this co-

venant or stipulation.

aas, a. (from 43 , this rule, and , joined to),

connected with this rule or law.

aufugaxxs, a. (from af , this rule, and a , a keep-

ing), keeping or guarding this rule or law.

4 fayzai, s. (from afaga, this rule, and 31, preservati

on) , the keeping or guarding of this rule or law.

dufag±afx3, a. (from a fax, this rule, and af₹3, destitute),

destitute of this rule or law.

asfaga , a. (from asfag , this rule, and war, empty),

destitute of this rule or law.

afaparta, s. (from fag , this rule, and fa, detriment),

a detriment to or lessening of this rule or law,

fat , a. (from

destitute of this rule or law.

afayaz , a. (from fag , this rule, and æ , a cause),

caused by or arising from this rule or law ; ad. from

or because of this rule or law.

fag , this rule, and 1 , destitute),

aufagatætgt, s. (from afar , this rule, and tatt, de-

sire), a desire for this rule or law.

esfagatatsi, a. (from 43faga, this rule, and atatf§7, de-

sirous) , desirous of this rule or law.

asfagtfsata, s. (from 4fax, this rule, and fumta, de-

sir e), a desire for this rule or law.

এডরিয়াভিলাষী, a. ( from এডব্লিয় , this rule , and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of this rule or law.

43f37f23, a. (from 235, this, and fapfas, regulated), go-

verned or regulated by this.

apa , s. (from far , this rule, and , desire , a de-

sire for this rule or law.

3. a. (from fag , this rule, and 5, desirous),

desirous of this rule or law.

fanta , a. (from fag , this rule, and , desirous),

desirous of this rule or law.

azfazzatestaa, ɑ. (from 2gfaga, this regulation, and

seta , producing), producing this law or regulati-

on.

afagataxa, s. (from 43f¶g , this rule, and FI, a be-

ginning), the beginning of this rule or law.

এডপ্রিয়যোসযুক্ত , a . (from এডরিয়ম , this regulation, and গুপযুক্ত,

suited to), suited to or befitting this law or regulation,

suited to or befitting this covenant or stipulation.

asfagtas, a. (from 43 , this, and fitæ, regulating), re-

gulating this ; s. this regulator, this regulating cause, this

gage.

afatst, s. (from 3 , this, and featst, an appointment to

office) , this appointment to an office.

Lofarging¶®, a . (from asfacgtst, this appointment to office,

and , an instrument) , effected by means of this ap-

pointment to office ; ad. by means of this appointment

to office.

এডরিয়োগকারক, a. (from এডনিয়োগ, this appointment to office,

and æta☎, doing), making this appointment to an office.

azfactstatel, a. (from factst, this appointment to office,

and atfa , doing), making this appointment to an office.

a3facgtsgai, a. (from 93falytst, this appointment to office,

and , producible), producible by or arising from

this appointment to office.

asfacatsma , ad. (loc. case of facatstaas), for this ap

pointment to an office.

sofastsata , al. (from fagtst, this appointment to office,

and t , a door), by or through this appointment to

office.

a3facotsfaaýr, o. (from facts , this appointment to office,

and f , causing to cease), cancelling this appoint

ment to office.

asfacatsfiætaæ, a. (from a fast, this appointment to of

fice, and fatæ, preventing), preventing or resisting

this appointment to office.

এডরিয়োগনিবারণ , s. (from এডন্নিয়োগ, this appointment to

office, and fatad, a preventing) , the preventing or re

sisting of this appointment to office.

qzfaretsfazfa, s. (from 43facts , this appointment to office,'

and fafs, cessation), the prevention or cessation of

this appointment to office.

azfacgtsfafase, u . (from 23facatst, this appointment to office,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this ap-

pointmentto office ; ad. from or because of this appoint-

ment to office.

এডরিয়োগনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এডরিয়েts, this appointment to of

fice, and faf , a cause), for the purpose of this appoint-

ment to office .

এতন্বিয়োগপূর্বক, a. (from এডরিয়োগ, this appointment to offices,

and , before), preceded by or arising from this ap-

pointment to office ; ad. by or through this appointment

to office.

এতন্নিয়োগপুযুক্ত, a. (from একপ্রিয়োগ, th's appointment to office.

and Я , caused by), caused by or arising from this

appointment to office ; ad, from or because of this ap

pointment to office.

এডগ্নিয়োগলি!, ad. ( from এডরিয়েts, this appointmentto office.

and f471, without), without or beside this appointment

to office.

Www
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ਖਰ,

fait , a. (from a facts , this appointment to

office, and affs , excepted , this appointment to office

excepted.

এতনিয়োগব্যতিরেক, s. (from -তরিয়োগ, this appointment to

office, and fæ, an exception), the exception of this

appointment to office.

এতদ্বিয়াগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডনিয়োগব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of this appointment to office, without

or beside this appointment to office.

এডরিয়েগিহেতুক, a. ( from এতন্বিয়েts, this appointment to

office, and c , a cause), caused by or arising from this

appointment to office ; ad. from or because of this ap-

pointment to office.

gofalataæ, a. (from 435, this , and fitxtão, appointing to

office), appointing to this office or work ; s . this person

who appoints to office.

এতন্নিরাকরণ, s . ( fromএতদ্, this, and নিরাকরণ , a driving away),

this driving away or propelling, this dissipating or dis-

pelling.

afasta, s. (from 935, this, and ſaata, repulsion), this re-

pulsion, the driving away of this thing, this driving away

or dispelling,

faxta , u. (from 3 , this, and fata , driving away),

repelling this , driving away this , dispelling this ; s. this

person who repels or drives away, he who repels or

drives away this.

cafwataatge, a. (from fast , this driving away, and

4, doing), effecting this driving away or dispelling.

sofatmetal, a. (from fast , this driving away, and

ai , doing , effecting this driving away or dispelling.

gefagtagar, o. (from 23fat , this driving away, and.571,

producible), producible by or arising from this driving

away or dispelling.

fat , ad (loc. case of afastar), for this driv

ing away or dispelling.

এতন্নিরামনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডরিরাম, this driving away, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this driv-

ing away or dispelling ; ad. from or because of this

driving away or dispelling.

farfar , ad. (from 43faata, this driving away, and

fafa , a cause), for this driving away or dispelling.

ta , a . (from fast , this driving away, and

, bejure , preceded by or arising from this driving

away or dispelling ; ad. by or through this driving

away or dispelling.

-coasters, a. (from 28faxt , this driving away, and

, caused by) caused by or arising from this driv-

93.

ing away or dispelling ; ad. from or because of this

driving away or dispelling.

asfagta:gge, a. (from facta, this driving away, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from this driving

away or dispelling ; ad . from or because ofthis driving

away or dispelling.

23fa7, 1. (from 204 , this, and fax , appointing), ap-

pointing or settling this ; s. this person who settles or

appoints.

93fa , s . (from 235, this , and fЯd, an appointing), this

settling or appointing, the settling or appointing of

this.

agſat× TII , s. (from 93fax , this appointing, and e , a

doer), the person who settles or appoints this, this per-

son who settles or appoints.

এডরিকপনকারক, a. ( from এতন্নিকপণ , this appointing , and কারক,

doing), making this settlement or appointment.

এতদ্বিকপণকারী, a. (fromএতন্নিকপন , this appointing , and কারি ,

doing , making this settlement or appointment.

25fa519571, a. (from afar , this appointing, and 3-1,

producible), producible by or arising from this settle-

ment or appointment.

93faFd (7), ad. (loc. case ofa3faЯai), for this set-

tlement or appointment.

23faæxfaadæ, a. (from 43f , this appointing, and

fax, causing to cease , causing this settlement or ap-

pointment to cease.

fat , a. (from 23fa , this appointing, and

fata , preventing), preventing or resisting this settle-

ment or appointment.

ff , s. (from a3fat , this appointing, and

fatad, a preventing), the preventing or resisting of this

settlement or appointment.

এতন্নিকপণনিবৃত্তি , ৪. (from এতন্নিকপণ , this appointing , and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation , the prevention or cessation of this settle-

ment or appointment.

fafafas , a . (from 3d, this appointing, and

fa , a cause), caused by or arising from this settle-

ment or appointment ; ad. from or because of this set

tlement or appointment.

gofan- fâfx3, od. (from fad, this appointing, and

fafa , a cause ), for the purpose of this settlement or

appointment.

23fae, ad . (from 23 , this appointing, and

before), preceded by or arising from this settlement or

appointment ; ad. by or through this settlement or ap-

pointment.
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AfAF, a. (from 23 , this appointing, and UF,

caused by), caused by or arising from this settlement

or appointment ; ad. from or because of this settlement

or appointment.

এডৱিকপনৰিলা, ad . (from এডরিপন, this appointing, and বিনা ,

without), without or beside this settlement or appoint-

ment.

এতস্নিপণব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডনিকরণ , this appointing, and

:f3fa , excepted), this settlement or appointment ex-

cepted.

43f3fiæ, s. (from 23 , this appointing, and

, an exception), the exception of this settlement

or appointment.

এতদ্বিকপণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এডরিকপণবাডিয়েক), with

the exception of this settlement or appointment, with-

out or beside this settlement or appointment.

এত স্নি কপণহেতুক, a. ( from এতপ্রিয়পণ, this appointing and হেতু,

a cause , caused by or arising from this settlement or

appointment ; ad. from or because of this settlement or

appointment.

aafadatæt , s. (from 3f , this appointing, and

, desire , a desire for this settlement or appoint-

ment.

зfæændtætål, a. (from fad, this appointing, and at

fa , desirous , desirous of this set.lement or appoint

ment.

23fãstot783, ad. (from fat , this settlement, and 73 .

rfter , after this settlement or appointment.

fedtfest , s . (from fad, this appointing, and

afsa , desire), a desire for this settlement or appoint-

ment.

cafatismtat, a. (from 3fad, this appointing, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of this settlement or ap-

pointment.

cafea1út, a. (from fat , this appointing, and fu

desirous), desirous of this settlement or appointment.

fate , ad. (from 23 , this appointing, and xứ,

an object), for the purpose of this settlement or appoint-

ment.

এতন্নি পণেচ্ছা, s. (from এন্ডস্নিকপন , this appointing, and ইচ্ছ' , de-

sire , a desire for this settlement or appointment.

gfeld , a. (from Я , this appointing, and za ,

desirous), desirous of this settlement or appointment.

93fa341453, u. (from 3. this appointing, and 3 ,

desirous), desirous of this settlement or appointment.

4ff3, a. (from 23 , this, and fats, appointed), ap-

pointed or settled by this.

asfa , s . (from 93 , this, and fads , certainly) , this cer-

tainty or true judgment, this decision, the certainty of

this.

faiæ , s. (from fady, this certainty, and ý, a doer`,

one who ascertains or decides this, one who comes to

this certainty or decision.

23 , a. (from 3f34, this certainly, and tga,

making , making this clear and certain, ascertaining

this, deciding this.

q3fa gætṣì, a. (from 43y, this certainty, and tfaą, mak,

ing , making this clear and certain, ascertaining this ,

deciding this.

gafadg71, a . (from 43 , this certainty , and 71, produ

cible), producible by or arising from this certainty or

decision, producible by or arising from the ascertaining

of this.

aufaágalas, ad, (loc, case of fag , for this certain-

ty or decision.

23fańpfazgo, o. (from 2 , this certainly, and fraús,' ,

causing to cease), putting an end to this certainty, put

ting an end to certainty respecting this.

23fadpfaziaæ, a . (from , this certainly, and fiataæ,

preventing), preventing or resisting this certainty or de-

cision, preventing or resisting certainty respecting this.

2 , s. (from 43f , this certainty, and fat , a

preventing), the preventing or resisting of this certainty

or decision, the preventing or resisting of certainty

about this.

93fad ›fazf3 , s. (from 23fa7, this ascertaining, and fase,

cessation , the cessation or prevention of this certain

ty or decision.

23fad¹fafuge, a. ( from af , this certainty, and ffas, a

cause) , caused by or arising from this certainty or deci

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about this ;

ad. from or through this certainty or decision , from or

through certainty about this.

a3far foface, ad. (from 23fad , this ascertaining , and

ffas, a cause), for this certainty or decision, for the

ascertaining of this.

43 , a. (from 439 , this ascertaining, and t , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this certainty or de-

cision ; ad. by or through this certainty or decision.

offs , a. (from 23fait, this certainty, and f

, opposing), opposing or preventing this certainty

or decision, opposing or obstructing certainty respect

ing this.

93ft ?XTF, a. (from 437, this certainty , and ETF, caus-

Wwwa
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43.

edby), caused by or arising from this certainty or deci-

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about this ;

ad. from or through this certainty or decision , from or

through certainty about this.

asfaɗpfaz', a. (from fag, this ascertaining, and fat,

without), without or beside this certainty or decision.

Affet , a. (from fay, this certainty, and fofa ,

excepted, this certainty or decision excepted, certain-

ty about this excepted .

এতন্নির্ণয়বডিরেক, ও (from এডগ্নির্ণয় , this certainty , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of this certainty or deci-

sion, the exception of certainty about this.

gfapufoxe, ad. (loc, case of 23fadpſ31ạ☎), with the

exception of this certainty or decision , without or be-

side this certainty or decision.

fat , s. (from fag, this certainty, and itats,

or obstacle), an obstacle to the ascertaining of this, an

obstacle to this certainty or decision.

এতন্নির্ণয়ব্যাঘাতক, a. (from এতনির্ণয়, this certainty , and বাঘতিক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to this certainty

or decision.

fitfs , a. (from afg, this certainty, and f , separ-

ate), separate or distinct from this certainty or decision ;

ad. beside this certainty or decision.

Azfar?lege, a. (from fag, this certainty, and 153, a

cause), caused by or arising from this certainty or deci

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about this ;

ad. from or through this certainty or decision , from or

through certainty about this.

asfaastat , s. (from 3f , this certainty, and att¹, a

desire), a desire for this certainty or decision , a desire

for certainty about this.

gofaíatatăl, a. (from 23 , this certainly, and atat ,

desirous), desirous of this certainty or decision , desir-

ous of certainty about this.

aufaáptfemta, s. (from 93fag, this certainty, and afsata,

desire , a desire for this certainty or decision, a desire

for certainty about this.

23fadgifsata , a. (from 23fa , this certainty, and afsatfe ,

desirous), desirous of this certainty or decision, desir-

ous of certainty about this.

fa , s. (from 23a , this certainty, and 1 , desire),

a desire for this certainty or decision , a desire of cer-

tainty about this.

23₁ip , a. (from 9317, this certainty, and Ią, desir-

ous), desirous of this certainty or decision, desirous of

certainty about this.

25.

afategy, a. (from 43 , this certainty, and 25. desir.

ous), desirous of this certainty or decision, desirous of

certainty about this.

এতনির্ণয়োপক্রম, s . (from এডরির্ণয়, this certainty , and sপক্রম,

beginning), a beginning of this certainty or decision,

the beginning of certainty about this.

93 , a. (from 35, this, fatæ, fixing on), fixing on

or deciding upon this.

afata , s. (from 935, this, and fats, confirmation), this

covenant or agreement, this settlemeut or confirmati-

on, the settling or confirming of this.

এতনির্ধারণকারক, a. ( from এডনির্ধারণ , this stipulating, and কারক,

doing), laying this emphasis, making this settlement or

stipulation.

asfatate , a. (from 3fted, this stipulating, and

afa doing), laying this emphasis, making this settle-

ment or stipulation.

এতনির্ধারণজন্য, ৫. (from এতন্নির্ধারণ , this stipulating, and জন্য ,

producible), producible by or arising from this settle

ment or stipulation.

sofagzq5751, ad, (loc, case of23fuata ), for this em-

phasis, for this settlement or stipulation.

এতন্নির্ধারণনিমিত্তক, a. (from এডনির্ধারণ , this stipulating, and

fifas, a cause), caused by or arising from this settle-

ment or stipulation ; ad, from or because of this settle

ment or stipulation.

23affic , ad. (from 43f , this stipulating, and

fifa , a cause), for this emphasis, for this settlement or

stipulation.

a3faftaqqoF, a. (from asfata , this stipulating, and

HF, caused by), caused by or arising from this settle-

ment or stipulation ; ad, from or because of this settle-

ment or stipulation.

এডরির্ধারণহেতুক , a. (from এডনির্ধারণ , this stipulating an হেত,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from this settlement or

stipulation ; ad. from or because of this settlement or

stipulation.

fatfas, a. (from 23 , this, and fats, confirmed) , con

firmed or settled by this.

93fa7, s. (from 935, this, and fat , certainty , this cer◄

tainty, this decision, certainty respecting this.

এতন্নিশ্চয়কারক, a. (from এতনিশ্চয়, this certainty, and কারক ,

making), making this clear and certain, ascertaining

this.

এতন্নিশ্চয়কারী , a. (from এডগ্নিশ্চয়, this certainty , and

making), making this clear and certain, ascertaining this.

aft , a. (from 4 , this certainty, and , prs-
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ducible), producible by or arising from this decision or

certainty, caused by or arising from certainty respect-

ing this.

ft , ad. (loc. case of a ), for this certain-

ty or decision.

TRE, A. (from ty, this certainty, and fra,

causing to cease), putting an end to this certainty or de-

cision.

এতঘ্নিশ্চয়নিকারক, a. ( from এডঘ্নিশ্চয় , this certainly, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting this certainty or

decision.

agfa*;fafice, a. (from 93fat !, this certainty, and fafas,

a cause), caused by or arising from this decision or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from certainty respecting

this ;ad. from or through certainty respecting this, from

or through this certainty or decision.

এডঘ্নিশ্চয়নিমিত্তে, ad. ( from এতঘ্নিশ্চয়, this certainty , and নিষিত,

a cause), for this certainty, for this decision ,

এতনিশ্চয়পূর্বক, a. (from এডন্নিশ্চয়, this certainty , and পূৰ্ব, be-

fore) , preceded by or arising from this certainty or de-

cision.

ADEINfore, a. (from 3 , this certainty, and

fox , obstructing), obstructing this certainty or de-

cision.

এতন্নিশয়পুযুক্ত , a . ( from এতন্নিশ্চয়, this certainty , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from this decision or

certainty, caused by or arising from certainty respect.

ing this ; ud. from or through certainty respecting this,

from or through this certainty or decision .

effet, ad. (from 3fty, this certainty, and fa̸ni ,

without), without or beside this decision or certainty ,

without or beside certainty respecting this .

AST¶IUFIFA, 8. (from aʊfety, this certainty, and fʊ ,

a violation) , the violation of this decision or certainty,

the violation of certainty respecting this.

এতন্নিশ্বরবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from এডরিশ্চয়, this certainty, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this decision or certainty excepted, the de-

cision of this excepted.

aff , s. (from 437, this certainly, and af ,

an exception), the exception of this certainty, the ex-

ception ofcertainty respecting this.

এতন্নিশ্চয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc, case of এতন্নিশ্চয়ব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this certainty or decision, without or be-

side this certainty or decision.

Aptat , 8. (from 3 , this certainty, and tatз,

an obstacle), an obstacle to this certainty or decision .

avietuiisa, a . (from 3 , this certainty, and

atate , obstructing), operating as an obstacle to this

certainty or decision.

g³ffs , a. (from fat , this certainty, and f , se-

parate), separate or distinct from this certainty or de

cision ; ad. beside this certainty or decision.

agfartṣ¿Tgx, a. (from af , this certainty, and হেত ,ু

cause), caused by or arising from this decision or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from certainty respecting

this ; ad. from or through this certainty or decision.

এতঘ্নিশ্চয়াকা ू1 , s. ( from এতনিশ্চয়, this certainty , and আঁকা ,

desire) , the desire of this decision or certainty, a de

sire ofcertainty respecting this.

এতনিশ্চয়াকাড়ী, a. (fromএডমিশ্চর, this certainty , and অকারন,

desirous), desirous of this decision or certainty, desir

ous ofcertainty respecting this.

এতন্নিশ্চর।ভিলাষ , ও ( from এডগ্নিশ্চয় , this certainly , and অভিলাষ,

desire) , a desire for this certainty or decision .

cefax:+fsata), a. (from fat , this certainty, and

afsafa , desirous , desirous of this certainty or deci

sion .

a3faptu´ì, a. (from afat , this certainty, and fifa, de-

sirous), desirous of this certainty or decision.

43ft , ad. (from 23 , this certainty, and af, an

object) , for the purpose of this certainty or decision.

এতন্নিশ্চয়েছা , s. (from এতনিশ্চয় , this certainty , and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire), a desire for this certainty or decision.

93 , a. (from 3 , this certainty, and , de-

sirous , desirous of this certainty or decision,

2387 , a. (from 3 , this certainty, and de-

sirous , desirous of this certainty or decision.

93fac¤8, 8. (from 93 , this, and fat , a prohibition), this

prohibition, the prohibition of this.

a3fat , a. (from 43 , this, and fata , prohibiting),

prohibiting this ; s. the prohibitor of this, this prohi-

bitor.

93fa , a . (from 235, this, and f , establishment), this esta-

blishment or confirmation, the establishment or confir

mation of this.

43f3, s. (from 23 , this, and fag , perfection), this ac-

complishment or perfection, the perfection or coupleat

accomplishment of this.

এতন্নিষ্পত্তিকারক , a. ( from এডরিম্নতি, this perfection , and করিব,

doing , effecting the complete accomplishment of this,

completely accomplishing this.

এতন্নিম্নত্তিকারী , a. (from এ তল্লিমুত্তি, this perfection , andকারিন,

making), effecting the complete accomplishment of this,

completely accomplishing this.
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93.

cofagas, a . (from 43 , this perfection , and as,

producel), produced by or arising fromthis perfection.

or completion, produced by or arising from the com-

pletion of this.

caused by , caused by or arising from this perfection

or completion, caused by or arising from the complete

accomplishment of this; ad. from or through the com

plete accomplishment of this.

93fagfeza ',fenfes , a. (from fagfs, this perfection, and 7, prc- 4fagfaat, ad. (from faf , this perfection, and fat,

ducible), producible by or arising from this perfection

or completion, producible by or arising from the com-

pletion ofthis.

23fagfoss, ad. (loc . case ofa3faf3 ), for this accom-

plishment or completion, for this finis.

slagfa , s . (from a3fagfs , this perfection , and Я, de-

struction), the destruction of this perfection or com-

pletion, the prevention of the completion ofthis .

affe , a. (from see , thisperfection, and .

destructive), destructive to this perfection or comple-

tion, preventing the complete accomplishment of this.

fat , a . (from 4f , this perfe tion, and

destructive), destructive to this perfection or comple-

tion, preventing the complete accomplishment of this.

gofaggatt, s. (from 43safe, this perfection, and *t*,

·

destruction), the destruction of this perfection or com-

pletion, the prevention of the complete accomplishment

of this.

effent , a. (from fag , this perfection, and atta,

des'r clive), destructive to this perfection or completi-

on, preventing the complete accomplishment ofthis.

faffard , a. from 433 , this accomplishment, and

fax , causing to cease) , putting a stop to the accom-

plishment or perfection of this

3fafafate , a . (from 43fafe, this accomplishment, and

Fata , preventing) , preventing or resisting the perfect

accomplishment of this.

93 , s . (from 93ffs, this accomplishment, and

fiata , a preventing), the preventing or resisting of the

perfect accomplishment of this,

23faglöfaqe, s. (from 23faf , this accomplishment, aud

fa , cessation), the cessation or prevention ofthecom-

plete accomplishment ofthis.

এতনিম্নত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতস্নিডি, this perfection , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from this perfection or

completion, caused by or arising from the complete ac-

complishment of this ; ad. from or through the com-

plete accomplishment of this.

gofaglefaface, ad. (from 23faxf3, this accomplishment, and

ffa , a cause), for the complete accomplishment of

this.

43F5ER75, «. (from fagf , this perfection, and F,

without), without or beside this perfection or comple-

tion, without orbeside the complete accomplishment of

this.

23fagfofofas, a. (from 23fag , this perfection, and

ff , excepted), this perfection or completion ex-

cepted, the complete accomplishment of this excepted.

এতনিষ্পত্তিব্যতিরেক, a. ( from এতন্নিষুত্তি, this perfection , and ব্যতি

(A , an exception), the exception of this perfection or

completion, the exception of the complete accomplish-

ment of this.

এডমিঘ্ন ত্তিব্যতিরেকে, rd (loc. case of এতরিক্তিব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of this perfect accomplishment, without or

beside this perfect accomplishment.

23fafa1133, 10. (from 3 , this perfection, and TT,

a cause), caused by or arising from this perfection or

completion, caused by or arising from the complete ac-

complishment of this ; ad. from or through the com

plete accomplishment of this.

1, s. (from 43 , this perfection, and i, de

sire , a desire for this perfection or completion, a de

sire for the complete accomplishment of this.

23faget , 4. (from 93faf , this perfection, and 35 , de-

sirous ) , desirous of this perfection or completion, de

sirous of the complete accomplishment of this thing.

4ef33 , a. (from 43fag , this perfection, and
de-

sirous). desirous of this perfection or completion, de-

sirous of the complete accomplishment of this .

23(7¶3, 4. from 235, this, and fi , ineffectual , fruitless

or ineffectual for this.

433, 8. (from 23. this, and fs, right), this justice or

right, this morality or policy, this person's justice or

right.

Aasta , a (from ass, this justice, and at , doing),

doing this justice, executing this justice, practising this

morality.

এতন্নীতিকারী, a. (from এডল্পীতি, this justice, and কারিন, do-

ing) , doing this right or justice, doing this moral action.

23f3f3, a. (from 4f , this justice, and f43, pro

Huced), produced by or arising from this justice, pro-

duced by or arising from this right or morality.

238351, a. (from 233, this justice, and 1, produci

ble), producible by or arising from this justice, produ

cible by or arising from this right or morality.
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933 , ad. (loc. case of43afsar , for this right or

justice, for this morality.

geaifsats, a . (from agaffs, this justice, and ts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this justice, produced

by or arising from this right or morality.

fs , a. (from agafs, this justice, and I , to know),

knowing this right or justice, acquainted with this mo-

rality.

93alfout31, 8. (from 43alfs, this justice, and y, one who

knows), a person who knows this right or justice, a

person acquainted with this morality .

gofìifcata, s. (from
37lf , this justice, and I , know-

ledge , this knowledge of morality, the knowledge of

this justice or morality.

g3dìfsætЯæ, a. (from 433)fs, this justice, and It☎, caus-

ing to know), giving information of this right or justice,

making known this morality.

37, 8. (from 43af3, this justice, and , a

causing to know , a giving information of this right or

justice, the making known of this morality.

alfa , s. (from 23fs, this justice, and at , destruc-

tion , the destruction or annulling ofthis right or jus-

tice, the destruction of this morality.

gifsatz, a. (from 43s, this justice, and at , de-

structive), overturning or subverting this right, subvert-

ing or overturning this justice or morality.

এজনীতিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from এতরীতি, this justice, and নিবর্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease , putting a stop to this right or justice,

putting a stop to this morality.

এতন্নীতিনিবারক, a . ( from ≠তরীতি, thisjustice, and নিবারক,

preventing , preventing or resisting this right orjustice,

preventing or resisting this morality.

#

avaifsfazi , s. (from asifs, this justice, and fat , a

preventing), the preventing or resisting of this right or

justice, the preventing or resisting of this morality.

goalfofiafe, s. (from 433, this justice, and faaf , cessa-

tion), the cessation or prevention of this right or jus-

tice, the cessation or prevention of this morality.

এভন্নতিনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতরীতি, this justice, and নিমিত্ত ৫

cause), caused by or arising from this justice or morali-

ty; ad. from or because ofthis justice or morality.

afsfafas, ad. (from 93fs, this justice, and fifa , a

cause), for this right or justice , for this morality.

238(3473, 0.(from 234f5, his justice, and , crused

bu , caused by or arising from this justice or morality ;

ad, from or because of this justice or morality.

gifs , a. (from 2s , thi. justice, and e, increas

ing), increasing this right or justice, increasing this

morality.

43 , s. (from tfs, this justice, and 2 , an in-

creasing), the increasing of this right or justice, the

increasing of this morality.

4331, ad. from ass, this justice, and f1, without),

without or beside this justice or morality.

93df3faxs, a. (from 93f3 , this justice, and fara, oppos-

ed to), opposed or contrary to this right or justice,

opposed or contrary to this morality.

foff , a. (from ass, this justice, and fifta, pos-

sessed of), possessed of this justice or morality.

93ffaria, a . (from 23fs, this justice, and fax , desti-

tute), destitute of this right or justice, destitute of this

morality,

3f3f , a. (from 3fs, this justice, and *,

excepted), this justice or morality excepted.

এতন্নীতিতিয়েক, s. (from এভন্নীতি, this justice , and ৰাতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of this justice or morality.

farfare , ad. (loc. case of diff ), with the

exception of this right or justice, with the exception of

this morality, without or beside this right or justice,

without or beside this morality.

< ifsæææ, a . (from 3 , this justice, and a, a rool),

originating from or grounded on this right or justice,

originating from or grounded in this morality.

23 34 , a . (from 43fts, this justice, and TF, joined to),

connected with or possessed of this justice or morali-

ty.

এতন্নীতিরক্ষক, a. (from এডরীতি, this justice, and রক্ষক, keep-

ing), guarding or keeping this justice or morality.

sdfsai, s. (from afs, this justice, and 1, preserva-

tion), the guarding or keeping of this justice or mora-

lity.

و

fas, a. (from 23f3, this justice, and afes, desti-

tute), destitute of this justice or morality.

3fon , a. (from 43afs, this justice), teading to or

consisting of this justice or morality.

93atfor, a. (from 3fs, this justice, and * , empty),

detitute of this justice or morality.

230sf , a. (from 3 , this justice, and fas, accom-

plished), effected or accomplished by this right or jus

tice, effected or accomplished by this morality.

3f31, s . (from 23fs, thisjustice, and 8, he who kills),

he who defeats this justice or morality.

93alfaetfi, s. (from alfs, this justice, and Tifa, a detrim

ment), a detriment to this justice or morality.
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AV.

seriferia, a. (from golf , this justice, and 17, destitute),

destitute of this right or justice, destitute of this wo-

rality.

asdfs , a. (from 3 , thisjustice, and a cause),

caused by or arising from this justice or morality ; ad.

from or through this justice or morality.

431, s. (from 23fs, this justice, and ¹ , desire), a

desire for this justice or morality.

mi , a. (from 23 this justice, and , desirous),

desirous of this justice or morality.

938)GigE, ɑ. (from 93af³, this justice, and , desirous),

desirous of this justice or morality.

4387, s. (from 935, this, and aì?, water), this water.

437513, a. (from 433, this water, and 13, fallenfrom),

precipitated from this water, deposited by this water.

, a. (from 4 , this water, and , to be produc-

ed , produced in this water,

AGTATAI, a. (from 43 , this water, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from this water.

agats, a. (from 93 , this water, and at , produced),

produced by or arising from this water.

A3fìak• 5, s. (from 938 , this water, and ‡ , destruction),

the spoiling or destruction of this water.

cufatnæ, a. (from 23 ?, this water, and Î ¤¤, destruc-

tire), destructive to this water.

4¶ðƒ?ƒ«ñì, a. (from 43 , this water, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to this water.

agat , s. (from 313, this water, and at , destruction),

the destruction or spoiling of this water.

Svaigai*e, a. (from 433, this water, and att , destruc-

tive) , destructive to this water.

genizfafaze, a. (from 37, this water, and fift³, a cause),

caused by or arising from this water ; ad. from or be-

cause of this water.

affare, ad. (from 3 , this water, and fifa , a

cause), for this water.

aggy , a . (from any, this water, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this water; ad. from or be-

cause of this water.

48afaa1, ad. (from 20 , this water, and fat, without),

without or beside this water.

faf , a. (from 2 , this water, and fats, possess

ed of), possessed of this water, watered by this water.

anzufsfio, a. (from 93 , this water, and f³fà , ex-

cepted), this water excepted.

aviìzufoŋæ, s. (from 43s, this water, and zifsi ™, an

exception), the exception of this water.

2677TF, a. (from 23 , this water, and 45, joined to),

connected with this water, possessed of this water.

, a. (from 43 , this water, and 3 , keeping),

preserving or guarding this water.

931, s. (from 23, this water, and 1, preservati.

on), the preservation or guarding of this water.

softaafes, a. (from 23 , this water, and af³, destitute),

destitute of this water.

gat? 41, a. (from 23 , this water, and I, empty), des

titute of this water.

23 , a. (from 433, this water, and 1 , to be situated),

situated in this water.

att, a. (from 4 ,this water, and tf , staying),

continuing in this water.

93af43, a. (from 93 , this water, and fÃ³, situated),

situated in this water.

tata, a. (from 43 , this water, and , destitute),

destitute of this water.

AITÌITIF, a. (from 9313, this water, and 155, a cause),

caused by or arising from this water ; ad. from orby

this water.

atatæti, s. (from away, this water, and tatii, desire ,

a desire for this water.

quastatgì, a. (from , this water, and fatfig, de

sirous), desirous of this water.

state , a. (from 43 , this water, and a , seek.

ing) , seeking this water.

agatgtcgad , s . (from avaty, this water, and ad, a seek.

ing) , the seeking of this water.

,(agatataaاو a. (from 2 , this water, and afɑą, seek-

ing), seeking this water.

adatfanta, s. (from 23 , this water, and femta, desire),

a desire for this water.

atsata , a. (from 43 , this water, and sata, de.

sirous), desirous of this water.

93 , s. (from 3 , this water, and 1 , desire), a

desire for this water.

933ì ?, α, (from I, this water, and ₹5, desirous), de.

sirous of this water.

9 , a. (from ass, this water, and , desirous),

desirous of this water.

943atif , ad. (from 3 , this water, and sta, upon),

upon this water.

1 , a. (from attxtfs, upon this water, and 1,

to be situated), situated on this water.

aganɛxtafaztṣi, a. (from 23atatafa, upon this water, and

tfa , staying), continuing on this water.
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23diættafes, a. (from 931 , upon this water, and

, situated), situated upon this water.

asaïta, s. (from 434, this, and t , justice), this right

thing, this justice.

getpaşa, a. (from it , this justice, and d, an in-

strument), effected by means of this right action or jus-

tice ; ad. by means of this just or right action.

gzatgatgā, a. (from arts, this justice, and at , doing),

doing this just or right action.

এতন্ন্যায়কারী, a . (from এতৱাtয়, this justice , and কারিন, doing) ,

doing this just or right action.

Qzastyga), a. (from qarty, this justice, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from this just or right

thing.

Spar, ad. (loc. case of4 ) , for this right thing,

for this justice.

agartyatal, ad. (from 23arty, this justice, and † , a door),

byor through this justice or right action.

agatyfacés, a. (from 23 , this justice, and fade,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to thisjust or right thing.

এতন্ন্যায়নিবারক, a. (from এতৱাtয় , this justice , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting this just or right

thing.

এতন্ন্যায়নিবারণ , ও. (from এজন্যtয়, this justice , and নিবারণ,

preventing), the preventing or resisting of this just or

right thing.

staff , s. (from arts, this justice, and faf , ces-

sation , the prevention or cessation of this right or just

thing.

93antpfafice, a . (from asity, this justice, and fifas, a

cause), caused by or arising from this just or right

thing ; ad. from or because of this just or right thing.

এতন্ন্যায়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতরাtয়, this justice , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for this just or right thing.

Q3711pHfx, a. (from 23asty, this justice, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this right or just thing; ad.

by or through this right or just thing.

Szantydyy, a. (from 9 , this justice, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this just or right thing ;

ad. from or because of this just or right thing.

artyfat, ad. (from 43ty, this justice, and feat, with

out), without or beside this just or right thing.

93atafia , a. (from aty, this justice, and faza, oppos-

ed to), opposed or contrary to this justice or equity.

2santpfif#8, a. (from it , this justice, and fafat , pos-

sessed of), possessed of this justice or equity.

Antofagia, a. (from 23ty, this justice, and fast , des-

titute), destitute of this right or just conduct.

43.

Eta , a. (from 43 , this justice, and

excepted) , this justice or equity excepted .

এতন্ন্যায়বাতিরেক, ও ( from. এতন্ন্যায়, this justice, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this justice or equity.

এতন্ন্যায়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতায়ব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of this justice or equity, without or beside

this justice or equity.

23tafe , a. (from 43sty, thisjustice, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from this justice or equity ; ad.

beside this justice or equity.

arta , a. (from 23 , this justice, and , a root),

grounded on or originating in this justice or equity.

4t , a. (from 237117, this justice, and , joined),

connected with or possessed of this justice or equity.

agartygfxo, a. (from 43 , this justice , and af₹3, desti-

tute), destitute of this justice or equity.

3t , a. (from 3arty, this justice, and T, empty),

destitute of this justice or equity.

3artfas, a. (from art , this justice, and fa , accom

plished), effected or accomplished by this justice or

equity.

Art , a. (from aty, this justice, and 15, destitute),

destitute of this justice or equity.

QgartgrogF, a. (from 93arty, this justice, and T, a cruse),

caused by or arising from this justice or equity ; ad.

from or because of this justice or equity.

tatat1, s. (from 43rty, this justice, and atat , de

sire), a desire for this justice or equity.

43txtætgì, a. (from 431ts, this justice, and att

desirous), desirous of this justice or equity.

43astotfata, s. (from arty, this justice, and sata, de

sire , a desire for this justice or equity.

ggartgifsmtat, a. (from arts, this justice, and afsatfa

desirous), desirous of this justice or equity,

4 , s. (from 43 , this, and a , the middle), the midst

of this, the inside of this.

23ætast̃ ,́ a. (from 237, the midst ofthis, and fa̸a, be-

ing), included in this, situated in this.

2381 , a. (from 3 , the midst of this, and 1, to be

situated), situated in this, situated between these ; s.

this mediator.

23 , a. (from 3ar, the midst of this, and f

staying), continuing in this, staying between these.

433, a. (from 231, the midst of this, and f³, si-

tuated), situated in this , situated between these.

431, ad. (loc. case ofar, the midst of this , during

this, in the mean time, in the interim, in this.

Xxx
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atstatt, a. (from4:11, s. (from 935, this, and 7: 151, pain ofmind) ,

this pain of mind.

gest , a. (from 23:51, this pain ofmind, and

1, producible), producible by or arising from this pain

of mind.

9007: 13tlas, ad. ( loc . case of2307:41ṣtsa ), for this pain

or anguish of mind.

: state , s. (from 3 : 151 , this pain ofmind, and

13, a giver), a person who gives this pain of mind.

qema:aşınıṣæ, a . (from 1 , this pain ofmind, and

ata , giving), giving this pain of mind.

qvan:dîştate), a. (from 430 : 151 , this pain of mind, and

atfa , giving), giving this pain of mind.

4can: istfafasz , a . (from 93 : 1 , this pain of mind,

and fa , a cause), caused by or arising from this pain

of mind ; ad. from or because of this pain of mind.

qzaz:nìṣtlaface, ad. (from 2007 , this pain of mind,

and fafa , a cause), for this pain of mind.

Q : TIF, a. (from 43:15 , this pain of mind, and

' ,

, caused by), caused by or arising from this pain

of mind ; ad. from or because of this pain of mind .

gamz:fistama, a. (from 23 : 151 , this pain of mind, and

, increasing), increasing this pain of mind.

qzaz:dìztaña, s. ( from £35:4151, this pain of mind, and

, an increasing), the increasing of this pain of mind.

3 , ad. (from 23:51 , this pain ofmind, and

fant, without) . without or beside this pain of mind.

9307 :1ṣtafa, 8. (from 9:15 , this pain of mind, and

, increase), the increase of this pain of mind.

এতন্মনঃপীড়াবাভিরিক্ত, a. (from এতন্মনঃপীড়া , this pain of mind,

and fs , excepted) , this pain of mind excepted.

qema:izizfo:çæ, s. (from 9307:1151 , this pain of mind,

and afsig , an exception ), the exception of this pain.

of mind.

এতন্মনঃপীড়াৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতন্মনঃপীড়াব্যতিরেক) ,

with the exception of this pain of mind, without or be-

side this pain of mind.

93@7:4151(35, a. (from 2377:4931, this pain ofmind, and

fa, separate), separate or distinct from this pain of

mind ; ad, beside this pain of mind .

, a . (from 431, this pain of mind, and

13 , a cause), caused by or arising from this pain of

mind ; ad. from or because of this pain of mind ,

23 :aatst, s. (from 3 , this, and ts , applica-

tion), this application of the mind, this attention.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগকারক, a. (from এতন্মনঃসংযেts, this application,

and ata , making), paying this attention, exercising

this application ofthe mind.

atst, this application,

and af , making), exercising this application of mind,

paying this attention.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগজন্য , a. ( from এজন্মঃ যে st , this application,

and I, producible), producible by or arising from

this application of the mind.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতন্মনঃস• যোগজন্য), for

this application of mind, for this attention.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগনিমিত্তক, a. (from এতন্মনঃসংযোগ, this applica

tion, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from this

application of the mind ; ad, from or because of this

mental application.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতন্মনঃসংযোগ, this applicati-

on, and fafa , a cause), for this mental application, for

this attention.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগপূর্ব্বক , a. ( from এজন্মনঃ যোগ, this application,

and , before), preceded by or arising from this meu-

tal application ; ad. by or through this mental appli-

cation.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from এতন্মনঃস-যোগ, this application,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from this

mental application ; ad . from or because of this mental

application.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগবিনা; ad. (from এতন্মনঃসংযেtt , this applications

and f1, without), without or beside this mental appli-

cation.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতন্মনঃসংযোগ, this applicati

on, and sofas, excepted), this mental application ex-

cepted.

QITA:A® (EISUGɩx™, 8. (from 47:A's , this applicati

on, and fat , an exception,, the exception of this

mental application.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc , case of এউন্মনঃসংযোগব্যতিরেক),

with the exception of this mental application, without or

beside this mentai application.

Qema:n^ otafsa, a. (from 23 : ats , this application,

and fa, separate), separate or distinct from this men-

tal application ; ad, beside this mental application.

এতন্মনঃসংযোগহৈতুক, a. ( from এতন্মনঃসংযোগ, this application,

and , a cause) , caused by or arising from this men-

tal application ; ad from or because of this mental ap-

plication.

43 , a. (from 434, this, and , the mind), thus-minded,

having this mind.

Q3731, s. (from 437 , so-minded), the circumstance of

being thus-minded or ofhaving this mind.
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এন্তা

33 , s. (from 3 , so-minded), the circumstance of

being thus-minded or of having this mind,

97814, s. (from 3 , this, and a , pain ofmind), this

pain or distress of mind.

QITIS†4571, a. from it, this pain of mind, and $75,

producible), producible by or arising from this pain or

distress of mind.

এতন্মনস্তাপজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of এতন্মনস্ত জন্য), for this pain

or distress of mind.

এতন্মনস্তাপনিস্নিগুক , a. ( from এতন্মনst , this distress ofmind,

and faf , a cause) , caused by or arising from this pain.

or distress of mind ; ad, from or because of this pain or

distress of mind.

23ff3, ad. (from 43 , this distress of mind,

and faf , a cause), for this pain or distress of mind.

Q3U75faquF, 0, (from 4375€) , this distress ofmind, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from this pain or

distress of ind ; ad. from or because of this pain or

distress of mind.

QEZERREGE, a . (from 9WIS , this distress of mind, and

(53, a cause), caused by or arising from this pain or

distress of mind ; ad. from or because of this pain or

distress of mind.

832713, 4. (from 4 , this, and a , the mind , thus -mind-

ed, having this mind.

saatss, a. (from 93 , this mind, and 3, found), found

au this person's mind, included in this thought.

azacatlarzd, a. (from 434, this , and acatfaces , engagement

of the mind), this engagement or devotedness of mind .

facts, a . ( from 435 , this, and fan , engag-

ing the mind , engaging the mind upon this subject ;

s. this thing which engages the mind.

23.atats, a. (from 43 , this mind, and 3, taken),

chosen by this person, approved by this person.

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশ, s. (from এতদ this, মনোভিনিবেশ, engagement

of the mind), this engagement or devotedness of the

mind.

এস্তন্মনোভিনিবেশক, a. (from এত this, and মনোভিনিবেশক , en-

gaging the mind), engaging the mind in this way ; s . this

thing which engages the mind.

এতন্মনোতিনিবেশকারক, a. (from এতন্মনোভিনিবেশ, this engage-

ment ofmind, and ata , doing), exercising this engage-

ment or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশকারী, a. (from এতক্ষনোভিনিবেশ, this engage-

ment ofmind, and tfa , doing), exercising this engage.

ment or devotedness of mind .

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশজন্য, a. (from এন্মনোভিনিবেশ, this engagedness

95.

ofmind, and , producible), producible by or arising

from this engagement or devotedness of mind .

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতন্মনোভিনিবেশজন্য), for

this engagement or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এতন্মনোভিনিৱেশ, this engaged

ment of mind, and fas, a cause), caused by or arising

from this engagement or devotedness of mind ; from or

because of this engagement or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এজন্মনোভিনিবেশ, this enga-

gedness ofmind, and fifa , a cause), for this engaged-

ness or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোতিনিৱেশপূর্বক, a. (from এতন্মনে।ভিনিবেশ, this engaged.

ness of mind, and , before , preceded by or arising

from this engagedness or devotedness of mind ; ad. by

or through this engagedness or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোভিনিয়েশপুযুক্ত, a. ( from এজন্মনোভিনিবেশ, this engaged

ness ofmind, and Я , caused by) , caused by or arising

from this engagedness or devotedness of mind ; ad, from

or because of this engagedness or devotedness of mind.

এতন্মনোভিনিবেশহেতুক, ad. (from এন্মনোভিনিবেশ, this engaged-

ness of mind, and c , a cause), caused by or arising

from this engagedness or devotedness of mind ; ad. from

or because of this engagedness or devotedness of mind.

Bat?, a. (from 3 , this mind, and , giving

pleasure), giving pleasure to this person's mind.

এতানোরঞ্জকত ' , s . (from এতন্মনোরঞ্জক, giving pleasure to this

mind), the circumstance of giving pleasure to this per-

son's mind.

এতন্মনোরঞ্জকত্ব , S. ( from এতন্মনোরঞ্জক, giving pleasure to this

mind , the circumstance of giving pleasure to this per-

son's mind.

2387, s. (from 3 , this mind, and 727, a giving

pleasure), the giving of pleasure to this person's mind.

43ata, s. (from 234, this, and at , merely) , merely this.

43 , a . (from 43 , this, and , a root), originating

in this, springing from this as its root or origin .

43 , s . (from 23 , this, and I, value , this value, this

price.

23 , a. (from 43 , this value, and 7, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this price or value.

435 , ad. (loc . case of231), for this price or va-

lue

431, ad. (from 43 , this value, and wiṛ, a door),

by or through this price or value.

QGHAIFA(13P, A. (from 23 , this value, and fasa , a

cause), caused by or arising from this price or value ;

ad. from or because of this price or value,

Xxx 2
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এতমূল্যনিষিতে, ad. (from স্তম্মুল্য, this value , and নির্মিত্ত,

cause), for this price or value.

, causedENGINE, a. (from 23 , this value, and

by , caused by or arising from this price or value ; ad.

from or because of this price or value .

qemifta , ad. (from 231, this value, and fant, with

out) , without or beside this price or value .

এতন্মুলাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from এডমূল্য , this value, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), this price or value excepted .

এতন্মল্যতিরেক, s. (from এডল্য , this value, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this price or value .

9Aufsixiæ, ad. (loc. case of23 ), with the

exception of this price or value, without or beside this

price or value.

fe , a. (from 2 , this value, and fa, separate) ,

separate or distinct from this price or value ; ad. be-

side this price or value,

QUENTIE, a. (from 3 , this value, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from this price or value ; ad. from

or because of this price or value.

93fé, ad. (from 435, this), now, at present, thus.

23 , s. (from 232, this, and , a mark), this mark or

sign, this distinguishing mark.

Fass, a (from 43 , this mark, and stë, found), be-

longing to or included in this distinguishing mark.

, a. (from 3 , this mark, and 1, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from this distinguishing

mark.

এতল্লক্ষণঅন্যে, ad. (loc. case of এতল্লক্ষণ জন্য ) , for this sign or

mark.

এডল্লষণনিমিত্তক, a. ( from এডল্লক্ষণ , this mark, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from this distinguishing

mark ; ad. from or through this distinguishing mark.

এডলঙ্কননিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডল্লক্ষণ , this mark, and নির্মিত্ত , a

cause), for or because ofthis distinguishing mark.

এতল্লক্ষণপুযুক্ত , a . ( from এডল্লম্ফন , this mark, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by orarising from this distinguishing mark;

ad. from or through this distinguishing mark.

Fafini, ud. (from 3 , this sign , aud fra , without),

without or beside this sign or mark.

এতল্লক্ষণবিশিষ্ট, a. ( from এতল্লক্ষণ , this mark, and বিশিষ্ট , pos-

sessed of), possessed of or distinguished by this mark

or sign.

এতল্লক্ষণ ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতল্লক্ষণ , this sign, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cep ' ed), this sign or mark excepted .

এডল্পক্ষণব্যতিরেক, s . ( from এডল্লক্ষণ , this sign , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception ofthis sigu or mark.

AT

এতল্লক্ষণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতল্লক্ষণব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this sign or mark, without or beside this

sign or mark.

fe , a. (from 43 , this sign, and few, separate),

separate or distinct from this sign or mark ; ad. beside

this sign or mark.

FF, a. (from 44, this mark, and ™ , joined to),

connected with or having this mark.

এতল্লক্ষণরহিত, a . (from এতল্লক্ষণ, this mark, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of this distinguishing mark.

4tat, a. (from 234, this mark), having this dis

tinguishing mark.

, a. (from 34, this mark, and , empty),

destitute of this distinguishing mark.

IT, a. (from 4 , this mark, and ¾ã☎, indicat-

ing), indicating this distinguishing mark,

Fat , a. (from 43 , this sign, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of this sign or mark.

AIFFATIF, a. (from 23 , this mark, and (₹3, a cause),এতল্লক্ষণহেতুক ,

caused by or arising from this distinguishing mark ; ad.

from or through this distinguishing mark.

-QCgFatFts, a. (from 4, this mark, and atto, seized),

possessed of this distinguishing mark, distinguished by

this mark:

239731, s. (from 235, this, and 1 , lightness) , this light-

ness or insignificancy, this levity.

এতল্লঘুভাকা$), s. ( from এতল্লঘুতা, this lightness, and অাকাঙ্খী,

desire) , a desire for this lightness or insignificancy.

433 , a. (from 431 , this lightness, and tfga,

desirous), desirous of this lightness or insignificancy.

এডল্লঘুতাজনক, a . ( from এতল্লঘুতা , this lightness , and জনক,

producing), producing this lightness or insignificancy.

238t , a. (from 431, this lightness, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this lightness

or insignificancy.

Agter, ad. (loc. case of star , for this small-

ness or levity, for this insignificance.

Acgyotfafaez, «. (from 437731, this lightness, and fafay,

a cause , caused by or arising from this lightness or in-

significancy ; ad. from or because of this lightness or

insignificancy.

এভল্লঘুতানিমিত্তে, ad. (from এতল্লঘুতা, this lightness, and নির্মিত,

a cause), for this lightness or insignificancy.

JIMTEİNEE, ɑ. (from 4731, this lightness, and 2T3,

caused by), caused by or arising from this lightness or

insignificaney ; ad. from or because of this lightness or

insignificancy.
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23fat, a. (from 231, this lightness, and fat, with-

out), without or beside this levity or insignificance .

gaggstofsfãs, a . (from 431, this lightness, and

ff , excepted), this lightness or insignificancy ex-

cepted.

এতল্লঘুতাব্যতিরেক, s. (from এডল্লঘুতা , this lightness, and বাডিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this lightness or insig-

nificancy.

এডল্লঘুভাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতল্লঘুতাব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of this levity or insignificancy, without or be-

side this levity or insignificancy.

23943|fs7, a. (from 931, this lightness, and fa, separ.

ate), separate or distinct from this lightness or insig-

nificancy ; ad. beside this lightness or insignificancy.

Azzles , a. (from 2331 , this lightness, and c , a

cause), caused by or arising from this lightness or in-

significancy ; ad. from or because of this levity or in-

significancy.

2 , a. (from 43 , this, and as , transgressing), trans-

gressing this, overstepping this.

2 , 8. (from 25 , this, and §¹, a transgressing), the

trausgressing or overstepping of this, this transgressi

on.

93741, s. (from , this transgression, and , a

doer), he who transgresses or oversteps this.

, a. (from 3 , this transgression, and atṛa,

making), committing this transgression, transgressing

this
.

3t , a. (from 43 , this transgression, and if ,

doing) , committing this transgression , transgressing this.

এতলণ্ডনজনিত , a . (from এতল্লন , this transgression , and অসিত,

produced), produced by or arising from this transgres-

sion.

9387577, 8. (from 3 , this transgression, and J,

producible), producible by or arising from this trans-

gression.

, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for this transgres-

sing or overstepping.

Agal1513, a. (from 3 , this transgression, and 13,

produced), produced by or arising from this transgres-

sion.

pfaface, a. (from 43 , this transgression, and

fafa , a cause) , caused by or arising from this trans-

gression ; ad. from or because of this transgression or

excess.

43# *fafarz, ad. (from 23737 , this transgression , and

fafa , a cause , for this transgression or excess.

এर.ु

9337¶®, ɑ . (from 437, this transgression, and 44, be-

fore), preceded by or arising from this transgression or

overstepping ; ad. by or through this transgression or

overstepping.

Aiago , a. (from 937, this transgression, and IF,

caused by), caused by or arising from this transgressi-

on; ad. from or because of this transgression.

এতল্লল্গুনৰিন' , ad . ( from এতল্লণ্ঠন, this transgression, and বিনা,

without), without this transgression.

A a. (from 3 , this transgression , and

11f3fAF, excepted), this transgression or excess except--

ed .

qemgafox , s. (from 7 , this transgression , and

fs , an exception), the exception of this transgres--

sion.

এতল্লল্লু সব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতল্লনব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this transgression or overstepping, with

out or beside this transgression or overstepping.

43fs , a. (from 25 , this transgression , and fea, se

parate), separate or distinct from this transgression or

overstepping ; ad. beside this transgression or overstep

ping.

Q3MqUTIF, a. (from 937, this transgression , and cg,

a cause), caused by or arising from this transgression ;

ad. from or because of this transgression.

431, s. (from 43 , this transgression, and tatt,

desire), a desire to transgress or overstep this.

att , a. (from 43 , this transgression, and it

, desirous), desirous oftransgressing or overstepping.

this.

23ggatfuata, s. (from 437, this transgression , and aſs-

ta, desire), this desire to transgress, a desire to trans-

gress or overstep this.

43mgaffemte), a. (from 43 , this transgression, and

aifa , desirous), desirous of transgressing or overstep-

ping this.

23 , s. (from 23 , this transgression , and at, de-

sire), a desire to transgress or overstep this.

a. (from 23 , this transgression, and 3 ,

desirous), desirous of transgressing or overstepping

this.

23 , a. (from 4 , this transgression, and 5,

desirous), desirous of transgressing or overstepping this.

43 , s. (from 934 , this, and at , goin), this gain or ac-

quisition, the acquisition of this.

agatsataa, a . (from 3 , this gain, and at?, doing),-

making this gain or acquisition.
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gisi , a . (from

এন্ড.

3, this gain, and affa , making),

making this gain or acquisition.

coatssa , a. (from 43 , this profit, and s, produc-

ing , producing this gain or profit.

gogista , a. (from cats, this gain, and GA , producible),

producible by or arising from this gain or acquisition .

5311, ad. (loc. case of435 ), for this gain or pro-

fit.

3.5tte, a. (from ate, this gain, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to this gain or acquisition.

tefa , a. (from 235, this gain, and fade , causing

to cease) , putting a stop to this gain or profit.

qomteftatae, ɑ . (from 43s, this gain, and fiataæ, pre-

venting), preventing or resisting this gain or profit.

Cotsfaated, s. (from 43s, this gain, and fasted , a pre-

-renting), the preventing or resisting of this gain or pro-

fit.

isfaaf , s. (from ts, this gain , and faf , cessati-

on), the cessation or prevention of this gain or profit.

tofafas , a. (from gf , this gain, and fafa ; a cause),

caused by or arising from this gain or acquisition ; ad.

from or because of this gain or acquisition.

goalsfoface, ad. (from 935, this gain, and fast , a cause),

for this gain or acquisition,

93 :5 , a . (from at , this gain, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from this gain or profit ; ad. by or

through this gain or profit.

getofore, a . (from 435, this gain , and qfzzææ, op-

posing), opposing or obstructing this gain or acquisition.

ts , a . (from 3 , thisgain, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from this gain or acquisition ; ad.

from or because of this gain or acquisition.

geft, ad. (from 433, this gain, and fat , without) ,

without or beside this gain or acquisition.

3gs af , a. (from 28ts, this gain, and fafts, possess-

ed of , possessed ofthis gain or acquisition.·

, a . (from as, this gain, and fa , destitute),

destitute of this gain or profit.

taff , a. (from ats, this gain, and fofas, ex-

cepted) , this gain or acquisition excepted.

এতল্লাভব্যতিরেক, s . (from এতল্লাs, this gain , and ডিরেক, an

exception), the exception of this gain or acquisition.

sagtestats, s. (from acts, this gain , and arts, an ob-

stacle) , an obstacle to this gain or acquisition.

gitate, a . (from gis, this gain, and t , ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering this gain or acqui-

.sition.

4 .

gifs , a . (from 915, this gain, and 3, separate),

separate or distinct from this gain or profit ; cd. beside

this gain or profit.

SIFiSIST, a. (from acts, this gain, and , a root), ori-

ginating in this gain or acquisition.

93 , a. (from 33, this gain, and T , joined to),

connected with this gain or acquisition .

otsas, a. (from43s, this gain, and afs, destitute),

destitute ofthis gain or acquisition.

texas, a. (from 4315, this gain, and 1, empty), des-

titute of this gain er acquisition.

9315611, a . (from goats, this gain, and ì , destitute),

destitute of this gain or profit.

, a . (from at , this gain, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this gain or acquisition ; ad.

from or because ofthis gain or acquisition.

93gtatag , s. (from 43 , this gain, and atta , desire),

a desire for this gain or acquisition .

237istæt§î, a . (frem at , this grin, and atatiga, desir.

ous), desirous of this gain or acquisition.

Jomistat , ad. (from 313, this gain, and wants, a

following), according to or in consequence of this gain

or profit.

2373 sata, s. (from 23 , this gain, and sata, desire),

the desire of this gain or acquisition.

goatsteata , a . (from 235, this gain, and fontfag, de

sirous ), desirous of this gain or acquisition ,

aatst , a. (from 4 , this gain, and fa, desirous),

desirous ofthis gain or profit.

4s , ad. ( from ts, this gain, and , an object',

for the purpose of this gain or profit.

43 , (from 43 , this gain, and ' , desire), the

desire of this gain or acquisition.

43. a. (from 3gts, this gain, and desirous), desir

ous of this gain or acquisition.

93 , a (from 2013, this gain, and F , desirous),

desirous of this gain or acquisition .

এ স্লাভোৎপাদক, a. (from এতল্লাভ, this gain, and উৎপাদক, pro

ducing), producing this gain or profit.

atista, s. (from 3 , this gain , and 841, a begin-

ning), the beginning of this gain or acquisition.

933, a. (from 3 , this, and fafas, written), written

by this person ; s . this writing.

93fa , s. (from 3 , this, and fa , a mark), this distin

guishing mark or sign.

3faft, s. (from 234 , this, and faft , a writing) , this write

ing, this treatise.
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sfas, a. (from 95, this, and fag, smeared), smeared or

plastered over with this, affected by this.

43 , s. from 43 , this, and fast , a desire to obtain) , a

desire to obtain this.

aft, a. (from 43 , this, and fast , desirous) , desirous of

obtaining this.

qugrē, ɑ. (from 235, this, and cat , writing) , writing

this ; s. the writer of this, this writer.

931 , s. (from 234 , this, and c , a writing) , the writ-

ing of this, this writing.

এতল্লেথনজন্য, a. ( from :তল্লেখন, this writing , and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from this writing or

by these writings.

qiz , ad. (loc. case of 1) , for or because

of this writing or of these writings.

avata, s. (from 23 , this writing, and , de-

struction), the destruction of this writing or of these writ-

ings.

93 , a. (from 3 , this writing, and e,

destructive), destructive of this writing or to these writ-

ings.

fña, de-931munkaal, a. (from 9314 , this writing, and

structive), destructive to this writing or to these writ-

ings.

4 , s. (from 3 , this writing, and at , de-

struction , the destruction of this writing or of these

writings.

93477148, a. (from 931gua , this writing, and t☎, de-

structive), destructive to this writing or to these writ-

ings.

gafada, a. (from at , this writing, and fade,

causing to cease), putting a stop to these writings .

43lgrifirize, a. (from 431 , this writing, and faatzæ,

preventing), preventing or prohibiting these writings.

এতল্লেখননিবারণ, s. (from এডল্লেখন, this zwriting, and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing or prohibiting of these writ-

ings.

, 8. (from 31 , this writing, and f

cessation) , the rescinding or cancelling of this writing

এতল্লেখন পিযিত্তক, a. (from এতল্লেখন, this writing, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from these writings ; ad.

from or because of these writings.

এতল্লেখননিমিত্তে, ad. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for these writings .

এতল্লেখনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hindering these writings.

1, s . (from 43 , this writing, and t

hope , a hope of advantage from these writings.

maggy, a. (from 4 , this writing, and F, cans

ed by), caused by or arising from these writings ; ad..

from or because of these writings.

এডল্লেখনসি !, ad . (from এভল্লেখন , this writing, and বিনা, with-

out), without this writing or these writings .

93 fat , s. (from 3 , this writing, and fatt,

destruction), the destruction of this writing or of these

writings.

এতল্লেখননি!শক, a. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and বিনাশক ,

destructive), destructive to this writing or to these writ

ings.

এতল্লেখনবিশিষ্ট , a. (from এডল্লেখন , this writing , and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of this writing or ofthese writ

ings, connected with this writing, inscribed with this.

এতল্লেখনব্যতিক্রম, s. (fromএডল্লেখন, this writing , and ৱ্যতিক্রম ,

a transgression), a violation of this writing or of these.

writings.

এতল্লেখনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতল্লেখন, this writing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , this writing excepted.

এতল্লেষণব্যতিরেক, s. (from এভল্লে গুন, this writing,and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of this writing.

এতল্লেখণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতল্লেখনব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of this writing, without or beside this write

ing.

23guafsa, a. (from 43 , this writing, and fun, sepia

rate), separate or distinct from this writing

IGIMNITET, a. (from q , this writing, and ™ , aroot),

originating from this writing.

937AF, a. (from 931 , this writing, and , joined

to), connected with or joined to this writing.

431FUIFFE, a. (from 9314 , this writing, and , keep

ing), keeping or preserving these writings ; s. the keep-

er of these writings.

এতল্লেখনরক্ষণ , s. ( from এতল্লেখন, this wri ing, and রক্ষণ, a pre-

servation), the preservation of these writings.

এতস্লে Å দরক্ষণক্ষম , a. (from এডল্লেখ রক্ষণ , the preservation of

these writings, and a, able), able to preserve these

writings.

এতল্লেখনৱক্ষণাক্ষত্র , a. ( from এতল্লে Åনরক্ষণ , the preservation of

these writings, and , unable), unable to preserve

these writings.

এতল্লেখনরক্ষা, s. ( from এতল্লেখন, this writing , and রক্ষা, preter-

vation), the preservation of these writings.

93 , ad, (from 93 , the preservation of

these writings, and f, an object), for the preservation

of these writings.

এতল্লেখসল+ভ, s . ( from এডল্লেখন , this arriting, and at acqui

sition), the acquisition of these writings.
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qimdash, a. (from

43.

ga, this writing, and ☎, covet-

ed, possessed of a strong desire for these writings.

alats, s. (from 4 , this writing, and cats, desire),

a desire for these writings .

এগুল্লেখনলোভী, a. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and লোভিন,

desirous), desirous ofthese writings.

এতল্লেখনশালী , a. ( from এতল্লেখন, this writing), inclined to or

biassed by these writings, connected with these writ-

ings.

237matas, a. (from 9 , this writing, and AI, emp-

ty), destitute of these writings.

এতল্লেখনহত্তা , s. ( from এতল্লেখন, this writing , and হজ্. one who

kills), one who confutes or destroys the authority of

these writings.

qugraxtfa, s. (from 931 47, this writing, and fa, a de-

triment , a detriment to these writings.

9317 47x13, a. (from 437, this writing, and 17, desti-

tute), destitute of these writings.

এতল্লেখনহেতুক, a. (from হতল্লেখন, this writing, and হেত ,ু ৫

cause), caused by or arising from these writings ; ad.

from or because of these writings.

এউল্লেথনাকা§1 , s. (from এউল্লেখন, this writing, and stet 1 ,

desire), a desire for these writings.

এতল্লেখণকাঙ্গী, a. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing , and অকাশিন,

desirous), desirous of these writings.

এতল্লেখনাদর, s. ( from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and আদর, res-

pect), a respect or regard for these writings.

এতল্লেখনানুযায়ী, a. (from এতল্লেখন, this writing, and অনুযায়ি

following upon), corresponding with or following upon

these writings.

এতল্লেথনানুরূপ , a. (from এগুল্লেফস, this writing, and অনুৰূপ,

agreeing with), corresponding with this writing.

এতল্লেথনানুসন্ধান, s. (fromএতল্লেখন, this writing, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a search after or scrutiny into these writings .

এত ঐবানুসন্ধানী, a. (from এডল্লেথন, this writing, and

tf , searching , searching after or scrutinizing these

writings

samostaati, à. (from at , this writing, and

tf , searching), searching after or scrutinizing these

writings.

এতলে ফনানুসারে, ad. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and অনুসার,

afollowing), according to these writings.

এতল্লেখণান্বেষক, a. ( from এডল্লেফন, this writing , and অন্বেষক,

seeking), searching for these writings.

এজল্লোনান্বেষণ, ও. (from এউল্লেখন, this writing , and অম্বেষণ, a

seeking), a seeking after these writings,

45.

এডল্লেখনান্বেষী, a. ( from এডল্লেখন , this writing , and অন্বেধি ,

seeking , seeking for these writings.

এতল্লেখনাপেক্ষ। , s . (from এতল্লেখন, this writing, and অপেক্ষ!, ex-

pectation), an expectation of or looking for these writ-

ings.

এডল্লেখনাপেক্ষী, a. (from এডল্লেখন , this writing, and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting), expecting or looking for these writings.

এতল্লেখনাভিলাষ, s. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for these writings.

এতল্লে খনাভিলাষী, a. (from এত লখন, this writing, and অভি

tf , desirous), desirous of these writings.

43147135, 8. (from 43747, this writing, and aty,

beginning), the beginning of these writings.

937qM7 ), 8. (from 43747, this writing, and ¹, desire,

a desire for these writings.

451 $178 , a. (from 4573, this writing, and s̟, desira

ous), desirous of these writings.

এডল্লেÅনেছুক, a . ( from এউল্লেখন , this writing, and ইচ্ছ ,ু de-

sirous), desirous of these writings.

At , a. (from at , this writing, and 81 , en-

gaged in), zealously engaged in this writing.

এতল্লেখনোদ্যোগ, s. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and starts

exertion), exertion in this writing.

qGcmalatitat, a. (from 2347, this writing, and surf

fs , exerting), zealously engaging in this writing.

এতল্লেখনাপক্রম, s. ( from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and উপক্রম, ৫

beginning), the beginning of this writing.

এতল্লেখনোপযুক্ত, a. (from এডল্লেখন, this writing, and গুপযুক্ত,

fit , fit or proper for this writing.

QGMI, s. (from 234, this, and (~4, a plastering), this plas-

tering or smearing, the plastering or smearing of this .

93147, 8. (from 255, this, and cЯ7, a plastering), this

plastering or smearing, the plastering or smearing of

this.

931 , s. (from 434, this, and catæ, a wor'd), this world,

this man, this people.

931tests, a. (from 43tate, this world, and s³, gone), gone

to or found in this world.

4313, a. (from 2t , this world, and 1 , fallen),

fallen from this world or from this people.

4 , a. (from 23 , this world, and 1, to be situ

ated), situated in this world.

এতল্লৌকস্থায়ী , a . ( from এডাল্লাক, this world, and স্থায়ি , stay-

ing), staying or continuing in this world.

93 |#f13, a. (from avate, this world, and f³, situat-

ed), situated in this world.

43 ,s. (from 23 , this, and cat , obliteration), the dis-
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use or obsoleteness of this , this disuse or obsoleteness ,

this disappearance or obliteration, the disappearance

or obliteration of this..

এতস্লেপিকারক, a. (from এলোপ, this obliteration, and করিক,

making) , making this obsolete , bringing this into dis-

use, causing the disappearance or obliteration of this,

causing this disappearance or disuse.

এগুলোপকারী, a. (from এগুলোপ, this obliteration, and কারিন,

making) , making this obsolete, bringing this into dis-

use, causing the disappearance or obliteration of this ,

causing this disappearance or disuse.

gogiaga), a. from , this obliteration , and 571, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the disuse or

disappearance of this, producible by or arising from

this disappearance or obliteration ,

gt , ad. (loc. case of2337), for this oblitera-

tion, for the making of this obsolete.

এতল্লোপনিমিশুক, a. (from এজোপ, this obliteration, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from the disuse or disap-

pearance of this , caused by or arising from this disap-

pearance or obliteration ; ad . from or because of this dis.

appearance or disuse.

এতল্লোপনিমিত্তে, ad. (from এগুলেta, this obliteration, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the obliterating or making of this obsolete,

for this obliteration.

stat , a. (from 4 , this obliteration, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the disuse or disap-

pearance of this, caused by or arising from this disap-

pearance or obliteration ; ad. from or because of this

disappearance or disuse.

gogiafan , ad. (from 3 , this obliteration, and f1.

without), without or beside this obliteration or render-

ing obsolete.

এগুলোপব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from এতস্লোপ, this obliteration, and ব্যতি

fas, excepted , this obliteration or rendering obsolete

excepted.

, s . (from 43 , this obliteration, and afs

, an exception) , the exception of this obliteration

or rendering obsolete.

এগুলোপবাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of এতলোপব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception ofthis obliteration or rendering obsolete, with-

out or beside this obliteration or rendering obsolete.

23 afsa, a. (from 23gte, this obliteration, and fa, se-

parate , separate or distinct from this obliteration or

rendering obsolete ; ad. beside this obliteration or ren-

dering obsolete.

a. (from 4 , this obliteration, and , a

Yys

cause , caused by or arising from the disuse or disap-

pearance of this, caused by or arising from this disap-

pearance or obliteration ; ad. from or through this dis-

appearance or disuse.

ig1,23 , s. (from 3a , this obliteration , and

desire), a desire for the disappearance or disuse of this,

a desire for this disappearance or obliteration.

cat, a. (from att , this obliteration, and staff .

desireus), desirous of the disappearance or disuse of

this, desirous of this disappearance or obliteration.

4sata, s. (from , this cbliteration, and

desire , a desire for the disuse or disappearance of this,

sata,

a desire for this disappearance or obliteration.

em , a . (from gate, this obliteration, and f

fa , desirous), desirous ofthe disuse or disappearance

of this, desirous of this disappearance or obliteration.

এতল্লোপেছা, s. ( from এতল্লোt, this obliteration , and ইচ্ছা de-

sire), a desire for the obliteration or disuse of this , a

desire for this disappearance or obliteration.

43 , a. (from a state, this obliteration, and , de

sirous), desirous of the obliteration or disuse of this ,

desirous of this disappearance or obliteration.

937 a . (from 2317, this obliteration , and ₹5, desira

ous ) , desirous of the obliteration or disuse of this, desir

ous of this obliteration or disuse.

93113, s. (from 255 , this, and cats, desire) , this desire or

covetousness, the desire of this , this person's desire or

Covetousness.

4.30 , a (from 3 , this desire, and to make),

exercising this desire or covetousness.

-agtsetze , a. (from 37t , this desire, and ige, do-

ing), covering this, desiring this.

43Fiscia, a. (from 433, this desire, and ifia, do

ing) , coveting this, desiring this.

q3igtshaw, a. (from 23tats, this desire, and ic, pro-

ducing) , producing the desire of this; producing this

covetousness or desire.

43:gtsafas, a. from stats, this desire, and 3, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from this covetousness

or desire , produced by or arising from the coveting of

this, produced by or arising from this person's covetous-

ness or desire.

23lats531, a . (from 33, this desire, and 571, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from this covetousness or

desire, producible by or arising from the coveting of

this, producible by or arising from this person's desire

or covetousness,
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gomissar, ad. (loc. case of23 ), for this desire or

covetousness.

115513, a. (from stats , this desire, and at , produc-

ed), produced by or arising from this covetousness or

desire, produced by or arising from the coveting ofthis,

produced by or arising from this person's covetousness

or desire.

131 , s. (from 23ts, this desire, and at , a giver),

a person who gives or excites desire or covetousness.

stente, a (from 313, this desire, and atņæ, giv-

ing), giving these desires, giving this covetousness .

ts , a. (from 4313, this desire, and f , giving),

giving these desires, giving this covetousness .

ta , s. (from 231 , this desire, and att, destructi-

on), the destruction ofthese desires, the dissipation of

this covetousness .

catate, a . (from ' , this desire, and atta, destruc-

tive), destructive to these desires or to this covetousness.

quegtsfædæ, o. (from 21 , this desire, and firý³, caus-

ing to cease , putting a stop to these desires or to this

Covetousness.

quintsfazteæ, u. (from 931ats, this desire, and faætaæ, pre-

venting), resisting or preventing this desire or covet-

ousness.

gomtefacted, s . (from stats, this desire, and fat , a

preventing), the resisting or preventing of this desire or

covetousness .

93 @tofafe, s. (from 3 , this desire, and fafs, cessa-

tion), the cessation or prevention of this desire or covet-

ousness.

237misfaface, 0. (from 5, this desire, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from this covetousness or

desire, caused by or arising from the desire of this ;

ad. from orthrough this covetousness or desire, from or

through this person's covetousness .

93ffce, ad. (from 31ts, this desire, and fifa , a

cause), for this desire or covetousness.

318 , a . (from stats, this desire, and , before),

preceded by or arising from this desire or covetousness ;

ad, by or through this desire or covetousness .

933 , a. (from 23 , this desire, and 7, giving),

causing or exciting the desire ofthis, causing or exciting.

this covetousness or desire , exciting this person's cupi-

dity.

State , a . (from state, this desire, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from this covetousness or de-

sire, caused by or arising from the desire of this ; ad.

এড.

from or because of this covetousness or desire, through

this person's covetousness.

43gtsz , a. (from stats, this desire, and a, increas

ing), increasing the desire of this, increasing this co-

vetousness or desire, increasing this person's covetous-

ness or desire.

431 , 8. (from ts, this desire, and aếz, an in-

creasing , the increasing of this covetousness or desire,

the increasing of this person's covetousness or desire.

এতল্লোভৰিলা, ad. (fromএতল্লোভ, this desire, and বিনা, beside),

without or beside this desire or covetousness.

এতল্লোভবিনাশ , s. ( from এডাল্লাত , this desire , and বিনাশ, des

struction) , the destruction ofthis desire or covetousness,

the destruction or cure of this person's covetousness or

desire.

93 , a. (from 3 , this desire, and fatte,

destructive), destructive to this desire or covetousness ,

destructive to this person's covetousness .

taff , a. (from 231 , this desire, and faf , pos-

sessed of , possessed of this desire or covetousness.

932gtsfæxta, u. (from 431918, this desire, and farìa, desti-

tute), free from this desire or covetousness.

43atsafa, s . (from 31 , this desire, and , increase),

the increase of this desire or covetousness.

qgcatsofofas, a (from stats, this desire, and fofae,

excepted) , this desire or covetousness excepted, the de

sire of this excepted.

23cmisaforgæ, s. (from sg , this desire, and uslas,

an exception), the exception of this desire or covetous-

ness, the exception of a desire for this.

এতল্লোভব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofএতলে ভব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of this desire or covetousness, without or be-

side this desire or covetousness .

931gtsfea a. (from 43ts, this de ire, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from this desire or covetousness.

3gt=TS, ɑ. (from , this desire, and F,joined to),

connected with or possessed of this desire, possessed

of or connected with a desire for this.

237&t=7f53, a. (from 2375, this desire, and II, desti-

tute), free from this desire or covetousness, free from

the desire of this.

43.txt , a. (from 43 , this desire, and , empty),

free from his desire or covetousness, free from the de-

sire of this.

23m|587, a. (from 431 , this desire, and 3 , destitute),

free from this desire or covetousness, free from the de-

sire of this.
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23 , a. (from 3 , this desire, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from this desire or cupidity, caus-

ed by or arising from the desire of this, caused by or

arising from this person's cupidity ; ad, from or because

of this person's desire or cupidity.

tata, s. from 43 , this, and ct , hair), this hair, this

pubescence.

43 , s . (from 4t , this hair, and tot , desire),

a desire for this hair, a desire for this pubescence.

dogtatztal, a (from 7, this hair, and attf , de-

sirous , desirous of this hair or pubescence.

এডপ্লোমাভিলাষ, s. (from এতল্লোযন, this hair, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for this hair or pubescence.

এগুলোযাভিলাষী, a. ( from এডপ্লোমन, this hair, and অভিলামিন,

desirous), desirous of this hair or pubescence.

ata , s. (from 43tta , this hair, and 1, desire), a

desire for this hair or pubescence.

93 , a. (from 2t , this hair, and ¾ , desirous), de-

sirous of this hair or pubescence.

ag , a. (from , this hair, and , desirous),

desirous of this hair or pubescence.

3 a. (from 8 , this, and , to see), similar, resem-

bling, such; ad. thus.

93 , a. (from 3 , this, and , to see) , similar, resem-

bling, such, like ; ad. thus.

এতাদৃশবুদ্ধিকারক, a. (from এডাদৃশৰুদ্ধি, such a conception, and

, doing), forming this kind of ideas.

zotądzaætzi, a. (from 431 , such an idea, and ifa ,

doing), forming this kind of ideas .

at , ad. (from 204, this), thus much, thus far, so much,

so many.

gott, ad. (instrum. case of size , thus, by this means,

by this.

estata, a. (from 23te, this, and at , mere), merely or

simply this.

tata, a. (from aзte, this), thus , similar.

434, ad. (from 234, this), so many, so much, so long.

aerte, s. (from Ülis', a contrivance) , a plan, a desire.

M1, s. (from ƐL' , news) , information, news.

agatata , s. (from E , news, and xli, a writing), a

news paper.

geata, s. (from_lax ), trust) , trust, confidence, faith.

atat, s. (from lel, trust), trusty, faithful .

gata, s. (from plöl, a farm) , a farm of lands or duties ,

geatanta,get , s. (from ph , a farm, and , a holding , the

farmer of a district, one who farms a district and lets

the land to under tenants,

geatanta , s. (from pl , afarmer), the profession or

office of a person who farms a district.

q , ad. (from 1, this place) , here.

If ad. (from 4 , this, and f , a point ofthe compass),

this way, in this direction .

aff , ad. (from 4f , this way, and sf , that way),

and that way.this
way

af , a. (from fa , this point, and 1 , to be situate) , si-

tuated in this direction.

Afaπ , s . (from a, this, and *, a point of the compas ), this

point, this direction.

afast , ad. (loc. case of afast), this way, in this direction.

afnist зfuest, ad. (from afarst , this way, and ts, that wsy),

this way and that way, on this side and on that.

ata, s. (from 2, this, and at , an edge) , this border or

edge.

catrat , ad. (from 2217, this border, and 13, that bor-

der), this way and that, here and there.

afas , a. (from 4, this, and fasa , a cause) , arising from

this cause, having this as its cause ; ad. from this cause,

hence, wherefore.

afafas, ad (from 9 , this , and fifa , a cause) , for this cause,

on this account, wherefore.

to .

, ad. (from a, this, and Я , until), thus far, hither

at , s. (from a, this, and t* , a side), this side ; ad, on

this side.

3 , ad. (from 4t , this side , and 3 , that side),

on this and that side, here and there, up and down.

ata, a. (from 4, this, and gata, a sort) , this sort.

ti , ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , thus , in this mauner, after

this sort.

, ad.. (from 4 , this, and F, occasioned), therefore,

wherefore, on this account, inasmuch, hence, hereupon.

KẲtș¾Ï¡ş, ad. (from , this, 3 , that , and cts, the pierc

ing of a thing through), through and through.

27, ad. (from , to go), an emphatic particle, even , indeed,

, conj. (from , to go), and, also, likewise, moreover.

275, s. (from , a substitute), a substitute, a change,

an excha nge.

zatats , s . (from ; a substitute), an ex-

change, barter.

ضوعمضرعن

, ad. (from , a substitute), instead of, in lieu.

t , a. (from 7 , thus, and 7, a sort), such, such

like.

afat, a. (from 27 , thus, and faa, a sort), this sort, such

ATZ, a. (from A7 , thus, and 53, been) , such,

Yyy2
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arta, ad. (from 2, this, and aty, a time), this time , this once.

catae, s. (from , a reading), a reading, the text of a

work.

9 , ad. (from 235, this), now, at this time.

, s. (from , a son), a son.

13, a. (from 2, this, and 23, a manner), thus, in this mau-

ner.

, ad. (loc. case of23) , thus , in this manner.

22 , a. (from 2, this, and 2 , to mind), thus.

9 , ad. (loc. case of 2 ) , thus .

gatze, s. (from lys , a building), a building, a house,

an upper room.

catas , a. (from , a building , belonging to a build-

ing.

2751, s. (from a, this, and 751 , an end) , this end.

11, ad. (from 1, this end, and 3751 , that end),

from this end to that.

9 , s. (from , prep. and 4 , to go) , the name ofthe plant

from the seed of whichthe Castor oil is made, (Ricinus

communis . )

eata, s. (from e, the province of Irak), the province of

Irak, a tune brought from Irak.

catxt, a. (from le, the province ofIrak), belonging to

Irak.

ata , s. (from 8 , will) , desire, will, inclination .

, a. (from 2, this, and , a form , thus ; s. this form.

cit, ad. (lec . case of 4 , thus, in this manner.

at , s . (from 1 , cardamoms, and z , to live) , the

name of a medicinal drug which appears to be the pow-

der of some mineral ore.

, s. (from , a garment), clothes , garments.

zma, s. (from ple, science ), science, knowledge , wisdom.

at, s . (from , to send), the large cardamom, the plant

which produces cardamoms, (Alpinia cardamomum.)

এলাইচ,15, s . (from 41 , cardamoms), cardamoms.

ata , s. (from 9 , connection ), union, connection.2

tatata, s. (from a , connection, and la, holding), one

connected with another.

gat , s. (from 1, cardamoms, and , a limb) , the name

of a fish, Cyprinus marginatus, Buchanan's Mss. )

gatsì, s . (from at, cardamoms), cardamoms .

atstafs, s . (from satst , cardamoms, and afs, a cowry), a

cowry with dark coloured spots on it, (Cyprea capu

serpentis.)

11, 8. (from 151, cardamoms , and xild , grain), a

kind of corn or sugar plumbs .

gata, s. (from TXc, a medicine), a medicine,

30 .

at , s. (from all , God), divinity, godhead.

, a. (from tam, troubled), discomposed, unconnected,

unengaged, loose,

2 , s. (from 1 , loose, and , a word) , random

talk, incoherent talk, inconsistent talk.

sagfrumgi, a. (from 21 , discomposed. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), discomposed,

confused, loose, unconnected ; ad. in confusion, confus-

edly.

, a . (from 1 , unconnected. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first , confused, discom

posed, scattered, unconnected ; ad. all in confusion, pell

mell.

, pron. from 93 , this), this.

, ad. loc. case of a , this place) , here.

AlTIF, a. (from A, this, and c₹3 , a cause ), caused by or

arising from this ; ad. on this account, from this, hence.

ཙཾ.

, the twelfth vowel in the Hindoo alphabet ; it has the

sound ofi in fine. When united in the same syllable

with a preceding consonant it is expressed by this mark

( joined to the left side of the letter ; pron. (from 235,

this , that ; ad. yonder.

31, s. (from 2013, the same manner), a confederacy, a

conspiracy, an agreement, sameness , similarity.

ist , s. (from at , having a single object in view), con-

sistency, the determination of the mind to a single ob-

ject.

data , a. (from sate, entirely), complete, entire, re

lating to one thing.

atata, s. (from atfs , entire, and sta, a state), com

pleteness, effectualness .

ta, s. (from , the letter , and to do), the letter ,

the character which expresses the sound of .

ta , a. (from 3, the letter , and if , a begin-

n`ng`, beginning with the letter having an initial 4.

tat , a. (from ta , the letter , and , an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter .

* f , a from at , one day), quotidian.

21, s. (from 4 , one) , unity, oneness, a total, an aggre-

gate, a product.

data , a from 1 unity, and tax, doing), effect-

ing union or reconciliation, maintaining unity.

* ørst, a. from 21, unity, and 15 , doing), effecting

union or reconciliation, maintaining unity,

2015 , a. from 201, unity, and 31, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from union or unity,
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૭.

, ad. (loc. case of arr), for union, for unity,for

oneness.

gafafasz, a. (from 41, unity, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from unity or union ; ad, from or be-

cause of unity or union.

amfsfare, ad. (from 2 , unity, and fa , a cause`, for

unity, for union, for oneness.

, a. (from 41, unity, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from unity or union ; ad. from or because

of unity or union .

1, ad. (from 1, unity, and 1, without), without

or beside unity or union.

gararfsfas, a. (from 1, unity, and sofa , excepted),

unity or union excepted .

Sarafata , s. (from 41, unity, and arfaiz ), an excepi-

on , theexception ofunity or union .

giaforatæ, ad. ( oc. case of rufa), with the excep-

tion of unity or union, without or beside unity or uni-

on.

A
*Tilg , ɑ . (from 21, unity, and (53 , a cause), caused

by or arising from unity or union ; ad. from or because

of unity or union .

fa , a. (from at , the will), voluntary, originating in the

will.

3ızıxtafaza, s . (from tag, belonging to another, and

safa , the philosophical partof the Veda , one of the

ten Oʊpanishuds or philosophical sections ofthe Veda.

, s. (from 351, a tradition , traditional knowledge.

arfa , a . (from ta, legerdeman , belonging to le-

gerdemain, magical .

fa , a. (from , an organ , belonging to the organs

of perception or action , evident to the senses.

gas, a. (from 4, that , and 3 , a manner), so, such ; ad. in

that manner.

9, aforest , a forest, a wilderness .
21 , s . (from

gata , s. (from te , the sea) , the name of Indra's ele

phant, the same elephant considered as the guardi-

an of the north quarter, one of the fabled hydras in-

habiting the infernal regions ; a . in common language

this word is used as an adjective to denote any thing

which is very large, large, monstrously large,

af, s. from afa, an enemy), an enemy.

31 , s. (from fa, an enemy), enmity.

947, a. (from ạ, a lord), divine, connected with God.

, a. from 4s, god , divine.

, s. from , alor ,grandeur, glory, pomp, wealth,

greatness, majesty, s ate,

ale, a . (from , grandeur, and aizỡ, making),

aggrandizing, exalting to glory or greatness.

, s. (from , grandeur, and 3, decay , a de-

cay or diminution ofgrandeur or magnificence.

, a . (from , grandeur, and co , seeking),

seeking or labouring for grandeur and distinction , aspir

ing, ambitious ; s . one who labours for grandeur or mag-

nificence,

←
13, a . (from , grandeur, and 5 , fallen from),

fallen from a state of grandeur, ruined.

JHL,KIT, a. (from 4 , grandeur, and 578, producing),

aggrandizing, making grand or glorious, producing gran

deur or state .

53, a. (from , grandeur, and 71, producible),

producible by or arising from grandeur.

, au (loc. case of2 ), for the purpose of

grandeur.

´iæ, a. (from 1, grandeur, and ft , making

known), indicating grandeur, displaying grandeur or

pomp.

1 , s. (from 4 , grandeur, and 17, a muking (

known), making known or exhibiting grandeur.

, s. (from , grandeur, and at , destruction), ›

the destruction of grandeur or magnificence.

, a. (from , grandeur, and at , destruc-

tice), destructive to grandeur or magnificence..

fafas , a. (from , grandeur, and ff , a cause),-

springing from grandeur or magnificence as its cause.

fa , ad. (from , grandeur, and ff , a cause),

for the purpose of grandeur .

sú , a. (from 3 , grandeur, and Я , caused by); ·

caused by or arising from grandeur ; ad. from or because

ofgrandeur.

túra , a . (from 4 , grandeur, and ze, increasing),

promoting pomp or grandeur, promoting magnificence.

, s. from 1, grandeur, and , increase), an

increase of grandeur or pomp, an increase of magnifi

cence.

út , a. (from , grandeur), grand, glorious, majes

tic, stately, pompous , wealthy.

ft , ad. (from 4 , grandeur, and f , without),

without or beside grandeur.

faf , a. (from , grandeur, and ff , possessed

of) , possessed of state, grand , glorious, majestic, pom-

pous.

dúfaxia, a. (from ú , grandeur, and fñ , destituţe) -

destitute ofgrandeur.
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, s. (from

4.

, grandeur, and f , increase), the

increase of grandeur or pomp, the increase or promo-

tion of magnificence.

ঐশ্বর্যব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from ঐশ্বর্য, grandeur, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), grandeur excepted.

ঐশ্বর্য্যব্যতিরেক, s . (from ঐশ্বর্যা , grandeur, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of grandeur.

úfa , ad. (loc. case of us ), with the ex-

ception ofgrandeur, without or beside grandeur.

afe , a. (from 1, grandeur, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from grandeur ; ad. beside gran-

deur.

, a. (from4 , grandeur, and as , immersed), whol-

ly engaged in grandeur or magnificence .

Súsant , a. (from a , the wine ofgrandeur, and

8 , intoxicated), intoxicated withgrandeur or magnifi-

cence.

Tú , a. (from , grandeur, and 5, joined to), grand ,

stately, pompous, majestic, wealthy.

, a. (from ús, grandeur, and af , destitute),

destitute ofpomp or grandeur, bereit of majesty or great-

ness .

a. (from A , grandeur, and f , desirous of

obtaining), desirous of grandeur or magnificence, aspir-

ing, ambitious.

, a. (from , grandeur), tending to grandeur

or pomp, ambitious, aspiring.

JÚ , a. (from Tú, grandeur, and * 1, empty), des-

titute of pomp or grandeur, destitute of shew or state-

liness.

ata , s. (from , grandeur, and f , power),

divine power, divinity and power, grandeur and pow-

er.

1 , s . (from possessed of

divine power), the being possessed of divine power, the

being possessed of divinity and power.

, a: (from , graudeur, and , indicating), in-

dicating grandeur or magnificence.

rt s. (from grandeur, and †f , loss ) , the loss

ofgrandeur or magnificence .

, a. (from 4 , grandeur, and 14 , destitute of),

bereft of grandeur or state, destitute of pomp or state-

liness.

, a. (from , grandeur, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from grandeur ; ad. from or be-

cause of grandeur.

stats , s. (from 4 , grandeur, and tig , desire),

उह.

a desire of state or grandeur, ambition , an aspiring

mind.

tt , a . (from , grandeur, and lez, de-

sirous), desirous of state or grandeur, ambitious, aspir-

ing,

ঐশ্বৰ্যাদিগুণবত্তা, s . (from ঐশ্বর্য্য।দিগুন s, possessed of divinity

and other attributes), the being possessed of divinity and

other attributes peculiar to God .

út , a. (from , grandeur, and af³, possessed

of), grand, glorious, majestic.

itsata, s. (from tús, grandeur, and afsata, desire),

a desire for grandeur.

dqútfsata), a. (from 4 , grandeur, and ofsatfag, deo

sirous), desirous of state or grandeur, ambitious, aspir-

ing.

, 8. (from , grandeur, and 1 , desire), a de-

sire or wish for grandeur.

a . (from , grandeur, and , desirous), de-

sirous of grandeur.

³, a. (from 4 , grandeur, and , desirous , de-

sirous of state or grandeur, ambitious, aspiring.

ঐশ্বর্য্যোৎপাদক, a. (from ঐশ্বর্য, grandeur, and উৎপাদক, pro-

ducing , producing grandeur,

, ad. (loc, case of , that place), there, yonder,thi

ther.

fx, a. (from $5, this), pertaining to the present state.

a. (from belonging to the present state, and

, seeing), regarding present things, worldly-minded.

13.

3, the thirteenth vowel in the indoo alphabet ; it has the

sound of o in abode. When connected with a preceding

consonant it is expressed by the mark ( 1 ) the being

placed on the left side of the letter, and the t on the

right. A vocative participle ; pron, (from , that),

he, that ; conj. and, too, also.

satē, s. (from T , a heron), the night raven, Gallinula nyc-

ticorax. ) This is also an imitative sound expressing the

call of this bird and of two or three species ofArdea.

J¤†æææ, s. (from st , the night raven, and ◄◄, a heron),

the night raven, (Gallinula nycticorax .)

gats, s. (from ata , a covering), a pillow case.

32317, s . (from ' ,, a wilderness), a wilderness, a forest,,

3, s. (from , Vishnoo , & , Shiva, and a, Bruhma) , the sa-

cred syllable denoting the Hindoo trinity.

Ja, s. an imitative sound expressing the lowing or rather

grunting of a bull.
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35.

351, s. (from sa, to abandon), sweepings, dirt, refuse.

3614, s . (from 851, to elevate) , the raising of the hand or

a weapon to strike a blow.

ša , a. (from sa, to glean), refuse , rejected , cast out,

thrown away as useless.

, s. (from 35, to assemble), a house, a residence, a place,

a haunt, an asylum.

9771, s. (from 3 , a place, and as, to occupy space), this

word is used as the name of three plants , viz . Xyris In-

dica, Verbena nodiflora, and Hibiscus esculenta.

347, s. (from , respect), excellence , superiority, goodness.

9 , s. (from 85, to assemble), a house, a residence, a place,

a haunt, an asylum.

gat?, s. (from 9, the letter 3, and 4, to make) , the letter 9,

or that character which expresses the sound of 3.

gatata, a. (from 341?, the letter 3, and tf , a beginning),

beginning with the letter 3, having an initial 3.

state, a. (from sata, the letter 2, and 3, an end , hav-

ing a final 3.

exter, s. (from JAS,, an attorney) , the profession of an

attorney.

setas , s. (from Ja ,, an attorney), the profession of an

attorney, the business of an attorney.

gatarata1, s. (from 2 , the profession ofan attorney,

and al , a writing), a writing constituting a person

the attorney of another.

gata, s. (from 9 , that, and 23, a piece), that place.

satia, ad (loc. case ofsala,) , there, in that place.

sta1 , s. (from 8sta, to vomit), the act ofvomiting ; a . vomited.

ststae, s. (from jaš , et cetera), and the like, et cetera.

st , a vocative particle, employed in a respectful address.

SE, s. (from sa, a collection), a multitude, a collection, the

velocity of a stream.

STA, s. (from 3, the H.ndos trinity, and , to make), the

syllable 3 , or the character employed to express the

Hondoo trinity.

sfapt, s. (from , a limb), a species of Lark, (Alauda On-

giya, Buchanan's Mse.)

35, s. (from , an excuse), an excuse.

ST:A'WP, a. (from 35 , unequal, and i , a name), an

unequal or odd number, as three, five, &c.

SI, s. (from j ;, weight), weight, measure.

, s. (from j,, weight, and 5, a holding), a

weighman, a person whose business it is to weigh arti-

cles.

STI, s . (from ja , an excuse), an excuse, a pretence.

E , s. (from S , to live), life, the vitality, the vital warmth

931.

and action of the foetus, light, manifestation, strength ;

a. uneven, unequal.

sta , s. (from , indecayable), the name of a tree,

(Scytalia Danura.) This name is only used in some of

the northern provinces.

84, s. (from 8 , vitality, and 4, a quality) , the qua-

lity of vitality or display.

31, s. (from 35, to abandon) , a snake-catcher, one who

pretends to cure the bite of snakes and to cast out evil

spirits by means of charms.

sat , s (from 31 , a snake-catcher), the profession or busi-

ness ofa snake-catcher, or of a person who pretends to

cure the bite of serpents, or to expel evil spirits by

means of incantations .

sta , s. (from 3 , the cultivating of waste land, and 7 ,

an agreement), a regulation of the rent to be paid for

the breaking up and cultivating ofwaste land.

sti, s . (from se , prep. and 1, to stand), a raised place in

a cowhouse on which the owner or keeper sleeps .

stt , s. (from ca , to sex) , the packthread with which the

mouth of a sack is sewed up, a seam, a sewing, a girth.

987, s. (from 85, to rise , a rising up, an ascending, a reco

vering from illness, a recovering from disgrace or dis-

tress , the breaking up and cultivating of waste land.

st , s. (from st, to rise) , a rising up, an ascending, a re-

covering from sickness or disgrace, the breaking up of

waste land.

stress, s. (from sti, a rising up), a rising up, a rising up

repeatedly.

stra, s. (from st , to rise), the raising up of a person or

thing, the e'evating of a thing.

splatz, s. (from 3d, a covering, and £5 , to wrap round),

the wrapping of the clothes round the whole body,

3381, 8. (from 95, the name ofa flower, and støl, a

wheel), the name of a tree, (Sonneratia acida.)

954, 8. from 35, tofly ) , the act of flying.

8. (from 9 , a particular plant, and , a flower),

the name of a flowering shrub, (Hibiscus Rosa sinen-

sis , also the flowers of the red Hibiscus.

951 , 8. (from 85 tofly), flight, the act of flying ; also, (from

is , a measure ofcapacity), a measure of capacity, a

vessel used to measure dry articles.

9317, s. (from 85, tofly , the causing of a thing to fly, the

scattering or dispersing of things.

911, s. (from 931 , the act offlying, and 51 , a falling),

an alternate flying and alighting, an alternate rising in

flight and falling again.

.
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$151, s. (from ge, prep, and F, to fly), in Hindoo music an

ascending fifth .

, s . (from 9 red hibiscus, and , aflower), the name

of a flowering shrub, Hibiscus Rosa sinensis .)

32, s. from at , a skreen , an ambuscade, a screen , any

thing which conceals from view, the bamboo cross rods

to which the thatch of a house is tied when they lie bare

by reason of the thatch being decayed.

937, s. (from bɔ, a dwelling) , a house, a dwelling.

35, s. (from , to more , a cat.

945, a. (from 33 , a cat, and 3 , a leaf) , confused, irre-

gular, resembling the freaks of a cat.

$13, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), concealedly, privately, clandes-

tinely.

933, ad. (from 33, concealedly, and at , by a blow),

privately, by stealth, clandestinely.

32 , ad. (from 7, that place) , there.

947, s. (from 8 , to wet), boiled rice, food.

sf , s. (from 3, that, and fat, a point of the compass), that

way, that point.

sfast, ad. (from 3, pron. and fat, a point ofthe compass),

on that side, that way, yonder.

9 , a. (from se, prep. and ª, to choose), disagreeable,

unmusical, harsh . not melodious. The word is applied

to the voice of a singer.

971, a. (from 8 , to wet) , damp, moist, soft by means of

wetness or greenness.

totsa , s. (from 9171 , moist, and ¯† , husked rice) , rice

not well dried after its cleansing, moist rice.

91217, s. (from 971 , most, and 217, unhusked rice), moist

rice, rice not sufficiently dried.

, s. (from 3, that, and 17, the opposite bank ofari-

ver), the further or opposite bank of a river, the further

side of any thing whichis to be passed over or through.

97, s. from , Vishnoo, 8, Shiva, and ≈, Bruhma), the

sacred syllable which expresses the Hindoo trinity.

GII, s. (from ɲyf, age), the age of a man, age , the life time .

spizza, s. (from 37te, the night raven , and te, a heron),

the night raven, Gallinula nycticorax. )

7, s. (from 6 , a boundary , a boundary, an end.

sa , s. (from Ů , the leaf of a book), the leaf of a book, a

leaf or sheet of paper.

st , 8. (from 8 , great, and sta, to move or obtain), the

name of a timber tree, ( Shorea robusta . )

ai, s. (from 7, to sew , and º, to play), a stitch.

CAI, 8. (from &i, prep. and aa, to produce sound), irresis-

tible, dauntless, bold, daring, vicious.

3161.

si , s. (from , a diagonal) , a diagonal,

IM, S. (from T , to kill), the name of a plant, (Arum cam-

panulatum .) The root ofArum campanulatum.

saatata, s. (from Holland, and at , a pea), a rouncival

pea.

9 , s. (from , prep. and , to obtain), the act of dis

mounting from a thing, a plumb line.

31 , v. a. (from se, prep. and , to take , to cause to de-

scend, to discharge by stool ; s. a descent, the descend-

ing from a height, a kind of sweetmeat, a purging by

stool.

saisti, s . (from 51 , a descending, and st¹ , a rising), eva-

cuation upwards and downwards, the spasmodic cho-

lera morbus.

9 , s . (from 83 , prep, and 51, to take), the causing a thing

to descend, the landing goods from a ship or boat, the

launching of a vessel

1, a vocative particle employed by women when ad-

dressing those of their own sex.

3 , s. (from 3 , heat , frost, snow , cold, dew.

38 , s . (from 38 , heat and 21, to have , an annual plant,

a herbaceous plant, viz. one which dies to the ground

after having perfected its seeds.

38 , s. (from 38, heat, and 1, to have), an annual or her-

baceous plant.

sat, s. (from sit, an annual plant, and t, a lord), the

moon.

a. (from 88, to burn), to serve the pedal or supply

it with rice while another person works it.

sata , s. (from 381 , to supply the pedal , the supplying of

the pedal with rice while it is working.

sat4, s. (from 91 , to supply the pedal , the supplying of

the pedal with rice while it is working ; a, heaped near

or supplied to the pedal,

31, v. a. (from 8 , to repair a fire , to repair a fire, to

raise up the wick or open the wick of a candle to make

it burn better.

I , s. (from 31, to repair afire), the repairing or mend

ing of a fire, the opening or raising up ofthe wick of

a lamp or candle that it may burn better.

3 , s. (from 91 , to repair a fire) , the repairing of a

fire, the opening or elevating of the wick of a lamp or

candle that it may burn better.

3 , s. (from sa, to burn), a lip, properly the upper lip.

31 , s. (from 35, the lips , and sto, come), situated on

the lips. This word is generally used as an adjective

of the soul when about to leave the body, when it is
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said to be on the lips, or just realy to fly out of the

man.

ts , s. (from søts , found on the lips, and tɑ, life) ,

the life on the lips of a person ready to depart.

sat , s. (from 38, the upper lip, and , the lower lip),

the lips.

sai, a. (from 38, a lip), labial.

gatæ, s. (from Ils, a particular tune), the name ofa Per-

sian tune.

saty, a. (from , to more), wide ; s . width.

satzæd, 8. (from зt , wide, and 4, a doing), a dilating.

a making wide.

ta , a. (from sata, wide), broad, wide.

Ivann, s. (from “; d,a,b~ ) , stoechas), the name of a dri-

gat.

geafs , a. (from 82♬sí, relinquishment), belonging to giv

ing or relinquishment, natural.

, s . (from 82 , 2-alous,, zeal for a beloved object,

zealous exertion to accomplish a favourite scheme, ar-

dor, anxiety, regret.

, a. (from 1, zeal, and T, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from zeal or eagerness.

esra , ad. (loc, case of3 ), for zeal, for ardour

of mind.

fe, a. (from 1, zeal, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from zeal or eagerness ; ad, from

or because of zeal or ardor.

grafic , ad. (from 1, zeal, and fafas, a cause),

for zeal or ardor,

ed plant used as a medicinal drug, (Stoechas, Gladwin. ) || fe, a. (from R , zeal, and , before), preced-

981, s. (from Afs, prep. and , to be situated), the hoard-

ing up of things.

sta, ad. (loc. case of 9 , that place), there, thither,

, a vocative particle.

�•

The fourteenth vowel of the Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound of ou in sound. When connected with a preced-

ing consonantin the same syllable it is expressed bythe

following mark , the being placed on the left hand

of the letter and the on the right.

gat?, s (from 9, the letter , and , to do) , the letter ,

or that character which expresses the sound of 9.

JEITAÚ☎, a. (trom , the letter 9, and Я , extending

to), extending to the letter ; ad. to the letter 9.

gataifa, a. (from 9 , the letter , and tf , a begin

ning), beginning with the letter 9, having an initial 9.

gætate, a. (from gata, the letter 9, and , an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final 9.

31, s. (from 353, fit , fitness , suitableness, property.

97, s. (from 87, high , height.

, a. (from 8 , afig tree), made with the wood of

the glomerous fig tree, coppery, made of copper ; s. a

name of Yuma, copper, a kind of leprosy.

geat , s. (from seat, troublesome), troublesomeness, dis-

agreeableness, excessiveness, madness, fury, drunken-

ness, rashness.

, s . (from sea , excellent), excellency, perfection.

34, a. (from 837, latter), gross.

fe , a. (from set , a portent), portentous, prodigi

ous, astonishing.

ed by or arising from zeal or ardor ; ad. by or through

zeal or ardor, zealously, ardently.

FF, a. (from 9 , zeal, and
5, caused by),

caused by or arising from zeal or ardor ; ad. from or

because of zeal or ardor.

ge , ad. (from , zeal, and a , a form , zeal-

ously, actively, anxiously,

JAFNI , a. (from 1, zeal , and ( g, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from zeal or ardor ; ed. from or be-

cause of zeal or ardor.

Jafar, a. (from 843, the belly), gluttonous, selfishly voracious.

afts, s. (from safe, buttermilk and water), a mixture of

buttermilk and water in equal proportions.

at , s. (from ta, munificent), munificence , greatness,

greatness of mind.

ata , a. (from9 , munificence, and 1, producible),'

producible by or arising from munificence or greatness.

Pat , ad. (loc. case of t ), for munificence, for

greatness, for liberality.

tiffae, a. (from at , munificence, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from liberality or munificence ; ad.

from or because of liberality or munificence.

gatif , ad. (from at , munificence and fifa , a

cause), for munificence or liberality.

gat , a. (from t , munificence, and , before),

preceded by or arising from munificence or liberality ;

ad. by or through munificence or liberality, munificent-

ly, liberally, generously.

et , s. (from tú, munificence, and gutt, mani-

festation) , a display ofmunificence or liberality.

Intɗigætæ, a . (from 9 †ú, munificence, and x*t*t*, dis-

playing), displaying munificence or liberality,

222
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1.

Satúgzne, a. (from Patú , munificence, and fame,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to munificence

or liberality.

, a . (from at , munificence, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from munificence or liberali-

ty ; ad. from or because of munificence or liberality.

lú , a. (from 3 , munificence, and ze, increas-*

ing), increasing or promoting munificence or liberality.

túa , s. (from at , munificence, and a , an increas-

ing), the increasing or promoting of munificence or

liberality.

Stúfant, ad. (from eat , munificence, and fast , without),

without or beside munificence or liberality.

gatúfafuta, a. (from 'Patú , munificence, and safe , pos-

sessed of), munificent, magnanimous.

Satúfata, a . (from Satar, munificence, and fa , desti-

tute), destitute of munificence or liberality.

entúafa, s . (from 3 , munificence, and af , increase),

the increase or promotion of munificence or liberality.

Satúufsfas, a. ( from Satú , munificence, and affs,

excepted), munificence or liberality excepted .

safe, s. (from 3nt , munificence, and f ),

an exception), the exception of liberality or munificence.

entafe, ad. (loc. case of datújfalz ), with the ex-

ception ofliberality or munificence, without or beside

liberality or munificence.

gatújatato, s. (from sta̸ , munificence, and zitats, an

obstacle), an obstacle to munificence or liberality.

gatúatatze, ɑ. (from eat , munificence, and stats ,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to munificence or

liberality.

atus , a. (from at , munificence, and fs , separate),

separate or distinct from munificence or liberality.

it , a. (from 3 , munificence, and TF, joined),

connected with munificence or liberality, munificent,

liberal.

traf , a. (from at , munificence, and af , destitute),

destitute ofmunificence or liberality.

Battal, a. (from at , munificence), inclined to munifi-

cence or greatness, munificent.

satuta, a. (from eat , munificence, and , a disposi

tion), inclined to munificence or liberality.

tú , a. (from at , munificence, and , emply),

destitute of munificence or liberality.

catústa, a. (from tú, munificence, and , destitute),

destitute ofmunificence or liberality.

te , a. (from 9kts, munificence, aud 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from liberality or munificence ;

ad. from or because of liberality or munificence.

ata , s. (from sata, solitude), solitude, loneliness, uncon-

nectedness, misanthropy.

Pata , a. (from atas, indifference, and a , produ-

cing , producing indifference or disconnectedness.

Patara , a. (from at , indifference, and T, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from indifference or dis-

connectedness.

Patrias, ad. (loc. case of 1571), forindifference or

disconnectedness.

gataifafas , a. (from 9 , indifference, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from indifference or dis-

connectedness ; ad. from or because of indifference or

disconnectedness.

Staff , ad. (from at , indifference, and fafs, a

cause), for indifference or disconnectedness.

Satgas, a. (from it , indifference, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from indifference or discon-

nectedness ; ad. from or because of indifference or dis-

connectedness.

gatæ, a . (from eat , indifference, and zá☎, increas-

ing), increasing indifference or disconnectedness.

gata , s. (from at , indifference, and x, an in-

creasing), the increasing of indifference or disconnect-

edness.

Patafat, ad. (from at , indifference, and fat , without),

without or beside indifference or disconnectedness,

sītāja, s. (from зat , indifference, and a≈, increase),

the increase of indifference or disconnectedness.

eatre, s . (from 9at , indifference, and fe, an

exception), the exception of in difference or disconnect-

edness.

Patarfs , ad. (loc. case of Satarasta ), with the ex-

ception of indifference or disconnectedness, without or

beside indifference or disconnectedness.

Patata, s. (from 9 , solitude, and ste, attachment to

an object), fondness of solitude, misanthropy.

atasa, a. (from 3t , indifference, and fe , separate),

separate or distinct from indifference or unconnected-

ness ; ad. beside indifference or unconnectedness.

datangga, a. (from Sat , indifference, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from indifference or disconnected-

ness ; ad. from or because of indifference or disconnect.

edness.

973 , s. (from 83, violent), violence, oppression, a tu-

mult.
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eat , a. (from ste, a marriage), gift given to a woman

at her marriage.

stfe, a. (from 845 , imputation), belonging to impu-

tation or custom ; s. the thing imputed to another.

91 , a. (from 8Яaty, investiture with the sacredthread),

pertaining to or fit for investiture with the sacred thread.

gafaſte, o. (from sЯfafa , a deposit), belonging to or con-

nected with property deposited with a creditor or friend.

Яa , s. (from £91, a resemblance), a comparison, a resem-

blance or similitude.

satte, a. (from st , a modification), belonging to a mo-

dification of matter, belonging to or connected with a

distinguishing or predominating property.

¿qifaæisa, s. (from Patfäæ, belonging to a modification, and

( , a distinction), a distinction or difference arising

from or connected with a predominating property.

fs , a. (from Яty, an expedient), expedient, right, fit,

proper.

34 , a. (from J , chief), first, best, chief.

tot , s. (from , the sun , and t , a particular tree),

the name of a particular tree, (Liriodendron lilifera .)

9 , s. (from 1,5, a woman), a woman,

947, a. (from 83 , the breast , lawfully begotter , natu-

ral.

ats, a. (from a , legitimate, aud ts, born), legiti-

mate, legitimately born.

, a. (from 94 , legitimate, and T, equal), equal

to a legitimate child.

ŠLĦIĦIT, 8. (from 1, equal to legitimate), equality

with a legitimate child .

ega , s. (from 944, legitimate, and 9, a son), a legiti-

mate son.

sta, s. (from 94 , legitimate, and at , a descen-

dant , a legitimate child or descendant.

Я , a. (from 9 , a lawful son, and , equal), equal

to a legitimate child,

gantstra, ad. (from 3 , legitimate, and 3{a, non-exis-

tence , in case of there not being legitimate offspring.

* f*, a. (from S , the state of a manfor a year after

death , due to a deceased person for a year after death,

funeral,

4, s. (from $4, the name ofa sage), submarine fire said to

have sprung from the thighs ofOorva and to have been

received by the ocean .

Jd , a. (from sad, an excess of either of the principles of

health), excessive, superabundant ; s . excessiveness, a

superabundance,

9a7, s. (from 9a, heat, and 1, to have), medicine, a re-

medy.

ad , a. (from 3 , a medicine, and g , a means),

effected by medicine ; ad. by means of medicine.

9a1, s. (from 9 , a medicine, and , a doer), the

compounder of a medicine, an apothecary, one who

prepares medicines .

gatætaæ, a. (from est, a medicine, and atṣæ, doing),

making or preparing medicines ; s. an apothecary.

gazeta , a. (from 9a , a medicine, and tf , doing),

making or preparing medicines.

st , a. (from 9 , a medicine, and sts, obtained), be-

longing to a medicine, connected with a medicine, con-

tained in a medicine.

21, a. (from a , a medicine, and 3 , producible),

producible by or arising from medicine.

3a511, ad. (loc. case of
1) , for a medicine.

1, s. (from a , a medicine, and t , a giver), one

who administers medicines.

Janta, s. (from 9¤ª, a medicine, and äta ,̸ a giving), the

administering of medicine.

ty , a. (from sa , a medicine, and at , giving), gir

ing or administering medicine.

gaanist, a. (from 9a , a medicine, and tf , giving), giv

ing or administering medicine.

gat , ad. (from sa , a medicine, and ta, a door), by

or through medicine.

guafafacæ, ɑ. (from ga✯, a medicine, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from medicine ; ad. from or be-

cause of medicine.

gafafats, ad. (from 9 , a medicine, and fifax, a cause),'

for a medicine.

ex , a. (from a , a medicine, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from medicine ; ad. from or be-

cause of medicine.

gafa , s. (from 9 , a medicine, and fa̸y, sale), the

sale of drugs or medicines.

gafa , a. (from 98 , a medicine, and fafu , buying),

selling medicines.

gaâft31, s. (from eat, a medicine, and f , a seller),

a druggist, a seller of medicines.

9aafa , a. (from 9a , a medicine, and fat, without),

without or beside medicines.

gauffa , a. (from 9ał, a medicine, and afofas, except-

el, medicines excepted

gađ‹Jfolaæ, s. (from 3¤ª, a medicine , and afsig®, an exi

ception), the exception of medicines.
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I,

dzâzıfsixiæ, að. (loc , case of garfor ), with the excep-

tion of medicines, without or beside medicines.

extfs , a. (from 9a , a medicine, and fea , destitute , se-

parate or distinct from medicine ; ad. beside medicines.

g¤tzfx3, a. (from ex , a medicine, and 3553, destitute of),

destitute of medicines.

è¤ân17, s. (from 9a8, a medicine, and c , a serving),

the using or administering of medicines.

gatan, s. (from 91, a medicine, and cЯ , a serving), the

attending on a medicine, the making use of medicines.

eatin ), a. (from eat, medicine, and cafe , serving), tak-2

ing or making use of medicine.

Ja , a. (from eat, a medicine, and 1 , destitute), des-

titute of medicines .

Janrez, a. (from 9 , a medicine, and a cause),

caused by or arising from medicines ; ad. from or be-

cause of medicine.

tæigi, s. (from 9 , a medicine, and tæt , desire), a

wish or desire for medicines.

exitat , a. (from , a medicine, and tat , desirous) ,

desirous of medical aid.

gatzatst, a. (from ga , a medicine, and at , follow-

ing), corresponding with or following upon medicines.

gaatantra, ad. (from 9¤ª, a medicine, and at , a fol-

lowing), according to or in consequence of medicines.

Jaîtraad, s. (from , a medicine, and , search), a

seeking for medicines.

ga ), a. (from 9a , a medicine, and af , seeking),

seeking for medicines .

૩ .

femi , s. (from 3 , a medicine, and sata, desire), •

a wish or desire for medicines.

gatSatì, a. (from 9a↑, a medicine, and tfag, desir-

ous), desirous of medicines.

gaðtúľ, a. (from 9a2, a medicine, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of medicine,

eaЯti , ad. (from 982, a medicine, and a , an object), for

the purpose of medicines.

g¤â7, s. (from I¤ª, a medicine), medicinal, belonging to a

medicine.

ga , s . (from 9at, a medicine, and , desire), a desire

for medicines.

eath, a. (from gª†, a medicine , and 3 , desirous), desir-

2

ous of medicine .

9 , a. (from 9a8, a medicine, and , desirous), des

sirous of medicine.

gât , s. ( from eat, a medicine, and 8Я , instructi-

on), instruction in medicine, medical advice.

ঔষধোপদেশক, a . (fromঔষধ, a medicine, and উপদেশক, giving

instruction), giving medical direction or instruction ,

giving medical advice ; s. a person who gives medical

advice.

galatan ), s. (from ga , a medicine, and &, an in-

structor), a person who advises or prescribes mediciue,

a person who gives lectures upon materia medica.

3 , s. (from 3 , hot) , heat, ardor.

IBA , s. (from 8 , hot or not hot), temperament, cli-

mate.

, s. (from 8 , a camel), a herd of camels.

END OF VOLUME I.
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A

DICTIONARY, &c.

BENGALEE AND ENGLISH.

কঙ্কো,

The first consonant ofthe Hindoo alphabet. It has the

sound of the English k.

a , s. (from 4 , the name ofa species offish), a species

offish common in ponds and marshes, (Lutianus scan-

dens. La Cepede. Perca vagabunda. Buchanan's Mss . )

, a. (from , the name ofafish, and π , afish), the

name of a species offish, (Perca vagabunda or Lutia-

nus scandens.)

FSI , 8. (fromM³, a pigeon), a pigeon,

, pron. (from fe , what, and a , one), some, a few, se-

veral.

aut, s. (from far, the name of a tree) , the name of a

tree, (Feronia Elephantium .)

E , s. (from , imprisonment), imprisonment, confine-

ment.

tat, s. (from 5, imprisonment, and a house), a

prison.

zant, a. (from µ³, imprisonment), imprisoned, confined ;

s. a prisoner.

sta , a. (from , rough, and art, a mine), brawl-

ing, querulous, contentious, scurrilous. This adjective

is only applied to women.

, s. (from , to shine), white brass or bell-metal. This

is a metal composed of seven parts of copper and two

of tin. In Hindoo fabulous history, this is the name of a

king who was uncle to Krishna, and his mortal enemy.

fa , s. (from , bell-metal, and af , a merchant),

a brazier.

, s. (from , bell-metal, and fa , resem

bling afly), a metallic substance in large grains, the size

of a pea ; probably some sort ofPyrites.

, pren. (from fe , what), who ? what?

atzina, 8. (from ta , tender, and ¤, a calf), a calf

under three months of age.

, s. (from E, to laugh), immoderate laughter, the noise

of immoderate laughter, any cackling noise in the

throat.

TO, v. n. (from , to laugh), to cackle, to make a crow-

ing noise in crying.

za, s. (from , to make a disagreeable noise in cry-

ing), the uttering of a disagreeable crowing sound in

immoderate crying, a groaning, a moaning.

elf , s. (from , to laugh), a cackling, a disagreeable

crowingsound frequently uttered by children when they

cry immoderately.

ta, s. (from , the letter , and , to make), the letter

, or that character which expresses the sound of

at , a. (from , the letter , and tf , a begin

ning), beginning with the letter , having an initial ☎.

, a. (from , the letterF, and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

E , s. (from T , the hump on the shoulder ofan ox), the

humpor protuberance on the shoulder of an Indian ox

or bull.

2 , s. (from , happiness, and ☎, to sound), the protube…

rance on the shoulders of the Indian bull, a mark or

sign of royalty, a mountain-peak, excellency.

, s. (from , the wind, and , to extend), a point of

the compass, space, a quarter or region.

ta, s. (from , splendor, and , to make), the name of

an ornamental tree, (Nauclea parvifolia.)

PIE, s. (from TE, to laugh), an immoderate noise in laugh-

ter, a giggling sound often uttered in laughter.

, s. (from , to be proud, and , to accumulate),

the name of a fragrant drug said to be the waxy pulp

of a certain berry.

AFIME, s. (from , to be proud, and , to accumulate's

the name of a fragrant drug.
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* , s. (from , to kill), the arm-pit, the side, the flank

of an animal, the end of the lower garment which is

tucked into the waistband.

TESS, a. (from * , the side, and sto, gone), placed on the

side, situated on the side, situated in a particular divi-

sion or apartment of a court or house.

** 13, a. (from æ , the side, and 5³,fallenfrom), fallen

from the side or hip.

, a. (from , the side, and , to be situated), situat-

ed on the side or flank, seated on the side or hip, situ-

ated in a particular division of a house or court.

, a. (from , the side, and , standing), stand-

ing or continuing on the side or flank, standing or con-

tinuing in a particular division of a court or house.

, a. (from , the side, and f , situated), situated

on the side or flank, seated on the side or hip, situated

in a particular division of a court or house.

, s. (from , to kill), a hawser, a rope to fasten an ele-

phant, a woman's girdle or zone, an enclosure or part

ofa court yard, an apartment or room of a house, a

part of a chariot.

"TE , s. (from T , to kill), a hawser, arope to fasten an

elephant, a woman's girdle or belt, an inclosure or sub-

division of a court -yard or homestead.

, s. (from and , the twofirst letters of the alphabet),

the alphabet.

, ad. (from fe , what, and F , an instant), when ? at

any time.

13, ad. (from fe , what, d, an instant, and 9, also),

now and then, occasionally, sometimes .

rif , s. (from and at , the twofirst letters of the alphabet,

and af , the first), the Indian alphabet.

, s. (from 4, to move), aheron ; a name of Youdisthi-

ra, the name of a particular division of the Continent.

, s. (from , agreeably, and , to sound), a bracelet

or ornament for the wrist, a small ornament or bell.

fo , s. (from , to move), a comb.}

tatt, s. (from , a heron, and cafe, a bill), the name

of a fish, (Esox scolopax, Buchanan's Mss . )

, 8. (from , gravel), coarse sand, gravel.

, s. (from , a heron, and as, to disregard), the

name of a small tree, (Allangium hexapetalum), also the

name of a cucurbitaceous plant, (Momordica mixta .)

ta, s. (from , to move), the skeleton, the loins, the

waist.

ta, a. (from , happiness, and stay, to ooze out), poor, ne-

cessitous.

ক .

ætti, s. (from Tita, poor), poverty, want, penury,

entit, a. (from anta, poor), poor, needy.

·

, s. (from , wind, and as, togo), the nameofaplant,

(Roscoea pentandra.)

8. (from , water, and st, togo), the name ofa species

ofsmall grain, (Panicum italicum.)

Thefer, s. (from , millet, and , to move), the name

of a species ofgrass, (Milium filiforme.)

4 , v. n. (fromE , to bind), to be dislocated, to slip out of

place.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from cutting any thing in two with a sharp instrument,

or from doing any thing at a single blow or effort.

æ , 8. (from æ , to bind), the hair, in Hindoo story the son

ofVrihusputi, a cicatrix, a dried sore.

fe, s. (from e , an imitative sound), the name of a fish,

(Cyprinus monodactylus).

, s. (from , a cable), a cable, a halter, a tethering

rope.

, s. (from , mountain ebony), the nameofa tree,

(Bauhinia variegata and purpurea).

6 , s. an imitative sound to express the chirping noise

ofthe common Mino, (Turdus canorus ; ) it is also used

to express a loud supping sound which persons of the

lower class often make in eating,

6 , s. an imitative sound to express the loud chirping

of the common Mino, (Turdus canorus) also a loud flur-

ruping sound which some persons make in eating.

st, v. n. (from 5, to shine), to shoot forth, to bud.

5 , s. (from 5, to bind), a stake or staff, grit or coarse

powder, a dislocation.

E , s. (from E , to murmur), a dispute, a murmuring, a

haggling in making a bargain. This word is usually

written as above, but ought to be written , which

see.

fs, a. (from 5, to shine), tender, delicate, young.

ada, s. (from æsì, Arum), the name of a plant, (Arum

fornicatum .)

z , s. (from , to shine), the generic name ofArum, seve-

ral species of which are cultivated in India as anarticle

offood.

sta , s. (from , Arum, and sta, a scent), the name of

a plant, (Calla aromatica. )

, s. (from , happiness, and 6 , to burn), the name ofa

sort of cake.

24 , s. (from 6, to murmur), a murmuring, a grumbling,

also an imitative sound used to express that which
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afa.

arises from cutting, and from some other acts when

formed at a single effort, a rustling.

per-

, s. (from , an imitative sound), the name ofa

bird, (Lanius excubitus.)

, s. (from a rustling), a sort of coarse grass.

which is manufactured into mats for the poorer people,

(Cyperus tegetus and tegetiformis .)

Edebt, s. (fromTT5, a murmuring), a murmur, a conten:

tion, a tumultuous noise of dissatisfaction.

tag, s. (from , unripe, and , ayoung one), a young

child.

, s. (fromT, water, and c , to cut), a shore, a low watery

place ; the end of the garment worn round the waist

which is tucked into the waistband.

, s. (from , a shore, and , to drink), a tortoise, a tur-

tle.

, s. (from , to injure), the itch, a scab.

z5%, v. à. (from ☎, water, and về, to separate), to knead, to

dab together.

, s . (from , water, and , to separate), the kneading

of any substance.

, an imitative sound expressing that which arises from

eating unripe or harsh tasted fruits and roots, a crump-

ingsound.

4 , s. (from , to murmur, the last syllable is only

used to rhyme with the first), a dispute, a quarrel, a

brawl, a murmuring.

6 , s. (from , tender), the budding of a tree.

To , v. a. (from ☎, water, and 6 , to move), to rub clothes

in washing, to rub any thing with water between the

hands.

1 , 8. (from , water, and , to move), the rubbing of

cloth in washing, the rinsing of any thing.

EHTİ, v. a. (from F, water, and d , to move), to rub clothes in

washing, to rub any thing withwaterbetween the hands.

ta, s. (from , to rub in washing), the rubbing of

clothes in washing, the rubbing of any thing wet be-

tween the hands.

, s. (from , to rub in washing), the rubbing of

clothes in washing, the rubbing of any thing wet be-

tween the hands.

, s. (from , to shine), the generic name ofArum.

zaz , s. (from , a shore, and , to take), a court of

law, an office where any public business is transacted .

za , s. (from , a court house), a courtof law, an

office where public business is transacted.

a , s. (from , a dispute), a quarrel, a dispute.

4 , s. (from bad, and , water), a black sub-

stance used by the Hindoos to paint the eye-lids ; this

was formerly thought to be antimony, but is now ascer-

tained to be a sort of lead ore.

, s. (from 7, bad, and , water, the name ofa fresh

water fish, (Cyprinus atratus.)

Tal, s. (from T , a black ore of lead), Ethiops mineral.

, 8. (from , bad, and , a blaze), lamp black, espe-

cially when considered as an application to the eyes.

, s. (from , to bind), a branch or twig of bamboo.

s. (from 5, to bind), the skin of a snake, the slough *

or skin of a serpent when cast off.

, s. (from 5, to bind), the skin of a snake, armour,

mail, a bodice or jacket, a garment, a pair of short

drawers. .

, s. (from , the skin of a snake, and æt , black), the

black variety of the cobra de capello, (Coluber najas.)

fa , s. (from the skin of a serpent), a woman's bo-

dice or jacket.

3, s. (from 5, to grow), Bruhma, the sun, the belly, a

ropemaker.

, s. (from , water, , to beproduced, and 1, a

climbing plant), the name of a plant, (Asclepias odora-

tissima.)

, v. n. (from , to have a colour), to fade, to become

flaccid, to wither, to become yellow as a decaying leaf.

, s . (from Ft, to surround), the hip, the hollow above

the hip or the loins, also the hip and loins. The tem-

ples of an elephant, a mat, a skreen or fence of grass, a

fixed period, a treaty, a bond.

, ad. (from , to move), suddenly, unexpectedly, hastily.

TE, s. (from , to encompass), a camp, a circle, a ring or

bracelet for the wrist, a ring, a handle resembling a ring

for drawers, &c. a ring put as an ornament on an ele

phant's tusk; a city, a royal metropolis, table land on a

mountain, the brow of a hill; also in Geography, the

name of a part of Ootkula or Oorissa, the name of a

city in Oorissa.

ta , s. (from , harsh-tasted, and , the liver), the

name of a climbing plant, (Caesalpinia Bonduccella.)

ata , s. (from , the name of a plant), the name of a

medicinal plant, (Wrightea antidysenterica. Brown. Also

Colotropis gigantea . Brown.)

tatif , s. (from F , Ootkula, and ifs, a side piece

ofa roof), the name of cloth which has a narrow stripe

of red or other colour for a border.

A 2
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eft.

a, s. (fromæft, the elephant apple, and , the wood-

apple), the elephant apple, (Feronia Elephantium).

tata, s. an imitative sound used to express a rattling like

that made by a person in eating dry and hard substances,

or the noise of a rat or mouse when gnawing any thing,

a crumping sound.

ata, s. an imitative sound used to express the crumping

sound occasioned by eating hard substances, or the

noise ofa rat or mouse when gnawing a thing.

taat, s. (from , Artocarpus, and , the Indianfig

tree), a species of fig tree, (Ficus laccifera).

, s. (from , harsh, and ad, salt), the name of a kind

of salt.

, v. n. (from , to have a colour), to fade, to become

flaccid, to wither; a . withered, faded, flaccid, become

yellow as leaves do when withering, sallow, wan ; also

pron. (from f , what, and the syllable 1), how many?

how much?

* , s. (from æt, to go, and f , an eye), a glance, a side

glance, an ogling look.

aftari, s. (from fe, the loins, and , any thing wish

which another thing is bound), a girdle for the loins.

, hard), hard, disagreeable, of an infety, a. (from

rior quality.

aftytotsa, s. (from it , disagreeable, and osm, rice),

foul or bad rice.

af , s. (from fm, disagreeable, and 7, unhusked

rice), foul or bad rice.

aftata , s. (from aft, the side, and a , to move), the name

of a fish, (Cyprinus trapezoides, Buchanan's Mss.)

, s. (from t, to move), the loins, the hips.

a. (from , to move), pungent to the taste, acrimoni-

ous, fierce, impetuous, fragrant, high-scented, ill -scent-

ed, disagreeable, displeasing, envious ; s. the name of

a flower, (Michelia Champaca), an improper action, or

word, a bilious or over-heated state of body.

, s. (from , pungent, and , a word), affronting or

scurrilous language, obscenity, scurrility.

tatu, s. (from T , harsh, and itæ, harshness), abusive

or scurrilous language.

a ,, s. (from , a glance, and , the seeing ,

of anything), an indirect glance, an ogling look.

to , a. (from , yellowish, and an eye), cat-

eyed, yellow-eyed .

Fire, ad. (from , to move), unexpectedly, suddenly, has-

tily.

atta, s. (from , a dagger), a dagger.

ta, s. (from , to fade), the circumstance of fading or

decaying ; a. decayed ; faded, flaccid, withered.

ta , s. (from , to rain, and , enough), the time

of the spring tides, the spring tide.

, s. (from , to move), unexpectedly, suddenly, has-

tily.

at , s. (from at, much, and I, to smite), a caldron, a

boiler,a frying pan, a pan used for parching corn, a young

buffalo whose horns are just appearing, the shell of

a tortoise. The name of a particular dweepa or island,

the infernal region.

ft, s . (from , to move), the loins, the hip.

, s. (from , to go), the loins ; also the name of a fish,

(Cyprinus trapezoides, Buchanan's Mss .)

afts , s. (from af , the loins, and , a shore), the loins,

the waist.

æft *, s. (from aft, the loins, and t, a place), the loins,

the hips, the waist.

afety, s. (from af , the loins, and cat , to place), the

buttocks.

s. (from t, pungent), the name of a shrub the bark

and seeds of which have a bitter and acrid taste, and are

employed as a remedy for dysentery, (Wrightea antidy-

senterica. Brown. Also Colotropis gigantea. Brown.)

, s. (from , pungent), pungency, heat like that of

pepper.

, s. (from harsh, and , a gourd), a bitter

gourd.

, s. (from pungent), pungency, heat like that of

pepper.

E , s. (from pungent, and , a word), scurri

lous language.

zami, a. (from pungent, and af , speaking), scurri

lous, provoking.

fat, s. (from pungent, and at, springingup),

the name of a medicinal plant. A compound of black

pepper, long pepper, and dried ginger.

f , s. (from pungent, and sf , a speech), scur-

rilous and abusive language, provoking language.

, s. (from pungent, and 334, an answer), a severe

reply, abusive language.

ATA, s. (from , disagreeable, and , motion), the

name of a species ofhawk.

ta , s. (from , to rain, and H, togive), a cup, a drink-

ing vessel.

tt, s. an imitative sound meaning a twinging sensation,

the sensation of throbbing,
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কঠো,

zeebifa, s. (from , a throbbing pain), the twinging or

throbbing ofany diseased part.

Fifty, a. (from , a clattering sound), clattering,

´making a disagreeable sound.

কট্কটিয়াবেঈ, s. ( from কট্কট, a clattering sound, and বেঈ, a

frog), the name of a species offrog.

ats ), s. (from
, hard), difficulty, severity, roughness,

unfeelingness, farming at a rack rent.

কট্কিনাদার, s . (from কট্কিনা , severity), one who acts roughly

or severely, one who performs difficult actions, one who

lets land at a rack rent.

কট্কিনাদারী, s . (from কট্কিনাদার, one who aets severely), the

office or conduct of a severe or rigid person, severity,

rigidness, the letting land at a rack rent.

tu, s. (from
, an imitative sound), the name of a

fish whichmakes asnapping sound when caught, (Tetro-

don levis. Buchanan's Mss.)

Fiætatal, s . (from ✯t, a bond, and *){", a deed ofsale), a

conditional bargain or sale in which the buyer binds

himself, under certain penalties, if he does not fulfil the

conditions of the sale.

ZA, 8. (fromT , to cut), a dagger, a poniard.

atra, s. (from at, pungent, and , afruit), the name of a

small tree used in medicine, also the name of another

tree, (Gmelina arborea. )

, animitative sound used to express thecrumping sound

arising from eating dry and hard things, as toasted bread

or parched corn.

ata, a. (from at, to fear), hard, solid, rigid, harsh, severe,

morose, inflexible, austere, unfeeling, difficult, abstruse.

æfðafde, a. (from af , unfeeling, and fos, the heart), hard-

hearted, inhuman, unfeeling, morose.

af8751, s. (from ff , hard), hardness, solidity, severity, in-

flexibility, austerity, relentlessness, difficulty, abstruse-

ness.

aitaa, s. (from æ , hard), hardness, solidity, severity, in-

flexibility, austerity, relentlessness, difficulty, abstruse-

ness.

aſt¬nay, s. (from eft , difficult, and , time), a time of

difficulty, disagreeable weather.

z , a. (from ef , hard, and , nature), cruel, in-

flexible, hard, severe.

<föng, a. (from , hard, and , the heart), hard-

hearted, severe, cruel, inflexible, hard.

কঠিনাস্তা করণ , a. (from কঠিন , hard, and অন্তঃকরণ , the heart),

hard-hearted, severe, cruel, inflexible, hard.

ata, a. (from as, hard), hard, severe, difficult, inflexi-

ble, unfeeling, cruel.

, s. (from

কতা

ta, severe), severity, hardness, harsh-

ness, unfeelingness, rigidity.

MdfAI, s. (from Mta, severe), severity, hardness, harshness,

unfeelingness, rigidity.

*I, s. (from æ, a ring), the name of a particular kind of

bracelet.

TIE, v. n. (from , a socket), to heal, to assume a heal-

ing appearance, to cicatrize. The adverbial partici

ple ofthis root is frequently constructed withst, to rise

up, and then signifies to heal up, to cicatrize.
.

, 8. (from , sea salt), a superior kind of salt ob-

tained by evaporation."

THE, v. n. (from , a socket), to assume a healing ap-

pearance, to heal, to cicatrize, to bud, to produce flow.

er buds.

TIM, 8. (from D , a stalk), the stalk of a herb, a cutting

or scion of a plant, a sucker, a cause or original, a de-

scendant, one who is the supporter of a family, a heir,

a musical instrument resembling a rattle.

, s. (from , to assume a healing appearance), the

closing of a wound, the healing of a wound or sore.

, s. (from , a stalk), the stalk ofa pot-herb, or of

a herbaceous plant, the original of any thing, a cause,

a person on whose life the preservation of a family de-

pends.

, a. (from big, hard), hard, compact like any compo.

sition or cement which hardens and becomes firm.

, s. (from te, a ring), a ring used to fasten any thing,

the link of a chain, a ring or any other thing approach-

ing to a circular form fixed on furniture to open drawers,

&c. the bow of a pair of scissors, an iron or brass ring

in which a rope, &c. runs, an iron or copper boiler, a

straw, a corn or callosity on the foot ; also (from

a cowry), a cowry, the sternum or breast bone when

somewhat prominent.

2, s. (from ty, pulse), a name applied to several

kinds of leguminous seeds or pulse.

THİCHİ, a. (from ☎ , cowry), dried into balls or little clods.

This word is principally applied to rice which has been

set by after boiling, and has thereby stuck together in

clods.

te, ad. (from , to be rough), gratingly, done with

effort.

fat, s. (from , acowry), the writing down ofcowries,

the keeping accounts in cowries, the reckoning by cow-

ries .

কড়াডুম্বর, s. (fromকারোডুম্বরিকা , a species offig), the name
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aft.

of a species offig, and also that of the tree which pro

duces it, (Ficus oppositifolia.)

, s. (from , hard), any composition or cement

which becomes hard and strong.

statt, s. (from a, cement, and ft, a small stick) , a

shell cutter's instrument used in applying cement to

their work.

zis, s. (from e, a coury), a small shell used as money in

Iudia, (Cyprea Moneta) ; firewood, wood, a beam.

fs , v. n. (from fa , a flower bud), to assume a good

appearance, as a sore or ulcer does when it begins to

heal, to begin to heal.

V

afat , s. (from f, a beam, and , wood), a beam.

afted, s. (from , to eat, and , a crag), the name of

a powder made of cowries, and used as an ingredient in

pottery: also the name of a species of kingfisher, (Al-

cedo rudis.) .

afsævi, s. (from æ , money, and H, one who draws), co-

vetous, niggardly, venal.

sta , a. (from afs, money, and star, an outcast),

venal, corrupt.

af , s. (from , to penetrate), the name of a shrub,

(Morinda Kureya, Buchanan's Mss), a beam.

কড়িয়াসাঙ্গুল, s. (from কনিষ্ঠ, least , and অঙ্গুলি, a finger), the lit-

tle finger.

as , a. (from afs, a cowry), rich, possessing abundance

ofcowries.

2, s. (from æfa , the bit ofabridle), the bit of a bridle.

4, s. (from , pungent), pungent, rancid, disagreeable

to the taste.

ta, s. (from , harsh), the name of a tree, (Galedupa

mitis.)

E , s. (from , to be roughlike a file), a word used to

express any harsh and rattling noise, a grating noise.

ZEPI , s. (from , to be rough like a file), grittiness, any

substance dried on the sides of a vessel so as to make

it rough.

HTH, 8. (from T , to be rough), the crumping sound aris-

ing from biting any bard substance, the noise arising

from a dog's gnawing a bone.

E , s. (from , an atom), a particle, an atom, the hilum

or eye of a seed, the spark of a gem.

æd, s. (from Ed, a musical sound), the note produced by a

stringed instrument when touched with the finger.

1, s. (from a , a particle), a particle, a spark, a drop,

long pepper.

æ , &. (from A, the quick of the nails), the growing ofthe

U.

finger or toe nails, so as to penetrate the flesh at their

corners, the edges or corners ofthe nails, a small divi-

sion ofa wide and shallow piece of water separated from

the rest by a dam made for the purpose of throwing the

water out of it and catching the fish.

Tfa , s. (from Ta, a particle), a particle, a grain, a drop,

an atom .

, s. (from A , the elbow), the elbow.

MAT, 8. (from 4, to move), the name of a tree, (Casearia

ovata.)

, an imitative sound used to express a throbbing sen-

sation; s. a throbbing pain.

fd , a. (from , a musical sound), ringing, giving out

musical sounds. This word is only applied to musical

instruments, and to earthen vessels, which give out a

ringing sound.

, s. (from T , to move), a thorn, any thing pointed, the

,point of a pin or needle, horripilation or the erection .

of the hair ofthe body through fear or joy, a foe, any

thing which occasions pain or trouble, a fish bone.

ætæÂ, s. (from Tx, a thorn, and , to go), the name ofa

plant, (Solanum Jacquini. )

4

কণ্টকার্যাদিপাচন, s. (from কণ্টকারী, Solanum Jacquini, আদিthe

first, and 5 , a concocting), a medicine composed of

the solanum of Jacquin and other ingredients.

fett, s. (from te, a thorn, and , an insect), a hairy

caterpillar.

atform, s. (from , a thorn, and ™ , afruit), the name

ofthe Jaka fruit, (Artocarpus intégrifolia.)

#4752, s. (from 7 , a thorn , and 4, eating), a camel, so

called from its feeding on thorny plants.

ta, s. (from , athorn, and , fruit), the Jaka fruit,

(Artocarpus integrifolia, )

aftet , s . (from , Solanum Jacquini), the name ofa

very thorny species of nightshade, (Solanum Jacquini.)

, s. (from A, to sound), the throat.

5 , s. (from 8, the throat, and SH, an ornament), a neck-

lace or other ornament for the neck.

tal, s. (from , the throat, and t , agarland), a neck-

lace.

, a. (from 8, the throat, and a , brought in contact

placed on the throat or neck, sticking in the throat.

, a. (from , the throat, and , to be situate), situa-

ted on the throat, sticking in the throat, committed to

memory so as to have it ready for delivery.

1, s. (from , the throat), the neck just above the col

larbone, the gills of a fish.
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ifs, a. (from

23.

1, the throat, and so, came), come to the

throat. This word is chiefly used to express the idea

1 that a person is near dying when the soul is said to be

in his throat ready to depart.

, s. (from æ , the throat, and , an ornament),

a necklace, any other ornament for the neck.

ifs, s. (from , the throat, and af , a bone), the collar

bone, the clavicle.

, a. (from , a necklace, and f , holding), sus-

taining or wearing a necklace ; s . the neck.

da, 8. (from efd, a necklace, and J , an exchange),

the marriage ceremony of the viragees, which is per-

formed bythe parties exchanging their necklaces.

t, s.(from , the throat), belonging to the throat, gut-

tural ; s. a necklace.

3, a. (from 87, the throat), belonging tothe throat, gut-

tural.

37, s. (from 3, to separate), the process ofcleansing rice

from its husk.

, s. (from , to separate), the name of a plant, (Robi-

nia spinulosa).

3, s. (from , to pierce), an itching eruption.

9 , s. (from , to pierce), the itch.

737 , s. (from 3 , the itch), the itching of a pimple.

3 , a. (from 37, the itch), scratching.

73f73, a. (from 37, the itch), scratched , rubbed.

13¶di, s. (from A , a chundala, and i, a lute), a

mean or vulgar lute.

*, s. (from ki, the making a pen), a nib ; also, (from

, catechu), catechu or japan earth.

, pron. (from 3 , how many ?) how much? how many?

FIE, a. (from Tfs, how many ?) some, a few ; also from ~,

to sound, the Nux vomica, (Strychnos Nux vomica, ) the

tree which produces the Nux vomica.

, pron. (from E, some, and i, a syllable meaning an

individual), some, au uncertain number.

, ad. (from afs , how many? and , time), how

long ? some time.

od, ad. (from 5, how many? and 4, an instant), how

long?

, pron. (from 5, how many ? and ser , a ball), how

many?

fa, pron. (from 3, how many ? and , a ball), how

many?

1, pron. (from , how many? and , a particle mean-

ing an individual), how many?

fe, pron. (from 5, how many ? and ft, a diminutive

particle), how many ?
1

of , pron. (from 3, how many ? and , a diminutive

particle), how many?

st , adv. (from , how many ? and t , alittle), how

much ?

f , adv. (from , how many ? and tf , a little), how

much?

234 , ad. (from , how many ? and f , a day), how

long?

34 , ad. (from , how many? and T , a time), how

often? how many times ?

33 , 8. (from , to cut), the shearing of sheep, the cut-

ing or clipping of any thing, the shearing of cloth, or

any substance.

TINA, 8. (from , to cut), the causing a person to shear

sheep, the causing a person to shear or clip.

5 , s. (from J , murder), murder, the killing of a per-

son, slaughter, destruction .

31 , s. (from , a portion), a piece ofland, a share, a por

tion.

, s. (from lÿ, to bind or tie together), a string or

team ofanimals , a series, a row or range, a rank.

efs, pron. (from f , what ?) how much ? how many?

, pron. (from fe , what ?) how many ? how many!

, a. (from f³, how many? and , one), a few, some

what.

, s. (from 3, to cut), the palpitation of the heart

through regret or remorse, a misgiving ofthe mind.

, s. (from bad, and 34, grass), the name of a species

of grass, (Andropogon muricata).

zu , ad. (from fe , what ?) why ? how?

Fu , s. (from Ty, to speak), a speaker.

1, s. (from , a speaker), the office of a speaker,

the circumstance of being eloquent.

TUTI, 8. (from T , speaker), the office of a speaker, the

circumstance of being eloquent.

7, s. (from , to speak), the speaking ofany thing, the

uttering of words, a word.

ts , a. (from 7, a speaking, and ist , worthy), fit

to be spoken, deserving to be mentioned.

zustag, a. (from 47, a speaking, and , improper),

unfit to be spoken, not worth mentioning.

zuriqit, a. (from 27, a speaking, and ,follow-

ing upon), agreeing with or following upon any thing

already spoken.

ausia, ad. (from 3, speaking, and is, a cease-
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quence), according to what is said, in consequence of

what is spoken.

Tuate, a. (from ☎UA, a speaking, and ¤ , proper), fit to be

spoken, deserving to be mentioned.

zu , a. (from , to speak), fit to be spoken, properto be

mentioned.

#uft , a. (from , to speak), fit to be spoken, proper to

be mentioned.

XU, s. (from TV, to speak), a word, a sentence, a speech, a

story, a language, a passagein any book; ad. (from f

what, and , to be situate), where ? in what place ?

≈uksia, s. (from , a word, and o , a thief), a plagiary.

, s. (from , a word, and , a composition), a set

form ofwords, a studied speech, a literary composition.

, s. (from , a word, and , theintroduction of

a subject), the introduction ofa topic, conversation, dis-

course, a topic of conversation.

utat , s. (from , a word, and , a speech), conver-

sation, news, colloquial intercourse.

ty, ad. (loc. case of 2 ) , where ?

uta, s. (from t, a word, and af , a counsellor), a

pleader, a solicitor, a barrister.

zu , s. (from , a word, and , transfusion), the

propagation of a report from one to another, fame, a

report.

fis, a. (from au, to speak), spoken, mentioned, expressed.

auta , s. (from , a word, and 8 , tittle tattle),

conversation, free intercourse, a dialogue, a conference.

XU , a. (from XV, to speak), proper to be mentioned, fit to

be spoken.

zur , a. (from , to speak), under mention, mentioning.

ZUFU , ạ. (from , fit to be spoken, and , unfit to

be spoken), fit and unfit to be mentioned, proper and

improper to be spoken.

I, s. (from , bad, and wag, a letter), bad writing, bad

letters .

,.8. (from , bad, and , food), bad food, disagreeable

food, mean or unwholesome food.

an , s. (from p, to precede,, afootstep), a pace,

a footstep, the sole of the foot, the foot.

, s. (from , Nauclea), the name of a tree, (Nauclea

Cadumba), this is also the generic name for Nauclea.

, s. (from я, Nauclea), the name of a kind of sweet-

meat which is made in a globular form to resemble the

flowers ofNauclea.

anal, s. (from , Nauclea, and , a climbing plant),

the name of a climbing plant, (Clemalis gouriana.)

কুল,

☎A, 8. (from da, substitutedfor ☎, bad), the name of a tree,

(Nauclea Cadumba).

E, s. (from M , Nauclea), a crowd, a multitude, a col-

lection.

, s. (from , Nauclea, and , a flower), the

flowers of the Nauclea.

antala, a. (from , theflower ofthe Nauclea,

and tata, aform), globular, resembling the flowers of

the Nauclea.

*na, s. (fromƒž, value), the value or worth of a thing, a

price, a quantity, destiny, fate.

Ú, a. (from , bạd, and us, excellent), base, bad, disa-

greeable, unpleasant to the touch, depraved, abomina.

ble.

anol, s . (from a , bad), badness, disagreeableness, de-

pravity.

æÚI, s. (from ´ , bad), badness, disagreeableness, de-

pravity.

, s . (from , water, and , to pierce), the name ofthe

plantain tree, (Musa sapientum), a plantain tree.

, ad. (from fe , what ?) when?

ena, a. (from ☎, bad, and ?, a form), ugly, ill shap.

ed, uncouth.

ents, ad. (from , when ? and 5, and), seldom, scarcely

ever, at any time.

zna, ud. (from , when), sometimes, seldom .

antota, a. (from , bad, and sta, conduct), wicked, pro.

fligate, abandoned.

wife, ad. (from , when ?) rarely, scarcely ever, at any

time, seldom, perhaps. ,

ift, ad. (from , when ? and aft, also), at some time,

sometimes, now and then.

A
½

an
ci
en
t

), ol
d
, an

ci
-

, a. (from TP, to precede,

ent, former, prior ; s. the East .'

TaHI, s. (from 4 , Nauclea, and ¤‰, a mark), the name

of a plant, (Psychotria herbacea).

™ , s. (from , a pumpkin), a pumpkin, (Cucurbitą lage-

naria.)

zi, s. (from , apumpkin), a pumpkin, (Cucurbita lage-

naria.)

TI, ɑ. (from &, bad, and sº, to be hol), lukewarm.

མ་

, ad. (from , when), when ? when, at any time.

ad. (from 1, when), when ? when, at any time.

TE, 8. (from ē , to shine), gold. The name of several

plants or trees, viz . Butea fruudosa, Datura Metel, Me-

sua ferrea, and Bauhinia variegata.

E , s. (from , gold, and 4, the name of a tree),
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201.

the name of an ornamental tree, (Pierospermum aceri-

folium.)

, s. (from , maple - leaved Pterospermum),

the name of a tree, (Pterospermum acerifolium).

, s. (from , gold, and 3, a crumb), a name given

to the cold season rice, or that which forms the princi-

pal harvest in Bengal.

eft , s. (from , gold, and fee , a sort of cucumber),

the name ofa plant, (Polygonum elegans.)

Tiesa, 8. (from EF, gold, and , oil), the name ofa drug.

metge, s. (from i , gold, and 2 , the thorn apple), the

name ofa species of the thorn apple, (Datura fastuosa.)

zrežvatal, s. (from , the name of a country, and

Wii, a horse), a horse ofa particular description, native

ofthe country of Konkai.

, s. (from , the name of a country, and big,

aponey), a poney of a particular description .

thi, s . (from , gold, and at , red), the name of

a kind ofpot herb, (a variety ofAmaranthus gangeticus.)

astel, s . (from , the name of a plant), the name of

a plant, (Commelina Bengalensis .)

E , s. (from Tis , a tent), a particular kind oftent, an

outer tent. A fence of cloth surrounding a tent.

Tata, s. (from te, a stem, and ", ornament), the name

of a species ofUvaria not yet described.

figa, s . (from ₹ 3, a stem, and I °, ornament), the name

of an undescribed species of Casearia.

aft , s. (from fats, maple- leaved Pterospermum), the

maple-leaved Pterospermum, (Pterospermum acerifo-

lium.)

, a. (from 4 , young), youngest, least, inferior, junior.

631 , 8. (from af , younger), minority, inferiority, the

condition ofajunior.

af , s. (from æ , younger), minority, inferiority, the

condition ofa junior.

61, s. (from fr , least), the little finger.

s. (from , to dig), a small pond, or pit, dug in the

midst of a swamp or morass, for the purpose of catching

the fish which resort to these pits in great abundance.

ii , a. (from T , young), younger, inferior, junior.

EWG, s. (from the name ofa country), the name

of a countryin the north of Hindoosthan ; a . belonging

to the country of Kanoj

it, s. (from , a bulbous root), a species of squill, (Scilla

Indica.)

* , s. (from , the body, and , to be situated), a coat of

shreds worn by some devotees, a well,

agitiae, ɑ. (from , a coat of shreds, and age, woar-

ing) , wearing a garment of shreds or patches ; s. a devo.

tee or religious mendicant.

A, a. (from 1 , a coat ofshreds, and if , wearing),

wearing a garment of shreds or patches ; s. a devotee

or religious mendicant.

if , a. (from , a coat of shreds, and , con-

nected with), clothed in a coat of shreds or patches.

fate, a. (from , a coat of shreds, and fafted, pos-

sessed , clothed in a coat ofshreds or patches.

i , a. (from , a coat ofshreds, and fata, desti-

tute of), destitute of even a garment of patches.

TLİLF, a. (from 1, a coat of shreds, and F, connected

with), wearing a garment of shreds or patches.

, a. (from , a coat of shreds, and f , desti-

tute of), destitute of even a garment of shreds.

, a. (from TT , a coat ofshreds, andT , destitute

of), destitute of even a garment of shreds.

, s. (from T' , water, and I, to give), a bulbous root, a

large tuberous root, raw sugar, coarse sugar, a kind

of sweetmeat made up in large balls resembling large

bulbous roots. The name of a plant with a large escu-

lent root, (Arum campanulatum.)

**a, s. (from P , water, and 4, to rend), a glen, a defile,

a deep valley, a chasm, a cave.

** f, s. (from F , Bruhma, and xf, to inflame), one ofthe

names of the Indian Cupid, viz . he who inflames ever

Brahma, the chief of the gods.

, 8. (from 4, a root, and m, to take), reproach, cen.

sure, a quarrel, a dispute, contention, war.

, 8. (from ™ , to move), a sauce pan, a frying pan .

PHE, s. (from 4, a bulbous roct), a ball made of flowers

tied together.

zaz, 8. (from 7, the head, and 2, to hold), the neck.

, s. (from , to shine), the sign Virgo, a daughter, a

virgin, a young women, a bride. The succotriue aloc

(Aloe perfoliata. )

, s. (from an, a virgin, and , en agent), the guar

diau ofan unmarried woman who has a right to dispose

of her in marriage.

zastata, s. (from 47, a virgin, and i , time), the time of

youthfor a daughter, reckoned bythe Hindoos the tenth

year ofher age, beyond which the delaying ofher mar-

riage is accounted dishonourable ; the time ofvirginity.

artis, a. (from , a virgin, and sts, obtained), inherent

in or belonging to a virgin or unmarried woman,

B
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কপ,

piniol, 8. (from T , a virgin, and at , a giver), one who

gives a young woman in marriage.

, s. (from , a virgin, and t , a gift), the gift ofa

youngwoman,the giving of a young person in marriage.

sta, s. (from , a virgin, and 4, a circumstance),

virginity, the condition of an unmarried person.

, ad. (loc case of Artst ), as a daughter, with an

expectation or wish to be accounted a daughter.

sta, s. (from A , a virgin, and Sta, a burden), the

burden of a daughter, the charge of a daughter, the ex-

pence of marrying a daughter which among the Hin-

doos is often very considerable.

stas, a. (from , the charge of a daughter,

and 3, involved in), burdened with the care and ex-

pence of maintaining or of giving a young woman in

marriage.

statate, a. (from arts , the charge ofa daughter,

and stats, seized by), burdened with the care and ex

pence of maintaining or of giving a young woman in

marriage.

tta , s. (from A , a young woman, and if , going),

a guest who attends the bride at a marriage.

ta , s (from , a virgin, and ft, a sign of the

zodiac), the sign Virgo .

st , a . (from lift, Virgo), shame-faced, timid,

effeminate, resembling a young woman.

antagata, s. (from ™ , a virgin, and ħ , a giving),

the giving of a young woman in marriage.

, an imitative sound expressive of that which is uttered

by some fishes when caught with an angle.

, s . (from , Brahma, and , to move), deceit, a trick.

কপটতপস্বী, s. (from স্কপট, deceit, and উপস্থিন, practising religi

ous austerities), a pretended ascetic, a religious impos-

tor.

1 , s . (from , deceit), deceitfulness, knavery.

t , a. (from , deceit, and c , a habit), an assum.

ed character, an assumed part.

কশটৱেশধারী, a. ( from কপটবেশ, an assumed character), sus-

tainingan assumed character, acting an assumed part.

raft, a . (from , acting an assumedpart), sustain.

ing an assumed character ; s. a player.

at, a. (from , deceit), deceitful, acting an assumedpart,

hypocritical.

14, s. (from , water, , to nourish, and , to give), a

name given to the matted hair of Shiva, a cowry.

248, s. (from&A , a cowry), a small shell which passes as

কপী.

current money throughout the east, (Cyprea Moneta).

Thematted hair of Shiva.

, s. (from , wind, and t, to move), a door, a window

shutter.

, s. (from , a door), the operculum of an univalve

shell.

, an imitative sound which is used to express the noise

uttered by some fishes when caught by the hook.

, s. (from , the head, and * , protecting), the fore.

head. This word when used figuratively means destiny,

luck, fortune.

taf , s. (from , theforehead, and , peace), a peace

made by two parties on equal terms .

tta , s. (from , theforehead), a lintel, Shiva, a parti-

cular order or cast in society.

tity, a. (from t , theforehead), fortunate, performing

the religious duties of that cast of Hindoos called Kupa-

lees ; in this sense the word is the adjective of those

brahmuns who are attached to that east and perform

their religious duties.

aft, s. (from at, to tremble), an ape, a monkey, a pulley ;

also (from couve, Portu.) a cabbage.

aften, s . (from eft, apulley, and , a machine), a pulley.

æft , s. (from æft, a monkey, and , to stay), the name of

a fruit tree, (Feronia Elephantum).

arya , 8. (from , a monkey, and , a particular

shrub), the name of a large thorny shrub, (Vangueria

spinosa).

ta, s. (from eft, a monkey, and al, to take, or, according to

some, from , to desire), the name of a sage who was

the founder ofthe Sankhya philosophy .One ofthe names

offire; a. tawny, monkey-brown,

fa , s (from , a monkey, and 1, to take), the name

of the female elephant which in the Hindoo mythology

is fabled as guarding the south east quarterof theworld ;

a cow famous in the fabulous stories of the pooranas;

a sort ofperfume.

æftatcstx, s. (from TAN, a fabled cow, and cuts, enjoy.

ment), the name ofa variety ofautumnal rice.

EfaiaŻ, s. (from Fis , afabled cow, and A, to take), the

name of a variety of autumnal rice.

, s. (from , afabled cow, and , small , the

name of a variety of autumnal rice the graius of which

are very smail.

te, s. (from Ft, a cabbage, and , an esculent ve-

getable), a cabbage.

xìa, s. (from cita, a small garment), a bit of cloth
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about the size ofa sheet ofpaper used by devotees and

poor people as a part of dress, one end of it is fast-

tenedto a string which is tied round the waist, and the

other end being passed between the legs is tucked into

the string or waist band behind.

, s . (from , the head, and , to nourish), the name

ofa lock of hair on the right side ofthe crown. When

a youngbrahmun is invested with the sacerdotal thread,

the hair on his crown is tied in three bunches, one on the

right side, another on the left, and a third in the cen-

ter: on that occasion the bunch on the right side has

this appellation.

THEE, s. (from T, the head, and , to nourish), the name

of the lock which is tied on the left side of the crown

when a young brahmun is invested with the sacerdotal

thread.

ts, 8. (from , to move), a pigeon.

zee , s. (from , a pigeon), a pigeon.

, s. (from , to shake), the cheek.

, s. an imitative sound used to express the noise ut-

tered by some small fishes when caught with a hook.

Zi, v. (from ™ , to come into contact), to clip, to cut a

hedge with shears, to begin to imitate. (In this sense the

verb is only applied to parrots, or other birds, when

they first begin to imitate the human voice).

6 , s. (from , to clip), the act of clipping, the first

attempt ofa bird to imitate the human voice.

, v. (from ™ , to come into contact), to clip , to cut with

scissors or shears.

ta, s. (from , to clip), the act ofclipping.

za, s. (from A, a part of dress), a small piece ofcloth

used instead ofbreeches by devotees andpoorlabouring

'people.

, s. (from , water, and , to be compleated), phlegm.

By the Hindoo physicians this is accounted one of the

three constituent humors ofthe body ; a cold or catarrh .

Wez, a. (from er, phlegm, and ☎, to make), producing or

occasioning colds, occasioningphlegm.

arage, a. (from ær,phlegm, and Tize, making), occasion-

ing colds, producing phlegm .

TUES, a. (from æ , phlegm, and I, to make), occasioning

colds, producing phlegm.

er , a. (from ™ , phlegm, and , to kill), removing or

curing colds, good or efficacious to remove a cold..

zu , a. (from ™ , phlegm, and to be produced), arising

from phlegm, oecasioned by a cold.

ETIKE, a. (from , phlegm, and , producing), occa.

sioning colds, producing phlegm.

TT , a. (from , phlegm, and , producible), arising

from a cold, producible from a cold.

, a. (from , phlegm, and w, to give), occasioning

phlegm , causing catarrh.

FUTINE, a. (from , phlegm, and * , giving), occasion-

ing phlegm, causing a cold.

FIKİN, a. (from æ , phlegm, and wife , giving), occasion-

ing phlegm, causing a cold.

* , a. (from 4, phlegm, and , destroying), re-

moving or curing colds, efficacioùs for the cure of a

cold.

TreÚE, a. (from Tr, phlegm, and ase, increasing), causing

a cold to grow worse, increasing phlegm,

arfaf* , a. (from * , phlegm, and faft , possessed of),

afflicted with a catarrh, abounding with phlegm.

rafa, s. (from æ , phlegm, and af , increase), the increase

ofphlegm, the growing worse of a cold.

erases, a. (from af , the increase ofphlegm, and , to

make), increasing phlegm, increasing a cold or making

it worse.

FTF, a. (from , phlegm, and 1 , joined to), afflicted

with a cold, troubled with phlegm.

æraſk³, a. (from æ , phlegm, and af³, destitute of), free

from catarrh, not afflicted with phlegm.

Fr* , a. (from , phlegm, and , empty), free from

catarrb, not troubled with phlegm.

ara, a. (from T, phlegm, and , destitute of), free

from catarrh, not troubled with phlegm .

æfimi,fim , s. (from , a caravan), a caravan, a large tra-

velling company.

Ì, a. (from si , aflicted with a cold), ill with a cold,

subject to colds .

, s. (from , when ?) when?

*16, s. (from ☎, to sound), defensive armour, a charm, an

amulet.

45 , s. (from 4 , a charm, and f , a text), the text

used as a charm, the reading of a charm.

east, a. (from 45 , wearing armour), armed, clothed

with defensive armour.

4 , s. (from p, to seize, to contract,
ÿ, to meet or

contract), receipt, the hand, the gripe, possession . This

word constructed with , to do, means to subdue, to

take possession by conquest.

Fast, s. (from ea¤ì, a particular fish), the name of apar

B2
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ticular fish, (Perca vagabunda, Buchanan's Mss. Luti-

anus scandens . La Cepede.)

4, s. (from , the head, and , to kill), a headless trunk.

In fabulous history this is the name of a demon whose

head was forced down into his body by a stroke of

Indra's thunderbolt.

, 8. from , water, and Tg, to move), the name ofa fish

which is remarkable for going by land from one place

to another, (Perca vagabunda, Buchanan's Mss. Luti-

anus scandens. La Cepede.)

, s. (from 2p, a grave,, agrave), a grave.

* 6 , 8. (from , a grave, and , digging), a grave-

digger.

কবরাহ, s. ( from

a tomb.

ربق

a grave, and aplace), a grave,

, s. (from agrave, and , a place), a tomb,

a burial ground.

, s. (from , the head, and , to skreen), a braid ofhair,

acidity, the name of a shrub, (Mimosa octandra).

4 , s. (from , the head, and , strength), a mouthful,

particularly that of a beast.

Zamps, s. (from

an acknowledgement.

an acknowledgement), a receipt,

afes, a. (from æ , a mouthful), swallowed , eaten.'

, s. (from test, apretence), a pretence, a deception, a

trick.

watan, s. (from Aci , plural of , a rule), military

exercise.

بابک

roasted), roasted .

zit, s. (from ☎, the air, and , to sorround), a door, a

shutter.

HA, a. (from

Falasia, a. (from a , cubebs, and off , sugar), the

name of the seeds of Piper Cubeba, or the Cubebs of

the shops.

, s. (from E, water, and I, to screen), the name of a

bird, (Tantalus falcinellus . Buchanan's Mss . ) also, ad.

(from 3, how many? and HA, a time), how often ? how-

manytimes?

কালা,
هلايو

, s. (from a bill ofsale), a bill of sale, a deed

of transfer.

fa, s. (from , to utter sound), a poet, a writer of taste.

afizz, a. (from æfa, a poet, and 5 , done), composed by

a pcet, done by a poet.

afa , s. (from fx, e poet), a poem, a verse, poetry.

afestztal, s (from fa , a poem, and ji,, a doer), a poet.
কৰিতাবালা, কবিতা,

afkx, s. (from æsk, a poet), poetry, poetship.

কম.

afata, s. (from afa, apoet, and a , a king), a physician

, a. (from , the name of a man who is owned

as the leader of a large sect among the Hindoos, anj

f , going in a road), practising the precepts ofKu-

veera; s. a follower of the religious opinions ofKuves-

ra.

, s. (from , apigeon), a pigeon,

, 8. (from , a pigeon, and a housE), B

pigeon-house.

, s. (from Jan acknowled
gement

), an acknowled
ge-

ment.

لوبق

, ad. (from fe , what ?) when, when?

, s. (from , a handle), the wrist, a hinge.

the gripe ofthe hand.

, s . (from , a handle), the wrist, a binge, the gripe

ofthe hand.

a. (from , to sound), an oblation made to deceased

ancestors.

A, ad. (from T, at any time, and st, and), at any time.

43
ad. (from , at any time, and 3, even), even at any

time.

™ , v. n. (from , deficient), to be deficient, to decrease,

to fail.

, a. (from , deficient), defective, less, inadequate, de-

ficient.

***, s. (from X , a helper), a helper, an associate.

, s. (from , to desire), a tortoise.

FISH, s. (from , Bruhma, s, to adern, and , to take),

an earthen vessel used by a devotee as a water-pot.

, a . (from 4, to desire), lewd, libidinous, desirous, beau-

tiful, desirable.

is, a. (from T, to desire), desirable, beautiful , agree-

able, delectable.

aastal, 8. (from æg, desirable) , desirableness, delect-

ableness, beauty, agreeableness.

BÅTT, 9. (from A , desirable), desirableness, delect-

ableness, beauty, agreeableness.

, ad. (from , what), where ? whither ? somewhere,

(implying uncertainty) .

*14, 8. (from it, the loins,, the loins), the loins.

কমরবন্দ, s . ( from
یشزرو

the loins, and , a band), a girdle

for the loins. In eastern countries, this is a long piece of

cloth, and is accounted one ofthe most ornamental parts

of a Musulman's dress.
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•

কর.

gayan , a. (from Si , agirdle), the girding up of the

loins, preparation for battle.

catste , s . (from 4, the waist, st, enjoyment, and

arum), a variety ofarum which is cultivated for its

wholesome and nutritive root, (Arum Colocasia.

, s. (from 4, to desire), the name of a beautiful aqua-

tic plant, (Nelumbium speciosum .)

, s. (from , a water lily), a name of Lukshmee, an

orange.

ayalfi , s. (from F , an orange, and f , a lime cr

orange), an orange.

fit, s. (from 2 , a water lily), an assemblage ofwater

lilies, the plant ofa water lily with its flowerand seeds.

™, v. a. (from , defective), to lessen, to abate the price

ofan article, to diminish.

1 , s. (from , to decrease), the diminishing of any

thing, the abating of the price of any article, a cross

bow.

s . (from , less), defectiveness, diminution, abatement,

remission , paucity.

ta, s. (from Camiza, Portu. ) a shirt, a woman's shift. "

E a. (from 5, defective), mean, low, base, vile, wicked .

7 , s. (from , deficient), lowness, baseness ; s. the

dregs of the people, the mob.

*** , s. (from , deficient, and

low-priced, of small value.

price), cheap,

dules, a . (from , deficient, and —ÿ , power), weak, in-

firm.

কজতি,* sts, a. (from , deficient, and is, a tribe), low,

mean.

কমজোর, ৫. (from

infirm .

কমজোরী, s. (from

, deficient, and Ja , strength), weak,
روزو

½¿ , infirm) , debility , weakness, infirmity.

, s. (from , defective), a diminution, a defect.

,s. (from , to tremble), a trembling, a quaking, an

agitation, a vibration, tremulous motion.

, 8. (from Ta, quaking, and I, afever), an ague.

, . (from , to tremble), a trembling, a quaking, a

quivering, an agitation, a vibrating, tremulous motion.

Ex, a. (from , to tremble), capable of trembling, agi-

table.

du,, a. (from a, trembling, and is, hypochondriac),

paralytic, trembling with the palsy.

Text , a. (from , to tremble), trembling, quaking, quiver-

ing, palpitating, vibrating, agitated .

, a. (from a, atrembling, and af , destitute), free

from trembling, steady.

affes, a. (from a, trembling, and fas, affected with),

affected with trembling, quivering, tremulous.

fus, a. (from t, to tremble), made to tremble, put into

a state of agitation or trembling, agitated, disturbed.

FF, a. (from , deficient, and ■, ripe), unripe , imper-

fect, not brought to maturity.

Enau³, a. (from , defective, and ,, destiny), wretch-

ed, miserable, calamitous, unfortunate.

nawet, s. (from af, wretched), wretchedness, mi -for-

tune, calamity, misery.

, s. (from fx , what ? and ™ , to cover), a blanket.

কম্বলবান,, a. (from , a blanket), possessed ofa blanket,

wearing a blanket.

Tracial, a. (from pa , a blanket, and $1,, a doer), wear-

ing a blanket ; s. one clothed with or carrying a blam-

ket.

কম্বলবিশিষ্ট, a . (fron কম্বল, a blanket, and বিশিষ্ট, possessedof

possessed of a blanket, wearing a blanket.

** fe , a. (from , a blanket, and fat , destitute),

destitute of a blanket.

DISUF, a. (from Da , a blanket, and 15, connected with),

possessed of a blanket, wearinga blanket.

pfs, a. (from , a blanket, and 5, destitute of),

destitute of a blanket.

BIRII, a. (from 1, a blanket, and , destitute of),

destitute of a blanket.

কম্বলম্বিত, a. ( from কম্বল, a blanket, and অন্বিত, connected

with), possessed of a blanket.

FI, s. (from I, to desire), a shell, a turbinated univalve

shell, a bracelet, a ring, the neck.

FINIT, a. (from a shell, and , the hinder part of

the neck), having the neck marked with three lines re-

sembling those which mark the convolutions of a spiral

shell. This is considered by the Hindoos as a mark of

beauty and high fortune.

za, s. (from I, a shell, and , the hinder part of

the neck), a neck marked with three lines like those of

a spiral shell.

شی
, ad. (from , less, and more), more or less ,

nearly, thereabouts.

f , s. (from , a blanket) , a blanket.

, s. (from coal), coal, a coal.

yta, s. (from Jus, a weighmon), a person who weighs

wares,
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Ermi, s. (from¿¿MAS, aweighman), a toll taken by the perfo , s. (from a, brightness, and ſo, to collect), the name

son who weighs merchandize.

EM, s. (fromTT , a particularfish), the name of a species

of fish which is noted for going on dry land from one

place to another, (Perca vagabunda).

F3, s. (from 4, to do), the hand, the trunk ofan elephant

which answers the purpose of a hand, revenue, a tax.

TIR, 8. (from Exo, a store-house), a store-house, a granary.

5, 8. (from *, salt), sea salt obtained by evapora

tion.

es, s. (from , water, , to give, aud ft, soft), the un-

ripe shell of the coco-nut before it has acquired any

hardness ; a. unripe, soft so as to be eatable. This ad-

jective is only applied to the coco nut.

Est , s . (from , the name ofa bird), the name of a

bird, (Lanius excubitor) ; a . stunted, when this adjec

tive is applied to vegetables it means checked in growth

and by that means become crooked and hard.

FLE ), s. (from 7, the hand, and , the elbow), the hip,

so called because the elbow reaches thereto when hang-

ing down.

, s. (from , to injure), hail, the water-pot ofan asce-

tic, a vessel made of the coco nut.

t3, s. (from at, hail, and 3, a falling), a hail-

storm, a fall of hail.

f , s. (from , to injure), thename of a species ofgrass,

(Rottboellia perforata).

করকিটেরয়া , s . ( from করছি, injuring, and টেঙ্গরী, three barb-

ed), thename ofa fish, (Pimelodes Kurki Tayngra. Bu-

chanan's Mss.)

, s. (from a, the hand, and cist, the casting of a

nativity), the lines or marks in the palm ofthe hand .

4, s. (from 4, revenue, and 4, a receiving), the re-

ceiving oftribute, the collecting of the revenue.

DIE, a. (from 4, revenue, and size, receiving), re-

ceiving revenue ; s. a collector of the revenue, one who

receives taxes or other kinds of tribute.

ht, a. (from , revenue, and f , receiving), receiv

ing revenue, collecting revenue ; s . one who receives

taxes or other kinds of revenue.

E , s. (from , to throw), a vessel made from a coconut,

the head, a bone. "

, s. (from , revenue, and fs, to collect), a written as-

sessment of taxes, a levy.

fata , s. (from 4, the hand, fs, to collect, and ,

a garland), the name of a tree, (Briedelia lanceæfolia.

Roxb.)

of the small white heron, (Ardea nivea .)

fit, s. (from , a twig of bamboo), a variety of

bamboo.

TIA, s. (from X, water, and I , to dye), the name of a tim-

ber tree, (Galedupa arborea , Roxb.)

TIR), s. (from T , the name ofa tree), the name of a tim-

ber tree, (Galedupa arborea, Roxb.

, s. (from , to do), the doing ofany thing, the making

of any thing, the acting in any way, the instrument or

means by which a work is performed.

, ad. (from 4 , an instrument), by means of, bythe

instrumentality of. This word is properly used in com.

position only, as the last member ofa compound ; the

word thus formed is then an adjective indicating done

by the instrumentality of that which is expressed by

the first member.

, a . (from , to do), necessary or proper to be done,

practicable.

Ildal, 8. (from 74, a doing, and , the will), a desire

to act, a wish to do any thing.

T375, a. (from E4, a doing, and a, desirous), desirous

of doing a thing.

TAAEF, a. (from 4, a doing, and 5 , desirous), desir.

ous of acting, desirous ofdoing a thing.

1

13, 8. (from 7, to do), a wicker basket, a bee hive, a ho-

ney comb, a sort of water fowl, an aquatic plant.

7431, s. (from 4, to do), the name ofan acid fruit, also the

thorny bush which produces it, (Carissa Carandas.)

XXGA, 8. (from XI, the hand, and the bottom of any

thing), the underside of the hand ; a. subject, under the

power.

' ,

3 , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), in subjection.

775)7, 8. (from T , the hund, and 3 , the beating oftime),

a cymbal.

zastat, s. (from 3, the hand, and , the beating oftime),

a cymbal, the beating of time by clapping the hands, a

clapping of the hands.

isi , 8. (from 4, revenue, and to, a giver), one who

pays to the public revenue.

FMTLE, «. (from * , revenue, and are, giving), paying to

the public revenue.

ai , a. (from , revenue, and f , giving), paying tax.

es, contributing to the revenue.

EXI, s. (from 3, the hand, and 4, a leaf), a saw.

, s. (from 4, the hand, and

tion bythe fingers.

, a shoot), conversa-
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zuta,, s. (from 3, the hand, and , a vessel), the hand

with the palm collected so as to hold water or any other

liquid..

, s. (from A, the hand, and , a cover), the joining

of the palms of the hands together, as a token of re-

spect or of obsequious reverence.

= a , ad. (loc. case of ) with the bands respectfully

joined.

4, s. (from 3, the hand, and ☎ , an arrow), the name

of a water fowl, (Charadrius bilobus . Lin.)

Ma, s. (from , the hand, and ™ , to kill), a sword, a

scymetar.

TIÊ, s. (from TI , sweet-scented oleander), the name of

the sweet-scented oleander or rose-bay, (Nerium odo

rum .)

4 , s. (from , the hand, and a, to shine), the name

ofa beautiful flowering shrub, (Nerium odorum. )

5, s. (from E, to cast away), the young of an animal, a

young elephant, a young camel. The metacarpus, the

back ofthe hand from the wrist to the root of the fin-

gers .

E , s. (from TI, an action), an action, fate, or the liability

of any person to suffer or enjoy the consequences of

actions committed in a former state of existence, actions

done in a prior state of existence.

₹7451, s. (from 254 , the name of afruit), the name of a

bush which produces an acid fruit, also the fruit called

Kurinda, (Carissa Carandas) .

, 8. (from 3, the hand, and , to rub), the name of

a pleasent acid fruit called Kurinda, the tree or bush

which produces the Kurinda fruit, (Carissa Carandas) .

E, s. (from 3, the hand, and д , to rub), the name

ofan acid fruit, also the tree whichproduces it, (Carissa

Carandas).

TIN, 8. (from æn , Nauclea), the name of a large timber

tree, (Nauclea cordifolia.)

, s . (from 3, the hand, and at , a garland), a rosa-

ry.

4 , s. (from , to be condensed,
רק رق

fixedness), steadiness,

a resolution, fixedness in a resolution, patience.

* , 8.(from"P, tobe condensed,,fixedness), steadiness,

fixedness in a resolution, a resolution, patience.

45, 8. (from 4, to throw, and i, to take), the name of a

bird, (Bucco Corula.) .

Taal, s. (from zÍITTA, a species offruit), the name of a

cucurbitaceous plant, and also of its fruit, (Momordica

Carantia.)

করী.

tat, s. (from , a hand, and Hat , a branch), a finger.

, s . (from , the hand, and , a swelling), an

oedematous swelling of the hands usually reckoned a

fore-runner of death.

ELLI, s. (from 4 , the hand, and , to take away), the

name of a species of Gardenia, (Gardenia saponacea,

Buchanan's Miss.)

TA, s. (from E, to go), the doing or making of any thing ;

a . done.

Etats, 8. (from 3, the hand, and , a blow), a blow

or stroke with the hand.

wife, s. (from 7, Catechu), the local name of a species

of Mimosa.

aitu, a. (from 3, splendor, and , to go), stunted, ob

structed in its growth, compressed ; s. the name of a

bird, (Galinula viridis .)

catalan, s. (from , stunted, and t, a club-

rush), the name of a species of grass, (Scirpus com

planatus.

id, s. (from , to do), the causing of any thing to be done.

or made.

Taif , s. (from ☎a, revenue, and A, bringing), a collector

of the revenue, a clerk, a writer.

3, s. (from XII, a saw), a saw.

, s. (from 13, a saw), a sawyer.

করার,
*ṛia, s. (from 7p, to be condensed, ÿ, fixedness), a pro-

mise, an engagement, a treaty, anagreement, the ratifica-

tion of a bargain.

رارق

Ezizania, 8.Extanta, s. (from , a treaty, and a place ofturning
رادم

or returning), a treaty, an agreement, a promise, an en-

gagement.

zaist, a. (from 15, an engagement) , engaged for, promised.

, a . (from a , the hand, and , to be able), a species

of pitch, a mixture of oil and pitch, the name of a

species of Basil of a black colour, (Ocymum Sanctum ,)

a species of swallow wort, (Hemisdemus indicus ; ) a.

great, high, lofty, formidable, terrible, having project-

ing teeth.

17, s . (from afar, an elephant, and , ajar), the frontal

globes of an elephant.

, s. (from , to injure, and , a heron), a variety

of the white heron, (Ardea nivea maxima.)

fute, s. (from , to injure, and , to move), the name of

a species ofbird, (Tringa ochropus.)

3, s . (from , an elephant, and 3, a proboscis), the

trunk of an elephant.

a . s. (from 4, an elephant's trunk), au clephant,
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zx.

8. 3 ,* 4, s. (from , an elephant, and , the chief ofthe

gods), the leader of a herd of elephants, a very excel-

lent elephant.

ÆÃ¤, a. (from „:55, generous), beneficent, generous, liberal .

ze , s. (from , a granary), a granary.

, s. (from , to de),pity, compassion, tenderness, mercy.

Zedte , s. (from Ti, compassion, and i , a mine), a

mine of compassion ; e. full ofpity or compassion.

de, a. (from H , pity, and fo3, the heart), compas-

sionate, tender-hearted.

tita, s. (from 4 , compassion, and fa&ta, recepta-

cle), a sea of compassion; a. very compassionate.

হ্নকণান্বিত, a. (from করুণা, compassion, and অন্বিত, following

upon), compassionate, merciful, gracious, pitiful, tender-

hearted.

করুণাবিশিষ্ট, a. (from করুন!, compassion, and বিশিষ্ট, passessed

of, compassionate, gracious, merciful, pitiful, tender.

hearted.

txt , a. (from TT1, compassion, and fagia, destitute),

destitute ofpity, void ofcompassion, pitiless, merciless.

zasty, a. (from a , compassion), full of compassion,

abounding with pity, tender-hearted.

ds, a. (from 1, compassion, and , joined to),

compassionate, pitiful, tender-hearted.

tas, a. (from 4 , compassion, and af , destitute of),

destitute ofcompassion, pitiless , merciless .

atta , a. (from Tal, compossion , and A , empty), des-

titute of compassion, pitiless, merciless .

zesista, a. (from eat, compassion, and F , destitute of),

destitute of compassion, pitiless , merciless.

**dig, a. (from FIA , compession, and 5 , wit), moistened

with compassion, compassionate, tender hearted .

z , s. (from A, a particularfruit), the name of a

plant ofthe cucurbitaceouskind, also of its fruit, (Mo-

mordica Catantia.)

waz, 8. (from 33 , an osprey), the osprey or fishing eagle,

(Falco Halietus.)

27 , s . (from , a particular fruit), the name of a

plant and its fruit, (Momordica Carantia )

E, s. (from , water, and at, to shine), the name of a

species of fish . (Clupea fornicata, Buchanan's Msc.)

xit, s. (from I, to laugh), a crab, the sign cancer, a spe-

cies of serpent.

aft, s . (from , a crab, and af , a sign), the sign

cancer.

zátqui, s. (from 37 , a crab, and , horned) , the name

ofa climbing and milky plant, (Asclepias geminata?)

asti ,

21.

st. s. (fromzt, a crab), a female crab, a sort ofcucum

ber, (Cucumis utilissimus.)

za, s. (from I, gravel, and , to have), the name of

the Jujube, (Zizyphus Jujuba. )

, s. (from * , to laugh), a grating noise, a small no-

dule of lime stone, gravel, the grating sensation aris

ing from having sand between the teeth, the painful sen-

sation arising from dust in the eye, or from any thing

which occasions pain in the eye .

fan , a . (from * , grit), gritty, full ofnodules.

, a. (from , tolaugh), rigid, harsh, rough, hard, vio.

lent, too rough to be handled, unfeeling, unmerciful,

eruel, unkind, miserly.

, s . (from , a crab, and a, togo), the name of a plant

ofthe cucurbitaceous kind, (Cucurbita Pepo.)

, s. (from , to laugh), the name of a species ofgrass,

(Rottboellia perforata .)

Tú, s. (from ÿ, a loan), a loan, a debt.

i , s. (from , a loan, and sist, apaying), the

discharging of a debt, the paying off or clearing off a

loan.

কর্জদাদন,
asínika, s. (from , a loan, and ss, a giving), the

lending ofmoney or goods.

aunty, s . (from glas , a loan), a debtor, one who bor-

rows money or other articles.

, s . (from , a loan, and 5, a writing), a bond, a

promissory note.

, s . (from , a loan, and e , the payment of a

debt), the discharging of a debt, the clearing off or pay.

ing off a loan.

víì, s. (from ÿ, a loan), a debtor.I,
ضرق

, s. (from á, to pierce), the ear, the rudder ofa ship or

boat. In the fabulous history ofthe Hindoos, one of the

sons of Koonice, the wife of Pandoo, begotten before

her marriage by Soorya, the sun.

, s. (from 4, the ear, and as, a ring), an earring.

8. (from , the ear, and at , an insect), the name

of a small coleopterous insect.

d257, s. (from T , the ear, and 24, a cavity), the ear-

hole.

is , s. (from , an ear, and sty, excrement), the wax of

the car.

ztaty, s . (from , an ear, and cog, an object), the no-

tice or cognizance of the ear, such a situation as to

be within hearing.

Edy, s. (from Tí, an ear and fag, a hole), the car hole.
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কনি-

, s. (from , the ear, and , a leech), the

name ofan insect, (Julus cornifex, and perhaps some

other species ; ) also a very slender species of Centipes

or Scolopendra.

, s. (from , a rudder, and , to hold), a helmsman,

a steersman.

কর্ণধারবিশিষ্ট, a . (from কর্ণধার , a helansman, and বিশিষ্ট, pro-

vided with), provided or furnished with a helmsman.

Das, a. (from a, a helmsman, and T , joined

with), furnished with a helmsman .

কর্ণবাররহিত, a. (from কর্ণবার, a helmsman, and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute ofa helmsman.

, a . (from , a helmsman, and , empty),

destitute of a helmsman.

as , a. (from , a helmsman, and , destitute

of), destitute ofa helmsman.

zette, s. (from zá, an ear, and t , a ripening), a tumor

in the ear.

Táta , 8. (from , an ear, and , to preserve), the name

of an ornament for the ear, also a string of jewels or

beads suspended from the ear.

A, a. (from , the ear, and , aflower), an ornament

for the ear.

Tá?22, s. (from Tí, the ear, and caª, perforation), the religi

ous ceremony of piercing the ears of a male Hindoo

child, the piercing of the ear for the purpose of wear-

ing earrings.

za, s. (from a, an ear, and a , filth), the excretion or

wax of the ear.

za, s. (from 4, the ear, and , a root), the root ofthe

ear.

, s. (from 4 , the root of the ear, and c , a

swelling), a tumor at the root ofthe ear.

4 , s. (from Tí, an ear, and a , a hole), the ear-hole.

zitats, s. (from Á, the ear, and ts , a disease), a disease

of the ear.

, s. (from , the car, and , the hollows ofthe

ear), the outer part ofthe ear, the cartilage and depres

sions leading to the auditory passage.

zit , s. (from Zá, the ear, and , to go), the name of a

country in the peninsula of India. It includes the coun-

try called Mysore, or more properly Muheshwura.

Fatšao, s. (from ze, a country in the peninsula of India,

and , sweet calamus), the name of a drug or medicinal

root produced in the country of Kurnata, (probably a

variety of Acorus Calamus.)

Há , s. (from xá, to pierce), a mason's trowel,

fd , s. (from , the ear), an earring, the pericarp of a

lotus, the name ofa large shrub, (Premna spinosa .)

afdæ , s . (from æf , an earring, and x, to go), the name

of a large ornamental tree, (Pterospermum acerifolium, )

the pericarp of a lotus.

, s. (from , the ear, and , the repetition ofwords),

a tale bearer, a whisperer, an informer.

, s. (from , to cut), the cutting or trimming of any

thing.

, s. (from 3, to cut), a pair of scissors or shears, par-

ings.

, a. (from , to do), proper to be done, necessary, in-

cumbent, practicable, proper, fit.

, 8. (from T , practicable), practicability, propriety,

fitness.

TÍUT, s. (from TÍ , prácticable), practicability, propriety,

fitness.

ut , a. (from , practicable, and , imprac

ticable), practicable or impracticable, proper or impro-

per, fit to be done or not.

, 8. (from , to cut), a pair of scissors, a pair of

shears.

, s. (from 3, to cut), a pair of scissors.

z , s. (from an agent), an agent, a master, the doer of

any thing, a governor, the agent ofa verb.

, a. (from , by the agency of), this word is proper.

ly , and is used in composition only, as the last mem-

ber of a compound ; the final is then added to give

the whole compound the force ofan adjective meaning

done by the agency of that which is expressed by the

first member.

, s. (from , an agent), agency, management, rule,

government.

, s. (from I, government, and t , an office), the

office of governing, the state or condition ofa sovereign

or governor.

ÝTSI, s. (from I, government, and , a burden), the

load or burden of government, the care or responsibi-

lity of government or of agencyship.

, s. (from , an agent, and , an office), in grammar

the agent ofa verb, the office of an agent or director.

TÝTTI, a. (from æ , an agent, and , to be expressed), to

be expressed by the agent ; s. (in grammar), the active

voice.

, s. (from , an agent), a female agent, the mistress of

a family, a governess.

, s. (from , to sound ill), mud, dirt,

T
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ফ :

, s. (from , to sound ill), dirt, mud.

aag, s. (from æ , dirt), dirty, abounding with soft dirt

or mud.

us, ɑ . (from , dirt, and Ts, joined to), dirty,

abounding with soft dirt or mud.

, a. (from , dirt, and af , destitute of), clean,

freefrom dirt or mud.

rs, a. (from , mud, and , smeared), smeared

with mud or dirt.

ft, s . (from 44, to contrive), old and patched garments,

ragged clothes.

, s. (from , to do), the cotton, plant or shrub, also

cotton.

, s. (from , to contrive), camplior.

totta, s. (from , camphor, 3, to move, and td,

betle leaf , a variety of the betle leaf, the scent ofwhich

has some resemblance to camphor.

phatfnis, a. (from 3, camphor, and if , perfumed),

perfumed with camphor.

PF, a. (from a, camphor, and 4 , connected with),

camphorated, mixed or combined with camphor.

* , a. (from 1, to move), variegated, speckled ; s. a spe-

cies ofplant, (Curcuma reclinata.)

SÍM, 8. (from T , variegated, and , a net), in the

occult sciences this word means a particular mark on

the body indicative of good fortune.

, s. (from4, to do), an action, work, a deed, an office, an

employment, an affair, a matter, the object of a verb.

tea, s. (from work, and , to do), a workman, a

labourer.

, s. (from , work, and , an agent), aworkman,

the superintendent of any business, a labourer.

FIT), s. (from æf , embroidered), the name of a fish, (Cy-

prinus tuberculatus.)

, s. (from , a work, and ate, an assemblage), the

body of religious ceremonies, commanded in the Hin-

doo laws, or established by custom.

Zeta, s. (fromE , work, and , to do), a blacksmith, an

armourer, a whitesmith.

EUEKE, a. (from , work, and a , doing), effecting,

doing business, accomplishing an undertaking ; s. the

person who does any work.

eft, a . (from , work, and ☎lfat, doing), effecting any

purpose, accomplishing any undertaking.

it , a. (from , work, and , skilled), skilled in

any business, eminent at any work.

eufs, s. (from * , work, and æ , injury), the injury of

any business, loss of time in the doing of business,

bindrance to any work.

Fafxx, a. (from E , an action, and 4, able), capable of

work, capable of an undertaking.

, a. (from , work, and off , moving), employ-

ed in an undertaking, engaged in a work; s. a collector

of revenues or rents, a steward, a factor.

E, s. (from , work, and fox, a mark), a badge of

office, or any mark worn as indicative of some office

or employment.

rs, a. (from , work, and 5,fallen from), dismiss-

ed from anoffice or employment, discharged, having lost

a situation or office.

, a. (from , work, and , to be produced), arising

from particular labour or from any action, arising from

religious works or ceremonies.

A , a. (from work, and 4 , producible), produci-

ble from labour or from any particular action, produci-

ble by religious works or ceremonies, arising from works.

, a. (from , work, and , toknow), acquainted with

labour, acquainted with religious duties.

sol, s. (from ☎ , work, and w , one who knows), one

who understands any particular kind ofwork, one who

is acquainted with religious ceremonies .

Príð, a. (from PÚ , work), diligent, laborious.

faat , s. (from 4, the object, and л, to be spoken),

(in grammar) the passive voice.

4147, a. (from , work), fit for work, serviceable.

ortst, s. (from , work, and arts , dereliction), retire.

ment from business, a relinquishment ofall expectations

from virtuous actions or ceremonious observances as a

meritorious cause.

st, a. (from , work, and rst , abandoning), re-

tiring from business, relinquishing all expectations from

virtuous actions or ceremonious observances as a meri-

torious cause ; s. an atheist.

' ,HA, s. (from T , work, and I , destruction), the ruin

of an undertaking, the destruction ofa work, the loss

ofmeritorious actions.

FI , a. (from , work, and , destructive), ruin-

ous to an undertaking, destructive to a work, render.

ing religious merits ineffectual. ,

caftoft, a. (from , work, and † , destructive), ruin-

ous to an undertaking, destructive to a work, render-

ing religious merits ineffectual.

, s. (from , to do), work, labour, action, a religious

ceremony.
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wh,s. (from wala, work, and 414, destruction), the frus-

trating of any work, the impeding of an undertaking.

a, e . (from , work, **, destroying), frustrat-

ing an undertaking, making a work abortive or useless,

hindering a work, ruinous to an undertaking.

Tut , a. (from 7, work, and 7, eminent), eminent at

anywork, skilled in business.

, a . (from , work, and fax , eminent), eminent in

any work, eminent in any trade or business.

, s. (from work, and t , eminence), emi-

nence in any trade or profession , cleverness in business.

a. (from , work, and size, able), capable of

any work, able to do any work."

TKTA, 8. (fromP , work, and wo, afruit), the consequence

or fruit of human actions, happiness or misery consider-

ed as the consequences ofhuman actions.

কৰ্ম্মবিপাক, s . (from কৰ্ম্মন, work, and বিপাক, the ripening ofa

fruit), the circumstance of any action having produced

its consequences, or, in figurative language, having ripen-

ed its fruit, the consequence of actions ; also the title ofa

book which treats ofthe consequences ofhuman actions.

, s. (from , work, and I, land), in the Hindoo

geography, the middle part of India, which is consider-

ed as that part of the world in which the people pay

regard to religious ceremonies as a meritorious cause of

finalhappiness, any part of the earth which is consider-

ed as sacred.

atst, s. (from work, and tst, suffering or enjoy-

ment), the suffering ofthe consequences ofevil actions,

or enjoying the consequences ofgood ones.

, a. (from , work andy , connected with), con-

nected with labour, belonging to any work or office,

connected with any undertaking.

**ícutsti, a. (from , work, and ist , capable), capable

ofdoing a work, fit for any particular work, worthy of

employment.

za , s. (from an action, and , a colour) , the name

of a fruit, and also ofthe tree which produces it (Aver-

rhoa Carimbola .)

aut.

fa, a . (from , work, and , an inclination), indus-

trious, laborious, taking pleasure in religious duties.

, a . (from , work, and * , empty), destitute of

employment ; destitute of meritorious actions.

a. (from 4, work, and , a hero), eminent at

any work, laborious in any undertaking.

ita, s . (from A , work, and cta, an end), the end ofan

action or ceremony, the consequence of an action.

, s. (from , work, and , a counsellor), a mi-

nister or counsellor who directs the magistracy, a mi-

nister who is at the head ofthe executive department.

PATHI, s. (from 4, work, and watâta, afinish), the

end of any business , the finishing of any work, the ac-

complishment ofan undertaking.

কৰ্ম্মসযাবী, s. ( froin কর্মন work, and সযাবা, afinish ), the end

of any business, the finishing of a work, the accom-

plishment of an undertaking.

FÚĦTINE, a. (from 4 , work, and art ,finishing), fi.

nishing orcompleting works.

rif , s. (from , work, and if , the finishing ofa

thing), the finishing of a work or undertaking, the end

of a work, the concluding of a business.

, a. (from , work, and ,finishing), caus.

ing orcontributing to the compleating of a work, caus

ing the success of an undertaking.

কৰ্ম্মসাধক, a. (from কৰ্ম্মন, an action, and সার্বক, accomplish-

ing), accomplishing a work, causing the accomplish-

ment ofa work, furnishing the means of doing a work.

কর্মসাধন, s. ( from কৰ্ম্মন, a work, and নবিন, the means of

accomplishing a work), the means of accomplishing a

work.

ffa, s. (from a, a work, and fa , an accomplish-

ment), the accomplishment of an undertaking, the com-

pleating of a work.

TI, s. (from , work, and , a place), a place of

employment, the place where any person's employment

is.

PRE* , a. (from 4, work, and vata, unskilled), unskil-

led in any work, unacquainted with business.

3, a. (from , work, and 5, devoted to), taking plea- , a . (from T , work, and , unable), incapable of

sure in any work or business , delighted with religious

ceremonies.

*úsk³, a. (from , work, and 313, destitute of), destitute

ofemployment, destitute ofthose religious actions which

are considered as meritorious, irreligious.

æftæ , s. (from , work, and fæ , instruction), instruc-

tion in any trade or business.

business.

, s . (from , work, and , a beginning,) actions

and all things connected therewith , work and its conse-

quence.

gut, a. (from , work, and if , following up-

on), according to actions, following any action as a cou-

sequence,

C2
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কৰ্ম্মো,

zxxx, a. (from , work, and

with), corresponding with works or actions.

, a. (from , work, and ,following), fol-

lowing any action as a consequence, consequent on an

action.

কল.

corresponding , s. (from , to draw), a weight of gold or silver equal

to sixteen mashas which at five goonjas (seeds of Abrus

precatorius) to the masha, is about one hundred and

eighty grains troy : in common use eight goonjas are

accounted a masha, at which reckoning the kursha is

about two hundred and eighty grains troy. Tillage, the

ploughing of the soil, a Beleric Myrobalan (Terminalia

Belerica.)

ze, u. (from

ts, ad. (loc. case of ), in consequence of an

action, according to actions.

FI , s. (from , work, and ta, performance), the

performance ofa work, the commencement of a work,

the proper arranging of labour.

te, s. (from , an action, and , an end), the end

of an action, the end of an undertaking.

, ad. (loc. case of 8), at the end of an action, in

consequence of an action .

Tifas, a. (from T , work, and af , following upon),

industrious, diligent, possessed of a stock of merits.

FÚZI, a. (from T , work, and 4 , covered), secured by

an employ, protected, or covered by an employment

or office.

st , a. (from , work, and tsts, incapable), unfit

for any work, unfit for any undertaking, incapable of

doing a work.

ta, s. (from , work, and 2, to go), a smith, a brazier.

za , s. (from , work, and t , a beginning), the

commencement of an action.

,́ a. (from , work, and ,́ fit), useful, fit for any

work, fit for any undertaking.

, work, andts, a. (from , devoted to) , devot-

ed to labour, laborious, industrious, diligent, devoted

to religious ceremonies.

aff , a. (from a work), highly serviceable, fit for any

work.

, a. (from , work), belonging to any work, ingenious.

fy, s. (from I, work, and I , un organ), an organ

of action, ofthese the Hindoo philosophers reckon five,

the hand, the foot, the larynx or organ of the voice, the

organ of generation, and the anus or organ of excreti-

on.

st, s. (from

Fut , a. (from , work, and 3715, engaged in), dili-

gent, industrious, active, engaged in labour.

4, work, and starts , exertion), indus.

try, exertion in business, diligence.

zuítastat, a. (from æ , work, and swift , strenuous),

strenuous in action, laborious, active, diligent, industri-

ous.

acuitys, a. (from , work, and sЯ , fit), useful, fit

for any work.

, to draw), drawing, ploughing; s. a

ploughman, a cultivator of the soil.

, 8. (from a, to draw), the act of drawing or attract-

ing any thing, the act of ploughing.

TÚSI, a. (from xa, to draw), capable of being drawn, fit

to be ploughed.

fact, s. (from ga, to draw), a female who manages the

plough, a species of the moon plant (Menispermum cor-

difolium,) the bit of a bridle.

fs, a. (from 4 , to draw), drawn, ploughed.

, ad. (from f , when?) when? at what time ?

affs , ad. (from af , when ?) sometimes, occasionally.

, s. (from , to calculate), semen virile, any piece ofma

chinery, an engine, a machine, the lock ofa gun, a trap,

an elastic spring, a shoot, a cion, a sprout, a mouthful,

particularly that of a cow or other animal, a low or soft

tone as that of chirping or buzzing, a jujube (Ziziphus

Jujuba.)

æ , s. (from lÿ, a tinning), the tinning of vessels, this

word constructed with the verb , to do, means to tin

a vessel..

يعلق
™™ , s. (from lÿ, the tinning of a vessel, and ₹4, do-
কলইকর,

ing), a tinman.

, s. (from , to sound), a confused noise, a tumul-

tuous noise, a hubbub, the buz or din of a crowd.

, s (from , water, and , to obtain), rust, a stain, a

blemish, a stigma, an imputation ofcrime, a moral stain

or taint, a crime, guilt.

FSET, s. (from TS, a stain, and ☎, to do), a detractor, a

censorious person, one who charges another with crime;

a. staining, blemishing, blackening a person's reputati

on, disgraceful, corroding.

, a. (from , a stain, and te, doing), blemish-

ing a person's reputation, causing disgrace, staining, cor-

roding ; s. a detractor, one who leads another into dis-

grace or crime.

, a. (from , a stain, and , producing),

causing a blemish or disgrace, disgraceful, corroding.

Pak , a. (from e , a stain, and 54 , producible), aris
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কল.

⚫ing from an imputation of crime, arising from a stain or

blemish.

, a. (from , a stain, and , destroying),

removing stains, removing blots or blemishes, removing

dishonour.

zasfafase, a. (from ™ , a stain, andfa , a cause) , aris-

ing from some moral or natural stain or blemish as its

origin.

25$ , a. (from , a stain, and T , increasing), in-

creasing guilt, augmenting a crime, blackening a per-

son's reputation by magnifying his crimes, increasing

stains or blemishes.

a. (from , a stain), stained, blotted, guilty,

blame-worthy, stained with crimes.

fat , a. (from , a stain, and fat , possessed of),

stained, blotted, guilty, blame worthy, stained with.

crimes.

ſ , a. (from , a stain, and fat , destitute of),

immaculate, pure, clear from stain or blemish, inno-

cent, free from crime, blameless.

54 , s. (from , a stain, and af , an increase), the

aggravation ofa crime, the increase of guilt, the spread-

ing of a stain or blemish.

, s. (from , a stain, and 597, a breaking), the

freeing of a person from guilt, the removal of crime or

blame, purification, a dramatic exhibition representing

Krishna's purging away the imputations ofguilt cast on

Radha, by pouring water on her through a vessel with a

thousand holes.

, a. (from %, a stain, and , sunk), sunk in guilt

or crime.

I, a. (from , a stain), full of stains, full of blots

or blemishes, defiled , full of guilt, loaded with crimes.

, 8. (from , a stain, and ta, more), a mere

stain, wholly blame, compleat guilt, nothing but guilt or

stain.

F, a. (from , a stain, and TF, connected with), cri-

minal, blame-worthy, charged with crimes, stained, blot-

ted, blemished.

, a. (from , a stain, and 5, destitute of),

free from crimes, free from guilt, blameless, guiltless,

unstained, immaculate, clear, innocent.

কলঙ্কশঙ্কান্বিত, a . (from কলঙ্ক, astain, শঙ্কা, fear, andডাম্বিত, fol-

lowing upon), afraid of an imputation of guilt, afraid

of crimes, sollicitous ofappearing innocent or clear.

, a. (from , a stain, and Я , indicating), iu-

dicating crime, indicating guilt, discovering blemishes.

ফল.

21 , a. (from , a stain, and , destitute), free

from guilt, not charged with crimes, blameless , guilt-

less, unstained, immaculate, clear, innocent.

f3, a. (from , a stain, and f ,following upon),

stained, blotted, charged with crimes, criminal, guilty.

, a. (from , a stain, and , fit), blame - worthy,

deserving to be stigmatized .

TH, a. (from æ , a stain), stained, blemished, charged

with any thing disgraceful.

, s. (from , to sound, and 5, to move), an animal

stricken by a poisoned arrow.

, s. (from , to sound), a wife, the hip and loins, a

royal citadel, a fort.

ts, s. (from , a wife, and ats, gain), the obtain.

ing ofa wife. :

, s. (from , a wife, and ctt , sorrow), mourning

for a wife.

, s. (from , water, andfat, to smearover), paste, starch,

varnish.

TH ,, s. (from , a pen), a pen, a scion, a cutting ofany

plant ; also from , to sendforth, rice which growsin

deep water and ripens in November and December.

RæÍH, 8. (from lÿ, a pen, and A, any culling instru-

ment), a penkuife.

amaæiff, s. (from lÿ, apen, and wife, wood), a writing reed, a

piece of bamboo used to make a pen, a scion, a cutting.

, a. (from , apen, and
moving), engaged

in work, busy."

কদমতরাশ, s. (from

a penknife.

কলমদান,

ملق

a pen, and

شارت

that which cuis),

zania, s. (from is , a pen, and ¡Hя, a receptacle), a

standish.

কলম) ,

نادملق

, s . (from , a word), a word.

t, a. (from

other crystallized salt ; also from , aquatic convol

vulus, the name of an aquatic plant, (Convolvalus repens . )

, s. (from 43, to rejoice), the stalk of a plant, an arrow,

the name of a tree, (Nauclea orientalis) ; Columba root,

(Menispermum Columba.)

crystallized), crystallized ; s. nitre orany

asfaatsfag, s. (from , the head,, long, as , to obtain,

and f , a lime), a citron, (Citrus medica.)

Я, s. (from ™ , the stalk of aplant), the name ofan

aquatic plant, (Convolvulus repens.)

E , s. (from , a soft sound, and , a voice), a dove, a

pigeon, the Indian black Cuckoo, the buz or din ofa mul-

titude, a confused noise, a low and agreeable tone.
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কলা:

ww , s. (fromX, water, and *t, to do handicraft labour), a

water pot or smalljar in which the inhabitants ofIndia

fetch their water, a large pitcher.

, s . (from , a water pot), a large earthen pot with

a narrow neck, used in the East to fetch water.

ff , s. (from Ft, ajar, and fifs, a bench), a bench

on which the Hindoos set their pots of water for do .

mestic purposes.

, s. (from , the head, and , to rejoice), a pinnacle

on the top ofa temple, a jar to hold water.

, s. (from , water, , to rejoice, TF, a reed), the

name of a species of aquatic grass, (Panicum palu-

dosum).

, s. (from , water, and w, to rejoice), a water pot,

a jar.

, s. (from , an agreeable sound, and , a duck),

the name of an aquatic bird, (Gallinula porphyria,

Lath. ) according to some, however, it means a drake, a

teal, or a gander.

PUL, s. (from F , a pleasing sound, and , to kill), a

quarrel, contention, war, the fighting without weapons,

viz. with the fists, or by kicking, cuffing, or the like.

FALÌ, a. (from TAL, a quarrel), quarrelsome, contentious .

PAN, v. n. (from , to send or throw), to sprout, to act in

the manner of a machine, to perform the office of a

machine.

E , s. (from A, to count), the mechanic art, a part or por-

tion, a digit of the moon or a sixteenth part of her disc,

a portion of time equal to thirty kashthas, or eight se

conds, fraud, deceit, interest on a capital, a plantain, the

menstrual discharge.

za , s. (from zag, pulse), the name of several species of

leguminous seeds or pulse.

, s. (from , a plantain, and , a bulbous root), a

sort ofsweetmeat which is made up in balls somewhat

resembling bulbous roots.

zatea, s. (from , a plantain, and a, a form), the

name of a tree, (Unona longiflora . )

, s. (from , to sendforth), the germinating ofaseed,

a sprouting, the springing of a plant, the rehearsing of a

theme before exhibition, the working of a machine ; a.

sprouted, germinated, operated on by a machine.

fat, s. (from , a digit, aud of , a treasure), the

moon, viz. that whose treasure consists in its digits.

, s . (from , an art, and , to obtain), an orna-

.ment, a zone, a string of bells worn by women round

the waist, a peacock's tail, a multitude, an assemblage or

ফলি.

collection, a quiver, the moon, a man oflearning and

intelligence, a grammar ofthe Sungskrita language as-

cribed to Kartikeya.

, s. (from calafate, Portug. ), a calker, this word com-

pounded with , to do, means to calk.

কলাপী,te , s. (from , a peacock's tail), a peacock, also one

versed in the grammar called Kulapa.

, s. (from , a plantain tree, and 78, a wife), a

name given to the representation of the Nuvu putrika,

or the wives of nine of the gods by nine plants or bran-

ches oftrees, in the list ofwhich the plantain tree stands

first. The festival in which these trees are worshipped

occurs on the seventh day of the increase of the moon

in Aswina.

itati, s . (from , a plantain tree, and 5, to liberate),

the name of a species of large grass or grain (Andropo-

gon laxum).

E , s. (from , wind, and at, to bring), the name ofseveral

species of leguminous seeds or grains, chiefly different

species of Phaseolus .

af , s . (from , to reckon), the fourth age of the world.

In the Hindoo system, this is accounted the age ofvice

and disorder. The commencement of it is dated about

three thousand years before the Christian æra, and its

duration is four hundred and thirty-two thousand years;

anunblown flower, the bowl of a tobacco pipe, or rather

the part of the Indian smoking tube into which the to-

bacco is put, wet lime ; a. dissolved . This wordisprinci-

pally employed as the adjective of lime.

, s. (from , to count), an unblown flower, the part

of a hooka or smoking tube which holds the tobacco,

the receptacle of a lamp, a cup.

fazia, s. (from , thefourth age, and , time), the

fourth age of the world, or the age of vice.

, s. (from a, a quarrel, and sta, togo), the name ofa

bird, the fork- tailed shrike (Lanius forficatus of Latham,

Corvus forficatus, Buch. Mss . ) The grey Bunduc, (Cæ

salpinia Bunducella.) In Hindoo geography, the name

of a country extending down a part ofthe coast between

Kutuka and Madras.

9, s. (from , dissolved, and d, lime), wet lime.

, a. (from , to count), numbered, reckoned, calculat-

ed, enumerated , known, understood, acquired, gained,

separated, divided .

feast, s . (from , the fourth age of the world, and yst,

a dispensation), the fourth age of the world, reckoned

the age of vice.
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25, s. (from ☎ , to move), a man whose business it is to ex-

press oil from the different seeds employed for that

purpose.

u, s. (from ™ , to move), sin, a crime, guilt, defilement.

zaafes, a. (from a, sin, and fas, connected with), guil-

ty, criminal, sinful, filthy, turbid, foul.

at, a. (from a , sin), guilty, sinful, criminal, vile, filthy,

turbid, foul.

TAN, s. (from as, the liver), the liver.

, s. (from , semen, and T , excellent), the body.

, s. (from , to count), the husk and refuse of seeds

when the oil has been expressed, the sediment or de-

posit of oil, ordure, the wax ofthe ear, filth, sediment,

sin, guilt, a crime.

Te , s. (from , to sound), the voice of a crow when a-

nother crow is feeding it, a rippling noise, the noise

made by a small stream falling on the ground such as

that of urine when it is expelled, a brawling noise.

, v. n. (from to sound), to braw!, to ripple, to make

a rippling noise.

Eneata, s. (from He , a rippling noise), the making of

a rippling noise, a brawling.

, 8. (from , a rippling noise), a rippling, a

surf, a brawling.

Ty, a. (from , to sound), brawling, contentious,

quarrelsome, captious.

,s.(from fa , a cup), the part of a hooka which holds

the tobacco ; also from , sediment, the name of the

tenth and last incarnation of Vishnoo , in which he is

to appear as the destroyer of the world .

ash, s. (from , the head, and as,to be in contact), a tiara

or cross, an ornament for the head.

ga, s. (from , to move), serum, the serum or thin mat-

ter which issues from a wound or sore.

8.(from , to contrive),a contrivance, a purpose, a deter-

mination, an opinion, a report, a period of 432,000,000

years, accounted by the Hindoos a day of Brumba ; this

period, according to them, measures the duration ofthe

world, and his night, viz. the interval till its renovation

contains as many years : a sacred writing, the name of

one ofthe six Vedangas, or sciences appendan on the

Veda, which describes religious ceremonics, a sacred

precept, a line of conduct prescribed in the Veda to ob-

tain certain advantages, an alternative, an option, one

of the trees in the Paradise of Indra.

, s. (from a purpose, and 34, a tree),a fabled tree

growing in the paradise ofIndra, and yielding whatever

2007-

fruit any one desires ; figuratively aleo, a very generous

person, or one who fulfils the wishes of all who apply

to him.

, 8. (from , a purpose, and , a tree), a fable I tree

growingin theparadise of Indra, (see the above article .)

, 8. (from , to contrive), the forming of a plan or

scheme, the contriving of any thing.

, s. (from 4, to contrive), a scheme, a contrivance, a

plan, a forgery, an imitation.

Hu, S. (from , a purpose, and ™ , a protector), the

name of a plant, (Justicia paniculata .)

, a. (from ч, to contrive), capable or fit to be con-

trived or devised, fit to be designed or purposed.

FaqF, s. (from TA, a purpose, and T , a tree), a fabled

tree growing in Indra's paradise.

Hi , s. (from a period oftime, and 3, an end), the

end of a kulpa, or great period of four hundred and

thirty-two millions of years,the destruction of theworld.

, s. (from , aperiod oftime, and 3, other), ano.

ther kulpa or long period of time.

afgs, a. (from , to contrive), contrived, counterfeited,

made, feigned, made by art, designed, intended , purpos

ed, devised, constructed, artificially made, arranged.

Ta , s. (from , to sound), tumultuous noise, a brawling.

, s. (from , a brawling), a tumultuous noise, a

brawling.

zefa, a. (from a, a brawling), brawling, scolding,

tumultuous; s. a brawling, a tumult.

, s. (from , a virtuous deed, and ca , to destroy), sin,

filth, moral impurity, one of the hells ofthe Hindoos.

, ad. (from , to count time), to-morrow, yesterday, the

dawn or break of day, health ; a. recovered from sick-

ness, deaf, deaf and dumb.

, s. (from , to-morrow), to -morrow, yesterday, the

preceding or the following day.

Tid, s. (from , health, and 34, to live), welfare, pros

perity, happiness, good fortune.

Pastdæi, s. (from arts, welfare, and zý, a doer), onewho

promotes the welfare or happiness of another, a benefi-

cent person.

zatot , a. (from , welfare, and age, a doer), bene-

ficent ; s. one who promotes the welfare or happiness of

another.

id , a. (from , welfare, and 4, producing),

causing happiness, producing welfare or good fortune.

, a. (from arts, welfare, and , producible)

arising from welfare or good fortune.
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কল.

rt , a . (from td, welfare, and , to give), giving

happiness, giving success, causing good fortune.

, s. (from 4, welfare, and at , a giver), a bene-

factor, one who confers happiness or welfare.

dig , a. (from , welfare, and niye, giving), con-

ferring happiness, bestowing success.

utants , a. (from , welfare, and af , giving), con-

ferring happiness, bestowing success.

, a . (from , welfare, and t , destroying),

adverse, destructive to success or good fortune.

কল্যাণনির্মিত্তক, a . ( from কল্যাণ , welfare, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

arising from prosperity or good fortune as its cause.

, a. (from t , welfare, and , giving), confer-

ring happiness, occasioning success.

, s. (from , welfare, and , a requester),

a well wisher.

FraTÍF, a. (from , welfare, and Tae, causing in-

crease), promoting welfare or happiness, promoting suc.

cess or good fortune.

daft , a. (from ™ , welfare, and faf , possessed

of), happy, prosperous, fortunate.

, a. (from , welfare, and , joined to), pros-

perous, happy, fortunate .

daf , a. (from 4, welfare, and af , destitute of),

unhappy, not prosperous, unfortunate.

, a. (from , welfare, and , indicating), in-

dicating happiness, indicating good fortune or success.

artat , a. (from , welfare, and g, worthy), worthy

ofhappiness or prosperity, deservingsuccess or welfare.

Erid , a. (from T , welfare), prosperous, happy, fortu-

nate, successful.

arts , a. (from , welfare), deserving success, wor-

thy ofgood fortune.

ziaft, ad. (from J, yesterday, and at, aborder), from

yesterday, till to- morrow.

, a . (from , to sound), deaf.

* , a. (from a, to sound), wicked, abominable, disregard-

ing reproof.

, a. (from , to sound), wicked, abominable, disregard-

ing reproof.

ta, s . (from T , to sound), the roaring ofthe sea, the

noise of a tumult, the noise produced by washing the

mouth.

, s. (from , the corners ofthe mouth), the part of

a fish which is between the corner of the mouth and the

gills, the lower part of the cheek, or the part between

the corner of the mouth and the ear.

f.

zentat, s . (from , affliction), distress, affliction.

, s. (from , to hurt), a whip.

æª††æ³Î, s. (from , drawing), a mutual pulling or wrest-

ling, the pushing of a crowd, a struggle, a mutual exer-

tion of the strength of the arms, a tightening to the ut-

most.

*t , s. (from ****, a club rush), the name of a coarse kind

of grass, (Scirpus Kysoor, Roxb.)

4 , s. (from , a club rush, and , a forest), a paich

of land covered with the large kind of club rush.

, s. (from , the head, and , to injure), the back bone.

In Hindoo geography one of the nine divisions of Jum-

boo dweepa, the name of a large species of club rush,

(Scirpus Kysoor, Roxb.)

, s. (from , a particular tract of country, and

, apiece), one of the nine divisions of Jumboo dweepa.

* , pron. (from fx , what ?) some one, any one, a certaia

person.

afe, pron. (from , what ?) whosoever, a certain person,

any one.

* , s. (from , spirituous liquors, and , to drink),

in Hindoo mythology, a noted sage,the son of Muree-

chi, and progenitor of the gods and demons.

PH,

•

, v . (from a, to smite), to rub auy thing hard between

the hands, to tighten, to tan, to try with the touch-

stone.

, s. (from a, to injure), a touchstone, the tanning prin

ciple, tanning, any astringent or tanning substance ; a.

tight.

d, s. (from a, to smite), the trying ofsilver or gold by

the touchstone, the act of tightening any thing, the fix-

ing of any thing by means of astringent substances, the

tanning ofleather.

adi, s . (from a, to smite), tightness, astringency, severity,

harshness.

, S. (from ¶, an astringent taste), a harsh or astrin-

gent taste.

za , s. (from a, to injure), purulent matter.

, s. (from Я , an astringent taste), a harsh or astrin-

gent taste, an astringent juice or extract obtained from

vegetables ; a. tawny, astringent.

, a. (from T, astringent, and , to cat), feeding

on harsh astringent substances.

Fatuga, s. (from TT, astringent, and ™, a flavour), an

astringent or harsh flavour.

, s. (from , to draw,, a drawing), a line drawn

with a pen or pencil.
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za!, s. (from ₹a, to draw,, tight), tight, pulled || it, s . (from j↳ AS, a whoremonger), whoredom, a

close.

, a. (from , an astringent taste), rough, astringent,

harsh to the taste.

, s. (from , to injure), trouble, suffering, distress, bo-

dily pain ; a. suffering, pained, impervious, impenetra-

ble.

ve , a. (from , distress, and to do), distressing,

vexatious.

q , s. (from , trouble, and , a contrivance), a

cavil, an attempt to distress an opponent.

fs, a. (from , trouble, and f , contrived), contri-

ved with difficulty, invented with difficulty, difficultly

accomplished.

TUT, a. (from 8, distress, and i , a doer), produc-

ing distress, causing affliction ; s. any person or thing

which gives pain or distress to another.

, a. (from , distress, and , doing), causing

aftliction or distress.

jų,

frequenting ofthe stews.

, s. (from , an oath), an oath .

, s . (from p, to cut equally,, a butcher), a

butcher.

ta , s. (from all , distress), distress, pain, anguish.

, s. (from , afailing), an abatement, a failure, a

coming short, a defect.

, s. (from the corner of the mouth, and , to

draw) , a grinning or setting of the teeth in rage, a

threatening accompanied with distortion of the mouth

or setting ofthe teeth.

, s. (from , a desire) , a wish, a desire, an inclination,

a purpose, a project, a scope, a conspiracy.

, s . (from da , a wish), purpose, a design, a scope, an

object of desire.

, s. (from , to move), an oyster.

, s . (from , to go), musk, the name of a plant, (Hi-

biscus Abelmoschus.)

TA,
zentze, a. (from xx, distress, and at , giving), giving . s. (from , to go) , musk, the name of two plants,

pain, causing distress,

XE , s. (fròm TV, distress, and , giving), giving pain,

causing distress .

Ts, a. (from , distress, and , obtained), distres

sed, troubled, vexed.

TT , 8. (from T , trouble, and of , chief), great trouble

or distress.

EVA , a. (from 8, distress, and † , accomplishable),

difficultly accomplishable.

afy, s. (from T , to hurt), a test, a trial, the trial of a per-

son's virtue, a touchstone.

fatuz, s. (from , a trial, and , a stone), a touch-

stone.

8. (from , the corner ofthe mouth), the corner ofthe

mouth, the lower part of the check from the corner of

the mouth to the ear, juice.

, s . (from 5, trade), trade, a profession, an employ-

ment, acquisition, whoredom .

, s. (from , a town), a small town or village in-

habited by people of respectability.

za , s. (from , water, well, and t, to move), the

name of a fish, (Cyprinus Kuswati . Buch . Mss. )

4, s . (from , trade), a whore, a common prosti-

tute.

zanata, s. (from gam³, a whore, andjle, a player), a

whoremonger.

(Hibiscus Abelmoschus, and Amaryllis zeylanica.)

afa , ad. (from f , what, and at , time) ; (the Sung-

skrita locative) when ? at what time ?

•

, s . (from , a heap), a heap, a multitude, labour,

the committing of any thing to memory.

, s . (from , to be stiff or rigid, ☺)~S, labour),

heaviness, slowness, a benumbed state, labour, fatigue.

, v . a. (from , to speak), to speak, to say, to mention,

to tell, to announce, to rehearse.

37, s. (from L, to speak), the speaking or saying of a thing.

ZA, 8. (from , anger), rage, indignation, vengeance, seve-

rity, chastisement, judgement.

PRA1, s . (from T, water, and ☎, to take), the name of a fish,

(Cobitis Chhota Kuhura. Buch. Mss.)

E, s. (from , the air, and T , to make marks), the name

of a species of dove, (Columba lineata. Buch. Mss . )

atafa, s. (from , happiness, and , to cover), the

name of a drug, which appears to be the bark of some

tree.

FT), s. (from Tu, to speak), the recital or mention of any

thing, the speaking of any thing.

, s. (from Tu, to speak), conversation, a dialogue, a

disputation.

THITH), 8. (from it, to speak, and , to speak), conversa-

tion, a dialogue, a disputation.

TL, 8. (from 43, a particuler tree), the name ofa forest

tree, (Pentaptera glabra.)

D
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PA, S. (from 5, a particular tree), the name ofa tim-

ber tree, (Pentaptera Arjuna.) ◄

20

TH, a. (from æ , to speak), eloquent, talkative, garrulous.

, s. (from , water, and T , a necklace), the name of

a species of water lily, (Nymphæa cyanea.)

FR, s. (fromT, water, and , to go), starch, paste.

, s. (from fet, dross), the dross ofmetals , the sediment

of oil, the lees of wine, sediment, dross.

DiÈs, a. (from æt , a body, and T³, gone), standing on one

edge, aslant ; s. also from i , a particular tribe, a

person ofthe writer class.

ZA, s. (from I, to desire), the name of an aquatic bird,

(Gallinula porphyrio.)

, ad. (from I, to -morrow) , to-morrow.

Fiani, s. (from 85, ï, a rule), a rule, a law, a constitution.

i , a. (from pp, to rise or stand, p.9, erect), perpendi-

cular, erect, firm, steadfast, fixed, durable.

1427, s. (from p;lª, erect), steadfastness, firmness, dura-

bleness.

FIT!, v. a. (from , to utter a sound), to boil so as to cause

an agitation ofthe fluid, to boil to a consistence.

, s. (from tesa, a pretence), a pretence, an excuse, also

from II, to boil to a consistence, the name of a me-

dicinal composition prepared by boiling a number of

ingredients till they have the consistence of paste.

3 , s. (from 3 , to boil to a consistence), the boiling

ofa mixture till it acquires a thick consistence ; a. boiled

to a consistence..

3 , s. (from æ , the name ofa class ofHindoos), the

name of one of the lowest classes among the Hindoos.

TAI, s. (from , to desire), a sort of mixed metal, resem-

bling bell-metal, white brass, any mixtrue of zinc and

copper, a musical instrument consisting ofa large plate

ofbell- metal, which is struck with a stick or rod .

jeta, s. (from , bell-metal, and a, to do), a brazier,

one who works in white brass.

Afdæ, s. (from , bell-metal, and fæ, a merchant),

a brazier, one who works in bell-metal, a brass founder.

, s. (from , a heron), a heron, (Ardea cinerea ?) ; also

from , the side, the side, the flank.

, s. (from , a comb), a comb, an instrument us-

ed to card cotton, or rather to separate the seeds from

the wool.

tev , s. (from , a crab), a crab, a species of tree which

grows inmarsby places nearthe sea, (Rhyzophora gym.

norlyza.)

stats, s.(from as , a crab, and at , wood),the wood

কীচ.

ofRhyzophora gymnorhyza, much used in Calcutta as

firewood.

testa , s. (from test, a crab, and to, rice), a varie

ty of cold season rice.

gì, s. (from taş , a crab, and * , a horn), the

name ofa species of climbing plant, (Asclepias gemi-

nata.)

, s. (from 4, a bracelet), a bracelet or ring for the

wrist.

tægt, s. (from te, the side, and , a bed), a bundle

carried on the hip in the manner ofthe Hindoo women.

fa, s. (from te, the side, and faifa, a boil), a dis-

ease which generally attacks women ; it consists oftu-

mors in the armpit.

te , s. (from , gravel), nodules of impure lime stone,

found mixed with the earth in many parts of Bengal.

te , a. (from , a stony nodule), stony, gravelly,

abounding with calcareous nodules.

tega, s. (from te, agourd), a species of cucurbitace-

ous plant, (Momordica Charantia. )

কাঁকরোলৰীজ, s. (from কাঁকরোল , momordica, and বীজ, seed),

the seed of Momordica Charantia used as a medicine.

Etal, s. (from Asia, a drug), the name of an aromatic

drug.

tentu, s. (from tя, a lizard), a species of lizard, (La-

certa scutata ?)

কাকালি,teta, s. (from , the side), the side, the hips.

fen , s. (from , a crest), a female full grown, a female

buffalo; a. very high. This adjective is usually applied

to trees, especially to palm-trees.

* fel, s. (from Taft, a species offish), a species of fish,

(Esox scolopax, Buch. Mss.)

effentata, s. (from fel, a species of fish, and ata, a

fish), the name of a species of fish, (Esox scolopax,

Buch. Mss.)

5, s. (from zét), a cucumber), a species of cucumber,

(Cucumis utilatissimus.)

st, s. (from rétt, a cucumber), a species of cucumber,

(Cucumis utilatissimus.)

, s. (from , the armpit), the armpit, the side.

Zaolaj, s. (fromT , the armpit, and , the bottom), the

armpit.

F15, s. (from Tit, chrystal), the name of a species of grass,

(Coix Lachryma), chrystals of quartz, glass, chrystal.

Å†d , a. (from æs, glass, and , ajug), a glass bottle,

a glass pitcher.

ideal, s. (from æ , wood, and i, a plantain), a spe-
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cies of plantain usually employed as a sauce to meat,

(Musa paradisiaca .)

testssts, s. (from , chrystal, and sets, coix), the

name of a species of grass, (Coix Lachryma.)

5151, s. (from 5, a species ofplant), the name of a plant

which grows in wet places, (Commelina beugalensis . )

tostata, s . (from 51, Commelina, and , a sort of mat-

ted grass), a species of edible plant, (Commelina com.

munis, and other species .)

tot , s. (from to, glass, and H , a vessel), a glass ves-

sel, a bottle.

atsafa, s. (from , glass, and fa, a gem), glass, glass

considered as a natural production, chrystals of quartz.

tomad, s. (from ts, glass, and ad, salt), a kind of rock

salt. It resembles a white flint or chertz in appearance

and fracture, but is very sensibly salt to the taste.

to , s. (from , a bodice), a woman's bodice orshort

jacket, the remains of the husks of rice which adhere

to the grain when it has been imperfectly cleansed,

remnants of any substance adhering to another thing.

tál, a. (from e83, bad), imperfect, uuripe, not sufficient-

ly cooked, raw, ignorant, unacquainted with the world,

not versed in business.

istant, s. (from tl, raw, and Fant, turmeric), zedoary,

(Amomum Zedoaria.)

i , s. (from I , scissors, a pair of scissors or shears),

also, a. (from tot, imperfect), beneath a certain stand-

ard ofweights and measures.

, s. (from to , beneath the standard, and atte,

the sixteenth part of a ser), a chhutak which is beneath

the standard weight.

, s. (from , beneath the standard, and , the

weight of eighty sicca rupees), a ser which is beneath

the standard of eighty sicca rupees weight.

, s. (from a , sowings), sour rice gruel, the water in

which boiled rice has been steeped till it becomes sour.

ifagia, s. (from &, water, and ¾, to go), the name of a

tree, (Casearia ovata.)

te, s. (from a , to ooze), the clitoris.

, s. (from F , a thorn), the name of a wild shrub

which produces an agreeable fruit, (Flacourtia sapida .)

1, s. (from , a thorn), a thorn, a fish bone, a fork,

any pointed instrument, a sharp point, an enemy, any

thing which occasions pain or anxiety.

talą, s: (from ti, a thorn, and at , a tuberous root),

the name ofa species ofyam, (Dioscorea pentaphylla.)

ätte , s. (from ti, a thorn, and the root of urum),

Siol.

the name of a thorny plant the leaves of which resem-

ble those ofarum, (Pothos læsia. )

ttta , s. (from , a species of nightshade), the

name of a plant, (Solanum Jacquini. )

tæ , s. (from , a thorn, and , a bason), a place

abounding with thorns, a brake or thicket, a situation

ofextreme distress or difficulty.

¿tètefiæ, s. (from šiti, a thorn, and , a family), the

name ofa thorny plant, (Ruellia longifolia.)

tetstætt . s. (from it , a thorn, and sṣæ , a parti

cular plant), the name of a thorny shrub, (Monetia bar-

lerioides .)

tais , s. (from ti , a thorn, and , Barleria), the

name of a thorny plant, (Barleria Prionites.)

tasty, s. (from it , a thorn, and 7º, amaranthus),

a species of thorny amaranthus, which is, however, a

good pot herb while young, (Amaranthus spinosus.)

tètatus , a. (from it , a thorn, and at, a feather),

pin feathered, unfledged.

attas , s. (from ti, a thorn, and 78 , a sort offish), a

species of fish, (Pristis pectinatus. Lath. in Trans. Lin,

Soc. 2 vol. 278. p.)

tttt, s. (from ti , a thorn, and , a bamboo), a thor

ny species of bamboo, (Bambusa spinosa.)

tatami, s. (from , a thorn, and ◄i , Mimosa), the

name of a species of flowering tree, (Mimosa arabica.)

aft , a. (from , a thorn, and fat , possessed of

thorny, abounding in thorns.

attista , s. (from 1, a thorn, and c , stupid), the

name of a species of fish (Perca Cataa. Buch. Mss. Lu-

tianus chinensis , La Capede.)

tag, a. (from ời, a thorn), thorny, abounding with

thorns.

Ettata, s. (from Etti, a thorn, and at , a large sort of A-

rum), the name of a thorny plant, (Pothos heterophylla.)

atlas, a. (from it , thorn, and F, connected with),

thorny, abounding with thorns.

Zitaſks, a . (from fet , a thorn, and 3, destitute of),

thornless, free from fish bones, free from difficulties.

atta, s. (from fer , breadfruit), a species of the In-

dian bread fruit , usually called jak by Europeans, (Ar-

tocarpus integrifolia) ; a. thorny.

tag , s. (from it , thorny, and xat, a fish roe), the

name of a fish, (Perca nebulosa, Buch, Mss. )

ta , s. (from t , ajakfruit, and ceta, a recep-

tacle), that part of the jak fruit which immediately

envelopes the seeds.

D2
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215. atzt.

ta, s . (from it , throny, and at , a fish), a fish

that abounds with small bones.

tif , s . (from ti , ajakfruit, and , a plantain),

a very inferior variety ofplantain, also the tree which

produces it.

štétfaga, s. (from it, a thorn, and fa, cak), a species

ofoak which grows in the forests on the Eastern border

of Bengal, (Quercus armata.)

fa, s. (from it , a thorn, and a, Mimosa Siris-

sa), a species of Mimosa not yet named by botanists.

Etèrgai, s . (from žiti, wood, and c , Bignoma Indica),

the name of a large shrub or tree which grows on the

eastern mountains, (Panax digitata.)

tt , a. (from , a thorn, and , destitute of),

thornless, free from fish bones.

te , s. (from it, the clitoris), the scurrilous and abusive

language of women, female scurrility ; also (from ætat,

a bullet), a bullet or ball ofburnt earth used by fisher-

mento make their nets sink, a ring of a different colour,

generally red or black, round the neck of a parrot.

, s. (from , ajakfruit), the Indian bread fruit

(Artocarpus integrifolia.)

tif , s. (from , thejak fruit), a particlar manner of

sewing a patch upon a garment, a variety of plantain .

, a. (from , the neck), having a ring round the neck;

s. a ring round the neck ; also (from it , the bullets of

a fishing net), a bullet or ball of earth, a row of which

is fastened to the edge of a fishing net to sink it.

izia , a. (from , a ring round the neck), having a

ring round the neck.

কাঁঠীৰালাচন্দন) , s. (from কাঁচীৰালা, ringed, and চন্দন, a species

ofparrot), a species of parrot common in Bengal, a va

riety of it with a light pink ring round the neck is cal-

led by this name, (Psittacus eupatria. Lath.)

ts, v. a. (from 5, to separate), io separate grain from the

husk, or envelope of the seed. The adverbial partici .

ple of this verb construed with , to take, or with aä,

to keep, means to settle any business, to come to a clear

understanding upon any point.

1 , s. (from , to separate), the separating of grain

from the husk, the coming to a clear understandingwith

another upon any affair.

ts , s. (from ts, to cleanse from the husk), the wages

paid for separating grain from its husk, the manner or

quality of the workmanship employed in cleaning grain

from the husk, the act of separating grain from the

husk.

, a . (from Ts, the trunk of a tree, and , to take),

thick, clumsy.

a. (from t , thick, and , a species of

thrush), the name ofa particular bird, (Turdus jocosus.

Buch. Mss. Lanius jocosus. Latham.)

tl, v . a. (from

husk.

5, to separate), to separate grain from the

tși, a. (from t♡, to cleansefrom the husk), cleansed from

the husk ; s . an oil vessel made of a joint of bamboo

and much used by boatmen and labouring persons, a

large bamboo needle used in making nets.

tfs, s . (from 3, a multitude of similar things), a heap

or collection.

ifsæd, s. (from , a heap, and 4, a doing), a mak-

ing ofheaps or collections.

, s. (from 5, to preserve), a smalljar or pitcher, used

to hold oil, milk, and other liquids.

*†³, s. (from 73 , a wall), a wall, a ruin, the broken re-

mains of a wall.

to , s. (from 3 , a wall), the ruins of a town, a naked

wall, a wall in a state of ruin.

Stotøtfs, s. (from F†¾ , a ruin), mutual play by skipping,

scuffling, parrying, or the like.

E , s. (from 51 , a wall), a wall.

tu , s. (from 3 , a wall), the ruins of a house or city.

† , s. (from , a coat of shreds), a coat of shreds worn

by a particular sort of Hindoo devotees.

, s. (from iv, a wall), a high shore or bauk ofa river

resembling a wall,

, v. n. (from , to weep), to weep, to cry, to howl like

a dog or shakal.

, s . (from stain , the name ofa plant), the name

of a plant which grows in wet situations, (Commelina

nudiflora.)

, s. (from , to weep), the act ofweeping, the howling

of a deg or shakal.

¿tafa, s. (from 4 , to weep), a weeping, the howling of an

animal, a ditty sung by suake catchers when they ex

hibit those animals, to engage their attention and to ex-

cite them to play. The subject ofthe song is the loves

of Lukshmeendra and Behoola.

fa , s . (from , a weeping, and , abundance`,

lamentation, weeping, wailing.

, s. (from stats , the name of a plant), thename

of a plant, (Commelina nudiflora.)

, v. a. (from , weep), to cause a person to weep ;

a weeping ; also, a verge, a shore, a margin.
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al.

tattfa, s. (from , to weep), a mutual weeping, a reci

procal howling.

Zitatii, s. (from 4 , weeping, and æt, to rain), lamen-

tation.

att , s (from , weeping, and T , a raining),

lamentation.

fs, s. (from , water, and tfs, a way or course), the

place below the caves of a house wherethe water falls .

fazifs, s . (from , the shoulder,, an ornament, and

fs, a stick), a stick or rod which is carried on the

shoulder of a man employed in treading out corn, and

serves both to drive the oxen round, and to stir up the

corn on the floor.

, s. (from 13, a cluster), a cluster. This word is gene-

rally applied to large fruits, such as plantains, coco-

nuts, dates, &c.

tet , ad. (from 3, a cluster), by clusters.

ta, s. (from , a shoulder), the shoulder.

Ź , s. (from ☎ , the shoulder, and з, a staff), a staff

carried on the shoulder.

1, s. (from , to dry), a border, a rim, the edge of a

cup, a verge, a margin, a shore, a bank, a mound.

tlfs, s. (from , a shoulder, and 5, to occupy space),

the brow ofa hill ; also, the place beneath the eaves of a

house where the water falls.

att, v. n. (from , totremble), a quake, to tremble, to

shake.

, s. (from , to tremble), a quaking, a trembling, a

shaking.

14 , 8. (from , to tremble), a quaking, a trembling, a

shaking.

, s. (from , to tremble), a quaking, a trembling, a

shaking, a band made by crossing two cords near each

end by a bamboo, and designed for tying up straw or

other like substances in bundle.

thee, s. (from 4, a trembling, and I , an inseci),

a species of Libellula, or dragon fly, remarkable for the

perpetually tremulous motion of its wings when stand-

ing.

tag, s. (from , a pulsatile instrument), a musical in-

strument of bell-metal, formed like a large dish, and

struck with a stick or small mallet ; often used instead

of a bell ; a disease of the liver.

, s. (from , a disease of the liver), one whose

liver is morbidly enlarged .

, 8. (from , bell-metal), bell metal, or rather white

brass.

কাক.

fs, s. (from , a brazier), a brazier, a coppersmith.

* , s. (from Tt, the note ofa crow, and te, to sound), a crow.

jæcæmt, 8. (from Ti , a crow, and crit, angry), the name

of a plant, (Asclepias tinctoria. Roxb. Mss.)

tæ , s. (from F , a crow, and 67, to injure), the mustard

plant when bereft of seed, mustard straw.

, s. (from E, a crow, and foi, a point), the seed

of abrus precatorius which has a black spot on it.

nfs, s. (from e, a crow, and , a staff), the name

ofa beautiful flowering plant, (Gloriosa superba).

, s. (from te, a crow, and 1, a leg), the name

of a shrub, (Leea hirta.)

TIT, s. (from TF, a crow, and 5 , ajamboo fruit), the

name ofa plant, (Premna herbacea), some call another

shrub, (Ardisia solanacea) by this name.

i , s. (from e, a crow, and ctè, a bird's bill), the

name of a shrub the seed of which is beaked, (Ardisia

solanacea.)

ez , s. (from TT, a crow, and , tofly), the name of

a small plant, (Arenaria alsinóides ? Buch. Mss.)

5 , 8. (from E, a crow, and 543, afig), the name of

a tree, (Ficus oppositifolia. Roxb.)

TI , s. (from , a crow, and , drowsiness), a light

sleep or slumber so as to be disturbed with the small-

est noise.

কাকতালীয়ন্যায়, a. (from কাক, a crow, ডাল, the fruit of the

fan palm, and 5 , resembling), sudden, unexpected.

This word is formed from the circumstance ofthe palm

fruit unexpectedly falling on a crow beneath the tree

and killing it.

, a. (from æ , a crow, and , equal to), resem-

bling a crow, crow-like, crafty.

, s. (from E, a crow, and F , a tree), the name of

of a tree, (Dalbergia rimosa.)

aaf , s. (from T , a crow, and f , sleep), a light slum-

ber which is disturbed by the slightest noise.

art , a. (from te, a crow, and T , resembling), re-

sembling a crow, crow-like, crafty.

at , s. (from te, a crow, and , a wing), the tempo-

ral locks of hair when suffered to grow long; this is

usually done to children, and is esteemed a great orna-

ment ; the name is given from the resemblance of the

hair when thus grown to the wings of a crow.

, a. (from te, a crow), resembling a crow, crow- like.

, a. (from t , a crow, and , sterile), having

only a single child ; s. a woman who after having had a

child is never pregnant a second time,
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itzel. 15.

Dæmi, s. (fromAxa, the name of an aromatic fruit), the tretat, s. (from xx, to be unsteady), the name of a vege-

name of a perfume.

, s. (from , a species of lizard), a species of

lizard, (Lacerta scutata ?)

Tamil, s. (from ™, diminutive, and , to sound), a low and

agreeable note, the humming of bees, the humming of

a tune, the repeating of its notes by a young bird.

, a. (from ate, a crow, and t, resembling), re-

sembling a crow, crow like.

tal, s. (from 3 , afather's younger brother), apater-

nal uncle who is younger than the person's father ; also,

(from ☎, an imitative sound), the note of a crow.

কাকফিগোলকন্যায ,় a. (from কাক, a crow, অক্ষি, an eye, গোলক,

the pupil of the eye, and , resembling), applying

equally to two things, agreeing equally with two pre-

ceding sentences, ambidextrous, (alluding to a crow's

ability to see equally well what is on both sides ofhim. )

tata , s. (from te, a crow, and , a limb), the name of

a plant, (Leea hirta.)

, s. This word probably is Malay. It is the name of

several species ofparrot, (Psittacus gigas, Psittacus Bank-

sii, Psittacus cristatus, Psittacus rosaceus, Psittacus Phi-

lippinarum, and Psittacus sulphureus of Latham.)

tait, s. (from , a crow, and i , a row), a flock of

crows, a number of crows flying in a continuous line.

tfast, s. (from at , to be unsteady), a cubit, viz . the fourth

part of a dunda, five gundas or twenty cowries, a cowry .

, s . (from , a paternal uncle), a younger paternal

uncle's wife ; also from t , a crow, a female crow.

T. s. (from ☎, bad, and ☎, to sound), a change of voice

occasioned by fear or grief, a plantain, the thumb when

held out to a child or a monkey under the pretence of

its being a plantain, membram serile .

, s. (from , bad, and , to sound), the name of a

plant which grows on the eastern mountains.

fs, s. (from Tt , a change ofvoice occasioned by grief

orfear, and sf , a wordor sound), a cry of fear or dis-

tress, a loud complaint, a scream.

, s. (from tefs, a cry of distress), a cry of distress,

a cry occasioned by fear, a loud complaint, a scream .

taffs, s. (from , a supplication, and ffs, in-

treaty), supplication, intreaty.

8. (from , bad, and c , ebony), a sort of ebony,

(Diospyros melanoxylon.)

, s. (from , a crow, and 85 , a fig), a

species ofwild fig-tree, (Ficus oppositifolia. Roxb.)

#icela, s. (from , to be unsteady), a black poisonous

substance, a carrion crow, a drug used in medicine,

table production used in medicine as a febrifuge.

5, s. (from Fași, zerumbet), the name ofa scit amine-

ous plant, (Curcuma zerumbet.)

ist, s. (from , an imitative sound, and tst, to sing), a

crow.

л , s. (from , paper), apaper-maker, one who deals

in paper.

atst , s. (from paper), paper.কাগজ,
¿éls,

æsta, s. (from ¿ s, paper, and † , a writing), a writ-

ten instrument, a deed, a voucher, a written document.

কাগজী,zistai, s. (from ¿s, paper), a paper-maker, a paper case,

a stationer, a variety of the lime or lemon ; a . thin-skin-

ned.

stif , s. (from atst , thin-skinned, and f , a lime), the

name of a small longish lime with a very thin rind.

taifa, s. (from E, a crow, and f, an enemy), an owl.

, s. (from , a nodule), a calcareous nodule.

kata, s. (from cétæ, a cucurbitaceous plant), the name of

a species ofcucurbitaceous plant, (Momordica mixta.)

, s. (from , water, and , desireable), a species

ofgrass, Cyperus Jalmotha ? Buchanan's Mss.)

, s. (from F, the side), the waist, the loins.

laat, s. (from T , a smallgrain), the name of a species of

grass , the seed of which is chiefly employed to feed

birds, (Panicum italicum .)

, s. (from that, panic grass, and x315, a grain),

the seeds of Panicum italicum which are much employ

ed to feed birds.

করিনীদানামিঠাঈ, s. (from কারনীদানা, panic seed, and মিঠাই,

sweetmeats), a kind ofsweetmeat madewith the seed of

Panicum italicum and sugar.

tata, a. (from , happiness, and st , to ooze out), poor,

needy, wretched.

, a . (from , happiness, and ste, to ooze out), indi-

gent, needy, poor, wretched.

tatt , s. (from that, poor), poverty, want, wretched-

ness.

, s. (from , water, andas, to move), a basket employ.

ed to carry the water of the Ganges to the different să-

cred places in India.

that , s. (from Tia, a water basket), a person who car

ries the water of the Ganges to the different sacred

places in India.

i , v. a. (from 5, to shine), to wash linen, to act an assum-

ed part, to make a false appearance for the purpose of

deceiving a person, to put the finishing stroke tothe
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elay workofan image in whichthe features, ornaments, I tatil, s. (from a , contiguous to water, and †, to hold),

and drapery are made.

, s. (from , to shine), chrystal, quarts, or glass consi-

dered as a mineral, an assumed or feigned character, a

disguise of person to impose upon another, a falling

down to counterfeit death.

æisæiði, s. (from , a feigned character), the assuming of

a feigned character, the making a feigned appearance

to impose on another.

afari, s. (from F5, saw), a sickle.

sfsytotal, s. (from з , a sickle, and co , a thief), the

name of a bird with a long curved bill resembling a

sickle, (Tantalus denudata . )

@67, s. (from æ , to wash clothes), the washing of clothes,

the appearing in a feigned or assumed character.

sta, s. (from , a particular tree), the name ofa

beautiful flowering tree, (Bauhinia variegata).

ibi, s. (from the tuck of a garment), a kind of very

thin and coarse cloth usually employed to cover the

dead when they are burnt, or given by poor people to

the brahman who makes the funeral oblation ; a. wash-

ed. In this sense this word is only applied to.cloth.

ais, v. a. (from , to wash clothes), to cause or employ

a person to wash clothes.

atsta, a. (from 5, to wash clothes), washed, cleansed, fi-

nished.In the last sense, this word is only applied to an

image which has received its third coat ofclay, at which

time the features, drapery, and ornaments are made.

ifs, s. (from for a sickle), a sickle.

, s. (from Ft , afeigned character), a comedian, one

who assumes to impose on others, a feigned character,

one who pretends to be in different circumstances from

his real ones.

, s. (from , a shore), nearness to a person or thing,

vicinity, a shore.

ial, s. (from the tuck of the lower garment), the tuck

ofthe garment, or the part which, being passed between

the legs, is tucked into the waist-band behind.

Zizzi, v. (from T , a shore), to overtake, to gain ground

upon another, to approach.

tataasti, a. (from , the luck of the garment, and

st, loose), slovenly, careless, unskilful, careless about

behaviour or morals, loose, lascivious.

zintetta, ad. (from a, vicinity), mutually near, in com-

pany with each other, near to each other.

'জাল', a. (from কাছা, the tucke of the garment , and চীলা,

slack), loose, unprincipled, slovenly, careless,

asycophant, a satellite, one who sticks close to another.

, s. (from &, contiguous to water), the overtaking of

any one, the gaining ground in a chase.

ta , s. (from , a shore, and , to take), an office for

transacting public business, a court of law.

et , a. (from , the tuck of the garment, and at ,

dangling), rakish, libertine, lascivious, slovenly, careless

about decency or morality, loose.

, a. (from , the tuck of the garment, and

, dangling), rakish, lascivious, slovenly, loose, care-

less about decency or morality.

, s. (from , a tortoise), a tortoise, an aquatic turtle.

Finì, s. (from TEN , a hawser), a hawser, a cable, a cart rope,

a long rope used to fasten any thing.

alan , s. (from , a hawser, and st , a rope), a hawser, a

cable, a cart rope, a long rope used to fasten any thing.

, ad. (loc. case of , vicinity), near, in the vicinity.

, s. (from , a work), work, labour, a thing to bedone.

(According to the etymology, this word ought to be writ-

ten , but as that word has another meaning, the cor-

rupt spelling is here retained ; a black powder which

Hindoo women apply tothe eyes toheighten their beauty.

, s. (from , stibium), stibium, a black mineral which

is applied to the eyes by the Hindoo women.
It was

formerly supposed to be antimony, but from various

trials it appears to be a sort oflead ore.

tama, s. (from , antimony, and chat, white), the

name ofa plant, (Tacca integrifolia), the name ofa vari-

ety of rice, also a species ofAlpinia.

, s. (from , antimony, and , white), the

name of a species of alpinia, called in Buchanan's-Mss.

Alpinia Banglium.

, 8. (from , antimony, and t, a receiver), a

vessel somewhat resembling a spoon, in which stibium

is prepared to anoint the eyes.

Pigal, s. (from F , antimony), the name of a species of

parrot, which has a black mark running from the eyes

like stibium applied there, (Psittacus accipitrinus ), a

wedge.

কাজল'লটোরা, s. (from কাজলা, a species of parrot, and লটোরা,

a species ofshrike), the name of a bird, (Lanius excubi

tor.)

ufa, a. (from if , a sort ofsugar cane), a large varie-

ty of sugar cane, the stalk of which is of a red or pur-

plish colour, also the name ofa species of fish, (Malop

terurus Koila, Buch, Mss.)
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fa , s. (from zd , a dispute), a dispute, a squabble,

contention, a fray.

zist, s. (from gĉl, ajudge), a Musulman judge .

Fil, s. (from 3, the name ofa plant), the name of a

plant which grows in wet places, (Commelina bengalen-

sis, also Commelina salicifolia .) .

, s. (from 5 , Commelina, and , a species

of aquatic plant), the name of a plant which grows

in wet places, (Commelina salicifolia, also Commelina

bengalensis, and, perhaps, some other species .)

47, s. (from 45, to shine), gold, mountain ebony, (Bauhi-

nia variegata and other species), also, the thorn apple,

(Datura metel).

, s. (from , gold, and t, a species offish),

a kind of fish, which is a species of Cyprinus.

ba , s. (from , mountain ebony, and , a flow-

er), the flower of mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata.)

1, s . (from , gold, and 1 , old), the name of

a flowering plant, (Kempferia angustifolia.)

ay, a. (from 7, gold), golden.

af , s. (from , gold, and fa , peace), a perpe-

tual alliance, in which it is agreed, thatthe two contract-

ing parties shall constantly adhere to each otherin pros-

perity or adversity.

, a. (from , gold, and , to be situated), exist-

ing or situated in gold .

f , a . (from 1 , gold, and f , situated), situated

or existing in gold.

, s. (from , to shine), a woman's zone or girdle, the

nameofa city in the south country, the name of a climb-

ing plant, also of its seeds (Abrus precatorius.)

TAE, s. (from F, water, and 5, to move), sour rice gruel,

sowings.

FIRI, s. (from F, water, and H, to move), rice gruel, sour

gruel.

, v. a. (from , to cul), to cut, to guaw, to stop wages,

to stop the payment of a debt, or deduct from a demand

.because ofthe badness ofthe articles, or because ofthe

non-fulfilment of a contract, to frustrate or make void,

to prevent a misfortune. The adverbial participle of this

verb compounded with , to throw, means to cut

down, to cut off, constructed with 3, thread, or gað ,

a wheel, this verb means to spin, constructed with

a day, or a, lime, it means to spend time.

, s. improperly used instead ofat , wood, timber.

aaa, s. (from a , to cut, and J , an acknowledge-

ment), an obstinate refusal to acknowledge a thing even

if the knife be put to the throat, or notwithstanding

all means are used to extort a confession.

etta , s . (from are, a cut, and , a sound rhyming with

it), a cutting and chopping, a stopping of wages, the

stopping part of a demand by a counter reckoning

against a creditor.

iti, s. (from te, wood, and , a well , a large round

wooden vessel answering the purpose of a manger, in

which cows are fed, a wooden vessel used to empty the

water out ofa boat.

ta , s. (from at , wood, and at , an umbrella), a bo

letas or other fungus growing on wood.

ta, s. (from te, to cut), the cutting of a thing in any way,

or with any kind of instrument.

tzatz, s. (from , to cut , a cutting and chopping, the

act ofcutting and hacking any thing.

ata , s. (from æ , to spin), the act of spinning.

, s. (from , to spin), a female spinner, the wages

paid for spinning.

Fitin, a. (from Fit, to spin), a man who spins thread.

a , s. (from , wood, and , to give pain), the

name of a bird, (Muscicapa Ganua. Buch. Mss .)

aita , s. (from it, weed, and asta , a heron) , the name

of a species of heron, (Ardea malaccensis ?)

Titi, s. (from it, to cut), the cutting ofany thing ; a . cut,

cut off.

zit , s. (from a , to spin), the wages paid for spinning.

eftreife, s. (from it, to cut), a mutual slaughter ; a. murder-

ous, bloody.

æfita, s. (from æit, to cut), the causing of any thing to be

cut or hewed, the channel of a river, the frustrating or

impeding of any thing, thepassing away or spending of

time.

Fish), a. (from æis, to spin), earned by spinning ; s . the

money carried by spinning,

attra, s. (from zitae, a dagger), a dagger.

iti , s. (from vitae, a dugger), a bill, a butcher's cleaver,

afetafe , a. (from t , to cut , cutting and chopping,

hewing, cut up.

iftit, s. (from , wood, and to, easily cut), 2

species oftree said in Buchanan's Mss. to be a Cordia,

or rather a Celtis.

ætta, s. (from art, wood, and , to take), the name ofa

shrub or tree, (Ardisia Catihara. Buch. Mss.)

Pitt, s. (from Fifiæ , a small bit of wood), a small bit of

wood, a small chip, a splinter..

AnÈNE, s. (from it , wooden, aud casi, a sort of
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Ash), the name of a species of fish, (Pimelodes viride-

scens.)

, s. (from at, wood), a wooden house or cell.

i , s. (from , wood), wood, timber.

to , s. (from tt, wood, and , a sort offish), thename

ofa species offish of the genus Holocentrus .

, s . (from , wood, and , a well), a round wooden

vessel answering the purpose ofa mangerto feed cows in ;

also (from it, wood, and , a digging hoe), a wooden

vessel used to throw the water out of a boat.

tefan, s. (from , wood, and , to cut), the name of

a species of wood -pecker, (Picus bengalensis and other

species.)

BEST, s. (from T , wood, and E, to cut), the name ofa

species ofwood- pecker, (Picus bengalensis .)

tist, s. (from , wood, andat, chalk), a hard kind ofchalk .

sts, 8. (from , wood, and stş, a moal or ditch), a large

wooden mortar for cleansing rice from the husk, a wood-

en receptacle or place made for the pedal to fall into

when employed to cleanse corn.

æst , s. (from , wood, and st , a screen or fence), an en-

closure madeby stakes or other pieces of wood cut to a

proper length and placed in the ground so as to be firm ;

at the time of making the funeral offerings, and on other

occasions, the offerings are collected in this place ; after

the oblations are offered, the poor to whom gifts are to

be made are all put in it, that they may be taken out one

by one to receive their gifts, and that no one may receive

twice ; a stockade ; also the mortaror receptacle in which

rice is cleansed from its husk.

stata, s. (from , wood, and chata, a rose), the name

ofa species of rose, (Rosa chinensis . )

isti, s. (from æ , wood, and i , a sort offish), a fisk

which is probably a species of Leus or Lutianus .

sta, s. (from , wood, and a, a thief), the name of

a species ofwood-pecker, (Picus bengalensis.)

ata , s. (from , wood, and 5 , an umbrella), a fun-

gus growing on rafters or other dry timber, the name

is applied to two or three species of Agaric, and to one

or two of Boletus .

atafor , s. (from it , wood, and 5 , an umbrella), a spe-

cies of fungus which grows on rafters and other pieces

of dry wood.

, s. (from , wood, and , a kind offruit), the

name ofa species of timber tree, (Eugenia operculata.)

tata , s. (from , wood, and , a kind offruit), the

name ofa species oftimber tree, (Eugenia operculata.)

2:18.

tata , s . (from 8, wood, and , a burning), a coarse

kind of table salt.

fs, s. (from , wood, and căeşi, bushy), a tree ob-

served by Dr. Francis Buchanan, and supposed to be a

species oflaurus.

ista, s. (from it, wood, and tsg, a particular shrub), the

name of a flowering shrub, (Tabernæmontana coronaria,

the single flowered variety .)

Fitæ , s. (from t , wood, and T, a pecking), the

name of a species of wood -pecker, (Picus medius and

some other species), a wood-pecker.

22Ti8SJA, 8. (from Tit, wood, and y , afig tree), the name

of a species of fig tree, (Ficus oppositifolia.)

, s. from , wood, and G , a vomiting), a

straining to vomit when unable to cast any thing up.

fats , s. (from it , weed, and fats , an ant), a species

of ant inhabiting cracks and hollow places in timber.

tufa, s. (from it, wood, and T , a grasshopper), a

species ofgrasshopper.

FitTHA, s. (from it, wood, andra , tearing), the name of

a species of wood-pecker, (Picus bengalensis .)

, s. (from , wood, and T , a flower , a species of

jasmine.

eidașta, s. (from it, wood, and fast , a cut), a squirrel,

(Sciurus Palmarum.)

, s. (from it, wood, and fa , jasmine), a species

ofjasmine, (Jasminum Zambac, the single flowered or

wild variety.)

tai , s . (from , wood, and tstta, a house,) a house made

of wood, a place enclosed by stakes to receive the

funeral offerings, and to enclose the people who re

ceive alms on that and similar occasions, that theymay

be taken out one by one to prevent any person's re-

ceiving twice.

tai , s.(from , wood, and at , red), the name of a

timber tree, (Ehretia levis .)

fan, s. (from t , wood), a wood-cutter.

*****, s. (from it, wood, and tax, a nymphæa), the

name of the sacred lotus (Nymphea Lotus) when the

roots are hard and stringy.

toft , s. (from t , wood, and ft , a kidney bean), the

name of a species of kidney bean, (a variety of Doli.

chos gladiatus.)

ata , s. (from , wood, and , resembling a crane),

the name of a bird, (Tantalus lencocepholus.)

tate , s . (from , wood, and to , the name ofa plant),

the name of a plaut with light and spungy stalk used
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by fishermen to make buoys for their nets, (Eschyno-

mene paludosa.)

, s. (from Ft , a limit or boundary), a measure ofland

which varies in different places, the most general is

about four cubits or six feet square ; a measure of ca-

pacity the size of which differs in different places; also

(from , a tortoise), a large water turtle, which is

plentiful in the rivers of Bengal.

ziteta , s. (from , a measure of land, and it, the

working of a sum), the working of a sum in surveying

or land measuring, so as to give the result in Kathas,

(see the above article. )

7 , s. (from , a land measure), the denominations

of land measures, and rules for writing them down as

taught in schools.

#tats, s. (from a , a measurefor land, and as, a stoff),

a staff of about six feet long used to measure land.

, a. (from , wooden), wooden, framed with wood.

This word is applied to an image when only the bam

boo frame is made, or to the frame of a house before

it is set up or thatched.

FÍ, s. (from alt, wood, and afí, a form), the name of

a tree which grows onthe eastern border of Bengal, the

botanical characters of which are not yet ascertained.

ætta, a. (from æ , wood), firm, possessed of wood, matu-

red. This word is applied to a young tree when the wood

begins to be formed and to become hard, and to a man

or woman when full grown or nearly so .

iftas, s. (from aft , severe), severity, harshness, hardness,

roughness, unfeelingness.

zi, s. (from it, wood), a wand, a bamboo lath, a split

piece ofbamboo ; a measure of capacity which differs

in different places : in the south of Bengal it is ten ser;

a writing reed, a key, a scabbard, a sheath.

, a. (from it, wood), wooden, hard like wood, hardy;

8. a wood-cutter, a seller of wood.

ful, s. (from it, wood), a man who cuts and sells

wood.

, a. (from , wood, and , an ornament), the

name ofa variety of the large plantain, (Musa Paradisı-

aca.)

, v. a. (from , to order or send), to take from, to clean

out, to take boiled rice or other food out of the pot, to

take out of or from, to snatch, to seize, to encroach.

The participle of this verb is often compounded with

t, to take, in which case it signifies to snatch any thing

from another, to usurp, to take forcible possession.

Zaid.

*15 , s. (from ætș, to takefrom), a taking out of, the aet

of snatching or seizing any thing from another, the act

of cleaning out a stable or other place, the taking of

rice or other food out ofthe pot when it is cooked.

Tiși, v. (from wiș, to takefrom), to wait at the temple of

an idol expecting the fall of a flower which has been

placed on the head of the image; the fall of a flower

thus placed indicating good luck, and its not falling

the reverse.

,ætșiינ a. (from ætș, to takefrom), cleansed out, scraped out,

taken from; s. a sort of drum which is only beaten at

one end.

iştift, s. (from ty, a takingfrom, and i, a stick), a

hooked stick, used to draw the bruised seed from the

spout of an oil mill, and give the oil free passage.

zitifs, s. (from is, to take from), a taking from, a

snatching from, a seizing, a scrambling, a reciprocal

snatching or seizing.

st , a. (from , to takefrom), taken from, snatched

away.

i , s. (from is, to take from), the act ofattending a

temple in expectation ofthe fall of a flower which has

been laid on the head ofthe idol.

, s. (from ☎ , a taking away, and , dis-

tracted), the name of a bird, (Tantalus manillensis. Lin.)

ætștfææst, s. (from ætși, a takingfrom, and fiæşt, a taking

from), a scramble, a scuffle.

, s. (from Tá, the ear), the ear. This word construct-

ed with the verb w, to give, or ast, to come in contact,

means to listen, to attend closely, to hearken; when

constructed with , to rub, it means to pull or twist a

person's ears bywayofpunihsment ; a. blind, perforated,

this last sense is particularly applied to a cowry perfo

rated by the insects or broken.

tata , s. (from

insect.

, a sort of insect), a particular

Fidel, s. (from Ts, an ear, andæt, a well), thegills of a fish.

tants , a. (from 4, an ear, and as, a sort oflonggrass,

quick ofhearing, retentive.

q , s. (from a, the car, and 4 , sharp), attentive,

hearkening, listening, hearing every thing.

tt , a. (from td, an car, and arts , erect), listening,

hearkening, attentive.

HÌ, s. (from Tid,the ear, and , to take), an earpick.

a , s. (from t , the ear, and at, an umbrella), a fun-

gus resembling in form the human ear, and accounted

by the Hindoos a specific for pains in that organ; two
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or three species of Agaric and Boletus which grow on

trees or dry wood are called by this name,

Etqgami), s. (from F4, an ear, and gf, an instrument to

scratch with), an earpick, a bit of grass or stick to pick

the ears, the itching of the ears, the scratching of the

ears.

, s. (from ata, the ear, andæd,

a lock ofhair on the temples.

„;, a curl at the ear),

F4351, s. (from ☎4, the ear, F , a border or edge, and

, to preserve), an ornament for the ear.

E , s. (from , the ear, and H , a ripening), a pain

ful tumor in the ear.

1, s . (from 4, the ear, and t , a plate of metal),

the flap of the ear.

Fiatica, ɑ. (from , the ear, and , light), hearing

and regarding every thing that is spoken, blabbing.

This adjective is applied to a person who immediately

divulges every thing he hears.

KIT, 8. (from Tid, an ear), the name of a fisli, (Ophioce-

phalus Karruwey. La Cep. T. 3. p. 552.

, s. (from 4, an ear, and , the breaking of

any thing) , the prejudicing of any person.

Fifa, s. (from 4, the car, and , a breaking), a

warning, a whispered warning.

Sist.

house), remaining under the eaves of a house, situated

under the eaves ; s. an eaves-dropper.

tats, s. (from a, an ear, and s, athwart), the act of

listening to any thing.

tatto , s. (from tatts, a listening, and 1, fallen), a

listener, an eaves-dropper, the act of listening.

ætate, s. (from 1 , the curtains of a tent), the curtains

or walls of a tent.

its , a. (from 1 , the brim ofa cup, and , broken),

broken at the brim or edge.

atft, s. (from ta, an ear, and , a cord), a rope or

cord passed through the gills of a fish for the purpose

of carrying it, the opening ofthe gills of a fish.

Fifi, s . (from 43, a piece), a rag, a small piece of cloth, a

remnant of cloth ; also , a moulding, an ornamental

swelling out in a vessel or any other production of art,

the top of a bamboo or other tube, the attempt of a

horned animal to gore or strike by lowering one horn ;

a. eared.

fa , s . (from if , eared, and , a sort offish), a

species offish belonging to the genus silurus.

ifista, s. (from A, eared, and is , a species offish),

the name of a species of fish, (Plotosis anguillaris. La

Cep. Silurus unitus. Buch . Mss . )

Fizotul, s. (from Ti, an ear, and Sift, breaking), the gain- sight,

ing the ear of any one, the opening of a matter to a

person in private so as to prejudice him for or against a

thing.

izal, s. (from ta, the ear, and , a rubbing), the pul-

ling or twisting of a person's ears by way of punish-

ment.

i , s. (from 4 , an ear, and is , a sort offish), the

name of a sort of fish.

FigAſY, s. (from ☎ , an ear, and 55), a twisting), the

pulling or twisting of a person's ears by way of punish-

ment, a warning.

Thaft, s. (from æi , an ear, and b, to roll about), the

pulling or twisting ofa person's ears by way of punish-

ment.

etat, a. (from a†a , blind), blind, perforated, broken ; also s.

(from , the throat), the brim or edge of a cup or pot.

at , ad. (from td, the ear), ear to ear ; s. a whispering,

tete a tete, a laying of the heads of two persons toge-

ther.

4 , s. (from evil, and T5, a back door), the space un-

derthe eaves of a house whichis overhungby the thatch.

at , a. (from ta , the space under the eaves of a

s. (from da, an ear), the twisting or pinching ofthe

ears by way of punishment, a warning.

haha, ad. (from it, the brim of a cup), to the brim.

akatsata, s. (from 13, an arrow, and †, a serpent), a

species ofvenomous serpent which climbs trees and fre-

quently falls on animals or men and bites them .

Platz , a. (from is, the ear, and , athwart), obsequi-

ous, attentive servilely obedient, under controul.

, s . (from , thorny, the name of a plant, (Agave

Cantala.)

, s. (from , a thorn), a quarrelsome and scurrilous

woman, a virago .

att, s. (from , a thorn), a quarrelsome and scurrilous

woman, a virago.

† , s. (from 4, to shine), a stalk or stem, the trunk ofa

tree, an arrow, a section or chapter.

terima , s . (from 3 , thick like the trunk of a tree,

and I , a species of bird), a species of bird (Turdus

jocosus. Buch. Mss .)

vieta, s . (from Tz, a helmsman), a helmsman, a pilot, a

steersman ; also from te , the curtains of a tent), a

fence or skreen of cloth.

Fisti, s. (from II, a helmsman), a pilot, a helmsman.

E2
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কাত:ু

rerit , s. (from ate, anarrow, and at , a planting),

the ceremony of planting four arrows in the earth at the

four corners of the pedestal of an idol upon certain

idolatrous occasions.

tot, s. (from 3, the stem of a tree), a heap.

te, s. (from te, to sound), the value of any thing, that

which is intimately connected with a thing.

, a. (from , bad, and , to cross a river), troubled, dis-

tressed, anxious.

* GA3), s. (from æg, troubled), trouble of mind, distress,

anxiety.

, s. (from 3, troubled), trouble of mind, distress,

anxiety.

tata, s. (from , distress), the act ofmoaning, or com-

plaining, a being distressed, anguish.

Ita, s. (from 37, distress), a moan, a complaint, dis-

tress, anguish, an agony.

af , s. (from 3, troubled, and 8 , an expression),

a complaint, an expression of distress , lamentation .

3 , s. (from , bad, and , the bottom), the name of a

large fish, (Cyprinus niloticus. Lin .)

mi, s. (from , the name of afish), the name of a fish,

(Cyprinus niloticus. Lin .) This word is used by rob-

bers and murderers in the west part of Bengal as a

cant word to signify a man, and when construed with

, tofall, signifies that the man who was their prey is

killed or fallen by their weapon.

# 1, a. (from ☎s , a man, and 45, fallen), prey-fal-

len. This word is used as the adjective of the western

parts of Bengal, which a few years agowere infested with

robbers, who used this word as a signal to inform their

companions that a man had been murdered by them.

kel, s . (from , to surround), a coir cable.

, s. (from , a cutting), a butcher's cleaver, a bill-

hook.

רשק
tota, s . (from wp, Heb. p, Chald. L , to bind toge.

ther, a row), a row, a rank.

atota, s. (from T, water, and ↑ , holding), a sort of ear-

then pot usually employed to hold curds .

atola , s . (from fa , a pair of shears), a pair of shears,

a shell cutter's saw.

ziß, s. (from Tófa , a pair ofshears) , a shell- cutter's saw.

ærsta, s. (from , writing) , a writer, a teacher, a school-

master.

3 , s. (from , ease, and , to cross over), a board or seat

`on the Indian oil mill, which is loaded with stones or

other weights, to expedite the expressing of the oil...

anizi

THEN, 8. (from 3, distress, and TX, a word which

rhymes with theforegoing one), the sensation of tick---

ling.

ks, ad. (loc. case of , what is intimately connectedwith

u thing), on the side of, in connection with, on the ac-

count of.

PRIORI, ad. (from * , oblique), inclinedly, equally lean.

ing both ways, pryingly, insidiously.

لتق
কাতেল,, s. (from , to kill), one who kills, an executioner.

কাত্যায়নী, s. (from কাত্যায়ন , the name of a sage supposedby

the Hindoos to be an incarnation of Shiva), a name of

Parvutee, the consort of Shiva. The wife ofthe sage

Katyayuna.

int, a. (from Tm, soft dirt), soft with rain, dirty, wet.

This word is applied to land which is in a state of soft

mud.

æstfel, a. (from , mud), dirty, muddy, thick, turbid.

, s. (from 4, Nauclea orientalis), spirituous liquor

prepared from the flowers of the Nauclea orientalis ;

the word is however more properly used to signify the

rain water which collects in clefts or hollow places of

the tree when the flowers are in perfection, and which

is supposed to be impregnated with the honey.

fit, s. (from_ , an assemblage), an assemblage of

clouds, numbers of clouds following each other in quick

motion.

ata , s . (from , mud), mud, dirt, soft dirt.

কাদাকিচ!, s. ( from কাদা, mud, and কিচা , from ক্লিন, wit) , soft

dirt in rainy weather, mud.

, s. (from , mud, and cars , a treading), a

snipe, (Scolopax glareola. Tringa Glareola of La

tham . )

at , a. (from Ti , mud), muddy, dirty, turbid.

zinifu , a . (from & ī , mud), muddy, dirty, turbid

atuta, s. (from zai , mud), the overflowing a field with wa-

ter so as to make it thin mud previously to the plant-

ing of rice.

fat , a. (from , mud, and faf , affected by),

dirty, poachy, abounding with soft dirt like the earth

after copious rain.

İYİ, ɑ. (from , mud, and TF, connected with), dir-

ty, poachy, splashy, muddy,

, a. (from , mud), muddy, dirty, wholly softdirt.

, s . (from a , mud, and 4, mere), simple mud or

dirt, merely soft dirt.

inias, a. (from , mud, and gigs, destitute of), free

from dirt or wet soft mud.

A
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Tife.

, a. (from , mud), muddy, dirty, abounding with

soft dirt.

ziniju, a. (from hai, mud, and st , empty), free from

mud or soft earth.

Tinki , a. (from Ft , mud, and , destitute of), free

from mud or soft dirt.

Dichî, a. (from , when, and zifu , speaking), conten-

tious, disputations, litigious, querulous.

zing, a. (from , value), able, powerful.

, s. (from bad, and , a bill hook), an awkward or

ill formed bill-hook to cut bushes or bamboos .

#taste, s. (from ‚í‚Ü a master ofthe rolls), an officer

whose business it is to take charge of the public re-

cords.

কানাহরিবা , s . (from কর্ণনা, black, and হরিবা, green), the

nameofa species ofsong bird, (Merops Huiba. Bucha

nan's Mss.)

, a. (from , to shine), a thicket, a wilderness.

কনিরাজ, s. ( from কাঞ্চন, Bauhinia, and রাজন, a king), the

name of a beautiful species of mountain Ebony, (Bauhi-

nia candida.)

, s. (from , evil, and 5, to kill) , the name of a plant,

(Crinum Toxicarium). Several other species of the larg

er Crinums and Amaryllides are called by the same

name, only distinguished by an adjective expressive of

their size or colour.

FTI, s. (from ☺ilÿ, a law), a law, a statute, a regulation.

inci , s. (from 35, a law, and , speaking), an officer

whose business it is to take charge of the public records,

>the master of the rolls.

ts, s. (from , to desire), a husband, iron ; a . desirable,

beloved, dear, highly esteemed.

test, s. (from te, iron, and 1 , a caldron), a boiler or

caldron made of well refined iron.

#isti , s. (from ætʊ, beautiful, and ca , iron), steel, bright

or excellent iron.

5, s. (from , to desire), a wife, a beautiful or agreeable

woman.

sta, s. (from , substitutedfor fe, any one, and to

cross over), a bad road, a difficult or dangerous road, a

forest, a red variety of the sugarcane .

, s. (from , to desire), beauty, splendor, light, brilli

ance, female beauty, an agreeable or beautiful woman,

a wish, desire.

za, a. (from fe, splendor, and to make), causing

light or splendor, illuminating, citing desire.

কান্তি.

«ifestar, a. (from tfs, splendor, and œœ, causing), caus-

ing light or splendor, illuminating, exciting desire. ›

stat, a. (from fs, splendor, and tf , doing), caus-

ing light or splendor, illuminating, exciting desire.

effe376, a. (from offs, splendor, and , producing), caus-

ing light or splendor, illuminating, exciting desire..

fon, a. (from is, splender, and , to give), affording

light, giving light, causing splendor, illuminating, lu.

minous, brilliant .

fat , a. (from ffs, splendor, and t , giving), giv

ing light, causing splendor, illuminating, luminous,

brilliant.

ni , a. (from is, splendor, and , giving), giving

light, causing splendor, illuminating, luminous, brilliant.

ÞĦ, s. (from Tif , splendor, and , destruction), the

destruction of splendor or brilliance, the destruction or

ruin of beauty.

Fifs) ¬E, a. (from 3, splendor, and ‡ ,, destructive),

destructive to beauty, destroying splendor or brilliance.

st, a. (from 5, splendor, and f , destructive),

destructive to beauty, destroying splendor or brilliance.

fett, s. (from fe, splendor, and at , destruction),

the destruction of splendor or brilliance, the ruin orde.

struction of beauty, the loss of splendor or beauty.

fe, a. (from 3, splendor, and * , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to beauty, destroying brilliance

or splendor.

zifenfu, s. (from ifs, splendor, and , a nourishing),,

the preservation of splendor or beauty.

*fsfees, a. (from , splendor, f , a nourishing, and

, to do), preservative of beauty or splendor, contribu-

ting to the preservation of splendor or beauty.

atforma , a . (from fs, splendor, and cotta , preserving),

preserving beauty or brilliance.

fo , a . (from , splendor, and , giving), giving light,

eccasioning beauty or splendor, illuminating, luminous,

brilliant.

aifeade, a. (from ifs, splendor, and T , causing increase),

increasing splendor or brilliance, improving the splen-

dor or beauty of a thing.

#tf3a57, s. (from offs, splendor, and Tấn, an increasing),

the improving of beauty, spiendor, or brilliance.

affaf , a. (from his, splendor, and faf , possessed

of), beautiful, brilliant, luminous, bright.

fafata, s . (from 1 , splendor, and fa , destitute of),

destitute ofbrilliance or beauty, dull, obscure, opake.

affe , s. (from æt , splendor, and T , an increase), an
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11.

inerease ofsplendor or brilliance, the improvement of

the splendor or beauty of a thing.

, a. (from ts, splendor) , splendid, brilliant, shin-

ing, luminous, beautiful.

ifs, a. (from fs, splendor, and , connected with),

splendid, brilliant, shining, luminous, beautiful.

sais, a. (from ffs, splendor, and af , destitute of),

destitute ofbeauty or brilliancy, dull, obscure, opake

hi , s. (from it , bright iron), bright or excellent

iron, steel.

Fif«** , a. (from Tifs, splendor, and 1, empty), destitute

J

ofbeauty, destitute of splendor, dull, opake, obscure.

, a. (from 3, splendor, and , to take away), im-

pairing or taking away beauty or brilliance.

ezia, a. (from wifs, splendor, and I, destitute), destitute

ofbeauty or brilliancy, dull, opake, obscure.

Ti , v. n . (from ™ , to weep), to weep, to cry, to bewail,

to lament, to howl.

, a. (from , to weep), cross, crying, crying aloud.

zifft , a. (from , tofear, and , to voze, to move), run-

ning away through fear, fleeing, put to flight.

, a. (from , to weep), weeping, howling, crying.

gi , s. (from , weeping, and a , a tiger), the

huuting leopard, (Felis jubata schræber.)

, s. (from , to tremble), a false appearance, a panto-

mime, a shew, a pretence, the nib of a pen, the act of

nibbing a pen. When compounded with, t , to cut,

this word means to nib a pen.

, s. (from t , deceit), deceitfulness, craftiness .

5, s. (from eft, cloth), cloth, linen cloth, wearing ap-

parel.

5 , s. (from tt , cloth), a linen draper, a hawker of

linen cloth .

TH, 8. (from , the forehead), the name of a parti

cular class of men among the Hindoos who are soodras ,

and follow most ofthe mechanical arts without distinc

tion.

E, s. (from tia, theforehead), the name of a parti-

cular class of men among the lower order of Hindoos.

ta, s. (from , collon , cotton wool, also the cotton

plant (Gossipium of several species . )

, cotton, and , three spined),ta , s . (from

the name ofa fish, (Pimelodes Caposi Tayngra. Bu-

chanan's Mss . )

, a. (from , cotton), cotton, made of cotton,

belonging to cotton.

, 8. (from that , cotton, and ctæ , an in-

ata .

sect), the name of an insect that infests the cotion

plants.

HI, s. (from F, water, , indicating a small quantity,

and ¶, to nourish), the name of a species of mustard.

E, s. (from , bad, and , a man), a coward, a mean

spirited man, a worthless person, a man of no energy

of character.

, 8. (from , a coward), cowardliness, low-

mindedness, mean-spiritedness, want of energy.

, a. (from , a door), niggardly, selfish, unfeeling.

, a. (from , a door), parsimonious, stingy, sordid,

miserly, niggardly.

, s. (from , niggardly), niggardliness, stin-

giness, miserliness.

*Ififa, s. (from TM , niggardly), niggardliness, stingi-

ness .

a, s. (from " , to cover over,, to expiate, to atone),

this word is used by the Musulmans to signify a negro,

also an infidel ; by way of reproach they call the Hin-

doos also by this name.

Puf, a. (from PTA, a negro), belonging to a negro, Afri-

can.

, s. (from f , African, and af , pepper), a

species ofplant, (Capsicum grossum), also the fruit of

this plant.

, a. (from t
ك
ف
ي

sufficiency), answering some purpose,

useful, advantageous ; s. coffee .

কাফের, s. ( from , a negro or infidel), the Musulmans and

Hindoos by way of reproach reciprocally call each

other by this name.

ziamigt, s. (from Fia , Cabul, and T , a specics ofpulse), a

species of pulse brought from Cabul.

aizaiata, a. (from ™ , Cabul, and T , a pea), a variety

of pea cultivated in Cabul.

i , v . (from , to sound), to inspissate, to thicken any

preparation by boiling.

i , s. (from , to speak), a pretence, a false pretence, a

crow ; also (from coffee), coffee.

ætats, s. (from æft the name ofa plant), the name ofa

species of kidney bean, the spicule of the pods of which

are used in medicine under the name ofCowhage, (Car-

papogon pruriens . Roxb.)

কজি,tata, s. (from , a manner), the evolutions performed

by soldiers when exercising.

txt , a. (from , roasted), roasted, this word is used

metaphorically to signify exhausted with heat or fatigue.
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TH .

ztetusila, s. (from wl , hot, and , sugar), Cubebs.

, s. (from , the termination of the Hindoost'hance

genitive, and , a day , the last day ofthe month.

kat, s. (from a , the last day of the month), due at

the month's end, belonging to the end ofthe month; al-

so (from az, a bamboo), a lath, a long lath ofbamboo.

HaĦI, s. (from æ , a crow, and Я , a face), a particular

kind ofbird which is probably a species of Corvus.

a, s. (
from able), able, capable.

কার,, s. (from power), power, controul, within the pow

er or under the controul of another.

TU, s. (from Tfa, a poel); poetry, a poem.

Ha , s. (from tu, poem, and

EUCH, s. (from TU, apoem, and

poems.

1 , a dver), a poet.

, writing), a book of

DOT, s. (from , a poem), the characteristic of a poem.

ætatí, s. (from æt , apoem, and i, a scope), the scope or

aim ofa poem, the subject ofa poem.

Tutúa ), s. (from tart , the design of a poem, and (T3),

one who knows), a person who understands the design

or subject ofa poem.

autta, s. (from , a poem, and , a book), a book of

poems.

কা্যাকাৰিৰেচনা, s. (from কাত, a poem , অকবি, not apoem,

and fac , discussion), an investigation ofthe merits

ordefects ofpoems.

aku , s. (from , a wedge), a wedge.

, s. (from , to desire), desire, lust, any object of de-

sire, the god oflove; also (from , work), work, labour.

last, s. (from ta, desire, and sta, togo), unrestrained, un-

bridled, going where he pleases.

sta,, a. (from , work, and , clever), eminent

in business.

, a. (from * , desire, and x , to be born), spontane-

ous, arising from desire, springing from lust.

Firs76, a. (from t , desire, and , a producer), excit-

ing desire, producing a wish, incentive to impure de-

sires.

ke , a. (from t , desire, and , producible), produ-

cible from desire, springing from the will

Tadi, s. (from T , a bow), a bow.

TH, s. (from T, bad, and 15, to cut), the biting of any

thing, a bite.

HI, s. (from 5, to bite), the act of biting.

şi, v. a. (from 3, bad, and as, to cut), to bite, to snap.

This yerbis confined to biting for the purpose of injur

1

কষি

ing, and is not used to signify the biting of food ; to

produce a griping pain, to throb.

tastatas, ad. (from ! , to bite), mutually biting.

FİTHİA, 8. (from , to bite), the act ofbiting, the sensa

tion of griping.

ætaști, s. (from lagi , to bite), a griping pain.

FIștes , a. (from iri, to bite), griping, a cholic pain.

Patan, s. (from Ting), to bite), a griping pain.

Han, a. (from PA, desire, and ₪1, to give), gratifying, yield-

ing the desire of the heart.

FİTH1, s. (from TÍ , desire), prayer, supplication, a request, a

desire, a wish, an inclination to any thing, appetite, lust.

ts, a. (from 4, desire, and , destructive), de-

stroying irregular desires, subduing the disposition of

the mind.

ista , a. (from , work, and st , a fool), plodding;

also (from , desire, and tista, a fool), infatuated with

love or with irregular desires .

Fiſh, s. (from Tx, desire, and , pain), the pains of

love or lust.

ækif‡³, a. (from , desire, and 3, pained), pained

with love or irregular desire.

i , s. (from tt , the name of a country, and

TH , a pestle), the name of a medicinal drug which ap-

pears to be the tuberous root of some plant resembling

Kempfæria.

, a. (from , lust, and , hypochondria), mad

with lust, infatuated with love or with irregular desires.

tatt, s . (from A , the name of afruit), the name ofa

fruit common in India, (Averrhoa Carimbola) ; also the

tree which produces it.

ha , s. (from A, desire, , to give, and fix, a

lime), the name of a variety of lime or lemon, which is

large and of an oval form with a smooth skin .

ZİTTİ, a. (from , desire, and , a form), able to as-

sume any form at will ; s. the name of a district in the

North of Bengal, including Kooch Behar and some

neighbouring parts belonging to Bootan.

TIIEH), a. (from

any shape at will.

, desire, and , a form), assuming

, 8. (from , desire), the jaundice, excessive secre-

tion or obstruction of bile ; a. libidinous, lustful.

, s. (from , desire, and , a climbingplant), the

name of an ornamental climbing plant, (Ipomea Qua-

moclit.)

,s. (from , desire), the jaundice, an excessive secre

tion or obstruction ofbile.
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কাথী. করি,

Fxt, v. a. (from A, work), to acquire money by labour,

to shave the head or beard.

zate, s. (from work), gains, earnings, savings ; also

(from , deficiency), neglect, loss through neglect, de-

ficiency.

ft, s. (from , desire, and af , fire), the fire of lust,

excessive lechery.

trist, s. (from T , desire, , to move, and I, a

horn , the name of a fish which has a dangerous spine

on its fins, with which it inflicts a very painful wound,

(Silurus pungentissimus, Buchanan's Mss. Silurus fossi .

lis. La Cepede.)

Pixies, a. (from E , desire, and g, distressed), distressed

with irregular desire, sick with love or with irregular

desires."

matą, s. (from Cannon), a cross bow, a cannon .

Fizia, s. (from æ , to shave), the act of shaving, the earn-

ing or acquiring of any thing ; also a cannon, a cross-

bow, artillery.

, 8. (from t , desire, and ,fire), the fire oflust,

excessive lechery.¸

it , s. (from , the act ofshaving), the hire ofa bar-

ber.

ziata, s. (from z , desire, and a, blind), blinded by lust,

blinded by love.

rata , a. (from , desire, and fifa , desirous),

wanton, lustful, eager to obtain an object of desire.

ira, s. (from , a smith), a blacksmith, a whitesmith.

Ha , s. (from a , a smith, and HT , a house), a

smith's shop, a forge.

at , a. (from at , desire, and 45, affected with), lascivi-

ous, wanton, lecherous.

«phút, a. (from ta, desire, and af , eager), amorous,

lascivious, lewd.

ta, a . (from ta, desire), amorous, wanton, lascivious.

5, a. (from t , desire, and 3 , attached to), lascivi-

ous, lewd, bent on the gratification ofirregular desires,

libidinous .

**ated , a. (from , lascivicus, and fo3, the heart),

lewd-hearted, bent on the gratification of irregular de-

sires, libidinous.

f , s. (from , desire), the name of a bird of the order

of Gralla (Gallinula violacea . )

ifrs, s . (from Camiza, Portu . ) a shirt, a woman's shift.

att, s. (from tx, desire), a lascivious woman, a woman ,

the name ofa flowering shrub, (Murraya exotica.)

mial, s. (from dia, desire), lascivious, lustful.

THE, a. (from F , desire), lustful, libidinous, lascivious,

desirous.

TTI, a. (from , desire), lustful, libidinous, lascivious,

desirous .

ts, a. (from , desire, and STs, mad), distracted

with lust, foolish or infatuated with love.

ta , a. (from æta, desire), desireable, delectable, optional,

voluntary.

, s. (from T, desireable, and ag , death) , volun.

tary death, suicide . The Hindoo shastras permit a per-

son suffering under an incurable disease, or any other

heavy calamity, to drown himself in the Ganges, or pre-

cipitate himself from a rock or mountain.

কামোপাসনা, s. (from কাম্য, desireable, and ওপাসনা, religious

service), religious service paid for the purpose of obtain

ing some desireable object.

, s. (from , Bruhma), the body.

, a . (from ty, the body, and , done), donebythe

.body.

FIXKA, s. (from ( , in water, and s , to go), the name ofa

fish, (Silurus acutus, Buchanan's Mss.)

, s. (from 4, the ear, and , to hold), the name of

a species ofbird, (Muscicapa Kangdhara, Buchanan's

Mss.)

ig , s . (from a rule), a rule, a custom, a manner, an

institute, the rules of grammar, a basis.

ty , s. (from t , the body, and 3, a son), the name of

one ofthe lowest classes ofmen among the Hindoos.

tra, s. (from , a particular fruit), the name of a

tree, the bark and seeds of which are used in medicine.

tratt , a . (from , the body, and , to skreen), resolute,

over-bearing, selfimportant, insulting, quarrelsome.

Zigatiæ , ad. (from Tig, the body, 27 , the mind, and

, thespeech), with the body, mind, and speech, hear-

tily, in every respect.

ty , a . (from ty, the body, and , to be situate), situated

in the body, corporal ; s . a person of the writer class .

af , a. (from , the body, and f , situated), situa-

ted in the body, corporal.

i , s. (from wig, the body), the body.

Tify , a. (from æg, the body), bodily, corporeal, belong.

ing to the body.

lf , s. (from a , Mimosa Catechu), the name of a spe

cies of tree, (Mimosa rubicaulis, Buchanan's Mss.)

ia , a. (from , to do), doing, effecting, causing, accom

plishing ; s. an agent, one who does a work or action ;

that part ofgrammar which treats of the declension of
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nouns and pronouns, and of the use of the different

cases.

FİXES, 8. (from , causing, and cas, a cane), a species

of the ratan or cane, (Calamus latifolius) .

zigoinifida, s. (from 1, a plantain, ™ , a large root, and

frot , sweetmeats), a kind of sweetmeat.

Tafes, a. (from , work, and 3, done), compleat, hav-

ing done all that was requisite to be done.

za , s. (from , a work, and , a doer), an agent, a su-

perintendent, the doer of any work.

BİZANA , s. (from J , work, and , a house), a manufacto-

ry, a warehouse.

ziana, s. (from r , in the water, 14, abundantly, and sta,

to eat), the name of a species of Tantalus or Ibex , not

yet described by ornithologists.

34, s. (from☎, to do), a cause, the reason of any thing, an

occasion, the spring or origin of an action, a principle.

This word is often used to express the preposition for.

, s . (from 4, a cause, and , to be meagre), a

deficiency , a quantity of any thing which is too little

to answer the intended purpose.

Tiasts, a. (from , a cause, and st³, gone), connected

with a cause, referred to a cause, united to its cause,

resolved into its principles.

, a. (from a , a cause, and 7, to be produced), a-

rising from a cause, springing from some cause, caused.

, a. (from 4, a cause, and 31, producible), pro-

ducible from a cause, springing from a cause.

, s. (from A, a cause), causality.

4, a cause), causality., s. (from

4 , s. (from a , a cause, and , a species ofgrass),

a species ofgrass, (Poa Karundurbi, Buchanan's Mss.)

, s. (from 4, a cause, and , destruction), the

obviating or removing a cause or occasion .

ize, a. from , a cause, and , destroying),

obviating or removing the cause or reason of a thing.

, a. (from 4, a cause, and , destructive),

obviating or removing the cause or reason of a thing.

, s . (from Fia , a cause, and at, destruction), the

obviating or removing ofa cause or of the occasion of a

thing.

te, a. (from a , a cause, and a , destroying),

obviating or removing a cause or the reason of a thing.

ga , s. (from TA , a cause, and , a fruit), the name

of a shrub, (Amyris heptaphylia.)

if, s. (from
4, a cause, and if , water), the ori-

কার,

ginal water which was produced at the creation, a sup

posed original state of water, from which, as from a

reservoir, the Hindoos suppose all the water in the uni-

verse to be constantly supplied .

fa , a. (from tad, a cause, and f , without), cause-

less, unreasonable.

taff , a. (from , a cause, and faf , affected by),

having a cause, reasonable.

কারণবিহীন, a. (from কারণ , a cause, and বিহীন, destitute ofis

causeless, unreasonable.

duffle, a. (from ad , a cause, and off , excepted),

causeless, unreasonable.

কারণব্যতিরেক, s. (from কারণ , a cause, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the non- existence of a cause or of the reason of

an action .

FIF, a. (from Tia , a cause, and F, connected with),

having a proper cause, reasonable.

, a. (from , a cause, and a , destitute of),

causeless, unreasonable.

, a. (from a , a cause, and t , empty), causeless,

unreasonable.

, a. (from 4, a cause, and , destitute of), cause-

less, unreasonable.

atti, s. (from tad , a cause, and statt, a desire), the

desire of a reason or cause for an action, the desire of

a fair pretence for doing an action..

tatas , a. (from ad, a cause, and stet , desirous),

desirous ofa cause or reason for an action, desirous of

a pretence for doing a thing.

কারণান্বিত, a. (from কারণ, a cause, and সন্বিত, follorcing up-

on), connected with a cause, following as an effect from

its cause.

করিনাভিলাষ, s, ( from কারণ , a cause, and অভিলাষ, a desire),

the desire of a cause or reason for an action.

alatfamat, a . (from , a cause, and fifa , desirous),

desirous of a cause or reason for an action, desirous of

a fair pretence for doing an action.

, a. (from 4, a cause, and 53, become), become a

canse, possessed of causality. This word is applied to

any thing which in certain circumstances becomes the

cause of something else.

Task, a. (from T , a cause, and 5, desirous, desirous

of a cause, desirous of a reason or pretence for doing

a thing.

, a. (from , a cause, and , desirous), desir-

ous of a cause, desirous of a reason or pretence for do-

ing a thing.

R

*
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az.

, s. (from , to do), the name of a tree, (Nerium reti-

culatum .)

sz, s. (from , Vallisneria, and t , to move), the

name of a species of water fowl not yet ascertained.

DATA, s. (from wl,¸ls, a caravan), a caravan.

ætaata, s. (fromjlls, business), business, negociation.

Plan , s. (from_lls, business), fit for business, active, in-

dustrious.

8. (from A, the hand, and , to move), the name

ofa cucurbitaceous plant, (Momordica Charantia ; ) also

the fruit ofthe Momordica.

, s. (from bad, and , a taste), the name of a

species oftree, (Grewia hispida, Buchanan's Mss .)

, s. (from , to do), a prison, a place of confinement.

Paista, s. (from A, a prison, and a, a house), a prison .

কারাগারস্থ, a. ( from কারাগার, a prison , and স্থা, to be situated),

imprisoned, remaining in prison, confined in jail.

কারাগারস্থিত, a. (from কারাগার, a prison, and স্থিত, situated),

confined in prison, remaining in prison, imprisoned.

fa,s. (from , to do), an effect, an action, action, agency,

an artificer.

, s. (from , to do), the explanation ofatext or doctrine,

an actress, a dancing woman, an act, action, agency,

sharppain, interest at a stipulated rate ; a. fem. acting,

doing, causing.

fa , s. (from æfa, an action, and ☎, to do), a mechanic,

a workman.

, s. (from , a mechanic), mechanic labour,

mechanics, workmanship.

fasta, s. (from ls, amechanic), a mechanic, a workman.

#ifestat, s. (from ,কারিগরী,

ship.

, s. (from

, a mechanic), mechanics, workman-

, acting), agency, causality.

#ifaa, s. (from #lia , acting), agency, causality

wifamulael, s. (from wife, an action, and cute , a pustule),

the name of a particular kind of fish common in India,

(a species of Tetrodon.)

.

ĦI, a. (from Tifa , doing), acting, causing, occasioning.

, s. (from to do), a mechanic , a person who works at

handicraft business , an artificer, an agent, a maker, one

who practises an art or calling, a trade, a painful ulcer

or eruption usually seen on the neck of an ox or cow

and sometimes on the legs of man.

Tefari, a. (from æt , business, aud , to give), expert, ac-

tive, diligent, fit for use, useful, fit to be applied to any

purpose.

1

aaaſt, s. (from te, action, and 4, to move), the name of

a common weed, (Xanthium strumarium indicum. Bucha.

nan's Mss).
•

catata, s. (from , business), business, a negociation,

trade.

, s. (from , hard-hearted), hard -heartedness, cru-

elty, unfeelingness, roughness, difficulty, niggardliness.

, s. (from , to do, and a, harsh), the name of an

aromatic plant, (Curcuma Zerumbet), also the root of

Zerumbet.

f , s. (from cornice), a cornice.

fé , s. (from , one ofthe Hindoo stellar mansions),

the name of a Hindoo month containing part of Octo-

ber and part of November. It commences when the sun

enters libra. The name of one ofthe Hindoo gods who

is fabled to be the general of the armies of the gods.

কাৰ্ত্তিকশালি, ৪. ( from কাৰ্ত্তিক, the month, and শালি, rice ), the

rice which ripens in the beginning of the cold season,

and makes the principal harvest in India.

, s. (from card), a bill , a card.

, s. (from Я , a miser), niggardliness, parsimony.

, s. (from 4 , niggardliness, and , nature ,

naturally parsimonious, of a niggardly disposition.

, s. (from , to make), cotton, also the cotton plant,

(Gossipium hirsutum.)

, s . (from I, an act) , magic, sorcery, witchcraft.

tai , 8. (from a, work), a bow.

, s. (from , to do), business, duty, work, an undertak

ing, an office, a deed, an effect. This word is properly

a future participle passive, but is most frequently used-

as a substantive.

a , s. (from at , work, and , a doer), an agent, a

workman.

age, s. (from , work, and , a dver), a work

man, an agent.

atmætadata, ș. (from ætú , an effect, F , a cause, and

Si , a circumstance), the circumstance of an effect be-

coming the cause of something else.

কার্যকারিতা, s . (from কার্যকারিন, doing business), workman-

ship, agency.

eti , s. (from het , doing business), workman

ship, agency.

Hi , a. (from , work, and af , doing), performing

a work, accomplishing an undertaking.

túata, s. (from , work, and at , time), a fit time for

action or exertion, a fair opportunity for doing a thing.
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কা .

Etúrrix, ad. (from TÚ, work, and F , a step), in the course

of business, in the course ofaffairs.

ahús, s. (from as, work, and f , loss), an injury to an

undertaking, a loss or hindrance in a business.

, a. (from an , work, and , able), fit for business,

able to conduct an affair, fit for an undertaking.

Fúnte, a. (from tú , work, and ( VT, seeking), seeking

employment, endeavouring to obtain employment.

Fiú , s. (from , work, and co ), endeavour), a seek.

ing for employment.

Thús, a. (from ts, work, and 5, fallen from), be-

reft of employment, removed from an office, fallen

from an office.

TÚ , a. (fromTs, work, and , producing), produ-

cing or occasioning work or business, giving rise to an

undertaking.

Fiúk , 8. (from is, work, and , ruin), the ruin of

a person's business or affairs, the spoiling of work.

ú , a. (from t , work, and , destructive),

destructive to a work, ruinous to anundertaking, spoil-

ing work or business.

ú , a . (from , work, and , destructive), ruin-

ous to an undertaking, causing a business or undertak-

ing to fail, spoiling work.

zutt, s. (from , work, and , destruction), the ruin

ofan undertaking, the spoiling of work.

u , s. (from , work, and , destructive), de

structive to awork, ruining business, causing an under-

-taking to miscarry.

Húzta, a. (from tú, a work, andze, increasing), caus-

ing a business to increase, causing an undertaking to

prosper.

TÚ , s. (fromæ , work, and T , increase), the increase

of a business, prosperity in an undertaking.

úzie, a. (from , a work, and at , hindering),

hindering or obstructing a business or work.

húzta , s. (from , á work, and i , an obstacle), an

obstacle or hindrance to a work or undertaking, an

hindrance to business.

TÚUH, a. (from xh , work, and as, eager), zealous in a

work, eager to engage in an undertaking.

tets, s. (from æ , a work, and stats, a hindrance),

a hindrance to any business , an obstacle to a work or

undertaking.

Túzy, a. (from Ts, work, and g ,fallen from), bereft

ofemployment, removed from an office.

Tú¿F, a. (fromTú, a work, and , connected with), con-

কার্যা.

nected with work, connected with or belonging to an

undertaking, connected with duty, laborious.

Thinæist, s. (from , work, and is, contact), the occur-

rence of any affair or business.

ints , a. (from , werk, and cuts , capable), fit to be

employed in work, worthy of employment, capable of

work, proper to be employed in any work, useful.

hintuiti, s. (from æ , work, and c , an occurrence), the

occurrence of any affair or business.

Thus, a. (from , work, and 73, devoted to) , industrious,

diligent, zealously engaged in work.

has, a. (from , work, and af , destitute of) , desti-

tute of employment.

tot, a. (from t , work, and if , inclined to) , dili-

gent, inclined to labour.

, a. (from , work, and , empty), destitute of

employment..

, a.(from , a work, and , effecting), ac-

complishing an undertaking, making a work successful.

Piúmitæ, s. (from æt , a work, and , accomplish-

ing), compleating an undertaking, causing the accom-

plishment ofa work, making a work successful.

ta , s . (from , a work, and , a means), the

means ofperforming a work, the means of accomplish.

ing an undertaking, the performance of a work, the

accomplishing of an undertaking.

ætúntâ¬æl, s. (from ; a work, † , the accomplish-

ment ofa thing, and , a doer), one who accomplishes

a work or an undertaking.

Tiffa, s. (from Ts, an undertaking, and ff , accom-

plishment), the accomplishment of an undertaking, suc-

cess in a work or undertaking, the completion of a work.

æg , s. (from , work, and 5 , a destroyer), one

who ruins a person's affairs.

ú , a. (from , work, and 1 , destitute of , having

no business to do, destitute of employment.

attæti, s. (from , work, and , desire), a de-

sire of employment, a wish for business.

tett, a. (from t , work, and af , desirous), de-

sirous ofbusiness , desirous of employment.

ststætás, s . (from ts, fit to be done, and sætés, unfit

to be done), what is proper and what is improper, the

good andevil ofan undertaking, the means which ought,

to be used, and the things which ought to be avoided,

in order to accomplish any purpose.

, a. (from , work, and , unable), unfit for

business.

F2
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ata1.

«turizzata, s. (from , work, and T , search), a

search after employment.

Thirts, s . (from , work, and 3, an end), the conclusion

of a work, the end ofan undertaking, the termination

of a business.

ites, s. (from es, a work, and different), another

work, another affair, another business.

, ad. (from arts, the end ofan affair), at the con-

clusion of the affair, at the end of the business.

কার্যান্বিত, a . (from কাৰ্য, work, and সন্বিত, following upon),

connected with business or work, connected with an

undertaking.

art , a. (from , work, and a , seeking), seek-

ing for employment.

, s. (from , work, and , search), a seek-

ing for employment.

, a. (from , work, and , seeking), seek-

ing employment.

E, s. (from , work, and fata, desire), a de-

sire of employment, a wish for business,

fet, a. (from , a work, and fifa , desirous),

desirous of employment.

, a. (from , work, and f , desirous), desirous

of employment, desirous of business.

, s. (from , work, and , desire), a desire of

employment, a wish for business.

, a. (from at , work, and desirous), desirous

of business, desirous of employment.

zite, a. (from , work, and 5 , desirous), desir-

ous of business, desirous of employment.

nata, s. (from at , work, and sata, rescue), the dis

Zeta

in a market), a number of cowries equal to sixteen

punas, viz. one thousand two hundred and eighty.

Pa, s. (from E , to reckon time), time, a season, a space of

time, the time of death, the weather. In grammar, a

tense ; figuratively Yuma, the regent of death, death

personified. This word in construction with the verby

, to cut, or its causal, with E , to throw, or with

, a causing to go, signifies to spend time ; a. black,

dark-blue, swarthy, sable.

Praes, s. (from æta, black, and æg, arum), a variety of the

Arum Colocasia.

ty, s. (from a, black, and aty, pulse), a black va-

riety of pulse, (Phaseolus Max.)

, s. (from , black, and , musk), the name

of a plant the seeds of which when rubbed between the

hand give out a strong odor of Musk, (Hibiscus Abel-

moschus .)

কালকাটন, s . (from ক'ল, time, and কাটন, the cutting of any

thing), the spending oftime.

কলিকাটান, s . ( from কাল, time, and কাটান, the cutting ofany

thing), the spending oftime.

কালকালকাসুন্দা , s. (from কাল, black, and কালকাসুন্দা, cassia), a

species ofCassia orSenna, the stalks and leaves of which

are of a black tinge, (Cassia purpurea, or, according to

Dr. Roxburgh's unpublished Flora, Senna purpurea.)

, 8. (from ta, time, , a cough, and , to give),

a species of Cassia or Senna, (Cassia Sophora, or, ac-

cording to Dr. Roxburgh's unpublished Flora, Senna

Sophora.)

f , a . (from ta, black, and fe ,filthy), filthy, black,

squalid.

charge of a duty, the performance of a necessary piece , s . (from, black, and , belonging to the

ofbusiness.

#kúnstaæ, a. (from , work, and sata , rescuing),

discharging a duty, performing a business to which he

is obliged; s. one who preforms a work to which he was

obliged, or in which he was engaged.

ú , a. (from , work, and 3575, engaged in), di-

ligent, engaged in business, engaged in an undertak-

ing.

æhússist, s. (from , work, and sust, activity), indus-

try, activity, zeal in an affair.

húskusisit, a. (from , work, and sursa, active), ac-

tive, industrious, diligent, zealous in an affair.

ht , s. (from tú , an undertaking, and 84 ,fit),

fit for any purpose, serviceable.

19 , s. (from T , a weight of silver, and 4, a stall

हॉल,

shore), thename of a fish abounding in rivers and ponds

in Bengal, (Cyprinus atratus.)

ait, s . (from , Yuma, and a , to destroy), venom,

mortal poison.

, s . (from ta, black, and , the name ofa tree),

the name of a scandent thorny shrub, (Capparis acu-

minata.)

ta , ad. (from , time, and , a step), in process of

time, as time turns up.

, s. (from , time, and P, a cast or throw), the

spending oftime.

কর্ণলক্ষেপণ, ৪. ( from কাল, time, and ক্ষেপণ, the art of throwing),

the spending of time.

Tats, s. (from ta, black, and a , a piece), the liver.

tufet, e, (from t , black, and af , a species offish),
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24 . কলি.

the name of a species of fish, (Trichopodus fuscus.fs, s. (from , black, and fs, a species ofsnake), the

Buchanan's Mss).
name of a species of water snake not esteemed venom-

, s. (from , black, and , oak) , the name of a

species ofoak, (Quercus fenestrala).

efs, s. (from , black, and , a bill), the name of a

small bird which is a species of Certhia or creeper.

dzīga, s. (from ētā, black, and öЯ , a snipe), a species

of snipe, (Scolopax fusca?) .

ziatai, s. (from i , black, and i , a musk-rat), the name

of a black variety of the musk-rat, (Sorex coeruleus . )

The Hindoos suppose the bite of this variety ofthe musk-

rat to be mortal.

, s. (from eta, black, and 3 , the leg), the name of a

species ofhawk or falcon.

I , s. (from , black, and t , the name of afruit),

the name of a tree which produces a black fruit some-

what resembling a plumb, (Eugenia Jambolana.)

GIA), s. (from , black, and A , anise seed), the name

ofa plant and its seed, (Nigella indica).

, s. (from , black, and , the name ofa shrub),

the name of a shrub which produces a beautiful flower,

(Eranthemum pulchellum).

কালটেপারীয়া , s. ( from কাল, black, and টেপারীয়া , the winter

cherry), a species of nightshade which is supposed to

resemble the Physalis, (Solanum nigrum).

Timb.3, s. (from ☎ , black, and ifș, a species ofwater snake),

a species ofsnake ofa blackish colour but not venomous.

atafofofa, s. (from , black, and fofofa, a partridge), the

Francoline partridge, (Perdix Francolinus).

Hafa, s. (from , black, and , sesamum), a species

ofthe sesamum or oil seed, (Sesamum indicum).

ì, s. (from , black, and , basil), the name

ofa species of Basil, (Ocymum sanctum).

, a. (from t , Yuma, and , equal), death-like,

deadly, destructive.

81, s. (from , black, and 3 , the name ofaplant),

the name of a plant which is accounted medicinal.

tanta , s. (from , black, and 1, grain), the name of

an ornamental climbing plant, (Ipomoea cœrulea).

tanta, s. (from , black, and 17, a species ofgrain),

the name of a species ofgrain much cultivated in some

parts of India, (Andropogon bicolor).

কালদেৱধান্য, s. (from কাল, black and দেৱধান, a species of

grain), the name of a species of grain, (Andropogon

bicolor).

Hatuí, s. (from ta, lime, and 4 , religion), the line of

conduct suited to any particular time or season,

ous.

ta , s. (from , black, and , the thorn apple),

a species of the thorn apple, (Datura fastuosa).

fstal, s. (from , black, and af , a female ser-

pent), the name of a species of serpent which is scarce

in Bengal, but is sometimes exhibited by the snake-

catchers.

Ai, s. (from ✯ta, black, and at , a climbing shrub),

the name of a large climbing shrub and also of its fruit,

(Caesalpinia Bonduccella) ; this appears to be only a va

riety ofthe common sort with black seeds.

tato , s. (from , black, and 5, an owl), a species of

owl, (Stryx infausta. )

Portal, s. (from , black, and rest, a small bird), the

name of a small species of bird, (Sylvia Kala Phutki,

Buchanan's Mss .)

amata, s. (from a, black, and aeg, a quail), the name

of a species of quail, (Perdix olivacea.)

, s . (from , black, wealth, and at , a

fish), the name of a fish common in Bengal, (Cyprinus

atratus) .

tata, s. (from , a musical sound, and , a word),

the name of a particular tune or method of singing by

response.

PATİ³Î, s. (from EtĦTI, a manner of singing), one well

versed in the particular manner of singing called Kal-

wat.

ælafanti, s. (from , black, and fat , the name of a

plant), the name of a species ofnettle.

কালবিষহরী, s. (from কাল, black, and বিষহরী, an antidote to

poison), the name ofa plant.

ataut, a. (from t , time, and to , the name of a

month), tempestuous, stormy.

I , 8. (from , black, and cai, a load), the name

of a waterfowl, (Tantalus manillensis. Lath.)

ætaſed, s . (fromæ , black, and af , pepper), black pep.

per,

, s. (from , black, and as , a sort ofkidney bean),

the name of a leguminous plant much cultivated in In-

dia, and also of its seeds, (Phaseolus Max. )

tata, s. (from at , black, and 7, a cloud), the name of

a plant which is accounted a good febrifuge, (Justicia

paniculata.)

rast, s . (from , black, and tast, afowl), a bleek

species of Vulture, (Vultur ponticerians.)
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fuzz, s, (from , death, and , a Musulman . ) In

Hindoo fable, the name of a tyrant who, after having

made great devastations, was slain by the discus of Nara-

yuna. Figuratively, a tyrant, one who introduces confu-

sion and ruin wherever he goes.

, s. (from ta, time, and † , a causing to go), the

spending oftime.

aft , s . (from ta, black, and f , a kidney bean), the

name of a species of the kidney bean, (Dolichos viro-

sus.)

f , s . (from t , black, and f , a nerve) , the black or

livid colour of a bruise.

, a. (from , Yuma, and , like), death - like,

deadly, destructive.

isa, a. (from , Yuma, and , equal), death-like,

deadly, destructive.

Tian , s. (from , death, and , a serpent), the black

and most mortal variety of the Cobra de capello, (Co-

luber naja.)

, s. (from t , death, and , a serpent), the black

and most poisonous kind ofthe Cobra de capello, (Co-

luber naja.)

, s. (from , death, and , a thread), hell.

, a. (from t , death, and , like), death-like,

fatal, solemn, awful.

mi, a. (from ™ , deaf), deaf, cold , black ; s . a fish spear.

tatt, s. (from a, black, and , Lignum aloes), Agal-

lochum, or the black part or heart of aloe wood, (Aquil-

laria Agallocha .)

ta , s. (from , destruction, and f , fire), the univer-

sal conflagration at the end of the world.

tatas , a. (from , the universal conflagration, and

, equal to), resembling or equal to the universal

conflagration.

কালাগ্নিসদৃশ, a. ( from কালাগ্নি , the universal conflagration,

and , like), resembling the universal conflagration.

, a. (from it, the universal conflagration, and

, like), resembling or equal to the universal confta-

gration.

tata, s. (from at , time, and , one who finishes a

thing), an epithet of Yuma, the regent ofdeath, mean-

ing he who puts an end to time and present things.

ta , s. (from , time, and 5 , another), another time,

a different time.

tatt, s . (from Calafata, Portug), a calker.

Fat , s. (from , black, and , the face), an epithet

applied to a person who has been treated with scurri-

· la.

lous or abusive language, literally one whose face has

been blackened.

কালাশুদ্ধি, s. (from কলি, time , and অশুদ্ধি, impurity), an impure

time, the time of impurity on account of the birth ofa

child, the death of a relation , or the like. These seasons

are particularly described in the Hindoo writings, and

it is reckoned unlawful to commence any religious ac-

tion while they continue.

tato, s. (from t , time, and hs , impurity), an im

pure time, thetime of impurity occasioned by the birth

of a child, the death of a relation, or any other circum-

stance mentioned in the religious laws of the Hindoos..

Fifa, s. (from a, to enumerate), the product of a sum in

arithmetic, the result of workinga sum, the contents of -

a piece of land ascertained by working the sum ; (from

, black), the goddess Kalee, who is represented ofa

black colour and most disgusting form, ink, the leaves

of onions ; also ad. (from , to-morrow), to-morrow,

ziſmæl , s. (from ☎ , time) , the black goddess fabled to be

the consort of Shiva ; also, (from , to-morrow), the

morrow, an instalment .

কালিচা , s. (from কাল, black ), the black mark occasioned by

a bruise or blow.

fer , s . (from ta, time, and fo, to collect), old thatch, the

decayed straw of old thatch.

2 , s. (from far , old thatch, and as, the straw

oflonggrass), the decayed straw of old thatch.

fat, a. (from ta, Yuma), destructive, deadly, 1uinous.

fan , s. (from æ , the name of one ofthe mountains of

the Himalaya range), the name of the river Yumoona,

which is fabled to be the sister ofYuma, and daughter

ofthe mountain Kulinda.

Fifa , s . (from

f , a. (from

tawny.

, black), blackness, darkness.

ta, time), weather-beaten, sun -burnt,

fa , s. (from a , sun-burnt, and zá, a colour), a tan

colour; a. tawny.

tait, s. (from at , black), ink, the goddess Kalee, a stain,

a stigma; a. black, filthy.

Pattași, s. (from it, black, and , to burn), the name

of a tree which is indigenous in the eastern parts of

Bengal, (Guarea paniculata.)

festäz, &. (from a, black, and esttag, a Cobra de ca-

pello), the black variety of the Cobra de capello or

spectacled snake, (Coluber naja.)

tato , s. (from æ , black, and fo , a mark), the black

colour of the skin arising from a bruise, a bruise.
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tatt, s. (from

কাষ্ট,

it, the goddess Kalee, and at, a mat

door), the name of a species of Fern, (Pteris lunulata. )

, a. (from t , time), pertaining to time, connected

with a particular time.

zi , s. (from teſt, black, and 7, a species offish), the

name of a species of fish of the genus Cyprinus.

aat , s. (from , black), the name of the black part of

the lignum aloes, or Agallochum. Some say, it is the

heart ofthe Sandal wood tree.

ætajuæ, s. (from ☎ , black), the name of a yellow fragrant

kind of wood, a dark variety ofsandal wood, also a spe-

cies ofturmeric, (Curcuma Zanthorhiza.)

, s. (from , the long spined Ruellia), the

name ofa thorny.plant, (Ruellia longifolia.)

jai , s. (from t , black, and , anise seed), the

name of an Indian plant, and also of its seed, (Nigella

indica.)

কালোপযুক্ত , a . ( from কাল, time , and ওপযুক্ত, fit ), suitable to

the time, proper for the season.

te, a. (from , to contrive), feigned, forged, contriv

ed, factitious ; s. a hypocrite.

i , s. (from af , a hypocrite), hypocrisy, a preten-

sion tobe something different from one's true character..

, a. (from , black), squalid, dingy.

Tiri, s. (from Tit, to appear), the name of a tall species

ofgrass, (Saccharum spontaneum), a cough.

, s. (from , a cough, and , to cut), the name of

a plant, (Cassia esculenta, or, according to Dr. Rox-

burgh's unpublished Flora, Senna esculenta.)

af , s. (from at, a cough, and c , to cut), sauce, pickle,

a pickle made ofmango, tamarind, and mustard seed.

ættut, s. (from t* , to appear), the name of a tall species

ofgrass which abounds in low land in Bengal, (Saccha-

rum spontaneum.)

att, s. (from at, to uppear), a name of the sacred city

Benares.

1

, s. (front, Kashmeera), the name ofa tree in-

digenous on the mountains north-west ofBengal which

produces Cautchouc or Indian rubber, (Ficus elastica ,)

sita, s. (from , the name of a sage, and esta,

family), the family or race of the sage Kushyupa.

কাশ্যপগোত্রীয়, a. (from কাশ্যপগোত্র, the race of Kushayupa),

belonging to the race of Kushyupa.

ta, s. (from att, to appear), wood, timber.

zisanat, s. (from t , wood, and t, a plantain) , a spe-

cies of the plantain tree, (Musa paradisiaca) ; also the

fruit of this species ofplantain tree.

ক.স.

tæ , s. (from , wood, and , a shoe), a clog, a

sandal, a shoe with wooden soles.

, a. (from T , wood, and , full), full of wood, a-

bounding with timber or wood.

fi , a, (from , wood, and f , destitute), desti-

tute of wood or timber.

, a. (from t , wood), wooden, abounding with wood,

well-wooded.

, s. (from t , wood, and a , a raft), a raft of timber.

, a. (from , wood, and joined to), abound-

ing with timber, furnished withwood, well -wooded.

I³, a. (from t , wood, and af , destitute), desti-

tute ofwood.

*t , a. (from , wood, and J, empty), destitute of

wood or timber.

, a. (from , wood, and , destitute), destitute

of wood or timber.

, s. (from * , to appear), a point of the compass, a

quarter or region of the world, space, a tract of coun-

try, a place, a scite, a limit, a boundary, a measure of

time containing eighteen twinklings of the eye, excel-

lence, superiority, the name of a scitamineous plant,

(Curcuma Zanthorhiza.)

, s . (from id, wood, and , a seat), a stool or

form of wood.

ifs , s. (from caustic), caustic, a cautery.

f , s. (from , pleasure, and , to eat), Endive, (Cicho-

rium Endivia.)

, s. (from , to uller a disagreeable sound), a cough,

rheum.

FA, v. n. (hom , to utter a disagreeable sound), to

cough.

, a. (from , a cough, and , to do), occasioning

cough.

, s. (from , a cough, and , decay), the decay

or gradual cure ofa cough.

, a. (from F , a cough, and T , to smite), destroying

or curing coughs, good to remove a cough .

, a. (from , a cough, and , to be produced), a.

rising from a cough, occasioned by a cough.

53 , a . (from , a cough, and 7 , producing), pro ›

ducing coughs, occasioning coughing.

zawa , a. (from æra, a cough, and 3, producible), avis.

ing from a cough, producible from a cough, occasioned

by a cough.

xiantaæ, a. (from via, a cough, and fire, ghing), occa

sioning a cough,

7
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কপি.

, s. (from , a cough, and , destruction), the

destruction or cure of a cough.

, a. (from , a cough, and , destroying),

good for the removing or cure of a cough.

3.
, s. (from a cough, and , a destroying),

the cure of a cough.

, a. (from A, a cough, and f , destroying),

cough-removing, good for the cure of a cough.

, s. (from , to cough), the act of coughing.

, s. (from , a cough, and t, destruction), the

destruction or cure of a cough.

***, a. (from , a cough, and , destructive),

good for the removal or cure of a cough.

, a. (from , a cough, and af , destructive),

good for the cure of a cough.

atafifive, a. (from , a cough, and fifa , a cause),

cansed by a cough, arising from a cough.

FI, s. (from T , a cough), a small bird found in Bengal

in the cold season, (Muscicapa cœrulea.)

, s. (from a , a cough, and c , to cut), the name of

a plant accounted a remedy for coughs, (Cassia escu-

lenta, or, according to Dr. Roxburgh's unpublished

Flora, Senna esculenta . )

tafa, s. (from , a cough, and , to cut), a pickle

made ofmangoes, tamarinds, and mustard seed , esteem-

ed beneficial in coughs.

æfi , a. (from , a cough, and 1f53, pained), afflict-

ed with a cough.

zing , a. (from æ , a cough, and , giving), occasion-

ing a cough, causing coughing.

, a. (from , a cough, and a , promoting) , increas

ing a cough, making a cough worse.

zan , s. (from , a cough, and 4, a growing), the

increase or growing worse of a cough.

ff , a. (from , a cough, and faf , affected by),

afflicted with a cough.

, a. (from , a cough, and fa , destitute of) , free

from cough.

aixafa, 8. (from Ti , a cough, and , increase), the in

crease or growing worse of a cough.

, 8. (from a, a cough, and , a subduing), the

name of a plant, (Cassia esculenta, or, according to Dr.

Roxburgh's unpublished Flora, Senna esculenta. )

, . (from , a cough, and , a subduing), the

name ofa plant, (Cassia esculenta, or, Senna esculenta.)

, a. (from , a cough, andTF, joined to), afflicted

with a cough, connected with a cough.

কিন্ত.ু

anafes, a. (from ✯ , a cough, and af , destitute of),

free from a cough.

Partas, a. (from A, a cough, and * , empty), free from

cough.

AI, a. (from A, a cough, and , destitute of), free

from cough.

PĦTIF, a. (from A, a cough, and c , a cause), occa.

sioned by a cough.

æt , s. (from Ft , to cough), a cough.

milk, s. (from Al, a messenger), a courier, a messenger.

Finìa, s. (from ☎ , to go), copperas or green vitriol, the

green sulphate of iron.

, a. (from , a cough), afflicted with a cough.

কানোৎপাদক, a. (from কাम, a cough, and sৎপাদক, produ

cing), causing a cough, promoting coughing.

fa , s. (from , to be crooked), a sickle .

ifato , s. (from fan, a sickle, and co , a thief) , the

name ofa bird of the Ibis kind, which has a bill crooked

like a sickte, and is therefore called the sickle stealer,

(Tantalus denudatus, Buchanan's Mss.)

4 , s. (from atta, sixteen punas ofcowries), a denomi-

nation of money equal to sixteen panas, or one thon-

sand two hundred and eighty cowries.

atta, s. (from , one who carries on his shoulder), a

palkee bearer.

17, s. (from äta, ajakfruit), the name of a tree, (Brie

delia lanceæfolia.)

, s . (from U, to speak), a tale, a story, a narration,

a history.

ætiva, a. (from jg, weak) , weak, faint, weary, meager, ill,

exhausted, fatigued .

ata , s.-(from , weak), weakness, faintness, illness.

i , s . (from 3, the name ofa tree), the name of a species

of Mirabolan, and also of the tree on which it grows,

(PentapteraArjuna).

ælen, 8. (from 45, the name of a tree), the name of a tree

which produces a winged species of Mirabolan, (Pen-

taptera Arjuna.)

f , pron. (from F , what ?) what ?

f , pron. (from fe , what ?) what?

feix, s. (from

باوخمک

lys , a sort of cloth), a kind of cloth of

brocade.

fæ , s . (from fæ , what? and , a parrot), the name of

a tree which produces beautiful orange coloured flowers

rudely resembling the bill of a parrot, (Butea frondosal

fe , s. (fromfe , what, and , to do), a servant, a slave,
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কিড়ি.

Petrol, s. (from fe , a servant), servitude, slavery.

fa , s. (from fe , a servant), servitude, slavery.

feft, s. (from fe , an imitative sound), a girdle set with

small bells, a small bell, any tiukling ornament.

fæos, s. (from fg , wetted), mud, dirt, slime.

fb , s. (fromfa, wetted), slime, mud, dirt.

fafsafefog, s . (from fes , an imitative sound. The last mem-

ber of the word is merely a rhyme with thefirst), the

chirping or chattering noise arising from a great num.

ber of small birds or of monkies in one place.

fafafafa, s. (from fafts, an imitative sound. The last mem-

ber of this word is merely a rhyme with the first), the

chirping or chattering sound made by a great number

of small birds when they are together, the chattering

ofa number of monkies.

farfe , s. (from fe , an imitative sound), the grating of

saud or any gritty substance between the teeth, the chirp

ing of a number of small birds.

fofesta, s. 'from fæ , an imitative sound), the chirping of

a number of small birds.

fera , s. (fromfe , an imitative sound), a chattering noise

such as that ofa monkey or the chirping of birds.

fæfiol, v. n. (from fei, a chattering noise), to chatter

as a monkey, to chirp or rather utter a menacing sound

as some small birds do.

কিবা,

word is merely a rhyme with the first), the grinding or

setting ofthe teeth either through rage or anguish.

frsfæs, s. (from fet, to terrify), the grinding or setting of

the teeth when in a rage or in pain.

"

fefefi, s. (from fat, to terrify), the grinding or setting

of the teeth as an expression of rage or anguish.

feyfisfa, s. (from fet, to terrify. The last member of this

word is a mere rhyme to the first), the grinding of the

teeth as an expression of rage or anguish.

fed, v. a. (from , to purchase), to buy, to acquire by

purchase.

fæd, s. (from a, to move), a wart, a corn or callosity on the

foot, a cicatrix, a scar, an insect which lives in wood.

fæði, s. (from xxhÿ, a share), a share, a parcel or spot of¸ ·

ground.

কিতাকিতা, s . (from
a share), shares. This word con-

structed with , to do, means to divide or distribute in-

to shares, to parcel out.

festa, s. (from

কিতাবৎ,

بذك

featze, s. (from

writing.

to write), a book.

' to write), the learning to write,

fæstasiul, a. (from _ , to write), well skilled in writing.

fea , s. (from fx , to buy), the purchasing of any thing ; a.

purchased, bought.

fefta, s. (from fes, a chattering noise), the making fet, (phrase), that is to say, videlicet.

ofa chattering noise.

f .pron. (from fefe, what ?) some, any.

feafen, pron. (from f , some), some, a little.

fenfi , pron. (from fe , some. The last member is merely a16

rhyme withthefirst), some, a little.

fests, ad. (from f , what? and fs, a class), what sort !

how altered for the worse ! This word is always used

in a ludicrous sense.

f , pron. (from fx , what ?), some, any, a little.

fee, pron. (from fe , what ?), some, any, a few, a little,

somewhat.

fet , ad. (from fa , a little, and 1, expecta

tion), within a little, almost.

fe , s. (from fef , a little, aud 5 , to move), a worm.

fift, s (from fay, dirt), filthiness, dirtiness ; a. dirty,

filthy, squalid.

fatti, a. (from fet, dirt), dirty, filthy, squalid .

fet , s. (from f , to affright. The last syllable merely

rhymes withthefirst), a grating of the teeth, the grind.

ing or setting of the teeth when in a rage.

feffafs, s. (from fe , to terrify. The last member of this

fenia, s. (from lis , an edge), an edge, a shore.

,fentalهراذگ s. (from lis, an edge), a margin, an edge, a shore,
কিনারা,

a brim, a hem.

fentata, ad. (from „lig, a shore), ashore.

কিনারী, s. ( from
يرانك

lis, an edge), an edge, a shore.

f , conj. (from f , what, and 3, also), but.

fea , s. (fromf , what, and , a man), a kind of fabulous

beings with horses heads.

faza , s. (from fea, a fabulous being, and za, a division

of the earth , a division of the earth said to be north of

the Himalaya mountains.

ft , a. (from f , what, and 3, until), extending how

far ? how long ? ad. till when ?

fææææ, ad. (from fx, what, and gata, a sort), how ? what

kind ?

কিফাইং ,
ffertes, s . (from ¿ , sufficient), gain, gain on trade .

কিফাইডী,
først, a. (from ™‚lis, gain), gainful ; s. one who gains

by trade.

fea, pron. (from fe , what, and , or), what ? what ! ad.

how excellent !
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fea.

fax , a. (from fe , what ? and as, a manner), how ? what

sort?

ff, ad. (from fe , what, and f, a scope), why ? where-

fore ? with what intention ?

fetta, a. (from f , what ? and , a form), what

sort ! how formed ? of an uncertain or uncommon form.

Fofos , s. (from chymistry), chymistry.

কিমিআগর,

ییاییسیاابوگو

وکایریگ
fafatta, s . (from Sla , a chymist), a chymist.

কিমিসাগরী,

fafasistat, s . (from Slaa , a chymist), chymistry.

fax , s. (from , asortofcloth), asort of brocade.

fusta, s. (from f , what ? and 5, to cook), a niggard.

f , s. (from f ,what ? and , to speak), a rumor,

whether true or false ; a. talking about indifferent things .

fa , conj. (from fe , what ? and , or), or.

3, ad. (from f ', what ? and 55, been), what ? how ? what

kind ?

fasferteta, a. (from fe , what ? and tata, whatform),

what sort ! how ! like what ! (implying contempt or un-

certainty respecting the form or character ofthe thing.)

fax , s. (from ÿ, a price) , the price of an article.

fage , pron . (from fe , what ?) some, a few.

fayata, ad. (from fære, some, and , time), how long?

some little time ago.

ff , ad. (from fee, some, and fa, a day), how long?

some days ago.

faefat , ad. (from fe, some, and fat , a measure),

how much? what quantity ? a little quantity.

fgefa, ad. (fromfg , some, and 3, until), how long ?

to what time ? for some time, how long!

fanta, pron. (from fe , what), what ? some.

fag, v. a. (from æ, to kill), to expunge, to erase, to cross out

an account which is paid.

fd, s . (from , to throw), a ray, a beam of light.

f , s . (from fead, a ray, and , destruction), the

extinction of radiance or splendor.

fat , a. (from fad, a ray, and , destroying),

extinguishing radiance or splendor.

fat , a. (from fe , a ray, and f , destroying`,

destroying or extinguishing radiance or splendor.

Fazdata, s. (from fex , a ray, and at, destruction), the

extinction of radiance, the destruction of splendor.

fatte, a. (from fet, a ray, and at , destroying),

destructive to radiance or splendor.

ffft , a. (from fex , a ray, and t , possessed of),

radiant, splendid, refulgent.

Fezany, &. (from fega, a ray), radiant, sple , refulgent.

fest.

faiz, s. (fromfead, a ray, and at , mere), a mere ray.

feady , a . (from faza, a ray, and F, joined to), radiant,

refulgent , splendid.

Rezze , a. (from faza, aray, and 3, destitute), dim, dull,

opake, gloomy, destitute of radiance.

feada , s. (from 4, a ray, and g ↑, an obstruction),

an obstruction of the rays of light, an eclipse.

fee, a. (from fad, a ray, and , obstructing),

obstructing the rays of light; s. any thing which ob.

structs the rays oflight.

fæas*t*1, a . (from fax , a ray, and L, empty), dim, gloo-

my, dull, opake, destitute of radiance.

f , s (from feed, a ray, and F , an assemblage), a

glow oflight, an assemblage ofrays.

fegazifa, a. (from fa , a ray, and if, loss), a defect of

radiance, the diminution of radiance.

fat , a. (from fed, a ray, and , destitute), dim,

opake, gloomy, destitute ofradiance.

fedtfa³, a. (from faza, a ray, and 3, connected-with),

radiant, refulgent, splendid.

fa , s (from , to injure), an oath.

feat , s (from att, a miser), a miser, a penurious person,

a dealer.

fats, s. (from , to scatter, and , going), a savage, a

tribe of barbarous people who live by hunting, a species

of Gentian, (Gentiana Cherayta.)

festo, s. (perhaps from it , a dagger), a dagger.

fet, s. (from a, to throw), an ornament worn on a tiara, a

diadem, a crown.

fe , a. (from feat , a crown, and D , sustaining),

wearing a crown or crest, wearing a tiara.

fat , a. (from fat , a crown, and fifi , possessed

of), possessed of a crown, wearing a diadem.

fets, a. (from fat, a crown, and T , joined to), con-.

nected with a crown, wearing a crown or tiara.

কিরীটরহিত, a. ( from কিরীট, a crown, and রহিত, destitute of),

bereft ofaa crown, destitute of a diadem.

fatta , a. (from fet, a crown, and *†71, empty), desti-

tute ofa crown or tiara.

fet , s . (from fat, a crest, and , to be situated), si-কিরীটস্থ, কিরীট,

tuated on a crown or tiara.

fet , a. (from fet, a crest, and f , situated in),

situated on a crown or tiara.

feat £3, 8. (from fest, a crown, and f³, situated), belong.

ing to or placed in a crown, situated on a crown or tiara.

fat , a . from fet, a crown, and 1 , destitute of

bereft ofa crown, destitute of a diadem.
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27 .

কিরীটান্বিত
, a. (from কিরীট, a croion, and অন্বিত, connected

with), belonging to a crown, wearing a crown or tiara.

feteries, a. (from fe , a crown, and s , upon), si-

tuated on a crown or tiara.

feet, a. (from fe, what? and , a form), what sort ? what

kind? ad. how? in what manner ? what sort ! what kind !

fee , s. an imitative sound used to express the disagree-

able sensation and grating which arises from rubbing

the finger over gritty or sandy substances, or that of

sand or grit when grating between the teeth.

fazfzai, s. (from fex , a ray), an ornament made in the ring

worn by Hindoo females in the nose. It consists of a

small circular link placed between two pearls or stones

in the ring, and wrought with rays or small spherules.

fet, a. (from
crimson), crimson, the name how-

زمرق

ever in common speech more commonly means scarlet.

fea, ad. (fromfe , to send), certainly, indeed, verily, for

cibly, probably.

feachts , a. (from , thefist, and it, a mark), callous,

insensible to or hardened against beating.

fel, v. a. (from A, thefist , to beat with the fist.

fe , s . (from , the clenched fist , a beating withthe fist.

fata, s . (from , to beat with thefist), the beating of a

person withthe fist.

fata, s. (from , to beat with thefist), the beating ofa

person with the fist, a blow with the fist.

fam , s. (from fe , to play, and to throw), the name

ofwhitish marks or blotches which often appear on the

skin of the natives of India.

feafea, s. (from f , to play), the simultaneous coming

together of a great number of men or animals , the si-

multaneous motion of a number of fishes when swim-

ming or playing, the rippling sound occasioned by a

number of fishes moving or playing together.

fe , s. (from , afort), a fort.

*Яlÿ, afort, and
fetta, s. (from

or of a fort.

s holding), the govern-راد

feminin, s. (from_jjax ), the governor ofafort), the office

ofthe governor of a fort, the duties of the governor of

a fort.

fæxita, s. (from f , what? and †, to injure), a colt, the

young ofany animal, a child under fifteen years ofage.

fest, s. (rom a boat), a ship, a boat, a tray, emula.
يتشك

tion, the sur assing of others in shew or expence, a par-

ticular movement in playing at chess .

fexfan, s. (from Lâŵ5, raisin) , a raisin, a grape.

fot.

اسو
hard,

fantza, s. (from up, to be rigid or hard,

hardness ofheart, grief, chagrin, anguish, pain.

fe , s. (from , a part), an instalment, a payment in part.

fafe, s. (from L , a part), an instalment, a payment in

part.
ي

fefant, s. (from
an instalment, and an obliيدنب

an instalment , andياسق

gation), an agreement to pay by instalments.

faferte, ad. (from

قفاوم

manner), according to an agreement to pay by instal-

مسق

ments.

কিৎ, s. (from a kind, a part, a division, fate, a

doom, a thing decided on, a kind, a species, a sort.

ÿ, a story), a story, a tale, a narration.

fast, s. (from
", a story, and

* , speaking), a story-

teller, one who relates amusing stories.,

fagt, s. (from

in, s. (from fe , what ? and , to move), a bone.

et, a. (from , to go), miserly, avaricious, penurious,

sordid, poor, needy; s. the name of a country which

forms a part of Bahar.

5 , s. (from 15, to touch), a bamboo whistling or rust-

ling with the wind, a hollow bamboo..
The proper

name of a Ditya or demon.

at, s . (from it, to colour), an insect, a worm, a maggot.

aste, a. (from , an insect, and , producing), pro-

, like), like a worm,

insect, insect- like.

ducing insects, producing worms.

at , a. (from at, an insect, and

resembling an insect, equal to an

, s. (from it, an insect, and , destruction), the

destruction of insects.

a , a. (from , an insect, and , destructive),

destructive to insects.

a. (from , an insect, and , destroying),

destructive to insects.

tatt, s. (from , an insect, and , destruction), the

destruction of insects.

tate, a, (from a , an insect, and destructive),

destructive to insects.

altasty, a. (from ate, an insect, and t , resembling), re

sembling an insect, insect-like.

zite, a. (from 7 , an insect), insect-like, resembling an

insect.

atta , 8. (from , an insect, and af , increase), the in-

crease of insects.

itay, a. (from 7 , an insect, ) full of insects , abounding

with insects.

G2
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zift.

ata, s. (from , an insect, and t , mere), a mere insect.

ty , a. (from , an insect, and 4 , joined to), abound-

ing with insects.

af , a. (from , an insect, and af , destitute), free

from insects.

, a. (from , an insect, and , empty), free from

insects.

ata , a. (from 7 , an insect, and , resembling), re-

sembling an insect, insect-like.

att, s. (from , situated on an insect, and at, an

insect), an insect living on an insect. This word is used

as a term of contempt.

কাটাকুলিত, a. (from কীট, an insect, and আকুলিত, covered with),

covered with vermin, attacked by insects.

, s. (from a , an insect), a worm, an insect.

, ad. (from fe , what, and , to see), what sort ?

what? how ? in what manner?

**t, ud. (from fe , what ? and , to see), how ? in what

manuer? what sort ?

Fæ², s. (from “ ÿ, value), the price or value of a thing .

FIA, s. (from T, bad, and , to send), a parrot, a native

of Kashmeera.
1

at, a. (from it, niggardly), niggardly, penurious,

miserly, avaricious.

fa, s. (from to throw), the name of an eatable fruit,

also of the tree which produces it, (Mimusops Kauki.)

, s . (from , to celebrate), the act of shouting, the

elevating of the voice as a token ofjoy, the act of sing-

ing aloud, a singing in concert.

Fité, a. (from 7, a singing in concert, and , wor-

thy), worthy of having his actions or qualities pro-

claimed or recited in song.

fi , s. (from 5, to shout), one who sings or shouts for

joy.

, a. (from 4 , to shout), worthy ofbeing the theme

of a song or hymn, worthy ofhaving his actions pro-

claimed in song.

, s. (from , to shout), one who shouts or sings.

if, s. (from , to proclaim), the celebration ofany thing

by uttering or proclaiming it aloud, fame, renown.

affa , a. (from af ,fame, and , to do), making famous,

proclaiming a person's fame or qualities, praising .

fsttua, s. (from af ,fame, and stue, a singer), one who

sings the fame or excellent qualities of another, a flat-

terer, a panegyrist.

ffs , a. (from , renown, and fos , anxious), anxi-

ous to obtain renown, eager for fame.

কীৰ্ত্তি

alfa , s. (from f , renown, andfest, anxiety), anxiety

to obtain renown, eagerness for fame.

affe, a. (from f , renown, and , labouringfor

labouring for applause, hunting after fame.

, s. (from , renown, and co , search), labour

or endeavour after renown, a hunting for fame or ap

plause.

affes, a. (fromaf ,fame, and to be born), arisingfrom

fame, springing from the publication of any person's

good qualities or praise-worthy acts.

if a. (from , fame, and , producing), pro-

ducing fame, causing high reputation or renown.

, a. (from , renown, and 3, producible), aris

ing from renown, producible from fame.

কীৰ্ত্তিজ্ঞাপক, a . (from কীৰ্ত্তি, renown, and জ্ঞাপক, making

known), making known a person's fame, declaring a

person's good qualities or praise-worthy actions.

alfinte, a . (from tfs , renown, and t , giving) , caus-

ing renown, procuring fame or renown, praising, ap-

plauding, exalting a person's reputation.

Fift•7, s. (from , renown, and , destruction), the

ruin offame or reputation, the loss of reputation.

, s. (from tf , renown, and , destructive),

ruinous to a person's fame, destructive to reputation ;

s. one who blasts the reputation of another.

ift , a. (from af , renown, aud f , destructive),

ruinous to a person's fame, destructive to reputation.

ift, a. (from af , renown, and , destruction), the

ruin of fame or reputation, the loss of reputation.

fétæ, a. (from 3, renown, and , destructive),

destructive to fame or renown, ruinous to reputation ;

s . one who blasts another's reputation.

iféffice, a. (from af , renown, and fe, a cause),

caused by or arising from fame or good reputation.

কীৰ্ত্তিপতাকা , s. (from কীৰ্ত্তি, fame, and পতাকা, a flag ) , a badge

of fame or honour.

, s. (from af , renown, and zd , the narrating of

a thing), the relating or proclaiming of another's fame.

fan , s. (from Aff, renown, and zá , a narration), the

narrating or proclaiming of another's fame or renown,

a panegyric.

alf , a. (from aff, renown, and , increasing), pro-

motinga person's reputation, promoting fame or renown.

, s. (from af , renown, and T , increase), an in-

crease offame or renown, an increase of reputation.

affaft , a. (from af , renown, and fafts, possessed of),

famous, renowned, highly applauded.
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affet , a . (from fe, renown, and fat , destitute), des-

titute of fame or reputation, destitute of renown.

, s. (from if , renown, and , increase), the in-

crease of fame or renown, an increase ofreputation.

, a. (from if , renown), covered with fame, famous,

highly renowned.

fata, s. (from Tiff, renown, and at , mere), a mere

The adverbial participle of this verb is frequently com-

pounded with TT, to remain, it then means to be or stay

in a shrivelled or contracted state.

Lefsefs, a. (from *fs, shrivelled, and fs, a wordrhy-

ming with the foregoing member), nipped or chilled

with cold, shrivelled, contracted.

puffs, a. (from fs, shrivelled. The last member mere.

ly rhymes with the foregoing one), nipped or chilled

with cold, shrivelled, contracted.

of praise, flattery, a merely complimentary speech.

zufsatz, a. (from if , renown), renowned, famed, cele-

brated.

FIITs, a. (from , renown, and 4 , joined to), re-

nowned, famous.

5, s. (from a small heron), a small heron ; also (from

sta, a red seed), the name ofthe seed of a papilinaceous

plant which is used as a weight by goldsmiths, (Abrus

precatorius.)

sta, s. (from 5, a small seed, and so, a tree), the

name ofa climbing plant whichproduces the small seed

called Rutti, used by goldsmiths as a weight, (Abrus

precatorius.)

FifiH, s. (from af, renown, and , preservation), the

maintaining or preserving of a good name.

is, a. (from , renown, and af , destitute of),

destitute offame or reputation, destitute of renown.

zige, a. (from Fifs, renown, and 457, indicating), mak-

ing known a person's renown, declaring a person's good , s. (from 5, a small heron, and e, a heron), a

qualities or praise worthy actions . small species of crouching heron, (Ardea jaculator,

Buch. Mss.)fa , a. (from fe, renown, and 4 , a declaration),

the declaration ofa person's renown or high reputation. , s . (from , to shrivel up), a brush made by tying up

fs, s. (from is, renown, andT , one who kills), one a bundle of bristles, a bristle brush, a tooth brush .

who blasts the reputation of another, a detractor.
fs , s. (from af , the name of a fish), the name of a

aff, s. (from af , renown, and if , loss), the loss of
fish (Muræna apterygia. Buch. Mss. Synbranche ofLa

reputation, the loss of renown. Cepede.) The Hindoos affirm that the bite ofthis fish

is mortal to cows, though perfectly innoxious to men.

কুঁচিলা, s. (from nux vomica), the nux vomica, also

the tree which produces the nux vomica, (Strychnos

Nux vomica.)

, s. (from a, tofasten), a pin, a wedge, a peg, a nail,

a bolt, the fist.

a, v. a. (from A , thefist), to beat with the fist, to smite.

ziae, s. (from a, a pin), a pin, a wedge, a peg, a spike.

, s. (from , a pin), a striking with the fist.

Fm, v. a. (from , thefist), to beat with the fist.

ataifa, s. (from , the fist), a mutual beating with

fists, pugilism.

Hatà, s. (from A , a nail), the beating of a person or ani-

mal with the fist.

ata, s. (from ,flame, and , prevention), water.

alata , s. (from as , water, and D, to contain), the sea.

Fifa , a. (from , a nail), wedged up, pinned, fastened

with a pin or nail, beaten with the fist.

a particle generally used in composition as the first mem-

ber of a compound, and meaning evil, bad, heinous,

contemptible, base, diminutive.

, s . (from
power), power, force, ability.

, s. (from , a well) , a well.

, s. (from ¾, a mist), a mist, a fog.

,s. (from , the earth, and , to cover), a mist, a fog.

13, v. n. (from X5, to shrivel), to shrivel up, to contract.

25, a. (from deformed), deformed, hump backed ; s.

a water bottle of coarse pottery.

£55, a . (from , bad, and 5, stupid), scurrilous, mean,

abusive.

, a. (from deformed), crooked, uncomplying, ol

structing; also (from f , a key), a key.

, s. (from 8, a basin) , a small fen or morass, a pit or

plot of ground proper to produce rice.

25, s. (from 3, to eat), the inner part of the husk of rice

which adheres to the grain after the first cleansing.

563, s. (from 5, the inner husk ofrice. The last mem-

ber is merely a rhyme with thefirst), the tuin remains

of the husk ofrice which still adhere to the grain after

its first cleansing..

ȘI , s. (from FA, a species ofheron, and ™ , a keron), a

small species of crouching heron, (Ardea jaculator

Buch. Mss .)

$515, s. (from £5, the inner husk ofrice. The last men
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ī

ber is merely a rhyme with the first), the thin remains

of the husk of rice which still adhere to the grain af-

ter its first cleansing.

£51, s. (from £5, to eat), the thin remains of the husk of

rice which still adhere to the grain after its first clean-

sing.

fs , s . (from a , a cup), the calyx of a flower, the bowl

of a tobacco pipe ; also (from 3*, a bowl), a bowl, a

hemispheric vessel.

fs , s . (from la, a house), a small hut for the shelter of

those who guard fields from the depredations of wild

animals, a hut ; also (from 3 , a bowl), a stone mor

tar, a vessel of a particular make, a student's water pot .

sgterug, s. (from , a bowl, and , a stone), a

bowl of stone used as a vessel to contain fluids or food.

satifs, s. (from 1, a vessel, and fș, a pot), a pot

nearly of a hemispherical shape used in the manufac-

ture of salt.

, s (from , an openingbud), a flower bud, the calyx

ofa flower, an opening bud; also (from fe *1 , a cup), a

eup, a bason, an earthen vessel of a hemispherical form

used to keep the betle leaf in.

E , s . (from 5, a pit), a pit, a low piece of land pro-

per to produce rice.

s. an imitative sound intended to express that which

arises from eating haid substances, such as parched corn

or the like.

, v . n. (from , to groan), to groan.

, v. n. (from , to play), to skip, to dance for joy, to

jump ; also v. a. to turn in a lathe.

, s. (from , a species ofshrub), a species of flowering

shrub (Jasminum pubescens), a turner's lathe.

att, s. (from ī, a turner's lathe, and , wood), the wood

which is fixed in a lathe to be turned , a piece of turne.

ry; also the two upright posts of the lathe.

24 , s. (from 2 , to skip), a skipping, a dancing for joy,

a jumping, the turning of a piece ofwood or other thing

in a lathe.

Žašta, s. (from 7 , a leaping, and 7, activity), a

dancing and frisking about, a jumping forjoy.

IT.

atif , s . (from 7, a turner's lathe, and atta, a chissel),

161

a turner's chissel, a chissel with a circular edge.

queat, s. (from 5*, frankincense), the name of the tree

which produces frankincense, (Boswellia thurifera. )

aty , a. (from a, a quarrel), quarrelsome, litigious,

disputatious.

E , s. (from , a turner's lathe), the stock of a gun.

Late, s. (from * , a turner's lathe), a turner.

11

, a. (from , thick), thick. This adjective is almost

exclusively applied to thick picces of fire-wood.

ts, s. (from , thick, and t, wood), a thiek piece

offire-wood, hard-wood.

†, a. (from *, crooked-armed), having crooked arms, hav

ing the arms distorted.

, s. (from , to laugh), a voice, the barking of a dog.

**I, s. (from , evil, and 3, the hund), having a crooked

or distorted hand.

, s. (from

edness, sin.

ty , a. (from , an evil action, and ta , doing),

wicked, sinful, practising sinful actions ; s . one who

lives in a course of wicked actions.

o , a. (from

evil, and , work), an evil action, wick-

an evil action, and t , doing),

wicked, practising sin ; s . a sinner.

santes, a. (from 5 , an evil action, and E , doing),

wicked, sinful, practising sinful actions.

EFT, a. (from a, an evil action, and , able), capa-

ble of doing wickedness, able to do wicked actions.

37, s. (from an evil action, and 7, the re

moving ofa thing), the removing ofguilt or crime, the

forgiveness of sin.

, a. (from , an evil action, and fræ, ima-

gining), imagining evil, contriving to do evil things ; s.

a person whose thoughts are set on doing evil actions.

fs , s. (from an evil action, and fool, a

thought) , an evil thought, the meditating to do evil, a

contriving to do wickedly .

3ezívée, a. (from 4 , an evil action, and we, la.

bouring), seeking to do evil, labouring to commit crimes,

endeavouring to do evil actions ,

, s . (from , to skip), the act of skipping or jumping ,

about, a dancing for joy.

gafačtafa , s. (from gift, a frisking, and LA, exertion), a

jumping and frisking about, a jumping forjoy.

£ 7, 8.(from £7, jasmine, and 41, aflower), a species of

jas nine, the flower of a kind ofjasmine, (Jasminum pu

Descens,)

s . (from , an evil action, and 51, endea-

vour), an endeavour to commit crimes, an exertion to

do evil.

, a. (from fa, an evil action, and , produci

ble), producible from evil conduct, arising from evil ac.

tions, occasioned by sinful conduct.

asf , s. (from , an evil action, and , destruc.
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FF.

tion), the prevention of evil actions, the removal of

crime or guilt, an expiation for sin.

zainē, a. (from a, an evil action, and ne, de-

structive), destroying or removing crime, expiating sin

or guilt.

zeukat, a. (from A, an evil action, and , de-

structive), destroying or removing crime or guilt, expi

ating sin.

eat , s (from , an evil action, and , destruction),

the removal of crime, an expiation for sin , the destruc-

tion of evil.

ada, s. (from 4 , an evil action, and ***, destroy-

ing), destroying or removing crime or guilt, expiating

sin.

zané , a. (from ga, an evil action, and , eminent),

eminent in wickedness, clever in doing what is wrong.

zzzzz, a. (from , an evil action, and Яṛe, able),

capable of committing wickedness, able to perpetrate

crimes.

zenéime, a. (from 4, an evil action, and , nou-

rishing), practising evil, tenaciously adhering to an evil

line of conduct.

s (from , an evil action , and t , nou-

rishing), the maintaining a course of evil conduct.

efft , a. (from , an evil action, and fifty, pos

sessed of), wicked, sinful, profligate, guilty.

fat , a. (from , an evil action, and fat , desti-

tute of , free from crimes, innocent.

anus , a. (from , an evil action, and af ,

excepted from), excepted from crimes, free from evil

actions, not chargeable with evil conduct.

carafage, 8 (from , an evil action , and afAZE, AN

Exception), an exception to crime, freedom from crime.

ag, a. (from 4 , an evil action), wicked, wholly com

posed ofcrime, guilty, profligate.

ta, s. (from , an evil action, and at , mere),

an unmixed mass of crime, mere crime, nothing but

crime.

73455, a. (from , an evil action, and , joined to),

wicked, criminal, profligate.

< -

274(33, a . ( from 57, an evil action, and 33, devoted to),

devoted to wickedness, taking pleasure in evil con-

duct, profligate.

74253, a. (from
, an evil action, and 3, desti-

tute of), free from sin, inocent.

xzzetiat, a . (from zaufą, wickedness, and " , inclined

10 , inclined to wickedness, prone to sin.

বুক.

ta, a. (from , an evil action , and , adisposi

tion), inclined to wickedness, leaning to vice.

, a . (from , an evil action, and * , empty),

free from sin, innocent.

zawg31, s. (from 4 , an evil action, and ₹5, a destroy-

er), that which destroys sin, that which removes the

guilt of criminal actions.

, a. (from 4, an evil action, and , destitute

of), free from wickedness, innocent.

, a. (from , wickedness), wicked, profligate, sin

ful.

হুকৰ্মাকাङ्क्षf , s. (from কু , an evil action, and জাকা , de.

sire), a desire after wickedness, an evil inclination.

tet , a. (from , an evil action, and an, de-

sirous), inclined to wickedness, desirous of doing evil.

tead, s. (from , an evil action, and who , prac-

tice), an evil practice, wicked conduct.

tot , a. (from , an evil action, and wolfa ,

practising), practising wickedness, acting wickedly.

ga , s. (from , an evil action , and ,

search) , a lying in wait to commit evil, a searching out

means or opportunities of acting wickedly, a search-

ing out or ascertaining the crimes of others, the inves-

tigation of crimes.

কুর্মনুনদানী, a. (from কু , an evil action, and অনুসন্ধনিন,

searching out), searching for means or opportunities

of doing evil, searching out the crimes of others, in-

vestigating crimes.

¤ , s . (from an evil action, and 4, search),

the searching for means or opportunities of doing evil,

a search after evil actions , a searching out or ascertain-

ing the crimes of others.

anna , a. (from , an evil action, and wafa , seck-

ing), seeking for means or opportunities to commit

crimes, seeking for crimes, searching out the crimes of

others.

gefeated, a. (from , an evil action, and ufsalfan,

delighting), delighting in criminal conduct, inclined

to evil actions.

ZF, a. (from , an evil action, and 5, attached

to), fond ofdoing evil, attached to evil conduct, wicked.

zx4), a. (from az , an evil action), practising that which.

is evil, wicked, vicious .

Tall, s . (from 2 , an evil action, and Fa , desire), an

inclination to evil actions, a desire to commit crimes.

want.Tas, a. (from 7, an evil action, and ₹5, desirous), de-

sirous of committing crimes, inclined to evil conduct.
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wax, «. (from æ , an evil action, and F , desirous),

desirous of committing crimes, inclined to evil conduct.

* , a. (from *, evil, and tế, to sound), evil, difficult, in-

extricable, perplexing ; s. a difficulty, a perplexity, a

dilemma.

hu, a. (from evil, and at , an action), an evil action,

wickedness, sin .

he , s. (from , wickedness, and , a doer), one

who practises evil, a wicked man.

tússe, a. (from t , wickedness, and for , think

ing on), imagining evil, contriving to do evil things ; s.

a person whose thoughts are set on doing evil actions.

tif , s . (from ts, wickedness, and for , thought),

an evil thought, the meditating to do evil, a contriving

to do evil actions .

ve, a. (from , wickedness, and c ¥ , labour-

ing), seeking to do oil, labouring to commit crimes ;

s. one who endeavours to commit crimes.

xin , s. (from , wickedness , and c , endea-

vour), an endeavour to commit crimes, an exertion to

do evil.

huge, a. (from , wickedness, and , produc-

ing), producing wickedness, influencing to sin, excit

ing to crime.

hi , s. (from his, wickedness, and I, search), the

investigation ofcrimes, the seeking an opportunity to

do evil, the searching after other men's crimes.

ah , s. (from , wickedness, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of evil actions, the removal ofguilt,

the expiation of sin.

, a. (from , wickedness, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to evil conduct, expiating for crimes .

hi , a. (from , wickedness, and fa, destruc-

tive), destructive to evil conduct, expiating for crimes.

Extra , s. (from , wickedness, and **, destructi-

on), the destruction of evil actions, the removal ofguilt,

the expiation of crimes.

att , a. (from , wickedness, and * , destruc-

tive), destructive to evil conduct, expiating for crimes.

Friú , a. (from at , wickedness, and 4 , eminent), emi-

nent in wickedness, notoriously wicked.

ahúſafe, a- (from , wickedness, and fifty, pos-

sessed of), wicked , criminal , profligate.

zaifaxit, a. (from , wickedness, and fat , desti-

tute of), free from sin, innocent.

toße, a. (from , wickedness, and

ceptedfrom), excepted from wickedness, free from sin .

as, ex-

zætúæfða», s. (from

李念.

tús, wickedness, and wfscae, on

erception), an exception to wickedness, a freedom from

crime.

, a. (from , wickedness, and Ts, devoted to),

devoted to evil practices, fond of evil conduct.

hughes, a. (fioms, wickedness, and af , destitute

of), free from criminal actions, innocent.

zamia, a. (from , wickedness, and *f , an inclina-

tion) , inclined to vice, disposed to a sinful course of

conduct.

*** , a. (from , wickedness, and , empty).

free from evil actions, innocent.

Zúz , s. (from , wickedness, and xg, a destroyer),

thatwhich destroys or hinders the effect of evil actions,

that which expiates sin.

za, a. (from , wickedness, and 7, destitute of

free from evil conduct, innocent.

htt1, s . (from , wickedness, and , desire),

án inclination to wickedness, a desire to do evil, a wick-

ed mind.

ta , a. (from , wickedness, and tatt , de-

sirous), desirous of doing evil, inclined to wickedness.

, 8. (from , wickedness, and to , conduct),

the practice ofwickedness, sinful practice.

hülfes, a. (from , wickedness, and f , connect-

ed with), wicked, profligate, vicious.

TNÚz, a. (from , wickedness, and F , inclined to),

inclined to vice, wicked.

ææharge, a. (from , wickedness, and I , inclined

to), iuclined to vice, wicked.

afe , s. (from cafe , a cuckoo), the Indian black cuckoo,

(Cuculus indicus.)

216
1 , s. (from , afowl), a gallinaceous fowl, (Phasianus

Gallus.)

, s. (from bad, and , a cavity), the cavities of

the loins.

**I, s. (from * , a dog), a dog.

24

116, s. (from 3, a dog, and i , a young one), a

puppy.

fat , s. (from , a dog, and fatat, a bouncing mo-

tion), the name of a shrub, (Leea Staphylea.)

, s . (from , a dog, and fs , a tongue), the

Dame of a shrub which is common in India, (Leea Sta-

phylea). This name is also given to another shrub (Ixora

undulata.) This is also the name of a fish, (Acheiris

Kookoor Jibha. Buchanan's Mss .)

Ezali, s. (from 3, a dog, and zì, afly), a dog tick.
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ti, s. (from 3, a dog, and c , a scent), the name

of a plant so called because dogs are fond of smelling

to it before they urine, (Conyza iacera and some other

species.)

at 8. from , a dog, and , a tuberous root), the

name ofa species of yam which is seldom if ever eaten,

(Dioscorea auguina.)

gofaniana, s. (from , a dog, and h , a kidney bean),

the name usedin some provinces for a variety of kidney

bean, (Dolichos lignosus .)

24

fana , s. (from , a dog, and it, afly), a dogtick.

, s. (from T , a species of cuckoo), a large species of

cuckoo, (Circulus castaneus, Buchanan's_Mss .)

, s. (from & bad, and , to cut), a cock, a fowl,

(Phasianus gallus) ; the offspring of a man of the shoo-

dra class with a chandala woman ; a wisp of lighted

straw, a fire brand.

zaifa, s. (from z , afowl, and I , a sound), the cack-

ling offowls, the crowing of a cock.

, s . (from

apap a cock), a hen.

773, s. (from , an imitative sound, and to sound),

a wild cock, (Phasianus gallus) ; an oily gloss arising

from varnish or the like substance.

, s . (from J , to take), a dog, a vegetable perfume.

ITA, 8. (from a particular sound, and 4, a voice), a

cackling sound, a cooing.

22

IÀ, s. (from T , a dog , a bitch.

116
fa , s. (from the note of a dove, and Jam, a

green dove), a beautiful species of green dove with a

tinge of purple on the breast, (Columba Pompadora,

Buchanan's Mss . ) Another species of dove is also called

by this name, (Columba cæsia.)

efs, 8. (from af , the hip joint), the hip joint, especially

the hollow on the forepart of it.

, a. (from A, evil, and fri, onaction), wicked, sinful,

profligate.

, s . (from evil, and f , work , a bad action, a

crime, a sin.

কুকিয়াকৰ্ড। , 3. (from কুঞিয়া , an evil action , and কৰ্ড adoer),

the doer ofa bad action.

বুক্রিয়াকা‡ক, a. (from কুক্রিয়া , an evil cation, and আকাশক,
de-

sirous), desirous of doing evil, inclined to vice, vicious.

frutaigi, s. (from , an evil action, and tog , de-

sire), a desire to do evil.

frizit, a. (from , an evil action, and fif£7,

desirous), desirous of doing evil, inclined to vice, vi

cious.

H

afr.

কুক্রিয়াকারী, a. (from কুক্রিয়া , a bad action, and কারিন, dving),

wicked, profligate.

কুক্রিয়াচরণ, s. ( from কুক্রিয়া , an evil action, and আচরণ, co-

duct), the practice of doing evil, the living in an evil

course of life .

কুক্রিয়াচারী, a. (fron কুক্রিয়া , an evil action, and আচারি ,

practising), living in the practice of evil.

Friæ , a. (from fm, a bad action, and 7 , produ

cing), producing or occasioning evil actions.

, a. (from , a bad action, and , produci-

ble), producible from evil actions, arising from evil

conduct.

atst, s. (from af , an evil action, and rist, a re-

linquishing), the abandoning ofevil conduct.

ofcatorisft, a. (from TF , an evil action, and fit , re-

linquishing), relinquishing evil actions .

*f , s. (from , an evil action , and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the expiation ofa crime, the removal of crime or

guilt..

fuit , a. (from af , an evil action, and , de-

stroying), expiating crimes, destroying sin or guilt.

fu , a. (from fy, an evil action, and fîî, de.

stroying), expiating crimes, destroyings in or guilt.

gfagiat , s. (from fm, a bad action, and , destruc

tion), the removal of a crime ; the expiation of a crime.

tatte, a. (from , a bad action, and tæ, destroy.

ing ), expiating crimes, removing sin or guilt.

কুক্রিয়ানিমিত্তক , a. ( from কক্রিয়া, an evil action, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), arising from evil actions as its cause.

affes, a. (from F , an evil action, and fas, pos-

sessed of), guilty, sinful.

, a. (from , an evil action, and as, increas

ing), increasing evil conduct, hardening a person in

iniquity, causing a progress in sin.

কুক্রিয়াবৰ্দ্ধন, s. (from কুক্রিয়া, an evil action, and a , an in-

creasing), the increasing of wickedness, the prevalence

of crime.

afuta , a. (from 1, an evil action), wicked, profli-

gate, sinful, criminal.

কুক্রিয়াবিশিষ্ট, a . (from কুক্রিয়া, an evil action, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), wicked, vile, profligate.

কুক্রিয়াবিহীন, a. (from কুক্রিয়া, an evil action, and বিহীন, des-

titute of), innocent, free from evil actions.

afia , s . (from , an evil action, and , increase),

the increase of wickedness, the prevalence of crime.

কুক্রিয়াব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from কুক্রিয়া, an evil action, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), excepted from evil actions, free from evildeeds.
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afra , a. (from fat, a bad action, and x , a root),

springing from evil actions as its root or origin, originat-

ing in evil actions or bad conduct.

, a. (from fr , an evil action, and ,joinedto),

wicked, sinful, profligate.

afuust , a. (from д, an evil action, and ist , wor-

thy), worthy ofevil actions, deserving evil actions .

afas, a. (from t, an evil deed, and afes, desti

tute of), free from evil actions, innocent.

aut , a. (from , a sinful action, and , empty),

free from evil actions, innocent.

কুক্রিয়াহা, s . ( from কুক্রিয়া, an evil action , and হ , one who

kills), one who prevents evil actions, a thing which

removes the guilt of evil actions.

ga , a. (from , an evil action, and 7 , destitute

of), free from evil actions, innocent.

fun , a. (from gf , an evil action , and (55, a cause),

originating in evil conduct, originating in crime.

ga, s. (from 1, an evil action, and , a desire), a

desire to do evil, a wicked inclination.

, a. (from , an evil action, and &, desirous),

desirous to do evil, inclined to evil conduct.

TFITTE, u. (from T, an evil action , and Fa☎, desirouş),

desirous of doing evil, inclined to wickedness.

E , s. (from E , to extract), the belly, the cavity of the

abdomen.

fests, a . (from E, the belly, and sto, gone), situated on

the belly, contained in the stomach.

affe, a. (from T , the belly, and fifs, cast), cast in-

to the belly, eaten, devoured.

f , a. (from , the belly, and , to be situated), situ-

ated on or in the belly.

কুষ্কিস্থায়ী , a. (from কুক্ষি, the belly, and স্থায়ি , staying), situ-

ated on the belly, continuing in the stomach.

ffs, a. (from af , the belly, andf3, situated), situated

on the belly, contained in the stomach.

guris, a. (from . evil, and at , reported), of bad reputa-

tion, of evil report.

arts, s. (from evil, and arifs, a report), an evil report,

a bad name, a stigma, a dishonourable report, a disho-

nour, a disgrace, a defamation, an abloquy.

gures , a. (fromE³, an evil report, and 3, involved

in), involved in disgrace, dishonoured, disgraced, tra-

duced, defamed .

gunfsafar, a. (from grifs, an evil report, and fast ,

possessed of), traduced, dishonoured, defamed.

Afsæ™, a. (from Tfs, an evil report, and T , joined

to), defamed, traduced, dishonoured.

কুখ্যাতিরহিত, a. (from কুখ্যাতি, an evil report, and রহিত, des.

titute of), free from obloquy ; free from evil reports or

imputations of crime.

Esta, s. (from T, evil, and str7, make), a bad conformation,

bad workmanship.

E , s. (from E, evil, and st , make), bad workmanship,

a bad conformation of parts.

Este, s. (from evil, and st , a condition), misconduct,

misfortune, calamity.

T&T, s. (fromF, evil, and §§, aplanet), aninauspicious pla-

net.

E , s. (from . evil, and s , a village), a village inhabi

ted only by people of the lowest order or of infamous

lives, a village where it is difficult to procure the ne-

cessaries of life.

TYæ³ , a. (from T¶ , a disagreeable village, and af ,

residing), residing in a village where only mean or in-

famous people dwell, residing in a village where the ne

cessaries of life are procured with difficulty.

TH , s. (from T, evil, and FI, a tree), the name of a large

shrub which grows on the eastern border of Bengal,

(Dalbergia rimosa. Roxb.)

gata, s. (from E, evil, and , an occurrence), an evil or

disagreeable occurrence, a mishap.

s. (from E. evil, and fita, a word), an offensive speech,

a scurrilous expression, a reproach, the introduction

or beginning of a quarrel ; also (from E, evil, and Ro,

a sign), a sign indicative of reproach or something

offensive.

THI, s. (from T. evil, and fag, a word), an offensive speech,

a scurrilous expression, a reproach, the introduction

or beginning ofa quarrel, a sign indicative ofreproach.

, s. (from TT, to take), saffron.

5, v. a. (from TT, to shrivel up), to cut or otherwise re-

duce a thing to small chips or fragments, to chip ; also

(fromTo, to sound) , s. the sound occasioned by cutting

soft substances, as fruits, &c. at a single stroke. This

word is frequently constructed with the adverbial par-

ticle of , to do, and has then the force of an adverb,

meaning, with a sudden sound like that arising from

cutting a fruit at a single stroke.

T5, s. (from 5, to shrivel up), a chip, a breast or pap ; al-

so from a departure, a march.

goti, s . (from , to contract, and at , a thorn), theকুচইকাটা,

name of a thorny shrub, (Mimosa octandra.)

Tofa , s. (from 5, a breast, and fi, a bowl), a wo-

man's breast,
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getol, s. (from go, a chip, and is , a word merelyrhym

ing with the preceding member), a multitude of chips,

shavings, or small fragments.

te, s. (from 5, a breast, and cat , a bowl), a wo

man's breast.

, s. (from , bad, and , a circle), a circle or society

of bad men, evil society, the advice given by compa-

nions in wickedness.

241, s. (from go , evil society), a number of evil com-

panions instigating others to unlawful conduct, an evil

adviser.

25 , s. (from 25, to shrivel), the name of a small plant

common in Bengal, (Exacum tetragonum.)

LA, 8. (from 5, a breast, and 2 , a rubbing), the lasci-

vious playing with or rubbing ofa woman's breasts.

2545, s. (from T5, a chip, and 25, a word rhyming with

the preceding), a quantity of chips , shavings, or small

fragments.

, s. (from E, evil, and of , a disposition), an evil in-

clination, a wicked disposition .

, s. (from T, evil, and tún, practicable), evil conduct.

254, a. (from 5, to shrivel , small, little .

51, s. (from 5, to contract), a chip, a shaving, a splinter,

a fragment.

, v. a. (from 5, to contrast), to chip, to gnaw, to re-

duce to small fragments.

5 , s. (from 5, a pap, and g, a point), a nipple.

Ls, s. (from 5, to contract), a small brush made of the

fibres of coco leaves, and used to stir sweetmeats in the

vessel while they are preparing over the fire, a chip,

a strip, a small fragment.

ferne, s. (from ₹ evil, and fifæ , a physician), a

quack doctor, a pretender to the knowledge of medi

cine.

afsfæent, s. (from evil, and fof , the practice ofphy-

sic), quackery, an unskilful administration of medicine.

*f*3*, a. (from , evil, and 8 , thinking), thinking evil,

contriving evil ; s. one who plots mischief, one who con-

trives to injure others.

*5 , s. (from evil, and fʊ , a thought) , an evil thought,

the plotting of evil, a contriving to injure others.

afssteige, a. (from 51, a plotting of evil, and atạo,

doing), plotting evil, contriving evil ; s. one who plots

mischief, one who contrives to injure others.

as stats , a. (from , the plotting ofevil, and ifia,

doing), plotting evil, contriving mischief.

aidoinize, a. (from , the plotting of evil, and iga,

$18.

giving), exciting to evil ; s. one who stimulates another

to evil, an evil adviser..

afsstatat, a. (from af , the plotting of evil, and affi

giving), exciting to evil, advising to evil.

ʊ , s. (from , the plotting of evil, and 7,

destruction), the frustrating ofan evil plot or contri-

vance, the prevention or cure of evil thoughts, the de-

struction of an evil purpose.

fit , a. (from af , the plotting of evil, and ac,

destroying), frustrating evil designs, causing the mis-

carriage of an evil plot, preventing evil thoughts, de-

stroying evil purposes.

bott , a. (from , the plotting ofevil, and fat,

destroying), destroying evil purposes, frustrating a plot

to do miscinef, curing evil thoughts.

start, s. (from , the plotting ofevil, and *t, de-

struction), the destruction of evil purposes, the ruin of

a plot to do mischief, the cure of evil thoughts.

কুচিন্তানাশক, a. (from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to evil purposes, causing the mis-

carriage of a plot to do mischief, preventing or curing

evil thoughts.

কুচিন্তানিবারক, a . ( from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and নিবারক,

hindering), preventing evil thoughts , preventing evil

purposes, obstructing evil designs.

কুচিন্তানিমিত্তক, a. (from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and নির্মিতঙ্ক,

a cause), arising from an evil purpose, springing from

a plan to do mischief, caused by evil thoughts.

aff , a. (from , an evil purpose, and of , con-

nected with), meditating evil, contriving mischief.

afsstad, a. (from , an evil purpose, and FİTA,

engaged in), devoted to evil purposes, employed in evil

schemes, engaged in evil plots.

Lidotas, a. (from , an evil purpose, and , in-

creasing), promoting evil designs, promoting plans for

mischief.

footfate, a. (from 3 , an evil purpose, and fast ,

possessed of), employed in evil contrivances, evil inten

tioned, full of evil thoughts.

ass fata, a. (from 3 , an evil purpose, and fax17, des-কুচিন্তাবিহীন, কুচিন্তা, ৰিহীন,

titute of), free from evil thoughts, free from plots to do

mischief.

কুচিন্তাবৃদ্ধি, s. (from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and বৃদ্ধি, increase),

the increaseof evil thoughts, the prevale nce of plots to

do evil.

aftatus, a. (from , an evil purpose, and TF, joined

to), contriving evil, thinking evil,

H2
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রুটিন্ডারহিত, a. (from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and রহিত, des-

titute of), free from evil thoughts, free from plots or

contrivances to do evil.

কুচিন্তাশূন্য , a. (from কুচিন্তা, an evil purpose, and শূন্য, emp-

ty), free from evil thoughts, free from plots or contriv-

ances to do evil.

afett, s. (from

·

3, an evil purpose, and , a de-

stroyer), that which destroys evil purposes, that which

prevents evil thoughts.

afsoki , a. (from 51, an evil purpose, and , desti-

tute of, free from evil thoughts, free from plans or

schemes to do mischief.

, s. (from

the tree which produces it, (Strychnos Nux Vomica.)

E, s. (from evil, and we, using exertions), using

exertions to do evil, labouring to do mischief, mischiev

. nur vonica), the nuxvomica, also

ous.

, s. (from evil, and H, exertion), an exertion to

do evil, an evil endeavour, an attempt to do mischief.

কুচেষ্টাকারক, a. ( from কুচেষ্টা, an evil endeavour, and কারক,do-

ing), using exertions to do evil, labouring to do evil ;

s. one who exerts himself to do evil.

ta , a. (from 5 , an evil endeavour, and f

doing), using exertions to do evil, labouring to do mis-

chief.

কুচেষ্টাজনক, a . (from কষ্টে।, an evil endeavour, and জনক,

producing), exciting exertions to do evil, stimulating

endeavours to do mischief.

"

, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and 1, pro-

ducible), arising from endeavours to do evil, produci-

ble by exertions in a bad cause.

ht , a. (from 5 , an evil endeavour, and ,

giving), prompting to exertions to do evil, stimulating

to attempts to do mischief.

o , s. (from , an evil endeavour, and , de-

struction),the miscarriage of an attempt to do evil, the

defeat of labour to do mischief.

, a. (from 5 , an evil endeavour, and ,

destructive), ruinous to an attempt to do evil, defeat-

ing exertions to do mischief.

•
, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and f

destroying), ruinous to an attempt to do evil, destruc-

tive to endeavours to perpetrate mischief.

tatt, s. (from , an evil endeavour, and at, de-

struction), the ruin of an attempt to do evil, the miscar-

riage of endeavours to do mischief.

te, a. (from 5 , an evil endeavour, and ,

destructive), destructive to an attempt to do evil, ruis-

ous to endeavours to do mischief.

কুচেষ্টানিবারক, a . (from কচেষ্টা , an eril endeavour, and নিবারক,

preventing), opposing endeavours to do evil, prevent-

ting evil attempts.

wififix, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and fats,

a cause), arising from an attempt to do evil, caused by

evil exertions.

কুচেষ্টান্বিত, a . ( from ৰুচেষ্টা, an evil endeavour, and অন্বিত, con-

nected with), mischievous, engaged in evil, labouring to

do mischief.

কুচেষ্টাপরায়ণ , a. (from কুচেষ্টা, an evil endeavour, and পরায়ণ,

devoted to), devoted to evil exertions, fully engaged in

endeavours to do mischief.

wififty, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and fifte

possessed of , mischievous, engaged. in evil, labouring

to do mischief.

fat , a. (from , an evil endeavour, and fia,

destitule of, free from any attempt to do evil, free from

evil endeavours.

Ai , a., ɑ . (from , an evil endeavour, and T ,joined

to), mischievous , engaged in evil, labouring to do mis-

chief.

tas, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and fs, des-

titute of), free from any endeavour to do evil, void of

any attempt to do evil.

, a. (from 15H, an evil endeavour, and as, emp

ty), free from any attempt to do evil, void of any en-

deavour to de mischief.

, a. (from , an evil endeavour, and I, des-

titute of , free from any attempt to do evil, void ofany

endeavour to do mischief.

fe, s. (from af , the belly), the part where the thigh

joins the trunk before, the hollow of the hips.

55, s. (from , to sound), the sound arising from cut-

ting fruits or other soft substances at a single stroke.

, s . (from bad, and , verse), doggrel poetry.

, s. (from , an obloquy), a slander, an obloquy, an

accusation, a blot, a disgrace, a libel, a calumny, a

censure, blame.

ta , s. (from , an obloquy, and a , causing),

a slanderer, an accuser.

ætti, s. (from , an obloquy, and af , speaking),

an accuser, one who censures another.

fa³, a . (from f43, a blot), ugly, bad, evil, uncomely.

TDA767, s. (from T, bad, and g, coarse powder, 153, has
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ZA.

no distinct meaning, but merelyrhymes with thepreced-

ing member), a quantity ofchips or smail fragments.

TTTHON, s. (fiom , a chip, and a, a word which has

no distinct meaning, but merelyrhymes with the preced-

ing member), a quantity of fragments or small chips.

, pron. (from faf , some), some, any.

, s. (from 5, deformed), a curvature of the spine, a

water bottle of coarse pottery ; also (from the earth,

and , to be born), Tuesday, the planet Mars.

, a. (from E, evil, and 5, stupid), low, base, mean,

stupid, contemptible, vulgar,

zavefs, s. (from 239, mean, and afs, an action), mean

conduct, vulgar conduct and behaviour.

zuși, a . (from T, evil, and 55, stupid), low, base, mean ,

contemptible, stupid, vulgar.

fs, s . (from 5 , base), low and mean conduct,

meanness, vulgarity.

ifa, s. (from 55, mean), meanness, low conduct, vul

gar behaviour.

TM , 8. (fromF, evil, and HA, a man), a low person, a mean or

vulgar person, a man of low and scurrilous behaviour.

, a. (from deformed), deformed, crooked , having a

curved spine ; s. an earthen vessel used to keep water

cool.

fly , s. (from 1 , crooked, and A , Vangueria), the

name of a species of tree or large shrub, ( Randia ma

labarica, or Ceriscus malabaricus, Buchanan's Mss.)

কুজিহেলাচ , s. (from কুজা, crooked, and হেলাচ, the name of a

plant), a plant mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss . who

calls it an Antedesma. '

state , s. (from st, crook- backed, and , a truncheon),

a padlock.

Taſtel, s. (from T, the earth, and b, to be entangled), a

mist, a fog.

, s. (from the earth, and , to be entangled), a mist,

a fog.

, s. (from
evil, and ☎ , knowledge), an evil idea,

an evil design, craft .

stat, a. (from
ta, craft), crafty, possessing knowledge

of injurious things.

fal, s. (from af , to be crooked), a species of fish resem-

bling an eel, the name of the seeds of Abrus precato-

rius.

afs, a. (from , to be crooked), crooked, curved, tortu-

ous, curled.

, s. (from the earth, and , to be produced), ivory, a

grove, a bower, a place overgrown with climbing plants.

281.

4 , s. (from Ta, an elephant's tooth), an elephant. This

word, when it is the last member of a compound, means

chief, eminent, noble.

, s . (from , to cut), a pinch or sudden gripe, the bite

or sting of an ant. This word constructed with the ad-

verbial participle of the verb to do, has an adverbi-

al.meaning, with a sudden pinch or gripe.

, v. a. (from , to cut), to reduce to coarse powder, to

pound, to beat, to pulverize, to beat to a pulp ormass,

to trample so as to cut up and spoil the ground . In the

last sense this verb is applied to cattle when they tram-

ple and break up soft ground.

, s. (from , to cut), a small piece of straw or stick, a

small and short piece of any thing, a chip, a shaving.

, s. (from , a mountain peak, and , to be produ

ced), the name of a small tree, the seed of which is reck-

oned medicinal, (Wrightea antidysenterica, Brown.)

7, s. (from T , to cut), the beating or pounding of any

thing to powder, or to a pulp, the treading of soft

ground by cattle so as to spoil the turf; a. requiring to

be beat to a pulp or pulverized , beat or pounded to a

pulp, trampled or stocked up by cattle.

, a. (from T , to cut), requiring to be beat to a pulp, fit

or liable to be beat or trampled to a pulp or soft mass.

, s. (fromT , to cut), a woman who cuts greens or other

potherbs; also (from , a bawd), a go between, a

bawd, a procuress.

কুটনীপনা,, s. (from , a procuress), the profession of a

procuress.

, s. (from , false, and ifs, thepassage of

the sunfrom one sign to another), the day of the pas-

sage of the sun to anew sign when it takes place on the

thirty-first day from the preceding one.

a . s. (from ts, a house), a house, an apartment.

TÌÂ¶, a. (from a, a hole in a tree), resembling a hole

or hollow place in a tree, belonging to or inhabiting

the hollow of a tree.

ta , s. (from , inhabiting the hollow of o

tree, and , an owl), the name ofa species of owl ve .

ry common in Bengal, (Stryx Pecha, Buchanan's Mss .)

, s. (from , to cut), a small bit of any thing, a bit of

straw or stick, a chip, a shaving,

, v. a. (from , to cul), to cause cattle to tread and spoil

soft ground, to order or cause a person to pound or

reduce a substance to a pulp.

attet , a. (from , to cut, and rei, cut), cut and chop.

ped, chopped up for any use.
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ti , s. (from Tel, to cause the pounding of a thing), the

turning of cattle into a field, or other enclosure, in wet

weather, to stock up the ground with their feet, the or

dering or causing a person to pound any substance till

it is reduced to a pulp.

thf, s. (from , to be crooked, and f, a design), a quib-

ble, a covered design, an object not avowed.

af , s. (from at, a small piece), a small piece of stick or

straw, a morsel, a bit, a fragment, a splinter, a small

chip. This word is a diminutive from , and signifies

a smaller piece than that word does ; also (from

the leprosy), the leprosy.

afty, a. (from af, the leprosy), leprous .

afsætstta, s. (from fe, a small piece, and tt , a procur-

饭

rat or any other animal when gnawing or eating any

hard substance .

221tt, s. (from , to cut), the sensation of throbbing or

twinging, querulousness.

, s . (from T , a throbbing), a throb, a twinging

sensation, querulousness .

ten, a. (from i , querulousness), peevish, querulous,

difficult to please.

Tal, s. (fromX , to cut), a go between, a bawd, a procu

ress,

, s . (from , to cut, and , to tear to pieces), the

tearing ofa thing into small fragments.

TA , s. (from , to be crooked), an unopened bud, an open-

ingbud.

ing), the procuring of fragments or small pieces of , s . (from , to cut, and , a syllable rhyming with

wood, straw, or other things.

afta, a. (from

ous, insidious.

crooked), crooked, insincere, disingenu-

the preceding member), the sound made by an animal

in gnawing or eating any hard substance.

ts. (from , the leprosy), the leprosy, a tree.

afta , s. (from aft , crooked), crookedness, insincerity , || 1, s . (from a, a house), a house, an apartment, a cot-

disingenuousness, guile. tage, a cabin, the body of a carriage.

aftaa, s. (from aft , crooked), crookedness, insincerity,, s. (from ₹5, a tree, and ♣, to go) an axe, a hatchet.

at, s . (from 181, a house), a palace, the house of an Euro-

pean, a factory, a granary, a mercantile bank.

disingenuousness, guile .

taste, a. (from eft , crooked, and † , a disposition),

crooked -minded, insincere, fraudulent.

ftate , a. (from crooked, and 4, the heart),

crooked-minded, insincere, fraudulent.

aftea , a. (from fe, a morsel, and , to do) , pounded, bro-

ken to pieces, pulverized.

feaft, ad. (from af , by morsels), by small particles.

z , s. (from at a honse), a palace, the house of a Euro-

pean, a factory, a banking house ; also, from court, an

assembly, a court ofjustice.

atla, s. (from , a house), a small house, a shed, a hovel,

a hut, a stall.

44

7, s. (from 1, a relation), a kinsman, a relation.

, s . (from , a kinsman), relationship, kindred.

asاو , a. (from 4, to be related), related to any one.

77 , 8. (from 3, an imitative sound, and atta, a

sound rhyming with the first member), the sound made

bya rat ormouse or by any other animal when gnawing

a hard substance . This sound, when constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, acquires an adver

bial meaning.

atz , s. (from a , an imitative sound), the sound made

by an animal when gnawing or eating a hard substance.

atzatz, s. (from a, an imitative sound, and 3, a sound

rhyming with thefirst member), the sound made by a

136

, s. (from , a bank), a banker, the servant of an

European, especially of a merchant.

HI , a. (fom , leprous), leprous. This word used by way

of reproach signifies dull, torpid, indolent, inactive.

, s. (fiom , torpid, and c , afrog), a toad.

, a. (from catat, leprous), leprons.

, v. (from , to collect), to collect, to pick up, to glean.

The adverbial participle of this verb compounded with

, to take, means to pick up and take things.

5, s. (from 7 , the leprosy), the leprosy, a medicinal

drug said to be the dried root of Costus speciosus, a

bigha or measure of land equal to about one third of

an acre. This word when used in composition as the last

member of a compound means a heap.

apaatat, s . (from și , an axe), thename of a very small

plant which forms a beautiful turf, (Hedysarum bup.

leurifolium .)

ata , s. (from 5, abigha, and at, the working of

a sum), the working a sum in land measure, and giving

the result in bighas.

35 , s . (from 3, to collect), the act ofpicking up or col-

lecting fruit or other articles into a heap ; a, collected

into a heap, picked up.

ayam, a. (from 35, to collect), collected together, found,
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picked up. The word in this sense is often applied to a

foundling child.

25 , s . (from , an eagle), the fishing eagle or osprey,

(Falco Halietus) ; also (from a, an axe), an axe.

, v. a. (from , to collect), to collect, to pick up, to

glean, to cause a person to collect or pick up. The ad

verbial particle of this verb is often constructed withthe

verb , to take, it then means to collect and take away.

5, s. (from to collect), a bigla of land . The bigha

differs in different places from eighty cubits square to

eighty seven.

255, s. (from 75, the name ofa tree) , the name of a small

treecommon in some parts of India, (Wrightea Antidy-

senterica. Brown.)

457, s. (from 35, to collect), the act of picking up or col-

lecting fruits or other things that lie scattered about; a.

collected into a heap, picked up.

stat , a. (from 5 , to collect), collected together, found,

picked up. The word in this sense is often applied to a

foundling child.

ifa, s. (from A, an axe), an axe.

2 .

eating substances moderately hard, as dry crust of bread

or the like.

75, s . (from , to sound), a wall, the plastering of a wall.

25 , a (from 7, leprous), leprous ; used as a term of re-

proach, this word means indolent, torpid, lazy, slow.

NI, s. (from T , indolent), indolence, torpidity, slow-

ness, laziness.

2 , s. (from , to sound), the sound ofa stringed instru

ment when the string is touched by the finger.

, s. (from A, to sound), a dead body.

at, s. (from , to sound), a crooked or withered arm, a

whitlow, a tumor occasioned by the corners of the nails

eating into the flesh.

22 , a. (from , a corner), slinking into a corner, shy,

shrinking from sight.

1 , a. (from td, a corner), shy, slinking into a corner,

shrinking from sight.

, s. (from , slinking into corners, and K, a

frog), a species of frog which infests the houses ofthe

Hindoos, and usually lies hid in some corner during

the day.

Epifam, s. (from gif , an axe), the name ofa small plantata, s. (from 1, slinking into a corner), the slinking

very common among grass which enlivens the verdure into a corner, shyness, a shrinking from sight.

stupid, silly.

with its beautiful flowers, (Hedysarum bupleurifolium.) , a. (from , to be indolent), slow at any work, indolent,

fs, s. (from , the leprosy), the leprosy, a score or twenty.

afs , s. (from as, the leprosy, and , leprous), the le-

prosy.

TNT, 8. (from , a house), a hut, a shed, a stall ; also a.
+

(from , leprous) , leprous. This word is often applied

as a term of reproach, especially to indolent persons,

or to those who act contemptibly.

afs, o. (from , to beindolent), indolent, slow at work,

stupid, silly.

3, s. (from 5, to preserve), a pit, a sacrificial pit, a bowl,

any large hemispherical vessel, a child born from an

adulterous connection .

3 , s. (from 5, to preserve), an ear-ring, a coil of a rope.

by || , a. (from 3 , an ear-ring, and Tīf , sustaining),

wearing ear-rings.

, s. an imitative sound, expressing the noise made

the motion of the bolt or spring lock in shutting a door,

a flint. This word like most imitative sounds acquires

an adverbial force when constructed with the adverbi

al participle of , to do, with a sudden spring or flint.

45 , s. an imitative sound intended to express that

made by eating or crumping hard substances with the

teeth, or the noise made by a rat or mouse in gnawing

wood or other hard substances.

4437 s. an imitative sound used to express that made by

eating hard substances, or that made by a rat or mouse

when gnawing wood or other hard substances.

, s. (from a, an axe), an axe.

aša, a. (from evil, and , aform), ill-formed, deform-

ed, shapeless, clumsy.

8. an imitative sound used to express that made by

fift , a . (from 3 , an ear-ring, and fat , possessed

of), wearing or possessing ear-rings.

safe , a. (from 3 , an ear-ring, and fat , desti-

tute of), destitute of ear- rings.

TSIF, a. (from T™ , an ear-ring, and T , joined to), wear-

ing ear rings.

FIĦIFTS, u. (from 3 , an ear-ring, and af , destitute of),

destitute of ear-rings.

37 , a. (from 3 , an ear ring, and t , empty), des-

titute of ear-rings .

ZZARII, a. (from 3 , an ear-ring, and F , destitute of),

destitute of ear-rings.

TĦjæta, a. (from £9 , an ear-ring, and was, a form), eit-

cular, annulous,
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ats, a. (from 37, an ear-ring, and is, a form),

circular, annulous.

ponit, a. (from gyfa , a serpent,) coiling, winding, assuming

a spiral form ; constructed with the verb ata , to twist),

this word means to coil, to twine.

æŒÎHæ , a. (from , a serpent, and H , the act

oftwisting any thing), serpentine.

afe , s . (from 3, a bason), an earthen vessel resembling

a hemisphere.

E , s. (from 5, to preserve), a bason, a hemispherical vessel.

, s. (from fs, how many), the ascertaining the quantity

of an article which is contained in any given space or in

a receptacle ; a, ascertained ( as it relates to quantity),

numbered, calculated . This word, constructed with ,

to do, signifies to ascertain the quantity of an article in

any place or receptacle.

, ad. (from f , what), whence? from which?

34, s. (from & bad, and 3 , heat), great heat, afflicting

disagreeable heat, the eighth hour of the day, the mid-

dle of the day, accounted an auspicious time to make

the oblation to the manes.

, 8. (from a, a dog), a dog.

. s. (from 91 , a dog), a bitch.

, ad. (from 1 , where ?) where ?

afe, ad. (from , where ?) wherever, wheresoever.

aatft, ad. (from 5, where ? and ft, also), wherever,

wheresoever, any where, somewhere.

, s. (from , to deride), a calumny, a reproach, an

accusation, a blot, blame, a blemish in a person's char-

acter, an imputation of evil, a deformity, ugliness .

nige, a. (from , a calumny, and , to make), ca-

lumniating, censorious,

TAFIE, a. (from , a calumny, and 17 , producing),

occasioning calumay, occasioning reproach, blaming,

making an accusation ; s . a calumniator.

, a. (from , a calumny, and 1, producible),

producible from a calumuy, springing from a calumny

or false accusation.

ort , a. (from , a calumny, and t , giving),

charging a person with blame, attributing evil to a per-

son, calumniating, reproaching; s . a calumniator.

ta, s. (from , bad, 3 , heat , and , time), that time

of the day when the heat is most afflicting, viz. about

mid-day.

237, a. (fromX, bad, and♬ L, a sort), bad, evil, bad in kind .

3 , s. (from evil, and 57, to stretch), a small leather bot-

tle, usually employed to hold oil.

34, s . (the plural of

23arta , s . (from
بذك

a book), a library.

a library, and ¿¡lg, a house), the

apartment in which a library is kept, a house employ-

ed for a library.

35 , s. (from , sport, the last syllable is merely a

rhyme to thefirst), the tickling of a person, the sensa

tion of tickling.

3, s. (from a, evil, and 3 , to stretch,, a large leathern bot-

tle for holding oil.

Lp , s. (from 5, a leathern bottle, and , to make

marks), eagerness, vehemence, impetuosity, briskness ,

astonishment, wonder, surprize, sport, gratification,

pleasure.

zezat, a. (from 5 , sport), sportive, playful, gratifying,

exciting pleasure, vehement, impetuous, brisk, active.

, 8. (from , a quantity to be ascertained, and 4, a

doing), the ascertaining of the quantity of an article

contained in any given space or in any place or recep

tacle.

16

~

, s. (from , a calumny, and ‡ , destruction),

the removal of a calumny or reproach, the justification

ofa person from an accusation or charge of evil.

, a. (from 2 , a calumny, and ☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to calumny, clearing a person from

an imputation of evil.

ì, a. (from , a calumny, and , destroy-

ing) , destructive to calumny, clearing a person from

reproach or evil charges.

, s. (from , a calumny, and , destruction),

the clearing of a person from a calumny or imputati-

on of evil.

ta , a. (from , a calumny, and , destruc-

tive), subversive of calumnies or evil charges, removing

imputations of evil.

ff , s. (from F , a calumny, and ffs, a cause)

the cause of a calumny or blemish in a person's repu-

tation.

*snifàfase, a. (from ), a calumny, and fifa , a cause),

springing from a calumny or from a blemish in a per-

son's reputation.

fas, a. (from , a calumny, and fas, connected

with), vile, guilty, hateful, lying under an imputation

of blame.

tatt, a. (from 3 , a calumny, and zifag, speaking),

calumniating, censorious, slanderous.

feft , a. (from , a calumny, and fafts, possessed
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of), lying under an imputation of evil, calumniated, re-

proached, ugly.

fast , a. (from , a calumny, and fat , destitute

of), free from calumny, free from all imputation of evil,

free from ugliness or deformity, free from evil.

, a. (from , a calumny), vile, full of evil, dis-

graceful, scandalous, ugly, deformed .

etta, s. (from , a calumny, and ¤, mere), a mere

charge of evil, a mere calumny, nothing but evil, no-

thing but guilt or blame.

, a. (from , a calumny, and , joined to),

calumniated, charged with evil, lying under an imputa-

tion of blame.

sts, a. (from 1 , a calumny, and cast , worthy ,

deserving of blame, deserving a bad reputation, deserv

ing to be calumniated or censured, censurable.

as, a. (from , a calumny, and af , destitute

of , free from calumny, free from all imputation of evil ,

free from ugliness or deformity.

a. (from 1, a calumny, and , worthy), blame-

worthy, deserving of a bad reputation, deserving to be

calumniated , censurable.

, a. (from T , a calumny, and * , empty), free

from calumny or reproach, free from every imputation

of evil, free from ugliness or deformity.

Ì , a. (from , a calumny, and ¾ , destitute of,

free from calumny or reproach, free from every impu

tation of evil, free from ugliness or deformity. *

fs, a. (from 1 , a calumny), ugly, low , mean, deform-

ed, disagreeable, disgusting.

gumi, 8. (from Tu, a checkered clothfor an elephant), a check-

ered cloth used to throw over an elephant, a checker-

ed horse cloth, a checkered cloth orblanket worn by

some devotees.

, s. (from . evil, and it , a custom), evil conduct, an

evil course of actions .

Iħta, s. (from I , the digging hoe), the digging hoe of

the Hindoos and other eastern pations .

, s. (from ta, the digging hoc), the digging hoe,

which is universally used in India instead of a spade for

digging the earth .

2 , s. (from at , the digging hoe), the name ofa

plant common in Bengal, Hedysarum tridorum . )

, s. (from T, evil, and f , a day), an evil day, an un

lucky day, a cloudy or rainy day, a day of calamity, a

day ofmisfortune or affliction.

T3, s. (from I, bad, 8 , substituted for 85 , water, and

**

3, a ratan) , the name of a species of ratan or cane,

(Calamus polygamus.)

* , s . (from ☎, evil, and a , a country), a bad country,

a country where it is difficult to obtain the necessaries

oflife, an unhealthy country, a country subject to op-

pression or injustice .

* , a. (from , an evil country, and , to be situat-

ed , situated in a disagreeable country, situated in an

unwholesome or evil country.

কুদেশস্থায়ী,, a. (from t, an evil country, and , con-

tinuing , continuing or being in a bad country, situated

in an unwholesome or disagreeable country.

, a . (from , an evil country, and f3, situat-

ed), situated in a bad country, situated in a disagree-

able or unwholesome country.

, s. (from E, the earth, and , to divide), a strong

and broad hoe with a short handle used by the natives

of Hindoosthan instead of a spade, the digging hoe ;

also the name of a tree, ( Bauhinia variegata. )

value), power, force, ability.
, s. (from

الاو

Fast, s. (from power), powerful, able, forcible.

, s. (from , power, and possessing), one

who has power, an able man.

TTIA, S. (from T, evil, and i , a method), an evil custom,

evil conduct.

Tift, a. (from I, evil, and 74, a nail), having distorted

nails, having diseased nails.

Tata, s. (from T, evil, and 7 , a name), infamy, a bad re-

putation.

ifs, s. (from . evil, and fs, morality), low or pervert-

ed morals, the obstruction of public justice, or the cor-

rupt discharge of it.

LALA, s. (from L , to sound) , a throbbing, the pain of a

tumor, or the like, when it is ready to burst.

LILA ), s. (from 7, to sound), a throbbing pain.

, 8. (from 3, a dart, and 1, to take), the hair of the

head, a lock of hair, barley.

E , s. (from , the earth, and 8 , to injure), the name of

a plant, (Jasminum pubescens) ; frankincense ; one of

Kuvera's nine treasures.

LAFI, s. (from X , a turner's lathe, and , to do), a turner.

, s. (from TF , a water-lily), a blue lotus or water-

lily, (Nymphæa cyanea ; ) a quarrel, a dispute.

Taxi, a. (from 43, a quarrel), quarrelsome, disputati.

ous, litigious.

, s. (from T, Brulma, and 8 , to moisten), frankiu-

cense,
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queaÌ, s. (from 4 , frankincense), the tree which pro-

duces the frankincense, (Boswellia thurifera .)

amuti, s. (from , frankincense, and , a tree),

frankincense, the tree which produces frankincense,

(Boswellia thurifera .)

, s. an imitative sound used to express that which aris-

es from the dropping of small substances, as gravel,

small fruits, or the like, into water, also the noise made

by small fishes when catching at a bait.

*4, s. (from xxx, a leathern bottle), a leathern bottle used

to hold oil.

gu, s. (from T, bad, and 17, a road), a bad road, evil

conduct, a course of wickedness.

TЯUNTI, s. (from T† , a bad road, and sta , a going), the

going in an evil way, bad conduct .

TUI, a. (from † , a bad road, and stif , going), go .

ing in an evil way, acting wickedly.

, a. (from 4, an evil way, and f , shewing),

guiding others in an evil way, viewing evil conduct ; s.

one who entices others to a course of evil conduct, one

who surveys the evil actions of others.

, s. (from 4, an evil way, and , the act of

seeing), the directing or enticing of another to an evil

course of conduct, the surveying ofa course of evil con-

duct.

Я , a. (from Я , an evil way, and f , shewing),

enticing or leading another in an evil course ofactions,

viewing evil conduct.

ta, s. (from 4, a bad road, and t , merely), a bad

road without any part good, purely evil conduct.

ta , s. (from 4, an evil way, and

a course of evil conduct.

æquista, a. (from T44, an evil way, and

4, conduct),

off , acting),

pursuing a course of evil conduct, acting wickedly.

æqutana , s. (from æ , a bad road, and , a depen-

dence), the resorting to or engaging in a course of evil

conduct.

gutza , a. (from 4 , a bad road, and f , depen-

dent), engaging in or resorting to a course of evil con-

duct.

ut , a. (from æЯ , a bad road, and , taking re-

fuge in), taking refuge in a course of evil conduct, re-

sorting to a course of evil conduct.

TЯ , a . (from , evil; and 7, salutary), unwholesome,

unsuitable, hurtful. This word is principally used in a

medical sense, as the adjective of diet; s. unwholesome

diet.

afx.

4 , unwholesome, and tatt, de

unwholesome food, a longing for un-

tu , s. (from

sire), a desire for

wholesome food .

tutet , a. (from , unwholesome, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of or longing for unwholesome food.

TЯut , a. (from Я , unwholesome, and f , feeding),

feeding on unwholesome food.

E, s. (from E, evil, and f , a road), an evil way, a

course of wickedness, evil conduct.

, s. (from , evil, and at , advice), evil counsel,

intrigue, bad advice.

*I, a. (from T, evil, and at , giving advice), giving

bad counsel, caballing; s . one who gives evil counsel .

TH, 8. (from TIA, a leathern bottle), a large leathern bot-

tle used to hold oil.

3, a . (from , to be angry), angry, vexed, provoked.

3 , s. (from eft , angry, and , wind), an aggra

vated state offlatulence, or of hypochondria.

mis, a. (from æ, cvil, and cis, a screw), badly turned, ug-

ly, deformed.

¶¶, s. an imitative sound, used to express that made by

a number of small fishes when feeding together on the

roots of salvinea and other natant plants.

1 , s. (from E, evil, and , a speaker), a bad speaker,

one who uses coarse and vulgar language, one who

speaks ungrammatically, one who speaks in a scurril

ous manner.

45s. (from T, evil, and 757 , a word) , indecent or scur-

rilous language, obscenity, scurrility.

, s. (from E , the earth, and , to cover), a water- lily

including all the species of Nymphæa and Nelumbium.

, s. (from T, evil, and tæ , a word), an evil speech,

a low or scurrilous word, low or scurrilous language.

gatenî, a. (from tæ , low language, and af , speak-

ing) , using low or scurrilous language, speaking evil

or obscenely.

gata, s. (from L, evil, and at , a scent), a disagreeable

scent.

zam, a. (from ™, evil, and atfâ , emitting a scent), fœtid.

afa , s. (from evil, and fara, power), unfair power, an

unfair advantage, power used in a tyrannical or unfair

manner.

afar , a. (from a, evil, and far , power), possessed of

arbitrary or tyrannical power, acting tyrannically.

afata, s. (from T, evil, and fata, judgment), an unfair or

partial examination or judgment of an affair, a wrong

decision.
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pataæi, s. (from

कुरा,

, an unfair judgment, and * , ||

a doer), an unfair or unjust judge, one who makes a

wrong decision.

afas , a. (from E, evil, and fare, investigation), exa-

mining in an interested or unfair manner.

af , s. (from E, evil, and fata , investigation), a par-

tial or unfair investigation.

Tf , s. (from T, evil, and af , the understanding), a false

or wrong idea, a wrong sentiment, a perverted under-

standing, craft.

aufafat , a . (from a , a false idea, and fafts, posses-

• sed of , mistaken, possessed of a wrong sentiment, warp-

ed, perverted, crafty.

fat , a . (from , afalse idea), mistaken, crafty, un-

der the influence of a false idea or wrong sentiment,

warped, perverted.

afsus, ɑ . (from T , afalse idea, and F, joined to),

mistaken, under the influence of wrong sentiments,

warped, perverted, crafty.

কুবুদ্ধিরহিত , a. (from কুবুদ্ধি, a false idea, and রহিত, destitute

of) , freefrom wrong or mistaken ideas, free from craf

tiness or guile.

, a. (from , a false idea, and 1 , destitute

of), free from wrong or mistaken ideas, free from craft

or guile.

XT, s. (from T, evil, and (77, the body), the Indian Plu-

tus, or god ofwealth . In the Hindoo mythology, he is

reckoned the son of Vishwushruva, and brother ofthe

famous giant Ravuna. He is represented of a monstrous

and deformedshape, with three legs and only eightteeth.

NII, a. (from , the god ofriches, and I, equal

to), as rich as Koovera, immensely rich.

, a. (from , the godofriches, and to, resem--

bling), resembling Koovera, as rich as Koovera, im-

mensely rich.

, a. (from A, the godofriches, and , like),

as rich as Koovera, immensely rich.

MAA, a. (from 4 , the god ofriches, and , equal),

as rich as Koovera, immensely rich.

I a. (fromTE, crooked), having a curvature ofthe spine,

crook-backed.

THES, a. (from 5, crooked, and 3 , made), made to be

deformed.

, s. (from , help), help, assistance, aid, a sidesman,

a helper, a second, an assistant.

1 , s. (from gats, a gourd , the name of a particular

species of gourd, (Cucurbita Pepo.)

1 .

șisifs, s. (from st, a gourd, and sts, to make), the

name of a variety of rice the grain of which is very

large and full.

FIZTEG, s. (from Ft, a gourd, and , a mass of pulp),

a Hindoo dish made by boiling the pulp of gourds with

flour and spices till it is of a proper consistence.

AI, s. (from 51 , a gourd, and ₹șt, a ball), a prepa-

ration, made with the pulp of gourds beat to a pulp with

the flour of some kind of pulse, and afterwards made

into balls, which are kept by the Hindoos and used as

a condiment to their food.

sta , s. (from 1, a gourd, and t, a culinary

preparation), a Hindoo dish made with the pulp of

gourds mixed with spices and a small quantity ofsome

bitter herb or fruit.

1, s. (from 3 , a gourd, and , a culinary pre-

paration), a Hindoo dish prepared with the pulp of.

gourds and spices, with the addition ofa small quantity

of some bitter herb or fruit.

E , s. (from X, evil, and 5, counsel), evil counsel, evil

advice, a formulary or charm employed to procure the

evil of any person, or to secure success in evil under-

takings.

Tdi, s. (from L, evil, and 41 , counsel), evil counsel, in-

trigue.

, s. (from , evil, and af , a counsellor), an evil coun-

sellor.

কুমরিকাপোকা, s. ( from কুমারিকা , a daughter, and পোকা, ৫

worm), the name of an insect which makes a large cell

or two of clay in which it puts a cockroach or other in-

sect, and then deposits its own eggs in its body, which

when hatched feed on the insect, (Sphex asiatica.)

E , s. (from 3, to play as a child), a lad, a son, a boy

under five years of age, a prince, the heir apparent to

the throne when associated in the government, a name

ofKartikeya ; also (from yet , a potter), a potter.

Taifa , s. (from TAA, to play as a child), a virgin, a young

girl between the age of ten and twelve years, the name

of an insect, (Sphex asiatica) ; the name of a climbing

plant, (Smilax ovalifolia) ; a wooden catch to receive the

bolt of a door.

fatas, s. (from that , a daughter, and 3, a piece),

one of the large divisions of the earth in the Hindoo

geography; it contains India and some of the neigh-

bouring countries .

ærtЯ, s. (from gata, a lad`, a young girl, a daughter, a vir-

gin, a girl from ten to twelve years, one of the names

12
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of Doorga. The most southern of the nine portions of

Jumboo dwipa, the southern part ofthe peninsula, Cape

Comorin, the name of a plant, (Aloe perfoliata. )

q , s. (fromTÂ, a virgin, and , worship), a ce-

remony performed at the great festival of Doorga, in

which a girl under twelve years of age is set on a pe-

destal or throne and worshipped as the representative

ofDoorga.

TASTAI, s. (from TA, a girl, and t5 , a meal), a re-

ligious repast at the great festival of Doorga, in which

a girl between ten and twelve years is placed on a pedes-

tal orthrone, as the representative of the goddess Door-

ga, and is fed with offerings made to the idol.

, s. (from AI, to play), the name of a species of

climbing plant, (Smilax laurifolia . )

, s. (from a , a crocodile), the large nosed or com-

mon crocodile, ( Lacerta Crocodila.)

, s. (from E, the earth, and T , to be pleased , the white

esculent lotus, (Nymphæa esculenta) ; also the red lotus,

(Nymphæa rubra). The elephant which guards the

south-west quarter of the world .

, s. (from ™ , a lotus), an assemblage of water-lilies,

a place abounding with Nymphæas.

TIIS), a. (from X , a lotus), a place abounding with Nym-

phæas , an assemblage of water lilies .

4 , s. (from at , a crocodile), the common crocodile,

(Lacerta Crocodila . )

TIT, a. (from L , saffron , saffron.

TI, a. (from L, evil, and , to keep), crooked armed.

, s. (from , the earth, and , to shine), the name of

a tree, (Careya arborea.)

45, s. (from T, the earth, and 33, to fill), a sort ofjar used

in India for fetching water. The frontal globes of an

elephant which appear in the rutting season, the sign

Aquarius, the ascension ofthe sign Aquarius above the

Horizon.

E, s. (from E, the air, and 83, to fill ), a religious cere-

mony which consists in closing the nostrils and mouth

so as to prevent breathing.

ayata , s. (from 3, ajar, and , thejaundice), the

dropsy, a dropsical swelling of the whole body.

ayeta, s. (from T , ajar, and to make), a potter.

af , s. (from Ty, ajar, and gift, a sign of the Zodiac),

the sign Aquarius.

LIA, s. (from 3, 4 jar, and , the ascension of a sign

of the Zodiac), that time ofthe day in which the sign

Aquarius rises above the horizon .

কুক:

af , s. (from y, a jar), a thief, a pick pocket, a plagia.

rist, a paraphrast, a wife's brother, a species of fish .

azite, s. (from æÌ, a jar, and ¤ , the cooking offood),

one of the hells of the Hindoos, in which the wicked

are believed to be baked as pottery in a kiln.

Ta, s . (from it, an elephant, and 3, to move), a croco-

dile or alligator.

, s. (from T, evil, and t , fame), a bad name, a blast-

ed reputation.

কৃযশোবিশিষ্ট, a. ( from কুযশস্, a bad name, and বিশিষ্ট, posses-

sed of), ofblasted reputation, dishonourable .

* F, a. (from , a bad name, and , joined to),

ofblasted reputation, dishonourable.

E , s. (from , evil, and , a journey), a bad journey.

uf , s . (from T, evil, and vf , a decision), evil counsel,

an evil opinion, an improper decision .

TI, v. a. (from T , to make traces), to scrape thin, to gnaw

through."

, s. (from 3, to sound), a deer, an antelope.

LINIYN , a. (from T , a deer, and 777, an eye), fawn-eyed,

deer eyed.

zafata , s. (from Taft , ill -formed, and c , a genus of

fishes), the name of a fish, (Cyprinus Koorchi, Bucha-

nau's Mss.)

fata, s. (from E, evil, 35, to construct, and T , afish),

the name of a fish, (Cyprinus Koorchi, Buchanan's Mss . ) -

T4, s. (from I, to scrape), the act of scraping the shell

of a fruit or other thing till it is thin ; a. scraped thin.

Taf , s. (from T , to scrape), an instrument to scrape the

hard shells of fruits thin, or to cut the shell of the co-

co nut into any desired form.

8, s . (from E, evil, and , to play), an enlargement of

the testicles or rather of the scrotum, the sarcocele,

the hydrocele.

44, 8. (from 3, to utter sound), an eagle. Two species of

the eagle are called by this name, viz. the Osprey,

(Falco Halietus) , and another species not yet named

by ornithologists.

, s. (from 3, an eagle), the Osprey, (Falco Halietus),

and another species of eagle not yet named by orni-

thologists.

Ts, s. (from , evil, and as, a custom), a bad custom,

an evil habit.

X4, s. (from ₹, to make , the proper name of a king who

reigned at Hustina-poora or Dillee, the most northern of

the divisions ofthe earth extending from the Himalaya

mountains to the frozen ocean,
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, s. (from , gravel), gravel, nodules of limestone.

TETI, s. (from T4, king Kooroo, and , a family), the

family or race of Kooroo, a king much celebrated in the

Muhabharuta.

Taxa, s. (from T4, kingKooroo, and e , a field ), a coun-

trynot far from Dillee, where the famous battle cele-

brated in the Muhabharuta was fought, in which the

whole race of Kooroo was destroyed by that ofPandoo.

fs, s. (from , evil, and afs, relish , disgust.

, s . (perhaps from , to throw , the ward of a lock .

TE , s . (from 4, king Kooroo, and t, a family),

the family or race of Kooroo .

L4 , s. (from TX, a division of the earth, and za, a subdi-

vision of the earth), one of the subdivisions of Oottu-

ra Kooroo, or the most northerly division of the earth.

***, s . (from T, evil, and Я, a form), an ugly or uncouth

form, a bad conformation ; a. ugly, ill-favoured, deform-

ed.

TF*5), s. (from TF , ugly), ugliness , deformity.

TFIT, 8. (from T , ugly) , ugliness, deformity.

TIN, a. (from TF , an illform), ill -formed, uncouth, ugly,

ill favoured.

T , s. (from I, to scrape, and z , a multitude), sweepings,

filth.

TITI, s. (from X , to utter sound), the yelping and bark-

ing of a little noisy dog.

TITII, 8. (from F , to make scratches), the scratching of

the body.

31, s . (from the English coat), a coat, a jacket.

, v. a. (from X , to play), to play, to skip, to leap, to

frisk, to gambol.

, s. (from 3, to sound, and , to nourish), the elbow,

the knee ; a . subject to, under the controul of.

TI, v. a. (from , to collect), to abound, to be in sufficient

quantity for a given purpose.

, s . (from Ta, a race), lineage, a race, a family, a tribe,

pedigree, extraction, a collection of animals of the same

species, a flock or herd; (from cat , ajujube), a jujube,

(Zizyphus Jujuba); also, (from , a winnowingfan),

a fan for winnowing corn.

, s. (from , a family, and t , to sound), the connec

tion of several stanzas, by protracting the government

of the noun or verb through several verses instead of

closing the sense with each verse.

**tæ, s. (from ga, afamily, and t , a thorn), a person

who occasions much trouble to his family, one who is a

plague to his family.

কুল.

, s. (from , a family, and , a work), the duties

of a family, the giving of a daughter to a person of no-

ble family.

, s. (from A, afamily, and , a stain), one who

is a disgrace to the family, a family stain, a family dis-

honour.

Ta , s. (from T , to sound), the noise occasioned by gar.

gling or washing the mouth, the gargling of the mouth.

æfry), s . (from A, afamily, and { , a work), the du

ties of a family, the giving of a daughter to a person of

a noble family.

E , s. (from E, evil, and d, a mark), an inauspicious

mark, an evil mark, an unpropitious sign .

TEA, a. (from 4, an evil mark, and f , having),

having inauspicious marks, marked with disagreeable

or evil signs, disfigured.

Txt , a. (from 4, an evil mark), having inauspici-

ous or disagreeable marks, disfigured.

InEdIf , a. (from TF , an evil mark, and fa , pos-

sessed of) , marked with inauspicious or disagreeable

marks or signs.

কুলক্ষণবিহীন, a . (from কুলক্ষণ , an evil mark, and ৰিহীন, desti-

tute of), free from inauspicious or disagreeable marks.

, a. (from , an evil mark, and F, joined to),

marked with disagreeabie or inauspicious marks.

THEd?f , a. (from T , an evil mark, and af , desti.

tute of), free from disagreeable or inauspicious marks.

, a. (from TA, an evil mark, and ** , destitute

of), free from disagreeable or inauspicious marks .

TII, a. (from T , an evil mark, and 7, destitute

of , free from disagreeable or inauspicious marks .

কুলক্ষণাক্রান্ত, a . ( from কুলক্ষণ , an evil mark, and আক্রান্ত, seized

by), marked by disagreeable or inauspicious marks.

fas, a. (from 4, an evil mark, and 3, connect-

ed with) , marked with disagreeable or inauspicious

marks.

THI, s. (from L , afamily, and F , decay), the decay of

a family.

Lass, a. (from T , a family, and st³, gone), entered into

a family, incorporated with a family.

asti , s . (from , afamily, and sf , pride), family

pride, the pride of high birth.

aasiga, s. (from , a family, and c , greatness), the

greatness or consequence of a family, family greatness,

family importance.

E , s. (from evil, and A, the ascension of a sign of
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the Zodiac), an inauspicious ascension of one of the

signs ofthe Zodiac.

Ja , a. (from E , afamily, and 673, fallenfrom), fallen

from family privileges, rejected by his family.

LAK, a. (from L , a family, and 3 , to be produced , born

of a particular family, born of a good family.

ts, a. (from , afamily, and ts, born), born in a

particular family, born of a good family.

XaHÌ, s. (from Tổ, lineage, and 5 , to be produced), a ge.

nealogy, the register of a family.

, a. (from T , afamily, and 1, to know), acquainted

with the family.

Tal, s. (from , acquainted with afamily), the know-

ledge of a family.

TAN, s. (from æ , a family, and , one who knows),

onewho is acquainted with the ancestry or descent ofa

family.

TARI, s. (from_ , a family, and 5 , to produce), the

name of an aromatic plant, ( Alpinia Galanga. )

Labi, s. (from L , lineage, and t, to go), a loose woman,

a whore, a woman whose loose conduct disgraces her

family, a courtezan,

tfs, s. (from 1, a lewd woman, and fs, a husband),

the husband of a woman of loose conduct, a cuckold .

Lafe, s. (from , a family, and fome, a distinctive

mark), a person who makes an illustrious figure in a fa-

mily.

TAY, s. (from T , the banks of a river, and , to be situat-

ed), the name of a species ofpulse (Dolichos biflorus. )

ty, s. (from , two flowered kidney bean, and

, pulse), the name of a species of kidney bean (Do-

lichos biflorus.)

an , s. (from T , a family, and , pride), family pride,

family importance.

LIÌЯE, a. (from T , afamily, and , illuminating),

making a family illustrious ; s. one whose conduct sheds

a glory upon the family.

LATÚ, s. (from T , a family, and , duty), any action

or line of conduct which has been constantly observed

in a family, a family duty.

, a. (from , a family, and , destruction), the

'ruin of a family.

at , a. (from T , afamily, and , destructive ,

ruinous to a family, family- destroying ; s. a person who

ruins his family, one who extirpates a race or family.

at, a. (from , a family, and , destructive),

ruineus to a family, family-destroying.

J.

, s. (from T , to be sufficient), the being sufficient in

quantity to answer a given purpose ; a. sufficient.

, a. (from T , afamily, and , rejoicing), causing

joy to a family; s. a person who is the joy ofhis family.

, s. (from T , afamily, and , destruction), the

ruin or destruction of a family.

* , a. (from , afamily, and at , destroying), ruin-

ous or destructive to a family, one who exterminates or

destroys a race or family.

fane, a. (from , afamily, and fe, reproaching),

bringing disgrace or reproach upon a family, reproach-

ing a family..

gafa , s. (from TA, a family, and fi , reproach), a re-

proach to a family.

, s. (from , afamily, and 6 , acquaintance),

an introduction to the acquaintance of a family, an ac-

quaintance or familiarity with a family.

Út , s. (from , afamily, and д, rotation), the

succession of persons in a family.

qiq, s. (from æ , afamily, and 574, a lamp), a person

who is an honour to his family, one who makes his fa-

mily illustrious.

Tatsì, a. (from g , a family), reputable, belonging to a

respectable family.

PATI, s. (from x , a family, and zą, a wife), a virtuous

wife, a good house-wife, a wife who is an honour to the

family into which she is married .

TATII , s. (from TATE, a virtuous wife), chastity or de-

corum in a wife.

TACJI, s. (from T , a virtuous wife), virtue, chastity,

or decorum in a wife.

TITIF, a. (from T , afamily, and s, increasing), in-

creasing a family, advancing a family.

, s. (from , afamily, and , the increasing of

a thing) , the increase of a family, a family increase,

the
advancement of a family.

24 , s. (from , afamily, and , increase), the in-

crease of a family, the promotion or advancement ofa

family.

, s. (from A, a family, and 5 , breach), the breaking

up of a family.

, a. (from A, a family, and , fallenfrom), fallen

from the privileges of a family, expelled from afamily.

Úti, 8. (from T , afamily, and T , honour), the

honour or
respectability of a family.

Lat , a. (from A, a family, and , honour), family ho.

nour, the respect belonging to a family.
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दूँला.

LTF, a. (from X , afamily, and TF, joined to), possessed

of a family, belonging to a family.

PATTINI, a. (from T , afamily, and я , worthy), worthy

of a family, honourable to his family.

LIIKE, a. (from 2 , a family, and T, preserving), fami

ly-preserving; s . one who guards or takes care of the

family.

TALE , s. (from g , afamily, and д , a preserving), the

preserving of a family or race.

LEIF , 8. (from , a family, and , preservation), the

preservation ofa family or race.

Laſco, s. (from T , afamily, and 33, bereft), bereft of

a family, destitute of a family.

Lad, s. (from ™ , afamily, and ☎ , a mark), a family

mark, a family distinction.

ata, s. (from T , afamily, and a, lightness), the

meanness or want of importance in a family.

Ta , s. (from T , afamily, and * , a tendency), the ho-

nour of a family, that conduct which is honourable to

a family.

Tan , s. (from æ , a multitude of similar things, and ,

to sew), a number of fruits tied together by their stalks

for the convenience of carriage, a contrivance for car-

rying fishes, or other articles, by enclosing them in a

small sheaf of straw tied close at both ends.

1 , s. (from pa, afamily, and , a woman), a woman of

family and reputation, a house-wife.

, v. n. (from E , to collect), to possess, to abound, tobe

plentiful, to be sufficient for any given purpose ; also s.

(from , afan), a fan to winnow corn.

Latta, s. (from T , a family, and Яt , a coal), one who

blackens the reputation of his family, one who is a

disgrace to his family.

Last , s. (from , afamily, and tota, a custom ) , the

conduct proper to be observed in a family, a family

usage or custom .

ts , a. (from , a family custom, and , to

know), acquainted with family usages or customs.

বুজচিরিজ্ঞাতা, ৪. ( from কুলাচার, a family custom , and জাত ,ৄ one

who knows), a person acquainted with family customs

or
usages.

বগাচারবেত্তা , ৪. ( from কুলাচর, a family custom, and বেত্ত্ব, one

who knows), one who is acquainted with family customs

or
usages.

Lats , s . (from , afamily, and tú, an instructor),

a person who is employed to contract marriages be-

zan.

tween persons of different fumice, nds ho is conse

quently well versed in al that regards the pedigree and

peculiar customs of the family.

Lata, s. (fromga, to collect), the being supplied with or pos-

sessing of any thing, the being sufficient for any given

purpose.

কুলানীয়, a . (from , to be sufficient), supervising, superin-

tending.

Tats, s. (from , afamily, and , to move), a nest, a place

ofresidence.

Tata, s. (from , to collect), a potter.

, s. (from

ter's wheel.

TatabParty, a. (from pais , a potter's wheel, and aty,

resembling), revolving, turning on its axis.

, a potter, and 5 , a wheel), a pot.

Ta, s. (from , a labourer), a labouring man.

This

word was probably brought from Madras by the first

Europeans, and has thus become common in Calcutta,

but it is unknown in the interior of Bengal.

fatti, s. (from cft , the name of a shrub), the

name of a thorny shrub, (Capparis spinosa).

aft, s. (from A, a river bank, and , to lie down), the

thunderbolt of Indra. The name of a fish, (Cyprinus

Koorchi ? Buchanan's Mss. )

Ta437, s. (from T , a thunderbolt, and 437, a falling),

the falling of a thunderbolt.

fa , s . (from , a thunderbolt, and 3, afall), the

fall of a thunderbolt.

fattats, s. (from t, a thunderbolt, and з, a stroke),

the stroke of a thunderbolt.

Tla, a. (from ga, lineage), noble, honourable.

13 , s. (from ga , noble), nobility, the condition of a

nobleman.

, s. (from ta, noble), nobility, the condition of a

nobleman.

ga, s. (from , to collect), a crab.

alatt, s. (from it , a crab, and , a horn), the antennæ

of a crab, the name of a plant not yet ascertained.

, s. (from , a lock), a lock, a padlock.

, s. (from , a lock, and tit, a key), a key.

ef , s. (from , a family, and sef , production),

the production ofa family.

ata, a. (from , afamily, and se , produced), pro-

duced or born in a family.

Elmistuæ, a. (from T , afamily, and se , producing),
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£xt.

producing a family ; s . one who produces a family, a

progenitor.

ata, s. (from , afamily, and set , the produc-

ing of a thing , the producing of a family.

EFT, s. (from E , a family, and 357, a production), the

origin of a family.

AtIF, a. (from 7, afamily, and 3 , fit), worthy of

a family, befitting a family.

, s. an imitative sound expressing that which arises

from washing the mouth, the gargling of the mouth ,

E , s. an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the rippling of water, or the gargling of the mouth,

the rippling of water.

, s. an imitative sound used to express the noise and

agitation ofthe water in gargling or rinsingthe mouth, or

when it runs with a rippling noise, therippling of water.

, s . (from ta , a jujube, and 53 , powder), a composi

tion of dried jujubes beat up with salt , used as an arti

cle of food.

, s. (from , a family. The last syllable has no dis-

tinct meaning, but merely rhymes with the preceding

one), jujubes and all things of that kind ; a family with

all its appendages, family honours.

Tt.

fa , a. (from t, sacrificial grass, and fat , destitute

of) , destitute of sacrificial grass.

* , a. (from , sacrificial grass), abounding with sacri-

ficial grass.

x*tify, a . (from x✯, sacrificial grass, and 8, the fist,,

having his hand full of sacrificial grass.

TIF, a. (from E , sacrificial grass, and 1 , joined to),

provided with sacrificial grass, connected with sacri.

ficial grass.

* 3, 8. (from E, the earth, and , to injure), the name

given in some parts to a plant which is probably a spe-

cies of Flemingia, (Dispermum Hedysarum, Buchanan's

Mss . )

TtIfEG, a. (from †, sacrificial grass, and af , destitute

of, destitute of sacrificial grass.

E , s. (from , the earth, and , to go), welfare, peace,

happiness, adequacy, ability, virtue, a virtuous action ;

a . eminent in any art or profession, clever.

1, s. from , welfare, and , an agent), one

who promotes the welfare or happiness of another.

ta , a. (from t , welfare, and eta , doing), benefi

cent, promoting the welfare ofothers ; s. one who pro-

motes the welfare of others.

, s. (from A, to accumulate), a wicker fan for winnowing tata , s (from gatatlan, beneficent), beneficence.

corn.

, ad. (from , a multitude of the same species), only,

wholly.

E , s. (from , gravel), a nodule, gravel.

, v. a . (from evil, and c , to destroy), to hew timber,

to hew off the outs de pa't of timber before it is sawn.

The adverbial participle of this root, constructed with

, to take, is much more frequently used than the sim

ple verb, and has the same meaning.

, s. (from , the earth, and ft, to lie down), a species of

grass held so sacred by the Hindoos that no religious

action of a brahmun is thought perfect without it, (Poa

cynosuroides) ; one of the seven continents ofthe Ilia-

doos surrounded by the sea of spirituous liquors. It is

byWilford supposed to be the Cush ofscripture, and to

have been the country between the Indus and the Per-

sian gulph, and extending northwards to the Caspian

sea. In fabulous history, one of the sons ofRama.

I*ffice, a. (from ™* , sacrificialgrass, and fife, a cause),

caused by sacrificial grass.

Tiffy, a . (from ₹4, sacrificialgrass, and fift , possessed

of), possessed of sacrificial grass, connected with sacri-

ficial grass.

*tafa , s . (from Tha , beneficent), beneficence.

inets , a. (from , welfare, and if , doing , bene-

ficent, promoting the welfare of others.

tas , a. (from , welfare, and fs , meditating ,

b. nevolent, contriving or meditating the good of others.

* 63 , 8. (from TAA, welfare, and f531, thought , benevo-

leace, the contriving or meditating the advantage or

happiness of others.

*** ,, a. (from , welfare, and co , endeavouring,

endeavouring to promote the welfare or happiness of

others, beneficent.

, s. from , welfare, and , endeavour), an

endeavour to promote the welfare or happiness ofano-

ther, beneficence.

Extasaæ, a. (from , welfare, and , producing), pro.

ducing happiness, causing prosperity or welfare.

, a . (from t , welfare, and 1, producible), aris. 1

ing from prosperity or welfare, producible from pros

perity.

, s. (from * , welfare, and , search), a seeking

the welfare or happiness of others, beneficence.

, a. (from at , welfare, and of , secking), seeking

the welfare or happiness of another, beneficent,
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কুশ.

tantoi, s. (from a, welfare, and 15, a giver), one who

confers some advantage upon another.

tante, a. (from t , welfare, and t , giving), con-

ferringadvantage or good upon others ; s . one who con.

fers an advantage upon another.

at , a. (from t , welfare, and f , giving), confer-

ring advantages or benefits on others.

, s . (from * , welfare, and , destruction), the

destruction of happiness, the ruin of a person's good

fortune.

Tisk , a. (from t , welfare, and , destructive),

ruinous to a person's happiness, destructive to a person's

advantages or welfare.

, a. (from t , welfare, and fa, destroying),

destructive to a person's welfare or happiness, ruinous

to a person's advantages.

, s. (from a, welfare, and , destruction), the

destruction of a person's welfare or happiness, the ruin

of a person's advantages or good fortune.

tsatte , a. (from t , welfare, and at , destructive),

destructive to a person's welfare or happiness, ruinous

to a person's advantages.

fifase, a. (from , welfare, and fifa , a cause),

arising from or caused by welfare or happiness.

, a. (from , welfare, and , giving), producing

welfare, giving prosperity or happiness.

gaude, a. (from 4 , welfare, and ☎ē, promoting), pro-

moting the welfare or happiness of another.

E , s . (from ta, welfare, and z , the incre asing

of a thing), the promoting of the welfare or happiness

of another.

taff , a. (from at , welfare, and feft , possessed of,

happy, prosperous, fortunate .

af , a. (from T , welfare, and faì , destitute of,

destitute of prosperity or happiness, unfortunate,

wretched, unhappy, unprosperous.

af , s. (from , welfare, and f , increase), an in-

crease of prosperity or welfare, an increase of happi-

ness, the promotion ofa person's welfare or happiness.

tufsfas, a. (from t , welfare, and fof , excepted),

exempted from happiness or prosperity, destitute of

happiness or welfare.

কুশলব্যতিরেক , s. (fromকুশল, welfare, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion), an exemption from welfare or happiness.

FF, a. (from *t , welfare, and 45, joined to) , happy,

prosperous, fortunate.

*aas, a. (from , welfare, and af , destitute of),

Exft.

destitute of happiness or prosperity, unprosperous, un-

happy, wretched, unfortunate.

, a. (from t , welfare, an empty), destitute

ofwelfare or happiness, cheerless, unhappy, unfortu

nate, wretched, unprosperous.

, s. (from t , welfare, and , a destroyer), one

who injures or destroys the welfare or happiness of

others.

, a. (from a, welfare, and 1 , destitute of), des-

titute of welfare or happiness, cheerless, unhappy, un-

fortunate, wretched, unprosperous.

*atagi, s. (from * , welfare, and
æg , desire), a de-

sire after welfare, a wish for prosperity or happiness.

*tatægì, a. (from a, welfare, and af , desirous),

desirous ofwelfare or advantage, desirou of prosperity

or happiness.

tatas, a. (from t , welfare, and 3, connected with),

prosperous, happy, lucky.

ft, a. (from fa , happy), prosperous, happy, lucky.

, s. (from , welfare, and , a desire), the de-

sire of happiness or welfare .

86x*N««. «. (from X , welfare, and , desirous), desirous

of welfare or happiness, desirous of prosperity.

THERE, a. (from * , welfare, and , desirous), desir-

ous of welfare or happiness, desirous of prosperity.

THII, s. (from *, sacred grass, and i , a ring), a

ring made of sacrificial grass, and worn at times of re-

ligious ceremonies by all except married women who

wear a ring made of doorva grass, (PanicumDactylon.)

Tit, a. (from gal , wide), extensive, wide, spacious.

, s. (from E , sacred grass, and , a seat), a small

mat ofsacred grass on which a brahmun sits to perform

his devotious.

a. (from , a mat of sacred grass, and T,

to stay), seated on a mat of sacrificial grass.

কুশাসনস্থায়ী, a. (from কুশাসন , a mat of sacred grass, and

, staying), seated or continuing on a mat of sa

crificial grass.

কুশাসনস্থিত, a . (from কুশাসন , a mat of sacredgrass, and স্থিত,

situated), seated or situated on a mat of sacrificial grass.

E , s. (from E, evil, and c , to destroy), a plough share,

a pod ofcotton, a vessel resembling a small boat or a

spoon used in religious ceremonies to make libations.

THI , a. (from T, evil, and t̃ , a disposition), evil-inclined,

evil minded, wicked.

fi , s . (from , wicked), wickedness, an evil bias

of mind.
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26.

ta, s. (from , to shine), a cupboard, a barn, a granary.

ga , s. (from E, evil, and , to move), usury, the profes

sion ofusury.

, s. (from a, evil, and , to be situated), the leprosy, the

elephantiasis, also the name of a plant, (Costus speci-

osus).

ata , a. (from , the leprosy, and e, causing), caus-

ing the leprosy ; s. a thing which causes the leprosy.

, a. (from go, the leprosy, and if making), caus-

ing the leprosy.

pas, a. (from , the leprosy, and ~, making), causing

the leprosy.

, a. (from , the leprosy, and , to kill), good to cure

the leprosy ; s . the name of a tree, (Ficus oppositifolia) .

157 , a. (from T , the leprosy, and , producing),

producing or causing the leprosy.

T571, a. (from E , the leprosy, and 3 , producible), pro-

ducible from the leprosy, occasioned by the leprosy.

Tón, a. (from T , the leprosy, and , to give , giving or

communicating the leprosy.

t , a. (from , the leprosy, and in , giving), com-

municating the leprosy.

☎ħ†Â, a. (from T , the leprosy, and f , giving), giv.

ing or communicating the leprosy.

, s. (from , the leprosy, and , destruction),

the destruction or cure ofthe leprosy.

☎, destroying),
, a. (from T , the leprosy, and

destructive to the leprosy, curing the leprosy ; s . a re-

medy for the leprosy.

tat, a. (from , the leprosy, and f , destroying),

destructive to the leprosy, curing the leprosy .

bat , s. (from , the leprosy, and at, destruction), the

eradication or cure of the leprosy.

***, a. (fiom F , the leprosy, and * , destructive),

removing or curing the leprosy ; s . a specific for the le-

prosy.

fata , a. (from , the leprosy, and farize, preventive),

preventive ofthe leprosy.

faza, s. (from Ts, the leprosy, and fats, the prevent-

ing of a thing), the preventing of the leprosy.

f , s. (from 2 , the leprosy, and ff , a cause), the

cause ofthe leprosy, a habit or circumstance predis-

posing to the leprosy.

effic , a. (from , the leprosy, and fats, a cause),

caused by or arising from the leprosy.

, a. (from , the leprosy, and , giving), giving or

communicating the leprosy.

T.

TF, a. (from 6, the leprosy, and us, caused by),

arising from or caused by the leprosy.

TOTE, a. (from T , the leprosy, and , increasing), ag-

gravating the leprosy, making the leprosy worse.

8 , s. (from T , the leprosy, and Ta̸ , an increasing),

the growing worse of the leprosy.

Taąĺā, s. (from T , the leprosy, and f , increase), the in-

crease of the symptoms of leprosy.

, a. (from 8 , the increase ofleprosy, and

to do), increasing the disease of leprosy, making the

leprosy worse.

T87fa5I8, a. (from afs, the increase ofthe leprosy, and

FAT, producing , causing the leprosy to grow worse.

Toqfontys, a. (from Tas, the increase of the leprosy,

and ī¡y , giving), aggravating the disease of leprosy.

T&EFTIA, 8. (from , the increase of the leprosy,

and , destruction), the stopping the progress of le-

prosy.

Tefs , a. (from gf , the increase ofleprosy, and

, destruction), stopping the progress ofthe leprosy.

faat , s. (from as, the increase of the leprosy, and

, destruction), the prevention ofthe further progress

ofleprosy.

Lafate, a. (from , the increase of the leprosy,

and a , destructive), preventive of the further

gress of leprosy.

offs, a. (from

pro-

f , the increase of the leprosy, and

afs, destitute of), not growing worse ofthe leprosy.

LOTT, A. (from X , the leprosy), leprous, full of leprosy.

E , s. (from 6, the leprosy, and catst, a disease), the

leprosy.

aristea, a. (from catst, the leprosy, and , to make),

producing the leprosy.

কুণ্ঠরোগকারী, a. (from কুন্তরোগ, the leprosy , and কারিন, make-

ing , causing the leprosy.

TATAISES, a. (from it, the leprosy, and , doing),

producing the leprosy.

কুষ্ঠরোগজনক, a. (from কুন্তরোগ, the leprosy , and জনক, produc-

ing, producing the leprosy.

, a. (from 1st, the leprosy, and , produci-

ble), springing from the leprosy.

atst , a. (from stats , the leprosy, and , to give), com-

municating the leprosy

acastige, a. (from gist, the leprosy, and wire, giv-

ing),
communicating the leprosy.

কুন্তরোগদায়ী, a. ( from স্করোগ, the leprosy , and দায়ি , giving),

communicating the leprosy.
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Torist , s. (from

27 .

it, the leprosy, and f , destruc-

tion), the eradication or cure of the leprosy.

IslπsFHT, a. (from list, the leprosy, and ‡ , de-

structive), good to eradicate or cure theleprosy.

post , a. (from rats , the leprosy, and F , de-

structive), good to eradicate or cure the leprosy.

galaistatt, s. (from list, the leprosy, and t, destruc-

tion), the eradication or cure of the leprosy.

কুণ্ঠরোগনাশক, a. ( from কুষ্ঠরোগ, the leprosy, and নাশক, de-

structive), good to eradicate or cure the leprosy.

কুষ্ণরোগনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from কুষ্ঠরোগ, the leprosy , and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

stopping), stopping the progress of leprosy.

কুষ্ঠরোগনিবারক , a. (from কুক্কুরোগ, the leprosy, and নিবারক,

preventive), preventive of leprosy.

কুষ্ঠরোগনিবারণ , s . (from কুঝরেst, the leprosy, and নিবারণ , the

preventing of a thing , the preventing of the leprosy .

zazztafazi , s . (from gist, the leprosy, and ff , ces

sation), the cessation or cure of the leprosy.

কুন্তরেণানিয়িত, s. (fromকুন্তরোগ, the leprosy, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), the cause ofleprosy.

gogistsforce, a . (from it, the leprosy, and ff , a

cause), caused by or arising from the leprosy.

gezisteze, a . (from Is , the leprosy, and ze, increas-

ing), aggravating the disease of leprosy.

zaista , s . (from is , the leprosy, and I, the in-

creasing ofa thing), the aggravating ofthe leprosy or

making it worse.

Zaatstafa, a. (from catst, the leprosy, and ffated, pos-

sessed of , leprous.

Tati , 8. (from it, the leprosy, and f , increase),

the increase or growing worse of the leprosy.

aisių , a. (from It , the leprosy, and 4 , connected

with), leprous.

gataist»ta , a. (from Tots , the leprosy, and 3, empty),

free from the disease ofleprosy.

asias, a. (from rats , the leprosy, and , con-

nected with), leprous.

ais , a. (from , the leprosy, and sta, diseased),

diseased with the leprosy, leprous.

gifas, a. (from T , the leprosy, and f , connected

with), leprous .

z , a. (from æfa , leprous), leprous, afflicted with ele

phantiasis.

3, s. (from , bad, s , tofill, and 3, an egg), a pump.

kin, (Cucurbito pepo.)

Twistæta, a. (from Tπtз, a pumpkin, and ?, a form),

thick, abdominous, formed like a pumpkin.

2011.

Existes, a. (from guts, a pumpkin, and fefs, a form),

formed like a pumpkin, thick, abdominous.

, s. (from , evil, and , to move), usury, the profession

ofusury.

TII, s. (from T , to shine), a flower, the name of a parti

cular plant, (Carthamus tinctorius ;) the menstrual flux.

TTI, s. (from ga, to shine), the name of a plant, the flow-

ers of which are used in dying under the name of Saf-

flower, (Carthamus tinctorius .)

TI , s. (from L, evil, and ¤ª, a dream), an ominous dream ,

the night mare.

TTE, s. (from Tz, to astonish), delusion, fascination , sor-

cery, a sorcerer.

TIA, s. (from ITF, sorcery), a sorcerer.

LII, s. (from X, the earth, and , to take), a cave, a hole,

an excavation, the ear- hole.

XI, s. (from XX, to astonish), the new moon, the note of

the kokila or Indian cuckow.

ft, s. (from , the earth, and c , to surround), a

mist or fog.

Est , s.(fromE, the earth, & 5, to surround), amist orfog.

78, s. (from at, to be confused), the peak of a mountain,

a ream ofpaper, a heap of corn, a water jar, uniform

and elementary substance, a hammer or mailet, a plough

share, the body of a plough, a trap for catching deer,

illusion, fraud, deceit, falsehood ; a . false, low, mean.

E, s. (from , a snare, and T5, a machine), a snare, a

trap to catch deer or birds, a net.

, a . (from , a mountain peak, and T, to stand), un-

changeable, immoveable, uniform, always the same,

unalterable.

, s . (from æ , false, and r, an object), obscurity, a

double meaning, a fiction.

75, s. (from 6, a ream ofpaper), a ream of paper; also

(from 8, a river's bank), an end, the end of a thread

when it is entangled, a clue.

51, s. (from 45, to heup up), a wail,

3 , &, (from E, evil, and 37, to stretch out), a sort of cloth

or stuff, the warp of which is silk and tire woof cotton.

quat, s. (from , evil, and yet, a bag), a satchel, a wallet.

, s. (from , to sound), a well.6

E , s. (from , a well, and , water), well water, wa-

ter from any place except the Ganges.

TH3 , s. (from , a well, and ≈ , afrog), a frog in

the well, a man who has not seen the world.

, s . (from , a well, and 34 , water), well water,

the term is sometimes applied to water in general with

the exception of that ofthe Ganges.

32
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aft , a. (from , a tortoise, and , the back), tor-

toise backed, round backed, gibbous.

25, s. (from ga, to sound), the upper part of the nose just

between the brows.
eye

, s. (from , to make), inspissated milk.

z , s. (from , to play), amusement, the act of gambol-

ling.

, s. (from T, evil, and St, speed), a tortoise.

za, s. (from , a tortoise, and at , an incarna-

tion), in Hindoo fable, an incarnation ofVishnoo in the

form of a tortoise, to sustain the earth. This is reckon-

ed the second incarnation of Vishnoo.

, s . (from , a shore), the bank of a river, a heap or

mound, a pond, the rear of an army, the name of a

fruit tree and also of its fruit, (Zizyphus Jujuba.)

sta, s. (from cæfa, a jujube, and s , a tree), the jujube

tree, (Zizyphus Jujuba .)

, s. (from , a labourer), a labouring man .

, ad. (from , a shore), to the brim ; a. reaching to

the top of the bank.

v. a. (from , to do,, to do, to make, to perform, to accom.

plish ; also, s . (from the letters , and 2), the compound

character which expresses the sound kri.

, s. (from 4, the throat, and , to play), a lizard,

a camelion, (Lacerta mauritanica ?)

7 , s. (from , to cut), torment, pain, difficulty, distress ,

hardship, penance ; a . distressed, suffering agony, tor-

mented, wicked, guilty.

st , a. (from , torment, and sts, gone), tormented,

suffering anguish, suffering distress, engaged in the

performance of a severe penance.

, a. (from , difficulty, and , obtained), hard-

earned, obtained with difficulty.

, a . (from , to do), doing, performing ; s . in grammar, the

name of a class of affixes which are used in converting

dhatoos orroots into verbal nouns.

, a. (from , to do), done, performed, made.

Z34Ń, a. (from ₹5, performed, and , work), having

performed any particular work or businesswith success .

3 , a. (from 3, performed, and tɗ , duty) , having

performed any duty, having succeeded in an undertak-

ing.

43451 , a. (from 3, performed, and , successful),

having succeeded, fortunate, successful.

23731, a. (from 3, performed, and 57, duty), having per-

formed any incumbent duty, successful ,

, a. (from , done, and , to kill), ungrateful, return.

ing evil for good.

, s. (from 1, ungrateful), ingratitude, the returning

of evil for good.

HIII, 8. (from 51, ungrateful), ingratitude, the returning

of evil for good.

, a. (from , done, and , to know), mindful offa

vours received, grateful, thankful.

33 , s. (from 2 , grateful), gratitude, thankfulness.

, s. (from 5 , grateful), gratitude, thankfulness.

33, a. (from 3, made, and at , a wife), married.

fy, a. (from 3, done, and ff , the daily cere

monies ofworship), having performed the daily ceremo-

nies of religion .

fara, a. (from 3, done, and fe , a sale), disposed of

by sale, sold.

, a. (from 3, performed, and af , the handsjoin-

ed by the little fingers being brought into contact),

having the hands joined in a humble manner.

, a. (from 3, performed, and fat, thejoin-

ing ofthe hands or palms), having the hands joined in

a supplicating manner.

33, s . (from 3 , done, and 3, an end), an appellation of

Yuma, the regent of death, implying that he brings all

things to their end, the universal destroyer.

ata , a. (from 3, done, and at , guilt), guilty, cri-

minal.

oh , a. (from 3, done, and , aproposed object), success-

ful, having accomplished any proposed object.

zott, a. (from 45, performed, and af , desirous), desir

ous of success, thankful.

2f351 , 8. (from xf37, learned), learning, wisdom, an acquire.

ment, an accomplishment, goodness, piety, virtue.

HII, 8. (from 37, learned), learning, wisdom, an acquire

ment, an accomplishment, goodness, piety, virtue.

431, a. (from 37, learned), learned, wise, accomplished,

expert, active, good, virtuous, pious, clever in business.

æf³, s. (from ₹9 , to cut) , the skin, the hide of an antelope

on which a religious student sits and sleeps.

fea , s. (from 43 , to cut), in Hindoo astronomy, the third

ofthe stellar mansions corresponding with the Pleiades :

in mythology one of the six nurses of Kartikeya, from

whom he received his name.

3, s. (from&, to do), duty, that which ought to be done,

a work, a motive, a cause.

, a. (from , to do), artificial, factitious.

, a. (from , to surround), all, entire, whole.
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, a, (from , a particular class of affixes, and T, an

end), terminated with one ofthe affixes used in the for-

mation of verbals.

d, s. (from , to pity), a miser, a parsimonious person,

a niggard, a penurious person ; a . miserable, penurious,

wretched.

, s. (from , a miser), niggardliness, parsimony,

penuriousness, wretchedness.

T, s. (from , a miser), niggardliness, parsimony, pe-

nuriousness, wretchedness.

, a. (from , a miser, and t , & disposition),

naturally parsimonious, miserly, niggardly, penurious,

wretched.

, a. (from , a mis er, and * , a scope), mean,

penurious, abject.

, ad. (instr. case of the Sungskrita , mercy), graci-

ously.

, s. (from , to pity), compassion, pity, mercy, ten-

derness, kindness, clemency, grace, favour, goodness.

EHg, a. (from E , pity, and ☎ to do), compassionate, pi-

tiful, gracious, merciful, kind, tender, forgiving .

att , (from , pily, and a , a doer), a compassion-

ate person, a merciful man, one who pities others, a

gracious person, a kind man.

༈

, s. (from tt, pity, and tatt , desire), a desire

for mercy or grace, a wish for pity or compassion.

test, s. (from , pity, and tf , desirous) , desirous

ofmercy orgrace, desirous ofpity or compassion.

zatat , a. (from , pity, and 47, doing), merciful,

shewing compassion, pitiful, practising kindness or mer-

cy, gracious.

, a. (from , pity, and A , producing), exciting

pity or compassion, causing mercy or favour.

, a. (from , pity, and , producible), spring-

ing from pity or compassion, arising from clemency or

grace.

, a . (from , pity, and , to know), acquainted with

pity or compassion, knowing how to shew clemency or

kindness.

til, s. (from

whoknows how to pity others, one who knows howto

shew mercy or compassion, one who knows how to be

gracious.

, pity, and , one who knows), one

at , a. (from , pity, and t , making known),

making grace or mercy known, publishing grace or

compassion, declaring or preaching mercy or grace.

, a. (from , pity, and at , giving), communi-

ZEPY,

cating grace or mercy, affording pity or compassion,

shewing favour or kindness .

, s. (from , pity, and ‡ , destruction), the ex-

tinction ofpity or favour, the suppression or relinquish-

ment of grace.

, a. (from H, pity, and , destroying), ex-

tinguishing pity or compassion ; obstructing grace or

mercy, making grace or mercy ineffectual ; s. that which

prevents the operation ofgrace or mercy.

, a . (from , pity, and f , destroying), extin

guishing pity or compassion, obstructing grace or mer-

cy, making grace or mercy ineffectual.

tatt, s . (from: & , pity, and , destruction), the extinc-

tion of pity or compassion, the obstruction of grace or

mercy, the making of grace or favour ineffectual.

ta , a. (from a , pity, and , destructive), extin-

guishing favour or compassion, obstructing grace or

mercy, making grace or favour ineffectual ; s. that

which prevents the operation ofgrace or mercy.

কৃপানিবান, s. ( from কৃপা, pity, and নির্বান, a receptacle), an

ocean of grace or mercy, a sea of compassion or good-

ness.

fa , s. (from , pity, and fift, a receptacle), an

ocean ofgrace or mercy, a sea of compassion or good-

ness.

fs, a . (from Яt, pity, and of , connected with),

compassionate, pitiful, merciful, kind, gracious, cle-

ment.

ta, s. (from , pity, and H , a vessel), a vessel of

mercy, an object of mercy or pity.

, s. (from , gracious), mercifulness, favourable-

ness.

, s. (from , gracious), mercifulness, favourable-

ness.

কৃপাবলোকন, s. ( from কৃপা, pity, and অবলোকন, a look), alook

ofpity or compassion, a gracious look, a look of mer-

cy or kindness.

, a . (from t, pity, and a , obstructing), ob-

structing mercy or grace, hindering pity or compassi-

on, one who obstructs the grace or compassion of ano-

ther.

tata, a. (from , gracious), gracious, merciful, com-

passionate, pitiful, kind, tender.

fa , a. (from , pity, and f , without), destitute of

mercy or grace ; ad. without mercy.

tifft , a. (from , pity, and fif , possessed of), mer-

ciful, gracious, kind, pitiful, compassionate, clement,
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izia, a. (from ™ , pity, and fat , destitute of), merci ||

less, pitiless, hard-hearted, severe, unrelenting, unfeel-

ing.

ske, a. (from ,pity, and I , exempted), ex-

empted from grace or mercy, exempted from pity or

compassion.

E, s. (from , pity, and f , an exception),

an exceptionfrom grace or favour, an exemption from

pity or compassion.

sata, s. (from , pity, and fata, desire), a desire

of mercy or compassion.

femist, a. (from , pity, and aff , desirous), de-

sirous of mercy or compassion, desirous of pity.

EHTY, a. (from E , mercy), full of compassion, abounding

in grace or pity.

ta, s. (from , pity, and at , mere), mere grace, mere

pity or compassion.

HF, a. (from , pity, and , joined to), pitiful, com-

passionate, kin-1, clement, gracious, merciful.

ist , a. (from , pity, and cists, worthy), worthy of

pity or compassion, worthy offavour.

tas, a. (from , pity, and 3, destitute), destitute

ofpity or compassion, merciless, pitiless, hard-hearted,

severe, unrelenting, unfeeling.

tut, a. (from ,pity, and , desirous), desirous of

pity or compassion, desirous of mercy or grace.

a. (from , mercy), merciful, compassionate, gra-

cious , pitiful, kind , tender-hearted .

, a. (from , merciful, and a dispositi

on), aturally merciful or compassionate, gracious, na-

turally kind or tender-hearted .

, s. (from ! , pity, and , a particle), a tinge of

pity or compassion, the smallest particle of mercy or

goodness.

, a. (from , pity, and , empty), destitute of

pityor compassion, merciless, hard-hearted, severe, un-

relenting, unfeeling.

, s . (from , pity, and , the see), an ocean of

grace or mercy, a sea of goodness or compassion .

, s. (from , pity, and ist , the sea), an ocean of

grace, or mercy, a sea of goodness or compassion.

কৃপানিন্ধ,ুs. (from কৃপা, pity , and সিন্ধ,ু the sea), an ocean of

grace or mercy, a sea of goodness or compassion.

ta, a. (from i, pity, and a, destitute of), destitute

ofmercy, unfeeling, hard-hearted.

2015, a. (from 2 , pity, and a desirous), desirous

mercy or compassion, desirous ofgrace or favour.

কৃষি,

, a. (from H, mercy, and F , desirous), desirous

of mercy or compassion, desirous of grace or pity.

prai, s. (from the character which expresses the sound

kri, and T , joined), a term which expresses all that

class of compound letters of which is the last member.

, s . (from , to step), a worm, a maggot, an insect,

lac, or rather the lac insect.

afia, a. (from , an insect, and , to do), breeding

worms, producing insects.

Ize, a. (from , an insect, and a☎, causing), caus-

ing, or producing worms or insects.

afsæti, a. (from æ , an insect, and f , doing), causing

insects, breeding worms.

, s. (from , an insect, and 4, decay), the destruc-

tion of insects.

fagia , a. (from 4 , the destruction of insects, and

TIE, a cause), destructive to insects, anthelmintic ; s.

a thing which destroys insects.

, a. (from E , a worm, and 7, to kill), anthelmintic,

worm -destroying.

af , a. (from af , an insect, and , producing) , pro-

ducing insects, breeding worms.

, a. (from , an insect, and , producible), pro-

ducible from insects, produced from insects.

zuinige, a. (from I, an insect, and ītē, giving), causing

insects, occasioning insects.

anist, a. (from I, an insect, and f , giving), causing

insects, occasioning insects.

afata, s. (from 4, an insect, and , destruction), the

destruction ofworms or insects .

It , a. (from , an insect, and , destroying),

insect destroying, anthelmintic ; s. a thing which de-

stroys worms or insects.

, a. (from , an insect, and , destroying) , de

structive to worms or insects, authelmintic .

zat*, s. (from I, an insect, and , destruction), the

destruction of insects.

æfta *ix, a . (from , an insect, and * , destructive),

destructive to worms or insects, anthelmintic.

কৃমিনিমিত্ত, s. (from কৃমি, an insect, and নিমিত্ত, a cause), a

cause or occasion ofworms or insects.

fara, a. (from , an insect, and faf , a cause),

caused by insects , occasioned by worms or insects.

, a. (from , an insect, and , giving), producing

insects, occasioning worms or insects.

offre, a. (from fa, an insect, and *, increasing), caus-

ing the increase of worms or insects.
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কৃষি
কৃষ্ণ.

fal, a. (from æ , an insect, and f , without), free from

insects.

fuæ , a. (from fa , agriculture, and , unable),

unable to do the business of husbandry.

affat , a. (from fa, an insect, and fat , possessed of),,a. (from fa , agriculture, and 5, ignorant),

abounding with worms, attacked by insects, infested

byworms or insects .

hay, a. (from a , an insect), abounding with insects,

swarming with worms or insects .

auta, s. (from , an insect, and a , mere), a mere

worm, a mere insect.

afays, a. (from æft, an insect, and TF, joined to), abound-

ing with worms, infested with insects.

aftes, a. (from I, an insect, and af , destitute of), free

from worms or insects.

ft , a. (from æfi, an insect, and , empty), free from

worms or insects .

fast, a. (from af , an insect, and 3, a destroyer), a per-

son or thing which destroys insects .

afast , a. (from a , an insect, and 1 , destitute), free

from worms or insects.

a. (from , to be meagre), meagre, wasted, thin, ema-

ciated.

31, s . (from , meagre), meagreness, thinness, an ema-

ciated state.

ta, s. (from at, meagre), meagreness, thinuess, an ema

ciated state.

tt, a. (from , thin, and , the body), slender, de-

licate, slender-waisted.

ta, s. (from , to be meagre), fire. The name ofa plant,

(Plumbago zeylanica.)

ignorant of the business ofhusbandry.

কৃষিকৰ্ম্মানভিজ্ঞ , a. (from কৃষিকৰ্ম্মন , agriculture, and অনভিজ্ঞ , un-

acquainted with), unacquainted with the business of

husbandry.

afaafe , a . (from af , agriculture, and af , skill-

ed), skilled in the business of husbandry.

fat , a. (from fa , agriculture, and , fit), fit

for the business of agriculture.

efiæcúngizì, a. (from fa , agriculture), subsisting

by husbandry.

কৃষিকর্মোপযুক্ত , a . (from কৃষিকৰ্ম্মন , agriculture, and উপযুক্ত, pra-

per), proper for the business ofhusbandry.

afastat, a. (from , agriculture, and , living), living

by agriculture, procuring a livelihood by agriculture.

afatate, s. (from , agriculture, and cafe, a person), an

agriculturalist, a husbandman.

zuta, s. (from afa, agriculture), a husbandman, a farmer.

, a. (from 2 , to attract), black, blucish black ; s . the

name ofthe ninth uvutara or incarnation of Vishnoo.

The name of a plant, (Nigella indica), a black or dark

blue colour.

fa , s. (from , Krishna, and cef , play), the name

of a flowering plant, (Mirabilis Jalapa.)

55 , s. (from , Krishna, and 3 , a crest), the name

ofa beautiful flowering shrub, (Poinciana pulcherrima.)

THAT, S. (from , black, and F, anise seed) , the name

of a plant, (Nigella indica.), a. (from , to makefurrows), cultivating, performing

the business of agriculture ; s. a husbandman, a plough- sta, s . (from 8, black, and H, enise seed), the name

man.

, s. (from , to makefurrows), a husbandman.

of a plant, (Nigella indica.)

3 , s . (from , black), blackness, blueness .

zata , s. (from za , a husbandman), husbandry, agriculture. , s . (from , black, and it, basil), the black

f , s . (from a, to cultivate), cultivation, agriculture.

, s. (from , agriculture, and , business), the

business of cultivating land, agriculture.

isa, a. (from fata, agriculture, and , able), able

to perform the business of husbandry.

, a . (from fa, agriculture, and , to know),

acquainted with the business of husbandry.

, a . (from fa , agriculture, and t , clever),

eminent in the business of agriculture.

ষিকৰ্ম্মপরিক, a. (from কৃষিকৰ্ম্মন ,্ agriculture, and পারক, able ) ,

able to do the business of agriculture.

Fenutsts, a. (from fa , agriculture, and is , wor

thy), fit or proper for agriculture,

basil accounted a sacred plant by the Hindoos, (Ocy-

mum sanctum.)

, s. (from , black), blackness, blueness.

ZH, s. (from T , black, and af, a sort ofgrass), a cant

name given to the hair that grows on the privities.

E, s. (from , black, and , a side), the fortnight

ofthe decrease of the moon, the wane ofthe moon.

, . (from a , thefortnight ofthe moon's wane),

pertaining to the wane ofthe moon, illegitimate.

በ .

, a. (from T , Krishna, and i , devoted to), de-

voted to Krishna.

d, a. (from , black, and ad, a colour), black, dark-

blue.
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TİTA, 8. (from **, black, and i , a species ofbusil),

the name of a variety of basil (Ocymum pilosum) with

dark coloured leaves.

BIH, s. (from T , black, and дs, a kind ofpulse), a small

sort ofkidney-bean much cultivated for its seed which

is used as an article of food, (Phaseolus Max )

VII, 8. (from E , black, and , a kind of pulse), a

small sort ofkidney-bean much cultivated for food (Pha

seolus Max.)

BAI , 8. (from , black, and at, salt), a factitious kind

of salt usually called Bit luvuna .

, s . (from , black, and , a serpent), the black

variety of the Cobra di Capello, or spectacled snake,

(Coluber Naja, properly Naga.)

, 8. (from , black, and , essence), the black an-

telope, (Antilope Cervicapra. )

ts , s. (from , black, and 9 , lignum aloes), the

heart or black part of agallochum or aloe wood, (Aquil-

laria Agallocha . )

fa , 8. (fromæ , black, and f , leather), an antelope's

hide used by devotees as a seat and bed.

কৃষ্ণাপরাজিতা, s . (from কৃষ্ণ, black, and অপরাজিতা, the name of

a plant), the name of the blue variety of a beautiful

climbing plant, (Clitorea ternatea..

tata, s . (from , Krishna, and 3 , an incarnati

on), the ninth of the Hindoo incarnations of Vishnoo,

in which he appeared in human form, under the name

Krishna.

(from , black, and 5, talc mineral , a black

variety of talc, a black cloud.

3,8. (from the letter and ǝ), a compound letter which ex-

presses the sound kli.

78, a. (from

appointed .

to contrive), denominated, yelept, fixed ,

T1, s . (from the letter , and , joined , that class of

compound letters of which the last member is ǝ.

, pron. (from fe , what ?) who ?

, s. (from 3 , the name ofa tree), the name of a small

tree which produces a very fragrant flower, (Pandanus

odoratissimus.

cara, s. (from c , the name ofa tree, and , aflower),

the name of a small tree, (Pandanus odoratissimus . )

caufa, s. (from canta, a field), a garden bed ; also (from

18, a worm, and f , enemy), a medicine used to de-

stroy maggots in cattle.

, s. (from X, water, and , to move), the name of a fish,

(Clupea feinte. La Cepede.)

cacol.

s, pron . (from fe , what?) any one, some one.

(æsaigast, s. (from S , a crow, and 4, a taking a

way), the name of a tree, (Mimosa heterophylla.

sfty , s. (from tes *, a sort grass,) a sort of

grass with a fragrant root, (Cyperus rotundus.)

csfèyè, s. (from Н, a Cobra di Capello), the black

and most dangerous variety of the Cobra di Capello or

spectacled snake, (Coluber Naja, properly C. Naga.)

STİ , s. (from Pix, a crow), a crow.

( 371, 8. (from *, water, and 5, ' to occupy space), the

name of a tree common in the forests near the sea, (Son-

neratia apetala.)

c , s . (from fe , what), the seed of tamarinds.

căpaîft, s. (from caz, tamarind seed, and is, seed), the

seed of tamarinds.

c³, 8. (from c , a particular plant), the name of a sci-

tamineous plant ofgreat beauty, (Costus speciosus ;) al-

so (from ™™™, the name of a tree), the name of a spe-

cies of ebony, (Diospyros malanoxylon . )

(73778 , s. (from 13, an imitative sound), the yelling ofa

dogwhen beaten, a yelling noise. This word compound-

ed with , to do , means to bark as a dog,

cẻa, a. (from …!, the name of a country), the name of

a native ofKeyan, quarrelsome, disputatious, captious,

dogmatical ; also s. the name of a plant, (Solanum nig

rum .)

c ,v. (from , to move), to drawor sweep fluid substances.

orpowdered substances from a board, table, or the like,

into a vessel by the had held on edge with the little

finger and lower part ofthe palm downwards; onlythe

adverbial participle of this verb is used which is com

pounded with ☎, to take.

c , s. an imitative sound to express the creaking ofa

Bengal cart, or of a sugar mill, or an oil mill.

can , s. (from ata, a lizard), the name of a species of

lizard, probably Lacerta mauritanica.

cat, s. (from ce, and cat), two imitative sounds, used to

express the croaking of frogs.

, s. an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by cutting through soft substances at a single stroke,

the effecting of a thing by a single effort ; also v. n.

(from tol, raw), to become raw, to become imperfect

or inexpert.

cast, s . (from cas, an imitative sound), akind of spear o

pike: it consists of a long handle of wood or bamboo,

with a head of iron.

5 , s . (from fa , a worm), a worm.
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casata, s. (from c5, to bind, and , thefist), a marble

or ball of dried earth used by boys in play.

cöntés, s. (from 5, an imitative sound used to express

that which rises from suddenly piercing a soft sub-

stance.

can, s. (from c , a particular sort of tree), a tree of a par-

ticular kind, (Diospyros melanoxylon.)

* , v . (from ™ , to weep), to weep. Only the adverbial

participle of this verb is used. The verb seems to be a

corrupted pronunciation of , to weep.

katata, s. (from cevi , a wolf, and T , a tiger), a wolf.

, a. (from , the trunk of a tree), thick, clumsy ; also

(from , to cry), a wolf.

taja, s. (from ce , a wolf, and ta, a tiger), a wolf.

ata, s. (from , water, ta, to dry, andft , a kidney

bean), a sort ofkidney bean, (Dolichos lignosus. )

atti, s. (from c , Pandanus, and , a thorn), the

name of a plant which grows by the side of rivers or

water courses, the leaves of which are armed with

spines, (Pandanus fœtidus. )

cetta, s. (from ( , Pandanus, and tet , ajacfruit), a

species ofArtocarpus or bread fruit, not yet described .

E , s. (from te, an imitative sound, and te, to sound), the

call or note of a peacock.

cesta, s. (from ce , Pandanus , and stá, a tree), the tree

of the Pandanus or Andaman bread fruit, (Pandanus

odoratissimus.)

cefse, pron. plur. (from fe , what), some.

E , ɑ. (from & , to act an assumed part), acting an as-

sumed part, hypocritical.

, a. (from 5, to act an assumed part), acting an as-

sumed part, hypocritical.

( ), a. (from ÚT, work), useful, serviceable.

, s. (from , water, and , to move), the name of

a species of fern (Polypodium Kangiha, Buchanan's

Mss.)

t , a. (from it, wood), hard like wood, woody ; s . a ves-

sel to throw out the water from a boat, a round vessel

of wood like a large bowl in which cows or other cattle

are fed, or articles of food, as greens or other garden

stuff, deposited.

et, s. (from , woody, and e , a market or place

where any article is kept for sale), a wood market, a

place where wood is laid up or kept for sale.

, s. (from cat , hard, and , ordure), the or-

dure ofmen, dogs, and some other animals when it ex-

pelled ofa hard consistence.

কেউআতোলা, s. (from কেনসা, hard and ভোলা, a particular

kind offish), a particular species of fish, (Lutianus

chinensis. La Cepede.)

(ad, v. a. (from f4, to purchase), to cause to purchase, to

employ a person to buy articles ; a. bought ; s . the act

ofpurchasing.

di, a. (from fed, to purchase), bought, purchased ; s. a

purchase.

CANTI, s. (from ( di, purchase, and co , sale), bargain

and sale.

CPH , s. (from amet , a particular insect), an insect

which the natives of India dread lest it should creep

into their ears ; it is a species of julus, which appears

to be undescribed.

c , s. (fromfe , to dwell), the name of asmall tree which

produces a fragrant flower, (Pandanus odoratissimus.)

st, 8. (from 3 , Pandanus), the name of the tree

which produces the Andaman bread fruit, (Pandanus

odoratissimus.)

1737, s. (from (73, to abide), a flag or banner, a house or

abode.

باتک

cata, s. (from , to mark or draw traces, xg, to

write , a book.

5, 8. (from t , to worship), in mythology, an usoora who

was formed ofthebody of Rahoo, who , when the sea was

churned, obtained part of the umrita by a stratagem,

and thereby became immortal. He is the ninth planet

in the Hindoo system. In astronomy, the dragon's tail

or desending node, a comet, an ensign or flag.

কেতুমাল , s. (from কেতু a flag, মালা a necklace, and বৰ্ষ, one

of the divisions of the earth), in Hindoo geography the

most western of the divisions of Jumboo dweepa.

cantat, s . (from , pus), filth attended with moisture,

such as that arising from perspiration or any other ex-

cretion, liquid filth.

canta, s. (from , water, and , to tear), a field.

c , ad. (from f , what ?) why?

, ad. (from c , why ? and , not), for, because.

( i , s. (from , water, and , to be majestic), a plant

which grows in wet places, and is used as a potherb,

(Commelina nudiflora).

cams. (from , water, and , to be majestic), the name

of a tree which produces good ebony, (Diospyros mela-

noxylon).

, s. (from c , a wolf, and , a tiger), a wolf.

ET , a. (from E , to serve) , simple, mere ; ad.alone, only,

absolutely, certainly.

K
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&D, pron. (from , who, and A, or), who?

, ad. (from f , what), how?

ceuafa, s. (from , water, and 6 , to move), the name ofa

fish, (Cyprinus Kulilaus, Buchanan's Mss.)

ta, a. (from , worthy ofbeing bought), winnow.

ed, clean, marketable.

3, s. (from , the head, and , to mix), a thin plate of

metalworn byway ofornament on the small part of the

arm .

UM, s. (from , water, and T, swiftness), a name given

in some parts to the common field pea with a purple

flower.

ga, s. (from c , in the water, and , to move), a paddle

for rowing a boat.

ceafa, s. (from c , in the water, and fa, to move), the name

of a plant or rather climbing shrub, ( Capparis aphylla .)

atat, s. (from F , revenue, , prep. and I, to take), a

scribe, an accountant.

ta, s. (from cramp), a cramp, a staple.

( AI , s. (from 7, purchasable), the hire of a thing, the

money arising from letting a thing to hire.

catatata, s. (from cat , hire, and at , holding), a renter.

catania , s. (from catania, a renter), the condition of a

renter.

cafe, s. (from ce, in the water, and ta, to dry), the name

of an aquatic plant, (Ambrosinia ciliata.)

, v. a. (from ca , to order), to peel a fruit or other

thing, to skin an animal, to strip the bark from a tree.

cemia, a. (from € , to peel), peeled, skinned ; s . the peel-

ing of a fruit, the stripping the bark from a tree or

shrub, the skinning of an animal.

fa, s. (from fæ , to play), play, diversion, sport.

cafana, s. (from cafa, play, and , a particular tree),

the name of a timber tree (Nauclea cordifolia.)

fawgga, s. (fromca, play, and I , sport), sport, plea-

sure, enjoyment.

fasty, s. (from cafa, play, and 5, a house), a play-house,

an assembly-room, a theatre.

, s. (from , sour gruel), rice gruel, sour gruel.

**t, s. (from , the head, and , to be grand), the hair

of the head, a mane.

, s. (from cat, hair, and , a cutting), the cut-

ting off the whole hair, the cutting ofthe hair.

ta , s. (from ct, hair, and , a maker), the man

who fastens the hair, or rather hemp or flax instead of

hair, on the head of an image.

ta , a. (from cet, hair, and at , making), making

কেশ.

hair; s. the person who fastens the hair of an idol on its

head.

cetowæ, a. (from c , hair, and co , endeavouringfor),

trying means to produce hair, seeking flax or hemp to

make the hair of an idol.

, s. (from *, hair, and , endeavour), an en-

deavour to produce hair, an endeavour to obtain hemp

or fax to serve for the hair ofan idol.

cat , a. (from , hair, and , to be produced), produc-

ed from hair.

PIE, a. (from cat, hair, and , producing), produc-

ing hair, causing the hair to grow.

, a. (from ct, hair, and , to give), giving hair, giv

ing materials to make the hair of an image.

cente, a. (from cat, hair, and ut , giving), giving hair;

s. one who gives the materials to make the hair of an

idol.

* , s. (from t, hair, and , destruction), the loss

of hair, the ruin of the hair by disease or by any acci-

dent.

, a. (from t, hair, and P , destroying), hair-

destroying ; s. a thing which destroys the hair.

c , a. (from t, hair, and P , destroying), de.

structive to the hair.

tata , s. (from * , hair, and at , destruction), the de-

struction or loss ofthe hair.

te, a. (from cat, hair, and , destructive), de-

structive to the hair.

cauitæ, a. (from cet, hair, and Hae, nourishing), preserv

ing the hair ; s. a thing which perserves and nourishes

the hair.

cœatatma, a. (from cat, hair, and Ha, a nourishing), the

nourishing or preserving of the hair.

cæ , s. (from cot, hair, and T , nourished), the name

of a species of club rush, (Scirpus Kysoor).

canta, a. (from co*, hair, and , giving), giving hair, giv-

ing the materials for the hair of an idol.

ta, a. (from cæt, hair), hairy, shaggy; s. one of the names

of Vishnoo.

, a. (from cat, hair, and e, increasing), causing

the hair to grow or to become more abundant.

cata , s. (from cat, hair, and T , an increasing), the

growth or increase ofthe hair.

cat , a. (from cat, hair, and fan, without), destitute of

hair, bald.

fata, s. (from , hair, and feasta, an arranging)

the dressing of the hair.
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fatal , a. (from , hair, and fat , possessed of,

hairy, possessing hair.

cafesta, a. (fromtt, hair, and fat , destitute), destitute

ofhair, bald.

cafa, s. (from cæ , hair, aud f , increase), the growth

or increase of the hair.

cafea, a. (from caf , the increase ofhair, and , to

make), causing the hair to grow or to increase.

Cha , s. (from , hair, and ca*, a habit) , a fillet of hair

worn by way of ornament, the dressing and adorning

ofthe hair.

tax

ceat, s. (from cat , a receptacle), the kernel of a mango

stone.

( , pron. (from f , what ?) any one, some one.

, pron. (from ( , who , and 3, alse), some one, any one.

te, ad. (from fe , what), where.

Töm!, a. (from cæ , tender), tender, young ; s. a sucking

calf.

কৈলাৰাছুর, s . (from কোমল, tender, and বাছুর, a calf), a suck-

ing calfbefore it begins to feed on grass.

tesús, s. (from fa , a servant) , servitude, slavery.

tesa, s. (from fes , crafty), craftiness, deceit, the impos-

cauffas, a. (from cet, hair, and sofas, excepted), des ingupon a person's credulity, a swindling

titute of hair.

fa , s. (from ct, hair, and e, an exception),

the want ofhair, the being destitute of hair.

ext, s. (from *, hair, and T , cleaning), a comb.

es , a. (from , hair, and F , joined to), hairy.

, s. (from t, hair , the filament of a flower, saffron, the

name ofa plant, (Rottlera tinctoria ?) this name is also

applied to Mimosops elengi.

cxaf£s, a. (from cest, hair, and TT3, destitute of), desti

tute of hair.

‹ægta, s. (from cat, hair, and 5, to appear , the name

of a bird, (Corvus crinitus) ; also the name of a plant

the juice of which colours the hair, (Verbesinia calen.

dulacea.

fa , s. (from cæ , the name of a plant), the name of

a plant, (Verbesinia calendulacea).

, s. from ( *ta, a mane), a hair ; a. maned.

কেশরীমলঙ্গী , s . ( from কেশর, the filament ofa flower,ফল, filth ,

and st , to go), the name of a species of club rush,

(Scirpus bispicatus.)

(@*55), s. (from c , hair, and 5 , a destroyer), any thing

which eradicates or injures the hair.

C&#xII, a. (from ( *, hair, and 1 , destitute of), destitute

ofhair.

centea, s. (from ce , hair, and at , a pulling), a pulling

of the hair.

Œæti, s. (from cæ , hair, and tig , desire), a desire

ofhair.

tigt, a. (from ( *), hair, and of , desirous), desirous

of hair.

tata, a. (from cxt, hair, and it , aform), formed like

hair, having the appearance of hair.

cettafs, a. (from c™* , hair, and t , aform) , resembling

hair, having the form ofhair ; s. the likeness ofhair.

(**it, a. (from ‹ , hair), hairy.

tei, s. (from æ, water, and 4, to come), the name of a cu-

curbitaceous plant, Trichosanthes anguina).
4

tæ , s. (from ÿ, imprisonment), imprisonment.

teat, s. (from , imprisonment), a prisoner.

tou, s. (from , intoxication), spirituous liquors, an in-

toxicating drug, intoxication .

rafie, s. (from , a story), a circumstance, an affair.

tari, s. (from ,intoxication), one addicted to intoxica.

tion.

teaa, s. (from c , in water, and , to attend), the name of

a fish, (Lutianus Koibur, Buchanan's Mss .)

Tøg, s. (from ce, in water, and T5, to be), a fisherman.

tezés. (from te , near the water, and T , a sort

ofgrass), a species of grass, (Cyperus rotundus .)

teza , s. (from cæ , only), identity with the divine essence,

absorption into the divine essence, the emancipation of

the soul from all that with which it was combined.

txa51ē, a. (from tay, the emancipation ofthe soul,

and , producing ,causing the liberation of the soul

from every thing with which it was combined .

team, a. (from te , the emancipation of the soul, and ,

to give), bestowing complete freedom from every thing

with which thehuman soul is united in the present state.

tenige, a. (from tea , the emancipation of the soul,

and y , giving), bestowing complete freedom from

every thing with which the human soul is united in the

present state.

text , a. (from tea , the emancipation of the soul,

and f , giving), bestowing complete freedom from

every thing with which the human soul is united in the

present state.

teka, s. (from to , the emancipation of the soul,

aud , destruction), the destruction of that freedom

of the soul from matter which identifies it with God , the

reunion ofthe soul with matter and worldly things.

K2
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tezite, a. (from t , the emancipation of the soul,

and , destructive), destructive to the release of

the soul from matter, reuniting the soul to matter and

worldlythings.

tetit, a. (from Tz , the emancipation ofthe soul, and

, destructive), destructive to the liberation ofthe

soul from matter, reunitingthe soul to matter and world-

ly things.

কৈবল্যনাশ, s. (fromকৈল্য, the emancipation ofthe soul, and

at, destruction), the destruction ofthat freedom ofthe

soul from matter which identifies it with God, the re-

union of the soul with matter and worldly things.

tatt , a. (from te , the emancipation ofthe soul,

and , destructive), destructive to the complete

emancipation ofthe soul from matter, reuniting the soul

to matter and worldly things.

team , a. (from t* , the emancipation ofthe soul, and

, bestowing), bestowinguponthe human soul complete

freedom from matter and earthly things .

tazartig , s. (from te , the emancipation of the soul,

and g , desire) , such a desire after that complete li-

beration of the soul from matter and worldly things as

identifies it with God.

autist, a. (from t , the emancipation of the soul,

and , desirous), desirous ofthat complete eman-

cipation of the soul from matter and worldly things

which identifies it with God.

কৈবল্যাভিলাষ, s . (from কৈবল্য, the emancipation of the soul,

and , desire), such a desire of that complete eman-

cipation of the soul from matter and worldly things as

identifies it with the deity.

torisati, a. (from t , the emancipation of the soul,
কৈৱল্যাভিলাষী,

and fifa , desircus) , desirous ofthat complete liber-

ation ofthe soul from matter and worldly things which

identifies it with the deity.

Teams, a. (from ta , the emancipation of the soul, and

desirous), desirous of that complete freedom ofthe

soul from matter and worldly things which identifies it

with God.

tea , a. (from t , the emancipation of the scul, and

, desirous), desirous of that complete emancipation

of the soul from matter and worldly things which iden-

tifies it with God.

taista, s. (from æ , in water, and , to jerk or spring), the

name of a fish, (Holocentrus trispinosus or Perca tri-

spinosa, Buchanan's Mss.)

rate.

testa , s. (from ce, in water, and , tojerk or bounce), the

name of a fish, (Holocentrus trispinosus or Perca tri-

spinosa, Buchanan's Mss.)

texa, a. (from cæ , a goose), the sacred lotus of the lin

doos, (Nymphæa Lotus .)

tea , s. (from te , a lotus, and g , a family), an as-

semblage of white Nymphæas.

tanta, s. (from te , enjoyment, and , to stay) , in mytho

logy the paradise of the Hindoos, the residence ofShi-

va ; it is a lofty mountain on the great range of Imaus

or Himaluya on the north side of the lake Mana, usual-

ly called Mansuruvura.

tet, a. (from t , thesacred mountain ofShiva, and

af , existing), inhabiting or being on mount Kilasa.

tet , a. (from t , the residence ofShiva, andT, te

stay), residing on mount Kilasa.

temtuzil, a. (from teata, the residence of Shiva, and

f‡7, staying), residing on mount Kilasa.

কৈলাসস্থিত, a. (from কৈলাস, the residence of Shiva, and হিত,

situated), situated on mount Kilasa.

কৈলাসোপরি, ad. (from কৈলাস, the residence of Shiva, aud

sfs, upon), upon mount Kilasa.

taminifas, a. (from tea , the residence of Shiva, 87,

upon, and 51, to stay) seated on mount Kilasa.

কৈলাসোপরিস্থায়ী, a. (from কৈলাস, the residence of Shira,

8 , upon, and if continuing), situated or conti-

nuing on mount Kilasa.

কৈলাসেপিরিস্থিত, a. (from কৈলাস, theresidence of Shira, ওপরি,

upon, and f , situated), situated on mount Kilasa.

tertia, s. (from fet , a child), the time of boyish youth,

the age ofa lad from ten to fifteen years.

কৈশোরাস্থা, s. (from কৈশোর, the time ofboyish youth, and

AT, a state),the state of boyish youth extending from

ten to fifteen years of age.

, s. (from , a well), a well, a fog or mist.

(&tuts, s. (from ☎, scund, and 5, to be diffused abroad), the

name ofa species of aquatic bird, (Tantalus falcinellus ?)

ti, s. (from gafsæl, a mist), a mist or fog.

, s. (from , the earth, and 3, to cut, preceded by

the preposition ), the name of an ornamental shrub,

(Callicarpa lanceolaria.)

c , s. an imitative sound employed to express that made

by groaning or croaking. This word constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, acquires an ad-

verbial power, with a groan, croakingly.

cätze, s. (from ☎, evil, and ze, to sound), a condition, a sti

pulation, a bet, a clause,
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ta, s. (from Tf , the side), the side, the name of a stem-

less palm (Phoenix acaulis), an imitative sound used to

express the noise made in the throat by the rising of

wind from the stomach, or that produced by squeezing

a dead carcase with the foot or by any other means.

cate , s. (from 5, to contract), a snori in a rope or cord

which is over- twisted .

cates, s. (from 1 , to shrivel up), shrivelled up, shrunk ,

rumpled, curled, crisped as the hair or as savoy cab-

bages or other vegetables, crimped, puckered .

কোঁকড়াসঁাঁকড়, a. ( fromকোঁকড ,় shrunic. The last member of the

word is a mere rhyme with thefirst), shrunk up, shri-

velled, contracted, rumpled, curled, crisped, crimped ,

puckered.

cate , s. (from 5, to shrink up), a crumple, a curl, a con-

traction, a shrivelled or crisped place in aleaf, a fold ; v.

a. to cause a thing to contract or shrivel up, to curl hair,

to crimp linen; v. n. to curl up, to shrink, to shrivel.

কোঁকড়ান , s. (from কোঁকড়া to curl), the causing of a thing to

shrivel up, the curling ofhair, the crumpling of paper

or linen ; a . shrunk, shrivelled, contracted, crisped ,

crimped, puckered.

catata, s. (from cats , to curl , the causing of a thing to

shrivel up, the curling of hair, the crumpling of paper

or cloth.

' ,
cat , s. (fiom , to groan), to groan, to moan, to grunt.

cerata, s. (from cat , to groun), the act of groaning, a

moaning, a grunting noise.

cētētfi, s. (from ciel, to groan), a groaning, a moaning,

a grunting noise.

ta , v. n. (from 5 , toshrivel up) , to shrink up, to shrivel,

tó contract, to become curled or crisped, to be crum-

pled, to be puckered.

, an imitative sound employed to express that made

by groaning or croaking This word constructed with

to do, means to groan, to croak.

15, 8. (from 5, to blockade), a sheaf of fish spears. These

spears are made of bamboo, are somewhat thinner than

the little finger, and from four to six feet long, they are

shod with iron at one end and are all, to the number of

from ten to twenty, thrown at once; they spread on leav-

ing the hand, and fall in a circle, so as often to kill se-

veral fishes or other animals at once.

, s. (from , to shrivel), the name ofa species offern ,

the young fronds of which before they are, expanded

are used for food like asparagus,

catşi.

, s . (from , to shrivel up), a snorl in a rope or cord

occasioned by its being over-twisted.

ct55, s. (from is, the lap), the lap, the gathering toge

ther ofthe sides or ends of a garment so that it shall serve

to hold any article the person wishes to carry, curled,

puckered.

catostate, s. (from top , curled, and at , tobacco), a

particular kind of tobacco.

caissigini , s. (from cst , belonging to the lap, and

দাদু a ringworm), a ringworm on the privities or near

them.

total, s. (from cot, Kooch-behar, and ; a dis-

trict), a woman of Kooch behar.

catæ, s. (from , a heron, and T , a small heron), a

small crouching species of heron, (Ardea jaculator,

Buchanan's Mss.)

cătoraata, s. (from că , a particular class of Hindoos, and

fata, a walking about), the name of a country in the

north ofBengal bordering on Bhote or Bootan.

cator tytoætæ, s. (from cetsafti, holding afish spear inthe

hand, and , tobacco), a sort of tobacco prepared

by binding the leaves round the lower part ofthe stem,

so that it resembles a fish spear.

catôl, s. (from 45, to shrivel up), the tuck ofthe lower gar-

ment ; v. a. to plait, to gather a piece of cloth in plaits

in order to sew it.

cătota, s . (from cåtst, to plait), a plait, the plaiting of cloth;

a. gathered, puckered.

catdiaz, s. (from cao , the tuck of thegarment, and , car-

rying), a train- bearer, one who supports the apron or

tuck of another's garment, one who is under the influ-

ence or controul of another.

cătută, a. (from că , the tuck ofthe lower garment), wear-

ing the tuck or apron of the lower garment long.

cafe, s. (from , to distress), the protrusion ofthe clitoris.

cats, s . (from cat , a flower bud), the tender stem of a

bamboo when it first rises from the ground.

cats , s. (from ceta , aflower bud), a mushroom.

ct5, s. (from 5, the lap), the lap, the sides or ends of

a garment so gathered as to hold articles like a bag.

citati , s. (from căişini , belonging to the lap, and ħ ,1 ,

a ringworm), a ringworm on or near the privities.

c , s. (from 3 , aflower bud), the tender stem of a

bamboo when it first rises from the ground, the young

stalk ofArum companulatum before the leaf is expanded,

the young shoots of asparagus when fit to be cut for the

tabe, the holes or rings which serve as loops to an or-
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nament worn on the arm by women and children ; also

(from cafe, a lapwing , a species of flower.

cates . an imitative sound intended to express the gulping

noise made in the throat by some persons when swal-

lowing liquids ; constructed with the adverbial parti

ciple of , to do, this word has the force of an adverb,

and means, with a gulping sound.

tätsi, v. n. (from T to groan), to groan or utter a strain-

ing sound at the prospect of any little labour or exerti-

on, to make a great difficulty of doing a little thing ; s. a

strainingorgroaning at the prospect of a little exertion

thefs, s. (from cats , a groaning at labour), the utter

ing of a plaintive groan or straining sound when any

exertion is proposed, the making a great difficulty of

that which requires very little exertion .

cātātā, s. (from cåt , to groan at labour), the groaning or

making much difficulty about little labour or exertion.

tofa, s. from cesi, to groan at labour), the groaning or

making a great difficulty ofa little labour or exertion .

coje , s. (from Tч, to injure), a large staff, or rather club or

bludgeon carried by some religious mendicants, and by

people from some of the western countries ; v. a. to

beat, to bang, to beat with a club or staff ; the noun

constructed with the verb , to give, has the same

meaning with this verb.

cate , a. (from 4, to groan, and †¾, to drop), utter-

ing a sort of grunting sound when straining to expel

the excrements, straining to no purpose, groaning over

or making a great difficulty of a very easy thing.

cētu, v. n. (from TT, to groan), to groan, to grunt, to strain,

to moan.

ca, s. (from zu to groan), the act ofgroaning, the act

ofgrunting or straining.

catuatga, s. (from 4, to groan, and 5 , a dropping), the

uttering ofgroans or plaintive sounds.

, v. (from Tư, to groan), to groan, to grunt ; s. a

groan, a grunt.

catukafu, s. (from c☎tu, a grunt ), a mutual groaning or

grunting.

catura, s. (from zu , to groan), the act of groaning ormoan-

ing, a grunting or straining.

catuff , s. (from ctuta, agroaning), a groaning, a meaning,

a grunting.

cut , a. (from citu, to groan,) groaning, moaning,

grunting.

cata, s. (from qu, to play), a jumping or skipping about

forjoy, playfulness, the act ofturning in a lathe.

coffee.

catum, s. (from a, a dispute), a dispute, a quarrel.

căustri, a. (from , a dispute), disputatious, quarrel-

some, captious.

catul, v. (from A, to turn in a lathe), to cause a person to

turn any thing in a lathe ; a. turned in a lathe ; s . the

act of turning wood or other things in a lathe.

catata , s. (from cut, to cause to turn in a lathe), the em- '.

ploying of a person to turn any article in a lathe, order-

ed to be turned, turned.

cătr, a. (from Ta, crooked-armed), crooked armed, having

distorted arms.

catgaat . s. (from tag, catechu, and , black), the nameof

a medicinal drug which is sold in small fragments ; it ap-

pears to be a black sort of extract resembling catechu.

cata , s . (from , to shine), a besom, a scrubbing brush.

c*t*, s. (from c , water, and sæ, to move), a wolf, the rud-

dy goose, (Anas casarca), a lizard or camelion, (Lacer-

ta Chamælion) the dwarf date tree, (Phoenix acaulis.)

cætx75, s. (from cætæ, a goose, and ™, to sound), the name

of the red wafer lily , (Nymphæa rubra).

cæ , s. (from TEI †, fleawort), the name of a species

offleawort, (Conyza lacera and some other species).

কোকবরাদী, s. (f om কৌক, camelion , বর, good, andঅ , to

eat), the name of a species ofplant, (Salvia parviflora. )

cetean, s. (from T , fleawort), the name of a species,

of fleawort, (Conyza terebinthina and perhaps some

other species).

' ,

catam, s . (from fe , a cuckow), the black Indian cuckow.

cate , s. (from TE, the nore of a dove), the name ofa spe--

cies ofdove, (Columba Pompadora ? Buchanan's Mss.

Columba cæsia . Car.)

catafata , s . (from 3, a dog, and f , to smell), the name

of a plant which dogs are fond ofsmelling before they

expel urine, (Conyza terebinthina, and perhaps some

other species.)

cafe , s. (from , to take), the black cuckow, (Cuculus

Iudicus.)

( fæ , u. (from cof , a cuckow, and I, equal), resem.

bling a cuckow, uttering melodious notes.

calfamifi, s . (from fe , a cuckow, and A, a sound),

the note of the Indian cuchow which, though exces-

sively disagreeable to an European, is considered bythe

Hindoos as the pattern of a perfectly agreeable voice,

and supposed to arouse amorous sensations.

catfæmasta, s. (from effe , a cuckow, and art , resembling),

resembling a cuckow, uttering melodious notes.
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later , a. (from c , a cuckow), melodious, cuckow.

resembling.

cafea , s. (from cafea, a cuckow, and , a voice), the

voice of a cuckow ; a. having a voice resembling a cuc

kow.

ceff@azqxt, a. (from cffe , a cuckow, and t, like), re

sembling a cuckow, uttering melodious notes.

feteta, a. (from catfam, cuckow, and , aform),

cuckow -formed, resembling a cuckow.

@alfentafs, a. (from caffé , a cuckow, and staf³, aform),

cuckow-formed.

কোকিলাফ, a . ( from কোকিল, a cuckow, and অক্ষি, an eye) ,

cuckow-eyed ; s. the name of a thorny plant, (Ruellia

longifolia.)

ættgtt«t, s. (from cëtët, a groaning sound, and H*, a

bamboo), avery thick variety of bamboo. Thesebamboos

are noted for making a groaning kind of sound whenthe

wind blows and rubs them strongly against one another,

whence the name.

, s. (from the earth, and , to move, preceded by the

prepositon ), the name of a large tree (Alnus diœca. )

,s. (from the earth, and 4, to move), the name of

a country in the Peninsula of India.

luista, s . (from ™, who ? and is, to be awake), the day of

the full moonin the month of Ashwina; the word means

who is awake ? and is the call of Lukshmee, who, de-

scendingon this night, promised wealth to all who should

be awake : hence the night is spent in festivities and

games of chance, in honour of this goddess.

cat, s. (from cat , afort), a tower, a fort.

te , s. (from , to cut), the pounding or cutting offruits or

vegetables to prepare them for food, the mincing ofmeat.

cetta , s. (from it, a procuress), a pander, a man who

is a procurer of harlots for others .

ta , s. (from cast , a pander), the office or employ-

ment ofa procurer of harlots.

tata, s. (from cet , a pander), the office or employment

ofa procurer of harlots.

Celtism, s. (from g , a mountain peak, and i ,

belonging to a mountain), thename ofa small tree, (Hip-

pocratea arborea )

ita, s. (from , to be crooked), a hollow tree, a hole, or

hollow part in a tree.

catatan , s. (from cata, the hollow ofa tree, and co ,

an owl), the name of a species of owl which chiefly

resides in the hollows of trees.

eft , v. (from cet , to cut), to beat to powder, to stamp

to powder, to cut or mince herbs or fruits for the pot

to pound, to reduce to a pulp.
8

ts. (from cet , to cut or mince), a part ofa fish or

other thing which is minced or cut up, given tothe per-

son who does the work as a reward for his or her trouble.

tta, s. (from cat , a castle, and , to hinder), a consta-

ble, a watchman.

titat , s. (from reta, a constable), the office of a con-

stable or watchman, the police of a city.

cafe, a. (from g , to be crooked), a crore or ten millions;

s. the point of a sword, the extremity or end of a bow,

a wager, a promise, an engagement.

cafe , ad. (from it, ten millions, and , aperiodof

four hundred andthirty-two millions ofyears), for ever ;

literally, enduring through a crore of kulpas .

tej, a. (from ™ , to be crooked), a crore or ten millions ; ș.

the point of a sword, the extremity or end of a bow, a

wager.

ta, s. (from fe, ten millions, and , a lord), the

lord often millions, or one who is worth a crore of ru-

pees.

, s. (from ; a fort), a fort.

cœrtju̸ ,́ a. (from cæ† , ten millions, and , half), five mil-

lions or half a crore.

catta, s. (from ife, a wager, and sata, extrication), the

fulfilling ofan engagement, a solution.

cætő, s . (from cæle, a fort), a fort, the squares on a chess

board ; also (from , to surround), the marks oflepro-

sy or a discolouring ofthe skin.

tat, s. (from got, a house), an apartment , a room.

cafa, s. (from a , a house), a factory, a manufactory, a

mercantile bank.

(* , v. a. (from 5, to pierce), to dig, to bore through.

t , s. (from , to pierce), the act ofboring or piercing,

the perforating of a thing, the act of digging.

catst, s. (from 2 , to pierce), a whip, a scourge, a cat of

nine tails.

cd, s. (from Ta, to sound), an angle, a corner, the elbow.

catastal, s. (from cata, a corner, and , a drawing), a

diagonal line, a stroke made cornerwise.

, a. (from cd, a corner, and , to be situated), si-

tuated or placed in a corner, corner.

ttt, a. (from cd, a corner, and fa, situated), si-

tuated in or occupying a corner, corner.

tas, a. (from cat , acorner, andf , situated), situated

or placed in a corner, corner.

æti, s. (from æt , a corner), an angle.
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estaitela, ad. (from cit, an angle), cornerwise, diagonally,

transversely, athwait, from corner to corner.

ifs, s. (from A, a corner, and , to move), a bamboo

lath bound on the hips of a roofto close the thatch at

the corners .

ist, a. (from , an angle), having a crooked arm , an-

gular.

t , a . (from 4, an angle), angular, crooked.

cæsæta, s. (from ætèr ,,,, a constable), a constable,

an officer of the police.

satal, s. (from ceria, a constable), the office of a con-

stable, the business of a police officer.

, a. (from E, evil, and 3 , liquid), a sort of treacle

or molasses.

5 , 8. (from E, evil, and 3 , tofinish), a spare horse, a

spare or empty palkee or other vehicle which goes with

a company.

est , adu. (from , where ?) where ? any where.

tots, adv. (from cat, any where, and 3, alsɔ), any where,

even in any place.

ærsti, s. (from $155, deficiency), neglect, a deficiency,

poverty.

, ad. (from I, where ?) any where, where.

3, ad. (from , where, and 3 , also ), any where,

even in any place.

tut , ad. (from cuts, whence ?) whence ?

, s. (from , a sort of grain), a sort of small grain

which is cultivated on elevated situations, (Paspalum

Kora.)

, s. from ca, a sort ofgrain, and 1, rice), a

sort of small grain eaten by the poor people in some

parts of India, (Paspalum Kora.)

ata, s. (from , a spade), the Indian spade or dig.

ging hoe.

cinifari, s . (from cinta, a spade), the name of a plant

which grows among grass, and enlivens it much with its

brilliant purple flowers, (Hedysarum triflorum) ; a dig-

ger, a pioneer.

cost, a. (from , a spade), the digging hoe of the

Ilindoos.

catha, s. (from ē, wind, and ga, to move, préceded bythe

preposition se), a small sort ofgrain cultivated on elevat-

ed situations, and chiefly used as food for the poor, (Pas-

palum Kora.)

9, s. (from cata, paspalum, and 4, a herb), the

plant ofPaspalum Kora in a growing state,

,pron. (from fe , what), what ? which? any, some.

ceea, ad. (from

কেপি,

A, any, and , time), at any time.

, ad. (from c , any, and , a step), in what

order? how ? in any way.

catate , ad. (from cat , any, and ats, a piece), where ?

somewhere.

colagena, ad. (from ct , any, and a, a sort), in some

way, by any method.

, al. (from c , any, and 3, a manner), in any

way, in some way, by some method.

cat , s. (from , a quarrel), a quarrel, a dispute.

cœtuiti, a . (from , a quarrel), quarrelsome, dispa-

tatious.

cat, s. (from , to be angry), anger, rage, fury, wrath, the

stroke ofa weapon, a blow, the depth of earth dug out

at one stroke of the spade or digging hoe, a spit of

earth.

cate, s. (from cætt, anger), (the last member ofthis word

is a mere rhyme with the first), rage, anger, wrath, the

stroke of a weapon, a blow.

•

cæteæize, a . (from tt, anger, and ☎a , a doer), angry,

wrathful ; s. an angry person.

cate , a. (from , anger, and if , doing), angry,

wrathful.

cæteræ , a. (from it, anger, and , doing), angry, wrath-

ful.

Fuxi, a. (from , a blow, and cat, eaten), one

who suffers a beating, one who receives a blow.

† , a. (from c , anger, and 5 , to be produced), aris-

ing from anger or rage, arising from irrascibility.

, a. (from cat, anger, and 5 , producing), pro-

voking, aggravating, occasioning a person to be angry.

, a. (from cætt, anger, and , producible), spring.

ing from wrath or anger, arising from irrascibility.

cots, ad. (from cat, anger), through anger or rage, an

grily.

te , a . (from cat, anger, and , to give), occasioning

anger, provoking.

ta , s. (from cetet, anger, and , suppression), the

suppression or conquest of anger.

catet , a . (from cat, anger, and , giving), occasi

oning anger, provoking.

cætemt , a . (from cit, anger, and if , giving), occasi

oning anger, provoking.

, s. (from cott, anger, and , destruction), the

subduing ofanger, the calming of the mind from angry

passions.
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ene, a. (from t , anger, and , destroying),

subduing anger, calming the angry passions ofthe mind.

, a. (from ctt, anger, and f , destroying),

subduing anger, calming the angry passions of the

mind.

, 8. (from I, to be angry), the being angry; a. furious.

c , s. (from , anger, and t, destruction), the

subduing of anger, the calining of the angry passions.

citate, a. (from Я, anger, and , destructive),

subduing anger, calming the angry passions of the

mind.

fa , a. (from tet, anger, and fazi , stopping),

stopping anger or rage, calming the angry passions.

tenfatize, a. (from æi, anger, and fixige, preventing),

preventing anger or rage.

catfazia, s. (from cat , anger, and fad, prevention),

the prevention of anger or rage.

frafe , s. (from c , anger, and ffs, cessation), the

cessation ofanger, calmness.

fifice, a. (from cætt, anger, and fif , a cause),

springing or arising from anger.

‹æt , a. (from ‹æ , anger, and , giving), occasioning

anger, provoking.

, a. (from cat, anger, and , increasing), ag-

gravating anger or rage, provoking, causing rage to in-

crease.

, s. (from , anger, and , the increasing of

a thing , the aggravating of anger or rage.

cata, a. (from t, anger), angry, wrathful, furious,

passionate.

fe , a. (from cætt, anger, andf , without), free from

anger or rage.

catfafat , a. (from it, anger, and fat , affected by), an-

gry, wrathful, passionate, furious.

tfast , a. (from tt, anger, and fat , destitute of),

free from anger or passion, calm.

, s . (from tt, anger, and , increase), the aggra-

vation or increase of anger or rage.

, a from it, anger, and 4 , joined to), angry,

wrathful, passionate.

cafes, a. (from ct , anger, and af , destitute of), free

from anger, placid, tranquil.

tat, a. (from ært, a blow), dug down so as to retain the

water forthe cultivation ofrice.

tata , s. (from , dug down, and , land), land

which has been so dug down and levelled as to retain

sufficient water for the cultivation ofrice,

Ketal.

tattet, a. (from it, angry, and wife , tending to), an-

gry, inclined to anger, habitually passionate.

catata, a. (from cat, anger, and , a disposition), in-

clined to anger, habitually angry.

ætt , a. (from cat, anger, and * , empty), freefrom

anger, calm, placid.

, a. (from catet, anger, and e, indicating), indi-

cating anger or rage.

g ), s. (from ‹ætt, anger, and , an indication),

an indication of anger.

cata , s. (from cat , anger, and T , one who smites), a

thing or person who overcomes his angry habits, one

who suppresses his anger.

cat , a. (from it, anger, and , destitute of), free

from anger, mild, placid.

ih, v. (from T , to be angry), to provoke any one to an-

ger, to incense, to irritate ; s. an instrument used by

bricklayers to beat themortar ofa terrace roof and make

it hard and compact.

catetta , s . (from ct, anger), mutual anger, reciprocal

wrath.

tetta, s. (from , to be angry), the act ofprovokingany

one to anger; a. provoked to anger.

catata , s. (from T , to be angry), anger, rage, wrath, provo-

cation.

ttfas, a. (from cat , anger, and fas, possessed of),

wrathful, angry, passionate, ferocious.

f , a. (from , anger, and af , engaged in),

wrathful, rancorous, passionate, ferocious.

catetta, a. (from cat, anger), passionate, virulent, angry.

< t , a. (from cat , anger, and , attached to),

passionate, angry, wrathful, pettish.

cæteſt, a. (from cffe , angry), angry, passionate, wrathful.

cf , s. (from ‹ , anger, and 3fF, a speech), an an-

gry expression, an angry speech.

, s . (from cetet, anger, and 3 , a tranquillizing),

the appeasing of anger.

calfan, s. (from c , he who sounds, and f , to know), a

learned man.

cata, s. (from E, the earth, and fats, a crack), the name

ofa species of mountain ebony (Bauhinia variegata.)

cafa , a. (from , the earth, and fa , to spread), the name

ofa species of grass (Apluda Kobila, Buchanan's Mss.)

কোমর, s. (from the loins), the loins, the waist.

কোনরকষাঙ্গ, s. (from

885,

the loins,
, to ti

ght
en

),

the money paid to a messenger for going a journey, or
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literally for girding his loins, that being the prelimina-

ry to his setting out.

œ¿4 , s. (from , the loins, and

دنب
a band), a gir-

dle for the waist, a belt.

ETAĦTÆ, s. (from , the loins, a band, andđã,

a girdle), a girdle for the loins.

কোমরবন্দী, s. (from

ing ofthe loins.

কোমরভাঙ্গা, a . (from

ken-backed.

the loins, and
Si a band, thegird-دنبد

the loins, and tâi, broken), bro-

taat, a. (from , the loins), lumbar, pertaining to the

loins.

uâæ³, s. (from §3, lumbar, and , the rheuma-

tism), the sciatica, the name of a species ofparrot.

, a. (from , to desire), tender, soft, delicate, gentle,

mild, bland.

, s. (from cat , tender), tenderness, softness, gen-

tleness, milduess.

CENI, s. (from ‹æ , tender), tenderness, softness, gen-

tleness, mildness.

Wages, a. (from t , tender, andgas, nature), mild,

gentle, tender-hearted, good-natured ; s . good-nature,

gentleness.

, a. (from , tender, and , nature), mild,

gentle, tender-hearted, good-natured ; s. good nature,

gentleness.

ng, a. (from cæta , tender, and , the heart), ten-

der, kind, mild, gentle, tender hearted, good-natured.

tatas, a. (from , tender, and it , aform), ten-

der, delicate, delicately formed.

hmias, a. (from c , tender, and utas, aform), ten-

der, delicate, delicately formed.

কোমলান্তঃকরণ , a. (from কোমল, tender, andঅন্তঃকরণ , the heart) ,

tender, mild, gentle, tender-hearted, good-natured.

cafe, s. (from ☎, water, and af , a stick), the name of a

species ofplant not yet ascertained.

cats, a. (perhaps from , crocked , crooked, winding.

gæ, s. (from 3, to sound), a plant bud, an unblown

flower ; also (from , a confining), the stopping of

goods or merchandize, the distraining ofgoods.

tanta, s. (from 3 , a confining, and
a confining, and fs, holding), a

bound bailiff, one who distrains another's property for a

debt or any other cause, a sheriff's officer.

cœtgænist, 8. (from laÿ5, a bound bailiff), the office of a

bound bailiff or of one who distrains another's proper-

ty.

cestoni.

(TAN, s. (from F , to sound), the name of a species ofreed

(Arundo Korka ? Willd.)

cagata, s. (from ta, crooked), crookedness, a curvature.

cotaxi, a. (from ♬ ÿ, a confining), ordering à distraint, au-

thorizing the stoppage ofgoods.

কোরঙ্কুশ , s. ( from স্কুর, a razor , and অঙ্কুশ, the goad used in

driving an elephant ), a species ofsweet-scented grase

(Andropogon Nardus.)

catati , a. (from cat , crooked. The last syllable is merely

a rhymewith thefirst), curved, crooked ; s. turnings and

windings, sinuosities.

Aa, s. (from X , to scratch or grate), the act of scratch-

ing, the grating a substance to coarse powder.

TX3, s. (from FA3, the hydrocele), the hydrocele, also the

sarcocele.

i , v. a. (from , to scratch), to grate a substance to pow.

der, to rasp, to scrape ; s. the grated powder ofnutmegs

or coco -nuts or of any other substance ; a. genuine, un-

adulterated, unbleached when applied to cloth.

ŒAid, a. (from c☛†Ã, to grate), grated, rasped, scratched;

s. the act of grating or scratching ; also from
the

Koran or law of Mohammud.
آرق

ن

cetate , s. (from cat , to grate), the grating or rasping of

a substance; also (from the koran), well acquaint-

ed with the koran, swearing by the koran.

ta, s. (from , to accumulate), a raft, a hog, a haven, a har-

bour, a port, a jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba), the bosom, the

embrace, a point of the compass, a particular class of

Hindoos who usually follow the business of basket or

mat makers, the palm of the hand, the concave side of

any thing, the concave or upper surface of a leaf or

footstalk.

, s. (from cat , the bosom, and tt, a small leaf), a

leafor slip of paper on whichany part of a page or writ-

ing is written which was omitted in the copying, and is

considered as part of the page or leaf in which it should

naturally be inserted, a postscript to a letter, a codicil

to a will.

tatto , a. (from cat , the bosom, and cts, to wipe),

clearing the arms or bosom. This word is only used as

the adjective of the last child a woman bears, and in-

dicates that it is the child which will clear her arms

of the labour of nursing.

cata , s. (from , to accumulate), the name ofa large swel

ling on the dewlap of a cow, having an inflated or

swoln throat.

1
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stay.

alfa , ad. from , the embrace), mutually embracing.

catate, s . (from cat , the concave side of a petiole, and ,

to move), the bark which is stripped off from the upper

or concave side of the petiole of a palmyra leaf (Boras-

sus flabelliformis) and used to make ropes for ordinary

purposes.

tata, s. (from , the bosom), encouragement, welcome,

hope.

ana , s . (from et , having an inflated throat, and ,

afrog), a species of frog, the throat of which is greatly

inflated when it croaks.

cata, s . (from , accumulation , and T , to plough), a

confused or mingled sound, the sound of a tumult.

cafe, s. (from cat , a jujube), a jujube tree, (Zizyphus

Jujuba.)

, ad. (loc. case of ct , the bosom), in the bosom, inthe

arms.

, s.(from , water, andsat , joy), an aquatic species

of grass, (Leersia aristata. )

a, s. (from Ta, to ascertain), treasure, a treasury, the ball

or cocoon of silk spun by the silk worm, a bud, a sheath,

a testicle, the eye ball, the stone of a fruit, a sheath or

scabbard ; a judicial ordeal consisting in drinking water

thrice in which an idol has been washed ; gold or silver

wrought or unwrought, a sacrificial vessel in the shape

ofa boat, a drinking vessel, the vulva, the womb, the

penis, the scrotum, an egg, a ball or globe, the inner

part of the Jak fruit which contains the seeds, a seed

vessel, a nutmeg, a dictionary or vocabulary, a slioe or

sandal, the awn or beard of corn, a receptacle, the palm

of the hand when contracted so as to hold liquids .

, s. (from ca, a testicle, and , afallingfrom),

castration.

cetatta, s. (from cta, a ball. The last syllable is merely a

rhyme with thefirst), the inside of a jakfruit with all

that adheres to it, the testicles, a coeson with all belong-

ing to it, a treasury with all its appurtenances.

tara, s. (from cata, a receptacle, and , afruit), a ber-

ry with a fragrant pulp.

cataafe, s. (from , a receptacle, and af , increase), the

sarcocele or hydrocele.

, s . (from2 , to ascertain), a canoe made by hollowing

out a large tree, a sacrificial vessel in the shape of a

boat, or the bowl of a spoon, the palm of the hand con-

tracted so as to hold liquids ; v. a. to shave wood or

metals so as to make them taper off at each end like a

weaver's shuttle.

Catal.

catatstia, s . (from я, treasure, and astig, a house), a treas

sury, a house where treasure is deposited.

catata, a. (from a, to make tapering), shaved so as to ta

per to a point at each end ; s . the shaving or otherwise

reducing a piece of wood or metal so as to make the

two ends taper to a point.

কোষাধিপতি, s . ( from কোষ, treasure, and অধিপতি, asovereign s

a treasurer, a paymaster.

tat?”, s. (from † , treasure, and *, a sovereign), a

treasurer, a paymaster.

tata , s. (from cata, treasure, and , a superinten

dent), a treasurer.

catât, s. (from cæta, a sacrificial vessel), a small sacrificial

vessel resembling a spoon with a very short handle or

none at all, a sauce boat.

cat , s. (from cat , a receptacle), the name of two plants

the fibres of which are used for hemp, (Corohorus cap.

sularis and C. olitorius.)

is, s. (from py, to identify), a granary, an assortment, the

stomach, ordure, evacuation by stool.

cata , s. (from cat , ordure, and x , bound), costiveness ;

a. costive.

cate, s. (from cats, ordure, and f , purification), eva. '

cuation by stool.

cæti, s. (from Ta, to identify), an apartment, the stomach,

a granary, the body of a carriage, a drawer, ordure.

rafty, s. (from cæt , ordure, f , resident in, and

, wind), flatulency, wind in the stomach.

t, s. (from a, to ascertain , the fate of aperson which is

ascertained by casting his nativity. The writing which

contains the decision of the astrologers upon a person's

fortune through life.

cat , s. (from cet, a person'sfortune, and , a doer),

an astrologer who ascertains the fortune of a person from

the position of the heavenly bodies at his birth.

cædistdæ, a. (from catét, a person's fortune, and stuæ, cal-

culating), casting nativities, one who casts nativities or

ascertains a person's fortune by the aspects of the hea

venly bodies at this birth.

catatstat, s. (from cætest, a person'sfortune, and sta , calcu

tation), the calculation ofa person's nativity, or asertain-

ing his future destiny from the aspects of the heavenly

bodies at his birth.

cæigN, s. (from *, water, and5, to take), the name of a fish,

(Cyprinus Dyangra, Buchanan's Mss .)

15151, s. (from HIĪĶA , a misi), a mist or fog.

cat , s. (from tt, vociferation), the name of an eagle

L 2
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কৌতু

or falcon, called by Dr. F. Buchanan Falco Kohasa, itant , a. (from is , a show, and wiye, giving), eiv

is probably the Osprey or Falco Halietus.

, s. (from , water, and ST, to examine), the name of

a plant (Bridelia scandens .)

ætti, s. (from F , agourd), a species of gourd or

pumpkin (Cucurbito pepo .)

f , s. (from , the earth, and 8 , to relinquish), the

name of a tree (Sterculia urens), also agum which ex-

udes from it.

afte, s. (from 56, hypocrisy), a hypocrite, a devotee of

a particular description whokeeps his eyes always fixed

on the ground that he may not tread on the insects.

ce, s. (from æ , to be crooked), a small box with a screw

lid, a small canister.

1 , s. (from ceß, to be crooked), a small box with a screw

lid, a small canister.

ta , s. (from æft , crooked), crookedness, insincerity,

concealed conduct, deceit, craftiness, dishonesty.

fs, s. (from Я , a cowry), a cowry or shell which

passes current throughout the east (Cyprea Moneta. )

ta , s . (from , water, and , tofly, preceded by se),

the name of a species of King fisher (Alcedo rudis).

FII, 8. (from FAS, a pigeon), a pigeon.

3 , s. (from , eagerness), a show, a spectacle, sport,

fun, diversion.

(FGFFÉ, s. (from 3*, a show, and ☎ , a doer), one who

exhibits a show, one who performs legerdemain tricks,

one who exhibits or superintends a spectacle, ajester, a

showman, a zany.

Ì, a. (from , a show, and af , doing), exhi-

biting or superintending a show or spectacle, perform

ing legerdemain tricks.

35 , a. (from , a show, and , producing),

producing a show or spectacle.

cad3E3A), a. (from 5 , a show, and , producible), aris

ing from a show orspectacle, producible from a show.

35 , s. (from c , a show. The last member ofthe

word merelyrhymes with thefirst), sport and pleasure,

a spectacle, fun .

lgæsa, s. (from 3 , a show, and 3 , search), a seeking

after shows and diversions.

csgoat, a. (from ( 154, a show, and of , seeking), seek-

ing after sports and shows.

san, a.- (from ca , a show, and , to give), giving

entertainments, exhibiting a show or spectacle .

151, s. (from , a show , and t¾, agiver), one who

entertains others with shows or spectacles.

:

ing entertainments, exhibiting shows or spectacles; &

one who exhibits shows or spectacles.

calzantyì, a. (from 3*, a show, and fun, giving), ex-

hibiting shows or spectacles, giving entertainments.

I , s. (from 3 , a show, and , destruction),

the spoiling of a show, the ruin ofsport orfun.

saknē, a. (from FF, a show, and 7 , destructive),

destructive to an exibition or spectacle; s' a circum-

stance or thing which hinders an exhibition or spoils a

show.

(F15ĦÌ, a. (from tle, a show, and f , destroying),

destructive to a showor exibition, spoiling sport or fun.

att, s. (from 1815 , a show, and destruction),

the spoiling of a show, the ruin of sport or fun.

16 atate, a . (from 15 , a show, and , destructive),

destructive to an exhibition or spectacle; s. a circum-

stance which hinders or runs a show or exhibition.

(@lgæfatio, a. (from 15 , a show, and farge, stopping),

putting an end to sport or to any public exhibition or

spectacle.

fiatge, a. (from c , a show, andfe, prevent-

ing), preventing or hindering a show or exhibition ; s.

a person or thing which prevents a show or exhibition.

cagafatad, s. (from , a show, and f , the prevent-

ing ofathing), the preventing ofa show or exhibition.

কৌতুকনিমিত্ত, s. (from কৌতুক, a show , and নিমিত্ত, a cause) , the

cause or occasion of a public exhibition or spectacle.

কৌতুকনিমিত্তক, a. (from কৌতুক, a show, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

occasioned or caused by an exhibition or spectacle.

calgafaat, s. (from , a show, and fix , a prohibi-

tion), the prohibition of shows or spectacles.

কৌতুকনিয়েক, a. (from কৌতুক, a show, and নিষেধক, prohibi-

ting), prohibiting shows or public spectacles ; s. one

who prohibits shows or spectacles.

, a. (from , a show, and , giving), giving or

exhibiting shows or spectacles.

(H3xT3; a . (from (FIF, a show), abounding with public

spectacles, showy, funny, jocose.

¿Fgzfcf*¥, a. (from 3 , a show, and ff , disposed

to), disposed for fun or mirth.

ap

ETF, a. (from tig , a show, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with shows or exhibitions, showy, funny, jocose.

33, a. (from , a show, and 33, devoted to), devot

ed to shows and spectacles, delighting in entertain

ments and sports.

i
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ciszafes, a. (from age, a show, and afes, destitute of),

destitute of every thing gratifying to the sight, dreary.

g** I, a. (from F, a show, and if , inclined to),

inclined to see spectacles or public exhibitions, fond of

fun.

, a. (from c , a show, and * , empty), desti-

tute of shows or public spectacles , dull, dreary.

calgarði, s . (from 5 , a show, and ₹5, one who kills),

one who spoils or destroys a public show, one who

spoils sport.

tagsgja, a. (from 3*, a show, and , destitute of), des-

titute of sports or public exhibitions, dull, dreary.

calategi, s. (from 5 , a show, and tog , desire), a de-

sire to visit public spectacles, a desire for sport orfun.

কৌতুকাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from কৌতুক, a show, and আকাঙ্কিন, desirous),

desirous of visiting or seeing public spectacles, desir-

ous of sport or fun.

cloæifex, a. (from c , a show, and f , engaged in),

engaged or absorbed in shows and public exhibitions,

engaged in fun or entertainment.

toget, a. (from F, a show), jocose, funny ; s. ajesting.

sat , a. (from c , a show), jocose, funny ; s. a jester,

a zany.

e , a. (from , a show), showy, entertaining,

laughable.

cata, s. (from , to be weak), a small piece of cloth about

the size of an octavo leaf ofa book which is worn over

the privities by poor persons instead of breeches.

কৌপীনদাতা ,s . ( from কৌপীন, a small cloth , and দতি, giving),

one who bestows a small piece of cloth to cover the

privities.

কৌপীনদায়ক, a . (from কৌপীন, a small cloth , and দায়ক, giv-

ing), bestowing a small piece of cloth to cover the pri-

vities ; s. one who bestows a koupeen.

কৌপীনদায়ী , a . (fromকৌপীন, asmall cloth , and দায়িন্ত, giving),

bestowing a small piece of cloth to coverthe privities.

কৌপীনধারী, a. (from কৌপীন, a small cloth , and ধারিন, sustain-

ing), wearing a small cloth to cover the privities.

Rate, a. (from , a small cloth, and , de-

structive), destroying even the small bit of cloth which

covers the privities ; s. one who spoils a koupeen.

, a . (from c , a small cloth, and f , spoil-

ing), destroying the small piece of cloth which covers

the privities.

taat , s . (from , a small cloth, and at, destruc-

tion), the destruction or loss ofthe small piece ofcloth

which covers the privities.

কৌপীনন!শক, a. ( from কৌপীন, a small cloth, and मাক,

structive), destroying the small piece of cloth which co-

vers the privities.

কৌপীনৰিশিষ্ট, a. (fromকৌপীন, a small cloth, and ৰিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), wearing a small cloth to cover the privities.

, a. (from it , a small cloth), abounding with

or generally wearing only a small bit of cloth to cover

the privities.

ata , a. (fromcl , a small cloth, A, merely,

and af , remaining), having nothing left but a small

bit of cloth to cover the privities.

Ha , a. (from cat , a small cloth, and , joined to),

wearing a small cloth to cover the privities.

clataziks, a. (from cata, a small cloth, and 3, desti-

tute of), destitute of even a small cloth to cover the

privities, naked.

موقت

CÔNTÀ, s. (from MII, the name of the god of riches), the

north quarter which is accounted the seat of Koovera.

c , s. (from anation), a nation, a tribe.

cata, s . (from

boyish youth.

ta , s. (from ca, boyish youth, and I, a state),

the state or condition of boyish youth.

a, a child), youth, childhood, the time of

, s. (from , Kartika), the name of one of the

divine mothers or personified energies ofthe gods, the

divine energy of Kartika.

cat, s. (from 4 , a water lily), the moon at whose rays

the lotus is said to expand, the rays of the moon, a title

given to several books indicating that the book throws

much light on the subject of which it treats.

ci , s. (from 4, the name ofa person), the name of the fa-

mily or race of Kooroo. This family was engaged against

that of Pundoo in the war ofthe Muha- bharuta.

, s. (from , speaking), a promise, an engagement, a

VOW.

casita, a. (from ga , a lewd woman), descended from a

lewd woman ; s. the son of a lewd woman.

cife, a. (from T , afamily), belonging to a family, cus-

tomary in a family, practised in a family.

, a. (from Z , a family), connected with a family,

belonging to a family ; s. nobility.

cata, s . (from , welfare), welfare, happiness, emi-

nence in the knowledge of any art or science, policy, a

contrivance, art, a device, a stratagem.

, ad. (loc. case ofca, by a contrivance, by

means of a stratagem.
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4.

camata , s. (from cat , art, and at , a word), an art-

ful or well-contrived discourse.

contay, a. (from ca, a cocoon of silk), silken, made of silk.

( IFS, s. (from XII, one of the names of Vishnoo ), the name

of a jewel worn suspended on the breast of Vishnoo,

which was obtained at the churning of the ocean.

, s. (from the letters , and 7), the character formed by

the compounding of the letter , with a following 7,

in the same syllable. It is pronounced kna.

gra , s. (from 7, the character which expresses the sound

kna, and , junction ), the class of compound letters.

which have for their last member.

J, s. (from , and , the character used to express the

sound of and combined in the same syllable, which

is pronounced kya.

FMM), s. (from D, the character expressing the sound kya,

and , junction), the name of those compound let-

ters ofwhich is the last member, or the union of any

letter with following it in the same syllable.

, an imitative sound used to express that uttered by

some animals as dogs, &c. when suddenly surprized or

frightened, a squalling out. This word is frequently con-

structed with the adverbial participle of , to do, and

then acquires an adverbial power, with a sudden squall.

argente, an imitative sound used to express that uttered

by some birds and other animals when suddenly sur-

´prized or frightened.

rs, animitative sound used to express that made by pierc

ing soft bodies, as plantain trees or the like, by throw-

ing a spear or other missile weapon at them.

g, an imitative sound used to express the creak-

ing of a oil mill, or of a sugar mill or any similar thing.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising

from eating raw fruits or roots, a craunching sound.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle

of , to do, means with a craunching sound.

arte, an imitative sound used to express the doing of a

thing hastily or unexpectedly, it is also used to express

a sudden stroke with a stick or whip ; constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, it means sudden-

ly,
unexpectedly.

test , ad. (from the word te ), hastily,
unexpectedly,

with a hasty sound such as arises from eating with the

utmost haste.

, s. (from the letter , and ), the character which ex-

presses the sound of

MU .

followed by 7 without an in-

tervening vowel. It is expressed in Englishby kra.

FF8, s. (fromF, au imitative sound, and 5, to utler sound),

a saw .

Fæg, s. (from F, an imitative sound, and ☎, to do), a species

ofpartridge, (Perdrix sylvatica ?) a saw, a poor man.

3, s. (from , to do), a sacrifice, an offering, worship, one

of the seven sacred sages or Hindoo saints, the name of

one of the Vishwa devas.

, 8. (from , to weep), a weeping, a crying, a lamenta

tion, the howling of a dog or other animal.

FÌ, a. (from, F , a weeping, and , to do), weeping,

lamenting.

FEIKAF, a. (from I, weeping, and 1 , producing), oc-

casioning weeping or lamentation.

PHIKAI, u. (from F , weeping, and 541, producible), aris-

ing from weeping, producioie by weeping.

FAII-AK, u. (from 4 , weeping, and ‡ e, destroying),

putting a stop to weeping.

FRIKA, a. (from , weeping, and , destructive)

putting a stop to weeping.

FRAAHE, a. (from 54 , weeping, and e, destroying),

putting a stop to weeping.

Pussitýœ, a. (from , weeping, and fires, stopping),

putting a stop to weeping, appeasing one who is weep-

ing ; s. one who puts a stop to weeping.

fiatge, a. (from 4, weeping, and fate, hinder

ing), preventing weeping, putting a stop to weeping; s.

one who puts a stop to or prevents weeping.

Fuafacfi, s. (from F4 , weeping, and f4f³, cessation), the

cessation ofweeping or lamentation.

faf , s. (from , weeping, and f , a cause), a

cause or occasion ofweeping.

quafafice, a. (from , werping, and fifas, a cause),

arising from weeping as its cause.

, a. (from , weeping, and T , increasing),

causing weeping to increase, causing a person to weep

more than he did before.

, a. (from 4 , weeping, and wit , a tendency), in-

clined to weeping, sorrowful.

its, a. (from , to weep), fit or worthy of being a sub-

ject of weeping or lamentation.

F43, a. (from F , to weep), wept, lamented.

pra , s. (from , the character expressing the sound ofkra,

and , junction), the name of those compound let-

ters ofwhich is the last member.

, s. (from , to be able), flesh, raw flesh.
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crife.

Fum, s. (from F , rawflesh, and , to eat), a rakshus

or giant, a cannibal.

FI, a. (fromFI, to step), a step, a degree, order or succession.

Tafia s. (from , a degree, and fi , deep), a slope.

PASK, s. (from PA, a step, and 5k, a breach), an interruption

in a series, an interruption in the order or succession of

things.

**:, ad. (from , a step), gradually, regularly, in regular

order or succession, successively, in rotation.

Friя3, a. (from F , a step, and t , come), regular, unin-

terrupted, successive, regularly succeeding each other.

FAİZYİN, a. (from , a step, and af , following upon),

following the direct order of a series , following the re-

gular succession of one person or thing to another.

, s. (from A, a step, and t , a following), the

direct order ofa series, or ofthe succession of one per-

son or thing to another.

, ad. (loc. case of a), in direct succession,

in a regular series.

FIAT, s. (from F , a step, and
I, a direct consequence),

the direct orderof a series or of the succession of things

to one another.

z , a. (from , a step, and af ,following), follow-

ing in the direct order of a series, following in the di-

rect order ofsuccession.

Fx , a. (from ™ , to step), successive, gradual.

FI, ad. (loc. case of ), gradually, successively.

FAFA, ad. (from

by degrees.

A, to step), gradually, progressively,

, s. (from , astep, and , a leap), fits and

starts, irregularity, disorder.

, s. (from , to purchase), a purchase, the act of buy-

ing.

FICI, s. (from TA, purchase, and , a doer), a purchaser.

Id, s. (from ì, to buy), the act ofpurchasing any thing.

Idy, a. (from ì, to buy), purchasable, marketable.

Fystry, s. (from I, purchase, and f , sale), trade,

traffic,
commerce.

ht, a (from 4, purchase, and af , desirous), desirous

of
purchasing.

, a. (from , purchasing), purchasing, dealing.

TU, a. (from , to purchase), exhibited for sale, purchas-

able.

ts, a. (from , to step), stepped, gone, passed over.

wifs, s. (from ™ , to step), ascension, a surmounting, a sur-

passing, a denomination of money used in accounts,

amounting to the third part of a cowry.

Forfix.

Tige, a. (from , to purchase), purchasing; s. a purchaser.

, s. (from cross examination), such a reply to an opponent

as will silence his objections, a compleat reply, a rejoin-

der, the confutation ofa plea. This word, constructed

with , togive, signifies to give a reply to an argument ;

constructed with , to cut, it means to refute the ar

guments contained in an advervary's reply.

f , s . (from a, to move), an insect, a worm, a maggot.

fr , a. (from fa, an insect, and ₹7, to kill), anthelmin

tic, destructive to insects ; s . the name of a plant (Ser-

ratula
anthelmintica .)

frá , ɑ. (from fr , an insect, and 57 , producible), aris.

ing from insects, occasioned by worms.

franta , s. (from ff , an insect, and t , grain), cochi,

neal.

forfante, a. (from f , an insect, and t , giving), caus-

ing worms, giving insects to a bird.

frants, a. (from ff , an insect, and , giving), cause

ing insects, giving insects to a bird.

far , s. (from F , an insect, and , destruction), the

destruction of worms or insects..

ff , a. (from ff, an insect, and , destroying),

destroying worms or insects.

fat, a. (from ff, an insect, and , destroying),

destructive to worms or insects.

ffatt, s . (from ff , an insect, and tt, destruction), the

destruction of worms or insects.

fafante, s. (fromff, an insect, and , destroying),

destructive to worms or insects.

ক্রিমিনিবারক, a. (fromক্রিমি, an insect , and নিবারক, preventing)s

preventing worms or insects from infesting a place.

farfare, s. (from f , an insect, and fis, a cause), a

cause of worms or insects.

ক্রিমিনিমিত্তক, a. (from ক্রিমি, an insect, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

arising from or occasioned by worms.

fifa , a. (from ff, an insect, and , giving), producing

worms or insects.

fafa , a. (from ff, an insect, and T , increasing),

causing an increase of worms or insects.

frfa , s. (from ff, an insect, and , increase), the

increase ofworms or insects.

ffaf , a. (from ff , an insect, and f , without), free

from worms or insects.

fruff , a . (from ff , an insect, and fats, possessed

of), infested by worms or insects.

ক্রিমিরাতিরিক্ত , a. (from ক্রিমি, an insect, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except.

ed), free from worms or insects,
·
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firut.

বিকিতিরেক, s. (from ক্রিমি, an insect , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), freedom from worms or insects.

fy, a. (from f , an insect), abounding with worms or

insects..

fata, s. (from f , an insect, and at , mere), a mere in-

sect or worm.

fofas, a. (from fifa, an insect, and F, joined to), infest-

ed with worms or insects.

Fraas, a. (from fa, an insect, and af , destitute), free

from worms or insects.

fo , s. (from fa , an insect, and , one who kills), a

person or thing which destroys worms or insects.

fafie, a. (from fa, an insect, and fe, injurious),

hurtful to worms or insects ; s. one who destroys worms

or insects.

Fafufkal, s . (from fofa, an insect, and f , injury), the

injury or destruction of worms or insects.

fa, a. (from , an insect, and , destitule of) , free

from worms or insects.

fagi, s. (from 4, to do), an act, a deed, work, a religious act,

1 an action.

Fruiz , s . (from fri, a work, and , a doer), the doer

of a work, an agent, the person who performs any par

ticular action.

fatt , s. (from fg, a work, and t , a multitude),

the great body of religious ceremonies required in the

Hindoo laws, a number of actions ofany kind.

•

glaze, a. (from F , a work, and , doing), per-

forming work; s. the doer of an action.

fagte , s . (from fog , a work, and , a mountain peak),

the concluding action of a large body of ceremonies

which gives efficacy to all the rest, a body of works or

ceremonies.

faits, a . (from fer, a work, and 13, fallen), fallen from

the right to perform religious ceremonies or other ac-

tions.

fryty, a. (from fa , a work, and , to kill), destructive

to work, making religious actions ineffectual.

fate, a. (from f , a work, and , producing), pro-

ducing works, producing religious actions.

fort , a. (from T, a work, and 5 , producible), aris .

ing from actions, producible from actions.

ga , s . (from fm, a work, and , destruction), the

destruction of a person's works, the ruin of religious

works, the defeating of a person's actions or undertak-

ings.

faike78, 8. (from fai, a work, and kne, destructive),

furut.

destructive to works, making religious actions ineffec-

tual.

fatì, a. (from fr , a work, and , destructive),

destructive to works, making religious actions ineffec-

tual.

frgiat , s. (from fm, a work, and , destruction), the

destruction of a work, the making of a religious action

ineffectual, the defeating ofa person's actions or under-

takings.

fatate, a. (from f , a work, and at , destructive),

destructive to works, rendering religious actions inef-

fectual.

ক্রিয়ানিবারক, a. (from ক্রিয়া, a work, and নিবারক, preventing),

preventing or obstructing works.

fifa , s. (from F , a work, and fia , prevention),

the prevention of a work.

friffs, s. (from fg , a work, and ffs, a cause), the

cause or occasion of a work.

fute, a. (from f , a work, and fifa , a cause), aris-

ing from or caused by works.

føgifs, a . (from fi, a work, and fas, connected with),

abounding in works.

fat , s (from fr , action, and , an inflected word), (in

grammar) a verb.

føytææ, a. (from fag , an action, and age, increasing),

increasing meritorious actions, increasing labour ; that

which causes an increase of labour or action.

frgia , s. (from fr , an action, and Tú , an increasing),

the increasing of labour, the making work more plen-

tiful, the improvement of works, the multiplying of re-

ligious actions.

frutata, a. (from fi, a work), abounding in works, meri.

torious.

fifa , a. (from f , a work, and fa , without), destitute

ofworks, destitute ofmeritorious actions.

fafafa, a. (from [ , a work, and faf , possessed of),

abounding in works, meritorious.

ক্রিয়াবিশেষণ , s. (from ক্রিয়া, an action, and বিশেষণ, that which

discriminates), (in grammar) an adverb.

fifat , a. (from , a work, and 4 , destitute of), des-

titute of works, destitute ofmeritorious actions.

ক্রিয়াব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ক্রিয়া, a work, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted

from), exempted from works, destitute of works.

frataifa , s. (from fm, an action, and fe, an excep-

tion), an exemption from work or from religious cere-

monies.

fugbye, a. (from f , an action, and TF, connected with),
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3731 carts.

connected with actions or religious works, abounding

in works of merit.

atșiafofas, a. (from 131, sport, and fo , excepted),

exempted from sport or play.

Eutaics, a. (fromF , an action, and af , destitute of), stafa , s. (from wiș , sport, and zifuaæ, an exception),

destitute ofworks, destitute of religious merits.

fus, a. (from , an action, and * , empty), desti-

tute ofworks, destitute of religious merits.

Frig11, 8. (from F , an action, and 7 , the smiting of

any thing), the counteracting of any one, the defeating

ofa person's undertakings, themaking a person's religi-

ous actions ineffectual.

fizi, s. (from F , an action, and , a smiter), one

who counteracts what another does, one who makes a

person's actions ineffectual whether they be civil or re-

ligious.

fizifa, s. (from fg, an action, and Tif , loss), a detri-

ment to an undertaking, the rendering of any person's

actions useless , the making of a person's religious acti-

ons ineffectual .

fit , a. (from fr, a work, and , destitute of), des-

titute of religious actions, destitute of religious merits.

11, s. (fromas, to play), play, sport, a game, wantonness,

sensual gratification .

sivtælge, s. (from 1 , play, and i , an agent), a play-

ful person, a wanton person.

Fișirigy, 8. (from 151, play, and , a show), sport,

pastime, play, enjoyment, pleasure, lasciviousness, the

connection of the sexes. -

, s. (from F , play, and ‡ , destruction) , the de-

struction or prevention of sport or pastime.

v , a. (from , play, and , destructive), de-

structive ofsport or pastime.

statt, s. (from , play, and t, destruction) , the de-

struction ofsport or pastime, the ruin of enjoyment.

Fisiat*ē, a. (from 15 , play, and , destructive), de-

structive ofsport or pastime.

işte, a. (from 1st, sport, and ze , increasing), improv-

ing sport or pastime, making pleasures greater.

ista , s. (from 5 , sport, and , an increasing), the

improving of sport or pastime, the making of pleasure

greater than before.

Fișteta, a. (from 5 , play), gamesome, playful.

siam, a. (from 1st, sport, and 1, without), destitute of

sport or play, destitute of pleasure or enjoyment.

fafted, a . (from 51 , sport, and fafts, possessed of),

sportive, playful, abounding in sports and games.

ক্রীড়াবিহীন , a. (from ক্রীড়া , sport , and ৰিহীন; destitute of), des-

titute of sport or play, destitute of enjoyment.

M

an exemption from sports or games.

st , a . (from , sport, and TF, united to), sportive,

playful, gamesome.

safes, a . (from Ì , sport, and 7553, destitute of), des-

titute of sport or play, destitute of pleasure or enjoy.

ment.

si , a. (from it, play, and x, fit), fit or proper for

play or enjoyment.

11, a. (from , play, and , empty), free from

play or enjoyment.

ists , a. (from is , play, and , indicating), indi-

cating sport or play, indicating pleasure or enjoyment.

ist , s. (from 5 , play, and , an indication), an

indication of pastime or sport.

şi , s. (from 5 , play, and , one who kills), one

who spoils the sport or pleasure of others .

ক্রীড়াহানি , s. ( from ক্রীড়া, play, and হানি, loss) , an injury to

or obstruction of pastime or enjoyment.

Fiși , a. (from , play, and , destitute of), desti-

tute ofsport or pastime, gloomy.

O , a. (from 4, to be angry), angry, vexed.

, a. (from , to cut), cruel, unfeeling, hard-hearted, se-

vere, harsh, pitiless, mischievous, destructive, terrible,

hard, solid.

31, s. (from 4 , cruel , cruelty, unfeelingness, hard -heart-

edness, severity, harshness.

E , s. (from 1 , cruelty, and g , a manifesta-

tion), the manifestation of a cruel or unfeeling disposi

tion .

, s. (from I, cruel), cruelty, unfeelingness, hard - heart-

edness, severity , harshness.

qugar, s. (from , cruelty, and ч , manifestation),

the manifestation of a cruel or unfeeling disposition.

, s. (from , cruel), cruelty, unfeelingness, hardbeart

edness, severity, harshness.

sta, a. (from , cruel, and 5 , a disposition), dis-

posed to cruelty, naturally unfeeling and pitiless .

, a. (from , to purchase), purchasable, fit for mar

ket.

CP1, s . (from C , purchasing), a purchaser.

, a. (from F , to purchase , purchasable, marketable.

15, s. (from 45, to be thick set), the bosom, the breast or

embrace, the part where a child or a near friend is re-

ceived in embracing him.
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Contt.

arists, a. (from ts, the bosom, and st , gone), placed or

lying on the bosom, held in the embrace.

15513, a. (from ts, the bosom, and 513, fallen from),

fallen from the bosom or embrace, fallen from a claim

to the tender caresses of friendship .

i , s. (from ts, the bosom, and , a writing) , an in-

cluded writing, a leaf on which a part ofa page is writ-

ten which was omitted in copying a book, a postscript

to a letter, a codicil to a will.

arts , a. (from arts, the bosom, and , to stay), placed or

lying on the bosom, held in the embrace.

ris , a. (from ts, the bosom, and , staying),

placed or lying on the bosom, held in the embrace.

Cortzf3, a. (from 5, the bosom, and 3 situated), placed

or lying on the bosom, held in the embrace.

, s . (from I, to be angry), anger, wrath, fury, rage.

, a. (from cat , anger, and , to be produced), aris-

ing from anger or passion.

£516, a. (from , anger, and I , producing), pro-

voking, occasioning anger.

, a. (from

ducible from anger, arising from

æææ, a. (from , anger, and ¡**, making known),

declaring or manifesting anger, indicating angeror rage.

, s. (from it, anger, and , destruction), the

calming of anger, the appeasing of rage.

ofte, a. (from it, anger, and

, anger, and , producible), pro-

anger.

, destructive),

calming or removing anger, appeasing the angry passi-

ons.

witt , a. (from cat , anger, and , destructive),

calming or appeasing anger.

tatt, s . (from , anger, and at , destruction), the

calming or appeasing of anger.

¡Ãætæ, «. (from , anger, and 7 * , destructive), calm-

ing or removing anger, appeasing the angry passions .

mitfazéæ, a. (from ✯, anger, and fase, preventing),

preventing or curbing anger, appeasing anger.

ক্রেবিনিবারক, ক্রোধ ,afata , a. (from , anger, and faiz , preventing),

preventing or curbing anger.

ক্রোধনিবারণ , s. ( from ক্রোধ , anger, and নির্ধারণ , a preventing),

the preventing of anger.

raficfe, s. (from t , anger, and fif , cessation), the

cessation of anger.

ক্রোধনিমিত্ত, s. ( from ক্রোধ, anger, and নিমিত্ত, a cause) , a cause

or occasion of anger.

@ rafficæ, a. (from æ , anger, and F , a cause), aris-

ing from anger or wrath.

ক্রোশ,

certaga, a. (from c , anger, and , giving), occasioning

anger or fury.

cafe , a. (from , anger, and f , without), free from

anger ; ad. without anger, or wrath, coolly.

, anger, and faf , possessed of),* , a. (from

angry, vengeful, furious.

curitfagia, a. (from t , anger, and fa , destitute of),

free from auger, mild, gentle, placid.

ta, s. (from it, anger, and , increase), the in-

crease of anger.

ক্রোধব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ক্রোধ, anger, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , exempted

from), exempted from anger, free from anger.

ক্রোধ তিরেক, s. (from ক্রোধ, anger, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), an exemption or freedom from anger.

cityF, a . (from it, anger, and F, joined to), angry,

wrathful, vengeful, furious.

ক্রেবিরহিত, a. (from ক্রোধ, anger, and রহিত, destitute of), free

from anger, mild, gentle, placid.

, a. (from it, anger, and , empty), free from

anger, mild, gentle, placid .

æâxìa, a. (from , anger, and , destitute of), free

from anger, mild, gentle, placid.

ক্রোধান্বিত, a. ( from ক্রোধ, anger, and অন্বিত, following upon),

angry, furious, wrathful, vengeful .

fy, a. (from , anger, and fa , engagedin), an-

gry, passionate, furious, wrathful, vengeful.

ây, s. (from , anger, and at , a beginning), the

commencement of anger.

curtat, a. (from cft , angry), angry, furious, wrathful.

ANIMÆ, s. (from it, anger, and sine, a commence-

ment), the first beginnings ofanger.

ক্রোবোপক্রম , s ( from ক্রোধ, anger , and উপক্রম, a commence-

ment), the first beginnings ofanger.

, a. (from , anger, and s , proper), de-

serving of anger or displeasure.

ta, s. (from caffe, ten millions), a crore or ten millions ;

also (from 23, an eagle), the fishing eagle or Osprey

(Falco Halietus.)

ta, s. (from II, an eagle), the fishing eagle or Osprey

(Falco Halietus.)

œpi, s. (from pr†, to utter sound), a measure of distance

equal to four thousand cubits, or nearly a mile and one

eighth.

, s . (from ct, a krosha, and fid, a measure),

the measure or extent of a krosha, or a mile and one

eighth.
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tas, a. (from it, a krosha, and 3, measured),

measured by a krosha, a krosha in extent.

i , s. (from , the earth, and 5, to be produced), the

name of a tree (Dalbergia robusta.)

1 , s. (from 45, to move), the name of a small species of

heron (Ardea jaculator, Buchanan's Miss. ) the name of

a mountain belonging to the Himaluya range, the name

of a demon.

Capt.

iffafts, s. (from fe, weariness, and faf , a cause),

the cause or occasion of weariness or fatigue.

atfoffase, a. (from gifs, weariness, and fifty, a cause),

caused or occasioned by weariness or fatigue.

gifs , a. (from Fif , weariness, and , giving), fatiguing,

causing weariness.

affifty, a. (from ifs, weariness, and faft , possessed

of), weary, fatigued, spent, exhausted.

wearied, tired, fatigued.

* t, s. (from 1 , a small heron , and It, an island), || FtfsyF, a. (from tfs, weariness, and 4º, connected with),

one of the seven continents in the Hindoo system of

geography.

, s . (from the letters and ), a compound character ex-

pressing the sound kla .

, s. (from the character , and T1 , joined), the name

of that class of compound letters the last member of

which is .

is, a. (from 4, to be weary), wearied, fatigued, tired,

languid.

gifs, s. (from p , to be weary), weariness, fatigue.

ases, a. (from ifs, weariness, and , to do), fatiguing,

wearisome.

fs , a. (from gifs, weariness, and 7 , producing),

fatiguing, wearisome, toilsome.

31, a. (from Ffs, fatigue, and , producible), aris-

ing from weariness or fatigue.

fon, a. (from af ,fatigue, and , to give), fatiguing,

causing weariness.

Fifantge, a , (from fs, fatigue, and why , giving), fati-

guing, causing weariness.

fo , s . (from Fife, fatigue, and , destruction), the

removal of weariness or fatigue.

ik , s. (from ſ , fatigue, and , destructive),

removing weariness or fatigue.

at, a. (from fs, fatigue, and , destructive),

removing weariness or fatigue.

fort, s. (from as, fatigue, and , destruction), the

removal of weariness or fatigue.

Fifatte, a. (from gifs, weariness, and * , destructive),

removing weariness or fatigue.

ক্লান্তিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from ক্লান্তি, weariness, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to weariness or fatigue.

affage, a. (from ifs, weariness, and fa , prevent-

ing), preventing weariness or fatigue.

gifofactad, s. (from gifs, weariness), and fata , the pre-

venting ofweariness or fatigue.

Fifefits, s. (from gifs, weariness, and fifs, cessation),

the cessation or removal of weariness or fatigue.

ifs43, a. (from gifs, weariness, and 43, connected with),

weary, fatigued.

safes, a. (from gifs, weariness, and 3, destitute of),

free from weariness or fatigue, fresh, lively.

fotas, a. (from is, weariness, and , empty), free

from weariness or fatigue, fresh, lively.

Fissza, a . (from if , weariness, and , to take away), re-

moving weariness or fatigue.

fxa, a. (from faų, to moisten ), moistened, wetted , corrupt-

ed.

ffs, a. (from ft, to afflict), vexed, perplexed , put in

trouble or distress, plagued, tormented, put in a state of

affliction.

fq , a. (from fat, to distress), distressed, wretched, afflict-

ed, wearied, fatigued.

f31, s. (from fa , afflicted), affliction, distress, weariness.

fa, s. (from fa , afflicted), affliction, distress, weariness.

fata, s. (from f , afflicted, and , the body), afflict-

ed, distressed , troubled, suffering.

, a. (from , to be stupid), neuter, stupid, hermo-

phrodite.

Fax, s. (from a, neuter), neutrality, stupidity, the con-

dition of a hermophrodite.

gafa , s. (fromga, neuter, and faf , a sign or mark), in

grammar the neuter gender.

can, s. (from fa , to moisten), moisture, pus, ichor, filth in a

liquid state, the sordes of the body.

, destruction) , the, s. (from , moisture, and

cleansing or drying up of the pus which exudes from

anulcer, the healing ofa tumor or ulcer, the removal or

cure of damp, the effectual removing of liquid filth .

, a. (from , moisture, and , destructive),

good to dry up or cure a running ulcer, cleansing away

or removing any kind of sordes or ofliquid filth.

, a. (from , moisture, and f , destructive),

good to dry up or cure a running ulcer, cleansing away

or removing any kind of sordes or of liquid filth.

M2
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tt, s. (from , moisture, and at, destruction), the

cleansing of an ulcer or tumor from pus, the washing

away or otherwise removing of any liquid filth, the

drying up ofa wound, the removal or cure of dampness .

, a. (from ca , moisture, and at , destructive),

good for drying up or healing an ulcer or tumor, prevent-

ing or drying up any liquid filth.

uface, a. (from 4, moisture, and fas, stopping),

curing or otherwise stopping the emission of pus or any

liquid discharge, preventing sordes, preventing liquid

filth of any kind.

fata , a. (from c , moisture, and fita , preventing),

preventing the production ofpus or any liquid discharge,

drying up or curing a wound or ulcer, preventing sor

des, preventing dampness.

caufa , s. (from , moisture, and fat , prevention),

the preventing of the production of pus or any other

liquid discharge, the drying up of an ulcer, the preven-

tion of sordes or of dampness.

cuffs, s . (from , moisture, and faf , a cause), the

cause of the formation of matter in a wound or ulcer,

the cause ofsordes, the cause or occasion ofdampness.

fifice, a. (from c , moisture, and fifa , a cause), aris-

ing from pus or any other liquid discharge, arising from

or occasioned by dampness or by filth.

ufafate, a. (from ca , moisture, and faf , possessed of),

moist, damp, emitting pus or ichor, putrid, filthy.

, a. (from , moisture, and T , joined to), moist,

damp, emitting pus or ichor, putrid, filthy.

afe, a. (from c , moisture, and 3, destitute of), free

from pus or any other morbid discharge, free from pu

tridity, free from damp or from filth, dry.

, a. (from c , moisture, and t , empty), free from

pus or any other morbid discharge, free from putridi-

ty, free from damp or from sordes, dry, clean.

que , a. (from C , moisture, and , to take away), pre-

venting or curing the production of pus or other mor-

bid matter, taking away filth or putridity, removing

sordes, removing dampness.

, a. (from , moisture, and t , empty), free from

pus or from any other morbid discharge, free from pu-

tridity, free from damp, free from sordes, dry, clean .

, s. (from fat, to distress), distress, difficulty, affliction,

a strait, suffering, trouble, molestation, pain or anguish

arising from disease, labour, worldly care.

te, a. (from , to trouble), vexatious, troublesome,

afflictive, molesting.

Capt.

cxa, a. (from c , distress, and , to make), causing trou-

ble or distress, vexatious, afflictive.

cs, a. (from , distress, and , to be produced), aris-

x

' ,

ing from distress or trouble, springing from vexation

or affliction .

* I*, a. (from , distress, and , producing),

causing trouble or distress, troublesome, vexatious, af-

flictive.

( 57), a. (from c , distress, and 57 , producible), spring-

ing from trouble or distress, occasioned by affliction

or vexation .

catataæ, a. (from cat, trouble, and t , giving), causing

trouble, giving trouble, vexatious.

tt, a. (from cat , distress, and if , giving), causing

affliction or distress, giving or occasioning trouble or

affliction.

cat , s. (from t, distress, and ‡ , destruction), the

destruction or removal of trouble or distress, the re-

moval of affliction or molestation.

, a. (from c , distress, and , destructive ,

removing distress or affliction, removing trouble ; s . one

who removes affliction or distress, soothing.

, a. (from t, distress, and F , destructive), re-

moving distress or affliction , removing trouble or roles-

tation, soothing.

ta, s. (from f , to afflict), the giving of trouble to any

one, the molesting of any person, the occasioning of

distress to any one.

c **, s. (from cat, distress, and , destruction) , the

removal ofdistress or affliction, the removal of trou-

ble or molestation.

cat , a. (from ct, distress, and i , destructive), re-

moving affliction or pain, soothing, removing molesta

tion or trouble .

costface, a. (from cat, distress, and free, stopping), put-

ting a stop to affliction or distress, causing trouble or

molestation to cease.

fazi , a. (from c , distress, and fate, preventing),

preventing affliction or distress , preventing trouble or

molestation, soothing ; s. one who prevents trouble or

distress .

fata , s. (from , distress, and fad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of trouble or distress, the pre-

venting of affliction, molestation or persecution.

coffre, s . (from c , distress, and fifis, a cause), a cause

or occasion of distress or trouble, a cause or occasion

oftrouble or calamity.
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Td.

cafe, a. (from cat, distress, and fi , a cause), aris-

ing from trouble or distress, occasioned by affliction or

molestation.

tata, a. (from t, distress), distressing, afflictive, per-

secuting, distressed, afflicted.

fe , a. (from cp , distress, and f , without), free

from distress or trouble, exempted from affliction or

molestation.

Priftty, a. (from cat, distress, and fa , possessed of),

afflictive, distressing, persecuted, afflicted, distressed.

CPIF, a. (from c *, distress, and 1 ,joined to), afflictive,

distressing, annoying, persecuting, afflicted, distressed .

cafes, a. (from cat, distress, and f3, destitute of), free

from distress or trouble, free from affiction or moles-

tation.

cata , a: (from cat, distress, and , empty), free from

affliction or distress, free from trouble or molestation.

, s. (from cat, distress, and T , one who kills , a

person or thing which cures distress or trouble, one

who puts a stop to persecution or molestation.

*ta, ɑ. (from cp , distress, and I, to take away), remov-

ing affliction or distress, dispelling trouble.

a, a. (from cat, distress, and 7, destitute of), tree

from trouble or distress, free from affliction or moles-

tation.

tifs, a. (from , distress, and f ,following upon),

afflictive, distressing, persecuted, afflicted, distressed .

afts, a. (from ft, to trouble), brought into trouble or dis-

tress.

, s . (from 4, to fade), the bladder.

▼, ad. (from (x , what), where? in what ? also, s . (from the

letters and ), a compound character which expresses

the sound kwa.

afse, ad. (fromf , where), somewhere.

, s. (fromT , to sound), the sound of a stringed instru-

ment, the sound produced by touching the strings of a

musical instrument with the finger, or by making a me-

tallic pot or other vessel sound by tapping it with the

finger or a stick, the chinking sound arising from try-

ing money with the fingers.

fas, a. (from ɖ, to sound) , twanged, made to sound by

touching with the finger or an instrument.

, s. (from F , to sound), the sound arising from touch-

ing the strings of a musical instrument with the finger,

or from ringing in a metallic vessel, a ringing sound.

Tafa , a . (from , to sound), giving out a ringing sound,

sounding well,

>

741.

xfùs, a. (from xư, to decoct), decocted, boiled, prepared by

boiling, stewed.

Fra , s. (from I, the character sounded kwa, and ™ , join .

ed), the name of all those compound characters of which

is the last member.

, s. (from 4, to sound), the sound occasioned by touch.

ing a musical chord with the finger, or by ringing on

a metallic plate or vessel.

tu, s. (from 4 , to decoct), a decoction, a solution prepar-

ed by a continued gentle heat,

E, s. (from the letters, and ), a compound letter which

properly expresses the sound of ksh or of x in anxious.

In the Bengalee language, it has constantly the sound

ofkhya ; in some provinces of Hindoostan it is corrup-

ted to chhya.

FEI, s. (from ¥, the character F, and , to do), the cha-

racter which in the Sungskrita language expresses the

sound ofksha, and in the Bengalee that of khya.

ক্ষকারাদি, a . ( from ক্ষকার , the স্ক, and আদি, first), beginning

with the letter , having an initial .

EFİNİZ, a. (from A, the letter F, and , an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

4, s. (from E , to kill), a measure of time equal to thirty

kulas, or about four minutes ; an instant, leisure or va-

cation from work, the state of being unemployed, the

time of the new or full moon, a centre.

Tt , s. (from 4, an instant, and a, time), an instant,

a moment.

, a. (from , an instant, and , destructive),

perishing every moment.

1, s. (from A, a moment, and , light), lightning, a

flash, a momentary splendor or brilliance.

f , a. (from , an instant, and ff , destruc-

tive), perishing every moment ; s. the name of a sect of

atheistic philosophers who denied the continued iden-

tity of any part of nature, and maintained that the uni-

verse perished and underwent a new creation every in-

stant.

, a. (from 4, an instant, and a, breaking), perish

ing every moment.

E , s. (from , the space offour minutes, and w , half),

a measure of time equal to two minutes, a very small

space oftime.

fi , a. (from E , an instant), momentary, fleeting.

, a. (from , a disease of the feet), diseased with

scars and indentations in the feet.

E ,s. (from 4, to kill), a diseasewhichfrequently attacks
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**

the soles of the feet of those Hindoos who go without

shoes, it consists of a great number of indentatious re-

semblingthose occasioned in the face by the small pox .

3, a. (fromF , to kill), wounded, hurt, scarred ; s. a

wound, a scar.

ক্ষয .়

Faffat, a . (from , forbearance, and f , without), un-

able to endure provocation, unforgiving, hasty, head.

strong, precipitate, rash, impatient.

ifa , a . (from$ 1 ,forbearance, and fats, possessed of),

forbearing, tolerant, long-suffering, forgiving, gracious .

Lifdxs, a. (from 55, wounded, and f143, wounded), full of || safe , a . (from ™ ,forbearance, and faşî¬, distitute of),

cuts and wounds.

fs, a. (from 3, a wound, and fs, connected with),

wounded, full of wounds and scars.

ts, s. (from 3, a wound, and , impurity), a

state of legal impurity on account of a wound.

, s. (from 54, to kill), hurt, loss, injury, evil.

1, s. (from 3, loss, and , a doer), oue who occasi

ons loss or injury .

sær , a. (from , loss, and a , causing), causing

loss or injury ; s. one who occasions loss or injury.

ক্ষতিকারী, ৫. ( from ক্ষতি, loss, and কারিন, doing), causing or

occasioning loss or injury.

#f578, a. (from , loss, and 74, producing), produc-

ing loss or hurt, occasioning injury, one who procures

or occasions loss or injury.

destitute offorbearance, unable to endure provocation,

impatient, unforgiving, hasty, headstrong, precipitate,

rash.

Hi , a. (from , forbearance, and , joined to), for-

bearing, tolerant, long suffering, forgiving, gracious.

Fiais, a. (from E , forbearance, and 3³, destitute of),

destitute offorbearance, unable to endure provocation,

impatient, unforgiving, hasty, headstrong, precipitate,

rash .

•

Fat , a. (from F , forbearance, and f , tending to),

inclined to forbearance, inclined to bear with others,

patient, tolerant, long suffering, forgiving, gracious.

, a. (from , forbearance, and , a tendency),

inclined to forbearance, inclined to bear with others,.

patient, tolerant, long-suffering, forgiving, gracious.

FI5I), a. (from æ , loss, and 5 , producible), springing , a. (from 1, forbearance, and 1, empty), desti-

from loss or injury

, a. (from fs, loss, and , destroying), repair.

ing a loss or injury ; s . one who repairs a loss or injury.

Hom , s. (from , wounded, and 8 , the belly), the name of

a disease which occasions a discharge of blood by stool.

, s. (from , to protect), the denomination of the second

or military tribe ofHindoos.

xf44, s. (from 45, a Kshuttriya),, a man or woman of the

second or military tribe of Hindoos.

, s. (from F , to throw), night ; also passion , folly,

madness.

* , s. (from , to sneeze), a cough, a consumption.

E , s. (from E , to bear or forbear), patient, enduring, be

nevolent, friendly, able, capable, adequate ; s. propriety,

capability, fitness.

FG), s. (from F , uble), capacity, ability.

ta, a. (from

able, capable.

E , s. (from , to bear), forbearance, patience, pardon,

the earth, one of the names of Doorga.

te , a. (from , forbearance, and , possessed of,

forbearing, patient, long-suffering, forgiving.

Ext , a. (from , forbearance), enduring provocation,

patient, compassionate, bearing with injuries, forgiv-

ing, gracious.

, ability, and , possessed of,

L

tute offorbearance, unable to bear provocation, impa ,

tient, unforgiving, hasty, headstrong, precipitate, rash.

*2151ª, a . (from 541, forbearance, and 377, destitute of),

destitute of forbearance, unable to bear provocation,

impatient, unforgiving, hasty, headstrong, precipitate,

rash.

, a. (from , patient), patient, forbearing, forgiving,

gracious.

* , s. (from f , to decay), decay, waste, loss , destruction,

removal, a consumption, Phthisis pulmonalis, the de-

struction of the universe, sickness in general, the cure

or removal of a disease, the expiation or removal of sin,

a gradual wearing away.

* , a. (from * , decay, and to do), causing decay or

loss, removing, destroying, causing to wear away.

1, s. (from * , decay, and , an agent), one who

causes decay or loss, one who causes the gradual de-

struction or removal of a thing.

FYTİZE, a. (from F , decay, and ạ , causing), causing

decay or destruction , causing a thing to wear away or

remove gradually; s . one who causes decay or destruc-

tion.

Fut , a. (from 7, decay, and fa , doing), causing de

cay or destruction, causing a thing to wear away or re-

move.
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ক্ষয,় ক্ষয,়

Ty , s. (from I, decay, and i , a cough), the cough || gaat , s. (from , the cough which attends a con-

which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসজনক, a. ( from ক্ষয়কাস, the coughwhichattendsa con-

sumption, and , producing), producing the cough

which usually attends a consumption .

Byēta ), a. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and 1, producible), arising from the cough

which attends a consumption.

Sy , a. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and , to give), producing the cough which

attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসদায়ক, a. ( from ক্ষয়কান, the coughwhichattends a con-

sumption, andage, giving), communicating the cough

which attends a consumption.

, a. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and 4, giving), communicating the cough

which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কালধ্বস, s . ( from ক্ষয়কাল, the cough whichattends a con-

sumption, and , destruction), the removal or cure of

the cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসঙ্ক সঙ্ক, a. (from ক্ষয়কান, the cough whichattendsa con-

sumption, and , destructive), good for the cure of

the cough which attends a consumption.

FITAKA , a. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and fa , destructive), good for the cure of

the cough which attends a consumption.

zycina , s. (from F , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and att, destruction), the cure of the cough

which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসনাশক, a. (from ক্ষয়কাশ, the cough which attends a

consumption, and at , destructive), good for the cure

of the cough which attends a consumption.

atie, s. (from t , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and fifa , a cause), the cause or occasion of

the cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কালনিমিত্তক, a. (from ক্ষয়কাল , the cough which attends a

consumption, and fafe, a cause), arising from or occa-

sioned bythe cough which attends a consumption.

তারকাসনিবারক, a. ( from ক্ষয়কাস, the cough which attends a

consumption, and fata , preventing), preventing the

cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কালনিবারণ , s . ( from ক্ষয়কাम, the cough which attends a

consumption, and fats , a preventing), the preventing

or restraining the cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কানৰৰ্ষক, a. (from ক্ষয়কাস , the cough whichattends a con-

sumption, and T , increasing), aggravating the cough

which attends a consumption.

sumption, and fa , destruction), the removal or cure

ofthe cough which attends a consumption.

ফয়কাসবিনাশক, a. (from স্নাকস, the cough which attends a

consumption, and f **, destructive), good to remove

or cure the cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়ক্ষসিবিনাশী, a. (from ক্ষয়কাস, the cough whichattends a

consumption, and ff , destructive), good for the re-

moval ofthe cough which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসবিশিষ্ট, a . (from ক্ষয়কাস , the cough which attends a

consumption, and faft , possessed of), afflicted with the

cough which accompanies a consumption.

ক্ষয়কালনিহীন, a . (from ক্ষয়কাস , the coughwhichattends a con-

sumption, and fa , destitute of), free from the cough

which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসবৃদ্ধি, s . (from ক্ষয়কাস , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and f , increase), the increase or growing

worse ofthe cough which accompanies a consumption.

FL , a. (from , the cough which attends a con.

sumption, and , a root), originating from the cough

which attends a consumption.

FF, a. (from * , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and F, joined to), afflicted with the cough

which accompanies a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসরহিত, a. (from ক্ষয়কাস, the coughwhichattends a con-

sumption, and af , destitute of), free from the cough

which attends a consumption.

*y * , a. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and , empty), free from the cough which

attends a consumption .

, s. (from t , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and 5, one who kills), that which removes

the cough which attends a consumption.

FUTIHII, a. (from * , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and , destitute of, free from the cough

which attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসহেতুক, a. ( from ক্ষয়কান, the cough, which attends a

consumption,, and 153 , a cause), caused or occasioned

by the cough which attends a consumption.

EXTRANE, s. (from , the cough which attends a con-

sumption, and si , a beginning), the first appearance

of the cough which usually attends a consumption.

ক্ষয়কাসেপিক্রম, s. ( from ফরকান, the cough which usually at-

tends a consumption , and 8 , a commencement), the

commencement of the cough which attends a consump-

tion.

ক্ষয়কাসোপশন, s. (from ময়কাল, the cough which attends a
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consumption, andSt , convalescence), the alleviation

of the cough which accompanies a consumption.

, a. (from F , decay, and , doing), causing decay

or destruction, causing a thing to wear away or remove .

FIG, a. (from E , decay, and 5 , to be produced), arising

from waste or decay or consumption.

*INIF, a. (from FF, decay, and 37 , producing), produc-

ing waste or decay, occasioning a consumption.

F , a. (from I, decay, and , producible), arising from

waste or decay, producible from decay or consumption.

sificéz, a. (from I, decay, and face, stopping), stop-

ping the progress of decay or waste, stopping the pro-

gress of a consumption.

fate, a. (from 4, decay, andfate, preventing), pre-

venting waste or decay, preventing a waster.

জানিবারণ , s. ( from স্কয ,় decay, and নিবারণ , the preventing of

a thing), the preventing of decay or consumption.

Fyffe, s. (from I, decay, and fif , cessation), the ces-

sation of waste or decay.

ff , s. (from , decay, and fairs, a cause), the cause

or occasion of waste or decay.

syfoffase, a. (from FT, decay, and faf , a cause), arising

from or caused by waste or decay.

, a. (from I, decay, and T , increasing), promot

ing decay or waste.

, s. (from 4, decay, and , an increasing , the

promotion ofwaste or decay.

fa , a. (from , decay, and faf , possessed of), de-

caying, wasting, consumptive.

syafa, s. (from F , decay, and , increase), the increase

of waste or decay.

By¶S, a. (from I, decay, and TF, joined to), decaying,

wasting, consumptive.

af , à. (from 1, decan, and af , destitute of), free

from waste or decay, free from a cousumption.

Fatst, s. (from F , decay, and catst, a disease), au atrophy,

a consumption.

FUTIA, a. (from * , decay, and a destitute of), free from

decay, sound, not going to ruin, not consumptive.

, a. (from 4, decay, and , empty), free from de-

cay, sound, not going to ruin, not consumptive.

, a. (from I, decay, and , indicating), indicat-

ing a state of decay, indicating a tendency to ruin or

dissolution, indicating a consumption.

F5 , s. (from I, decay, and 5871, an indicating), an

indication ofdecay or of a tendency to ruin, the symp

toms of a consumption.

ifa.

Fri, a. (from I, decay), decayed, tending to ruin or dis

solution.

F , v. n. (from 4, to ooze out), to ooze out, to leak, to

flow, to trickle, to distil.

, 8. (from 4, to ooze), the leaking of liquids, the ooz

ing out or trickling out of a liquid.

Ja, a. (from E , the oozing out, and , a dispositi-

on), disposed to trickle or flow out, having a tendency

to ooze out.

, a. (from 44, the oozing of a liquid, and ,fit), lit

or proper to ooze out or to leak.

, a. (from * , to ooze out), fit or proper to ooze out

or to lea

, v. a. (from , to ooze out), to cause to leak or ooze out,

to cause to trickle, to distil.

*f , a. (from , to ouze out), leaked, oozed out.

Fis, a. (from I, to forbear), desisted, ceased from, for-

borne.

ifs, s . (from , toforbear), forbearance, forgiveness, the

desisting from a pursuit.

, s. (from 4, to ooze out), alkali or potash, salt, ashes,

soda.

Hafif , a. (from A, potash, and fa , possessed of), al-

kaline, salt, brackish.

FW, s. (from ṛ, potash, and T , a species ofgrass ,̀

a species of grass, which is an unascertained species of

Cyperus.

FIX1, s. (from Ta, potash, and fs , earth), earth

which is strongly impregnated with salt, or alkali , or

with nitre, land unfit for cultivation on account of its

saltness.

FINAL, 8. (from Fia, potash, and T, the matter discharg

ed in agleet), a gonorhhoa, a gleet when the matter

discharged is saltish.

ta , a . (from a, potash, and F, joined to), alkaline,

salt, brackish.

FJJH, S. (from T potash, and , a taste), a salt or al-

kaline taste, a brackish taste.

as, a: (from a, potash, and af , destitute of), free

from alkali, fresh.

, a. (from , potash, and , empty), free from

alkali, fresh.

a , a. (from , potash, and 5, destitute of), free from

alkali, fresh.

ifs, a. (from , to trickle), strained through alkaime

ashes, distilled from alkaline matter.
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কাঁর.

Fi47, s. (from F , to ooze), the washing of the hands or

face, the washing of clothes or of any other article.

Fid , a. (from , to ooze), fit to be washed, requiring to

be washed.

Fis, a. (from A, to ooze), washed, rinsed , cleansed .

ינ

47, a. (from 4, to ooze), fit to be washed, requiring

to be washed.

f , a. (fromfan, to utter inarticulate sounds), excited, agi

tated, actuated by strong passions or affections..

ffs, s. (from F , to decay), the earth, an abode, a house,

loss, the wane of any thing.

fo , s. (from ffs, the earth, and , to be produced),

the planet Mars who in Hindoo mythology is the son

ofthe earth.

fata, s. (from ffs, the earth, and 2, to hold), a moun

tain.

fffs, s. (from F , the earth, and 3, a lord), a sove-

reign, a king.

ta, s. (from ff, the earth, and t , a nourisher), a

king, a supporter ofhis country.

fate, s. (from f , the earth, and Я , nourishing),

a king, a sovereign.

ffort , s. (from ffs, the earth, and tt , nourishment),

the governing of a country, the police of a country.

ffs , s. (from fa , the earth, and 5, to springfrom),

a tree.

fy, a. (fromf , to throw), thrown, cast, distracted, mad.

ty, a. (from fas, distracted, and art , like), resembling

a distracted person.

ft , a. (from fas, distracted, and , like), resembling

a distracted person.

faze, a. (fromf , distracted), resembling a distracted per-

son.

, a. (from f , to decay), thin, slender, wasted, emaciat-

ed, decayed, exhausted.

F431, s . (from ad, thin), slenderness, delicateness, an ema

ciated condition, an exhausted state, a state of decay.

, s. (from 4, thin), slenderness, delicateness, an ema-

ciated condition, an exhausted state, a state of decay.

, a. (from 4, thin, and 4 , the middle), slender-

waisted.

* , a. (from 4, thin, and as, the body), emaciated .

* t , a. (from , thin, and , a limb), emaciated.

1 , s. (from 4, to ooze out), milk, the milky juice of cer

tain plants, inspissated milk or milk thickened by boil-

ing, water.

HI , s. (from 3, milk), the name of most ofthe species

N

of spurge or leafy Euphorbia, particularly Euphorbia

hirta, E. thymifolia, and E. Chamæsyce.

Haatetail, s. (from a, milk, and attetet, a particular

drug), the name of a drug used for medicinal purposes,

it is the dried root of some plant which appears to be a

species oflily.

4 , s. (from 4, milk, and , the wild date), the

name ofa drug in the Hindoo materia medica.

, s. (from 1a, milk, and , to give), the name of one

ofthe seven seas in the Hindoo geography which is fa

bled to be full of milk. The name of a kind of white

silk cloth.

igi, s. (from ET, milk, and , a sort ofsweetmeat), a

sort of sweetmeat of the form of a crescent, and mark-

ed on the sides with strokes or scollops .

Hata, a. (from a, milk, and 4 , full), full of milk.

Hase, a. (fromH , milk, and , eating), eating milk, feed-

ing on thickened milk.

, s. (from a, milk, and . to throw), a kind offru-

menty or ice milk.

, s. (from 3, milk), a cucumber, a kind of frumenty

or rice milk.

RA, s. (from , milk), the name of a tree and also of

its fruit, (Mimusops Kauki).

ift, s. (from 17, milk), the name of a large tree which

produces an edible fruit, and also of the fruit (Mimu-

sops Kauki).

, s . (from , a particularfruit, and 5, a

seed), the seeds of cucumbers which are used as a me-

dical drug.

, s. (from g, milk), the name of a tree and also of its

fruit, (Mimusops Kauki.)

3, a. (from small), small, little, diminutive ; s. a sort

ofvery coarse and thin cloth used to make nets to catch

small fish.

, s. (from . to pound ), a mark, a blemish, a bruise.

Fe, s. (from F5, a cutting with ease), the cutting of a soft

thing with a sharp instrument.

116 .

5 , s. (from f , quick, and 53, to move), the moving

quickly with very short steps as old or very dwarfishi

persons do ; ad. quickly moving with short steps.

, a . (from , small), small, trifling, insignificant, little.

, a . (from , to pound), beat to powder, pounded, sad,

distressed, marked, branded with a mark of infamy,

blemished.

Fa, a. (from F , marked, and + , a foot), havingthe sole

of the feet marked with rough indentations or scars.
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1.

, a. (from T , pounded, and , the mind , regretting,

contrite, distressed in mind, penitent, grieved.

, v . (from , to pound) , to dig the earth, to carve, to

engrave ; s . the broken fragments ofcorn or other things

occasioned by pounding with a pestle or with the pedal.

*πxt, a. (from 45, small , small, insignificant, trifling, little.

ta , s . (from small, and 5 , a sort of fruit),

the name of a small tree, (Antidesma paniculata. )

afkutaftul, s. (from Ti, small, and fi, amaranthus),

the name of a species of pot herb, (Amaranthus poly.

gamus.)

Thriftfș , 8. (from * , small, and fifîși, an ant), the

name of a small species of yellow ant which stings very

severely.

Finutate, s . (from #i, small, and E, mustard), a spe-

cies of mustard which is cultivated for a crop (Sinapis

ramosa.)

Ha , s. (from H , hunger, and a, knowledge), the sen

sation ofhunger.

1. a. (from * , to beat to powder), small, minute, little,

insiguificant, mean.

31 , s. (from F , small , smallness, insignificance, little-

ness, minuteness , meanness.

, s. (from , small), smallness, insignificance, littleness,

minuteness, meanness.

FAſ , a. (from 4 , small, and af , vision), miserly, penu-

rious, viz. seeing the smallest morsel ; s . a prying into

the smallest things, penuriousness.

FEZE, s. (from HE, small, and g, the matter of a gleet), a

disease which consists in not secreting the proper quan-

tity of urine.

*Eatst, s. (from 5, small, and catst, a disease), a trifling in-

disposition, a slight disease.

*** , s. (from , small, and , breath), a shortness of

breathing.

4, s. (from , to be hungry), hunger, an appetite for food .

FN, s. (fromFI, to be hungry), hunger, au appetite for food.

ta, a. (fiom , hunger, and , to make), causing an

appetite, causing hunger.

ratage, a. (from 1 , hunger, and t , causing), caus

ing hunger, producing an appetite.

Txisā, a. (from Fði, hunger, and 157, distressed), dis-

tressed with hunger, hungry.

Fateta , a . (from , hunger, and , causing), caus-

ing an appetite, producing hunger.

Tâie , a. (from T , hunger, and , distressed), distress-

ed with hunger, famished.

$H.

, a. (from , pressed with hunger, and 3,

the heart , distressed with hunger, famished.

¡ , a. (from * , hunger, and as, producing), causing

arappetite, producing hunger.

FÍ†KI §, a. (from EU, hunger, and *, producing), caus-

ing an appetite, producing hunger.

FIKA , a. (from 1, hunger, and 5 , producible), aris-

ing from hunger.

1, s . (from T , hunger. The last member of this wordis

only a rhyme to thefirst), hunger, an appetite for food.

FIII, a. (from F1, hunger, and I, afflicted), afflicted

with hunger, hungry, famished.

ty , a. (from , hunger, and t , giring) , produc-

ing an appetite for food, producing hunger.

, a. (from F , hunger, and af , giving), produc-

ing an appetite for food, producing hunger.

, s. (from , hunger, and , destruction ), the

satisfying ofthe appetite, the removal of hunger.

, a. (from , hunger, and , destructive), re-

moving hunger, satisfying the appetite ; s. a thing which ·

removes hunger.

FÍÞ¬Ì, a. (from F1, hunger, and† , destructive), re-

moving hunger, satisfying the appetite.

, s. (from , hunger, and , destruction), the re-

moval of hunger, the satisfying of the appetite.

* tī **, « . (from 1, hunger, and ***, destructive), re-

moving hunger, satisfying the appetite ; s. a thing which

removes hunger.

şaffitiæ, a. (from 1, hunger, and faze, stopping), sa-

tisfying the appetite, allaying the sensation of hunger.

atfata , a. from 1, hunger, and fat , preventing),

preventing hunger ; s. a thing which prevents hunger.

afata , s. (from , hunger, and fata , the preventing

of a thing , the preventing of hunger.

tfa , s. (from , hunger, and 3, a cause), a cause

or occasion of hunger.

*Ifift , a. (from F , hunger, and fi , a cause), aris-

ing from hunger, caused by hunger.

zu , a. (from 1, hunger, and if , following

upon), corresponding with or according to the degree

ofhunger.

a. (from , hunger, and , corresponding

with), corresponding with or accordingto the degree of

hunger.

, a. (from , hunger, and , a consequence),

corresponding with or according to the degree of hun-

ger.

+
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}

সুধানুসারে, ad. (loc. case of ধানুসরি) , according to the degree

ofhunger.

fs, a. (from , hunger, and f , following upon),

hungry.

raju, a. (from Fâ , hunger, and , giving ), causing hun-

ger, giving an appetite.

, a. (from , hunger, and , connected with),

arising from hunger.

TÜTÉE, a . (from , hunger, and záē, increasing) , pro-

moting an appetite, increasing hunger.

# 7, s. (from 1, hunger, and , the increasing ofa

thing), the increasing of hunger, the improving ofthe

appetite.

Fatæ, a. (from ; hunger, and atē, hindering), pre-

venting hunger, preventing an appetite.

Etata, a. (from 51, hunger), hungry.

Fitfafas, a . (from # , hunger, and fix , possessed of),

hungry.

, a. (from H, hunger, and fa , destitute of), des-

fitute of an appetite for food, free from hunger.

Hits, s. (from F , hunger, and af , increase), an increase

of appetite, an increase of hunger.

*âs, a. (from F , hunger, and 4 , joined to), hungry.

afes , a. (from 1, hunger, and af , destitute of, des-

titute of an appetite for food, free from hunger.

t , a . (from , hunger, and 23, affected by , hungry.

, s. from , hunger, and , pain), the pain or

uneasy sensation of hunger.

, a . (from , hunger, and as, pained), pained or

distressed with hunger, famished.

*ât* , a. (from H, hunger , and 3, empty), destitute

of an appetite for food, free from hunger.

, . from , hunger, and 75€, indicating), indi-

cative of hunger, shewing an appetite.

81 , s . (from 2, hunger, and 5 , an indication), an

indication of appetite or hunger.

FÀLUI, 8. (from H , hunger, and T3, one who kills), a thing

which removes hunger.

Tā, a. (from 21, hunger, and 17, destitute of , desti-

tute of an appetite for food , free from hunger.

, a. (from , to be hungry), hungry.

fate, a. (from , hunger, and fata , preventive), pre-

ventive ofhunger.

*faziya, s. (from ¥ª, hunger, and fid, prevention), the

prevention of hunger.

*afe, s. (from x , hunger, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of hunger, the appeasing of the appetite.

76

ক্ষেত্ৰ.

** c. (from ft, quick), quick. This word is usually con-

structed with the adverbial participle of , to do, and

then acquires the power of an adverb, quickly, hastily,

suddenly.

Fx, s . (from Ft, to be insensible), a bush .

****, a. (from fx , quick), quick . This word is usually con-

structed with the adverbial participle of , to do, and

then acquires the power ofan adverb, quickly, hastily

suddenly.

E , s . (from Et, to dwell), a pigeon hole.

f, s. (from , a bush), a tuft, a clump, a small patch

sown with any kind ofseed.

3 a. (from , to affect), affected, agitated, stimulated,

excited, pained, distressed .

1 , s . (from F , agitated), agitation, stimulation, excita-

tion, pain, distress.

, s . (from , agitated), agitation, stimulation , excita-

tion, pain, distress .

, a. (from A, to cut), a razor.

HADI, a. (from Ħ , a razor, and HA , the edge of a weapon),

razor edged, as sharp as a razor.

, s. (from , a spud to grub up grass), an instrument

with a short handle used to grub up grass for horses and

other cattle.

* , a. (from , a razor , and 2, the preposition ), an instru-

ment like a paddle with a short handle used to grub up

grass for horses or other cattle.

, an imitative sound expressive of celerity. It is usually

constructed with the adverbial participle of , to do,

and has then the force ofan adverb , quickly, speedily,

hastily.

, s. (from to sneeze), a weasing sound in the throat

which attends coughing; constructed with the adverbial

participle of , to do, this word acquires an adverbial

power, weasingly.

(*, s. (from * , a burden which is carried to any place at

once), a burden which is transported from one place to

another at one journey, the casting of a fishing net, a

transit from one place to another.

(* , s. (from 4, a field), a field, a wife, the body.

31, s . (from Oldenlandia), the name ofa small

annual plant, (Oldenlandia biflora, and perhaps one or

two more species. )

a, s. (from f , to dwell), a field, a wife considered as the

field which produces an offspring, the body.

(445, a. (from (44, afield, and 5 , to be born), born of a

married woman by an adulterous connection ; s. a sun

N2
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ফোক CFTS.

born of a married woman by an adulterous connection

or by intercourse with another man with the husband's

consent ; such children are the legitimate sons of the

woman's husband according to the Hindoo law.

cat, s. (from ( , afield, and fe, a smallplant), a spe-

cies of plant which produces a small white flower (Ol-

denlandia biflora, and perhaps another species . )

(F1, a. (from , to beat to powder), coarse and broken.

This adjective is only applied to rice which is coarse,

broken, and not well cleansed.

C , v . a . (from fat, to throw), to be angry, to fall into a

passion, to be unsteady, to be distracted or foolish..

( *, s. (from fæ , to throw), a throw, a cast, a load which

is transported from one place to another at once, whe

ther in a ship, a boat or any carriage, or ou the backs

ofmen or beasts ; a throw of the casting net, a stroke

of an oar.

, s. (from Ft, to throw), the act of throwing or strik-

ing with an oar on the water in rowing.

Cat , s. (from ft, to throw), an oar.

C , a. (from Ft, a throw), proper to be thrown.

ক্ষেপলাজলি, v . a . (from ক্ষেপলা, proper to be thrown, and জল, a

net), a casting net.

' ,cat, v. a. (from fat, to throw), to provoke to anger, to put a

personinto a passion, to make a man distracted ; a. vex-

ed, provoked, angry, passionate, distracted , foolish.

Catta, s. (from f , to throw), the provoking of a person to

anger or passion, the making a person distracted.

CE , s. (from E, to decay), happiness, good fortune, welfare.

, s. (from C , happiness, and , theear), the name

ofa species of Falco mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss .

but not described.

, s. (from C , happiness, and , to do), the name of

the Brahmunee kite or Coromandel eagle, which is ac-

counted an auspicious bird by the Hindoos, (Falco

ponticerianus, Latb.)

CE , a. (from C , happiness), happy, fortunate ; s. the

name of a small basket of an oblong form principally

used by women to deposit their ornaments or other tri-

fles in.

cut , s. (from c , a cast or throw ), one who rows with an

oar, a waterman.

, s.(from E, the sugar cane), the refuse or trash of sugar-

canes, after the juice has been expressed by the mill.

, s. this appears to be a word which was made to

rhyme with at , a giant, it signifies a giant-killer or

rakshus- destroyer, a devourer of cannibals. It is often

used in abusive language to denote a person of the

most furious, cruel, and unrelenting disposition.

tal, s. (fromEd, to kill), the name of a particular kind of

spear.

Cif , s. (from , to sneeze), the earth.

Ci , s. (from , to sneeze), the earth .

Ett, s. (from , a bush), a place made for pigeons to build

their nests in by suspending a broken pot in a conve-

nient place with a string like the scales of a balance.

test , s. (from , a bush, and or , a roof), the parts ofa

hipped roofwhich are designed for the end ofthe house.

E , s . (from E , a bush), a bunch of hair tied on the top

of the head of women.

tett , a. (from C , a bunch ofhair), furnishing hair suffi

cient to make a large bunch, sufficient to make a large

bunch.

, s. (from , to be unsteady), excitation, stimulation,

agitation or distress of mind.

ts , a. (from cts, agitation, and age, making), caus

ing an agitation, agitating the mind, stimulating, excit-

ing.

ts , a. (from 3, agitation, and f , making), caus .

ing an agitation, agitating the mind, stimulating, excit-

ing.

557 , a. (from ( , agitation, and , producing),

causing agitation, stimulating, exciting, causing agita-

tion or distress of mind .

, a. (from cats, agitation, and 1, producible),

arising from agitation or stimulation, arising from agita-

tion or distress of mind.

, a. (from , agitation, and , giving) , excit

ing, stimulating, agitating, producing agitation or dis

tress ofmind.

, a. (from 5, agitation, and tf , giving), causing

an agitation, agitating the mind, stimulating, exciting.

, s. (from , agitation, and f, destruction),

the stopping of any agitation whether of inanimate

things or ofthe mind.

ste, ɑ. (from c † , agitation, and t , destructive),

calming, soothing, stopping the agitation of the mind,

or of the sea or any other thing that is agitated .

(Hist°F), a. (from cas, agitation, and f , destructive),

calming the mind, putting a stop to the agitation of the

sea or of any other thing, composing, calming, soothing.

ttt, s. (from is, agitation, and , destruction), the

calming of the agitation of the mind, the stopping the

agitation ofthe sea or of any other thing.
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catsatte, a. (from

ক্ষোভা

ts, agitation, and e, destructive),

calming the agitation of the mind, calming the agitation

of the sea or of any other thing, soothing, calming.

s , a. (from , agitation, and fe, stopping),

allaying the agitation of the mind, calming the agita-

tion ofthe sea or ofany other thing, soothing, calming.

ফোতনিবারক, a . (from ক্ষোভ, agitation , and নিবারক, preven

tive), preventing agitation of mind, preventing the agi.

tation of any thing ; s . that which prevents agitation .

ক্ষোভনিৱারণ , s . ( from ক্ষোভ, agitation, and নিবারণ, prevention),

the prevention ofagitation or ofan excited state ofmind,

the prevention of agitation in any of the elements or in

any part ofnature, the prevention ofa stimulated state.

catsfaafe, s. (from 5, agitation, and f , cessation),

the cessation of agitation in any part of nature, the

cessation of anxiety or agitation of mind, the soothing

ofthe mind.

toff , s. (from 5, agitation, and fis, a cause), the

cause or occasion of agitation of the spirits, the cause

or occasion of agitation or excitement in any part of

nature.

toffe, a. (from is, agitation, and fa , a cause),

arising from an agitated state of the mind, occasioned

by the agitation of any part of nature.

ata.

35, a. (from 45, to be fickle), made unsteady, agitated,

excited, stimulated .

, s. (from if , the earth) , the earth.

it, the earth), the earth.dt , s. (from

(F) , s. (from я, wore silk), an airy room on the top of

a house, wove silk, linen or cloth made of flax.

, s . (from , a razor), the shaving ofthe beard.

4, s. (from a, shaving, and 4, a doing), the shav

ing ofa person.

, s. (frem , a razor), the name of a tree whichgrows

abundantly in the forests which skirt the sea coast of

Bengal (Sonneratia acida .)

, s. (from , a razor), the shaving of the head or beard.

E, s. (from , to bear), the earth.

45, s. (from cp , to shake), venom, poison.

MI.

, the second consonant ofthe Hindoo alphabet, it is a gut-

tural which has the sound of the English, kh ; s. the

sky, the air, the atmosphere.

a , s. (from af , fried rice), parched or fried grain.

5 , s. (from , fried corn, and 3 , a morsel), a sweet-

meat made of coarsely powdered parched corn, the

coarse powder of parched corn.

ext , a. (from cats, agitation, and , giving), agitating , a. (from , to dig), deep, navigable.

or distressing to the mind, causing an agitation in any

part of nature, exciting, stimulating.

fa , a . (from 3, agitation, and fat, without), calm,

tranquil, not agitated, not excited .

catsfafstal, a. (from 5, agitation , and fats, possessed

of), agitated or distressed in mind, agitated, excited ,

stimulated.

csfæra, a. (from 5, agitation, and fata, destitute of),

free from agitation , calm, not excited.

, a. (from cats, agitation, and 5, joined to), agitat

ed in mind, agitated , excited , stimulated .

cates, a. (from E , agitation, and 3, destitute of,

free from agitation, calm, tranquil, placid, serene.

casta , a. (from , agitation, and * , empty), free

from agitation, calm, tranquil, placid, serene.

(HSCT), s. (from , agitation, and T , that which

smites), that which destroys agitation, that which calms

the mind, that which allays any commotion in nature.

to , a. (from C , agitation, and , destitute of,

free from agitation, calm, serene, placid, not excited .

স্কোভান্বিত, a. ( from ক্ষোভ, agitation, and সডি, connected

with), agitated, excited, stimulated ,

arata , s. (from 3 , fried corn, and catta , a potsherd) , a

pan or vessel of a particular form used to fry or parch

corn.

, s. (from a , parched corn, and est , a cobra

de capello), the gray or whitish variety of the cobra de

capello.

aa, s. (from fa, an oil cake), an oil cake made of the re-

fuse of mustard or other things when the oil is express-

ed, the excretion or wax ofthe ear.

4 , s. (from at , parched corn, and , to take), a variety

of rice which splits freely in parching and is therefore

principally used to make fried or parched corn.

aд, s. (from a , catechu), catechu or Japan earth, also

the tree which produces it, (Mimosa Catechu. )

sta, s. (from a , catechu, and s , a tree), the tree

which produces the catechu, (Mimosa Catechu.)

MIZITII, s. (from ra , catechu, A, an aromatic seed,

and at , rice), a variety of rice the grains of which are

of the colour of catechu and the form of anise seed,

NIE, s. (from 4 , catechu, and , a small heron),

the name of a small heron of the colour ofJapan earth,

(Ardea cinnomomea.)
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25.

, an imitative sound used to express a hawking to throw

up any thing from the throat, or to expectorate.

✯æ , s. (from the letter , and , to make), the letter

which is the second consonant in the Bengalee alphabet,

and has the sound ofkh.

vezife, a. (from , the letter , and , the first),

beginning with the letter , having an inital at.

atziz, a. (from , the letter , and 5, an end), end-

ing with the letter t, having a final .

atst, s . (from at , the air, and sta, togo), an aerial inhabitant,

a bird.

atst , s. (from est , a bird, and ³, a lord), one of the

names of Guroora, the regent or god of birds.

astrasti, a. (from st, a bird, and T , a heron), mean, un-

principled, contemptible, inferior, bad of its kind .

arestat, s . (from arst, a bird, and , a lord), theking ofbirds,

an epithet applied to Guroora.

asa, s. (from est, a bird, and , a god), the regent or

god of birds, one of the names of Guroora.

westta, s. (from at, the sky, and estim, a globe), the planis-

phere, the starry heavens.

sta , s. (from est , a planisphere, and fan , know-

ledge) , astronomy.

, an imitative sound used to express the suddenness of a

wound made by striking any part of the body on glass

or broken fragments of pots, or on a thorn. This word

is usually constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, and has then an adverbial power, suddenly,

all at once, without notice.

a15, s. (from 5, to bind), a ball of things tied or fastened

together.

ata, s. (from 47, an ass, and 3, to move), a mule, a mon

grel ; a. (from at , the air, and T , to move), aerial, mov-

ing in the air.

, an imitative sound used to express the sudden wound

made by a thorn or splinter piercing the flesh, or the sud-

den cutting of the flesh by treading or otherwise strik-

ing on broken glass or potsherds. This word is usually

constructed with the adverbialparticiple of , to do, and

has then an adverbial power, suddenly, unexpectedly.

3, a. (from 5, to bind), set as precious stones in a

socket.

af , s. (from 4ɔ, to bind), a ball.

a , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from sand or gravel grating between the teeth, and also

for the grating sensation itself ; it is also usedto express

the sensation occasioned by the endeavour to extract a

Lit.

thorn or other extraneous matter from the flesh. This

word constructed with the adverbial participle of ☎, to

do, has the power of an adverb.

هنازخ

tæ , s. (from ✯ , to churn), a ladle, a spoon.

aatai, s. (from wealth), wealth, revenue.

Åজাচী,
ata , s . (from , wealth), a treasurer, a paymaster.

sta, a. (from , to limp), lame, limping; s. a kind of me-

tre consisting of two lines, one of thirty-two feet, the

other of thirty.

49 , s. (from 4 , to limp), the name ofthe common wag-

tail , (Motacilla alba.)

et, s . (from , pleasure, and , to be produced), the

name of a musical instrument, a tabor which is struck

by the thumb.

az, a. (from 45 , to limp), a dagger.

, s. (from at, a tabor), a tabor or small drum struck

by the thumb.

è, au imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

the falling of wood or some other things on a bard

floor or on dry ground, or by striking pieces of wood

against each other. This word is usually constructed

with the adverbial participle of , to do, and has then

an adverbial power, with a dull and sudden sound.

at, s. (from , to desire), coarse long grass of several

species used to thatch houses.

13 , s. (from art, a bedstead, and 344, a small drum), a

small drum resembling an hour glass carried by Shiva

as one of his insignia.

att* , s. (from art, grass, and 4, to eat), the name of an

animal, (Viverra Zibetha .)

afe, s. (from at , to desire), a multitude, a heap, a quantity

of articles piled up, consultation, advice, a machinati-

on.

st , s. (from at, to desire , chalk, any kind of coarse

grass or reed which is fit to be used as fire-wood, a par-

ticular sort of grass, (Andropogon muricatum .)

at, s. (from 4 , to desire), chalk .

affardi, an imitative sound used to express that made by a

horse's feet when he trots. This word, constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, has the force of an

adverb, with a trotting sound.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by a person's walking with clogs or sandals on hard

ground. It is also used to express the noise made by car-

penters or joiners when at work with the chisel or any

similar instrument. This word constructed with , to

do, means to make a clattering or click etting sound, to
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make a knocking or clattering sound like carpenters at

work.

afer, ad. (from atar , rough), rough and disagreeable

like a road over rough ground.

4 , s . (from E, to skreen), a bedstead, a conch, a bier to

carry out the dead, a hammock, ´

ik, s . (from 1, a bedstead, and , a member), a wea.

pon wielded by Shiva ; it is a sort of club, or rather the

foot of a bedstead .

gi , s. (from Я , a bedstead, and , the covering

ofany thing), a coverlet, a counterpane.

rs, a. (from E , a bedstead, and 513,fallen from), fal-

len from a bedstead.

its, a. (from 1 , abedstead, and f53, fallen), fallen

from a bedstead.

te , a. (from , a bedstead, and t , mounted on),

mounted on a bedstead, abandoned , letcherous, low,

mean.

te , s. (from , a bedstead, and id, a moun

ting upon) , the mounting upon a bedstead.

t , s. (from , grass, and , to eat), the name ofthe

Zibet cat, (Viverra Zibetha .)

ctt , a. (from , a bedstead, and if , reposing), re-

posing on a bedstead.

, a. (from , a bedstead, and 1, to stay), seated or

otherwise situated on a bedstead .

Ì, a. (from ✯ , a bedstead, and f , staying), seat-

ed or otherwise situated on a bedstead.

, a. (from , a bedstead, and f , situated), situat:

ed on a bedstead, seated on a bedstead .

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by a person's walking with clog or sandals on hard

ground, or by the stroke of wood on stone or bricks .

¥3, 8. (from πș, to break), the straw of several coarse kinds

ofgrass much used for thatching buildings.

5 , s. (from az , a back door), a back door, a private

door.

atata, s . (from stșa , a private door, and at , a door way),

the opening or passage through a private door.

tu, s (fromași, a private door, and ✯ , a way), a back

door, the road out at a back door, a private door consi

dered as a way ofingress and egress.

att, s. (from 5, grass, and , to enkindle), a sort of

salt prepared by boiling the brine with a fire of stiff

grass.

3 , s . (from as, to break), a sandal, a clog.

ṣan, a. (from at , a sandal, and , the foot), sandal-

arfs.

footed, having a foot formed like a sandal, viz . with the

small part in the middle so elevated that ouly the heel

and toes touch the ground in walking.

, s . (from 4 , to break, and i, to give), a curry comb.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising

from the rattling of peas or small stones in a wooden

or earthen vessel.

, au imitative sound used to express that arising

from the rattling of peas or small stones in a vessel of

wood or earth.

, s. (from 5, coarse grass, and T , a duck), a spe-

cies of wild duck not yet ascertained .

și, s. (from E, to mark), the mark of a graduated vessel

intended to point outthe quantity that will fill it to that

particularheight, the noise madeby a fish in swiming, or

moving in a trap made of bamboo rods, by which the

fisherman perceives that the fish is caught, a report,

news, information . This word when constructed with

the verb , to give, means to give information, or a sig-

nal, and is confined to that given by the motion of the

fish in the trap. Constructed with , to obtain , it means

to receive intelligence.

¡ætti, a. (from și , a murk, and i, cut), marked, gra.

duated ; s. the graduating of a glass or other measure.

, an imitative sound used to express the sudden dash

or flounce of a fish when enclosed in the bamboo trap.

Constructed with the adverbial participle of to do,

it acquires an adverbial power, with a flounce or jerk.

afs, s . (from a , to desire), a consultation, advice, a machi-

nation ; also (from è, chalk), chalk, a particular kind

of coarse grass.

*f *1, s. (from as, to break), chalk, the lower hard parts

of grass used by the Hindoos to pick and clean their

teeth, coarse grass fit for fuel or thatching.

afṣætat37, s . (from Afs , a tooth pick ofgrass, and †37,

the act of eating), the putting the grass tooth pick into

the mouth for the purpose of picking the teeth.

afsætäft, a. (from afsæ , rods ofgrass, and fe, the fist),

striped. This adjective is only applied to cloth with

fine stripes.

afs , s. (from 3, straw, and T, to move), a sort of mor-

tar made of sand, earth, straw cut very short, and chaff,

used to plaster the houses of the common people.

afsi, s. (from ș, straw, and t, to move), a sort of mor-

tar made of sand, earth, straw cut short, and chaff,

used to plaster the houses of the common people.

afstìx74, s. (from afști, mortar for plastering, and ☎ạ , a
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ats.

doing), the plastering ofa house with a mortar ofsand,

clay, cut straw, and chaff.

afsi, a. (from afs, chalk), white, of a chalky colour, pale.

alfs , s. (from as, coarse grass), a species of pot herb,

(Amaranthus polygamus.)

afsi , s. (from fm, white, and 4, the act of strik-

ing), the turning white ofthe leaves ofa plant through

disease.

ași, s. (from ṣ, to break), chalk, the straw of coarse grass

used for fuel.

Atstatt, s. (from att, chalk, and atet, earth), chalk.

45 , a. (from 4ș, coarse grass), made of coarse grass .

খড়ুসাঘর, s. (from খआ, made of coarse grass, and ঘর, ৫

house), a hut made of coarse grass.

šeft, s. (from 4 , white like chalk, and šeft, a

sort of fish), a species of large fish, (Lutianus aya, or

Perca aya, Buchanan's Mss .)

așy, a. (from 4ș, to break), dried so as to separate from

what it was naturally united with.

খছুরনারিকেল,ও (from Åড়ুর, dried up, and নারিকেল, a coconut),

a coconut gathered in an unripe state, and laid up till

the milk is dried up and the kernel separates from the

shell.

asa , an imitative sound used to express the rattling of

loose pieces of wood or the like when they strike each

other.

agazin, s. (from ✯ș, a clattering sound), the producing

of a clattering and disagreeable noise by striking an in-

strument or other thing on wood, or by working at car-

penter's work.

strafbui, s. (from sṣṣ, a particular sound), a venetian

window.

, s . (from , to break), a scimitar, the horn of a rhino-

ceros.

ata, s. (from , a scimitar, and ca, a sheath), the

sheath of a scimitar.

agtata, a. (from a , a scimitar, and , a form), form-

ed like a scimitar.

aglafs, a. (from ată, a scimitar, and wi , a form), sci-

mitar-shaped.

, s . (from af , a rhinoceros), a rhinoceros.

*s, v. n. (from , to break), to remove, to depart, to be

come ineffectual.

as, s. (from , to break to pieces), a piece, a fragment,

a section, a part, a chapter or any other of the larger

divisions of a book, raw sugar, a cluster ofhouses in the

same court-yard.

AS.

437, a. (from 4 , to break to pieces), breaking to pieces,

making ineffectual, removing ; s. one who breaks, one

who removes or expiates offences .

uscatad, a. (from 3, a fragment, aud F , the fore.

head or luck), unfortunate, unlucky.

asciatu , a. (from 43, a fragment, and , the fore-

head or luck), unfortunate, unlucky.

44 , ad. (from 4 , a piece), in pieces, piece by piece.

This word constructed with the verb , to do, means

to cut up, to quarter, to cut to pieces, to divide into

parcels.

ASTI, s. (from 3, apiece, and t , four), four pieces

or quarters.

Asa , s. (from 43, apiece, and f, three), three pieces or

parcels.

STI, a . (from 4 , a piece, and fi, two), two pieces or halves.

27, 8. (from 4ș, to break), the act of reducing any thing

to pieces, the cutting up of a thing, the rescinding ofan

order, the refuting of an argument, the removing ofany

calamity, the thwarting of any scheme.

E , s . (from to , a breaking, and 1, a doer), one

who breaks things to pieces or divides them into par-

cels, one who removes danger or misfortune, or who

expiates crimes.

47eige, a. (from 47, a breaking, and etge, deing),

breaking things to pieces, dividing things into parcels,

removing danger or misfortune, expiating crimes ; 8. Che

who breaks things to pieces or divides them into par-

cels, one who removes danger or misfortune, or who

expiates crimes.

497ift, a. (from 3 , a breaking to pieces, and fan, do-

ing), breaking things to pieces, dividing things into par

cels, removing danger or misfortune, expiating crimes.

437 , a. (from 437, a breaking, and , doing), break-

ing to pieces, removing danger, expiating crimes.

43757 , a. (from 37, a breaking, and E, producing),

breaking to pieces, causing the removal of evil or del

ger, expiating crimes, occasioning a division or separas

tion into parts or parcels.

A975 ), a. (from 48 , a breaking, and 3 , producible), :)

ing from the breaking of any thing to pieces, aris

from the dividing of a thing into parcels, arising free

the expiation of crimes or the removal of misfortune.

খণ্ড নিমিত্ত, s . ( from খণ্ডন, a breaking, and নিমিত্ত, a cara

the cause or occasion of breaking a thing to pieces,

of dividing it into parcels, the cause of the removaisi

danger or misfortune or of the expiation of crimes.
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Ars.

reaffic , e. (from 3 , a breaking, and fair , a cause),

arising from the breaking of a thing to pieces, orfrom

the dividing it into parcels, arising from the removal

of danger or misfortune, orfrom the expiation of crimes .

, a. (from te , a breaking, aud , connected

with), arising from, or on account of, the breaking a

thing to pieces or ofthe dividing it into parcels ; arising

from, or on account of, the removal of danger or misfor

tune or of the expiation of crimes.

HEACTIE, a. (from 497, a breaking, and (T , a cause), aris-

ing from the breaking of a thing to pieces, or from the

dividing it into parcels, arising from the removal of

danger or misfortune or from the expiation ofsins.

287), s. (from 4g, to break), a remonstrance, a refutation,

a fracture.

atot , s. (from at , to break), capable of being averted,

confutible, frangible.

4sqmy, s. (from 4 , a piece, and q , the dissolution of

the world , a partial destruction of the universe, in which

all the spheres beneath swurga, or heaven, are dissolved

in one common ruin ; a quarrel ; the dissolution ofthe

bands of friendship or of society.

✈з1, v. a. (from aɔ ,̃ to break), to divide, to reduce to pieces

or fragments, to break, to refute an argument, to res

cind an order, to revoke a statute or order, to remove

a difficulty, to disprove an assertion, to thwart a con-

trivance, to avert danger ; s . a refutation, a revocation

astafe, s . (from as , a refutation), a mutual refutation, a

removing of difficulties on all sides, a reciprocal break

ing to pieces or dividing into parcels, a reciprocal

thwarting.

2817, s. (from as, to break), the breaking of things to

pieces, the removal of danger or misfortune , the rescind

ing of a statute, the refuting of an argument, the ex-

piation of crimes .

f , a. (from 25, to break), broken, reduced to pieces or

fragments, averted, removed, rescinded, repealed, re-

futed, revoked .

AfŠITI, ɑ. (from 4 , to break), removeable, capable of þe-

ing refuted or rescinded, repealable.

18 , a. (from 25, to break), removeable, revocable, repeal-

able, admitting of refutation.

2 , s. (from , Heb. or 7, Ch. to carve or engrave,

h an epistle), a bond, a note of hand, a letter, a

writing, a handwriting.

,s. (from1 to contract affinity by marriage, ¿¡¡ '

circumcision), circumcision.

27.

asa, s. (from D , to seal up, a conclusion) , the

, a conclusion), the conclusion of a

conclusion of a thing, a sealing, an end.

খতম, s. (from

Xy5

thing, a sealing, an end.

fi, s. (from

يتد

a seed used in medicine), the seed of

the common Holyhock (Alcea rosea) which is an arti-

cle in the Hindoo materia medica.

254, s. (from , recollection), recollection, thought, re-

membrance, danger; fear, risk.

هرطخ
খতরা, s (from8k , danger), danger, fear, risk, a venture.

2 , v. (from a , to settle , to calculate, to cast up a sum,

to settle an account.

37, 8. (from 23 , to settle on acc unt) , reckoned up, set-

tled ; s. the reckoning up of a sum, the casting up of an

account, the settling of an account.

asy , a. (from 3 , to settle an account), containing ac-

counts ; s. an account book.

agyi , a. (from tù, to dig or tear), decayed, rotten, rent,

torn, tattered.

খতুর,
, s. (from , recollection), a coming, a passing, an

entering, recollection , the remembrance of athing, loss.

s , a. (from *†³, a disease of the eyes), a disease ofthe

eyelids which destroys the eye lashes ; also (from tä, to

dig or tear), decayed, rent, rotten ; s. decay, the rot in

wood, &c. This word constructed with A, to smite, or

, to seize, means to be struck or seized with rotten-

ness or decay.

Aõikại, s. (from M , the rot, and , a seizing), the be-

ing seized by the rot, a going to decay.

astatad, s. (from 231, the rot, and я4, a striking), the

being struck with the rot or decay.

avæl, s. (from

purchase.

purchase), the purchase of a thing,

2 , s. (from fat , to beat), the chasing of a person or ani-

mal away.

af , s. (from af , parched rice), parched corn.

afnæ , s. (from a , to kill), parched or fried corn.

aħa, s. (from 4 , to be firm), the name of the drug sold

under the name of catechu or Japan earth, also of the

tree from which it is extracted, (Mimosa Catechu.)

ahūiŢ, s. (from las a purchaser), a purchaser.

año, s. (from 4, the sky, and 3, to shine), a fire fly, the

sun.

, au imitative sound used to express that which pro-

ceeds from striking a cracked vessel or bell.
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art.

, s. (from , to dig), a rat, a house breaker, a miner,

a digger ; a. tearing, dividing, digging.

477, s. (from 27, to dig), the act of digging.

AJTE , s. (from A , the act ofdigging, and e , a doer),

a digger, a miner.

, a. (from , a digging, and i , doing), dig-

ging; s. a digger, a miner.

sēti, a. (from 277, a digging, and æfa , doing), dig-

ging, perforating.

ze, a. (from 477, a digging, and 2, doing), digging,

perforating.

ty, a. (from sa to dig), fit to be dug, requiring to be

dug.

, s . (from 27, to dig), a hog spear, a snuffling ; a. utter-

ed through the nose, nasal.

a , a . (from A , nasal) , nasal, uttered through the

nose.

af , s. (from ata, to dig), a mine, a quarry, a hole or cave.

aja, s. (from 27, to dig), a spud or paddle.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from striking an earthen or metallic vessel when it is

cracked.

, v. n. to emit a jarring sound like that of an earthen

ormetallic vessel when it is cracked.

7, s. (from я , tojar), the jarring like an earthen

or metallic vessel when cracked.

ataifa, s. (from , tojar), the jarring sound emitted

by a cracked vessel of earth or metal when struck with

the fingers.

fa , a. (from sasta, ajarring sound), jarring, uttering

asound like a cracked vessel of earth or metal.

aai, s. (from afaã, a paddle), a spud or paddle.

at, s. (from af , a paddle), a spud or paddle.

, s. (from , to dig, and 1, to give), the harvest, a crop.

at , s. (from a ditch), a ditch, a trench, a moat,

a gutter.

قدنخ

, ad. (from * , quick), quickly, hastily, suddenly, un-

expectedly. This word is generally constructed with the

adverbial participle of , to do, which gives it its adver-

bial power.

ata , s. (from fx , to order or place), a tile.

ata , a. (from art , a tile), tiled.

27, s. (from 4, the air, and , to nourish), the betel nut

tree (Areca catechu) ; a species of grass (Cyperus per-

tenuis); a water jar ; also (from at , the air, and , a ci-

ty), the city of Hurischundra, fabled to be situated in

the atmosphere,

ars.

, s. (from , the air, and , aflower), a flower in the

air. This word is used to express an impossibility, or a

great absurdity, like that of a flower growing in the at-

mosphere.

فيفخ
disdain), disdain, contempt.

, a. (from fx , quick), this word, like many more of

the same class, is seldom used unless constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, then it has the force

of an adverb, quickly, hastily, suddenly, unexpectedly.

srl, a. (from ¿¿s, angry), wrathful, angry.

arr, s. (from

Aд, s. (from

JAS'

খবরগীর, a. (from news, and45,having), a spy, anin-

former, a protector, a guardian.

খবরগিরী, s. (from aprotector), a cherishing, a nou-

rishing, the taking care of a person.

খবরদার, s . (from

tentive.

aan , s. (from

খৰীশ, a. ( from

ed, impure.

news), news, information, intelligence.

ربخ

ریگربخ

ربخ

تبح

مخ

news, and Ms, holding), careful, at-

careful), care, attention.

malice), malicious, malignant, wick-

, a. (from twisted) , twisted, crooked, coiled ; s. a

fold, a coil, a noose, a curl, a ringlet.

, s. (from a, the air, and , to move), the name ofa

musical instrument.

stata, a. (from 7, to disturb or put into disorder,

ربخ
to be warm), leavened, fermented.

a , s. (from a , ability, and fo, to collect), a large pinch

of any thing taken up between the thumb and all the

fingers ; v. a. to pinch or gripe any thing between the

thumb and all the fingers.

ATTI, a, (from Aд , to pinch), taken up at a pinch ; s. the

grasping or pinching a thing between the thumb and

fingers.

ata, s. (from я , to pinch), the pinching up or grasp

ing of a thing between the thumb and fingers.

খমদার, ৫. (from

psi,
a twist, and , having), crooked,

twisted, coiled , curled.

, s . (from , a pillar), a post, a pillar.

, s. (from A , a post, and , a tuberous root), a

particular species of yam, which is reckoned excellent

for the table (Dioscorea alata .)

JAS
থয়র, a. (from good), beneficial; s. goodness, welfare,

health, happiness.

Aд , a. (from A , parched corn), light brown, coloured as

if sown with grains of light brown resembling parched
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corn; s. the name ofa species of fish (Clupea fornicata.)

ريخ

ate, a. (perhaps from welfare), charity, alms giv

ing.

aatst, s. (from

تاريخ

alms giving), alms ; a. intended

for charitable purposes, given or received in charity.

aga, s. (from , sprinkled with coloured grains

resembling parched corn, and a , a fish), the name of

a particular species of fish, (Clupea fornicata .)

, a. (from X , decay), decayed, worn out, injured.

, s. (from 2, an organ ofsense, and a , to give), an ass, a

ditya or dæmon, the proper name of a rakshus who

was slain by Rama at Juna-sthana, heat, a sort of prick-

lynightshade, a species of heron, a species ofgrass used

in thatching (Andropogon muricatum, also Andropogon

serratum) ; a. hot, rigid, sharp, pungent, cruel, harsh,

erumping, brittle.

47, a. (from 4 , speedy), quick, speedy. This word is

usually constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, it then acquires the power of an adverb, speedi-

ly, quickly, hastily.

খরগোশ, s. (from

rabbit.

475, s. (from

رخ

چرخ

pence, debt.

খরচদার, s. (from

great, and A , an ear), a hare, a

شوگ

expenditure), expenditure, money, ex-

چرخ
expenc

e, and s, having), a person

who expends money.

খরচপত্র, 5,
13545, s. (from & , expenditure, and ™ª, a writing), mo-

رخ
چ

ney for expenses.

খরচালা, s. (from E expence
s
, and

جرخ

who expends money.

الاو
doing), a person

খরচা, s . (from expence), the costs of a law suit, that
جرخ

چ

which is proper to be expended on any given object.

2357, a. (from expenditure), expensive, extravagant ;

s. a piece of wood used in knitting nets, round which

the twine is wound, and which at the same time answers

the purpose of a needle.

4745, a. (from27, sharp, an ass, and

nosed, having a nose turning up at the point resembling

that of an ass.

alg.

wormwood, also the name of a species of basil (Ocy-

mum gratissimum).

azЯş, a. (from 2 , hard, and cși, burnt), well-baked,

well-burnt, over-baked , burnt in baking. This adjec-

tive is principally applied to pottery, bricks, and tiles,

also to bread or biscuits, and the like.

زوبرخ

1, s. (from 3, harsh, and , bark), the name of a

species of coarse grass, (Saccharum cylindricum.).

খরবুজ, s . ( from a melon) , a melon, (Cucumis Melo .)

, s . (from , a melon), a melon, (Cucumis Melo. )

Â, 8. (from 7, rough, and a , a spike offlowers),

the name of a plant which produces a long spike offlow-

ers (Achyranthus aspera.)

* a. (from 27, sharp, and *t , sharpened), sharp, very

pungent. This adjective is used to denominate that to-

bacco which is simply dried and not mixed with molas.

ses and other ingredients for the hooka ; also, slíarpen-

ed, well sharpened.

, s . (from 3, sharp, and t , a spear), the name ofat

fish (Mugil protuberans. )

sg , s. (from sata , a receptaclefor a spindle), a sau-

cer or shell into which the lower part of the spindle is

put whilst a person is spinning by the hand.

aat, v. a. (from 43, heat), to parch, to over- bake, to cal

cine ; a . over- parched, over-baked, calcined, hot, dry ;

also, s . (from , a hare), a hare or rabbit.

tata, a. (from a , to over-bake), over baked, over parched,

calcined, burnt in baking ; s. the parching of corn or

the baking of bread or biscuits so as to burn them.

atfam , a. (from a , to over-bake), over-parched, overbak

ed, calcined, burnt in parching or baking.

raia, a. (from ™ , to destroy, spoiled), bad, evil,

spoiled, rotten, wicked, unprincipled.

waiâ, s. (from ¸§¸s, spoiled), evil, badness, wickedness,

unprincipledness, ruin.

খরাৰী,

بارخ

ةطيرخ

دیرخ

دیرخ

دیرخ

بارخ

tfa31, s. (from a packet), a packet, a dispatch.

aan, s . (from a purchase), a purchase.

, the nose), sharp-

i ), a, (from

খরীদার, s. (from

chaser.

aatst, s. (from apurchase), the purchase of a thing.

খরী ফরোখ, s . (from apurchase, and

purchase and sale, trade.

apurchase), purchased.

a purchase, and fɔ, having), a pur-

4737, a. (from 23, sharp) , excessively sharp, very keen.

agta, s. (from à, pungent, and ∞ , a leaf), a red variety

of basil (Ocymum caryophyllatum), also the Teak or In-

dian oak (Tectona grandis .)

2 , s. (from 3, sharp, and , aflower), the name of

a plant which appears to be a species of Artimisia or

دیرخ

دیرخ
,a saleتخورف

sarz, a. (fromfx , quick), quick, speedy, active. This word

is frequently constructed with the adverbial participle ◄

02
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sia .

of , to do, and has thenthe force ofan adverb, quick-

ly, hastily, speedily, with a quick motion.

, s. (from , to give pain), the itch, a cutaneous erup-

tion.

4 , s. (from , to give pain), the wild date tree or its

fruit, (Phoenix sylvestris .)

a , s. (from 2 , to give pain), the wild date tree (Phœ-

nix sylvestris.)

fa, s. (from æ , to be able), a beggar's bowl or dish, the

crown of the head or rather the upper part of a skull,

acollyrium or application to the eyes, a pot placed ac

cording to certain rules on a plantain leaf to receive the

blood of the victim at a sacrifice.

, a. (from , to be small), dwarf, pigmy, ten thousand

millions.

231, s. (from 4 , dwarf), dwarfness.

, s. (froma , dwarf), dwarfness .2

, a. (from a, deceitful , deceitful, guileful, artful, mis

chiefmaking, dishonest, swindling, knavish ; s . a thresh-

ing floor, a stone mortar used to prepare medicines .

aaetfeat, s. (from a, mischief making, and æifî, a sto-

ry), a legend, a story.

desig, s. (from sa, a deceitful person, and s₹, a house), the

house or residence of a deceitful or swindling person.

23, s. (from a, deceitful, and fos, the heart), the

heart of a deceitful person, a deceitful heart.

as, a. (from x , to slip), deceitful, unsteady, slippery.

3 , s. (from a , deceitful, and 3 , search), the search-

ing for a knave.

, s. (from , deceitful), deceitfulness, swindling, kna-

very.

starfafage, a. (from , deceitfulness, and fa , a cause),

occasioned by deceitfulness .

am , s. (from 231 , deceitfulness, and t , mani-

festation), a discovery or manifestation of deceitfulness.

, a. (from , deceitfulness, and 5, arising

from), arising from or caused by deceitfulness.

AGGASIT, ɑ. (from 41, deceitfulness, and asta, a dispo-

sition), naturally deceitful.

AMGNESE, a . (from 25, deceitfulness, and T , a cause),

arising from or caused by deceitfulness.

Ma, s. (from A , deceitful), deceitfulness, swindling, kna-

very.

sata , a . (from , deceitful, and taifa , punishing),

inflictingpunishmenton a deceitful or swindling person .

, 8. (from , deceitful, and , a subduing), the

suppression of knaves or swindlers.

Alm

, s. (from a, deceitful, and , destruction), the

destruction of deceitful persons or swindlers.

, a. (from , deceitful, and , destructive,

destructive to knaves or swindlers ; s . oue who destroys

a knave.

rat, a. (from , deceitful, and , destructive),

destructive to knaves or swindlers .

27, s. (from HT, a slipping), a slipping with the foot,

the making of a blunder, a slip ofthe tongue, a slip or

fall in a person's. moral conduct.

saatat, s. (from a , deceitful, and at , destruction), the

destruction of knaves or swindlers .

A * , a. (from , deceitful, and E, destructive), de-

structive to knaves or swindlers.

' ,Mei , s. (from 4 , a hole, and , to preserve), a circular en.

closure made with mats to hold grain or other articles.

, a . (from , deceitful, and , arising from),

destructive toknaves orswindlers, arising from or caus-

ed by a deceitful person.

z, s. (from , deceitful, and , the introduc-

tion of a topic), the introduction ofa knave as the sub-

ject of discourse, a topic introduced by a knave.

, s. (from at , deceitful, and ts, a word), the con-

versation ofknaves or swindlers, a deceitful speech.

atafat, s. (from t , deceitful, and fentat, destruction),

the destruction ofknaves or swindlers.

Nafanæ, a . (from at , deceitful, and F , destructive),

destructive to knaves or swindlers.

fantat, a. (from , deceitful, and fif , destructive),

destructive to knaves or swindlers.

stafa , s. (from a , deceitful, and faza, particulars), a

feigued story, the history of a knave.

stafatada), s. (from , deceitful, and fa , investigati.

on), the judgment or consultation of deceitful men, a

swindling opinion.

sta 17, a. (from , deceitful, and fa , destitute of), free

from knaves or swindlers.

uagfa, s. (from a , deceitful, and af , an idea), the ideas

of a swindler, a deceitful idea.

Ma , a. (from , deceitful, and 4 , situated inthe

mind , approved by a deceitful man, occupying the

mind ofa deceitful man.

xt, a. (from at , deceitful, andxf , continuing

in the mind), occupying the mindofa deceitful person.

as, a. (from , deceitful, and af , contained in the

mind), situated or contained in a deceitful man's mind,
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amzlaists, a. (from a, deceitful, and ¤¬†πs, contained in

the mind , occupying the mind of a deceitful person.

atst, a. (from a , deceitful, and af , occupying

the mind), occupying the mind of a deceitful person.

স্থলমনোবৃত্তি, s. (from ल, deceitful, and মনোবৃত্তি, the operati

ons of the mind , the cogitations of a deceitful man.

, s. (from , deceitful, and 241, consultation), the

consultation or advice of deceitful men or swindlers.

, s. (from a , a mortar, and , a pestle), a mortar

and pestle.

gs, a. (from t , deceitful, and 3, destitute of), free

from knaves or swindlers.

alt51, a. (from , deceitful, and * , empty), free from

knaves or swindlers.

, s. (from , a tumult), a tumult, a disturbance.

#sf, s. (from , deceitful, and f, society), the

society of deceitful persons .

, a. (from a , deceitful, and , connected with,

connected with a knave, siding with a knave.

Aana, s. (from , deceitful, and , connection), the

society of deceitful persons, a conuection with kuaves

or swindlers .

a , s. (from at, the air, and , to enjoy), the name ofa

tree which grows in the forests near the sea which are

overflown by the salt water.

ta , s. (from , a particular tree, and ts, wood), the

name of a tree, the wood ofwhich is sold for timber or

firewood.

aagi, s. (from , deceitful, and T , a destroyer), a

destroyer ofknaves or swindlers .

Maziz, a. (from A , deceitful, and 17, destitute of), free

from knaves or swindlers.

ata , v. n. (from H , to slip), to consent readily andinconsi-

derately to a proposal.

stata, s. (from ph , loosen,, liberation), deliver-

ance, freedom, liberation, emancipation.

aatst, a. (from ¿l deliverance), connected with free-
صالخ

dom or deliverance, a sailor, an artillery man.

fa, s. (from at , the refuse ofoil), the wax or excretion of

the ear, a sort of oil cake much used to feed cattle ; it is

made by pressing the refuse of the mustard seed after

the oil has been expressed.

fa , s . (from , succession in theplace of another, d

a sovereign), a sovereign, a successor, a cook, a taylor.

af , s. (fromA , a creek, and * , to repose), the name of a

fish (Perca setacea, orTrichopodus Kolisha, Buchauau's

Miss.)

sta.

, ad. (from at , to collect), truly, certainly, indeed.

ata, an imitative sound employed to express the noise

made in immoderate laughter.

st , v. n. (from att , the sound oflaughter), to make a

noise like water when agitated.

tata, s. (from a , the sound of laughter), the act of

laughing immoderately, the sound of running or agitat-

ed water.

tatif , s . (from , the sound of laughter), the sound

uttered in immoderate laughter, the sound of agitated

water.

, s. (from catata, a tumult), a tumult, a hubbub.

af , s. (from catata, a tumult), the agitation made in

the waterby the sudden and violent motion of a fish, a

tumult, a disturbance.

aa, s . (from at , to collect), a creek, a canal, a trench, a

deep hole.

aat, s. (from a , a creek), the name of a fish (Mugil pro-

tuberans, Buchanan's Mss .)

art , s. (from , to collect), shooting pains in the extre

mities, a rheumatic contraction of the fingers or toes.

, v. n. (from , to kill), to fall off as leaves or fruit from

a tree, to fall off as rotten or mortified parts slough off

from the sound ones, to fall as a meteor.

, s. (from , to kill), the falling ofleaves or fruitfrom

a tree, the sloughing off orseparating of putrid or mor-

tified parts from the sound ones, the falling of a meteor.

dì, s. (from a, to kill), the falling of leaves or fruit from

a tree, the falling off or separating of putrid or morti

fied parts fromthe sound ones, the falling of a meteor.

, v. a. (from , to kill), to cause a thing to fall from

the station or situation it before occupied, to open a

door, to loosen a thing.

atata, a . (from sa , to cause to fall off), made to fall from

it's situation, opened, made loose ; s . the making a thing

fall from the situation it was in before, the opening of

a door so as to leave it fiee to swing backwards and

forwards.

, an imitative sound used to express the rustling noise

of paper, dry straw, or other dry and light substances ;

also ad. (from fa quick), quickly, hastily.

,s.(from , happiness, and c , to spoil), the itch, scabro.

sity ; a. rough, scabrous.

এলম, s. (from

مصخ

a husband), a husband.

, a. (from a , the itch), diseased with the itch.

*=1553, 8. (from A, scabrosity, and 3, a fig), the name

of a species of fig tree not yet ascertained .
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سخ

ade.

яää, s. (from a species ofgrass), the roots of a spe-

cies of grass (Andropogon muricata) much used in In-

dia to make slight skreens for the doors and windows,

which being sprinkled with water in the hot season cool

the rooms ; ad. (from fg, quick), quickly, hastily, in-

stantly ; a. harsh or unpleasant to the touch, scabrous,

rough. This word is usually constructed with the ad-

verbial participle of , to do, which gives it the force

of an adverb.

1, s. (from , hastily), a rough copy of any writing,

a waste-book.

N, v. a. (from N , to eat), to eat, to corrode, to abrade, to

wear away.

at , s. (from a , to dig), a ditch , a trench, a pit.

, s. (from at , to eat), the slag or dross of metals.

ata , s. (from 2 , to eat), the act of eating.

atsæ , s. (perhaps from T , to express a wish by hints), a

pretence, a deceitful representation, an imposition.

83 , a. (from att , to eat), ravenous, voracious , glutton-

ous.

atts , a. (from , to eat), ravenous, voracious, glutton-

ous .

fs , a. (from , to cat), ravenous, voracious, glutton.

ous.

377 , a. (from it, to eat), gluttonous, gormandizing.

at37, s. (from A , to eat), the act of eating, the wearing

away ofany thing, the corroding of any thing, the suf

fering ofany evil.

A†37437, s. (from shi, to eat, and 4 , to give), the act ofeat

ing, eating and feeding.

artoft, a. (from at , to eat), entertaining, feeding others,

hospitable.

atten , s. (from art , to eat), the act ofeating, the wearing

away or corroding ofany thing, the suffering ofany evil ;

a. eaten, corroded ; v . caus. to entertain, to feed, to

abrade, to wear a thing away.

37 , s. (fromA , to eat), eating and giving food,

eating and feeding others.

з , s. (from , to eat), the act offeeding or entertain-

ing any person, the feeding ofcattle, the causing any

thing to corrode.

з , s. (from , corroding, and , a plaster),

a caustic plaster.

, s. (from ta, desire), desire, greediness, want, covet-

ousness.

Åæ³, 8. (from XII, a deficiency), abatement, a deficien-

cy.

atten .

te , s . (from * , a nodule), grit, sand, sediment.

itxta, s. (from æ , the figure ofa blot), a disgrace, a

blemish, a blot.

5 , s. (from 6, to bind), a bird cage, a coop for fowls,

a pen for animals, an aviary.

ta, s . (from 4 , to limp), the cutting a piece of wood so

as to frame itwith another piece which is cut down or

half through in the same manuer.

sæti, a. (from ts, a mortoise), cut half through so as

to be framed with another piece.

Яiş, s. (from 43, raw sugar), raw sugar,

its , s. (from ag, a scimetar), a scimetar.

molasses.

žiștâtâ, a. (from e, a piece, and f , holding), check-

ed, checquered."

ifs, s. (from as, a piece), an inlet, a frith, a straight.

, a. (from 43, a piece), a small piece of cloth usually

worn by poor female children.

Aggietės, a. (from 51, a small piece, and **5, cloth), a

small piece of cloth usually worn by poor female chil-

dren.

, a. (from it , cut- nosed), cut with a notch so as to

be firmly tied or framed together..

, a. (from , cut - nosed), cut-nosed, flat-nosed,

cut off. This adjective is only applied to the nose.

, a.fem. (from Fat , cut -nosed), cut- nosed, having

the nose cut off or is destroyed by disease..

ii, a. (from Ff , cut-nosed), cut-nosed, having lost

the nose by disease or in any other

E, s. (from

-থাকদরথাক,tanga , a. (from

earth, nothing.

earth , earth, dust.

کاخ
earth, and

رد

way.

in), earth within

This word constructed with , to do,

means to bring to nothing, to ruin.

, . from art , to eat , eating, devouring.

&tætti, a. (from fèfèt, afox, and 6, the belly), panting

with heat and fatigue.

vær, s. (from atā, to eat, and to sound), a mill to sepa-

rate cotton from the seeds.

arist, s. (from , the horn of a rhinoceros), the horn ofa

rhinoceros, a scimitar.

attstși , s. (from Aistiș, a reed), a species of reed or coarse

grass, (Saccharum spontaneum . )

istì, a. (from at , to eat), devouring, eating.

a , s. (from as , a sort ofsweetmeat), a kind of sweet.

meat; a. hard, firm .

Matātētā, s. (from 5 , firm, and åtta, ajak fruit), 3

jak fruit, the substance of which is firm and hard.
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arey.

atar ), s. (from xil;, wealth), a cash-keeper, a cashier

in a bank.

a¬, s. (from a , a scimitar), a scimitar with a long blade.

, s. (from a , a scimitar), a scimitar with a long blade.

af , s. (from a , to agitate), the name of a fish, (Ciupano-

don Khaji, Buchanan's Mss.)

a , s . (from as, a date tree), a wild date tree (Phoenix

sylvestris.)

E, s. (from , a date tree, and 3, molasses), treacle

or molasses made from the juice of the wild date tree.

atagafs, s. (from æg, a wild date tree, and áƒ¾, a twig),

the mid-rib ofthe wild date tree leaf used by the Hin-

doos as a rod to chastise children, a particular variety

of rice.

tufa, s. (from a , a wild date tree, and yf , a clus-

ter), the large cluster of fruit produced by the wild date

tree.

, s. (from a , the wild date tree, and a , juice),

the juice extracted from the wild date tree by making

an incision in the bark ; it is used to make sugar, and

as yeast to leaven bread, it is also a tolerably palatable

drink which has an intoxicating quality.

a , s. (from , a tray), a tray, a salver, a dish.

art , v. a. (from , to desire), to labour, to serve, to work,

to effect ; v. n. to operate, to answer a designed end.

arte, s. (from art , a bedstead), a bedstead.

art, a . (from at , dwarf), dwarf, short, small, low, mean,

humble. This word constructed with the verb , to do,

signifies to lower any one's credit, to mortify, to van-

quish, to humble, to subdue ; constructed with a, to

know, it signifies to scorn, to despise, to undervalue,

q , s. (from at , short, and f , sight), short- sighted,

dim-sighted, niggardly, penurious.

Atta, s. (from ane, to labour), the labouring at any work,

the working for any one as a labourer, the answering

a designed end.

att , s. (from art , to labour), the performing of labouring

work or menial service.

ta,, s. (from , to labour), the pay of a labourer.

, s. (from atte, to labour), a labourer, a workman.

arttum, s. (from arte, a beadstead, and a , filth), a bug, (Ci-

mex lectuaria.)

1, s . (from art , a bedstead), a screen, a fence.

hòi, v. a. (from att , to labour), to superintend workmen,

to set persons to work, to apply, to suspend, to try the

efficacy of a thing, to put a thing to the proof; s. an ef

fect, the working at labouring work ; a, acid, sour.

Alot.

1

æfttætt, s. (from , the working at labouring work), a

labouring in society, a mutual performing of labouring

work.

artet , s. (from art , to labour), the superintending of work.

men, the setting of people to work.

attta, s. (from it, a bedstead, and ¤ , to adorn), the space

included between any two boundaries, i. e. the space

between two beams, the paling included between two

posts, &c.

attft, s. (from at , the zibet cat), the bag of perfume

found in the zibet cat.

ift, a. (from at, small) , reduced by the assay to a certain

quantity, refined as metals, clear, decided after exami-

nation, approved after trial, explicit, plain, outright.

atta, s. (from at , to dig), a crack in the earth occasion-

ed by the heat of the sun drying the soft mud, a crack.

aigi, s. (from arts, a stalk), any part of the stalk or other

part ofa vegetable which being too tough to be swallow

ed can only be chewed, erect, upright, steep, straight,

standing, perpendicular.

arts , a. (from 3, the trunk of a tree), erect, perpendicu-

lar, payable at sight ; s. the stalk of a plant, the long

and torulose legume of Hyperanthera Morunga and

some other trees, a loment.

¿ ştüişi, ad. (from 2și, immediately), forthwith, instant-

ly, quickly..

atzigst, s. (from riș, payable at sight, and t, a bill of

exchange), a bill payable at sight.

at , s. (from aş, to pierce), a scolloped ornament of me-

tal worn on the wrists of women.

ad, s. (from 43, a piece), a piece. This word is used in com.

position as the last member of words which express the

parts ofwhich any compound substance such as a piece

of furniture or other thing is made, in this case it adds

nothing to the meaning ofthe word.

ta, a. (from at3, a piece), in pieces.

arifa, s. (from 3, a piece, and 3, even), a piece.

attfa , s. (from 4, an instant, and 4 , one), an instant, a

short time.

ata, s . (from 27, to dig), a ditch, a moat, a pond, a pit.

ase, s. (from am , eating), a debtor, one who borrows

money.

tsat, a. (from as , a debtor), promissory, acknowledg

ing a debt. This adjective is exclusively applied to writ-

ten obligations for debt.

231, 8. (fromA , to cast up an account), a multitude, an

assembly, a party, a plot ofground, an account book,

a ledger.
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ata.

strtist, ad. (from útst , a multitude), in parties, in small , s. (from l& ,

assemblies.

wif³7, s. (from bl , recollection), the heart, the soul, the

mind, recollection, remembrance, choice, inclination, a

propensity, a sake, the will.

প্রতিরস্কাহ্ , a . (from

رطاخ
recollection, and

desired, chosen, approved.

رطاخ

اوخ
ه

عمج

desiring),

গ্রাতিরজমা, a. (from recollection, and a multi-

tude), collected, comforted, tranquil, contented ; s.

steadiness of mind, tranquility, stedfastness, satisfacti-

on, assurance.

vifogszig, s. (from ¿ ablo, tranquil), tranquility, sted-
fastness.

খাতিরদার,

rifsanta, s. (from „bls, recollection, and

one who gives encouragement:

رطاخ

رادرطاخ
afsnit, s. (from is,

খাতিরদারী,

ment.

راد
holding),

encouraging), encourage.

srifsaantas, s. (from „bl , recollection, and

ing), inattention, disregard, carelessness.

atfsastan, a. (from bl , recollection, and

desired, chosen, approved.

not keepدرادن

دنسپ
choice),

ga, s. (from , recollection,), recollection, thought ;

ad. on account of, for.

artet , a . (from 2 to err, a mistake), confuted,

confounded, convicted, humbled .

arta , s. (from at , to eat , the dross or scoriæ of metals.

art , s. (from a , to eat), eating, devouring, corroding,

consuming; s. an eater, a corrosive substance, that

which consumes or destroys.

, s. (from , to eat), the act of eating.

art , a. (from art , to eat), eatable, fit for food, edible,

esculent.

fa, s . (from 4 , a piece) , a short piece, a truncheon .

ariff , ad. (from tf , a short piece), in short pieces .

risks, a. (from A , to eat), eaten, devoured, corroded, de

stroyed.

34 , a. (from a , to eat , eatable, fit to be eaten.

f ,, s . (from serving), a servant..
pols,

attu , a. (from at , to eat), eatable, fit for food, esculent .

at , a. (from a , to eat), under the process ofbeing

eaten or corroded .

Nustata , a. (from ¤ , eatable, and t¤ɔ, unfitforfood),

fit or unfit for food.

ta, s. (from , a place), a place, a situation .

altazi, s. (from ¿3 , a house), a prostitute, a harlot.

21104.

atrakcuts, s. (from¿¡le, e' whore, and
a whoremonger.

খানকীটোলা,ataænètal, s. (from Kila a whore, and

رودل

an eater),

int, a habita

tion), a particular part of a town inhabited by pros

titutes.

21761-171, s. (from„ ¡l , a whore), whoredom, the situa-

tion of a whore, fornication.

17748ft, s. (from , a whore, and , a part of a

town), a particlar part of a town inhabited by prosti.

futes.

aiaqatși , s. (from „il , a whore, and atşi, a pert ofa

town), a particular part of a town inhabited by prosti

tutes.

& w@1-1 , s. (from „; (~, a whore, and I, a son ), the son
of a prostitute.

খানকীবাজ, s . (from

whoremonger.

alzajataì, s. (from

a whore, and jĻ, a player), sيكناخ

زابيگناخه
a whoremonger), fornicati-

on, whoredom, the condition of a whoremonger.

يكناخ

arta ajarst, s. (from Cl ,̧ a whore, and Hit, a house), a

bawdy house.

atif , 8. (from a whore), whoredom.

2t7t7, ad. (from 3, a piece ), in pieces, piece by piece.

খানসামা,, s. (from a table or tray, and things),

a steward of the house, a butler.

نادن ناماس

atantatfèrat, s . (fromUlolmils, à butler, and , work),

the employment of a butler.

arta , s (from a , to dig), a ravine, a pool, a pit ; also (from

at , to cat), a meal ; and (from , a house), a house.

atat2gt, s. (from 271, a meal, and expence), a per-

son's table expenses, board wages.

MAJUŢIT, a. (from a , a meal, and

جرخ

سارخ
spoiled), ruin

ed, spoiled.

ttuata , s. (from attuata, ruined), ruin, destruction.

äätääf, s. (from xil_, a house, and Liș,fighting),

scuffle between two persons, a contest orbattle between

two persons, a duel,

211515, 8. (from xil , a house, and ;, a son), the son of

the masterof a house by his slave girl, a homeboru slave,

a slave born in a person's own house, a lad, a child

the family.

att, s. (from 4, to cast or throw), a scabbard, a sheath ; a

thick, water proof. This adjective is only applied to

cloth, felt, and the like things.

, s. (fromat, thick, and R, a weaving), the wear.
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atta ,

ing of cloth so as to make it thick or water proof; a.

thickly woven, close-woven.

*s, 8. (from F , tossed), the name of a bird, (Corvus Cap-

ta, Buchanan's Mss.)

a , s. (from , to throw, and i, to give), a tile, a pot-

sherd.

, a. (from , a tile), tiled .

, a . (from art , tiled), the tiling of a house.

art , s.(from L , angry), angry.

ata, s. (from , to throw), a potsherd, a tile.

atafa, s. (from afa, the cranium), a large hemispherical

vessel, used to receive the expressed juice of sugar

cane or any other vegetable substance, the skull.

ia, s. (from art , to eat), such a quantity as is taken up

with the hand or mouth at one time.

a , s. (from art , to eat), such a quantity as is taken up

with the hand or mouth at one time.

tata, a. (gen. case of the gerund of , to eat), ready for

eating, fit for eating, eatable.

affa, s. (from a, the air, and 8 , to utter sound), the water

which a person who is spent with the fatigue of swim-

ming and in danger of drowning swallows involuntarily,

the apparent taking in of water by fishes when dying

by the heat or stench of the water when it is nearly

dried up.

fa, s. (from if , an involuntary swallowing ofwa

ter, and 37, the act of eating), the involuntary swal

lowing of water when struggling for life and in danger

ofdrowning.

arta, a. (from
pla

y
raw), raw, unripe, imperfect, bad, infe

rior; s. the sealing of a letter ; also (from 5, a pillar),

a post, a pillar.

لايخ
utmuuta, a. (from plo, raw, and Sl , thought), the con-

triving of an improbable thing, a building castles in the

air.

attarapton, s. (from Jus , the contriving ofimprobableglasple

things), the building of a castle in the air, the contriv

ing an impossible or unlikely thing.

هاوخ هاوخم
4, ad. (from the will, and, f , not will), cer.

tainly, suddenly, unexpectedly, nolens volens.

, s. (from , the atmosphere, and , to smite), a

threshing floor.

zifa , a. (from

plas

raw), spoiled, vile, useless ; also (from

tata, a thres hingfloor), growing on, or connected with

a threshing floor.

P

attfa .

, s . (from , a post, and , a potatoe), a species

ofyam (Dioscorea alata).

, v. a. (froma, an organ ofsense, and , to liberate),JT,

to pinch or take up between the thumb and the fingers ;

s. a pinch, that quantity of any substance which is tak

en up between the thumb and fingers.

খাচান, s . (from 2াচা, to pinch), the act of pinching a

thing or taking it up between the thumb and fingers ;

a. pinched, taken up at a pinch.

fa, s. (from arts , to pinch), a pinch, the taking up a

quantity at a pinch, a sudden gripe.

Ti, s. (from Ty, a pillar), a post, a pillar.

atan, s. (from va, a particular measure), a vessel of a

particular form used by fishermen to preserve their fish.

, a. (from , exertion, and , to give), upright, honest,

just, payable without any deduction, payable at sight ;

also, a. (from Ã, a measure), a pod of cotton , a vessel

of a particular make used to preserve fish.

ata , s. (from at , honest), rectitude, honesty, upright-

ness, integrity.

agt, s. (from 4 , to dig), a measure of capacity equal to

sixteen dronas, or about three bushels.

235, a. (from Tyl , dismissed), excluded, dismissed, ba-

nished, expelled.

wizIunifää, s. (from Els dismissed, and s, delivered

in), the delivering in of a dismissal or resignation.

, s . (froma , to dig, or, perhaps, ratherfrom , to

make a hole or opening), a creek, an inlet, a bay.

aim, s. (from y , a mother's borther), a mother's brother.

atatzì, s. (from at , a creek, and 5, to occupy space), a

place where salt is manufactured.

,artataصالخ s. (fromp , to loosen, y , a release), a deliver-

ance, a release, the deliverance of a woman in travail.

ätĦĦ95, s. (from∞ , a release, and *ª, a writing), an

order to release any one, a deed of release, a leafofthe

religious fig tree or of any other tree divided into six-

teen squares, in each ofwhich a number is written so as

to amount to thirty two in which way soever they are

added : this is laid on the head of a woman when she

bathes at the beginning of labour to secure a safe and

speedy delivery.

atata , s. (from arelease), a sailor, a matross, a set

of persons usually employed in raising heavy bodies,

and in loading and unloading ships, or other works of

a similar nature ; also , deliverance, rescue.

wifi , s. (fromy' , to loosen, alis, a particular office
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fat . fuft.

under government), an office of government, in which

the business of the revenue department is transacted,

land held immediately ofgovernment.

arat, a. (from 7 , to make a hole or opening,

يلاخ
emp.

ty), empty, void, blank, simple, vacant, unengaged ; s.

a mother's sister, the sheath ofthe plantain tree leaves

or rather the part which forms the trunk when cut into

pieces of about a foot in length, to serve as dishes to

hold rice at a Hindoo ceremony of religion ; a great

weakness in the limbs which makes them useless.

aaîîgi, s. (from stat , weakness of the limbs, and Ti, a

seizing), an attack of great weakness in the limbs which

takes away their use.

riigis, a. (from , empty, and 3, the hand), empty-

handed, pennyle
ss

.

, s. (from att, a fisherman's vessel), a vessel of bam-

boo rods, or thick stalks of grass used to preserve fish .

27,8. (from 3 , to divide,P., excellent), select, good,

excellent, mature, pure, appropriated, peculiar, own.

ÙÂ, a. (from JY , to divide, x , good), excellent, good,

mature noble, elegant, charming, delightful, fine, vir-

tuous.

afere, s. (from a disposition), an attribute, na-
تیصاخ

ture, the natural disposition.

يصاخ

att, s. (from , to cut or divide, a castrated

animal), a castrated animal. This word is usually con-

fined to sheep and goats.

, a. (from , to kill), bad, evil, inferior.

s , a. (from sa, to kill), badness, the bad or worthless

part ofanything, an inferior thing which is mixed with

a thing ofsuperior quality.

fis, v. a. (from 5, to contract), to draw, to pull, to con-

tract or draw into unnatural forms by convulsions or

any similar cause, to writhe.

fio, s . (fromfo, to draw), a difference ofopinion , a differ-

ence in reckoning a sum, a dispute, a debate. This word

when constructed with fat, to tranquillize, means to

settle a dispute, to remove a misunderstanding.

Pisa, s. (from far , to draw), the drawing ofa thing, a pul-

ling, the drawing of the body or limbs into unnatural

forms by convulsions or the like, a writhing.

an imitative sound used to express that made by some

persons in laughter, a giggle.

ff , an imitative sound used to express the cackling

noise made by many persons in laughing, a giggling

sound. This word is frequently constructed with the

adverbial participle of , to do, it then has the force of

an adverb, and means'with a giggling sound, gigglingly.

farfar, s. (from a, to sound), a fox .

faro, v. n. (perhaps from , to agitate), to grin, to setthe

teeth, to distort the face, to dispute about trifles, to

be waspish or pettish.

falds, s. (fromF , to move, and b, to kill), dirt ; a. vulgar,

scurrilous, low.

faofs, s. (from cao , a god), an Indian dish composed of

rice, split pulse and spices; frequently offered to their

idols, and also used as common food ; a. mixed in a con

fused or disorderly manner, blended together.

fatof , s. (from frofs, an Indian dish, and

cooking), the cooking of the dish called Khichuri.

খিচড়িপাকান , s. (from খিচড়ি, an Indian dish, and পাকান, এ

cooking), the cooking ofthe dish called Khichuri.

fatost , a. (from fas, dirt), vulgar, scurrilous, low, ob

scene, ingrammatical.

firði, v. a. (from faʊl, to grin), to make a person grin, to

cause a person to distort his countenance with anger

or fear, to maintain a dispute about a trifle, to scold.

fasta, s. (from faʊ) , to make a person grin), the causing a

person to grin.

fatott , a . (from fast, to make a person grin), scolding,

grinning, distorting the countenance.

farfofafs, s. (from fats, to distort the countenance), fretful.

ness attrifles, a petty quarrel, a dispute aboutatrifle, a

grinning, a distorting ofthe countenance to excite fear,

ff , an imitative sound used to express the grating sen

sation arising from sand or grit being mixed with any

thing, especially with greens or other eatables, the grat

ing of sand or grit between the teeth, a fretting a

trifies. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

grate or feel rough like sand, to fret at trifles.

fatofato , a. (from fù , a fretting), fretting at trifles,

impatient, grating with sand..

figs , a. (from fx55, dirt), low, vulgar, abusive, scurrilous,

ingrammatical.

ff , an imitative sound used to express the act ofgrin-

ning or distorting the face as a monkey does, or the

distorting ofthe face through peevishness or anger.

fart, s. (from fire, rust), rust. This word, constructed with

the verb 3 , to raise up, means to scale off.

fatti, a. (from far , rust), rusty.

খিটিমিটি, s . ( from খিটমিট, peevishness), a discontented of

peevish complaining of others, a jarring or being pect

ish with others, waspishness.
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fila.

fiftat, a. (from far , rust), rusty.

farfefefert , a. (from fatt, rust. The last member merely

rhymes withthefirst), rusty.

ffa , s. (from fat, to frighten), a perpetual scolding, or

peevish expression of dissatisfaction with children, ser-

vants, or others ; a murmuring, a peevish fretfulness,

fatfati, v. n . (from fift, a scolding), to scold, to fret,

to complain, to be querulous.

fatfatta, s. (from farfar , a scolding), the act offretting or

being peevish with servants or children, a jarring or

contending.

fafafa , s. (from farfar , a scolding), the act offretting

or being peevish with children, servants, or others, a

dissatisfied complaining of or jarring with others.

fattfarfe , a. (from farfar , querulousness), fretful, peevish,

querulous, murmuring, dissatisfied, complaining.

fatti , s. (from fa , to affright), a perpetual scolding or

peevish expression of dissatisfaction with others, a mur-

muring, a peevish fretfulness .

firefift , a. (from faft, a murmuring), murmuring, peev.

ish, fretful, dissatisfied, querulous.

fagat, s. (from as , a back door), a window, a back

door, a private door.

farsa , s . (from first, a window, and ta, a doorway),

a window, the opening for a window, a back door, a

private door.

farsatu , s . (from fast, a window, and fua, a road), the

entrance or open space through a window, a back door,

a private door.

farsta, s. (from„ibs, a title), a title, an honorary name.

fan , s. (from , hunger), hunger.

বিদ্যুৎ, s. (from
Erdo

fans , s. (from

vant, one who waits at table.

Falsitat, s. (from

service), service, attendance.

service, and , doing), a ser-

a servant), service, the of

fice of a man who waits at table.

Fat , a. (from fit , tobe in distress), distressed, sorrow.

ful, grieving, suffering distress, regretting.

ff , an imitative sound used to express that which pro

ceeds from vessels or money when cracked in a very

small degree, the moan of a child or other person when

perpetually weeping through disease or want of some-

thing, a discontented moan.

fafafant, a. (from fata , a moan of discontent), discon-

tentedly moaning, constantly crying for something.

fafe , s. (fromHa, milk, and fæ , dirt), a confused mix-

is.

ture of things of different natures, a confused mixture of

things strewed without order on a table or other place.

fa, s. (from a , vacuity, and , to take), land not in til-

lage, sward, the tingling and numbedness occasioned

by sitting or lying so as to obstruct the free circula-

tion ofthe blood ; also from fa , a pin, a peg, a wedge,

a bolt, a pin ; v. a . to turn an arch.

fama , s. (from fat , a bolt, and д, a house), a staple.

fa , s. (from fit , a pin), the fastening of any thing with

a pin or nail, the driving of a wedge, an arch.

fata , v . a. (from fit , a wedge), to turn an arch, to drive in

a wedge or pin, to pin up or fasten the parts ofa piece

offurniture with pins.

fatata, s. (from fa , a wedge), an arch, an arched turret, a

dome ; a. arched, driven in as a wedge or pin is driven in.

fat , a . (from fata, an arch), arched, vaulted.

fam , s. (from fa, an arch), an arch, a tunnel, a funnel, a

packet ofbetle, a bundle or packet of any thing which

is wrapped up by first making a cone withthe paper as

is usual with grocers in England.

falfa , an imitative sound used to express that giggling

noisewhichsomepersons make in immoderate laughter.

5, s. (probably from , to skreen), a sheepfold, a pen

for cattle.

a. (from , small), small, little, diminutive, mean,

base.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by a

snifting inthe nose, and also a sound which children fre-

quently utter through the nose when they begin to cry.

, s. (from to sharpen), the cutting of a thing with

great ease, as is done when a knife or other instrument

is sharp. Constructed with the adverbial participle of

, to do, this word has an adverbial power, and signi-

fies easily, without effort.

, v. a. (from , to dig), toprick or punchathing, to thrust

thebill into the earth as snipes do, to punch with a stick

or other instrument, to thrust, to push with the finger,

to push a stick or other thing into the thatch of a house,

to feel pain in the bowels, which the Hindoos suppose

to be occasioned by worms forcing their heads against

or gnawing the intestines.

55, v. a. (from , to write or make marks), to stir up a

fire, to scratch or rub in the coals or ashes to make the

heat greater.

65 , a. (from £ 5, to stir up a fire), stirred up ; s . the

stirring up of a fire or rubbing in the embers to make

the heat greater.

P2
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Losa, s. (from 55, to stir up afire), the stirring up of a

fire, a rubbing in the embers to make the heat greater.

Lost, v. a. (from 5, to write or make marks), to stir up a

fire, to scratch or rub in the coals or ashes to make the

heat greater.

Lost , a. (from Lo , to stir up a fire), stirred up ; s. the

stirring up of a fire, a stirring up or rubbing the em-

bers to make the heat greater.

fb, s. (fr. 5, to thrust in), the thrusting of a stick orother

instrument into the thatch of a house, to make a place

for the introducing of straw when the thatch is to be

repaired ; also from af , a particular measure, a denomi-

nation of dry measure which contains eight handfuls.

, v. a. (from , to steal), to seek for, to search out ;

s . the searching for a thing.

I, s. (from 45, a mountain peak), the corner of a piece of

cloth, a short point or corner in the cut of a garment,

a corner of a person's cloth when loosened ; the com

parisonofone thing with another. This word construct-

ed with the adverbial participle of , to give, follow-

ed by the verb , to see, means to compare, i. e . æt

fax cafta, i compared it ; a. similar to another per-

son or thing, contracted to a point or corner.

, v. a. (from 45, to divide), to pickup small articles with

the fingers, to scratch a pimple, to lie down for its load

and rise up when loaded. In the last sense this word is

only employed to denote a bullock's lying down and

rising with his load.

Etat , a. (from
, contracted, and , a letter),

writing an illegible hand.

tail, s. (fromI , the corner ofa cloth, and , the shak-

ing ofa cloth or the like), the whole of any thing with-

out reserve orremainder ; ad. wholly, entirely.

E , s. (from , a point), a dot, a point, the picking up

of small articles.

, v. a. (from¥5, to divide), to scratch up or loosen a small

nodule or other thing by the nails, or by the point of a

knife or other instrument.

ta , s. (from a, to scratch up), the act of scratching up

or loosening a smallmodule or other thing with the nail

or with an instrument.

af , s. (from a , the scratching up of a nodule), the

scratching up of a nodule, the scratching up of a pim-

ple or scab.

ta , v. a. (from 45, to divide), to scratch up or loosen a

small nodule or other thing with the nail or with an

instrument.

Etat , s. (from Ital, to scratch up), the act of scratching

it up

up a small nodule or other thing with the nail or with

aninstrument ; a. scratched up, loosened by scratching

with the nails or with an instrument.

Etaifa, s. (fromEa , the scratching up ofa nodule), the

scratching up or loosening of a nodule with the finger

or with an instrument, the scratching off the top of a

pimple or scab.

' ,

Åtarta, s. (from Åta, the scratching up of a nodule. The

last member ofthe word is only a rhyme to the first),

a slight quarrel, a bickering, contention.

, v. a. (from , similarity), to compare with, to exa-

mine the similarity or dissimilarity oftwo things, to make

one thing agree with another, to match ; also, (from 4 ,

to divide), to pick up small articles with the fingers, to

scratch a pimple, to lie down for its load and rise up

when loaded . In the last sense this word is only em-

ployed to denote a bullock's rising with its load.

Efe, s. (from , to compare), a mutual comparison, the

matching of things.

1 , s. (from 1, to compare with), the comparing of one

thing with another, the ascertaining ofthe similarity or

dissimilarity of one thing with another ; a. compared

with, matched with.

, s. (from 3, to divide), a post, an upright post tobear

the roofofa house, a wooden pillar.

tätt, s. (from it, the corner ofa garment. The last syl-

lable is merely a rhyme with thefirst), the corner of a

garment, a point or corner in the cut of a garment.

13, v. a. (from 45, to divide), to dig, to throw up the earth

as a hog does, to express surprize or contempt at any

thing being more abundant than usual, or at an excess

ofany kind.

£3 , s. (from 45, to divide), the act of digging, the throw-

ing up ofthe earth as a hog does with his snout, an ex-

pression of surprize or contempt at a circumstance or

thing being abundant or excessive.

3, s. (from 3, a wound), a blemish, a bad or disagreeable

mark.

, s. (from , to groan), a sobbing, the uttering of

repeated sobs or slight cries as children frequently do.

Ets, s. (from , to groan), an expression of unwilling-

ness to do a thing, the raising of objections to a work

to which a person is indisposed.

1, a. (from , the raising of objections to the

doing ofa thing), dissatisfied or raising objections when

any work is proposed, expressing unwillingness to do

a thing, or doing it with ill will and murmuring.
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AKT.

, s. (from , to groan. The last syllable is merely a

rhyme to thefirst), the expression of unwillingness to

do a thing, the raising of objections to the doing ofa

thing.

fox , a. (fromE , an expression of unwillingness

to do a thing), raising objections to or expressing dis-

satisfaction with any thing proposed, expressing un-

willingness to do a thing or giving signs of doing it

with ill will.

an imitative sound expressing that made in hawking or

striving to expectorate, or in coughing up matter from

the throat; v. a. to hawk or cough for the purpose of

expectoration.

, s. (from , the belly), a foetus, a young child so

long as it is carried in the mother's arms, the dandruff

or scurf which is scratched or combed from the head.

an imitative sound intended to express that made

in the throat when a person coughs with a dry and

short cough.

yesi, v. n . (from , the sound ofa cough), to cough,

to wheeze in the throat.

, s . (from , the sound of coughing), the act of

coughing, a hawking to throw up matter from the throat.

ærøtfa, s. (from , the sound of coughing), a fit of

coughing, a small basket.

art, s. (from , the belly), a female infant, a little girl

as long as she is carried in the mother's arms.

, a. (from , a basket), turned up at the edges so

as to hold liquids ; the Hindoos frequently do this with

a leaf or other thing to answer the temporary purpose

of carrying milk, oil, water, or the like to their houses .

, s . (from , the air, and , to move), an oblong box

made of ratan or bamboo used to carry small articles

as pens or other things.

, ad. (fromfæ , quick), suddenly, unexpectedly, hasti .

ly. This word is usually constructed with the adverbial

participle of , to do.

Ars

47, s. (from 4 , to seek), the act ofseeking for a thing.

457, a. (from F5, small), small, little, diminutive, insigni-

ficant, mean, low.

t, s. (from , to search), search, enquiry.

togiai, s. (from 4 , search, and , search), search,

enquiry.

, v. n. (from 3 , an itching), to itch.

, s. (from , to itch ), the circumstance of itching.

ata, s. (from , to itch), an itching, the itch.

st, s. (from 4 , to itch), the name ofa plant covered

with small spiculæ which cause an itching if they touch

the body, (Hibiscus pistus, Buchanan's Mss.)

f , s. (from af , a basket), a basket, a vessel.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

repeatedly striking two sticks or bits of wood on each

other.

, v. a. (from 43, to separate), to pick up, to collect or

pick up grains ofcorn or other things which are fallen

on the ground, to glean, to compare. The adverbial

participle of this verb is often constructed with the

verb , to take, but the meaning ofthe compound verb

is the same as that of the simple one.

533, s. (fromus, a paternal uncle), ajunior paternal

uncle.

খুড়ততবহিনী , s . (from খুড়ত, a paternal uncle, and বহিনী, ৫

sister), a junior paternal uncle's daughter.

খুড়ততভগিনী, s . (from ড়ত , ajunior paternal uncle, and ভগিনী,

a sister), a junior paternal uncle's daughter.

খুড়ততভাই, s. (from খুড়তত, a paternal uncle, and ভাই, a bro-

ther), a junior paternal uncle's son.

2 , s. (from

31 , s. (from

uncle.

3, apaternal uncle), a junior paternal uncle.

go , a paternal uncle), a junior paternal

staf , s . (from st , a paternal uncle, and af ,

a sister), a junior paternal uncle's daughter.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from thrusting the finger or hand into mud or any

othersoft substance. This word is usually constructed ,

with the adverbial participle of , to do, and has then

an adverbial power.

, ad. (from fx , quick), quickly, hastily, with quick and

short steps.

, ad.(from f quick), quickly, hastily, with quick

and short steps .

* v. a. (from4, to steal), to seek, to search for a thing.

, s. (from art , a paternal uncle, and fait, «

sister), a junior paternal uncle's daughter.

, s. (from ÆÃ³, a paternal uncle, and , a bro-

ther), a junior paternal uncle's son.

s. (from

nal uncle.

off, an aunt), the wife of a junior pater-

, an imitative sound used to express that made by a

key when shaken about or irregularly moved in a lock,

or that made by shaking small things as dice or the

like in a box.

,an imitative sound used to express that made by a

rat ormouse-trap or by a spring lock when it flies back.
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शলू.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the fall ofthe door of a box rat-trap, or by the motion.

of small articles in a box when it is moved.

, v. a. (from ™, to divide), to dig.

, s. (from , small), refuse, the refuse of corn , consist

ing ofsmall grains, or ofgrains injured by insects.

i, v. a. (from , to divide), to cause to cut or dig, to

dig.

afs, s. (from fa , a spud), a spud or paddle.

, ad. (from fx , quick , suddenly, unexpectedly, hastily.

This word is usually constructed with the adverbial

participle of , to do.

, ad. (from ¶, quick), suddenly, unexpectedly, has-

tily.

, a. (from , good), good, excellent, excessive, ele-

gant, beautiful.

, s. (from , a pigeon hole), a small hut.

fartefa, a. (from fa, a pigeon hole. The last member

of the word is only a rhyme with the first), rough with

the footsteps of men or animals imprinted in the mud

or soft earth, rough.

safarafa, a. (from fa, a pigeon hole), little, small, make-

shift. This word is generally used as the adjective of

huts or temporary sheds.

بوخ
, a. (from

tiful, handsome.

beauty, and
تروص
a form), beau-

waifa, s . (from il,,, excellent), an apricot .

aff , s . (from
وخ
excellent), beauty, elegance.

ara, s . (from a, a hoof), the hoof of an animal.

, s. (from , a hoof, and , to recline), a stool, a

bench, a noose to tie or tether calves or other animals

by the foot.

te, s. (from s, food), food, provisions, daily food.

aptoÌ, a. (from S') , food), gluttonous, gormandizing.

, s. (from» , a hoof), a cup or small bason.

, s. (fromfr, quick), a quick pace with very short

steps. This word when constructed with the adverbial

participle of , to do, has an adverbial power, with

quick and short steps.

ana , a. (from fx , quick), meving with quick and

short steps.

next.

tЯ , ad. (from s, to liberate), plainly, openly, sin-

cerely.

wait, s. (from wa , a bone), the cranium orscull, a hemisphe

rical vessel in the shape of the human scull used , to

make sweetmeats by confectioners and others.

ts, s. (from ta, little, and is, a father), a father's

younger brother.

খুশ,
s. (from pleasure), joy, pleasure ; a, joyful,

pleasant.

paian, s. (from♬‚±‚ pleasure, and

tery, praise.

Soof, he comes), flat-

yettani, s. (from alŵs, flattery), a flatterer.

او

, s. (from

wattantxi, a . (from sol ‚±‚flattery), a flatterer.

joyful), pleasure, happiness, joy.

Ærêt, a. (from , dry ground), on foot, by land .

te, s. (from pleasant, and Ls, a writing), good

writing, good letters.

شوخ

prada, s. (from A‚ ,joyful, and

the gospel.

খুবরী, s. ( from

gospel.

ربخشوخ

ربخ

news), good news,

good news), good news, the

artarata, s. (fromAs, pleasant, and food), dainty

food.

کاروخ

arturgia), a. (from gl,, ; › dainty food), feeding

daintily.

atste , s . (from ‚s , pleasant, and stą, a story), pleasant

chat, a pleasant story.

,tataنامز a. (from , pleasant, and hyj, a tongue),

eloquent, speaking well.

**†sim, a. (from

some.

, pleasant, and csìa, a form), hand-

artai, s. (from ,, joyful, and an idea or

عبطم

thought), a jester ; a. blithe, gay, buxom.

খুবাঈ, s . ( from

pression.
عبطشوخ
blithe), a jest, a pleasing ex-

, s. (from , pleasant, and :93, a writer), a

good writer, a writing master.

اهن
show), neat, pretty.

, s. (from , pleasant, and t , a name), a good

name, a good reputation.

afiشوخ , s . (from , a short spud), a spud with a short han-

dle used to grub up grass for cattle,

খুশনমা ,

খুশনাম,

, s. (from , pleasant, and

খুর্মা s. (from , a hoof, and 1, to measure), a kind of

sweetmeat, a date fruit.

, v. n. (from , to move or shake), to open, to expand,

to unloose, to fall offfrom any thing.

»rtatzît, s. (from pliâs, a good name), agood name, a

good reputation.

teratiæ, s. (from 5s,pleasant, and , clothing),

good clothing.
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খুসি,

**tettæt, a. (from good clothing), well-#teamHat, Klä,,s

dressed, gay, wearing elegant clothing.

খুক্তি , s. ( from
شوخ
pleasant, and , a time), a good

season, a good state.

ata , s . (from pleasant, and •
وہ

scent, fragrance.

ascent); an agreeable

tata, a. (from A, pleasant, and

happy, pleased.

Art ,s. (from

شوخ

pleasant , andشوخ

جازم

اضر

the body),

pleasant, and desire), good na

tured, kind, well disposed.

, a. (from fæt, swift), quick, swift ; ad. quickly, swift-

ly, suddenly.

, v. n. (from , to kill), to cough, to tickle in the throat.

, s. (from , to cough), the act of coughing.

fa, s. (from , to cough), a fit of coughing.

, S. (from a, to cough), a fit ofcoughing.

, v. n. (from , to injure or kill), to cough, to hawk

or make a husking noise in the throat, to prompt, to

excite to an action.

, s. (from , to prompt), the prompting a person to

do an action, the exciting of a person to do or say any

thing. Constructed with ata, to smite, this word means

to excite a person to do or say a thing by punching him

with the finger or by any similar method.

, s. (from , to cough), the act of coughing, the

hawking or attempting to bring up any thing from the

throat, the prompting or exciting a person to do or say

a thing .

, an imitative sound used to express the rustling of pa

per when a sheet or quire is speedily drawn over ano-

ther, and also the rustling ofsilk or similar things when

drawn in the same manner; v. a. to separate barley

or othercorn from its husk by slight blows of the pedal

or pestle; ad. quickly, speedily, suddenly, instantly.

wafa, s . (froma, to kill) , a witch ; also from , to husk

barley), the separating of barley or other grain from the

husk when it is done by slight strokes of the pedal or

pestle after proper preparation.

, a. (from4 , to place among other things), placed

in a book or in a heap of other things, tucked into a ves-

sel, bundle, or bale; s. the putting of athing into a book

orheap ofother things, or into a vessel or bundle among

other articles.

ata, s. (from , to place among other things), the put-

ting a thing into a book or bundleamong other things.

*ff , s. (from 4 , a shuffling motion ), the shuffling

22

cat.

motion of a person when he first awakes and begins to

stretch and yawn.

, v. a. (from , to move), to tuck or put a thinginto any

place or vessel so as to conceal it among other things, to

thrust a thing among a number of other things, to put a

thing, such as a pen or slip ofpaper, into a book or the

like place.

22 22 , an imitative sound used to express the shuffling

motion of a man when he first awakes and begins to

stretch and yawn.

, an imitative sound used to express the shuffling mo-

tion of a man when he first awakes and begins to stretch

and yawn.

an imitative sound used to express the wheezing

sound in the throat when a person is asthmatic or has

a cold.

, s . (from , a hoarse sound), the hoarseness and

wheezing sound in the throat occasioned by the asthma

or by a cold.

45, v. a. (from , to move), to wrap a thing up, to put

a thing by, to put a thing out of the way by tucking it

into some thing else.

5 , s. (from , to tuck a thing into another thing), the

wrapping of a thing up, the putting a thing aside by

tucking it under something else.

, an imitative sound used to express the shuffling mo-

tion made by a person when he first awakes and begins

to stir.

2 , s. (from s, blood), blood, slaughter, murder.

ta , s. (from , blood, and

bloody deeds, mutual slaughter.

ينوخنوخ

نوخ
blood, and

بارخ

يراج

spoiled), murder,

› moving), the shed-

,s. (from , murder), murder, bloody deeds..

Manfa, s. (from ‚ ‚ blood), mutual bloodshed,খুনখুনি,

slaughter.

খুনজারি, s . ( from

ding of blood.

fs, s. (from blood, and , to move), a quarrel of

children or young persons, or of relations, a family

quarrel.

وخ
ن

Ma¬Ì , ɑ. (from ¾, a family quarrel), quarrelsome.

t, a. (from 5s, blood), bloody, murderous, cruel, af-

fecting the life of a person.

, a. (from 5s, blood), bloody, murderous, cruel.

car, s . (from F , to throw), the fineness or evenness of a

thread, the harls or fibres of which a thread is composed,

the end of a thread when wound on the spindle or reel,

or when wound in a ball.
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থেক.

catatae, s. (from Mila , perfidy), perfidy, treachery, em-

bezzlement.

catta, s. (from a thought), a thought, an imaginati-
لایخ

on, a supposition, a hypothesis.

‹uuta, a. (from ‹ , the fibres which compose a thread), com-

This word is

ple, raw), animagi-
ماخ

posed of even and good cotton or flax.

only used as the adjective ofthread.

cattatta, s. (from Ja , thought, and

nary thing, a castle in the air.

c , s. (from fæ , to throw), the fineness or evenness of a

thread, the harls or fibres of which a thread is compos-

ed, the end of a thread when wound on a spindle or

reel, or when wound in a ball.

cati, s. (from a, the air, and I , to move), a broom.

85, s. (from ar, the air, and 3, to praise), a vulgar or

scurrilous poem, a Grub-street poem, a singer ofvulgar

or scurrilous verses.

, an imitative sound used to express a sudden yelp ut-

tered by a dog or shakal, or by a fox.

, v. a. (from ef , the yelpof a dog), to repel a person

in a snarling ill-natured manuer, to drive away with con-

temptuous or threatening words ; v. n. to be impatient or

fretful.

ata, a. (from e , to repel), repulsed , driven away,

treated with disdain or threatening ; s . the repeiling or

driving a person or animal away with surliness or dis-

dain, a being fretful or impatient.

c✈æfi, s. (from cæ , to repel), an ill -natured repulse, the

driving a person away by disdainful or surly words, fret-

fulness, impatience.

æti , a. (from F , to repel), repulsive, passionate, im-

patient, peevish, fretful.

fa, s . (from , a yelp), a hem or halfcough, a clearing

of the throat when somewhat hoarse.

et, a.fem. (from e , a yelp), snarling, ill-natured , im-

patient. This adjective is properly applied to animals.

ofthe canine genus, but is also very frequently applied

to snarling ill-natured women.

‹ æði, v. a . (from ✯, action, fr, to move, and 4, to sound),

to importune, to teaze, to urge a peevish complaint ; s.

importunity, a teazing importunity.

, a. (from (a ), to importune), importuned, soli-

cited; s. the importuning of a person.

sif , s. (from ca 51, to importune), importunity, solici-

tation, a peevish complaint.

নৌক্শিয়াল, ৪. (from থিথিশৃগাল, a for), a fox.

হেঁশিঘ্রালী, s. (from খেঁকশিয়াল, a fox ), a female fox.

estol.

cata, s. (from farfar, a fox), a fox.

Farfan , a. (from F , to importune), peevish, importu-

nate, teazing.

« , v. a. (from æ , to shrink), to pull tight, to gird close,

to snatch, to tug, to draw.

casa, s. (from cao, to pull), the pulling of a thing with

force, the drawing of a thing, the contraction of any

part ofthe body by convulsions or spasms.

51, s. (from cats, to draw), a spasm, a stitch, the cramp,

the pulling of a thing ; v. a. to draw, to pull forcibly.

c , v. a. (from cst, to importune), to importune, to

solicit ; s. importunity, an emergency, an exigency, a

difficulty.

c , a. (from c , to importune), importuned, soli-

cited, peevishly requested again and again ; s. the rei-

teration ofa request, importunity.

cita, s. (from c , to importune), importunity, soli-

citation, the reiteration of a request.

cùș, a. (from 2, an organ ofsense, and 15, to despise),

obscene, vulgar, coarse, scurrilous, base.

cars, s . (from , the air, and , to praise), a loose and

vulgar poem, a scurrilous poem, one who sings vulgar

and scurrilous verses.

【atan , s. (from a, the air, and , to move), the name ofa

cucurbitaceous plant, (Luffa, species undetermined.)

, s. (from art , to eat), a devourer, an eater, a pecula-

tor. In composition with some words meaning savage

animals, this word means proper food for those animals.

It is seldom used except in low and scurrilous language.

cate, s. (from C , the stroke of an oar, and π , a landing

place), a ferry, a place where a ferry boat plies.

(UKTI, s. (from at, the air, and F , to move), a broom.

wangianfa, s. (from cak , a broom), a reciprocal beating

with brooms.

(45, v. a. (from 75, to shrivel), to pull tight, to gird close ,

to snatch, to tug, to draw.

cato , a. (from a , the air, and 53, to move), aerial.

cai, s. (from cao, to draw), a spasm , a stitch, the cramp,

the pulling of a thing; v. a. to draw, to pull forcibly.

cart , s. (from fart, to terrify), a village, a suburb.

catta, s. (from fat , to terrify), Bularama's club, a blud-

geon, a club.

cater, s. (from cart, Bulurama's club), a club, a bludgeon.

catfs, a. (from cars, to cat), dwarf, thin, spare.

G, s. (from 1 , a field), a field, a wife.

cataraktai, s. (from cs, afield, and carti, a pan), a field.

catofa, s. (from was, a title), a denomination, a title.
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খেদ.

catī, s. (from fiī, to distress), distress, regret, vexation, af-

fliction, repentance.

can , s. (from cat , distress, and , a doer), one who

regrets or repents.

•

cata , a. (from can, distress, and a , making), produc-

ing distress or regret, vexatious, afflictive ; s. one who

regrets or repents.

cat , a. (from c , distress, and fa , doing), regret-

ing, producing vexation, afflictive .

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , doing), distressing,

afflictive, occasioning regret.

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , to kill), destroying

regret, removing affliction or distress.

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , to be produced), aris-

ing from distress or regret.

, a. (from cat , distress , and , producing), pro-

ducing regret or repentance, afflictive, distressing.

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , producible), arising

from regret or repentance.

cЯūs, v. a. (from fa , to smite in return), to turn away, to

drive away, to spring game.

catışı, s. (from cùnṣ, to drive away), the driving away ofany

thing, the springing ofgame.

catăşi, v. a. (from can , to drive away), to drive away an

animal, to spring game ; s . the chasing of an animal .

catusteanfs, ad. (from cats , the chasing of an animai,

scufflingly, in a repulsive manner ; s. mutual repulsion .

calusta, s. (from fa , to distress), distress, regret, wretched-

ness, affliction, vexation. "

car , a. (from cat , distress, and , to give), giving pain to

the mind, causing regret or repentance, distressing,

afflictive.

canta , a. (from cat , distress, and T , giving), giving

pain tothe mind, causing regret or repentance, distress-

ing, afflictive.

ħħl?Ì, a. (from cân, distress, and f , giving), giving

pain to the mind, causing regret or repentance, distress-

ing, afflictive.

cat , a. (from cata, distress, and , destruction), the

removal of distress or affliction, the cure of regret or

grief.

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , destructive),

removing distress or affliction , curing regret or grief.

cat , a. (from cat , distress, and , destroying), re-

moving distress or affliction, curing regret or grief.

can , s. (from fi , to distress), distress, regret, vexation,

affliction, the repenting of an action.

cat .

can , s. (from cat , distress, and , destruction), the

cure of distress or regret, the cure of remorse or grief.

, a. (from cat , distress, and t , destroying), re-

moving affliction or distress, curing regret or grief.

, a. (from can, distress, and fixée, stopping), put-

ting a stop to distress or affliction, curing regret or

grief.

fiatge, a. (from can, distress, and fie, preventing),

preventing distress or affliction, preventing regret or

grief.

canfaatad, s. (from c , distress, and fat , prevention),

the prevention of affliction or distress, the prevention

of regret or grief.

cafaafo, s. (from can, distress, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of distress or affliction, the cessation of re-

gret.or grief.

catuffs, s. (from can, distress, and ffs, a cause), a cause

of distress or affliction, a cause of regret or repentance,

a cause of remorse or grief.

cuinfafice, a. (from c , distress, and fat , a cause), caus-

ed by distress or affliction, arising from regret or re-

pentance, caused by remorse' or grief.

can , a. (from cat , distress, and T , increasing), in-

creasing regret or repentance, aggravating distress or

affliction, increasing grief or remorse.

can , s. (from cân, distress, and T , the increasing ofa

thing), the aggravating of distress or affliction, the in-

crease of regret or repentance.

cafe , a. (from cat , distress, and fa , without), free from

distress or affliction, free from regret or grief.

canfaat, s. (from c , distress, and f , destruction), the

removal of distress or affliction, the cure of regret or

grief.

cunfantxtæ, a. (from câ , distress, and fa̸æ, destructive),

removing distress or affliction, curing regret or grief.

caufaaf , a. (from cat , distress, and faf , destitute of),

free from distress or affliction, free from regret or grief

caufafat , a. (from cat , distress, and faf , possessed of),

regretting, penitent, grieved, distressed.

canfata, a. (from cat , distress, and fat , destitute of),

free from distress or affliction, free from regret or grief.

catua , s. (from can, distress, and af , increase ), the in-

crease of regret or repentance, the aggravation of dis-

tress or affliction, the increase of remorse or grief.

cauffa , a. (from can, distress, and fofas, excepted),

exempted from distress or affliction, exempted from re-

gret or grief.
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pren .

wmzifstaa, s. (from cat , distress, and afsige, an excepti

on), an exemption from distress or affliction, an exemp

tion from regret or grief.

canus, a. (from cat , distress, and F, joined to), distressed,

afflicted, full of regret, grieved .

paluzf33, a. (from cata, distress, and af , destitute of), free

from distress or affliction, free from regret or grief.

catania , a. (from cata, distress, and , empty), free from

distress or affliction, free from regret or grief.

cat , a . (from a , distress, and , indicating), indi

cating distress or affliction, indicating regret or repen- .

tance.

cat , s . (from c , distress, and , an indication),

au indication of distress or affliction, an indication of

repentance or regret.

cuny ), s. (from cata, distress, and 5, a destroyer), a person

who removes affliction or distress, a thing which dissi-

pates griefor regret.

cathg77, a. (from eat , distress, and , destitute), free

from distress or affliction, free from grief or regret.

cat, v. a . (from , to smite in return), to expel, to drive

away, to drive cattle, to chase away.

catħty', s. (from carny), to expel) , expulsion, the chasing away

ofan animal ; a. expelled , chased away, driven.

canta, s. (from ca , to drive away), the driving of cattle,

the driving away of an animal or person ; a. chased

away, repulsed.

catdigi, s. (from cat , to drive away), one who chases

away an animal, one who repulses another.

ifas, a. (from e , distress, and 3, connected with),

distressed, repentant, afflicted in mind, grieved, regret

ing.

estaté, a. (from cra , affliction, and 5, fit), proper to be

regretted, afflictive, distressing.

erke, a. (from fat , to regret), regretted, penitent, full of

regret, grieved, distressed .

( (433), a . (from it , to regret), worthy of regret, requir

ing repentance, worthy ofgrief.

at , a. (from f , to regret), worthy of regret, deserv

ing to be repented of, distressful.

, v. a. (from , to throw), to storm, to rage, to rave.

, s. (from , to throw), the act of raging or raving

with fury.

cate , v. a. (from catet, to rage), to plague, to aggravate, to

provoke ; a. mad, raving.

cueria, s. (from cœ×, to rage), the act of exciting any one to

rage; a. excited to rage, provoked.

খেলা,

catta , s. (from cat, to rage), inciting of a person to anger,

the provoking of a person, provocation.

, s. (from , the earth, and , tofill), the name ofa

species of grass (Scirpus Kysoor.)

cuït, s. (from fx, to dwell), a casket, a work basket, a small

basket or vessel used by ladies to hold their trinkets,

caty, s. (from wa, to dig), a ditch, a moat.

cuta , s . (from Jlas, the imagination), the understanding,

the imagination.

calgust, s . (from ca, a field, and st, a kind of pulse), a

species of small kidney bean much cultivated for food,

(Phaseolus Mungo.)

cu , s. (from H , a field), a species of kidney bean (Pha-

seolus Mungo).

(ata, v. n. (from cat , to move), to play. This verb, whenap

plied to machinery of any kind, means to move freely.

calm , s. (from , a honorary dress), a honorary dress

usually given by Musulman princes to ambassadors and

other persons sustaining a public character.

catal, s. (from catm, to move), play ; v. a, to stimulate to play,

to make machinery move freely.

catatrafa, s. (from cst , play), -mutual play, play in which

a number of persons unite.

calatebat, s. (from cat , play. The last syllable is merely a

rhyme to thefirst), play, sport , a gambol.

cataifṣat, a. (from cat , play), playful, gamesome, sportive,

gambolling; s. a sportive or playful person.

cutată , a. (from esta, play), playful, gamesome, sportive,

gambolling.

catarie, s . (from , a honorary dress , a honorary dress.

catata1, s. (from cata', play, and 1, dust), a playing with

dust, the making things with heaps ofdust in imitation

of other objects.

catata, s. (from cat , to move), the causing of machinery to

move freely, the stimulating of a person to play.

cuathanæ, a. (from cat , play, and fi , despising), des-

pising play, reproaching play.

caatfifaze, a. (from cam , play, and fift , a cause), àris-

ing from play.

•

, a. (from est , to move), fit to play with, fit to move

as machinery.

cata , s . (from eat , play, and at , search), aseek

ing after or contriving sport or play.

(satzzati , a. (from cat, play, and t , seeking),

a seeking after or contriving sport or play.

খেলান্বিত, a. (from ফেলা, play, and অন্বিত, connected with)

playful, gamesome, sportive.
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Catts.

estate, a. (from , opposed to), opposed to.

crateristan , a. (from eat , play, and is , afool), intoxicat-

ed with play, foolish with play.

catifay, s. (from catet , play, and fax, an obstruction), a hin-

drance to play or sport.

cat , a. (from cater , play, and fan, without), free from

play, cheerless, gloomy.

fat , a. (from cat , play, and fafat , possessed of),

playful, gamesome.

cat , a. (from cat, play, and F, joined to), playful,

gamesome, gambolling, sportive.

catatas, a. (from cam, play, and 13, devoted to) , devoted to

play or sport, gamesome, sportive.

catatside, u. (from cst , play, and 64, indicating), indi-

cating sport or play.

cantada , s. (from catat, play, and 51, an indication), an

indication ofsport or play.

(2 ), s. (from cust, play, and s ,̟ one who kills), a per-

son or thing which spoils sport.

efa , s. (from cat , to play), play, sport, a gambol, a frolick.

, s. (from , desire), a desire, a wish.

cartias, s. (from CJL_S, loss), loss.

cast, a. (from , loss , causing loss ; s. a cause of

loss.

caatst, s. (from ‹ , the air, and ✈, to go), the name ofa spe-

cies ofpulse much cultivated forfood (Lathyrus sativus.)

tu, s. (from fa , parched corn), parched corn.

T457, s. (from ta, parched corn, and 7, powder), powder

ofparched corn.

ta , s. (from4, the air, and , to go), the name of a spe-

cies ofheron, (Ardea cinnamomea. )

tuzte, s. (from tax, a small heron, and ™ , a heron), the

name of a small species of heron, (Ardea cinnamomea.)

, s. (from , to divide), coarse brick dust, or rather

bricks broken into small fragments for the purpose of

making terrace roofs or floors.

estet, s. (from , to divide), bricks broken small, coarse

brick dust.

, a. (from , to decay), lost ; v. a. to lose.

ta, s. (from cat to lose), the being lost or dissipated ;

e. lost.

carts , s. (from carts , to lose), one who loses a thing, a

wasteful person, a spendthrift.

cartsta, s. (from carts , lost), loss, injury.

ts, s. (from a to skreen), a sheepfold, a pen for

cattle.

15, s . (from o, to thrust in), an instrument used by

carat.

thatchers to thrust into old thatch in order to open a

place for the introduction of new straw to repair it, a

piece or end of lath or bamboo which stands prouri-

nent so as to hurt a person or tear his clothes, a staff to

measure the width or length of thatch or other work.

cast , s. (from 5, to thrust in), an instrument used by

thatchers to thrust into old thatch in order to open a

place for the introduction of new straw to repair the

place; any thing which a person uses to thrust into a

thing, the thrusting or punching of any one.

cutatifs, s. (from cats , a thrusting), a mutual thrusting

or punching.

cutta, s. (from 4 , to pick up small articles), the picking

up of small articles, the scratching off the top of apim-

ple or scab, an oxe's lying down to receive its load and

afterwards rising with it.

cat , s (from , to divide), a pillar, a stake to tether

cattle ; v. a. to cause one to pick up small articles, to

scratch off the head ofa pimple or scab, to compare one

thing with another, to match things with one another,

to make a bullock lie down to take its burden ; a. pick-

ed up, scratched off, matched, made to lie down to re-

ceive its load.

cartet , s. (from , to pickup small articles), the causing

any one to pick up small articles which are scattered .

about, the scratching off the head of a pustule or scab,

the comparing of things with one another, the match-

ing of things together, the causing of a bullock to lie

down to receive its load ; a. picked up, scratched off,

matched together, compared, made to lie down to re-

ceive its load.

catși, v. a. (from 45, to divide, to be lame), to cause to dig, to

cause to dig as a bog does with its snout, to limp, to be

lame ; s . the digging of the earth ; a. dug, lame, limping,

citṣla, s. (from 5, to divide), the causing a spot to be

dug, a limping; à. dug, lame..

aftşifa, s. (from 45, to divide), the wages of digging, a limp.

ing, lameness.

cast , s. (from 25, to divide), a digger ; a. lame, limping,

(A ), s. from set, an osprey), the osprey or fishing

eagle, (Falco Halietus), this name is also given to ano-

ther species of eagle not yet named by ornithologists,

also to a fish (a species of Clupea.)

catal, s. (from , the belly), an embryo, a male child so

long as he is carried in the arms.

catta , s. (from af , the belly), an embryo, a female child

so long as she is nursed in the arms.

Q2
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carta.

catta , s. (from a , a small box), an oblong small portable

box made of ratans or bamboo, and used to carry small

articles.

cartai, s. (from at, a box), an oblong small portable box

made of ratans or bamboo, and used to carry small

articles .

cat , s. (from a , to search), search, enquiry, a trace, a

vestige.

5 , s. (from 45, to search), the searching for a thing,

an enquiry for a lost thing.

(a ), s. (from Æ , to search), the search or enquiry for a

lost thing ; also (from an eunuch), an eunuch.

catarifa, s. (from tatis , starch), a mutual' or general

search.

carf , s. (from at, the air, st, to strike, and ft , a

religious fig tree), a species of ornamental tree (Ficus

retusa, Buchanan's Mss.)"

cart , a, (from cart , a village or town), Hindoosthanned,

the word is applied both to the language, the country,

and the people,

cath, s. (from 5s , own), own.

cate , a. (from 3 ,s, own, and , the sowing of seed)

renting directly of the landlord.

cat , s. (from , to divide), the picking of the teeth.

catti, s. (from las, God), God.

cata̸i, v. a. (from ½ , to dig), to cause to dig, to cause to

hew wood or stone.

catatan, s. (from las, God), a possessor, a master, a hus

band, a term of respect to superiors.

cal7, s. (from a , to dig), a spear, a‘hog spear.

cata, s. (from , instruction, and , a doer), the

person among the Musulmans, who performs the cere-

mony of circumcision.

, s. (from , a bush), a pigeon box, a pot hung upfor

pigeons to breed in .

1

cart , s. (from , short, and o , a thatched roof), that

side of a hipped roof which is the shortest, viz . that

which covers the ends of the building.

carte , s. (from , a bush), a bunch of hair tied on the

crown or behind the head.

catetta, a. (from cat , a bunch of hair), wearing the hair

tied in a bunch.

carty, s. (from g‚s, a disposition), a disposition, nature.

cartycasti, a. (from , a disposition, and fata, a change),

ill-disposed.

cuta, s. from wạ, sharp), the name of a febrile disease

which often attacks cattle.

খোসা.

cata , s. (from 4 , a hoof), the name of a vessel usually

made of earth or stone, and sometimes of metal.

1 ,, to eat), food .catate, s. (from

curtatxt, a. (from 1,,,food), voracious, gluttonous.

c , a. (from , to cut), hollow ; s. the shell of a uut or

other similar fruit, a sheath, a socket.

carta , s. (from cata, a ball or receptacle), the slough ofa

serpent.

catĦAT), a. (from cat , the slough of a serpent, and 231,

rejected), having cast its skin. This word is only appli

ed to serpents.

cata , a. (from Æ , to move or shake), open, loose, free, un-

obstructed, conspicuous ; s. a field, a toy, a tile, a pot-

sherd, a pot used to bake articles, a single sheath of

the leaves of a plantain tree, the skin which covers a

young shoot of bamboo, and afterwards falls off when

the shoot has become strong and tough ; the sheath of

the leaves of the betle nut tree ; a woman's venter after

"child birth ; v. a. to cause to open, to make loose.

cattatattfa , s. (from art , the opening or unloosing of a

thing), the mutual opening of a door, a mutual release

from bonds or obligations, a mutual loosening of a

thing.

cat , a . (from xs, liberation), open, plain, frank,

downright.

cattatifs, s. (from carta , a pot, and ifs, a pot), a pot

used for the purpose of baking or parching things.

carte , a, (from.carta , open), open, free, eloon, unobstructed.

AN , s. (from at , the itch), the itch, an itching eruption.

cat , a . (from , to write), rough, uncorrected, waste.

This word is only used as the adjective ofa waste book,

a rough draught of a writing, and the like.

, s. (from , to embrace or wrap round), a coarse

mat used by poor people to sleep ou, and sometimes

also worn for clothing in cold weather.

cat , v. a. (from , to embrace or wrap round), to de-

prive grain of its husk by slight strokes of the pedal.

cat , s. (from , to embrace or wrap round), a husk, the

shell of a leguminous fruit : the peel or rind ofa fruit,

chaff, bran, a ligament ; a. deprived of its husk, cleans.

ed from its husk.

carta , a. (from carta , to husk grain), cleansed from its

husk ; s. the cleansing of grain from its huskby the pe-

dal or by similar means.

cataifa, s. (from cat , to husk grain), the cleansing of

grain from its husk by the pedal or by similar means,

the wages paid for cleansing grain from its husk.

1
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STA.

tete,s. (from flu, to regret), a fretting, a being peevish,

the fretting for a thing as a dissatisfied child does.

tol, v. n. (from fat , to regret), to fret, to be peevish,

to fret as a dissatisfied child does.

tetta, s. (from test, lo fret), the being fretful,

the act offretting.

tet , s. (from 3 , tofret), fretfulness, discon-

tent, peevishness.

ånteántotâtul, a. (from äƒ‚³, to fret), peevish, fretful,

froward.

arts, a. (from a , to speak), denominated, called, renown .

ed .

arifs, s. (from 2 , to speak), renown, a denomination, a

name, a title, a nick name.

t , a. (from 3, renown, and Я , affected by),

renowned, famous.

, an imitative sound used to express that which

arises from striking a cracked vessel of earth or metal.

1, s. (from xl , a plate), a saiver, a plate.

4 , s. (froms, evil), corruption , debauchery, evil con-

duct.

*f * , s. (from ³ ‚±‚ desire), desire, will, inclination .

St.

st , the third consonant in the Hindoo alphabet. It belongs

to the class of gutturals, and has the hard sound ofthe

English g; affixed to words, it signifies moving or going.

st , s. (from 3, to ooze orflow), a large wave, a billow, a

tumor on any part ofthe body after the snrall pox, a lay.

er ofthatch .

st351, s. (from st , a billow, and 1, afalling), the

beating of large waves or billows, the collecting of a

tumor after the small pox, the laying on of a layer of

thatch.

siștișa, s . (from stș, a billow, and 5 , a laying down),

the beating of billows in any particular place, the col-

lecting of a tumor after the small pox, the laying on of

a layer of thatch.

াইড়পাতন , s. ( from গইড়,a layer ofthatch, and পাতন, a kay-

ing down), the laying on of a layer of thatch.

stai, s . (from styra, deep), deep, profound ; s . deep water.

sta , s. (from sta, the neck, and 3, to send), the hawking

up of matter from the throat.

sis, an imitative sound used to express the roaring of a

lion or tiger, or the roaring sound uttered by an Indi-

an bull or buffalo.

• daal, s. (perhaps from cats , a horse), the representation

ofHussin's horse made by the Musulmans, and carried

in procession at the festival of the Muhurrum.

data, a. (from 3, ignorant), stupidly ignorant, strong and

resolute, yet stupidly ignorant.

Яatat, s. (from šata, ignorant), stupid ignorance, stupid

ignorance joined to great strength and obstinacy.

stata, s. (from the letter st, and , to make), the letters,

or that character which expresses the hard sound of

the English g.

statata, a. (from stea, the letter st, and , a beginning),

beginning with the letter st, having an initial st.

stætats, a. (from sa, the letter st, and as, an end), end-

ing with the letter st, having a final st.

stst, an imitative sound used to express the growling of a

dog or other animal.

stata, s. (from st , to go), the sky, the atmosphere, the fir

mament.

sts , s. (from sista , the sky, and

er in the air.

, a flower), a flow-

This word is always used to express

something absurd or impossible.

ststast , a. (from stst , the sky, and st³, gone), situated or

residing in the air or atmosphere.

ststasttæt, a. (from ststa, the sky, and stif , going), moving

in the air, mounting into the atmosphere.

ststaba, a. (from ststa, the atmosphere, and 53, to move), aeri-

al, moving in the air.

ststadt , a. (from ststa, the atmosphere, and off , moving),

aerial, moving in the air.

sista , a . (from ststa, the sky, and 53, fallen), fallen from

the sky.

ststaef33, a. (from stats, the sky, and f33,fallen), fallen

from the sky..

ststat , s. (from ststa, the atmosphere, and , aflower), a

flower in the air. This word is only used to express

something absurd or impossible.

ststalsmi, s. (from sist , the sky, and ‹ , a raft), a pelican

(Pelicanus Onacratulus .)

ststa , s . (from stats, the atmosphere, and as , a circle),

the whole body of the atmosphere.

ststæ , a. (from sts , the atmosphere, 1, the midst,and

, to be situated), situated in the sky or atmosphere.

ststat , a. (from stst , the atmosphere, as, the midst,

and I , continuing), residing or situated in the sky

or atmosphere.

sts , a. (from ststd, the atmosphere, 1, the midst,

and f , situa ed), situated in the sky or atmosphere.

ststa , a. (from ststa, the atmosphere, and , to be situat-

ed), situated in the sky or atmosphere.
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stal.

Ngut, a. (from sists, the atmosphere, and if conti-

nuing), residing or situated in the sky or atmosphere.

Sistas, a. (from ststa, the atmosphere, and f , situated),

situated in the air or atmosphere.

ststatt , a. (from sd, the sky, and tt , attracted),

drawn up into the atmosphere.

sistaists, ɑ. (from ststя , the sky, and ist , come), come or

descended from the sky.

AstatsáŃ, a. (from ststa , the atmosphere, and af , with-

in , situated or being in the atmosphere.

ststat , a. (from sista , the atmosphere, and af , attach-

ed to), intimately mixed with the atmosphere, cleav

ing to the atmosphere.

sisteaga, a. (from sists , the atmosphere, and 65, moving),

moving in the air, aerial.

smata , ad. (from stЯts, the atmosphere, and sf , upon),

above the sky.

stat , a. (from state , above the sky, and , to be

situated), situated above the sky.

গগনোপরিস্থায়ী , a. ( from গগণোপরি, above the sky, and স্থায়ি

continuing), residing or situated above the sky.

stsitateafs, a. (from ststatt , above the sky, and fs,

situated) situated above the sky .

stata , s . (from stsfat , a waterpot), a large pitcher orjar used

by the inhabitants of India to fetch water.

stat , v. n. (from t. to act), to complain in a dissatisfied

manner, to reiterate a complaint, to be querulous.

ststta, s . (from ststi, to complain), a dissatisfied complain-

ing, the reiterating of a complaint.

sta , s . (from stati, to complain), a dissatisfied complaint,

the reiteration ofa complaint.

sta , s. (from stst , to complain), one who reiterates bis

complaintsin adissatisfied manner, a querulous person.

, s. (from star, to go), the Ganges, the sacred river ofthe

Hindoos.

fat . s . (from stat, the river Ganges, and foft , a kite),

a gull. (Larus ridibundus, and perhaps, one or two

other species.)

sta , s . (from stЯ , the Ganges, and 5 , water), the wa

ter of the Ganges, a kind of sweetmeat made princi

pally ofthe kernel of the coco nut and sugar.

statata, s. (from stats , the water of the Ganges, and

17, a drinking), a drinking the water ofthe Ganges.

, a. (from sЯ , the water of the Ganges, and T,

to be situated), situated in the water of the Ganges.

, a. (from akts , the water of the Ganges, and

stat.

, continuing), continuing or residing in the wa-

ter of the Ganges.

starfs, a. (from stat , the water of the Ganges, and

fs, situated), situated or being in the water of the

Gauges.

sta , s. (from stats , the water of the Ganges, and

, a touch), the touching the water of the Ganges, es-

pecially in the act of swearing thereby.

statt, a. (from stat , the water of the Ganges), white

or rather cream coloured, viz. of the colour of the

water ofthe Ganges, connected with the water ofthe

Ganges; s. a swearing by the water of the Ganges.

staafu , a . (from stats , the water ofthe Ganges), con-

nected with the water of the Ganges . This adjective

is usually applied in derision to those who swear by

the water of the Ganges, aud to those who adminis-

ter the oath.

statatata, s. (from stat , the water of the Ganges, and

*t , a skawi), a shawl with a white or cream coloured

ground.

statta, 8. (from st , the Ganges, and 31 , ashore), the shore

or bank ofthe Ganges.

statstafaata, a. (from stats , the bank of the Ganges, and

fa , an abode), a residence on the shore ofthe Ganges.

я£t³ìgfaiæÌ, s. (from stig, the bank of the Ganges, and

faat , residing), residing on the shore ofthe Ganges.

statt, a. (from stats, the bank of the Ganges, and

, dwelling), residing on the shore ofthe Ganges.

satsiga, a. (from sa, the bank ofthe Ganges, and ,

to be situated), situated on the banks of the Ganges, re-

siding on the shore ofthe Ganges.

গঙ্গাতীরস্থায়ী, a. ( from গঙ্গাতীর, the bank of the Ganges, and

tf , residing), continuing or residing on the bank

ofthe Ganges.

saf , a. (from staisia, the bank of the Ginges, and

f* , situated), situated on the bank ofthe Ganges.

ta, s. (from st , the Ganges, and , to hold), a name

of Shiva, who is fabled to have received the stream of

the Ganges in his matted hair.

.state , s. (from stat, the Ganges, and ta, the opposite

bonk of a river), the opposite side of the Ganges.

stateizztoft, a. (from stati , theppposite side of the Gan

ges, and at , residing), residing on. the opposite

side ofthe Ganges.

statsife, s . (from st , the Ganges, and f , the obtaining

of a thing), the arrival on the shore of the Ganges to

die there, the casting of a corpse into the Ganges.
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st37.

stâtelet, a. (from stat , the Ganges, and af , residing),

residing near the Ganges.

stkiaitu , s . (from stal, the Ganges, and airi , greatness),

the praises or glories of the goddess Gunga.

shiafel, s . (from , the Ganges, and af , earth), the

mud or earth of the Ganges used by the Hindoos in

a great variety of ceremonies.

shig:, s. (from stâ , the Ganges, and ag , water), the water

ofthe Ganges.

*ktugAtafk, s. (from s✯ , the Ganges, TA, the Yumoona,

and I, coloured), parti-coloured, black and white.

sthital, s . (from st , the Ganges, and , a march), the

carrying of a sick man to the Ganges that he may die

there.

statutet, a. (from st , the Ganges, and if , going), go-

ing to the Ganges. This is most frequently used as the

adjective of a sick person who is carried to the Gan-

ges to expire there.

setate, s. (from stå , the Ganges, and at , gain), the arriv

al of a sick person at the Ganges to die there.

stinta, s. (from st , the Ganges, and tst , the ocean), the

place where the Ganges disembogues itself into the

ocean.

stata, s. (from st , the Ganges, and , a bathing), ab-

lution in the Ganges.

statt , a. (from s , theGanges, and af , bathing), bath-

ing in the Ganges, practising ablution in the Ganges.

statue, s. (from st , the Ganges, and 8 , water), the wa-

ter ofthe Ganges.

stá, a. (from Nig, thick, close), coarse and closely woven.

sfk³, a. (from d , to receive a deposit), delivered to the

charge ofany one, a pledge, delivered over to another,

deposited.

, v. a. (from я , to go or receive), to receive a thing de-

posited, to lay up a deposit.

st , v.a. (from , to go or receive), to deliver over to ano-

ther, to deliver in trust or charge, to deposit ; a . de-

livered to the care of another."

stattfa, a. (from stat , deposited), mutually or reciprocally

deposited with, entrusted mutually to each other ; s.

a mutual deposit.

tata, a. (from stat, to deposit), deposited, placed in a per-

son's hands ; s. the depositing of a thing with another

person.

fa , s. (from stol , to deposit), the making of a deposit,

the entrusting of a thing in another person's hands.

, s. (from t , to sound, to be inebriated), an elephant ;

SYST.

(at chess) a bishop ; also, a wand to measure cloth, a

yard, carpenter's rule ; a spit, the perforation of the

upright tube of a hooka or Indian smoking machine. `

Яaati, s. (from sa, an elephant, and , to cut), the aame

of a clumbing plant which grows naturally on the

mountains east of Bengal, (Webera scandens .)

stift, s. (from stu, a yard, and æfð, a small stick), a

yard wind.

susita, s. (from¿, a plastering, and 5, a doing), a

plasterer, one who makes a pavement or terrace, a ter-

race or pavement.

stufstat, s. (from µs , the maker ofa terrace), the mak-

ing of a pavement, the making of a terrace, a terrace or

pavement.

start, s. (from st , an elephant, and H, a bell), a bell

hung on an elephant's neck.

st , a. (from st , an elephant, and , an eye), ele-

phant-eyed, viz. looking askance, squint- eyed .

SIGET, a. (from st³, an elephant, and¿ , an eye), eying

askance, squint eyed.

sta , s . (from st , an elephant, and , a tooth), ivory, the

tusk ofan elephant.

stants, s. (from sa, an elephant, and i†s, a tooth), an ele

phant's tusk, ivory.

f , s. (from 45, an elephant, and ³, a lord), the mas-

ter of an elephant. This title is given by Hindoo writ-

ers to all the kings east of Bengal .

stats, s. (from st , an elephant, and , thefoot), the name

ofa species ofwater bird (Charadrius himantopus.)

stafett, s. (from st , an elephant, and fit, long pep-

per), the fruit of a climbing plant abundant in the

.
forests west of Bengal; the plant is also called by

the same name (Pothas officinatis .)

sta, s. (from ės, anger), anger, wrath, fury.-

saf , s. (from st , to be inebriated. The latter member of

thisword merelyrhymes with thefirst), confusion, dis-

order, irregularity.

SKIF), s. (from S , an elephant, and 1, a pearl), a pearl

fabled to be produced in the head of an elephant.

staætt, s. (from st , an elephant, and π , a pearl), a fa-

bled pearl said to be found in the head of an elephant.

sta, s. (from st , to sound), a person's murmuring or com-

plainingto himself when provoked or disappointed, an

inward murmuring.

stagstag, s. (from NII, a murmuring), a person's murmur

ing or complaining to himself when provoked or disap.

pointed.
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•

sta .

staal, s. (from , to be glad, and T , to receive), an orna.

ment usually of gold or silver worn on the wrists of fe-

males.

sta, a. (from st , an elephant, and , a shoulder), ele.

phant-shouldered . This is esteemed an auspicious for-

mation among the Hindoos .

stal, v. n. (from st5, a wand), to sprout, to shoot out ; s. a

bud, a sprout, a sort of sweetmeat ; a. pertaining to an

elephant, e. g. s elephant-eyed .

stato , a . (from st , belonging to an elephant, and ¿½,

an eye), elephant-eyed.

stata , a. (from st , an elephant, and t , mounted on),

riding on an elephant, mounted on an elephant.

গজারোহন , s. (from tऊ, an elephant, and আরোহন, a mount-

ing on), the mounting upon an elephant.

statati, a. (from st , an elephant, and hafa, mount-

ing), riding on elephant, mounting on an elephant.

stata, s. (from st , a stake), a pin or nail driven into a

wall to hang things on ; the name of a fish.

statata, s. (from ste, the name of a particular fish, and

, a fish), the name of a particular fish, perhaps a

species of Sparus.

stat, s. (from st , a yard wand), the name of a kind of

coarse cloth, also the name of a climbing plant (Hedy-

otis scandens).

st , s. (from st , to sound), a person's murmuring or

complaining to himself when provoked or disappointed .

sast , v. n. (from st , to sound), to make a murmuring or

complaining to one's self when offended or disappoint-

ed.

stostata, s. (from stat , to murmur), the act ofa person's

murmuring or complaining to himself when offended

or disappointed.

stustafa, s. (from state , to murmur), the act of a person's

murmuring or complaining to himself when offended

or disappointed .

stustatatul, s. (from state , to murmur), one who murmurs

or complains to himselfwhen he is offended or disap-

pointed.

sta, s. (from st , to sound), a mart, a place for merchan-

dize, a mine, a mine ofjewels, a treasury orhouse where

plate and jewels are preserved, a tavern, disrespect,

contempt, the seeds of Abrus precatorius ; v. a. to treat

a person with opprobrious or disrespectful language.

sta , s. (from st , to sound), the treating of a person with

disrespect or contempt, the treating of a person' with

scurrilous or abusive language.

sta , s. (from st , to sound), the treating of a person with

disregard or contempt, the treating of a person with

abusive or scurrilous language.

sta , v. a. (from st , to sound), to villify, to abuse with scur-

rilous or disrespectful language, a tavern, a distillery,

a liquor shop, the tops of hemp used as an intoxicat-

ing drug by the natives of India.

sifæi, s. (from xii , apack ofcards), a pack of cards.

sta , s. (fromas, apack of cards), a pack of cards.

stỏ, v. a. (from π , to act), to fabricate, to make, to mould,

to construct.

stra, s. (from sd, to fabricate), the act of framing or mould-

ing any thing, the making of any piece of mechanism,

the erection of a building, the make or structure of any

thing, the figure or form of any thing.

stfð³, a. (from stő, to fabricate), made, framed, moulded, fa-

bricated, erected .

st , v. a. (from t, to act), to make, to fabricate, to form, to

mould, to erect a house, to roll . The participle of this

verb, compounded with the verb 5, to fall, means to

roll down, to slide into its place, e. g. stíși fa, it

has rolled down.

sts, s. (from sts, to drop water), an obstacle, an impediment,

a fence or skreen, a moat, a ditch, a fortification, a

breast-work, a fastness, a medium, an average, a mixture

of things of different qualities or value, a bow, a saluta-

tion, the place into which any machinery falls or in

which it works.

st32, s. (from stș, to ooze out), the name of a fish, (a species

of gilt head . )

sts , s. (from sty, to ooze out), the name of a fish , (a species

ofgilt head .)

stato, s . (from sts, the place into which a machineplays, and

it, wood), a large block of wood placed in the ground

forthe pedal to work on in cleaning rice or other grain.

stsæift, s. (from sts, tofabricate, and if , a small stick or

rod), an instrument made ofwood used by shell- cutters

in their work.

start , s. (from stș, a ditch or fence, and , a ditch), the

moat or ditch belonging to a fortification o embank-

th

ment.

stasts, s. (from stag, a species ofgrass), a sort ofgrass (Coix

barbata), also an imitative sound used to express that

made by the rattling of the wheels of a carriage or the

rolling ofwood, or by the running ofmen or animals.

stystffæl, s. (from stysts, the rattling ofwheels), an ornament
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sifs .
st*.

worn on the wrist by low women of the Vishnuva pro-

fession .

șa, s. (from stș, tofabricate), the making or fabricating

ofa thing, the make or shape of any thing, a form, a

figure, fabrication.

statt, s. (from sts , the making of a thing, and t ,

wood), timberfor building.

গড়নকাষ্ঠ , s . ( from গড়ন, the making of a thing, and কাঙ্ক,

wood), timber for building.

stafari, s. (from Яs , fabrication), an artist, the maker of

a thing.

stṣat, a. (from sts , tofabricate), the hire or pay of an arti

ficer for fabricating any work or making any article of

furniture, or for erecting a building:

sta, s. (from st , to fabricate, and , beautiful), a

name given to a tree the wood of which is very hard

and has a fine grain ( Mimosa arabica.)"

sși, v. a. (from яs, to run or ooze), to fabricate, to make,

to cast any thing metallic, to lie, to decline, to run down

a declivity, to ooze out ; a. wrought, forged, made,

plain. In the last sense, this word is used as the adjec-

tive of cloth which has no ornament at the ends or 'sel-

vedges of the piece ; s . plain cloth.

stṣistși, ad. (from stș1, plain), on a level, in a straight line,

in close succession .

stytstfș, s . (from $ 5, to run or ooze), the act of wallowing

or rolling about. Constructed with 1 , to give, this

word means to wallow, to roll about.

stșta , s . (from sș, to fabricate) , the casting of metal, the

rolling of any thing, the fabrication of an article, the

making of a piece of furniture ; a. made, fabricated,

cast, made to roll, sloping, inclined, slipping.

szifa, s. (from $3, to fabricate), the hire or pay of an ar-

tificer for making a piece of furniture or other thing,

the manufacture or fabrication of a thing.

ststfam, a. (from sts, to run as metals), sloping, rolling, un-

fixed, unsteady, slippery.

stşti, a. (from si , made. The last member ofthe wordis

merely a rhyme with the first), made, formed, fabri-

cated.

stata, s . (from state, a species ofox), the name by which

the Guyala or Bos Gavæus is called in some districts .

sts, s . (from sts, to ooze) , a large wave, a billow, a tumor

in any part of the body after the small pox, a layer

of thatch .

sifșuvit, s. (from 93, to ooze), delay, procrastination, equivo

cation, dalliance.

R

sfsi, a . (from 5, to run orflow ), indolent, shrinkingfrom

labour, lying in idleness , lying like a log.

sfstæt , s. (from stṣg , lying like a log) , the cross pieces

of timber which are laid on certain posts or supporters

and form the bottom of a granary, or of a rick of corn.

stfsatste, s. (from stfs , shrinkingfrom labour, and ste,

a.cow), a bullock which shrinks from the yoke or load,

or which lies down at its work and refuses to rise.

sifs , a. (from sts, sloping), aslant, inclined , sloping.

stfuta, s. (from ss , indolent) , indolence, sloth, torpor.

g, s. (from st , to ooze out), a hump on the back, a goi-

tre or bronchocele.

sta, a. (from st5, a hump on the back), hump-backed, afflict-

ed with a goitre ; also s . (from sts, the regent of birds),

the regent of birds, a particular bird about which the

pundits are not well agreed.

Ms, ad. (loc. case of st ), in the gross, onan average, on

the whole.

sts , an imitative sound used to express the noise madeby

the rolling oftimber, orbythe swift motion ofwheels, al-

so that made by a person or a number of persons rush-

ing forward,

ssi, v . n. (from stṣstz, a rattling sound), to make a sound

like the rattling of wheels, to thunder, to make a rat-

tling sound like thunder, to make a sound like rol.

ling stones or timber, to rumble.

stastfș , s. (from яs , a rattling sound),. thunder.

stafs, s . (from stş, a mixture ofarticles of different sorts .

The last member merely rhymes with the first), confusi-

on, disorder, a confused mixture, a tumult, a hubbub.

stafafs, s. (from stș, a mixture of articles of different sorts.

The last member merely rhymes with the first), confu-

sion, disorder, a confused mixture, a tumult, a hubbub.

sta, v. a. (from staя, to enumerate), to count, to enumerate, to

calculate, to account.

sta, s . (from sta , a kind), a kind, a genus, a faction, a multi-

tude of similar things, a party, a flock, a tribe, a class, a

troop, a body of attendants or persons attached to a

person's party, abody oftroops consisting oftwenty- se-

ven chariots, the same numberof elephants, eighty- one

horses, and one hundred and thirty-five foot ; troops of

inferior gods who are considered as Shiva's attendants

and under the superintendance ofGunesha, a number

in arithmetic, a kind of perfume, a sect in philosophy

or religion, the list of dhatoos or roots in the Sungskrita

language, the distance of places on the west side of

the Ganges. This name is also given to a division of

the twenty-seven stellar mansions which for astrologi.
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cal purposes are divided into three parts each consist-

ing ofnine.

sta , s. (from sta, to enumerate), an astrologer, one who cal-

culates nativities, a calculator, an arithmetician.

stapoi, s . (from sidē, an astrologer), the calculating of a

nativity, divination , the office ofan astrologer, astro-

logy.

da , s. (from st , an astrologer), the calculating ofa na-

tivity, divination, the office of an astrologer, astrology.

sta , s. (from stol, a party), the circumstance of being a

party, partiality, collusion.

sta |TIA, s. (from stå , partiality, and ☎, to do), a partizan,

a partial person, a plotter.

statatt, a . (from stai, partiality, and fa , acting), par-

tial, prejudiced in favour of a person or party.

sideæta, s . (from sto , to enumerate, and , to do), an astro-

loger, an astronomer.

sta , s . (from ste , a party), partiality, collusion, the exis-

tence of a party.

sta7, s. (from sta , to enumerate), the counting of articles,

the casting up ofa sum, the making of a calculation,

the reckoning of things, the esteeming or accounting a

thing to be this or that.

sta , s. (from st4 , a calculating, and , a doer), a cal-

culator, one who reckons up things, an accountant.

statutsti, a. (from Sta , an enumerating, and cast , capa-

Ule), capable of being calculated or numbered, worthy

ofbeing enumerated.

sial, s. (from_stai, to enumerate), a calculation, a sum, an

account, a reckoning, a number, numeration, an euu-

meration.

staatat1, s. (from ste , an enumerating, and teta , a de-

sire), a desire to calculate or to enumerate things.

staatti, a. (from st , an enumerating, and tf , de

sirous), desirous of making a calculation, desirous of

enumerating things.

staatsata, s . (from st47, a calculating, and fat , a desire),

a desire to calculate or to enumerate things.

sidatsatt, a. (from st45 , an enumerating, and affan, de-

sirous , desirous of making a calculation, desirous of

enumerating things.

staatgy, s. (from st47, a calculating, and stay, a beginning),

the commencement ofa calculation.

staat , a. (from sta1 , a calculation, and , fit), worthy of

being calculated, deserving to be enumerated or reck-

oned.

stat , a. (from sta, to enumerate , calculable, numerable.

stal , s. (from st47, an enumerating, and a , the will , a

desire to make a calculation, a wish to number things.

stalag, a . (from st47, an enumerating, and , desirous),

desirous ofmaking a calculation, desirous of numbering

things.

sali&T, a. (from stda, an enumerating, and TF, desirous),

desirous of making a calculation , desirous of number-

ing things.

statatos, a. (from st , a calculating, and sfs,fit), proper

or fit to be calculated , calculable, numerable.

staratza , s. (from st4 , a calculating, and si , a begin

ning), the commencement of a calculation.

গণনোপক্রম, ৪. (from গণन; a culculating, and উপক্রম,” an at-

tempt), an attempt to calculate, the commencement of

a calculation .

SATAA¶Fa. (from st7, an enumerating, and 4 , fit),

fit or worthy of being calculated , fit to be counted.

statfs, s. (from sta, a class of gods who attend on Shiva,

and f , a lord), one ofthe names of Gunesha, son of

Shiva and Parvulee.

stage, a. (from sto, a party, and 5, confined), bound to a

party, confined to a party.

afas , a. (from st , to enumerate), calculable, numerable,

capable ofbeing enumerated .

stai, s. (from sta , to enumerate), the enumeration ofany sum

the making of a calculation ; v. a . to employ a person

to reckon or calculate, to order or cause a person to

make a calculation ; a. reckoned, counted, enumerated,

calculated .

statats, a. (fróm ste, a party, and atte, drawn), diawn by

a sect or party, warped by a party.

statstfa, s . (from stat, a calculation ; also from sid , a sect or

party), reciprocal calculation, a mutual counting, a

party opposed to another party, a coalition or mutual

acting of different parties ; ad. by parties.

statsitu , s . (from sta, to calculate, and situ , a series), a cal

culation, a table of numbers, a series of numbers.

statestial, s. (from sta, a party, and esttest, lineage), family

descent, a race, a lineage, a family,"

state , s. (from stat , a calculation. The latter member ofthis

word is merely a ryhme to thefirst), a calculation, an

enumeration, a counting.

statā, s. (from stai, to cause to count), the ordering or employ.

ing of a person to make a calculation orap enumerati

on ; a. counted, calculated by the orders of another.

stasia, s . (from state , the name of a small tree), the
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name of a small tree with a disgustingly foetid leaf,

(Premna spinosa.)

fai, s. (from st , to enumerate), a harlot, a prostitute.

sifaæifaæi, s. (from stfa,
enumerating, and af , doing),

the name of a small tree, (Premna spinosa. )

stas, a. (from sta, to enumerate), calculated, enumerated,

counted, accounted ; s. an arithmetical treatise parti-

cularly when intended as an introduction to astronomy

or astrology.

sifat , s. (from, sf , counted, and tt , a science), the

science ofarithmetic, a book of arithmetic.

states, a. (from sto, a party, and , become), entered into

any party, joined to a party, hereditary (when applied

to a disease. )

mant, s. (from sto, a class of gods who attend on Shiva,

and , a lord), the god of wisdom, and remover of

obstacles. In Hindoo mythology, the son of Shiva and

Parvutee, who is invoked by the Hindoos at the com-

mencement of all undertakings. He is represented as a

short fat man with an elephant's head, riding on a rat.

skab, s. (from sa , the god ofwisdom, and e, ajur), a

jar ofwater and other oblations offered to Gunesha, at

the festival of Doorga, and at the festival of Gunesha

himself.

57527, s. (from st , the god of wisdom, and gift, the

fourth lunar day), the fourth day of the increase of the

moon in the month of Bhadra, on which day and the

two following this god is worshipped by the Hindoos.

, s. (from stat, the god ofwisdom, and , wor-

ship), the worship of Gunesha. This is performed by

the Hindoos in the
commencement ofevery undertak

ing, to remove obstacles and ensure success.

sta, an imitative sound used to express the bright glow-

ing offire and its readiness to break out into flame.

squfagi, z. ( from stasta, glowing), glowing, ready to blaze.

rafs, s. (from sta, to enumerate), numeration, a calculation,

an enumeration .

13, s. (from st , to affect the check), the cheek, the whole

side of the face including the temple. The cheek or

temples of an elephant, a boil, a pimple, a mark or spot,

the tenth yoga, or one of the twenty- seven portions of a

eircle on the plane ofthe Ecliptic, a rhinoceros. In

compositionthis word is frequently used to indicate ex

cellence or eminence.

*3 , s . (from sts, the cheek), a rhinoceros, a mode of rec

koning by gundas or fours.

festa, s. (from st , the cheek, and esta, a tumult), a tu-

stai.

mult, an uproar, a hubbub, a mob, a mutiny, an insur-

rection.

starta , a. (from stett , a tumult), tumultuous, noisy,

mobbing.

stest , s. (from st , eminent, and Я , a village), a princi.

pal village, a village abounding with respectable inha-

bitants.

sзstafaatā, s. (from язÃ†¤, a respectable village, and fin,

a residence), a residence in a respectable village.

stegt faciat, a. (from steta, a respectable village, and

faza , residing), residing in a respectable village.

stзſtaЯata, s. (from stзt , a respectable village, and at ,

a temporary dwelling), a temporary residence or lodg

ing in a respectable village.

støstäqztát, a. (from s¶¶¤, a respectable village, and

fa

lodging), lodging or residing for a short time in a res-

pectable village.

sta , s. (from stet , a respectable village, and

a residence), a residence in a respectable village.

язxtææ†Ħ , a. (from støttä, a respectable village, and affaa,

residing), residing in a respectable village.

start , a. (from starta, a respectable village, and , to

be situated), residing or being in a respectable village..

গণ্ডগ্রমিস্থায়ী, a. (from গণ্ডগ্রাম, arespectable village, and স্থায়ি ,

continuing , residing or staying in a respectable village.

stest , a. (from ste , a respectable village, and f3,

' situated), situated or residing in a respectable village.

sta , s. (from sts, the cheek, and ct, a place), the cheek.

ste , a. (from stat, the cheek, and 1, to be situated),

situated on the cheek.

st , a. (from statt, the cheek, and fa, continu

ing), continuing on the cheek, situated on the cheek.

start , a. (from stat, the cheek, aud f3, siluated),

situated on the cheek.

stз , s. (from st3, the cheek, and , a particular

place), the cheek.

stata , s. (from ss, aboil, and a , a necklace), an inflam-

mation of the glands of the throat attended with pus-

tules or boils.

stea , a. (from st3, eminent, and , ignorant), pre-emi-

nently ignorant, stupidly ignorant.

set , s. (from st , the cheek, and tt , a mountain or

rock), a part of a mountain or rock thrown down by

some convulsion of nature.

Hзa, s. (from sз, the cheek, and , a place), the cheek.

stat, a. (from sta, to enumerate), four. This term is principally

applied to cowries, but occasionally also to every other

thing which is reckoned by the tale.

R2
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statfen , s . (from ste , an enumeration byfours), a method

ofcounting things by gundas or fours. This is so uni-

versal in India that every person as if by instinct makes

use ofit.

steta, s. (from ss , a rhinoceros), a rhinoceros.

statasta , s. (from stata, a rhinoceros, and ' sta , a ratan), a

particular species of ratan, (Calamus viminalis, Bucha.

nan's Mss.)

ste, s. (from ste, the cheek), a goitre or bronchocele, the

trunk of a tree, a bow, Urjoona's bow, a circle, a halo,

a rainbow.

stet, s. (from steta, a bow), a bow, a rainbow.

stea, s. (from ste, a cheek), as much liquid as may be held

in the palm ofthe hand, water held in the palm to wash

the mouth, the washing or rinsing of the mouth, the

tip of an elephant's trunk.

sta , a. (from ste, to calculate), calculable, numerable, capa-

ble of being reckoned.

ste, v. a. (from st , to obtain), to deliver to a person's cus-

tody, to place in a person's hands.

sto, a. (from st , to go), gone, past.

st , a. (from sto, gone, and , sin), freed from crime

or guilt.

sto , a . (from sto, gone, and a, sin), freed from sin or

guilt.

stem , ad. (from st , gone, and

stot , a. (from sto, gone, and

employ.

I, yesterday), yesterday.

, work), destitute of

stoæta, s. (from 3, gone and a , time), past time, a past

opportunity.

stoelfe, a. (from sto, gone, and af, fame), sunk in repu

tation, bereft ofpraise or applause..

so , s. (from s , gone, and fun, a day), the past day, yes .

terday.

stofu , s. (from sto, gone, and fan, a day), the past day,

yesterday.

Half , a. (from sto, gone, and af , the nose), noseless.

stat , a . (from st3, gone, and , the period oflife),

having his period of life expended, dying, past recove-

ry.

stot , a. (from sto, gone, and H , sin), freed from sin or

guilt.

,a. (from so, gone, and 3, purity), of departed vir-

tue or holiness, relapsed intosin, having expended his

stock ofreligious merits.

sto , a. (from 3, gone, and 5 , splendor), dim, become

dim, of lost or decayed splendor.

41.3.

st , a. (from sto, gone, and i, pain), freed from pain,

freed from distress or anguish.

st , a. (from st3, gone, and at , respect), sunkin

point of respectability, bereft of former respect.

sta, s. (from sa, the body), the body.

stata, s. (from sts, gone, and atfa, night), the past night,

yesternight.

stat , a. (from stra, the body), fat, plump, fleshy, large bo

died.

, s. (from sa, the body, and , a collection), col

lectedness, steadiness, indolence.

st3 , s. (from st , collectedness), a collected and

steady state of mind, indolence.

sto , a. (from 3, gone, andat, shame), destituteof shame

or modesty, lost to a sense of shame.

stot, v . a. (from sta to go or obtain), " to deposit, to commit

to the custody of any person."

st , a. (from , gone, and , a year), antedated, out

of date, out of use.

9

stata, s. (from stol , to deposit), the committing ofanythingto

the custodyofanother person, the depositing ofa thing.

sttaste , a. (from 3, gone, and astfs, a following or

imitating), imitating others, walking in the road of

custom, implicitly following a sect or party.

sto , s . (from st , gone, and 1, reflection after

wards), a period in which after thought is useless, the

inutility of after thought.

stotato, s. (from sto, gone, and is, come), intercourse.

stot , a . (from sto, gone, and it , the period of life), hav

ing spent the period of life, dying, expiring.

state, a. (from sts, gone, and f, any thing intended,

retrospective, having relinquished the object of pursuit.

st , s. (from sa, to go), motion, progress, the march of an

army, a procession, a state of security, the condition

oflife in which any one is, a refuge, a method of deli

verance or success, an expedient, knowledge, the course

ofevents, fate, fortune.

stfo , s. (from star, to go), a condition of life, a circumstance,

a position, an attitude, a means of success, an expedi

ent, an intention or scope.

stof , s . (from sts, a state, and f , an action), delay,

procrastination, the employing of one's self in trifles to

the neglect of important things.

sfafafa, s. (from sifs, motion, and fat, a statute), inter

course.

stofa , a. (from sifs, motion, and fat , destitute), moli

onless , helpless, without resource,
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sfscasts, a. (from stfs, motion, and cast , fit), passable, fit

for motion, fit for any occasion.

stof , a. (from stFs, motion, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of motion, motionless, helpless, without resource.

sifotf , s. (from stfs, motion, and F, power), the power

ofmotion.

গতিশক্তিবিহীন, a. (from গতিশক্তি, the power of motion, and

fa , destitute), destitute of the power of motion, help-

less.

গতিশক্তিরহিত, a. (from গতিশক্তি, the power of motion, and

, destitute of), destitute of the power of motion,

helpless.

stf *t * , a. (from stof , the power of motion, and 1 ,

destitute), destitute of the power of motion, helpless .

stfoxta, a . (from fe, motion, and F , destitute of), help-

less, unable to move, unable to walk, motionless, with-

out resource.

st , s. (from cst , dregs), the dregs of a former meal, viz .

the uneasy sensation of the stomach the day after ex-

cessive eating or drinking."

st , s. (from stu, to speak), a disease, sickness, speech, a

word.

st , s. (from stu, to speak), a club, a mace, a bludgeon.

state, s. (from stai a club, and , to mark), the name of a

bird not yet described (a species of Loxia.)

sti , s. (from si , a bludgeon, and , a blow), a

stroke with a club or bludgeon.

stalata, s. (from st , a bludgeon, and a, a stroke), a' ,

stroke with a club or bludgeon.

statfaf , a. (from stu , a bludgeon, and faft , possessed

of), possessed ofa club or bludgeon , armed with a club

or bludgeon.

statfast , a . (from sin , a bludgeon, and fa , destitute),

destitute ofa club or bludgeon.

statys, a. (from sin , a bludgeon, and qº, joined to), armed

with a club or bludgeon .

statur , s. (from stat, a bludgeon, and , war), a battle with

clubs or bludgeons .

siniuk, s. (from sini, a club, and y , a weapon), a club,3

a bludgeon .

sintas, a . (from st , a bludgeon , and af , destitute of),

destitute of a club or bludgeon.

sajj , a. (from stu, a bludgeon, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of a club or bludgeon.

stati , a . (from st , a bludgeon, and , destitute), des-

titute of a club or bludgeon.

sif, s . (from 3 , to play), a cushion, a seat, a beuch, a
2

stat.

stuffed red covering for the crooked bamboo on which

a Bengal palkee or litter is carried at a marriage.

st , a. (from st , to speak), spoken, said.

stfag , s. (from st , a cushion), a cushion, a seat, a bench,

a stuffed red covering for the crooked bamboo or pole

on which a Hindoo palkee or litter is carried at a mar-

riage.

sifuta, a. (from stu, a bench), possessed of a seat orbench.

stat, a. (from stu , a bludgeon), bearing a mace, carrying a

staff, armed with a club or bludgeon.

stųstų, a. (from stu̸, to speak), interrupted by sighs ; ad. sob-

bingly, interruptedly.

গদ্গদণক্য, s : ( from গদ্গদ, interrupted, and বাক্য, speech),

speech interrupted by sobs.

stastust , a. (from stusta, interrupted, and fa , speaking),

speaking with sobs, speaking in accents interrupted by

sobs.

, s. (from stu, to speak), a jest, a repartee, a taunt.

sifæis , a. (from si , a jest), proper to be made a jest of.

Amongthe Hindoos, a sister's husband, a sister - in - law's

-brother, and several other relations are accounted pro-

per subjects for a jest.

sta , s. (from stu, to speak), prose.

, s. (from stл, prose, and ☎ , verse), prose, a kind

of measured prose.

stäïïts , a. (from stл, prose, and cast , fit), fit for prose,

prosaic.

stūrź, a. (from sл, prose, and , fit), fit for prose, pro.

saic.

sto , a. (from , to go), proper to be gone, practicable .

or capable of being travelled.

stat, s . (from st , to go), a goer, one who walks.

stat, s . (from sæ, to go), a cart or car drawn by oxen,

sta, s. (from st , to injure), a scent, an odor, a perfume, fra-

grance, a fragrant substance, relationship, connecti-

on, friendship, sandal wood, brimstone.

sae, s. (from sa, a scent), sulphur, brimstone.

staff , s. (from st , brimstone, and f , a thin piece of

wood), a match for lighting candles or lamps .

staætaæ, s. (from st , a scent, and **, making), diffus-

ing a scent, causing a scent.

state, s. (from sa, a scent, and t , wood), a fragrant

wood, lignum aloes, sandal wood,

st , a. (from st , ascent, and e, doing), causing a scent,

diffusing a scent.

stat , 8. (from st , a scent, and , a scent), the name

of a species ofgrass (Andropogon glabrum .)
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গন্ধগোকুল, s . (from গন্দ্ব, a scent, and গোকুল, a herd), the name

of a species of polecat (Viverra Gunda, Buchanan's

Mss .)

গন্ধগৌল, s. ( from 'গন্ধগোকুল, a particular animal), thename of

a particular species of polecat (Viverra Gunda, Bucha-

nan's Mss.)

sanæ, ɑ. (from sa, a scent, and 7 , a causing), produc-

ing a scent, causing a scent.

sta , a. (from sta, a scent, and 5 , producible), arising

from a scent, caused by a scent.

sad, s. (from sa, a scent, and 3d, grass), the name of a

species of grass which has the scent ofa lemon, (Andro-

pogon Schoenanthus.) .

sta , s . (from st , a scent, and , destruction), the

destruction of a scent.

sta , a. (from st , a scent, and , destroying), de-

structive to scents, taking away scents.

·stat, a. (from sa, a scent, and , destroying), des

stroying scents, taking away scents.

sta , s . (from sa, a scent), the name of an esculent vege-

table (Allium ascalonicum .)

statt, s. (from sa, a scent, and , destruction), the

destruction of scents.

stant*æ, a. (from sa, a scent, and , destroying), de-

structive to scents, taking.away scents.

গন্ধনিবারক, a. (from গন্ধ, a scent , and নিবারক, preventing),

preventing scents.

stafadad, s. (from si , a scent , and fa , prevention), the

prevention ofa scent.

stafiqfs, a. (from sa, a scent, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of a scent.

stafaface, a . (from st , a scent, and fifs, a cause), aris-

ing from a scent, caused by a scent.

stattata, s . (from sa, a scent, and tata, a stone), brimstone.

stafa, a. (from si , a scent, and , beloved), fond of

scents.

staafdæ, s. (from st , a scent, and af , a merchant), a

druggist.

stacáæ, a . (from sa, a scent, and zás, increasing), improv-

ing a scent, causing a scent to be greaterthan before.

sta , s. (from sa , a scent, and , an increasing), the

improving ofa scent, the making ofa scent more intense.

stafaga , s. (from st , a scent, and fat , to appear, the

name of a medicinal drug or kind of resin . It appears

to be a kind of semi fluid turpentine.

stafafa, a . (from sa, a scent, and ff , connected with),

scented, possessed of scent.

staat.

stafata, a. (from sta, a scent, and ft , destitute), scent-

less.

staaf , s. (from sa, a scent, and f, increase), the in-

.crease of a scent, the improvement ofa scent.

shadi, s. (from st , a scent, and at , Andropogon), the

common lemon grass (Andropogon Schoenanthus. )

stas , s . (from sa, a scent, and , good), the name of

a climbing plant, (Pederia foetida. )

sasa , s. (from sa , a species ofplant), the name of

a species of climbing plant (Pederia foetida .)

staatua, s. (from st , a scent, and 2 , to rejoice), the name

ofa particular mountain, the name of one ofthe mon.

key chiefs in the Ramayana.

starta, s. (from st , a scent, and aia, a stroke), the com-

mon Indian wormwood, (Artimisia indica) .

startmot, s. (from sa, a scent, and at , aflowering shrub),

the name of a beautiful flowering climber, (Echites

caryophyllata).

SF, a. (from sa, a scent, and 45, joined to), scented,

fragrant.

sta , s . (from st , a scent, and , juice), myrrh.

stage³, a. (from sa, a scent, and af , destitute), scent-

less .

stAFİK, a. (from sta, a scent, and Z5, to appear), the name

of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Gardenia florida.)

sta , s (from sa, a scent, and , to move), a kind of

demi gods, whose employment it is to sing and dance,

the choristers of heaven.

sta, s. (from , a celestial chorister, and sd, a

class orgenus), a class ofimaginary beings fabled in Bin-

doo mythology as the choristers of heaven, and the

guardians ofmedicinal drugs and plants.

stafa , s. (from sa , a celestial chorister, and fa

science), the polite arts, viz. music, dancing, &c.

stafata, s. (from sa , a celestial chorister, and faxix,

a marriage), a marriage authorized by the veda, in which

the parties make the contract without consulting their

guardians.

sangka, s. (from sa , scented, and 4, Ixora), the name

ofa beautiful flowering shrub (Ixora parviflora .)

stat , a. (from sa, a scent, and I, empty), scentless.

stas, a. (from sa, a scent, and , destitute of), desti-

tute of scent, scentless .

stalTIF, a. (from st , a scent, and , a cause, arising

from a scent, caused by a scent.

stal, v. a. (from st , a scent), to perfume, to diffuse ascent,

to emit a scent.
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statētai, s . (from sa, a scent, and tætgi, desire) , a desire

or fondness for scents.

statt , a. (from st , a scent, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of scents or perfumes.

গন্ধাদিদান, s. (from গন্ধ, a scent , আদি, the beginning, and দান,

agift), a gift or offering of perfumes and other arti-

cles to the ancestors at the shraddha, or funeral obse-

quies.

গবিাস, s . (from si , a scent , and অধিবাস, a preliminary

ceremony), a preliminary ceremony in which per-

fumes are used.

stata, s . (from st , a scent), the emitting of a scent.

, a searching), aɖ, s . (from s , a scent, and

seeking after scents or perfumes.

stata , a. (from st , ascent, and , searching), seek-

ing for scents or perfumes.

statfsata, s. (from st , a scent, and fata, desire), a desire

for scents or perfumes.

stafa , a. (from st , a scent, and fata , desirous),

desirous ofscents or perfumes.

sta , s. (from sta, a scent), a bug, (eimex lectularius). This

name is also applied to another insect usually called

the flying bug. The name of a large tree which grows

in the east ofBengal, (Xanthophyllum virens.)

Matata, a. (from st , a scent, and se , producing),

producing a scent, causing a scent.

sata, s. (from st , a scent, and set , a producing),

the producing ofa scent, the making of a scent.

an imitative sound used to express that caused by a

fish plunging into the water.

S , an imitative sound used to express that caused by

a fish when plunging or flouncing in the water.

an imitative sound used to express the gulping

which some persons or animals make when they swal

low their food bastily, also that ofplunging in water.

Sta .

stata, s. (from stat, to do a thing awkwardly), the doing

a thing in such an awkward manner as to spoil it, the

writing so that no one can understand it ; a . unintelli-

gibly written, awkwardly done.

sta , s. (from csti, a cow), a cow. This word is frequently

used in derision when applied to men.

E, s. (from es , a cow, and F, an eye), a small window

in the form of an ox's eye.

StAFUTA, 8. (from я , an ox-eye window, and T , a door-

way), the opening or passage through a window.

stat , a. (from stat , an ox-eye window, and , to be

situated), situated in the ox-eye window.

stat , a. (from stat , an ox-eye window, and

staying), continuing or being in the ox-eye window.

statas, a. (from st , an ox-eye window, and f , situ

ated), situated in the Ox-eye window.

sta , s. (from est , a cow, and , a seat), a skinner, a

currier, a tanner.

strig, s. (from 81,5, a testimony), a testimony.

sait, s. (from 8 , a testimony), a witness.

stag, s. (from cst , a cow, and ș, to praise, preceded by

), the name of a species of grass, (Coix barbata.)

sta. a . (from stod, pregnant), pregnant, big with young.

sta , a. (from est , a cow), produced from a cow, fit or pro-

perfor a cow ; s .the produce of a cow, yiz. milk , butter,

ghee or clarified butter, cow-dung, and other excre-

ments, a multitude of cows, a bow string.

sifs, s. (from est , a cow, and , to mix or join), a mea-

sure oftwo krosha , a league oftwo thousand fathoms.

stē , s. (from cst , the heaven, and s , to shine), a ray, a

sun beam.

яufszeÿ, s. (from stufe, radiant, and º, a piece), one

ofthe divisions ofthe earth .

sta, a. (from sti, to move), deep, profound, grave .

stat, s . (from sta, deep), depth, profundity, gravity.

2 ,, s. (from , to talk), chit chat, a story, a tale, a legend, sta , s. (from sa, deep), depth, profundity, gravity.

a report.

, s. (from sa, a report. The last member of this word

is merely arhyme with thefirst), tittle tattle, chit chat .

staul, a. (from ste, a tale), talkative, garrulous, addicted

to telling stories.

stat , s. (from ste, a report), tittle tattle, chit chat.

$75, v. n. (from ste, a, fœtus), to cast the young, to bring

forth abortively.

5751, v. a. (from sa , to cast theyoung), to do a thing clum

sily, to write unintelligibly, to do a work so as to spoil

it.

sistafa, s. (from sa, deep, and , a sound , a deep or

grave sound, a deep or hoarse noise, a grave tone, a hol-

low sound.

sta , s. (from st , deep, and , a sound), a deep

sound, a hollow roaringnoise, adeep tone, a gravetone.

sta , s. (from sf , deep, and , a sound), a deep

sound, a hollow roaring noise, a deep tone, a grave

tone.

sta, a. (from , withdrawn), withdrawn, concealed.

sta, s. (from est ; wheat), wheat.

sta , s. (from st , to go), the name of a species of cucurbi.
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taceous plant and its fruit, (Cucumis Momordica) ; a

sling or bag in which the arm is put to conceal the

beads when repeating the name of an idol for religious

purposes.

sta , s. (from sta, to go), the act ofgoing, motion, a march,

progress, coition.

stanfeza , a. (from st , motion, and se, obstruct-

ing), obstructingmotion, hindering a person's going to a

place.

staggfgs, a. (from.st , motion, and af , destitute of,, mo-

tionless, still, immoveable.

stat , a. (from st , a walking, and t , an inclination),

inclined to motion, fond of walking, mobile.

ামনাকাঙ্কু ' , s . ( from star, the act ofgoing, and আকা ूা , de-

sire), a desire of going or moving.

গমনাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from সমन, the act of going, and আকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of moving or going.

গমনাগমন, s. (from star, the act ofgoing, aid আগমন, the

act of coming), intercourse, free communication.

· Statūtā, 8. (from s , the act ofgoing, and asta, non-en-

tity), the non-existence of motion , the not going to a

place, rest.

গমনাভিলাষ, s . ( from star, the act of going, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire of moving or going.

stantfsata, a. (from st , the act of going, and fat ,

desirous), desirous of moving or going.

staatź, a. (from sta , motion, and , fit), accessible, pas-

sable, fit for travelling, fit for use .

staf , s. (from st , a walking, and af , inability), an

inability to walk, an inability to move.

sanias, a. (from 2 , a walking, and , attached to),

fond ofwalking, active, mobile.

ty,, a. (from sa, togo), passable, accessible, practicable,

fit or proper to be travelled or gone over.

SAAK, a. (from STA, a walking, and a desirous), fond of

walking, mobile, active.

stacy&æ, a . (from stu , a walking, and 5 , desirous), fond

of walking, mobile, active.

stats , s. (from sa, a going, and is , a coming), inter-

course, free communication.

sta, s. (from sa, to obtain), the name ofa tree which is in-

digenous inthe Eastern border of Bengal, (Milnea edu

lis.)

stargattat, a. (from è, anxiety, and I‚s, an eater), anxi-

ous, thoughtful, silently thoughtful.

sts , an imitative sound used to express the glowing of

fire when about to blaze, in a silent dissatisfied manner.

stari.

stgist, s. (from , water, and , to nourish), the name of

an ornamental tree, (Gmelina arborea. )

stgia, a. (from sa, to move), deep, profound, grave.

stgiaol, s. (from

gravity.

a, deep), deepness, depth, profundity,

4.from

4fre

from
statav, s. (from sea, deep), depth, profundity, gravity.

stay, a. (from st , to move), moveable, practicable, fit tobedat

travelled or gone over. 1 jirom

støtstæ , e. (from st , practicable, and as , impracticaled up

ble), practicable or impracticable.
from

NŢI, s. (from ts, to sing), the name ofa city in Bahar esteemer,oth

ed sacred by the Hindoos.

state , s . (from Я , the city ofGuya, and , the doing

of a thing), the making a pilgrimage to Guya with the

usual oblations attendant thereon..

3 ,from

ou

fr

原

st , s . (perhaps from Guaiacum), the name of a medicin

nal wood.
IM

stifai , 8. (from star, the city of Guya, andfan, aduel

ling), a residence at Guya.

syifazinì, a. (from , the city ofGuya, and fazifa , re-

siding), residing at Guya.

sta , s. (from st , the city ofGuya, and , a par

bas

ticular part), the particular part of the countryoccur .

pied by the city of Guya.

HiЯTA, s. (from st , the city ofGuya, and gata, o tém-

porary residence), a temporary residence or lodgingin

the city of Guya.

stargatat, a. (from start, the city of Guya, and чatfañ, lodg-

ing) , lodging at Guya, residing in a temporary manner

at Guya.

statata, s. (from sa , the city of Guya, and 5, a resi

dence), a residence at Guya.

stutate , a. (from st , the city of Guya, and zf , resid

ing), residing at Guya.

stata, a. (from st, to swallow), phlegm, saliva, matter

coughed up from the throat."

from

Bornin

Wangwa

235,6.

lf- headed

21 from

CristOCC

from

Tit from

the forests

bark ofwi

dry, also,

face

4. fr

te, the

for th

the fr

,a

GETITE,
4.

kasting

producin

ਤਿਰ, a

arisingf

stata, s. (from st , a species of ox), a species of ox, (Bos Ga

væus ; ) also a variety of rice the grains of which are

white.

stateſt, a . (from stai , the city of Guya), residing at Guya.

statălui, a. (from stal, the city of Guya), residing at Guya .

sta¶ , s. from sa, the name of a royal sage, and

religiousfig tree), the name of a species of fig tree (Fipale,

cus cordifolia.)

stata, s. (from st , the name of a royal sage, and अमूर,

"dæmon), the nameof a giant or damen who was killed

by Vishnoo at Guya,
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sate, a. (from str , the city of Guye, and , to be situats , s. (from star , importance, and , destruc

ed), situated at Guya, residing at Guya.

state , a. (from st , the city ofGuya, and f , stay.

ing), residing or staying at Guya, situated in Guya.

sifs, a. (from stat, the city of Guya, and FT , situated),

situated at Guya, settled at Guya, residing at Guya.

stry , s. (from s, to swallow), phlegm, saliva, matter

coughed up from the throat.

S , ad. (from JA , besides), without, besides, except ; pron.

another, other ; a. absent.

stas, a. (from ɲė, drowning), sinking, drowning.

aste, s. (from sto, the neck, and so, a ball), a goitre, a wen.

sati, s. (from stoty, a rhinoceros, and 4 , a piece), a

hare lip.

si , s. (from , desire), desire, the will, a scope, an ob-

ject.

staat, a. (from , desire), desirous, inclined.

sign, s. (from st, to swallow), the name of a species of silk

cloth made of the silk produced by the Phalana Pa-

phia which feeds on the Jujube tree. "

staa, a. (from S, hot), passionate, hot, warm.

sia , s. (from 5, hot), warmth, passion, heat.

statt, s. (from hot, and , a covering), a red cloth

cap worn in cold weather by many natives of India ; a.

wearing warm clothing.

staMAH)s, a. (from.„, hot, and j∞, the body), passionate,

hot-headed, waspish.

staal, s. (from sta, poison, and m , to get), venom, poison, a

disease occasioned by venom or by any virus.

sas , a. (from stafaą, venomous), venomous, poisonous.

sata, s. (from sa, to move), the name of a tree common in

the forests which cover the mouth of the Ganges, the

bark of which is used in tauning, (Rhizophora decan-

dra;) also, a. (from stota, deep), deep, far below the sur-

face.

statfam, a. (from stata, deep), deeply rooted.

ধরানিয়াসালু, s . ( from গরানিয়া , deeply rooted , andআল ,ু apo-

tatoe), the name of a species of yam accounted excel-

lent for the table, (Dioscorea rub Ha.)

stata, s. (from sta, to mount or move) , a rail, a pallisade,

a pale , a range ofpaling, a ballustrade .

sfazatze, a. (from sa , a boast, and age, causing),

boasting, self-important ; s. a braggadocia.

, a. (fromsa , importance, and , producing),

producing self-importance or vanity,

Masai, a, (from sifa , importance, and 1, producible),

arising from self importance orvanity.

tion), the ruin or quelling of self importance or vanity.

saj…Ħe, a. (from sa , importance, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to self-importance or vanity.

sifat, s. (from sta , importance, and , destruction),

the destruction of self-importance or vanity.

গরিমনাশক, a. (from গরিমন, importance , and নাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to self importance or vanity.

গরিমনিমিত্তক, a. ( from গরিমন, importance, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

arising from or caused by self-importance or vanity.

গরিযপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from গরিমন, importance, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), obstructing self-importance or vanity.

গরিষৱিশিষ্ট, a. ( from গরিমন, importance, and বিশিষ্ট, posses

sed of), self-important, vain, conceited.

stas, a. (from st , importance, and , joined to),

self-important, vain, conceited.

গরিমরহিত, a. ( from গরিমন, importance , and রহিত, destitute),

free from vanity or self-importance..

stat , a. (from st , importance, and 3, empty), free

from vanity or selfimportance.

sta , a. (from stfa , importance, and , destitute), free

from vanity or selfimportance.

sta , s . (from s , important), importance, self-importance,

vanity of mind, a boast.

গরিমান্বিত, a. ( from গরিমন, importance, and অন্বিত, possessed

of self-important, vain.

stfat, a. (from S , important), most important, honoura-

ble, superior, gross, difficult of digestion.

sit , a. (from

a foreigner.

statatats, a . (from , poor, and j³, a giver), kind

to the poor, courteous to strangers, hospitable.

SÅTHITI, a. (from poor, and♪♪ , nourishing), che-

rishing the poor, charitable.

poor), poor, needy, mild, humble ; s .

statatat, a . (from , poor), fit for the poor, proper to

be given to the poor.

sta , s. (from , poor), poverty, want, humility, mild-

ness..

statuta, a . (from $4, important), highly important, honour-

able, great, gross, superior, difficult of digestion.

stæ, s. (from cs , a cow), a cow (the generic name), a sim-

pleton.

stantiæ, a. (from B , a cow, and wine, an eater), a feeder

on beef, a cow-cater.

stēṣ, s. (from stō , a wing, and t , tofly), in Hindoo my-

thology, the regent of birds, the son of Kushyupa by

Vinuta. A large vulture, or, according to some, a gi-

gantic crane.
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sta , s. (from st, to moisten), a wing, a feather. ,

stami, a. (from ste, a cow, and J, equal to), like a cow,

stupid, awkward.

staat , s. (from sta , a wing), Guroora, the regent ofbirds;

a. winged, feathered .

starta, a. (from ste, a cow, and T , resembling), resem-

bling a cow, awkward, stupid.

steas, ad. (from st , a cow), cow-like, stupidly, awkwardly,

sillily.

steptat, s. (from staa, a cow's, and tat, a sneezing), a

dilemma, a situation in which misfortune is certain

whatever course you take.

sent, u. (from ste, a cow, and Я , like), like a cow, stu-

pid, awkward, silly.

S4 , a. (from , acow, and f , one who injures),

one who kills or otherwise injures a cow.

sta , s. (from , without, and , justice), in-

justice, a wrong.

san , a. (from , without, and ↓ ), an origin), desti-

tute of an origin.

sign , s. (from , without, and bail, justice), in-

justice, a wrong.

stazza, s. (from jać, without, andJ„ë, an acknowledg-

ment), the not acknowledging a thing, the not confess.

ing a thing.

stawife , a . (from ja , without, and J. , able), unable, not

eminent, not clever, awkward.

stofa, s. (from tafa", red ochre), redness with rage or fury,

rage, fury. This is also an imitative sound used to ex-

press the guggling of water when poured out of a bot-

tle or the like.

stsít, 8. (from stsfa, the guggling ofwater), a jar, a pitch-

er, a jug.

staff , a. (from stig, redness with rage), red with rage or

fury, furious. This word when applied to fruits means

red with ripeness.

$51, 8. (from stifte, a particular fish), a particular species

of fish, (Silurus ascita.)

gawain, a. (from A , without, and Exș, a collection),

not collected, wavering, fluctuating, unsteady.

state, a. (from , without, and t , presence), un-

known, unacquainted.

stautfaa, s. (from , without, and f , presence), ab-

sent, not of the party.

st , s. (from s , to roar), a roar, a bellow, a growl.

, s. (from staf, to roar), the roaring ofthe sea, the bel

lowing or roaring ofany animal, thethreatning a person,

thunder, passion, rage, fury, the sound and tumult of

war, the name of a genus of trees (Dipterocarpus), a

particular tree (Dipterocarpus incanus.)

st , a. (from st , a roaring, and e , doing), rour

ing, bellowing, threatening.

AGI , a. (from яg¶, a roaring, and , producible), arise

ing from bellowing or roaring, produced from roaring

or bellowing.

saatoa, s. (from sa, a particular tree, and to , oil), an

oil which exudes naturally from an incision in the ~

bark ofthree or four species ofDipterocarpus.

safirée, a. (from sa, a roaring, and fizée, stopping),

putting a stop to roaring or bellowing; s. one whoputs

a stop to roaring or bellowing.

stafafate, a. (from stefa, a roaring, and faze, prevent.

ing), preventing roaring or bellowing.

-107

গর্জননিবারণ , s . ( from গর্জন, a roaring , and নিবারণ, a prevent

ing), the preventing of bellowing or roaring, the put.

ting a stop to roaring or bellowing."

sgafaqfy, s . (from sa, a roaring, and farfe, a cessation),

the cessation of roaring or bellowing.

stafaface, a. (from sa, a roaring, and fats, a cause),

arising from roaring or bellowing, caused by roaring or

bellowing.

staff , a. (from st , a roaring, and faft , connected

with), attended with a roaring or bellowing noise.

shafaza, a. (from st , a roaring, and fat , destitute of),

free from roaring or bellowing noises.

গর্জনযুক্ত a. (from st , a roaring, and 5, joined to), con-

nected or attended with a roaring or bellowing noise.

st , a . (from star , a roaring, and af , destitute of

free from roaring or bellowing noises.

stat , a . (from st , arearing, and , empty), freefrom

roaring or bellowing sounds.

st , a . (from staff, a roaring, and , destitute of

free from roaring or bellowing noises.

danteve, a. (from sga, u rouring, and ( 5, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a roaring or bellowing noise.

staat, s. (from st , to roar), a bellowing, a roaring sound,

thunder, a threatening noise.

stas, a. (from st , to roar), threatened, scolded ; s. an ele

phant in rut, the rumbling of distant thunder.

sta, a. (from , without, and , afault),fault.

less, innocent; s. innocence, faultlessness.

sąvadu, s. (from J , without, and 3:555, examination),

an unjust or partial examination of an affair, a neglect

ofexamination,
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igonfca, s. (from jaª, without, and , preparation),

carelessness, inattention, indolence.

s , s. (from 5 , to drop), a hole in the ground, a case, an

excavation, a burrow, a cavity.

sta , s. (from st , a hole, and , a doer), one who makes

a pit or hole.

state, a. (from st , a hole, and , doing), making a

pit; s. one who makes a pit or hole.

stést, á. (from st , a hole, and I, producible), occasion-

ed by a pit or by a hole in the earth.

statt, s. (from st , a hole, and a , destruction), the fil-

ling up or otherwise destroying of a hole or pit.

satte, a . (from stý, a hole, and at , destructive), filling

up or otherwise destroying of holes or pits.

stefacte® , 2. (from ste, a hole, and fitæ, preventing),

preventing a pit or hole in the earth ; s . one who pre-

vents the digging a pit or hole in the earth.

stéfaziga, s . (from stý, a hole, and fatad, a preventing), the

preventing ofthe digging a pit or hole in the earth.

fifice, a. (from st , a hole, and F , a cause), caused

by or taking its rise from a pit or hole in the earth.

fchte, a. (from st , a hole, and faf , possessed of),

abounding with pits or holes.

, a. (from ste, a hole, and F,joined to), full ofholes

or pits, abounding with pits.

stats, a. (from st , a hole, and af , destitute), free from

holes or pits.

sesta), a. (from st , a hole, and * , empty), free from holes

or pits.

túfði, s. (from stý, a hole, and g , one who kills), one who

fills up or otherwise destroys pits or holes.

st , a. (from st , a hole, and , destitute), free from

holes or pits.

st , s. (from , the neck), the neck.

sata, s. (from wɔ,, the neck , the neck.

statal, s. (from > s, the neck), the putting the hands on

a person's neck to turn him out of doors.

stafat, s . (from As , a circuit), circulation, a circuit.

stacatta, s . (from s , filth, and ) , an eater), dirty, filthy,

delightingin filthiness.

stas, s. (from st , to sound), an ass, a large beetle which

lays its eggs in balls ofcowdung, a scent.

suse , ad. (from 4 , an ass), like an ass, foolishly, stu-

pidly.

stste, s. (from ss, a scent, and 3 , to go), an ornament-

tal tree (Hibiscus populneoides.)

aff.

sta , a. (from , without, and S , choice), disappro

bation, dislike.

sta , s . (fromJaż, without, and 9, time), the being out

of time.

staafu , a. (from , without, and , right), wrong,

improper, unjust.

st , s. (from st , to be proud), pride, haughtiness, scorn.

, a. (from st , pride, and , producing), exciting

pride, producing haughtiness or scorn .

stέ57 , a. (from st , pride, and

from pride or haughtiness.

, producible), arising

st , s. (from st , pride, and , destruction), the de

struction of pride, the downfall of pride.

яft , a. (from st , pride, and , destroying), de-

stroying pride orhaughtiness ; s. one who brings down

another's pride.

s , a . (from s , pride, and , destructive), de-

structive ofpride or haughtiness.

sfficiae, a. (from st¶, pride, and fratge, preventing),

preventing pride or haughtiness.

sta , s. (from , pride, and fata , prevention), the

preventing ofpride or haughtiness.

staff , s. (from st , pride, and fas, a cause), a cause or

occasion ofpride or haughtiness.

fs , a. (from s , pride, and fare, a cause), caused

by or arising from price or haughtiness.

staff , a. (from st , pride, and fats, possessed of),

proud, haughty, scornful.

stry, a. (from st , pride, and 4 , joined to), proud,

haughty, scornful,

KI, a. (from , pride, and af , destitute of), free from

pride, free from haughtiness, free from scornfulness.

яt , a. (from st , pride, and 3, empty), free from

pride, free from haughtiness, free from scornfulness.

sti, s. (from st , pride, and one who kills), one

who brings down the pride or haughtiness of another.

stiet, a. (from sÍ, pride, and TA, to kill), pride-subduing,

bringing down haughtiness or scornfulness.

st , a. (from a , pride, and 1 , destitute), free from

pride, free from haughtiness, free from scornfulness.

NUTIF, a. (from Nź, pride, and 3, a cause) , caused by or

arising from pride or haughtiness.

stifs, a. (from , pride, and 3, connected with),

proud, haughty, scornful.

sfs, a. from st , to be proud), proud, vain glorious, haugh-

ty, scornful; also from , a superior, connected by fa-

mily ties,

84
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, a. (from stiffs, related, and , a party), con-

nected by relationship or family ties.

stu , s. (from se, pride, and sig , a commencement),

the commencement of pride or haughtiness.

Ma, a. (from , pride, and s , a beginning),

the
commencement ofpride or haughtiness.

st , s. (from st, to swallow), an embryo, a foetus, the gravid

uterus, a child; sometimes, though improperly, this wordly , this word

is used to signify the womb; any thing included within

anotherthing, the spatha of a plant, the inside or mid-

dle of a thing, the rough coat or rind ofthe jak fruit , a

lyingin apartment, the bed of the Ganges when the ri-

ver is fullest, viz. on the fourteenth day ofthe wane of

the moon in the month of Bhadra, which is the time

when the rains are at their height; at this period the

whole space occupied bythe water is called the Gurbha

of the river, after which the proper shore begins and-

extends for one hundred and fifty cubits, which is ac-

counted holy ground.

stế , s. (from s≈, an embryo), a chaplet of flowers wornin

the hair.

steatfont, a. (from ste, the fætus, and if , destroying),

destroying the child in the womb, causing abortion.

stobis, a. (from ste, afœtus, and 515,fallen from), abortive.

to , a. (from st , afœtus, and , to be produced), aris .

ing from pregnancy, born of a man's wife by another

person. Such children are accounted legitimate by the

Hindoo law, and belong to the husband."

soute, a. (from sto, afœtus, and ☎, producing), causing

pregnancy.

sos , a. (from sts, afætus, and 3 , producible), arising

from pregnancy, caused by pregnancy.

sot , a. (from so, the womb, and 15, born), caused by

"
pregnancy, born of a man's wife by illegitimate inter-

course with another person.

statere, a . (from ste, thefoetus, and t , making known),

indicating pregnancy, discovering pregnancy.

settad, s. (from ste, à fœtus), conception in the womb.

ste , s. (from ste, thefatus, and , destruction), the

destruction of the foetus, the procuring of an abortion.

deje, a. (from st , the fetus, and , destructive),

causing abortion, causing the destruction of the fœtus.

Ì, a. (from st , the fœtus, and , destructive),

causing abortion, destroying the fœtus.

start, s. (from se, a fœtus, and , destruction), the

causing of an abortion .

staat-tæ, u . (from ste, a fœtus, and , destructive),

causing an abortion, destroying the fœtus,

$5.

গর্ভনাশোপায ,় ও . (from গর্ভনাশ, the destruction of the fatus,

and 8 , an expedient), an expedient for destroying

the fœtus.

stefacta , a . (from st , thefœtus , and faætas, preventing),

preventing pregnancy.

stefarta, s. (from , thefœtus, and fad, prevention),

the prevention of pregnancy.

stafaগর্তনিবারণেপিয়ি , s . (from গর্তনিকারণ , the prevention ofpreg

nancy, and sig, an expedient), an expedient for prevent-

ing pregnancy.

SITE, a. (from st , the foetus, and ffs, a cause), oc.

casioned by or arising frompregnancy.

sốЯfIs, a. (from я , afœtus, and f33, fullen), abortive.

E, s. (from Я , afœtus , and 413, a fall), an abortion .

গর্ভপাতোপায়, s. ( from গর্ভপাত, an abortion , and ওপায ,় ana-

pedient), an expedient for procuring abortion.

stot, a. (from Я , afœtus), pregnant.

steftata, s. (from stế, afœtus, and fart , destruction), the

procuring ofan abortion, the destruction of the child

in the womb.

stafaatæ, a. (from ste, a fœtus, and fatte, destructive),

causing abortion, procuring abortion .

stéfafti, a. fem. (from , afœtus, and fifty, possessed of),

pregnant.

stofatal, a.fem. (from t , afœtus, and fî , destitute

ef), not pregnant.

mity . , 5.
stana , s. (from so, the gravid uterus, and ca , pain),

the pains of child- birth,.

গৰ্ভৱেদনাজানা, a. fem . (from গৰ্ভদেনা , the pains oflabour, and

17, ignorant), delirious through the pains of child-

birth.

M.M

stats , a . fem. (from stor , the pains ofchild-birth,
গৰ্ভৱেদনাযুক্তা , গৰ্ভৱেদনা,

and 4 , joined to), suffering the pains of child-birth.

গৰ্ভৱেদনাভোগ, s . ( from গৰ্ভদেনা, the pains oflabour, and তোম

suffering), the suffering of the pains of child-birth.

গৰ্ভৱেদনাশঙ্কী, s . ( from গৰ্ভদেনা , the pains oflabour, and আশঙ্কা,

fear), the dread of the pains of child-birth,

stÍTJUt, s. (from stế, the gravid uterus, and i, pain), the

pains of child-birth.

stếTI41, s. (from st , thegravid uterus, and at, agony),

the throws of labour, the agonies of child-birth.

statai, s. (from s , the gravid uterus, and π31, an ago.

ny), the throws of labour, the agonies of child- birth.

st , a.fem. (from ste, a fœtus, andT ,joined to), preg

nant.

star , a .fem. (from st , afœtus, and war, empty), nel

pregnant,
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sted.

sexta, s. (from dế, thefœtus, and , a passing away),

an abortion .

st , a. (from st , the gravid uterus, and , to be situate),

in the womb, seated internally.

stextil, a. (from số, the gravid uterus, and f , conti

nuing), continuing in the womb, situated in the womb.

stof , a. (from st , the gravid uterus, and f , situated),

situated in the womb.

stea, a.fem. (from st , afetus, and , destitute of), not

pregnant.

stotta, s. (from st , the fœtus, and t , a receiving), a

ceremony performed by the Hindoos to ensure concep

tion.

set , s. (from ste, a fœtus, and , a suspicion), an

apprehension ofpregnancy, a suspicion of pregnancy.

stot , a. (from st , thefœtus, and , the eighth) , eight

years old, reckoning either from the mother's concep-

tion or from the birth ofthe child. This is mentioned

in the Smritti as the proper season for investing a lad

with the sacred thread.

stot, a. (from st , a fœtus), pregnant.

ss , s. (from ste, afoetus, and set , the producing

of anything), impregnation.

st , s. (from st , to revile), a reviling, scurrility, a censure,

a reproach.

3..1

sta , a. (from , without, and , right), wrong, im-

proper, unjust.

staty, a. (from stź, to revile), reproachable, censurable, de-

serving to be reviled, contemptible, abominable.

1, s. (from st , to revile), scurrility, reviling, a censure, a

reproach, blame, a disgrace.

se, a. (from ski, scurrility, and , producing), oc-

casioningscurrilous language or reproach, occasioning

censure, causing disgrace.

stats , a . (from st , scurrility, and , producible), aris

ing from censure or reproach, occasioned by scurrilous

language, arising from guilt or disgrace.

statua, a. (from , without, and , present), absent.

steffas , a. (from st , scurrility, and fafas, a cause), a-

rising from censure or reproach, occasioned by scur-

rilous language, arising from guilt or disgrace.

stifft , a . (from st , scurrility, and faft , possessed of,

scurrilous, censorious, reproachful, disgraceful, blame-

worthy.

détus, a. (from st, scurrility, and 5, joined to), scur-

rilous, censorious, reproachful, disgraceful, blamewor-

thy.

stat.

stétafes, a. (from st , scurrility, and af , destitute of),

free from scurrility, free from censure, free from re-

proach or blame, free from disgrace.

st , a. (from si, scurrility, and 1 , destitute of), free

from scurrility, free from censure, free from reproach

or blame, free from disgrace.

st , a . (from st , scurrility, and a cause) , arising

from censure or reproach, occasioned by scurrilous

language, arising from guilt or disgrace.

st3, a. (from st , to revile), reviled, despised, reproached,

treated with scurrility.

s , a. (from só ,̟ to revile), censurable, deserving to be re-

viled, reproachable, contemptible, abominable.

sta, v. n. (from sto, to dissolve), to dissolve, to melt, to burst,

to suppurate, to wear out, to escape through the walls

ofa prisonorthrough the bars ofa cage, to force through

any opening, to ooze or fall through a hole in the ves-

sel. The adverbial participle of this verb constructed

witha , to throw, signifies to smelt; with , tofall, it

signifies to shed out as corn or seed ; and withT, to

go, to dissolve, to melt, to run as melted substances.

sta, s . (from st , the neck), the neck, the prow of a ship,

the forepart ofa boat.

stast3, s. (from st , the neck, and st , a boil), a goitre, awen

stas , s . (from st , the neck, and , the seizing of any

thing), the seizing of any one by the throat, the throt-

tling ofa person.

stas , s. (from sto, the neck, and 4, the seizing of a

thing), the seizing of any one by the neck, the throt

tling of a person, apain inthe neck, the commencement

of a course of study on the day previous to that in

which study is forbidden.

safe, s. (from sm, to dissolve), the melting ofmetals, the

dissolutionof salt, sugar, or similar substances, the dis-

solution of earth by heavy rain or by throwing on wa-

ter, the escape of an animal through the walls or bars

ofits prison, the escape of a substance through the ves-

sel into which it is put.

sta , s. (from st , the neck, and t, apart), the neck.

stack , a. (from st , the neck, and T , fallenfrom),

fallen from the neck.

stment , a. (from sa , the neck, and , to be situated),

situated on the neck, placed or worn onthe neck.

sta , a . (from stat, the neck, and if , staying),

situated or continuing on the neck.

st , a. (from stat, the neck, and fro, situated), si-

tuated on the neck, worn on the neck,
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start.

stauta
, s. (from ste, to burst, and a , the hand , the name

of a substance
somewhat

resembling
spunge

, but brit-

tle, which
is produced

in ponds
in some parts of India;

it is probably
a species

of Conferva
.

sta, s . (from ste, to dissolve), the melting ofmetals or resins ,

the dissolving ofany substance, the bursting ofa tumor,

the shedding out ofcorn or seed, the escaping ofa bird

from its cage, the escaping of a man from prison or

from the custody of those who have charge of him, the

escaping through a breach or hole, the running of any

substance through a hole in the vessel which contains it .

a , s. (from ste, to dissolve), the melting of metals, the

dissolution of salt, sugar, or similar substances, the dis

solution or falling to pieces of earth when thoroughly

wetted, the escape of an animal through the walls or

bounds of its confinement, the escape of a substance

through a hole in the vessel.

staty, a. (from ste , to dissolve), malleable, soluble.

Stai, s . (from sale, superiority), superiority, pre-eminence.

sak, s. (from st , the neck or throat, and 58, a breaking),

a hoarseness.

stacatst, s. (from st , the neck, and catst, a disease), a disease

of the neck.

S&T, a. (from st , the neck, and 1, to be situated), situated

on the neck, worn on the neck.

statyt, a. (from sta, the neck, and if , staying), situat-

ed or continuing on the neck.

9f3, a. (from ste, the neck, and f , situated), situated

or being on the neck.

, s. (from st , the neck, and , the hand), the throt-

tling of a person, the turning a person out of doors by

pushinghim behind the neck; the collaring of a person ;

a. having another's neck in his hand, holding bythe

neck, collaring a person .

gal, v. a. (from st , to dissolve), to melt metals or other sub-

stances, to dissolve any substance, to burst a tumor, to

force or drive an animal through a door way or open-

ing ; s . the neck, the throat, a loud voice, an ability to

shout aloud, a set of stentorian lungs, the neck of a

pitcher orjar; a . melted, dissolved, putrified, burst,

escaped through the bars of a cage or through any gap

or opening.

sta , s. (from ste , the throat, and , a cough), a

cough, a tickling in thethroat, a weezing in the throat.

start , s. (from ste , the throat, and T, a week-

ing), a tickling in the throat, a weezingin the throat.

statēta, v. (from stai, the throat, and eta, to cough up),

stat.

to clearthe throat by coughingup phlegm orany other

substance which may be lodged there.

stateæata, s. (from star , the throat, and c , a coughing

up), the clearing of the throat by coughing up phlegm

or any other substance which is lodged there.

statzůægtfa, s . (from stai, the throat, and ceifa, a cough.

ing up), the coughing up of phlegm or other matter

from the throat.

statriæfa, s. (from st , the neck, and cafe, ahalf cough)

the cleaning of the throat by coughing up phlegm or

the like which may be lodged there.

støtstei, ad. (from sa, the neck), huggingly, mutually hug

ging by the neck, neck to neck, holding each other's

neck in a friendly manner, reaching to the neck, dis

solved.

staristfa, s. (from sa, the neck), a mutual holding of each

otherbythe neck. This is common among the Hindoos

whentwopersons are walking together, instead of link.

ing the arms as is done in Europe.

sto , s. (from stat, the throat, and t , the pressingof

a thing), the strangling of an animal, the choking of an

animal.

statott , a. (from stort, the throat, and at , a pressing), so

tall as to reach to another person's neck. This word is

frequently used when a girl who is about to be married

is beneath the prescribed age, yet so tall as to reach a

moderate sized person's neck with her head ; s . the chok-

ing or strangling of an animal. " Elas

starte, a. (from stoj, to dissolve), worn out."

stara , s. (from stat , the neck, dissolved. The last member is

merely a rhyme to thefirst), the neck and all connect-

ed therewith; a. dissolved, putrid, burst.

saiftaa, s. (from sted, the neck, andft , the pinching of

any thing), the throttling or choking of an animal.

smife , s. (from st , the neck, and fit, the pinching ofa

thing), the throttling or strangling of any animal.

stateft, s. (from sin , the neck, and feet, the pinching of

any thing), the throttling or strangling of an animal.

state , a. (from sten, dissolved ) , dissolved, putrid, burst.

statata , s . (from ste , the neck, and at , the compressing

ofany thing , the strangling ofan animal.

stuttavaa, s. (from stai, the neck, , beneath, and 4,

a doing), the swallowing of a substance, the power of

swallowing; a. giving the power of swallowing food.

stata , s . (from start , the throat, and 4, the holding of

a thing), the act of hugging or embracing any one.

stat¶xi, s. (from sim , the throat, and 1, a seizing), the hug

[
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ging of a person; a. seizing the throat. Inthis sense the

word is used as the adjective of acrid substances which

when eaten seize on the throat and fauces, and occasion

pain.

stata, u. (from stą, to dissolve), dissolved, melted, forced

or made to pass through an opening.

staifig , a. (from stą, to dissolve), solvent.

statat, s. (from st , to dissolve), the wages given for melt-

ing metals or for dissolving other substances.

stat , a. (from staty, on the neck, and f , a rope),

threatning to hang himself, hanged, deserving to be

hanged, escaped fromthe rope, attempting to hang him-

self.

start , s. (from stat, the neck, and a, a bandage), a neck-

cloth, a cravat, a stock.

sti, a. (from st , the throat, and Si , broken), hoarse .

stata, s. (from stat, the neck, and , to throw), the noose

or part of a string or rope which surrounds the neck

of an animal when it is tied up.

stat , s. (from stat, the neck, and , to throw), the noose

or part of a rope which surrounds the neck of an ani-

mal when it is tied or tethered.

starfsal, s. (from statt, a noose, and fag , aknot), a slip

knot.

sta, s. (from sta, to pass through an opening), a lane, an al

ley, the space between the roots of the fingers or toes ,

a narrow space, the prow of a ship or boat.

sifazal, a . (from st , a lane, and 457, a crooked place),

crooked, tortuous and narrow.

stfas, a. (from ste , to dissolve), dissolved, melted, burst,

passed through a small opening.

stfases, s. (from sa , burst, and 6, the leprosy), the le-

prosy when arrived at that stage that the hands and

feet or otherparts are full of ulcers, and the fingers and

toes drop off,

staggal, a. (from st , the last stage of leprosy), af

flicted with the leprosy so as to be filled with ulcers,

and lose the extremities.

stagi, s. (from st , the prow of a boat), the man who má-

nages the forepart of a boat.

stait , s. (from Lyle,filth),-filth, mud, dirt.

গলুই, s. (from ste, the neck), the forepart of a boat, the

prow of a ship.

starsta, s . (from st , to pass through a small opening), the

gulping of liquids, garrulity. This word, constructed

with the adverbial participle of , to do, becomes an

adverb,withgulps, gulpingly, talkatively, vociferously.

staistai , v. n. (from sasta, garrulity), to talk excessively,

to talk very fast.

stastfagi, a. (from stāsta, gulpingly), gulping, talking thick.

sta, s. (from , to talk much,, a story, chit chat.

stati, a. (from sg, chit chat), chatty, relating stories, in-

clined to idle chat, gossiping.

stat , v. a. (from st , the neck , to tie up sheaves ; to bind

straw or grass in small bundles or sheaves, s. a sheaf, a

wisp.

stafafs, s. (from stata , a wisp, and fotfs, a shrimp), a

large species of shrimp or prawn .

sal, s . (from ›lė, grain), grain, the ascendency over others.

sts , s. an imitative sound used to express the glowing of

any luminous body, the painful sensation felt on the

access ofa paroxysm of fever.

st , v. (from stat , aglowing), to be hot with fever, to

glow.

stast , a. (from stis , to glow), hot, feverish, glowing.

st , s. (from , a wandering), a walking about.

stata, s. (from “ , a walking about), a strumpet, a whore.

statat, a. (from stata, a whore), whorish, sensual, licentious.

stas , s. (from st , to be thickly placed), a crowd, the pres

sing of a crowd, the noise and pushing of a crowd, the

barking of a dog,

sga, s. (from stx, to be thickly set), a forest, a grove, a

thicket; a. impervious.

st , s. (from st , to be thickly set), an ornament, ajewel.

dataigi, s. (from sgH , an ornament, and œfæigi, a desire),
او

a desire after ornaments or finery.

statais , a. (from stai, an ornament, and at , desir.

ous), desirous of ornaments.

sgataad, s. (from sæ , an ornament, and Wyd, search),

a search or enquiry after ornaments, a desire for orna-

ments.

, a. (from sa , an ornament, and afsa, search-

ing), searching after or desirous ofornaments .

sgaifta , a. (from st¶, an ornament, and fa̸ , without), des-

titute of ornaments, plain, unornamented.

গহনাবিশিষ্ট, a. (from steal , an ornament, and বিশিষ্ট, posses-

sed of), adorned, ornamented, ornamental.

গহন ৰিহীন, a . ( from হল), an ornament, and ৰিহীন, destitute

of), destitute of ornaments, unadorned, unornamented,

plain.

গহনাতিরিক্ত , a . (from s , an ornament, and 4তিরিক্ত, e-

cepted), destitute of ornaments, unornamented, un-

adorned, plain.
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ats.

statufaa , s. (from st , an ornament, and forge, an

exemption), an exemption from finery or ornament.

stratta, s. (from st , an ornament, and fanta, desire),

a desire for ornaments.

গহনাভিলাষী, a. ( from গহনা , an ornament, and অভিলাষিন, de.

sirous), desirous ofornaments.

statys, a. (from яTV , an ornament, and TF,joined to), a

dorned, ornamented .

গহনারহিত, a . (from গহনা , an ornament , and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute of ornaments, unornamented, plain.

stat , a. (from st , an ornament, and tu, empty), des

titute of ornaments, unornamented, plain.

stralia, a. (from st , an ornament, and , destitute of),

destitute of ornaments, unornamented, plain.

STAI, a. (from stot , deep), deep, profound ; s. the depth

ofwater, a deep place.

sta, s. (from st , to move, and , to take away), delay,

procrastination, prolation.

st , a. (from steta, deep), deep, profound.

stata, a. (from steta, deep), deep, profound.

sta , s. (from sa, deep), the depth of water or of an

abyss, a deep place, depth ; a. deep, profound.

sta, s. (from sit , to agitate), a deep valley, a ravine, a de-

file, a cave, a hole in a mountain, an arbour, a bower.

si, v. a. (from ts , to sing , to sing, to calk.

st, s. (from st , the body), the body, the surface of a wall

or any thing which stands erect, the surface ofany thing

in general. This word, constructed with , to take up,

means to rise, to get up ; constructed with a , to fall,

it signifies to bring forth a dead child, to be delivered

of an abortion ; constructed with tt, to quake, it

means to quake or tremble.

siia, s. (from ts, to sing , a singer, a person eminent in

singing.

sex, s. (from , disappearing), a disappearing, a va-

nishing away.

stiza, s. (from stift , scurrility), scurrility, abusive language.

stia, s. (from sttat, a cow), a cow.

tta , s. (from H, the body, and 8 , to go up. The

latter member of this word is probably only a rhymeto

the first ), the uneasy sensation of the stomach when a

person is about to vomit.

sistatai, s. (from t , the body, and a, strength), ro-

bustness, strength ofbody.

sttaa, s . (from tt, to sing), the act ofsinging.

stanta, s. (from sti37, the calking ofa boat, and 28, do-

ing), a calker.

13.

stian , s. (fromEst, to sing), vocal-music, the singing of a tune.

street, s. (from tst, to sing), the wages paid to a singer: also

(from st , the surface, andt, totake), the calking ofa

boat or ship.

sti , s. (from stЯ , the Ganges), the Ganges, a river in ge

neral.

sta , s. (from stt, a river, and , aspecies offish), the

nameofa species offish, (Holocentrus DereaDatanys,

Buchanan's Mss.) In some places, Perca bifurca ofBu.

chanan's Mss. is called by this name.

sta , s. (from sti , a river, and y , a species offish),

the name of a species of fish, (Clupanodon Champil,

Buchanan's Mss. Clupea chrysoptera. La Cepede.)

sta, s. (from sit , a river, and 1, the name of afish),

the name of a fish, (Lutianus diacanthus, Buchanan's

Mss.)

stifs, s. (from st , a river, and fo, to collect), the name of

a variety of rice which is cultivated in places over-

flown to a considerable depth.

sttafom, s. (from stt , a river, and fom, akite), the name

ofa common species of gull (Larus ridibundus.)

stata , s. (from stt , a river, and t , a species offish,

the name of a species of fish (Tetrodon pulvinatus,

Buchanan's Mss . )

starfs , s. (from st , a river, and wf , agrasshopper

the name ofa species of insect (Mantis gigas, and per-

haps some other species.)

stt.1, s. (from sti , a river, and a , a species offish,

the name of a species of fish (Clupea truncata, Bucha

nan's Mss.)

st , s. (from sti , a river, and , andropogon), the

name of a species of grass (Panicum strictum).

stantiaæ, s. (from sti^, a river, and fa , aspecies ofbird),

the name of a bird which frequents the shores of ri-

vers, and makes its nest in holes in their steep banks

(Turdus ginginianus.)

, s. (fromЯ , a village), a village.

s , a. (from si, a village), belonging to a village.

* Ft, s. (from yf¤, a knot), a knot, a knob, a knuckle, a

joint, a bale of cloth, cotton, or other goods.

tætti, s. (from site, a knot, and i , one who cuts ,

cutpurse, a pick pocket. It is the custom ofthe Hir.

doos to put their money into one corner of their wear-

ing apparel, and tie a knot over it, which these thieves

contrive to cut off.

Ettal, s. (from it, a joint, and a , a dart), a pain i

the joints, a whitlow.
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srife.

iz , s. (from qiz, a knot), a knot, a knob, a knuckle, a

joint, a bale of cloth, cotton, or other goods.

, s. (from , a knot, and , one who cuts), a

cutpurse, a pickpocket.

E , s. (from , the anus), the anus, the vent.

siz , s. (from tst, to sing), a singer.

sit , a. (from si, a village), residing in the same village,

rustic ; s. an inhabitant of the same village.

sitsit, an imitative sound used to express the roaring of a

tiger, or the bellowing of an Indian bull ; ad. from vil.

lage to village, at every village.#

1 , v. u. (from sts, to sound), to foam, to froth.

stunt, a. (from dia, froth), frothy, covered with foam.

Hi , s. (from sa, a tavern), the tops of hemp which for

their narcotic quality are mucli smoked by the natives

of India when mixed with tobacco ; v . a. to beat into

foam , to cause to foam or froth.

statta, a. (from sits , the tops of hemp, and s, eating),

smokinghemp, intoxicated by smoking hemp ; s. a smok-

er ofhemp.

tata , s . (from sit , the tops ofhemp, and Js, eat.

ing), the smoking of the tops of hemp as a narcotic ;

a. intoxicated by smoking hemp.

sta , s. (from st , the tops ofhemp, and Y , a doer),

habitually intoxicated by the smoking of hemp.

sitfs , s . (from L , a wallet), a wallet, a bag in which

grass cutters keep their sickle, a purse.

shift , s. (from it , the tops ofhemp), intoxicated by

smoking hemp, stupified by the continual smoking of

hemp, addicted to the use of the intoxicating tops of

hemp.

fa, s. (from gf , a knot), a bundle, a bale of cloth, a

package.

siibi, v. a. (from , a knot), to tie knots ; s . the posture of

one who listens attentively to catch the words when

others are talking. This word constructed with , to

give, means toput one's self in a listening posture.

sitetsfe, ad. (from si , a knot), at every joint, knot against

knot; s. a reciprocal tying of knots.

sitfe, s. (fromqf , a knot), a knot, a joint, a knuckle, the

joints of grass or plants, a bale of goods, a package,

sriftat , s. (from site , a bale ofgoods, and , cutting), a

cutpurse, a pick pocket, a thief who cuts open bales

or packages of goods to steal the contents.

sitftætşı, a. (from ste, knot, and 5 , a small chain), the

ceremony oftying the bride and bridegroom together

duringthe marriage ceremony ; this is done when the

site.

guardian of the bride having delivered her to the bride.

groom, their hands are joined and a cloth with an offer-

ing offruits is laid on them; this cloth after the ap-

pointed texts of the veda are repeated is tied by one

end to the border of the woman's garment and by the

other to that of the man.

rifti, a. (from site, a bale ofgoods, and an , a binding),

packed up in a bale.

stofa , s . (from gf , a knot), a bale of goods, a package, a

bundle.

sfidat , s. (from si , ajoint, and t, to take), the stopping

the effects of the bite of a serpent by preventingthe ve

nom from passing a particular joint through the force

of incantations.

T

d¬Ìṣa, 8. (from it, the stopping the poison of a ser-

pent, and 5 , a causing to fall), the act of stopping the

effects ofthe bite of a serpent by confining it to a cer-

tain joint through the power of incantations.

setts , a. (from it , the stopping the poison of a ser-

pent, and 51, made to fall), stopped at a certain joint.

This word is only applied to the venom of a serpent.

data , a. (from it, the stopping ofthe poison of a

serpent, and 5 , made to fall) , stopped at a particu-

lar joint; s . the arresting the progress of the venom of

a serpent at a particular joint.

sið, v. a. (from îf , a knot), to tie knots, to knit stockings

or other things ; s. the posture of a person who listens

attentively to catch the conversation ofothers . This

word constructed with , to give, means to listen, to

put one's self in a listening posture.

sritsrift, s. (from sit , a knot), a reciprocal tying of knots ;

ad. at every joint, knot against knot, knot by knot.

sits, s. (from st³, a boil), a protuberance round a promi-

nent navel, the anus,

stÿzetta, s. (from sito , a river, and 85 , a raft), a Pelican,

(Pelecanus Onocrotalus. )

sista, s. (from steta, a rhinoceros), a rhinoceros, the name

of one ofthe lower classes ofthe Hindoos.

siifs, s . (from sin, the anus), the anus, the vent.

sif , s. (from , the anus), a catamite.

sfsutsua, s. (from sit , a catamite, &, ordure, and fa ,

dust), a quarrel carried on with excessive scurrility on

both sides .

site, v . a. (from q , to arrange), to knit, to knot, to thread

beads on a necklace or flowers on a garland, to build,

to arrange in rows, to sew any thing with packthread

or the like, to unite two or more bodies ofmen for the
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purpose of carrying on their respective labours more

effectually by labouring in a greater number alternate

ly at different works, the receiving of a person into a

particular society.

å³ , a. (from site, to arrange), knitted, knotted, threaded,

laid orderly as bricks in a building, arranged, sewed

together ; s. the receiving of a person into a society or

into a body of workmen.

sitatatfs, s. (from 1, a receiving into society, and ifs,

increase), the increasing ofa body ofworkmen or other

persons by uniting two or more companies of labourers

together.

Hot , a. (from site , to thread beads), threaded, knotted , ti-

ed together ; s . the threading of beads or other things

on a string, a tying of things together, the regularly

arranging ofthings, as of letters in a line or stones in a

building.

stat, s. (from it , to thread beads ), the insertion or intro-

duction of an article among a number of others.

,عمج s. (from it,the insertion of a thing, and fa

multitude), the including of a smaller separate article

in a general sum ofother things, the including ofa small

lot of land in a more general rent.

car .

tu, v. a. (from , to arrange), to knit, to knot, to thread

beads or flowers, to thread several things together, to

plait or sew through, to build, to arrange in rows, to

unite two or more bodies of men forthe purpose of

rying on their respective labours more effectually by la.

bouring alternately in greater numbers at their differ.

ent works, the receiving of a person into a particular

society.

štu , s. (from situ, to arrange), the knitting or knotting

with thread, the threading or stringing of beads, flow.

ers, or other things, the sewing of mats or other arti-

cles together so as to make skreens or fences, the ar-

ranging ofthings orderly in rows, the admitting of one

or more persons into a particular society.

stufa , s. (from situ, to arrange), the particular kind ofwork-

manship employed in a building, or in any orderly ar-

rangement of things.

stu, v. a. (from tч, to arrange), to cause a thing to be

threaded or sewn through, to cause stones or bricks to

be orderly arranged in a building ; a. knitted, knotted,

threaded, strung, sewed through, orderly arranged .

Hutifu, s. (from si , to arrange), a mutual sewing through

and through, a mutual arranging of things in an or-

derly manner.

st橛.

stuta, a. (froms ,to cause to thread), caused to be thread-

ed orstrung, caused to be orderly arranged ; s. the caus-

ing or ordering a number of things to be threaded or

strung, the causing of things to be regularly arranged.

shut , s. (from Hu, to cause to thread), the bire ofstring.

ing or threading a number of articles, the hire of ma

sonry or bricklaying, the quality ofthe workof thread-

ing or stringing articles or of arranging things in regu-

lar order.

åtk, s. (from sa, a scent), an ill scent. This word is only

applied to ponds or other receptacles of water when

the putrid stench of the mud kills the fish. This word

constructed with aist, to come in contact, means to be

affected by a stench, and is only applied to fishes.

atsta, s. (from , a stench, and a , a coming in

contact), the circumstance offishes being killed withthe

ill scent ofthe water.

sitamist, a. (from sit, a stench, and H, effected), killed

by the putrid stench ofthe water. This wordis onlyap

plied to fishes.

statait, s . (from stat , the name of a plant), the name of

an ornamental climbing plant, (Pederia fætida.)

, s. (from sift, a stench, and c †æi, an insect), the“.

name of a disagreeable species ofbeetle usually called

the flying bug.

state , s. (from 5 , the body, and t , a thorn), the stand-

ing erect ofthe hair ofthe body, horripilation,

sttas. (from st , the body, and , thefallingfrom any

' place), abortion.

stiste, s. (from T , to move), the name of a fish, (Pimelodes

Gagata. Buchanan's Mss.)
>

stista, a. (from st, to swallow), the name of a variety ofthe

lime or citron.

stista , s. (from state, aparticularfish), the name ofa species

of fish common in the Ganges, (Silurus ascita. Lin.

Pimelodes barbatus, La Cepede.)

sitsfi, s. (from est, to sing), the name of a beautiful Indian

paroquet, (Psittacus cyanocephalus, Lath.)

statata, a. (from sh, the body, and t , the causing to

perspire), causing a person to perspire, causing per-

spiration ; s. the causing of a perspiration.

sto , s. (from sta, a tree), a tree, a plant ; applied to long

fibrous substances, this word means a single one.

strst, s. (from sta, a tree), a plant ; applied to long fibrous

substances, this word means a single one.

stia , v. n. (from sti , a tree), to sprout, to grow, to springup.

stta, s. (from sa, a tree), a tree, a plant, applied to hair,' ,
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stis.

rope, or any thing of a fibrous texture, this word is used |

to denote a single one ; e. g. 2 st g , a single line,

JENATA, a single hair.

sti , a. (from sh , a tree), vegetable.

stian , s . (from sa, a tree, and i, a bill hook), a bill hook

ofa particular construction principally used to clear

away the leaves, and make an incision in the Phoenix

sylvestris and other palms for the purpose of procur

ing the toddy or palm drink.

stract, a. (from sa, a tree, and cast , surrounded), en-

closed with trees, surrounded with a live hedge.

saf , s. (from st , a tree, and f£5, pepper), red -pep-

per (Capsicum anouun.)

sta , v. n. (from sa, a tree), to grow, to sprout, to spring

up...

, a. (from st , a tree, and 5 , a scion), thin, weak,

straggling, unthrifty. This word is usually applied to a

crop of corn or other vegetables .

sttata, s. (from stt , a tree), the act oftraining up or cul-

tivating plants , the springing ofseeds.

stat, s. (from sifa, a tree), a plant . This word is usually ap-

plied to long fibrous substances, and signifies a single

one of the sort.

, a. (from st , a tree), tree, inhabiting trees, climb

ing trees with facility.

8. (from si , inhabiting trees, and 3, a rat),

the tree rat, a species of rat which inhabits trees and

feeds on their fruit, (Mus arboreus, Buchanan's Mss .)

tafṣaw. (from si , a tree), expert at climbing trees.

13 , 8. (from st , to rejoice), a company of persons who

devote themselves to swinging or other modes of self tor

ture in honour of Shiva.

1sītat, a. (from 5 , a company of devotees to Shiva), be-

Jonging to a company of fanatics who devote themselves

to swinging or other modes of self-torture in honour of

Shiva.

, s. (from sitúa, a carrot), a carrot, (Daucus Carota .)

54, 8. (from st , a growling. The latter member of

the word is only a rhyme to thefirst), an uneasiness and

rattling of the bowels through indigestion, uneasiness

and inward resentment upon account ofsome affronting

language which a person cannot digest.

, v. a. from st3, to wet), to plant, to fix a stake in the

ground, to bury ; s. a mine, a pit, a hole.

7, s. (from &is, to plant), the act of fixing a stake or

post inthe ground, the planting of a tree, the burying

of anything in the earth,

SITE.

stat , s . (from stist, a wheel carriage), a carter, a coach-

man, the driver of a wheel carriage.

stiszta , s. (from sata, a carter), the employment or office

of a carter or coachman.

stiga, s. (from sty, a hump on the back), a sheep. In some

places, this word only means the long legged variety

with hanging ears, but in other places it means a sheep

in general.

stipfa , s. (from sa, a sheep), a shepherd, one who deals

in sheep.

stta , s. (from stig, a sheep), a sheep in general , though

in the north of Bengal it is only used to signify the

variety with long legs and hanging ears.

stigfart, s . (from st , a sheep), a shepherd, one whose

employment is the managing of sheep, one who deals in

sheep .

Hi, s . (from sh , to plant), a hole, a pit, a hole where

mud used for the cement of a building is dug and pre-

pared ; a. planted, buried, fixed in the earth, thick,

when applied to liquid substances.

stat, s. (from stat, a cart drawn by oxen), a wheel carriage,

a cart, a coach ; also from st , a hole, a hole, a pit, an

indenture or pit left by the small pox or by any sore or

wound.

sitstat , s. (from stist, a wheel carriage), a coachman, a

carter, the driver of a wheel carriage.

stitata , s. (from sttt , a carriage), the driver ofany sort.

ofcarriage ,

sttstatæ, a. (from sit, a carriage, and , bearing),

drawing a carriage, managing a carriage.

sts, s . (from sts, to wet), a curvature of the spine, a wen

in the neck or bronchocele, a vessel with a spout used

to furnishwater after the natural evacuations, and upon

certain other occasions connected with the Hindoo ce-

remonies.

stig, a. (from stig, to agitate), strong, excessive, much, deep

when applied to sleep, close when applied to an em-

brace or hug, thick when applied to liquids.

stigafa, s. (from stig, thick, and af , curds), thick curds.

ship , s. (from stty, excessive, and gat , a temporary re-

sidence), the lodging or residing in one place for an

excessive length of time.

stigate , a. (from sg, excessive, and , residing in

atemporary manner), continuing an excessive length of

time in one place as a lodger or a temporary resident.

stiffs, s. (from stig, excessive, and fs, love), excessive

love.

T2
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*ter.

4 , s . (from sit , excessive, and ce , love), excessive love.

stil, s. (from stig, excessive), a cave, a ditch, an abyss, a

thick and dark glen or forest ; a. thick when applied to

liquids.

stigii , s. (from stig, excessive, and at , darkness) ,

thick darkness, excessive darkness .

stiptfak , s . (from site, excessive, and f , an embrace),

a hug, a close embrace.

stat3 , s. (from staff , Gunesha), belonging to or connected

with Gunesha.

steiz, s. (from ste , a rhinoceros), a rhinoceros.

stifex, s . (from sts, to affect the cheek), the name ofUrjoona's

bow, a bow in general.

sttata, s. (from st , to affect the cheek), the name of Urjoo-

na's bow, a bow in general.

steff13, s . (from sts, the check, and fats, a mass or ball),

full to the throat or rather to the cheeks. The word is

generally applied to a person who has eaten voraciously

and is therefore said to be filled up to his cheeks.

stigi, a. (from stt , the body), indolent, lazy, idle.

sis , a. (from stia, the body, and , idleness), idle,

lazy, indolent.

sttotma, s. (from si, the body, and cot , the lifting up of

any thing), the act of rising when laid down or seated.

shimi, s. (from st , the body, and cot , the lifting up of

athing), the act ofrising when laid or seated ; a . risen,

raised .

sta, s. (from sa, to go), the body, the surface of any thing.

sizes, s . (from sh , the body, and , the itch), the itch-

ing ofthe body, the itch.

desi, s. (from sira, the body, and , the itch), the itch-

ing ofthe body, the itch.

, s. (from sa, the body, and , the twisting of

any thing round), giddiness, a swimming of the head,

the staggers.

stazza , s. (from st , the body, and ( ), prin), pain in

the body, illness.

st , s. (from st , the body, and zu , pain), pain in the

body, illness.

stra , a. (from stt , the body, and a , rubbing) , rub.

bing the body ; s . a person who rubs or brushes the

body of another to remove pain or disease, or for any

other cause.

sta , s . (from st , the body, and a , a rubbing), the

rubbing of the body.

siapiat, s. (from ta, the body, and , any thing em-

ployed to clean things with), a towel, a handkerchief.

shat.

statatta, s. (from stt , the body, and sta, the act ofris

ing up), the act of rising when laid down, or seated.

stru , s. (from tst, to sing), skilful in singing ; s. a singer.

stu, s. (from tst, to sing), a verse or stanza, a poem to be

sung, vulgar or barbarous language.
·

sti , v . a. (from cs , to sound), to cram, to ram down the

charge ofa gun or pistol, to force down, to press, to

fix a stake or the like thing.

sti , s. (from cst , dregs), lees, dregs, a sediment.

sta , 8. (from stt , toram down), the cramming ofany thing,

the charging of a gun, the ramming down of a charge,

the pressing or forcing of any thing down, the fixing

of a stake or post in the earth.

strafa, s . (from stina, a ramming down), the crammingof

any thing, the ramming down the charge of a pistol or

-
gun, the fixing of a stake in the ground.

silagaáæi, s . (from stik,filth, and N, the name ofa plant),

the name of a plant (Boerhaavia diffusa, the red vari

ety.)

গদপুনা, s. (from sগদিপুনর্নবা, the name of a plant , the red

variety ofBoerhaavia diffusa.

SEA , 8. (from ste,filth, and 71, wild), the name ofan

annual plant found in Bengal, (Trianthema decandra .)

shi , v. a. (from sti , to cram), to cause a person to ram

down the charge of a gun or pistol, or to cram any

thing full ; also, s. (from 945, an ass), an ass, a heap of

earth or of any other thing, a stock, a rick, a ream of

paper, a charge ofpowder.

stinistin, ad. (from si, a heap, bale on bale, package on

package; s. the mutual cramming or forcing of anysub-

stance into a tube.

statata, s. (from sit, an ass, and , afruit tree), the

name ofa tree (Calyptranthes Jambolana, Willd. Euge-

nia Jambolana. Roxb.)

shaifa, s. (from sit , an ass, and forte, a species fig

tree), a species of undescribed fig tree called in Dr. F.

Buchanan's Mss . Ficus Gadha Pippula .

sttātāṣ, s. (from stii, an ass, and 73, a species offig tree,

a species of fig tree mentioned by Dr. F. Buchanan in

his Mss. but not described.

stint, s . (from SITTI , a heap), half a ream or ten quires ofpa

per, a heap, a seat or bench, a raised place.

stintas , s. (from stat , a bench, and fs, a lord), the chief

of a body of religious mendicants .

sta, s. (from sti , indolent), indolence, slethful

ness, negligence, tardiness.

sti, s. (from stús, an ass), an ass, a stupid person.
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strat.

state, ad. (from st , an ass), ass- like, stupidly.

sta, s. (from tst, to sing), a song, a strain, vocal music, the

act of singing.

stat, s. (from stia, a singing, and , a doer), a singer.

state, a. (from sa, a singing, and , producing , oc-

casioning singing.

, a. (from sa, a singing, and , producible), aris-

ing from singing.

stantyæ, a. (from sa, a singing, and t¶æ, giving), giving

a song, leading the song; s . one who leads in vocal music .

stantsì, a. (from st , a singing, and f , giving), giving

a song, leading the song.

sta , s. (from sti , a singing, and , destruction), the

destruction of singing or mirth.

siaknē, a. (from si , a singing, and , destructive),

destructive to singing or mirth.

sitat, a. (from sa, a singing, and fa, destructive),

destructive to singing or mirth.

staat , s. (from sita, a singing, and *, destruction), the

destruction ofsinging or mirth.

state, a. (from str , a singing, and , destructive),

- destructive to singing or mirth.

stafa , a. (from sa, a singing, andfe, reproaching ,

reproaching or censuring singing.

sttafani, s . (from stt , a singing, and f , reproach), the

reproach or censure of singing.

shafazigæ, a. (from sa, a singing, and fitze, prevent-

ing , preventing singing or mirth .

stafaatad, s. (from stt , a singing, and fats, aprevention),

the preventing of singing or mirth.

shafafusz, a . (from sa, a singing, and fifty, a cause), aris

ing from singing.

strafas , a. (from stta, a singing, and fats , examining ,

examining or investigating vocal music, discriminating

vocal music.

stiafacadai, s. (from sa, a singing, and fatam , discrimina

tion), the examination of vocal music, the discriminat-

ing between good and bad singing.

shaca , s. (from sa, a singing, and ; one who under-

stands), one who understands singing, one versed in vo-

cal music .

sta , a. (from sta, a singing, and af , destitute of,

destitute of singing, songless.

tarif , s. (from st† , a singing, and **, ability), an abi

lity to sing, the power of song.

sitat , a. (from stta, a singing, and 3, empty), desti-

tute of singing, songless.

SITTY.

sttt , s. (from stta, a singing, and 4, a hearing), the

bearing ofvocal music, an attention to singing.

stattet , s. (from strata, the hearing of songs, and

art , a desire), a desire to hear singing.

statatatat, a. (from stat , the hearing of songs, and

at , desirous), desirous of hearing vocal music.

গনিশ্বৰণান্বেষণ , s . (from shia , the hearing of songs, and

, a seeking after), a seeking to hear singing, a

fondness for hearing vocal music.

state , a. (from stad, the hearing ofsongs, and

, seeking), fond ofhearing vocal music, desirous

ofhearing vocal music.

statatata, s. (from std; the hearing of songs, and

sata, desire), the desire of hearing vocal music.

stattfate , a. (from sd, the hearing of songs, and

ata , desirous), desirous of hearing vocal music.

গনিশুণসিক্ত , a . ( from গানশুণ, a hearing ofsongs, and আসিক্ত,

Jond of, fond of hearing songs, fond of hearing vocal

music.

গনিশুৱণীসক্তি, s . (from গানশুৱণ, a hearing ofsongs, and আসক্তি,

attachment), a fondness for hearing vocal music .

গানশুৱনেচ্ছা, s . ( from গানশুন, a hearing of songs, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), a desire to hear vocal music.

sa. (from sa , a hearing ofsongs, and

desirous), desirous of hearing vocal music.

shad , a. (from sz , a hearing of songs, and

desirous), desirous ofhearing songs.

Hagi, s. (from A, a singing, and c , a hearer), one

who hears singing.

strazia, a. (from stta, asinging, and , destitute), destitute

of singing.

sttatæigi, s. (from 7, a singing, and utæti, desire), a de-

sire for singing.

state , a . (from st , a singing, and wtf , desirous),

desirous of singing.

stata , s. (from sa, a singing, and d, a seeking

for) , a seeking after singing.

stata , a . (from sa, a singing, and af , seeking),

seeking after singing.

statata, s. (from stta, a singing, and fata, desire), a

desire for singing, a fondness for singing.

statatat, a . (from sit , a singing, and ffa , desirous),

desirous of singing, fond of singing.

sttatzatā, s. (from stia, a singing, and hat, pleasure), en-

joyment or pleasure arising from singing.

statas, a. (from stta, a singing, and , attached to),

fond of singing.
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stial. stig.

L

stata , s . (from sa, a singing, and af , fondness), a

fondness for singing.

statik, s. (from sa, a singing, and , joy), pleasure

in singing, fondness for singing.

stica , s. (from stia, a singing, and F , desire), a desire

after singing.

sitrag, a. (from sta, a singing, and a desirous), desirous

of singing, fond of singing.

stica , a. (from stta, a singing, and , desirous), desir-

ous of singing, fond of singing.

•

ч, v. a. (from я , to conceal), to deny a thing, to conceal

a circumstance, to withhold .

ta, s. (from sit, to deny), the denial of a fact, the deni-

al of what a person had previously asserted, the con.

cealing ofa fact, or circumstance, the withholding of

any facts or circumstances in a narration.

stt , v. a. (from st , to deny), to induce a person to deny

a thing orto conceal a circumstance ; a. denied, not ac

knowledged, concealed, withheld .

stetta, s. (from site , to excile to concealment) , the inducing

of a person to deny a thing or to conceal a fact or cir-

cumstance ; a. concealed , denied withheld ..

stifica, a. (from Jės, negligent), negligent, idle, lazy, in-

attentive.

ifrst, s. (from Jė , negligent), inattention, negligence,

laziness, idleness.

stian , v . (from st , the body, and , to swell) , to appear

consequential, to strut, to swell with pride.

stiratfagi, a. (from , the body, and , to swell), inflated

with pride, vain, consequential.

stlumtat, s . (from st , the body, and , to swell), pomp, a

pompous carriage or demeanor, self consequence,

stateliness.

sta, v. n. (from π, to expel thefæces), to become turbid and

foetid, to become rusty or filthy, to be injured by filth

or stench.

sta, s. (from stia , the name ofa particular tree), the name

ofa species oftimber tree and also of its fruit, the viscid

juice of which is much used in India to cover the bot-

toms of boats, (Diospyros glutinosa.)

sttal, s. (from sts, a feetus), a feetus, the gravid uterus, the

spatha of a plant ; v. a, (from ș , to become turbid), to

stir up water or any other liquid so as to make it tur

bid and fœtid, to stir a thing, to make athing rusty and

filthy, to divulge a secret, to blab out a matter ; a. stain

ed, marked with foul looking spots or blotches.

stizia, a. (from stat, to make a thing turbid), stirred up so

as to become turbid and foetid, made to become rusiy

or foul, divulged, blabbed out; s. the stirring of water ..

so as to make it turbid and foetid, the making of a

thing rusty or foul, the divulging of a thing, the telling

of tales .

stata, s. (from stia, to become turbid), the stirring up of

waterso as to make it turbid and foetid, the making of

a thing rusty or filthy, the telling of tales, the divulging

of secrets.

stifagi, 8. (from sa, to become turbid), a tale-bearer, one

who divulges secrets, one who stirs up and makes

water filthy.

sttata, s. (from stat, filthy, and a , a reed), the name of

a species of reed, (Arundo bengalensis.)

stifad, a. (from se, afœtus), pregnant.

stat, s. (from cst , a cow), a cow.

sttal, s. (from stý, a fœtus), a fœtus, the gravid uterus, the

spatha of a plant.

stretat, a. (from st , the body, and if , heavy), heavy with

young, advanced in pregnancy, weary and pained with

a cold or the access of a fever.

shot, s. (from cst , a cow), a cow.

stid, a. (from st , a fœtus), pregnant.

straat , s. (from H, the body, and , sweet), the cloying

or satiating of any one.

stata , s. (from styta , a species of tree), the name of a spe

cies oftree which produces an ornamental flower (Gme-

lina arborea.)

strerts , s. (from st, the body, and to , any thing used to

wipe with), a towel, a handkerchief, a napkin.

stati, s. (from st , the body, and tși, a wringing or squeez.

ing), the act of stretching the body or of yawning.

s1, s. (from H , the body, and cool, any thing used to

wipe with), a napkin, a towel, a handkerchief.

st31, s. (from st , the body, and 23, to overlay or adorn),

the midrib of the leaf ofthe coco nuttree and ofpalms

in general.

statat , s. (from stats , a species of tree), the name ofa spe

cies of ornamental tree (Gmelina arborea.)

shit , s, (from sa, deep), depth, the depth ofwater, the

depth of a pit or other cavity, gravity, seriousness.

stt , s. (from state , a vessel of a particular make), an

earthen or wooden vessel of a particular make used by

the Hindoos for feeding cows, but applied to various

other purposes, a deep and wide pan, a milk pan.

sta, ad. (loc. case of sti , ) along the surface, ou the surface,

stag, a. (from Est, to sing), singing ; s. a singer.
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stret.

stati, s. (from stuæ, a singer, and , a crowd), a choir.

strogi, s . (from st , the body, and catat, the stooping of a

bird ofprey), the common Indian kite (Falco ater) .

shga, s. (from st , the surface, , to be produced, and

, salt), the name of a dried plant sold by the Indi-

an druggists as an article ofthe materia medica : the sur-

face ofthe leaves and stalks abound with white tuber-

čles resembling grains of salt.

sig , s. (from tst, to sing), the name given by the brah

muns to a stanza of the Rig Veda which is accounted

so sacred that very few choose to repeat it in the heat-

ing of persons who do not wearthe sacred thread, it is iu-

deed only to be repeated mentally, and is considered as

a goddess, the mother of the twice born, or of the three

higher classes of Hindoos ; there is but one Gayutree

in the Veda, but among the Tuntrikas each god has a

Gayutree or mysterious verse which is sacred to it in

particular ; a species of tree (Mimosa catechu) ; a mea-

sure of verse in the veda.

яigata , s. (from stig , the sacred verse,
and ছন্দস্, the me-

tre of the veda), the metre in which the Gayutree or sa-

verse of the brahmuns is written.cr
ed

sigt , s. (from st , the body. The last member of the word

is merely arhyme with thefirst), the body, the person

of a man.

sts , s. (from st , the body, and t , the breaking of

any thing), a drooping, a debility, a decay and weak-

ness of the body.

યુ.

গরিকলা
য়
,straa

t
, s. (from stts, firm, and aty, pulse), the name of

a specie
s
of kidne

y
bean, (Dolic

hos
Soja.)

stige, s. (from lé , plunder), plunder, rapine, devastation ,

destruction, ruin, consumption.

stafa, s . (from stts,firm, and fs , sesamum), the name of

a plant common in some parts of India, (Perilla sesa-

moides.)

st37, s. (from sets, the master of a house), housholder-

ship, the circumstance of being the master of a family,

asacred fire maintained by a householder who received

it from his father, and transmits it to his posterity.

st , s. (from sg , residing in a house), the residing in a

house, the condition of a house dweller ; a. belonging

or pertaining to a house dweller.

গার্হস্থ্যাম, s . (from গার্হস্থ্য, householdership, and আশি , a con -

dition of life), the condition of a house dweller in con

tradistinction from that of a student and an ascetic.

stta, s . (from ste , the throat), the cheek, a story, talk.

sta, v. a. (from st , to dissolve), to dissolve, to melt, to burst

fstwri

as a boil does, to pour the superfluous liquor away af

ter rice or sauce has been boiled.

sttaste, s . (from sa, the cheek, and est , a tumultuous

noise), a common report, town talk .

stta , s. (from ste to dissolve), the melting of metals, the

dissolving of salt or similar substances, the pouring off

the superfluous liquor when rice or other articles have

been boiled.

sta , s . (from at , luc), sealing-wax, lac ; v. a. (from ste, to

dissolve), to melt metals, to dissolve salt or other simi-

lar substances.

statat , s . (from stat, sealing war, and if , a stick), a stick

of sealing wax, or rather a bit of wood six or eight in-

ches long to the end of which the sealing wax is stuck.

statsti , s. (from stta, talk), abusive language, scurrility.

sitatzat, s. (from sa, the cheek, and T , a proclamation),

a common report, a report which is in every one'smouth,

yet for particular reasons is mentioned with caution.

sttata, a. (from stat, to melt metals), melted, dissolved ; s.

the melting of metalic substances, the causing ofsaline

or other substances to dissolve .

sttaifa, s . (from sh , to melt things, the melting of metals,

the dissolving of salt and similar substances.

stif , s. (from sit , talk) , abusive language, scurrility.

sitfası, s . (frɔm dili , a sort of carpet), a particular sort

of carpet.

sitiña, a. (from ☺lle, excelling), overcoming, succeeding,

carrying a point, excelling.

stifa¤, a. (from 1 , tyranny), tyrannizing ; s . a tyrant, a

persecutor, an enemy.

stat, s . (from ste, talk), abusive language, scurrility.

sta , s. (from sa, talk) , a person who exaggerates what

he relates, a boaster, one who deals in hyperbole or

exaggeration .

stafari, s. (from Ma, talk), abusive, scurrilous, scolding,

brawling.

ste, s. (from stue, a singer), a singer.

faf , s . (from sta, impervious), a crowd, a multitude, a

shoal of fishes ; constructed with the adverbial partici

ple of , to do, this word becomes an adverb, crowdedly.

fifa, a. (from st , impervious), impervious, thick set.

fstat , s . (from sift, a house wife), a house wife, a wife.

fas, s. (from sa, to crave), a shackal.

faftat, s. (from sa, to crave), a species of vulture (Vultur

coromandeliana).

fa , s. (from 2, to crave), a shackal,

fa1, s. (from st , to move), a small metallic or earthen cup.
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[start. sfits.

st,fxt, s . (from us , the name of a plant), the name ofa fifs, a . (from , to swallow), swallowed, enclosed.

plant used as a potherb, (Chironia centauroides) .
fifax, s . (from p , a sheet, a carpet of a peculiar make.

statt , s. (from f , a particular herb, and **, a pot-

ista , s. (from ¿ , backbiting), the backbiting of another,

herb , the name of a species of potherb, (Chironia

tale-bearing, discontent, censure, reproach.

centauroides).

fa, s. (from st, to swallow), a word, a speech.

fatt, s. (from st, to swallow , and , an insect), a spe-

cies of lizard (Lacerta striata .)

Estgħi, s. (from 85 , a pillow), a side pillow, a pillow in ge-

neral.

ftat, s. (from gf , a knot), a knot, a knuckle, a joint.

fata, s. (from fag, a mountain), a mountain, a hill, a mouse.

Estaæát, s. (from fofa, a mouse, and F , the ear), the name of

a climbing plant (Clitorea ternatea, also Hedysarum

alhagi.)

fra , s . (from egreja, Portu.) a church, a place of wor

ship, worship, preaching ; also, (from fats, a mountain,

and 5 , to be produced), one of the name of Parvutee,

the consort of Shiva.

fitfantatlan, s. (from sɔ , a side pillow, and all , a pil-

low), a bolster, a long pillow.

fafegia, a. (fromjäijó, a seizure), seized, apprehended, en-

tangled.

fifagtat, a. (from jlui , a seizure), autliorizing to seize or

apprehend a person.

fim, v. a . (from ș, to swallow), to swallow, to receive

within the capacity of any thing else, to strip, to plun-

der.

sta , 8. (from , to swallow), the act of swallowing any

thing, the receiving of any substance within the capa-

city of some thing else, as of a pillow into a pillow-

case.

Bera, s . (from st, to swallow), a swallowing.

fm , v. a. (from fit , to swallow ), to cause to swallow, to

feed ; also, (from fifa , a small ball), a kidney, the seeds

of Mimosa scandens ; also from & , a backbiting, the

backbiting of a person, reproach, censure.

fstmistiæ, s. (from fat , the seeds of the climbing Mimosa,

and s , a tree), the climbing Mimosa or sensitive

plant (Mimosa scandens . )

fsimistata, a. (from x) , backbiting, and , making cur-

rent), censorious, abusive, reproachful, backbiting, tale-

bearing.

tatta, s. (from ' , censorious), censure, abuse, re-

proach, the bearing about of tales .

{statu, s. (from ➡li, a cover), a case, a cover, an outer

garment.

sits, s. (from , to swallow), a word, a sentence.

sfj3, s. (from tst, to sing), a song, a verse set to music, an

ode, a hymn.

Hi, 8. (from 3, a song, and ý, a doer), a singer, one

who superintends a choir of singers, one who composes

verses to be sung.

sfjgæigæ, s. (from st³, a song, and ☎ta , doing), a singer,

one who composes verses to be sung.

sitoætat, a. (from sit , a song, and if , doing), singing,

composing songs.

MÌGGAJ, a. (from M³, a song, and I, producible), arising

from a song, producible by vocal music .

sit , a . (from sit , a song, and , toknow), acquainted with

songs.

stowtol, s. (from sit , a song, and , one who knows,

one who is acquainted with songs.

sto , s. (from si , a song, and , knowledge), the

knowledge of songs, the knowledge of vocal music.

fiostate, a . (from sit , a song, and ſ , making known`,

teaching vocal music, giving information about singing.

st3zęsta, a. (from sits, a song, and sa, eminent), eminen

in song.

st , s. (from sits, a song, and 3 , enquiry), a seeking

or making enquiry about songs.

sroute , 8. (from 93, a song, and e , a scope), the

scope or object of a song.

s3 , s. (from sts,a song, and , destruction), the ruin

of a song, the spoiling of a concert.

st , a. (from sts, a song, and , destructive),

destructive to a concert, ruinous to a song.

, a. (from sit , a song, and f , ruinous), de-

structive to a song or to a concert.

statt, 8. (from sft³, a song, and t*, destruction), the ruin

of a concert or ofa song.

stanta, a . (from sit , a song, and , destructive), de-

structive to a concert or to a song.

sfiefasid, a . (from sits, a song, and f , eminent), emi-

ment in singing songs .

sft348, a. (from sits, a song, and 4 , eminent), eminent is

singing songs.

sit , a . (from sits, a song, and ha, desiring), desirous

of songs, requesting songs.
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sistant, s. (from site, a song, and , a prayer), the

requesting of a song.

sofias, a . (from sits, a song, and fix , disgusted), dis-

gusted with songs.

feys, a. (from sft , a song, and 1 , joined to), attended

with songs, joined with songs.

ogie, a. (from st , a song, and af , destitute of), des-

titute of songs or hymns.

~ , a. (from ste, a song, and , empty), destitute of

songs or hymns.

sex , s. (from si³, a song, and ™ , a hearing), thehear

ing ofsongs.

sti , s. (from , the hearing of songs, and

ts , desire), a fondness for vocal musie, a desire to

hear songs.

sitatatatat, a. (from sd, the hearing of songs, and

desirous , desirous of hearing vocal music,

foud of hearing songs.

statas, a. (from sit , the hearing of songs, and

, attached to), fond of hearing songs.

stafs, s. (from stod, the hearing of songs, and

af , fondness), a fondness for hearing songs.

গীতশুঁৰণেদ্ধা , s . (from গীতশুবণ, the hearing of songs, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), the desire of hearing songs, a fondness for vo-

cal music.

a. (from 3 , the hearing of songs, and 3

desirous), desirous of hearing songs, fond ofvoeal mu-

sic.

sitaag , a. (from , the hearing ofsongs, andPaz,

desirous), desirous of hearing songs, fond of vocal mu-

sic.

saga , s. (from sits, a song, and , a destroyer), one

who spoils vocal music.

sozia, a. (from sts, a song, and , destitute of), desti-

tute of songs or bymus.

stel, s. (from Nis, a song), the name of a written poem

held in bigh estimation by the Hindoos.

sitata , s.(from fis, asong, and at , desire), a desirefor

songs.

ststeigt, a. (from ts, a song, and taifa, desirous),

desirous of songs.

stage, a, (from sit , a song, and 3 , fond), fond of

songs.

sitotzatst, 6. (from sits, a song, and ist, fondness), a

fondness for songs.

গীতানুসন্ধান, ৪. (from গীত, a song , and অনুসান, search), a

searching or hunting after songs.

গীতানুসন্ধানী, a. (from it , a song , and অনুসম্মানিন, searching,

searching or hunting after songs.

stolfonta, s. (from sits, a song, and af , desire), a

desire for songs, an enjoyment of vocal music.

stotentt, a. (from st³, a song, and fenfa , desirous)

desirous of songs, enjoying vocal music.

গীতাভিসন্ধি, s . (from it , a song , and অভিসন্ধি, search), a

hunting after songs.

tota , s. (from ss, a song, and , pleasure), plea-

sure arising from songs.

গীতাযোদী, a. ( from t , a song , and আমোদিন, enjoying),

enjoying pleasure in songs.

গীতাসক্তচিত্ত, a. (from it , a song, and আসক্তচিত্ত, attached in

heart), devoted in heart to songs, delighting heartily in

vocal music.

sit , s. (from 3, a song, and u, joy), joy arising

from songs,

stotatt . a . (from sits, a song, and f , rejoicing),

rejoicing at hearing songs.

, s. from eft , a song, and F , desire), a desire after

songs.

sfte35, a. (from site, a song, and 5, desirous), desirous of

vocal music.

sit35*, a. (from sto, a song, and Tax, desirous), desirous

ofvocal music.

stast, s. (from sts, a song, and sust, endeavour), a

promptness at attending songs, activity in promoting

vocal music.

Mitoneriai, a. (from si , a song, and sulfat , active), ac-

tive to promote vocal music,

-গীতোপক্রম, s . ( from গীত, a song , andsপক্রম, a commencement),

the commencement of a song, an attempt to sing.

গীতোপযুক্ত, a. (from গীত, a song, andউপযুক্ত, proper), proper

to be the subject of a song.

Hi , s. (from si , a song, and s , cessation), the

cessation of vocal music.

sts . (from 5 , to expel thefaces), ordure.

.Si, 8. (from S , the betle nut), the betle nut, also the tree

which produces the betle nut, (Areca Catechu.)

satsa, s . (from ga , betle nut, and sf , a ball), the name of

a tree mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. and by him

named Gumsea.

st, s. (from s , betle nut, and as , an aromatic

seed) , the name of an aromatic seed which the natives of

Hindoosthan mix with their betle, also the plant which

produces it (Anethum Panmoriam .)
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5151.

sam , s. (from st, ordure, andT.
a, to throw), a species of ||

vine the fruit of which is unfit for food (Vitis latifolia . )

$15, v. a. (from 5, to make an inarticulate noise), to tuck

in, to thrust in, to thrust new straw into thatch to re-

repair it.

433, v . a . (from $ 5, to make an inarticulate sound), to tuck

in, to thrust in, to thrust new straw into thatch in order

to repair it.

5 , s. (from 5,. to tuck in), the tucking a thing into

another thing, the wrapping of a rupee or any other

article in the border of a man's garment and then tuck-

ing it into a tight part of it, the tucking in of straw in

order to repair thatch ; a. tucked in.

3 , s. (from $35, to tuck in), the tucking ofone thing

into another, the tucking of straw into old thatch to

repair it.

155, v. a . (from 155, to tuck), to tuck a thing into ano-อ .

ther thing, to tuck in, to thrust in, to thrust new straw

into thatch to repair it.

sta, s. (from 55, to tuck in), the tucking one thing in-

to another, the tucking of straw into thatch to repair

it; a. tucked in.

asta, s. (from 5, to tuck in), the tucking ofonething

into another, the tucking ofstraw into old thatch to re-

pair it.

গুঁজন,, s. (from 3 , to tuck in), the thrusting or tucking of

one thing into another, the thrusting of new straw in-

to old thatch to repair it.

fa, s. (from 5, to tuck in), the thrusting ortucking of

one thing into another, the thrusting of new straw in-

to old thatch to repair it.

st, s. (from 5, to thrust in), an awl, a plug, a cork, a

stopple.

35 , v. a. from s , to break to pieces), to crumble a thing

to pieces, to pulverize, to rub so as to pulverize or

reduce to apulp ; s. coarse powder, afragment, powder,

the beams of a ship on which the decks are laid, the

cross beams of a boat ; a. pulverized, crumbled, reduced

to small fragments.

5 , s. (from 3, to break to pieces), the rubbing a thing

to powder, the crumbling of a substance to pieces, the

pulverizing of a substance ; a. crumbled, pulverized,

broken into small fragments.

31, v. a. (from 3, to break to pieces), to order or cause

a person to reduce a substance to coarse fragments or

to powder; s. a small fragment, a crumb, powder ; a.

crumbled, pulverized, reduced to small fragments,

গুছি

51, s. (from 1st, powder. The last member oftheword

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), crumbles, powder, small

fragments.

317, a. (from 3, to break to pieces), pulverized, reduced

to small fragments, crumbled.

5431, s. (from $51, powder. The last member ofthis word

is merely arhyme to thefirst), crumbles, powder, small

fragments.

sfs, s. (from I, flour), flour, powder ; also from Ig, to

preserve, the trunk of a tree, a tuberous or turnip.

shaped root.

fs , a. (from 3fs, a tuberous root, and , arum , a

small variety of Arum Colocasia, much cultivated as

an article of food.

aft , s. (from fs, a root, and 8, wood), the trunk ofa

tree.

sfsfst, s. (from as, powder), the name of a verysmall

and swift species of black ant (Formica viatica})

sutata, s. (from , concealed, and , afish), the name

of a species of fish (Cobitis Tænia, Buchanan's Ms.)

sistent, s . (from est , a ball), the name of a particular spe-

cies of snail.

st , s. (from , to be diseased, and , to perfume), the

name of a resinous substance generally supposed to be

the true bdellium ; it flows like a turbid liquor from the

Amyris Agallocha by making an incision in thebark, and

soon hardens by exposure to the air. This is also the

name of the Lignum Aloes (Aquillaria Agallochum.)

ss, s. (from , a tuft), a tuft of grass or other herbage,

a bunch of flowers or fruits, a nosegay, a small sheaf of

grass or straw.

sgta, s. (from 9 , a tuft), a collection of crumbled sub-

stances, also of grass or straw.

sifa, s. (from E, a tuft), a collection of crumbled sub-

stances, also of grass or straw.

$&, s. (from sa, toplay), a cluster offruit, a bunch of flow-

ers, a nosegay, a tuft ofgrass, a small bundle or sheaf

of straw or other vegetables, a collection or bundle, a

necklace ofthirty-two strings.

sta , v. n. (frem s , a tuft), to grow together in a bunch,

to come together so as to form a bunch or tuft.

sal, v. a. (from sa, a cluster), to collect together, to col-

lect and lay in proper order, to collect sheets ofpaper

into quires, to lay together in an orderly manner.

so, s . (from sa, a tuft), a tuft of grass, a cluster of fruit,

a bunch of flowers, a nosegay, a smail sheafof grass

or straw, a collection,
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stu.

F54, v. a. (from (3)¿ , to pass away), to pass away, to sf , s . (from gftæ , a little ball), the ball of silk or the co-

go by, to pass over, to spend time ; s . admission, ap.

proach.

533, ad. (from 4 , passed away), by means of, by

the hand of.

গুজৱতীএলাচি, s. ( from গুজরাট, the name of a country , and

gifs, cardamoms), the true Cardamoms (Alpinia Car-

damomum.)

siyata, a. (from jis , to pass away), spent, passed by,

gone, passing away, going.

st, s. (from s to sound) , one of thefemale personificati-

on of music, the name of an ornamentworn on the ancles

of women; it consists of a ring set round with small

bells.

sisxts1, a. (from xã , past), past, gone.

statai, s. (from sla , aferry), a ferry.

gaste, s. (from , to sound), a tale-bearing, tittle tattle,

garrulity, gossipping.

, s . (from 5 , tale-bearing), the desire of telling

all apersonknows, tale-bearing, tittle tattle, garrulity,

gossipping.

sfag , a . (from , to sound), talkative, blabbing, anxi

ous to tell all one knows.

, s. (from s , to sound), the name of a plant (Abrus pre-

catorius) ; also the seed of this plant, called ruti, used

in India as a weight among jewellers ; the average

weight of the seed is 15 grain Troy. The artificial

weight called by this name is 23 grain, a humming or

buzzing sound, a tavern.

, s. (from 5 , to sound), the hum of a bee, the re-

sounding or echoing of any voice, a low murmuring

sound.

, v. n. (from 5, to sound), to hum a tune, to uiter a

low murmuring sound, to hum as bees do.

sfas, a. (from st , to sound), filled with the humming of

bees or with any low murmuring noise.

sè, v. a. (from sit, to surround), to roll up a sheet of pa

per, a piece of cloth, or any similar thing, to collect

things together which lie scattered about.

HE , a. (from $5, to roll up), rolled up, collected together ;

s. the rolling up of a sheet ofpaper, a piece of cloth, a

mat, or any similar thing.

HTA, s. (from 13, to roll up , the rolling up of a sheet of

paper, a piece of cloth, a mat, or any similar thing.

sal, s. (from fmi, a ball ofdung), a ball or pellet of dung,

the stone of a fruit,

coon wove bythe silkworm, the small pox, a fruit when

first set or formed after the flower. In composition this

word is frequently employed as the last member of a

compound, when it either gives a diminutive meaning

to the word with which it is joined, or the meaning of

merely one individual of the kind.

site , s. (from estét, a multitude), a collection, a quantity,

a considerable quantity.

sta , s. (from s , to roll up), a ball, a small round pellet

or ball.

get , s. (from fe , a little ball, and , the throw.

ing down ofany thing), the casting of lots.

sfectæ , s. (from sf , the ball wove by the silkworm, and

CH , an insect), a silkworm.

fts , s . (from sift , a ball, and t, China root),

the name of a plant nearly allied to China root (Smi-

lax lanceæfolia.)

sem , s . (from sit , a ball), a hard ball of dung such as that

of dogs or of sheep and goats.

set , s . (from see , a ball), a ball , a pill or bolus, a fruit

when first set or formed after the flower is fallen, the

stone of a fruit, the small pox, a cocoon or ball of silk

made by the silkworm .

3, s . (from I, a little ball, and Я , a throw), the cast-

ing of lots, a lottery.

srettet, s . (from set , the ball of the silkworm, and tta ,

an insect) , a silkworm.

$5, s . (from 53, to wrap round), raw sugar, molasses, treacle.

$15, v. a. (from 5, to wrap round), to roll up, to furl, to

pack up.

sta , s . (from s , to wrap round, and , desire), the

name of a climbing thorny shrub, ( Capparis sepiaria.)

HI , s . (from $5, sugar, and , the bark of a tree), cin-

namon, or rather cassia bark.

gf , s. (from 5[3, sweet, vã, a part, and ft , a kidney

bean), a particular variety of the common kidney bean

or Dolichos Lablab.

$57, s . (from st3, to wrap round), the rolling up of a scroll

ofparchment or ofa sheet ofpaper, the furling of a sail,

the rolling up of a mat or of a piece of cloth ; a. rolled

up, furled.

stofa, s . (from st³, to wrapround), the rolling up of a scroll

ofparchment or of a sheet ofpaper, the rolling up of

a mat or of a piece of cloth, the furling of a sail.

গুড প়িঠা,
Sf , s . (from 15. molasses, and fit, a cake), ginger-

bread.

U2
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sd.

$1551, s. (from csts, thefoot, and 5 , a stump), the heel.

¶§1, v. a. (from $ 5, to wrap round), to roll up, to furl, to

pack up.

1st s. (from ş, molasses, and F, covered with), mixed

or smeared with molasses.

$57, s. (from93 to wrap round), the rolling up of a sheet

of paper or of a skin of parchment, the rolling up of a

mat or ofa piece ofcloth ; a. rolled up, furled.

sifs, s . (from 3, to wrap round), a stooping posture, a

crouching. This word constructed with at , to smite,

means to crouch.

gfsfs, ad. (from gfs , a stooping posture), by little and lit-

tie, crouchingly, in a stoopin, posture. This word con-

structed with the verbs, 6 , to go, or 1, to go, sig.

nifies to creep, to go in a crouching manner.

sfsu , s . (from sts, raw sugar), a confectioner; a. smeared

with or made with molasses as one of its ingredients .

ste, s. (from 5 mixed with molasses, and sat ,

tobacco), tobacco which is prepared by mixing it up

with molasses.

1866

218

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the report of a piece of ordinance , or by a sudden

stroke of thunder.

TEE , ad. (from , the report of a cannon , wih loud

and repeated reports of artillery, or with repeated and

sudden claps of thunder.

55, an imitative sound used to express the rattling

of dice in a box, or the sound of any thing which uns

speedily with very short steps.

spusat, a . from $515 a rattling sound), rattling, running

with quick and short steps.

grafputat. s. (from dysfsvi, running with quick steps,

and 3, a bird , the name of a species of quail (Per-

drix coromandelica. )

45151, s. (from яsafs; a rattling sound), a particular kind of

pope forsmoking, the crooked tube ofwhichis short and

staff; in this it differs fromthe hooka, the tube of which

is long and flexible. The name ofa particular spe-

cies of quail (Perdrix coromandelica.)

s . (from 4, to advise), a quality, a property, an attribute,

a virtue, an accomplishment , an advantage, a property

of matter, of which the Bindoo philosophers particula-

rize three, viz. the Sutwa, or the principle ofexistence

or truth, the Ruja or that of passion, and the Tuma or

that of darkness or ignorance ; six expedients of de-

fence or government, viz. peace, war, the marching of

troops, the halting of troops, a double resource or stra

sta.

tagem, and resource to protection ; a quality or proper

ty ofthe body or mind, the attributes of colour, as

black, white, &c. an organ of sense, the relinquish-

ment of a thing, sackcloth, a rope, a bowstring, gold or

silver thread, wire, the name ofa plant with the fibres of

which bow strings are made (Sansiviera zeylanica.; This

word constructed with ta, to pull, means to draw the

track rope of a boat. In composition when this word

is the last member of a compound of which a numeral

is the first, it makes a word which has the power of a

multiplier, and, connected with the numeral, signifies so

many times as are expressed thereby.

sta , s. (from a quality, and us, a speech), an eulogy.

a rehearsal ofthe good qualities of any one.

u , s. (from sa, a quality, and eut, a word), an eulogy.

a discourse on the good qualities of any person or

thing.

saga, s. (from sta , a quality, and 4 , the making ofany

thing , the amelioration of any thing, the callin ; inte

exercise the powers or qualities of any person or thing.

improvement.

, a. (from , aquality, and to do) , improving, ad-.

vantageous, productive of good qualities, effectual,“

profitable.

Sistas, a. (from 5 , a quality, and x , causing), advan-

tageous, improving, conferring good qualities, profi-

table .

saFiat, a. (from se , a quality, and wifaz doing), advan-

tageous, beneficial, improving, profitable.

sidas, a. (from sto , a quality, and af, praise), a rehear

sal or praise ofthe good qualities or talents of another.

stase, a. (from Td, a quality, and , daing , advantage-

ous, productive of good qualities, beneficial , profitable,

effectual.

restate, a . (from st , a quality, and stue, singing), sing-

ing or proclaiming the virtues or talents of others ; s.

one who proclaims the good qualities of others, a pa

negyrist.

Sistia, s . (from sa, a quality, and st , a singing), the sing

ing or proclaiming of the good qualities or virtues ofa

person, a panegyric.

sta , s. (from ste, a quality, and cia , importance),

the importance ofgood qualities, an approbation of a

respect for good qualities.

E , s . (from A, a quality, and ga, a taking), the

acknowledging of other's virtues or good qualities, the

approving ofgood qualities or talents.
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A.

susige, a . (from Sa, a quality, and , receiving),

acknowledging or approving good qualities.¸

গুনগ্রহিতা, s . (from গুণগ্রাহক, approving good qualities), the

approbation of talents or good qualities, an acknow.

ledgment of talents or good qualities.

size , s. (from sash , approving good qualities), the

approbation of talents or good qualities, an acknow-

ledgment of talents or good qualities.

mifrei, s. (from Mastica, approving of good qualities),

the approbation of talents or good qualities, the ac

knowledgment of talents or good qualities.

stas , s . (from gashifer, approving of good qualities),

the approbation of talents or good qualities, the ac

knowledgment oftalents or good qualities.

sastiat , a. (from Sta , a quality, and gif , receiving),

acknowledging or approving of talents or good quali

ties.

sapato , a. (from Sta, a quality, and ats , destroying),

destructive to talents or to good qualities.

SIE , s. (from sta , a quality, and catat, a proclama-

tion), the proclaiming another's talents or good qualities.

গুণর, a. (from Sid, a quality, and 4 , to destroy), destroying

talent orvirtue, destructive to good qualities.

sdf , s. (from sa, a quality, and tf , a history, a pane

gyric, an eulogy.

sigtak, s. (from sa, a string, and cak, a cut), the cutting

of any of the threads which compose the sacred cord

"of the three higher classes of Hindoos; this is frequent-

ly donebythe finger nails in performing their ablutions

and other ceremonies ; a. having its threads cut.

THE, a. (from H, à quality, and , producing), prod sc

ing good qualities or virtuous dispositions; s. a inter,

a preceptor.

sata, s. (from sd, a quality, and at , the producing

ofanything), the laying the foundation ofvirtuous dis

positions or ofuseful qualities, the exciting ofvirtuous

principles or useful talents, education .

* sts, a. (from sd, a quality, and is, born), sprung from

talent or virtue, produced by a good quality or by one

ofthe three qualities of matter.

SC , a. (from se, a quality, and , to know), perceiving

the talents or virtues of another, sensible of the value

of eminent talents or virtues.

31, s. (from sto, a quality, and one who knows),

one who perceives the talents or virtues of others, one

who is sensible of the value of talents or virtue.

* 3, s. (from sd, a quality, and wa, knowledge), a sense

stof.

ofthe talents or virtues of others, a sense ofthe value

of eminent talents or virtues.

* , a. (from A, a quality, and t , indicating), in-

dicating talents or excellent qualities.

sta , s. (from A, a quality, and , e making known),

the making another's talents or good qualities known.

Stati , s. (from , a rope, and e , a pulling), the draw-

ingofa sack to another place, the drawing ofthe track

rope of a boat ; a. drawing the track rope of a boat.

Sided , s . (from sd, a quality. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first), qualities, ropes and cords,

sacks.

, a. (from sd, a quality, and , togive), conferring ta- ,

lents or virtues, giving good qualities.

stañía, s. (from sd, a quality, and a. the seeing of any

thing), a sense of the talents or virtues of others, a per-

ception of good qualities.

stanxit, a. (from dia, a quality, and afta, seeing), perceiv

ing the good qualities of others, perceiving the value

of virtue or talent.

Santo , s . (from St , a quality, and at , a giver), one who

communicates to, or confers talent or virtue on another,

a tutor, a preceptor.

serige, a. (from 4, a quality, and in , giving), confer-

ring or communicating talent or virtue, giving good.

qualities ; s. one who confers virtue or talent on ano-

ther.

sant , a. (from sd, a quality, and tf , giving), confer

ring good qualities, communicating talent or virtue.

Satzaz, s. (from sto, a quality, and , the seeing ofa

thing), perceiving the talents or virtues ofanother, the

perceiving the value of talent or virtue, the perceiving

of one's one advantage.

, s . (from ste , a quality, and , destruction), the des

truction of talent or virtue, the destruction of good.

qualities.

state, a. (from ste, a quality, and , destructive),

destructive to talent or virtue, destructive to good qua

lities.

Sidit, a . (from set, a quality, and , destructive), des-

tructive to talent or virine, destructive to good quali-

ties.

statt, s. (from std; a quality, and at , destruction), the des

truction or loss of good qualities, the loss or destruc-

tion of talent or virtue.

shati , a. (from sa, a quality, and ***, destructive), des. -

tructive to talent orvirtue, destructiveto goodqualities.

16
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stdo

Safazúz, a. (from sa, a quality, and fire, causing to cease),

causingthe cessation of virtues or good qualities, caus-

ing the decay of talent.

safage, a. (from sa , a quality, and fate, preventing),

preventing talents or virtues, preventing good quali-

ties.

Hafaziza, s. (from giá, a quality, and faTİA, preventing), the

prevention of talents or good qualities, the preventing

ofvirtues or excellence.

Hafifu, s. (from sid, a quality, and fifa, cessation), the

cessation or failing of talents or of virtues, the cessa-

tion ofgood qualities.

safa , a. (from sa, a quality, and fifax, a cause), caus-

ed by talents or virtues, arising from talents or from

good qualities.

Ha , s. (from A, a quality`, talent, virtue.

He, a. (from sd, a quality, and Я , trying), mak-

ing a trial of virtue or talent, puttinggood qualities or

virtue to the proof.

E, s. (from , a quality, and , a trial), the tri-

ad.

talents, or of the good qualities ofa person or thing as

a topic ofconversation.

stattet , s. (from si , a quality, and get, manifestation),

the sudden developement or appearance of talent or vir

tue; the developement or display of good qualities.

state, a . (from sd, a quality, and , obtained), possessed

of talents or good qualities.

So , s. (from , accomplished), an accomplishment,

the circumstance of possessing talent or virtues or of

having good qualities.

, a. (from s , a quality, and , bound), held orbound

bythe virtues ofothers, laid under obligation by thevir

tues or good qualities of others.

stas, a. (from si , a quality, and zfs, destitute of), des-

titute of talent or virtues, destitute of good qualities.

siz , s. (from sd, a quality, and z , a relating), the re-

lating ofvirtues or good qualities.

sta , s. (from sg , a quality, and z , a relating), a re-

lation or narration of the virtues or good qualities of

any person.

al or proof of virtue or talent, the trial of good quali - sa , a. (from sa, a quality, and 5 , increasing), im,

ties.

satt, s. (from , a quality, and at , a manifestation),

the display of talent, ability, or virtue.

Saprata, a. (from si , a quality, and get , manifesting),

bringing virtue or talent into view, displaying good

qualities.

shifne, a. (from st . a quality, and , obstruci-

ing) , obstructing virtue or talent, obstructing the

good qualities of others.

side , u . (from sd, a quality, and , bestowing), confer-

ring talents or virtues, conferring good qualities .

step , a . (from st , a quality, and g , applauding,)

applauding a person's talents or virtues, applauding

the good qualities of a person or thing, panegyrizing.

Sept 1 , s. (from st , a quality, and , applause), a

panegyric, the applauding of talents or good qualities.

sta , s. (from s , a quality, and f , the introduc

tion of a topic), the introduction of a person's talents

or virtues, or of the good qualities of a person or thing

as the subject of conversation .

sh , s . (from st , a quality, and , the introduction of

a topic), the introducing of a person's virtues or talents,

vor ofthe good qualities of a person or thing as a topic

of conversation.

stata, s. (from sa , a quality, and gsia, the introduction

of a topic), the introduction of a person's virtues or

proving talents, promoting virtue or good qualities.

sida, s . (from Sid, a quality, and , an increase), the im

proving of virtues or talent, the increasing a person's

good qualities.

sidan), a. (from ga, a quality, and atfua, speaking), repeat-

ing the qualities of another, eulogizing.

stautą, a. (from st , a quality), possessed of talent, ingeni

ous, accomplished.

sa s. (from sa, a quality, and fag, a hindrance), a hin

drance to talent or virtue, a hindrance to good quali-

ties.

গুনবিঘ্নকারক, a. (from সুনৰিয়, a hindrance to good qualities),

hindering good qualities, obstructing talent or virtue.

গুণবিস্নকারী, a. (from গুনবিঘ্ন, a hindrance to good qualities),

hindering good qualities, obstructing talent or virtues.

sdf , a. (from fag, a hindrance to goodqualities),

causing an obstruction of virtue or talent, causing a

hindrance ofgood qualities.

গুণৰিয়জন্য, a. (from গুণৰিঘ্ন,ahindrance togood qualities, and

, producible), arising from the obstruction of talent

or virtue, arising from the hindrance of good qualities.

sidfax , s. (from safe , a hindrance to good qualities, and

, destruction), the removal of an obstruction which

lies in the way ofvirtue or talent, the removal ofany

hindrance ofgood qualities.

sidſ , a. from safe , a hindrance to good qualities,
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std.

and , destructive), removing any obstruction that

lie in the way of virtue or talent, removing the hin-

drances of good qualities.

sifat, a. (from sa , a hindrance to good qualities,

and ¤ , destructive), removing any obstruction that

lies in the way of talent or virtue, removing any hin

drance to good qualities.

st, a . (from sa , an obstruction to good qualities,

and at, destruction), the removal of any obstruction

that lies in the way of talent or virtue, the removal of

any hindrance ofgood qualities.

fatte, a. (from safe , an obstruction to good qualities,

and , destructive), removing any obstruction that

lies in the way of talent or virtue, removing any hin-

dance to good qualities.

safarga, a. (from staf , an obstruction to good qualities,

and Я , giving), producing obstacles to virtue or ta-

lent, producing a bindrance to good qualities.

গুণৰিঘ্নবিনাশ, s. ( from গুণবিঘ্ন, an obstructionto good qualities,

and fat , destruction), the removal of obstructions

which lie in the way of virtue or talent, or which lie in

the way of good qualities.

sjoftuftate, a. (from safe , an obstruction to good quali.

ties, and fast , destructive), removing obstructions

which lie in the way of virtue or good qualities, or of

talents.

গুণবিশ্ববিশিষ্ট, a. (from গুণৰিয়, an obstructiontogood qualities,

and , possessed of), abounding with obstructions to

virtue or talent, abounding with hindrances ofgood qua-

Jities.

safanfasia, a, (from stefan, an obstruction to good qualities,

and faga, destitute of), destitute of that which is an

obstruction to virtue or talent, destitute of that which

bindersgood qualities.

গুণবিরযুক্ত , a. (from গুণৰি , an obstruction to good qualities,

and , joined to), connected with that which ob-

stracts talent or virtue, connected with that which hin-

ders good qualities.

গুণবিস্মরহিত, a. (from গুনবিঘ্ন, an obstruction to goodqualities,

and I , destitute of), free from every thing which may

obstruct virtue or talent, free from every thing which

is a hindrance to good qualities.

গুণৰিয়শূন্য , a. ( from গুণৰিয়, an obstruction to good qualities,

and , empty), free from every thing which may ob-

struct virtue or talents, free from that which hinders

good qualities.

stefees , a, (from afar, an obstruction to good qualities,

Stel.

and , a destroyer), a person or thing which removes

obstructions which lie in the way of virtue or talent, or

of good qualities.

stafata, a. (from sa , an obstruction to good qualities,

and 1 , destitute of), free from every thing which acts

as an obstruction of talent or virtue, free from every

hindrance to good qualities.

safent, a. (from si , a quality, and fan , without), des titute

of virtues or good qualities, destitute of talent, worth-

less.

stafatt, s. (from sd, a quality, and fat, destruction), the

destruction or loss of talent or virtue, the loss ofgood

qualities.

safe, a. (from sa, a quality, and fa , destructive),

destructive to talent or to virtue, destructive to good

qualities.

stafaze, a. (from sto, a quality, and face, discriminat-

ing , distinguishing talent, discriminating talent or

good properties.

stafa1, s. (from sa, a quality, and fat , discrimina-

tion), the discrimination of talent or of good proper-

ties.

stafe , a. (from sta, a quality, and fa™ , opposed to), oppos-

ed to a person's virtues or good qualities, opposed to

a person's talents.

Staff , a. (from si , a quality, and faft , possessed of),

possessed of talents or good qualities, virtuous.

Safari , a. (from sa, a quality, and fat , destitute of),

destitute ofvirtues orgood qualities, destitute of talent,

worthless.

Saaf , s . (from sa, a quality, and af , increase), the in-

crease of talent, the increase of virtues or good quali-

ties.

sat , s . (from si , a quality, and ta , contrariety),

a contrariety of qualities or virtues.

Hatzaxdı, s. (from Is, a quality, and t ™, dissimilari-

ty), a dissimilarity of qualities or virtues.

sata , s. (from , a quality, and tax , dissimilarity),

a dissimilarity of qualities or virtues.

faizi, s. (from ss, a quality, and cats, one who knows),

one who discerns talent or virtues.

SHIFT , S. (from sd, a quality, and is , a transgres.

sion) , the departing from virtue or good qualities, the

passing over virtues or talents.

2gazifefas, a. (from sa, a quality, and fofas, exempted),

free from or destitute of talent or virtue, destitute of

good qualities.
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sqzforze, 8, (from , a quality, and wifsta®, an exempti-

on), an exemption from virtues or good qualities.

stats, s. (from 5 , a quality, and , a hindrance),

a hindrance to talent or virtue, a hindrance to good

qualities.

SATA, s. (from St, a quality. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), qualities, ropes and cords,

sacks.

Saree, a. (from st , a quality, and , a root), originating

from virtue or talent, originating in good qualities.

ITF, a. (from Tag, a quality, and TF, joined to), connect-

ed with virtues or good qualities, virtuous, possessed

of talents or good qualities.

Haluta, s. (from ga, a quality, and crist, contact), the pos-

session of virtues or good qualities, the possession of

talents, the study of science.

Sas, a. (from ste, a quality, and 3, destitute of), des

titute of talent or good qualities .

s , a. (from se, a quality, and , acquired), possessed

of talents or virtues, possessed of good qualities.

state, s . (from sd, à quality, and ts, acquisition), the ac-

quisition of talents or virtues, the acquisition of good

qualities.

Sid , a . (from sd, a quality, and , coveted) , desirous of

talents or virtues, desirous of good qualities.

stat, a . (from si , a quality, and if , possessed of),

possessed oftalents or virtues, ingenious, accomplished .

stafa , a. (from st , a quality, and f , a teacher , in

structing or teaching others the qualities which form a

character.

safataifaçı, a. (from 5 , a quality, and f , to learn),

givinginstruction in morality or useful arts ; s. a teach-

er, a tutor, a preceptor.

sata , a. (from sd, a quality, and , empty), destitute

ofvirtues or excellent qualities, destitute of talents.

gatifs , 8. (from ga, a quality, and tum , slackness), a

slackness as it respects talent or virtue, or as it res-

pects good qualities.

statal, s, (from sa, a quality, and w , applause), the prais

ing or applauding of virtue or good qualities, the ap-

plauding or commending of talents .

S5, s. (from , a quality, and I , a sea), an ocean of

virtues or good qualities.

sta , s . (from S , a quality, and , the ocean), an

ocean of virtues or good qualities.

sa s. (from si , a quality, and f , the ocean , ansalan,

ocean of virtues or good qualities,

Stoppi

Sla , a. (from stat, a quality, and que, indicating), in

dicating talents, indicating virtues or good qualities.

sta , s. (from Sta, a quality, and , an indication),

an indication of talents or of good qualities .

sid , s . (from stat, a quality, and , one who smites), one

who destroys virtues or good qualities.

Saatft, s. (from St , a quality, and , loss), the injury

or loss of talents or of good qualities.

Hof , a. (from sa, a quality, andfe , injuring), in-

jurious to virtue or to good qualities, injurious to ta

lent.

Staf , s. (from ste, a quality, and f , injury), the in-

jury or detriment of virtues or good qualities.

stat , a. (from sa, a quality, and A, destitute of), des

titute ofvirtues or excellent qualities, destitute of ta

lents.

SATCIF, a. (from sti, a quality, and g, a cause), arising

from talent or virtue as its cause, arising from good qua

lities.

sta , s. (from st , a string) , wire.

state , s (from 4, a quality, and g, a mine), a mine

of virtues or good qualities.

Satata , s . (from sa, a quality, and at , desire), the

desire ofvirtues or good qualities, a desire of talent.

statist, a. (from sa, a quality, and staffg , desirous), de-

sirous ofvirtues or good qualities, desirous of talent.

Stats, a. (from sa, a quality, and it , drawn), at

tracted by talents or by good qualities.

stat247, 8. (from So, a quality, and , a declaration),

a panegyric, the declaration of a person's talents or

good qualities.

satsa, s. (from sd, a quality, and 9 , the absence ofa qua

lity), the good and evil of any person or thing, the vir

tues and defects ofany one.

statkin , a. (from ste, a quality, and at , covering), co-

vering or concealing talents or good qualities.

Stat , s. (from T , a quality, and Shi , & covering),

the covering or concealing of talents or good qualities.

siatna, s . (from sta , a quility, and sing, respect , a respect

to a person's virtues or good qualities, a respect to ta-

lents.

statata, s. (from sa, a quality, and atât , a receptacle),

the receptacle of talents or good qualities.

statatu, s . (from st , a quality, and 1 , a recital), the

recital of a person's good qualities, a panegyric.

statt, a. (from sa, a quality, and agzika, reciting),

reciting another's virtues or good qualities.
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setari , a. (from so, a quality, and f , following up-

on), corresponding with, or following upon virtue or

talent, corresponding with, or following upon good

qualities.

statas, a. (from stol, a quality, and , attached to),

fond of talents or virtues, delighted with good qualities.

statge, a. (from sa, a quality, and age, taking plea

sure), taking pleasure in talents or virtues, feeling a

delight in good qualities.

stata , s. (from sd, a quality, and , pleasure), a

pleasure in, or enjoyment of virtues or talents, an en-

joyment of, or pleasure in good qualities.

sataatst, s. (from sa, a quality, and t, attachment), a

fondness for, or attachment to virtues or talents, or to

good qualities.

sitats , a. (from sa, a quality, and af , loving), lov-

ing talent or virtue, taking pleasure in good qualities.

stata , a. (from sto, a quality, and , corresponding

with), a correspondence with virtue or talents, a cor-

respondence with good qualities.

stata , s . (from sa, a quality, and t , a search-

ing for), a looking out or searching for another's ta

lents or good properties.

sigtasatat, a. (from sg , a quality, and , search-

ing), looking out or seeking for talents or virtues, orfor

good qualities.

sgizza , a. (from se , a quality, and af , search-

ingfor), looking out for, or seeking for talents or good

properties.

saianta, s. (from sa, a quality, and I, a consequence),

a correspondence with, or an attendant upon talent or

virtue, an inseparable attendant upon good qualities .

stats , a . (from ste , a quality, and fa , following),

attending upon, or corresponding with talents or vir-

tues, attendant on, or consequent upon good qualities.

Statfas, a. (from Sa, a quality, and fa , connected with ,

possessed oftalent, virtuous, possessed of good proper-

ties.

satge, a. (from sd, a quality, and Q , searchingfor),

seeking for talents or virtues , seeking after good qua-

lities.

saterad, s. (from sto, a quality, and w , search), a seeking

after virtues or talents, a seeking for good qualities.

sitat, a. (from sa , a quality, and af , seeking), seek-

ing after virtues or talents, seeking for good qualities.

state , s. (from sd, a quality, and , an accusation),

detraction, a speaking evil of good qualities.

stedt.

sateatur, a . (from sa, a quality, and eat , accusing),

detracting, speaking evil of that which is good.

state, s. (from sa, a quality, and i , a denial), a de-

nial ofvirtue or talent, detraction.

satta, s . (from st , a quality, and at , non-existence), the

want of talent or virtue, the non- existence or want of

good qualities.

Statfeta, s . (from sa, a quality, and afata, desire), a de-

sire for talent, or for good qualities.

Statfsata , a. (from st , a quality, and affa , desirous),

desirous of talents, or of good qualities.

aist , s . (from গুন, a quality , and অভ্যাস, acquisition by

study or practice), the acquisition of talents or good

qualities by repeatedly practising them, or bythe stu.

dy of them .

stata, s. (from sta, a quality, and ïda, the ocean), an ocean

of virtues or good qualities.

stay , a. (from sta, a quality, and a , fit), suited to virtues

orgood qualities.

stat, 4. (from sifa , accomplished), virtuous, accomplished.

13, a. (from , a quality, and 53, become), become ac-

complished or useful.

sta , s. (from sa, a quality, and F , desire), a desire af

ter talent or virtue, a desire for good qualities.

Mag, a. (from sd, a quality, and a desirous), desirous of

talents or virtues, desirous of good qualities.

st , a. (from si , a quality, and , desirous), desirous

of talents or virtues, desirous of good qualities.

stat, a. (from sd, a quality, and af , desirous ), desirous

oftalents or virtues, desirous of good qualities.

Matata, s. (from , a quality, and seat , the celebrat-

ing of a thing , the celebrating of the virtues or talents

of a person or thing, a panegyric .

state , s. (from , a quality, and 8 , production),

the production of talents or ofgood qualities .

stateerted, à. (from ste, a quality, and geste, producing),

producing talents or virtue, producing good qualities.

Mateina, s. (from sa, a quality, and 8 , the produc-

ing of a thing), the producing of talent or of good

qualities.

tests, s. (from sa, a quality, and startst, exertion ), an

exertion to obtain talents or good qualities, the exerti-

on of talents, or of good qualities.

state , s. (from st , a quality, and St , a beginning), the

commencement of talents, or ofgood qualities.

szateke , s. (from Sd, a quality, and 3 , instruction),

1
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instruction suited to the cultivation of talents or of

good qualities.

Statertata, s. (from sa, a quality, and stats, acommenda-

tion), panegyric, the commendation of talents or good

properties, the rehearsal of a person's virtues or excel-

lencies.

state , s. from sa, a quility, and s , acquisition),

the acquisition of talents or of good qualities.

stasia, an imitative sound intended to express the hum

ming of bees, or a snuffling sound in the nose.

stastat , v . a. (from stasta , a hum), to hum, to snuffle.15716

Stastata , s . (from sa , to hum), a humming, the making a

snuffling noise.

st3, a . (from st , to reduce to powder), lascivious, lewd, pro-

fligate .

sta , s. (from 3 , lascivious), lasciviousness, lewdness,

letchery, profligacy.

to

strea , s . (from sts, to pulverize), powder, dust, saw dust.

53, s. (from st, to sound), a thrust, a stab ; v. a. to thrust,

stab, to gore, to ram, to punch.

s3 , s. (from 3, to gore), the goring of a person or animal

with the horn, the thrusting or punching of a person or

animal with a staff or weapon, the stabbing of a person

or animal, the ramming down of a substance ; a. gored ,

punched, thrust at, stabbed.

gefowl, ɑ. (from 43, to gore), accustomed to gore, engaged

in stabbing an animal, or in punching it with a goad or

stick, goading.

2sput, a . (from $13 , to gore), accustomed togore, engaged in

stabbing an animal, or in punching it with a goad or

stick, goading.

গুডমালিয়া, s. ( from গুড, to thrust , and বালিয়া , a kind of

fish), a species of fish . It is an undescribed species of

Gobius.

srst, v. a. (from. st, to sound), to punch, to thrust, to ram, to

gore, to stab, to knock.

sotsis, s. (from 931 , to punch), a mutual thrusting or punch-

ing, a mutual stabbing or goring.

, s. (from 31, to gore), theact of thrusting, the goring

of an animal, a stabbing, a ramming, a beating down.

Hi, s. (from 5 , to surround), a tuft of grass or corn , a

bunch or handful of herbage tied up, a nosegay, a

small sheaf.

, s. (from sa, to play), the anus, pudendum muliebre.

S , s . (from Godrin, Portu. a quilt ), a mendicant's rug

made ofrotten shreds , a bed quilt, a quilt.

sus, s. (from Gedrin, Portu, a quilt), a bed quilt, a quilt,

, s . (from , pudendum muliebre, and u, a qualing),

an indecent word used to express a very great degree

of fear or trembling.

sta , 8. (from st , to play), the name of a species of bird

(Loxia Hypoxantha?)

stats , s. (from Su, to play), the name of an unascertained

species ofplaat.

SIE , s . (from sm, to dwell), a warehouse, a magazine, a

storehouse.

sta, s . (from 5 to play), a ferry, a place where a ferry

boat plies.

staty, s. (from sata, a ferry, and 1, a landing place),

a ferry over a river.

1
stat, s. from , pudendum muliebre), a dock, a place

usually made by the side of a river for the purpose of

repairing and calking boats ; it consists oftwo banks of

earth one crossing under the boat near the head and

the other near the stern, the middle being open for

the purpose ofworking at the boat.

stast, (from Godrin, Portu. a quilt), a bed quilt, a quilt

of patch work.

* , s. (from lṣis, capacity), capacity, room, gain,

advantage ; a. containing, holding.

shut , a . (from

geous.

li , profit), gainful, advanta

spęstła, a. (from dis, guilt), wicked, guilty, criminal, faul

ty, blameworthy.

stats, s . (from xis, a crime) , a crime, guilt, a fault.

statesity, a. (from x , a crime), wicked, guilty.

gatęsta, s. (from jai , guilty), guiltiness , criminality,

faultiness.

an imitative sound used to express that arising from

striking a person with the fist, or punching him with a

staff.

TH, a. (from set, to hide), secret, not manifest. This word

is generally used as the adjective of a blow which

leaves no bruise or wound by which it can be ascer

tained ; s. the short stubble which remain unperceived

after a crop has been cut close to the ground, and which

frequently wound the feet of persons who walk over

them.

szi, s. (from s , secret, and , a blow , a secret blow, a

blow which is not attended with any external mark

of violence.

stest , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from string a person a blow with the fist, also that

whichsome fishes makeinrespiration, Constructed with
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the adverbial participle of , to do, this word has the

force ofan adverb.

S , an imitative sound used to express that arising

from striking a person with the fist, or that made by

a walking stick upon the ground when a person is

walkingwith it. This word constructed with the adver

bial participle of , to do, acquires the force of an ad-

verb.

4.4stage, s. (from sta, to conceal, and Я, silent), a kind of

comfits or sugar plums.

sy, a . (from stat , to conceal), concealed, hidden, guarded ,

protected .

straw , s. (from 4 , concealed, and T , a word), a secret,

a thing told in confidence to another.

E , s. (from 53, concealed, and t , a word), a se-

cret, a thing told in confidence to another.

sara , s. (from , concealed, and c , a habit or dress),

disguise, a dress or habit intended to prevent a per-

son's being recognized .

, ad. (from , a disguise), in disguise, incog.

sota, s. (from 3, concealed, andST, a condition), a con-

cealed state.

st , ad. (loc. case of , a concealed state), conceal-

edly, clandestinely.

, ad. (loc. case of t, a concealedform), conceal-

edly, clandestinely.

$81, s . (from si , to conceal), a young woman who conceals

her amours or assignments.

923, v. a. (from criд, cow dung), to write in such a blotted

manner that it can scarcely be understood.

szigi, a. (from (HT?, cow dung), resembling cow dung,

pertaining to cow dung, affected by cow dung.

sza13,6 , s. (from fag, affected by cow dung, and ŝiti,

a stalk), the rank stalks ofgreens which have grown on

a dunghill, or on a place profusely manured with cow

dung, and are thereby supposed to be injured in their

taste.

sztal, s . ( from staf , pertaining to cow dung, and

(fæi, an insect), the name of a large beetle which lays

it's eggs in balls or pellets of cow dung previously

rolled up by its feet, (Scarabeus Centaurus .)

statæ, s. (from st, to expel the faces), the name of the tree

which produces the betlenut, (Areca catechu) , also the

betlenut.

stanta, s. (from st , the betlenut, and , a gift), the

presenting of betienut, which is a ceremony observed

by the natives of India on many occasions.

5Q .

sk , v. n . (from 8st, heat) to heat as hay or corn does if

stacked up before it be dry ; also an imitative sound us-

ed to express that made by a stroke on a drum or other

sonorous body.

stat, s . (from sæis , heat), heat.

satata, s. (from sat, heat, and , time), the hot season.

saft , a. (from stat, heat), smelling of mouldiness, tainted,

having the scent arising from being over-heated, musty.

sta, v. a. (from s , the sound of a drum), to buzz, to re-

peat a thing with a low voice, to make a murmuring

noise, to have the bowels rumble with a desire to men-

tion a piece of news which it is improper to divulge;

s. a buzzing sound, the keeping in a piece of news which

a person greatly wishes to divulge pride ; haughtiness,

advantage. This noun when in the locative case has

often the force of an adjective, advantageously, with

eclat, well.

HAI , 8. (from sya, to buzz), a buzzing, the re- echoing of a

sound, a rumbling.

sai, v . a . (from spa, to buzz), to buzz, to rebellow, to rumble,

to echo, to retain a piece ofnews with great effort when

the person desires to divulge it.

sata, s . (from sp , to buzz), a buzzing, the act of bellow.

ing again, a rumbling, the retaining of a piece of news

with great effort when the person has a strong desire

to divulge it.

staʊi, a. (from s , to heat), heated, mouldy, musty. This

word when applied to billets of wood or pieces of any

thing, means large, block- like.

stata, s. (from las, suspicion), a doubt, a suspicion, an

opinion, a supposition, a fancy, an imagination .

stiff, a. (from Sila, suspicion), suspicious , fanciful, self-

opinionated, led by imagination , capricious.

spartoi, s . (from däüles, an agent), an agent, a factor.

sts , an imitative sound used to express the sound offire

when it burns fiercely, also that ofthefists when beat-

ing an animal. This word is usually constructed with the

adverbial participle of , to do, and is then an adverb.

, s. (from , a dome), a tower, a turret, a dome, a

vault.

75,

গুসন,, s . (from s , to heat) , the heating of corn or hay inSIT

a rick, the growing musty or stale, the becoming moul.

dy or spoiled through being overheated .

sta , a . (from S , to heat), over-heated, stale, mouldy,

musty..

sta , s . (from stats, betlenut), the betlenut.

E , s . (from si, betlenu!, and 1, the giving of ary

¥ 2
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thing), the presenting of betlenut on making an invi

tation, and on various other occasions.

safa, s. (from π, to vomit), the name of a species of wild

cucumber.

sat, a. (from cstia, white), white, fair.

ș , a. (from st, to vomit), great, heavy, important, honour-

able, accented; s. a spiritual guide, a preceptor, a

teacher of any art or science, a parent, an elder rela-

tion, a superior, one to whom honour is due either on

account of relationship or office.

sææð , s. (from H , a preceptor, and ri, a daughter),

the daughter of a preceptor or spiritual guide .

starts , a. (from sa , the daughter of a spiritual

guide, and s³, found), found in a preceptor's daughter.

stad, s. (from stæл, a preceptor's daughter, and

, a taking away), the rape or stealing away of

a preceptor's, or of a spiritual guide's daughter.

geartexige, a . (from S , a preceptor's daughter, andগুরুকন্যাপহারক, সুকন্যা,

, taking away), taking away the daughter of his

preceptor, or of his spiritual guide ; s . one who takes

awayhis preceptor's, or his spiritual guide's daughter.

ts, a. (from st , a preceptor's daughter, and

fa, taking away), taking away the daughter of his

preceptor, or of his spiritual guide.

st , 8. (from 1, a preceptor's daughter, and

, a daughter's son), a preceptor's daughter's

daughter's son.

startra, s. (from SN, a preceptor's daughter, and

, a son), a preceptor's daughter's son.

start, s. (from , a preceptor's daughter, and

a daughter), a preceptor's daughter's daughter.

Heeartña, s. (from Sn, a preceptor's daughter, and

, a son's son), a preceptor's daughter's son's son.

E , s. (from $ , a preceptor, and , afamily), the fa-

mily of a preceptor or spiritual guide.

set , s. (from , a preceptor's family, and ta,

a descendant), a descendant or legitimate child born in

the family ofa preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

st, s. (from s , great, a preceptor, and , trouble),

great trouble, the distress of a preceptor or spiritual

guide...

গুকক্লেশজনক, a. ( from গুরুক্লেশ, great trouble, and জনক, pro-

ducing), causing great trouble, producing trouble to a

preceptor or spiritual guide.

SEC , a. (from , great trouble, and I, produ

cible), arising from great trouble, caused by the dis-

tress ofa preceptor or of a spiritual guide.

sta, a. (from

গুৰু

", great trouble, and , to give),

giving great trouble, giving trouble to a preceptor or

to a spiritual guide.

গরুক্লেশদায়ক, a . (from গরুক্লেশ , great trouble, and দায়ক, gin-

ing, giving great trouble, giving trouble to a precep-

tor or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুক্লেশদায়ী, ৫. ( from গুরুক্লেশ, great trouble, and দায়িন, gir-

ing), giving great trouble, giving trouble to a precep.

tor or to a spiritual guide.

я , s . (from sc , great trouble, and 7, de-

struction), the destruction or removal ofgreat trouble,

the removal ofthe troubles of a preceptor, or of a spi.

ritual guide.

* F*‡ªĦē, a. (from *, great trouble, and

destructive), removing great troubles, removing the

troubles of a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

, a. (from 4 * , great trouble, and fr, de-

structive), dissipating great troubles, dissipating the

troubles of a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

st@ tat» , s. (from *, great trouble, and ¬††, destruc-

tion), the removal of great distress, the removal of a

preceptor's distress, the removal of a spiritual guide's

distress.

গুরুক্লেশনাশক , a. ( from গুরুক্লেশ , great trouble, and নাশক, de-

structive) , removing great troubles, removingthe dis-

tress of a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুক্লেশনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from গুরুক্লেশ , great trouble, and নিৱৰ্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to great distress, mak-

ing the distress of a preceptor or of a spiritual guide

to cease.

গুরুক্লেশনিবারক, a. (from গুরুক্লেশ, great trouble, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing great distress, preventing the

distress ofa preceptor, or of a spiritual teacher.

গুরুক্লেশনিবারণ , ও . (from গুরুক্লেশ , great trouble, and নিবারণ,

prevention), the preventing of great distress, the pre-

venting of the distress of a preceptor or of a spiritual

guide.

গুকক্লেশনিৰূৰ্ত্তি , s. (from রুকক্লেশ, great trouble, and নিবৃত্তি, cas-

sation), the cessation of great distress, the cessation

ofthe distress of a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুক্লেশৰিনা , ad. (from গুরুক্লেশ, grral trouble, and বিনা, with-

out), without great trouble, without trouble to a pre-

ceptor, or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুক্লেশৰিনাশ, s. (fromগুরুক্লেশ, great trouble, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the removal of great distress, the removal of

the distress of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুক্লেশবিনাশক , a. (from গুরুক্লেশ , great trouble , and বিসাশক,
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destroying), removing great distress, removing the dis-

tress ofa tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

E, s. (from , a preceptor, and E, a house), a pre-

ceptor's house, the house of a spiritual guide.

st, a. (from E, a preceptor's house, and , be-

ing), existing in the house of a preceptor or of a spiri-

tual guide.

sfs, s. (from , a preceptor's house, and Tfs, a

residence), a residence in the house of a preceptor or of

a spiritual guide.

sta, s. (from st , a preceptor's house, and R, a re-

sidence), a residence in the house of a preceptor or of

a spiritual guide.

, a. (from

residing), residing in the house of a preceptor or of a

spiritual guide.

E, a preceptor's house, and tf ,

sts , a. (from ss , a preceptor's house, and , to be

situated) , situated in the house of a preceptor or of a

spiritual guide.

Es , a. (from ss , a preceptor's house, and ,

staying), continuing in the house of a preceptor or of

a spiritual guide. '

ses , a. (from , a preceptor's house, and fʊ, si

tuated), situated in the house of a preceptor, or in that

of a spiritual guide.

Hi , a. (from E, a preceptor's house, and atto,

´come), arrived at the house of a preceptor, or at that of

a spiritual guide .

গুরুগৃহাগমন, s. ( from গুরুগৃহ, a preceptor's house, and আগমন ,

a coming), the coming to the house of a preceptor, or

to that of a spiritual guide.

গুরুগৃহোপযুক্ত, a. (from গুরুগৃহ , a preceptor's house, and sপযুক্ত,

fit , fit for a preceptor's house, proper for the house of

a spiritual guide.

গুরুগৃহে।পস্থিত, a. ( from গুরুগৃহ , a preceptor'shouse, and ওপস্থিত,

situated near), situated near or in the house of a pre-

ceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

Heatse, s. (from , a superior, and T , killing), one

who betrays or kills his preceptor or any one who is

entitled to his respect either from relationship or

office.

statt, a. (from st , a preceptor, and fʊ , killing), kill-

ing his preceptor or his spiritual guide, killing a per-

son who is entitled to his respect either on account of

his office, or relationship.

, a. (from 4, a preceptor, and , to kill), murdering

his preceptor or his spiritual guide.

stee.

, s. (from F, a superior, and , a man), a superior,

one to whom honour or respect is due either on ac-

count of his relationship or office.

skata, s. (from a superior. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), superiors, persons entitled

to respect.

, a. comp. deg. (from s , important), more important,

highly honourable, weighty.

stst, s. (from st , a preceptor, , abed, and star , to

go), one who violates his spiritual teacher's bed ; a. de-

filing the bed of a spiritual guide.

1 , s. (from st , important), greatness, importance, weight,

honourableness, glory, majesty.

গুরুতুষ্টি, s. (from , a tutor, great, and of , pleasure), the

gratification of a tutor or of aspiritual guide, a great

enjoyment.

safe , a. (from f , great pleasure, and ☎, to make),

causing great pleasure, causing pleasure to a tutor or

to a spiritual guide.

গুরুতুষ্টিকারক, a. (from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure, and কারক, caus

ing), causing great pleasure, causing pleasure to a tu-

tor or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুতুষ্টিকারী, a. (from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure, and কারিন , do-

ing), causing great pleasure, causing pleasure to a tu-

tor or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুতুষ্টিজনক , a. (from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure, and জন , pro-

ducing), producing great pleasure, causing pleasure to

a tutor or to a spiritual guide.

f ), a. (from stof , great pleasure, and 5 , pro-

ducible), arising from great pleasure, arising from the

pleasure felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

soft , ɑ. (from stof , great pleasure, and at , giv-

ing), giving great pleasure, giving pleasure to a tutor

or to a spiritual guide.

soft, a. (from sof , great pleasure, and fun, giv-

ing), giving great pleasure, giving pleasure to a tutor

or to a spiritual guide.

0.
, s. (from f , great pleasure, and , de-

struction), the destruction ofgreat pleasure, the destruc-

tion of a tutor's pleasure, or of the pleasure ofa spiri .

tual guide.

গুরুতুষ্ঠিক্কু সক , a. (from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure , and ফ্রঁ সৰ,ু

destructive), destructive to great pleasure, or to the

pleasure of a tutor or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুতুষ্টি সী, a. ( from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure, and -লিল,

destructive), destructive to great pleasure, destructive

to the pleasure ofa tutor or of a spiritual guide.
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sara falatxt, s . (from shaft, great pleasure, and at , destruc- , a . (from st , great satisfaction, and F ,

producing), producing great gratification or satisfaction,

causing satisfaction or gratification to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide.

tion), the destruction ofgreat pleasure, the destruction

of the pleasure felt by a tutor orby a spiritual guide.

strofatte, a . (from 5 , great pleasure, and alie,

destructive), destructive to great pleasure, destructive

to the pleasure felt by a tutor, or by a spiritualguide.

gulfate, a. (from 5 , great pleasure, and fade,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to great pleasure, put-

ting a stop to the pleasure felt by a tutor or by a spi

ritual guide .

szofufztaz, «. (from f , great pleasure, and faThE,

preventing), preventing great pleasure, preventing a tu-

tor or spiritual guide from feeling pleasure.

গুরুতুষ্ঠিনিকারণ, s. (from গুরুতুষ্টি, great pleasure, and নিবারণ,

prevention), theprevention of great pleasure, the preven-

ting a tutor or a spiritual guide from feeling pleasure.

syesfajaja, a. (from si , great pleasure, and , giving),

giving great pleasure, giving pleasure to a tutor or to

a spiritual guide.

, a. (from f , great pleasure, and , caus-

ed by), arising from great pleasure, caused by the ple

sure which is felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

seepwalks, a. (from sf , great pleasure, and 3, des

titute of), destitute of great pleasure.

stoft , a. (from stof , great pleasure, and , empty),

destitute of great pleasure.

sf , a. (from st , great pleasure, and
e, in

dicating), indicating great pleasure in the mind, indi-

cative of the pleasure felt by a tutor, or by a spiritu

al guide.

sofi , a. (from f , great pleasure, and 7 , desti-

tute), destitute of great degrees of pleasure.

Spa , s . (from s , great, a tutor, and af , gratification),

the gratification or satisfaction of a tutor or of a spi-

ritual guide, great gratification, great satisfaction.

severa, a. (from great gratification, and ☎, to

do), causing great satisfaction or gratification, gratify-

ing to a tutor, giving satisfaction to the mind of a tu-

tor or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুতৃষ্টিকারক, a. (from গুরুতৃপ্তি, great gratification, and কারক,

causing), causing great satisfaction or gratification,

causing the gratification or satisfaction of a tutor, or

of a spiritual guide.

szuſtein, a. (from , great satisfaction, and ☎ifa ,

making , giving great satisfaction or gratification, caus

44834, a. (from ste, great satisfaction, and 37,

producible), arising from great gratification or satisfac-

tion, arising from the gratification or satisfaction felt

by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide .

seofchtge, a. (from soft, great satisfaction, and nige,

giving), affording great gratification or satisfaction, giv.

ing satisfaction or gratification to a tutor, or to a spi-

ritual guide.

segents , a. (from , great satisfaction, and af ,

giving), affording great gratification or satisfaction,

giving satisfaction or gratification to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide.

¶&518±15, s. (from , great satisfaction, and , de-

struction), the destruction of great gratification or sa.

tisfaction, the destruction of the gratification or satis-

faction felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

$ 3 ‡• *, a. (from я , great satisfaction, and T ,

destructive), destructive to great gratification or satis-

faction, destructive to the gratification or satisfaction

felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

fañ,
, a. (from , great satisfaction, and

destructive), destructive to great satisfaction or grati-

fication, destructive to the gratification or satisfaction

feltby a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

satt, s. (from , great satisfaction, and it, de-

s'ruction), the destruction of great satisfaction or grati

fication, the destruction ofthe gratification or satisfac-

tion felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

state, a. (from st , great satisfaction, and de,

destructive), destructive to great gratification or satis

faction, destructive to the gratification or satisfaction

felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

গুরুতৃপ্তিনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from গুরুতৃপ্তি, great satisfaction, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing great satisfaction or gratifi-

cation to cease, putting an end to the gratification or

satisfaction felt by a tutor or spiritual guide.

Höglefiætaæ, a. (from$ , great satisfaction, and faizle,

preventive), preventing great pleasure ofmind or satis-

faction, preventing the gratification or satisfaction of a

tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

ing the satisfaction or gratification of a tutor or
spirituta , s. (from fe, great satisfaction, and faztea,

গুরুতৃপ্তি , নিবারণ,

prevention), the preventing ofgreat satisfaction or plea-

el guide.
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sure of mind, the preventing of a tutor or spiritual

guide from feeling gratification or satisfaction.

szafize, s. (from $ , great satisfaction, and face,

cessation), the cessation of great pleasure or satisfac-

tion, the cessation of the pleasure or satisfaction felt

by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

se , a. (from , great satisfaction, and 5, giv.

ing) , giving great pleasure or satisfaction, giving plea.

sure or satisfaction to a tutor or to a spiritual guide.

shofteme, a. (from £ 3, great satisfaction , and STF,

caused by), arising from, or caused by great satisfaction,

arising from, or caused by the pleasure of mind or sa-

tisfaction felt by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

stafeafs, a. (from st , great satisfaction, and af³,

destitute of), destitute of extraordinary pleasure of

mind or satisfaction.

stafetas, a. (from sß, great satisfaction, and A , EMP-

ty), destitute of extraordinary pleasure of mind or of

satisfaction.

, a. (from se, great satisfaction, and 5 , in-

dicating), indicating great pleasure or satisfaction, in-

dicating the pleasure of mind or satisfaction felt by a

tutor, orby a spiritual guide.

skraft , a. (from s , great satisfaction, and 1a , des

titute), destitute of extraordinary pleasure or satisfac-

tion.

, s. (from E, important), greatness, importance, weight,

honourableness , glory, majesty.

, s . (from я , a preceptor, and fi, a fee), an ac-

knowledgment or fee given by a student to his pre

ceptor when he has finished his education and is about

to leave him.

st , a. (from st , a preceptor, and 3, given), given by a

preceptor or superior.

stäñati, s. (from si , a preceptor, and H , a state) , the death

of a parent, or of one who is entitled to respect e-

ther from relationship or office.

st , a. (from S , a tutor, and 3, consecrated),

put in possession of his muntra or religious sentence by

his spiritual guide, introduced into a course of reli-

gious actions by his spiritual guide.

staat , s . (from , great, a tutor, and , afliction),

great affliction, the affliction or trouble of a tutor or of

a spiritual guide.

see, a. (from stone , great affliction, and ax, pro-

ducing), producing great affliction, causing affliction or

trouble to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide,

SKE.

গুরুদুঃখজন্য , a. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction , and জন্য, pro-

ducible), produced by heavy afflictions, arising from the

troubles or afflictions of a tutor or of a spiritual guide.

Sheth, a. (from stor, great affliction , and 1, to give),

givinggreat trouble or affliction, giving trouble, or caus .

ing affliction to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

sten:antuæ, a. (from я , great affliction , and ūtē, giv.no

ing), giving great trouble or affliction, giving trouble,

or causing affliction to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

santul, a. (from het, great affliction, and afgą, giv-

16 ~

ing), giving great trouble or affliction, giving trouble,

or causing affliction to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

, s. (from est, great affliction, and de-

struction), the removal ofgreat trouble or affliction, the

removingthe affliction ofa tutor, orof a spiritual guide.

stanuje, a. (from , great affliction, and 7 ,

destructive), removing great trouble or affliction, re-

moving the affliction of a tutor or of a spiritual guide,

a. (from , great affliction, and for,

destructive), removing great trouble or affliction , remov

ing the affliction of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

8 , 8. (from sz , great affliction, and at , de-

struction), the removal of great trouble or affliction, the

removal ofthe afflictions of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুদুঃখনাশক, a. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction , and নাশক, ds-

structive), removing great affliction , removing the afflic-

tions of a tutor or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুদুঃখনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction, and নিৰ্ত্তন্ত

putting a stop to), putting a stop to heavy affliction,

putting a stop to the afflictions of a tutor or of a spiri.

'tual guide ..

গুরুদুঃখনিবারক, a. (from গুরুঃখ, great affliction, and নিবারক,

preventive), preventing heavy afflictions, preventing the

affiction or distress of a tutor or of a spiritual guide.

গুরুদুঃখনিবারণ, s. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction, and নিবারণ,

prevention), the prevention of a heavy affliction, the

preventing the distress or affliction of a tutor or of a

spiritual guide.

gan:afazie, s. (from sne , great afliction, and fiziy,

cessation), the cessation of heavy aliction, the ces-

sation of the distress or afliction of a tutor or of a

spiritual guide.

stuff , a . (from
, great affliction, and fate,

a cause), arising from heavy afflictions, caused by the

distress or affliction of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide .

গুরুদুঃখবিলাল, s. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction, and বিনাশ,

destruction), the removal of heavy afflictions, the re-
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moval of the distresses or afflictions of a tutor or of a

spiritual guide.

গুকদুঃখৰিদাশক, a. (from গুরুদুঃখ, great affliction , and ৰিনাশক,

destroying), removing heavy afflictions, removing the

afflictions or distresses of a tutor, or of a spiritual

guide.

, a. (from , great affliction, and , in-

dicating), indicating heavy affliction, indicating the

distress or affliction of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

, s. (from , great afliction, and T , one

who kills), a person or thing which removes heavy

affliction, a person or thing which removes the distress

or affliction of a tutor, or that of a spiritual guide.

gif , a. (from , great affliction, and gifi, a

loss), a lessening or removal of heavy affliction, the les-

sening or removal of the distress or affliction of a tu

tor, or of a spiritual guide.

sha, s. (from st , a preceptor, and c , agod), a precep

tor, a spiritual guide, a parent or superior.

, s. (from , a preceptor, and if , a daughter's

son), a preceptor's daughter's son.

গুর দুৌহিত্রী , s. ( from ड, a preceptor, and দৌহিত্রী, a daugh-

ter's daughter), a preceptor's daughter's daughter.

E , s. (from H , a preceptor, and c , injury), the

murder of a parent, the murder of a preceptor, or of a

superior.

stacktet, a. (from sa, a preceptor, and caffen, injuring), ||

guilty of the murder of a parent, of a preceptor, or of a

superior.

st , s . (from st , a preceptor, and , destruction),

the murder or destruction of a spiritual guide or of

any one who is entitled to respect on account of his

office or relationship.

HĦ , a. (from s , a preceptor, and , destructive),

destructive to a spiritual guide, or to any person whose

office or relationship entitles him to respect; s. one

who destroys a parent, a spiritual guide, or any other

person who is entitled to his veneration .

, a. (from , a preceptor, and , destructive

to), destructive to a parent, to a spiritual guide, or to

any person whose office or relationship entitles him to

respect.

st, s. (from , a preceptor, and , destruction), the

destruction or murder of a parent, ofa spiritual guide,

or of any person whose office or relationship entitles

him to respect.

st , a . (from s , a preceptor, and at , destructive),

destructive to a spiritual guide, or to any one whose of

fice orrelationship entitles him to respect ; s. one who

destroys a spiritual guide, or one entitled to his respect.

fact, a. (from , a preceptor, and fat, near), near a

spiritual guide or one whose office or relationship en-

titles him to respect.

facts , ɑ. (from stofa , near a preceptor, and st³,

gone), gone to a tutor or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুনিকটগতি, s. ( from মুফনিকট, near a preceptor, and fs,

motion), access to a tutor or to a spiritual guide .

গুরুনিকটগমন, s. ( from গুরুনিকট, near a preceptor, and গমন,

a going , the going to a preceptor or to a spiritual

guide.

গুরুনিকটগামী, a. (from গুরুনিকট, Near a preceptor, and গাযিন,

going), going to a preceptor or to a spiritual guide.

gefiætzo), a. (from soft, near a preceptor, and Tn,

being), being in the vicinity of a preceptor.

sefiætanfs, s. (from syfaæt, near a preceptor, and auf³,

a residence), a residence near a preceptor, or near a

spiritual guide.

গুরুনিকট'স, s. (from গুরুনিকট, near a preceptor, and ৰাস, ৫

residence), a residence near a preceptor, or near a spi-

ritual guide.

gefætamil, a. (from sofiet, near a preceptor, and zifa ,

residing), residing near a preceptor, or neara spiritual

guide.

sofiets, a. (from stefiet, near a preceptor, aud , toগুরুনিকটস্থ ,

be situated), situated near a spiritual guide, or near a

preceptor.

গুকনিকটস্থায়ী, a. (from গুরুনিকট, Near a preceptor, and স্থায়ি

staying), continuing near a preceptor, or near a spiri-

tual guide.

গুরুনিকটস্থিত, a. (from গুরুনিকট, near a preceptor , and স্থিত,

situated), situated near a preceptor, or near a spiritual

guide.

stefiætt , a. (from я , near a preceptor, and i ,

come), arrived in the presence of his preceptor, or of

his spiritual guide.

গুরুনিকটাামন, s. ( from গুর নুিকট, near a preceptor, and আগমন,

a coming), the approaching of a preceptor, or ofa spi-

ritual guide.

গুকনি টোপস্থিত, a. (from গুর নুিকট, near a preceptor, and

84f , present), present with or near a preceptor or

near a spiritual guide.

safe, a. (from se, apreceptor, and fae, censuring),

censuring or reproaching superiors ; s. one who re-

proaches or censures his preceptor or his superiors.
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san , s. (from s , a preceptor, and fim , censure), the

reproaching or censuring of a preceptor or superior.

Hi, s. (from se, a preceptor, and 7, a wife), the wife

of a spiritual guide.

sette, a. (from , heavy, and H , digestion), difficult

of digestion.

, s. (from ste, difficult of digestion, and

tas , a thing), an article of food which is difficult of

digestion.

, s. (from st , a tutor, and , the lotus foot),

a term of flattery signifying a tutor's foot, literally, the

lotus foot of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

settet, s. (from st , great, and at , sin), a great crime.

*** , s. (from H , a preceptor, and , a son), the son of

a preceptor, or of a superior.

HELAI, s. (from y , a preceptor, and , worship), the

respect paid, or due to a preceptor, or to a superior. '

Jena, s. (from **, a preceptor, and ‹ ¤, a grandson), a

preceptor's grandson .

sy, a . (from , a preceptor, and fry, beloved), belov

ed by his preceptor or by his superiors : loving his

preceptor or superiors.

sfs, s. (from , a preceptor, and s, love), the affec

tion of a preceptor for his students.

e , a. (from stifs, apreceptor's love to his students,

and to do), causing a preceptor to love his pupils.

gæfifsælar, a. (from is, a preceptor's love to his stu-

dents, and a , causing), causing a preceptor to love

his pupils.

seifsæti, a. (from ss, a preceptor's love to his pu-

pils, and far, making), causing a preceptor to love

his pupils.

gifs51 , a. (froms³, a preceptor's love to his pu-

pils, and , producing), producing or occasioning a

preceptor's love to his pupils.

sz , a. (from fifs, a preceptor's love to his pu

pils, and , producible), producible or arising from

a preceptor's love to his pupils.

stiffon, a. (from , a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and , to give), causing a preceptor to love his pupils.

sifonu , a. (from sfs, a preceptor's love to his pu

pils, and , giving), causing a preceptor to love his

pupils.

før , s. (from sifs, a preceptor's love to hispupils,

and , destruction), the destruction of a preceptor's

love to his pupils.

sfokne, a. (from gifs, a preceptors love to his pu-

W

pils, and , destructive), destructive to the lowe

which a preceptor bears to his pupils.

and

, a. (from skis, a preceptor's love to his pupils.

f , destructive), destructive to the love which

a preceptor bears to his pupils.

গুরুপ্রীতিনাশ, ৪. ( from গুরুপ্রীতি, the affection of a preceptor to

his pupils, and, t, destruction), the destruction of that

affection which a preceptor bears to his pupils .

গুকপ্রীতিনাশক, a. (from গুরুপ্রীতি, the offection of a preceptor.

for hispupils, and , destructive), destructive to that

affection which a preceptor bears to his pupils.

sfsfsæéæ, a, (from si , a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and fa , causing to cease , hindering, or causing the

cessation of a preceptor's love to his pupils .

яffs , a. (from si , a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and , giving) , causing a preceptor to love his pupils.

HEHffice, a, (from gifs, a preceptor's love to his

pupils, and fa , obstructing), obstructing a pre-

ceptor's love for his pupils.

< ifs , a. (from gifs, a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and T , increasing), increasing the affection which a

preceptor bears to his pupils.

fa, 8. (from st , a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and , increase), the increase of a preceptor's love

to his pupils.

effaf , a . (from si , a preceptor's love to his

pupils, and faf , possessed of), possessed of the affec-

tion of his preceptor.

HEHF, a. (from is, a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and TF, joined to), possessed of the affection of his pre-

ceptor.

If , a. (from si , a preceptor's love to his pupils,

and 3, destitute of), destitute of his preceptor's love.

SETIH, 8. (from H , a spiritual guide, and Taя, an oblation),

the making an oblation or a gift of clothes or jewels

to a spiritual guide. This is considered as the first thing

to be done in a very great number of the Hindoo ce-

remonies of religion.

se , s. (from ste, accented, and , a letter), a long or ac-

cented vowel, a vowel which is long by position.

stafafat , a . (from st , a preceptor, and faft , possessed of),

possessed of a spiritual preceptor, connected with or

having parents or superiors.

sta, s. (from st , great, and , knowledge), a firm

conviction, a clear idea, a firm opinion .

HESE, ɑ. (from H , a preceptor, and 55, devoted to), de.

voted to a spiritual guide.
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SK .

f , s. (from ste, a preceptor, and sf , devotion), devot-

eduress to a spiritual preceptor.

গুরুভক্তিকারক, a. (from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor, and কারক,

causing), causing devotedness to a tutor, or to a spiri-

tual guide.

seofsæti, a. (from of , devotion to a tutor, and

at , making), causing devotedness to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide.

মুরুভক্তিজনক, a. (from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor, and জনক ,

producing), producing, devotion to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide.

গুরুভক্তিজন্য , a. ( from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor, and জন্য,

producible), arising from devotion to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide.

34 , a. (from f , devotion to a tutor, and

, eminent), eminent in devotion to a tutor, or to

a spiritual guide.

ft , s. (from F, devotion to a tutor, and ,

destruction), the destruction of devotion to a tutor, or

to a spiritual guide.

geofetane, a. (from Hess, devotion to a tutor, and

, destructive), destructive to the devotion of a

disciple to his tutor, or to his spiritual guide.

esfet , a. (from f , devotion to a tutor, and

, destructive), destructive to the devotion of a

disciple to his tutor, or to his spiritual guide.

গুরুভক্তিনাশ, s. (from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor, and দাশ,

destructive), the destructive of that devotion which a

disciple owes to his tutor, or to his spiritual guide.

gofaz, a. (from gefs, devotion to a tutor, and

at , destructive), destructive to that devotion which a

disciple owes to his tutor, or to his spiritual guide.

গুরুভক্তিনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a . (from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor,and নিৰ্ত্তক,

putting astop to), putting a stop to that devotion which

a disciple owes to his tutor, or to his spiritual guide.

gsfofazize, a. (from f , devotion to a tutor, and

fata , preventing), preventing the devotion of a pupil

to his tutor, or that of a disciple to his spiritual guide.

গুরুভক্তিনিবারণ , s. (from গুরুভক্তি, devotion to a tutor, and

Frata , prevention), the preventing of devotion to a tu-

tor, or to a spiritual guide .

qesfeyfotar, a. (from , devotion to a tutor, and

fa , obstructing), obstructing devotion to a tutor

or to a spiritual guide.

gosfefafite, a. (from f , devotion to a tutor, and

faft , possessed of), devoted to a tutor, or to a spiri-

tual guide,

LEGTE, 4. (from

SK.

, devotion to a tutor, and

united to), connected with devotion to a tutor, or to a

spiritual guide, devoted to a tutor, or to a spiritual

guide.

sta, s. (from , a preceptor, and t , a condition), pre-

ceptorship, the circumstance of being a superior,

weightiness, importance.

ta, a. (from , heavy, and sta, a load), a heavy load,

a great weight.

st , s. (from , heavy, and cst , a meal), a hearty

meal, a gormandizing, the eating of things difficult of

digestion, an eating to excess.

qEastaaqa, s. (from T, a teacher, 3, a manner, or a

profession, and I , a depending on), a following the

same line of conduct, or joining the same religious sect

that a spiritual guide does .

, a. (from 3, the manner of a teacher, and

f , depending on), following the same line of con-

duct that a spiritual teacher does, or joining the same

religious sect that he does.

Hi , s. (from F, great, a tutor, and at , respect),

the respect due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide , great

respect.

গুরুমর্যাদাকারক, s. (from গুরুমর্যাদা , the respect due to a tator ,

and ta , causing), shewing respect to a tutor, or to

a spiritual guide.

গুরুমর্যাদাকারী, a. (from গুরুমর্যাদা, the respect due to a tutor

and at , making), shewing respect to a tutor, or to

a spiritual guide.

Hæktanæ, ɑ . (from , the respect du to a tutor,

and , producing), producing respect for a tutor, or

for a spiritual guide.

গুকমর্য্যাদাজন্য, a . (from গুরুর্যাদা, the respect due to a tutor

and I, producible), arising from the respect due to a

tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুমর্যাদাধ্বংস, s. (from গুরুমৰ্য্যাদা, the respect due to a tutor

and , destruction), the destruction of that respect

which is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুমর্যাদার সক, a. (from গুরুমৰ্যাদা, the respect due to a tator,

and , destructive), destructive to the respect which

is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

g ), a. (from it, the respect due to a tutor,

and , destructive), destructive to the respect

which is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুমর্য্যাদানাশ, s. (from গুৰুমৰ্যাদা, the respect due to a tutor,

and , destruction), the destruction of the respect

which is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.
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statt , a. (from sin , the respect due to a tutor,

and ***, destructive), destructive to the respect which

is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

stant , s. (from , the respect due to a tutor,

and fa , destruction), the destruction of that respect

which is due to a tutor, or 10 a spiritual guide.

গুরুমৰ্য্যাদাৰিনাশক, a. (from গুরুমর্যাদা, the respect due toa tu

tor, and fine, destructive), destructive to the respect

which is due to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

stays, a. (from st , a preceptor, and , joined to), con-

nected with a spiritual preceptor, having parents or

superiors.

seaſe, « . (from ste, a preceptor, and af , destitute of), des-

titute of a spiritual preceptor, destitute of parents or

superiors.

stats, s. (from, a precepter, and as, gain), the acqui-

sition ofa spiritual preceptor.

sttha , s. (from s , a preceptor, and that, close atten-

tion), a close attendance on, or a desire to hear the lec-

tures of a tutor, an obsequious attendance on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide,

stata, s. (from 4, a preceptor, and , vicinity),

the vicinity of a preceptor, or ofa spiritual guide .

sfafa, s. (from , a tuter, and af , vicinity), the vi-

cinity of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

fafasts, a. (from faf , vicinity to a tutor, and so,

gene), gone to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

গুরুসঘিবিগমন, s . (from গুরুশরিধি, vicinity to a tutor, and star,

a going), the going to a tutor, or to a spiritual guide,

access to a tutor or to a spiritual guide.

genfafâstât, a. (from sufaft, vicinity ofa tutor, and saa,

going , going to a preceptor or to a spiritual guide.

senfastað), a. (from faft, vicinity to a tutor, and af

being), existing or being with a tutor, or with a spiri-

tual guide.

গুকসন্নিধিবসতি, ৪. (from গুরুসন্নিধি, vicinity to a tutor, and

C

, a residence), a residence in the vicinity of a tu

tor, or ofa spiritual guide.

gaufaftatu, s. (fromsa, vicinity to a tutor, and

residence), a residence in the vicinity of a tutor, or of

a spiritual guide.

saufaftant, a. (from stof , vicinity to a tutor, and

alfa , residing), residing in the vicinity of a tutor, or

of a spiritual guide.

sunfäfta, a. (from sofaft, vicinity to a tutor, and T,

to be situated), situated near a tutor, or near a spiri-

tual guide.

skonfafett, a. (from staff , the vicinity to a tutor, and

, staying), continuing near a tutor, or near a spi.

ritual guide.

sfato, a. (from a , vicinity to a tutor, and

f , situated), situated near a tutor, or near a spiritu

al guide.

, s . (from , a preceptor, and , vicinity), the

vicinity ofa preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

HЯs, a. (from seat, the vicinity of a preceptor,

and st³, gone), gone to a preceptor, or to a spiritual

guide.

গুরুসমীপামন, s. (from গরুসমীপ, the vicinity ofa preceptor, and

st , a going), the going to a preceptor, or to a spiri-

tual guide.

, a. (from , the vicinity of a preceptor,

and f , going), approaching a preceptor, or a spiri-

tual guide.

st, a. (from stat, the vicinity of a preceptor,

and af , being), existing or being near a preceptor, or

a spiritual guide.

গুরুসমীপতি, s. (from গুরুমহীপ, the vicinity ofapreceptor,

and ³, a residence), a residence in the vicinity ofa

preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুৰুসমীপৰাস, s . (from গুরুসমীপ, the vicinity of a preceptor,

and , a residence), a residencein the vicinity of a

preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

Ì, a. (from st , the vicinity of a preceptor,

and f , residing), residing in the vicinity of a pre-

ceptor or of a spiritual guide.

, a. (from , the vicinity of a preceptor,

and , to be situate), situated in the vicinity of apre-

ceptor or of a spiritual guide.

, a. (from , the vicinity ofa preceptor,

and , staying , continuing near a preceptor, or a

spiritual guide.

Hæf³, a. (from stof , the vicinity of a preceptor,

andf , situated), situated near a preceptor, or a spi-

ritual guide.

sztettsts, a. (from soft, the vicinity of a preceptor,

and ist , come), come to, or arrived in the presence of

a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide.

stata, s. (from , the vicinity of a preceptor,

and ts , a coming), the coming intothe presence of

a preceptor, or of a spiritual guide,

ge¤ÂHaft3, «. (from sЯ , the vicinity of a precep-

tor, and sf , situated near), situated near or present

with a preceptor, or with a spiritual guide.

W2
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গুর .ু

su , s. (from ste, great, a tutor, and 4, happiness), great

happiness, the happiness of a tutor or of a spiritual

guide.

SE, ɑ. (from , great happiness, and HF, pro-

ducing), producing great happiness, producing the hap-

piness ofa tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

, a. (from , great happiness, and as, pro.

ducible), arising from great happiness, arising from the

happiness ofa tutor or of a spiritual guide.

, a. (from я , great happiness, and , to give),

giving great happiness, giving happiness to a tutor, or

to a spiritual guide.

stenta , a. (from st , great happiness, and ætaæ,

giving , giving great happiness, giving happiness to a

tutor, or to a spiritual guide.

sia, a. (from s , great happiness, and tf , giv-

ing), giving great happiness, giving happiness to a tu-

tor orto a spiritual guide.

1, s. (from st, great happiness, and taigi,

desire), a desire for great happiness, a desire for the

happiness of a tutor, or ofa spiritual guide.

গুকসখাকাङ्क्षী, a . ( from গুকসr, greathappiness, and আ'কা ूি,

desirous), desirous of great happiness, desirous of the

happiness of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

, s. (from , great happiness, and , desire),

a desire for great happiness, a desire for the happiness

ofa tutor or of a spiritual guide.

, great happiness, and desir-ইজু
a . a . (from

ous), desirous of great happiness, desirous ofthe hap

piness of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

ses, a. (from 4, great happiness, and , desir

eus), desirous of great happiness, desirous of the hap-

piness of a tutor or of a spiritual guide.

dartfonta, s. (from , great happiness, and smta,

desire), a desire forgreat happiness, a desire for the hap-

piness of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

গুরু স্থাভিলারী, a. (from গুরুসুখ, great happiness, and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of great happiness, desirous of the

happiness of a tutor or of a spiritual guide .

HEHE, a. (from ; a preceptor, and cĦT , serving), at-

tending obsequiously on a preceptor, or on a spiritual

guide.

JUHAI, s. (from
a preceptor, and , service), obse-

quious attention to a tutor or to a spiritual guide.

KAZIæci, s.(from HTH , attendance on a preceptor, and

, a doer), one who attends obsequiously on a pre-

ceptor, or on a spiritual guide.

stae.

HETİPİgi, s. (from

atts , desire), a desire of attendingon a spiritual guide,

a desire of attending a tutor's lectures.

HEHOTGÌ, a. (from

Я , attendance on a tutor, and

, attendance on a tutor), desir-

ous of attendance on the instructions of a tutor, or of

a spiritual guide.

Seratatze, a. (from , attendance on apreceptor, and

, doing), attending obsequiously on a tutor; s. a

person who attends on his preceptor or on a spiritual

guide.

গুকসেবাকারী, a. (from গ্লুকসেবা, attendance on a preceptor, and

fa , performing), attending obsequiously on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide.

sig , a. (from
, attendance on a tutor, and

613, fallenfrom , fallen from the privilege of attending

on a spiritual guide, or on a tutor.

গুকসেরজনক, a. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

FIT, producing), producing assiduous attendance on a

preceptor, or on a spiritual guide.

HEAT , a. (from
, attendance on a tutor, and

, producible), arising from assiduous attendance on

a tutor, or on a spiritual guide .

গুরুসের তৎপর, a. ( from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

g , eminent , eminent in obsequious attendance on a

tufor, or on a spiritual guide.

, s. (from , attendince on a tutor, and

, destruction), the ruin of all attendance on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide.

***, a. (from st , attendance on a tutor, and

, destructive), destructive to attendance on a pre-

ceptor, or on a spiritual guide.

st, a. (from , attendance on a tutor, and

, destructive), destructive to attendance on a pre.

ceptor, or on a spiritual guide.

Fatafe , a. (from se , attendance on a tutor, and

, unacquainted with), unacquainted with the duty

of obsequious attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual

guide.

geata , s. (from ste , attendance on a tutor, and

at , destruction), the ruin of attendance on a precep-

tor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুকসোনাশক , a. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor , and

, destructive), destructive to attendance on a tu-

tor, or on a spiritual guide.

decaifame, a. (from H , attendance on a tutor, and

fa , censuring), censuring or reproaching the atten

dance paid to a preceptor, or to a spiritual guide.
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salan, s. (from

SIZE

, attendance on a tutor, and

fil, censure), a censure or reproach cast upon the at-

tendance on a preceptor, or upon assiduous attendance

on a spiritual guide.

Nahid, a. (from HT , attendance on a tutor, and

fad, eminent), eminent in obsequious attendance on

a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুরুসেবানিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

fada, putting a stop to), putting a stop to assiduous

attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুকসোনিকারক, a. (from গুরুসো, attendance on atutor, and

Fata , preventing), preventing attendance on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide.

গুকসেৱানিবারণ, s. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

fatad, prevention), the prevention of attendance on a

tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

HEAF, a. (from HEA, attendance on a tutor, and

, attached to), attached to a course of assiduous

attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

Regist, s. (from HT, attendance on a tutor, and

st, attachment), an attachment to a course of ob-

sequious attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

saataisit, a. (from st1, allendance on a tutor, and

waista, loving), delighting in obsequious attendance

on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুরুসেৱান্বিত, a . (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

afs, connected with , attending assiduously on a tu

tor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুকসেৰাপ্ৰিয়, a. (from গুরুসেৱা, attendance on a tulor , and প্রিয,়

beloved), fond of assiduous attendance on a tutor, or ou

a spiritual guide.

stefan, ad. (from
, attendance on a tutor, and

f , without), without paying assiduous attendance on

a tutor, or on a spiritual teacher.

sasaff , a. (from H , attendance on a tutor, and

faf , possessed of, having the privilege of giving as

siduous attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual teacher.

গুরুজেৰাৰিহীন, a. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on atutor, and

fa, destitute of, destitute of the privilege of assidu-

ously attending on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

siswa, s. (from S , attendance on a tutor, and

Zs , a transgression), a transgression or disregard

of the duty of assiduous attendance on a tutor, or on

a spiritual guide.

গুকসোডিরিক্ত , a. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

fofas, exemplca), exempted fromattendance on a tu-

tor, or on a spiritual guide.

SKE

qaratifsize, s. (from stat, attendance on a tutor, and

afsta , an exemption), an exemption from obsequi-

ous attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide..

states, a. (from si, attendance on a tutor, and

, acquainted with) , acquainted with the duty of

obsequious attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুরুসেবাভিলাষ, s. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and

sta, desire), a desire of obsequiously attending on

a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

gematisatâ, «. (from , attendance on a tutor, and

afontfan, desirous), desirous of obsequiously attending

on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

HEATIN, a. (from HH , attendance on a tutor, and Я,

immersed), immersed in attendance on a tutor, or in ob-

sequiously attending on a spiritual guide.

Hats, a. (from HT , attendance on a tutor, and TF,

joined to), having the privilege of attendance on a pre-

ceptor, or on a spiritual guide, connected with obse-

quious attendance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুরুসেবারড, a. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and রত;

delighted with), delighted with attendance on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide.

Hestaks, a. (from HT, attendance on a tutor, and

af , destitute of), destitute of the privilege of atten.

dance on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

HETTI, a. (from , attendance on a tutor, and 1,

empty), destitute of the privilege of attendance on a tu-

tor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুরুসেৰাহন্তা, ৪. (from গুরুসেবা, attendance onatutor, and

one who kills), a person or circumstance which prevents

or makes ineffectual the attendance of a disciple on his

tutor or spiritual guide.

stemtifeane, ɑ. (from , attendance on a tutor, and

f , injuring), injurious to obsequious attendance

on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

stfel, s. (from s , attendance on a tutor, and

f , injury), an injury to obsequious attendance os

a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

, a. (from , attendance on a tutor, and 7,

destitute of), destitute of the privilege of attendance.

on a tutor, or on a spiritual guide.

গুকসেৰেদ্ধা, s . ( from গুরুসেবা, attendance on a tutor, and ইহ)ু,

desire), a desire of attending obsequiously on a tutor,

or on a spiritual guide.

HEATH, a. (from g , attendance on a tutor, and ₹5,

desirous), desirous of attending obsequiously on a tu

tor, or on a spiritual guide.
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ক. star.

গুরুসেবেলুক, a. (from , altendance on a tutor, and

, desirous), desirous of attending obsequiously on

a tutor, or on a spiritual guide .

seri, s. (from E, a spiritual guide, and 1, murder),

the murder of a spiritual guide, or of a parent or other

superior, a parricide.

JECU , s. (from HP, a tutor, and T , one who kills), one

who kills a parent, a tutor, a spiritual guide, or any

other person who from his office or relationship is en

titled to respect.

HT), a. (from HF, a tutor, and T , to kill) , killing a pa-

rent, a tutor, a spiritual guide, or any other person who

from his office or relationship is entitled to respect.

, a . (from , a tutor, and a, bereft), destitute of

a tutor or ofa spiritual guide.

LFIHOF, a. (from F, a tutor, and 1 , a cause), caused by

a tutor or by a spiritual guide.

HFF, s. (from HE, a preceptor, and sf , a speech), the say-

ings ofa preceptor, the precepts of a preceptor, or of a

spiritual guide.

Ad, s . (from E, accented, and stad, pronunciation), the

pronunciation of a long or accented vowel, or of one

long by position, the words uttered by a preceptor or

by a spiritual guide, or rather, the utterance of a sen-

timent or precept by him.

stava, s. (from S , a preceptor, and 3 , a reply), the an-

swer of a preceptor or of a spiritual guide.

s , a. (from я , a preceptor, and sЯf , instructed),

instructed by a preceptor or by a spiritual guide.

st, s. (from st , a preceptor, and so , instruction),

the precepts or instructions given by a perceptor, or by

a spiritual guide.

st , a. (from st , the instructions ofa tuter, and

13, fallenfrom), fallen from observing the precepts of

a spiritual guide, or of a tutor.

s , a. (from st, the instructions of a tutor,

and I, producible), arising from the instructions giv.

en by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

গুণদেশজাত, a . ( from গুরুপদেশ , the instructions of a teator, and

ts, born), arising from, or produced by theinstructions.

of a tutor, or of a spiritual guide.

:

গুপদেশনাশ, s . ( from গুপদেশ, the instructions of atutor, and

, destruction), the rendering the precepts of a tutor,

or of a spiritual teacher ineffectual.

grantenatatata, a . (from st , the instructions of a tutor,

and t , destructive), destructive to the instructions

given by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

গুরু পদেশনিন্দক , a . ( from সুরূপদেশ , the instructions of a tutor,

and fa , censuring), censuring orreproaching the pre-

cepts of a tutor, or those of a spiritual guide.

গকপদেশনিন্দা, s. (from গুরুপদেশ , the instructions of a tutor,

and , censure), a censure or reproach cast on the

precepts of a tutor, or on those of a spiritual guide.

গুরুপদেশনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and fax , causing to cease), the putting a stop to the

precepts orinstructions ofa tutor, or of aspiritual guide.

গুরূপদেশনিবারক, a . (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions ofa tutor

and fat , perventing), preventing or obstructing the

instructions given by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশনিবারণ, s . ( from গুপদেশ, the instructions ofa tutor

andfig , prevention), a perventing the instructions of

a tutor, or those of a spiritual guide.

গুরূপদেশনিবৃত্তি, s . ( from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a lutor ,

and ff , cessation), a cessation of, or desisting from

the precepts or instructions ofa tutor, or from those of

a spiritual guide.

গুরুপদেশনিযুক্ত , a. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and f , appointed) , appointed to enforce the precepts

of a tutor, engaged in the practice of the precepts

given by a tutor, or by a spiritual guide.

গুরুপদেশপ্রিয় , a. (from সুপদেশ, the instructions of atutor,

and f , beloved) , fond ofthe precepts or instructions

of a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুৰূপদেশবিনা , ad. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions ofa tutor

and f , without), without the instructions of a tutor,

or those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশবিশিষ্ট, a . (from সুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and faf , possessed of), having the advantage of the

instructions of a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশৰিহীন, a. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and fæ , destitute f, destitute of the instructions of

a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from গুরূপ:দশ, the instructions ofa tuter,

and ff , exempted from), exempted from, or not

having the instructions of a tutor, or those of a spiri

tual guide.

গুপদেশৰ্যতিরেক , s. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and f , an exemption), an exemption from the pre

cepts or instructions of a tutor, or from those of a spi-

ritual guide.

গুকপদেশযুক্ত , a. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of atutor

and ,joined to), connected with the precepts or in-

structions ofa tutor, or with those ofa spiritual teacher.

গন্ধপদেশরহিত, a. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor
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sta .

and3 , destitute of), destitute of the instructions or

precepts ofa tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশশূন্য , a. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and , empty), destitute of the instructions or pre-

cepts of a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

ska , a. (from stat , the instructions of a tutor,

and , destitute), destitute of the instructions or pre-

cepts of a tutor, or of those ofa spiritual instructor.

statæ , s. (from st , the instructions of a spiri

tual guide, and 1 , desire), a desire for the instruc

tions ofa tutor, or for those of a spiritual instructor.

গুপদেশাকাঞ্জী, a. (from গুরুপদেশ , the instructions of a tutor,

and to , desirous), desirous of the instructions ofa

tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশানভিজ্ঞ , a. (from সকপদেশ, the instructions ofa tutor,

and af , unacquainted with), unacquainted with the

precepts of a tutor, or with those of a spiritual guide.

গুকপদেশানুযায়ী, a. (from গুরূপদেশ, the instructions ofa tutor,

and if , followingupon), following upon, or corres-

ponding with the instructions of a tutor, or with those

of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশানুরক্ত , a. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of atutor,

and F, attached to), attached to, or fond of the in-

structions of a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশানুরাগ, s. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and at, attachment to), a fondness for the precepts or

instructions of a tutor, or for those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশানুরাগী, a. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and waalfsa,fond of), fond of the precepts or instruc-

tions of a tutor, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশান্বিত, a . (from সুরূপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor,

and f , connected with), having the instructions of a

tutor, or those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশাভিলাষ, s . (from গুপদেশ, the instructions ofa teacher ,

and fat , desire), a desire after the precepts or in-

structions of a tutor, or after those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশাভিলাষী , a. (from গুরুপদেশ, the instructions of a teach-

er, and fat , desirous), desirous ofthe instructions

of a teacher, or of those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশ।সহিষ্ণ ,ু ৫. (from গুপদেশ, the instructions of a teach-

er, and wake, not bearing), unable to endure the pre-

cepts or instructions of a tutor, or those of a spiritual

guide.

, s. (from , the instructions ofa teacher, and

, desire), a desire for the precepts or instructions of

a tutor, or for those of a spiritual guide.

গুপদেশেছ ,ু a. (from গুরূপদেশ, the instructions of a tutor, and

গুরু

TE, desirous of), desirous of the instructions of a tutor,

or of those of a spiritual guide,

***&*, a. (from the instructions ofa tutor,

and , desiring) , desirous of the instructions ofa

tutor, or ofthose of a spiritual guide.

গুরুপাদনা , s. (from গুরু , a preceptor, and উপাসনা, attendance

on), attendance on the lectures or instructions of a pre-

ceptor.

statatata1, s. (from statt , attendance on a tutor, and

att , desire), a desire to give attendance on the lec-

tures of a tutor.

sætatis , a. (from stat , attendance on a tutor, and

ta , desirous), desirous of giving attendance on the

lectures of a tutor.

গুপাসনাকারক, a. (from সুপাসন!, attendance on apreceptor,

and , causing), causing to attend on thelectures

of a preceptor, attending the lectures of a preceptor.

কপাসনাকারী, a. (from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on the lectures

ofapreceptor, and t , doing), attending the lectures

ofa
preceptor.

st . , s. (from stat , attendance on a preceptor,

and , destruction), an interruption or hindrance to

attendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

SF¶|AA|IA®, a. (from sal, attendance on a precep-

tor, and , destructive), interrupting or preventing

attendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

st, a. (from , attendance on a preceptor,

and , destruction), interrupting or preventing at-

tendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুপাসনানাশ, s . ( from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and , destruction), the ruin or hindrance ofatten

dance on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুরুপাদনানাশক, a. (from সুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and , destructive), destructive to attendance on

the lectures of a preceptor.

গুকপাসনানিন্দক, a. (from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and f , reproaching), censuring or reproaching at.

tendance on the lectures ofa preceptor.

কপাসনানিন্দা , s. (from গুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and f , reproach), the censuring or reproaching of

attendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুকপাসনানিৰৰ্ত্তক , a. (from গুরুপাসনা , attendance on a precep-

tor, and fa , causing to cease), hindering attendance

on the lectures of a preceptor, or causing attendance

on them to cease.

গকপাসনানিবারক, a. (from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on a precep-

tor, and faize, preventing), preventing attendance on

the lectures of a preceptor.

15
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1

ক.

গুরুপাসনানিবারণ , s. (from গুরুপাসনা , attendance on a precep.

tor, and fat , prevention), the prevention of atten-

dance on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুপাসনানিবৃত্তি, s . (from সুকপাসনা, attendance ona teacher,

and fifs, cessation), a desisting from attending the

lectures of a preceptor.

nice, a. (from sa , attendance on a teacher,

and fa , a cause), arising from attendance on the lec

tures of a tutor.

গুরুপাসনাপলিক, a. ( from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on a teacher,

and Яt , nourishing), continuing to give attendance

on the lectures of a tutor.

গুপাসনাপলিন , s. (from গুরুপাসনা , attendance on a tutor, and

, a nourishing), perseverance in attendance on the

lectures of a precptor.

হৃপাসনাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from গুরুপাসনা , attendance on a precep-

tor, and f , obstructing), obstructing attendance

on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুকপাসনাপ্রিয়, a. (from সুরূপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and fa , beloved), taking pleasure in attendance on

the lectures of a preceptor.

গুপাসনাৰ্দ্ধক, a. ( from গুরুপাসনা , attendance ona preceptor,

and ☎, increasing), causing an increased attendance

on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুকণাসনাবিশিষ্ট, a. (from সুপাসনা, attendance on a precep-

tor, and faf , possessed of), attending the lectures of

a preceptor, engaged in attending on the lectures of a

preceptor.

stattet , a. (from statt , attendance on a preceptor,

and T , joined to), enjoying the advantage of atten-

dance on the lectures of a tutor, connected with atten-

dance on the lectures of a tutor.

গুরূপাসনারহিত, a. ( from গুরুপাসনা, attendance on apreceptor,

and 3, destitute), destitute or deprived of atten-

dance on the lectures of a tutor.

গুরুপাসনাশূন্য a. (from রুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and , empty), destitute of the advantage of atten-

dance on the lectures of a tutor.

মুপাসনাহত্তা, s . (from সুপাসনা, attendance on a preceptor,

and , one who kills), a person or thing which puts

a stop to attendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

গুপাসনাহানি, s . (from গৰুপাসনা , attendance on a preceptor,

and Tifa, loss), an injury to attendance on the lectures

of a preceptor.

গুপান'নাহীন, a. ( from সুপাসনা , attendance on a preceptor,

and , destitute of), destitute of the advantages of at-

tendance on the lectures of a preceptor.

Stat.

Hagi, v. a. (from , to be ready to do an act), to cause a

palpitation.

sata, s . (from steal, to palpitate), the occasioning ofa pal.

pitation ofthe heart.

E , s. (from H , a preceptor, and TT, a woman), a pre-

ceptor's wife, a mother or other superior female rela.

tion.

গুর্জারবিনা, s . ( from গুৰ ,ু a preceptor , and আরাধনা, worship , the

respect due to a preceptor, to a parent, or a superior.

aft , a. (from s , to be proud), pregnant.

FI, a. (from s , heavy), pregnant, weighty, great, heavy,

important ; s . the wife of a preceptor or spiritual guide.

sta, s. (from cstt , a globe), a ferula or round fillet ofiron

with which a pedal or other implement is shod, a small

ball made with charcoal and some other ingredients

used to put fire to the hooka, and by washermen to

heat their irons for smoothing linen , a globe or ball,

the protuberence of the muscles on the small of the

arm in a stout healthy person, a multitude, a collection,

raw sugar or molasses, a pill or bolus, a small globular

substance, the name of a plant (Euphorbia Tirucalla.)

, v. a. (from , to dissolve), to dissolve a substance in

water or other liquid ; also, s. (from , aflower), a

flower..

stata, s . (from , a flower, and is, a pomegranate),

the pomegranate tree with a double flower.

E , s. (from S , a multitude), a multitude, a number of

individuals.

, s. (fromK, aflower, and , raw sugar), conserve

of roses.

saat , s. (from , round, and , a cutting), the cutting

or shaving ofa piece of wood to make it round.

sta, s . (from , Menispermum, and 77, Chinese), the

name ofa plant mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but

not described .

, s. (from shot, Menispermum), the name ofa climbing

plant much esteemed by the Hindoos for its medicinal

qualities (Menispermum glabrum.)

set, s. (from JS, the snuff of a candle, and , what

cuts), a pair of snuffers.

saf³, s. (from £ , a ball), the name of a bow used to shoot

small pebbles or globular dried balls of earth.

santeht, s. (from 1 , aflower, and his, David), the name

of a beautiful flowering plant (Chrysanthemum indi-

cum.)

HA, s. (from , to dissolve), the dissolving of a substancı

iu a liquid.
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star.

quaafstet, s. (from J's, aflower, and zi, a narcissus), a

species of narcissus commonly cultivated in the upper

provinces ofHindoosthan (Narcissus Tazetta.)

saffant, s. (from K, a flower, and fifant, a Frank or

European), the name of a flowering plant (Vinca rosea . )

start, s. (from st, aflower, and , a bamboo), the name

of a variety of the bamboo.

starta , s. (from cst , a cow, and at , a tiger), a hyæna.

sta , s. (from , aflower, and J , velvet), theগুলযক্ষল ,

name of a flower (Gomphrena globosa.)

sto , s . (from JS, aflower, and , intoxicating , the

name of an officinal drug, it is a dried plant, probably

a species of Clerodrendrum.

guafa, s. (from J , aflower, and odio, a particular

shrub), the name of a flowering plant (Impatiens bal-

samina.)

stata, s. (from st , a ball), the name of several species of

wild fig tree, especially (Ficus Goolooreea.)

se , s. (from ş , a ball), a bow used to shoot small peb-

bles or bullets of dried earth, the name of a species of

fragrant plant (Ocymum caryophyllatum .)

sata, s. (from J , aflower, and , sugar), conserve

of roses.

storteat, s. (fromK, a rose, and , sugar), conserve of

roses.

sta , s. (from (stia, a globe), a multitude, a collection.

ste, s. (from s , a multitude) , a multitude, a number of

individuals . This word is scarcely ever used exceptin

composition.

Satta, s. (from K, aflower, and , China), the name

of a small tree which produces a very fragrant flower

(Plumeria acuminata .)

siz , a. (from , a rose), partaking of the nature of

a rose, rose-scented , rose.

state , s . (from ste, a ball), a bow used to shoot bullets or

small nodules. The name of a plant with fragrant

leaves, (Ocymum caryophyllatum.)

Yet, s. (from , a bow, and at, basil), a species

of fragrant plant, (Ocymum caryophyllatum .)

statatta , s. (from J , aflower, and tat, black), the name

ofa beautiful flowering plant, (Eranthemum pulchel

lum.)

stataft, s. (fromX, aflower, and , a gold mokur),

the name of an ornamental shrub, (Linum trigynum.)

sifa, s. (from me, a ball), a bullet, a nodule, the individuals

which compose a multitude of men or animals.

stats, s. (from sf , an individual , the individuals compos-

ing a multitude.

sfaa, s . (from sif , an individual), an individual, the indi-

viduals composing a body or multitude.

te, s . (from sf , a ball, and re, a share), a sharing

out by lot, or by casting balls or dice. This word con-

structed with , to do, means to cast lots.

sfaætsa, s. (from sifa, a ball, and is , the name ofafruit),

the name of a particular species of nightshade with an

edible fruit, (Solanum longum.)

sau, s . (from sa, a ball , the name of a fish (Silurus poro-

sus, or Pimelodes Goolea. Buchanan's Mss) ; a. globular.

Hfmutro™M, s. (from fa , globular, and c¹, a species of

fish), the name of a species of fish (a species of Gobius.)

stat, s. (from ste, a globe), a bullet, a ball of earth the size

of a bullet, a cannon ball , a ball.

stosta, s . (from 115, a hubbub), a hubbub, a noise, common

talk, a general report.

stosta , s. (from alėlė, a hubbub), a hubbub, a noise, a re-

port, town talk.

Ho , s (from sa, a globe), a bow intended to shoot bul-

lets of dried or baked earth, or small pebbles.

sta , s. (from sa, to move), the ancle.

, s. (from 5, to surround), a shrub, a bush, the spleen,

a chronic enlargement ofthe spleen, but, according to

some, an induration of the mesenteric glands, a division

of an army, a body of troops consisting of nine ele-

phants, nine chariots, twenty- seven horses, and forty-

five foot.

stata , a. (from sa, an enlargement of the spleen), caus-

ing an enlargement ofthe spleen, or induration of the

mesenteric glands, forming the body of troops called a

Goolma, causing bushes or shrubs to grow.

state, a. (from sa, a bush, and , doing), causing bush-

es or shrubs, causing amorbidenlargement of the spleen,

oran induration of the mesenteric glands, forming that

body of stroops called a Goolma.

see, a. (from st , a bush, and , producing), pro-

ducing bushes or shrubs, producing a morbid enlarge-

ment of the spleen, or an induration of the mesenteric

glands, causing or producing that body of troops called

a Goolma.

st , a. (from sa, a bush, and , producible), produ-

ced by bushes or shrubs, arising from a morbid enlarge-

ment of the spleen or from an induration of the me

senteric glands, producible or produced from the body

of troops called a Goolma,

X
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So , s. (from si , a bush, and , destruction), the des

truction of bushes or shrubs, the cure of a morbid en

largement of the spleen, or of an induration of the me

senteric glands.

struĝenë, a . (from S , a bush, and † , destructive), de-

structive to bushes or shrubs, good for the cure of a

morbid enlargement of the spleen, or of an indurati-

on of the mesenteric glauds, destructive to that body

oftroops called a Goolma.

fukat, a . (from sa, a bush, and fa , destructive), de-

structive to bushes or shrubs, good for the cure of a

morbid enlargement of the spleen or of an induration of

the mesenteric glands, destructive to that body of

troops called a Goolma.

quat , s . from a, a bush, and , destruction), the de-

struction of bushes or shrubs, the cure of a morbid en

largement ofthe spleen, or of an induration of the me-

senteric glands, the destruction of that body of troops

which is denominated Goolma.

ta, a. (from , a bush, and att , destructive), des-

tructive to bushes or shrubs, good for the cure of a

morbid enlargement of the spleen, or for an indurati-

on ofthe mesenteric glands .

গুল্মনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from গুল্ম, a bush, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to stop),

putting a stop to the growthof bushes or shrubs , good

to cure a morbid enlargement of the spleen, or an in-

duration of the mesenteric glands, stopping the pro

gress of that body of troops called a Goolma.

গুন্মনিবারক, a. ( from গুল্ম, a bush , and নিবারক, prerenting),

preventing the growth of bushes or shrubs, preventing

the morbid enlargement of the spleen, or the indura-

tion of the mesenteric glands, preventing the progress

ofthat body of troops called a Goolma.

fata , s. (from , a bush, and fit , prevention), the

preventing ofthe growth of bushes or shrubs, the pre.

venting of a morbid enlargement of the spleen, or of

an induration of the mesenteric glands, the prevention

ofthe progress of that body of troops called a Goolma.

safe, s . (from a bush, and ff , cessation) , the

cessation of bushes or shrubs in any place, the cure of

a morbid enlargement of the spleen, or of an indura-

tion ofthe mesenteric glands.

sufafter, a. (from sa , a bush, and fats, a cause), caus

ed by bushes or shrubs, arising from a morbid enlarge

ment of the spleen, or from an induration of the me-

senteric glands, caused by the body of troops denomi

nated a Goolma,

Spra

es , a. (from a bush, and g , arisingfrom), aris-

ing from bushes or shrubs, arising from a morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or of the mesenteric glands,

causedby that body of troops which is called a Goolma

ff , a. (from a bush, and faft , possessed of,

abounding with bushes or shrubs, afflicted with a mor-

bid enlargement of the spleen, or with aninduration of

the mesenteric glands, possessed of the body oftroeps

denominated a Goolma.

sauftria, a. (from , a bush, and faxa, destitute of), free

from bushes or shrubs, free from a morbid enlarge

ment of the spleen, or from an induration of the me-

senteric glands, destitute of the body of troops called

a Goolma.

stu , a. (from sa, a bush, and ºF, joined to), bushy, a-

bounding with bushes or shrubs, afflicted with a mor

bid enlargement of the spleen, or of the mesenteric

glands, connected with that body of troops which is

called a Goolma.

HATE³, a. (from , a bush, and af , destitute of) , desti

tute ofbushes or shrubs, destitute ofthat bodyoftroops

called a Goolma, free from a morbid enlargementofthe

spleen.

squatst, s. (from stop, an enlargement of the spleen, and

cats, a disease), a chronic enlargement of the spleen,

but according to some an induration of the mesenteric

glands.

sputatstēā, a. (from sast, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and to make), causing a morbid enlargement

of the spleen or an induration of the mesenteric glands.

siguratstætaæ, a. (from stats, an enlargement of the spleen,

and tax, causing), causing a morbid enlargement of

the spleen, or an induration of the mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগকারী , a . ( from গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the spleen,

and , doing), causing a morbid enlargement ofthe

spleen, or an induration of the mesenterie glands.

গুল্মরোগকৃৎ, a. (from গল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the spleen,

and , doing), causing a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, or an induration of the mesenteric glands.

গুলারোগগ্রস্ত, a. (fron গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement ofthe spleen, and

go, involved in), seized by a morbid enlargement ofthe

spleen, or by an induration of the mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগজনক, a. (from গুরোst , a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and 3 , producing), producing a morbid en

largement of the spleen, or an induration of the me-

senteric glands.

গুল্মরোগজন্য, ৫. (from গুল্মরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the
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spleen, and W , producible), arising from a morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or from an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

AskĦ, s. (from sacatst, an enlargement of the spleen,

and PA, destruction), the cure of a morbid enlarge.

mentof the spleeu, or of an induration of the mesente-

ric glands.

spacesteaæ, a. (from catst, an enlargement of the spleen,

and ‡ , destructive), good for the cure of a morbid

enlargement of the spleen, or of an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

HalDistĦI, a. (from catst, an enlargement of the spleen,

and f , destructive), good for the cure of a morbid

enlargement of the spleen, or of an induration ofthe

mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগনাশ, ৪. (from গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the spleen,

and , destruction , the cure of a morbid enlarge

ment of the spleen, or of an induration of the mesen-

teric glands.

গুল্মরোগনাশক, a. (from গুলারোt, an enlargement of the spleen,

and at , destructive), good for the cure of a morbid

enlargement of the spleen, or of an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the

spleen, and fas, pulling a stop to,, stopping the

progress of a morbid enlargement of the spleen, or of

an induration of the mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগনিবারক, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, anenlargement ofthespleen,

and fiatge, preventing), preventing a morbid enlarge-

ment ofthe spleen, or an induration ofthe mesenteric

glands.

গুল্মরোগনিবারণ , ৪. (from গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the spleen ,

and fa , prevention), the preventing of a morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or of an induration of the me-

senteric glands.

singisfazf³, a.(from swatst, an enlargement of the spleen,

and fa , cessation), the cessation or cure of a mor-

bid enlargement of the spleen, or of an induration of

the mesenteric glands.

জন্মরোগনিমিত্তক, a. ( from স্মরোগ, an enlargement of the

spleen, and faifa , a cause), arising from a morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or from an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

SEMAİstey³, a. (from quatst, an enlargement of the spleen,

and 5, arisingfrom,, arising from a morbid enlarge

ment of the spleen, or from an induration of the me-

senteric glands.

S

stuckisifafe, a. (from smæst, an enlargement ofthespleen,

and faft , possessed of), afflicted with a morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or with an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগৰিহীন, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and fat , destitute), free from a morbid enlarge-

ment of the spleen, or from an induration of the me-

senteric glands.

গুল্মরোগযুক্ত , a. (from গুল্মরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and joined to), afflicted with a morbid en .

largement of the spleen, or with an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগরহিত, a . (from গুলারোগ, an enlargement ofthe spleen,

and ³, destitute of), free from a morbid enlargement

of the spleen, or from an induration of the mesenteric

glands.

গুল্মরোগশূন্য, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and , empty), free from a morbid enlarge.

ment of the spleen, or from an induration of the me

senteric glands.

গুল্মরোগহতা, s. ( from গুল্মরোগ , a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and , one who kills), a medicine or circum.

stance which cures the morbid enlargement of the

spleen, or the induration of the mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগহানি, s. (from সু্যুরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and fa, loss), a state of recovery from the

morbid enlargement of the spleen, or from the indura-

tion ofthe mesenteric glands .

stacatstata, a. (from stats , a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and , destitute of), free from the morbid en-

largement of the spleen, or from an induration of the

mesenteric glands.

গুল্মরোগাক্রান্ত, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, an enlargement of the spleen,

and 3, seized), taken ill with a morbid enlarge-

ment of the spleen, or with an induration of the me

senteric glands.

গুল্মরোগান্বিত, a. (from গুল্মরোগ, a morbid enlargement of the

spleen, and of , connected with), afflicted with a mor-

bid enlargement of the spleen, or with an induration

of the mesenteric glands.

stacatst, a. (from s , a morbid enlargement ofthe spleen,

and cats , diseased, diseased with a morbid enlarge-

ment of the spleen, or with an induration of the me

senteric glands.

st , a. (from A, a bush, and tas, empty), free-from

bushes or shrubs, destitute of that body oftroops called

a Goolma, free from a morbid enlargement ofthe spleen.

X2
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STAFY.

31, s . (from , a bush, and , one who kills), a per-

son or thing which destroys bushes or large shrubs,

a person or circumstance which destroys that body of

troops called a Goolma, that which cures a morbid

enlargement of the spleen.

SR , a. (from , a bush, and , to kill), destroying

bushes and shrubs, destructive to that body oftroops

called a Goolma, good for the cure of a morbid en-

largement of the spleen..

aifa, s. (from sa, a bush, and if , loss), an injury to

bushes or shrubs, an injury to that body of troops cal-

led a Goolma, the cure of a morbid enlargement of the

spleen.

sta, a: (from sa, a bush, and 1 , destitute of), free

from bushes or shrubs, destitute of that body oftroops

called a Goolma, free from a morbid enlargement of

the spleen .

sout, a. (from su, a bush), abounding with bushes or shrubs,

possessing that body of troops called a Goolma, dis-

eased with an enlargement of the spleen, or with an

induration of the mesenteric glands.

S , s. (from see, the heel, the heel.

1 , s . (from E, to conceal), a ravine, a deep valley, a

cave .

SJ, a. (from $5, to conceal) , concealable, requiring con-

cealment ; s . the anus, the parts of the body which de

cency requires to be concealed.

SKIGI, S. (from SI, requiring concealment), concealable-

ness, secresy.

E , s. (from STI, requiring concealment, and c , a

place , the anus.

sta, s. (from SI, requiring concealment, and , a

place), a recess, a private place.

, s . (from , to expel the faces), ordure, excrement, filth ,

rust.

stalmeși, s. (from T , excrement, and ( ș , a rag), the

name of a bird which builds its nest with old rags or

other refuse, (Sturnus Gosalica, Buchanan's Mss.) .

55, a. (from 53, to conceal), concealed, abstruse.

55 , s. (from $5, concealed), secresy, conceaiedness, ab-

struseness.

SF , s . (from si , concealed), secresy, concealedness, ab-

struseness.

SET , S. (from я , concealed, and , a person), a scout,

a spy.

st, a. (from E, concealed, and off , proud),

proud of obscurity, affecting abstruseness.

STE.

stat , a. (from st, excrement), smeared with excrement, hav-

ing the scent ofhuman excrement.

SATA ), s. (from Я ,fœtid, and am , a species of tree), a

species ofsmall tree the root of which has a fœtid scent

like that of human excrement (Mimosa farnesiana.)

s. (from sa, to be rapacious), a vulture.

E, s. (from sg, to receive), a house, a habitation.

set, 8. (from E, a house, and , a doer), the master

ofa house, the builder of a house.

E , s. (from sg, ahouse, and , work), household work,

domestic duties, the building of a house.

NEWTII, s. (from s[TH, householdwork, and i, a doer),.

one who performs household business.

গৃহকর্ম্মকারক, a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and কারক ,

doing), doing household business ; s. one who does

household business.

গৃহকর্ম্মকারী, a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and কারিন

doing), doing household business.

*** , a. (from s , household business, and ,

eminent), eminent in managing household business.

গৃহকর্ম্মক্ষতি, s. ( from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and ক্ষতি, loss) -

a detriment to household affairs, au injury to house-

hold business.

গৃহকর্ম্মক্ষম, a . (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and ক্ষম , able) ,

capable of managing household affairs.

, s. (from s , family business, and v , inter

ference), interference in, or meddling with family bu

siness, an engaging in household business.

SYTUBIG, a. (from Яy , household business, and 55 ,fal-

lenfrom), fallen from the office of managing domestic

business.

গৃহকর্মতৎপর, a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, family business, and তৎপর,

eminent), eminent in the performance of household

business.

sest, s. (from se , household business, and is,

relinquishment), the avoiding of household business,

the relinquishing of family business.

Heu̸ørst, a. (from x , household business, and fa,

abandoning), avoiding household business, abandoning

the business of the house.

গৃহকর্মদক্ষ, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and দক্ষ, cle-

ver), eminent in the performance of household busi-

ness.

, s. (from , household business, and , de

struction), the ruin of domestic business, the ruin offa.

mily affairs.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মষ্ট্ৰ সক, a . ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and ধ্বংসক,
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গৃহ.

destructive), ruinous to domestic business, ruinous to

family concerns.

ì, a. (from

destructive), ruinous to domestic business, ruinous to

family concerns.

, household business, and f

গৃহকর্ম্মনাশ, s. (from গৃহকর্ম, household business, andনাশ, de-

stration), the ruin of domestic business, the ruin of fa

mily affairs.

গৃহকর্ম্মনাশক, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to domestic business, destruc-

tive to family affairs.

seufine, ɑ. (from Я , household business, and fe,

reproaching), censuring or reproaching household bu-

siness ; s. a person who reproaches the performance of

household business..

গৃহকর্মনিপুণ, a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নিপুণ,

eminent), eminent in the performance ofhousehold work.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিৰ্ত্তক, a . (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to household busi-

ness.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিবারক, a . (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নিবারক,

preventing), perventing the performance of household

business.

গৃহকর্মসিৱারণ , s . ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নিবারণ ,

prevention), the prevention offamily business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিবৃত্তি, s . (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of household business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিযুক্ত , নিযুক্ত,sgæsífays, ɑ. (from « , household business, and fas,

appointed), appointed to the management of household

business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিষেধ , s. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and নিষেধ,

aprohibition), the prohibition of household business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মনিষেধক, a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, houshold business, and নিষেধক,

prohibiting), prohibiting household business .

গৃহকর্ম্মনিষেধকারী; a. ( from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and

fata , prohibiting), prohibiting household labour ;

s. one who prohibits household business.

st , a. (from household business, and emi-

nent), eminent in the management of household affairs.

গৃহকর্ম্মপারক, a. (from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and পারক,

capable), capable of managing household business.

গৃহকর্ম্মপারগ , a . ( from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and পরিণ,

having reachedthe farthest limit), compleatly acquaint

ed with household business, acquainted with every part

ofdomestic economy.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মবিনাশ, ও. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and বিনাশ,

destruction), the spoiling ofhousehold work.

গৃহ.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মৰিনাশক, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and শ

destructive), spoiling household work.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মবিশিষ্ট, ৫. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, householdbusiness, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), having family business, engaged in do-

mestic affairs..

গৃহকর্মবিহীন, a. (from গৃহকর্ম, household business , and বিহীন,

destitute of), free from domestic duties, having no

household business.

st, a. (from household labours, and , ea-

ger), zealous in the discharge of household duties.

গৃহকর্ম্মৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and

f5fa5, exempted), exempted from domestic business

or cares .

Head, a. (from , household business, and x, im-

mersed), immersed in household business, wholly engag-

ed in household concerns.

গৃহকর্ম্মগ্রচিত্ত, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and মল্পচিত,

having the heart immersed), having the mind swallowed

up, or totally immersed in household business.

greurs, a. (from household business, and THE

joined to), connected with household business .

cuts , a. (from sg , household business, and arts ,

worthy), worthy of being employed in domestic busi-

ness.

, a. (from household business, and a , de-

lighted with), delighted with the management of

household business.

TAICI, a. (from ſpæ , household business, and af ,গৃহকর্ম্মরহিত, গৃহকর্ম্ম, রহিত,

destitute of), free from domestic duties, destitute of

household business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মশালী, a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and শালিন,

inclined to), inclined to domestic labours.

, a. (from , household business, and 3,

empty), free from domestic duties, free from household

affairs...

HTTTI, 8. (from s , household business, and zy, a de-

stroyer), a person who ruins or throws his family affairs

into confusion.

গৃহকর্ম্মহানি, s . (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and হানি, a

loss), an injury to household concerns, an injury to do..

mestic business .

su , a. (from , householdbusiness, and F , des-

titute), free from domestic duties, destitute of family

business.

গৃহকর্ম্মীকা ', s . ( from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household' business; and আকা ू ,

desire), a desire for household business, adesire for do-

mestic concerns.
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syeníteigi, a. (from qg , household business, and wiwi 7,

desirous), desirous of, or taking pleasure in household

affairs.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মাক্ষম, a. (from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and সক্ষম,

incapable), iucapable ofperforming household business.

গৃহকর্মানভিজ্ঞ, a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and অনভিজ্ঞ,

unacquainted , unacquainted with the management of

household business.

গৃহকর্মানুরক্ত, a. ( from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and অনুরক্ত,

attached to), fond of household affairs, fond of domes

tic business.

গৃহকর্মানুরাগ, a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, householdbusiness, and অনুরাগ,

an attachment to), a fondness for household business, a

fondness for domestic concerns.

stats , a. (from , household business, and

gifs ,fond of), fond of household work, fond of do-

mestic concerns.

PeŃzgia, a. (from Я , household business, and 2017,

the doing of a thing), the performance ofhousehold but

siness.

sata, s. (from se , household business, and

, investigation), the investigation of household

business, the strict inspection of, or paying attention

to household business.

¿YTAŃTI®, a. (from , household business, and UF,

seeking), seeking to be engaged in household business ;

s. one who seeks after household labour.

গৃহকস্মান্বেষণ , s . (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and অন্বেষণ,

search), a desire to engage in household business, a

seeking after domestic labours.

গৃহকর্ম্মান্বেষী, a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household business, and অম্বেষি,

seeking), seeking to be employed in household labours.

গৃহকােপটু, a. ( from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and অপট ,ু

unskilful , unskilled in the management of household

business.

গৃহকর্ম্মাপারক, a. (from গৃহকর্ম, householdbusiness, and অপারক,

incapable), unable to manage household business.

gif , a. (from , household business, and

engaged), engaged in domestic concerns, busy in house

hold labours.

গৃহ কৰ্ম্ম।ভিলাষ, s . ( from গৃহকা, household business, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to be engaged in household business,

a fondness for domestic concerns.

grauifsaid, a. (from s , household business, and

afontfan, desirous), desirous of being employed in

household business, fond of domestic employ.

গৃহকর্ম্মীযোগ্য , a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and st

sig.

incapable), unfit for domestic purposes, incapable of

performing household business.

, s. (from , household business, and ,

beginning), the commencement of household labours.

se , a. (from , household business, and , fit),

fit to be employed in household business, fit to be used

in building a house.

sgtas, a. (from stof, household business , and e,

altached to), fond of household business, fond ofdomes

tic concerns.

গৃহকর্মেড্রা, ৪. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire), a fondness for household business, a fondness for

domestic duties.

SMÚK, a. (from SF**, household business, and F , desir

ous), fond of household business, fond of domestic du

ties.

গৃহকর্ম্মের্ভুক, a. (from গৃহকৰ্ম্ম, household business, and ইচ্ছুক,

desirous), desirous of engaging in household labours.

ses , a. (from sz , household business, and 8f53,

fit , fit to be employed in household business, fit to be

used in the building of a house.

HREAT³, a. (trom geest, household business, and so,

active), active or zealous in the preformance of house-

hold business.

Hi , s fromগৃহকর্ম্মোদ্যোগ , ৪ , household business, and swist,

exertion), activity or exertion in the performance of

household business.

¿TOWN4JSÌ, z. (from syæní, household business, and strifita,

exerting himself,, actively exerting himselfin the per

formance of househoid bu.iness.

Hyæung™, s. (from syœ4, household business, and sige, a

commencement), a commencement of the performance

of household business.

গৃহকৰ্ম্মেণিক্রম, ৪. (from গৃহকর্ম, household business, and উপক্রম,

a commencement), a commencement of the performance

of household business.

গৃহ কৰ্ম্মোপযুক্ত , a. (from গৃহকর্ম্ম, household tusiness, and s পযুক্ত,

proper), fit or proper for domestic purposes, fit for house-

hold business.

st , s. (from sg, a house, and t , business), household

business.

sgætú, s. (from st , a house, and at , business), household

business, domestic duties, domestic affairs .

qgæægi, s. (from st , household business, and ☎ , a

doer), a comptroller ofthe household, one who presides

overdomestic duties or labours, one who performs fa-

mily duties .

st, a. (from tú , household business, and ,
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eminent), eminent in the managment of household con-

cerns, eminent in the performance of domestic duties.

গৃহকার্যক্ষতি. . (from গৃহকার্য্য, hausehold business , and fs,

loss , an injury to householdbusiness, a detriment to

domestic duties.

sætúra, a. (from tú , household business, and

capable), capable ofmanaging domestic concerns, ca-

pable ofdoing household business.

gigs, a. from , household business, and 513,চত,

fallenfrom), fallen from the office of managing house

hold business, fallen from the office of performing do-

mestic duties.

গৃহকাৰ্য্যজন্য, a. ( from গৃহকার্য, household business, and জন্য,

producible), springing from domestic duties or from

household busiaess.

sylum , a. (from sets, household business, and

clover), eminent in the performance of domestic duties

or in the doing of household work.

HAÚFA, s. (from spøtű, kousehold business, and ‡ ,

destruction), the ruin offamily business, the ruin of do

mestic duties.

szolút°35, a. (from syæ , household business, and ₹° FF,

destructive,, ruinous to family business, ruinous to do

mestic duties.

saat , s. (from se , household business, and

destruction), the ruin of family business, the ruin of

domestic duties.

t,

szakúamtæ, a. (from 1, household business, and ***,

destructive), destructive to household business, destruc-

tive to domestic duties.

sgetuifane, a. (fromsú, household business, and fame,

censuring), censuring, or reproaching household busi-

ness, or domestic duties .

গৃহকার্য্যনিন্দা , s . ( from গৃহকার্য, household business , and নিন্দা,

censure), the censure or reproach of domestic duties,

or of household business .

গৃহকাৰ্যনিপুন , a. (from গৃহকাৰ্য, household business, and নিপুন ,

eminent), eminent in the performance ofhousehold du-

ties, or offamily labours.

seahófifreæ, a. (from sgah , household business, and

fi , a cause), arising from, or caused by household

business, or by domesuc duties.

sæhuat, a. (from spæna̸ , household business , and ✯b, emi.

nent), eminent in the performance of domestic duties

or of household business.

গৃহকার্য্যপারক, ৫. ( from গৃহকার্য্য , household business, and পারক,

able), able to perform domestic duties or household bu-

siness.

$5.

sgætuffy, ɑ. (from spas, household business, and

fa , possessed of , engaged in domestic duties, con-

nected with household labours.

গৃহকাৰ্যবিহীন, a. ( from গৃহকাৰ্য্য, householdbusiness, and বিহীন,

destitute), free from the bu: den of domestic duties, or

offamily labours.

, a. (from , household business, and 4 ,

joined to), connected with domestic duties or with house-

hold business .

গৃহকার্য্যরহিত , a. (from গৃহকার্য, household business, and রহিত,

destitute of, free from the burden of domestic duties,

or of household labours.

গৃহকাৰ্য্যশূন্য , a. ( from গৃহকাৰ্য, household business, andশূন

empty), free from the burden of domestic duties, or of

household labours.

গৃহকার্যাসমাধী, s. (from গৃহকার্য্য, household business, and সমাধ',

a compleating , a compleating of the performance of

domestic duties, the accomplishment of household bu-

siness.

গৃহকাৰ্যসমাধান , s. (from গৃহকার্য্য, household business, and

, the accomplishing of a thing), the compleat.

ing of domestic duties, the accomplishing of house-

hold business.

gæætúinatfs, s. (from sa , household business, andগৃহকাৰ্য্যসমাপ্তি,

, a conclusion), the finishing of household busi-

ness, or of domestic duties.

sgeiɗagte, a . (from sæt , household business, and

am , compleating), fulfilling or performing domestic

duties, accomplishing the labours of the house.

spætúzata, s. (from t , household business, and

, a compleating), the compleat performance of

domestic duties; the accomplishing of household busi.

ness.

গৃহকার্যহানি, s. (from গৃহকার্য , household business, and হানি,

loss), an injury to household business, a detriment to

domestic duties .

sæt , a. (from sgt , household business, and la,

destitute), free from the burden of domestic duties .

gata , s. (from sets, household business, and

, desire), an inclination to domestic duties, a wish

to be engaged in family labours.

szehúzigt, a. (from se , household business, and

taff , desirous), inclined to domestic duties, de-

sirous of engaging in household labour.

গৃহকার্যাঙ্কম, a. (from গৃহকাৰ্য, household business, and অক্ষয,়

incapable), incapable of performing domestic duties or

household labours.
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Hit , a. (from si , household business, and

, attached to), fond of domestic duties, taking

pleasure in household business.

Saist, s. (from sh , household business, and

st, fondness), a love for domestic duties, a delight

in household business.

seats , a. (from sets, household business, and

gif , taking pleasure in), fond of domestic duties,

taking pleasure in household labours.

গৃহকাৰ্য্যান্বিত, a . (from গৃহকাৰ্য, householdbusiness, and অন্বিত,

connected with), connected with domestic duties, or

with household labours.

গৃহকার্যান্বেষক, a. (from গৃহকার্য্য, household business, and

, seeking), seeking to perform household busi-

ness or domestic duties.

গৃহকার্যান্বেষণ, s. (from গৃহকার্য, householdbusiness, and সন্বেষণ ,

a searching), a seeking to perform domestic duties or

household business.

গৃহকার্যান্বেষী, a. (from গৃহকার্য্য, household business, and অন্বেষি,

seeking), seeking to perform domestic duties or house-

hold business .

গৃহকাৰ্য্যাপট ,ু a. (from গৃহকাৰ্য, household business, and অপট ,ু

unskilled), unskilled in the management of household

business.

sponge, a. (from sh , household business, and

, unable), unable to conduct domestic business.

satsata, s . (from sæt , household business, and

afsata, desire), a delight in domestic duties, a delight

in household labour.

syætúlfsata , a . (from stats, household business, and

afsata , desiring), delighting in domestic duties, tak-

ing pleasure in household business.

setustutts, a. (from st , household businers, and

, unfit), unworthy of performing domestic du-

ties or household business.

SETÚ¡¬F, a. (from sætú, household business, and F,

attached to), fond of domestic duties, taking pleasure

in household business.

safia), 8. (from sg , household business, and ,

desire), an inclination to domestic duties, or to the per-

formance of household labours.

STENUE, s. (from [g , household business, and 5, de-

sirous), fond of domestic duties, desirous of performing

household business.
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Hæhúnst, a. (from sp , household business, and

smit , zealous) , zealous in household labours, or in

the performance of domestic duties.

Haxtaka☎, 8. (from T1, household business, and sure,

a commencement) , the commencement ofhousehold busi.

ness, a beginning to perform domestic duties.

গৃহকাৰ্য্যোপক্রম, ৪. ( from গৃহকার্য , household business, and

, a commencement), an attempt to perform house.

hold duties, an attempt to do household business.

গৃহকাৰ্য্যোপযুক্ত, ৫. (from গৃহকার্য্য, household business, and

8 ,fit), fit for household business, fitto perform do.

mestic duties.

sgestel, s. (from E, a house, and est , a lizard), the

small house lizard.

Hef&y, s. (from HT, a house, and fog, a hole), a family quar.

rel, a family fault.

Hat , a. (from s , a house, and , born), home-born,

produced in the house.

sata, s. (from E, a house, and at , a gift), the act of

giving a house to another, the gift of a house.

stutata , s. (from sat , the giving of a house, and w

a beginning), the beginning of making a donation ofa

house.

গৃহদানোৎসুক, a. (from গৃহদীন , the gift of ahouse, and s

zealous), eager to bestow a house on another person.

stantlata , a. (from S , the gift ofa house, and 8470,

engaged in), about to make the gift of a house.

STUNAŃKIF, a. (from spa , the gift of a house, and 85 *,

engaged in), engaged in giving a house to another per-

son.

sgateatarist, s. (from sa, the gift ofa house, andswit,

endeavour), an endeavour or exertion to performthe giv

ing of a house.

sentakustifi, a. (from t , the gift of a house, and

sansa, exerting), exerting himself to make the dona-

tion of a house.

sgutata, s. (from sa, the giving of a house, and

, a beginning), the beginning of making a dona

tion of a house.

গৃহদানোপযুক্ত, a. ( from গৃহদীন, the gift of a house, and উপযুক্ত,

fit), proper to make the donation of a house.

Hyætúrty³, a. (from syÚ , household business, and 845,, s. (from a house, and ★ , a burning), the burn-

engaged in), zealously engaged in domestic duties or

in household labours.

ing of a house.

HTMA , 8. (from HT, a house, and gat, an entrance), the
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entering into a house, the first entering into a house for

the purpose of residing in it, the entrance of a house.

sata, s. (from SE, a house, and at , a hawk), a tumbler

pigeon.

Hæ , a. (from H , a house, and if , residing), dwelling

in a house ; s . a house-dweller.

sfæ , s. (from Я , a house, and fa , a separation), a

family dispute, a domestic feud, a family division.

HPSK, s. (from HT, a house, and T , a breaking), the breaking

down of a house.

scent, a. (from H , a house, and of , penetrating), worm-

ing into a family, intermeddling with family affairs,

sowing dissention in a family, officious, betraying fa-

mily secrets.

sgæÅ , s. (from s , a house, and xã , a middle), the inside of

´a house.

st , s. (from , a house, and at , a middle), the inside

of a house ; ad. within a house.

ŃCAFE, a. (from T, a house, and * , guarding), guard-

ing a house ; s. one who guards a house.

FID), 8 (from , a house, and TF, preservation), the

guarding of a house, the keeping of a house in safety.

, s. (from 3 , the guarding of a house, and

a doer , the guardian of a house.

sp , a. (from E, a house, and , empty), destitute ofa

house.

s , a. from st , a house, and , to be situate), residing

in a house, situated in a house ; s. a house-dweller as

opposed to a mendicant, a householder.

sta , s. (from Я , a householder, and 2 , duty), thedu-

ties incumbent on a householder.

গৃহস্থৰ্ম্মচিন্তক, a. ( from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties ofa householder,

and fe, anxious ), anxiously thinking on the duties

of a householder ; s . a person who thinks upon the

duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থধর্মচিন্তা , s. (from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder,

and foot, thought), meditation or anxious thought up-

on the duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থধর্ম্মচেষ্টক, a. (from গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder,

and a , labouringfor), exerting himselfin, or labour-

ing to perform the duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থধর্ম্মচেষ্টা , s . ( from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder,

and c , exertion), an exertion for, or engagement in

the duties of a householder.

Huis, a. (from , the duties of a householder,

and ³, fallenfrom), fallen from a right to perform

the duties of a householder.

গৃহ

Hpzauna, a. (from T , the duties of a householder,

and I, producible), arising from the duties of a house-

holder.

গৃহস্থবস্মতৎপর, a . ( from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties ofahouseholder,

and , eminent), eminent in the performance of the

duties of a householder.

spTrst, s. (from , the duties of a householder,

and st, relinquishment), a relinquishing of the duties

of a householder.

sзrtsit, a. (from s , the duties of a householder,

and rift , abandoning), abandoning the duties of a

householder.

, s . (from s , the duties of a householder,

and , destruction), the destruction of, or an insu

perable obstacle to the duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থধর্ম্মকুঁ’সক, a. ( from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder,

and , destructive to), destructive to the duties of

a householder.

• , a. (from s , the duties of a householder,

and f , destructive), destructive to the duties of a

householder.

গৃহস্থৰ্ম্মনাশ, s . (from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties of ahouseholder,

and at, destruction), the destruction of, or an insu

perable obstacle to the duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থৰ্ম্মনাশক , a . (from গৃহস্থধর্ম্ম, the duties of ahouseholder,

and at , destructive to) , destructive to the duties of

a householder.

, a. (from s , the duties of a householder,

and f , eminent), eminent in performing the duties

of a householder.

গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্মনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from গৃহস্থৰ্ম্ম, the duties ofahouseholder,

andfad , putting a stop to), putting a stop tothe du.

ties of a householder.

গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্মনিবারক, a. (from গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder ,

and fata , preventing), preventing the performance

of the duties of a householder.

qgrafias, s. (from Я , the duties of a householder,

and fa , cessation), a desisting from, orthe cessation

of the performance of the duties of a householder.

spaâxifafaz☎, a. (from s̟y , the duties ofa householder,

and fif , a cause), arising from, or caused by the du

ties of a householder.

spaâuataæ, a . (from spa , the duties of a householder,

and , observing), observing, or living in the prac

tice ofthe duties of a householder.

গৃহস্থৰৰ্ম্মপালন , ৪. (from গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a householder,

and , a maintaining), an observing ofthe duties of

a householder.

Y
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qpadagfbaue, a. (from , the duties ofa householder,

su , obstructing), obstructing the performance

of the duties of a householder.

and

গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্মবিঘ্ন, s. ( from গৃহস্থধর্ম, the duties of a householder,

and f , an obstruction ), an obstruction in the way of

the duties of a householder.

qeriuftretât, a. (from I , the duties ofa householder,

and faveta , obstructing), throwing obstructions in the

of the duties of a householder.way

stuffates, a. (from s , the duties of a householder,

and faf , possessed of, possessed of or connected with

the duties of a householder.

qatalfrsta, a. (from , the duties of a householder,

and fata, destitute of), destitute of the religion of a

householder.

, a. from

and , joined to),

householder.

, a. (from

the duties of a householder,

connected with the duties of a

, the duties of a householder,

and 3, delighted with), delighted with the duties of a

householder.

গৃহস্থধর্ম্মরহিত, a. (from গৃহস্থধর্ম্ম, the duties of a householder ,

and af , destitute of), destitute of the religion of a

householder.

HTTIMatt, s. (from
A, the duties of a householder,

and cat, a disappearing), the circumstance of the du

ties of a householder becoming obsolete.

, a. (from 5 , the duties of a householder,

and I, empty), destitute of the religion of a house-

holder.

গৃহস্থকর্মহীন , a. (from গৃহস্থধর্ম, the duties of a householder,

and , destitute), destitute of the religion of a house-

holder.

গৃহস্থধর্মানভিজ্ঞ , a. (from গৃহস্থধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of ahouseholder,

and af , unacquainted with), unacquainted with

the duties of a householder.

sis, a. (from Я , a house, and T , staying), residing

in a house, keeping at home.

st , s. (from ¶ a householder, and , a condition

of life), the profession or condition of a householder

as distinguished from that of an ascetic.

fa , a. (from S , a house, and f , situated), situated

in a house, dwelling in a house.

গৃহস্থোৎপীত, s. (from গৃহস্থ, a householder, and sৎপত্তি, an

noyance), the annoyance or persecution of a house-

dweller.

গৃহস্থোৎপত্তিকারক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎ , the annoyance of a

গৃহ

householder, and ta , causing), giving trouble, or do.

ing violence to a householder; s . a person or thing

which annoys a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতকারী, a. ( from গৃহস্থোপাs, the annoyance of a

householder, and tf , making), giving annoyanceto a

householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতজনক, ৫. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a

householder, and , producing), giving annoyance,

or occasioning trouble to a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতজন্য, a . ( from গৃহস্থেপতি, the annoyance of a

householder, and , producible), arising from the an

noyance which has been given to a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপত্তিজ্ঞাপক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and , making known), making known

the annoyance of a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাউজ্ঞাপন , ৫. (from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and t , a makingknown), the making

known of any annoyance or persecution suffered by a

householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতস, ৪. (from গৃহস্থেৎিপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and , destruction), the removal of an

annoyance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থেৎপাতক্ব সক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a

householder, and , destructive), removing an annoy.

ance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতক্ব সী , ৫. ( from গৃহস্থোৎপাত , the annoyance of a

householder, and , destructive), removing an an

noyance felt by a householder.

গৃহন্তোৎপাওনাশ, s. ( from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and , destruction), the removal of an

annoyance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপতিনাশক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a

householder, and t , destructive), removing an an-

noyance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a

"
householder, and faze,putting a stop to), putting a stop

to an annoyance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতনিবারক, a. (fron গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a

householder, andfat , preventing), preventing the an-

noyance of a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতনিবারণ , ৫. ( from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি , the annoyance of a

householder, and fa , prevention), the preventing of

a householder's annoyance or trouble.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতনিবৃত্তি,৪. ( from গৃহস্থোপতি, the annoyance of a

householder, and fa , cessation), the cessation of an

annoyance given to a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতৱৰ্দ্ধক, a . (from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance ofhouse.
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holders, and as, increasing), increasing the annoyance

or persecution of householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতৱৰ্দ্ধন , s. (from গৃহস্থোৎপতি, the annoyance of house-

holders, and , an increasing), an aggravating of the

annoyance or persecution of householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতৰিনা , ad. (from গৃহস্থোৎ ts, the annoyance of a

householder, and f , without), without annoyance to

householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতৰিনাশ , s. (from গৃহস্থেৎিপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and f , destruction), the removal of an

annoyance felt by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতৰিনাশক, a. ( from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and fett , destructive), removing or de-

stroying an annoyance suffered by a householder.

গৃহস্থোৎপতিবিশিষ্ট, ৫. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of

householders, and faft , possessed of), abounding with

annoyances to householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতবৃদ্ধি, s . (from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance ofhouse-

holders, and f , increase), the increase of the annoy.

aaces suffered by householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতযুক্ত, a . ( from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance ofahouse-

holder, and T , joined to), connected with the annoy.

ance of householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতরহিত, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপাত, the annoyance of a

householder, and af , destitute), free from annoyances

offered to householders.

গৃহস্থোৎপাতশূন্য , a. ( from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি , the annoyance ofahouse-

holder, and * , empty), free from annoyances offered to

householders.

গৃহস্থেৎিপাতসূচক, a. (from গৃহস্থোৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofhouse.

holders, and , indicating), indicating the annoyances

felt by householders.

HTTg , a. (from E, a house, and t , desirous), de-

sirous of a house, fond of home.

Hi , s. (from 55, a house, and tag , desire), a desire

to obtain a house, a fondness for home.

sgtætgi, a. (from st, a house, and of , desirous), de-

sirous ofa home, fond of home.

steta, s. (from , a house, and tata, a form), the form

of a house, the plan of a house.

stafs, s. (from S , a house, and ifs, aform), the form

of a house, the plan of a house.

sæistaa, 8. (from sg, a house, and wist , a coming), a com-

ing home, an arrival at home.

state, a. (from s , a house, and at , covering), cover-

ing in a house, covering or concealing the concerns of

a family ; s. a person who roofs a house, onewho covers

over family concerns,

গৃহে।.

splatna, s. (from sy, a house, and atataa, a covering), the

covering in ofa house, the thatching or tiling of a house.

ta , s. (from , a house, and t , non - existence), the

want of a house, the non existence of a house.

গৃহাভিলাষ, ৪. (from গৃহ , a house, and অভিলাষ, desire) , a de-

sire for a house, a fondness for home.

ifs , a. (from E, a house, and safe , desirous),

desirous of a home, fond of home.

, s. (from , a house, and as, a beginning), the be-

ginning of building a house .

Яt , a. (from , a house, and af , attached to), fond

ofhome, enamored with home.

stad , a. (from sa, a house, and 3, heartily at-

tached to), exceedingly fond of a house, heartily delight-

ed with home.

stat, s . (from , a house), a wife, a house wife.

, a. (from E, a house), domestic, worldly, in oppositi

on to a life of religious mendicity.

, a. (from st , to take), received, taken, obtained , ac-

quired.

spisftus, a. (from 3, received, and fa̸ , science), pos-

sessing acquired science, versed in science .

*t , a. (from ts, received, and tt , science) , posses-

sing acquired science, versed in science.

, ad. (loc. case of , at home.

sal, s. (from s™, a house, and I , desire), a desire for

home, a wish for a house.

HT , a. (from HT, a house, andT , desirous), fond ofhome,

desirous of a house.

sifs , a. (from E, a house, and sfs, fit), fit or proper

to be employed in the building of a house, fit to be us-

ed in household economy.

setts, 8. (from E, a house, and sets, annoyance), the

annoyance of a house, or its being infested with disa-

greeable animals, as rats, termes, bugs, or the like, or

by any nuisance whatever.

গৃহোৎপাতকারক, a. ( from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a house,

and , causing), causing annoyance or injury to a

house ; s . an animal which infests and injures a house.

গৃহোৎপাতকারী, a. (from গৃহোৎপাত, the annoyance of ahouse,

and 1 , making), infesting a house, annoying a house.

গৃহৌৎপাতজনক, a. (from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a house,

and , producing), causing the injury of a house, in-

festing a house.

গৃহোৎপাতজন্য, a. ( from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofahouse,

and , producible), arising from houses being infested

by rats, bugs, or any other annoying animal or thing.

Y 2
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গৃহো

গৃহোৎপতি ^ স, s. (from গৃহৌৎপাত, the annoyance ofahouse,

and , destruction), a removal of the annoyance of

a house by disagreeable animals or things.

গৃহোৎপাত‡” সক, a. (from গৃহৌৎপাত, the annoyance ofahouse,

and , destructive , removing the annoyance of a

house by any nuisance.

গৃহোৎপাতধ্বংসী, a. ( from গৃহোৎপত্তি, theannoyance ofahouse,

and , destructive), removing the annoyance caus-

ed to a house by vermin or by nuisances.

গৃহোৎপত্তিনাশ, ৪. (from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofa house,

and , destruction), the removal or destruction of an

annoyance caused to a house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতনাশক, a. ( from গৃহোৎপাত, the annoyance of a house,

and , destructive), removing the annoyance of a

house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofahouse,

and fax , pulting a stop to), putting a stop to the

annoyance of a house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতনিবারক, a. (from গৃহৌৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofahouse,

aud fiatge, preventing), preventing the annoyance of

a house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহৌৎপাতনিকারণ, s . ( from গৃহোৎপতি, the annoyance ofa house,

and fat , prevention), a preventing the annoyance of

a house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতনিবৃত্তি, s. (from গৃহোৎপাত, the annoyance ofahouse,

and f , cessation), the cessation of an annoyance

occasioned to a house by vermin or nuisances.

হোৎপাতনিমিত্তক, a. (from গৃহোৎপts, the annoyance of a

house, and fof , a cause), arising from or caused by

the annoyance of a house by vermin or nuisances.

গৃহৌৎপাতৱৰ্দ্ধক, a. (from গৃহৌৎপাত, the annoyance ofahouse,

and , increasing , increasing the annoyance which

a house suffers from vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতৱৰ্দ্ধন , s . ( from গৃহৌৎপাত, the annoyance of ahouse,

aud , an increasing) , an increasing the annoyance of

a house by verinin or nuisances.

fs, a. (from tests, the annoyance of a house,

and 3, destitute of), free from the annoyances which

a house suffers by vermin or nuisances .

গৃহৌৎপাতশূন্য, a. ( from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance ofa house,

and , empty), free from the annoyance which a

house suffers from vermin or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতসূচক, a. (from গৃহোৎপাত, the annoyance ofa house,

and , indicating) , indicating the annoyance of a

house by vermia or nuisances.

গৃহোৎপাতহীন, a. ( from গৃহোৎপত্তি, the annoyance of a house,

and , destitute of), free from the annoyance which

a house suffers by means of vermin or nuisances.

catr.

s¿¿TteAsí, 8. (from E, a house, and seas, an oblation), the

oblation of a house.

HTTİTTE, a. (from S , a house, and 455, engaged), engag.

ed or active in obtaining or managing a house.

stytrustst, s. (from s̟ , a house, and smuts, exertion), exertion-

to procure a house or to manage its concerns.

sextruststt, a. (from E, a house, and s , exerting), en-

deavouring to procure a house, exerting himself in the

management of household concerns.

, s. (from , a house, and 8 , an attempt), an

attempt to make or obtain a house, the commencement

of building a house..

HF, a. (from sg, a house, and 3 ,fit), fit or proper

for building a house, fit or proper to be used in house-

hold economy.

35, s. (from cst , a ball), a tuberous or granulated root.

sv. n. (from st , a tavern), to ferment, to be covered

with foam or froth.

es , s. (from sta, a mine), the plumula of a seed, the sprout

whichfirst springs from a seed, a pustule when first be

ginning to form.

4
, a. (fromcЯ , toferment), in a state of fermentation,

covered with froth or foam.

Gra , s. (from sta, the tops ofhemp), the tops ofhempused

by the natives ofIndia for the purpose of intoxication;

v. a. to beat into foam, to cause to ferment.

ch , 8. (from c , to beat into froth), the beating of milk

or any other liquor so as to make it foam, or so as to

convert it into froth.

(π5 , s. (from $5, to make a sound), a purse, a bag in which

grass cutters put their sickle or paddle.

cửa, a. (from cs , the tops of hemp), addicted to the

use ofthe intoxicating tops ofhemp ; s. a sot.

cšiti, a. (from ¿f¤, a knot), knotty, knobby, having risings

or knots, geniculated.

csetestet, a. (from sit , a bale. The last member of this wordis

a rhyme with the first), stout, plump, short and thick.

cifera, s. (from gf , a knot, and z , a forest), a species of

aromatic plant (Ocymumhispidum, and Ocymum sanc-

tum .)

cftri, a. (from qf , a knot), knotty, abounding in knots or

knobs, abounding with protuberances.

csifentafs, s. (from cftat , knotty, and af , a cowrg), a

cowry which has several protuberances on it.

cftate , s. (from cafe , knotty, and at , wood), knotty

wood, timber which abounds with knots.

cadia, s. (from gif , a knot), the tying of a knot.
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cats, s. (from est , a ball), a species of snail found abun-

dantly in fresh waters, and used by the lower classes of

Hindoos as an article of food (Helix decollata ?)

cåfṣatâtræsfêwı, s. (from cåfș, a snail, Stat, breaking, and

, the cobra de capella , a variety ofthe cobra de

capella which feeds on snails, the shells of which it is

said to break.

esifs , s. (from csfs, a species of snail, and

snail), a species of snail used by the Hindoos as an ar-

ticle offood.

€ 5 , s. (from cstą; a ball), a ball of flowers.

ទូរ s. (from cst , a ball), a ball for play, a granulated

root, a root composed of a number of small tubers

which are generally pressed together.

Я , an imitative sound used to express that made by

a person who is confounded and unable to utter his

words ; v. n. to make a faultering noise, to faulter.

(sing!, s. (from st , a scent), the name of a kind of sweet-

meat.

csini, s. (from est§; a ball), the name of the French and-Afri-

can marygold, (Tagetes patula, and T. erecta.).

est , s. (from st ; to move), a ball for playing with.

este , s. (from est , a ball), a ball for play.

estfatĦai, s. (from fa, a singing, and c , a species of

fish), the name of a small species of fish which when

caught utters a slight cry of distress resembling that

of a fly when caught in a spider's web, it is a species of

Pimelodes.

estal, s. (from est , a ball), the name given to the French

· and African marygold, (Tagetes patula and erecta.)

esta , s. (from ste, afœtus), a drawer, a till, a division in

a drawer or box.

esty, a. (from tst, to sing), proper to be the subject of a

song, fit to be sung.

esta, v. n. (from sta, to move), to fall s. a knot.

esta , s . (from cst , to fall, the falling down of any thing

uneclipse.

estal, v. a. (from esta, to fall), to throw down.

estata, s. (from estat, to throw down), the throwing down of

any thing; a. thrown down.

esta , s. (from tstige ruddle), red ochre, ruddle, red earth.

«stàìætt), s. (from cstat, ruddle, and at, earth), red ochre,

ruddle, red earth.

esta, s. (from , round), surrounding, circular, a circle,

a hoop.

estata, a. (from $, round), surrounding, circular, on all

sides.

estat.

estuatat, s. (from j'„ª³, surrounding), the circumstance of

surrounding or being on all sides of a person or thing.

(stmi, v. a. (from sį, to swallow) , to cause to swallow, to cause

a thingto pass through a door-way or other opening, to-

feed the hopper of a mill, to cause sugar canes or other

substances to pass between the cylinders of a mill.

estata, s. (from cst , to cause to swallow), the causing a per-

son or animal to swallow a thing, the causing a thing.

to pass through a door-way or other opening, the caus

inga substance to pass between the cylinders of a mill,

the feeding the hopper of a mill ; a. swallowed, made

to pass through a door way or other opening.

estatfa, s. (from est , to cause to swallow), the causing a-

person or animal to swallow a substance, the causing

a thing to pass through a door-way or other opening,

the making a substance pass between the cylinders of

a mill, the feeding the hopper of a mill.

estaat, a. (from st , to eat), loquacious, talkative, boasting.

cs , s. (from st, a name of Gunesha, and g, to desire), a

house, a habitation.

ests , s. (from st , to go, and i, a village), the country,

in opposition to the city, a village.

Estate , 8. (from sg , betlenut, and e , the name of a

plant), the name of a plant (Phrynium imbricatum.)

tstfs , s. (from st , a tree, and f , a kidney bean), a

variety of the kidney bean, (Dolichos lignosus, flore

albo. Buchanan's Mss . )

tstei, s. (from stai, betlenut), the name of a plant, (Phry.

nium capitatum.)

taa, s. (from dia, deep), a deep place, an abyss.

stfa , s. (from fifa, a mountain), red earth, red ochre, ruddle.

Estat, s. (from sa, a quality, and af , desirous), desirous

of talents or virtues, desirous of good qualities.

cs , s. (from cst , cow), a cow (the generic name), betle nut

(Areca Catechu), a vocative particle used in respectfully

addressing a person.

eststaat , s. (from cat , a cow-keeper), a milk maid, a fe-

male cow keeper.

stata , s. (from stilt , a cow-keeper), a cow-keeper, a

dairyman. This is one ofthe distinet classes of peo-

ple among the Hindoos.

estattet , s. (from estrutat, a cow -keeper, and #și, a part›

ofatown), a part of a town or village inhabited by cow-

keepers.

estafa , s. (from estrata , a cow- keeper), the name of a

species ofgrass (Andropogon punetatum.)

estatfagt31, s. (from estafa , a cow-keeper, and fol, e-
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Estt .

climbing plant), the name of a climbing shrub, (Cissus

vitiginea.)

crtani, s . (from days , to speak), an imformer.

´estamilan, s . (from dow , an imformer), the employment

ofa bound bailiff.

cs , s . (from , the sound ofa drum), advantage, a good

price for an article of merchandize. An imitative sound

used to express the roar of a tiger, a bull, or a buffalo.

csites , an imitative sound expressing that uttered by a

dumb person, or by one who makes an effort to speak

when he has the night- mare.

1

cЯta, s. (from st , an elephant's tusk), a peg on which to

hang articles, a stake.

tal, s. (from c , a stake), a peg on which to hang ar-

ticles, a short stake driven into the ground to tether an

animal, or for any other purpose ; a number added for

the purpose of making the total of an account right

whenthe particular sums specified fall short ; v. a. to

thrust straw into old thatch for the purpose of repair.

ing it. This substantive when constructed with , to

give, has the same meaning with the verb.

carts, s. (from sts, a ball), a lump or ball, a prominence, a

swelling; a. prominent, gibbous.

cЯtzats, s. (from cătş, a prominence, and , the navel),

a prominent navel.

city, s. (from cits, prominent), a prominence, a ball, a thing

of a spherical form, a person who swells out another's

praises, a panegyrist, a flatterer, the leader ofa band.

cЯtztfæææ, s. (from cătși, prominence, and f , a mussel),

a particular species of shell-fish.

cătștea, s. (from cяtși, a prominence, and 7, a lime), a

variety of the lime tree which produces an oval fruit

with a thick rind, also the fruit itself.

crista, s. (from cstts, a ball), a panegyric, bloated praise,

bombast.

csitştaf , s. (from cits , aprominence, and af , a buffalo),

a large male buffalo who always leads the herd.

citati, s. (from cstṣta, a panegyric), a panegyric, bloated

praise, bombast.

can, s. (from gum), the gum of the Mimosa arabica, Gum

arabic.

csi , s. (from s™, a mustachio), the beard of the upper

lip, a mustachio, a whisker.

esitata, a. (from esti , a whisker), having large whiskers or

mustachios, having a thick beard onthe upper lip.

estatæ, s. (from c , a cow, and ***, a thorn), the name of

a thorny plant (Ruellia longifolia .)

estter.

(stræ , s. (from est , a cow, and ☎ , an ear), a short span

measured from the end of the thumb to the tip of the

ring finger, a species of antelope or deer (the Neela

gao or Antelope picta.)

cstte , s. (from cst , a cow, and a, a mouthful), a wisp of

straw or a handful of grass given to a cow. This is

usually considered as an oblation made to a cow at the

close ofthe day after several other ceremonies of religi-

ous worship have been paid to it ; some present this ob

lation to the cow two, or even three times in the day.

citæag³, s . (from cst , an oblation to a cow, and T3, ‘a vow),

a vow not to cat till the accustomed oblation has been

made to the cow.

esti , s. (from c , a cow, and , a multitude), a herd of

cows, a cow pen.

¿ g, s. (from (s , a cow, and ™ , a hoof), the name of a

plant, thethorny seeds of which often get between the

hoofs of cows, and occasion them much pain (Tribulus

lanuginosus.)

éstatuæ, à. (from cst, a cow, and are, eating), eatingbeef,

a person who eats beef.

esttura, s. (from est , a cow, and a, a hoof, the name of a

plant which has thorny seed vessels, (Tribulus lanu.

ginosus.

¿sting , s. (from estig, a cow's hoof, and t, a serpent),

a variety of the cobra de capello, or hooded serpent,

ofwhich the spectacle marks on the Lood resemble the

print of a cow's hoof.

estart, s. (from est , a cow, and g, a hoof), the name of a

plant (Tribulus lanuginosus . )

estistat , s. (from cst , a cow , and st , a neck), a species of

plant (Boehmeria Goglada, Buchanan's Mss.)

csttsti, a. (from est , an organ, and , to move), dumb.

estis , s. (from est , a cow, and s , a house), a cow-house.

esttestra, s. (from sg , the anus, and est , a ball) , a swel-

ling or tumor in the anus, a hæmorhoidal tumor.

estist , s. (from est , a cow, and g , a mouthful), the tak

ing up ofa mouthful by putting the mouth down to it

in the manner of a cow.

esta , s. (from est , a cow, and y, a house), the officinal

name of a species of jasmine when sold as a drug,

(Jasminum quadrifolium, Buchanan's Mss.)

estata, s. (from esti, a cow, and at , grass), grass eatenby

a cow before it has passed through the process of ru

mination, grass for a cow.

es³, s. (from ca , a cow, and ³, clarified butter), ghee

or clarified butter made of cows' milk.
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est toi

cstta, s. (from csti, a cow, and I, to kill), cow-killing, guilty

of baving killed a cow.

CAT, v. n . (from cst, the noise made by a dumb person),

to make a noise like that made by dumb persons, or

by persons who have the night mare.

estЯal, v . n. (from estist, the noise made by a dumb man), to

make a noise like that made by a dumb person, to

make an ineffe ctual effort to speak when oppressed by

the night-mare, or by any similar circumstance.

estita, s. (from cst , to make the noise a dumb person

does), the uttering an inarticulate sound such as is ut-

tered by a dumb person or by one who is troubled with

the night-mare.

<stЯata, s. (from stag, to make a noise like a dumb per-

son), the effort to speak made by a dumb person, or

by one afflicted with the night-mare.

cstЯ1, s. (from cs , an organ, and stч, to go), dumb, a cow-

ry of a long shape, and smooth.

estЯtæfs, s. (from cs , a sort of vessel, and , a cowry),

a cowry ofan oblong form and with a smooth surface.

estrata, s. (from (st†Я), to make an inarticulate noise), the

night-mare.

‹Яá, s. (from ¶ã, a bunch), a bunch of grass, a wisp, a

bunch of flowers, a nosegay, a small sheaf, a custom, a

habit, the ring of a locket or other ornament by which

it is suspended to a string or ribbon, the instep.

estida, s. from cs , an organ of sensation, and A, to move),

an object of the senses or understanding.

cstdata, s. (from (s) , a cow, and EH , a grazing), the gra-

zing orfeeding of cows or oxen.

estraatfa, s. (from cst , a cow, and bafa, a feeding), a cow

pasture.

estibi, v. a . (from , a bunch), to collect things into bun-

dles or heaps, to collect paper into quires ; s. a bunch

ofgrass or flowers, a nosegay, a small sheaf, a handful

of grass or straw.

estrotestist, adv. (from esto , a handful), by handfuls, by

small sheaves or bundles. This word is often applied

to the pulling an antagonist's hair, or to the seizing a

handful ofit.

sttata, s. (from cstts , to collect), the collecting of things in-

to bundles or heaps ; a. collected into heaps or bundles.

total, s. (from csti , a cow, and fo, to collect), the name of

a plant (Lantana Gochana, Buchanan's Mss. Lantana

viburnoides? Willd. )

sttata, s. (from esttot, to collect), the collecting of things

into heaps or bundles.

(STT61 .

sttot , s . (from cst , a cow, and sig , an attendant), a

cow-keeper.

esttotad, s. (from est , a cow, and so, thefeeding ofcattle),

the pasturing of cows or oxen.

sttata, a . (from cst , a bunch), well tied in bundles, tied in

sheaves, neat and clever at work, keeping every thing

in its place.

estiff , a . (from cst, a cow, and fof , administer-

ing medicine), administering medicines to a cow ; s. a

cow doctor.

estifsf , s. (from cstt, a cow, and fofe , the administra-

tion ofmedicine), the giving ofmedicine to a cow, quac

kery.

csttidta, s. (from esti, a cow, and cota, a thief), a cow stealer.

sta, s. (from , a bundle), a bunch of grass, a wisp, a

smail sheaf, a nosegay, the instep : a custom, a habit,

the ring of a locket or other ornament through which

a cord or ribbon is passed to suspend it.

estái, v. a. (from st, a bundle), to tie up in sheaves, to collect

things into a bundle or heap, to collect sheets of pa-

per into quires ; s. a bunch of grass, a nosegay, a small

sheaf, a wisp.

estita, s. (from cst , to tie up in bundles), the tying up of

grass or straw in bundles, the collecting of things into

bundles or heaps ; a. tied up, bound up.

estate, a . (from csttal, to collect into bundles), bound in

sheaves or bundles, tied up in bundles..

, s. (from cst , a cow's tongue), the name of a

plant, (Premna esculenta. )

estie, s. (from s , to surround), the rolling up of a piece of

paper or cloth, or of a mat, the name of a small chain

which is fastened for an ornament round the waist,

the storing up of any thing, the collecting of things in-

to heaps; a. rolled up, heaped up.

city, a. (from est , to collect), whole, entire, unbroken, un-

divided ; s. gold or silver lace, a thing that is whole,an

integer, the name of a sauce made of a number of aro-

matic seeds and pungent drugs ; an abusive word which

means having a father who feeds on ordure, betel nut;

v. a. to roll up a sheet of paper, or a skin of parch-

ment, to roll up cloth or mats, to make heaps.

<stètæ , a. (from estre , whole, and 3, how many ?) a num-

ber, a quantity. This word is generally used to indi-

cate a somewhat large but indefinite quantity.

cateta, s. (from catei, to roll up), the rolling up of a sheet

of paper or a piece of parchment, leather, or the like;

the making of heaps ;a. rolled up, heapedup...

1
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estifs.

estiblata, s . (from esiti, whole, and arta, slaver) , a foaming |

at the mouth through eating some acrid substance, or

from the bite of a serpent or other casualty.

esteta , a. (from cst , a whole thing), whole, entire, un-

broken, undivided.

estitki, a. (from cstiti , to roll up. The last member is

merely a rhyme to the first), rolled up, collected toge-

ther.

cst18, s. (from cstto , a herd), a herd , a flock, a drove, a com-

pany, a multitude, a crowd, a throng, a troop, a place

where many cows are kept, a cow pen, a station for

cowherds.

esttoots , a. (from cst , a herd, andat , left), straggled from

the herd.

esitata , s (from cst , a herd, and a, to bind), the assem-

bling in a company, the collecting into a herd or com-

pany.

cstts, s. (from st , to preserve), the foot, the base of any

thing, a foundation, a pedestal, the bottom of a tree.

cats , s . (from cstts, the foot, and s , ajoint), the an

cle.

csttssitft, s. (from cst , the foot, and sitt, a joint), the an-

cle.

est1, 8. (from csts, thefoot, and t , a stump), the heel.

esitzt , s. (from cst , the foot, and t , a durt), a corn or

callosity under the foot, especially under the hinder

part ofthe foot.

csttși, v. n. (from csiș, the foot), to overtake, to approach,

to draw near; s. the foundation ofa building, the base of

a pillar, the origin of any thing, the source of any thing.

estistesttfs, ad. (from estși, an origin), wholly, from the foun

dation, from the origin, from the source.

<stşti , a. (from c , the foundation , and ca , contact),

near, or in contact with the foundation or base of a

thing.

estita, s. (from (sti , to approach), the overtaking of a per-

son, the approaching to a place ; a. overtaken, ap-

proached.

cişleft, ad. (from esttș), an origin, and waft, a border),

from the origin, from the source, to the source.

esttṣtāža, s. (from estși, a foundation, and , the bind·

ing ofany thing), the earthing up of plants, the tump-

ing oftrees, the confirming or establishing a thing that

has been spoken.

estiștă, s. (from cst , the foot, and æ, to go), the beel,

estifs , a. (from cst , a mark, and fʊ¤, an egg), unfledged .

estiva, a. (from (s), a mark, and fox, an egg), unfledged.

(stiki.

sti , s . (from , the earth, and g, to injure), the name

of a species ofwild cucumber, (Cucumis madraspatanus),

also the water-melon (Cucurbita citrullus).

sttat , s . (from sta , to reckon), a sack.

cs , s. (from 5è, immersion), immersion, a dipping or

plunging the body into water or any other fluid.

(sta, s. (from cst , lineage, and , to hold), the name

of a shrub or tree, (Guarea Boro Gotadhura, Bucha

nan's Mss .)

esta, s. (from esti, the earth, and ta, to save), a race, lineage,

a family extraction, a mountain, an ancestor, a patri.

arch .

‹NIA, a. (from csta, lineage, and , to be produced), li.

neal, lineally descended. This adjective is usually ap

plied to kindred of the same general family, who are

connected by offerings of food and water in opposition

to cognate kindred, who do not partake in the oblation

made to a common ancestor.

esita, 8. (from est , a cow), the circumstance of being a cow,

cowship.

csttufæ, 8. (from cst, the betle nut, and T , a bunch), the

name of a species of grass (Cyperus monocephalus ; ) a .

curled, twisted into knots, snarly.

estiu, s. (from câ , water, and ûl, to give), the elephantiasis

or swelled leg.

esti , s. (from e , a cow, and , a tooth), a cow's tooth,

yellow orpiment or sulphate of arsenic, a fossile sub-

stance ofa white colour.

গোদন্তহরিতাল, s . (from গোদন্ত, a cow's tooth, andহরিতাল, orpi-

ment), yellow orpiment.

esttal, a. (from cst , the elephantiasis), afflicted with the e-

lephantiasis or swelled leg.

estatfta, 8. (from cst , dregs, and fʊ , a kite), the com-

mon Indian kite (Falco ater.)

esitāt³i , s . (from est , a cow, and ħtó ,̟ a giver), one who gives

cows to others,

estinta, s. (from esti, a cow, and în, a gift), a gift of cows,

the giving ofcows to another.

esitata , s . (from esti, a mark, and я, a gift), the tattooing

of the upper part of the nose with a particular mark.

This is almost universally practiced by Hindoo women.

estatus , s. (from est , afflicted with elephantiasis, and

¤fșk, a grasshopper), a species ofvery inactive grasshop-

per with remarkably thick legs.

csintza , s. (from cst , water, WI, to give, and Į, preceded by

the preposition , to cover), the name ofa river in the

peninsula ofIndia.
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Bestial

t&, 8. (from sra, to surround), a fence of leather worn on

the left arm by archers to prevent its being injured by

the bow string, an alligator, or rather a guano.

estifta , s. (from (s ), the guano), the guano, a gangetic

alligator.

esta , s. (from , to surround), wheat.

está, s. (from cs , wheat, and t , powder), wheaten

meal or flour.

csttaa, s. (from est , a cow, and , dust), the evening

twilight, or the time when cows return to their owner's

house .

estraat, s. (from est , a cow, and at, dust), the evening twi-

light, or the time when cows return to their owner's

house.

esti , s. (from .est , a cow, and , destruction), the de-

struction of cows.

cs , a. (from est, a cow, and , destructive), de-

structive to cows.

estit, a. (from csti , a cow, and f , destructive), de-

structive to cows.

estra , s. (from esti, a cow, and , the nose), the name

of a large serpent (Boa constrictor.)

estatesitat, 8. (from st , calculation, and estret, a race), a

family or lineage reckoned to the original progenitor.

esttatt, s. (from cst , a cow, and , destruction), the de-

struction of cows.

estatate, a. (from cst, a cow, and tt , destructive), de-

structive to cows.

stiff , a. (from cst, a cow, and ff , a cause), caused

by cows.

esttet, s. (from est , a cow, and H, to nourish), a cow-keep-

er, a milk-man, a butter man.

estræti, s. (from ‹s , a cow-keeper, and i, a daughter),

a cow-keeper's daughter.

estaga, s. (from cst , a cow-keeper, and T , a family), a

cow keeper's family, or lineage.

estteista, s. (from esitet, a cow keeper, and sta, a multitude),

a multitude or fraternity of cow- keepers.

estist , s. (from cstit, a cow-keeper, and , a house), the

house of a dairyman or cow-keeper.

estifs, s. (from cst , a cow, and f³, a master), a bull.

estet , s. (from ste, to conceal) , the act of hiding or conceal-

ing any thing, privacy, secrecy, concealment.

< t , s. (from cst , concealment, and ™ , a place), a

place of concealment, a retreat, a recess .

গোপনস্থান , s . ( from গোপন, concealment, and স্থান, a place),

a place of concealment, a retreat, a recess.

Z

(siteti,

estety, a. (from 5 , to conceal), concealable, proper to be

concealed, requiring to be guarded with care.

esttete , ad. (loc. case of estret ), privately, secretly, under

hand, clandestinely.

estet, s. (from estet, a cow-keeper, and , a part ofa

town), a part of a town or village appropriated to the

residence ofdairymen or cow keepers.

esta , s . (from cst , a cow-keeper, and , a son), a cow-

keeper's son.

esagt, s. (from cst , a cow-keeper, and , a daughter),

a cow keeper's daughter.

estia , s. (from csttt, a dairyman, and 4, a wife), the

wife of a dairyman or cow keeper.

(stieri, s . (from (strt, a cow keeper, and , a wife), a.

cow-keeper's wife.

est , s. (from esttet , a cow-keeper, and t , a descen

dant), the descendant of a cow-keeper.

est , s. (from estet, a cow-keeper, and , a multitude),

a multitude or fraternity of cow keepers.

estett, s. (from est, a cow-keeper, and , a woman), a

cow-keeper's wife..

cetta , s. (from csttt, a cow-keeper, and , a woman),

a dairymaid, a dairyman's wife, a female cow keeper.

<strofa , a. (from я , to conceal), concealed, hidden, guard-

ed.

estetta, s. (from esti, a cow, and Ha, a nourisher), a dairyman,

a cow keeper, a butter-man ; one ofthenamesof Krish-

na who was educated in a dairyman's house ; an image

ofKrishna.

estett , a. (from est, a cow, and , nourishing), nou.

rishing cows ; s. a cow keeper, a dairyman.

estetta , s. (from est , a cow, and t , a nourishing), the

keeping or nourishing of cows.

(stetta , s. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

* , a doer), one who nourishes cows, a dairyman.

estett , a. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

, capable), capable of keeping and managing cows.

গোপালনজনিত , a . (from গোপালন, the nourishing of cows, and

fs, produced), produced by or arising fromthe nou-

rishing of cows.

estett , a. (from estreta , the nourishing of cows, and

, producible), arising from the keeping or nourish-

ing of cows.

estrattman , a. (from este , the nourishing of cows, and

, eminent), dexterous in the care and management

ofcows.

csttemaad, a. (from estima, the nourishing ofcows, and
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estreft.

jaga, eminent), eminent in the care and management of

COWS.

গোপালপট ,ু a. (from shপালন, the nourishing of cows, and

, eminent), eminent in the care and management of

Cows.

estrattmatætsi, s. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

tag , desire), a desire to keep or nourish cows.

entettmatæigt, a . (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

tata, desirous), desirous of keeping or nourishing

Cows.

statat , a. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

, incapable), incapable of keeping or managing cows.

গোপালনানভিজ্ঞ, a . (from গোপালন, the nourishing of cows, and

, unacquainted with), unacquainted with the care

and management of cows.

(strettmatfenta, s . (from csttet , the nourishing of cows, and

afsata, desire), a desire to nourish or take care of

COWS.

estatmatfsatât, a. (from est , the nourishing of cows,

and fat , desirous), desirous of nourishing, or of

taking care of cows.

(steltmaizutsu, a. (from estat , the nourishing of cows,

and I, unfit), unfit for, or incapable of keeping

or managing cows.

state, a. (from strett , the nourishing of cows, and

, attached to), attached to the keeping and ma-

nagement ofcows.

**

‹steltaca&i, s. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

1, desire), a desire to keep, or nourish cows.

sta , a. (from cst , the nourishing of cows, and

, desirous), desirous ofkeeping or managing cows.

estyrimas , a . (from est , the nourishing of cows, and

, desirous), desirous of keeping or nourishing cows.

attertag, s. (from csttЯt, a cow-keeper, and tag, a residence),

the residence of a dairyman.

, s. (from estret, a dairy-maid), a dairy-woman, a fe-

male cow keeper.

fat, s. (from cstiet, a cow-keeper), a dairy-maid, a cow-

keeper's wife, a female cow-keeper ; the name ofa climb

ing shrub, (Ichnocarpus frutescens, Brown.)

stefì, s. (from estЯ, a cow-keeper), a dairy-woman, a fe.

male cow-keeper ; the name of a climbing shrub, (Ich

nocarpus frutescens, Brown.)

, s. (from exteft, a dairy-maid, and , a multi-

tude), a multitude of dairy-women.

testa, s. (from cstteft, a dairy-maid, and sa, a multitude),

an assemblage or multitude ofdairy- women.

<styz.

cstteftate , s. (from csteft, a dairy-maid, and ætt, earth), a

kind of earth brought from the forest of Vrinda, where

Krishna sported with the milk-maids ; it is accounted

sacred by the Hindoos, who smear their faces or other

parts ofthe body with it.

estteitas, a. (from cstteft, a dairy maid, and T , beloved),

the lover of a milk-maid, beloved by a milk-maid.

est , s. (from cst , a cow, and , a tail), a cow's tail , a

species ofmonkey.

estREN, s. (from csti, cow, and c , a son), children and cat-

tle, all a person's household, literally cows and sons.

ester , a. (from csttº, a dairyman, and softyd, instruct-

ed), instructed by a dairyman.

CsH8 , s. (from cstte, one who conceals), one who conceals a

thing, one who guards a person or tiring.

estigì, s. (from (sttą, one who conceals), a woman who con-

ceals a person or thing, a woman who guards a person

or thing.

(ste , a. (from st , to conceal) , concealable, requiring to be

safely kept, fit to be concealed , fit to be guarded.

estfaæ, s. (from cst , a cow, and *, a small heron), a small

species ofcrouching heron (Ardea bovina.)

esttant, a. (from est , the elephantiasis), thick, clumsy, un-

wieldy.

estaa, s. (from cst , a cow , and za, murder), the killing of

a cow .

83, a. (from estia , the murder of a cow, and af43,

generated by), caused by, or arising from the killing of

a cow,

(sta855), a. (from cstaỡ, the murder of a cow, and $7,

producible), arising from the murder of a cow.

estraâfafucæ, a. (from ea , the murder of a cow, and

firsa, a cause), caused by the killing of a cow.

esttaðtæigi, a. (from csttaa, the killing of a cow, and tot

desire), a desire to kill a cow.

esttaåtætzi, a. (from est , thekilling ofacow, andsteifi?,

desirous), desirous of killing a cow.

estraatfsata, s. (from ‹s , thekilling of acow, and afsate,

desire), a desire to kill a cow.

esitationtat, a. (from est , the killing of a cow, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of killing a cow,

গোবধেছা , s . (from গোবৰ, the killing of a cow, and ইচ্ছা de-

sire), a desire to kill a cow.

estrata, a. (from estað, the killing ofacow, and 3 , desir

ous), desircus of killing a cow.

stage, a. (from est , the killing of a cow, and E,

desirous), desirous ofkilling a cow.

2499
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estifx.

esttag, s. (from cst, a cow), cow-dung.

estizzi, v. a. (from esttag, cow-dung), to write in such a

blotted manner that it can scarcely be read, to be-

come yellowish or red . In this sense the verb is only

applied to fruits which change their colour as they ap-

proach to ripeness ; s . the name of a shrub (Ajuga dis-

ticha.)

estiagit, s. (from esttag, cow-dung, and at , appearing), the

threshold of a door. It is the custom of the Hindoos

to besmear the floors of their houses daily with cow-

dung, hence this word.

csitaata, s . (from esta , to write in a blotted manner), the

writing in such a blotted and illegible manner that the

paper appears as if smeared with cow-dung, the change

of colour which takes place in fruits as they ripen ; a.

written in a blotted illegible manner.

esttagifa, s. (from cstag , to write in a blotted manner),

writing which is so blotted and illegible as to appear

as ifthe paper was smeared with cow-dung, the change

of colour in fruits when they approach to ripeness .

estaafar, a (from csal, to write in a blotted manner),

writing in a blotted illegible manner, changed in co-

lour as it approaches to ripeness ; s. a man who writes

in a blotted illegible manner.

esitate , s . (from stag , cow.dung, and , the

name of a tree), the name of a tree, (Gaurea alliacea,

Buchanan's Mss. Trichilia alliacea, Willd ?)

estafautotel, s. (from cstafa , corruptedfrom ca, white,

and , the name of a tree), the name of a small tree

which produces an highly fragrant flower (Plumeria

acuminata.)

fatta , s . (from csttaa, cow dung, and at , afungus),

a species offungus which grows in cow-dung.

গোবরিয়াতেরসা , ৪. (from গোবর, cow dung, and ডেঙ্গুসা , a spe

cies ofpotherb , the name of a species of potherb when

it grows on dunghills, or on places abundantly manur-

ed with cow-dung, which is supposed to give it a dis

agreeable taste, (Amaranthus lividus.)

estafayiritæ , s. (from csttag, cow dung, and cttæl, an insect),

a large beetle, (Scarabeus Gideon .)

estrate , s. (from csti, a cow, and at , a tiger), a hyena.

estatal, s. (from cstt, a cow, and Ha, a preserving), a cow-

keeper, a butter-man.

estifzai, ad. (from cs , a cow, and fat, without), without

COWS.

sti , s. (from cst, a cow, and fast , destruction), the

destruction of cows.

tile .

estifal , s. (from cst , a cow , and fat , destructive), de-

structive to cows .

‹sttfan, s. (from <st , speech, and fa̸ , to know), one of the

names of Krishna .

esttfafxt , a. (from cst , a cow, and faft , possessed of, pos-

sessed ofcows, connected with cows.

eNERA, a. (from csti, a cow, and f , destitute of) , desti-

tute of cows.

estitānī, s. (from cst , a cow, and tani, a physician), a cow-

doctor, a quack doctor.

estaff , a. (from cst , a cow, and fofas, exempted), ex-

empted from cows, destitute of cows.

, flesh), beef.

ettaforgæ, s. (from ‹s , a cow, and fox , an exemption),

the exception or exemption of cows.

esta , s. (from cat , a cow), cow.dung.

estat , s . (from cst , a cow, and

estataĦaltuæ, a. (from cst , beef, anda , eating), eat-

ing beef; s. one who eats beef.

(stat”.ASHX, a. (from esti , beef, and , eating), eat-

ing beef; s. one who eats beef.

cat , s. (from estat , beef, and d, an eating),

the eating of beef.

estrat , s. (from csi, sound, and i, to measure), a shakal,

the bile or bilious humour ofthe cow.

estat , s. (from cst , a cow, and , a mouth), a cow's mouth,

a particular sort of musical instrument, a cloth bag

which contains a rosary into which the hand is thrust

to count the beads, a noted chasm in the Himaluya

mountains through which the Ganges flows, supposed

by the Hindoos to resemble a cow's mouth.

estas, s. (from cst , a cow, and , a head), a cow's head.

The word however is not applied to the head of a liv.

ing cow, but usually to the skull of a dead one. The

Hindoo females at their marriage perform a number of

ceremonies over the skull of a cow to ensure the affec-

tions oftheir husband.

estry, a. (from cs , a cow, and ™ , stupid), stupidly igno

rant, as ignorant as a cow.

esita , s. (from est , a cow, and , urine), the urine of a

COW.

estrañ☎, s. (from cst, the eye, and fan, to anoint), a topaz, a

kind of poison.

esttaa, s. (from csi, a cow, and K, a sacrifice), the sacri-

fice of a cow.

estra , a. (from (sti, a cow, and 4 , joined to), connected

with cows.

esita, s. (from , a grave), agrave, a tomb ; a, (from <sììz.

Z2
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cstter.

white), fair, white ; constructed with , to give, this

word means, to bury.

esttaxæ, s. (from esti, a cow , and g☎, a keeper), a cow-keeper.

sta , s. (from csttai, the preservation of cows, and

, a species ofplant , the name of a species ofplant,

(Hedysarum Lagopodioides.)

sta , s. (from cat, a cow, and , a preserving), the act

ofnourishing or tending cows.

esti , s. (from cst , a cow, and 1, preservation), the nou-

rishing or preservation of cows.

estta , s. (from cst , a cow, and , to preserve), the name

ofa small annual plant (Solanum rubrum.

estigat, a. (from , poor), foreign, travelling out of the

country, poor, necessitous.

csigai, s. (from cst , a cow, and , to enjoy), the name of

a species of grass, (Apluda aristata. )

esitata , s. (from cst, a cow, and , garlic), the name of

a plant which communicates the scent and flavor of

garlic to the milk of cows when they feed on it, (Alli-

um ascalonicum.)

esttañ, s. (from esti, a cow, and a¤, juice) , the fluid produc

tions of a cow, as milk, whey, coagulated milk, butter-

milk.

‹stiania, s. (fromjý, a grave, and † , a place), a burial

ground.

stas, a. (from est , a cow, and 3, destitute of), desti-

tute of cows.

esital, a. (from estia, white), white, fair.

st , s. (from si, a cow), a cow, an ex.

at, s. (from em, water, and , to sound), the name of

a fish not yet described by Ichthyologists.

esticato , s. (from est , a cow, and 5, to be agreeable), a

bright yellow pigment prepared from the urine of a cow,

or vomited in the form ofscibule by the animal. It is

employed in painting and dying, and is valued much

bythe Hindoos to make the sectarial mark on the fore-

head ; it is also used in medicine.

esim, s. (from sa, to endeavour), the brain, dregs.

(site, a. (from 95, to be round), round, globular ; s. a tu-

mult, a hubbub, a mob.

(sta , s. (from csttm, a ball), a widow's bastard.

stats, s. (from estimæ, bastard, and as, a sort ofsweet-

meat), the name of a large shrub (Johnia salacioides.)

state , s. (from cst , round, and tși, a sort offruit),

a species of cucurbitaceous plant (Momordica mixta) ;

also the fruit produced thereby.

estaætæata, s. (from estta, round, and atacats, a sort of

csttab.

fruit), the name of a cucurbitaceous plant and of its

fruit (Momordica mixta.)

estett, s. (from est , round, and t , wood), timber.গোলকাঠ

esitmatugi, s. (from est , round, and stu , Japan earth),

the name of a plant named in Dr. Buchanan's Mss.

(Althea nigricans.)

esttanta, s. (from est , a store house, and , holding), a

wholesale tradesman or shop-keeper.

estanta , s. (from esttanta, a wholesale trader), the busi

ness or profession of a wholesale shop- keeper.

estaats, s. (from , a ball or bullet, and j , a throw

ing), a particular kind of troops.

<st¬¬†sì, s. (from esttanta, a soldier), the profession of a

soldier.

estimaas, s. (from est , round, and af , pepper), black

pepper.

esttmæta, s. (from est , a tumult. The last member ofthis word

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), confusion, disorder.

esitat, s . (from est , round), a storehouse, a granary, a barn.

esta , v. a. (from sta, to dissolve), to spread a report, to

make a thing public; also, a, dissolved ; s . a substance,

as earth orthe like, when mixed with water so asto form

soft mud.

estiat , s. (from est , a cow, and at , a tail), the name

of a species ofmonkey, perhaps the baboon.

csit¬ta , a. (from cst , to dissolve), made to dissolve, dis

solved so as to form a thin semifluid paste ; s. the dis .

solving of earth or any other substanse so as to form

a thin paste.

estrata , s. (from est , to dissolve), the dissolution of earth,

cow-dung, or any other substance so as to form a thin

semifluid paste.

estrata, s . (from K, aflower, and , water), a rose, rose

water.

estratat, a. (from 3, a rose), rosy, rose-scented, made of

roses.

estratifs, s. (from estar , dissolved earth, and Tifs, a pot),

a pot in which cow-dung is dissolved for the purpose

of smearing the walls and floors of houses.

estat , s. (from est , round), a bullet, a ball.

esttentes, (from esti, a cow, and cat , a world), one ofthe

heavens of the Hindoos, the paradise of Krishna.

estratta , s. (from est , a cow, and tt , a house), a cow-house.

estrata , a. (from esti, a cow, and 1, empty), empty of

COWS.

esttab , 8. (from est , a cow, and , to be situate), a herd, a

cow pen, a cow-pasture, a drove of cows.
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esttal, s. (from esti, a cow, and T, to be situate), lineage, de-

scent, kindred, a race, a genealogy, a pedigree, an as-

sembly, a meeting, conversation, discourse.

esta , s. (from c , a cow, and M, a foot), the print ofa

cow's foot, the path or track made by cows when it is

filled with water.

esta , s. (from (stiftei, a guana), the name of the guana

(Lacerta Godica.)

sta , s. (from ac, anger), anger, wrath.

estate , s. (from estraf, a guana), the name of the guana

(Lacerta Godica.)

estrazi, s. (from est , a cow, and a , service), attendance

on à cow.

esticnatēģi, s. (from csπ¬Ã , attendance on a cow, and ý,

a doer), one who attends assiduously on cows.

esticaætætgi, s. (from estat, attendance on cows, and

atats , desire), a desire to attend on cows,

estetett, a. (from est , attendance on cows, and

, desirous), desirous of attending on cows.

esttcuatētāì, a. (from esĦ☎), attendance on cows, and HII,

doing), attending assiduously on cows.

estatal, a. (from est , attendance on cows, and ,

producible), producible or arising from obsequious at

tendance on cows.

estinati , s . (from cst , attendance on cows, and ,

destruction), the destruction of obsequious attendance

on cows.

esticaatkaæ, a. (from est , attendance on cows, and

, destructive), destructive to obsequious atten-

dance on cows.

estrazidal, a. (from est , attendance on cows, and

, destructive), destructive to attendance on cows.

esttcaatatat, s. (from estπ¬ai , attendance on cows, and ****,

destruction), the destruction of attendance on cows.

estimaatatatæ, a . (from este , attendance on cows, and

at , destructive) , destructive to attendance on cows.

গোসেৱানিপুণ, a. (from গোসো, attendance on cows, and নিপুন,

eminent), eminent or dextrous in giving attendance on

COWS.

(sienaars, a. (from este , attendance on cows, and

FF, appointed , appointed to attend on cows.

গোসোন্বিত, a. ( from গোসেৱা, attendance on cows, and অম্বিত,

connected with), connected with attendance on cows.

estreuerfani, ad. (from csica ), attendance on cows, and fa̸rl,

without), without giving attendance on cows.

estatfast , a. (from este , attendance on cows, and

f , destitute of, free from giving attendance on cows.

(stiff...

esterataifa, s . (from este , attendance on cows, and

, afailure), a failure or error in attending on cows.

estatufsfae, a. (from estĦT , attendance on cows, and

uffas, exempted), exempted from attendance on cows.

esticĦartiforgæ, s. (from est , attendance on cows, and

TUTE, an exemption), an exemption from attendance

on cows.

esttowatys, a. (from (s , attendance on cows , and 3,

connected with , connected with attendance on cows.

esteĦatafxs, a. (from estĦai, attendance on cows, and afg³,

destitute of), free from attendance on cows.

estett , a. (from est¬æ†, attendance on cows, and tar,

empty), destitute of attendance on cows.

esites , a. (from cst , attendance on cows, and ,

destitute of), destitute of attendance on cows.

cât¬fãs, a. (from esti, a cow, and cafes, attended), frequent-

ed by cows.

est , s. (from cst, a cow, and 87, a breast), the udder ofa

cow.

esitat, s. (from est , the udder ofa cow), a grape.

Cs , s. (from est , a cow, and 1, murder), the killing of

a cow.

estrat, s. (from est , a cow, and q, one who kills) , one who

kills cows.

estrets, a. (from csti, a cow, and Ts, a bone), the bone of a

cow.

estigia , s. (from est , a cow, and x , a house), a cow-house. ,

< if☎, a. (from csti, a cow, and fr☎, injurious), inju-

rious to cows, doing mischiefto cows.

estif , s. (from cst , a cow, and f , an injury), the in-

juring of a cow.

extfæ¾atæ , s. (from caf , the injuring of cows, and

, a doer), one who injures cows.

estiftet , s. (from cst , the injuring of cows, and

tots , desire), a desire to injure cows.

esttatatst, a. (from cst , the injuring of cows, and,

, desirous), desirous of injuring cows.

estatge, a. (from csif , the injuring ofcows, and

, doing), injuring cows ; s. one who injures cows.

estifgantætat, a. (from A , the injuring of cows, and

fa , doing), injuring cows.

est , a. (from cstift, the injuring of cows, and

, producible), arising from injuring cows.

esttferntfielçæ, a. (from cstfgĦ , the injuring ofcows, and

fate, preventing), preventing the injury of cows ; s.

one who prevents cows from being injured.

estetfacta , s. (from estift, the injuring of cows, and
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Fantas, prevention), the preventing a cow from being

injured.

esteratface, a . (from est , the injuring ofcows, and

ffs , a cause), caused by injuring cows .

cstifataza, s. (from cat , the injuring of cows, and

ata , prevention), the preventing a cowfrom being in-

jured.

estife:Hifæri, ad. (from csif , the injuring of cows, and

f , without), without injuring cows.

stiff , a. (fromes , the injuring ofcows, and

fs , exempted), exempted from the injuring ofcows.

wiftfore,a. (from c , the injuring of cows, and

foge, an exception), an exception to the injuring of

COWS.

' ,

estifg: catnjo, a. (from cstift, the injuring of cows, and

S3, ready), engaged in injuring a cow.

csixìa, a. (from cst, a cow, and I, destitute of), destitute

of cows.

esitzRge, a. (from csti, a cow, and cx, a cause), caused by

cows, arising from cows.

€15, s. (from $5, molasses), the name of a part of Bengal

lying north of the Ganges, the ruins of the capital of

which are still very extensive. Rum or spirit distilled

from molasses.

«isty, a. (from css, the name of a province), belonging to

the province of Gour.

sta, a. (from sa, inferior, subordinate), inferior, subordi-

nate; s. inferiority, delay.

<stìqði, s. (from csila, inferior), inferiority, the being subordi-

nate.

si , s. (fromca, inferior), inferiority, the circumstance

ofbeing subordinate.

3 , s. (from css , the name of a sage), one ofthe names

of Boodha. The name of a sage who was the author of

the Nyaya philosophy.

estra, a. (from sa, to exert one's self), fair, white, pale, red,

clean, pure.

, s. (from H , weighty), importance, weight, glory,

greatness, majesty, grandeur, honour.

, s. (from csiga, importance, and , a doer), one

who promotes the importance of a person , one who

honours another, one who exalts or glorifies another.

nazatze, a. (from es , importance, and t , doing),

causing respectability, honouring another, treating a

person with respect, promoting a person's importance ;

s. one who give due honour to another.

stizzataì, a. (from (fig , importance, and af , doing),

<sita.

promoting honour or importance, honouring a person,

causing respectability.

caasaæ, e. (from ‹ , importance, and , producing),

producing respectability or importance, producing

greatness or glory.

গৌরঅনিত, a. (fron গৌরব, importance, and জনিড, produced

produced from respectability or importance, produced

from honour or greatness.

‹ngzwa , a. (from ‹ ææ, importance, and , producible),

producible from greatness or importance, arising from

greatness or glory.

cazut , a. (from cŇ , importance, and f³, born), aris-

ing from greatness or respectability, arising from bo-

nour or glory.

cig , s. (from es , importance, and , destructi

on), the ruin or destruction ofgreatness or importance,

the ruin of reputation or glory.

3cigarnē, a. (from csiga, importance, and ‡ Ã☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to greatness or importance, destruc-

tive to honour or glory.

, a. (from a , importance, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to greatness or importance, destruc-

tive to honour or glory.

gaat, s. (from eiga, importance, and , destruction),

the ruin or destruction of greatness or importance, the

loss of honour or glory.

rizate, a. (from «shga, importance, and at , destrue-

tive), destructive to greatness or importance, ruinous to

reputation or glory.

গৌরৰনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a . ( from গৌরব, importance, and নিবর্ত্তক, putting

a stop to), putting a stop to greatness or importance,

putting a stop to honour or glory.

গৌরৰনিবারক, a. (from গৌরব, importance , and নিবারক, pre-

venting , preventing greatness or importance, prevent-

ing reputation or glory ; s. that which prevents great-

ness or importance.

গৌরবনিবারণ , s . ( from গৌরব, importance, and নিবারণ, pre-

venting , the prevention of greatness or importance,

the preventing ofhonour or glory.

csigafiafe, s. (from maa, importance, and fif , cessa'i·

on), the cessation ofgreatness or importance, the ces-

sation of respectability or glory.

গৌরৰনিমিশুক, a. (from গৌরব, importance, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from greatness or respectability,

arising from honour or importance.

chatyfstæt, a. (from csiga, importance, aud gforse, ob-
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structing), obstructing greatness or respectability, ob

structing honour or glory.

csfigcggs, a. (from ‹ , importance, and T , arising

from), caused by or arising from greatness or respecta-

bility, arising from glory or honour.

migana, a. (from ‹ǹxa, importance), important, great, res-

pectable, honourable.

estigafa , ad. (from e , importance, and fe , without),

without greatness or respectability, without honour or

glory.

gafa , s . (from chaa, importance, and fat , destruc

tion), the ruin or destruction ofgreatness or respecta-

bility, the destruction of glory or honour.

গৌরৰবিনাশক, a . (from গৌরব, importance, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to greatness or respectability, de-

structive to honour orglory.

estigefafates, a. (from eshiga, importance, and faft , possess.

ed of), important, great, respectable, honourable.

csiga , a.(from ea , importance, and fat , destitute

of), destitute of greatness or respectability, destitute of

importance or glory, unimportant.

, a. (from ca , importance, and F, joined to),

important, great, respectable, honourable, glorious.

shaatst , a. (from caz, importance, and cist , worthy),

worthy of respect or honour, deserving to be honour-

ably distinguished.

গৌরনরহিত, a. (from গৌরব, importance, and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute of greatness or respectability, destitute.

ofglory or honour.

esgate , a. (from sa , importance, and , tending to),

becoming great or respectable, becoming important

or honourable.

estigat , a. (from stig , importance, and t , empty), des-

titute ofgreatness or respectability, destitute ofhonour

or importance, unimportant.

es , a. (from ea , importance, and 5 , indicating),

indicating greatness or importance, indicating honour or

glory.

গৌরহানি, s . (from গৌরব, importance, and হানি, loss), the loss

ofreputation or respectability,the loss of importance or

greatness.

esizazia, a. (from csfag, importance, and A, destitute of),

destitute ofgreatness or respectability, destitute ofim-

portance or honour.

estigi, s. (from csiga, importance, and tigi, desire),

a desire after greatness or respectability, a wish forin-

portance or honourable distinction.

de.

eligt, a. (from ang , importance, and tf , desirous),

desirous of greatness or respectability, desirous of im-

portance or honourable distinction.

গৌরবান্বিত, a . ( from গৌৱৰ, importance, and অন্বিত, connect-

ed with), important, great, respectable, honourable,

distinguished, glorious.

ata, s. (from ca , importance, and afta, de-

sire), a desire of greatness or distinction, a desire of

respectability or honour, a desire of importance.

esitgetfsati, a. (from a , importance, and fat , de-

sirous), desirous of greatness or honourable distinc-

tion, desirous of respectability or importance.

caTÉ, «. (from ca , importance, and , fit), worthy

ofhigh respect or honourable distinction.

esa , s. (from eshiga, honour, and , a seat), the seat

ofhonour.

WMTI, s. (from wig , importance, and a , desire), a de-

sire for greatness or honourable distinction, a desire

for respectability or importance.

catta, a. (from csiga, importance, and T5, desirous), de-

sirous of greatness or honourable distinction, desirous

of respectability or importance.

estica , a. (from ex, importance, and , desirous),

desirous of greatness or honourable distinction, desir-

ous of respectability or importance.

istat , a. (from estia, white, and , a body), white-bodi-

ed, white, fair.

csìatat, a. (from ca, white, and a , a body), white-bodied,

white, fair ; s. a fair woman.

sat, s. (from sa, white), one of the names of Parvutee

the consort of Shiva, a young girl of eight years old, a

girl prior to menstruation, a maid, a virgin, one ofthe

female divine energies.

carte, s. (from eat, the consort of Shiva, and Y, a

board), the lower stone ofthe Linga, which represents

the female organ of generation, on which the Linga,

properly so called, is placed in an erect position.

state , s. (from est . Gource, and ts , a leaf), the

name of a species of plant, (Lycopodium mimosoides,

Buchanan's Mss.)

‹ Ã ™ , s. (from cì , a name ofParvulee, and ™ , afruit ,

the name ofa species ofbramble, (Rubus Gowry Phul )

stutasuta, an imitative sound used to express the whining

dissatisfied sound uttered by children when desirous of

prevailing on a weak or irresolute parent, also that

untered by one or two species of fish when caught
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stiastata , s . (from strastria, a whining sound), a whin-

ing, a querulous dissatisfied cry, a whimper.

sta , s. (from stītastría, an imitative sound), whining,

complaining, whimpering.

gfus, a. (from xg, to arrange orderly) , arranged orderly as

bricks in a building, written, sewed throughand through.

་, s. (from , to dispose in regular order), a book, a

writing, a literary production .

***, a. (from * , to dispose in regular order), placing

materials in regular order ; s. a builder, a writer, a

wickerman, one who strings beads, the cement of a

building, the thread of a necklace.

31, s. (from E, a writing, and , a doer), an author,

a compiler, the writer of a literary work.

, s. (from E, a writing, and , to do), an author, a

writer, a compiler.

Hæ , a. (from , a writing, and tax, making), com-

piling books ; s . an author, a writer, a compiler.

3, a. (from H , a book, and , found), found in a

book, inserted in a writing),

gesla , s. (from , a writing, and cig , importance,

the importance or weight attached to any writing, the

authority of a book.

, s. (from , a writing), the stringing of beads, the

composing or compiling of a literary work, the platting

of a whip-lash, the working of wicker or similar work.

sy, a. (from ¶ , to arrange orderly), capable of being

orderlyarranged, capable ofbeing written or composed .

, s. (from sto dispose things in an orderly manner),

a knot, a knob, a knuckle, a joint.

sfs, a. (from , to arrange orderly), orderly arranged,

platted, knotted, sewed through, arranged in a build-

ing, written, compiled.

HfI1, s. (from qf , a knot, and H, a species of grass),

the name of a species of grass, a variety of Panicum

Dactylon, or perhaps a distinct species.

sf , s. (from sf , aknot, and T , a binding) , the ce-

remony of tying the bride and bridegroom together by

means of their respective garments on the day of mar-

riage.

, a. (from s , to swallow), swallowed, involved in, receiv

ed into a cavity or receptacle, eclipsed .

sete, a. (from se, eclipsed, and , the setting of a lumi

nary), the setting of the sun or moon when eclipsed.

qwiky, s. (from II, eclipsed, and 847, a rising into view),

the rising ofthe sun or moon eclipsed.

SE, s. (from . to take), a planet, the acceptance of any

thing, tenacity, the hold of any thing, reception, theun-

derstanding, comprehension.

E , s. (from s , to take), an eclipse, the taking of a thing,

the receiving or accepting of a thing, the catching or

seizing of a thing, the apprehending of a malefactor.

Hat , s. (from H , an eclipse, aud it, cut), a hare lip.

Hatti, a (from Я , a receiving, and tigt, desire),

a desire to take things, or to receive presents.

test, a. (from Яd, a receiving, and tælfga, desir.

ous), desirous of taking things, or of receiving presents,

desirous of an eclipse.

state, s. (from sd, a receiving, and sata, desire),

a desire to take things, or to receive presents.

statt , a. (from 4, a receiving, and ofsafa , desir

ous), desirous of taking things, or ofreceiving presents,

desirous of an eclipse.

Hata , s. (from Sd, an eclipse, and 5, a beginning),

the beginning of an eclipse.

Ha , a. (from 4, the accepting ofa thing, and ac,

worthy), worthy of acceptance, acceptable, plausible,

satisfactory.

st, s. (from E, to receive), the name of a disease, dysen-

tery, diarrhoea.

Hi , a. (from H, to take), acceptable, worthy of being

accepted or regarded .

Hldthig, a. (from TA, a receiving, and 8513, engaged

in), about to take a thing, or to receive a present.

গ্রহণোদ্যুক্ত, a. ( from গ্রহন , a receiving , and sদ্যুক্ত , endeavoured

for), engaged in receiving or taking things.

status , u. (from a, a,receiving, and strist, endeavour),

an exertion to take things , or to receive presents.

ggiatestst, a. (from H , a receiving, and suita, ex-

erting), exerting himself to take things, or to receive

presents.

E , s. (from 4, an eclipse, and 8 , a beginning),

the commencement of an eclipse, an attempt to take a

thing, or to receive a present.

fs, s. (from , a planet, and tfs , a lord), the sun.

Mși, s. (from H , a planet, and 71, pain), the influence

ofan unpropitious planet, the evils or distress occasion-

ed by an unpropitious planet.

Hi, s. (from J , a planet, aud , worship), the wor

ship of the planets.

Haft , 8. (from æ , a planet, and f15%, destitute of qua.

litis), a planet which has lost it's influence.

Hats, 8. (from: XI, a planet, and Tist, a sacrifice), a sacri

fice or oblation to the planets, especially to one deem

ed unpropitious.
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STR.

græt, 8. (hom y , a planet, and , a burnt offering),

a burnt-offering made to the planets, and especially to

the unpropitious ones.

gist, s. (from Kis, one who accepts any thing) , a person

who takes or accepts any thing.

, s. (from , to swallow), a village.

ytadi, s. (fromsita, a village), avillage barber, the chief man

ofa village; a. best, excellent, chief, pre-eminent.

, a. (from , a village, and , to be situate) situated

in a village, rustic.

yhì, a. (from gifag, belonging to a village), pertaining to

avillage, rustic.

s ™, a. (from s¤, a village), tame, domestic, belonging to

a village, village.

Hannað , s. (from qtær, village, and maol, a god), a village

god. There are fifteen or sixteen ofthese which are sup-

posed to preside over village affairs, and are often re-

presented by bricks, stones, or images, placed under

a large tree.

Hæâuí, 8. (from H , village, and , religion), copulation,

the religion or virtue of a village.

Ã¤, s. (from Яu, to swallow), a mouthful, a lump of rice

squeezed together for a mouthful, the swallowing of a

mouthful. This word constructed with â, to bind,

means to squeeze together a handful of rice or other

food before it is put into the mouth.

si , s. (from , a mouthful, and , a cover-

ing), food and raiment .

si , s. (from sa, to take), a taking, the acceptance of a

thing, a reception , an acquisition, a Gangetic alligator

(Lacerta Gangetica.)

Nyx, a. (from HT, to take), taking, receiving, acquiring ; s.

a purchaser, one who accepts or receives a thing, one

who obtains a thing, a hawk or falcon .

gia ), s . (from Я , taking), receivership, the circum-

stance of acquiring a thing by purchase or any other

method.

, s . (from g , taking), receivership, the circum-

stance of acquiring a thing by purchase or in any other

way.

si, a. (from ga, taking), taking, receiving, obtaining,

procuring.

20sh , 8. (from § 2o swallow), the hinder part or nape ofthe

neck, the neck.

gu, a. (from s̟ , to swallow), hot, warm, sultry ; s . the

hot season comprehending two months reckoned from

the time the sun enters Taurus; heat, warmth,

siwe , a. (from sirw, heat, and 2, to make), causing heat,

causing hot weather.

stuæ , s . (from six heat, and im, time), the hot season,

which commences when the sun enters Taurus and coK-

tinues two months.

Hut , a. (from si , the hot season, and 5 , to be pro-

duced), arising from or produced in the hot season.

গ্রীষ্মকালজাত, a. (fromগ্রীষ্মকাল, the hot scason , and জাত, pre-

duced), produced in the hot season.

গ্রীষ্মকালজনিত, a . ( fromগ্রীষ্মকাল, the hot season, andজনিত, pre-

duced , produced in the hot season.

গ্রীষ্মকালজম্য , a. ( from গ্রীষ্মকাল, the hot season, and জন্য, pra

ducible), producible in the hotseason, arising from the

hot season.

tutatas, s . (from it , the hot season, and kg, a

beginning), the beginning of the hot season.

গ্রীষ্মকালীন, a. ( from গ্রীষ্মকাল, the hot season), belonging to the

hot season, summer.

গ্রীষ্মকালেপক্রম, s. (from গ্রীষ্মকাল, the hot season, and উপক্রম,

a commencement), the commencement of the hot sea-

son.

stur, a . (from st , heat, and , to smite), receiving or mo-

derating excessive heat.

Hus, a. (from H¤, heat, and 5, to be produced), produc-

ed from heat, arising from heat, produced in or bythe

hot season.

siwgnæ, a. (from , heat, and , producing), causing

beat, producing heat, causing the hot season.

u , a. (from , heat, and 3, producible), arising

from heat, caused by the hot season.

susts, a. (from stu, heat, and s, produced), produced

by heat, arising from heat, arising from the hot season.

Huntaw, a . (from stu, heat, and aty , giving), causingheat,

bestowing heat, bestowing hot weather.

gi , s. (from gu, heat, and , destruction), the re-

moval of heat, the moderating of the heat of the wea

ther.

sfrute, a. (from situ, heat, and ¤ , destroying), mode-

rating or removing heat, cooling the weather.

fur , a. (from au, heat, and f , destroying), mode.

rating or removing heat, cooling the weather.

sturi , s. (from stu, heat, and *, destruction), the remov-

al or moderating of excessive heat.

state, a. (from stu, heat, and , destructive), re-

moving ormoderating heat, cooling the weather.

giufta , a. (from gu, heat, and fax , putting a stop to),

putting a stop to excessive heat.
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sitet.

Hiwatige, a. (from , heat, and fata , preventing), pre-

venting excessive heat or sultriness.

গ্রীষ্মনিবারণ, s . (from গ্রীষ্ম, heat , and নিবারণ , prevention), the

prevention of great heat or sultriness.

Hufacfe, s. (from gu, heat, and fif , cessation), the ces-

sation of heat, the cessation of the hot weather.

Hafifus™, a. (from stu, heat, and fif , a cause), caused

by heat, arising from the hot season.

sims, a. (from H , heat, and F, arisingfrom), aris-

ing from or caused by excessive heat.

sirane, a. (from stu, heat, and T , causing increase),

aggravating the heat, increasing heat.

HuTÚA, 8. (from si¤, heat, and , increase) , the increas-

ing or aggravating ofheat.

shufafa , a. (from ¤, heat,and fifty, possessed of), hot,

sultry.

giuferty, a. (from si , heat, and faxa, destitute of), free

from excessive heat.

stufa, s. (from sa, heat, and , increase), the increase

of heat or sultriness.

Hinahawa, a. (from , the increase of heat, and

to do), increasing heat, causing an increase of heat.

Huqfanas, a. (from , the increase of heat, and

3 , producing), producing an increase of heat.

stasis, a. (from ¤, heat, and 13, affrighted), affright-

ed or alarmed at the heat, or at the hot season.

Mustst, s. (from sa, heat, and cost, a suffering), the going

through or suffering the inconvenience ofthe hot season.

Huy³, a. (from H™, heat, and ™*, joined to , hot, sultry.

quas, a. (from stu, heat, and af , destitute of, free

from excessive heat.

gua, s. (from Я , heat, and ‹ ¤, an end), the end of the

hot season.

stazi, a. (from situ, heat, and 5 , to smite), stopping or

moderating excessive heat or sultriness.

stata, s. hom su, heat, and Tifa, loss), the decrease of

heat.

stuia, a. (from , heat, and , destitute of), free from

excessive heat.

simage, a. (from sa, heat, and 3, a cause), arising from

excessive heal, caused by the hot season.

gwis, s. (from Nu, heat, and , an end , the end of the

hot season.

siwifas, a. (from six, heat, and f , connected with), hot,

sultry.

sjutanta, s. (from su, heat, and on , the decline of a

thing) the decline of heat, the end ofthe hot season.

att,

wizy, s. (from stu, heat, and tag, a beginning), the

commencement of the hot season.

Hiewicy™, s. (from gu, heat, and sm , a beginning), the

commencement of the hot season.

গ্রীষ্মোপক্রয ,় s. (from গ্রীষ্ম, heat, and উপক্রম, a beginning, the

commencement of the hot season.

aifa, s. (from ta, to be sad), languor, lassitude, depression

ofmind, fatigue of body, reproach, a slander, acensure.

7.

, the fourth consonant in the Indian alphabet ; it has the

sound ofg h in log- house.

TA, s. (from , the letter, and , to make), the letter or

that which expresses the sound of a, or gh.

aætaifa, ɑ. (from I, the letter , and af, thefirst), be-

ginning with the letter , having an initial ◄.

tas, a. (from , the letter , and 3, an end), ending

with the letter ; having a final ◄.

Tt, v. n. (from π , to move), to occur, to happen.

at, s. (from a water-pot), a pot orjug used to holdwater,

ajug, a pitcher, ajar.

TE, s. (from T , to move), a person whose business it is to

procure and attend upon contracts of marriage.

at1, s. (from ute, one who makes contracts ofmarriage),

the condition or office of the person who among the

Hindoos settles the contract of marriage between two

persons.

ta , s. (from , one who makes contracts of marriage),

the condition or office of the person who among the

Hindoos settles the contract of marriage between two

persons.

Taifa, s. (from TF, one who makes contracts ofmarriage),

the office ofthe person who among the Hindoos settles

the contract ofmarriage between two persons.

ttt, s. (from , a water pot. The last member of this word

is a mere rhyme to the first), jars, pitchers, & c.

ata, s. (from at, to move), the happening or occurring of

any thing.

ata , s . (from , to move), an occurrence.

atzig, a. (from at, to move), liable to happen, probable.

tattfa, s. (from , ajar,, cloth, and if , the first),

a common term usedin Hindoo philosophical writings

to signify objects in general, literally, jars, cloth, and

other things.

,atiاو s. (from at, to move), a concourse of people, a crowd,

a multitude, a great collection of people, vehicles, aui-
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malsor other things come together on a public occasion,

a public procession.

i, v. a. (from at, to move), to cause, to occasion a concur-

rence ofcircumstances.

attat, s. (from at , a concourse. The word is doubledfor em-

phasis), a vast concourse ofpeople with all their attend-

ant carriages, horses, and articles of every sort.

ii , s . (from , a water pot, and t , a covering), a

piece of cloth put over ajar of water as a covering for

it at a religious ceremony.

titi , s. (from , a concourse, and t † , a sound), the

sound ofa great procession, or of a great concourse of

people come together on a public occasion .

tttti, s. (from , a concourse. The last syllable is only a

rhyme to thefirst), a coucourse ofpeople with all their

attendant carriages, horses, and articles of every sort.

trète, s. (from t, a concourse, and wit, pride), a co-

vering for a carriage, palkee, or any piece of furniture

to protect it from injuries, a tilt.

bla, 8. (from at, to move), the occasioning of a favourable

concurrence ofcircumstances for the accomplishment

of a thing, the bringing of any thing to effect.

uſtæi, s. (from æ , a clock), an hour, the ancle, a moohoor-

ta, or a thirtieth part of the day and night.

afts, a. (from a , to move), happened, occurred.

afts , a. (from at, to move), possible, probable, liable to

happen.

, s. (from , to move), a clock, a watch, particularly the

Indian clock, which is a plate of metal on which the

hours are struck, asmall pitcher or jar.

This , s. (from , a clock. The last member ofthis word is

merely a rhyme to the first), clocks and watches, pots

and jars.

, s. (from , a clock), a clock-maker, a watch maker

a bell man.

atjati, s. from it, a clock. The last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to the first), clocks and watches, pots

and jars.

tia, s. (from 1, a water jar, and 45, a machine), the

rope and bucket of a well, a machine for raising wa

ter.

autusang, a. Com aus, the rope and bucket of a well,

and g, resembling), resembling the rope and bucket

of a well, successively rising and falling.

t , an imitative sound used to express that made by pots

or earthen vessels when rolled or strongly moved about

onthe ground in order to cleanse them.

31.

, s. (from , to move), a quay or wharf, a landing place,

stairs by which persons ascend from or descend to a

river.

, s. (from , to move), a private wharf or landing place,

private stairs to go to a river.

tadi, s. (from E, a wharf, and cd, a proclamation),

the communicating of news, the making a thing public.

tt, s. (from at , a pot . The last syllable of this word is

merely a rhyme to thefirst), jars and pitchers.

471, s. (from TT, a water pot), a pot or pitcher to hold wa-

ter.

fu, s. (from E, an alligator), the name of a fish (Esox

Scolopax, Dr. Buchanan's Mss .)

afsta, s. from ¤, an all.gator), a gangetic alligator, (La-

certa gangetica )

azì, s. (from aftæ , an hour), an hour, a clock, a watch.

, s. (from us , an alligator), a gangetic alligator,

(Lacerta gangelica.)

7575, an imitative sound used to express a rattling in the

throat, especially that which frequently precedes death,

also the purring of a cat or any other similar sound.

THIH), v. 2. (from 437 , a ritiling in the throat), to pur,

to rattle in the throat.

AHAHA, 8. (from 5 , to pur), the purring of a cat, the

making a rattling sound in the throat.

fs , a. (from TTH, a rattling in the throat), making

a rattling noise in the throat ; s . a byæna.

aşaşı, s. (from aşş, a rattling sound in the throat), the

phlegm collected in the throat which occasions a rat-

tling sound at the approach of death, a top, a whir-

ligig.

, s. (from 7 , thick), the name of a condiment or sauce

prepared by reducing to a pulp gourds and some other

vegetables mixed with a proper proportion of mustard

seed, turmeric, capsicum, and water.

Ti, s. (from TA, to smile), a bell, the bell of a clock, the

name of a tree (Bignonia suave oleus.) This word con-

structed with II, to play on an insument, means to

ring a bell.

ra , s. (from 1, a bell, and 3 , a sound , the sound

of a bell.

tata , s. (from 1 , a bell, and , Bignonia , the

name of a species of the trumpet flower, (Bignonia sua-

ve olens.)

attizat, s. (from it, sweel scented trumpet flower),

the name of the fragrant trumpet flower, (Bignouia sua.

ve olens).

A a2
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.

TfiTiæE, 8. (from TH, a bell, and TM , one who plays on

musical instrument), a ringer, one who rings a bell.

Taa, s. (from 1, a bell, and T, a sound), the sound of

a bell.

, s. (from , a bell), a small bell, strings of which are

usually worn by women for ornament round the waist.

, v. a. (from , to dig), to plough up the earth with

the nose as hogs do in search of food ; a. (from TA, to

smite), struck. This adjective is only applied to ru-

pees struck before the English coinage took place in

India, and is opposed to , or milled rupees .

, s. (from , to strike), a metallic plate on which the hours

are struck, a species of grass with a fragrant root (Cy-

perus rotundus ;) a multitude, a number, an assemblage,

a quantity, a cloud, solidity, extension ; a. thick as trees

in a forest, or as grass, &c. on the ground, impervious,

erowded, incessant, closely succeeding each other, in-

crassated, inspissated, thick set, close, near.

fs , a. (from 4, thick set, and fita , a knot), full of knots.

, ad. (from 7, in thick succession), incessantly, in

thick succession.

1 , s. (from , thick) , thickness, solidity, crassitude ,

closeness of consistence.

TY, s. (from , thick), thickness, crassitude, solidity, close

ness of consistence.

, v. a . (from 7, near), to overtake.

147, a. (from 4 , thick. The last member of the word is

only a repetition of the first), solid, thick, close, near,

close to, impervious, without interstices, mischievous ;

s. a vicions elephant, a rutting elephant, a cloud of rain,

collision, Indra.

Ti43, a. (from 2 , thick, and , moving round), in

spissated, thickened by boiling.

f ,a. (from , near), close, very near.

aft , s. (from af , very near), proximity, the being very

near to an object.

, s. (from , thick set), a sort of cage made with bam-

boo rods used to catch fish when they are carried by

foods through narrow channels ofwater.

153, a. (from 27, thick, and 53, become), inspissated, be-

come thick, become incessant.

, s . (from 4 , near), a paramour, a pimp, a pander.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

a sudden plunge into water, by the sudden jump or

flouncing of a fish, or by the suddenly dabbing a thing

upon some thing else.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by a sudden plunge into water, by the suddenjump or

flouncingof a fish, or by the suddenly dabbing of awet

substance on any thing.

, v. n. (from , to move or obtain), to be confused, to

be struct, to be astonished, to be confounded.

ATXd, 8. (from A , to be confined), the being confounded,

the being confused or struct with amazement.

TA, v. a. (from A, to be confounded), to confound, to

perplex, to confuse, to discompose.

, s. (from 4 , to confound), the filling any one with

confusion or perplexity, the confounding ofany one, the

discomposing of a person's mind, the disturbing ofany

one's mind.

att, 8. (from , to confound), confusion, perturbation,

discomposure, perplexity.

, 8. (from , to confound), confusion, perturbation,

discomposure, perplexity.

, s. (from , to move), the name of a fish (Mugil pro-

tuberans, Dr. Buchanan's Mss.)

4 , s. (from st , or isita, a house), a house, a dwelling, a

building, an out- office, a place into which any part of

machinery fits or enters, a loop, the hole for the buckle

in a leathern girdle or girth, a groove, a family.

AUTH), 8. (from 4 , a house, and 4, a doing), household

business, the settling as a householder.

agatal, a. (from aa, a house, and Fija, a house), belonging

to a house, household, domestic, necessary for any

household work.

UITI, ad. (from T4, a house), from house to house.

at, s. (from , a house), a house-wife, a wife.

TJAI, s. (from , a house, and T , a habitation), ahome,

a residence, the ceremony of bringing a newly marri-

ed woman to reside at her husband's house. This word

constructed with , to bring, means to bring a newly

married woman to her husband's house, and with ☎, to

do, it means to commence living at her husband's house.

sta, s. (from , a house, and Я , a breaking), the

breaking up of a family, thebreaking down of a house.

ti, 8. (from A, a house, and I, a breaking), the

breaking up of a family, the pulling down of a house.

stat, a. (from , ahouse, and , a breaking), relat-

ing to the breaking up of a family, ting to break

up a family, relating to the pulling down of a house.

qgvata, s. (from TA, a house, and 7, an aim), a prying

into others family concerns.

, a. (from ag, a house, and fi , aiming), prying

into family affairs, officious.
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vet.

a , s. (from , a house), a receptacle, a drawer, a pas.

sage, a hole.

ts, a. (from T , a house), domestic, intestine.

gifs, ed: (from A, a house), home, to his own house ; s. a

person's own house ; a. respecting or pertaining to do.

mestic affairs.

, s. (from , a house), a person whose business it is

to erect the bamboo houses of the Hindoos, a thatcher,

a hedger.

■xtzifazi, s. (from Taxit, a hut builder, and , business),

thebusiness ofa hut builder, the business ofa thatcher.

ga, s. (from it, a thatcher), the office or employ-

ment of a thatcher or builder of huts.

, a. (from , a house), produced or made in a per

son's own house, home made.

Eu , ad. (loc. case of ), at home.

Figuig, ad. (loc. case of a, repeated), in every house, at

every house.

, an imitative sound used to express the rattling of car-

riage wheels or the sound occasioned by a mill when

in motion.

Taifa, s. (from Tú , a rattling), a rattling sound, the rat-

tling of chariot wheels, or of a mill or other machinery.

ví, s. (from 7, to sprinkle), perspiration, sweat.

que, a. (from , sweat, and , causing), causing

perspiration, sudorific.

, a. (from , sweat, and , producible), arising

from perspiration.

, s. (from , sweat, and , destruction) , the dry-

ing up or prevention of perspiration.

z , a. (from , sweat, and , destructive), dry-

ing up or preventing perspiration.

, a. (from 4, sweat, and , destructive), dry.

ing up or preventing perspiration.

Exart, s. (from af, sweat, and at, destruction), the dry-

ing up, or prevention ofperspiration.

asatte, a. (from , sweat, and amæ, destructive), drying

up or preventing perspiration.

T3, s. (from TH, sweat, and H , a falling), the falling

ofdrops ofperspiration from a person.

fat, s. (from , sweat, and fat , destruction), the

removal ofperspiration.

ধৰ্ম্মৰিনাশক, a . (from স্বৰ্ম্ম, sweat , and ৰিনাশক, destructive), re-

moving perspiration.

wuf , s. (from wí, sweat, and fa , a drop), a drop of

perspiration,

wufafity, a . (from w , sweat, and fifa , possessed of), per-

spiring, in a state of perspiration.

afas, a. (from w , sweat, and faza, destitute of), free

from perspiration.

asture , ɑ. (from w , sweat, and F, connected with), per-

spiring, in a state of perspiration.

Túgcs, a. (from 7 , sweat, and I , destitute of), free

from perspiration.

tot, a. (from , sweat, and if , inclined to), per-

spiring freely oreasily, prone to perspire.

ZAWA , «. (from ч , sweat, and * , empty), free from

perspiration.

au£ta, a. (fromvx, sweat, and , destitute of), free from

perspiration.

ts, a. (from , sweat, and , overspread), covered

with perspiration, perspiring freely.

ifs, a. (from , sweat, and fs, connected with), per

spiring, in a perspiration.

fifas, a. (from , sweat, and affs, anointed), cover-

ed with perspiration, perspiring freely.

zi , a. (from as, sweat, and , affected by), perspiring,

in a perspiration.

, a. (from w , sweat, and i , wet), perspiring, wet

with perspiration.

, v. a. (from ч , to rub), to rub, to file, to polish, te

grind, to abrade, to wipe, to varnish.

wix, a. (from q, to rub), rubbing, filing, polishing ; s. a

person who rubs, cleans, files or polishes, or an instru

ment used to perform those works.

4, s. (from , to rub), the act of rubbing, cleaning, filing,

or polishing.

afãs, a. (from qa, to rub), rubbed, cleaned, filed, polished.

4ª, v. a. (from 4ª, to rub), to rub, to file, to polish.

dd, s. (from , to rub), the act of rubbing or cleaning a

thing, a filing or polishing.

afd, s. (from , to rub), the rubbing or cleaning of a

thing, a filing or polishing, friction.

a , v. (from , to rub, to cause to rub), to produce fricti-

on, to cause to rub, to cause to file or polish ; a. rubbed,

filed, polished.

aud, s. (from wai, to cause to rub), a producing friction, the

causing of a person to file or rub; a. rubbed, filed, po-

lished.

aatat, a. (from , to cause to rub), the production offric

tion, the filing or polishing ofa substance..

afi, s. (from q , to rub), the powder of cow- dung made by

rubbing it when dry on the ground,
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s (from , to smite), a blow, a wound, a bruise, a sore,

an ulcer. This word, compounded with , to give, sig-

nifies to strike, to knock ; compounded with at , to

sm te, oras, to come in contact, it signifies to smite, to

wound, to beat, to knock at a door.

akt, s. (from 54, a crime, and xt, to obtain , a fault, a

crime, guilt, a misdemeanor, a sin, abatement, defect ;

a. less.

taifs, a. (from at , less, and if , increase), less or

more.

Et, v. a. (fromT , to smite), to stir up, to stir or mix to-

gether.

is, v. a. (from A, to smile), to stir up a liquid or semifluid

substance, to mix together by stirring.

Åtta, s. (from žít, to stir up), the stirring up of a fluid or

semifluid substance.

tf , s. (from it, to stir up), the stirring up a fluid or

semifluid substance.

žiti, v. a. (from T , to smite), to rouse up, to stimulate a

person or animal to rise by punching him with a stick

or by any other provoking means, to cause or order a

person to stir up' mix together a fluid substance ; a.

stirred up, mixed or szired together; s. the blade bone

or scapula of a cow or other animal which is frequently

used by the Hindoos instead of a shovel.

ttta, v. (from it , to rouse up), roused up by blows or

thrusts, stirred up; s. the rousing up of a person or

animal by thrusts or blows, the ordering or causing a

person to stir up a liquid.

, s. (from , a landing place), the track of animals, a

gap made by animals in a fence, a road for house break

ers or thieves to retreat by.

ft , s. (from fift, a track, and , a head , the

opening into a track or road made by animals in the

forests, the opening or outlet of a road made for thieves

to retreat by.

8. (from T , a bell), the name of a god who presides

over the itch and other cutaneous diseases, called in

Sungskrita ZA.

Ayburtifs, s. (from , the godGhunturuva, st , a

breaking, audifs, the passage of the sun to a new

sign), a religious ceremony performed by women of the

lowerclasses on the day ofthe sun's passing frem Aqua-

rius to Pisces, to secure their familyfrom cutaneous dis

eases. It consists in placing a black potwiththe bottom

upwardsnearsome highway, on which they stick pieces

of cow dung, on which they place boiled rice, cowries,

ঘড .়

and theflowers ofVolkameria infortunata. Afterthe per-

formance ofthe appointed ceremonies, the pot is broken

with a blow from a stick, and the worship ends.

g. v. a. (from 1, a blow, and g, the bowels), to affect

the heart, to speak so as to strike the heart, to make a

person feel inwardly.

€13 , 8. (from Яts, to effect the heart), the speaking oract

ing so as to affect or strike the hearts of others.

tofa, s. (from 3, to affect the heart , the affecting or

striking the heart of a person, the making a person to

feel inwardly.

AAFM, a. (from T, a wound, and cry, an eater), wound,

ed.

isft, s. (from Ti, a blow), hardened by beating so as to take'

no notice of it, frequently beaten. This adjective is

only applied to women.

TAI, s. (from Tfxi, a girdle ofsmall bells), a girdle ofsmall

bells worn by women, a petticoat or apron, a short kind

offurbelow atthe upper part ofa petticoat, the chaff or

siliquæ ofmustard after the seed has been threshed out.

, a. (from , a wound, and , producing), caus

ing wounds or sores, producing ulcers.

THA, a. (from T, a wound, and F , producible), arising

froma wound or sore.-

at , s. (from , a wharf), a wharf, a landing place, a fer-

ry, a quay. This word constructed with the verb

or with আরিয়া চল, or মারিয়া যা , means to smuggle.

art, v. n. (from A, to smite), to be deficient, to fail, to be

wanting, to waste away.

, a. (from it, a wharf, and a, to smite), smug.

gling; s . a smuggler.

tata , s. (from att, awharf, and at , a smiting), the smug

gling ofgoods, a smuggler ; s. a smuggling.

Tii, v. a. (from TA, to smite , to abate, to diminish, to re-

duce in price, to reduce, to lessen ; s . the hinder part

of the neck; also (from I , a wound, and t , a whole),

a wound, an ulcer, a sore.

atta, s. (from at , to reduce in price), an abating the price

ofany thing, the diminishing of a thing, the reducing

the price or value of a thing, the cheapening of goods.

at , 6. (from , a crime, and we, to obtain), a fault, a

crime.

ats, 6. (from it , theneck), the hinder partof the neck. This

word constructed with the verb as, to shake, means to

nod assent or dissent, to nod, to acquiesce in a thing,

to object to a thing ; with st , to break, it means to

break the neck.

a
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wtși, v . n. (from Tş, the neck), to nod assent.

şta, s . (from as, to nod assent), the nodding assent to a

thing.

ifşatka, s. (from ts, the neck, and s , a breaking),

the involuntary falling of the head on the shoulder or

breast when a person swoons or loses sensation.

3, s. (from , to smite), a blow.

TE, a. (from , to smite), smiting, striking ; s . a striker,

a sanguinary person, a murderer, a seditious person.

ata, s. (from TT, to smite), the smiting or killing of a

person, the hurting of a person.

TIF, a. (from TA, to smite), destructive, mischievous, cruel.

, s. (from , a wound, and , destruction), the cure

of a wound or ulcer.

, a. (from , a wound, and , destructive), good

for the cure of wounds or ulcers.

, a. (from , a wound, and , destructive), good

for the cure ofwounds or ulcers.

tatt, s. (from , a wound, and 1 , destruction), the cure

of a wound or ulcer.

hatte, a. (from T , a wound, and atta, destructive), good

for the cure ofwounds or ulcers.

ধানিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from ঘা, a wound, and নিৰ্ত্তক, puttinga stop

to), healing wounds or ulcers.

riztae, a. (from , a wound, and fit , hindering),

preventing wounds or ulcers; s. a thing which prevents

sores or ulcers.

ad, s. (from T , a wound, and faiza, prevention ), the

preventing of wounds or ulcers.

ff , s. (from , a wound, and f , cessation), the

cessation or cure ofwounds or ulcers.

fifa , a. (from 1, a wound, and fafis, a cause), caused

by or arising from wounds or ulcers.

, a. (from T, a wound, and , caused by), arising

from wounds or ulcers.

Efeat. ad. (from , a wound, and fat, without), without

wounds or ulcers...

Effatt, s. from a wound, and fit, destruction) , the

cure of wounds or ulcers.

fatte, a. (from a wound, and fante, destructive ,

good for the cure of wounds or ulcers .
"

8. (from A, to smite), an oil mill.

fastia, s. from if , an oil mill, and sit , a tree), the ex-

cavated trunk ofa tree which serves for that part ofan

oil mill which is the receptacle for the seed, and from

which the oil issues through a hole into a vessel,

ঘাস.

aifft , a. (from , a wound, and fat , possessed of), a-

bounding with wounds or ulcers.

Tificia, a. (from T, a wound, and fa , destitute of, free

from wounds or ulcers.

fsfas, a. (from , a wound, and fofa , exempted).

exempted from wounds or ulcers.

afora , s. (from , a wound, and
forge, an excep-

tion), au exemption from wounds or ulcers.

, v . n. (from , perspiration), to sweat, to perspire;

s. sweat, perspiration.

TAT, ɑ. (fròm T, a wound), full of wounds or ulcers.

aat, v. a. (from a , perspiration ), to cause a person or ani

mal to perspire ; a. made to perspire. This word con-

structed with st, the body, means to labour hard so as

to occasion perspiration.

TA¡F, a. (from T , sweat, and F, smeared), covered with

perspiration.

ifs, s. (from T , sweat, and w , to obtain), the prick-

ly heat, or that small eruption occasioned by profuse

perspiration.

ta, s. (from t , to cause to sweat), the causing of a per-

son or animal to perspire ; a. made to perspire.

a, s. (from , a wound, and at , a mouth), the opening

of a sore or ulcer, the lips of a wound.

, a. (from T, a wound, and TF, joined to), full of

wounds, having wounds or ulcers.

as, a. (from , a wound, and 3, destitute of), free

from wounds or ulcers.

Th , ad. (from , ahouse, and at , thick darkness),

privately, secretly, with a person's self, secret so as to

be only manifested by signs, in profound secrecy.

, s. (from TI, to smite), a wound, an ulcer.

, d. (from W, a wound, and , empty), free from

wounds or ulcers.

iz, a. (from T, a wound, and , destitute of), free

from wounds or ulcers.

47 8. from W , to eat), grass, meadow grass.

tet , s. (from ta, grass, and at , the cutting ofany

Tag, a grass cutter.

tasse, 7. trom T , grass, and 3 , producing), grass-

Floreng.

† , a. (lom t , grass, and , producible), produc

ed by or arising from grass.

tatta, s. (from , grass. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), grass and other vegetables.

tol, s. (front , grass, and 5131, a giver), one wha

gives grass to cattle.
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eriania, s . (from mia, grass, and at , a giving), the giving fixtși, s. (from ata, grass), a grass-cutter.

of grass to cattle.

Kincipe, a. (from , grass, and why , giving), giving

grass, giving grass to cattle ; s. one who gives grass to

cattle.

aluatiì, a . (from , grass, and wif , giving), giving

grass, giving grass to cattle.

, a. (from , grass, and , destructive), de-

structive to grass.

, s. (from , grass, and , destruction), the de-

struction ofgrass.

DITE, a. (from Я, grass, and ☛, destructive), de-

structive to grass.

মিনিবারক, a. (from ঘাস, grass, and নিবারক, preventing),

hindering the growth ofgrass.

, s. (from , grass, and fatad, prevention), a

preventing ofthe growth ofgrass.

atajaqfy, s. (from , grass, and fa , cessation), the ces-

sation of the growth of grass.

, a. (from , grass, and , increasing), pro

moting the growth ofgrass.

a , s. (from , grass, and z , an increasing), the

promoting ofthe growth of grass, the growing ofgrass,

the improving of grass.

আদৰিনাশ, s. (from স, grass, and বিনাশ, destruction), the

destruction ofgrass.

প্রাসযিনাশক , a . ( from বান, grass, and বিনাশক, destructive),

destructive to grass.

maſaft , 2. (from tЯ, grass , and fat , possessed of),

grassy, abounding in grass.

fat , a. (from , grass, and fat , destitute of), des-

titute of grass.

laza, s. (from ¤ , grass, and af , increase), the growth

ofgrass, the improving ofgrass.

atusze, a. (from tЯ, grass, and S☎, eating), feeding on

grass ; s. an animal which feeds on grass .

WiHSEA, S. (from π , grass, and 4, eating), a feeding on

grass.

st , s. (from a, grass, and cot , an eater), an ani-

mal which feeds on grass.

, a. (from , grass), full ofgrass, grassy.

Thays, a. (from , grass, and TF, joined to), grassy.

Tingles, a. (from Et , grass, and af³, destitute of), desti-

tute ofgrass.

tatta, s. (from , grass, and , food), grass forfood.

atatea, a. from t , grass, and stetit, feeding), gra-

minivorous, feeding on grass.

sta, s . (from ta, grass), a grass cutter, feeding on

grass, able to eat grass.

TAT, a. (from TAa, grass), grassy, abounding with grass,

baving the scent of grass,

fi, s. (from 43, clarified butter), clarified butter, or rather

butter melted down in order to preserve it. This sub-

stance is much used for culinary purposes.

færat, s. (from fa, clarified butter, and æs, a virgin),

the name of an ornamental plant, (Aloe perfoliata,

succotrina.)

ft , a. (from , to rub), thick, crowded."

fafa , s . (from H, impervious), thick, impervious, crowded.

fdfd, s . (from , disgust), disgust. The word is seldom

used unless constructed with the adverbial participle

of , to make ; it then becomes an adverb, with dis-

gust, with abhorrence.

fa , s . (from fa , clarified butter, and 3 , a species of

plant), the name of afruit resembling a cucumber in

shape, and also of the plant which produces it (a vari-

ety ofLuffa pentandra.)

fest , s . (from fa , clarified butter, and 3, like), the name

of a species of fish (Gobius electris .)

fs , a. (from fa, clarified butter, and , equal), resem-

bling clarified butter, clear as oil , oily, butyraceous.

fantfast, a. (from F, clarified butter, and affñol, corcho-

rus), the name of a plant which is cultivated as an es-

culent herb, and also for the fibres of its bark which

are used as hemp, (Corchorus capsularis.)

farty, a. (from fa , clarified bu'ter, and art , resembling),

resembling clarified butter, oily, butyraceous.

fa , (from fa, clarified butter), oily, butyraceous, shin.

ing, polished.

fytafs, s. (from fari, polished, and af , a cowry), a cow.

ry with a highly polished surface. The name given to

several small species of Cyprea which have a highly

polished surface.

fa, v. a. (from 4, to cover), to surround, to hedge round,

to surround with a fence or skreen.

fqanaqï, s. (from fa, clarified butter, and dri, full), the

name of a cucurbitaceous plant, and also of its fruit,

(Luffa pentandra.)

fan , a. (fromfa, clarified butter, and , like), resem-

bling clarified butter, oily, butyraceous.

ifs, a. (from cita, a bend), crooked, tortuous, concealed.

fft , a. (from fs, crooked, and Ft , a horn), having

very crooked horns,



...a. (home, to strike in return), to grind by rubbing

a substance round and round on a stone or in a mor

tar, to engage in work with activity, to stirupthe mind

to engage in an affair, to look well into affairs, to pro-

claim, to publish.

13 , s. (from 6 to grind), the rubbing of a substance in

a mortar or on a grinding stone, the stirring up of the

mind to engage in an affair, thelookingwell to business,

a careful superintendence of affairs.

1 , s. (from fe*1, a small bell), a small fragment of brick

or gravel used to move about in games of chance, or as

a ball to play with, hairs left uncut in shaving a person.

ifberat, s. (from it, a ball, and art, a throwing, the

casting of lois, the throw of a die.

fer , s. (from after, dried cow dung), dried clods or cakes

ofcow-dung used for fuel.

, an imitative sound used to express the grunting of

a pig.

Texfon, a. (from II, a grunting sound), grunting, res-

tive, obstinately grumbling; s. a pig.

44

, s. (from 7, un imitative sound) , the name of two or

three species of doves, but particularly applied to the

Common Indian species (Columba semifusca, Buchanan's

Mss. ) -

, 8. (from y , the m le cricket), the mole cricket, (Gryl

lus Gritia Talpa.; a sort of ulcer which breaks out on

the feet or legs, and is frequently mortal among the

Hindoos.

1 , s. (from , the mole cricket), the mole cricket,

(Gryllus Grilla Taipa) ; a kind of scrophulous ulcer

which frequently breaks out on the legs and feet.

E , s. (from T. a dove, and m, a bp), the violent

striking of each other with the wing practised by

doves in their sham. or real combats, the catching of

a person by means of a sham, a sham.

acaidh , 8. (fiom , a dove, and , a trap), the viclent

striking of each other with the wing practised by doves

in their sham or real combats, a sham or pretence by

which a person is over-reached.

8 , s. (from afda), a small tell, a string of small bells

worn by wom a rout the waist as an ornament.

v. (from to release), to remove, to open, to yield,

to pass away, to disappear.

4163, a. (fiom 2 , to remove), removed, yielded to, opened,

passed away, disappeared; s. a removing, a yielding, the

opening of a door, the taking off clothes, the unloosing

ofa knot or bandage, a passing away, a disappearing.

Eri, v. a. (from q , to remove), to open, to loosen, to re-

scind, to rub out, to dispel, to remove.

To , s. (from qu , to remove) , the opening of a door, the

rescinding or repealing of a law, the rubbing out ofan

old score, the dispelling of danger, the removing of

misfortune.

E , s. (from 9 , to sound), the name of a fish (Plugi' pro-

tuberans, Buchanan's Mss.)

, s (from T , to resist), the aucle, a species ofsmall round

Jujube.

tza, s . (from E , to rub about, and 13 , a ci cle), con

fusion, disorder.

3, s. (from , to resist), the anele.

, s. (from at, to resist , the ancle, a chessman, or rather

smail nodules or pieces of gravel or brick ased in play.

, an imitative sound used to express that of a rumb-

hing in the bowels through indigestion .

Etat , a. (from Eti, a cicud), great darkness, gloom.

etzfty), a. (from tb, great darkness), gloomy, biinding,

great. This adjective is only applied to darkness.

tat , an imitative sound used to express the rumbling noise

made bythe bowels when a person is troubled with fla-

wiency or indigestion.

, v. a. (from to cover), to surround, to surround with

a fence or skreen. The adverbial participle of this

verbwhed castructed with 123, tewaresand, means to

go or fly round in circles, to wander about without a

determinate subject, to wrap round.

gi, 8. (from ze, to move round, and 83, tofly), the flying

of birds ; also (from catsi, a horse), a mare.

, v. a. (from M7, to dig), to plough up the ground in

search offood. This verb is only applied to swine and

other animals ploughing up the ground with theirsnouts ,

d, s. (from , to turn round), the name of an insect

which destroys bamboos and some sorts of wood.

zat, s . (from , to take), a kind of trap made of this rods

ofbamboo, used to take fish.

, an imitative sound used to express the buzz of hum-

ble bees, or large beetles, or the snarling of an angry

animal.

ESE ), v. n . (fiom 747g, a buzzing sound,, to buz, to growl.

FINITH, 8. (iron qua, a buzzing sount , a buzzing sound

the growling of an animal.

Adadifa, s . (from Bond, a buzzing sound,, & buzzing souu3,

the growling ofan animal.

agaytay, 6. (hem qua, e bussing sound), berting docu

angrily snarling,
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ঘুমা.
"

, s . (from fet , a small bell), a button, a small bell a

string ofwhich is often worn round thewaists of women

and children.

ঘূর্ণীঘরা, s. (from , a button, and 31, a loop), a button hole.

a , s . (from d, to take) , a species of fish caught in the

Ganges and its dependant streams (Cyprinus Kursa

Gocni, Buchanan's Mss.)

, an imitative sound used to express the noise made by

the sudden flouncing of a large fish, or by a stone throwa

into the water.

, an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by a number of large fishes flouncing or moving sud-

denly at the same time.

, v. n. (from , to turn round, to sleep, to slumber ;

s. sleep, slumber.

, 8. (from , to sleep), sleep, slumber. This word con-

structed with 1, to cause to fall, means to lull a per-

son to sleep; with ta, to break, it means to wake, and

with it, to cause to break, it means to wake a person.

SfSA), a .(from 3, sleep, and af , lazy), slothful, sleepy.

, s. (from sleep-the last member of the word is

only a rhyme to the first), sleep and slumber.

, s . (from , to sleep) , the act of sleeping, repose.

xfast, a . (from , to sleep), asleep, dozing.

, a. (from T , to sleep), asleep, dozing.

ts, a. (from , sleep, and 51, to cause to fall) , lulled

to sleep.

sta, s. (from , sleep, and , to cause to fall), the

Julling of a child or other person to sleep ; a . luiled to

sleep.

tytfit, a . (from , sleep, and fat, causing tofall),

lulling to sleep ; s. a person who lulls others to sleep.

guistat, a. (from , sleep, and , causing tofail),

lulling children to sleep .

austka, s. (from z , sleep, and t , a breaking), the awak.

ing out of sleep.

tii, a . (from , sleep, and tafixi, breaking), awak-

ing others from sleep, rousing, arousing; s. a person

who rouses another from sleep.

1, a . (from 4 , sleep, and stat, broken), awake, rous-

ed from sleep.

gosikia, 8. (from , sleep, and txt , the breaking of any

thing), the rousing of a person from sleep.

Eri, v. n. (from a , to sleep), to sleep ; also, v. a. to lull, to

excite sleep.

Mat7, 8. (from 42, to sleep), a sleeping, the procuring of

sleep to a person ; a. lulled to sleep, asleep.

CEL.

zaifi , a. (from w, to sleep), sleepy, asleep, lulling to

sleep.

, ed. (loc. case of ) , asleep.

TZ, v. n. (from ', to turn), to whirl, to roll, to revolve.

I, s. (from 41, to sound), the mole cricket, (Gryllus Gryl

la Talpa), also a worm which insinuates itself into the

legs of men or animals, and occasions dangerous ul.

cers, a wandering or lounging about; constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, this word acquires

an adverbial power ; in a lounging manner.

q , v. a. (from T, to strike in return), to stir liquids, to

agitate a fluid substance.

, v. a. (from , to sound, or , to kill), to repeat, to

declare, to proclaim, to talk about, to strike with the

fist, to enter, to run into ; also, s. (from setæis, a bribe),

a bribe.

, a . (from , to abrade), small. This adjective is only ap-

plied to fishes ; also from , to smite, the clenched fist,

a blow with the fist.

THUF ), ɑ. (from A, a bribe, and curam, eating), vena!

corrupt.

ঘুর , v. n from 3 to enter), to retreat into any place, to

enter, to creep into, to expunge, to cross out an account.

57, s. (from was, to enter), the retreating into a place,

the entering into a place, the creeping into a place,

the expunging of a writing, the cancelling of a deed ;

a. retreated, crept in, entered , expunged, cancelled .

, v . a. (from T , to enter), to force in, to thrust in.

51 , s. (from as , to force in), the forcing a thing to en

ter, the thrusting of a thingin ; a. made to enter, thrust

in.

, s. (from , to speak), the repeating of a thing, the

declaring ofa thing, the striking of a person with the

fist, the entering into a place, a running hastily into

a place ; a. declared, smitten with the fist, entered.

vad, s. (from a, to speak), the repeating of a thing, the

declaring of a thing, a declaration, the striking of a

person with the fist, the entering or retreating into a

place.

Hi, s. (from ato smite), to strike a person with the fist,to

cause a person to enter a place or to retreat into a

place ; a . small. This adjective is only applied to fishes .

, s. (from , to smite), a reciprocal striking with the

fist, pugilism.

4, s. (from , a blow-the last member of this word is

only a rhyme tothefirst), blows with the fist, cuffs and

blows, entrance; a. small and diminutive ( shes).
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qatata, s. (from e , small, and x , a fish), a small fish .

, v. a (from , to enter), to creep into a place, to en-

ter, to penetrate.

, s. (from 5, to enter), the creeping into a place, the

entering into a place, the penetrating of a thing.

7616, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the light and wary motion of a person who moves

gently to avoid beingheard or perceived.

a. (from , to sound), uttered, sounded, made vocal.

ata, s. (from a, a bribe-the last member of this word

is only a rhyme to thefirst), bribes, peculation.

, v. n. (from , to turn), to turn, to revolve, to roll.

d, s . (from 3, to turn), the turning of a thing round,

a thing's revolving on its axis or center, the spinningof

a top, the motion of a wheel, a whirl.

, s. (from , to turn), a revolution, a whirl, a turning

round.

qe, s. (from T3, a revolution, and **, a twist), a dis-

tortion, a twist, the forcing a thing out of its proper

form or situation.

1 , v. a. (from 4 , to turn), to tarn a thing round, to whirl,

to subvert, to misguide.

ta, s. (from to turn), the whirling of a thing, the

making atop to spin, the turning of a thing round, the

swinging of a thing round.

#faui, a, (from 7, to turn), wandering, playing roundi

in circles, revolving, whirling round.

zaidalatea, s . (from fag , revolving, and tot , the

wind), a whirlwind.

zd, s. (from , to turn), a revolution, a turn, a whirl, a rol-

ling; a. whirling, moving round, revolving.

di , s. (from zd, turning, and Ty, the wind), a whirl-

wind.

, a. (from 7 , to turn), turning, revolving, whirling,

swinging round.

, s. (from , to turn), a giddiness, a vertigo, a whirl-

ing motion, a whirlpool.

algata, a. (from Tɗ, to turn), caused to turn or whirl, turn-

ing, whirling, revolving, swinging round, rolling.

zá, s. (from 4 , to turn), a turning round, a revolution,

a whirling round.

fs, a. (from , to turn), turned round, revolved,whirled .

d), s. (from , to moisten), disgust, hatred, antipathy, ab

horrence, a nausea, a dislike.

, a. (from 1, disgust, and , to make), causing

disgust, causing an abhorrence of a person or thing,

exciting nausea.

ES

tet , a. (from , disgust, and te, causing), cauz

ing disgust or abhorrence, exciting nausea.

zatēta, a. (from at, disgust, and fa, making), causing

disgust or abhorrence, exciting nausea.

atua , a. (from 41, disgust, and , producing, causing

disgust or abhorrence, exciting hatred, causing nausea.

Hi , a. (from 1 , disgust , and , producible), arising

from disgust or abhorrence.

Edtatt, s . (from 1, disgust, and at, destruction) , the re-

moval of disgust or hatred, the removal of abhorrence.

Zate, ɑ. (from A , disgust, and at , destructive), re-

moving disgust or hatred, removing the abhorrence of

a thing.

tafase, a. (from 4 , disgust, and fifs, a cause), aris.

ing from, or caused by disgust or abhorrence.

fe , a . (from A , abhorrence, and fifty, possessed

of), malevolent, full of disgust or abhorrence.

Tdi , a. from 4 , abhorrence, and 45, joined to), male-

volent, full of disgust or abhorrence.

Elaiks, a . (from 4 , abhorrence, and as, destitute of),

free from disgust or abhorrence, free from antipathy

or hatred.

, a. (from at, abhorrence, and ,fit), worthy of ab-

horrence, hateful, odious.

, a . (from 1, abhorrence, and , empty), free from

disgust or abhorrence, free from antipathy or hatred.

atziz, a. (from 1, abhorrence, and 1 , destitute), free

from disgust or abhorrence, free from antipathy or hat-

red.

43, a . (from 41, abhorrence), abhorred, hated, abominat-

ed, disliked, nauseated.

ZA , a. (from q4i , abhorrence), abominable, hateful, disgust-

ing.

, s . (from , clarified butter), clarified butter, butter

melted down in order to preserve it,

qari , s. (from 43, clarified buiter, and i , a virgin),

the name ofthe plant from which the succotrine aloes is

extracted, (Aloe perfoliata, var. succotrina.)

4364, s . (from 23, clarified butter, and zg, a pitcher), a

pitcher or jar ofclarified butter.

q3EAN, s. (from 43, clarified butter, and , an artificial

pond), a pond of clarified butter, a great quantity of

clarified butter.

23547, a. (from q3, clarified butter, and , producible),

arising from clarified butter, produced by clarified but-

ter.

BL2
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gonist, s. (from 43, clarified butter, and tly, a giver , one

who makes a donation er oblation of clarified butter.

qonia, s. from 43, clarificä butter, and a, a gift), an ob-

lation or gift of clarified butter.

gefifase, a . (from 3, clarified butter, and 3, a cause),

caused by clarified butter.

4 , s . (from 43, clarified butter, and a vessel), a ves-

sel ofclarified butter.

qiqy, u. (Lon 73, clarified butter, and fg, beloved), fond

of clarified butter.

, c. (from 5, clarified butter, andso, ajug), a pitch-

er or jug of clarified butter, a vessel which contains

clarified butter

FIFA, a (from 43, clarified butter, and 54, eating), eat

ing clarified butter ; s . a god to whom offerings of cla-

rified butter are made.

■ TU, a. (from 43, clarified butter), abounding with clari-

fied butter.

TTF, a . (from 4 , clarified butter, and TF, joined to),

smeared with clarified butter, connected with clarified

butter.

afs, a. (from 3, clarified butter, and a , destitute

ef), destitute ofclarified butter.

pias, a. (from 5, clarified butter, and fas, smeared),

smeared with clarified butter.

45 , a. (from 45, clarified butter, and , desirous), de-

sirous of clarified butter.

, s. (from , clarified butter, and cat, a plastering),

an anointing or smearingwith clarified butter.

Total , 8. (from 3, clarified butter, and car , an anoint-

ing , the smearing or anointing of a thing with clari

fied butter.

31, a. (from 5, clarified butter, and cafea, desir

ing), desiring or coveting clarified butter.

, a. from 3, clarified butter, and , empty), des

titute of clarified butter.

I, s. (from 3, clari butter, and , a sea), an

ocean of clarified butter, a large quantity of clarified

butter.

queta, a. (from 5, clarified butter, and 1 , destitute),

destitute ofclarified butter.

qptaigi, s. (from E, clarified butter, and aligi, desire,,

a desire for clarified better.

qetas , a. (from 43 clarified butter, and atoma, desir-

ous), desirous of clarified butter,

yote, s. (from , clarified butter, and , smeared, saear-

cd or oiled with clarified butter,

cerat.

zutðia, s. (from qy, clarified butter, and ita, a receptacle),

a receptacle of clarified butter, a vessel which contains

clarified butter.

qsifes, a. (from 3, clarified butter, and , connect

ed with), oiled with clarified butter.

ToNTEA, s. (from 45, clarified butter, and 4, a seek.

ing , a seeking for clarified batter.

qonast, a. (from 43, clarified butter, and af , seek-

ing), seeking for clarified butter.

qotfsata, s. (from 43, clarified butter, and fia, desire),

a desire for clarified butter.

golfseift, a. (from 7 , clarified butter, and affan, de-

sirous), desirous of clarified butter.

ht. a. (from 3, clarified butter, and af , desirous),

desirous of clarified butter.

qot. a. (from , clarified buiter, and af , eating), eat-

ing clarified butter.

qotta, s. (Com 3, clarified butter, and atta, food), cla

rised butter for food.

ZIİTİN, a. (from 43, clarified butter, and if , feeding),

feeding on clarified butter.

z3ki, s. (from 45, clarified buiter, and 5, desire), a de-

sire for clarified butter.

435, a. (from 73, clarised butter, and a desirous), de-

sirous of clarified butter.

47347, a. (from 45, clarified bulter, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of clarified butter.

e. (from , to rub), rubbed, polished, rubbed off,

abraded:

as, an imitative sound used to express the deep-toned .

barking of a large dog.

si, a. (from , a wound), full of wounds or ulcers.

3773, an imitative sound used to express the continual

barking of a large dog.

çit, v. a. (from fa , to take), to shuffle cards, to supplant,

to frustrate, to cut or bruise potatoes or other roots in

taking them out of the earth ; also, an imitative sound

used to express that which arises from striking an edge

tool into fruits or roots.

st, a. (from , a wound, and 6 , to mount on), scurril-

ous, obscene, vulgar.

g, an imitative sound used to express that made by ma-

chmery such as the pedal and similar instruments mov-

ing on a pin or pivot.

cist, v. a. (from is, to supplant), to supplant, to frustrate,

to shuffle cards, to cutorbruise potatoes or other roots

in taking them out ofthe earth,
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cts, an imitative sound used to express that which aris

es from cutting through fruits, roots, orother vegeta-

ble substances.

cista, s. (from cus , to supplant), the supplanting or frustrat-

ingofaperson, the shufiting ofcards, the cutting of roots

in digging them up; a. supplanted , frustrated, shuiled,

cut or bruised.

5, s. (from 7 , thename of a plant) , the name of a

species of plant, (Arum orixense. )

, animitative sound used to express that which arises

from fruits or roots when cut or pounded.

, v. a. (from T , to ocen ), to meddle with, to intermed

dle, to have any concern with another either in theway

of friendship or of enmity.

, s. (from (w , a species ofplant, and at, Arum),

the name of a species ofplant, (Arum orixense. )

catlæta, s. (from cat, a species of plant), the name of

a plant (Arum orixense.)

el, v. a. (from 8, to occur), to meddle with, to intermed-

dle, to have any concern with another either in the way

offriendship or enmity.

catta, s . (from cas , to meddle), the meddling with another,

the intermeddling with another's affairs, the meddling

with an animal ; a. meddled with..

8. (from te , an idol , the name of a god who is de-

scribed as having a bell hung at each ear.

251, s. (from cit, the name of a god, and 151, worship).

the worship ofthe god Chuntu-karna underthe emblem

ofa black pot.

cathtarifs, s . (from ce , the name of a god, tt, a break-

ing, and wife, the entrance of the sun into a new sign ,̀

the day when the pot which represents the god Ghun-

tu-kurna is broken.

taa, r. a. (from qa, to rub), to rub against, to crowd, to crush

against a thing ; s . pitch ; a. thickly crowded.

cad, s. (from c , to rub), rubbed, the rubbing of one thing

against and .., the crushing of one thing against ano-

ther.

éiaș, v. n . (from q , to rub), to draw a thing along the

ground, to trail, to run.

a , s . (from cas, to draw on the ground), the trailing

or drawing of things along the ground.

, v. a. (from cas, to draw along the ground, to trail,

to drag, to draw along the ground.

kasta, s. (from cast, to draw along), the trailing or draw-

ing of things along the ground ; a. drawn or trailed

along the ground.

căşti , s. (from cust, to draw along the ground), the draw

ing or trailing of a thing'long the ground.

cžď , v. a. (from cũa, to rub agains!), to cause one thing to

rub against another,to crash one thing against another,

'to rub or polish; a. rubbed against, rubbed, fled, po-

lished.

cata, a. (from ca, thick), mutually ruboing or cord-

ing on each other, thick, crowded, impervious .

cata, s. (from ca , to cause to rub), the causing of one

thing to rub against another, the filing or rubbing of

a thing so as to polish it.

, v. a. (from st, to eat), to intreat, to importune, to

pray ; s. importunity.

cu , s. (from ca , to intreat), the intreating or importin

ing for any thing.

ata , s . (from cat, to intreat , importunity, incessunt

intreaty.

nt , a. from cat, to intreat), importunate, trouble.

some.

cut , v. n. (from it , a foiling), to fail, to decrease, to di-

minish, to fall short.

G3, v. a. (from q, to skreen), to surround, to encompass,

to enclose, to invest, to impound.

currata, s. (from æg, to surround-the last member ofthis

wordis only a rhyme tothefirst, a boundary, a ledge, "

the investing of a city.

, s. from , to surreand), the surrounding or encir

cling of a thing, the encompassing of a thing,the invest-

ing of a city, the enclosing of a field or garden, the

fencing of a thing; a. fenced in, surrounded.

Ga , v. a. (from A, to surround), to cause to surround , to

invest, to besiege ; s . a circle, a bound hedge, a fence ;"

a. surrounded, fenced in.

cata , s . (from , to surround), the surrounding of a thiag

the fencing of a thing ; a. fenced in, surrounded.

cpifa, s . (from TÃ¹, to surround), a tence, a surrounding,the

pay given for making fences ; a. gained by fencing or

hedging.

taxi, s. (from sa, deep), depth.

c15, s. (from y , to go round), a crook or bend ia a reső,

a crooked cutlet from a person's yard or homestead.

cit, s . (from T , to agitute , the talking over an affair, the

agitating of a topic ofconversation, the rubbingof a sube

stance ia a mortar.

catta, s. (from it, to agitate), the circumstance of1005.

over or agitating a topic of discourse, the chataguing

ofan affair,
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cath.

, . (from cafe, to rub in a mortar), a pestle, a muller

orother instrument by which substances are rubbed on

a grinding stone or in a mortar.

cati , v. a. (from , to agitate) , to introduce a topic of con-

versation, to cause the canvassing of an affair, to cause

a substance to be ground on a stone or rubbed in a

mortar ; a. agitated, stirred up, rubbed or ground on a

stoneor in a mortar; s . a pawing or scratching the earth

with the fore foot as horses or other animals do. This

word constructed with ta, to smite; means to pay, to

scratch up the earth with the fore foot.

citta, s. (from cl, to cause to agitate), the causing a thing

to be canvassed, the causing a thing to be ground on a

stone or rubbed in a mortar ; a. agitated, introduced as

a topic, canvassed, rubbed in a mortar.

ettata , s. (from ct , a pawing, andata , a smiting , the

act of pawing or scratching up the earth with the fore

foot.

cite, an imitative sound used to express the grunting of a

hog.

et , an imitative sound used to express the gruntingof

a hog.

teru , a . (from cat , the grunting of a pig), grunting ;

3. a pig.

tol, v. n. (from cats, the grunting of a pig-the last

member is a rhyme to the first), to grunt.

Hetota, s. (from cat , to grunt), the grunting of a

pig.

eatfo , a. (from cats, the grunting ofa pig-the last

member of this word is a rhyme to thefirst), grunting ;

s. a pig.

lst, s. (from , to wet, and s , to move), a hole in a dam

or mound through which water oozes, the name of an

animal (Lemur tardigradus) ; the ruddy goose.

, an imitative sound expressing that made by striking

a large copper vessel or a Chinese ghung ; s . the Chinese

ghung, the name ofan animal (Lemur tardigradus. )

Si, s. (from the imitative sound), the name of a musical

instrument.

catstafs, s. (from is , a musical instrument, and af , a

cowry), the name ofthe middle sized shells which are

included in the genus.Cyprea.

*

cutazi, s. (from is, a Chinese ghung), deep -sounded,

hoarse, guttural ; v.n. to utter a deep note, to speakWith

a deep and strong tone or in a deep guttural manner.

catate, s . (from cere, a Chinese ghung), a deep sound,

the speaking with a deep or hoarse sound,

catHt.

cuite, s. (from , to strike in return), a horse.

caitet, a . (from æfte, a horse), a mare.

cată, s. (from esta, the foot), the hind quarter of a shoe.

Constructed with , to raise up, this word means to

pull up a shoe behind, or to pull up any thing which

is doubled down like a shoe when worn with the hind

quarter down.

cargatty , s . (from cat , dreadful, and ste, motion), the

name of a fish which appears to be a species of Go-

Lius.

total, a. (from 3, the hind quarters ofa shoe, and ,

to lift up), pulled up behind. This word is principally

applied to shoes.

ass, s. (from cats , a horse, and as, a race), a horse-

race.

ciștaș, s. (from cuts , a horse, and ș, a fence), spread

around, wrapped round.

cutta , s . (from catst, a horse, and tts , a house), a sta

ble.

, s. (from te, a horse), a horse.

tsta , s. (from cats , a horse, and , an ear), the name

of a large timber tree, (Ailanthus excelsa. )

stat, s. (from cats , a horse, and 551, a mounting upon

any thing), a horseman, cavalry.

cutpitsai, s. (from și, a horse, and com , a species offish),

the name of a fish which appears to be a species of

Cyprinus.

caista, s. (from is , a horse, and f , the name of a tree),

the name of a timber tree, a variety of Melia Azadi.

raehta.

catst, s. (from caist , a horse, and est , a kind ofpulse),

the name of a small bean much cultivated as an arti-

cle offood (Phaseolus lobatus. )

isit, s. (from a , a horse, and , a kind ofherb ,

the name of a particular species of plant, (Phellan-

drum latifolium, Buchanan's Miss.)

cute, s. (from catst , a horse, and , a kind of deer,

an eik ? a. fond of riding on horseback.

* , s. (from i , a horse, and , a house), a sta-

ble.

, s. (from si, a horse), a mare.

cata , s. (from a, to go round), a sort of clothing or rather

bed-covering made like a sack open at one side which

at the same time serves to defend the person who sleeps

in it from the cold and from the musquitos.

citi, s. (from qt, to resist), the name of a timber tree,

(Schrebera swietenioides), the Jujuba, and the tree
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which produces it, (Zizyphus Jujuba) , also the betle - nut

and the tree which produces it ( Areca Catechu.)

art, s. (from , a bush), a large bush.

catata, s. (from cat , a bush—the last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), large bushes . This word

constructed with u , to remain, means to lie conceal-

ed among bushes.

œœiſta, a. (from cut, a bush), bushy, abounding with bushes .

cati, s. (from wasfet, a veil), a veil. This word con-

structed with , to give, means to veil, to cover the

face with a veil.

, a . (from g, to be dreadful), dreadful, awful, gloomy,

dark, deep coloured, formidable, tremendous, recon.

dite; s. darkness, gloom, horror, dread.

wigsa, a. (from cat , dreadful), very dreadful, very gloo-

my,very awful.

cata , s. (from cats, dreadful), awfulness, dreadfulness,

gloom, darkness, obscurity.

cata, s. (from g, dreadful), awfulness, dreadfulness,

gloominess, gloom , darkness , obscurity.

45(£7, s . (from ta, dreadful, and 15, the breaking

of a thing), the dispelling of gloom.

, v. a. (from 3, to revolve), to goin a cireuit, to revolve ;

s. a going round ; a. going round, revolving.

Fatata, s. (from 3, to revolve), the causing of a thing to re-

volve.

ezigtu, a. (from caig, dark, and af, a scope), recondite,

mysterious, ambiguous, vague.

œurgia, a. (from zig, dark), dark, vague, obscure, mysteri-

ous.

calorica, ad. (from cala, dark—the last member is only a

rhyme tothe first), darkly, obscurely, by signs or to-

kens.

cata, s. (from TI, to smite, for which , is substituted),

buttermilk.

sta, s. (from cata, buttermilk), the crying of butter-

milk in the streets. This word constructed with the

adverbial participle of , to do, means to cry goods

for sale in the streets.

ঘৌলমহন , s . (from মৌল, buttermilk, and মন্থন, the churning

ofany thing), the churning of butter.

Y

zaÂ, s. (from , buttermilk, and . to churn), a

churning stick. The name of a plant (Deeringia celo-

sioides.)

cata , s. (from

fluid, dissolved ; v. a. to mix or stir together earth or

sto stir up a liquid), turbid, muddy, semi-

ofpaste, to dissolve or otherwise reduce a substance to

a semi-fluid consistence.

catate , a . (from , to dissolve), muddy, turbid, semi-

fluid, dissolved.

catata, s. (from Ct , to dissolve), the dissolving ofearth or

any other substance in water so as to form a kind of

semi fluid paste or mud; a. dissolved, made turbid, se-

mi fluid.

cztatfagi, a. (from Tia , to dissolve), dissolving, reducing

to a semi-fluid paste.

tatat , a. (from cut , to dissolve), thick, turbid, muddy.

a , s. (from a, to sound), a sound, a cry, an appellation

given to one branch of the writer tribe, also to a par-

ticular division of each of the branches of the tribe of

herdsmen, a station of herdsmen, a part of a village

inhabited by herdsmen, the name of a climbing plant

(Luffa pentandra, and acutangula), low thunder or the

muttering ofthe clouds.

(Ti¤3, «. (from ( ¡¤, a particular class of men), born of a

personwho is of that branch of the writer or herdsman

cast which is called Ghosha.

cuta , s . (from , to sound), a proclamation, a sermon ,

public preaching. This word constructed with ïi, to

give, or , to do, signifies to proclaim, to preach, ta

declare publiely.

(Tadina, s . (from ( st, a proclamation, and , a urit-

ing), a written proclamation, a written declaration.

catatan , s. (from cuti, a proclamation, and feel, a

sale), a public sale.

cat, v. a. (from , to sound), to proclaim, to publish, to

make known, to preach, to inculcate, to give instruc-

tion; s . the name of a plant.

ita, s. (from , to make known), a proclaiming, a

makingknown, the publishing of a thing, a preaching ;

a. proclaimed, published, made known, inculcated,

preached, informed, instructed.

alatset, 8. (from cæteræ , a particular plant), the name of

a particular plant (Achyranthes aspera )

A ), 8. (from ), a particular plant, and 551, a climb.

ing plant), the name of a climbing plant (Luíla pen.

taudra and acufanguia.)

Tifïs, a. (from 4 , toutter sound), proclaimed, published,

preached, declared, inculcated.

cño , an imitative sound used to express the barking of

a dog.

a, s . (from , meditation), meditation, deep reflection.

any other substance with water into a semi-fluid Land , a. (from 27, to kill), destructive, zuinous. This word as

is
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seldom used except as the last member of a compound

word.

ris , an irritative sound used to express that arising from

sudden gen.ting through a fruit or a fleshy root such

its a vam or pɔtabe.

Displitsg, as initative sound used to express the creak-

ing of a bamboo, or other flexible bar, when it sinks

and rises with a weight suspended to the middle of it,

carried by two persons .

caria, an imitative sound used to express the creak-

ing of a bamboo, or other flexible bar, when it rises an 1

sinks with a weight suspended to the middle of it, car-

ried by two persons.

Artests, an imitative sound used to express that made by

a person snoring in his sleep.

, an imitative sound used to express that made in

snoring.

an imitative sound used to express that teazing

kind of crying which an ill-governed child persists in,

to weary out it's mother, and obtain a desired object.

Szerdata, s (from a , a tearing cry), the incessant

crying ofa child, to prevail over a weak parent.

tata, s. (from , a teozing cry), the incessant

teazing cry of a chilo , to prevail on a weak or irresolute

parent.

whquây), a. (from wriqui , a teezing cry), incessantly

uttering a teazing crying, to obtain some desired ob-

jeet.

autz , an initative sound used to express that made

by the spinning wheel on which cotton orlinen is spun.

gid, s. (from , to smell), a scent, the act of smelling.

HI, a. (from T), to smell) , smelled to, scented.

$, the fifth consonant of the Hindoo alphabet. It is a na-

sal belonging to the class of gutturals, and is scarcely

everused except as the last member of a compound let

ter.

Gota, s. from $, The letter, and , to make), the letter

the character which expresses the sound of gna.

etais , a. (from S , the letter &, and , thefirst ,

beginning with the letter , having an initial .

rate, a. (from Sata, the letter S, and I, an end,, end

ing the letter , aving a fuel ,

T.

6, the first letter of the second class in the Bengalee al-

phabet which has the sound ofthe English ch in child ;

conj. and, also.

gua, 8. (from B , to chew , and , power), thejaw-bone.

This word when constructed with , to seize, signifies

to have the locked jaw, or to be seized with Tetanus.

62, s. (from of , the name of a plant), the nameof a species

ofpepper, (Piper Chuvya.)

*, 8. (from 3 , four, and cet , a corner), a square sur-

rounded by buildings, a market-place.

wan , s. (from E, a square, and za, a binding), the con

necting of buildings on the four sides of a square, or

court.

fama, s. (from 85, a square, and f , an agreeing with),

square of buildings all ofthe same height and form.

564, an imitative sound used to express that made by

a dog or cat when lapping of water or any other li-

quid.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

an animal when lapping water.

bæ , s. (from 5 , a wheel, and 3, to move), the name

of a species of fleabane, (Conyza bovina, Buchanan's

Mss.)

61, s. (from 6 , a wheel), a species ofduck (Anas casarea.)

*te, a. (from 8, the letter, and to do), the letter 8, or

that character which expresse, the sound of ch inthe

English word church,

sætailk, a. (from sets, the letter 5, and at , a beginning),

having an initial 5, beginuing with the letter 5.

bætaiz, a. (from 5* , the letter 5, and 6, an end), hav-

za final 6, ending with the letter 5.

of43, n. (from 84, to repel), timorous, alarmed, startled,

affrighted, fearful.

dzēta, s. (from dæ, to be satisfied), the name ofthe red leg.

ged or Greek Partridge, which is said to be highly gra-

ified with: the light of the Moon (Tetrao rufus, Lin.

Perdix rufa, Lath.)

645x, a. (from 8 , to be satiated—the last member of this

word is merely a repetition of thefirst , shining, vivid,

clear, ghring. This is also an imitative sound used to

express that made by a dog or cat in lapping.

778&tí4, 8. (from 6464, shining), lustre, clearness, glare.

put , a. (from stil, lustre, and 13, quintessence),

tinsel, viz, that whore whole worth consists in glare.
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BETfe, s. (from dæde, shining), brightness, lustre, glare.

GEGfEN, a. from dæa, bright), glaring, bright, glittering.

TETI , s . (fromGE, a square, and ach , a writing), a tally of

land.

TEXT, s. (fromTX, to rebound, the last member of this word

is only a rhyme to thefirst), a sudden glare, a sudden

discharge of light, a glittering, a flash.

SE161, v. n. (from sex , glare), to shine or flash as light

ning, to glare, to glitter.

5 , s. (fromre, aflash), a flash, a glare, a glitter.

, a. (from t , glare), glaring, glittering, emitting

a glaring or glittering light, flashing.

enfentur, s. (from tex , glittering, and rua, a stone),

a Aliut.

sqafeyi, a. (from 4, glare), emitting a glare, radiant,

flashing.

sat, s. (from , a province), a district, a province, an

estate, a number of villages.

deathia, s. (from 5 , a district, and , holding), the

owner of a district, a lord of the manor.

senthia, s. (fromGetz, the owner of a district), the

office or condition ofone who owns a district or a large

estate.

; s. from to make), a wheel, a potter's wheel, a discus

or sharp circular missile weapon, a circle, a period of

time, a revolution, an army, a combination, a conspi

racy,a realm, a province, a region, a multitude, a heap,

a whirlpool, a form of military array or circular positi

on, the sound of a wheel, the ruddy goose (Anas ca-

sarca), an anatomical division or portion of the body, of

which the Hindoos reckon six, viz. the pubis, the navel,

the end of the ensoid cartilage or pitofthe stomach, the

root of the nose, the hollow between the frontal sinuses,

and the union of the frontal and coronal sutures ; a

particular astrological figure, a circular leprous spot on

the body, the convolutions in the Shala-grama or sacred

stone of the lindoos which appears to be a petrified

shell, (Arganauta Argo).

3587, s. (from 3 , a wheel, and , to collect), the name

of a species of fern (Hemionitis cordifolia. )

TE , s . (from J , a wheel, the last member of this word is

only arhyme to the first), combinations, conspiracies,

dark contrivances, plots, wheels and other movements.

wtf , a. (from o , a discus, and if , the hand), wielding

the discus; s. one of the names of Vishnoo who is fabled

as wielding the discus.

Kæxu̸L, «. (from 34, a province, and zffa, existing), seated

Ce

in a province or estate; s. themasterof an estate, the

ruler of a province, an emperor, a king.

ta, s. (from o , the sound of a wheel, and at , a word)

the name of a species of duck (Anas casarca .)

4 , s. (from ™ , a conbination, the last member of the

word is only a rhyme to thefirst , combinations, conspi-

racies, dark contrivances, plots, wheels and other move-

ments.

6 , s. (from 6 , a leprous spot, and , suppressing),

the name of a species of plant the leaves of which are

supposed to be efficacious for the removing of leprous

blotches, or herpetical eruptions (Cassia Tora.)

5 , s. (from , a leprous spot, and a , suppressing),

the name ofa plant (Cassia Tora .)

dFtætg, a. (from 54, a wheel, and tæt , a form), circular,

round.

das, a. (from , a wheel, and stafs, aform), wheei

shaped, circular, round.

, a. (fromB , circular), wielding the discus ; s . a ame

ofVishnoo, a potter, an emperor, the governor ofa pro-

vince, an oilman or one who grinds seeds, and expres-

ses the oil, a tumbler orjuggler who exhibits tricks with

a discus or wheel, an informer, a serpent, the ruddy

goose (Anas casarca. )

¿ætsf¾, ad. (from an eye), face 10 face, eye to eye.

54, s. (from ™ , to speak), the eye. This word constructed

withft , to compress, means to wink ; with , to crack,

it means to undeceive ; with at , to shut, it signifies

to beckon, and with , to close, it signifies to excuse,

to shut the eyes to the faults of others. Constructed

with , to twist, this word means to distort or roll the

eyes, either as a token of surprize, or to inspire terror.

Constructed with , to play, it means to move about

as the eye does when any extraneous substance has fal-

len into it. The genitive case of this word, constructed

with atu ,the head, and at , to eat, is frequently used,

especially by women in their scurrilous quarrels, and

means to blind, to deprive of sight, e. g. cota

ats, may you be blind.

TŒÎŢ1, s. (from D , the eye, "and effși, pain), a disease

ofthe eyes, an offence to the eye.

, s . (from , an eye, and , an ear), a snake,the

word indicates that serpent's eyes serve them instead of

cars,

6 , a. (from an eye, and , to be situated), situat

ed in the eye.
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væriut, a. (from B , an eye, and f , staying), situat-

ed in the eye. "

83, a. (from,844, an eye, and f43, situated), situated

in the eye.

anta, s. (from the eye, and ca, a causing to play),

st.

, to divide), to split, to break off in splinters, to shiv.

er off, to fail, to prove ineffectual ; ad. (from aftfs, in

haste), speedily, hastily; also an imitative sound used to

denote that made by any thing when it suddenly cracks

with heat, or by any kind ofviolence...

te,
the motion of the eyes, especially when any foreign , s. (from , a sparrow), a sparrow.

body is fallen into them.

☎mental, s. (from 5, the eye, and coat , play), the play

or motion of the eye..

2:51, α . (from the eye, and cat , devouring), eye.চ ,

devouring, an abusive term frequently used in quarrels.

arsitoa, s . (from o , an eye, and estág, an object), an ob-

ject of sight ; c. brought under the eye, visible, present

to the eye.

17, s. (from an eye, and i , a gift), the giving of

sight to an idol ; this is a ceremony performed by put

ting a small quantity of ink or antimony on the eyes of

the image at the time of its consecration, with the re-

petition ofprescribed formularies.

ducts , s. (from van, an eye, and cats, a disease), a disease

of the eyes.

st, s . (from 6 , to move), the name of a bird, (Soolopix

Gatera.)

, s. (fromde, to be gratified), the name of an aquatic

plant, probably a species of Damasonium, (Alisma par-

nassifolia, Buchanan's Mss).

a, s. (from ", the moon, and s , to obtain), handsome,

good, eminent, sound, healthy.

BRIE, s. (from T , healthy), recovery, a cure, health, good-

ness, beauty, eminence.

Tata , s. (from , handsome), a wide kind of basket.

faut, a. (from 5 , to move), running or shooting as pain

does, removingspeedily from oneplace toanother, shift-

ing, uneasy.

ta, a. (from ™ , to go), moving quickly, moving freely,

fickle, changeable, capricious, unsteady, inconstant,

fluctuating, fluid.

43 , s. (from 5 , fickle), fickleness , instability, caprici-

ousness, inconstancy, changeableness, fluidity.

34 , s. (from 5 , fickle), fickleness , instability, caprici-

ousness, inconstancy, changeableness, fluidity.

™™™, s. (from 87, to move), the bill of a bird , a beak.

4 , s. (from8 , a beak, and so, the narrowing ofa thing),

the bill of a bird when shut.

8, s. (from 5 , the bill of a bird, and fs, a needle),

the taylor bird, (Sylvia sutoria).

,s.(from ot, to collect), sackcloth, couvas; also, v. n. (from

, s. (from t, to break), a sparrow, show, gaudiness.

ta, s. (from st, to split), the splitting or cracking of any

thing, a falling off in splinters.

dti, v. a. (from xb, to splinter), to cause a thing to break

into shivers, or to scale off ; a. splintered or shivered off,

a small chip or bit shivered off from a vessel or other

thing, a splinter.

, an imitative sound used to express that made bya

whip or rod in the continued beating an animal.

stift, s. (from ot, to break), a mutual grudge or desire of

revenge.

ble, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

striking an animal a single blow, with a whip.

ta, s. (from at , to scale off), a plain place, a strand, a seal-

ing off, a breaking off in splinters ; a. scaled off, splin

tered, shivered.

ott , an imitative sound used to express that made by a

whip or rod in the continued beating of an animal.

ott , a. (from I, a square court), broad, wide.

vil, s. (from 5 , sickcloth), sackcloth, a piece of sackcloth,

canvas, a mat, a flat and very thin rod of split bamboo,

used to make baskets or articles of flat wicker work.

tai, s. (from 8, theflat palm), a slap with the flat hand.

1, v. a. (from de, to separate), to knead, to temperclay;

s . the name ofan ornamental shrub or small tree, ( Bau-

hinia acuminata)

deata, s. (from 1, to knead), the kneading of dough, the

tempering of clay.

tata , s . (from 1, to knead), the slapping or throwing

ofdough in kneading, or of clay in temperingit.

otaifa, s. (from o , to knead), the kneading of dough

or any other substance, the tempering of clay.

taifa , a. (from , to knead), kneading, tempering

clay ; s. one who kneads a substance, a person who

tempers clay.

to an imitative sound used to express that snapping

sound occasioned by the adhesion of viscous or gummy

substances when rubbed in a mortar or on a stone ; ad.

quickly, speedily.

statifa, s. (from stot, a snapping sound), the smacking
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sound which arises from rubbing viscid or gummy sub-

stances in a mortar or on a stone, viscidity, clamminess.

soft , a. (from rest, snapping), making a snapping

sound as oily or viscous substances do when rubbed on

a stone or in a mortar.

tet, an imitative sound used to denote that bouncing and

cracking noise made by rice or other corn when pre-

pared for food by baking or parching it in a pot or pan;

hence figuratively it means restlessness, a tossing and

turning like one in a fever, activity.

staft , a. (from tert, estless , restless, tossing and rol

ling, active, bouncing and cracking like corn when

parched ; also from o , agreeable speech, fluent, volu.

ble, ready in speech, talkative, eloquent.

stit, a. (from , restlessness ), restless, active.

Tş, v. n. (from da, to move or mount), to mount upon any

thing, to ascend a height, to mount a horse, to go on

board a boat or ship, to ascend a ladder, to climb a

tree, to smite with the flat palm.

55, s. (from 7 , theflat palm), a slap, a flat handed blow,

a slap on the face.

, s. (from ☎, a sparrow), a sparrow.

E , s. (from 85 , a sparrow, and at, a nail ), the

name of a variety of rice the grains of which are very

small resembling the nails of sparrows.

, v. n. (from 5 to be angry), to grow worse, to throb,

to twinge.

, s. (from 8 , to move), the swinging performed by the

Hindoos in the monthofChitra ; the machine on which

they swing on that occasion..

gasila, s. (from 55 , the superstitious swinging ofthe Hin-

doos, and stra, a tree), the machine on which the Hin-

doos swing in the month of Chitra.

TITI, s. (from 65 ,, to twinge), the twinging or smarting

ofa wound, the growing worse of any pain, a becoming

excessive.

Tș , a, (from T5 , to become worse), excessive, insupport-

able, aggravated, very painful.

337, s. (from 65, te mount), the mounting upon a horse, the

ascending of a mountain or aladder, the climbing of a

tree, the scaling of a wall, the going on board a boat or

ship.

şi , s. (from 85 , the going on boarda - ship), a super-

cargo, onewho superintends the lading of a ship or boat.

35), v. a. (from 85, to mount), to place upon a thing, to set

a pot on the fire, to bend a bow, to prepare, to place

a load on an animal, to slap with the flat hand; s. an

83.

island, a shallow, a shoal, the bending of a bowto fix

the string; a. high, exalted, increased. This word, con-

structed with 1, to give, means to bend a bow.

ts, s. (from 5, to mount), an invasion, an attack, an on-

set, an iuroad, an assault, an aggression.

aztea , s. (from 659, an invasion, and eta , doing), an

invader, an aggressor, an assailant.

sta , s . (from 851 , exalted, and , speech), loud lan,

guage, bullying language, an emphatical expression.

dstofs, s. (from 85, the flat palm), a mutual slapping on

the face, a mounting upon one another, the sport or

game vulgarly called Leap frog in England.

oste, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by striking an animal a single stroke with a whip, also

that occasioned by the snapping of an overstrained bow.

öṣina, s. (from 551, increased, and 17, aprice), a highprice ;

a. dear, high-priced.

asta, s. (from 55 , to place upon a thing), the placing, of

a thing upon a shelf or other elevated place, the plac-

ing of a pot on the fire, the bending of a bow, the pre-

paring of one thing before another, the making an ad-

dition totheprice ofa thing, an adding to a thing.

Gṣifari, a. (from 55, to mount), elevating, increasing the

price of a thing.

Tşi-şı, a, from551, rise, and 51,fall), neutralized, balanc

ed.

st* , s. (from 651 , exalted, and * , a sound), an accent,

loud language, an accented word.

535 an imitative sound used to express that arising from

the breaking of the boughs of a tree, or from the tear-

ing of sail cloth, leather, or other strong articles, also

that arising from the falling oflarge drops at the com-

mencement of a shower, and the crackling or sputter-

ing noise made by sauce when dressing if the liquor

be evaporated ; s. vexation or distress ofmind, the rend

ing of the heart with distress, the pain occasioned by

the excessive heat of the sun's rays.

5 , a. (from 335 , a cracking noise), making a crack-

ling or sputtering noise, as sauce does when theliquor

is nearly evaporated, crepiating.

83f3, s. (fiom.85, to mount, an advance in price, an accu-

mulation.

Td , s . (from Tq to gire), a sort of pea (Cicer arietinum.)

53, a. (from 63, to be angry), very passionate, furious, great,

strong, violent. ”

ge3), s. (from 53, furious), rage, fuxy, excessive passion,

violence.

Cc2
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699, s. (from 89, furious), rage, fury, excessive passion, vio-

4 lence.

geta, s. (from 53, angry, and , able), a person who has

no cast or rank in society, one ofthe dregs ofthe peo .

ple, an outcast descended from a shoodra father by a

brahmacee mother.

3 , s. (from set , an outcast), the condition of an out-

cast.

, s. (from 58 , an outcast), the condition of an out-

cast.

staff , s. (from 5st , an outcast), the condition of an out-

cast.

statat, a. (from ¿s , an outcast), low, unprincipled , be-

longing to an outcast.

dieæi, s. (from det, Doorga), a name of the goddess Door-

ga meaning the wrathful or furious.

81, s. (from 3, wrath), a name of the goddess Doorga

meaning the wrathful or furious, also a poem, or part

of the Markundeya Poorana which celebrates her ex-

ploits when she destroyed the usooras.

69, s. (from 65, wrath), the common small monkey (Simia

erythræa), also a rat.

53 , s. (from 5, wrath), the name of a beautiful species of

lark, (Alauda senegalensis ?)

, a. (from 5 , four, and te, fifty), fifty - four.

*** , a. (from ,fifty-four), the fifty-fourth.

B **, 8. (from 504, four, and H, a side), the four sides

of a square, all the sides.

65:4×fæ, a. (from the four sides, and T, to be si-

tuated), situated on the four sides or on all sides.

ততঃপার্শ্বস্থায়ী, a. ( from চऊপার্শ্ব, four sides , and স্থায়ি , stay.

ing), situated or continuing on all sides .

four sides, and f , situated),, a. (from

situated on all sides.

Egents, a. (from 833, four, and 3, an hundred), four hun-

dred.

gatta , s . (from , four, and H , a house), a cluster of

four houses, or four houses built round a square court

in the manner of the Hindoos.

55.

tak , a . (from 8 , a border on all sides, and

, limited), bordered or limited on all sides.

dy, a. (from dy, to ask), four.

da, a. (from d , to ask), dextrous, clever, acute, active,,

ingenious.

dega , s. (fromda , four, and , a share), four quarters,

four shares. This word, constructed with , to make,

signifies to quarter, to divide a thing into four shares.

BTAFA, 8. (from G53, four, and QFI, a letter) four letters.

চতুরক্ষরীয়, a. (from চতুরক্ষর, four letters ), compound of four

letters.

noak, a. (from dog, four, and , a limb), composed of

four parts. This adjective is principally used as the

appellative of an army, and signifies compleat, vis.

composed of elephantry, chariotry, cavalry, and infan.

try.

TIL , s. (from , composed offour parts, and za, an

army), a compleat army, or one composed of chario.

try, elephantry, cavalry, and infantry.

dogfñal, a. (from dog , composed offour parts), composed

offour members, or constituent parts, viz. chariotry,

elephantry, cavalry, and infantry. This adjective only

agrees with words in the feminine gender which mean

an army.

dogs, s. (from 83, dexterous), dexterity, acuteness, activi-

ty, ingenuity.

da , 8. (fromda, dexterous), dexterity, acuteness, acti

vity, ingenuity.

rogalife, a. (from633,four, and flf , eighty), eighty-four.

*ffer, a. (from gifs, eighty four), the eighty-

fourth.

64, a. (from6 , four, and , a corner), quadrangular,

square.

, ad. (from four, and 5 , e quality), fourfold ; a.

quadruple.

of, a. (from 8 , four), the fourth. This word is also us-

ed as the adjective of a funeral oblation made by a

daughter to the manes of her deceased parent on the

fourth day after their death.

2 , s. (from , the fourth, and t, a share), a

quarter, the fourth part.

dout, a. (from 893, four), the fourth.

, a. (from : , sixty-four), the sixty-fourth.

de:aft, a. (from 854, four, and af , sixty), sixty- four.

ze:afVII, a. (from af , sixty-four), the sixty-fourth.

Tynsfd, a. (from 835, four, and f , seventy), seventy four.

synesssa, a. (from , seventyfour), the seventy- fe,

fourth.

3: 1, s. (from , four, and fat, a border), a bor.

der or boundary on all sides.

, a. (from 8 , four, and , ten), fourteen.

ad. (from 85 , four, and t, a point of the com-

pass), on all sides.

fi ad. (from 854, four, and fit, a point of the com-

pass), on all sides.
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rofiles, a . (from
fie, all around, and , situated), si-

tuated on every side, surrounding .

szferin, a, (from , thefour sides, and wifi , stay-

ing), situated or lying on all sides, surrounding.

efs, a . (from byte, the four sides, and fs, situat

ed), situated or lying on all sides, surrounding.

gefið, ad. (from da, four, and fat, a point of the com-

pass), on all sides.

চতুর্দিঘ্যাপক, a. (from চতুর্দিক,্ the four sides, and পিক, over-

spreading), occupying all sides, overspreading on all

sides.

5 , s. (from 8 , four, and ta , to swing), a litter.

চদীল!,8. (from 54,four , and ct , to swing), a small litter.

53 ), a. (from dog,four), fourfold.

sgifs, a. (from 3 , fourfold, and wife, tranquility),

a religious ceremony performed at the time of making

the stated offerings to deceased ancestors. It consists

in consecrating fourvessels of water which are employ-

ed in the purification of the person who presents the

oblation.

6324, a. (from box,four, and y, aface), four-faced, an

epithet of Brahma ; the name of a medical preparation

consisting offour ingredients,

best, s. (from a four, and us, an age or dispensation),

the four ages or dispensations which measure the dura-

tion of the world, ofwhich the Satya is 1,728,000 years,

the Treta 1,296,000, the Dwapura 864,000, the Kalee

432,000. These yoogas are supposed to revolve eter

nally in succession . "

fourth .

, a . (from 3 , forty-four), the forty..

orifle, a. (from 5 , jour, and out , forty), for-

ty -four.

teste , a . (from it , fortyfour), the forty-

fourth .

Butsid, a. (from 853, four, and cæta, a corner), quadran-

gular.

byva, s . (from dy , four), four. This word is used as the

last member ofacompound, e.g. dg , thefour men

, a. (from 853, four, and 44, a leaf, quadrifoliate.

65 , a . (from 833, four, and , a foot), four-footed, qua-

druped.

fs, a. (from 553, four, and 7af5, ninety), ninety-four.

fs , a. (from dgfafs, ninety-four), the ninety-fourth.

Toast, s. (from dog, four, and f, a class), the four things , s. (from 3,four, and t, reading) , a college where

which are accounted objects of human pursuit, viz.

love, riches, religion, and beatitude.

goláraga, a. (from off, the four objects ofpursuit,,

fruit, and , giving), bestowing the advantages which

are connected with the four objects of human pursuit.

vydá, s. (fromdog,four, and xd, a sort) , the four classes of
હન,

Hindoos, the four principal colours, viz. white, black,

blue and red, four letters.

sofiant, a. (from doffs, twenty-four), the twenty-fourth.

ffs, a. (from ,four, and ffs, twenty), twenty-

four.

coffaffson, a. (froma twenty four), the twenty.

fourth.

soft, a. (from dog,four, and fxt, a sort , of four kinds.

, s. (from four, and can, the veda), the four ve-

das, or fountains of knowledge, which are called respec-

tively the Sama, the Rik, the Yujus, and the Uthurva.

These books consist of incantations or hymns to the

gods, directions for worship, and a highly mystical

kind ofphilosophy.

sgáns, a. (from on, the four vedas, and , to know),

acquainted with the four vedas.

FISK, a. (from TIg,four, and 55, an arm), four-armed, an

epithet of Vishnoo.

the four vedas and other sciences are taught.

dest , a. (from 55 , four, and , afoot), four-footed ; s. a

quadruped.

hf, s. (from 3, four, and , a side), the four sides

of a thing. In the locative case, this word has the force

of an adverb, on all sides, all around.

ff, à. (from ogfe, thirty), the thirty -fourth.

,a. (from 3,four, and f , thirty), thirty-four.

dufy , a. (from fore, thirty-four), the thirty-fourth.

6 , s. (from 5 , to ask), a court yard, a spot of ground

levelled for sacrifice.

du , a. (from me,forty), the fortieth.

orifgante, a . (from 593, four), forty,

, a . (from fae, forty), the fortieth.

571, s. (from 54 , food), a sort of vetch, (Cicer arietinum) }

a species of plant the, seeds of which are frequently

mixed with corn, and occasion it to have a disagreeable

taste (Vicia of one or two undescribed species . )

data, s. (from 4. a velch, and fat , a kidney bean), a

particular kind of kidney bean.

4aifata, s . (from 34 , sandal-wood, and fat , a tree), the

name of a shrub or tree called by Dr. Buchanan, Uva-

ria Chuna hiran.

547, s. (fr. Th, sandul-wood), sandal-wood, (Santalum album.)
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***18, s. (from 1977, sandal, and it, wood), sandal-wood .

, s . (from 4 , sandal wood, and , a stool), the

stone on which sandal wood is ground.

BITTEN, s. (from 47, sandal-wood, and af , a particu-

lar plant), the name of a particular plant, (Chenopo-

dium album.) :

duulata, s. (from 847, sandal- wood, andfed, a sort of a

tree), the name of a species of tree or shrub called by

Dr. Buchanan Uuona Lal hiran.
囑

, s. (from , sandal wood), the name of a species of

parrot (Psittacus Chunduna, Buchanan's Mss . )

zzataigi, s. (from 647, sandal wood, and atēti, desire), a

desire of marking the forehead with sandal-wood pow-

der, a desire of sandal wood.

ott , a. (from 4 , sandal -wood, and offs , de-

sirous), desirous of having the forehead marked with

sandal-wood, desirous of sandal- wood.

onariatsm, e. (from 84 , sandal- wood, , thefirst, and

tom, oil, a medicinal oil extracted from sandal wood

and otheringredients.

sun , s. (from 4 , sandal wood, and , to movė), a

large stone or mortar on which sandal wood is rubbed

with water to reduce it to a pulp,

,.י s . (from 6 , the moon), a subscription, a collection ,

da, s. (from on, to shine), the moon. In Hindoo Mytholo

gy, Chundra ie the son of Utri, and is fabled to have

married twenty seven daughters of Duksha, by whơm

were produced gods, men, and all animated nature.

duate, s. (from on, the moon, and to, splendid), thename

"

1. A

of a precious stone, perhaps jasper.

Takidi, s. (from the moon, and cols), a corner), the

name of a particular kind ofcloth which is said to haye,

been first manufactured at a town of the same name,

and to have been denominated therefom.

55, s. (from 6 , the moon, and , a erest), wearing the

moon for a crest; one of the names of Shiva.

E , s. (from the moon, and ³, a vow), a vow or duty

peculiarto kings and others who are placed at the helm

of public affairs, binding them to dispense their gifts

and honours so as to free their subjects from distress

and make them happy, like the moon, which, gradually

increasing till it is full, dispenses its rays abroad, mak-

ing all joyful and happy.

Elm, s. (from , the moon, and tst, a part), the name

of one of the streams of the Punjab, which descends

from the mountain Chundra blaga.

H

9 , s. (from da; the moon, and xª¤, an orb), the lunar

orb.

f , s. (from , the moon, and ; Jasmine), the

name of a beautiful flowering plant, (Chrysanthenum

indicum.)

1, s . (from , the moon), the moon.

duum , s. (fromby, the moon, and 01067), thename of

a plant the roots of which are sold as aningredientto be

used with betle, (Kampferia Galanga).

87434, s. (from 87, the moon, and , heat), an awning.

puffnæm%, s. (from 67, the moon, f , he sun, and

1 stain), a disgrace as notorious and lasting asthe

-spots on the sun and moon.

Byta , a. (from 6 , the moon, and 3, aface), moon-fa.

ced, having a face beautiful as the moon.

, s. (from 4, the moon, and a , semblance), an

appearance resembling the moon, a Paraselene or false

-moon.

ofyet, s . (from , the moon), moon-light, the lunar rays,

the name of a small fish (Zeus oblongus).

ofhai, s. (from 4 , the moon), the moon.

17, s . (from 87, the moon, and en , a coming into view),

the moon-rise.

ayfaytay, s . (from , the moon-rise, and at , a begin-

ning) , the commencement of the moon's rising.

, ad. (from 8 , quick), quickly, speedily, hastily, imme

diately.

8 %, a (from 6 , to move, and , to move), the palm with

the fingers extended, risk.

E , s. from Brt , the palm with thefingers extended , the

open paim, the flat palm. This word constructed with

, to smite, means to strike or stap with the flat palm.

5 , 8. (from , the flat palm), a buckle, a badge,

usually made of brass, and fastened on the belt of a

person who bears some office.

statal, s. (from

ર

, a badge), a person distinguished

by a badge of office.

#. (from , to move), unsteady, wavering, tremulous

shaking, swift, expeditious, violently agitated, over-

come with alarm, momentary, instantaneous, inconsi-

derately criminal.

6 ,s. (from 6 , unsteady , unsteadiness, waveringness,

tremulousness, swiftness, expedition, a violent agita-

tion, momentariness.

, s. (from 6 , unsteady), unsteadiness, waveringness,

tremulousness, swiftness, expedition, a violent agita,

tion, momentariness.
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gat, a. (from 8 , to move), unsteady, wavering, tremu-

lous, expeditious ; s. a name ofthe goddess Lukshmee or

fortune, lightning, a whore, a light and inconstant wo-

man.

, s. (from , to move), the name of a species of bird,

(Caprimulgus asiaticus, Buchanan's Mss.)..

4 , s. (from 4, to move), the name of a bird which fre-

quents the shores of rivers. It is an undetermined spe-

cies ofTringa.

57 , s. (from , to move), the fat palm.

mastai , s. (from , the flat palm, and stats, a blow),

a slap or blow with the flat palm .

QÑA, s. (from TA, to move), the name of a species of water

bird, (Tringa senegala.) 2

TAFA, 8. (from 8 , to move), the name of a species of bird

(Caprimulgus europeus.) 1994:3

5951, ad. (from 8 quickly), quickly, speedly, hastily, im-

mediately. 1

panta, s. (from ➡ , a staff, and j ♪, holding), a mace-

bearer.

bantal, s. (from a mace-bearer), the office of a

mace-bearer.

sfi , s. (from 5 , to chew), the name of a species of pep-

per, (Piper Chavya.).

fam , a. (from I, to laugh), blithe, buxum, active.

aft, a. (from doffs, twenty-four), twenty-four.

, an imitative sound used to express a sudden starting, a

startling, a shrinking or shrugging.

E, s. (from , a sudden start), a twinkling brightness,

a flash, a glance ; . a. to heat in a smaller degree

than that necessary to parch. This word is only appli

ed to slightly parching of corn.

V

fas, a. (from , to start), shrunk back, contracted,

shrunk up, alarmed.

sax , s. (from 5* , to start), the name of a shrub or tree

mentioned by Dr.F. Buchanan as a species ofBradleya,

but not described..

gauge , s. (from t , a spoon , and , understood), the

name ofa species of water fowl, (Platalea leucordia. ).

☎aşı, s. (from 64, skin), skin, a hide , leather.

zweēta, s. (from se, a word indicating surprize, and

to make), surprize, astonishment, amazement.

, a. (from , a word indicating surprize, and

* , making), surprizing, occasioning astonishment,

astonishing, amazing.

523, a. (from 1 , a word indicating surprize, and 3,

done), surprized, astonished , amazed,

চর,

57, s. (from 6 , to eat), the Yak or Tartarian ox (Bos

grunniens) ; a compound pedicel. , uti . ">

64 , s. (from 5 , to eat), a spoon, a vessel resembling a spoon

used in drinking the juice of the acid asclepias.

"

, s. (from5 , to devour), an army, a squadron, a parti

cular body of troops consisting of seven hundred and

twenty nine elephants, the same number of chariots,

two thousand one hundred and eighty-seven horses

and three thousand six hundred and eighty-five infan-

try.

, s. (from , to start), a.starting, a shuddering, the

flashing of a luminous body, a glittering.

, v. a. (from г , a sudden start), to start, to shudder,

to shrug, to flash, to glitter.

, s. (from 8 , to startle), the alarming of any one,

the making of any one to startle, a startling, a starting

a flashing; a. slightly parched, made to start, startled.

, s. (from , to start), a start, a shudder, a flash.

gi

, a spoon), a spoon.

5454, ad. (from 54, shrinking), with shrinking or starting

through fear.

, s. (from

TH , 3. from , to move, the name of a tree which pro

duces a fragrant yellow flower, (Michelia Champaca.)

But, s. (from 4, to move), a withdrawing, a retiring, a va

...nishing, a departing suddenly,-

Maifa, s. (from 4, to eat), the name of a fish , (Clupea for-

nicata, Buchanan's Mss .)

safa, s . (from a , destitute ofseed, and cafa , jasmine), a

beautiful species ofjasmine, (Jasminum grandiflorum.)

6 , s . (from fs, to collect), a multitude, an assemblage, a

heap, a collection, a mound of earth raised to form the

foundation of a building, a rampart or mound raised

with the earth dug out of the ditch of a fort.

(from fo, to collect), the collecting of flowers or

fruits from the trees, the collecting of any thing.

by, a (from fo, to collect), fit to be gathered or collected.

64, v. n. (from 64, to move), to graze ; s. a spy; a. moveable.

pae, 4, (from da, to move), the name of a writer on medi-

cine, the book written by Churaka ; also from 4, a

wheel, the ceremony of swinging with hooks passed

through the integuments of the back.

Bastia, s. (from g , the ceremony of swinging, and st ,

a tree), the upright post which supports the horizontal

lever to one end of which the person is suspended by

a rope when he performs the religious ceremony of

swinging..

dal, s. (from 835, the ceremony of swinging, and 4 ,
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1

82.

worship), the religious ceremony of swinging in honour

ofShiva, with ironhooks passed through the skin ofthe

back. It is performed on the day the sun enters Aries.

Fifs, s. (from 3 , the ceremony ofswinging, and

ifs, the entrance ofthe sun into anew sign), the day

ofthe sun's entering Aries, on which the religious cere-

wony of swinging is performed.

61 , s. (fròm TF, a wheel), a spinning wheel, a capstan,

a windlass.

TI³, s. (from ☎ , a wheel), a circular hole, or rather a

centrivance to answer the purpose of a hole, which is

fixed on the pivot ofthe upright post of the swinging

machine, the gudgeon of a wheel, a small wheel, a reel,

a machine used to separate the seeds from cotton, a

winch, a crank.

zaxleri, 6. (from 87, to move, and 11, to move round); the

name of an aquatic insect which is supposed to pro-

duce a substance resembling a ball of conferva but

brittle..

674, s. (from 8 , to move), the foot, a poeticalfoot, the feed-

ing of cattle in a pasture.

☎aduti), s. (from ʊ44, the foot, and uteſt, á handmaid), san

dal-wood, a wife, literally one who attends on her hus-

band's feet.

nie, ad. (from 4, á foot, and Я , favour), this is

a complimentary expression meaning through the kind

ness of, literally through the kindness or grace ofyour

or his foot.

BA¶sm, 8. (from J , thefoot, and , a pair), the two

feet.

, s. (from ad, the foot, and , a pair), the two feet.

TAHATE, s. (from T , the foot, and , serving), this

word has much the same meaning as the phrase bum

ble servant in English, literally, serving the foot.

FIRRTA, s. (from Tag, the foot, and 44, a serving), the

obsequious attending on a person, or, literally, serving

the foot.

datazi, s. (from 4, thefoot, and C1, service), obsequi

ous attendance, literally, the service of the foot."

atti, s. (from Tat , obsequious attendance, and

tag1, desire), a desire of obsequiously attending on a

persoa.

catata , a . (from data , obsequious attendance, and

if , desirous , desirous of obsequiously attending

on a person.

pentsatztṛæ, a. (from sastav, obsequious attendance, and

in , doing), obsequiously attending on a persen.

কর.

BANĦtata, "a. (from

taa, doing), obsequiously attending on a person.

GIqACtafas, a. (from , obsequious attendance), and

73, produced), produced by obsequious attendance.

baqĦotsis,>>a. (from daalur), obsequious attendance, and

, producible), arising from obsequious attendance.

chaffafs, a. (from da , obsequious attendance,

and fas, a cause), caused by obsequious attendance.

adatfs, a. (from , obsequious attendance, and

afs, connected with), connected with obsequious at-

tendance.

1, obsequious attendance, and

BAAAAAUF, 8. (from dadi, obsequious attendance, and

, arisingfrom), arising from obsequious attendance.

চরণসেবাবিশিষ্ট , a. (from চরণসেবা, obsequious attendance, and

faftos, possessed of), honoured with obsequious attend-

ance.

gate, s. (from adta , obsequious attendance, and

fs , desire), a desire of obsequiously attending on

a person.

saraatfentat, a. (from 1, obsequious attendance, and

afenfa , desirous), desirous of obsequiously attending

'on a person.

batis, a. (from , obsequious attendance, and

, joined to), connected withobsequious attendance.

Baschetafes, a. (from an obs quious attendance, and

a , destitute f , destitute of obsequious attendauce.

dalatztá, a. (from BARAT , obsequious attendance, and

, destitute of , destitute of obsequious attendance.

BAATAR , a. (from 1, obsequious a tendance, andT ,

desire), a desire of attending obsequiously on a person.

dachtag, á. '(from data , obsequious attendance, and

, desirous), desirous of obsequiously attending on a

person.

চরণসেবেছুক, a. (from চরণসেবা, obsequious attendance, and

desirous), desirous of obsequiously attending on a

person.

datfss, a. (from 4, the foot, and afts, marked), mark-

ed by the foot.

4 , s. from 544, the foot, and , nectar), the water

in which the foot of a brahmun ora spiritual guide has

been washed, which is eagerly drank by the superstiti-

ous Hindoos, under the idea that it will secure them

heavenly blessings, the water in which a person bathes

whenhe perforras the worship of theShala grame, liter

ally the nectar of the foot.

Batz , s . (from ad, a foot, and ga, a weapon), a cock,

(Phasianus gallus).
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1

ofa

badiafan, s. (from , the foot, and safe , a nymphæa),

the foot, a flattering expression meaning literally the Lo-

tus foot, or the foot which is a Lotus.

aat , s. (from bad, thefoot, and 8 , water), the water

in which the foot of a brahmun or a spiritual guide has

been washed, which the Hindoos drink to secure hea-

venly blessings .

atts, ad. (from bad, thefoot, and sis, near), near

the foot, at the foot.

Tal, s. (from da, to move), the name ofa species of nettle,

(Urtica longifolia, Buchanan's Mss .)

BASE , s. (from at, the noise ofmerriment), a swelling with

self-consequence, a being puffed up with pride, self-

complacency, self-applause, the voice of merriment.

, a. (from , active), active, vigilant, attentive.

83 , a . (from , active), active, spirited ; s. the getting

the better of a person.

da , s. (from , fat), fat, suet, tallow.

batuta, a. (from ,fat, and , holding), greasy.

đạï, a. (from đạ, to move), last, ultimate, final, western,

west.

, s. (from 8 , last, and t , time), the time of death.

BA , s. (from 4, western, and , a mountain), the

range of western mountains behind which the Hindoos

suppose the sun retires at his setting.

dan, s. (from da to move), an intoxicating drug said to be

made ofthe flowers of hemp gathered while the dew is

on them, and prepared in a particular manner.

. a. (from
, a particular drug), intoxicating him--

selfwith the drug called Churus, habituated to the use

of Churus.

Da , v. a. (from a, to feed), to feed and attend cattle.

Baig, a. (from 6 , to move, and 4, not moving , move-

able and immoveable. This adjective is only applied to

the world, consisting of things moveable and immove-

able ; s . the world.

data, s. (from Tд , to attend cattle), the attending or feeding

of cattle.

Baifa, s. (from 6 , to attend cattle), the grazing or feeding

of cattle.

data , s. (from da , to attend cattle), a pasture, a meadow.

Bas, a. (from ☎ , to more), moved, acted, done, instituted.

afast , a. (from 13, done, and f, an object ofdesire),

successful in obtaining an object, successful in an un-

dertaking.

fastút, a. (from ofas, done, and af , desirous), desirous

of success .

ठल.

ofa, s. (from 8 , to act), an history, the disposition ofthe

mind.

ofa , a. (from sa, to move), active, mobile, moveable.

, s. (from , to move), a meat-offering, an oblation of

vegetable food, confined however to barley, sesamum,

rice, and moog (Phaseolus Mungo) and usually boiled

in milk.

TEITA, s. (from E, a meat-offering, and t , an oblation),

the oblation of a meat-offering.

dett, s. (from 6 , a meat offering, and it, apot), a pot

in which the meat- offering is prepared.

581, s. (from 5 , to speak), reflection, consideration , deli-

beration, action ; the anointing of the body with fra-

grant unguents.

881, s. (from 88'1 , action, and fs , an ant), the name

ofa small insect, apparently a very longbodied, winged,

ant, but it is so small that I could not determine witha

commou lens whether it is an ant or an earwig ; these

insects settle on the body and occasion a disagreeably

painful itching.

od, s. (from , to chew), the chewing of any thing.

dHu ,̟ a. (fromd , to chew), masticable, proper to be chewed.

offs, a. (from o , to chew), chewed, masticated.

d , a. (from dέ, to chew), proper to be chewed, masticable.

det, s. (from t , agreeable, and t, to speak), the noise

ofmerriment or festivity, self-applause.

f , s . (from 5 , a merry sound), the noise of merriment

or festivity, self- applause.

6 , s. (from 6 , skin), the skin of an animal, leather, a

shield.

data, s. (from 4, leather, and ą, to make), a tanner, a

currier, a shoemaker.

softæ , s. (from , leather, and stæ, a sparrow), a bat.

, s. (from 4 , leather, and , a shoe), a lea

thern shoe.

dut, a. (from du , a shield), bearing a shield.

ú, a. (from д, to act), practicable, incumbent, customary.

dr, a. (from 6 , to move), moveable ; s. perseverance in

religious austerities, the due and regular observance of

religious ceremonies, a custom, practice, a habit.

dã, v. n. (from d , to move), to go, to set off on a journey,

to act, to pass on, to flow, to pass current.

, s. (fromDa, to move), motion, action, conduct.

af , s. (from se, moving, and F, power), the power

of motion.

ef , s. (fromse, moving, and wif , power), the power

ofmotion.

Dd
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हल.्

চলৎশক্তিরহিত, a. ( from চলৎশক্তি, the power of motion, and

afs, destitute of), destitute of the power of motion,

unable to walk.

চলৎশক্তিহীন, a. ( from চলৎশক্তি, the power of motion, and হীন,

destitute of), destitute of the power of motion, unable

to move.

da, s. (from da, to act), the moving from one place to ano-

ther, a habit, conduct, a custom ; a. current, customa

ry, habitual.

bank, a. (from ga , motion, and a , fit), passable, fit to pass .

Bl, v. a. (from ~, to move), to cause to move or act, to

urge on, to drive cattle, to drive a coach or other

vehicle, to conduct a person to any place, to dispatch

goods; s. motion, action, currency

gaida, a. (from da, to move, and , immoveable), consist

ing of fixed and moveable parts, steadfast and wavering.

tofa, s. (from , to move), reciprocal motion.

Da, s. (from da, to move), the driving of cattle, the dis-

patching ofgoods, the conducting of a person to any

place, the urging on of men or cattle, an invoice for

goods, a pass for merchandize.

Bataat, s. (from d to move, and , to speak), a great ado

about any thing.

Dia, s. (from , to move), a journey, a race.

fas, a. (from , to move), moved, agitated, gone, current.

ofas , a. (from , to move), moveable, fit to be moved,

proper to be gone over.

d , a. (from ™ , to move), moveable, unsteady, tending to

motion, fluid.

™ *, s. (from da, to move), a handful of a fluid hastily

taken up, the undulating motion of water when unstea-

dily carried in a bucket, or of a weight carried on a bar

so as to swing freely, an undulation.

6 , v. n. (from ™ , to move), to move, as water when car-

ried in a vessel, to flap over.

5 , 8. (from , to flap over), the overflowing or flap-

ping of liquor over the sides of the vessel, the motion

of a fluid when carried unsteadily in a vessel.

DT), v. a. (from , to flap over), to agitate a liquid in

carrying it, to spill a liquid.

ATA, s. (from TF, to cause a liquid toflap over), the caus

ing of a liquid to flap over the sides of a vessel, the

agitating of a fluid.

fa , a. (from , to move), moveable, unstable, unstea-

dy, fluid.

afs, s. (from , to act), an action, a deed, conduct, a

custom.

bis .

t, a. (from fante,forty), forty.

oft , s. (from of , forty), that defect in sight which

frequently attacks persons about forty years of age ; s.

the fortieth.

5 s. (from p , the eye) , the eye, a fountain.

carta, a. (from p , the eye, and 5,8, eating), seeing

nothing, regarding nothing, purblind.

tata, s. (from) , the eye), the not seeing or re-

garding of a thing even when before the eyes.

ott, s. (from p , the eye), a pair of spectacles.

da, v. a. (from xx, to plow), to plow.

ga, s. (fromda, to eat), a drinking vessel.

ga , s. (from da, to plow), the plowing up of land.

dâ, v. a. (from ãã, to plow), to cause to plow ; s. the plow-

ing of land ; a. plowed ,

datofa, s. (from ga , a plowing), a plowing in various direc-

tions.

gata, s. (from , to cause to plow), the causing a field to

be plowed, the plowing of a field ; a . plowed.

gate, s. (from ga , to cause to plow), the plowing ofa field,

the workmanship, whether good or bad, of plowing a

field, the wages given for plowing.

dfag, a. (from da, to plow), plowed.

at, a. (from da, to plow), plowing, worming in.

dâldtæt, s. (from ¿ , plowing, and che , an insect), the

insect which the Hindoos suppose to be the cause of

a long and slender tumor resembling the scratch of a

thorn which frequently breaks out between the fingers.

6 , s. (from fofia, mud), soft mud, dirt.

di, v. a. (from T , a desire), to ask, to wish, to look upon,

tolook, to see; s. a wish, a desire, a volition, will; also,

from the Chinese word, Tea.

bize, s. (from ot, to kill), a kick backwards, the kick ofan

animal.

Tsa, s. (from dl, to desire), a desire, a wish, a request,

look, a view.

ism, s. (from it, a sieve), husked or sifted rice.

d†ÿææsai, s. (from 818m, husked rice, and ™s, a species of

kidney-bean), the name of the seed of a tree which is.

indigenous in the East border of Bengal, and is employ<

ed as a medicinal drug ; also the tree which produces it

(Chaoolmoogra odorata.)

dini, s. (from di, to wish), a wish, a requisition, a request,

a desire.

stantstafa, s. (from vi, to desire), mutual desire, emula

tion, rivalry.
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81911.

bt , s. (from ™ , excellent), a large turfor piece of earth

which stands loose, a chief, aleader, a protector.

štą, v. a. (from ʊ , to move), to scrape, to pare or scrape

off the surface.

, s. (from , to move), a course mat made of reeds.

8157, s. (from 816, to scrape), a scraping ; a. scraped, shaved.

So , a . (from 8 , to scrape), a scraping, the shavings of

wood.

big, a. (from 64, to move, frequentative) curled, crisped,

crimped ; s. a bonfire made with appropriate ceremo

nies the night before the ceremony of the Dhola, at the

full moon of Phalgoona.

iæ , s. (from dia, curled, and ( , hair), curled or

crimped hair.

sibi, v. a. (from dia, to scrape), to cause to scrape or shave

off, scraped, shaved..

stfo, s. (from 8 , to scrape), scrapings.

štṣtaatat, s. (from , a Chundala, and äta , killing), the

a fish mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss . but

not described.

name of

Bista, s. (from t ™ , an outcast), an outcast, a man of the

lowest class in society.

statatat, a. (from it , a Chundala), vile, base, befitting

a Chandala.

ta, s . (from , the moon), the moon.

, an awning), an awning., s. (from

Binal, s. (from 7, the moon, and (5), lac), a kind oflac

or some other gummy substance resembling it.

ziaat, s. (from t , an awning), an awning, a building the

roof of which is supported by pillars and open on all

sides, a moon-light night.

, s. (from 5, the moon), a subscription or collection of

money for any purpose ; also (from of , the name of

a fish), the name ofa small fish (Zeus oblongus),

stūtş, s. (from , the moon, and 5, to occupyspace), the

ridge of a house or the joining of the two sides of the

roof at the top.

Etutata, s (from Eti, a species offish, and i , a fish), the

-name ofa smail species of fish (Zeus oblongus.)

tat, a. (from , the moon), white, clear ; s. silver.

3

¿team, s . (from ™ , the Champa tree, and f , the calyx

of aflower), an ornament for the ears wrought so as to

resemble a bunch of Champa flowers before they ex-

pand. This ornament is worn by men, or by women of

the lower class.

SMI, s. (from 654, the name ofa tree), the name of a small

tree which produces highly fragrant flowers (Michelia

512.

Champaca) ; an ornament for the ear made to resemble

a cluster of unexpanded Champa flowers.

at, s . (from St , the name of a tree, and , a plan-

tain), a variety of the plantain (Musa sapientum), the

colour of which within is yellow resembling that ofthe

blossoms ofthe Champa.

Statifs, s. (from stett , a flower, and stis, a particular kind

offish), the name of a species of fish, (Silurus sex-cari-

natus, Buchanan's Mss.)

Statafem , s. (from , the name of a tree, and aftдi, Ama-

ranthus), the name of a pot-herb, which is excellent

for the table, (Amaranthus polygamus .)

stat, s. (from H, the Champa flower), a part of the

parenchyma of the Jak fruit, which is of the colour of

a Champa flower.

de, v . a. (from t . to gratify), to taste any thing, to try

the taste ofany thing ; s . the ripping up of an opening.

atæ, s. (from 6 , a wheel), a wheel, a circle, a discus, a

honey comb, the comb of a wasp or hornet's nest.

st, s. (from chalk, and ast, chalk), chalk when in

large lumps or blocks.

tanta, s. (from dæ, a wheel, and t , the name of a

bird), the name of a small bird which spreads its tail

like a turkey, (Muscicapa laticauda .)

tea, s. (from at , to tas'e), a trying the taste of any thing.

diefa, s. (from dia, to taste), a tasting, or trying the taste

ofa thing.-

diæfari, a. (from at , to taste), tasting, skilled in tasting

things.

dixit, a. (from dia, to taste) , tasting, trying the relish (ap-

plied to a woman who tastes the food, to judge whe-

ther it be good .)

☎tæ , s. (from ™ , the name of a plant), the name of a

plant (Cassia Tora .)

tas , a. (from te, a wheel, and s , revolving), revolv

ing, turning like a wheel, annually revolving like the

heavenly bodies.

dteriæ, s. (fromđể, to taste—the last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to the first), a smacking noise which

some persons make with the lips in eating.

dlæg, s. (from , a servant), a servant, a domestic.

dixi, a. (from , a servant), land given as a remunera-

tion ofpast service.

dtægtai, s. (from l a servant), certain lands allowed

10Jumindars to defray the expence of collecting the re

venue.

Dd2
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staat, a. (fromSla, a servant), serving ; s. a female ser-

vant.

اچ

staat, s. (from , a servant), a post, an employment,

business, a particular line of service.

ati , s . (from , service-the last member of

ats, v. x. (from da, to strike), to seize or come upon a per-

son like the paroxysm of a disease, to arise for thepur-

pose ofdoing something, to begin to exert one's selfin

any action.

Sɩz, service—the last member of || Bts , s . (from dist, to begin action), the access of the pa-

this word is merely a rhyme to thefirst), service and at- roxysm ofa disease, the stirring up ofone's self to mo-

tendance. tion.

otezaten, s. (from s , service-the last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), service and at-

tendance.

Dziæ , 8. (from 5 , service- the last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), service and at-

tendance.

atat, s. (from 4, a district), a district, a province, an

estate ; a. resembling a wheel, circular.

diæatata, s. (from æ , a district, and , holding), the

owner of an estate, the governor of a province.

data, s. (from ot , a wheel, and , a dart), the name

of a medicinal drug.

dæi, v. a. (from ʊ , to taste), to cause to taste food ; s.

a wheel, a circle, the name of a fish (Cottus gobioides,

Buchanan's Mss); a. tasted.

dainiai, s. (from , a wheel, and ¶, grain), the name

of a medicinal drug.

dataifa , s. (from æ , a wheel, and fa , a sort offish),

the name of a species of fish (Cottus insidiator, La Ce-

pede, vi. 328.)

staj, s. (from 64, a wheel), a mill, a grinding stone, a con-

trivance used to spin twine by suspending it from the

hand.

ata, s. (from , a clasp-knife), a clasp-knife, a penknife.

da , s. (from 4, a wheel), the name of a plant (Cassia

Tora), also, the name ofa fish, (Clupea lata, Buchanan's

Mss.)

stafa , s. (from , the name of a plant), the name

of a species offern, (Hemionitis cordifolia.)

sta , s. (from , the name ofa plant), the name of

a species of fern, (Hemionitis cordifolia.)

stage , s. (from age, brilliant), brilliance, splendor, lus-

tre.

stafofafı, s. (from sæofe, brilliant), declining in brilliance.

This word is only applied to the evening when the

sun is about to set.

Ì, 8. (from 5 , a wheel), a wafer, a flat round body.

Tati, s. (from de, to taste), a name given in some places

to the orange.

dy, a, (from d , the eye), evident, visible.

atstfa, s. (from otst, to begin action), the access of a pa-

roxysm, a rousing of one's self to motion.

atst, v. a. (from otπ, to begin to move), to stimulate, to rouse

up, to cause a fallen animal to rise, to extricate an

animal froma slough, a pit, or the like place, to bring

on the paroxysm of a disease.

Dist , s. (from Distt, to stimulate), the rousing of an ani

mal to violent exertion in order to raise itself when fal-

len, or when stuck in mud ; a. roused, stimulated.

ststta, s. (from ots , to stimulate), the stimulating or rous.

ing up of an animal .

dì, s. (from de, to satiate), the name of a tree or shrub,

(Grewia rigida, Buchanan's Mss. )

sto , s. (probably from 5, inferior), a father's brother.

stats, a. (from ad , a father's brother), derived from a fa.

ther's brother.

aft, s. (from stats, derivedfrom afather's brother,

and , sister), the daughter of a father's brother.

atstest , s. (from otз, derivedfrom a father's brother,

and , a brother), a father's brother's son.

didi, s. (from did , a father's brother), a father's brother's

wife.

ata , s. (from co , a sort ofgrass), unstable, easily coaxed

or wrought upon, the coaxing of a person.

big , s. (from stol, afather's brother), a father's brother.

☎ , s. (from , fickle) , fickleness, unsteadiness, acti-

vity, agility, fluidity.

ott, v. a. (from , to eat), to lick, to lap.

otta, s . (from at , to lick), the licking of any thing.

ota, s. (fromat , to lick), the act of licking.

atti, v. a. (from , to lick), to cause to lick ; a. licked .

atstate, s. (from at , to lick), a reciprocal or mutual licking.

atta, s. (from at , to cause to lick), the causing of a per-

son or animal to lick ; a. licked .

otta, s. from ott , to cause to lick), the licking of a thing.

Bife, s. (from o , to kill), a kick backwards, as that of an

animal with the binder feet. This word, constructed

with ta, to smite, means to kick backwards.

offa, a. (from at , to lick), proper to be licked. This is

the adjective of some kinds offruit only.
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ift , s. (from fa, proper to be licked, and , a blog , s . (from bag, active , activity, roguery, cleverness,

plantain), a very luscious variety of the plantain. craft, deceit, female infidelity .

statad, s. (from dife, a kick, and 4, a smiting), a

kicking backwards, a kicking up.

att, s.(from t, to penetrate), grateful or pleasing discourse.

aitzat, a. from ott, grateful discourse, and T , speak-

ing), flattering; s. a flatterer, a parasite, a sycophant.

ait , a. (from sit, to lick), the palm of the hand, or rather

the hand without reckoning the fingers.

dief , s. (from ott, grateful, and 8fF, a speech), '' a grati-

fying or agreeable speech, flattering.

dtè, ad. (from dte, to lick), wholly, entirely.

ots, s. (from , to move), a hurry, necessity, a wrench, the

raising up orwrenching of athing with alever, as much

food as is dressed at once.

dși, a. (from da, to move), high, steep ; s. the fixing of a

bowstring.

atst , s. (from ott, high, and " , a sound), an empha-

tic word or sentence, a loud voice.

dizi, s. (from da, to move), à pole used to force a boat along

by pushing against the earth at the bottom of the wa-

ier, a lever.

ota, s. (from fox, a mark), ' the track or trace of a fish in

the water.

diqæ , s. (from`d , the name of a sage), the name of a

particular book or compilation from various authors.

tet , s. (from á¾, to be angry), a person of the lowest

class among the Hindoos, an outcast, the dregs of the

people.

atstat, s. (from ☎ , an outcast), a woman of the lowest

class, a female outcast.

, s. (from 5, to ask), the name of a bird, probably a

swallow, but generally supposed to be a species of

cuckow (Cuculus melanoleucus.)

atefeci, s. (from dro , a species of bird), a female swallow,

or according to some a female cuckow,

atsal, s. (from otsa, a species of bird), a female swallow,

or according to some a female cuckow.

sta, s. (from 4, a court -yard), an assembly of wicked

or mischievous persons, a number of thieves or other

evil-minded persons met for consultation, a conspiracy.

sta , 8. (from 64, clever, and , a species ofgrass),

the officinal name of a species of grass (Milium Cha-

turdoorva, Buchanan's Mss .)

atta, s. (from D , a court yard), a plain space enclosed

or bounded by something, a sheet of water, a terrace,

the roof of a house.

1, s. (from 3 , activity), activity, cleverness,

craftiness, unsteadiness, roguery . (This word, though

frequently used, is improper, the last syllable intended

to form the abstract noun being affixed to an abstract

noun.)

ofszáj, a. (from 83 , the four casts), belonging to or affect-

ing the four classes of Hindoos.

dot , a. (from , four months), continuing four

months, laying under obligation for four months.

oti, s. (from dog, clever), activity, cleverness, craftiness,

unsteadiness, roguery.

ta, s. (from , a sheet), a sheet, a large square cloth.

ott, s. (from , the moon), illuminated by the moon.

o , d. (from o , the moon), lunar.

tata, s. (from 8 , lunar, and a , a measure), lunar time,

or time measured by the moon.

ott , s. (from tq, lunar, and яt , a month), a lunar

mouth.

tute, a. (from út , lunar, and af , monthly), regu-

lated by the moon, calculated by lunar time.

tyd, s. (from 5 , the moon), the name of a vow or reli-

gious observance, which consists in decreasing the

usual quantity of food one mouthful every day during

the wane of the moon, and increasing it in the same

proportion as the moon increases.

ott, v. a. (from o , to grind), to press down, to press by

weight laid upon a thing, to compress, to cover, to

conceal, to quash, to smother, to place upon.

ott, s. (from ot, to grind), a turf, a square clod, a lump, a

burden, a block used to impress the figures in printing

calicoes, the platen of a printing press , a bow.

† , s. (from , the flat hand), the flat palm, a slap

orblow with the flat palm, the name of a plant menti-

oned by Dr. Buchanan in his Mss. and by him called

Dispermum Hedysarum. It is probably a species of Fle-

mingia.

di, v. a. (from , theflat hand), to smite with the flat

hand, to slap; a. slapped, stricken with the flat hand.

osta, s. (from ors, theflat palm), the slapping of any

one with the flat palm; a. slapped, stricken with the

flat hand.

staṣifa, s. (from † , to slap), the striking of a person

with the flat hand, a slap, a blow with the flat hand.

da, s. (from át , to press), the pressing of a thing down,

the placing of a thing on any substance so as to press
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on it, the pressing or compressing of a substance, the

concealing of a fault, the hiding of aperson, the keep-

ing close a report, the stifling or quashing of a report.

tata, s. (from , desire, and , ajak fruit , the name

of a species ofthe bread fruit (Artocarpus Chaplasha).

attat, s. (from 5 , unsteady), unsteadiness, rashness, in-

consideration respecting the consequences of actious.

☎txi, v. a. (from đi , to press), to put any thing into a press,

to force down a lever so as to press any thing, to lay

a weight on a thing, to force down a substance, to

print; s. a cover, a press, the lever of a press, a weight

laid upon any substance to press it down.

stants , s. (from att, to press), a mutual or reciprocal

pressing.ตั้ง 2

atta, s . (from it, to press), the covering of a thing, the.

forcing down of the lever of a press, the applying ofa

weight to compress a substance, the printing of any

thing, a crowd ; a. pressed down, pressed, compressed,

printed.

stafa, s. (from ott, to press), pressure, the forcing a thing

down, a compressing, the printing oflinen or of books,

the pressure of a crowd, wages paid for printing, or for

pressing.

at , a. (from a clod), curdled, consisting of small

clods or bolters, sticking together in clods or bolters.

fun , s. (from , coagulated, and , curds), coa-

gulated milk, milk coagulated into large curds.

, ad. (from ott, a clod), in clods orlumps.

4 , s. (from 8 , to adhere to), the name of a particu

lar garment worn by Musulmans.

st, ad.(from ott, a clod), in lumps or bolters, in curds

or clods; s. clods and bolters.

statt, ad. (from tt, to press- the last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), in a pressed state ;

a. pressed down with misfortune or distress, pressed

down by a load, compressed.

stattet, s. (from ott, a clod-the last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), clods and lumps, cur-

dles.

ritif , s. (from it, to press), a squatting posture.

, s. (from 514, to compress), the name of a fish (Pleu-

ronectes recurvus, Buchanan's Mss.)

at , v. a. (from 6 , to chew), to chew, to masticate.

Bizzi, s. (from 1, a turf), a square clod, as much earth

as is dug up at one spadeful.

rafa, s. (from 1, to see), a view, the sight of a person or

thing, desire, a wish.

sta.

da , v. a. (from di, to desire), to excite a person's desire or

wishes for a thing, to persuade, to shew; a, desired,

asked for, wished.

dixi, v. a. (from da, to chew), to cause an animal to masti-

cate.

atatoife, s. (from air , to persuade), a mutual wishing or re-

questing, a mutual or reciprocal persuading, a mutual

looking, a looking at one another.

This

atata, s. (from 4, the chewing of any substance), the

chewing offood or any other substance.

statfi, s. (from TT, to chew), mastication.

ata, s. (from chave, Portug. a key), a key.

E, s. (fromK , a whip), a whip, a scourge.

word constructed with a, to smite, means to whip.

dtanata, s. (from Il , a whip, and J „…, riding), a

horse-breaker, a jockey, a good horseman .

dana , s. (from , a horse-breaker), the busi-

ness or profession of a horse breaker or jockey,

DA, s. (from TWI, a skin), a skin, leather. This word when

constructed with 15 , to remove, or with cut , to loos-

en, means to skin, to flay.

di , s. (from o , skin, and to, a tick), a species

of tick or acarus which fastens itself on the skin of

animals.

taste , s. (from ta, the skin, and st , to shoot , the name

of a species of shrub, (Camellia Chamguta, Buchanan's

Mss. )

, s. (from at , the skin, and , grass), a species

of Arum mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not

described.
圈

Gläbi, s. (from TIA, a spoon), a spoon.

tapta , s . (from 5 , the skin), the name of a species of

Artocarpus, or bread fruit, mentioned in Dr. Bucha

nan's Mss . but not described.

dafsæ , s. (from ou̸oftæ!, a bat), the name ofseveral spe-

cies ofthe smaller bats,

stafsæt, s. (from dæ , a bat), the name of a plant (He

dysarum vespertilionis).

daş, a. (from dia, the skin), sticking to, adhesive, sticking

as close as the skin.

Staşat ♬, s. (from da , leather, and at ,flesh), gristle.

5 , s. (from B , a skin), a skin, leather.

stast, s. (from 5, leather), scurf, dandruff; a. very dry

and light, in the last sense the adjective is only applied

to wood.

diana, s. (from at , the skin, and ч , to pierce), the name

of a cutaneous or variolous disease.
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gafazi, s. (from Ã¤, the skin, and fa , a nit), a nit or lous-

es egg.

stadt, s. (from s† , the skin), a nit or louses egg.

dag, s. (from dag, a cow's tail), the tail ofthe cow ofTar

tary, which is used as a fan or fly brush, a brush made

of the long hairs of the tail of the cow ofTartary and

used to chase away flies.

age , s. (from óta, afly brush, and ý, a doer), a fly.

brush maker.

চীরকারক, s. ( from চামর, a fly brush, and কারক, making),

one who makes fly-brushes .

, s. (from æg, a fly- brush, and , destruction),

the destruction or spoiling of a fly-brush.

sgtane, a. (from äta, a fly brush, and ‡•¤¤, destruc-

tive), destructive to fly-brushes ; s. one who destroys fly.

brushes.

, a. (from stag, a fly-brush, and f , destruc

tive), destructive to fly-brushes.

, s. (from otag, a fly- brush, and att, destruction),

the destruction or spoiling of a fly-brush.

statt , a. (from ot , a fly-brush, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to fly-brushes ; s . one who destroys fly-3

2. brushes.

stafa , ad. (from dag, a fly-brush, and fa , without),

without a fly-brush.

চাষরবিশিষ্ট , a. ( from চামর, a fly brush , and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), possessed of a fly-brush, attended by a fly-brush.

sagficii, a. (from da, afly-brush, and fata, destitute

of), destitute of a fly-brush.

চারজন, s . ( from চামর, the Ay flap, and াজন, a vibrating),

the vibrating or fanning with the fly-brush.

stages, a. (from stag, afly-brush, and fofas, exempt-

edfrom), exempted from the use of a fly- brush.

চামরাতিরেক, s. (from চামর, a fly brush, and তিরেক, an ex-

"emption), an exemption to the fly-brush.

diagus, a. (from ág, a fly-brush, and T , joined to),

attended by a fly brush.

daggies, a. (from σa, a fly-brush, and af , destilute),

destitute of a fly-brush.

Stuga , a. (from Tд, afly-brush, and 3, empty), desti-

tute ofa fly brush.

staggta, a. (from д, afly brush, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of a fly-brush.

statat1, s. (from 3, a fly brush, and art , desire),

the desire of a fly- brush.

singtæig), a. (from tag, afly-brush, and toga, desirous),

sifa.

desirous of a fly-brush, desirous of being attended by

the fly-brush..

চারাভিলাষ, s. ( from চামর, a fly brush , and অভিলাষ, desire),

a desire of the fly- brush , or of being attended by the

fly-brush.

চামরাভিলাষী, a. (from চামর, afly brush , and অভিলাষি , desire

ous) , desirous of a fly-brush, or of being attended by

the fly-brush.

djagt, s. (from diva, a fly-brush), a species of potherbmen-

tioned by Dr. Buchanan in his Mss. It is a species of

Chenepodium.
ཟླམ ཛེས

a

otaatoitgyi, s. (from ¿¡æд, afly-brush, and itīgi, apar-

ticular plant), the name ofa species of shrub (Nerium

Doodkouree, Buchanan's Mss . )

), s. (from д, afly brush, and ¾½ , desire), a desire

for the fly-brush, a wish to be attended by the fly-

brush.

dala. a. (from dia, afly-brush, and 5, desirous), desir-

ous ofa fly-brush, desirous of being attended with a fly-

brush.

DİMATY, a. (from 8†æg, afly-brush, and F, desirous), de-

sirous of a fly-brush, desirous of being attended with

a fly-brush.

ata , a. (from ot , leather), stinking like dried skin.

state , s. (from ta, leather), a strap for setting razors.

statelettel, s. (from state , a razor-strap, and ET, a sort of

grass), a species ofgrass used to make mats (Cyperus

Pangorii).

statt, s. (from at , leather), a razor-strap.

data, s. (from ou̸æja, a tanner), a tanner, a currier, a skin-

'ner, a shoemaker.

tatata, s. (from dæa, a tanner, and , a potatoe), a

particular species of yam.

, s. (from stats, a fly brush, and a , a climbing

plant), the name of a species of climbing plant mention-

ed in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not described. He thinks

it to be a species of Dalbergia.
1

statifata, s. (from , a lanner, and fat, a kidney-bean),

a name given in some districts to a variety ofthe Doli-

chos lignosus with red flowers.

de , s. (from , the name of a mine), gold.

ofum, s. (from o , the name of aflower), the name of a fish

(Clupanodon Champil, Buchanan's Mss. Clupea chry-

soptera, La Cepede. xii . 192, 228). It is probable that

Clupea feinte of La Cepede is only the young of this

species.
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sta, v. a. (from stai, a young plant), to sow seed, or rather

to procure the germination of seed, to level or smooth

the surface of the ground or of any other thing.

da, s. (from dg, to move), a spy, a scout, a worm, a bait for

fish ; a. (from 4, four), four.

dtaæg, s. (from dд, a young plant, and * , a particular

plant), the name of a variety of Wake Robiu, (Arum

Colocasia.)

staatta , s. (from ota,four, and xils, a house), a sort ofcloth

ornamented with squares of a different texture.

☎tad, s. (from da, to move), a dancer, an acter of note, one

who reads the shastras, a species of demi-gods who act

as panegyrists to the superior gods.

dial, v. a. (from dia , a plant), to plant out seedlings.

bta, s. (from da, to move), a plant, a seedling, the name of

a species of bird (Lanius cristatus, Lath. syn. 18. p.)

also, s . (from ¾l→, a remedy), help.

statital, s. (from , a plant- the last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), plants and seedlings, re-

medies and hopes.

otalfari, a. (from dia , a plant), dealing in plants, raising

plants from seed ; s . a nursery man.

aifa, a. (from da, four), four.

fatal, a. from otf , four, and cat , a corner), quadran-

gular.

dias , a. (from dtfa, four, and sta, a quality), fourfold.

ofafast, ad. (from otfafast, thefour quarters), on all sides,

all around.

of , a. (from a, four, and H, afoot), four-footed ; s.

a bedstead, a chair, a stool...

difatti, a. (from difa, four, and , afoot), four-footed ; s.

a bedstead, a chair, a stool.

affatt, ad. (from fa , four, and tt , a side), on all sides.

alfa , a . (from difa, four, and , a quarter), compleat,

entire, whole.

fasts, s. (from oifa , four, and tst, a share), four shares.

This word, constructed with , to make, means to quar-

ter.

, a. (from a, to move), handsome, beautiful, elegant,

agreeable.

DİGGI, s. (from d† , beautiful), beauty, elegance.

da , s. (from d , beautiful), beauty, elegance.

bitat, a. (from ot , beautiful, and , a limb , beautiful,

well-proportioned, elegant, symmetrical..

st , s. (from ste, agreeable, and , a word), a sophist,

aperson esteemed heterodox in many matters ofHindoo

faith, and usually considered as a materialist or atheist.

start.

ata, v. a. (from , to move), to remove, to dispel, to drive,

to sift, to pass any thing through a screen.

dim, s. (fromʊ , to go), conduct, behaviour, a person's course

⚫of life, the pitched roof of a house, the bluejay (Cora-

cias indica), husked rice.

dae, a. (from dã, to move), active, lively.

ataæt, a. (from át , rice), dealing in rice, preparing rice for

the market.

taasti, s. (from ot , to move, and artist, a sort ofgrass),

a species of grass, (Saccharum bengalense, Willd.)

dtaʊl, s. (from , to move), the name ofa beautiful tree

(Dillenia indica), and also of it's fruit.

atastata, s. (from , a particular fruit, and , apar.

ticular fruit), the name of a fruit tree, (Eugenia macro.

carpa.)

ta , s. (from , to move), the causing of a thing to

move, the removing of any thing, the passing of any

thing through a sieve or skreen.

চালনা,ta , s. (from at , to sift), the sifting of corn, the skreen.

ing of gravel or the like substances, motion onwards,

the dispatch of goods.

dtaat, s. (from † , to sift), a sieve.

diata, s. (from at , motion, and † , a bamboo), a very

thick and large variety of the bamboo.

distat, s. (from ot , rice, and as, a species of kidney

bean), the name of a tree which grows in the forests

that cover the east border of Bengal, and also of its

seed, which is used as a medicinal drug, (Chaoolmoo-

gra odorata. )

, v. a. (from ¿ , to move), to remove, to drive cattle, to

dispatch goods, to transport, to manage, to urge for-

wards ; s. conduct, management, the pitched roof of a

house, a rat's hole ; a. this word, preceded by a nume-

ral, means having a roof composed of so many pieces.

dimiæ, a. (from day, to move), active, brisk, lively, clever.

stata , s. (from state, active), activity, liveliness, cleverness.

stats , s. (from 5 , to move), reciprocal motion, motion

communicated from all sides.

tata, s. (from , to move), the management of any busi-

ness or undertaking, the driving of cattle, the urging

a person to haste or diligence, the impelling of a per-

son to undertake any thing orto persevere therein, the

dispatching of goods, the transporting of goods, the

firing of a gun.

daifam, a. (from , to move), urging forward, superin

tending ; s. a superintendent, the overseer ofany work.
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ful.

stata , s. (from data, the transporting ofgoods), the dis-

patch ofgoods or merchandize ; a. ordering or autho-

rizing the dispatch or removal of things..

aifa, s.(from , to move), a custom, a habit, practice, a me-

thod, a fashion, the gait of a person, rice cleansed for

the table, a stage built on a large boat upon which are

stowed the bamboos and other cumbersome tackling, a

hanging shelf or stage suspended from the roofofahouse

employed by the Hindoos to stow away their bedding

and other articles when not immediately wanted, a run-

ning, motion.

ff , s . (from off , motion. The last member of this word

is merely arhyme to the first), the uneasy jolting motion

of a palkee or other thing when carried in an inatten-

tive or careless manner.

ta, s. (from
7, a sieve), rice cleansed from its husk and

fit for the table.

otal, s. (from O , a sieve), a sieve .

ofa, s. (from off , motion ), quick motion, a running.

Da, v. a. (from a, to plow), to plow ; s . cultivation, agricul

ture, tillage, the plowing of a field . This word, con-

structed with 1, to give, or 4, to do, signities to plow.

☎tatta, s. (from ot , tillage. The last member ofthis word is

1

only a rhyme tothe first) , tillage, agriculture, husbandry.

staata, s. (from sa, tillage. The last member of this wordis

only arhymeto the first), agriculture, tillage, husbandry.

ta , a. (from da, to plow), clownish, awkward, clumsy ;

s. a clown, a plowman, a husbandman.

stattfa, s . (from ʊt , a clown), clownishness, the doing

of any thing in an awkward and clumsy manner.

datfṣui, a. (from , to plow), rustic, clownish, awkward,

clumsy.

sta , a. (from dia, to plow), plowing; s . a plowman, a hus-

bandman.

Tixi, s. (from 81 , to look), the name of a species of snipe,

(Scolopax Gotera. )

fou, v. a. (from 3, to perceive), to awaken a person, to sti-

mulate.

fa, s. (from fou, to awaken), the awakening of a person,

the stimulating of a person to action ; a . awake , active,

alive.

frunetta, s . (from fo , actire, and a, a tide), the spring

tide, a spring tide at the equinoxes.

fus, a. (from fou, to awaken), awakened, stimulated to

action.

fo , v. a. (from fog, to perceive), to awaken a person, to

stir up or stimulate to action,

18201.

fora, s . (from fo , to awaken aperson), the awakening of

a person, the stimulating of a person to action ; a. awak-

ened, stimulated.

f , an imitative sound used to express the chirping of young

birds, or other similar sounds .

fofs, an imitative sound used to express the continued

chirping of young birds, or other similar sounds.

fa, v. a. (from 4, unctuous), to smooth the hair, to make

any thing shining as if oiled ; s. a sort of lattice made of

bamboos split very thin, and used as a blind to windows

ordoors .

, s. (from fog , oily), oily, unctuous, split into thin

and straight pieces.

fbeat, s. (from fs , polished, and it, wood), wood split

into straight and thin pieces, a skewer.

fata, s. (from fox , smooth, and , sewing), an em

broiderer.

fel, v . a. (from fe , unctuous), to smooth or comb out the

hair, to make a thing shine as if oiled, to polish, to

split wood into straight and thin pieces.

fata, s. (from fox1 , to polish), the smoothing of the hair

withunguents, the causing of things to shine, the split-

ting of wood into straight and thin pieces; a . smoothed,

combed out smooth, polished , made to shine, split into

s'raight thin pieces.

færal, s. (from ¤, to desire), the name of a tree menti-

oned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species of Croton.

fort, . (from att, to appear,, clear, fair (applied to wea

ther).

ff , s . (from fee, to cure), a physician.

fsfest , a. (from fe, to cure , curable, remediable.

fifa 1, s. (from fee, to cure), the science of medicine, the

administration of medicine.

fofæef=3, a . (from fee, to cure), attended by a physician,

physicked, cured .

ff , a. (from fe, to cure ), curable, remediable.

foffafe, a. (from safe, aflash , suddenly flashing, succes-

sively flashing.

fat, a. (from fo , the betle-nut), austere, harsh, astrin-

gent. (This word is seldom applied to any thing except

betle nut.)

fest , s. (from fat , harsh, and est , belle-nut), a harsh and

disagreeable kind of betle-nut.

fsæti, s. (from , to do), a desire to perform any thing.

ffs, a. (from , to do), required to be doue, given to be

performed.

a. (from 4, to do), desirous of doing a thing.
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foti.

fox , s. (from fʊ, an imitative sound, and 2 , to produce

sound), the hair of the head.

forata s. (from ota, the red legged partridge), the red-

legged or red partridge, (Perdix rufa.)

fod, a. (from foe, to think), unctuous, oily, greasy, slip.

pery, smooth, glossy, sleek.

fo431, s. (from fox , unctuous), unctuosity, slipperiness, oi-

liness , smoothness.

ford , s. (from ford, unctuous), unctuosity, slipperiness,

smoothness.

fat , s. (from fod, unctuous), unctuousness, oiliness,

smoothness, slipperiness.

, s. (from fox, to give pain), a musk-rat (Sorex cærule-

us.)

3, s. (from fox, to give pain), a thunder-bolt, the stroke

of a thunder-bolt.

free, s. (from fod, unctuous), glossiness, unctuosity,

greasiness, smoothness.

foeffent, s. (from fofofe, flashing), a glow, a vivid light,

the redness of an evening sky.

Heie, s. (from foe, a word indicating a glowing light), a

flash, a glance of light reflected from a polished surface.

for , s. (from , to throw), the name of a fine timber tree

which grows plentifully in the forests east of Bengal,

(Swietenia Chikrassy).

fox , s. (from fons, a shrimp), a shrimp or prawn.

fofs, s. (from fʊħ5, a shrimp), a shrimp or prawn.

fofsa , s. (from fofs, a shrimp, and , a fish), a

shrimp or prawn.

foafats , a. (from fofs, a shrimp, and tşı, burnt),

shrunk up, contracted with cold or pain, shrunk toge-

ther like a fried shrimp.

fofo , s. (from fo53, the snake-gourd), the suake-gourd,

(Trichosanthes anguina.)

forta, s. (from fo , a scream, and , to make), a squalling

noise, a scream, a bawling, a cry.

foaf , s. (from [s , understanding, and if , power), the

power ofintellect.

f1, s. (from , to eat, and g, to move), a Tamarind fruit,

the Tamarind tree, (Tamarindus indicus.)

ft, s. (from fet, rust) , rust, mouldiness.

foti, s. (from fat, rust), mouldiness, the smut of corn, mil-

dew ; also, (fromfet, aletter , a sort ofaccount or tally of

land ; a . viscous, clammy, of the consistence of syrup.

5. s. (from fot, of the consistence of syrup, and s̟5,

molasses), molasses or treacle of a rather thick con-

sisteuce.

fos.

fot, s. (from fot, to send), a letter, a note, a note ofhand,

a bank note.

fst , a. (from fit, to send), spread out, patent. This word

is only applied to vessels, such as saucers or plates,which

are broad and spread out.

ff , an imitative sound used to express that made by

taking up the finger or any instrument which has been

pressed on an unctuous or viscid substance.

fofoft , a. (from foto , slicky), ropy, sticky, tenacious .

fof an imitative sound used to express that made by

taking up the finger or an instrument from some viscous

substance to which it adheres.

fon, a. (from fet, rust), mouldy, rusty.

fert , s. (from fèt, of the consistence of syrup, and $15,

treacle), liquid molasses.

ftri , s. (from fʊtл , mouldy), mouldiness, rust.

fábitats , 8. (from fitri, mouldy, and catπ, a disease), moul-

diness.

foot, s. (from foi, a letter), a letter, a note, an assignment.

f55, v. n. (from fan, to cut), to cut, to be exasperated, to

fret.

for, s. (from fa , to cul), a slit, vexation, passion. This

word constructed with st, to rise, siguities to scale off,

to peel off.

fs , s. (from fos, tofret), the teazing ofa person, the pro-

voking or exasperating of a person ; a. teazed, vexed,

provoked.

fata , s. from fo5, to fret, and afgx, a smiting), the

splitting ofa thing, the scaling off of any thing.

fos , s. (from fofit ,flattened rice), rice when wetted, parch-

ed, and flattened ; v. a. to teaze, to exasperate.

fofs , s . (from fos , to give pain), a twinging or throbbing.

চিড়িকারণ , s . ( from চিড়িক ,্ a twinging, and মারণ , the beat-

ing of anything), the shooting ofa pain, the throbbing

or twinging of a wound.

fifs , s. (from 857, a sparrow), a bird.

fsfsutarta , s. (from 5 , a bird, and art , a house), an

aviary.

fofstet , s. (from fofsg1, a bird, and , grass), an unas-

certained species ofgrass, (perhaps Milium ramosum.)

fos , s. (from fos , to twinge), the twinging of a wound.

fts , v. n. (from fos, to teaze), to twinge.

fofa, s. (from fos , to twinge), the twinging of a wound.

fosfos, s. (from 5, to fret), exasperation, passion, petu-

lance, dissatisfaction.

fsxdzi, a. (from fox, to fret), captious, cross, peevish, petu-

lant, snarlish, testy.
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1531,

fossi , a. (from foș, to fret, ) captious, cross, peevish,

petulant, splenetic, testy, snarlish. The name of a

plant (Achyranthes lappacea) ; also the name of a spe-

cies of grass (Milium sanguinale . )

fosfas, s . (from fog, to fret), the sensation caused in the

mouth by chewing or tasting acrid substances, attend-

ed with a flow of saliva.

fosfast, a. (from fox, to give pain), throbbing, twinging,

smarting.

fox, s . (from fis, to know), the soul, intellect, the heart ; a.

turned upside down, lying on the back with the face

upwards, supine ; v. a. to recline or lie on the back as

if musing.

fos, v. a. (from fog, to know), to recline, to lie on the back.

foot, a. (from fool , spotted,) full of seeds or plumbs which

cause it to appear spotted (applied only to a cake).

foti, s. (from 3 , spotted, and fi, a cake , a cake

full ofseeds or plumbs which cause it to appear spot-

ted, a plumb cake.

famata, s. (from foara, a species offish) , a particular spe

cies offish (Mystus Chitula, Buchanan's Mss )

3 , s. (from fo, to collect), a funeral pile, the place where

the dead are burned ; also (from fo , lendwort) , lead-

wort (Plumbago rosea and P. zeylanica. )

footafs, s. (from fa, speckled, and is, a shell) , a name

given to some of the spotted kinds of Cyprea.

fostata , s . (from f55 , a funeral pile, and stata , a cover-

ing), a covering for the dead, a shroud.

footathat , s. (from 51 , a funeral pile, and tatuat, cover-

ing , a shroud for the dead.

fosta , s. (from fest, leadwort, and , the falling),

a becoming mouldy, the name of a plant, (Plumbago

rosea and P. zeylanica.)

foot , 8. (from f651,funeralpile, and a , cloth), a shroud

for the dead.

foto , s. (from f531, a funeral pile, and , ashes), the ash-

es of the funeral pile.

föstafi, s. (from (551, a funeral pi'e, and 54, ground), the

place where a funeral pile is made.

fosta , a. (from fos , a funeral pile, and stat, mounted

upon), mounted upon the funeral pile. This word is

applied to a woman who burns herself with her bus-

band's corpse.

fonated, s. (from f551, afuneral pile, and stated, a mount-

ing upon), an ascending the funeral pile.

fostatfedt, a. (from 31 , a funeral pile, and whaifed,

mounting upon), ascending the funeral pile. This word

1831.

is applied to a woman who ascends her husband's fuac-

ral pile to burn herself with the body.

fatta, s. (from fo31, afuneral pile, and , a reposing),

the lying upon the funeral pile.

foot , s. (from fo , a funeral pile, and i, a bed),

repoɛing upon or making a bed ofthe funeral pile.

চিতাশায়ী, s . (from চিত্ত, the funeral pile, and শায়িন, lying

down), lying on the funeral pile.

fostafaa , s. (from fo51, speckled, and xf , a deer,) the Axis

or spotted deer, (Cervus Axis.)

fsfsatz, s. (from f54, spotted, and ata, a tyger), a leopard.

18f39, s. (from fa, spotted, and , a se pent), the name

of two or three species of serpents which appear to

belong to the genus Boa.

fa, s. (from fr , an expression ofscreaming, and , to

make), a scream, a squalling noise, an outcry, a loud

and noisy appeal.

fo , s. (from fo , to know), the mind, the reasoning faculty,

the heart, the affections.

fdnota, s. (from fo the heart, and cota, a thief), one who

steals away the affections . .

fof , a. (from fo , the heart, and fifa , engaged in),

devoted to any thing, baving the heart engaged.

ff , s. (from fo , the heart, and fat, devotedness),

the devoting of the heart to any object, the entering

into any subject, or undertaking with all the heart.

fit, a. (from fo3, the heart, and fat , entering in-

to , devoting the heart to a thing, zealous .

fovath, s. (from 63, the heart, and T , a speech), the sen-

timent of the heart.

fet , s. (from fo3, the heart, and at , hindrance), a dis .

gust at a person so as not to be on speaking terms.

st , s. (from fog, the heart, and stŵt, a breaking), the

breaking of a person's heart.

festa, s . (from 3, the heart, and , a state), the state

or bias of the heart.

fusa, s. (from fd , the heart, and 5 , a mistake), a mis-

take, an error of the heart, vagrancy ofmind, a vagary.

fees, a. (from fog, the heart, and 5f17, wandering), mis-

taking, wandering in mind.

fets , s. (from fos, the heart, and 3 , a going), the

moving ofthe heart.

f , a. (from fo3, the heart, and T, pleasant), agreea-

ble to the heart.

foto , a. (from fo3, the heart, and 3 , without , averse,

disgusted.

fofsfart, s . (from foy, the heart, and affi , applica

Be2
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forest.

tion), the application of the heart to a subject, the

entering into a subject.

foratsida, s . (from fog, the heart, and suita, a being pen.,

sive), pensiveness, melancholy, perturbation of mind.

forecast, s . (from f53, the heart, and stast, perplexity), per-

plexity, distress or anxiety of mind.

foretustatge, a. (from faceitast, anxiety of mind, and ate,

making , causing anxiety of mind; s . a person who caus-

es perplexity or anxiety of mind.

forskastes , a. (from fattast, anxiety ofmind, and tf ,

making), causing perplexity or anxiety of mind.

চিত্তো:দ্বগজনক, a. (from চিত্তোদ্বেগ, anxiety of mind, and জনক,

producing), producing perplexity or auxiety of mind.

foretast , a. (from foretast, anxiety of mind, and 571,

producible), caused by or arising from anxiety of mind.

focytrastatgæ, a. (from foretast, anxiety ofmind, and atyæ,

giving), giving trouble or causing anxiety of mind.

foratasiatal, a. (from foreicast, anxiety of mind, and wifez,

giving), giving trouble to the mind, causing perplexi-

ty or anxiety of mind .

Bestcast , s. (from foretast, anxiety of mind, and ‡ ,

destruction), the removal of perplexity or anxiety of

mind.

চিত্তোদোক্কনক, a. (from) চিত্তোম্বো, anariety ofmind, ani সক

destructive), removing perplexity, dissipating anxiety

of mind ; s. a person who removes anxiety from the

mind.

forecast, a. (from foretast, anxiety of mind, and f ,

destructive), removing perplexity, dissipating anxiety

or distress of mind.

চিত্তোদ্বেগনাশ, s. ( from চিত্তে দ্বেগ, anaicty ofmind, and নাশ, de-

struction), the removal ofperplexity or anxiety ofmind.

fõrgicasnicæ, a. (from foestrust, anxiety of mind, and attæ,

destroying), destroying perplexity, dissipating anxiety

or distress of mind.

focotasfarge, a. (from foreles, anxiety of mind, and

fas , stopping), putting a stop to perplexity or anxie-

ty of mind; s. a person who puts a stop to perplexity

or anxiety.

চিত্তোদ্বেগনিবারক, a. (from চিত্তোদ্বেগ, anxiety of mind, and

fata , preventing), preventing perplexity or anxiety

of mind.

চিত্তোম্বেগনিবারণ, s. (from চিত্তোদ্বেগ, anxiety of mind, and

fata , prevention), the prevention of perplexity or an-

xiety of mind.
•

forakanifazf3, s. (from foretast, anxiety of mind, and facfe,

~ cessation), the cessationofperplexity or anxiety ofmind.

foer.

foratorstafes, a. (from forest, anxiety ofmind, and af ,

destitute), free from perplexity or anxiety ofmind.

for , s. (from 23, the falling into a recumbent pos.

ture), the falling into a recumbeat posture.

forts, s. (from , reclined, and t3, a falling), the fal-

ling into a reclining posture with the face upwards.

fta, s. (from fa, to variegate, to wonder), a picture, a piece

of chintz or printed linen, any thing painted with a va

riety ofcolours, a miracle, surprize, astonishment, a cir-

clet or mark, a variegated colour ; a . variegated, speck-

led, wonderful, surprizing, astonishing.

da , s. (from fos, to paint), the name of a plant ofwhich

there are two species (Plumbago rosea and P. zeylanica.)

foga , 8. (from fia, a picture, and , to make), a painter,

an artist.

fʊaata, s. (from fõã, a picture, and ☎, to make), a painter,

an artist.

fouetat, a. (from fo , a picture, and if , miking), paint-

ing, variegating, causing a variety of appearance, excit-

ing wonder.

fouge, s. (from fo , variegated, and s , concealed), the

name of Yuma considered as the registrar of the infer-

nal regions, whose office it is to record the virtues and

vices of mankind.

faurig, s. (from fo , spotted, and art , a tiger) , a leopard.

foufafos, a . (from fo4, variegated, and fzfs , painted), chee

quered, painted with a variety of colours, variegated ,

gawdy.

frasta, s . (from 184, surprizing, and sta , light-giving),

the sun, fire, a name of Bhiruva, one ofthe forms of

Shiva.

fman, s.. (from fa, surprizing, and c , a writing), the

name of a female famous in the fabulous history of

the Hindoos for describing every thing at her will she

was the companion of Oosha the daughter of king

Vana.

ftas, a. (from fa, variegated, and 6, the hand), having

the hand reversed; s . the hand held with the palm

uppermost.

foal, s. (from fo , to print), the name of a star in the vir

gin's spike, the name ofa species of cucumber (Cucumis

madraspatanus. ) Thename of two other plants (Plum-

bago zeylanica and P. rosea.)

fataga, s. (from fox, painted, and waca, a sort ofpulse), a

species of Dalbergia noticed by Dr. Buchanan in his

Mss.

fofast, a. (from da, painted), surprizing, ravishing. This .
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adjective is only used to distinguish a particular descrip-

tion of womeu in the amatory writings ofthe Hindoos.

fs, a. (from fa, toprint), painted, variegated, speckled,

spotted, checquered .

fey, a. (from 4, spotted, and 5, made), diversified ,

spotted, speckled .

fonta , s. (from fo , intellect, and atu , spirit), the intel-

lectual soul, spirit.

fotota, s. (from fe, intellect, and at , a semblance), a

semblance of intellect, a semblance of spirit.

f87, v. a. (from fix, a mark), to recognize, to know a per-

son or thing, to distinguish one person or thing from

another.

71, s. (from 57, to sound), the name ofa species ofCro-

tolaria mentioned by Dr. Buchanan, but not described.

fo , s . (from fo , to know), the recognizing of a person or

thing.

fol, v. a. (from foi, to know), to point out a person, to in-

troduce to a person's knowledge ; a. known, acquainted

with.

fatesta, s. (from f , acquainted with, and te, a leech),

a small species of leech which lives among grass, and

gives much annoyance to travellers by fastening upon

them and sucking their blood.

fatafasy, s. (from fo , acquainted with, and , ac-

quaintance), a familiar acquaintance with a person and

his circumstances.

, s. (from da, Chin ), sugar, Chinese.

ta , s. (from t, sugar, and at, a plantain), a

variety of the plantain with very sweet fruit.

stateststag, s . (from stat, Chinese, and cista , a species

of lime), a variety of lime (Citrus acida) brought from

China.

fofo , an imitative sound used to express the twinging

sensation arising from the sting of a nettle or a similar

cause.

fafofagi, a. (from fa , a twinging sensation), shrill,

acute, sharp, (applied to sound or pain.)

fs , v. a. (from f53, to recollect), to be anxious, to be

thoughtful, to be careful.

fs3æ, a. (from fog, to recollect), thoughtful, anxious .

fa, s. (fromfos , to recollect), the act ofthinking, a meditat.

ing, a reflecting, a pondering.

fat , a. (from fos, to recollect), requiring thought or

meditation, deserving care or reflection.

foot, s. (from fos, to recollect), thoughtfulness , care, anxiety,

a cogitation, a thought, meditation.

foot.

fatatat , a. (from 1, anxiety, and eff , making), saus-

ing anxiety or care, careful, anxious.

fastete, a. (from foot, anxiety, and i , causing) , caus

ing anxiety or care, heart- corroding, anxious.

fratæ , a. (from fri, anxiety, and , distressed), full

ofcare, full of anxiety, depressed in mind.

fsstsas, a. (from fast, anxiety, and 54 , producing), pro-

ducing care or anxiety.

fosts , a. (from frs , anxiety, and , producible), aris-

ing from care or anxiety.

fistka, s. (from foot, anxiety, and , destruction ), the

dissipation of care or anxiety.

fat , a. (from fo ), anxiety, and , destructive),

dissipating care or anxiety.

foot , a. (from foot, anxiety, and fa , destructive), dis-

sipating care or anxious thought.

fostat , a. (from fos , anxiety, and at , destroying),

dispelling care or anxiety ; s. one who dispels care or

anxiety.

footfase, a. (from foot, thought, and free, stopping),

putting a stop to care or anxious thought.

footfaatge, a. (from foot, thought, and fita , preventing),

preventing care or anxiety.

footfazta , s. (from so , thought, andfita , aprevention),

the prevention of care or anxiety.

footfi , s. (from 1, thought, and fif , cessation), the

cessation ofcare or anxiety.

footfase, a. (from fs , thought, and fafas, a cause), caus-"

ed by or arising from care or anxiety.

fastfãs, a. (from fs , anxiety, and of , affected with),

filled with anxiety, thoughtful, pensive, concerned,

anxiors.

fostyziæ, a. (from fʊ , thought, and ☎, stimulating),

exciting care or anxiety.

foetus, a . (from 1, thought, and F, arisingfrom),

arising from or caused by anxious thought or care.

fosta , a. (from fast, anxiety, and , increasing), in-

creasing anxiety or care.

fostana, s. (from 5 , anxiety, and
´ , an increasing),

the aggravating or adding to care or anxiety.

footfast , a. (from 31, anxiety, and faſt , possessed of),

anxious, thoughtful, full of care.

Botfæriz, a. (from fo , anxiety, and fi , destitute of),

free from care or anxiety.

fosta , s. (from fat, anxiety, and , increase), an in-

crease of care or anxiety.

footfofa , a. (from fout, anxiety, and affas, exempt
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ed), exempted from care or anxiety, free from care or

anxiety.

foutaifa , s. (from frat, anxiety, and af , an exemp

tion), au exemption from care or anxiety.

fatafa, s. (from fos , anxiety, and af , a gem), a fabulous

gem supposed to furnish its possessor with whatever

he thinks upon.

fosis, a. (from fio, anxiety, and TF, joined to ) , anxious,

full ofcare, thoughtful.

facteatsti, a. (from fe51, anxiety, and catst , fit), worthy of

care or anxious thought.

Fatafes, a. (from foot , anxiety, and af , destitute of),

free from care or anxiety .

fsud , s . (from fret, anxiety, and , a sea), an ocean of

thought or anxious care.

föstáæ¤A, a. (from foi , a sea of thought, and ¤ , imme: s-

ed), immersed in a sea of care or of anxieties.

fisik, a. (fromfs81, anxiety, and w½, fit), worthy of or de.

serving care and anxious thought.

fet , a. (from fo , anxiety, and , empty), free from

care or anxiety.

fs ,s. (from f531, anxiety, and , a sea), an ocean

of care or anxious thought.

fstar5±9, a. (from fʊst , a sea of care, and ¤ , sunk),

sunk in a sea of care or anxiety .

fsstasta, s. (from fs , anxiety, and Яist , the sea), an ocean

of care or anxiety.

footmisigas, a . (from fastætsta, a sea of care, and a , im-

mersed), immersed or sunk in a sea of care or anxiety.

fate, a. (from fast, anxiety, and , indicating , in-

dicative of care or anxiety.

fostia, a. (from fast , anxiety, and , destitute of, free

from care or anxiety.

fishg5s, a. (from fo31, anxiety, and 3, a cause), arising

from or caused by care or anxiety.

fofas, a. (from fog, to recollect), recollected, thought on,

anxious, perplexed.

fot, v. a. (from , to grind seeds for oil), to squeeze, to

express the juice from a fruit, to press out.

fts, v. a. (from foiz, to squeeze out ), to squeeze a lemon

or other fruit so as to express its juice, to squeeze with

the hand.

fs , s . (from fets, to squeeze out) , the squeezing of a

lemon or other fruit with the haud to express the

juice, a squeezing with the hand.

5451, v. a. (from fors, to squeeze out ), to squeeze a lemon

18 .

or otherfruit so as to express the juice, to squeeze with

the hand; a. squeezed out, expressed.

fosta, s. (from fit , to squeeze out), the squeezing ofa

lemon or otherfruit to express the juice, a squeezing

with the hand ; a. squeezed out, pressed out.

fifa, s . (from fo11, to squeeze out) , the squeezing ofa

lemon orother fruit so asto express the juice, a squeez

ing with the hand.

fa, s. (from fot , to squeeze), the pressing offruits to ex-

press their juices, the squeezing of any thing.

, v. a. (from o , to chew), to masticate.

fa, s. (from fx, to chew), the act of masticating food; a.

chewed, masticated .

fsafa , s. (from fra, to chew), the mastication of food.

fofa , a . from fox, to chew , eminent at masticatingfood.

fa, v. a. (from 5 , to eat), to chew, to masticate.

feta, s. from fo , to chew), the chewing ofany substance.

54*, 8. (from ſ , to chew), the chin, generally however

confined to the depression between the chin and the

under lip.

fsæt, v. a. (from 54, the skin, and at, to move or obtain),

to grasp, to pinch.

fata, s. (from fs , to pinch), the grasping or pinching

of any thing.

( t1, s . from fat, to pinch), a pair of forceps or pincers,

a vice, a pair of tongs, a pair of nippers, a cramp, a

spasm.

fat, s. (from fo , to pinch), a pair of pincers or nip-

pers, a pinch with the nails of the thumb and finger.

This word constructed with , to cut, means to

pinch between the thumb and finger nails, or with any

other thing so as to cut the skin ; with is, to seize, it

means to grasp, to pinch, to gripe.

fretta, s . (from fast, forceps, and atta, the cutting

of a thing), the pinching of any one with thethumb

and finger nails, the uipping of wire or any other sub-

stance.

fita, s. (from fat , forceps, and is , the seizing

of a thing), the griping or pinching of a thing.

fs , v. n . (from , the skin) , to adhere.

f5457, 8. (from f65, to adhere), an adhering, a sticking close.

45 , s. (from 8 , the skin), the shell ofa pea or other le

guminous fruit, a skin, a shell, a busk: a. (from

dried , emaciated, lean, dried ; v . a. to make a thing

stick close to any body, to wring water out of cloth or

the like.
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fasta, s. (from fo , to cause to slick close), the causing

of a thing to stick close like the skin, the wringing of

cloth to express the water which it contains after wash-

ing; a. stuck close, wrung out.

forta, s. (from foe, to know), the rousing of an animal, the

making of a thing plain.

fog, v. n. (from fofs , to injure), to tear, to split. The ad-

verbial participle of this verb constructed with , to

go, means the same as the simple verb. Constructed

with 83gi, to arrive, it means to deflower.

for, ad. (from fifa, to injure), of old ; a. long (applied to

time) ; s. a rent.

fogata, s . (from fog, long, and a, time), a long time.

চিরকালাৰৰি, ad. (from চিরকাল, a longtime, and অৰবি, a boun-

dary), from a period long past, for a long time.

fogetfae, a . (from fit , a long time), long - lasting, per

ennial, chronic, old, long continued, inveterate.

fet , a. (from fat , a long time), old , ancient, long-

lasting, perennial, chronic, long continued , inveterate.

foxxz, s. (fromfog, of old, and 3, a wound), an old wound,

an ulcer.

foxstat, a. (from foa, long, and if , living , long-lived.

foxal, s (from fog, long, and 7 , to live , the fruit of a tree

common in the forests of India, (Buchanania latifolia).

foad, s. (from fog, to split), the tearing ofcloth or paper.

fodt, s. (from figa, hair), a comb.

fogo , s . (from fotofos, a kind of plant), a species of me-

dicinal plant, (Gentiana Cherayta. )

for , a . (from fog, long), old, oflong standing, ancient.

for : ft, a. (from foa, long, and fit , afflicted), long-afflict-

ed, long distressed .

fogo , a. (from fox, of old), old, ancient, antique.

focatst, s. (from fox, ofold, and catst, a disease), a chronic

disease.

forcatsft, a. (from for, of old, and costa, diseased), valitu

dinary, long-diseased.

ff , s. (from fog, long, and f , hoarded), long-hoard-

ed, acquire by long labour.

font, a. (from fog, long, and f , happy), long-happy,

lastingly happy.

fot , a. (from fog, of old, and fa , continuing), dura-

ble, of long continuance.

fog , v . a. (from fog, to injure), to cleave wood, to tear

cloth or paper ; a. torn, rent.

foatst, s. (from έe, a lamp), a lamp.

foxistata, s . (from έ , a lamp, and vl , supporting), a

lamp-stand.

চিহ্ন:

faid, a. (from fog , to cleave), cleaved, torn, rent ; s. the

cleaving of wood, the tearing or rending of cloth, pa.

per, or the like.

fostat , a. (from fog , to cleave), the cleaving of wood, the

work whether well or ill done of cleaving wood, or of

rending cloth or paper, the wages of cleaving wood ; a .

arising from cleaving or rending.

+

foatsfs , s. (from fa, long, and fo , bitter), a species of

- plant much used in medicine, (Gentiana Cherayta.)

foffa , s. (from fig , rent. The last member of this word is a

rhyme with thefirst), the name ofa plant used in medi-

cine, (Brassica Eruca, Buchanan's Mss.)

fod, s. (from fez, hair), a comb.

first, s. (from fa , a comb, and 5, a tooth), having

teeth resembling those of a comb, pectinated.

fet, s. (from fg, hair), a comb.

fo , s . (from fo , a kite), the common Indian kite, (Falco

ater.)

fo , s . (from fa , a hearth), the bowl of the Indian tube

used for smoking, which contains the tobacco.

ff , s. (from fa, a hearth), a bason for washing the

hands and face, usually made of brass with a perforat-

ed cover, and mounted on a wooden stand.

fo , s. (from fo , a kite), a small room on the top of a

house to cover the staircase.

fatti, s. (from fom , a small room, and certi, a house), a

smallkind of turret raised on the top of a house to co-

ver the stairs.

fof great. s . (from soft , a ba ), a species of plant, (He-

dysarum vespertilionis .)

fo , s . (from fo to be flaccid), the common Indian kite,

(Falco ater , it is also the generic name for the kite,

sore or running eye ; a. blear- eyed , sore-eyed,

fats, s. (from fog, to beflaccid, and 85, to fly , the name

of a beautiful species of lark (Alauda cristata ?)

fozta, s. (from fs , to collect, and E, to take), the name ofa

species of shrub or tree ( Bauhinia platyphylla, Bucha-

nan's Mss.)

fotaهرهچ , s. (from
s. (from 84 , a form), the face, the aspect, a form.

fo , s. (from 65, to domineer), a sign, a mark, a badge, any

distinguishing mark, a scar, a spot, a vestige, a token,

a trace, a signal.

1
for , s . (from fox, a mark, and æ , a doer), one who

marks goods or other things, one who marks things

with a badge or distinguishing mark, one who makes a

signal.
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free, a. (from fo , a mark, and etae, making), mark-

ing goods or other things with a distinguishing mark,

paging a book, affixing a badge to a person or thing,

making a signal ; s. one who marks merchandize, cattle,

or other things with a distinguishing mark, one who

makes a signal.

forts , a. (from fox, a mirk, and fa, making) , mark-

ing goods, cattle, or other things with a distinguishing

mark or badge, paging a book, making signals .

fort , s. (from fog, a mark, and 3 , knowledge), a know-

ledge of the marks or signs by which goods, cattle, or

otherthings are distinguished, the knowledge ofsignals.

f , s . (from fox, a mark, and , making known),

making known or explaining the marks of goods, cat-

tle, or other things, giving information of signals ; s .

one who explains or makes known the marks ofgoods,

cattle, or other things, one who discovers or gives in-

formation of signals .

fo , s . from fo , amark, and , a making known),

the explaining or making known the marks by which

goods, cattle, or other things are distinguished, the

giving information of signals.

fozatge, a. (from f≈, a mark, and t , giving), giving

or makingmarks by which goods, cattle or other things

may be distinguished, giving or making signals.

f , s. (from fix, a mark, and , destruction , the ef

facing or destroying the marks which are intended to

distinguish goods, cattle, or other things , the rendering

of signals ineffectual.

ft , a. (from fox, a mark, and , destructive),

destroying or effacing the marks which are designed to

distinguish goods, eattle, or other things, making sig-

nals ineffectual.

D.
fit, a. (from fix, a mark, and fa, destructive),

destroying or effacing the marks which are designed

to distinguish goods, cattle, or other things, making

siguals ineffectual.

fatt, s . (from fox, a mark, and tt, destruction), the

destruction or effacing of the marks of goods, cattle,

or other things, a rendering of signals ineffectual.

fazade, a. (from fox, a mark, and at , destructive), de-

structive to, or effacing, the marks of goods or other

things, rendering signals useless ; s . a person or thing

which effaces the marks of goods or other things, a

person or circumstance which makes signals ineffectual.

five, a. (from fox, a mark, and fats, a cause) , aris-

ing from distinguishing marks or signals.

sta.

fox , a . (from fox, a mark, and , arising from),

caused by or arising from marks, badges, or distinguish-

ing characters .

ff , a . (from fix, a mark, and faf , possessed of),

marked, distinguished by a peculiar mark or sign.

stefan, ad. (from fɔ̃₹, a mark, and fa̸71, without), without

marks or distinctive characters .

foxfaeta, a. (from fɛɛ, a mark, and f4517, destitute of, des

titute of marks or distinctive characters .

foxfaat , s . (from so , a mark, and fit, destruction),

the destruction or defacing of the marks which are

designed to distinguish goods, cattle, or other things,

the rendering of signals useless or ineffectual.

চিহ্নবিনাশক, a . ( from চিহ্ন, a mark, and ৰিনাশক, destructive),

destroying the marks or distinguishing signs of goods,

cattle, or other things, making signals ineffectual.

চিহ্নাতিরিক্ত, a. (from চিহ্ন, a mark, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, exempied ,

exempted from marks or discriminating characters.

চিহ্ন্যতিরেক, s. (from চিহ্ন, a mark, and ব্যতিরেক, an exemp-

tion), anexemption from marks, badges, or discriminat-

ing characters.

fʊFF, ɑ. (from fo , a mark, and 5, joined to), marked,

distinguished by a mark or badge.

fofas, a. (from fox, a mark, and af , destitute , desti-

tute of marks, badges, or other discriminative charac-

ters.

fata , a. (from fo , a mark, and , empty), destitute

of marks or discriminating badges.

fox , a. (from fʊ , a mark, and 5 , indicating), mak-

ing known or explaining the marks on goods, cattle, or

otherthings.

forta, a. (from fox, a mark, and , destitute), destitute

of marks or discriminating characters, destitute of a

badge.

faxless, ɑ. (from fox, a mark, and a , a cause), caused

by or arising from marks or distinguishing characters.

fof*3, a. (from fox, a sign), marked, signed, denoted by a

mark.

föf3at , a. (from fof , marked, and xo , a writing), a

written description of land ascertaining its boundaries.

817, an imitative sound used to express the neighing of a

horse.

675, s. (from ja , a thing), a thing.

¬suza. s . from , a thing, and 75, a thing), a person's

baggage or equipage.

61 , s. (fromst,to collect), a species ofdeer, akind ofgrass

or millet (Panicum miliacium), China.
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sπutzi, s. (from 7, China, and cut , small) , the name of

a species ofgrossbeak.

stal, s. (from 617, millet), millet, a species of grass cultivat-

ed as a small sort of grain, (Panicum miliaceum.)

statata, s. (from ì , millet, and , grass), a species of

grass or small grain, (Panicum miliaceum.)

stalataifa, s. (from 1, China, and atat , an orange) , the

name ofa shrub which produces a small aromatic fruit

the flavour of which resembles that of orange peel,

(Triphasia aurantiola .)

stang, s. (from 5771, China, and fag, red lead), a supe-

rior sort ofminium or red lead brought from China.

stat, s. (from 1 , China), sugar. It is probable that sugar

was first introduced into India from China.

dig, s. (from , to collect), the dress of a devotee made of

the fibres of vegetable bark, cloth, clothes, a rag, old

and torn cloth, bark.

slaan, s. (from ota, the dress ofa devotee, and , cloth),

cloth made of vegetable fibres, the dress of a devotee.

dizami, a. (from 3, the dress ofa devotee, and af , cloth-

ed), wearing the dress of a devotee.

, a. (from fof , to hurt), split, divided.

5. v. n. (from 5, to ooze or leak), to ooze out, to leak.

, v. n. (from g , to leak), to leak, to ooze ; v . a . to cause

to ooze outor to leak ; s . a rat, the name of a medicinal

drug, a sort of perfume.

za, s. (from , to leak), a leaking or oozing out.

717, s. (from gen, to leak , the leaking of liquors, an ooz-

ing ; a. leaked, oozed out.

, 8. (from e, to leak), an oozing or leaking.

537, s. (from 5, to ooze or leak), an oozing out, a flowing

forth, the leaking of a barrel.

, v. n. (from 57, to injure), to burn away, to be burnt.

£51, v. a. (from 5, to burn away), to calcine, to tan.

Luizzi, s. (from , to calcine), the calcining or burning

of a thing to powder.

al, s. (from£, to burn away) , the burning away or being

burnt.

, v. a. (from c , to whet , to whet a knife or other edge

tool, to set or strap a razor.

feat, s. (from £ , to whet , the whetting of an edge tool.

£5, v. a. (from 9 , to cut or divide), to strip corn from the

ear, to strip off flowers or seeds from the stalks.

2651, a. (from ga, to shrivel or shrink up), small, minute .

This word is only used as the adjective offish.

Lol, s. (from fot , a species ofgrass), the name of a spe-

cies of grass, (Cyperus compressus.)

fs, s. (from , a nipple), a nipple.

tal, s. (from £5, to strip off), a stripping of corn from

the ear, or of seed from the stalk.

Tx, v. n. (from TF, to be in pain), to miss, to nistake, to

err, to transgress, to settle, to conclude, to determine,

to decide.

TF, s. (from 5F, sorrel), the name ofthe Indian sorrel (Ru-

mex vesicarius) ; also, (from xe, to mistake), a mistake,

an error, a blunder, a transgression, an oversight.

5 , s . (from , to mistake), the making of a mistake, the

committing ofan error.

gafa, s. (from g , to mistake), a mistake, an error, a blun-

der, an oversight, a transgression, the settling of an

affair, an accommodation.

gefa , a. (from ™ , to mistake), mistaking, blundering, er-

ring, settling or bringing things to a conclusion ; s.

one who mistakes or blunders, one who settles differ-

ences, one who brings an affair to a conclusion.

geak, s. (from g , acid, and Я , beet), the name of

the Indian sorrel, Rumex vesicarius.)

TH, v. a . (from g☎, to mistake), to decide, to adjust, to con.

clude, to end a work, to settle a dispute.

1 , s . (from , to decide), the deciding or adjusting

of an affair, the settling of a dispute, the finishing ofan

undertaking.

gata, s. (from 1 , to decide), the deciding or settling of a

dispute, the ending of an undertaking, the adjusting

of a difficulty.

teladtæta, s. (from gæfa, an adjustment. The last member

of this word is merely a rhyme to the first ), the decid-

ing or settling of a dispute, the ending of an undertak-

ing, the adjustment of an affair.

fig , a. (from 1, to settle), settling, adjusting ; s . one

who settles or adjusts an affair, one who settles a dif

ference.

, s . (from T , acid, and **, a pot herb), sorrel,

(Rumex vesicarius. )

, ad. (loc. case of ), by mistake, inadvertently.

, s . (from , a mistake. The last member ofthis word

is only arhyme to the first), errors and mistakes.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

suckingfood, orfrom sucking the meat from a bone, or

from the lapping of liquid substances; a. shi.ing, glos.

sy with the use of unguents.

gofen, a. (from Tlatæ , unction), shining, glossy, or shin-

ing with oil or otherunctuous substances.

Ff
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Tour, 3. (from 8 , a mistake. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), errors and mistakes.

, s. from us, to settle), a bargain, an agreement for

wages.

E , s. from de, to satisfy), the name of the Indian sorrel,

(Rumex vesicarius, ) acid seasoning, acidity.

Eta, s . (from Jh a backbiter , a backbiter.Jim

testa, s. (from Jag, a backbiter, and , eating), a

backbiter."

zgavatāt, s. (from jgšolką , a backbiker), a backbiting, slan

der.

That, s. (from Ján, a backbiter), a backbiting, slander.asimi,

Bai, s. (from F5, to suck), a socket, a bamboo vessel used to

hold oilor other things, a mortise hole, a cup. This word

constructed with the verb is , to bring into contact,

means to apply a cupping glass, to cup.

56, v. a. (from 53, to pierce), to strike, to smite, to hit.

bftat, s. (from 53, to strike), the simiting or striking a per-

son or thing, the hitting a thing.

TEET , 0. (from 56, to be despicable), little, trifling, despi-

cable.

festing, s. (from the , little, and PA, arat), a mouse.

, s. (from , to be despicable), a ring for the toes, a

mouse.

5255, an imitative sound used to express that made by

parching small grains, such as mustard seed or the like.

bat, an imitative sound used to express that made by

purching small steds, such as those of mustard or the

like.

536, s. (from 55 , to cul , the name of a fish called also Ar,

Stars ciaries, Linn.)

^, an immitative sound used to express that arising from

an earthen pot when it is set over the fire and pieces

begin so scale off from it with the heat.

831, 9. (fro2 85, 1o cut,, a bracelet generally made of ivory

or bom .

155, an imitate sound used to express the sputtering or

clacking noise made by food when dressed with too

little water or when it begins to buin.

Sxg, an initative sound used to express the noise made

by rice or other grain when parching.

git, s. (from 4, to cut , an emerald ; a. small, dinfinutive .

1, s . from it, smill, and 51, a pearl), a small peal.

13, 3. (fron, 53, to ocz ), pudendum muliebre, the anus.

652, a from 73, to poze ,, pudendum muliebre, the anys,

Fatale , a. (from 55, pudendum muliebre, and atatat, strik

4.

ing) , prostituting herself. This is a vulgar term chiefly

used in quarrels.

57, v. a. (from f5, le collect , to select, to choose, to pick out,

to pucker or gather cloth for sewing.

737, s. (from 63 to select), the choosing or picking out a

thing or person, the selecting of a thing, the puckering

of a thing.

541 , s. (from for fs , a species offish , the name of a species

offish (Clupea enltrata, Buchanan's Mss. )

531541, 8. (from 5 , puckered, and , a species of fish,

the name of a species of fish (Zeus percoides, Bucha-

nan's Mss.)

pate, a. (from 5 , to pucker), puckcred.

5 , s . from 3, to select), a selecting or choosing out, the

puckering or gathering of cloth for sewing, or for any

other purpose.

TP, v. a. (hom , to be angry, to strike or smite with a

sword or other instrument; also, s . (from ™ , to move

sicwly), silence. This word constructed with , todo,

meaus to be silent, and with a , to cause, or ai?, to

strike, it means to silence, to quiet.

5 , s. (from 5 , silence), silence, caution, secresy.

TafṣUI, 4. (from ¤†¾, a bisket), resembling a basket, large.

paferista, s . (from 5f55), resembling a basket, and sta

a potatve), the name ofa species of yam which is very

good for the table (Dioscorea globosa).

531, s. (from 53, to be despised), a basket.

offioft, ad. (from 5. silence), slily , secretly, cautiously, si

lently, slinkingly.

THAI, 8. (from 8 , to smite), the smiting with a sword or

other instrument.

geister, ad. (from 5º, silence), secretly, slily, silently, cau-

tiously, slinkingly.

, v. n . (from T , to suck , to imbibe moisture, to become

soft so as to imbibe moisture .

fazi, s . (from T, to imbibe), the imbibing of moisture,

the staking of ink on the paper.

ban, ad. (from ☎t, silence), silently, slinkingly, cautiously.

TT, v. a. (from X , to touch), to immerse, to plunge.

847, 8. (from xã, to immerse), the dipping of a thing in wa-

ter, the plunging or immersing of a person or thing.

fs , s. (from , to immerse), immersion.

, r. a . (from T , to immerse), to plunge, to immerse; a

immersed; s . immersion.

gatzet, s. (from 8 , to immerse), the immersing of aperson

or thing in water, or iu any other liquid.

zaif , s . (from 81, immersion), a mutual immersion, re
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ciprocal immersion by two or morepersons in sport or

in earnest.

getfa, s. (from Tzi, to immerse), the wetting or immersing

of a thing ; a . immersed, dipped.

ofexi, s. (from 53, to immerse), a person's immersing him,لحاس

selfin water, the sinking in a liquid, an immersing.

TA, v . a. (from T7, to kiss ), to kiss, to come in contact.

TNI, 8. (from TIA, a kiss ) . This word constructed with a , to

eat , or a , to take, means to kiss.

dairfa, ad. (from 644, a kiss), mutually kissing, kissing and

toying.

TFT , 8. (fromTT, to kiss), the kissingof a person, the com-

ing in contact.

TIE, S. (from T , one who kisses), a sip .
166

, s. (from 6 , a skin) , the spatha ofthe coco-nut.

zual, s. (from by, to move or obtain), a kind of small tinsel

ornaments about the eighth of an inch in diameter,

which are stuck on the body of an idol at a public fes-

tival.

Tæt, s. (from ™ , to kiss ), arcbirping with the lips to en

tice a bird to eat or to chirp in return, to coax by

chirping with the lips.

Bax, a. (from 57, to kiss), kissing, touching upon a topic,

laconic ; s . one who kisses, one who touches upon a sub-

ject, a summary, an abstract, au index, short hand, a

loadstone.

raestua, s. (from tax, a loadstone, and sưg, a stone),

the loadstone.

7, s. (from 34%, a loadstone, and 87, a stone), the

load tone.

TAI, s. (from TT, to kiss), a kiss, the act ofkissing.

1, s. (from , a kiss, and a , a doer, one who

kisses another.

551, s . (from 5 , tobe elevated), the hair ofthe head, a leck

of hair.

bata , s . (from da, hair. The last member ofthis word is

only a rhyme to thefirst), hair, locks of hair.

de , s . (from d , hair, and , destruction), the de-

struction or loss ofthe hair.

*****, a. (from 53, hair, and † , destructive), destrue-

tive to the hair.

but, a. (from 55, hair, and 15, destructive), destruc-

five to the hair.

cat , s . (from 3, hair, and at*, destruction), the destruc-

tion or loss of the hair.

Tate, a. (from da, hair, and atta, destructive), destruc-

tive to the hair.

fafas , a. (from , hair, and fife, a cause), arising

from or caused by hair.

, a . (from , keir, and s, arisingfrom), arising,

from or caused by hair.

Tsafes, a. (from 89, hair, and afxs, destiture of, destinate

of hair.

paxta , a. (fromT , hair, and 31, empty), destitute ofhair.

bagai, s. (from d , hair, and ₹5, one who kills), a thing

which destroys the hair.

a

sta, a . (from , hair, and 17, destitute of) , destitute

ofhair.

1, s. (from at, a fireplace), a portable hearth, a furnace,

a fire place.

ga , s. (from da, tobe elevated), the hand hollowed so as to

hold water, water held in the palm of the hand, mire,

mud.

beatzanita, s. (from 58, hair, and 829fe7, an eradicating),

the pulling or tearing up the bair by the roots.

batsafa, s. (from 84 , a Liss , a mutually kissing, a kissing , a. (from dei , hair, and 82ata , producing), pro-

and toying.

TITY, a. (hom 54, to kiss), fit to be kissed, deserving to be

kissed .

71, s. (from 57, to kise), a kiss.

xfas, a. (from ta. to kiss), kissed.

13, 8, (from 65, to be despised), a mountaineer, a savage.

The word is, however, employed as the name of a pâr-

ticular tribe of mountaineers who inhabit the moun-

tains which border Bengal on the west.

at, s. (from 3, to burn), a roll of tobacco forthe purpose,

of smoking, a segar.

fan, a. (from 8 , select), select, young and free from

disease or blemish. This word is only applied to the

human species.

ducing hair, causing the hair to grow.

atta, s. (from , hair, and set , a producing),

the producing ofhair.

deal, s . (from ta, to dally in a lascivious manner), the

sensation of itching, lust.

dents , a. (from T , the itch, and q , involved in), af-

Alicted with the itch or with itching.

af , s. (from o , to dally lasciviously) , the sensation of

itching, lust..

Tal, v. n. (from T, to dally in a lustful manner), to itcli,

to scratch.

gaztea, s. (from d , to itch), the sensation of itching,

the scratching of one's self.

data, s. (from 1 , to itch , the sensation of itching.

Ff2
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od.

rafata , s. (from og, to dally lasciviously), the sensation of

itching, the itch, lust.

galataì, s. (from ☎a , to itch), an itching, a pimple, the itch.

, s . (from 4, hair), a lock ofhair, a curl.

, a imitative sound used to express the sensation

itching or twinging.

TH.

, s . (from Ta, lime, and * , work), the plastering of

a walk with lime.

Trú, s . (from Ta, lime, and ☎ , work), the plastering

of a wall with lime.

of , s . (from T , powder, and as , a reed), the name

ofa species of grass (Apluda aristata.)

4 , s. (from , to move, and , to speak), fickleness ,

unsteadiness, a thoughtless running from one engage-

ment or thing to another, a thoughtless changing the

subject of conversation from one thing to another, a

thoughtless introducing of things foreign to the subject

ofdiscourse.

afari, a . (from da, fickleness), fickle, roving, active,

inconstant, changing thoughtlesslyfrom thing tothing.

al , s. (from , to dally), a hearth, a portable hearth or

fire place.

an imitative sound used to express the chirping of

young birds.

5 , s. (from 6 , to elevate), a single lock of hair left on the

crown of the head at the ceremony of tonsure, a crest,

a pinnacle, the peak of a mountain, a peacock's crest,

a plume, a diadem, a pinnacle, a room at the top of a

house, a kind of bracelet, the ceremony of the first

tonsure of a Hindoo.

Td, s. (from 5 , a crest, and 4, a doing), the cere-

mony offorming the crest at the first tonsure of a Hin-

doo.

5513, s. (from oși, a pinnacle, and 3, an end), a conclu-

sion, the result of any thing, a decision.

চূড়ামনি, s. (from 51, a crest, and af , a gem), a gem to be

worn in the crest, the jewel of a crown. This word

in composition, when it is the last member of a com-

pound, means chief or most eminent among those who

are denominated by the first member ofthe word ; e. g.

পণ্ডিতচূড়ামণি, chief ofthelearned ; মূর্খচূড়ামনি , chief of the

ignorant or supremely ignorant.

ustafacuts , s. (from 54, a jewel for a crest, and exist,

junction), the occurrence of an eclipse of the sun on

a Sunday, or of an eclipse of the moon on a Monday.

Bathing in the Ganges or any other religious ceremo

ny performed at such a conjuncture is supposed to

possess an extraordinary degree of merit.

fsi, s. (from c , a sheet), a mantle or wrapper for the

body.

dsì, s. (from tși, a bracelet), a kind of bracelet made with

gold or silver, or even of lac.

E , s. (from Tá, powder), lime. -

art , s. (from 4, lime, and , work), the plastering of

a wall with lime.

, s. (from 4, lime), a vessel or place in which spinners

lay a small quantity oflime, into which they occasion-

ally dip their thumb and finger to absorbthe moisture

which perspires from them and hinders their work.

Taatat, s. (from 4, lime, and tot , sand), the plaster ofa

wall, mortar.

Tal, s. (fromda, lime), dry or powdered lime.

Tata, s. (from 4, lime), a burner of lime, a maker of lime.

3, s. (from 3, to ooze), the mango, also the mango tree,

(Mangifera indica .)

3, s. (from , powder), a fragment, powder, a crumble,

a fulness particularly of liquor or intoxicating drugs.

44, 4. (perhaps from , to fill), completely full, heaped

in the measure, completely drunk.

gast, s. (from , to move), a namegiven by Moosulmans

to a small bird (Loxia malabarica.)

faut, a. (from 8757, heapedly full) , running over with ful

ness, fall of liquor, intoxicated either with liquor or

with intoxicating drugs .

Tá, v. a. (from bd, to pulverize), to pulverize, to pound, to

break into fragments, to crumble.

Tá, s. (from 5á, to pulverize), powder, lime, a crumble.

Ta , s. (from T , to break intofregments), a discourse to

maintain a sentiment or thesis laid down as a topic, the

expounding of a sentence mentioned before.

Td7, s . (from xá, to pulverise), the pulverizing or crum-

bling of any thing.

Tath, s. (from Tá, powder, and un, a limb) , broken-limbed,

having a limb broken to shatters.

fas, a . (from 5 , to pulverize), pulverized, broken into

small fragments.

চুৰ্ণিৰা, s. (from T , to pulverize), the pulverizing of a sub-

stance, the reducing of a substance to small fragments

or crumbles.

14 , a. (from ad, powder, and 5, made), reduced to

powder, reduced to small fragments or to crumbs.

Tutats, s. (from Tɗ,powder, and tș, a kind ofsweetmeat),

a kind ofconfectionary or sweetmeal.

, v . a. (from , to suck), to suck,
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ofa , s. (from , to suck), the sucking of a thing.

fas, a. (from 5 , to suck), sucked.

THI, s. (from da, to suck), a coral or other plaything made

with a bail at one end for children to put into their

mouths and suck.

( 83, s. (from 74, a foot), à leg of mutton, a haunch of

venison, the hinder leg of an animal slain for food or

sacrifice .

cổ , v. n. (from 55, to speak), to bawl, to speak with a loud

voice, to rave, to scream.

ci, v. n. (from 55, to speak), to bawl, to speak aloud, to

scream .

cota, s. (from cst, to bawl , a bawling or speaking with

a loud voice, a vociferating.

costofs, s. (from cool, to bawl), a squabble, the bawling of

a number of persons to one another.

dotfs, s. (from što, to scrape), the scraping of a bamboo

rod or other thing of a similar nature so as to make

it clean.

cota, s. (from cổ51, to bawl), a bawling, the representing

ofone's case, or making a petition, in loud language ; a .

bawled, spoken aloud.

coolfa, s. (from così, to bawl), a bawling, a speaking to

another with a loud and eager voice, a speaking in a

loud tone.

coolfa , a . (from cst, to bawl), bawling, speaking in a dis

agreeably loud tone ; s. a person who speaks very loud.

fo , s. (from cs, to rave), the speaking with a loud

voice, a vociferating.

চেঁচকা,1 , 8. (from fot, a sort ofgrass), the name of a spe

cies of grass (Scirpus plantagineus.)

5, s. (from ʊs, to cut) , the name of a fish mentioned in

Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species ofCyprinus.

cf , s. (from fa , to cut), the male organ of generation.

, s. (from o , to perforate), the human penis.

, s. (from 5 , beautiful , the name of a species of fish

(Ophiocephalus aurantiacus, Buchanan's Mss.)

conataifagi, a. (from cöЯși, a child, and atat , a child),

lively or active as a child.

Dâşi, s. (from 5 , beautiful), a lad, a boy ; a. wide, spread

out, expanded.

wâşia, 8. (from conși, a child), childishness, boyishness .

a , s. (from co , a species offish, and at , a fish), the

name of a species of fish (Ophiocephalus aurantiacus,

Buchanan's Mss.)

WAII, s. (from 5 , beautiful), a broad and flat basket used

by servants to carry articles for the table.

(55.

contata, s. (from co , a species of fish, and ai , a fish),

the name of a species of fish, (Gobius Beddarti.)

cata, s. (frum föt, to send), a servant, a slave.

cobi, s. (from , to send), a particular kind of mat made

of palm leaves, particularly of those ofthe wild date,

(Phoenix sylvestris.)

cott , s. (from fit, to send), a mat made of palm leaves.

cott , a. (from fot, to send), broad, wide, patent. This

word is chiefly applied to vessels, and receptacles of

water, or to things bearing some resemblance to them.

cott, s. (from fot, to send), a female servant or slave .

, s. (from ™ , handsome), the name of a species offish

(Gobius Boddarti, Walb. G. viridis of Dr. Fleming's

drawings.) It is also the name of auother fish (Gobius

subunitus, Buchanan's Mss.)

corti, a. (from co , to act), young, full grown ; s. the palm

of the hand, also the back of the hand.

851, v. a. (from fos, tofret), to provoke a person, to ex-

asperate a person ; a. provoked , exasperated.

, s. (from (551, to exasperate), the provoking or ex-

asperating of a person.

costofs, s. (from 5 , to provoke), mutual provocation, mu-

tual recrimination or exasperation.

costa, s. (from 51 , to provoke), the provoking or exasper-

ating ofa person; a. provoked, exasperated.

così, s. (from fo , to send), a female servant, a female slave.

, v. a. (from fo , to know), to convince, to make a person

learn or take notice either by punishment or any other

means ; ad. if, though, perhaps.

(53 , s. (from 3 , the mind), the mind, intellect, the rea-

soning faculty, the understanding, the sensorium.

(537, s. (from fde, to know), the soul , the understanding,

intelligence, wisdom, a sensation, feeling, reflection,

an idea, an animal or existent being, a sentient being.

, a. (from (533, intelligence), intelligent, sentient,

possessed of feeling or knowledge.

1, s. (from foe, to know), sensation, life, feeling, a sti-

mulus.

(5vntæa , 8. (from ), sensation, and , the doing of

any thing), the stimulating or exciting of a person,to

any action, the admonishing ofa person.

(83atægta, s. (from ), sensation, and a, the causing

ofa thing), the stimulating ofa person to an undertak-

ing, the stirring up of a person to do athing, the admo-

nishing or warning of a person so as to rouse him to

action or caution, the exciting of a person to any act.

wontue, a. (from coa ), sensation, and ut , self or spirit),
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identified with or identically the same as feeling or

seusation.

saffas, a. (from (8ŝa), sensation, and af , connected

with), possessed of feeling or sensation, intelligent , sen-

tient, sensible, alive.

catfafat , a. (from (557), sensation, id faft , possessed

of, possessed of feeling or sensation, intelligent, sensi-

ble, sentient, alive.

@satsta, s. (from (554) , sensation , and 3 , an appear-

ance), an appearance or resemblance of feeling or sen-

sation, an appearance of intelligence, an appearance of

life or soul.

@ontstag, a. (from (33415) , an appearaice of know-

ledge , resembling or appearing like knowledge or feel-

ing.

w33tys, a. (from 18841, sensation, and 75,joined to , pos-

sessed offeeling or sensation, intelligent, seusible, sen-

tient, alive .

waatzigo, a. (from 3 , sensation , and af , bereft), des-

titute of sensation, lifeless, destitute of feeling, iuseu-

sible.

contatar, a. (from ( 37), senzation, and *a , empty), desti

tute offeeling or sensation, destitute of intelligence, in-

sensible, brute, lifeless .

, a . strom 551, sensation, and 1 , destitute), void

of sensation or feeling, lifeless , insensible.

coutanta, s. (from (577), sens ition, and , God , God con

sidered as the fountain ofwisdom and intelligence.

(65), v 7.drem fs , tofeel), to st mulate, to excite to action

or thought, to stir up a person to a subject, to awaken,

to convince, to make a person feel.

æti, 8. (from 1831 , to stimulate), the stimulating or stir-

ring up of a person to action or thought, the convincing

of a person, the making a person feel conviction.

asta, s. (from fir , to fiel), the exciting of sensation, the

simulating of a thing; a. stimulated, excited, made to

decl.

asifa, s. (from , tofeel, stimulation, excitation.

essifs , e . (fion. f , to jeel), stimulating, exciting, stirring

tup; s. one who stimulates, one who causes another to feel .

6 , 8. (from 183, to convince), the convincing of a per-

sou, the causing a person to take notice or attend to

subject or to work.

cokat, 6. (from fan, to pierce), the name of a fish supposed

to be a species of Cyprinus.

ngl . s. (from fan, to pierce), the name of a species of fish,

(Cyprinus Barila, Buchanan's Mss.)

૪.

anti, a. from fift, flattened rice), compressed, squeezed

so asto be flat, bruised by pinching, flattened, fiat.

contesta , s. (from 5 , flat, and c , a species offish),

the name of a species of fish Lutianus Perca Chapta,

Buchanan's Mes .)

TAGH, s . (from 54, to eat, the name of two species of fish

Gobius Boddarti, Walb. or G. iridis, Buchanan's Mss.

and Gobius subunitus, Buchanan's Mss .)

watan, s. (from difa, jour, and z8, honey), the name of a

tree described by Dr. Buchanan as a species of To

mex, probably a species of Tetranthera.

cgagta , s . (from ʊtfa, four, and TTiZX, great or excel·

lent honey), the name of species of tree, (Tomex

sebifera . Wil'd .)

Cosi , v. a . (from fog, to split), to cleave, to split, to tear; a.

torn, split, cleft.

Ž , s. (from 1, to clearz), the cleaving or splittios

of a thing, the tearing of cloth or paper.

cata, s. (from 1, to si , the cleaving of wood, the

splitting of wood or bamboos, the tearing of cloth or

paper ; a. split, cleft, torn .

caifa, s. (from tại, to split), the chewing of wood, the

splitting ofwood or bamboos, the tearing of cloth.

, s. (from , to split), wages paid for cleaving wood

or for splitting or tearing any thing.

∞a, s. (from đã, to cloth , cloth, clothes, a garment.

Comat, 8. (from co , cloth), a particular sort of cloth.

(897), v. a. (from 15 , le move), to hew, to chip; s. a chip,

a disciple, a child or person adopted by a religious

mendicant, a mate, the name of a species of fish Cy-

prinus cultrata, Buchanan's Mss .) The name ofa tree

or shrub, (Allangium tomentosum, Buchanan's Mss . )

(B , s. (from com , to chip , the hewing of a piece of

wood so as to make chips.

Cott , s. (from co , a chip, and it, weed , a chip, a

large and long chip.

cottfr, s . (from sta, China,, to move, and f , the

religious fig tree), the name of a species of tree (Sapina

sebiferum .)

comtvi, s . (from com, to move) , the name of a species of fish,

(Cyprinus Morur, Buchanan's Mus.)

cofa , s. from , to clothe), silken cloth.

cat, a . from ota, husked rice); bithy through the washing

of rice; s . the liquor in which rice has been washed.

, a. (from , to act), acting, endeavouring, perse.

vering; s. one engaged in an undertaking.

WWI, s. (from W ¥, to act), the acting in a particular man-
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ner, the engaging in a thing, the endeavouring to ac

complish an object.

C1, 8. (from 1 %, to act), action, application, endeavour,

labour, pursuit, search, an effort. This word construct-

ed with , to do, or , to obtain, meaus to make an

effort, to labour for an object, to search after a thing.

< tage, a. from 5 , action, and tae, doing , active,

exerting, labouring, attending to a thing ; s . one who

labours or exerts himselffor an object, one who seeks

to accomplish an object.

tett, a. (from cot , action, and fa , doing , active,

exerting, labouring, attending to a thing, seeking to

accomplish an object.

colod, s. (from 1, action, and to , conduct), action,

motion , endeavour, activity, search.

covidika, s . (from 81, action, and 5fa , conduct), activity,

attention to an undertaking.

Coto , s . (from 5 , to act), mutual endeavour or exer-

tion.

cot , a. (from co , action, and , producible), arising

from exertion, or from diligent attention to an object,

arising from diligent search.

, s. (from 51, action, and † , destruction) , the

destruction or ruin of exertion.

co , a. (from c , action, and , destructive),

destructive to exertion or labour, hindering attention

to an object, or the pursuit ofan object.

condtoft, a. (from , action, and f , destructive),

destructive to exertion or labour, hindering attention

8
to an object, or the pursuit of an object.

চৈত,

active, zealous, laborious, attentive to an object, en-

deavouring.

BRE, a. (from cat, action, and fofas, exempt .

ed), exempted from, or destitute of zeal or activity,

exempted from, or destitute of attention to an object,

or of search after it.

conga, s. (from co , action, and forge, an exemp

tion), an exemption from zeal or activity, an exemp

tion from attention to an object, an exemption from

searching for a thing.

( VTF, a. (from (88), action, and TF, joined to), active,

zealous, laborious, attentive to an object, endeavouring.

coa , s. (from 8 , action, and rig , a beginning , the.

commencement of effort or endeavour.

চেষ্টারহিত,coutafes, a. (from ( 1, action, and 33, destitute of), des-

titute of zeal, inactive, inattentive, not interested in

the success of an undertaking, incurious.

co , a. (from C , acten, and , empty), destitute of

zeal, inactive, inattentive, incurious, not interested in

the success of an undertaking.

( &ta, a. (from 5 ), action, and , destitute of), desti-

tute of zeal, inactive, inattentive, incurious, not inter-

ested in the success ofan undertaking.

walitege, a. (from , action, and 3, a cause), arising

from exertion or zeal, caused by attention to an ob-

ject, or by search.

fs, a. (from 8, to act), sought, engaged in, laboured

for, endeavoured .

, a. (from 5 , to act), proper to be laboured for or

sought after.

cvtíværgæ, a. (from 181, action, and faætzē, kindering), "|| t5, s. (from da , a species ofpepper), the name of a species

preventing activity, hindering action or endeavour.

cefifaataa, s. (from 4 , action, and faztas, a hindering),

the prevention of activity or zeal, the hindering of ac-

tion or endeavour.

waisa, 9. (from cy, action, and asa, different,, a distinct

effort, a different attempt, another labour.

cr&ffas, a. (from 51, action, and f43, possessed of), en-

gaged, desirous of accomplishing a thing, eager.

c &tqas, a. (from c , action, and F, arising from),

arising from or caused by zeal or activity, springing

from endeavour.

atzia, a. (from (581 , action), active, zealous, attentive to

an object, laborious, endeavouring.

fat, ad. (from co , action, and f , without), with-

out zeal or activity, without exertion or search."

atfafata, a. (from , action, and fat , possessed of,

•
of pepper (Piper Chuvya.)

tots, a vocative particle used in calling ducks and

geese.

253 , s. (from 3 , sensation ,, sensation, feeling, know-

ledge, the soul, spirit, a name of God considered as

the fountain of sensation and knowledge. The name

of the leader of a sect among the Hindoos, whose fol-

wers are numerous in Bengal.

tooajælgæ, a. (from 25351, sensation , and ☎taa, meking),

causing sensation or feeling, stimulating, exciting ; s. a

person or thing which stimulates or excites to action.

tosæt , a. (from T6371, sensation , and af , doing), feel-

ing, causing sensation or feeling, stimulating, exciting.

to , a. (from to , sensation, and 3 , producing),

causing sensation or feeling, stimulating, exciting.

tear5A1, a. (from t857), sensation, and 341, producible),

arising from sensation or feeling.
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চৈতন্যনিমিত্তক, a. (from চৈতন্য, sensation, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from sensation or feeling.

চৈতন্যবিশিষ্ট, a . (from চৈতন্য, sensation, and বিশিষ্ট , possessed

of), possessed of sensation or feeling, active.

চৈতন্যবিহীন, a. (from চৈতন্য, sensation, and বিহীন, destitute

ef), destitute of sensation or feeling, inactive.

tors, a. (from 7837 , &nsation, and TF, united to), pos-

sessed of sensation or feeling, lively, active.

tosarafes, a. (from to , sensation, and as, destitute),

destitute of sensation or feeling, inactive.

2 , a. (from 7537 , sensation , and I, empty), des

titute of sensation or feeling, inactive.

tosaigia, a. (from 7 , sensotion, and I, destitute), des-

titute of sensation or feeling, inactive.

T6347x36, a. (from 28353, sensation, and ( g, a cause), aris-

ing from, or caused by feeling or sensation.

to , s. (from fog, to think), a large tree or clump of trees

in or near a Hindoo village under which there is usual-

ly a small raised place consecrated to some idol, orthe

image of an idol. It is probable that the idolatrous

groves mentioned in scripture were of this sort.

tsa, s . (from fa , the name of a star), the name of one of

the Hindoo months containing part of March and part

of April : it begins when the sun enters Pisces. Also

the nameof a grove or garden famed in Hindoo mytho

logy as the residence of Koovera.

Inagu, s. (from To , the garden of Koovera, and ay, a car),

the name ofthe garden or paradise of Koovera.

col, v. n. (from 5, lo ooze), to ooze out, to leak, to drop ,

to drip, to distil, to shed out as ripe seeds or corn do ;

s. a well.

, v. a. (from 8 , to leak), to cause to leak or ooze

out; o. n. to ooze out ; a. leaked, oozed .

catatZA , 8. (from cot , to cause to ooze), the causing of

liquors to leak or ooze out.

(stata, s. (from æ , to leak), the causing of a substance

to ooze out, the oozing out of a vessel or other recep.

tacle.

miuifa, s. (from 5 , to chew), the jaw bone.

gat , s. (from cot, to ooze), a leaking, an oozing out, a drip.

ping, a shedding out as corn when it is very dry.

misa, 8. (from (5 , to ooze), the oozing or leaking of a li-

quid, the dropping, dripping, or distilling of a li

quid.

, an imitative sound used to express that produced by

the rapid evaporation or drying up of water or any

other liquid.

চোক,

cft , v. a. (from , to burn away), to burn to powder, to

calcine ; a. burnt, calcined . This word is chiefly applied

to the burning ofgrain.

tata , s. (from ct , to calcine), the calcining ofthings,

the burning of grain.

cotta, s. (from cot , to calcine), the calcining ofany sort

óf grain ; a. calcined , burnt.

cufa, s. (from (štáľ, to calcine), the calcining or burning

of any kind of grain to powder.

i , v. a . (from , to whet), to strap or set a razor, to

whet a knife orother edge tool ; a . whetted , keen, sharp.

; s. (from ct , to whet), the whetting of an edge

tool.

cita, s. (from cot, to whet), the whetting of a knife or

otheredge tool, the strapping of a razor, the giving of

an edge to an argument ; a. whetted, sharpened.

cotata, s. (from cst , to whet), the whetting of a knife

or other edge tool, the strapping of a razor.

tata, a . (from cote , to whet), whetted, sharp, keen.

to, s. (from cots, bark), the fibrous substance ofwhich the

internal part of a palm tree consists, the fibrous inter-

nal substance of the bark of a tree..

cool, v. a. (from 5, to strip off seeds), to strip off seeds,

to employ a person to strip off seeds ; s. a pulling for-

ward with all the might. This word is only applied to

running when a person exerts all his power to reach the

place to which heis going; a. rough. In this sense this

word is only used as the adjective of writings, as a

rough copy, a rough draught.

cotagi, s. (from focote, a species of grass), the name of a

species of grass or club rush (Scirpus articulatus.)

catatgal, s. (from cát, to strip off seeds), the stripping of

seeds from the stalk, or the employing of a person to do

So.

cotta, a. (from côté, a fibre), abounding with long woody

fibres.

cött, an imitative sound used to express that produced

bythe rapid evaporation or drying up of water or other

liquor.

cts , a. (from 516), rough), rough. This word is only ap

plied to writings, e. g. a rough copy, a rough draught.

ate, s. (from cats, pleasing), desire, approbation, pleasure,

delight in a person or thing ; a. strong. This adjective

is chiefly applied to articles of food which have a su-

perabundance of pungency, saltness, acidity, bitter-

ness, &c. also to strong liquors.

colecole, a. (from , strong), applied to liquors this
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cotat. cota.

word means excessively strong; when to food, very high

seasoned.

কোকপূনি, চৌক,Teifi, s. (from 8 , square, aud , to be pure), the name

of a species of fish, (Esox ventricosus.)

tel, v. a. (from , to mistake), to adjust a difference,

to settle an affair, to whet an edge tool, to put an

edge on any thing ; s. the adjustment of any thing, the

settling ofan affair ; a. strong when applied to liquor,

sharp, adjusted, settled .

1, s. (from cot , to adjust a difference), the settling

or adjusting of a difference, the sharpening of an edge

toul.

stata, a. (from æti, to whet), sharp, whetted, keen.

ta , v. a. (from ct , to whet,, to whet, to sharpen an edge

tool.

E , s. (from ta , ta sharpen), the sharpening of an

edge tool.

catata,s. (from cota , to sharpen), the sharpening of an edge

tool.

ötata, a. (from óta , to sharpen), sharp , keen.

, s. (from fx, a tube), a tube, the barrel of a gun, a

young woman.

, s. (from , to smite), a blow, a contusion, a stroke,

a wound. This word constructed with rig, to strike,

means to wound; constructed with ats, to come in con-

tact, it means to hurt, to knock, to strike.

So , a. (from côte, a blow, and cat , eating), wound-

ed, hurt, bruised.

siti, v. a. (from cots, to smite), to smite, to strike ; s. exorbi

tant interest demanded for money lent on an exigency.

ttt1, s. from core , to smile), the striking against or

smiting of a person or thing.

Bikote, s. (from cit, a blow), reciprocal blows given and

returned.

ta, s. (from cst , to hurt), the hurting or wounding of

a person, the striking violently against a thing.

stal, v. n. (from , to perforate), to expel urine . This

verb is properly used culy to express the inferior ani-

mals expelling their urine, but is applied to men in a

ludicrous sense ; s. urine. The name of a small ill- scent-

ed kind of vetch.

, s. (from 41 , to expel urine), the expelling of

urine by a beast.

co , s. (from 1 , to s lect), the selecting of things.

Cial, v. a {from cofa, to select , to cause or order a personto

select things; s the uame ofa leguminous plant, (Cicer

arietinum,) the name of a cow; a. selected.

Gg

cötet, s. (from cæ , a blow), the stroke of a weapon.

cora, v. n. (from , to suck), to imbibe, to become soft

with imbibing moisture; whenapplied to paper this verb

means to imbibe the ink. The participle of this verb is

frequently constructed with , to go, without occasi-

oning any alteration in its meaning.

cot , v. a. (from , to suck), to imbibe moisture, to be-

come soft through the imbibing of moisture ; when this

verb is applied to paper it means to be moist or not sig.

ed, so that the ink sinks into it ; a. imbibed, moist, ad-

mitting the ink to sink in.

catat , s . (from cot , to imbibe), the sucking in or im

bibing of moisture, the imbibing of the ink by paper.

cotЯata, s. (from cô , to imbibe), the imbibing of mois.

This word is usually ap-ture so as to become soft.

plied to paper or similar substances ; a. imbibed , soft

through imbibing moisture, admitting the ink to sink

into it.

cotata, s. (from at , to imbibe), the imbibing of mois.

ture, the imbibing or admitting the ink to sink into it.

cota . s. (from coɑ, to imbibe), the imbibing of mois-

ture, the imbibing of ink by paper.

cat , v. a. (from , to smite), to cause or order a person to

strike with a weapon.

cotatzat, s. (from cot , to cause to smite), the causing or

ordering a person to smite, the bringing of things in

to violent contact.

بوچ
cotafont, s. (from ❤g , wood, andi , Chinese), the

name of an aromatic drug.

ætai, s. (from ¤, to surround), the rind of a fruit, a tegu.

ment.

WİTİT), 8. (from , to move slowly, and 7, to smite), the

name of a species of aquatic bird, (Scolopax Chobaha,

Buchanan's Mss. )

co , s . (from , aterrace), a terrace, a covered

terrace or summerhouse.

8. (from TT, to steal), a thief.

taatti, s. (from ca, a thief, aud atti, a thorn), the name

of a species of grass the seeds of which stick in the

clothes ofthose who walk among it, (Andropogon aci-

culatum.)

cotafuq, s. (from cota, athief, and fan, a hole , a peep-hole.

cotayiì, s. (from cota, a thiƒ, and a flower), the name

of a species ofgrass which is a great annoyance in our

Indian walks, by its seeds fastening to and sticking in

the clothes of those who walk among it, (Andropogon

aciculatum.)
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18731.

'xtal, a. (from da, to steal), stolen, clandestine, secret.

catatз, s. (from csta, a thief), theft, the act of stealing.

coats , s. (from cats, a thief, and st , a pit), a pitfall.

digiai, s. (from côla, a thief, and zi, a blow), a blow în se-

cret, assassination.

Citats, s. (from cst , a thief, and tts, a blow), a wound

in secret, assassination.

cate , s. (from csta, a thief, and y , a road), a bye-road.

taiata, s. (from tã, a thief, and af , sand,, a quicksand .

Ì, s. (from ga, to steal), robbery, the stealing of any

thing, thievery.

ta, v. a. (from 5 , to suck), to suck, to imbibe, to wring,

to fleece.

wiaz, a. (from ga, to suck), sucking; s . an extortioner, a

blood-sucker, one who sucks,

4, s. (from ™ , to suck), the sucking of any thing.

ata , a. (from 5 , to suck), sucking ; s. one who sucks

any thing.

tai, v. a. (from 8 , to suck), to cause to suck ; s. suction,

the sucking of a thing ; d . sucked .

tata, s. (from , to suck), the sucking of a substance, a

sucking ; a. sucked.

cotaifa, s. (from , to suck), the sucking of a substance,

suction.

witz, s. (from 5, to deceive), a particular tribe of moun-

taineers.

esti , s. (from , to chew), the lower jaw bone.

13 , a. (from Tfs, seventy-four), seventy- four.

Gut , a. (from 5 * ,fifty-four), fifty-four.

ft, a. (from fate, fortyfour), forty-four.

€5} {™™ , a. (from afar, forty-four), the forty-fourth.

, s . (from , the eye , the eye ; also (from5 , four),

in numeration four punas marked thus 1. a square,

a square marked out by Hindoos when they cook their

food within which no one is permitted to go.

¤, a. (from 5 , the eye, or fe, a watching), circum-

spect, attentive, vigilant, level, flat.

claza, s. (from ca, circumspect), circumspection, at-

tention, vigilance.

a , s. (from a, circumspect), watchfulness, circum-

spection, vigilance.

A), s. (from Tz , square), a square plat ofground mark.

ed out, on which a Hindoo dresses his food on a jour-

ney.

, s. (from 4, four, and , wood), a door frame, a

piece ofsquared wood.

arta.

cìæta , s . (from cl, four, and tai, afish spear), aharpoon

with four prongs .

ife, s. (from o , a bedstead or seat), a chair, a bench, a

small circular appendage several of which arewrought

on the periphery of the ring worn in the nose by Hin

doo women, the guarding or watching ofproperty. This

word constructed with a to give, means to mount

guard, to watch..

cofeng, s. (from cofe, the guarding ofproperty), a watch-

house, a guard-house.

centa, s. (from cofe , theguarding ofproperty, and ,

holding) , a watchman, a sentinel.

fart, s. (from

watchman

fanta, a watchman), the office of a

cofe , s . (from fe , the watching ofproperty), a watch.

man, a reckoning by fours,, or byfour punas.

chets, a . (from 6 four, and ceta, a corner), quadran

gular, square.

tit, a. (from ott,four krosha or Indian miles , four

Indian miles distance, four Indian miles in extent.

tattet, a. (from ott, four roofs), having four roofs,

having a roof hipped at the four corners.

sti , s. (from ls , crickets), the name of a kind of

play, crickets, or cat.

coisa, ad, (from dog, four, and st , a quality), fourfold,

four times multiplied.

colafs, s. (from dife, four, and fs, an hour), the space of

four hours.

aste , ad. (from cl,four, and ott , flat), allalong, flat.

This word is usually applied to a person's falling down

flat when running or the like.

colotai, s. (from 553, four, and dimi, a pitched roof), a hip-

ped roof.

cole, a. (from 8 , the fourth), a fourth .

citi, a. (from bof, the fourth), a fourth.

iet, s . (from 87, four), a fourth, a quarter.

, s. (from 3 , four), a fourth, a quarter.

cois , a. (from 85 , four, and , to occupy space), wide,

broad.

, s. (from 5151, broad), the width of any thing,

breadth.

ata , s. (from 8 , a terrace), a terrace, a covered

terrace or summerhonse.

difat, a. (from Tof , thirty-four), thirty-four.

fr , a. (from it, thirty-four), the thirty- fourth.

colu, s. (from , four), a fourth, a quarter.

cifest, s. (from dog, four, and fast, apoint ofthe compass)

the four quarters ofthe heavens,
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Bits.

fast, ad. (loc. case of cost), on all sides, all around.

C , a. (from 3 ,fourteen), fourteen.

, a. (from , fourteen), the fourteenth,

, a. (from a , fourteen), fourteen.

it, a. (from du ,four, and H, weighty), a title of ho

nour indicating chief offour.

, s. (from tox, four, and , a side), a square bottle,

a case bottle.

aga, a. (from 7, fur, and , a side ) , square, appli-

ed to bottles or similar things.

colate , s. (from Ti, a college), a college or school, pro-

perly a school where the four vedas are taught. The

word is, however, used to signify a school or college

in general.

ts, s. (from 3, four, and t , a side), a die, dice.

afs, s. (from 3, four, and , a side) , a die, dice for

playing.

eftrat, s. (from , a die, and 1, play), play

at dice or other similar games.

, s. (from 55 , four, and , a foot , any piece offur-

niture which has four feet, a quadruped.

ta , s . (from 5 , four, and t , a side), a pakkee or

litter of a peculiar make, used to carry a bridegroom

to his marriage.

, a . (from 53 , four, and fit , the back), capable of

performing all works, active aud managing.

Baigi, 8. (from Tag, fur, and at, a hole), a square pit or

well, a cistern, a vat.

iai , s. from it , a college), a school or college, pro-

perly a place where the four vedas are taught, but

commonly applied to any school whatever.

Gla, s. (from vy , to thieve), a thief, a house-breaker.

diga, a. from 8377, square), smooth, even, level, fiat.

চৌরাই, a. (from , to steal , the name of a bird (Charadri-

us spinosa, Lion.)

mata , a. (from est, ninety four), ainety-four.

colata , a. (from Tsiast, ninetyfour), ninety four.

da , a. (from gifs , eighty-four) , eighty -four.2

. s . (from , to thieve) , theft, robbery, house break-

ing.

, s. (from wig, a thief) , theft, robbery.

f , s. (from , theft, and af , employment), the

practice oftheft, theft, robbery.

π , an imitative sound used to express that made by

milking a cow or goat into an empty vessel.

TE, s. (from 5 , topierce), the name ofthe male organ of

generation,

at.

Ti , s. (from 1, to move), a mango ; a. fallen from, freed.

fs, s . (from , to move), release, freedom.

5.

, the seventh consonant in the Hindoo alphabet. Its sound

is expressed by the English letters chh ; a. six .

, s. (from a , a roof), a roof or covering over boats,

the covering or roof of the cabin which forms the poop

of a ship.

asf , a. (from , sir), the sixth.

* , s. (from dx, a square), a square, or checker in a chess

board.

af, s. (from , a shell, and at , to cut), the name ofa

particular instrument used by shell- cutters.

1 , s . (from , a cart), a cart, a wheel carriage ; also

(from , six, and 5 , a cowry), six cowries.

, s. (from the letter , and , to make), the letter ,

or the character which expresses the sound of chh.

ataifa, a. (from , the letter , and , first), be-

ginning with the letter , having an initial .

atais, a . (from , the letter 5, and 16, an end), end.

ing with the letter &, having a final .

rag, an imitative sound used to express unsteadiness,

or an unsteady going from place to place without any

apparent object.

, an imitative sound used to express an unsteady go.

ing from one place to another without any apparent ob-

ject.

st , s . (from 1 , to cut), a goat.

Esta , s. (from asta, a goat), a goat.

at , s. (from 1 , to cut), light, lustre, splendor, the even-

ing and morning splendor, a straight or continuous

line or mark, an assemblage or multitude ; a. six.

atta, s. (from te , thefourth part), a denomination of

weight containing the fourth part of a quarter, or the

sixteenth part of a shera.

attaatta, s. (from , a particular weight . The last

member of this word is only a rhyme to the first), a

chutak or other small weight.

a , v. n. (from te, to move , to slip from or desert, to

withdraw, to shed out as corn or seeds from the cap-

sule .

Tixi, v. a . from ab , to shed out), to squeeze or compress

so as to cause a thingto fly out of the hand, to squeeze

" or force out seeds from their capsules, to cause a person

to withdraw from or desert his company, to shoot a

marble or ball in play; a . shed out, withdrawn.

G
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*

51.

, s . (from , toforce out , the forcing ofseeds from

their capsules, the forcing of a person to withdraw

from or desert his company ; a. forced out, expelled.

ataifa, 8. (from at , to force out), the forcing ofseeds from

their capsules or other things from their situation, the

forcing a person to desert or withdraw from his com-

pany.

attfigt, a. (from 1, to force out), forcing seeds from

their capsules, causing things to fly from their situation ;

s. a person who violently expels a thing from its place.

atta , a . (from 4, speckled. The latter member of

this word is onlya rhyme to thefirst), speckled, spotted.

tre, s. (from , to move), the struggling of a person in

pain, the tossing and turning of a person in a fever

or a delirium, the struggling of an animal to free it-

selffrom confinement.

tri, v. a. (from , a struggling), to struggle for li

berly, to flutter, to toss about in pain.

artta, s. (from art , to struggle), the struggling of an

animal to free itselffrom confinement, the fluttering of

a bird newly confined , the tossing of a person under

the violence of disease or pain.

rifa, s . (from ti, to struggle), the struggling of an

animal to free itselffrom confinement, the fluttering of

á bird when newly confined, the tossing and turning

of a person under the violence of disease and pain.

ifty , a . (from art, a struggling), restless , making

exertions to gain liberty, unsteady, struggling, tossing

and turning.

tri , s . (from art, a struggling) , the struggles of an

animal when under confinement or in pain.

5, v. n. (from , to move, to cut), to skin an animal after

it is killed, to fall in a scattered manner, to fall as seed

sown, to sprinkle. The adverbial participle of this

verb when constructed with am, to throw, signifies to

scatter, to throw about. When constructed with T ,

to go, it means to straggle, to go without any order.

5, s. (from is, to cut), a spear, a scratch.

ăși, v. a. (from æș, to fall scatteredly), to scatter about,

lo strew, to sow seed, to sprinkle, to disperse, to dissi

pate, to cause an animal to be skinned ; also (from 5è),

an assemblage), a long sentence or composition in

prose, anextempore explanation or comment on the poo

rangs or other writings in the vulgar language, a single

string of heads belonging to a necklace , a string of

beads in general, a necklace which consists of several

strings, the sprinkling of a house before sweeping, shot,

प्र.

a bunch of plantains broken from the spadix or large

bunch; a. scattered about, cut up.

astas, s. from as , to scatter), a profusely scattering of

things about, waste, a mutual engagement in the skin-

ning of a slaughtered animal.

æṣtäift, s . (from æși, a sprinkling, and Hft, a sweeping),

the sprinkling and sweeping of a house.

5 , an imitative sound used to express that made by

pouring or rather dabbing a small quantity of water on

the ground.

sta, s. (from 5 , to scatter), the skinning of a slaugh.

tered animal, the scattering of any thing about, the

throwing of things about in disorder, the sowing of

seed, the sprinkling of things about, the dispersing of

a multitude or of any number of things which are to-

gether; a. cut up, scattered, dispersed.

şifa, s . (from as , to scatter) , the skinning of an animal,

the pay of a person for skinning animals , the scatter-

ing of things about in disorder, the dispersion of a mul-

titude ; a. earned by or due for skinning animals.

aṣifaçı, a. (from 51 , to scatter), wasteful, lavish, squan-

dering, throwing things about in a confused manner ; s.

one who skins animals, one who scatters things about.

aș, s. (from * , to move), a switch, a twig, a thin stick.

&5&5. an imitative sound used to express that made bythe

continual falling of water or urine on the ground.

, s. from , to cover), an umbrella, a fungus, mouldi

ness.

machi, s. (from K75, an umbrella, and ☎ý, a doer ), an um-

brella- maker, the owner of an umbrella, a person who

deals in umbrellas.

age, a . (from 4, an umbrella, and age, making),

making umbrellas ; s . an umbrella maker.

agati, e . from & , an umbrella, and f , making),

making umbrellas.

agwi, a. (from 85, an umbrella, and , producible),

arising from an umbrella.

☎ , a. (from& , an umbrella, and , to give , giving an

umbrella.

akisi , s . (from 54, an umbrella, and 3, a giver), a per-

son who gives au umbrella.

&aatge, a. from US, an umbrella, and utpæ, giving , giv.

ing an unbrella ; s one who gives an umbrella to an-

other.

Kadige, a . (from ☎a, an umbrella, and tige, holding), hold-

ing or carrying an umbrella over a person ; s. a man

who holds an umbrella over a person.
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• 61.

Quit?), a. (from a¤, an umbrella, and T , sustaining), || 824171, a. (from 64, an umbrella, and war, empty), desti-

holding an umbrella over a person .

, s. (from 4, an umbrella, and , destruction),

the destruction of an umbrella .

, a . (from 4, an umbrella, and , destructive),

destructive to umbrellas.

aft, a. (from 5, an umbrella, and fa , destroying),

destructive to umbrellas.

te, a. (from 4, an umbrella, aud at , destructive),

destructive to umbrellas ; s. one who destroys an um-

brella.

afietze, a. (from , an umbrella, and fixie, prevent-

ing), prohibiting a person's taking an umbrella ; s. one

who forbids another to take an umbrella.

fata , s. (from 4, an umbrella, and fat , a prevent.

ing), the preventing or forbidding a person to take an

umbrella.

asa , s. (from , an umbrella, and fafe, cessation), a

leaving off the use of an umbrella.

aafifase, a. (from 14, an umbrella, and fifisë, a cause),

arising from or caused by an umbrella .

4995, a. (from 65, an umbrella, and 1, giving), bestow-

ing an umbrella.

&qra, s. (from &ã, an umbrella, and ™ , a fruit), the name

of a timber tree described by Dr. Buchanan as a spe-

cies of Swietenia.

, a. (from 5, an umbrella), possessed of an umbrel-

la, attended by an umbrella.

afe , ad. (from 4, an umbrella, and fa71, without) , with-

out an umbrella.

aff , a. (from , an umbrella, and fefta , possessed

of), possessed of an umbrella.

fers, a. (from 5, an umbrella, and , destitute of),

destitute of an umbrella..

mazıfsfas, a . (from aq, an umbrella, and fofas, exempt-

ed), destitute of anumbrella, exempted from the use of

an umbrella.

age, s. (from a , an umbrella, and sa , an ex-

emption), an exemption from the use of an umbrella.

Ask, 8. (from 477, an umbrella, and SK, a breaking), the

breaking of an umbrella, widowhood, a forlorn state,

subversion ofdominion, loss of empire.

15, a. (from 4. an umbrella, and , joined to), fur.

nished with an umbrella, attended by or possessed of

an umbrella .

azzfãs, a. (from 65, an umbrellu, and as, destitute), de-

stitute of an umbrelia, free from mould or fungi.

tute of an umbrella, free from mould or fungi.

aagd , s . (from 4, an umbrella, and T , one who kills),

one who destroys an umbrella.

Ri , a. (from 64, an umbrella, and , destitute), desti-

tute of an umbrella, free from mould or fungi.

, s . (from 4, an umbrella, and

a desire to have an umbrella.

tig , desire),

tætst, a. (from 4, an umbrella, and tf , desirous),

desirous of an umbrella.

natet , a. (from 4, an umbrella, and tata, a form), um-

brella - formed, umbellate.

atas, a. (from 4, an umbrella, and tafs, aform), um-

brella-formed, umbellate.

wal, s. (from aų, to cover), the tester of a bed, an awning ;.

also (from 3, an unbrella), having an umbrella, be

longing to an umbrella.

af , a. (from atf , thirty-six ), thirty-six.

&fa* , a. (from äſ * , thirty -six), the thirty- sixth.

an, s. (from ʊ , to cover), a habit or custom , a leaf, a blade

of grass.

af , s . (from a , to cover), the roof of a house.

, s. (from , to cover), a covering, any thing which con-

ceals, a disguise.

QA ™*, s. (from ™ , a disguise, and t, a habit), disguise ;

a. in a disguised habit, incog.

amata, s. (from , a disguise, and c , the assuming of

a habit), the assuming of a fictitious character, the

putting on ofa disguise.

am , a. (from , a disguise, and caft , assuming a ha

bit , appearing in disguise, assuming a fictitious cha-

racter ; s. a player.

auxef, a. (from xa, a disguise, and af , being ofany par-

ticular shape), acting under an assumed character, act-

ing a concealed part.

wat, ad. (from , a disguise, and t, a form), in dis-

guise, incoguito.

¤¤, s. (from & , a verse), the veda, verse, poetry, the

measure of a verse, cadence.

a44, s. (from âu, to rejoice), poetical metre, the measure

of the veda, the veda.

acatst, s . (from , the veda, and tst, to sing), one who

sings the same veda, the name of a grammar which

teaches the language of the veda.

solita-aa, ɑ. (from wt, to cover), covered , concealed, secret, su

ry, private, mad, foolish .

mattefl, a. (from Ga, concealed, and fia, assuming a cha-
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¸racter), acting an artificial part, acting under a disguise,

assuming a fictitious character ; s. an actor.

Bix, 8. (from 59, to press down), a roof, a covering, the tes

ter of a bed.

aft, s. (from on , ta cat), a portrait, a painting, a picture,

beauty, splendor, brilliance, lastre, fight.

8 , an imitative sound indicating that perturbation and

trembling which fear produces in the body.

sy, a. (from a six), six. "

ết , v. n . (from 3, to scatter, and Y, to cut), to splash

up so as to fly in all directions, to bruise or break by

falling as eggs or ripe fruits do ; also, v . a . to throw

about or splash abont.

B. , s . (from on, to vomit), a vomiting, the throwing of any

thing up from the stomach, a belching.

* v. a. (from 5 , to cut), to impose upon a person, to

deceive by a pretence or stratagem.

või, s. (from cât, to cut), a stratagem, a pretence, an arti

fice, a pretext, deceit, a scheme, a trick, a plot.

te, a. (from , a pretence, and , doing), prac.

tising deceit, imposing upon another by pretences,

swindling, circumventing ; s. onewho imposes on others

by pretences or tricks, a swindler.

, a. (from , a pretence, and tf , doing) , impos

ing on persousby pretences, practising deceit, swind-

ling.

QM .

amas, a. (from , to move), gushing out. This word con-

structed with , to do, means to gush out.

af , a. (from stafs , six'y six), sixty- six.

d), v. a. (from & , to cover), to thatch, to bottom a chair,

to cover any thing with cane-work, or with wicker-

work; s . the young of an animal,

at , s . (from 3, ashes), ashes.

, s. (from far, to sprinkle), a whip, the beating in of

water at the doors or windows ofa house when rain is

attended with wind.

stef, s. (from #5, to cover), a camp, an encampment, bar-

racks, an awning.

ats , s . (from at , an awning, and 3 , a bottom), the

space under an awning.

uteata, s. (from *ITE, a young animal), a child .

3 , s . from text , a child , childishness, childhood.

11, s. (from si, a young animal), a young animal.

>1 , s . (from **, to throw water), to strain, to filtrate.

tex, s. (from wie, to strain), the straining of a liquid.

tea , s. (from it , to strain), lees.

ta s. (from Ti , to strain), a strainer, a sieve used to

strain liquors.

ai , s . (from tiyi, a shadow or likeness) , a representation,

a likeness, an image, a copy, a mould to cast metals

or other substances in.

bat . s . (from 1 , to cut), a churning stick.

pache, a. (from , a pretence, and gf , receiving), be-

lieving a person to be an impostor, considering a pes

son as in the habit of imposing on others by pretences

or tricks ; s. one who believes or strongly suspects an-

other to be guilty of imposing on persons bypretences , s . (from it, a mould), cast in a mould.

or tricks, an impostor, a cheat, a swindler.

, s. (from ah, to cover, and , to move), the eaves of

a house.

.

, a. (from , a pretence, and gif , taking), belicy-

ing or suspecting a person to be in the habit of impos

ing on others by pretences or tricks, using artifices,

acting deceitfully, swindling; s. a swindler, a sharper.

, s. (from , to deceive), the using ofpretences , the do-

ing ofany thing under a false pretence, the cheating of

any one,the over-reaching of any one, the imposing up-

on a person.

, s. (from , a trick), a pretence, a trick, a decep-

tion, circumvention , fraud.

an, a. (from & , a pretence), acting under false pre-

tences, a cheat, a swindler, a sharper.

, a. (fromaf , swindling), swindling, cheating, acting

under false pretences ; s, a swindler, a sharper, a cheat,

a blotch or scab.

diem , s. (from E , the eaves of a house, and 351, a bet-

tom), the space under the eaves of a house.

1 , v. a. (from F , to cut), to lop off, to trim, to pass by

or neglect a person.

187, s. (from & , to lop), the lopping of a tree, the trim-

ming of a plant or hedge, the passing by or neglecting

ofa person.

, v. a . (from , to cover), to tie the legs of a cow or

other animal, to prevent its kicking when milked.

&ta, s . (from w , metre), poetical metre, a particular mea-

sure ofverse, the mixture of milk with water, water

when mixed with milk.

king, s. (from din, to tie an animal's legs), the tying of a

cow or other animal's legs to prevent its kicking when

milked.

si, s. (from tea, the tying ofan animal's legs, and

, a rope), a cord used to tie the legs of a cow or

other animal when it is milked, to prevent its kicking.
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* .

fa, s. (fromat , to tie an animal's legs), the tying ofthe

legs of a cow or other animal while it is milked, to pre-

vent its kicking.

, v . a . (from " , to throw water), to strain through a

sieve or cloth, to catch all the fish in a pond as entirely.

as ifthe water had been strained.

ata, s. (from a , to strain), the straining of liquors, the

catching of all the fish in a pond or other receptacle of

water as entirely as ifthe water had been stramed.

ata , s. (from te, to strain), a strainer.

atai, s. (from a , to strain), clever at straining liquors.

MiFi, v . a . (from ☎lē, to strain), to order or cause a person

to strain liquors ; a . strained, clear, innocent, free from

crime.

att, s. (from , to cut), a goat.

☎infa, s. (from îtî, a goat, and af , a sacrifice), a sacri-

fice of a goat.

☎isīta, s . (from wist, a goat, and at , flesh), goat's flesh.

atsta, s. (from axa, a goat), a goat.

afstaaff, s . (from útsa, a goat, and g, a hoof), the name

of a plant (Convolvelus pes capræ.)

atstaestia , a. (from atst , a goat, and esita, a family),

goatish, letcherous , cohabiting promiscuously without

making any

distinction between the nearest relations

and others.

a , s . (from asta, a goat, and af , a small pellet of

dung), the smak balls or pellets of the dung of goats,

the name of a plant (Sphæranthus indicus) .

atstats , s. (from at , a gout, and t , a species of

plant), the name of a species of plant (Euphorbia dra

cunculoides).

atstattet , s. (from asta, a goat, and t , a sort of plant),

the name of a species of climbing plant (Asclepias

• tunicata).

atstmåte , s . (from atstat , a goat, and it , a dug) , the name

of a plant (Asclepias tunicata).

pistatā, s. (from útsta; a goni) , the name ofa tree mention-

ed in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species of Dalbergia.

istariatoa, s . (from ☎ista, a goat , f , the first, and tea,

oil) , the suet of goats , an unguent made of the suet of

goats mixed with other ingredients .

atstfaut, a. (from it , a goat), dealing in goats, keeping

flocks ofgoats, superintending goals.

atsi, s . (from aЯ, a goat), a she-goat.

at ,. a. (from fo , to cut), to clip, to lop, to trim, to de-

prive rice of its husk by the pedal ; also an imitative

sound used to express that made by a sudden stroke

with a switch to kill insects.

C

at,

webs.

, s . (from , to cut), a switch usually made with the

footstalk ofa leaf of the wild datetree with the leaflets

left on it, and used by boys to strike grasshoppers or

other insects ; a brush made of a bundle of leaves of the

wild palm, used by the Hindoos to sprinkle their corn

on each side of a balk with cow dung mixed with water,

for the purpose of preventing the cows from eating the

corn when permitted to graze on the balks.

ata, s. (from a , to clip) , the clipping ofpaper or cloth,

the clipping of a hedge, the lopping of a tree.

aff, s. (from are, to clip) , the clipping of paper or cloth,

the clipping of a bush or hedge, the lopping of a tree.

kiti, v. a. (from ☎s, to clip), to order or cause a person to

clip or trim a thing, to cause a person to lop a tree, tỏ

order or cause a person to husk rige ; a. clipped, lop-

ped, trimmed, cleansed from the husk,

aretetet, a. (from it , clipped. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first) , clipped, trimmed,

lopped, cleansed from the husk.

atta, s. (from it , to cause to trim), the ordering or caus

ing a person to clip or trim a thing, the ordering of a

person to lop a tree, or to cleanse rice from its husk by

the pedal ; a. clipped , shorn, trimmed, lopped, cleansed

from the busk.

attat, s . (from it , to cause totrim), the causing or order-

ing a person to clip or trim a thing, the ordering ofa

person to lop a tree or to cleanse rice from its husk by

the pedal.

attate , s . (from & , to trim), the chipping or cutting of

any thing into shreds, the hacking of any thing, the

lopping of a tree.

atz, v . (from faz, to liberate), to relinquish, to abandon,

to desert a person , to evacuate a place, to forego au

enjoyment, to surrender a thing, to leave off a work or

custom, to departfrom a place, to abate something from

the price of a thing, to cast off a favourite, to unloose

an animal, to discharge from confinement, to withdraw

from a party. The adverbial participle of this verb is

frequently constructed with the verb K , to give, when,

besides the above meanings, it means to liberate, to

emancipate, to divorce a wife.

atsfit?, s. (from is, the relinquishin
g of any thing, and

fit, a note), a passport , a clearance for goods.

işa, s. (from wi , to relinquish), the relinquishing of any

undertaking, the abandoning ofan undertaking, or ofa

habit,.

the loosing of an animal from confinement,
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2

bif's.

atsfa , s . (from is , the release of any thing, and fa

a writing), a release, a passport, a clearance for goods.

aizi, s. (from ☎ts, to relinquish), the relinquishing of any

thing, the releasing of any thing ; a. left, relinquished,

abandoned, excepted. This word, when used in com-

position as the last member of a compound, conveys

the idea of being deserted by or destitute of the thing

expressed bythe first member, e. g. aatst, deserted

by fortune, unfortunate.

☎tyl, v. n. (from & ş, to relinquish), to procure the release

ofy one, to eject, to discharge, to rescue a person

from confinement, to extricate a person from any diffi-

culty, to detach a thing from that with which it is

connected, to disperse, to cashier.

.

atstats, s. (from atș, to relinquish), a mutual relinquish-

ing, a separation.

1 , s. (from 31, to set at liberty), the setting of a

prisoner free, the extricating of any one from some ca-

lamity or danger, the discharging of a servant, the set-

ting of an animal at liberty, the detaching of any thing

from that with which it was connected.

atștia, s . (from ☎51, to relinquish), relinquishment, libe.

ration, a release, extrication .

ātștfağı, a. (from útș, to relinquish), relinquishing, liberat-

ing, extricating, releasing, dispersing.

miştit, a. (from ☎İş¹, to relinquish), earned by relinquish-

ing a thing, earued by liberating or extricating a per-

son or thing.

mi , s. (from m , to cover), the flat roof of a house.

31, 8, (from 4, an umbrella), an umbrella, a parasol, a

fungus, mouldiness, the breast.

til, s. (from ☎¡¾), an umbrella. The last member ofthis

word is merely a rhyme to thefirst), umbrellas and such

like articles.

atstext, a. (from&† !, mouldiness), smellingof mouldiness,

stained with mouldiness, mouldy.

atstest, a. (from 1, mouldiness, and 1, fallen), moul

dy.

ataja, s. (from , giving, and 3, to pass over, the name

of a species ofbird, (Gracula Chataree, Buchanan's

Mss. Turdus canorus, Linn .)

, s. (from , giving, and , to cross over , the

name of a species ofbird, (Gracula Chataree, Bucha

nan's Mos. Turdus canorus, Linn.)

wifs, s . (from 54, an umbrelia), an umbrella, the breasts

*ifs s. (from 43, an umbrella), the name ofa large tree,

(Alstonia scholaris.)

afsate , s. (from atfs, an umbrella, and X,, a doer), one

who carries an umbrella.

afsæ, s . (from & , an umbrella), the name of a large tree,

(Alstonia scholaris.)

a , s. (from¤ , to cover), the bosom, the breast, courage,

boldness.

, s. (from , barley meal), barley meal, the meal of

several sorts of pulse.

ata, s . (from a, an umbrella), a scholar, a pupil, a disci-

ple.

&tafine, a . (from 4, a pupil, and f , reproaching),

reproaching or censuring pupils or disciples.

atafan1, s. (from , a pupil, and f , reproach), re-

proach or contempt of pupils or disciples .

aff , a. (from , a pupil, and fife , a cause),

caused by, or arising from pupils or disciples.

aizfaan, s. (from , a pupil, and fa̸ , separation), a

dissention or mutiny among pupils or disciples, the ex-

pulsion of a pupil.

taff , a. (from , a pupil, and feft , possessed of

possessed of scholars or pupils.

Klays, a. (from æla, a pupil, and 1 , joined to), connect-

ed with disciples, or pupils.

KINTISI, a. (from 15, a pupil, and cuts , worthy), wor

thy of having disciples or pupils.

atas, a. (from'ata, a pupil, and af , destitute), des-

titute ofpupils or disciples.

, a. (from , a pupil, and 1, empty), destitute

of disciples or pupils.

, s. (from , a pupil, and , a collection), a

collection of pupils or disciples.

wapa, a. (from ☎a, a pupil, and , destitute of), desti-

tute of disciples or pupils.

&tacox, a . (from ☎ta, a pupil, and 153, a cause), caused

by or arising from pupils or disciples .

tatt . s . (from , a pupil, and tatt , desire), a de-

sire to obtain pupils or disciples.

aratet , a. (from , a pupil, and at , desirous),

desirous of pupils or disciples.

Warfar a. from , a pupil, and of , connected with),

possessed of or attended by disciples or scholars.

aista. s . (from a disciple, and asta, non-existence),

the want of pupils or disciples.

ts. (from , a pupil, and fata, desire), a de-

sire to obtain pupils or disciples.

Statist . from , a pupil, and safe , desirous

desirous ofpupils or disciples.
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actett.

at ,, a. (from a , to cut, to knead, to mould.

&17, s. (from & , to knead), the kneading of dough, earth,

or any other substance to bring it to a proper state for

what it is intended.

axtat, v. a. (from a̸, to knead), to knead or work earth or

any other substance so as to fit it to be wrought into

anydesired form, the straining ofwater inorderto catch

the fish. This is done by two or more persons taking a

net or a piece of thin cloth and holding the foremost

edge ofit down to the bottom of the water, whilst the

other edge is held so as to rise above the surface, and

walking on with it in this position so as to drag orsweep

the whole piece ofwater ; s . (from ki, a young one , the

young of an animal, a young bird, curds ; a. moulded ,

trodden or wrought with the hand as clay is wrought

to prepare it for being made into bricks, pottery, or

the like.

atauifa, s. (from ata, to mould), a mutual or reciprocal

kneading of dough, earth, or any substance, or the

kneading of it carried on by several persons to-

gether.

eye.

Hi, s. (from a , curds), a cataract in the eye, a film on

the eye, a speck on the

,, a. (from , the veda , pertaining to the veda, pe-

culiar to the veda ; s . a person who teaches the veda.

at , v. a. (from , to press`, to print , to impress a figure

on any substance, to skulk, to quash, to overflow.

The adverbial participle of this verb, constructed with

, or u , to remain, means to lurk, to skulk ; con-

structed with , to go, it means to sneak ; with s†, to

rise, it means to splash over, to overflow.

a ,s.(from , to press), a die, a stamp, a press, a printing

press, an engraved block for printing calico .

.2

7, s. (from a to print , the imprinting of a mark up-

on any thing, the printing of any thing, the printing of

calicoes.

R
, 8. (from aṛ, to impress), the tester of a bed, a thatch.

ed roof, a roofover a boat.

att , s. (from , the tester of a bed, and at , a

bedstead), a bedstead.

att, v. a. (from a , to print), to cause any thing to be

printed,to conceal or suppress any thing, (viz. to place.

it under cover like a thing which is put under the le-

ver of a press,) to overflow.

t , s. (from a to print , the printing of any thing,

concealment, the suppression of a thing; a. printed,

suppressed, concealed.

Hh

ple

attæ , s . (from ste , printing, and , to do), a printer,

calico printer.

atatata, s. (from t, to conceal or print), a mutual con-

cealing, a mutual or reciprocal printing.

, s. (from , to suppress), the causing of a thing to be

printed, the putting of a thing under apress, the con

cealing or suppressing of a thing.

tatfagi, a. (from , to print), pressing down, concealing,

suppressing, clandestine.

at , a. (from , to conceal), concealed, suppressed.

ga, a. (from ** ,fifty-six), fifty- six.

atzifa, s. (from tata, a child), childishness, childhood.

, v. a. (from ☎ , to cover), to order a person to thatch

a house or to bottom a chair or couch ; a. thatched,

bottomed.

tata , s. (from , to cause to thatch), the causing a

house to be thatched, or a chair or couch to be bottom-

ed; a. thatched, bottomed..

ataifa, s . (from 1, to cause a house to be thatched), the

thatching of a house, the bottoming ofa chair or couch.

izit, a . (from I , to cause a house to be thatch; d), earn-

ed by or due for thatching a house, or for bottoming

a chair or couch.

atata, s. (from 1, a young one, and at , a child), a child.

ft, a. (from afte, twenty six), twenty-six.

alf , a. (from fet, twenty-six), the twenty- sixth.

ätyi, s. (from æ , to cut), a shade, the shadow of any thing,

a covert, a refuge, an apparition, a petticoat. The wife

of Soorya or the sun. The name of a plant, (Achyran-

thes lanata.)

atutaigi, s. (from a , a shadow, and atatgi, a desire),

a desire for the shade.

gtætst, a. (from Я , a shadow , and af , desirous),

desirous of the shade.

tti , s . (from . a shadow. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), the shade, sha-

dows.

atate , a. (from úti, a shadow), umbrageous, shady.

tata, 8. (from , a shade, and , the giving ofa

thing), the affording of a shadow, the giving protection

to a person.

att , s . (from at , a shadow, and , destruction),

the destruction of shade, the intercepting of a shadow.

atate, a. (from wig , a shadow, and ‡ , destructive),

destructive to shade, destroying shadows ; s. a person

who cuts down trees or in any other way destroys a

shade.
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by , a. (from atyt, a shadow, and , destructive),

destructive to shade, destroying shadows.

gt , s. (from 1 , a shadow, and at , destruction), the

destruction of shade, the destroying of trees or any

sd thing else which afforded a shade.

otate, a . (from i , a shadow, and at , destructive),

destructive to shade ; s . a person who destroys trees or

any other thing which afforded a shade.

thatge , a. (from at , a shadow, and fazia , prevent-

in ), intercepting a shadow, preventing the shade.

Eliſaiza, s. (from all, a shadow, and fazta , a prevent-

ing), the preventing a shadow from falling on a parti-

cular place.

tiffe, a. (from aig , a shadow, and ff , a cause),

caused by a shadow, arising from shade.

İTİSE, a. (from ‡ , a shadow, and 5, fond of),

fond of the shade, enjoying the shade.

izgist, s. (from , a shadow, and , fonduess),

a fondness for the shade, a desire for the shade.

atziagift, a. (from Kİ‡i, a shadow, and wazima fond of),

fond ofthe shade, taking pleasure in the shade.

xt , a . (from , a shadow, and 3, connected with),

shady, umbrageous.

. , s. (from att, a shadow, and d, a seeking

for , a seeking for the shade.

atstat, a. (from as , a shadow, and af , secking),

seeking for the shade, looking out for a shady place.

ite, a . (from a , a shadow , like a shadow, attending

one like one's own shadow.

zata, a. (from KH, a shadow), shady, umbrageous.

anifefning, a. (from igi, a shadow, and fifty, possessed ‹ƒ),

shady, umbrageous.

feat , s . (from ☎igi, a shadow, and fa, a desire ,

a desire for the shade, a fondness of the shade.

anifestat, a. (from , a shadow, andoff , desirous),

desirous of the shade.

ista , s. (from ati, a shadow, and act, a house), a

house or place built for shade, the space covered by

an awning at a marriage ceremony.

guest, a. (from ☎ti, a shadow , and 234, a house), per-

taining to the person who is honoured with a seat un-

der the awning at a marriage.

2TiTig”, ɑ . (from ti, a shadow, and F,joined to), shady,

umbrageous.

las, a. (from , a shadow, and afs, destitute), des-

titute ofshade.

wirrty, a . (from at , a shadow, and r, empty) , desti

lute of shade,

fus.

atgisła, a. (from a , a shadow, and , destitute), des.

titute of shade.

☎tyigIF, a. (from agi, a shadow, and (TF, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from shade.

Ki , a. (from F , ashes), vile as ashes, abominable, hate

ful.

algata, s. (from g, vile, and , the forehead), bad

luck, misfortune.

gut, a. (from æg, vile, and , theforehead), ill.

fated , unluckv.

igata, s . (from K , vile, and F , potash), ruin, wreckof

circumstances, wretchedness ; a. ruined, wretched.

atta , s. (from , abominable, and ct , an insect),

a bug, Cimex lectularia.)

, s . from fi, rind , the bark of a tree, the peel of a

fiut, the skin of an animal, leather, an integument.

This word constructed with 8h , or cofa, to raise up,

means to peel.

ata , s. (from , to cut, and , to adorn), sauce.

alat, s. (from , to cover , an awning under which a Hin

doo father or guardian presents the bride to the bride-

groom on the day of marriage.

test , s. (from , a marriage-awning, and , the

bottom), the space under the awning which is used att

a wedding to present the bride to the bridegroom.

, s . (from , a chain), a pair of sacks of corn or

any other article when so loaded on a bullock or other

animal as to hang across its back like a wallet. Two

bundles ofstraw, tobacco, or any other article, or a

pair of panniers loaded on an animal so that one hangs

on each side.

fam, s. (from at , a child), a child.

farfifa , s . (from fag , a child, and fagi, a child),

children.

, interj. a word indicating disapprobation, fie ! for

shame!

face , s . (from , a wire), a skewer, a piece of wire

or a thin rod of bamboo used to cleanse the tube of

the Indianpipe, or any other small tube.

fog, v. a. (from , to cut), to drag along the ground.

5, v . n. (from fan, to cut), to tear or rend of itself; v. a.

to tear or rend.

fos, s. (from fan, to cut), a water-course, a habit, a cus

tom, a regular course. This word constructed with * ,

to smite, means to deviate from a habit or custom, to

break in upor a regular course or order.

fapft, 8. (from fils, a course), a water course, a cut for
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river or water course, a custom, a habit, a regular fatto , s . (from fat , shot, and get , round), shot.

course of action.

fași, a. (from faș, to tear), torn, rent, divided, cut, broken

in upon, interrupted.

Tasts, s. (from fas, to tear), a mutual rending or tearing.

fa , v. a. (from † , a chain), to link together, to sus-

pend a thing by a string tied so as to resemble the link

ofa chain, to tie two things together so that they shall

be connected like the links of a chain ; s. the fastening

or tying of things together, or to some thing else, a

linking of two things together, a chain, a link.

fat, v. a. (from , a chain), to link together, to sus-

pend by a string tied like the link of a chain ; a. linked

together, tied together, hung by a noose.

জিলাজিকলি, ৪. (from জিল, a linking), a mutually linking

ofthe arm, or of fingers, a linking things together ; ad.

arm linked in arm .

ff , s. (from , a chain), a chain, a link .

fa ,s. (from fa , an imitative sound, and te, to ulter

sound), a sneezing.

facesta, s. (from fa , an iron skewer, and cota, a thief),

a petty thief, a pilferer.

farethfit, a. (from fo , fie ! and fat, crying), weep-

ing and crying upon the smallest occasions.

fafa, interj. (from fa, a sound indicating disapprobation),

fie ! for shame!

fat, v. a. (from fat, to throw water), to sprinkle, to sow

seed, to work lattice-work or any other work which

resembles it.

jab, s. (from 184, to paint) , chintz ; also , (from fw, remain-

ing), a remnant, a balance, a remainder.

fats, s . (from fa , chintz, and ts, cloth), chintz.

fata, s. (from fa , to sprinkle), the sprinkling or scatter-

ing about of water, earth, seed , or any other substance.

faf , s . (from fat, to sprinkle), the sprinkling or scatter-

ing about of water, earth, seed, or any other substance,

a slender rod, a woman who works at making lattice

work, a very slender rod of bamboo or ratan split as

thin as wire .

fatfag , s . (from fata, a slender rod), a man who under-

stands the making of lattice-work.

fati , v. a. (from fat, to sprinkle), to sprinkle, to strew, to

scatter about ; s . shot, a drop or small thing shaken

from the thumb or finger by suddenly springing the

finger from the end of the thumb.

fatta , s.(from f1 ,to sprinkle), the sprinkling ofwater,

the scattering about of dry substances.

fa , s. (from fat , to sprinkle), the sprinkling of water,

seed, or earth, the scattering ofany thing about.

faifa, s . (from fact, to sprinkle), a sprinkling with water,

dust, or any other article.

fata1, s. (from f , to sprinkle), the sprinkling of water,

the throwing about or scattering of seed, dust, or any

other substance.

fate, v. a. (from , to sprinkle), to fly up with a jerk

like a bow when the string is broken, to discharge by

a sudden jerk, to throw by ajerk, to jet, to spatter, to

sputter, to rebound or dash up again as water does

when it falls with violence. The adverbial participle

of this verb when constructed with 36, to rise, means to

rebound, and when constructed with , to fall, it

meaus to bespatter.

fa , s. (from fat , to spatter), the act of spattering, the

discharging or throwing a thing from any part of the

body by a sudden jerk .

fati, v . a. (from fate, to spatter), to sprinkle, to dis-

charge with violence or by a suddenjerk, to jet.

fat , s. (from fat, to spring up with a jerk), a sling, a

slip -knot, a trap of a particular construction .

fatta , s. (from fat, to sprinkle), the sprinkling or

scattering about of things, the shooting of a thing from

the place where it was laid by a sudden jerk.

fatata, s.(from fat , to sprinkle), the besprinkling ofany

thing, the flying up like a bow when the string is

broken.

fatal, s . (from fat , a skewer), a very slender rod, a piece

ofbamboo or ratan split as thin as wire.

fatal, s. (from fa , a slender rod), a very slender rod,

a piece , of bamboo or ratan split as thin as wire.

fa , s. (from fan, to perforate), a hole, a perforation, a

fissure, the eye of a needle, a fault, a blemish, a flaw,

a defect. Constructed with , to make, this word means

to perforate, to pierce, to pick a flaw in any one's con-

duct or character.

fas , a. (from fay, a hole, and aý, a doer), a person

who bores a hole, one who perforates.

fanatze, a. (from fa , a hole, and atae, doing), perforat-

ing, making holes ; s . one who makes a hole.

falat, a. (from fag, a hole, and sifaq, making), perfo

rating, making holes.

fog , a. (from fag, a hole, and , producible), produ-

cible by a hole, produced by a hole.

IIh 2
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fan, s . (from fag, a hole. The last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), holes and perforations.

fa , s . (from fa , a hole, and , destruction), the

stopping up of a hole.

fa , a. (from fag, a hole, and , destructive),

stopping up holes; s. a person who stops up or fills holes.

fa , a . (from fog, a hole, and , destructive),

stopping up or otherwise spoiling holes.

gas (from fa , a hole, and , destruction), the

stopping up or otherwise destroying ofholes.

fanatæ, a. (from fog, a hole, and ***, destructive),

stopping up or otherwise spoiling holes.

fagita , a. (from fag, a hole, and faætaæ, preventing), fill .

ing up a hole, stopping a hole ; s. one who fills up a hole.

fanfaatad, s. (from fag, a hole, and faxtad, a preventing),

the filling up or obstructing the passage into a hole.

fagfafreæ, a. (from fag, a hole, and fifãs, a cause), caused

by or arising from a hole.

fas, a. (from fa , a hole, and , caused by), caused

by or arisingfrom perforations .

fanfaat, ad. (from fa , a hole, and fat , without), without

holes.

fogfafety, a. (from fag, a hole, and faf , possessed of),

abounding with holes or perforations.

fagfag, s . (from fag, a hole. The last member of this word is

merely a rhyme to the first), holes and perforations .

farus, a. (from fa , a hole, and 1 , joined to), abounding

with holes.

fagafas, a (from fag, a hole, and aft , without), free from

perforations, whole.

fuata, s. (from joy, a hole, and cat , an obstruction), the

stepping up of a hole.

fata , a . (from fa , a hole, and 1, emply), free from

holes, whole.

fan , a (from fag, a hole, and , destitute), free from

holes, whole.

fa , a. (from fag , a hole, and 3, a cause), caused by

perforations, arising from a hole.

fantamata, s. (from fe , a hole, and at , search), a

lying in wait for a person's faults, a searching for an

other's faults.

fagtamatil, a. (from fay, a hole, and wazaifta, seek-

ing), lyingon the catch for the faults of other's, seeking

for other's faults.

foghazalsì, a. (from fag, a hole, and
th , search-

ing), lying on the catch for the faults of others, seek-

ing for other's faults.."

fur.

fantas, a. (from fix , a hole, and fas, connected with),

abounding with holes.

fantas, a. (from fag, a hole, and
a , seeking), search-

ing for holes, seeking for the faults of others, mischief.

making ; s. one who seeks for the faults of others.

fantaas, s. (from fa , a hole, and M , o secking, a

searching for holes, a seeking for the faults of others.

fontext, a. (from fa , a hole, and , secking , search.

ing for holes, mischief-making, seeking for the faults of

others.

, v. a. (from fan, to cut), to seize by force, to seize.

1, à. (from fa , cut, and at, a multitude), full of

kuots. This word is chiefly, though not exclusively,

apphed to thread or twine which is much broken and

either tied or twisted together at the broken places so

as to sell and pass for good.

fa, s. (from fan, to seize), the seizing of a person or

thing; a. seized, detained by torce.

fa , r. a. (from fan, to cul, to shoulder, to strike violent-

ly against a person, to run with the shoulder against

a wall or a tree.

fa , s. (from fan, to shoulder , the running against a

person or thing with the shoulder.

ft ,s. (fromfat , a whore , a strumpet, a common whore,

fantata , s . (from fata, a whore), whoredom.

fate , a. (from fat , a whore), whorish, concerning whore-

dom .

fa , a. (fromfan, to cut), cut, perforated, cut down, cut off.

fasēd, a. (from sa, cut off, and ☎ , the ear), having the

ears cut off.

fat, a. (from fa , cut off, and cat, the hair), shorn,

having the hair cut.

fantasia, ɑ. (from fa , cut off, and ca, a mane), having

the mane cropped.

fastfas, a. (from fa , cut off, and if , the nose), hav-

ing the nose cut off.

fanta, a. (from fat, cut off, and , thefeet , having the

feet or legs cut off.

fatase, a. (from fa, cut off, and zo , the head , deca-

pitated.

fa , s. (from fa , cut off, and zo , the head), the name

of an idol worshipped by the Hindoos ; it is a represen

tation of Kalee with her head cut off by herself, and

holding it in her hand with the mouth in such a posi-

tion as to receive the blood that streams fromthe trunk.

fat , a. (from fa , cut off, and , a reot), cut down by

the root.
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faze, a. (from F , cut off, and , the hand , maimed,

having the hand cut off.

fa , va. (from , to conceal), to conceal, to hide, to keep

close, to suppress ; also, s . (from & , to touch), a fishing

rod.

fa, s. (fromf , to conceal), the concealing of a per-

son, the suppressing of a story or report ; a. concealed ,

suppressed.

fa , s . (from 4, to press down), a cork, a stopper to a

bottle.

fa , s . (from xlå~, a mean person) , a lad .

f8451 , s. (from 8 , to chew), the remainder of an article

which has been chewed and the juice extracted from

it, which is afterwards thrown out of the mouth.

faafsu, a. (from faasi, orts), chewed so as to extract all

the juice.

fata, s. (from ali~, a mern person), a lad.

fo , s. (fromfa, akidney bean , a kidney bean. This word

ought constantly to be written ft , though custom has

substituted for the initial * .

[ 451, s. (from Ert, a legume), a legume, the shell of a pea

or other leguminous seel, an orphan.

fa451, s . (from fi, a legume), a legume, a pea-shell, the

shell of any legume.

faytag, a. (from ast, screnty -six), seventy-six.

faste , a . (from 3. seven y-six , pertaining to se-

venty-six. This word is properly used as the adjective

ofthe year 1176 of the Hijira, when a dreadful famine

prevailed in Bengal and Bahar.

fata , a. (from ¤arfs, ninety-six), ninety-six .

fais a . from 15, ninety-six , ninety-six .

fat*1, 2. (from ¤5-fifs, eighty -six), eighty-six .

for. a (from a , rind), to strip off the bark from a tree,

to peel a fruit or root.

fa , s. (from fa, rind), the peel or rind of a fruit or

root, the bark of a tree, a husk.

fa , & . (from fam, to peel, the peeling of a fruit, the

stripping off the bark from a tree.

fa , s. (from ffaf, a bow string), a bow string.

fo , s . (from fa , a hearth , the bowl ofa tobacco pipe.

fafa , s . from , a chain), the name of a particular

kind of necklace worn by religious mendicants among

the Musulmans.

. v. a. (from to touch , to touch.

5 , s. (from 5. a needle), a needle, a thin bamboo rod

used in making a thatched roof, two of which are

placed at equal distances between the thick bamboo

by.

rafters ; also, v. a. (from ctts , purity), to wash the pos

teriors after discharging the fæces.

55, s. (from , a bill, and ¾, a brow), the name of a

species of cuckoo not yet described by ornithologists. -

5 , s . (from , a musk rat , the musk rat, (Sorex

cœruleus .)

ta, a. (from 5, a needle), pointed.

í , s . (from 1, a pretence), a lying as if inattentive or

dead. Constructed with 3, to cast down, this word

means to lie on the listen as if inattentive, to watch

for a thing in a covert manner as ifnot interested in it.

fen, s . (from 5, a needle), the name of a species of

grass (Aristida chhuchiya, Buchanan's Mss .)

Žisstamata, s. (from Afs , a needle, and gata, a sacred

net , the name of a snake called by Europeansthe whip-

thong snake, and esteemed highly venomous.

al, s. (from

cœruleus . )

auỉ, a musk rat), the musk rat, (Sorex

, s. (from , a girl), a girl.

17, s. (from to touch), the touching of any thing.

, s. (from , to bringforth, aud , to make), a girl.

a , v. n. (from tự, to move), to be discharged or fly as a

ball from a gun, to escape, to run away, to break loose ;

the adverbial participle of this verb is often construct-

ed with at, to go, it then means to run off with speed .

, s . (from , to escape), the name of a small species of

bird, Muscicapa leucoura .)

~E , s . (from at, to escape), a running away or escaping

from confinement or danger.

fa, s. (from , to escape , the flying of a bullet from a

gun, the escape of a person or animal..

1, va. (from . to escape), to loosen, to facilitate the

escape of any one, to dispel ; a. escaped, unconfined,

loose.

at 41 , s. (from , to loosen), the loosening of an animal,

a facilitating the escape, orletting loose an animal.

stalt , s. (from , to escape), an escape, a running away

or escaping from danger.

ušľa, s. (from ☎ , to set free), the loosening of a thing

from that to which it is fastened, the facilitating or

hastening the escape ofa person ; a . let loose, escaped .

æti, s. (from aồi, to set free), liberation, exemption.

astfagi, a . (from cats, smill), small, peddling, dealing in-

small trade.

জুটালিয়াৰেপারী, a. (from দুটালিয়া, peddling, and ৰেণারিন,

practising), following the trade of a pedlar, dealing in

small wares.
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Cotes

লিয়ায়ী, a. (from &টালিয়া, peddling, and ব্যবসায়ি,

following a trade), following the trade of a pedlar,

dealing in small wares.

, s. (from , to escape), a discharge, a release, a dis-

mission, a furlough, a season of exemption from busi-

ness or duty, the leaving off work.

, . a. (from fg, to liberate), to liberate, to throw, to

pelt, to cast away, to discharge a gun or an arrow.

afsu , s. (from 5, to pelt), the discharging of an arrow

or ball, a pelting, a throwing.

E , s. (from
, a pretence), a pretence, concealment, a

clandestine action, an artifice, an excuse.

, s . (from , a thread), contagion , the communication

of a thing or properly to another.

☎134, s. (from &3, an artifice), a sharper, a swindler.

431, s . (from 85, a pretence), au artifice, an excuse.

ota, s. (from ata, a carpenter), a carpenter.

, a. (from fa , cut), small.

, v. a. from 8 , to grind), to press down, to prevail over

a person, to exceed.

, s . from g, to cut off , a knife, a penknife.

, s. (from 4 , to cut off ), a knife, a penknife.

, v. a. (from , to cut off , to pare off the turf of land,

to cut off the external coat ofa coco-nut or of any simi-

lar thing, to lop or prune.

, s. (from ag, to cut off , a kind of scurf or dandruff on

the body.

TW, 8. (from 3, a date), a date fruit.

, s. (from fa , a cut), a cut, apiece cut off, a ceasingfrom

rain, the striking of the pedal when employed to cleanse

corn from its husk.

#251), v. a. (from , to cut), to cut into pieces ; s. a piece

of wood or other thing cut off from others.

, s. (from 5 , to cut), the cutting ofwood or other

things into pieces .

fa, s . (from , a cut), an interval, an intermission.

This word when constructed with 1, to give, signifies

to desist, to intermit.

cœur , ɑ . (from agt , eighty-six), eighty-six.

cu , in erj. (from ft,fie), tie ! avaunt!

3,8 from Axe, an orphan), an orphan.

, an imitative sound used to express a sudden starting

or shrinking, such as that felt when a person suddenly

enters the water in cold weather, or that occasioned by

putting water upon fat substances when they are in a

boiling state.

fs, a. (from it , to touch), fried with oil or butter.

cust.

ces , a. (from wie, to touch), burning hot, burnt with a hot

iron.

castrati , a. (from 1, seared, and its burnt), burnt

in several places as if seared or burnt by a hot iron or

by coals.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasion.

ed by the sudden putting ofwater or potherbs into fat or

gravy while it is boiling, orthe sudden starting of aper-

sonwhen he comes into contact with cold water.

cs, v. a. (from 5, to throw water), to throw water from

a pond, to bale the water from a boat, to bruise fruit

or vegetables to a pulp, to bruise a bamboo so as to

split it till it can be opened and laid flat, to reprove

or reproach a person.

ga , s . (from tatt, a wire), a piece of wire, an iron

skewer, a thin iron rod.

tabat, a. (from 5 , fri.d , fried with oil or butter.

(82551, v. a. (from fo55, to drag), to drag by the foot orby

the hair, to drag forcibly ; a, wicked , unprincipled.

äpphäsĺ5, s. (from ( 55), to drag), a mutual dragging of

each other along .

coșta, s. (from 55 , to drag), the dragging of any

thing.

cast , s . (from 551 , unprincipled), wickedness, want of

principle.

co2o31, (from css , wicked) , wicked, unprincipled.

, s. (from fa , to throw water), the throwing water

from a pond or any other receptacle, the reducing of

fruits or vegetables to a pulp, the bruising ofa bamboo

till it can be spread out flat.

cal, v . a . (from fit, to throw water), to employ or cause a

person to throw the water out of a pond, or to bale a

boat, to be in anguish, to bruise fruits or similar things

to a pulp, to reprove ; a. emptied of water, boiled

out, bruised to a pulp, bruised so as to split the sub-

stance.

sta , s . (from cast , to cause to throw water), the em

ploying of a person to throw or bale the water out of a

pond or other place, the suffering of extreme anguish,

the bruising of fruit or vegetables to a pulp, the bruis

ing of a bamboo till it opens so as to be laid flat.

costcï³, 8. (from c5, to throw water), the labouring of

two or more persons at throwing the water out ofa

place, a mutual or united bruising offruits or similar

things.

casta, s . (from 51 , to throw water), the employing of a

person to throw the water out of a pond or boat, the
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secasioning of severe anguish, the bruising of fruits

to a pulp, the bruising of a bamboo till it splits so as to

be opened and laid flat, the reproaching of a person ;

a. emptied ofwater, suffering great anguish, bruised,

reproved, reproached.

5 , s. (from cas , to throw water), the emptying of a

pond, the baling of a boat, the bruising of fruits to a

pulp, the suffering of anguish, the reproving or re-

proaching ofa person.

at, s (from 55, to throw water) , the throwing of water

from a pond or other place, the bruising of fruits or

vegetables to a pulp, the bruising of a bamboo till it

may be opened and laid flat, the reproving or reproach-

ing of a person.

ats, s. (from small, and cot , a thief), a pilferer, a

petty thief, an unprincipled person .24

* , a . from 1451, fried , fried with oil or butter.

1 , v . a . from fan to cut), to tear, to rend ; a. rent, torn .

Rai, s. (from și , to tear , the tearing of holes in cloth

or similar substances.

costs, s. (from cș , to tear), a reciprocal tearing and

rending.

Can , s. (from fan , to cut) , a hole, a perforation, the eye
of

a needle. This word constructed with , to do, signifies

to bore a hole ; a. perforated, torn .

, v. a . (from fat, to throw water), to foment, to sear,

to arrest, to cease, to desist, to intermit ; s. an interval

oftime, a cessation , a desisting from a thing.

, ad. (from me , a larger interval), at intervals,

by fits and starts.

, s. (from a , to desist) , a desisting or intermitting.

ata, s. (from fab, to work lattice-work), the sewing or

working of lattice-work, the sprinkling of water, the

scattering ofseed, earth, or any other substance. /

at ,. a. (from fa , to work lattice-work), to cause or order

a person to make lattice-work, to cause a person to

sprinkle water, or to scatter about any dry substance ;

a. platted or wrought as lattice-work, sprinkled, scat-

tered or strewed about.

41, s . (from cai, to cause to sprinkle), the causing a

person to work lattice-work, the causing of a person

to sprinkle water, or to scatter seed or any dry sub-

stance .

ta, s . (from a , to cause aperson to work lattice- work),

the causing or ordering of a person to work lattice

work, the causing of a person to sprinkle water, or to

scatter seed, or any other substance ; a . wrought or

azi.

sewed together like lattice-work, scattered about,

sprinkled.

cata, s. (from cab , to cause a person to work lattice-

work), the causing or ordering of a person to work

lattice-work, the causing a person to sprinkle water, or

te scatter about any dry substance .

cat, &. (from fan, to cut), a cut, a hole, the space between

words in writing, a pause, an interval, the eye of anee

dle.

, s. (from fo , to cut), the cutting of any thing, the

boring of a hole, the perforating of any thing.

a. (from fa , to cut), capable of being cut or per

forated, separable, divisible.

al, s . (from fan, to cut), curds.

, s . (from C , the act of spitting), saliva . This word con-

structed with , to give, or c , to throw, means to spit,

, s. (from 4, impatience), snappishness, snarling.

ness .

, a. (from

capta , d. (from

3, ninety-six) , ninety-six.

afs, ninety-six), ninety-six.

, s. (from atat , a child), a child, an infant.

afata, s. (from cafe , a child, and , time), child.

hood, infancy.

fagna , s. (from æ , a child, and cam , play), child-

ish play.

affi , s . (from cafa , a child, and ft , a child),

children, a young family.

cofagiami, s. (from

hood.

™, a child, and cat, time), child-

cata, s. (from afar, a child), childhood.

ছেনিয়ামানুষ, s. ( from ছেলিয়া, a child, and মানুষ a man), a lad,

a young person.

cafort , s. (from ca , a child) , childhood.

Cozart, 8. (from ce, Mahratta, a goat), a goat, the spots on

the skin of a deer or other animal.

camista, s. (from cat, a goat, and ste, a multitude), a flock

ofgoats, the race of goats.

1, a . (from cat, the spots on an animal, and $1,

fallen), speckled, spotted.

café, a. (from af , sixty-six), sixty-six.

canta, a. (from

cœptet!), a. (from

8fs, seventy-six), seventy-six.

† , seventy - six), belonging to se.

venty- six, ormore properly belonging to the year 1 178

of the Hijira, which was a year of severe famine is

Bengal.

col, s. (from ca , to cat , the stooping of a bird ofprey.

This word when constructed with 3, to smile , meau?
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coct's.
cocit.

to stoop or descend as a kite does for the purpose of

seizing its prey.

21, v. a. (from di, to touch), to cause a person to touch

a thing, to bring into contact ; a. touched ; s . (from &tat,

a shadow), a scare crow.

sts, a (from ™, to touch) , unclean, unfit to be touch-

ed, menstruous.

atata, s. (from ct , to cause to touch), the causing a per-

sou to touch a thing, the bringing of things into con-

tact; a. brought into contact, touched.

catsfa, s. (from , to cause to touch , the causing a

person to touch a thing, the bringing of things into

contact.

cœ181, v . a. (from c*†15, purity), to wash the posteriors after

evacuation ; s. a musk rat, (Sorex coeruleus ; ) a. slinking

about like a musk rat and pilfering whatever he comes

near.

casa , s. (from casi, to cleanse), the washing ofthe pos

teriors after evacuation.

cõïtsta, s. (from clo, purity), the washing after evacuation.

sif , s. (from 51 , to cleanse), the washing of the pos-

teriors after evacuation.

atomiì, a. (from cáž¡ál, purity), used to wash after evacu

ation.

catota, s. (from catst, greedy), greediness, ravenousness,

selfishness.

att , s. (from ft , to smell), a smelling about for food

or for game as a dog does. This word is applied also

to a person who constantly follows another in hopes of

some trifling gain.

t1, s. (from tд, a boy), a boy.

Mixxi, 8. (from 53, a son), a boy.

te , s. (from catēzi, a boy), a girl.

cute, a. (froin 5, small), small, little, trivial, petty, mean ,

low, younger, humble.

catatan, s. (from cats, small, and , swallow work),

the name of a species of shrub, (Asclepias herbacea,

Roxb. or Calotropis herbacea. )

tatas , s. (from te, small, and fast, a sort ofplant ,

the name of an officinal drug called by Dr. Buchanan

Antidesma foliis oblongis.

citymai, s, (from cuts, small, and gm, a species ofgrass),

the name of a species of grass .

Cacti , s. (from it , small, and zat, a drawing), the name

of a species of climbing plant the spicula ofthe seeds

of which are called cowhage and used as a vermifuge

(Carpopogon pruriens.)

atta , s. (from cut , small, and , a contrivance), the

name of a small annual plant (Borago indica.)

cutbat251, 8. (from cute, small, and etaș1, a species of

plant), a species of plant which grows in wet places,

(Tradescantia imbricata.)

catletatai, a. (from cat , small, and æta, time), small,

young, little, smallest.

cattgeftat, s. (from att, small, and fat, flea wort), a

small species of flea wort. The name is however appli-

ed to several species of small plants of the syngenesia

class.

cat3t31, s . (from cats, small, and , flea wort

a small and probably undescribed species offlea wort.

ছোটকেশরাজ, s . ( from ছোট, small, aud কেশরাজ, a species of

bird), the name of a species ofbird probably a variety

of Corvus Krishna.

tal , s. (from cat, small, and a , a plant emiiting

a milkyjuice), the name of a plant, Euphorbia Chama

syce.)

caltarși, s . (from cute, small, and 451, a paternal uncle), a

youngest paternal uncle.

cattestenta, s. (from cats, small, and cstente, a kind of

tree), a tree or shrub mentioned by Dr. Buchanan in

his Mss. with a hint that it may possibly be a species

ofGuarea.

contest , s . (from cat, small, and estrat . a species of

grass), the name of a species ofgrass, (Cyperus dubius.)

catta, s. (from cute, small, and 8 , the name of a small

plant), the name of a beautiful shrub (Ophioxylon ser-

pentinum .)

catdotai, s. (from catei , small, and big , a snipe), the name

of a species of snipe or plover (Tringa glareola, Lath.)

catestatafa, s . (from art, small, and staff, a species of

snipe), the name of a species of snipe (Tringa Cinclus,

or T. pusilla, Lath. )

cate , s. (from cat , small, and fos , gentian), a small

species ofgentian, perhaps Gentiana verticillata.

testa, s . (from te, small, and , a kind offruit), the

name of a timber tree common in some parts of India

(Eugenia caryophyllifolia.)

utkaga, 8. (from cuts, small, and 37, a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant, ( Crotolaria prostrata. )

tarfs, s. (from cats, small, and 5, water milfoil), the

name of a species of aquatic plant, (Utricularia diflora).

cotette, a . (from cat , small. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), small, little, diminutive.

caltija , s. (from ait, mall, and treg, a lord), the young.
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calt.

est brother of a husband's father. This appellation is

only properly given to him bythe wife of an elder bro

ther's son. The elder brother uses the same word when

speakingofhis wife's father's younger brother.

tobrazu , s . (from te, small, aud tragin , a husband's

younger brother), the youngest son ofa husband's father,

or a husband's youngest brother, the youngest son of a

spiritual guide.

carbótægtdt, s. (from it , small, and thatat, a mistress),

the wife of a husband's father's younger brother, the

wife of a wife's father's younger brother. This word is

used likethe preceding one by both husband and wife,

when speaking of the wife of the other party's youngest

maternal uncle.

categy, s. (from cute, small, and 35, a mulberry), the name of

a species ofmulberry (Morus javanica, Buchanan's Mss).

contest, s. (from 17 , small, and 1, a grossbeak), the

name of a species of bird (Loxia rosea.)

cottusta , s. (from acts, small, and usts , the n me of a

plant) , the name of a plant mentioned in Dr. Bucha-

nan's Mss . as a species of Robinia, but not described .

cattatat, s. (from cats, small, and t , an elder brother),

This is a name given to the youngest son of an elder

brother by the children of a younger one ifhe be old-

er than the person who makes use of the appellation.

that, s . from † , small, and utat, an elder sister ), the

name by which a youngest brother calls his youngest

sister if older than himself. The wives of a younger

paternal uncle's son use the same term in addressing or

speaking of the wife of the youngest son of the eldest

paternal uncle, ifher age exceeds their own.

a
caths , s. (from c , small, and 1 , a sort ofswal

low wort), the name of a species of swallow-wort (As-

clepias geminata).

catta, s. (from cat , to emit), the emitting of any thing,

the turning an animal loose, the setting a person or

animal free.

contatfazi, s. (from , small, and tagi, purslain), a

small species of purslain, (Portulaca meridiana.)

ata1, s. from cat , small, and Get, the name of a

plant), the name of a species of aquatic plant (Ponti-

dera hastata.)

cattatat, s . (from cats, small, and tatt , the name ofa

species ofbird), the name of a species ofbird (Merops

viridis .)

cates, s. (from cat , small, and Fts, acuckow), a species

of cuckow, (Cuculus melancholicus .)

Cont.

ছোটপিনেটী, ও . ( from ছোট, small, and পিনেটী, a species of

grass), the name of a species of grass, (Aira filiformis. ) ,

caterta , s. (from cat , small, and i , a species of

smallfruit ) , the name ofa plant whichproduces a small

fruit mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not de-

scribed, (probably Grewia sapida.)

terftet, s. (from it, small, and feet, a species ofplant),

the name ofa species of plant (Melastoma aspera.)

tas, s. (from cat , small, and 3, a wife , a youngest

brother's wife, the youngest of a man's wives, also the

wife to whom a man was last married.

catta , s. (from cart, small, and 1, a parasiticalplant),

the name of a species of parasitical plant, (Loranthus

globosus.)

ttaa, s . (from cft, small, and 791, a Jujube), a small

species ofJujube, (Ziziphus rotundifolius .)

ছোটবিষতাড়ক, s. (from ছোট, small, and বিষতাড়ক, a climbing

plan , the name of a large climbing plant, (Lettsomia

speciosa.)

coitsfiat, s. (from cute, small, and fitat, a sister), a young-

er sister.

atst , s . (from cat , small, and 1 , a brother), a young-

er brother.

ছোটমনসাসীজ, ৪. (from ছোট, small, and মনসাमীজ, a species

of Euphorbia), the name of a species of plant, proba-

bly a variety ofEuphorbia ligularia.

catbal, s. (from cut , small, and 1 , a mother), the name by

which the children of an elder wife address or speak of

their father's youngest wife, riches, the goddess of pros-

perity.

ছোটমাছর।উ1, ছোট, মাছরাউ।,catèxtaxtŝi, s . (from cute, small, andaugti, a kingfisher),

the name of a beautiful species of bird (Alcedo benga-

lensis.)

3 , s. from t , small, and 11, a small plant),

the name of a species ofplant (Justicia polysperma.)

cattan , s. (from cut , small, and c , a sort ofplant),

the name of a species of plant, Trifolium indicum .)

cattiatè, s. (from æft, small. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to thefirst , small, little, diminutive.

cattaži, s . (from cut, smull, and , the capsicum plant),

the name of a small species of capsicum used as a pun-

gent seasoning, ( Capsicum minimum.)

cottate, s . (from cats, small, and ct , a person), a mean

person.

bebat, s . from tb, small, and ct , the butcher bird),

the name of a species of the butcher bird Lanius Col-

lutis ? Buchanan's Mss.)

Ii
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content.

cztexte , s. (from cute, smell, and ita , a water-lily), the

name of a beautiful species of water lily (Nymphæa

stellata .)

catx , s . (from cats, small, and Я , a species of tree),

the name of a species of tree indigenous on the moun

tains north of India, Pinus Picea, Buchanan's Mss )

cateftata, s . (from cats, small, and feta, gme), the hare

an .

on any thing by touching it with, or squeezing onit, a

vegetable juice, to print callicoes ; a . stained by vege

tables.

ta , s. (from it , to stain), a mutual staining by

the application of vegetable juice, the carrying on of

the printing ofcallicoes by several persons at the same

time.

(Lepas Khurgosa, Buchanan's Mss . probably Lepus ti- catta,

midus.)

cabafa, s . (from care, small, and fa, a kind ofwater lily,

a species of the water lily (Nymphæa esculenta.)

, s . (from cat , small, and 8 , the name ofa

plant), the name of a plant, or rather of a common

weed (Leucas esculenta . )

cafèt, v. a. (from ab, to break loose), to set free, to unloose,

to send forth, to emit ; a. let loose, sent forth, discharg-

ed, emitted ; s . the sheathing stalks whichformthe trunk

.of a plantain tree, the bark of several plants used in

India as hemp or fix when stripped from the stalk and

not cleansed, the act of running.

cattate, s . (from cat , to turn loose), a mutual turning

loose, the discharge of a volley.

cartta, s. (from cut, to set free), the setting of a person or

animal at liberty, the sendingaway a person or animal,

the discharging ofan arrow or bullet ; a . liberated, turn-

ed loose, discharged.

cati , s. from cæti, to turn loose), the turning of an ani-

mal loose,, the causing a man or an animal to run, the

discharging of a gun or a bow.

califat, a. from cats , to turn loose), turning animals

loose, causing men or animals to run awaywith speed,

discharging a gua or a bow ; s. a man who turns au

animal loose or causes it to run away, one who dis-

charges a gun or an arrow.

ts, a. (from 5 to throw , shooting. This word is prin-

cipally used in composition as the last member of a

compound ; e. g. (st -Acts, shooting a bullet.

ata, s. (from cats, to fire a gun), the discharging of a

gun.

catși, v . a . (from ☎5, to throw), to discharge an arrow, to

file a gun ; a. discharged from a bow or a gun.

« ìṣta, s. (from 84, to blut out), a key.

1 ati, s. (froma

4

to touch), a stain or mark communicated

to a thing by touching it with any vegetable juice,

or by squeezing or pressing down a fruit or other

part of a vegetable on it.

t- i, v. a. (from t, to touch, to impress a mark or stain

s . (from carti, to impress a stain),the stainingof

cloth or any other thing by applying vegetable juice

fo it; a. stained with vegetablejuice.

catetta, s. (from æ†† , to stain), the staining or marking

of cloth orany other thing by applying vegetablejuice

thereto.

Cași, s. (from & , to cover), the external stringy green

coat ofa coco nut, and ofthe fruit ofsome other palms,

as the betle nut, and the fan palm (Borassus flabellifor

mis), the peel of a plantain.

cataæa , s. (from , to vomit, and 727, a vomiting), the

name of a medicinal drug. It is the dried root ofsome

plant at present unknown.

cuta , s. (from afa̸æ , a knife), a knife, a stiletto.

câia, s. (from ħaft, the rind of a fruit), the rind ofa fruit,

an integument.

cataâ, s. from c , to cut), the name of a variety of citron.

cut~7, s. (from a , to pare off , the paring ofany thing, the

scraping off or cutting off the external coat of a fruit

or root.

mt , v. a. (from , to pare), to cause or order a person

to pare off, to scrape the turf of land, to cut off the

external coat or rind of a fruit ; s. parings, a species of

pulse ( Cicer arietinum) ; a. pared, azed.

KimiZTI, s. (from cat , to cause to pare), the causing or

ordering of a person to pare turf, or to pare off the

external coat of fruits or roots.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by suddenly dipping a piece of hot iron or other sub-

stance into cold water ; also that arising from the sud-

den putting of cold things, as garden stuff, into a pot in

which oil or butter is boiling. It also expresses a sudden

shrinking when any thing very cold touches a person.

staäste, au imitative sound used to express that which

arises from suddenly putting hot iron into cold water,

or cold garden stuffinto a pot or frying pan of hot oil

or butter. It also expresses the sudden shrinking of

the body when touched by some very cold substance.

™ , interj. fie ! for shame ! the word generally indicates

contempt or dislike.
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Est.

জ.

,the third letter ofthe second class of consonants . It has

the sound ofthe Englishj . When this letter is the last

member of a compound word it signifies produced by,

or arising from that which is expressed by the first.

, a. (from 1 , the matted hair of a devotee), the roots

of a tree, a fibrous root.

ta, s. (from the letter 5, and , to do), the letter , or

that character which expresses the sound of , or the

Englishj.

, a. (from 1 , the letter , and tf , the first),

baving an initial , beginning with the letter .

setats, a. (from A, the letter , and 313, an end),

ing a final , ending with the letter .

hav-

sex , a. (from fat , desirous to smile), vexed, enrag

ed, provoked, revengeful.

G&a, a. (from psj, a sor‹), an ulcer.

Ja , s. (from si, a sore), full of ulcers.

stat , s. (from st , the world, and , discipline), the

government of the world.

FsKİB), s . (from ste, the world, and one who exercis-

es discipline), the governor of the world .

IsFIE, a . (from , the world, and *, producing),

world -producing; s. the creator ofthe world.

ENTE, s. from se, the world, °, a sound, and te, tofall),

a sort of musical instrument.

ste, s . (from st , to move), the world , the universe consi-

dered as passing away or transitory ; a. moveable, tran-

sitory.

asteæci, s . (from e, the world, and ₹†, a doer), the que.

ator of the world, the governor ofthe world.

steata , a. (from ste, the world, and eta , doing), cre-

ating the world ; s . the creator of the world.

Estatge, a . (from Est , the world, and size, saving , sav-

ing the world ; s . the saviour of the world.

tata, s . (from ast , the world, and at , salvation), the sal

vation of the world.

stata , s . (from 3, the world, and at , a saviour),

the saviour of the world.

stato , s . (from , the world, and at a saviour), the

saviour of the world.

Este 3, s. (from se, the world, and Afs, a lord), the so-

vereign of the world.

teЯtol, s . (from st , the world, and H , a preserver),

the preserver or pourisher of the world.

ti , a. (from ste, the world, and t , nourishing),

preserving the world, the preserver ofthe world.

Estetta , s. (from ste, the world, and tax, a nourishing),

the preservation or supporting of the world, providence.

sataa , s . (from 3e, the world, and taxŹ, a nou-

risher), the preserver or nourisher of the world, the

God ofprovidence.

steftas, a. (from st , the world, and sata , a nou.

risker), he who supports or provides for the world, the

God ofprovidence.

seafstaa, 8. (from 2, the world, and of , a nou-

rishing), the supporting or providing for the world,

providence.

ansgfontanaá, s. (from se, the world, and fortazzź,

a nourisher, he who supports and nourishes the world,

the God ofprovidence.

Fax , s. (from ste, the world, and 5, the end), the end

ofthe world.

Яas , a. (from te, the world, and 5 , causing the

end of a thing , world-destroying.

statata, s. (from t , the world, and teta, aform), the

form or external appearance of the world .

Astutætze, a . (from se, the world, and ttae, forming),

forming or fashioning the world ; s . the former or fa

shioner of the world.

statas , s . (from e, the world, and waf³, a form), the

form or external appearance of the world.

statue, a. (from 3st , the world, and , self), iden

tically the same with the world.

sta , 8. from te, the world, and if , the first), the

beginning of the world.

tatti , s. (from , the world, and stats, a receptacle),

the air, wind, the supporter or stay of the universe, the

support or sustaining of the universe.

\sustain-antatze, a . from ste, the world, and dtzæ,

ing) , sustaining the world ; s. he who supports or up .

holds the world.

asatâtacó, s. (from Estuity, the upholding ofthe world,

and , a doer), the supporter of the world, the God

ofprovidence.

astutay, 8. (from ste, the world, and 7 , a beginning),

the beginning ofthe world.

state, a. (from ste, the world, and g , beginning),

causing the world to begin.

5 , s. (from ast , the world, and , a Lord), the Lord

or Governor of the world, an appellation of Vishnoo

and Shiva.

Ii2
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sta , s . (from

Jist.

ste, the world, and , a Lord), the

Lord or Governor of the world, one ofthe names of

Vishnoo and Shiva.

, s. (from ste, the world, and A, a goddess),

one ofthe names of Parvulee, meaning the queen ofthe

world.

sts , s. (from e, the world, and safe, production ,

the production of the world.

sts , a. (from ste, the world, and seat , produc-

ing), world producing ; s . the creator of the world.

3 , s. (from ste, the world, and seqf57, the pro-

ducing ofa thing), the creating of the world.

Gingia, s. (fron , the world, and sata, salvation), the

salvation of the world, the extrication of the world

from misery.

stage, ɑ . (from , the world, and set , a deliverer),

delivering or saving the world ; s. the deliverer of the

world.

asta , s. (from ste, the world, and sig , a deli

verer), the deliverer or saviour ofthe world.

জগদম্প্ররিকারক, s. ( from জগৎ , the world, and ওস্কারকারক, de-

livering), delivering or saving the world ; s. the deliver-

er or saviour ofthe world.

জগদুদ্ধারকারণ , s . ( from জনদুগ্ধার, the salvation oftheworld, and

FA, a cause), the cause of the salvation of the world,

the cause of the extrication of the world from misery.

siretzatzì, a. (from , the world, and sata , de-

livering), delivering or saving the world.

31, s. (from ste, the world, and , one who takes

away), the destroyer of the world.

natal, s . (from , the world, and t , supporting),

the name of an idol, which is a particular form of Gow-

ree considered as the preserver of the world, or provi

dence.

state, a. (from ste, the world, and a , sustaining ,

supporting or upholding the world ; s. he who upholds

the world.

, s. (from ste, the world, and 23 , a sustaining),

the sustaining or upholding ofthe world.

usatadødt, s . (from Este, the world, and tag, a sup-

porter), he who supports or sustains the earth.

st , s . (from 3 , the world, and , destruction),

the destruction of the world .

, a . (from te, the world, and

, destructive),

world-destroying ; s . the destroyer of the world.

Ì, a. (from , the world, and , destructive),

world-destroying.

Est.

জগদ্বিনাশ, s. ( from ate, the world, and বিনাশ, destruction),

the destruction of the world.

stfante, a. (from ste, the world, and fate, destruc

tive), world destroying ; s. the destroyer of the world.

অগদ্বিনাশঙ্কৰ্ত্তী, s . ( from aste, the world, and ৰিনাশকত্ত্ব, ade-

stroyer), the destroyer of the world.

state, a. (from as , the world, and TitЯē, overspread.

ing), overspreading the world, filling the world, diffus .

ed all over the world.

anasta , s. (from , the world, and af , overspread.

ing), overspreading the world, filling the world, diffused

over the world.

i , s. (from st , the world, and cuif , pudendum

muliebre), one of the names of Shiva, the earth.

st , a . (from ste, the world, and a**, a preserver),

preserving the world; s the preserver ofthe world.

4, s . (from ste, the world, and 4, apreserving),

the preserving of the world.

st , s . (from ste, the world, and a , preservation), the

preservation of the world.

statu, s. (from , the world, and Ħtu, a lord), the Lord

of the world, one of the names of Vishnoo, to whom

there are temples erected in many places, the chief of

which is in Oorissa.

E , s. (from
, the idol Jugunnatha, and ca,

a field , the place of the famous temple of Juguunatha

in the province of Oorissa.

statt, s. (from , the world, and at , destruction), the

destruction of the world.

astatē, a. (from ste, the world, and attæ, destructive),

world-destroying ; s . the destroyer of the world.

state , s . (from , the world, and stig, a d.stroy-

er), the destroyer ofthe world.

stattetal, a. (from ste, the world, and attefan, distroy-

ing), destroying the world.

sta , a. (home, the world, and fe, a cause ,

caused bythe world, or by the present fluctuating and

unsettled state of things.

astata, s . (from as, the world, and h , welfare), the

good or advantage of the world, the public good.

Astana, 8. (from Este, the world, and 27, a giving plea-

sure), the name of a species of plant (Justicia ganda.

russa.)

Astaga, «. (from ste, the world, and , a
fascinating),

fascinating the world ; s . the proper name of a man.

stentfact , a. (fem. (from te, the world, and EA, afas-

cinating) ,
fascinating the world ; s . the

enchantress or

fascinatrix of the world.
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31.

s. (from str, to move), a place.

te, s . (from 8,5), tribute), custom or duty on goods, tri-

bute, a sum contributed at stated periods for religious

purposes.

JattôÌ, s. (from 8§‚53, tribute), a collector of the customs.

GM, s. (from dess, a glittering), a glittering, a glis

tening, a shining.

4 , s. (from 7, to smite), the loins.

TAI, a. (from 3 , the loins), last, ultimate, low, vile, base.

HAHA, 8. (from 3 , base), a soodra; a . low-born, descend-

ed from a mean origin.

3.275), 8. (from 171, bose), baseness, lowness , meanness .

, s . (from t, to abandon) , the name ofan aquatic plant

mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species of Alis-

ma, called (Alisma parnassifolia.)

fata, s . (from 5 %, a kind ofplant, and t , a species of

fruit), the name of a species of tree indigenous in the

east border of Bengal (Dalyrimpelia pomifera.)

IT, a. (from sд, to move), moveable, removeable.

, a. (from 34, moveable, and , to take), wild, desert ;

s. a forest, a wilderness, weeds in a garden or field .

, a. (from st , aforest, and st3, found), found in a

forest, obtained in a forest.

Th , a. (from , aforest, and 5 , to be produced) , pro-

duced in a forest, arising from waste or uncultivated

ground.

fas, a . (from , aforest, and s , produced , pro-

duced in a forest, produced by the desert state of a

country.

ha , s. (from , a forest. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), weeds and bushes,

briers and thorns.

Akak∙A, s. (from Gña, a forest, and §¤, deštruction), the

destruction of forests, the removal of the wild and un-

cultivated state ofa country or place, the settling or

cultivating of a wilderness.

, a. (from , a forest, and , destructive),

destructive to forests , destructive to the wild or uncul

tivated state of a country.

t, a. (from , a forest, and f , destructive),

destructive to forests and wildernesses, destructive to

the wild and uncultivated state of a country.

, s . (from , a forest, and , destruction), the

destruction of forests, the destruction of the wild or

uncultivated state of a country, the settling or culti

vating of a wilderness.

te, a. (from , aforest, and t , destructive),

জঙ্ক

destructive to forests and deserts, destructive to the

wild and uncultivated state of a country.

skafatść, a. (from Ika, a forest, and fada, putting a

stop to), putting a stop to the wild and uncultivated

state of a country, preventing the growth of weeds

and wild plants.

skaftetze, a. (from a, a forest, and faza , preventing),

preventing the growth ofweeds and wild plants, destroy-

ing forests, cultivating land.

kafaias , a. (from , a forest, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a wild or uncultivated place.

Ikatás, a . (from , a forest, and za̸ , increasing), in-

creasing the desert and uncultivated state of a country

making land foul and full ofweels .

, s. (from , a forest, and a , the increasing

of a thing), the increasing of forest or desert land, the

making of weeds and bushes increase.

hafast, s. (from 3 , a forest, and f , destruction),

the destruction offorests and deserts, tre destruction

of the uncultivated and wilderness state di a place, the

settlement and cultivation ofa desert.

skafta **, a. (from 4, aforest, and fat , destruc-

tire), destructive to forests and deserts, destrucive to

the wilderness state of a country.

safety, a. (from 3 , a forest, and fif , possessed of),

wild, uncultivated , desert .

fa, s. (from , a forest, and , increase), the in-

crease of forest or desert land, the growth of weeds.

AKĦAU, a. (from T , aforest), abounding with wilderness

and uncultivated land, covered with weeds and bushes.

, a. (from , a forest, and , joined to), wild,

uncultivated, desert, abounding with weeds and bushes.

kafes, a . (from , a forest , and as, destitute of),

free from forest and uncultivated ground, free from

weeds and bushes.

* , a. (from ka, a forest, and t , cmpty), free from

forests and uncultivated ground, free from weeds and

bushes.

Ikasi, s. (from Я , a forest, and T , one who kills), one

who breaks up forest ground, one who cultivates desert

land .

, a. (from . a forest, and , destitute of , free

from forest and uncultivated ground, free from weeds

and bushes.

Shatt, a. (from 5 , wild), wild, desert, wilderness, un-

cultivated.

, a . (from , aforest), wild, sylvan.

sanjatita, s. (from it , wild, aud , cotton), the
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5781

name
of a wild

plant
which

produces

a beautiful
flow-

er, (Hibiscus
vitifolius

.)

23 , s. (from , wild, and at , a date tree), the

name ofseries of date, (Pheenix agaulis .)

Tittat a chom at, wild, and Ã¶ , an orange), the

name & ree mentioned in Dr.Buchanan's Mss . but

not scribed, (perhaps Geloniin fasciculatum.)

sidant, s. (from it, wild, and Â, a goat), the name

species ofdeer (Cervus Alunjas.)

diets, s. (from , wild,and at , garlick), the name

of a species of bulbous plant, according to Dr. Bucha-

nan's Mss. it is a species ofAsphodel ; but in the north

of Bengal the name isgiven to a different plant (Pancra-

tium biflorus.)

akta, s. (from ki, noveable, and 1 , to take, preceded by

the preposition ) , a limit, a boundary, a ridge or baik

running on the edges ofrice fields to confine the water.

F ) , s . (from to be born), the thigh.

st , a. (from , a thigh, and 3 , able), marching quick,

walking well.

fan , s. om g , the thigh), short drawers, breeches.

Hi , s.fromGH , a thigh), the name of a water bird (Tan-

tays leucocephalus.)

Gaza, a. (from Tu , enough), enough, sufficient, plenty, as

much as is desired .

34 , s. (from 3 , to fight), disorder, confusion, misfor

tune, rubbish, sweepings.

, a. (from asta, confusion , troublesome .

ala, 8. (from pij, a chain), a chain.

Kt, s. (from Ati, matted hair), the matted hair of a devo

tec.

sta , s. (from sit, to accumulate), a crowd of people, a

multitude.

i, s. (from , to entangle), the matted hair of a devotee,

the root of a plant, the long flower stalks of palm trees

when the flowers are fallen off and no fruit follows,

the roots which descend from the branches ofthe Ficus

indica, the name ofseveral species of Hedysarum.

aitez, a. (from F81, malted hair), clotting or matting the

hair, matting the hair with viscid substances.

støtǝ1, s. (from it, matted hair, and st , a species

of plant , the name of a species of plant which grows

in moist places, (Commelina communis. )

wèt34), a. (from 581, matted hair, and 53 , arisingfrom),

arising from or caused by matted hair.

Hörgð, s. (from 381, the matted hair of a devotee, and sit,

" the matted hair of Shiva), the matted hair ofShiva.

জটা,

Feltti, s . (from Fời , matted hair. The last member of this

word is only arhyme to the first), wigs and matted hair.

Kotig, a. (from it, the matted hair of a devotee, and 4, to

take , having the hair matted and clotted like a devotee ;

s. a devotee.

titat, a. (from 1 , matted hair, and if , wearing),

wearing a head of matted hair, wearing a wig.

, s. (from 1 , matted hair, and , destruction),

the destruction of a devotee's matted hair by shaving

or any other method.

i , a . (from , matted hair, and , destructive),

destroying the matted hair of a devotee ; s . one who

abandons the profession of religious mendicity, andin

token thereof has his matted hair cut off.

ta , s . (from t, matted hair, and at , destruction), the

destruction of a devotee's matted hair by cutting or any

other method.

tate, a. (from 5 , matted hair, and ***, destructive),

destructive to the matted hair of a devotee ; s. a person

who abandons the profession of religious mendicity,

and in token thereof cuts off his matted hair.

Gèlfiataæ, a. (from 561, matied hair, and fizze , prevent-

ing), prohibiting a person from assuming the matted

hair of a devotee, untangling a devotee's matted hair.

sitfiface, a. (from si, matted hair, and fifãs, a cause),

caused by the matted hair of a devotee.

Kètāzē, a . (from i , matted hair, and tế , increasing),

increasing the load ofmatted hair on the head of a de-

votee.

faft , a. (from F , matted hair, and fef , possessed

of), wearing the matted hair of a devotee, having fib-

rous roots.

stafa, s. (from 31, matted hair, and af , increase), the in-

crease ofthe load ofmatted hair onthehead ofa devotee.

ts , s . (from 3 , matted hair, and 53, a load,, the load

of matted hair worn by a devotee.

attatt, s. (from 1, the matted hair ofa devotee, and

, spikenard), the Indian spikenard , (Valeriana Ja-

tamansi.)

Kety , a. (from Gè¹ , matted hair, and 5, joined to), wear-

ing the matted hair of a devotee, fibrous-rooted.

attas, a. (from 1, matted hair, and as, destitule),

destitute of the matted hair of a devotee.

arta , a . (from 1, matted hair, and as, empty), free

from the matted hair of a devotee.

STKSI, s. (from K81, matted hair, and 13, one who kills),

one who destroys the matted hair of a devotee.
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जठ .े
জড়া,

Fètetfa, 8. (from Kồi, matted hair, and gif , loss), the loss , v . a . (from 5, to bind), to wind into a ball, to wind

or injury ofthe matted hair ofa devotee.

, a. (from ti, matted hair, and 17, destitute of),

free from the matted hair of a devotee.

, a. (from 1, matted hair), wearing the hair matted .

plast, s. (from fg, wearing matted hair, and 51, an

old woman), an old woman with dishevelled matted hair.

The Hindoos, to frighten their children and thereby

prevent them from going into the water, tell them that

such an old woman resides in the water to catch and

drag them into it.

, a . (from 1, matted hair , wearing matted hair.

, a. (from 51, matted hair , wearing a load of matted

hair ; s . Indian spikenard , (Valeriana Jatamausi.)

3 , s. (from , to accumulate), a freckle or mark on the

body.

sia, s. (from I, to eat), the belly.

, s . (from 8 , the belly, and , inflammation), a

burning or acute pain in the bowels, the cholic , the

uneasy sensation arising from hunger.

1, s. (from 5 , the belly, and 1, pain), a pain in

the bowels, the cholic.

fa , a. (from , the belly, and as, entered), en-

tered into the belly, conceived in the womb, conveyed

into the belly.

wigger, s. (from 7, the belly, and gat, entrance), the

entrance of any substance into the stomaca, concep

tion in the womb.

bacan , s. (from 583, the belly, and ( 571, pain), a pain in

the bowels, the cholic .

zigari, s. (from 3g, the belly, and TW, pain), a pain in

the bowels, the cholic.

1, s. (from 38 , the belly, and d , pain), the pain

endured by a child in the womb, which is stated in the

Hindoo shastras to be excessively great, and is sup .

posed to be a punishment for crimes committed in a

prior state ofexistence .

31, s . (from 3, the belly, and 3 , pain ), the pain

endured by a child in the womb.

siga, a . (from 3 , the belly, and , to be situated) , situ

ated or contained in the belly, being or existing in the

womb.

, a. (from 8 , the belly, and fas, situated), situated

or containedin the bely, being or existingin the womb.

zizziát, a. (from Giỏ₫, the be'le, and Rifpq, staying), situ.

ated or continuing in the beily ing or existing in the

womb.

round, to entangle, to intertwine, to wrap round.

35, a. (from A, to accumulate), stupid, decrepit, unableto

move, inactive, cold, frigid, crowded, collected, heap.

ed together; s. a root, the origin of a thing. This word

constructed with , to do, means to collect, to amass,

to heap together.

5575, 8. (from 35, the root of a tree. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), roots and fibres ;

a. gathered, collected.

553), s. (from A5, stupid ), stupidity , idiocy, benumbedness,

decrepitude, inactivity, frigidity.

IŞI, s. (from Aş, stupid , stupidity, idiocy, benumbedness,

frigidity, inactivity, decrepitude.

35873, s. (from 55, stupid, and 543, a proper name), a

stupid person, an idiot, aperson who stands like a post

without concern or energy.

K545, 8. (from 35, the root of a tree. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to thefirst), roots and fibres ;

a . gathered, collected .

F54F, 8. (from 35, the root ofa tree . The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), roots aud fibres ;

a . gathered, collected , stupid , benumbed, idiot, con-

tracted, shrivelled up with cold or decrepitude. *

KN, v. a. (from F5, to bind), to wrap round, to wind into

aball, to wind round, to interlace, to cling to, to over-

Jay, to plate, to set precious stones.

55 , s. (from 5 , to wrap round), the wrapping of a

thing round, the winding of thread or similar things

into a ball the winding of thread on the spindle, the

winding ofthe tendrils ofplants round the sticks which

support them, a clinging round.

5ṣts, a . (from 55, a collection), abundant, superabundant,

numerous. This adjective is only applied to ornaments

worn in great profusion.

sts, v. (from 351, to plate , the plating ofmetals, the over-

laying ofany thing.

stufs, 8. (from 5, to cling), a mutual clinging round

each other, a mutual winding or wrapping round.

55t7, s . (from 351, to wrapround , the wrapping of a thing

round, the winding of thread or similar things on a

ball, the winding of thread on a spindle, the clasping

of the tendrils ofplants to the sticks which support

them, a clinging to ; a . wrapped round, wound, clasped

round, clung tỗ.

A$17717, a . (from 1, to cover over . The last member of

this word is merely a vhr to the first), crowded, un-

determined.
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sif , s. (from 51 , to wrap round), the wrapping of a

thing round, the winding ofthread or similar things in-

to a ball or on a spindle, the clasping ofthe tendrils of

plants round the sticks which support them, a clinging

to, an interlacing.

spifiwi, a. (from și, to wrap round), winding thread or

similar things, interlacing; s . a person who winds thread

or other things, a person who interlaces things, a per-

son who overlays or plates metals.

spifante , s. (from tam , winding round, and , a

machine), a winch, a machine which performs its work

by means of a cord or band which winds round it.

stat, a . (from 51, to wrap round), caused by winding

thread or similar things ; s . the wages paid for winding

thread or any similar thing.

Stals, s. (from 351, to wrap round. The last member of

this word is only intended as a rhyme to the first , a

mutual clinging to each other, a mutual winding or

wrapping round.

3155, a. (from 35, crowded), set with gems, studded, crowd-

ed.

sata , s. (from 53, crowded, and t , a word),

crowded taik, sputtered language.

aft , s. (from 55, a root, and at, a pill), medicines, drugs.

afsu , s . (from 55, to be stupid), stupidity, decrepitude,

rigidity, stiffness, congelation , benumbedness, idiocy.

Hi , s. (from 35, stupid), stupitied, made decrepid,

made insensible, reduced to idiocy, congealed, frozen,

benumbed, made sigid.

153, s. (from 35 , stupid , become stupid, frozen, con-

gealed, become inactive, become decrepid, benumbed,

become rigid.

35 , s. (from it , a freckle), a freckle, a spot, an eruption .

, ad. (from 35, a root, and y, with the whole),

wholly, root and branch, completely, entirely.

555f , a. (from 55, contracted), viscid, tenacious.

Etat, s. (from 5, contracted), viscidity.

33, s . (from 3 , to be produced), lac.

35 , s. (from 3 , to be produced), lac, assafoetida, a frec-

kle, a spot.

ENE, s. (from 43, lac, and st , a house), a house made of

lac.

3afd. 8. (from 53, lac, and #fa, a gem), a freckle, a mark

on the body.

ADta , s . (from 3, a proper name, and Яt , beet), the

name of a plant common on the low shores of India,

(Salicornia indica).

জন্ম.

, s . (from 3 , to be produced), a person, a man.

GIF, a. (from GI, to be produced), producing, causing, be-

getting; s. a father.

31 , s. (from 5 , causing), causality, fatherhood.

MIKT, 8. (from GT, causing), causality, fatherhood.

GIII, s. (from 57, a person , a multitude, a crowd, a col-

lection of people.

547, s. (from 57, to be produced), birth, production, the

producing of a thing.

4 , s. (from 5 , to be produced), a mother.

37 , s. (from 37, a person, and Я , a moving), a coun-

try, a region.

18 , s . (from 54 , a country, and 1 , an over-

seer), the governor of a country or province.

HITTAA, 8. (from I, a man, and *17 , a man), people,

men.

, s. (from a, birth), birth, production.

GANSI, a. (from 57, a man, aud 25, to tremble), in Hin-

doo fable the son of Pureekshita, a king of the Hindoos

who lived at the commencement of the Kuli yooga.

41, s. (from 7, to be produced), a mother.

HILT, 8. (from A , a person, and ga, a noise), a report, fame.

aate, s. (from 57, a man, and tate, a world), one ofthe

seven superior worlds or paradises in the Hindoo sys-

tem.

37415, s . (from 3 , a person, and f³, a hearing), a report,

a rumour.

KASIH, 8. (from 57, a person, and , a collection), a

multitude, a crowd, a collection of people.

aatats, a. (from I, a person, and affs, a nation), par-

ticularizing or specifying each persou.

,, s. (from Oj, a woman), a seraglio.

ata, s . (from 3 , to be produced), the name ofa species

of grain much cultivated in some parts of India, (An-

dropogon bicolor.)

ata, s. (from 7, a man , and , a pain), the giver of

pain or distress ; s. one of the names ofKrishna.

553, a. (from 3 , to be produced), produced, brought into

existence .

, ad. (from 7, repeated), individually.

35, s. (from 3 , to be produced), an animal.

43, a. (from 8 , alive), alive, living.

, v. n. (from 3 , to be produced), to be born, to be pro-

duced, to be brought into existence.

5 , s. (from 54, to be produced), the birth of an animal,

the production of any thing. Constructed with , to

give, this word means to cause, to produce, to beget ;
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with a, to take, it means to be born, to assume an aui-

mal form.

tata, a. (from , the time of a person's birth) , be-

longingto or inherent in a person at his birth..

Usts, a. (from , birth, and 3, found), belonging to or

inherent in a person from his birth, hereditary.

stenta, 8. (from A , belonging to a person's birth, and

ta, a fault), a fault or blemish with which a person

is born.

FAH , 8. (from A, birth, and g , a taking), the assum-

ing or taking of a birth, a being born.

E , s. (from , birth, and , a taking), the assum.

ing or taking of a birth, a being born.

uff , s. (from sa, birth, and f³ft, a lunar day), a birth

day according to lunar time.

wato , s. (from , birth, and ts, a giver), a father, a

parent, one who begets .

af , s. (from , birth, and f , a day), a birth-day.

7 , s. (from , birth, and , a stellar mansion),

the stellar mausion or space on the Zodiac which per-

tains to a person's birth-day.

watface, s. (from 4, birth, and as , a taking), the

assuming or taking of a birth, a being born.

FULI, s. (from Ea, birth, and as, again , transformation.

ta, s. (from A, birth, and 3, a day ofthe week), the

day of the week on which a person was born.

Fata , s. (from , birth, and t , contrariety),

a course of conduct or a condition not corresponding

with a person's birth.

FAST, 8. (from A, birth, and fi, land), a birth place, a

person's natal soil.

SALTAI, 8. (from A, birth, and д , a story), the story

er tale of a person's birth.

mia, s. (from A, birth, and cª, the paying ofa debt),

in Hindoo phraseology, the paying off all the debts.

which a person was made liable to or responsible for

by his birth, viz. the accomplishing of all the works or

discharging all the obligations to which a person is

bound by his birth.

, a. (from , birth, and , to be situated), connect-

ed with or belonging to a person's birth. This term is

chiefly employed in astrological calculations.

us, s. (from 3 , birth, and † , a place), a native place.

was, a. (from , birth, and f , situated, connected

with or belonging to a person's birth.

Ja , v. a. (from 34, to be born), to produce, to bring a

thinginto existence, to beget, to bring forth, to pro-

pagate, to invent, to create.

37.

, s. (from , to produce), the producing ofa thing,

a begetting or bringing forth.

7, 8. (from , to produce , the producing of any

thing, the bearing of young, the begetting of young,

the propagating of any thing, the inventing of a thing.

anİzg, s. (from , birth, and 3, another), another

birth, another state of existence.

atsts, a. (from 3, another birth, and as, ac-

quired), acquired in a former birth.

, a. (from , birth, and , blind), born blind.

ataft, ad. (from , birth, and R, a limit), fiore a

person's birth.

FAT, S. (from F , to produce), the producing of a thing,

the begetting or bringing forth of children.

Fatatziz, ad. (from , the producing of a thing, and

, mere), as soon as it was produced.

atfs, a. (from a, birth, and fãs, acquired), acquired

by a person's birth.

madi, s. (from , birth, and at, the eighth), the

birth day of Krishna, which the Hindoos observe on

the eighth lunar day ofthe moon's decline which occure

at the end of Bhadra, or the beginning of Shravuna.

, s. (from , to be produced), the coming into ex-

istence, a being produced, a being born.

, a. (from F , to be produced), producible, arisingfrom,

occasioned by any circumstance .

, ad. (loc. case of 4 ), on account of, for the sake of

because, for.

, v. a. (from , to speak in the mind , to repeat the

name of a god or any other word or sentence for a con-

siderable time, to mutter over prayers.

E , s. (from t, to speak in the mind), the repetition ofthe

name of any god a great many times as an act of wor-

ship. This is done in the mind, in a whisper, or audi-

bly, and the repetitions are usually counted on a string

of beads.

fa , a. (from , the repetition ofa word, and fro , en-

gagedness), engaged in repeating the name ofa god or

any other word or sentence,

31, s. (from , engaged in repeating a word), a

close engagedness of mind in repeating the name ofa

god or any other word or sentence.

ty, a. (from , to repeat the name ofa god), worthy

ofbeing constantly repeated.

জপপরায়ন,, a. (frost, the religious repetition of the name

ofa god, and aty , eminent), eminent in, or devoted to

the religious petition of the name ofa god.
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Uni.
জমা,

at ), s. (from 4, the repetition of the name ofa god), a at , s. (from 4 , young), youth, activity, agility, alert-

string of beads used to count the repetitions of the

name ofany god.

জগৱসকল) , s. ( fromऊপবন, a forest employed for religious

austerities, and 1, a plantain , the name of a large

scandent shrub indigenous in the forests on the north

west border of Bengal, (Uvaria bracteata.)

** A, a. (from I , the repetition of the name of agod, and

, immersed), immersed in the religious repetition of

the name of a god, or of any other word or sentence.

wudios, a. (from , the repetition of the name of a god,

and af , absorpt), absorpt, or having the heart im-

mersed inthe religious repetition of the name ofa god.

Gratai, s. (from 3 , the repetition of the name ofa god,

and atat, a string of beads), a string ofbeads on which

the Hindoos count their repetitions of the name of

any god.

Hi, v. a. (from , to repeat the name of a god), to en-

gage or induce a person to repeat incessantly the name

ofsome god ; s. the constant repetition of the name of

a god ; the name of a flowering shrub (Hibiscus Rosa

sinensis.)

, s. (from , to induce a person to repeat the name

ofa god), the inducing of a person to repeat continu-

ally the name of a god ; a. incessantly repeated .

, a . (from , to repeat the name of a god , worthy of

being incessantly repeated.

EZI, a. (from jej, above), above, powerful, strong, proud.

, . (from tỷ, above, and Ed, the hind), supreme,

predominating, prevailing, forcible, powerful.

Gagnfa, 8. (from Cawayi, forcible), power, force, coercion,

compulsion.

gra, s. (from , above), strong, powerful, prevalent.

tam, & . (from w , young, and S , a man), young,

active, alert, agile ; a, a young man.

Mitra , s . (from yowise, young), youth, agility, activi

ty, alertness.

sat , s. (from , tongue), the tongue, a language,

speech.

Gatz, a. (from Ole, young), young, active, alert, agile.

gaiquis, s. (from oj, the tongue, and ♫ ♪, a friend),

acquainted with or fond of languages.

aztaafu, s. (from ☺lj, the tongue, and gy, a binding),

a written deposition.

t, s . (from w , the tongue), expressed by the tongue,

declared.

ness.

ta, s. (from whș, an answer), an answer, a reply.

Gata, s. (from ꞌ,ș, an answer), one who answers ; a.

answering, replying.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

striking the hand on cloth or any similar substance

when very wet.

fa , a. (from , the sound of wet cloth), damp,

clammy, poachy.

, a. (from bò, subjection), subdued, reduced, seized,

confined, brought into subjection.

to coagulate, to freeze.

, v. n. (from Ex , a collection), to congeal, to candy.

KIE, 8. (from F , to assemble), shew, pomp, parade.

47, s. (from 3 , to congeal), the circumstance of any

thing's congealing, candying, or coagulating.

gual, s. (from xly , all), all, the whole, a collection.

, v. a. (from & , a collection), to culiect, to cause to

coagulate or congeal ; s . a collection, an increase, an ac-

cumulation, an amount, a total, (in book keeping) the

creditor side, a person's collected income; a. collected.

tugs, s. (from & , income, and s, expenditure), a

person's income and expenditure, the debtor and cre-

ditor sides of an account.

ante, s. (from Eye, a collection), a crowd, an assembly,

a troop, a meeting, a congregation, any thing collected

into a lump, any composition which sets into a hard

subsistence, ice, an icicle, a chrystal, chrystallization.

4 , s. (from & ,a collection, and lɔ, holding), a mus-

ter master, a chief a captain.

atta, s . (from a chief), the office of a captain

or chief, the office of a muster master.

E , s. (from 1, to collect), the making ofa collection,

the causing of a substance to chrystallize or coagulate;

a. collected, chrystallized, frozen, coagulated.

, s. (from 1, to coll-et) , a collection, the making of

a collection, an assembly, a congregation, the chrystal-

lizing of a substance, a freezing, coagulation.

fag , a. (from , to collect), hoarding; s. a person

who collects things, a collector, one who causes sub-

stances to chrystallize or coagulate.

atafu, s. (from a collection, and șdi,, a binding),

the account of the revenues of a province, a settlement

of the revenues ofa province, the calculated rent ofa

farm at se much per bigha,

عمجو
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1, s. (from

nta, s. (from

জন্ম:

ej , land), land.

ej, land, and ja, holding), a land-

holder, a proprietor of land.

inh , s. (from , a landholder), a landed estate.

4, s. (from , land), land.

Galanta, s. (from , land, and f , holding), a land-

holder, or proprietor ofland.

Galanta, s. (from baj, a landholder), a landed estate.

FAT, v. n. (from Er , a collection), to assemble, to collect

into a body.

WIFI, v. a. (from IF, to assemble), to assemble, to come

together, to collect.

ta, s. (from 1, to assemble), the assembling of a

crowd, the coming together of persons into the same

place; a. assembled , collected .

affi, s. (from 1, to assemble), the assembling of a

crowd, the coming together of a concourse of persons.

Tila, s. (from , to eat), a lime or lemon, (Citrus acida. )

I, s. (from TT, to eat), the name of a fruit tree and also

of its fruit, (Eugenia Jambolaus.) This word may
be

considered as the generic name of Eugenia, being ap

plied with the addition of some modifying word to all

the Indian species. One of the Hindoo divisions of

the earth.

WIE, s. (from 3 , to eat), a shakal, (Canis aureus .)

Ht, 8. (from I a particular tree, and , an island),

in the geography of the Pooranas this is the central

division of the earth, including the whole of Hindoo-

sthan.

জसूपীপনিदাস , s . (from জীপ, the central division ofthe

earth, and fat , a residence), a residence in the cen-

tral division of the earth or Hindoosthan.

aydufaział, z. (from 4, the central division ofthe

earth, and fifa , residing), residing in the central

division of the earth or in Hindoosthan.

sajagata, s. (from sa , the central division of the

earth, and sa , a temporary residence), a temporary

residence in the central division of the earth or in

Hindoosthan,

adagatal, a. (from , the central division of the

earth, and gaffûn, residing temporarily), residing tem-

porarily, oriodging in the central division of the earth

or in I sthan .

Bûdast, a. (from , the central division ofthe earth,

and f , existing), existing in the central division of

the earth or in Hindoosthan.

অभ्रৱूীপ'স, 3. (from জघ ৰूীপ, the central divisionoftheearth,

JI

and atЯ, a residance), a residence in the central divis

sion of the earth or in Hindoosthan.

sat , a. from , the central division ofthe earth,

and T , residing), residing in the central division

of the earth or in Hindoosthan.

4 , a. (from , the central division ofthe earth.

and , to be situated), situated in the central division

of the earth or in Hindoosthan .

G¶Ñ×æÙ, a. (fromF †, the central division ofthe earth,

and , staying), continuing or residing in the ceu

tral division of the earth or in Hindoosthau.

1943, a. (from t, the central division of the

earth, and 3 , situated), situated in the central divi-

sion ofthe earth or in Hindoosthan.

IT, s. (from I, to eat), the name of a fruit tree, and also

of its fruit, (Eugenia Jambolana ; ) one of the geogra

phical divisions of the earth, according to the Hiadoo

system.

, s. (from fa, to conquer), conquest, victory, triumph.

This word constructed with the verb &, to do, means

to conquer, to vanquish, to overcome, to prevail over.

III , s. (from A, victory, and T4, a making), the ob-

taining of a victory.

ALEX16, a. (from IT, victory, and ☎ , a making), effect-

ed by means of a victory.

1, s. (from ET, rictory, and , a doer), a conqueror.

getfsgi, a. (from T, victory, and , what is connected

with a thing), attending on victory, attending on a vic

tor and publishing his praises.

Gyetze, a . (from T, victory, and i , doing), obtaining

victories ; s. a conqueror.

GYEIÀ, a. (from 59, victory, and ₹ 7, doing , obtaining

victories, victorious .

afas, a. (from T, victory, and 3, produced), caused

by a victory, arising from a victory.

FLEV, a. (from , victory, and 551, producible), produ

cible from a victory, arising from a victory.

MIKITTI, a. (from 3, conquest, and , to do ), triumphant.

FIKYTIN, a. (from I, victory, and faq, doing), annouoc-

ing victory.

Frate, a. (from FT, victory, and st³, born), produced by

a victory, arising from a victory.

1, s. (from 3 , victory, and 51, a drum), the drum of

victory.

KystE, s. (from FX , a drum), a drum used to announce

a victory.

, s. (from , victory, and t , rice), the name of a

Jj2
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species of grain cultivated in some parts ofIndia (An-

dropogon saccharatum.)

Krifi, 8, (from 3 , victory, and fª, a sound), the shout

of victory, a cry of victory.

, s. (from 3 , victory, and fitta, a sign), a flag or

ensign ofvictory.

, s. (from it, to conquer), the name of a shrub or small

flowering tree, (Eschynomene Sesban.)

total, s. (from , victory, and t , aflag), the flag

of victory, an ensign of victory.

, s. (from T, victory, and , a writing), a written

declaration of victory .

Gyda, 8. (from GT, victory, and H , a nourishing), the

name ofa small tree which produces a highly poison-

ous fruit, which is however employed by the natives of

India as a cathartic, (Croton Tiglium .)

us, a. (from , victory, and , arisingfrom), aris .

ing from or caused by victory.

Graftæì, s. (from , victory, and f* , the name of a

plant), the name of a beautiful flowering plant, a spe-

cies of Melastoma.

, S. (from , victory, and , the playingon a

musical instrument), music on account of a victory.

KUIZ, a. (from T, victory), victorious, triumphant.

Syfan , ad. (from 7, victory, and f , without ), without

victory.

ya , a. (from I, victory, and fefte, possessed of),

victorious, triumphant.

ws, a. (from 3 , victory, and ifs , exempted),

exempted from conquest.

জয়্যতিরেক, s. (from জয়, victory, and ব্যতিরেক, an exemption),

an exemption from victory.

GITS, a . (from T, victory, and , connected with), con-

nected with a victory, belonging to a triumph, victori-

ous .

Tis , a. (from I, victory, and cats , worthy), worthy

ofvictory, deserving to be victorious.

afes, a . (from T, victory, and arts, destitute of), des :

titute of conquest.

gar, o . (from 3 , victory, and 7, empty), destitute of

conquest.

, s . (from I, victory, and , a horn), the horn of

victory, viz. the horn which is blown to announce a

victory.

WIII, a. (from X , victory, and ì , destitute), destitute

of conquest,

FATEF, a. (from , victory, and a cause), arising

from victory, caused by victory.

R.

teti, s. (from , victory, and taigi, a desire), a desire

ofvictory.

Gytætt, a. (from I, victory, and wiifa, desirous), de-

sirous ofvictory.

atsata, s. (from , victory, and fats, desire), a de-

sire ofvictory.

gifentat, a. (from T, victory, and fifa , desirous

desirous of victory.

af , s. (from
, mace), mace.

TH, a. (from FX , triumphant), triumphant, victorious.

, s. (from 7, victory, and T , desire), a desire of

victory.

Fly , a. (from Gy, victory, and 5, desirous), desirous of

victory.

Syke, a. (from JI, victory, and I , desirous), desirous

ofvictory.

, v. n. (from , to be old), to digest.

, s. (from E, to become old), decrepitude, old age.

4, s. (from I, to grow old), the circumstance ofgrowing

old, the digesting of food.

জরন ,

Kạn, a. (from Jjj, yellow), yellow.

an , s. (from 3, yellow, and at, bind-weed), the

name of a species of bind-weed producing a beautiful

flower, (Convolvolus bicolor.)

apartat, s. (from ♪ , yellow, and rett, a spot), the name

of a species of bird which visits Bengal only in the

cold season (Muscicapa Zurd Footkee, Buchanan's

Mss.)

an , s . (from dj, yellow, and it, a ball or pill, the

name of a plant which Dr. Buchanan calls with a mark

of doubt, Antirrhiuum cymbalaria. It is probablysome

other species.

, s . (from dj, yellow, and J , the name ofa

particular bird), the name of a species of bird found

in Bengal only in the cold season. It is a species of

Sylvia.

, v . a. (from H, to grow old), to digest or prepareby

the chymical process of digestion, to cause food to di-

gest ; s . decrepitude, old age, infirmity ; a. digested, ta

bid, decrepid, infirm.

TATEA , 8. (from Mi, to digest), the dissolving ordigesting

a substance, the making of a thing or person old.

, a. (from , decrepitude, and , distressed), de

crepid, debilitated, old, infirm.

, 8. (from 1, decrepitude, and , a state), de-

crepitude, a state of debility attendant on old age,

old age.
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GYT.

, s . (from , to become old), a being old or deere.

pid.

Eziz, s. (from GT , infirmity, and I, to cbtain), the womb

of an animal.

i , a . from at , the womb, and 4, to be born),

boru from the womb, viviparous.

, s. (from , gold), gold thread.

TÀI, 3. (from 17 , the measuring ofland), the measur-

ing ofland, laud-surveying.

ভরীমানা, s. (from
مرج
a crime), a fine.

, 8. (from Tixi , a woman), a wife.

TTI, a. (from 395 , necessary), necessary, important, un-

avoidable.

Text, a. (from 39ynė, necessary), necessary.

, 8. (from 1910, necessary), force, violence, com-

pulsion , restraint, want, indigence, necessity.

, a. (fromI, to be old), perforated, shattered , cracked,

jarring; s. the name of an aquatic plant (Utricularia

fasciculata, and perhaps another species or two.)

, a. (from , shattered), shattered, rent, torn, tat-

tered, cracked.

জর্জারিতান্তঃকরণ , a. (from জর্জরিত, tora, and অন্তঃকরণ , the heart ,

having the heart rent or torn with passion or distress,

palpitating.

a. (from j, yellow), yellow.

, a. (from , yellow), yellow.
Giní,

Fáil, s. (from ga, old, and ætt, a bell or pill), the name of

aspecies ofthistle, ( Cnicus carinatus, Buchanan's Mss . )

, s . (from , io conceal), water. This word when con-

structed with , to give, means to prt water to any

thing, to water; when with , to do, it means to spring

a leak ; with , to be, it means to become liquid, to

leak, to be composed after a fit ofpassion ; with 8ỗ, to

riseup, it means to bubble up as water from a fountain

or from a leak ; with , to eat, it means to drink ; with

55, to scatter, or fabi, to sprinkle, it means to sprin-

kle ; with cot , to lift up, it means to drawwater; and

when with , to wet, it means to water a place or

thing.

2, s . (from da, to swing), a pin or nail driven into the

wall to hang pictures or other articles on.

cacy, &. (from , water, and I, tribute), the rent of

water for fisheries or for any other purpose.

24V, a. (from BA, water, and T , ofliction), having a

scarcity of water, arid.

zafy, 8. (from F , water, and 83, a waterjar), the name

of an aquatic plant, (Marsilia qurifolia )

*** , 8. (from , water, and r, a smallpond), a small

pond.

, s. (from , water, and , play), diversion in

water, the playing with water.

ass, s. (from , water, and ste, the cheek), & swamp a

marsh.

, s. (from , water, and sto, obtained), obtained by

the water, contained in water, living or being in water.

, s. (from , water, and st , a going), a voyage

by water.

Gasta, 8. (from H , water), the name of a species of Mi-

mosa mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not de-

scribed.

Katz, a. (from F , water, and 64, to more), aquatic (ap-

plied to an animal.)

stat, a. (from SA, water, and off , moving), moving in

water, aquatic.

Jaka, s. (from , water, and , umbrella), a tempora

ry shed in which water and other refreshments are giv.

en to travellers in the hot season.

, . (from , water, and , to be produced), pro.

duced in water.

Taufis, a. (from K , water, and 5, produced), produe-

ed or caused by water.

GGF, 8. (from A, water, and II, an animal), an aqua-

tic animal.

Fat3, s. (from , water, and 3, born), produced in or

by water.

att, s. (from , water, and t , a shed), a house for

refection .

E , s. (from , water, and 151, a species of serpent),

the name of a species of harmless serpents usually in-

habiting water (Coluber fuscus .)

KHILL, 8. (from F , water, and GIK, a wave), a wave, also

a kind of harmonic, or a musical sound produced by

rabbing the wetted finger on the edge of a glass tumb

ler, or other vessel. The Hindoos generally make use

of a metal dish for this purpose.

1, 8. (from , water, and x , thirst), a thirst for

water, thirst.

Gatvia), 8. (from 54, water, and cota, to raise up), the

drawing ofwater, the raising water to a height.

GER, a. from II, water, and I, to give), giving water ; &.

a cloud,

Gandet, s. (from , water, and atą, a giver), one who

bestows water, a cloud.

Fakta, 8. (from , water, and w , the giving of any

thing), the putting of wales to any thing.
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জল.

ty , a. (from , water, and at ; giving), bestowing

water; s. one who bestows water, a cloud.

Kalnia, s. (from FA, water, and mia, a fault), a diseased

state of the fluids.

unda, s. (from A, water, and 2, to hold), a cloud.

aft, s. (from , water, and 2, to contain), the sea.

far , s. (from a, water, and fret , an outlet), an out-

let for water.

Gafft, s. (from , water, and faft, holding), the sea.

farize, a. (from 4, water, and fats, prohibiting),

prohibiting water, hindering the course or passage of

water.

geftataa, s. (from , water, and fa , a hindering), the

prohibiting of water, a hindering of the course or pas

sage of water.

Gafiqfy, s. (from a, water, and fi , cessation ), the ces-

sation of water, or of rain.

waffaye, a. (from A, water, and fifty, a cause), caused

by water, arising from water.

, s . (from F , water, and Яu, a road), a way by water.

, s. (from , water, and H, to drink), the name of

a tree, (Elæocarpus serrata. )

ta, s. (from , water, and , a vessel), a vessel for

water.

Galati , s. (from , a water-vessel, and tig ,

desire), a desire for a vessel to hold water.

জলপাত্রাকাহ্লী , a. (Árom জলপাত্র, awater vessel, and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of a water-vessel.

জলপাত্ৰান্বেষক, a. ( from জলপাত্র, a water vessel, and অম্বেষক,

seeking), seeking a vessel to hold water.

ganatyad, s. (from E, a water-vessel, and mad, o

seeking), the seeking for a vessel to hold water.

জলপাত্রান্বেষী, a . (from জলপাত্র, a water vessel, and অম্বেধি,

seeking), seeking for a vessel to hold water.

জলপাত্রাভিলার, s. (from জলপাত্র, a water vessel , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire of a water-vessel.

'জলপাত্রাভিলাষী, ৫. (from জলপাত্র, a water vessel, and অভিলাষিল,

desirous), desirous of a water-vessel.

hit , a. (from , a water-vessel, and fifa , desir

ous), desirous of a water-vessel,

Amaiaki, s. (from KAMI, a water-vessel, and FK , desire),

a desire for a vessel to hold water.

Fasilag, a. (from G , a water-vessel, and Pa, desirous),

desirous of a water-vessel.

JEPIHE, a. (from II, a water-vessel, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of a water-vessel .

জলপান , s. (from অ, water , and tन, the drinking of any

a.

thing), refreshment, a breakfast, a tiffin, a repast, the

drinking of water.

জলপনি!কা ', s. (from জলপান, the drinking of water, and

11, desire), a desire to drink water, thirst.

জলপানাকাহ্লী, a. (from জলপান, the drinking of water, and

, desirous), desirous ofdrinking water, thirsty.

E, s. (from 3 , the drinking of water, and

afsatz, desire), a desire to drink water, thirst.

Gaetatisata . a . (from it , the drinking of water), and

afsafa , desirous) , desirous of drinking water, thirsty.

জলপানাৰ্থী, a . ( from জলপান, the drinkingof water, and অি

desirous), desirous of drinking water, thirsty.

GILI, 8. (from a, the drinking of water, and ta,

desire), a desire to drink water, thirst.

KAMzK, a. (from A , the drinking of water, and T5,

desirous), desirous of drinking water.

ashige, a. (from , the drinking ofwater, and 3 ,

desirous), desirous of drinking water.

, s. (from , water, and 51, a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant (Molluga triphyila.)

ta , s. (from , water, and , beet), the name of

a species of plant which grows in moist ditches (Ru

mex acutus.)

af , s. (from , water, and fat , thirst), thirst, a

desire to drink water.

"aqja , s. (from , water, and t , a washing), a

washing with water.

apmiffis, a. (from , water, and f³, washed), wash-

ed in water.

at , a. (from , water, and ta, abundant), abounding

with water, marshy , swampy.

fy, a. (from , water, andfg, beloved), fond of water.

E , s. (from , water, and ( id, a sprinkling), s

sprinkling with water.

ts, a. (from , water, and 3, sprinkled),

sprinkled with water.

, s. (from , water, and gta , an overflowing), an

inundation, a deluge.

ts, a. (from , water, and is, inundated), de-

luged, inundated.

, a. (from , water), resembling water, liquid, lim

pid.

ad, s . (from , water, and d, a raining), the fall-

ing of a shower.

KATİLA, 8. (from , water, and , toflow), the flowing

or running of water.

, s. (from , water, and feta, a change), a change
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in the quality of water, the spoiling or deterioration of

water.

Safa , ad. (from a, water, and fat, without), without

water.

saff , a. (from , water, and faft , possessed of), a-

bounding with water, furnished with water.

fa, a. from , water, and fi , destitute), destitute

of water.

afs, s. (from , water, and as, a wave), rough, bil.

lowing.

fs, s . (from , water, and af , a bubble), a

bubble.

, s. (from J , water, and , a bubble), a bubble.

Fauske, a. (from , water, and affa , exempted

frem), exempted from water, free from water.

, a. (from , water, and afsig , an exception),

an exemption of water.

, s. (from , water, and arts, an obstruction),

a hindrance of rain, an obstruction of water.

Gasgfari, a. (from , water, and 54, maintaining), liv-

ing by the water.

, a. (from , water, and , loose), diluted, wa-

tery, insipid.

asifs, s. (from , water, and fear), the Hydro-

phobia.

t , s. (from , water, and te , a species ofgrass), a

species ofaquatic snail.

, a. (from , water, and x , immersed), immersed

in water.

সমসশরীর, a . ( from অলস , immersed in water, and শরীর, the

body), having the body immersed in water, immersed .

HEY, a. (from , water), watery, deluged, full ofwater.

Gaata, s. (from , water, and , mers), mere water, no-

thing but water.

Santa, s. (from K , water, and ¤† , a man), a mermaid ,

a seal.

saatatz, 8. (from , water, and atta, a cat), an otter.

fatta, s. (from , water, and ft , the mixing ofany

thing ,the mixing of any thing with water, the wetting

or soaking of any thing.

Gaſſafe, a. (from , water, and fat , mixed), mixed

with water.

GN , s. (from , water, and gât, a drain), a drain

for water.

, 8. (from , water, and ag , a trench), a trench.

Waze, a. (from , water, and 3 , keeping), guarding or

preserving water; s . one who guarus orpreserves water.

31 .

d, s. (from , water, and a , a keeping), the guard-

ing or preserving of water.

HI, s. (from , water, and i, preservation), the

guarding or preservation of water.

, a. (from , water, and F, connected with) , wet,

watery, marshy.

Facts, s. (from 3 , water, and catst, connection), a slight

repast, a breakfast, a tiffin, a refection, a refreshment.

Goat, a. (from , water, and a , in contact), touching

water, brought into contact with water.

agat, s. (from , water, and at, wave), a surge, a

billow.

Geptata, s. (from , water, and tatz, the cover ofa pot),

the name of a particular part of the Veda.

, s. (from A, water, and * f , reposing), reposing

in water, one of the names of Vishnoo.

351, s. (from , water, and HT , a bearing), a cere-

mony performed by women at the investiture of a

young brahmun with the sacerdotal thread. It con.

sists of making an offering of a jar of water with ap

propriate ceremonies to the initiated brahmun, with

which he performs his ablution on the following day.

asuta, s. (from KH, water, and ĦTI, a bearing), a cere-

monyperformed by women at the investiture of a brah-

mun with the sacerdotal thread. It consists ofthe mak

ing an offering of water to the brahimun about to be

initiated, with which he performs his ablutions on the

following day.

, s. (from , water, and , connection), the

contact or connection of a thing with water, a mix-

ture with water.

HI, s. (from , water, and , connection), the con-

tact of water, a mixture with water.

afas, a. (from , water, and f , sprinkled , sprinkled

with water, watered .

afa , s. (from , water, andfa, a sprinkling), the

sprinkling or throwing of water, the watering of a gar

den, or of a street oi room.

mac, s. (from , water, and , a sprinkling), the

sprinkling or throwing of water, the watering of a gar

den, or ofa street or room.

, . (from 3 , water, and , to be situated), situated

in the water.

stfl, a . (from 55 , water, and 1 , continuing), stay-

ing in the water, residing in the water.

safes, a. (from ga, water, and fzs, situated), situated

in the water.
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* f, s. (from 5 , water, and , a touch), the touch of

water.

61azei, s . (from a, water, and get an elephant), a cro-

codile.

cufata, s. (from , water, and fat , the roaring ofthe

sea,, the roaring of the sea, the sound of water when

rough and violently agitated.

Tal, a. (from Ka, water), watery, wet, marshy, swampy.

zatez, s. (from A, water, and atea, a mine), a spring or

fountain.

tag , s. (from , water, and tig , desire), a desire

for water, thirst.

tì, a. (from , water, and af , desirous) , de-

sirous ofwater, thirsty.

atata, a. from , water, and state, a form), liquid,

resembling water, aqueous ; s . the form ofwater.

Faizid, a . (from , water, and tot , covered with), in-

undated, overflowed, deluged.

saiefs, a. (from GA, water, and atfe, a form), liquid,

resembling water, aqueous ; s. the form of water.

ta, s. (from , water, and t , a receptacle), a re-

ceptacle for water, a vessel to contain water.

Gaitas,-8 . (from , water, and affs, a lord), the god

of the waters, viz. Vureona. The Hindoo astronomers

also consider the office of superintending the rain to

devolve every year upon a different god in rotation,

who is specified in their almanacks.

Gate, 8. (from , water , and TF, a superintendent),

the regent or superintendent of the waters. The god

who superintends the rain. The office of superintend-

ing the rain is served by the Hindoo gods in rotation,

and the name of the superintending god is specified in

their almanacks.

, a. (from , water, and a , seeking) search-

ing for water; s . one who searches for water.

, s. (from , water, and , search ), a seek-

ing for water.

Kanza), s. (from F , water, and af , seeking) , seeking

water, searching for water.

Gatsta, s. (fron , water, and asta, non -existence), a

want of water, a failure of water.

ifsata, s . from , water, and fate, desire), a de

sire for water, thirst.

2afsal, a (from water, and fenfes , desirous), de-

sirous of water, thirsty.

ts , a. (from , water, and fees, anointed), wa-

tered, sprinkled with water.

3701

satisfara, s. (from , water, and sfida, an anoint-

ing), the watering of a street or room, a sprinkling

with water.

জলাভিষেক,s. (from जল, water, andঅভিষেক, an anointing), the

watering of a street or room, a sprinkling with water.

ata, s. (from A , the womb), the secundines.

, a. (from , water, and af , desirous), desirous

of water, thirsty.

at , s. (from , water, and , fear), the hydro-

phobia, a fear of water.

, s. from , water, and , a collection), a pond,

a collection of waters, a reservoir.

, s. (from , water, and t , a taking away),

the taking away of water, the conducting of water

from one place to another.

Katta, s. (from 3 , water, and steta, food), a living on

water.

satâ. a. (from I , water, and if , feeding), feeding

or living on water.

Kajal, s . (from A, water, and II, to gratify), the name of

a kind of sweetmeat.

waxı, a. (from I , water), diluted, thin, tasteless, watery,

wet, gerous ,

Si , s. (from , to sit , a king's accession to a throne,

the accession to a high office.

off, a . (from , accession ), belonging to the seat of

government, belonging to or connected with a king's

accession to his throne or with a person's entrance up-

on a high office.

Taki, s. (from , water, and 1 , desire), a desire after

water, thirst.

Ma§. a. (from K ,water, and 5, desirous), desirous of

water, thirsty.

TERE, ɑ. (from I , water, and Fa , desirous), desirous

ofwater, thirsty.

ef# , a (from™ , water, and sef , thrown up), hav-

ing water thrown to a height.

KatscER, a. (from , water, and set , a throwing up ,̀

the throwing up of water.

atu , s. (from , water, and 8 , the belly , the dropsy.

E , s. (from 3 , water, and 385, place), a leech.

, s . (from , to shine), a glare, a glow, a vivid light,

refulgence, lustre.

casm), v. a. (from 5 , a glow), to glow, to give a light,

to be refulgent.

, s. (from TFF , a glow), a glow, a vivid light, re-

fuigence, lustre, a glare.
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, s . (from , to shine), the glowing of any thing.

for , a. (from , to shine), refulgent, glowing, lucid.

Fah, a. from iș, quick), quick, expeditious, fast, brisk,

fierce.

, a. from slș, quick, and jų , playing), quick,

hasty, alert, brisk , active.

, s . (from 3 , quick), quickness, haste, alert-

ness, briskness.

, a. (from

, 8. (from

ạ, quick), quick, swift.

to speak), chat, garrulity, talk.

. s. (from I , to speak), the talking about any thing.

to speak,, spoken, uttered , talked about.
, a . (from3

, s. (from A leather), a hangman.

gift, s. (from Aș, a hungman ), the office of a hangman.

347, s . (from yüș, joy , joy, a rejoicing.

জশনী,axhit, a. (from ¿âș,joy , joyful, rejoicing .

, s. (from‚º , venom , poison, venom, bane,

GLMALA), 8. (from † 3, venom, and 8je, a stone) , a bezoar.

s. from , venom), a dealer m poisons.

→,

I), s. (from ki, mi f.station), manilestation, a display,

Miata, s. (from holding a place), a pension in

lauded property.

istanta, a. (from belə, a pension, and §>, holding),

one who holds a grant of land as a pension .

statfs, s . from lə, one who holds a grant of

land , the office or situation of a person who holds a

graut of land by way of pension .

FI , s . (from Sts , a millstone , the cylinder of an oil mill.

Fiū , s. (from Nag , property), goods, chattels, pro

perty.

aszta, s. (from 37, to be produced, and , to adorn), the

name of a species of fish (Cyprinus, species not deter

mined,) the young of serpents and some other animals,

young and verdant grass or corn.

2

ta, s. from to digest), the cud or food thrown up

from the stomach of ruminant animals in order to its

being chewed again. This word constructed with t ,

to cut, signifies to ruminate or chew the cud .

atspetta, s . (from 3 , the cud, and t , to cut), the

chewing of the cud.

staatti, s. from 37, the cud, and e , to out), the act

of chewing the cud.

Ste, s. from 5 , to spread out), a multitude, a crowd, a

multitude assembled for any parucular purpose with

all their carriages, beasts, music, and other attendant

things.

t , (from , a multitude, and , an assembly),

Kk

a procession, a multitude with all their beasts, carri

ages, and other appurtenances met on some special

occasion.

at , a. (from tax , a multitude), crowded, col-

lected in a pompous or festive manner.

State, a . (from te, a multitude . The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), a multitude assem-

bled on some festive occasion.

5, s . (from 57, to assist), a sum deposited to bind a

bargain, or as security for a person in trade.

štete, s. (from te, a multitude. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), a multitude collected

on a festive occasion .

ata, s. (from , a tumultuous noise), a tumultuous

noise.

3. v. a. (from . a machine) , to press, to pull tight, to

force down, to force with a machine.

t3, s. (from 4 , a machine), a press, a vice. This word

constructed with , to give, means to press down, to

smother, to gripe with a vice ; constructed with ¤, to

draw tight, it means to screw up a vice or press, or to

force a thing by means of machinery,

ta, s. (from 5, to press), the pressing of an article,

the forcibly compressing of a substance, the pulling of

a thing tight.

fa , s . (from 3 , to press), the pressing of a thing, the

forcibly compressing of a substance, the pulling of a

thing tight.

Sist, a. (from Sts, to press), earned by pressing, due for

pressing things.

Ši151, v. a . (from TT, a machine), to cause or order a person

to press a thing down, orto compress it by machinery

or by any other forcible method ; s . a millstone, a pair

of bellows , a kind of trough used in some parts ofBen-

gal to raise water, especially for the purpose of water-

ing the rice fields ; a . passed, squeezed down, repelled,

tight.

Stat , s. (from 51 , to cause to press), the ordering

thing to be pressed down, or pulled tight.

Stotfs, s . (from 51, to press), a mutually pressing, mu-

tual labour in compressing a substance .

Stola, s . (from , to press , the ordering or causing a

man to press a substance ; a. pressed, compressed .

Stott, s . (from 51, to press , the ordering or causing

person to press a substance .

fs , s . (from 3, to press , the pressing down or so .

pressing of a thing.
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t , s . (from , a machine), an instrument used to cut

betle nut.

is, v. n. (from it , to awake), to awake ; s . the warming

ofgrain or fiuit when unripe in order to ripen it.

ta, s. (from it , to awake , an awaking from sleep.

stafa, s. (from Fist, to awake), an awakening from sleep.

Histori, a. (from it, to awake), keeping awake, vigilant,

watchful ; s. a watchman.

tad, s. (from , to awake), the circumstance ofwaking,

that quantity of a poem which is usually sung in one

day or night ; it consists offour Pulas, or portions, each

of which is reckoned sufficient to occupy three hours.

stafas, a . (from t , to awake), awakened, awake.

, a . (from

watchful.

isti, v . a . (from

t , to awake), keeping awake, wakeful,

is, to wake), to awaken any one, to

rouse, to stir up, to spring game, to warm fruit or corn

over the fire in order to ripen it.

isita, s . (from Gisti, to awiken), the awakeningofa person ;

a . awakened , warmed in order to promote the ripening.

Siri , s. (from Stat, to awaken), the awakening of a per-

son.

tata. (from is, to wake), wakening, stirring up, rous-

ing; s . a watchman.

te, a . (from , to wake), awake, rising from sleep.

ig , s. (from tg , waking, and,, a state), a state

of wakefulness , the condition of a person when awak-

ing from sleep .

is , s . (from , waking, and h , a stale), a state

of wakefulness, the condition of a person when awak-

ing from sleep .

Ekta, 8. (from 5k13, a dam), a balk round a rice field to

retain the water, a damn, a dike, a mound, a drug used

in dying or painting.

atta , s. (from t , a dam, and 1, the binding of

any thing), an embankment.

, s. (from t , the leg), the leg.

tato, s. (from it , the lg, and , aforged charac-

ter), a pair of stilts.

af , s . (from 3 , a leg), the name of a species of water-

bird (Tantalus leucocephalus, Lath.)

s. v. a. (from 5, to say), to appraise, to inspect.

ts , s. (from 5 , to appraise, and , holding), an

appraiser, an inspecter.

, s. (from 5 , an appraiser), the office of an

appraiser.

ist, r. a. (from , to appraise), to order goods to be

জাত

appraised; a. appraised, inspected ; s . an appraisal, an

examination.

ista , s. (from 51, to order to be appraised), the or

dering of goods to be appraised .

ifta , s . (from 5, to appraise), the appraising or valuing

of goods .

At54, 8. (from pəlş, a carpet , a sort of carpet.

t5 , 8. (from stș, a place, and J5 , necessary), a pri-

vy, a jokes.

ta, s . (from sit , e lime` , a sort oflime.

att335fstal, s. (from 15553 afather's elder brother, aud

sf , a sister), a father's elder brother's daughter.

35 , s . from 1833, a father's elder brother, and

st , a brother), a father's elder brother's son .

Fife, s . (from 131 , a millstone), the cylinder of an oil mill.

ts, s. from 5, cold), cold , frost.

titi, s. (from ts, cold, and åtti, a thorn) , a disease of

the tongue in which it is covered with small pustules .

Kişi, 8. (from G5, cold), cold , frost, winter.

ifs, a. (from 5, a collection , compounded, composed of

several ingredients, cold, belonging to cold, proper for

the cold season.

Sifat, s . (from Fiș, cold, and 1, an ulcer), a disease con-

sisting ofsmall pustules or ulcers on the tongue.

Affṣus, s. (from Gifs, cold, and ca≈, a freg), a toad.

† , s. (from 55, benumbed), benumbedness, rigidity,

stupidity, idiocy, coldness, congelation.

3, a. (from 5 , to be born), born, produced.

UiSF, a . (from H&t3, to be born), born, produced, begotten.

ts , s. (from 3, born, and asta, work) , a sacrificial

ceremony directed to be performed at the birth of a

child.

at , a. (from 3 , produced, and cat , anger), angry,

provoked to wrath, become angry, enraged.

stas , a. (from 3, produced, and ( 55, sport), be-

come gratified , pleased, entertained, sportive, funny.

ts , a from 13, produced, and cat , anger), angry,

provoked to wrath, having the anger excited, become

angry, enraged .

333*, a . (from 313, produted, and c , distress), fallen

into distress, distressed , afflicted .

gifs , a . (from 3, born, and 31 , faith , having

confidence or faith produced, Lelieving, become con-

fident.

, . (from 3 , born, and 317, belief , having

confidence or faith produced, believing, become con

fident.
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gifs , a . (from ts, born, and 3 , love), having love

produced, affectionate.

fa , a. from 3, produced, and fan , science), be-

come wise or learned, learned .

atofate, a. (from 3, produced, and fax, discrimina-

tion), become discriminating, discriminating.

toft , a. (from ts, produced, and feta, trust), hav

ing trust or confidence excited, believing, confiding,

trusting.

ats , a. (from 3, produced, and fit , respect), be

come respectable, or honourable .

at , a. (from ts, produced, and , envy), be-

come envious, envious.

tot , a. from ts, produced, and at , joy), become

glad, become joyful, joyful, glad, exhilerated.

Atota, a. (from 313, produced, and wa, blind , born blind,

atstatā, a. (from t3, produced, and tā, an accusati-

on , become subject to an accusation, accused, spoken

evil of, reproached.

sta , a. (from 3, produced, and , dishonour),

become dishonourable, dishonourable, disgraced .

trata, a. (from 13, produced, and at , self-impor

tance), become proud or self-important, self-important,

proud, haughty.

Stofata, a. (from 3, produced, and fata, desire),

become desirous, desirous.

ta, a. (from 15, produced, and , pride), be-

come proud, proud.

toti , a. (from 3, produced, and ,joy), become

glad, become joyful, joyful, glad , exhilirated .

ifs, s . (from , to be born), a tribe, a nation, a genus , a

sort, a kind, birth, a nativity, the name of a shrub, Jas-

minum grandiflorum.) This word constructed with 41,

to eat, means to ravish ; with , to go, it means to lose

the privileges ofany one's tube or caste; and with atạ,

to smite, means to do any act or to cause any act to be

doneby which a person falls from the privileges of his

tribe.

afsata , s. (from 3, a tribe, and sti, to eat), a rape.

Gifsnotamadı, s . (from tfs , belonging to a person's

nativity, and t , contrariety), a contrariety to what

might be expected from a person's birth, a sign of a

person's being born of a different tribe from that in

which he appears, or of his being born from an adul

terous connection with a man of inferior rank.

ola , s. (from fs, a tribe, and sitsta , the name of a

Sitis.

ish), the name of a fish mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's

Mss. as a species of Pimelodes .

Fifs13, a. (from is, a tribe, and 513, fallen from), fal-

len from the privileges of one's tribe, outcast.

Sistifs, a. (from 5, a tribe. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), nations, tribes.

3 , s. (from ts, a tribe, and 13, a giver), one who

confers caste or rank in society on a person.

fonte, a. (from ifs, a tribe, and I , giving), giving

caste or rank in society; s . one who confers caste or rauk

in society.

ifs , s. (from Gifs, a tribe, and , duty), the peculiar

duties belonging to a particular tribe.

ifs , s. (from 3, a class, and ‡º , destruction), the

loss of caste or rank in society.

afe, a . (from ts, a class, and , destructive),

destroying a person's caste or rank in society.

fs , a. (from if , a class, and fa, destructive),

'destroying a person's caste or rank in society.

atsatt, s. (from 5, a tribe, and at , destruction), the

ruin of a person's caste or rank in society.
•

st , a. (from fs, a tribe, and at , destructive),

destructive to a person's caste or rank in society ; s. one

who destroys a person's caste or rank in society.

Gifsface, a. (from ifs, a tribe, and fa , a cause),

arising from a person's caste or nation.

atforgata, s. (from tfs, a tribe, and in, an accusa,

tion), an accusation of a person's having done some.

thing dishonourable to his tribe, or something disho

nourable to the rauk in society which he sustains.

ts , s. (from 3, a tribe, and t , a kind of plant),

the name of a species of plant the fibres ofthe bark of

which are used instead ofhemp (Corchorus olitorius.)

জাতিবৈপরীত্য, s . (from জাতি, a tribe, and বৈপরীত্য, con'rarie-

ty), contrariety or opposition to a person's rank in so-

ciety.

ista , s. (from fs , a nativity, and tear, contra-

riety), a contrariety to what may be expected from a

person's birth, a piece of conduct which is an indica-

tion of a person's having been born from concealed

adultery with a person of an inferior caste.

aifa , s. (from Gifs, a tribe, and , thefallingfrom

a thing) , the falling from the privi eges of a person's

tribe, the loss of caste .

afes , a . (from if , a tribe, and 5 , fallen), fallen

from the privileges of one's tribe.

Atsargi, s. (from ffs, a tribe, and A, the smiling ofany

Kk2
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thing), the degrading a person from his rank in society,

the doing of an action by which a person loses his rank

in society.

Gifsgæs, a. (from tfs, a tribe, and E, preserving),

preserving his caste or rank in society ; s . one who keeps

to his caste or tribe.

, s. (from tfs, a tribe, and 1, preservation) , the

preservation of a person's caste or rank in society.

, . from Gifs a tribe, and , to recollect , recol-

leeting his condition or rank in life in a former birth.

fox , 8. (from is , recollecting a prior condition),

the circumstance of a person's calling to mind his or

her condition in a former birth.

atfsg31 , s. (from S†f5, a tribe, and ₹5, a destroyer), the

destroyer of a person's caste or rank in society.

জাতিহারা , s. ( from জাতি, a tribe, and হারা, the losing of

any thing), the losing the privileges of one's tribe, the

losing one's rank in society.

i , s . (from 3 , to be born), a tribe, a nation , a sort, a

kind, a genus ; the name of a plant, (Jasminum gran-

diflorum ; mace.

sts. (from atst, a sort, and at , pulse), a species

of Mimosa ineutioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not

described .

ta, s. (from

iSTA, 8. (from

is , a. (from

kind or species.

15,

mace), a nutmeg.

mace, and afruit), a nutmeg.

a kind), belonging to a particular

ts, ad. (from ta, to decay), sometimes, occasionally. This

is a particle of doubt, of contempt, and of reproach.

aka , s . from ts, born, and 8, sacrifice , a sacrifice

directed to be performed on the birth of a child .

3th, s. (from .fs , a tribe, and at , an accusation),

an accusation of a person's having done some act dis-

graceful to his tribe or caste.

, s. (from soij , a son) , a son.

, s. (from 9 , sorcery), sorcery, divination.

Hrastā, s. (from galə, sorcery, and , holding), a sorcerer,

a diviner.

fa,, s. (from Sale, a sorecrer), the arts of divinati-

on or surcery .

ti, v. n. (from , to know , to know, to perceive, to dis-

cern, to discover, to esteem a thing to be true or false,

to apprehend ; s . life, knowledge, a wizard, one who

know, hiiden or future things by his skill in astrology,

an astrologer.

, s . (from Wi, to know), the act of knowing a thing.

tata, s . (from ta, knowledge, and 5 , acquint-

ance), acquaintance, intimacy.

tata, s. (from A, knowledge, and y, acquaint.

ance), acquaintance, intimacy.

, life), an animal.78, 8. (from

Staat , a . (from ta, life, and jɩy, flowing), lively, active,

agile, spirited , mettlesome.

Afs, s. (from Ita , spirited), liveliness, activity, agi

lity, spirit, mettle.

safe, a. (from , to know), known, acquainted.

, v. a. (from 1, to know), to makeknown, to acquaint

a person with a thing, to advertise , to warn, to admo.

nish, to inform a person of a thing, to demonstrate, to

represent ; s . the knowledge of a fact.

tata , s. (from 3 , to know , knowledge, the knowingof

a thing.

tatata , s. (from , to know), mutual knowledge, mu

tual acquaintance.

tata, s. (from 1,to make known), the making of a thing

known, the making a person acquainted with a thing;

a. made known, proclaimed , informed.

Taifi, s. (from 1, to make known), certainty, convicti-

on , information .

stata, s . (from 7, an astrologer), divination.

, s. (from janella, Port.) a window.

Grat , s. from A , the knowledge of a thing, and wa

the hearing of a thing , intimate knowledge of a thing,

sensible evidence of a fact.

fa , s . (from il;, a side) , a side, a quarter.

Fifianta, s. (from —lș, a side, and j'ɔ, holding), a sup-

porter, a second, a person partial to or defending an

other.

alfaanta, s. (from Wilș, attachment), partiality.

tat, s. (from lj,whoredom), the web ofthe eye, a whore-

monger.

, s. from , to be produced), the knee.

att, s . (from I, to recite in the mind), the repeating of the

name of a god, or passages ofthe veda.

Hist, v. a. (from 5. to move rapidly , to clasp a person in

the arms, to embrace ; the participle of this verb con-

structed with arg, to be in contact, means to stick, to

adhere, to clasp or embrace; with 4, to hold, it means

to clasp or embɛae.

,Fixtaنا 8. (from Olisj, saffron), saffion.

, s . (fromT, to mix), a wet mixture ofcut straw, oil cake,

and water used to feed cattle, earth wetted and prepar

ed to erect a mud wall.
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জাযা,

31, v. n. (from T, to mix), to sit in water or soft mud ;

s. a mixture of cut straw, oil- cake, and water used for

the purpose offeeding cattle, earth wetted and prepar-

ed for the erection of a mud wall. This word is often

constructed with , to smite, it then means to sit

down in water or soft mud.

1, s. (from Sta, to live , live bait for a fish hook : small

fish are generally made use of for this purpose by the

natives of Bengal.

, v. a (from , to live), to preserve fishes alive till

wanted , by putting them into a proper receptacle.

stata, s. (from , to preservefishes alive), the preserv.

ing of fishes alive by placing them in a proper recep-

tacle till wanted.

atata , a. (from a , to preserve alive), preserved alive,

kept alive in a receptacle.

atatätt, s. (from FTI, to preserve alive, and *t*t, a bam-

boo), a particular variety or perhaps a distinct species-

ofbamboo.

atatfa, s. (from , to live), the young of serpents, scor-

pions, and some other kinds ofvermin ; rice while grow-

ing and not yet in ear. The name of a species of fish

mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species of Cy-

prinus.

, s. (from ho, a collecting), a waste book.

, s . (from a species offruit), the name of a fruit

which is plentiful in India, also of the tree which pro-

duces it (Eugenia Jambolana.)

akazi, s. (from , a sort offiuit, and 53, a gem), the

name of a bird mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a

species of Fringilia, but not described.

Stanta, 8. (from , a particular fruit), a particular sort

offigured cloth.

tanta, s. (from 17, a sort of cloth), a clothes bag.

Taa, s. (from , a species offruit , the name of a spe

cies of fruit, and also of the tree which produces it,

(Eugenia alba . )

, s. (from xo'ș, afrock), a frock, a coat, a gown.

MAE, s. (from Statz, a son-in-law), a son in-law, a daugh-

ter's husband.

জনাইপুলি , s . ( from জামাই , a son-in-law, and পোলি, a sort of

sweetments), a kind of sweetmeats made smaller than

when intended for ordinary uses, intended as a present

to a daughter's husband.

জামাই মিশিম, s. (from জলই1f streetmeats made express

ly to entertain a daughter's husband, and fax, a kid-

জার

ney bean), a particular variety of kidney bean (Doli-

chos lignosus.)

1, s. (from 3, a son- in-law), a daughter's hus

band.

47, s. (from lj, a being answerable), a security.

fanta, s. (from , a security, and , holding), a

surety.

fa, s. (from , a surety), suretyship, the office

or condition of a surety.

affa, s . (from lj, a surety), a security for the payment

of a debt, or for appearance to answer any charges,

responsibility.

fa , s. (from Я , a lime), a lime or lemon.

TH , s. (from 3, born, and 5, to separate), a citatrix,

a scar, a callosity, a corn of the toe.

ta, s. (from A, to spread out) , a list, an account.

Grast, s. (from ṣlɔ, a place, and t , a receptacle), a place.

atra, s. (from Afsfæa, a nutmeg) , a nutmeg.

atzita), s . (from xt , a list, and , a remainder), the

balance of an account.

p1, a. (from , to be born), a wife, the name of a species

of fish, (Cyprinus Jaya, Buchanan's Mss .)

ta, v. a. (from , to grow infirm), to waste, to cause to

decay, to make decrepid , to digest, to dissolve or waste

away.

Hi , s. (from I, to grow infirm), an adulterer, a paramour,

a gallant.

, a. (from 3, to grow infirm), causing to decay, dis-

solving, digesting, making decrepid ; s . a thing which

consumes or dissolves other things, a thing which pro.

motes digestion.

was, a. (from Sta, a gallant, and 7, to be born), bastard,

illegitimate, base born.

, s. from , to cause to waste), the causing a thing

to waste or decay, the making of a person infirm, the

promoting of digestion ; a. made to decay, made to be

infirm, digested .

af , s . (from wig, a gallant, and of , gratification), the

gratification of a gallant.

migeftae, a. (from ge , the gratification ofa gallant,

and to make), gratifying a gallant.

13 *, a. from the gratification of agallant,

and , producing), gratifying a gallant.

st, 8. (from 3.3, a gillant, and itst, abandonment),

the forsaking of a paramour.

vigoristat, a (from II, a gallant, and griffig, abandoning),

abandoning her paramour.
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stat. ऊल.

igen , ad. (from a, a gallant, and f , without), with atafat, a . (from ta, a gallant, and fifa , desir

out a gallant.

Staff , a. (from I, a gallant, and faf , possessed cf),

possessed of a gallant.

stalagot, a. (from 3, a gallant, and fa , destitute),

destitute of a gallant, bereft of her paramour.

mafia , a. (from 3, a gallant, and f , destitute of),

destitute of a gallant, bereft of her gallant.

folge, a. (from ta, a gallant, and zfsfas, exempt-

ed), destitute of a gallant, exempted from the visits of

a gallant.

atzaga, s. (from ta, a gallant, and size, an exemp-

tion), an exemption from the visits ofa gallant.

জরিনোরঞ্জক, a. (from জার, a gallant, and মনোরঞ্জক, grati

fying), gratifying to a gallant.

, a . (from 3, a gallant, and F, joined to), con-

nected with a paramour.

aft, a. (from , a gallant, and 5, destitute), de-

stitute of a paramour, bereft of her gallant.

, a. from fa, a gallant, and * , empty), destitute

of a gallant, bereft of her gallant.

, a . (from Sta, a gallant, and 17, destitute), desti

tute of a gallant, bereft of her gallant.

E.Stat, v. a. (from 3, to grow infirm), to cause to waste or

decay, to make decrepid, to assist digestion ; a . gone

to decay, dissolved , digested .

tatēti, s. (from 7, a gallant, and tt , desire), a de-

sire for a gallant.

siztzigst, a. (from д, a gallant, and off , desirous),

desirous of her paramour.

taistaa, s. (from , a gallant, and ist , a coming) , the

coming of a gallant, a visit paid by a paramour.

atạtstaatatgt, s. (from tatsää, a visit from a gallant, and

tatt, desire), a desire of the coming of a gallant.

atgismaizifist, a. (from it , the coming ofa gallant,

and af , desirous ), desirous of the coming of her

gallant.

gig , a. (from ta, a gallant, and , fond of), fond

of her gallant.

atataatst, s . (from it , a gallant, and gist, fondness ,

fondness for a gallant.

Higte , s. (from ta, a gallan ', and 1, expectation) ,

an expectation of a gallant .

, a. (from , a gallant, and E, expect-

ing), waiting for, or expecting her giant.

Statista, s . (from ☎ta, a gallant, and afsata, desire), a

desire for a gallant.

ous), desirous of her gallant.

txt* 1, s . (from tд, a gallant, and i, fear), jealousy,

an apprehension of a wife's fidelity.

জারীশঙ্কিত, a. ( from জার, agallant, and আপস্কিড, suspicious),

jealous, suspicious of a wife's fidelity.

1, s. (from St , a gallant, and t , attached to),

fond of her gallant.

atatzia, s. (from K¡3, a gallant, and , joy), the joy of

a gailant.

a. (from it , thejoy of a gallant, and

, producing), causing pleasure to a gallant.

statziace, a. (from tag , the pleasure of a gallant,

and , increasing, increasing the pleasure ofher

paramour.

atat, s. (from g >, a flowing), manifestation, a making

known, a declaration, the giving effect to a thing, self-

applause.

1

4 , s. (from 4, the name of a tree), the name of a good

timber tree ( Lagerstœmia regina. )

, v. a. (from , to enkindle), to kindle a fire, to light

a lamp or candie.

, s. (from 4, to cover), a ne ' , a spider's web, a lat

tice, a window, an eyelet, a loophole, a multitude, an

assemblage, an unblown flower, piide, arrogance, ma

gic, illusion, supernatural deception, the young fruit

of a gourd or cucumber, the flame of fire ; constructed

with , to give, this word means to heat a thing over

the fire.

taætsta, s. (from Ft , illusion, and is , piper , forged

writings intended to misrepresent and deceive.

Ng, s. (from † , illusion , and 45, a writing), false or

forged writings intended to misrepresent and deceive.

testfeet, a. (from Ita, a net, and stiftæi, a bull,, bills

or bullets fastened on a net to sink it.

ta , 8. (from G , to kindle , the kindling of a fire, the

lighting of a lamp or candle.

, s. (from , a net, and , afish), a shrimp,

a prawn.

Staata, s. (from Aia, a net, and æ , a fish , a shrimp, a

prawn.

Giagut, s. (from sa, water, and gut, a species ofgrass),

a species of grass (Cyperus squarrosus.)

tais, 8. (from a heat, and ₹ifs, a pot), a pot used to

boil the juice of sugar canes or any other sul stance

which is brought to a given state or consistenceby boil

ing.
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Nat, s . (from , water), a jar ; also , v . a. (from , to kin-

dle , to set fire to combustible materials, to light a fire,

to light a candle or lamp, to heat fluids ; s . a burning

pain, an inflammation, distress or anxiety of mind, the

burning ofwood or other combustible substances.

Stats. (from , to kindle), the kindling of fire, the

heating of a fluid over the fire.

, s. (from , to kindle), the kindling offire, the

heating of a fluid over the fire ; a . kindled , heated .

staff , a. (from at, to kindle), proper for fuel ; s . a burn-

ing, the heating of a fluid over the fire.

জালাপহারক, a . (from জাল, ant, and অপহারক, takingaway),

taking away or stealing a net.

state , z. (from , a net, and if , taking away.)

taking away or stealing a net.

ife, a. (from , a net), gaining a livelihood by the

use of nets ; s. a spider, a fisherman, a hunter who uses

nets, one who makes use of nets to gain a livelihood , a

conjurer or juggler, a vagabond.

, s . (from , oppression), tyrannical, oppressive.

that, a. (from Gt , a net), gaining a livelihood by the use

of nets ; s. a fisherman, a hunter who makes use of nets.

ta , s. (from a , a net , a fringe, a lattice, a piece ofnet-

work, a net purse, a web, a film on the eye, the young

fruit of a gourd or cucumber.

tatts , a. (from , a net, and 151, a falling), reticulat-

ed .

, a. (from Fi , a net), net like, porous, reticulated .

ata , s. (from Ha, a net), a muzzle on the nose of an ani-

mal; constructed with 3 , to bind, this word means to

muzzle.

, s. (from , to cover), a low man, one of a low or de-

graded tribe or employment ; a. cruel, severe, inconsi

derate, acting without reflection, rash.

s . (from ~lẹ, a spy), à spy.

ata , s . (from , a spy), a spy.

jeta, s. (fromjl , a ship), a ship.

Sixtustatfagi, a . (from †† , a ship, and statfant , causing

to move), managing a ship, causing a ship to go for

wards ; s. a mariner.

att , s . (from jleș, a ship), a sailor.

tas. (fromb, display), a display, a manifestation, a

discovery.

FIX, ad. (from Alb, a display), openly, evidently, ma-

nifestly, eminently.

fs, v . n. (from fag, to live), to live, to be alive ; s . (from fagl,

the tongue), the tongue ; voc. part. Sir, your honour.

farsit.

faut, v. a. (from fs, to live), to revive, to give life, to ani-

mate.

fata , s . (from fag , to revive), the reviving or giving life

to the dead, the giving of animation to a person .

fat , s . (from 8j , more), a superabundance, an excess.

faut, a. (from 8 dej , more), more.

fata, s. (from f , to revive), the reviving or giving life

to the dead, the giving ofanimation to a person.

fasfa, s. (from 4, to live), a fisherman, a fishmonger,

one who by any methods preserves fish alive and fresh.

fast, s. (from faf , the name of a tree), the name ofa

timber tree, (Odina Woodier.)

f53 , s . (from fast, the name of a tree), the name of a

timber tree, (Odina Woodier, ) a tortoise.

faзta, s. (from 3 , a tortoise, and at , a fish) , a tor-

toise .

fa , s . (from , a speech), discourse, conversation.

faxa , s. (from , a speech, and,,, spoken), chit

chat.

fast , s. (from liș, a tiara), a tiara, a diadem.

fasta, s. (from 3, speech), loud, manifest.

fafafafa, ad. (from 5 , speech), aloud, manifestly, open-

ly.

fa , s. (from a, to kill, revengeful, malicious, blood-

thirsty.

ft , s. (from ₹7, to kill), a desire to injure or kill an-

other, malice, revenge.

fara, a. (from ₹7, to kill , malicious , revengeful.

fana, s. (fromfat, the name of a tree), the name ofa tim

ber tree (Odina Woodier.)

fs , v . a. (from 1 , to know), to enquire, to ask, to de-

sire to know, to require.

fine, ɑ . (from 1 , to know ), enquiring, inquisitive, desir

ous of knowing any thing.

fastats, a . (from 1, to know), proper to be enquired about,

deserving of enquiry.

fa , s. (from 1 , to know , a question, an enquiry, a de-

sire to know, an object of enquiry.

fats, a . (from 1, to know), asked, enquired after, re-

quired.

fastfas , a. (from 3 , to know), proper to be enquired

after, requirable.

fusta, a. (from 31 , toknow), inquisitive, desirous ofknow-

ing a thing.

fas , a. (from , to know), worthy of research, fit to

he enquired into, proper to be required ofany one.

Fists, s. (from A , a chain) , a chain.-
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fatal.

fasi , s . (from fafa , a chain, and , connection),

joint responsibility.

fas, v. a. (from fa, to conquer), to conquer, to overcome,

to subdue, to vanquish, to win ; a. conquered, ove : come,

subdued, vanquished, won.

fusta , a. (from f33, subdued, and cott, anger), of sub-

dued anger.

fuoriș, a. (from 3, conquered, and 151, play), having

conquered an inclination to play, of subdued levity or

playsomeness.

foot , a. (from 3, subdued, and c , anger), of sub-

dued anger

f337, s. (from 3, to conquer), a conquering, the subdu

ing of an enemy, the gaining the victory in a dispute,

a winning at play.

fofa , a . (from fs , to conquer), triumphant, conquering.

f531 , v. a. (from 3, to conquer ), to cause a person to con

quer or win.

f5314 , s . (from 31 , to cause to conquer), the causing of

a person to conquer an enemy, the causing a person

to win at play.

Fastata, a. (from 53, subdued, and a, food) , having

conquered the need of food , arrived at such a height

of abstraction as to have surmounted the necessity of

taking food.

faffa , s. (from fas, subdued, and 4, a deer , the musk

animal, (Moschus moschiferus. )

fast, s . (from I , a bow-string , the name of a plant the fi

bres of the bark ofwhich are used to make bow- strings

(Asclepias tenacissima . )

farsay, a. from f³, subdued, and I, an organ of sen-

sation or action), of subdued appetites and feelings , con

tinent.

fofa , s . (from fats , continent), continence, the

having the appetite and feelings in subjection.

a , s. (from Sad, an opposition), au oppositisn, an opposite.

fa, v. a. from f³, to conquer), to win, to conquer, to tran-

scend, to eclipse, to surpass.

, . (from fa, to conquer), the conquering of an ene-

my, a winning at play, a transcending or surpassing,

the eclipsing of another's glory.

faaf , a (from fs, to conquer), conquering, transcending,

surpassing.

fafa , s . (from 3 , to conquer), the conquering of an ene

my,a winning at play, a transcending or surpassing, the

eclipsing of another's glory.

Ranta, s. (from miș, a thing), a thing, goods.

জিলি,

faastat, s: (from a, life), life.

fat, s . from a, life), life.

faa, s. from fag , the tongue), the tongue.

fata , s. (from fax, the tongue, and cat, a scraper), a

tongue scraper.

f , s. (from fat, the name of a tree), the name of a

timber tree, (Odina Woodier.)

a , s. (from ☺j, an ornament), an ornament.

fus, s. from fag , the tongue), the tongue.

f5 , s . (from aos, custody) , custody.J.

fa , s . (from 3, custody), custody.

faga, s. (fromag, a tortoise), a turtle, a tortoise.

fзa , 8. (from fy , a tortoise, and i¤, a fish , a tor,

toise.

fag, v. n. (from 3, to be infirm , to rest from labour, to sit

still in order to recover from fatigue.

fa , s . (from fag, to rest), a sitting still to recover from

fatigue.

fa , s. from fag, to rest), a sitting still to rest or recover

from fatigue.

fa , v. a . (from fig, to rest), to cause a person to rest from

fatigue or to unbend his mind.

faatfag , a . (from faa, to rest , sitting or resting to recover

from fatigue, resting, tranquillizing.

fagtet s . (from dia, cloth, and , a cover), a gidle

for the loins.

fagfag, s. (from , to be infirm), the prominence of the

bones when a person is excessively emaciated.

, s . (from faf , the sound of a cricket , the treble string

of a violin, a shrill tone. This word constructed with

tia, to draw, means to quaver.

ff , s . (from fa , flooded ground, and ís, pepper),

the name of a plant which grows in drowned lands,

(Sphenoclea zeylanica.)

জিলা,fa , s . from , a province
), a province

, a district , a

country.

fuatata, s. (from ¿lė, a province, and 5, holding), a

person who owns a province, the master or ruler of a

province.

fatata, a. (from a , holding a province), proper to

one who owns or governs a province .

fa tant, s. (from , a district, and g , a settlement),

a settlement of the revenue and expenditure of a pro-

vince.

fafts . (from I, a sweetmeat), a kind of sweetmeat.

fs , s. (from fa , a landAod, and 1, a species of

fish), the name of a species of fish (Cyprinus Zil poothi. )
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জীব.
sik .

fatat, s . (from , a retinue), a herald , a man who runs

before the carriage of a rich man to clear the way

announce his approach.

and

f , s . (from , leather), the binding of a book.

famig, a. (from Shẹ, leather, and , holding), a book-bin-

der.

fa , s . (from , light), brightness.

fustria, a . (from X , brightness, and , holding), glar-

ing, tawdry, fine, showy.

fagt, s. (from fag, to lick), the tongue.

fasst, s . (from f , the tongue, and tsst, the scrap-

ing of a thing), a tongue scraper.

fatete, s. (from fo , the tongue, and e, a thorn), an

excoriation of the tongue.

algust, s . (from safe , having living sons), a wo-

man all whose children are living.

se, a. (from site, bringing to life), reviving, bringing

to life ; s. one who restores to life.

, s. (from 3 , to live), the circumstance of living, or

being alive.

, a. v. (from
, to live), to restore to life, to cause to

revive ; a. revived, restored to life.

ata, s. (from , to restore to life), the restoring an ani-

mal to life, the causing an animal to revive.

জীসাপিপীড়া, s . (from জীসা , clive, and পিপীড়া, an ant), the

name of a particular species of ant.

3 , s. (from is , the name of a tree), the name of

a forest tree, (Nageia Putranjiva. )

8, s. (from fg , the tongue), the tongue.

37, s. (from ¿j, a sıddle), a saddle. This word construct-

ed with 55 , to put upon any thing, or with it , to bind,

means to saddle . .

mis, s. (from ¿ j, a saddle, and , a cover), a saddle-

cloth.

, s. (from , to live), life, an animal, the soul, a liveli

hood, a specific occupation or means of gaining a live-

lihood, the sentient soul or an emanation of the deity

which is incorporated with the body and gives it life,

motion, and sensation ; one of the names of Vrihusputi.

te, s. (from , the name of a timber tree), (Pentaptera

tomentosa ,) the name of a plant which is considered as

one of the eight drugs which are classed together un-

der the name of Ustha vurga.

5 , a. (from Sta, life, and 575, producible), arising

from life or animation.

E , s. (from 1 , an animal, and 5, an animal), ani-

mals.

, a. (from 3 , life, and 1, to know), acquainted with

the nature of life or of the vital principle ; s. in the

language of the veda self- manifestation .

stata, s. (from , an animal. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), animals.

, a. (from sa, life , living, alive.

sfs , a. (from te, living, and ifs, a lord), having

a husband living ; s . a woman whose husband is living.

regext, a. (from 3 , living, and , a son), having liv .

ing children ; s. a woman whose children are living.

ta , s . (from st , living, and at , a measure), the sea-

son of life, the time oflife.

Gizmati, s. (from sta², living, and ¤¤ , a state), life, life-

time.

1 , s. (from , life, and , destruction), the de-

struction of life , the destruction of animals.

FTIAE, a . (from 4, life, and , destructive), destruc-

tive to life, destructive to animals.

, a. (from , life, and t , destructive), destruc-

tive to life, destructive to animals.

3 , s. (from 4, to live), the circumstance of living, life,

water, an animal. The name of a tree, (Celtis orienta-

lis.)

att, s . (from 4 , life, and at , destruction), destruc-

tion or loss oflife.

cate, a. (from 2 , life, and , destructive), de-

structive to life .

HF, a. (from , life, and , liberated), arrived

while living at a state of freedom from all interest in

material things .

fs, s. (from 3 , life, and af , liberation), a state

of freedom from all interest in material things while

a person is living.

sizazz, a. (from s947, life, and 45, dead), dead while liv-

ing.

sfs, a. (from , life, and 3, destitute of), desti-

tute of life, lifeless .

, a. (from 3 , life, and t , empty), destitute of

life, lifeless.

Gital, 8. (from
7, life, and 5, one who smites), a mur-

derer, one who takes away life.

জীৱনহানি, ৪. ( from জীবন, life, and হানি, loss) , an injury to

life, the loss of life.

sta , a . (from , life, and , destitute), lifeless,

dead.

izatæti, s. (from , life, and t , desire), a de-

sire of life .

LI
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sta.

tatas , a. (from 4 , life, and stet , desirous), de-

sirous of life.

1, s . (from 4 , life, and 1 , expectation , an

expectation or waiting for life.

জীৱনাৰশিষ্ট, a. (from জীবন, life , and অবশিষ্ট, remaining),

nearly dead, having merely the remaining spark of life .

satsa , s. (from , life, and , desire), a de-

sire of life.

Glaatftat, a. (from T , life, andofta, desirous), de-

sirous of life.

, a. (from , life), alive, living.

* s. from 3 , life, and Я, destruction), the de-

struction oflife, the destruction of animals .

sftatsē, ɑ. (from G¤, life, and a * , des´ructive), destruc-

tive to life, destructive to animals.

statt, s. (from

, s. (from

life.

A, life, and th, hope), the hope of life.

, life, and 1 , desire), the desire of

GIMAK, a. (from G , life, and 5, desirous), desirous of

life.

HUIKE, a. (from HT , life, and Za , desirous), desirous

oflife.

atatata, s. (from , life and Setty, a method), a method

of subsistence, a way of escape from danger, a method

of preserving life.

জীৱনোপায়কৰ্ত্তা , s. ( from জীবনোপায়, an expedient for preserv-

ing life, and , a doer), one who contrives an expe

dient to preserve life or to escape from danger.

জীবনোপায়কারক, a. (from জীৱনোপায ,় the means of preserving

life, and at , doing), forming expedients to preserve

life or to escape from danger ; s. one who devises means

to preserve life or to escape danger.

জীৱনোপায়জন্য, a. ( from জীবনোপায়, the means of preserving

life, and , producible), arising from an expedient to

save life or to escape from danger .

জীবনোপায়কারী, a. (from জীৱনোপায়, the means of preserving

life, and at , doing), forming expedients to preserve

life or to escape from danger.

জীবনোপায়নিমিত্তক, a. (from জীৱনোপীয়, the means ofpreserv

ing life, and fa , a cause), occasioned by an expedient

to preserve life or escape from danger.

জীৱনোপায়বিশিষ্ট , a. from জীৱনোপায়, the means of preserving

life, and faft , possessed of, possessed ofthe means of

preserving life or of escaping from danger.

জীৱনোপায়যুক্ত , a . (from জীৱনোপায়, the means of preserving

life, and , joined to), possessed ofthe means of pre-

serving life, or of escaping from danger.

Gift.

জীবনোপায়রহিত, a. (from জীবনোপীয ,় the means of preserving

life, and fs, destitute of, destitute of the means of

preserving life or of escaping from danger.

stacatagla, 2. (from sixcataty, the means of preserving

life, and a, desiitute), destitute of the means ofpre-

serving life or of escaping from danger.

sta , s. (from , life, and asf, a class), animals.

at , a. from t , life), living, alive.

FfxyF, a.` (from FT, life, and TF,joined to ,̀ alive, living.

343f23, a. (from 3 , life, and f£3, destitute), destitute

of life, destitute of animals, lifeless.

Tate, s. (from sa, life, and cπiæ, a person), men, a man.

a . (from a, life, and , empty), destitute oflife,

destitute of animals, lifeless.

E, s . (from , life, and , an assemblage), ani

mals.

1, 8. (from , life, and F , murder), the killingof

an animal, murder.

f , a. (from a, life, and fe , injury), injur

ing animals, doing injury to life ; s . one who injures

animals.

afka , s. (from , life, and fri, injury), the detri-

ment of life, injury to an animal.

KTCII, a. (from sa, life, and A, destitute), destitute of

life, destitute of animals , lifeless.

ata, s. (from , life, and at , spirit), the vital prin

ciple, vitality, that spiritual substance which renders

bodies susceptible of motion or sensation.

ta, s. (from , life, and tt , the retaining of

any thing), the retaining of life, the preservation of

life.

siasta, s. (from , life, and A, a semblance), an ap-

pearance or semblance of life.

f , s. (from t , life), a livelihood, a way of procuring

a maintenance.

etet , s . (from fret, a livelihood, and at , de-

of
sire), a desire of a livelihood , a desire of some way

procuring a maintenance .

জীৱিকাকাঞ্জী, a. (from স্ত্ৰীৰিকা, a livelihood, and আকানি, de-

sirous , desirous of alivelihood, desirous of a wayof

procuring a maintenance.

sifatsata, s. (from
fet, a livelihood, and afsats, de-

sire), a desire of a livelihood , a desire of some way of¸

procuring a maintenance .

জীবিকাভিলাষী , a. (from জীৱিকা, a livelihood, and অভিলাম্বি,

desirous), desirous of a livelihood, desirous ofa wayto

procure a maintenance,
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sift .

sifatias, a. (from sifat, a livelihood, and 3, connect.

ed with), possessed of a maintenance.

জীৰিকাৰিনা , ad . (from জীবিকা, a livelihood, and বিনা, with-

out), without a maintenance, without a way of getting

a living.

Giffafted, a. (from fee , a livelihood, and feftas, pos-

sessed of, possessed of a maintenance, possessed of a

way of getting a living.

জীৰিকাৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from জীবিকা, a livelihood, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

exempted), exempted from a livelihood , destitute of

a maintenance.

sifactaforge, s . (from Fifa , a livelihood, and zfsta ,

anexemption), an exemption from maintenance, orfrom

a way of obtaining a livelihood .

fats, a. (from it , a livelihood, and TF, joined to ,

possessed of a maintenance, or of the means of obtain

ing one.

sifatafts, a. (from it, a livelihood, and af , desti

tute), destitute of a livelihood, or ofthe means ofpro-

curing one.

sifat , a. (from Fife , a livelihood, and 1, empty ,

destitute of a livelihood, or of the means of procuring

one

sifata, s. (from fafa1, a way of maintenance, and

a weapon), a weapon or tool with which any one gains a

maintenance.

sifæis, a. (from sìfææt, a livelihood, and 7 , destitute),

destitute of a livelihood, or of the means of procuring

one.

ifu , s. (from
fe , a livelihood, and 1, desire), a de-

sire of a livelihood, a desire of some way to procure a

maintenance.

zi , a. (from
TT1, a livelihood, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of a livelihood, desirous of a way to procure a

livelihood.

Sifate, a. (from Ff ), a livelihood, and FF, desirous),

desirous of a livelihood, desirous of a way to procure

a livelihood .

sifatty, s. (from fa , a livelihood, and set , an expe.

dient), the means of procuring a living.

sifaættatætgi, 8. (from Gifaæt , a means of getting

a living, and tatt, desire), a desire of some method

to procure alivelihood.

,

জীৰিকোপায়াকাণ্ডী, a. (from জীৰিকোপায়, ameans of getting a

living, and tata, desirous), desirous of a method of

procuring a living.

ifts, a. (from , to live), enlivened, revived ; s. life.

faszt , a. (from

5, a. (from T,

, v. a. (from

জুড়.

fas, life), alive.

to live), living, alive.

, to live), to revive a dead body, to

refresh, to protect, to stock a pond with fish.

HIT, s. (from 5 , to move), the name of an aromatic seed,

(Cuminum Cyminum.)

a

at , s. (from g, cummin seed), cummin seed, (Cuminum

Cyminum.)

Gatza, s. (from sa , cummin seed, and y , a sting), the

name ofspecies of Indigofera mentioned in Dr. Bucha-

nan's Mss. but not described.

a, a. (from , to grow old), grown old, decayed, worn out,

old, inveterate, tabid, digested . This word construct-

ed with , to do, means to digest food .

1, s. (from ta , digested, and , a house), the first

stomach in ruminant animals, the stomach.

f, s. (from , to grow old), infirmity, decay, digestion.

fa 1 , s . (from a , digestion, and , a house), the first

stomach ofruminant animals, the stomach.

a, s. (from fat, a cricket), a high tone, a shrill tone. Con-

structed with , to give, this word means to quaver.

, s. (from 3, gaming), gaming, playing at dice, play-

ing with any thing not possessing life.

taat, s. (from 1, gaming, and cat , play), gambling,

play.

nata, s. (from Ft, gaming, and cota, a thief), one who

cheats at play, a cheat, a sharper.

atata, s. (from

knavery.

tota, a cheat), the practice of cheating,

ta, s. (fr. , water, and t , a collection), the flood tide.

fa , a. (from , the flood tide), brought in by the

flood tide, overflowed by the tide.

gatal, s. (from 1, gaming), a gambler.

, s. (from afu , jasmine), the name of a species ofjas-

mine, (Jasminum auriculatum ; ) in some parts of Ben-

gal this name is applied to the single variety of Jasmi-

num Zambac.

SIT, 8. (from E, a louse), the name of an insect which

infests plantain trees.

a

tan, s. (from F,jasmine, and Яt, a leaf) , the name of

a species of shrub, (Justicia nasuta.)

, v. a. (from 4 , to come in contact), to weigh.

ste, s. (from f³, counsel), counsel, contrivance, sleight of

hand.

"

, a. (from J , to relinquish), confident, bold, impudent.

, s. (from fa, to conquer), a bugbear.

, v. u. (from , cold), to grow cool, to be cold.

L12
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317.

, s . (from 5, to become cool), a becoming cool, a be-

coming calm or cool after a fit of anger.

fit, 2. (from 5, to become cool), cool, calm.

F, v. a. (from 35, to become cool , to cool, to refresh, to

quell.

ata, s. (from 3 , to cool), the cooling of liquors or of

other things which have become heated , the refresh-

ing of a person, the quelling of anger ; a. cooled, re-

freshed , quelled.

33, s. (from , to shine), beauty, symmetry, a good ap-

pearance, elegance, a fitness to answer a purpose .

When applied to machinery this word means the being

order ; also v . a . (from 551, a shoe), to beat aproper

person with a shoe. This is accounted a very disgrace .

ful punishment among the Hindoos.

in

Jy.

to dip a thing into sauce or any other semi-liquid sub-

stance which will remain sticking to it, to smear a thing

by dipping it into any substance.

754, s. (from 5, to dip), the dipping of cloth into the

dye, the dipping of an article into sauce or any other

semi-liquid substance in order that it may be covered

or smeared over with it.

151, v . 7. (from 5 , to dip), to immerse cloth in the dye

or to dip food in sauce, to dip a thing in any semi fluid

substance which will adhere to it.

apta, s . (from 5 , to dip), the dipping of cloth in the

dye, the dipping of a thing in sauce or in any other

semi-fluid substance which will adhere to it ; a. dipped,

dyed, immersed so as to take up a part ofthat in which

it was immersed .

354, s . (from 55, toflog with slippers), a flogging with slip.if , s. (from 5751, to dip), the dipping of cloth into the' ,

pers.

of, s. (from 5, to flog with slippers), a flogging with

slippers.

ful, a . (from 5, to flog with slippers , flogging with

slippers ; s. one who flogs a man with slippers.

45 , 4. (from , beauty), beautiful, elegant, well-looking,

fit to answer its end , in good order.

Bugg, s. (from 3 , beautiful, and , a house), a beau-

tiful house, an elegant house.

3 , s. (from , to move), a shoe, a slipper ; v. a . to order

a person to flog a man with slippers.

Got24 , s. (from 5 , to order to flog with slippers), the or-

dering a person to be flogged with slippers.

3, s. (from 51, a shoe), reciprocal striking of each

other with shoes, or slippers .

3317, s . from 31, to order aflogging with slippers), the

ordering a person to be flogged with slippers.

gota, s. (from 31, to order a flogging with slippers), the

ordering a person to be flogged with slippers.

অভিবা, 8. (from 53, to flog with slippers), a flogging with

slippers.

TÌ, s. from I, to more), a shoe , a slipper.

SHTE, s. from 547, swiftness, and , a heron), the name

of a species ofheron.

METAE, s. (from 54, muttered, and xã, round), the name

of the acorn of a species of Oak, used as a medicínal

drug.

, s . (from3 to move swiftly) , the name of a medicinal

drug. What is purchased in the shops under this name

is a small dried plant, apparently gusticia polysperma.

MIH, v. a. (from T5, to immerse), to dip cloth into the dye,

dye, the dipping of an article into sauce or any other

semi-liquid substance that it may be covered or smear-

ed with it.

, s. (from Jy , the whole), the amount ofa sun , a

total.

, s . (from 55, to send), a peep, a glance.

aft, s. (from , a curl , the hair left full on the tem-

ples by way of ornament.

, s . (from , a curl), the hair left full on the tem-

ples by way of ornament,

Mga, s . (from AE, tyranny), fierceness, tyranny, unfeel-

ingness , cruelty.

Tatay, s . (from xile , a fine), a fine .

, s . (from l>, a purge), a purgative medicine, a ca-

thartic.

, s. (from
>, a purge), the name ofa medicinal drug.

It is the dried root of some plant.

1, s . (from agat , a water-course), a trench , a water-

course.

gum , &. (from , a peep), repeated peeps or glances.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, has an adverbial power, peepingly.

, s . (from , a peep), repeated peeps or glances. This

word constructed with the adverbial participle of to

do, has an adverbial power, peepingly.

, s . from , to offer sacrifice), a wooden vessel ofa semi-

circular shape used in sacrifices.

ht , a . (from Ja , separite), separate, distant.

35, s. (from cutst, contact, and cfti, deceit), a pretence,

swindling, imposture.

And, s. (from II, to gape), the act of gaping or yawning.
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জেছে.

5, s. (from 3, to gape), a gaping or yawning, a yawn .

cutasì, s. (from carót, a small lizard), the common house

lizard.

cat), s. (from (wo), a small lizard), the common house li

zard, a father's eldest brother's wife.

cats, s. (from

eldest brother.

misssfitâ, s. (from

33, a father's eldest brother) , a father's

1833, a father's eldest brother, and

st, a sister), a father's eldest brother's daughter.

8335 , 8. (from 578313, a father's eldest brother, and

Si , a brother), a father's eldest brother's son.

i, s . (from 150, eldest), a father's eldest brother.

cutie, s . (from (3833), a father's elder brother's wife), a

father's eldest brother's wife.

catiszta, 8. (from car , eldest, 33, a father, and afka, a

sister), a father's brother's daughter.

cute , s. (from 51 eldest, 33, afather, and 12, a bro-

ther , a cousin, a father's brother's son.

catifi, s. (from 155 , chief , self-importance, a vain raising

of one's own importance, an inferior or mean person's

assuming the character or importance of a superior.

cft, s . (from ( t, cldest , a father's eldest brother's wife.

€5543, a. (from fa , to conquer , conquerable, vincible.

Cut, s. (from C , conquering) , a conqueror; also, v . a .

(from 8, to conquer), to cause to conquer, to make vic-

torious.

costa , s . (from 51 , to make victorious), the making a

person victorious.

Cust , s. (from (3.3) , to make victoricus) , the making of a

person victorious ; a. made to conquer.

HoffA, 8. (from (531, to make victorious), the making of a

person victorious.

coifigi, a , from east, to make victorious), giving victory,

insuring victory, victorious .

(314, s. (from L , a pocket , a pocket.

, a . from fs, to conquer), conquerable, vincible.

জের, a. (from 3, beneath), brought over (in an account),

beneath.

AKB, a. (from jaj, under, and Awd, the hand), subject

to, obnoxious to, involved in.

55 , 8. (from , under, and Siş, a bandage), a martin-

gale, a belly-wand .

( aula, s. (from pij, under, andjlg, a burden), burdening.

(5gata, s. (from oij , a particular diug), the name of a

particular drug, Zerumbet of the shops or Zingiber

Zerumbet.

CH, s. (from jail), a jail, a fetter.

(stait.

turizgai, s. (from tw , belonging to the month Jistha, and

1, a particular plant), the name of a cucurbitace-

ous plant which ripens its fruit in the month ofJistha,

and also of the fruit, (Momordica Carantia.)

tai , s. (from Я , a particular tree), the name of a tree

the fruit of which is used as a cathartic, (Croton Tiglia.)

catata, s . (from , a gem), a gem.

ciutat, s. (from , a gem), a jeweller.

cate, s. (from 1, a leech), a leech.

( tx7, s . (from 5 , to weigh), the weighing of articles.

(útæi, v. a. (from , to weigh), to cause or order a per-

son to weigh tirings ; a . weighed.

Greta, s. (from ct* , to cause to weigh), the causing a

thing to be weighed.

tata, s . (from te , to cause to weigh , the causing or

ordering of a person to weigh an article ; a . ordered

to be weighed.

Staff, s. (from catet , to cause to weigh), the causing or

ordering of a person to weigh articles.

catat, a. (from cat , to cause to weigh), earned by or

due for weighing articles.

ta , a. (from ps), a wound), a calamity, trouble, loss,

danger.

culapi, s. (from ™ , to relinquish) , the name of an animal

of the order of Vermes (Trochus perspectivus) ; also the

name of a sort of trap used to catch fish which is made

ofa form resembling the shell of the Trochus.

(ata), s . (from a, water, and a, to move), the name ofa

species of fish, Cyprinus Jonjya, Buchanan's Mss .)

(317, s. (from 37, a man , a labourer.

catata, s. (from custofan , afire-fly ) , a fire-fly.

catat , s. (from catate, afirefly, and ette, an insect),

a fire- fly.

catata, s. (from iş , a side) , a side, vicinity.

catata, s . (from , the tongue), the tongue, a language.

catataafa, s . (fromO , tongue, and SA , a binding), a

deposition .

ta, s. (from Jaj, strength), force, pressure, strength.

cutarutan, s. (from , force, and , tyranny), violence,

tyranny.

zig, a. (from , force), strong, powerful.

csata , a . (from 3 , force , vigourous, strong, powerful.

curately, s . (from , vigorous), strength, robustness,

power.

uta, s. (from , water), a low spot of land, a fen, a marsh,

a ravine.

catat, s . (from glas , ignorant), a class of Musulmans

who are principally weavers, ignorant, foolish.

"
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Jeffs.

i , s . (from , a purge), a purge, a cathartic.

carteft , s. (from cats, a low spot of land), a crack, a ravine,

a gutter, a sink, a sewer.

cutt, s from , an ebullition), passion, rage, ebullition

of anger.

65 , 8. (from 35, lac), lac.

3, s. (from 1, to know), perception. This word after any

other word in composition forms an adjective which

means knowing that thing.

is
1, r. a. (from , to know), to know, to perceive.

constantly substituted for this root when it is used in

the verbal form.

ts, a. (from , to know ), known, acquainted with.
জ্ঞাত,

341, a. (from 1 , to know), capable of being known.

tota, s. (from 3, known, and t , quintessence), an ob-

ject of knowledge.

t1 , s. (from3 , knowing), one who knows, one acquaint-

ed with a thing.

ifs, s. (from , to know), a collateral relation ; a. a kins-

man.

fata, s. (from wtf , relation, and at , a relation by

marriage), relations of every description.

ifs , s. (from ifs, a relation, and , a multitude), the

whole of a person's collateral relations.

tfest , s. (from ifs, a relation, and sta, a genus), the

whole or a great number of a person's collateral rela-

tions.

festa, s. (from tfs, a relation, and cstta, afamily),

the whole of a person's collateral relations.

wififs, s . (fron: ifs, a relation. The latter member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), the whole ofa

person's collateral relations.

wife1, s. (from tfs, a relation), relationship, kin.

wifox, s . (from wtf , a relation), relationship, kin.

alfacte, s. (from is, a relation, and at , injury), the

murder or injury of a collateral relation.

wift , a. (from ffs, a relation, and affa, injuring),

injuring or murdering a collateral relation.

toa, s. (from ifs, a relation, and ca, malice), malice

or injuriousness towards a collateral relation.

wife , s. (from tf , a relation, and c , a malicious

person), a person who seeks to injure his relations, a

person who is malicious towards his collateral relati-

ons.

wifeast, s . (from wifs, arelation, and af, a class), the whole

or a great number of a person's relations.

atfs.

ift , a. (from affs, a relation, and r, empty), desti-

tute of collateral relations.

ft , s. (from , a relation, and , destruction),

the destruction or ruin of relatives .

wifs , a. (from fs, a relation, and

, destrue

tive), destructive orruinous to relatives ; s. one whoruias

his relatives.

ifs , a . (from 3, a relation, and f , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to collateral relations.

fatt, s. (from ffs , a relation, and at , destruction), the

destruction or ruin of relations.

fat , a. (from ifs, àrelation, and , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to relatives ; s . one who ruins

his relatives.

wiffe, a. (from ifs, a relation, and fa , censuring,

censuring or reproaching relations; s. one who censures

or reproaches his relations.

iffant, s. (from ts, arelation, andf ,reproach), the

censure or reproach of relatives.

foffase, a. (from , a relation, and fafas, a cause),

arising from or caused by collateral relations.

ifque, a. (from ifs, a relation, and qus, caused by),

arising from or caused by relatives.

fofa , ad. (from fs, a relation, and f , without),

without relations .

fsfaatt, s. (from if , a relation, and fatt, destructi...

on), the destruction ofrelations, the ruin ofrelations.

জাতিবিনাশক, s . (from জাতি, a relation, and ৰিনাশক, destroy-

ing), destroying or ruining relations ; s . one who ruins

his relations.

tot ,a. (from is , a relation, and faft , possessed of,

possessed of collateral relatives.

affofa, a. (from is, arelation, and f , destitute of,

destitute of collateral kindred.

জ্ঞাতিব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from জাতি, a relation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

emptedfrom), exempted from or destitute of relations.

wifeface, s. (from fs, a relution, and fog , an exemp-

tion), an exemption or freedom from relations.

ifs , a. (from- ifs, a relation, and 4 , joined to), pos-

sessed of relations.

wifeafs, a. (from ifs, a relative, and af , destitute of),

destitute of collateral relations.

ff , a. (from ifs, a relation, and , amultitude),

the whole or agreat number of a person's collateral re-

lations.

fan, s. (from wifs, a relation, andF , murder), the

murder of a relative.
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জ্ঞান-

GifsgU , s. (from f³, a relation , and 5 , one who kills),

one who murders or destroys his collateral relations.

ff , s . (from tfs, a relation, and Tifa , loss), the loss

of relations, a loss incurred by a relative.

ifsf***, « . (from wif³, a relatim , and fr☎, injuring),

injuring relations ; s . one who hurts or injures his rela

tives.

fs , s. (from 13, a relation, andf , injury), an

injury or hurt done to relations.

ft , a. (from 3, a relation, and 17, destitute of),

destitute of relations.

FifTI , a (from tfs, a relative, and , a cause), caus-

ed by orarising from collateral relations.

, s. (from ts, knowing), experience, genius, know-

⚫ledge.

, s. (from † , knowing), experience, genius, know.

ledge.

tata, s. (from 5, a relation, and , an accusa-

tion), the accusation of a relative, a want of kindness

or favour towards relatives.

জ্ঞাত্যপাদক, a . ( fromজ্ঞাডি, arelation, and অপৰদিক, accusing),

accusing relatives, unfriendly or unfavourable to colla-

teral relations ; s. a personwho accuses his relatives, a

person who is unfriendly or unkind to his collateral re-

latives.

tony, ad. (from †fs, a relation, and af, an object), for

the sake of collateral relations.

ta, s. (from 1 , to know), knowledge, an idea, wisdom,the

perception ofan idea, sense, an opinion, a persuasion.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to form an

opinion upon any subject ; with , to obtain, it means

to imbibe a notion, to form an idea ; and with , to be,

it means to seem.

Thats, s. (from 7, knowledge, and , a section or

treatise), the philosophical portion of the veda, or that

which treats ofknowledge as contradistinguished from

ceremonies.

Sles, a. (from W , knowledge, and 5, done), done know-

ingly.

, a. (from , knowledge, and , to be produced),

arising from knowledge, springing from a particular

idea.

whone, a. (from , knowledge, and , producing),

producing knowledge, producing ideas.

W434, a. (from , knowledge, and , producible), pro-

ducible by knowledge, arising from knowledge, or from

a particular idea.

Jata.

tas, a. (from ta, knowledge, and as, produced,

produced by knowledge, produced by a particular idea.

ts, a. (from ta, knowledge, and ats, produced , aris-

ing from or produced by knowledge, or by a particular

idea.

3:, ad. (from ta, knowledge), knowingly.

, a. (from , knowledge, and 1, to give, ) giving

knowledge or ideas.

ts , s . (from , knowledge, and ts, giving , a teach-

er, a preceptor, a spiritual guide.

tanta, s. (from , knowledge, and , a giving), the

giving knowledge to a person, the giving of ideas.

ht , a. (from , knowledge, and aty , giving), com-

municating knowledge or ideas ; s. one who communi-

cates ideas. to others.

tantxt, a. (from ta, knowledge, and at , giving), com-

municating knowledge or ideas .

, s. (from , knowledge, and , destruction),

the destruction or loss of knowledge or of ideas.

, a. (from ta, knowledge, and , destructive),

destructive to knowledge or to ideas.

, a. (from , knowledge, and fa , destructive),

destructive to knowledge or to ideas.

ttt, s. (from , knowledge, and , destruction), the

destruction or loss of knowledge or ofideas.

tata, a. (from , knowledge, and at , destructive),

destructive to knowledge or to ideas.

জ্ঞাননিমিত্তক, a . (fromজ্ঞান, knowledge, and নির্মিত্ত, cause),

caused by or arising from knowledge.

, a. (from , knowledge, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from knowledge, springing from know-

ledge.

ta , a . (from , knowledge, and , giving), commu.

nicating knowledge or ideas.

at , a. (from , knowledge), wise, knowing, sagaci-

ous, intelligent.

afka , ad. (from , knowledge, and f , without), with

out knowledge.

satafafata , a. (from t , knowledge, and faf , possessed

of), wise, possessed of knowledge.

wafata, a. (from , knowledge, and fata, destitute,

destitute ofknowledge, ignorant.

জ্ঞানাতিরিক্ত, a. (fromজ্ঞান, knowledge, and তিৰিক্ত, exempt-

edfrom), exempted from knowledge.

জান ডিরেক, s. (from জান, knowledge, and তিরেক, an ex.

emption), an exemption from knowledge.

tays, a. (from it , knowledge, and ч , joined to), con.
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akai.

nected withknowledge, possessed of knowledge, know.

ing, wise, acute.

wigiks, a. (from , knowledge, and af₹5, destitute), de-

stitute ofknowledge, ignorant, without ideas .

sit , a . (from ta , knowledge, and f , tending to),

tending to knowledge, inclined to knowledge, wise.

, a . (from , knowledge, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of knowledge.

wingine, a. (from ta, knowledge, and the, produc-

ing , producing knowledge in a person, investing a

person with knowledge.

hata, 8. (from , knowledge, and at , a produc-

ing), the producing of knowledge.

stagia, a. (from , knowledge, and A, destitute of , ig-

norant, destitute of knowledge.

ta , s . (from , knowledge, and statt , a desire),

a desire for knowledge.

, a. (from 1 , knowledge, and tt , desirous),

desirous of knowledge.

alfas, a. (from , wisdom, and fs, connected with),

wise, knowing.

tatta, a . (from , wisdom, and , possessed of , wise,

knowing.

wiatste, s. (from A, wisdom, and wife, non-entity), the

want of wisdom, the non-existence ofwisdom, or ideas.

Staffeta, s . (from , knowledge, and afsata, a desire),

a desire ofknowledge.

Statfsata , a. (from t , knowledge, and fat , desir

ous), desirous ofknowledge.

tatay, s. (from 7, knowledge, and , a beginning),

the commencement of knowledge.

f31, s. (from , wise), wisdom, erudition, sagacity.

wtf , s. (from tf , wise), wisdom, erudition, sagacity.

stat, a . (from self , wise), wise, intelligent, sage, knowing.

7 , s . (from , knowledge, and 1, the will), a de-

sire for knowledge.

sta , a. (from , knowledge, and a , desirous), desir

ous of knowledge.

, a. (from 7, knowledge, and , desirous), de-

sirous of knowledge.

stafau, s . (from , knowledge, and y, an organ), the

organs of sensation or those of hearing, seeing, smell-

ing, tasting, and feeling, to which is added the mind.

ta , a. (from a, knowledge, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of knowledge.

atif , s. (from , knowledge, and sef , a produc

tion), the production of knowledge.

(36 .

state , a. (from ta, knowledge, and set , produc

ing), producing knowledge.

atatzaina, s. (from , knowledge, and stua, a pro-

ducing), the producing ofknowledge.

tertag, s . (from t , knowledge, and 87, a coming into

sight), the rise or commencement of knowledge.

katya, s. (from , knowledge, and sya, production),

the production of knowledge.

, s. (from ta, knowledge, and 34 , instruc'i-

on), instruction in any branch ofknowledge, doctrine,

te, a. (from , to know), making known, giving infor

mation, proclaiming; s. one who proclaims or makes a

thing known.

, s. (from , toknow ), the making of a thing known,

the publishing ofa thing, the communicating ofa thing,

the informing a person of any thing.

tety, a. (from t , to know), capable of being made

known, fit or proper to be made known.

fus , a. (from 1 , to know), proper to be made known ,

fit to be revealed, deserving to bemade public.

fts, a. (from 1, to know), made known, revealed, dis-

covered, notified.

sto, a. (from t, to know), proper to be made known, pro-

per to be revealed, fit to be made public.

, a . (from , to know), knowable, cognizable, capable

ofbeing known ; s. an object ofknowledge.

, s. (from 1, to decay), a bow-string.

**** , 8 (from 6, the eldest, and **a, a husband's

or wife's father), a husband's father's eldest brother,

a wife's father's eldest brother.

8 , s . (from a husband's father's eldest

brother's wife , a husband's father's eldest brother's

wife, a wife's father's eldest brother's wife.

**tt*†¾ì, s. (from , the eldest, and , a husband's

or wife's mother), a husband's father's elder brother's

wife, a wife's father's eldest brother's wife.

(513), a, (from cg , eldest, and 33, a father), a father's

eldest brother.

(K18, a. (from GI, substituted for 5, old), oldest, elder,

first-born, best, chief, pre-eminent, most excellent.

(W8313, s. (from C , eldest, and , a father), a father's

eldest brother.

33, s. (from † , an uncle, and , a son), a

father's elder brother's son.

asts ), s . (from cst , an uncle, and , a daugh

ter), a father's elder brother's daughter.
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জ্যোতি,

CUT, s. (from Car , eldest,, primogeniture, seniority.

st, s. (from 6, eldest, and Stit, a share , the share

ofthe first-boro, the right of primogeniture.

CHI , s. (from 1, substitutedfor , old), the eighteenth

of the stellar mansions, the best beloved of a man's

wives.

, s. (from C , eldest, and t, a share), the right

ofprimogeniture, the share of a father's property which

belongs to the first-born.

জ্যেষ্ঠাধিকার, s . ( from জ্যেষ্ঠ, eldest, and অধিকার, a possession),

the right ofprimogeniture.

cata , ad. (from 3 , eldest, and , succession) ,

according to seniority, in the order of seniority.

carotta, ad. (from 5 , eldest, and , following),

according to seniority, in the order of seniority.

CANDET, s. (from 4, eldest, and 837, last), the right of

primogeniture.

ta , s. (from 1, the name of a stellar mansion), the

name of an Indian month containing part of May and

part of June. It begins when the sun enters Taurus.

taga , s. (from t , the month of Jistha, and , the

name ofafruit), the name of a species of cucurbitace-

ous plant which ripens its fruit in the mouth of Jistha,

(Momordica Carantia.)

taan , s. (from t , the month Jistha, and †¤, a month ,

the month of Jistha, which commences when the sun

enters Taurus and coutains part of May and part of

June.:

twa, s. (from (5 ), eldest), the common house lizard .

talafía , s . (from t , the month Jistha, and fix ,

thefull moon), the full moon of the month Jistha.

fst, s. (from , to shine), a heavenly luminary, a star,

the pupil ofthe eye, light, the fire.

fs , s. (from cat , a celestial luminary, and tt ,

a science), the science of astronomy, a book upon as-

tronomy.

জ্যোতিঃশাস্ত্ৰৱক্তা, s. (from জ্যোতিঃশাস্ত্ৰ, the science ofastronomy,

and 7 , one who speaks), one well acquainted with and

able to converse upon astronomical subjects .

জ্যোতিঃশাস্ত্ৰৰেত!, s. (from জ্যোতিঃশাস্ত্ৰ, the science of astrono-

my, and ca , one who knows), a person well versed in as-

tronomy.

ut , a. (from cuts , a luminary, and , to know),

acquainted with the heavenly bodies, versed in astro-

nomy.

cartfarási, s. (from efs , a luminary, and cg, one who

জ্বর

knows), an astronomer, one well acquainted with the

stars.

' ,wifem, s. (from cifs , a luminary, and 3A, an orb),

the stellar orbs, the stellar region.

Catfog, a. (from 5 , a luminary), abounding with

stars.

13 , s. (from carfs , light, and 5 , a wheel), the Zo-

diac.

fa, s. (from cut , a luminary), the science of astro.

nomy including astrology, a star, a luminary.

nifta, s. (from ( 1 , a luminary, and c †T, a sacri-

fice), the name of a particular sacrifice at which there

are sixteen priests required..

carfsust, s. (from if , light), the heart pea, (Halica.

cabum cardiospermum . )

fs , s . (from I, to shine), a luminary, a star, the sun,

light, fire.

, s. (from , light), moon-light, a moon- light

night.

teataifa, s . (from , light, and if , a night), a

moon-light night.

confofa , s . (from cars , a luminary), an astronomer, an

astrologer.

, s. (from , to be sick), a fever, an ague.

, a. (from I, afever), good for the cure of a fever, fe

ver-destroying, febrifuge.

ts, s . (from 3, a fever, and s, relinquishment),

the cure of a fever, the cessation of a paroxysm of fe-

ver.

, s. (from , a fever, aud , destruction), the

cure of a fever.

, a. (from , a fever, and , destructive), good

for the cure of a fever, febrifuge.

, a. (from , afever, and , destructive), good

for the cure of a fever, febrifuge .

* s. (from , afever, and , destruction), the cure

of a fever.

, a. (from , afever, and * , destroying), good

for the cure of a fever, febrifuge.

জ্বরনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from জ্বর, a fever, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to cease),

good to stop a fever, febrifuge.

ata , a. (from , a fever, and fata , preventing),

fever-preventing, good to prevent a fever.

ata , s . (from , a fever, and fatad, prevention), the

preventing of a fever.

, s. (from , a fever, and fas, cessation), the cure

of a fever, the cessation of a paroxysm of fever.

Min
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জ্বরা,

pase, a . (from , a ferer, and far , a cause), caus-

ed by a fever, arising from a fever.

ts, s . (from 3, a fever, and fitst, relinquish

ment), the departure or cure ofa fever.

, a . (from a fever, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from a fever.

fe , ad. (from A, a fever, and f ), without), without

fever.

fatt, s . (from , a fever, and fatt, destruction), the

destruction or cure of a fever.

at , a. (from 3, afever, andfat , destitute), good

for the cure of a fever.

faf , a . (from I, a fever, and faf , possessed of, fe-

verish, ill with a fever .

fever.

, a . (from , afever, and fa , destitute), free from

fofas, a. (from , a fever, and fofa , exempted),

exempted from fever, free from fever.

qaafar, s. (from , a fever, and giftige, an exempti-

on), an exemption from fever.

HALF, a. (from

ill of a fever.

a fever, aud F, joined to), feverish,

3, a. (from , a fever, and 3, destitute of, free

from fever.

, a. (from , a fever, and J, empty), fiee from fe-

ver.

, s. (from , a fev.r, and x , one who kills), a speci-

fic for a fever.

gifa, s. (from , afever, and T , loss), the weakening

ofa fever.

, a. (from , afever, and , destitute), free from

fever.

, a . (from , afever, and , indicating), indicat-

ing fever.

tet , s. (from , afever, and tog , desire), a desire

for a fever.

ata , a. (from , a fever, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of a fever.

জ্বরাডিনার, s. (from জ্বর, a fever, and অতিসার, a flur), a fever

and flux.

5 , s. (from , a fever, and 51, experience), a fe-

verish symptom, a sensation of fever.

7, s . from , a fever, and , an inference),

a symptom of fever, a sensation of fever.

HISE, a. (from A, a fever, and 5*, destroying), good

for the cure of a fever, febrifuge.

gifemta, s. (from 3, afever, and sata, desire), a wish

for a fever.

জ্বালা.

fonia , a. (from , a fever, and fenfa , desirous ,

desirous of a fever.

ty, s. (from , a fever, and tag, a beginning), the

access of a paroxysm offever.

TA. a. (from Tia, feverish), feverish, diseased, weak.

, s. (from , a fever, andsta, a beginning) , the

access of a paroxysm offever.

, s . (from 3, afever, and sta, convalescence , re-

covery from a fever.

JA, v. (from F , to enkindle), to burn, to blaze, to enkin

dle, to be ardent, to be eager, to be distressed, to smart,

to be in acute pain.

, s. (from , burning, and , fire), a blazing or

burning fire.

, s. (from , to enkindle), a kindling up, the blazing

offire, the burning or glowing offire, the being ardent,

zealous, eager, or fervent, the being distressed or pain-

ed in mind, the smarting or being in acute pain.

HA , a. (from T , a burning, and ½, fit), fit for fuel,

inflammable, combustible.

, a. (from , to enkindle), virulent.

, a. (from , to enkindle , inflammable, combusti-

ble, fit for fuel.

, a. (from , to enkindle), burning, glowing, ardent,

painful.

at, s. (from a, to enkindle), a burning, an inflammation,

fervour, ardour, virulence, the heat of persecution or

oppression, smart.

Hi, v. a. (from , to enkindle), to kindle a fire, to light a

candle or a lamp, to burn a thing, to scald, to cause

acute pain either ofbody or mind, to vex .

at , a. (from , to enkindle), wearied, teazed, distress-

ed.

yaifa, a. (from H , to enkindle), fit for burning, fit for fuel.

afat, a . (from , to enkindle), inflaming, enkindling,

exasperating ; s . an incendiary.

ata , a. (from , to enkindle), for the purpose of fuel.

qimi , d . a. (from T , to enkindle), to enkindle afire, to light

a candle, to excite anguish in any one's mind, to vex, to

torment ; s. a burning, an inflammation, virulence, an-

guish of body or mind, torment, distress, vexation.

ata, a. (from , inflammation, and 3 ,producible),

arising from vexation or anguish of mind or bedy, aris-

ing from an inflammation.

tatatat, s . (from it, inflammation, and at , destruction),

the removal of distress or anguish of body or mind, the

removal of an inflammation or ofpain.
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tai.

hatata, s . (from , inflammation, and at , destruc-

tive), removing distress or anguish of body or mind, cur-

ing an inflammation, removing pain.

genfifice , a. (from , inflammation, and faf , a

cause), arising from or caused by pain or anguish, arising

from or caused by vexation or distress, arising from or

caused by an inflammation.

Statfagi, ɑ . (from , to enkindle), inflammatory, an incen-

diary.

, a. (from , inflammation , and 3, connected

with), full ofpain or anguish, full of distress or vexa-

tion, inflamed.

tas, a. (from 1, inflammation, and , arising

from), arising from anguish or pain, arising from vexa-

tion or distress, arising from an inflammation.

, ad. (from , inflammation, aud f , without),

without distress, without vexation or torment, without

inflammation or pain.

Tataft , c. (from Tt , inflammation , andfef , possessed

of, distressed, full of anguish, vexed, afflicted with an

inflammation.

alfa , a (from tat, inflammation, and faxta, desti-

tute of , free from anguish or pain, free from distress,

free from inflammation.

স্থানী্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from জ্বালা, inflammation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

emptedfrom), exempted from anguish or pain, exempt-

ed from distress or vexation.

জ্বালা্যতিরেক, s. (from জ্বালা, inflammation, and জাতিরেক, an

exemption), an exemption from anguish or pain , an ex-

emption from vexation or distress .

tata , s. (from , a burning, and at, a mouth), a vol-

cano, an infiammable pit, a place where fire breaks out

spontaneously. The proper name of a place in Chinese

Tartary where fire is always produced by slightly dig.

ging the earth. It is a noted place ofpilgrimage among

the Hindoos.

tatas, a . (from , inflammation, and F. joined to),

filled with anguish or pain, distressed, vexed, inflam-

ed.

tas, a. (from , inflammation, and 3f23, destilute

of, free from anguish or pain, free from distress or

vexation , free from inflammation .

ala , a . (from Tal, ifl¨mmation, and 5 , empty), free

from anguish or pain, free from distress or yexation,

free from inflammation.

qtat fa, s. (from T , inflammatior, and gif , loss), the

বক.

lessening of anguish or pain, the lessening of distress

or vexation, the lessening of inflammation .

atzia, a. (from Ta , inflammation, and 7, destitute),

free from anguish or pain, free from distress or vexati

on, free from inflammation.

Tiangge, a. (from , inflammation , and , a cause),

arising from or caused by anguish or pain, arising from

or caused by vexation or distress , arising from or caus-

ed by an inflammation .

fas, a. (from , to enkindle), inflamed, burnt, vexed,

grieved.

ঝ.

, the ninth consonant of the Hindoo alphabet or the fourth

ofthe second series, i.e. that ofpalatines. Its sound is

expressed by the English jh.

, ad, (from lefs, quickly), suddenly, quickly, speedily ;

s. nonsense, rant. This word is usually constructed

with the adverbial participle of to do..

1 , s . (from a, to kill), war, a fight, a quarrel, a dispute,

a wrangling, strife. Constructed with , to do, this

word means to quarrel, to wrangle, to dispute, to con-

tend.

** 18 , a. (from **5), a quarrel) , quarrelsome, contenti-

ous, wrangling, disputatious.

ঝকড়াকড়ি,stefs, s. (from 51, a quarrel), a mutual quarrel,

mutual recrimination.

** ife , a . (from **și, a quarrel), quarrelsome, contenti-

ous, wrangling, disputatious.

a. (from 1 , a quarrel), quarrelsome, wrangling,

disputatious.

ta, s. (from the letter , and to make), the letter ,

or that character which expresses the sound ofthe Eng-

lish jh.

Taifa , c. (from a, the letter , and at , the first),

commencing with the letter , having an initial .

Tatais, a. (from TFA, the letter F, and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final ☎.

afea, s. (from f , to give distress), a rebuff, a huff, a

reproof, violence.

appear
4777 $. (from ſt , to sh`ne), vivid luminous

ance, a glittering or shining brightness.

TEST, ɑ. (from , brightness,, luminous, shining,

radiant, vivid.

Taax, s. (from fa , to shine), lustre, a glare, a luminous

appearance, brightness, a glittering, a shining.

M m2
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art.

afa, a. (from , a glare), glaring, luminous, shin-

ing.

fe , a. (from , a glare), glaring, luminous, shin-

ing.

, s. (from , nonsense, and at , a smiting), a talk-

ing nonsense or rant.

at , a. (from TP, nonsense, and I , smiting), ranting,

nonsensical ; s. repentance, regiet. This word com-

pounded with at , to regard, means to acknowledge a

fault, to repent.

THI, s. (from ™, an imitative sound, and to do), the

buzzing of bees or wasps.

fa, s. (from fan , a muscle, and fim, to swallow), the

name of a large species of heron which lives chiefly

on muscles, (Ardea Coromandeliana.)

37, an imitative sound used to express the jingling of

ornaments ; s. a jingling, a rattling, a rushing noise,

the name of a plant the seed- vessels of which being

inflated permit the seeds to rattle, (Crotolaria sericea.)

This word compounded with , to do, signifies to jin-

gle, to rattle.

TRAI, s. (from T83, a rattling), lightning, a thunder bolt,

the stroke of lightning.

afa , a. (from 3 , a rattling) , sounding, clanking, jing-

ling, rattling.

, s. (from 8 , a rattling), the name of a plant, (Cro-

tolaria sericea. The name is also applied to several

other species. )

Tg), s. (from ™ , a particular sound, and 7, a storm , a

storm, a hurricane, a clanking sound, a rattling.

st, s. (from , a hurricane), perplexity, trouble, vexa-

tion, a difficulty. Constructed with , to give, this

word means to pester, to occasion trouble ; with ą, to

do, it means to make a difficulty of doing a thing.

ft , a. (from att, vexation), troublesome, vexatious.

☛e, s. (from è̟, to be clotted or entangled), quickness, speed .

This word is usually compounded with the participle

fam, doing, and has then the power of an adverb,

quickly, speedily, hastily, apace.

attast, s. (from è, queckness, and , to fall), a sparring,

the fighting or sparring of birds.

affs, ad. (from a , to be clotted or entangled), quickly,

apace, speedily, summarily, expeditiously.

ts, v. a. (from , speed), to chop off, to lop off.

1 , s. (from t, speed), a hurricane, a storm; a . chopped

off, lopped off ; v. a. to chop off, to lop off.

ata, s. (from , to chop off), the chopping a thing off,

the lopping of a branch from a tree, decapitation ; 8,

chopped off, lopped off.

taifa, s. (from , to chop off) , the chopping or løp.

ping a part from the rest, the beheading ofa person or

animal.

ta , ad. (from at, quickness), quickly, hastily, suddenly.

5, s. (from 1 , a hurricane), a hurricane, a storm , a tem

pest. This word constructed with , to de, is often

used figuratively to signify to scold, or, as is frequently

said in common life, to kick up a dust.

T5TA, 8. (from Vș, a hurricane), repelling reproof, a scold-

ing, a chiding, the domineering over a person, a blus

tering.

Tṣafti, s. (from 5, a storm. The last member of this word

is only arhyme to the first), a hurricane, a tempest.

It5, s. (from 75, a storm . The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to thefirst , a hmricane, a tempest.

, s. (from 5, a storm, and t , a tempest), a tem

pest, a storm.

ṣatīta, s. (from 75, a storm, and fta, wind), a storm,

a tempest, a hurricane.

f , s. (from 5, a storm, and af , rain), a storm of

wind attended with violent rain.

TȘAH, s. (from 5, a storm. The last member ofthis word

burri
is only arhyme to the first), a storm, a tempest, a

caue .

Ti , s. (from Ts, a storm), a storm, a tempest.

, a. (from 5, a +mpest), tempestuous, stormy.

31, s. (from 3, a staff), a flag-staff, a standard.

an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from metallic or other hard and sonorous bodies strik-

ing against each other.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from metallic or other hard and sonorous bodies strik-

ing against each other.

Taxta, 8. (from , a particular sound, and ✯, to do), the

clank ofmetallic or other hard substances when struck

against each other.

te, s . (from 3, a particular sound), the sound which

arises from striking metallic or other hard and sonor-

ous bodies against each other.

ts. (from , a particular sound), the sound which

arises from striking metallic or other hard and sonorous

bodies against each other.

fa, s . (from , shining, and af , agem , the name of

a small species of strawberry, (Fragaria flava, Bucha-

nan's Mss. probably Fragaria indica, Hort. Beng. )
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করা.

ats, s. (from , the sound arising from striking the

head against a doorframe, and re, wood), a liutel.

, s. (from # , quickness), quickness, suddenness . This

word is usually constructed with the participle fami,

doing, when it has the force of an adverb, and means,

suddenly, quickly, hastily, immediately,

ad. (from Я, quickness), hastily, quickly, suddenly.

, an imitative sound used to express the jingle of or-

naments when a person who wears them moves.

, an imitative sound used to express the sound of or

naments when the person who wears them moves.

wagwag, ad. (from Tag, a particular sound), with the jin-

gling of ornaments.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

bythe falling of heavy rain, by the rattling of seeds in

the husk, or by the striking of any pulsatile instrument

of music.

, s. (from , a particular sound, and 3, to full), a

jump, a leap. Constructed with 1, to give, this word

means to jump, to leap.

Trata, s. (from ☎ , ajump, and (TA, a crown), the name of

a species of Falcon, (Falco Jhumpa mowr, Buchanan's

Mss )

T , v. n . (from ☎, to waste`, to ooze out, to drip, to exude,

to leak, to fall, to shed as corn. The adverbial partici

ple of this verb is often constructed with , to fall; it

then signifies, to shed as corn does, to fall off as leaves

do from a tree.

TIN, s. (from TI, tofall or shed), a window.

, s. (from 3, to ocze out), the dripping of water, the

falling of leaves from a tree, the shedding of corn.

Tadi, s. (from T , to ooze out), a sieve, a dripping of water,

the falling ofwater from a spout or from the eaves of

a house, the shedding of corn .

Tadt, s. (from T , to ooze out), a strainer, a stream ofblood

or pus flowing from a wound or ulcer.

TN, v. a. (from T. to decay), to pour out, to strain, to cause

to exude, to shake leaves or fruit from a tree, to shake

or beat dust out of cloth or furniture.

TAZA, s. (from , to pour out), the pouring out of the

TH.

fruit from a tree, the shaking of dust from clothes; a.

poured out, strained , shaken down, haken out.

Taifa, s. (from TA, to pour out), the pouring of the last re-

mains of water from a cup or other vessel, the shak-

ing of leaves or fruit from a tree, the pouring of li

quors through a strainer or sieve, the beating or shak.

ing ofthe dust from clothes or urniture.

ঝর্ঝর,

fazi, s. (from A, to ooze), the dripping of water, the fall-

ing ofleaves or fruit from a tree, the shedding ofcorn.

, s. (from .to decay), the sound of a dropping such as

that of corn shedding from the ears, or of water run-

ning through aleaking roof; s. split, cracked, ragged,

full of holes.

fa , a. (from 3, a dropping) , when applied as the ad-

jective ofcloth or similar things or of a hedge or other

fence this word means thin or having large interstices,

applied to the roof ofa house it means out ofrepair, or

having holes which admit the rain to fall through.

TAN, s. (from TÚ , a dropping), a lattice, a fence, a cym

bal.

TF, 8. (from Tz, aflapping noise), the flapping of a wave,

a flake of fire.

Pan, s. (from Ta , the flapping ofa wave), the flapping .

of a wave.

FT , s. (from , a flapping sound , the fopping

sound of waves against the shore or against a boat or

ship. This word constructed with the adverbial par-

ticiple of to do, acquires the power of an adverb,

flappingly, with a flapping noise.

catza, a. (from c , to shine), fine, gay, elegant, gaudy.

, s. (from , aflapping sound , the dangling or bob-

bing motion of a long necklace such as is worn by ma-

ny of the Hindoos, the dangling or bobbing motion of

a pendulous rope or any similar thing.

TaTa, s. (from T , a flapping sound), the flapping of an

elephant's ears or of an animal's testicles, the flapping

or loose hanging of a woman's breasts, a dangling.

, s. (from T , a flapping sound), a flapping motion,

the flapping of an elephant's ears, or of a woman's

breasts.

fag , a. (from , aflapping), flapping.

last remains ofliquor from a cup or vessel, the pouring , v . a. (from , to kindle) , to scorch, to singe, to roast ;

of liquors through a strainer, the shaking of leaves or

fruit from a tree, the shaking of dust from clothes.

ta, s. (from T1, to pour out), the pouring out of the last

remains of liquor from a cup or vessel, the pouring of

liquors through a strainer, the shaking of leaves or

a. scorched, singed, roasted.

, s. (from , to scorch), the scorching or singe-

ing of a thing, the roasting of a thing.

, a. (from , scorched, and td, blind), pur-

blind, deficient in sight,
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ঝাঁক.

, s. (from T , to roast), the roasting or scorching

of a substance.

, s. (from , to scorch), the roasting ofmeat, the

scorching of a thing, the singeing of a substance.

, s. (from

a thing.

, to singe), the singeing or scorching

a, s. (from , to injure), a fish.

, s. (from , to kindle), to burn a thing for the pur-

pose of cleaning it, solder, the flame offire, a hole dug

at the bottom of a pond when it is nearly dry to col-

lect the remnant of water.

8, s. (from T , Tamarisk), the name of a beautiful small

tree, (Tamarix indicus.)

atste , s. (from ts, a bush, and i, a plantain), a va

riety ofthe plantain tree,

FSPITAT, 8. (from , a bush, and c , a lime), a variety

of the lime or lemon tree.

, an imitative sound intended to express that made by

striking a Chinese gung or metallic pan.

, s. (from ai , ashes), a caix, a calcined state.

af , s. (from T , pungent, and äfÃ¤, pepper), red pep-

per, (Capsicum annuum, and other species .)

, s. (from * , a calx, and tat, mustard), mustard

prepared for the table, flour of mustard.

ta, v. a. (from , to desire), to take up a thing in order

to feel its weight, to take up a thing, to shake articles

together that they may occupy but little space, to be

angry, to reprove a person in a passionate manner, to

raise up the body in order to look at a thing.

* s. (from , to make a sound like birds), a swarm of

bees, a herd of cattle, a flock of birds. This word con-

structed with , to bind, means to collect together

into a swarm or multitude.

, s. (from , to take up a weight), a feeling the

weight of an article, the lifting up of an article, the re

proving of a person in a passionate manner, the shak-

ing of things together that they may occupy but little

space.

ta, s. (from *t*, to lift up), the lifting of a thing to as-

certain its weight, the lifting of a thing, passionate re-

proof.

težta , a. (from **, « fluck, and it , bound), collected

into a swarm or a flock.

1

Haș, v. a. (from *†*, 10 lift up), to shake articles together

when put into a bag so that they may lie close together

atat, v. a. (from † , to liftup), to shake a big full ofar-

ticles so as tomake them lie close together, to shake down.

কাঁটা,

, s. (from , to lift up), the shaking of a bag

or other receptacle that the articles put therein may

lie close together.

ta , s. (from , to shake down), the shaking ofa

bag or other receptacle that the articles put therein

may lie close together ; a . shaken down, shaken toge

ther.

gif , s . (from ta , to shake down), the shaking of a

bag or other receptacle that the articles put therein

may lie close together.

atafa , s. (from tag, to shake down), the shaking ofa

bag or other receptacle that the articles put therein

may be close together.

te , a. (from te, to take up), to order or cause a person

to take up a weight, to order or cause a person to shake

the articles in a bag that they may lie near and occupy

but little space ; a. shaken together, lifted up to ascer

tain its weight,
passionately reproved.

te, s . (from , to kindle), flame, the heat of the sun ; also

from a, a cymbal, a kind of cymbal consisting of a

metallic ring with small bells fixed on its periphery,

which all ring together when it is properly shaken.

The name ofan aquatic plant (Utricularia fasciculata,

and other species.)

, s. (from , full ofholes) , a colander, a water- pot.

, s. (from Ì, a lattice), a lattice, a strainer, a stake

hedge or fence when in a decayed condition .

, a. (from , to kindle), ardent, fierce, parched, tes

ty, passionate.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

cymbal or a similar instrument of music.

#tätſayi, a. (from it , ardent), ardent, glowing, fierce,

parched, testy, passionate.

, v . a. (from T , to collect), to sweep a house or other

place.

it, s. (from , to collect), the hair on the privities of ei

ther sex.

, s . (from , to sweep), the sweeping of a house of

otherplace.

fa, s . (from th , to sweep), the sweeping of a house or

other place.

äfèfari, a. (110m ar , to sweep), sweeping, employed to

sweep.

tej, a, (from as, to sweep), earned by sweeping, duefor

sweeping.

(
* , . from B, to sweep), to sweep, to cause a per-

660 02 epla
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ঝাড়া,

ti , s . (from , to collect), a broom.

HYB:EA!, s. (from #† i, to sweep), the sweeping of a room,

the causing a room to be swept.

Gife, s . (from Git, to sweep), the sweeping of a room or any

other place.

Stal, s . (from , to sweep), the sweeping of a room or

other place.

E , s. (fromfl, the name of a shrub), the name of a

flowering shrub, ( Barleria cristata, ) a very thin layer of

straw laid on a roof previously to thatching it.

, ad. (from ffs, speedily), speedily, forthwith.

, an imitative sound used to express that produced by

metallic vessels when they strike against a hard sub-

stance ; also, ad. (from fastfs quickly , quickly, hastily,

suddenly.

, e. n. to jump into a place, to jump, to leap on, as

bulls or horses do for the purpose of sexual conjunc-

tion ; also, v. a. (perhaps from fat , to cover), to shut

up with a mat door, to shut up, to cover, to overspread ,

to overrun as climbing plants do. The adverbial par-

ticiple of this verb constructed with , to keep, means

to eover over or smother.

rt, s . (from fatta, to cover), the mat-door in general use

in the huts of the natives of India. These doors or

skreens are frequently made of other materials, as grass,

canvas, or the like.

*M ), v. a. (from štą, tojump), 10 cause a person or animal

to jump, to induce a horse or other male animal to co-

ver the female ; s. the name of an ornament which is

worn on the small ofthe arm and haugs bobbing on the

elbow, a similar ornament of the same name is worn on

the foreheads of children, a tassel.

$ta, s . (from Va, a jump), a stage erected by snake catch

ers on which they exhibit tricks with snakes, and fre-

quently carry on a mock fight by throwing serpents at

each other; ajump, a leap.

#tatfag, a. (from , a snake catcher's stage) , playing

with snakes, carrying on a sham fight by throwing

snakes at each other.

tett , a. (from , spread out), bushy and thick, forming

a bushy and dense head. This word is almost exclu-

sively the adjective oftrees.

#rai, s. (from žr¤, a mat door), a square basket with a co-

ver, a work-basket, the name of a species ofbird, (Cor-

vus Jhampee .)

I , s. (from te, a multitude), the name of a species of

fish, (Cyprinus Jaya, Buchanan's Mss .)

at, v. a. (from , to waste), to beat the dust from clothes,

to rub, to thresh out corn, to winnow, to shake leaves

or fruit from a tree, to expel the venom of a serpent by

the use of antidotes or charms, to advise, to persuade,

to induce a person to desist from an enterprize or to

lay down his anger or antipathy ; applied to a beast of

burden, it means to throw off its load or its rider.

ts, s. (from , to be entangled), a tuft of bamboos or

grass, a tuft of plants or shrubs of any kind, a bush, a

shrub, a breed of animals, a stock, a pedigree.

, s. (from Ts, to beat out), the rubbing or threshing out

of corn, the beating of the dust from clothes , the shak-

ing ofthe leaves or fruit from a tree, the threshing out of

corn, a winnowing, the expulsion of the venom of a ser

pent, the persuading of a persou, the throwing off a

load.

, v. a. (from Tis, to beat out), to beat the dust out

of clothes, to rub out, to thresh out corn, to winnow,

to shake the leaves or fruit from a tree, to expel the ve-

nom of a serpent by the use of antidotes or charms, to

advise, to persuade, to dissuade a person from an inter-

prize or from anger or antipathy, to cause a beast to

cast its load; a . beaten out, rubbed out, threshed out,

winnowed, shaken down from a tree, persuaded, induc-

ed to relinquish anger or antipathy ; s. ordure, a privy,

the dusting of clothes, the shaking or rubbing out of

dust, the shaking ofleaves or fruit from a tree, the thresh-

ing of corn , the winnowing of corn, the persuading of

a person.

Fiști, s. (from Tiși, to beat out), the beating of dust out

of clothes or from furniture, the shaking ofthe leaves

or fruit from a tree, the threshing of corn, the winnow-

ing of corn, the expelling the poison of a serpent, the

persuading of a person, the dissuading ofa person, the

casting off a load.

sti, s. (from it, a beating out. The last member

ofthis word is only a rhyme to the first , the shaking or

beating of the dust from clothes or furniture, the shak-

ing of the leaves or fruit from a tree, the beating out

of corn, the winnowing ofcorn, the expulsion of the ve-

nom of a serpent, the persuading of a person to desist

from a thing in which he is engaged.

11 , s. from it, to beat ou '), the beating out of dust

from clothes or from furniture, the threshing of corn,

the winnowing ofcorn, the shaking ofthe leaves or fruit

from a tree, the expelling of the venom from a person

bitten by a serpent, the persuading a person to give up

a favourite point, the throwing off a burden.

tifa, s. (from 15 , to beat out), the beating of the dust out
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of clothes or from furniture, the threshing of corn, the

winnowing of corn, the shaking of the leaves or fruit

from a tree, the expulsion of the venom ofa serpent, the

persuading of a person to give up a favourite object or

to lay aside his anger or antipathy, the throwing off a

burden, a towel to clean furniture.

istfag , a. (from 1 , to beat out), beating dust out of

clothes orfrom furniture, shaking the leaves or fruit from

a tree, threshing corn, winnowing, expelling the venom

ofa serpent by the use of charms or antidotes, persuad-

ing a person to give up an object or to relinquish his

anger or antipathy, casting its load.

, s. (from is a bush), bushy, growing in large tufis.

TifȘTI, 8. (from 3, to beat cut), the beating of dust from

clothes or furniture, the shaking of the leaves or fruit

from a tree, the threshing of corn, the winnowing of

corn, the expelling ofthe venom of a serpent, the per

suading of a person, the dissuading of a person, the

casting of a load .

t1, s. (from tș, a shrub), a shrub.

, s . (from it, a bush, and y, a road), a forest-

road, a road among bushes.

Etși , s. (from Fist, a bush, and 7, a forest), a thicket of

brush-wood.

ts, s. (from , to be collected) , a broom.

#tṣaanta, s. (from æg, a broom, and ♪ɲ , holding), a

sweeper.

ঝাড়ুবরদারি, s . (from কাবরদার, a sweeper), the office of a

sweeper.

Ta, s. (from , to be worn out), the flagging or fading of

a flower or plant, Constructed with2, to eat, this word

means to droop ; also from 1 , to know, manifestation,

a making known, a becoming public.

Thi, s. (from #t , to cover), a web over the eye, dimness.

, s . (from , a web over the eye, and fa, in-

crease), a decay ofsight, an increase of dim-sightedness .

, s. (from I, to move), the name of an ornamental tree,

(Tamarix indica.)

, s . (from я, to jump), a tassel.

Tt , s. (from **, vitrified bricks), vitrified bricks.

FF, 8. (from T , to eat ), vitrified bricks.

Tag, v. n. (from , to ooze), to run or flow as the nose and

eyes do with a cold, to distil or drop from ; s. also (from

, to eat), a kind ofwhetstoneused by house- wives for

sharpening their spindles, needles, and the like.

tata, s. (from , to ooze), the running at the nose and

eyes when a person has a cold.

taat

aifa.

(from , to ooze), the running at the nose and

eyes which is occasioned by a cold.

That, s. (from to neze), a stream of water from the per

forated bottom of a pot which is hung over a plant for

the purpose of watering it. The Hindoos do this to the

Ocymum sanctum and some other plants as a religious

action.

TI, s. (fromT, to ooze), a water-vessel with a spout, a tea-

kettle, a tea-pot, a water-pot.

, v. a. (from , to kindle), to heat red hot, to ignite,

to solder.

, a . (from , to kindle), pungent to the taste, hot-

tasted.

, s. (from a, pungent, and , afish), hot spicery,

hot seasonings.

, s. (from , to heat), the soldering of metals, the

heating of metals,

afas, s . (from , pungent, and af , pepper), capsicum

ofvarious species much used in India as a pungent

seasoning, (Cayenne pepper. )

Ta , s. (from , a net), a fringe or other ornament of

network, a musquito net.

ætaanta, a, from ☎tag, network, and , holding), adora-

ed or furnished with network.

Tiai, v. a. (from Tt , to ignite), to heat a thing red hot, to

cause to ignite, to cause or older a thing to be heated

red hot or to be soldered.

Tata, s. (from ætat, to heat red hot , the heating of me-

tals red hot, the causing a thing to ignite.

tata, s. (from 1 , to heat), the causing a substance to

be made red hot; a . ignited, heated to redness.

tata, s . (fromTi, to heat), the heating of a substance

so as to make it red hot, or the causing it to be heat-

ed by another person.

Trata , a. (from Tal, to heat), earned by heating substances

till they are red hot, heating, igniting.

alta , s. (from , to kindle. The latter member ofthis

word is merely a rhyme to the first), the sensation pro-

duced in the ear occasioned by very shrill and loud

sounds or by the squeaking noise made in filing or

scratching on plates of metal. This word construct-

ed with ♣, to do, means to jingle or rather to have the

sensation produced by such sounds.

Tifa, s. (from , water), a hole dug at the end of a gut-

ter to collect the water which runs, so that it may be

thrown into another gutter on higher ground for the

purpose of watering the land.
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fa , s. (from

Pary

, to heat red hot), the heating of a sub-

stance red hot, the tinning ofvessels, a soldering.

Tag, a. (from a, pungent), highly seasoned, pungent.

ঝালুয়ামো, s . (from কলিয়া, pungent, and মোদক, sweet-meats),

a ball of sweet-meats seasoned with pungent spices.

f , s. (from 1 , a daughter), a daughter.

The

f , s. (from fat, to sustain), a small prop of earth or stone

placed under a pot to support it while boiling.

Hindoos generally place three of them under their com

mon pots.

flex, a. (from fix, aprop under apot), hard, hardened by

the sun or by baking, crusty. ·

fe , s. (from , the name of a tree), the name of a

particular shrub or small tree, (Allangium hexapeta-

lum .)

fel, s . (from , to move), a jerk, the working about of

the rudder of a boat to force it forward and assist the

oars .

fisz, a. (from fix, a prop under a pot), hard, hardened

by the sun or by baking, crusty.

fat, s. (from fast. a species of insect), the name of a spe-

cies ofinsect, that disagreeable tingling sensation which

is felt in a limb when the circulation is obstructed by

sitting or lying in a particular posture.

ta , s. (from , to collect) , a clod or other substance laid

on the neck of a lad or other unsteady person while he

is writing, the falling of which exposes him to punish-

ment.

fffaf , s. (from fa , glare), a glare, the glittering

of sand or other substances when the sun shines on

them .

Frafas, s. (from fat , splendor), a glare, the glittering of

sand or other substances , especially when the sun

shines on them. This word when constructed with the

verbক, to do, means to glitter, to glare.

fa , s. (from fat, splendor), a glare, the glittering of

sand or other substances especially when the sun shines

on them. This word constructed with , to do, means

to glitter, to glare.

fs , s. (from c , a particular plant), the name of a

cucurbitaceous plant, the fruit of which is much used

by the Hindoos in their stews or curries ; also the fruit

produced on it, (Luffa acutangula . )

feas, s. (from fata , a muscle) , a muscle or cockle.

ff , s. (from fa , muscle, and fat, a swallowing),

the name of a large bird of the order of Gralla, (Ardea

coromandeliana.)

NA

żক

fafe , s. (from fa , a muscle, and fst , to swallow), the

name of a species of bird, (Ardea coromandeliana.)

ff , an imitative sound used to express that disagree-

able tingling sensation which is felt in any limb when

the circulation is obstructed by sitting or lying in a

particular posture.

fa , v. n. (from A, to slumber), to nod with sleep, to be

drowsy.

fa , s. (from F , to nod with sleep), a nodding with sleep,

a being drowsy.

farfa, s. (fromfa, to nod with sleep), a nodding with sleep,

drowsiness.

FT , v. a. (from fx, to nod with sleep), to grow drowsy,

'to nod with drowsiness ; a. nodding with drowsiness,

overcome with drowsiness.

fata , s . (from fx , to nod with sleep), a nodding with

sleep, a being drowsy.

fata, s . (from før , to nod with sleep), the act of nodding

or sinking down with drowsiness.

fuaffa, s . (fron f , to nod with sleep), a nodding with

sleep, drowsiness, drizzling rain.

ff , s. (from д, to ned with sleep), a nodding with

sleep, drowsiness. This word constructed with , to do,

means to nod with sleep, to be overcome with drowsi-

ness.

fafa, s. (from , to coze), a small stream, the falling of

liquor in a small stream from a leaking vessel.

, s. (from fa , a hole) , a lake, a large tract of ground

overflown by the periodical rains.

fafafafa, s . (from fat , a cricket. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), a thin kind of gauze

resembling in appearance the under wings of a grass-

hopper, used to make musquito curtains, also the flow-

ing motion of musquito curtains when blown by the

wind.

fat, s. (from fa , an imitative sound expressive ofthe chirp-

ing ofa cricket), a species of insect.

FI . s . (from Nīt, a daughter), a daughter.

3, s. (from I, a daughter, and , a son), children.

Ię, v. n. (from 4, to shake or tremble), to move or heave

the body as cats and other animals are observed to do

previously to leaping at their prey, to hitch forward,

10 bend down, to incline, to stagger, to totter.

if , s, (from te, to hitchforward), a hitching of the body

forward, the motion made by cats and other animals

perpatory to making a spring.
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251.

If, s. (from t to hitchforward), a bitching forwards,

the motion made by cats and some other animals pre

paratory to making a spring, responsibility, a risk.

fetfe; s. (from If , responsibility. The last memberofthis

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), responsibility, a risk ,

an insurance.

fet, s. (from 1 , to prepare for a leap), the making of

motions by a cator other animal preparatory to a spring

on its prey.

15, v. n. (from , to ooze out), to ooze out, to flow as blood

does from a wound.

ද

jena , s. (from 1, sleepiness, and , time), the ear-

ly dawn, the close of the night or the time immediate-

ly preceding the dawn.

I , s. (from , to ooze), the heaping up of a measure of

dry goods till it will contain no more, heaped measure.

fs, s. (from 157, heaped measure, and Åfð, a particu-

lar measure), the last handful necessary to heap up a

measure ofdry goods so that it can contain no more.

fu , s. (from a, to ooze) , wild rice which sheds its seeds in

the place where it grows.

, s. (from as, a bush), the hump on the shoulders of a

bull, the bunch on a camel's back, the crest on a bird's

head.

ta , ad. (from it, a falsehood. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first , falsely, stupidly.

t1, s. (from fa , the tongue), orts.

fe, s.(from , the crest on a Hindoo's crown), a mu

tual pulling hair.

tafe, s. (from , a crest. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to thefirs') , a mutual pulling of hair.

tì, s. (from it, a bush), the hump on the shoulders of an

Indian bull, the bunch on a camel's back, the crest on

a bird's head , the tuft of hair left on the head ofa Hin-

doo after tonsure.

I, s. from , a crest, and ſ, a particular bird),

the name of a particular species of bird, (Lanius joco-

sus, Lath. Turdus jocosus, C.)

v. a. (from fan, to cul), to cut off, to lop, to trim off.

When this verb is constructed with e , panting, it

means to dash water in sport at another, to talk a per-

son down.

, s . from 5, to lop), the lopping or trimming ofa tree.

fi, s. (from 5, to lop), the lopping or trimming of a tree.

asa , s. from us, to lop), the lopping or trimming of atree.

, s. (from , to entangle), a basket or scuttle used to

carry articles from one place to another.

aar

Tit¤, s. (from ™ , a basket, and ◄ , grass), the name of

a species of grass, (Andropogon laxum .)

™ , s. (from , to collect), a multitude, a flock, a swarm,

aa, r. a. (probably from 7, to sound), to reprove, to re-

proach, to upbraid, to abuse, to scold. The adverbial

participle of this verb is frequently constructed with ₹1,

to give, when it has the same meaning with the simple

verb.

47, s . (from 2 , to sound), a ripe coconut, viz. one in

which the milk shakes like liquor in a bottle.

73, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the ornaments of the feet when a person walks , or by

some ofthe Indian instruments of music.

, an imitative sound employed to express that made by

a heavy body falling into water; s. a plunge. This word

is often constructed with the adverbial participle of₹,

to do, it then has the force of an adverb, plungingly,

with a plunge.

1. s. (from , to touch), a cabin, a hut.

ft , s. (from , to ooze), the name of a species of plant,

(Impatiens Jhupi, Buchanan's Mss .)

, an imitative sound used to express that which is made

by the fall of a large body into water ; s . a plunge.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

repeated fall of large bodies into water. The falling of

large drops of rain into the water is expressed by the

sanie sound. Constructed with the participle of , tode,

this word acquires the force of an adverb, with plunges.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

repeated fall of large bodies into water, or by the fali-

ing of large drops of rains into water. This word con

structed with the adverbial participle of a to do, ac-

quires the power of an adverb, with plunges.

, an imitative sound used to express a single stroke of

rattle or of a rattling substance.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the ornaments of the feet which are worn by Hindoo

women, it also expresses the sound made by some pul-

satile instruments of music.

This

TT), s. (from TT, an imitative sound, and tæ, to sound), an

ornament worn in the ears of Hindoo women.

name is also given to the citron-leaved passion flower,

(Passiflora citrifolia), from a supposed resemblance of

its flowers to the ornament ofthe ear.

f , s. (from , an imitative sound, and tx, to sound),

an ornament worn in the ears of Hindoo women. The

citron-leaved passion flower, (Passiflora citrifolia.)
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ঋল-

, an imitative sound used to express that arisingfrom

the sound of a child's rattle or any other similar thing.

, s. (from A, a rattling sound ), a rattle.

~

, a. (from TT, smoke), shaggy, viz, curled like rising

smoke.

, v. a. (from , to ooze), to trickle, to ooze, to leak.

ZId, s. (from TI, to trickle), a trickling, an oozing, a leak-

ing; a. crumbled , oozed .

, s . (from , to ooze), a crumble, a morsel ; a. small, crum .

bled.

tata , s . (from , a crumble. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), fragments, crumbles.

faat, s. (from , to ooze), an oozing, a trickling, a leak-

ing.

, s. (from to ooze), the name of a kind of sweetmeat

made bypouring a thin paste of a particular composi

tion through a perforated ladle upon molasses or dis

solved sugar.

ag , ad. (from д, a crumble), by crumbles, in a crumb-

ling manner. This word is usually constructed with the

adverbial participle of , to do.

v. a. (from , to swing), to swing, to hang, to be sus

pended ; s . soot, lamp-black, the blackness of a house

or room which is discoloured by smoke.

, s . (from a , a swing), a swinging, a hanging pendent.

agutal, n. (from , a swinging, and T , a theatrical

representation), a religious festival of the Hindoos ce-

lebrated in honour of Krishna in the month of Bha-

dra, and sometimes in Shravuna.

at, s. (from , to swing) , a swinging.

41, v. a. (from ™ , to swing), to hang any thing, to sus-

pend a thing, to cause a thing to swing ; a. pendent,

pendulous, swinging, oscillatory.

জুলাইবা,

ata , s (from 1, to hang a thing) , the hanging up or

suspending of a thing, the causing a thing to swing.

tafa, s . (from , to swing), a mutual swinging.

zati, 8. (from
to swing), the act of suspending a

thing, the causing of a thing to swing.

afari, s. (from wa, to swing), a swinging, an oscillating, a

hanging pendent .

aat, s. from a to swing), a wallet.

la , s . (from 43, soot . The last member ofthis word is

only a rhyme to the first), the soot and fiith collected

on a house or room by the smoke .

naga, 8. (from to swing), an oscillatory motion, a

swinging, a hanging with a tremulous or oscillatory

motion.

Cartapi .

qaafmat, a. (from a , to swing), pendent, hanging freely,

swinging, oscillating.

ata, s. (from a″, soot. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first), smoke and dust, soot and

filth collected on the root of a house or on a cieling.

aya, s. (from a , to swing. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), an oscillatory motion, a

swinging, the hanging with a tremulous or oscillatory

motion.

mu, a. (from , oscillation ), pendent, hanging at

liberty, swinging freely, oscillating.

a. (perhaps from ot to despise), false, feigned, counter-

feit.

, a. (from , false), false, feigned, counterfeit.

că*şi, a. (from ™ , a lush), bushy, forming a large bushy

head, shaggy.

căeştātēși, a. (from căș), bushy . The last member ofthis

word is a rhyme to the first , bushy, forming a large

bushy head, shaggy.

cacatena, s. (from ☎ta, a multitude, and g, a rat, ) a spe-

cies offield mouse, (Mus Jencus, Buchanan's Mss .)

cat, v. a. from att , a broom), to sweep, to shake dust out

of clothes, to beat or brush dust from furniture.

căta, s . (from c , to sweep), the sweeping of a house or

other place.

ci, s. (from alti, a broom ), a broom, a besom . Construct-

ed with , to give, or , to stroke, this word means

to sweep.

catata , s . (from cati , a broom), a sweeper.

căèrifax), s. (from (šti , a broom), sweeping, making clean

work.

atta , s. (from cit) , a broom), sweepings, tubbish.

com , s. (from , to collect), a mat.

cata, v. a. (from , to hitchforward), to bend down, to

incline, to reel, to stagger, to stoop, to totter, to roll,

to swing, to sleep.

cate, s. (from , to hitchforwards), a jerk, a jerking mo-

tion, a tottering, a staggering, swinging, the in'oxicat-

ing power of spirits or of certain drugs .

cita, s. (from , to hitchforwards), a hitching of the

body, a jerking motion , a tottering, a staggering, a

swinging, a bending forward, an inclining ofthe body.

cäiFi, v. a. (from , to hitch forwards , to cause to hitch

forwards, to occasion a jerking or tottering motion, to

cause to stagger or bend forwards, to cause an undula-

tory motion; a. tottering, reeling, made to reel or tot-

ter.

Nat
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কোরা,

catata , s. (from cat , to cause a hitching), the causing

a person or animal to hitch forwards, the occasioning

of a jerking ortottering motion, the occasioning a per-

son to stagger or bend forwards .

catenata, s. (from 1, to cause to stagger), a mutual reel-

ing or staggering a mutual tottering or hitching motion.

citata, s. (from , to cause to reel), the act of bending or

inclining, the making a person or thing to reel or tot-

ter, the making of a thing oscillate ; a. made to reel or

stagger, made to bend or incline, made to oscillate.

catæì, s. (from i , a risk), responsibility, a venture, a risk .

, s. (from T , a bush), a bushy tree, a bush.

ts, s. (from cats, a bush, and æ†¾, a bush), bushes

and shrubs.

37, s. (from 45, to cut), the lopping of a tree, the trim-

ming of trees or bushes.

cætși, v. a. (from 3, to cul ), to cause a tree to be lopped,

to cause a bushor hedge to be trimmed or cut ; a. trim-

med, lopped ; s. a sort of tray or box used to carry

earth or other substances.

, s. (from 1 , to cause a tree to be lopped), the

causing ofa tree to be lopped or trimmed..

tṣta, s. (from † , to cause to lop), the causing of a

tree to be lopped, the causing of a bush or hedge to be

trimmed or cut ; a . lopped , cut, trimmed.

ista , s . (from 1 , to cause to lop), the lopping of a

tree, the trimming of a bush or hedge.

tt, s. (from E , a bush), a bushy tree, a bush.

tttt, s. (from , a bush. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first) , bushes and shrubs.

ti, s. (from , a hut), a cottage, a shed , a hut, a ca-

bin.

tì, s . (from st, a hut), a shed , a cabin, a hut.

, s. (from , to ooze), a cascade, a water-fall, a trick-

ling, a gutter, a drain.

, s. (from , to ooze ), a trickling, an oozing, a leaking.

last, s. (from Ta, to ooze), a water course, a drain, a gut-

ter.

tai, v. a . (from ag, to leak), to make to ooze or leak, to

cause to trickle ; s . a water course, a water-fall, a ca-

taract, a cascade, a drain, a gutter.

tatt, s. (from ta , to cause to leak), the causing of

water to ooze or leak.

tata, s . (from , to cause to ooze), a water-fall, the

causing ofwater to ooze or leak, the conducting of wa-

ter by a gutter or drain ; a. made to ooze, made to dis-

charge itselfby a gutter or drain.

tz.

catata, s. (from cai, to cause to ooze), an oozing or leak.

ing, the discharging of water by a gutter or drain.

cart , v . n. (from , to swing), to be pendent, to hang

down, to swing.

cata, s. (from a , water), broth, soup.

, s. (from a , to swing), a swinging, a hanging, pen-

dent.
1

cata , v. a. (from , to swing), to suspend, to cause to

swing; a. pendent, swinging, osci latory ; s . a swing, a

wallet, a wrinkle. This word when constructed with

ats, to come in contact, meaus to perspire, to be over.

come by heat or fatigue.

ta , s. (from cat , to suspend) , the suspending of an

article, the causing of a thing to swing or oscillate.

tate , s. (from catal , broth, and g , molasses,, treacle,

molasses.

catata, s. (from cat , to suspend), the suspending or caus

ing a thing to swing; a. made to swing, pendent.

catata, s. (from cat , to suspend), a swinging, the sus

pending ofa thing, an oscillation.

fa, s . (from a , to swing), a swing, a wallet.

73.

, the tenth consonant of the Hindoo alphabet, or the na

sal of the class of palatines. It is seldom used except as

the last member of a compound letter. It has the sound

ofn in the French word singe.

ta, s. (from the letter , and , to make), the letter

or the character which expresses that sound.

Pætafa, a. (from A, the letter P, and fè, first), hav-

ing an initial , beginning with the letter .

state, a. (from , the letter P, and I, an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter .

¿.

t, the eleventh consonant of the Hindoo alphabet or the

first ofthe third series. It has the sound of the Eng.

lish t.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

striking a bell, a metallic vessel, a plate of metal, or the

keys of an harpsichord, a ringing sound ; also (from

fat , a pigeon house), a stage or elevated shed princi-

pally erected in rice fields on which a person sits to

guard the field from the depredations of Buffalos or

other animals .

tut, s. (from 37, to more), a plume offeathers which the
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851.

Hindoos fasten on some of their large drums by way

ofornament.

ta, v. n. (from , to contract), to be acid ; also, an imita-

tive sound used to express that made by a single stroke

upon wood or a similar substance, a rap.

te, a. (from te to be acid), acid, sour; s . acidity.

Bet , s. (from the letter , and to make), the letter , or

that character which has the sound of the English t.

bataifa, a. (from tea, the letter , and if , first), be-

ginning with the letter t, having an initial t.

tætata, a . (from tea, the letter t, and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final t.

tam, s. (from tē, acid), acid.

tɩæl, s. (from tæ, acidity), acid.

tt , an imitative sound used to express the clocking of a

hen, or the call ofsome species of lizards, also that aris-

ing from striking two pieces of wood against each

other at short intervals or a rapping; a . redness, like that

ofthe lips occasioned by chewing betle ; s. a glowing

redness.

tztfer, a. (from tesz, a glowing red), red, ruddy, blood-

coloured.

TI, s. (from te, a rapping sound), a rap, a knock . This

word constructed with is , to come in contact, means to

knock, to rap.

Esta, s, (from 3 , the name of a shrub, (Tabernæmonta-

na coronaria .)

tafa , a. (from trast, the sound of a boiling pot), prating,

perpetually talking, garrulous .

stast , an imitative sound used to express that occasion-

the

ed by the violent boiling of a pot, also to express

violent agitation of liquids when stirred in a vessel.

st, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the boiling of a pot, also to express the violent agi-

tation of liquids when stirred in a vessel.

, s. (from te, to bind), borax, a spade or hoe, a stone-

eutter's chissel, a hatchet, a sacrificial knife, a scime

tar, a scabbard , anger, arrogance, the leg.

7, s . (from t *, to bind , borax .

3, s . (from 71, money, and 45, a mister), the master

of the mint.

timi, s . (from t1, money, and ti, a house) , the mint.

t ),, s . (from te, to bind), a rupee, money. In Bengal this

word is usually written with an initial 3.

it ,s. (fromt , the soundarisingfrom touching the string

ofa musical instrument, and , to make), the twang of

a bow-string, the sound of a stringed instrument, sur-

prize, astonishment, fame, notoriety.

습다

tsui, s . (from te, to bind), a spasm, a cramp.

3, a. (from te, to bind), estimated, appraised.

31, s. (from fa331, a quarrel), a dispute, a quarrel.

tel , s. (from t31, a quarrel), a dispute, a quarrel .

, a. (from , the sound of a bell, and t , to sound),

the sudden recollection of a thing, as if a bell had

rung to call it to mind.

1, s. (from te, sudden recollection, and , to shake),

the causing a thing to come to the mind as if by the

ringing of a bell.

tate, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by striking a metallic plate or vessel, or that occasioned

by touching the chord of a stringed instrument.

t , v. n. (from t , the sound of a hard substance, and ta,

to sound), to be hard, to be solid ; a . hard, firm, solid .

, v. a. (from t , to be hard), to be hard, to be solid,

to make hard.

tai, s. (from ta , to be hard), a being hard or solid,

the making of a thing hard or solid.

tafa , s . (from t , to be hard), a being hard or solid.

ta , an imitative sound used to express the throbbing

sensation of a tumor when nearly ripe.

tata , v. n. (from tt , a throbbing), to shoot as pain does,

to be tense,

tatai , s. (from tata , to throb) , a throbbing or shooting

as pain does, a being tense.

tataifa, s. (from tt , a throbbing), the throbbing or

shooting of pain occasioned by a tumor while collect-

ing, the tenseness of skin occasioned by the rising of

a tumor.

tatag , a. (from tata, throbbing), throbbing, painful,

tense, tight, firm, full, complete, heaped up .

t , an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

a bit of gravel or other small substance falling into

water.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by beating on the soft earth with a stick.

cate, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by throwing a small stone or a bit of gravel into wa-

ter.

tЯ , v. a. (from ™ , the sound ofaplunge, and tế, to sound),

to leap over a fence or other place.

tЯ , v. a. (from t , to leap), to leap over a wall or fence.

ta, s. (from tЯ , to leap over), the leaping over a

wall or fence.

1 , s . (from 1 , to leap over), the leaping over a wall

orfence ; a, leaped over.
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84 , s. (from t , to leap over), the leaping over a

wall or fence.

treifim, a. (from , to leap over), the leaping over a

wall or fence.

afe , s . (from t , to leap), the leaping over a fence or

wall.

, an imitative sound used to express that caused bythe

dripping of rain or the repeated falling of earth ormud

upon a place ; also vox congressus in coitu .

tata, s . (from te , a particular sound), a continual

dripping of rain, a failing of earth or mud upon a

place.

, a. (from tч, to leap), uttered by fits and starts. This

word is only used as the adjective of words signifying

song, or singing.

ist , s. (from ta , uttered at intervals, and sta, a song),

a short solo, the parts of a tune sung in solo which

appear to follow each other.

tatto, s. (from 81, uttered at intervals, and sit , a song),

a song sung in short solo parts.

ty, s. (from 37, to move), a plume of feathers which the

Hindoos fix on their large drums by way of ornament.

ta, v. n. (from t , to be unsteady), to heel as a boat, to

vacillate, to stagger, to shrink from, to slip , to slide ; s.

the begging alms in the name of some god practised

by some classes of Hindoo mendicants.

ta , s. (from t , to be unsteady), a moving unsteadily, a

tottering, a staggering, a heeling as a ship or boat does.

tafiui, a. (from to, to be uns'eady), staggering, vacillating,

wavering, capable of being made to stagger.

t , v. n. (from ta, to be unsteady), to cause a beast to be

unsteady, to cause a person to stagger, to cause a thing

to vacillate or shrink from, to cause to slip or slide ; a.

agitated, unsteady, vacillating, staggering.

tata, s . (from t , to agitate), the making a thing unsteady

or vacillating, the making a person stagger or shrink

from.

tatata, s. (from tat , a shrinkingfrom, and at , a tiger),

the name of an animal of the feline genus . (

tata, s . (from t , to be unsteady), a staggering or tottering

motion, a reeling like a drunken man.

tal, v. n. (from t , to be unsteady), to stagger, to reel,

to vacillate.

tążſam, a. (from tą, to be unsteady), staggering, wavering,

tremulous.

8ts.

tara, s. (from ta, to be unsteady), a tossing unsteady mo

tion like that of a bat agitated by rough water.

tapi, v. n. (from t , to be unsteady), to be tossed up and

down like a boat on rough water.

ta , s. (from t , to be tossed up and down), a be-

ing tossed up and down as a boat is on rough water.

fat, a . (from , to be unsteady), dancing up and

down like a boat on rough water, unsteady, tremulous.

ti, a. (from ta, to be unsteady), unsteady, tossed with an

irregular motion.

t , an imitative sound used to express the falling of tears of

of a drop of water from a tree or other place.

tai, v. a . (from , to throw up), to be brittle, to be fra

gile, to break easily.

S.

tata, an imitative sound used to express the falling of

tears, or ofdrops of water from a plant or tree.

t , s. (from ta, to be unsteady), the collecting of materi

als for a feast or a sacrifice, the going from house to

house with singing as some religious mendicants do.

txa , s. (from tra, a going about), the act of walking of

going about with singing.

ta , a. (from t , a walking about), a going backwards

and forwards.

tgai, v. n . (from t , to walk), to shuffle, to put off, to tem

porize.

ta , s . (from t , to walk), a walk for pleasure, a walk

backwards and forwards or from house to house like

a religious mendicant.

taifagi, a. (from tã , a walking about) , temporizing.

tfa , a (from , a collecting), collecting articles for a

sacrifice or for a festival.

, an enclitic syil b'e frequently added to a number of

words, and conveying the idea of wholeness or inte

grity. See the grammar.

tisa, v. a from 33, to inju e), to shrink with cold, to be

benumbed, to be convulsed or contracted.

BieŢi, v. n . (from Etsy, to shrink), to shrink with cold, ta

be benumbed, to be drawn or convulsed with cold .

isata , s. (from †ST!, to shrink), a shrinking with cold,

a being benumbed or convulsed with cold.

tiszta, s. (from tra, to shrink), a shrinking with cold,

being benumbed, a being drawn together or convulsed

with cold ; a, shrunk up or benumbed, convulsed.

tis ffa, s. (from Tisa, to contract), a being shrunk up of

convulsed with cold, a being beaumbed.

tefa, s. (hom tis , to shrink), a shrinking with cold, &
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being benumbed, a being drawn together or convulsed

with cold.

te, v. a . (from ta, to bind), to appraise, to ascertain, to

foretell, to sue, to stitch, to tack together.

ta , s. (from te, to appraise) , the appraising of goods,

the ascertaining or fixing the price of an article, the

foretelling of an event, the stitching or tacking ofthings

together, a patching.

name of a fragrant plant ' mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's

Mss. but not described .

tai, s. (from 3 , a spindle), a spindle .

tte , s. (from te, to bind , a reel, a machine used to twist

thread.

tig , s. (from ta, to bind) , a cramp, a spasm .

et , v. n. (from 35, to shake or vibrate), to be suspended,

to hang, to dangle .

borax.

fa, s. (from it , to appraise), the appraisement of goods,, s . (from ta, to bind), a spade or hoe, an axe, the leg,

the ascertaining or fixing the price of goods, the fore-

telling of an event, the stitching or tacking of things to

gether, a patching.

Stafi a. (from ète, to appraise), appraising, ascertaining

the price of a thing, foretelling a circumstance, stitching.

a book, tacking things together.

¿txi, s. (from be, to bind , the appraising of goods, the as-

certaining the value of goods, the foretelling ofa cir-

cumstance ; v . c . to cause to stitch or tack together, the

stiching or tacking of things together, the patching

of a garment. Constructed with , to give, this word

means to patch, to tack, to stitch ; a . appraised, ascer-

tained, foretold, stitched or tacked together.

tata , s. (from , to stitch , the ordering of a person

to stitch or tack things together, the appraising or fix-

ing the value of goods , the foretelling of an event.

tata, s. (from 1 , to stitch , the ordering of a thingto

be stitched or patched, the appraising ofgoods, the as-

certaining of a thing, a foreteling. ›

fa , s . (from te, to appraise), the appraising or fixing

the value ofgoods, the foretelling of an event, a stitch

ing or patching.

t , s . (perhaps from it , bald), baldness, baldness from

disease. This word constructed with 5, to fall, means

to become bald.

1. a. (from te, bald, and 51 , fallen), bald , morbidly

bald.

el, s. (from tt , bald, and ettet, an insect), morbid

baldness , or rather the cause of baldness supposed by

the Hindoos to be a minute insect.

tata, s. (from t†æ , a rupee, and , a house), the

mint.

ta, s. (from ta, to bind, and A, to give), the roof of the

mouth near the throat.

tta , s. from te, to bind), a rupee, money.

Stantial, s. (from tiæ , a rupee, and I, a leaf), the name

of an aquatic plant, ( Pistia stratioites .)

stateta, s. (from 1, a rupee, and , a necklace), the

i , s. (from t , to be suspended), the circumstance of

being suspended, a Bootan or hill poney.

11, s. (from t† , a poney, and catși, a horse), a Bho- .

ta or Bootan poney.

ttai, v . a. (from tra, to be suspended), to hang up, to sus-

pend ; a. suspended, hanging.

ttata , s. (from tra , to hang up), the hanging up or sus

pending of a thing.

tata, s. (fromit , to hang up), the hanging up or suspend-

ing of a thing ; a. hung up, suspended.

trata, s. (from tra , to hang up), the hanging up or sus-

pending of an article.

tigat, s . (from ti , suspended, and , a lamp),

hanging lamp, à lautern.

eifai, s. (from tя, to be suspended), the being suspended

to something, a swinging, a hanging loosely.

tra , s. (from tk, an axe), an axe, a battle-axe, a halbert.

trè, v. n. (from 3t, to smite), to smart, to throb, to be dri-

ed up or withered . The adverbial participle ofthis verb

is frequently constructed with Ti, to go, it then means

to be dried up or withered.

ttt, s. (from 3 , to be elevated), the name of a large flat cop-

per dish used in idolatrous ceremonies, interest by the

day, canvass..

titi, v. n. (from t , to smart), to smart or throb, to be dri-

ed up or withered, to be arid or burnt up with the heat

of the sun.

Bibia , s. (from tibi, to smart), e smarting or throbbing, a

being burnt up or withered by the heat ofthe sun.

titta, s. (from ti, to smart) , a smarting, a throbbing, the

drying up or withering of vegetables by the heat ofthe

sun ; a. painful , withered .

Betfi , s. (from titi, to smart), sore, full ofpain, withered

or dried up, arid, dry.

trétal, s. (from tt, to smart), the virulence ofpain, a smart-

ing, a throbbing.

te, s. (from 3 , to be elerated), a fence, a skreen, a slight

frame made of the roots of Andropogon muricata, or
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otherproper substance, and placed before the doors or

windows of an apartment in hot weather, on which

water is thrown to cool the room.

tifta , s. (from tit, to smart), a smarting or throbbing, a

being withered or dried up by the heat of the sun.

tret, s. (from tit, a dish), a cup , or small bason.

ft, s. (from , to smite), a poney.

trigi, a. (from tit, to be burnt up), dried or burnt up with

the sun, arid.

titxi, a. (from gæfatæ, belonging to that time), fresh,

new.

67, v. a. (from 37, to stretch) , to pull, to row or pull an

oar, to draw, to attract, to drag, to hang, to tow ; a.

dear, scarce, much in request, hard, harsh, severe ; s . a

pull, the strength of a stream, attraction, force, a de-

mand for goods, a spasm, a violent tension . The ad-

verbial participle of this verb constructed with ra, to

bring, means to pull forcibly, to pull any thing to one's

self. Constructed with , to take, it means to deprive a

person of a thing, to seize on a person's property ;

with 1, to give, it means to hang up, or suspend a

thing.

Ba , s. (from 8 , to draw), a pulling or drawing.

tial, v. a. from tha, to draw), to cause or order a person

to pull or draw, to cause or order a person to suspend

or hang a thing up ; s . the stretching or pulling of a

thing, the warp of cloth, the yarn ofwhich cloth is to be

made when it is warped and ready for the loom, a spasm

tension. This word constructed with , to give, means

to stretch, to strain ; a. drawn, pulled , long (applied to

ajourney), harsh, inflexible (applied to speech).

tata , s. (from 1, to cause to pull), the causing or or

dering a person to pull or draw, the ordering a person

to hang things up.

taifa , s. (from t , drawn, and fafa , surpassing), the

name of a species of grass, (Poa punctata.)

stattfa, s. (from ta, to pull), a pulling in opposite direc-

tions, a reciprocal pulling, a rivalry in trade, a strug-

gle.

Statfa, s. (from t1, to cause to pull), a pull, a strain,

draught, tension, a spasm.

tatat, a . (from ta, to draw), earned by or due for pulling

ordrawing, or for suspending articles in some place.

stattet, s. (from t , suspended, and tt, a lamp), a

hanging lamp.

piai, s. (from it , to pull), à pulling, a drawing, the pull-

ing an oar, the hanging or being suspended to a place.

f: 51 .

tatta, a. (from , severe. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first ), severe, harsh, inflexible.

tha, s. (from t , an imitative sound), a tap, a slight stroke.

tt , s. (from , an island), an island.

, an imitative sound used to express that of falling

rain, or any other similar sound.

taifa , s. (from ty , a variety of lime, and f , a lime),

the name of a globular, thick and spungy skinned va-

riety of the lime (Citrus acida), also the tree which pro-

duces it.

bat , an imitative sound used to express that made by the

flapping ofwater against a person's cheeks when he

stands in it to that depth.

tata, s . (from , work. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first), employment, jobs, employ.

ment at light work.

tratta, aḍ. (from 1, entire), for prime cost, in such a man.

ner that the income just equals the expence.

bta, v. a. (from ta, to be impatient), to procrastinate, to

dilly dally, to trifle, to amuse, to pretend, to feign, to

temporize.

tta, s. (from t to procrastinate), a pretext, an excuse, pro-

crastination, a faint, a pretence, a fit of fainting or loss

of sensation at the approach of death.

, s. (from ta , to procrastinate), the forming of pre-

tences, the postponing of a thing from one day to an

other.

tafa , a . (from , to procrastinate) , temporizing, pro-

crastinating.

tatif , s. (from t , to procrastinate), a reciprocal or re-

peated temporizing or procrastination.

ifa, s . (from the English tile), a tile, a square flooring brick,

tifa , s. (from tt , to procrastinate), a procrastinating, a

temporizing.

tata, s. (from t , an excuse. The first member ofthe

word is repeated, and a inserted between the first and

last members), an excuse, an evasion, an equivocation.

This word constructed with , to do, means to put off,

to shuffle, to temporize, to trifle with any one.

Staatifat, a. (from tæt , an excuse), temporizing, using

excuses.

blattal, a. (from it , an excuse), using excuses, tem-

porizing.

f, an enclytic particle affixed to certain words either in a

diminutive sense, or as implying affection or tenderness.

fe , s. (from the sound of its note), the name of a species

ofparrot, (Psittacus Alexandri.)

1
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fta, v. n. (from , to be situated), to last, to continue, to

wear for a long time, to stand as good workmanship

does.

fta , s. (from fta, to continue), the standing of any work,

the wearing well of a garment, the lasting a long time,

the weathering of a storm.

fter, a. (from fie, to move), elevated, rounded, high in the

middle and gradually sloping to the sides, ridged.

fæ , s. (fromfte, to move), the name of a species of bird,

(Sylvia olivacea . )

ften, a. (from sex, to move), elevated, raised in the middle

and sloping gradually to the sides, ridged.

fte, s. (from fæ, to move), a small ball of a composition

principally made of charcoal dust, used to kindle the

tobacco on a hooka, to iron linen, and for several other

purposes ; an ornament, usually of gold, worn on the

foreheads of women ; inoculation for the small pox .

fatats, a. (from fta , inoculation, and e, holding), in-

oculating for the small pox ; s. a person who inoculates.

ftætatfa, s. (from fta, a person who inoculates), the

profession of inoculating for the small pox.

fatats, s. (from fee , an ornament, and ifs, a Falcon),

the name of a species of Falcon, (Falco Tika mowree,

Buchanan's Mss .)

ftætal, s. (from fe , to move), a kind of kettle-drụm,

fel, s. (from fata , a crest), a small tuft of hair left on the

crown of a Hindoo, a crest.

1, s. (from ftat, a tuft ofhair, and 8151, to eradi

cate), the name of a plant the seeds of which stick to

any thing they touch (Melochia corchorifolia) . The

name is derived from the custom of arch and playful

boys sticking the seeds in the hair of persons, which

occasions the tearing off part of the tuft ofhair to get

them out,

Baft , an imitative sound used to express a ticking noise ;

s. a probibition ; v . n . to tick.

feaften, s. (from state, to tick , a ticking.

ftaftafa, s. (from state, to tick), a ticking sound,

fteftel, v. n. (from ftafte, to tick, to tick.

ftæftetza , s. (from state , to tick), a ticking sound.

ftaftata, s. (from fefe , to tick), a ticking.

ftæſtæfi, s. (fromſtæſtel, to tick), a ticking sound.

tafifa , s . (from ftaft , to tick), the making of a tick-

ing sound.

ftaftal, s. (from ferte, a ticking sound), the common
#

grey house-lizard, the name of a species of bird, (Syl-

via olivacea.)

ftet, s. (from stat, a rupee), a thin slice, a wafer, a lozenge.

fenfatio , s. (from tra, to hang, and t , an elephant),

the name of an undescribed plant (Uujala, Hort. Mal . )

fettfa, s. (from fiftṛ, a lapwing), a lapwing.

fifty, s. (from fase, a lapwing), a lapwing.

ftteta, s. (from fit, an obsolete sound expressing contempt,

and to do), contempt, reviling, reproach. Constructed

with 1, to give, this word means to revile, to contemn.

fit , a. (from ftat , reviling), reviling, reproaching,

putting a person to shame.

fts, s . (from ff, an imitative sound, and , to speak),

the lapwing.

ftafta, an imitative sound used to express the ticking of a

watch.

fa, v. a. (from ft , to order or send), to send, to order, to

press, to pinch, to squeeze ; s . a letter.

fet , s. (from fe , to press), the pressing of any thing with

the finger, the pinching of a person, the squeezing ofa

thing.

fenfit , a . (fromfet, topinch), pinching or squeezing, press-

ing with the finger, making commentaries, studying

commentaries, designing, sketching. Constructed with

, to do, this word means to sketch, to design, to plan,

to shape, to carve,

ft, s. (from feet , a commentary), a commentary, a note,

a remark upon any sentence or sentiment, a pinching

or squeezing, a pressing with the finger, the slight fall-

ing ofrain.

fet, s. (from fet, to squeeze), an indenture or mark im.

pressed by the finger, a notch, a nick.

ftft , s . (from ft , to squeeze), a fidgeting or anxious

moving of the body, a hitching through impatience.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

,to do, has the force ofan adverb in a fidgeting manner.

fefe , v. n. (from feft , afidgeting), to fidget, to be on

the fidgets.

fega , s. (from fet, to send), a commentary, a remark or

observation upon any sentence or sentiment.

ftææ, s, (from έled, the brain), a swagger, a boast.

fea , a, (from Els, the brain), boasting, bragging, swag-

gering.

faft , an imitative sound used to express that of a small

drum or tabor ; s . a twinking and blinking like a lamp

or candle when going out ; ad. in a thin or emaciated

condition,

faft , a. (from fefta, twinking and blinking), twinking

and blinking, nearly exhausted, lean, emaciated.
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feaftigt, a . (from fefta, twinking and blinking), twinking

and blinking, nearly exhausted , lean, meagre, spare.

fag , s . (from the note of the bird), the name of a species

ofparrot, (Psittacus Alexandri.)

ffari, s . (from fo , sesamum), the name ofa tree or rather

large shrub mentioned by Dr. Buchanan as a species

ofMacroenemum.

fta , s. (from f , sesamum), the name of a tree mention-

ed by Dr. Buchanan in his Mss. as probably a species

of Rondeletia.

, an enclitic syllable used either as the feminine or the

diminutive of 1, which see.

, s . (from tix, to move), a commentary, notes on a

book, an innuendo, a speck.

deteta, v. (from 1, a commentary, and ☎, to make), a

commentator.

t, s. (from ft , to order or send), an assignment, a note

of hand, a bank note, a bill of exchange, a draft, a boud.

, a sound used by children in their play at hide and seek

to indicate that the person who makes it is hidden.

This sound is also made in the ears of crying children

to quiet them ; v. a. (hom fʊg, to send), to send, to or-

der.

jx, v. a. (from fte, to mode), to agitate corn or other arti

cles in a sieve or winnowing van that the coarse and

light substances may be brought to one side and sepa

rated from the rest.

Ef , s. (from E, to agitate or sift), the agitating ofcorn

or other substances in a rying sieve or winnowing van

to separate the coarse and light substances .

ga , a. (from 2 , to sift), employed in sifting or winnow-

ing corn or other substances, eminent in sifting or win

nowing.

Et s . (from 3 , to quarrel), the throat.
This word con-

structed with ata, to press, means to throttle.

t , v. a. (from 3 , to cut), to prohibit, to contradict, to

thwart, to eat. In the last sense this word is only ap-

plied to insects gnawing or eating books, clothes or

the like.

, s. (from t , to bind), a bit, a slice, a morsel.

tet . s . (from te, to bind), the name of a particular kind

of earthen vessel or surall pitcher.

tax, s. (from ts, a bit), a piece, a fragment, a bit, a por-

tion, a scrap, a morsel, the spark of gem.

evagri , ad. (from ti, a piece), piece meal. This word

when constructed with , to do, means to shatter, to

cut to pieces.

87-4.

tazi, s. (from ta, to bind), a basket.

the, s. (from te, a morsel) , a morsel, a small bit, a little.હિ,

efeife, ad. (from tfe, a morsel), by morsels, by little and

little.

tai, s . (from ta, a bit), a bit, a morsel.

1546tates (from tete, ruddy), ruddiness , a glow. This word

is frequently constructed with the adverbial participle

of , to do, it then has the force of an adverb, with a

ruddy or glowing appearance.

tate , a. (from tata, a glowing), ruddy. This word is

applied to men or to ripe fruits, or even decaying leaves

when they assume a red hue.

ta, s. (from tt , a twang), a sound, a noise.

tf , s . (from fat , a pigeon house), a pigeon-house, or

more properly a place for pigeons to breed in madeof

mats and fixed at the top of a single erect bamboo.

tt, v . n. (from 4 , to be defective), to be defective, to

abate, to break, to burst, to fail, to remit, to relax, to

slacken . The adverbial participle of this verb is often

constructed with , to go, but the meaning is nearly

the same as that of the simple verb ; s. a deficiency, a

defect, a sinking below par, loss, a breach

tta, s. (from tt, to be defective), the being defective, the

breaking of any vessel or utensil, a failing in trade, a

remission or slackness in any undertaking, the bursting

of any thing.

, s . (from be , the throat), the throat, the name of a spe-

cies of fish, Silurus acutus, Buchanan's Mss .)

8 , an imitative sound used to express that of a bell, or

a drumming with the fingers upon any sonorous body.

It is also used to express the throbbing of pain iǹ a tu-

mor or swelling ; constructed with , to do, this word

means to strike any pulsatile instrument of music, to

tick.

tatal, s . (from tae, a small species ofbird), the name of a

small species of bird which has acquired the name of

the Taylor bird from the manner of making its nest,

which is done by sewing a leaf or leaves into the form

of a purse, (Sylvia Sutoria. )

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

fall of a drop of water; v. n. to drop, to fall in drops,

to distil.

ft , s . (perhaps fromfete, a crown), a hat, a cap, a lid or

cover.

tate , s . (from , to drop, and , a Jujube), Jujube

which falls of itself from the tree through excessive ripe-

ness.
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, an imitative sound used to express the dropping of

rain, or the dropping of water through a leaking roof.

t , an imitative sound used to express the dropping of

rain, or the dropping of water through a leaking roof.

tea, s. (from ta, aflipping noise, and , to make), the

name of two trees indigenous on the mountains north-

east of Bengal (Uvaria heteroclita, and Unona dumosa.)

tata, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the flapping of waves against the shore when a ri

ver is full.

ふるtata, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the flapping of waves against a shore.

, s. (perhaps from work), a job, a trifling or light

kind ofemployment, work.

tata, s. (from t , work. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first) , work, employment, jobwork.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

a very slight blow.

ta. from slight blow, weak, fragile, breaking or

perishing with a small blow."

tam , a . (from , weak, and t, living), brittle,

fragile, dying or perishing by a very slight blow.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the falling of light substances, e . g. the falling of

slight drops of rain on the leaves of trees.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the falling of light substances such as rain on the

leaves of trees.

, an imitative sound used to express the first sounds ut-

tered by infants when they begin to cry.

¿ē, v. n. (from fɛe, to stay or remain), to adhere, to conti-

nue, to retain, to last, to subsist, to forbear, to inhabit ;

s. the side, a curvature, a crooked place, a turning. This

word in the genitive case constructed with † , a head,

means a cape or head land.

ciæste, s. (from cez, a currature. The latter member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), tortuosities, bends

and crooked places.

E , s. (from & , to adhere), the adhering to any thing,

a continuing, a subsisting, the retaining of a thing, a

forbearing, a dwelling.

, s. (from & , to continue), continuance in a place,

a continuing, a residing ; v. a. to preserve life, to en-

sure the continuance of a person or thing.

me, ad. (from , a turning in a river), from point

to point ; when constructed with dã, or Ti, to go, this

word means to sail from point to point.

24.

cel , s . (from , to cut), a harpoon.

citi , s. (from , to smite, and to make), a brazi

er.

, s. (from fir, swelled), the name of a fish which is

remarkable for the faculty of inflating itself so as to

float on the water (Tetrodon sceleratus) ; a. puffed up,

bloated.

csit , a . (from c , a particular fish, and cts , the

tucking of a thing under another ) , mean, contemptible,

diminutive, base.

citrëtt , a. (from †, bloated. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), puffed up, bloated,

swelled.

cat , s. (from c , bloated, and at , afish), the name

of a particular species of fish (Tetrodon sceleratus. )

Eta, s. (from ce , bloated , swollen, bloated, puffed up .

catatiana, s. (from cèπã, bloated. The last member of

this word is only a thyme to thefirst), puffed up, bloat-

ed, swollen.

Tæ†I, s. (from R to continue), continuance .

E , s. (from E, a spindle), a spindle, a skewer, a reel.

dræt, s. (from IT´tì, a spindle), a spindle.

ta, s. (from 39, to quake), the name of a very tall and

coarse kind of grass, (Saccharum procerum . )

টেঙ্গরা,that, a. (from fie, having three thorns), having three

spines ; s. the name of a species of fish, (Silurus asci-

ta ?)

tatata, s. (from ag , three spined, and at , a fi h), the

name of a species offish, (Silurus ascita ?)

cats , s. (from , having three thorns, and , an

umbrella), a mushroom, a fungus.

ts, v. 2 (from t , to be confused), to be awry, to lean to

one side, to be crooked,

Àși, a. (from Ñ , squint-eyed), askew, awry, crooked,

distorted, oblique.

city, a. from 51 , askew, and f , vision), squint-eyed.

, a . (perhaps from fa , cut), ragged , tattered.

centrate , a. (from 1, ragged, and 1 , the posteriors),

ragged.

, a . (from 1, ragged), ragged, full of small holes or

tatters.

, s. (from fe , to pinch), the pressing of the body with

the finger or thumb, the pressing of a thing with the fin-

ger so as to make it indent, a squeeze, a comp ession .

7, s . (from fe , to pinch , the pressing of a thing with

the fingers, the pressing ofathing so as to indent it, the

quashing of any thing.

002
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ct , v. a. (from fer, to pinch), to cause a person to press

or squeeze a thing ; a. indented, pressed, squeezed,

bruised.

ata, s . (from , to cause to pinch), the causing of a per.

son to press or squeeze a thing so as to indent or bruise

it, bruised, indented, squeezed, pressed .

taifa, s. (from , to cause to pinch), the causing of a

person to press or squeeze a thing so that it may be

bruised or indented .

æ, s. (from fs , to be wet), the name of a species of oak,

(Quercus lævis, Buchanan's Mss .)

ca, s. (from fua, steadfast), certainty, evidence ; also (from

a, a river's bank), a`border, the verge of a thing.

This word constructed with its or 3, a tooth, means

the canine teeth.

a , a . (from ca , squint-eyed), awry, crooked, distorted,

cross, diagonal.

, a. (from Tz , squint-eyed), awry, crooked, distorted.

carf , a. (from 1 , crooked, and f , sight), squint eyed.

fat, s. (from ca , askew, and 5, a sort of fish), the

name of a species of fish placed by Dr. Buchanan in

the genus Cyprinus, but with no specific name.

ig, ad. (loc. case of 3), tortuously.

tea, s. (from E , to agitate), the shaking or agitating of

corn or other substances in a sieve for the purpose of

separating the lighter or coarser parts from the other.

tæi, v. a. (from , to agitate) , to cause or order corn or

other things to be agitated in a sieve or other vessel

for the purpose of separating the light or coarse parts ;

a. sifted, agitated .

tal, s. (from cete , to cause to sift), the causing ofcorn

or other things to be agitated in sieve or other vessel to

separate the bad from the good.

tata, s . from it , to sift), the causing of things to be

agitated in asieve to separate the light or coarse parts ;

a. agitated in a sieve.

tetfa, s. (from cut , to sift), the causing of corn or other

things to be agitated in a sieve or other vessel to se

parate the bad from the good.

tæt , a. (from cita , to sift), earned by sifting, due for

sifting or separating good articles from their attendant

mixtures by agitating them in a sieve.

daz, a. (from d☎, to contradict), contradicting, reproving,

thwarting, censorious.

ÀTI, 8. (from P, to cut), a peck with the bill of a bird, a

rap with the fingers. Constructed with ata, to strike,

this word means to peck, to rap.

aten.

tatts , a. (from t to contradict, and , to fall),

thwarting, contradicting, reproving, censorious.

tai, s. (from feæ, to move), a kind of hat made of basket

work used by labouring persons to shelter them from

the intense heat ofthe sun ; a. worm-eaten ; v. a. to

contradict, to thwart, to gnaw or eat. In the last sense

this verb is only used to signify the gnawing or devour.

ing of things by insects.

ta , s. (from te , a hat, and 41, a species ofplant),

the name ofa species ofaquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.)

tatt , a. from , to contradict, and *ş, to fall), con-

tradicting, thwarting, reproving, censorious.

tag , s . (from te , a basket), a basket.

ta , s . (from ta , a basket), a basket.

atauta, 8. (from , the earth, T , injuring, and t

atuberous root), the name of a particular species of

Yam or Dioscorea, mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss.

without a specific name.

tka, s. (from c †æg, an iron crow), a Moosulman . This is

a term of reproach employed by the Hindoos to Moo-

sulmans.

¿ètèi, v. a. (from tb, to be defective), to make a thing de-

fective, to break, to disappoint; s. a frustum, a stump,

a cartridge ; a. deficient, broken.

ti, s (from ate , to go about), a going hither and thi

ther, a lounging, a rambling. This word when construct-

ed with the adverbial participle of to do, acquires

the power of an adverb.

ceta, s. (from 3d, a quiver,, a quiver for arrows.

ta , s. (from tã, to hang), a sort of make-shift curtains

which poor people make with a piece of cloth hung

over their bed by the middle and hangingdown on both

sides.

, s. (from t , the sound ofa dropping), a bait to catch

fish, a cap, a hat, a helmet, a drop, a triangular or

highly raised piece ofsweetmeat or any other thinginthe

form of a mitre, a dent in a metallic or earthen vessel.

total, s. (from cètЯt, a mitre, and comi, to elevate), the

raising of any thing into the shape of a mitre, the heads

of brass nails used as ornaments to boxes or other

furniture, ornamental carved work resembling eggs or

beads.

cèt , a. (from ‹èt, a cap), convex.

cetta, s. (from fest, a crown), a crown, a hat.

tet, v. a. (from t , to drop), to drop, to distil , to fall slow.

ly by drops, a small cake or lozenge ; a. mitre shaped.
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to.

cerata, s . (from cet , to drop), a dropping or distilling ; a. tristлis , an imitative sound used to express the limp-

fallen in drops.

tata, s. (from cèt , to drop) , a dropping or distilling, a

slow falling by drops.

tttas, s. (from † , mitre-shaped), a small lozenge or

other article of confectionary in the shape of a mitre.

tf , s. (from ‹ète, a hat), a hat, a cap, a cover.

citat, v. a. (from t , to send), to send, to order, to set on

as a dog is set on an animal.

tzt , s. (from ta , to send), the sending or ordering of

a person, the setting of a dog on an animal ; a. set on,

sent, ordered.

tata, s. (from ta , to send) , the sending or ordering of

a person, the setting of a dog on an animal.

¿taifagi, a . (from Â†Ã, to send), sending, ordering, set-

ting a dog on an animal ; s . one who sends or orders,

a person who sets a dog on an animal,

ta, s. (from ™ , a bottom), a college, a school , a hut, a

depression or dent made by pressing a soft body, as

clay or the like, with a stick or other hard body, a

bruise in a vessel.

st , a. (from cita, a dent, and cat , eating), bruis-

ed, indented, depressed.

tatta, s. (from ‹èt , a bruise in a vessel. The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to the first), bruises

and dents.

taЯşı, a . (from , a dent, and Яş¹, fallen), bruised,

dented, depressed.

tæt , a. (from , a dent, and , smitten), bruised,

dented, depressed.

tata, s . (from cò , a dent. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), bruises and dents.

àtai, s. (from cètí, a hu!), a quarter or part of a town in-

habited by persons of any particular description, a

ward.

cimì, s. (from ¿tmi, a quarter of a town), a quarter of a

town inhabited by persons of a particular descripti-

on.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by a

child when it breaks out into a cry.

En, an imitative sound used to express that made by a

child when it cries.

an imitat.ve sound used to express the note of

geese or other similar disagreeable sounds.

inanfay, a (fromEtat , a disagreeable sound), utter-

ing loud and disagreeable sounds like the notes of a

goose.

ing of a lame man.

tata, animitative sound used to express that which is

produced by beating a small tabor.

titatītat, s. (from trдtлæ, a particular sound), a small ta-

bor.

ㅎ.

*, the fourteenth consonant in the Bengalee alphabet, or

the fourth in the third series. It agrees in sound with

the t-h in pent-house.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from a single stroke of a hard substance on a metal-

lic vessel.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

striking a hard substance on a piece of wood ; v . a. to

make mischief, to backbite, to deceive, to swindle.

tæ, s. (from tæ, to make mischief), a backbiter, a tale-bear-

er, a mischief-maker, a sharper, an extortioner.

tæi, v. a. (from te, to swindle), to swindle, to over-reach,

to defraud, to outwit, to carry tales, to backbite, to

make mischief.

tata , s. (fromte , to swindle), a swindling, the over-reach-

ing of a person, a defrauding, a carrying of tales, a

backbiting, a making mischief.

tattfa, s. (from t , to over-reach), a mutual backbiting

or mischief making, a reciprocal defrauding or outwit.

ting of each other,

tata, s. (from ta , to swindle), a swindling, the over-reach-

ing ofa person, a defrauding, a carrying of tales, a back.

biting, a making mischief ; a. outwitted, over reached,

swindled, aspersed.

tata , a. (from t1 , to swindle), swindling, over - reaching,

backbiting.

tata, s . (from tæt, to swindle), a backbiting, a tale-bear-

ing, extortion, fraud .

tēta, s . (from the letter ₺, and , to make), the letter †, or

that which produces the sound of t-h.

dētaifɔ̃, a. (from data, the letter †, and if , a beginning),

having an initial &, beginning with the letter .

datata, a. (from data, the letter †, and , an end), having

a final t, ending with the letter *.

tfaat, s. (from de, to swindle), a backbiting, a tale bearing,

a mischief-making, a defrauding, a swindling.

tata, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from striking two pieces ofwood together ; a. hard, dif-

ficult.
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jątæl, v. a. (from tete, the sound of striking on wood), to

tap, to rap, to strike two pieces of wood together.

jeteta, s . (from jędõi, to rap), a tapping or rapping, the

striking of two pieces of wood together.

fa , s. (from tata , to rap), a tapping, a rapping, the

striking oftwo pieces of wood together.

defeat, a. (from bete, difficult), carping, difficult to deal

with, shrewd, sharp.

tetet, s. from tæt , difficult) , a dilemma, a difficulty, jeo-

pardy.

dt, a. (from te, to make mischief), mischief-making, swind-

ling, cheating, backbiting; s. a swindler, a cheat, a back-

biter, a mischief maker.

detta, s. (from dst, swindling), swindling, cheating, backbit.

ing, mischief making.

If , s. (from dî, swindling) , swindling, cheating, back-

biting, mischief-making.

fèm, a. (from an, to smite), hard, austere, harsh, disagree-

able.

iftxtææt, s . (from ¿ftși, harsh, and F), a plantain), a harsh

and disagreeable variety of plantain.

Ipi, s. (from æ , to applaud), a jibe, a mockery, a sarcasm,

a sqib, a taunt.

tata, s. (from 1 , a mockery, and jl , play), a mocker,

one who plays off his jokes or jibes upon another.

tas , s. (from tāds, a mocker), mockery, sarcasm .

, an imitative sound used to express a ringing sound, or

the sound arising from a bead or ather hard body fall-

ing in a hollow place, particularly a stair case.

, an imitative sound used to express a ringing sound

or that which arises from the repeated fall of a hard

yet light body on a hollow place, or from falling down

a stair case and striking on each step in succession.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

a hard yet light body, such as a bead falling on a stair

case and bounding from step to step till it strikes the

floor.

17, an imitative sound used to express the ringing which

arises from stricking upon something hard or a re-

bounding with a ringing sound . It also means distinct

and ready pronunciation.

81, v. n. (from ta, a ringing sound), to ring, to utter a

ringing sound when struck, to rebound with a ringing

sound.

kata, s. (from that, to ring), the making a ringing sound

when struck ; a. made to ring.

Ha..

tata, s. (from 8871, to ring), a ringing sound, a rebound.

ing with a ringing sound,

fa , a. (from ta, a ringing sound), sonorous , ringing,

$31, a. (from 4, cold), cold, refreshing, comfortable, cool ,

ing.

da , s. (from t31, cold), coldness, coolness, a refreshing,

comfort.

tet, a. (from 31 , cold ) , cool, cold ; s . a cold, a catarrh.

17, an imitative sound used to express a single stroke ofa

bell or of a hard substance striking a sonorous body.

data, an imitative sound used to express the continued

ringing of a bell, or a continued striking on a sonorous

body.

fats, an imitative sound used to express that arising from a

smart stroke on a soncrous body. This word construct

ed withthe adverbial participle of , to do, has thepow

er of an adverb.

da , an imitative sound used to express the tottering

walk of a man or animal when greatly weakened with

disease. This word when constructed with the adver

bial participle of , to do, has the power of an adverb,

totteringly, in a tottering manner.

Taïfigi, a. (from 872 , a totteringgait), tottering, unstea,

dy in walking.

dette, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

a slap on any bare part of the body.

tz , s . (from F , shew), shew, pomp.

tal, a. (from A to sound , deaf. This word is confinedto

the northern parts of Bengal.

8 , an imitative sound used to express the tottering un

steadiness of work when ill perfo.med, or of any thing

when in loose and shaking or tottering condition.

, a. (from ¿ , tottering), loose and tottering, ill

put together.

an imitative sound used to express the tottering un-

steadiness or shaking condition of workmanship when

badly put together, or when much decayed..

fag , a. (from a shaking , loose, tottering, shaking

through decay or bad workmanship.

ta , v. a. (from T, to be steadfast), to consider, to plan,

to contrive, to intend, to design .

$134, s. (from 34, to consider), the act of considering,

the contriving of a thing, the designing to do a thing.

††зx, v. a. (from 13g, to consider , to settle a thing in the

mind, to consider, to contrive, to design, to intend .

tsatzat, s . (from teat , to consider), a considering, the fix-
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ing or determining ofa thing, the contriving of a thing, gt , s . (from te , a god), a goddess, the wife of a spi-dizgidì, dix ,

a designing.

totrofa, s. (from tзg , to contrire) , a mutual settling of

a thing in the mind, a reciprocal considering or con-

triving.

diegta, s. (from †371, to consider), the settling of a thing

in the mind, a determining, a contriving, the intending

a thing, a designing.

Stзzifam, a. (from 1971 , to contrive), settling a thing in

the mind, considering, contriving, intending ; s. one

who contrives or intends to do a thing.

stof , s. (from 33 , to contrive), the settling of a thingin

the mind, a contriving, a considering, an intending.

E, s. (from ta, a place), a place, a situation, a space, a

station.

stafpasta, s. (from žiæ , a god, and at , pulse), a sort of

pulse which is frequently presented by the Hindoos to

their idols or to their spiritual guides, (Dolichus pilo-

sus.)

stea, s. (from jza, a god), a god, a lord, a father or grand-

father. This word is frequently used as a respectful

address, Sir, Master, Your Worship.

i , s . (from tha a ged, and cati, a house), a temple.

Hægust, s . (from ** , a god, and 5 , an uncle), a pater-

nal uncle.

?, a house , a temple.Haga, s. (from dxx, a god, and

ta , s . (from tt , a god, and , a daughter , a wife's

sister, a husband's sister, viz. the husband calls all

his wife's father's daughters by this name, and the

wife does the same by the husband's father's daughters,

the daughter of a spiritual guide.

$12 ¿za, an imitative sound used to express a repeated rap-

ping.

The wife of any

intitles him to

#d, s. (from azt , a goddess), a goddess, the wife of

a spiritual guide, a wife's mother.

person whose situation or relationship

distinguished honour.

Hagatal, s. (from tag, a lord, and ¹ , an elder brother ,

a grandfather, a great uncle.

tegas. (from tray, a god, and , an eldest sis'er , a

grandfather's wise, a great uncle's wife.

a. s. (from trea, a god, and ztet, a house), a temple

Ti@ U¾, s. (from stæg, a god, and a ₫ house , a templo

ga , s. (from tes, a lord, and I, e fanja gard

father.

1, s. (from 3, a ler'd, and , dinoth ) paternal

grand mother,

ritual guide, a wife's mother, the wife of a person who

is entitled to high respect, a lady. This word is used

in respectfully addressing a woman, Madam, Your lady-

ship.

tif , s. (from tt , a lady, and fant, an elder sis-

ter), a grandmother, a great uncle's wife.

dib, v. n. (from T, to stand, and b, to move) , to become

erected, to rise from a flaccid and prone posture to an

elect one . This word is applied to the erection ofthe

penis.

tit, s . (from æ†, to stand, and t, to move), a company, a

thing, a sketch, deceit.

ditz, s. (from it , a sketch), a sketch.

, .n. (from it, to become erect), to become erect, to

rise from a prone and flaccid state to an erect one, to

erect itselfas the penis does.

fretzat, s. (from tie , to become erect), a rising from a prone

and flaccid state to an erect one.

trata , s. (from tie , to become erect), the arising from a prone

to an erect state, a becoming erect as the penis does.

ta, s. (from bet, to become erect , erection, the erection.

of the penis, a rising from a prone to an erect state.

tti, s . (from †ği, mockery), mockery, a jibe, a sneer, a jest,

play, the ridiculing of a person. Constructed with ,

to do, this word means to ridicule, to make sport at

any one.

, s. (from t deceit, and t , shew), pomp, shew

parade.

trètzat, s. (from diètax, pomp), pompous, shewy.

tts, a. (from l, to stand), erect, steep.

tet , a. (from 831 , cool), cold, agreeable, tranquil, appy..

¿tel , s. (from 131, cool), coolness, coldness, agreeableness ,

comfort.

, s. (from $31, cold), a catarrh, a cold.

tii, v. a. (from it , the sound ofa slap), to come in con-

tact with and slap on an uncovered part of the body.

digi, v. a. (from date, the sound of a slap), to come in con-

tact with an uncovered part of the body so as to make

a slapping sound.

tetta , s. (from ret , to slip), the sound produced by the

contact of two naked parts of the body.

HЯ.4, s. (from Š† N, to slap), a mutual slapping.

titta, s. (from t , to slap), the producing of a slapping

sound .

ten , s . (from the , to slap), the slapping sound produced

by the contact of two naked parts of the body,
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Hi, &. (from tři, to slap), producing the sound aris-

ing from the contact of two naked parts of the body.

HI, a. (from ☎y, a pillar), elegant, beautiful, well-formed ,

symmetrical.

ty, a word used in driving cows ; ad. certainly, truly, effec-

tually.

stutty, a word used in driving cows . This word when con-

structed with the adverbial participle of , to make,

has the power of an adverb, when applied to man it is

only used in a ludicrous sense.

, v. (from , to be situate, and , to go), to point at, to

wink, to nod, to convey a hint by some sign, to make a

signal; s. an inuendo , a suggestion, a hint, a signal.

Haa, s. (from dia, to point at), the suggesting or conveying

of a hint by some signal.

digitfa, s. (from big, to make a signal), a mutual making

of signals, a winking and nodding.

"

tta, v. a. (from 1, to be situate, and , to move), to ram

down the charge of a gun, to press, to compress, to

knead. The adverbial participle of this verb when con-

structed with , to fill, means to stuff.

Ha , s. from ta, to ram down), the ramming down the

charge of a gun, the forcing of any thing into a narrow

space.

*tafa, s. (from dia, to ram down), the ramming down the

charge ofa gun, the forcing a thing into a narrow space,

the pressure ofacrowd.

tafa , a. (from ta, to ram down), ramming down the

charge of a gun, forcing things into a narrow space,

pressing closely together.

, v. a. (from , to ram down), to ram down the

charge of a gun, to press or force a thing into a nar

row space ; s . the charge of a gun, a pressing down ;

a. pressed , forced into a narrow place, rammed down .

ta , s. (from t† , to ram down ), a ramming down the

charge of a gun, the pressing down a thing, the press-

ing of things together.

taitif , s. (from , to ram down), a mutual pressing

down.

tif , s. (from a, to ram down), the ramming down the

charge of a gun, a pressing things together.

HEA, v. a. (from ††зg, to reflect), to reflect, to consider, to

ponder, to determine, to think, to suppose ; s . reflec

tion, determination, thought, consideration, the ponder

ing of any thing.

E , s. (from H , to consider), the considering of a

thing, the meditating upon a thing, the thinking up-

on any subject. The adverbial participle of this verb

constructed with , to speak, means to remark, to

pause ; with , to do, it means to purpose, and with 1,

to give, it means to gaze.

tafa , a. (from da, to consider), reflecting, contempla

tive.

digai, v. a. (from dia, to consider), to resolve, to determine;

a. understood, resolved on.

fas, a. (from E , to consider), considering, reflects

ing, weighing things well.

ftæ, a. (from T , to be stable), exact, correct, accurate, true,

stable, fixed, proper, precise, just, punctual, direct. This

word constructed with , to do, means to cast up a sum,

to fit, to adjust, to suit ; with mist, to come in contact, it

means to hit a mark, to fit (as clothes) ; with 1, togive,

it means to add, to cast up a sum, to reckon; with *,

to keep, it means to persist.

ftez, v. a. (from

spread,

, to resist), to rebound, to bound, to

fod, s. (from fog, to rebound), a rebounding, a bound.

ing, a spreading.

fat , s. (from fosat, to rebound), a rebounding, a bound.

ing, a bouncing ; a. rebounded, bounced.

fta , s. (fromfag, to rebound), a potsherd.

fte , s . (from fe, fixed , working at job work, working

for daily hire, mercenary. This word constructed with

, to give, means to let land to farm, or rent ; with arts,

to do labourer's work, it signifies to work at chare work,

to work at job work.

fðatal, s. (from fox, exact), certainty, a situation, a resi-

dence, a station, the address of a letter, a vestige of

any thing, the place where any person or thing is tobe

found.

ftudta, a. (from fræ, exact. The last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), correct, accurate, exact,

calculated.

ftægt, v. a. (from , to resist), to rebound, to bound, to

spread ; a. rebounded, bounced ; also (from Hag, a god),

a species ofpulse, (Dolichos pilosus . )

fðæxtgzi, s. (from frægi, to rebound), a rebounding, a bound-

ing, a bouncing.

ftæfari, s. (from ſtæ , to rebound), a rebounding, a bound-

ing, a bouncing.

faf , an imitative sound used to express the tottering

walk of a person or animal which is emaciated or dis-

eased.

ftafint, ɑ. (from fðafĩa, a tottering), tottering with disease

or weakness.
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oftt.
con

fa, s. (from

ff , s. (from

, to be situated), a water- pot.

, to be situated), a water pot.

, a. (from 4, to shrivel up , lame-handed, maimed ; s .

a lopped tree, a pollard.

, an imitative sound used to express a rapping noise ; v.

a. to rap, to smite, to beat.

tofa, s (fiom ge, to rap), a rap, a stroke or blow.

Leg, v. a. (from † , to rap), to peck, to nibble as a fish does

at the bait.

Lead, s. (from L. to peck), a pecking, a nibbling at a bait.

tafa, s. (from , to peck), a pecking, a nibbling at a

bait.

tea , v. a. (from a, to peck), to peck, to nibble as a

fish does at the bait.

teaza , s. (from * , to peck), a pecking, a nibbling as a

fish does at the bait.

gef , s. (from ga, to peck), a pecking, a nibbling as a

fish does at the bait.

gfx, a. (from te, to rap), rapping, tapping, belonging to or

connected with a tap or rap.

tfaa , s . (from , to rap), a rapping, a smiting, a beating.

t , an imitative sound used to express that madeby

rapping on wood, or by carpenters at their work.

Lægleg, an imitative sound used to express that made by

rapping on wood, or by carpenters at their work.

an imitative sound used to express that arisingfrom

rapping on wood ; v. n . to rap on wood .

fa, s. (from Lee, to rap), a rapping on wood.

£*£* , c. a. (from £***, to rap), to tap, to rap.

an imitative sound used to express a ringing or jar-

ring sound, a jngle. Constructed with to do, this

word means tojar ; v . n . to ring, to sound like a small

bell.

a , s. (from , to sound as a bell), the ringing of a

small bell.

, a. (from 3 , quick), brittle, fragile.

ti, s . (from 4 , thick), a ticket in a lottery, a hood wink.

, an imitative sound used to express the slight noise,

made by a person or thing's falling down on soft earth.

g , an imitative sound used to express the noise inade

by a person or thing's falling down on the ground .

dui,
a. (from , deceitful , unmanageable, selfwilled, ob-

stinate, contentious .

dita, s. (from ti, unmanageable), unmanageableness, ob

stinacy, self-will.

d . s. (from it a woman's garment), a widow's garment.

This is made without a mixture of coloured thread.

PP

ঠেক,ct , v. a. (from øst, to stop), to stop, to obstruct, to con-

cern, to touch, to knock, a hindrance, an obstruction,

a difficulty.

, s. (from , to stand), a prop, a stake, a staunchion.

ctæ , v. n. (from c , to obstruct), to strike against a thing

so as to stop motion, to clog, to implicate, to obstruct,

a stake, a staunchion. This word constructed with ats,

to come into contact, means to justle.

cæ , s. (from ‹æt, to obstruct), the stopping or obstruct

ing of the motion of a carriage, a striking against or

coming in contact.

cdxtrtf®, s. (from dæ , to obstruct), a mutual or reciprocal

obstructing of each other's motion.

cata, s. (from 1 , to obstruct), a striking against some

thing so as to obstruct motion, the clogging or obstruct-

ing of a thing, stopped , obstructed.

fa, s. (from cd , to obstruct), an obstruction, an insu-

perable obstacle, a bar or hindrance.

ta, s. (from t , pride), pride, haughtiness, self impor

tance.

This
tfax , 7. (from ca, pride), supercilious, vain.

word constructed with d , to walk, means to strut.

a. (from ctta, pride), proud, haughty, self-impor-

tant, supercilious.

dēta, a. (from it♣, a difficulty), difficult, full of obstacles .

cet, s. (from ‹ , to obstruct), an obstruction , an obsta-

cle, the hindering or obstructing ofmotion.

cæ , s. (from , to stand), a prop, a stake, a staunchi

on.

coЯ, s. (from tЯ, the leg), the leg.

¿tЯl, v. a. (from ct , the leg), to strike with a staff or a blud-

geon ; s . a staff, a bludgeon.

(tiga), s. (from da , to smite), the striking of a man or

beast with a staff or bludgeon.

††† ¤, s. (from c , to smite), a reciprocal striking with

staves or bludgeons, a fighting with staves or bludgeons.

conifṣy), s. (from cЯ , to smite), one who strikes with a staff

or bludgeon.

† , s. (from Я, to smite with a staff), the striking of a

man or beast with a staff or bludgeon ; a. smitten with

a staffor bludgeon.

coat , s. (from c , to smite), the striking of a person with

a staff orbludgeon .

coat , a. (from ct , to smite), smiting or fighting with a

staff or bludgeon.

c , s. (from cot, a leg), the leg of an insect, especially

ofshrimps, lobsters, or crabs.
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cize.

c . v. a. (from , to stand), to push, to shove, to repel,

to disallow, to confute.

com , s. (from c , to push), the act ofpushing or shoving

any thing, the repelling of an objection, the refuting

of an argument.

chat), v. a. (from cổ , to push , to push, to excite to resis-

tance or pushing ; s. a push, a thrust, a shove, a tefu-

tation.

datta, s. (from cổ, to push), a press of people, the push-

ing and shoving of a crowd.

cata, s. from coat , to push), the causing a person to push

or resist, pushed.

¿tatfa, s. (from c ^i, to push), a pushing, a shoving, a re-

sisting, repulsion.

dafat , a. (from cat , to push), pushing, shoving, resist-

ing; s. one who pushes, one who resists.

catatad, s. (from da , to push, and 4, a smiting), the

giving a push or shove.

v. n. (from , to dwell), toJean against, to lean, to push,

to press. The adverbial participle of this verb con-

structed with , to fill, means to cram ; s. any thing

with which a person or thing may come in contact, re-

liance, dependance, support, a prop, a refuge. This

word constructed with π , to strike, means to jog, and

with arst, to come in contact, it means to justle, to

knock; with , to give, or atar, to keep, it meansto prop.

cat, v. a. (from da, to lean against), to prop, to support, to

implicate ; s . a shock. This substantive constructed with

TA, to strike, means to jog ; when with is , to come in-

to contact, it means to justle.

danda, s. (from ‹dą, to support), a leaning on and repell-

ing, the crushing ofpeoplein a crowd.

dada, s. (from d , a prop. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first , contact, a striking against,

props and supports.

cft , s. (from cats, the bill of a bird), the bill of a bird,

the lips of a man, a spur.

cftiftit, ad. (loc. case of cat , a bill), in every one's mouth

so as to be town talk.

ct , v. a. (from to rap), to strike, to drive a nail, to

ram , to rap, to tap.

ta, s. (frem t , to rap), a rapping, a tapping, a striking.

craft, s. (from * to rap), a rapping, a tapping, a striking.

chafu, a. (from cat , to rap), rapping, tapping, striking,

knocking.

diza, s. (from die, to rap), a rap, a tap, a knock. Con-

structed with st, to come into contact, this word means

Jel.

to stumble ; with , to give, or ata, to strike, it means

to peek ; with , to eat, it means to trip, to tumble.

c††æ , v. a. (from gaa, to peck), to peck , to tap, to rap.

cdtægt , s. (from ctt , to peck), a pecking, a tapping, a

rapping.

tata, s. (from ct , to peck), a pecking, a tapping, a

rapping; a. pecked, rapped.

dtægtfa, s. (from côtæal, to peck), a peck, a rap, a tap.

¿hæfaæi, s. (from £✨, to rap), a rapping, a tapping, a peck-

ing.

côtæ , v. a. (from . to rap), to cause a person to tap or

rap ; s. a rap, a tap, a knock.

dotatzat, s . (from citat , to cause to rap), the causing or or

dering a person te tap or rap.

tata, s. (from dia , to caus: to rap), the causing or or

dering a person to tap or rap, tapped or rapped at.

dtæti, s. (from côté), to cause to rap), a tap, a rap, a knock.

data , a. (from cot , to cause to rap), rapping, tapping,

knocking, causing or ordering a person to rap or tap.

ct , a. (from cot , a rap, and oftş, a slap) , difficult

to please, particular, finding fault with every thing.

cota ; s. (from côtą, to rap), a knock, a tap, a rap.

cot , s. (from côte, to rap), a rap, a tap.

cta, s. (from ☎ , to throw up), a blister, a drop ofmelted

metal, a bead or button of metal or glass when it has

been melted.

dai, 8. (from ‹ a blister), a blister, a drop ofmelted

metal, a bead or button of metal or glass when it has

been melted .

cotate , ad. (fiom ctt , a blister or drop), in short, in a

few words, briefly.

cx, s. (fromF , stedfast), stedfastness, certainty.

, an imitative sound employed to express that aris

ing from a lame person's walking, especially if he uses

a stick.

an imitative sound used to express that made

by a lame person when walking with a stick.

ড.

3, the thirteenth consonant in the Hindoo alphabet, or the

third letter ofthe class of linguals or as some call

them cerebrals. It has the sound ofthe English d.

Gæta, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter , or

that character which indicates the sound of the Eng-

lish d.
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JT.

vetat , a. (from set , the letter , and , a beginning),

having an initial 3, beginning with the letter 3,

cetate, a. (from Geta, the letter , and 3, an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with 3.

THA, s. (from was, a drum¾; a drum.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

a drum when the parchment is loose or flaccid.

Gil, s. (from 15 , a point or end), the point or fore part

of any thing, a peak, a tip, the stalk of a pot-herb or

ofgrass ; a. large, prominent.

afs, s. (from 1, large, and af , a cowry), a large

kind ofcowry.

Guta, a. (from G , a point), pointed, ending in a point or

tip.

vist, s. (from wa , a point), the fore part or small end of a

pole or a bamboo ; a young and tender. This adjec

tive is usually applied to a bamboo. The upper part of

a tree or piece oftimber.

sfstal, a. (from fifa, a mountain), large, high, prominent,

rank.

visatemi, s, (fromfiant, a species ofplantain), a variety

of the plantain which produces a harsh and scarcely

eatable fruit.

st, an imitative sound used to express the glow of a

bright red colour.

Sofia , a. (from G , vivid red), glowing, of a bright

glowing red, vividly red.

, an imitatiye sound used to express the glow of a

bright red colour.

, s. (from 5°, a drum, and T , to sound , a large drum.

atia, s. (from 47, a gift, and Ma, small) , the name ofa

small annual plant, (Piadera decussata, )

GARANzfam, s. (from 5 , a woman, H, the body, , to keep,

and ca , a tail ofhair), the name of a species of Gar-

denia mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not de-

scribed.

TI, s. (from 4º, a staff), a staff, a fine, punishment.

€31, s. (from 59, a stalk), the stalk of a plant.

T31, s. (from 53, a stuff , a perch for birds, a lamp stand, a

post or rod which supports any thing.

Te), s. (from 59, a staff), one who takes or assumes the

staff ofa devotee, one who is fined or punished .

, s. (from 7, to stretch), a violent exercise used by la-

bouring persons to increase their strength and acti-

vity.

, an imitative sound used to express that arisingfrom

drum when the parchment is very wet and flaccid.

ডলা

cauftul, a. (from 8468, a particular sound), wet, flaccid,

emitting a dull sound like a wet drum.

GAF, s. (from Gʻ , a particular sound, and &, to move), a sort

of small drum formed like an hour glass and held in

one hand.

, s. (from a , a small drum, and at , a middle), a

peninsula, a neck of land.

, s. (from '., a sound, and 11, to keep), the name ofa kind

oftabor or small drum played on by the fingers.

GL, v. n. (from , fear), to be terrified, to be in fear, to be

alarmed; s. fear, terror, dread, alarm .

GATA , s. (from te, wood, and 48, a particular tree),

the name of a large and beautiful timber tree, (Galedu.

pa arborea.)

GAFAN, S. (from , a particular species oftree), the

name of a large timber tree, (Galedupa arborea.)

GAI, v. a. (from TT,fear), to affright, to alarm a person, to

put a person in fear.

Gatžal, s. (from val, to affright), the putting of a person

in fear or alarm .

vatufa, a . (from vaì, to affright), a reciprocal frightening

or giving alarm .

Gata, s. (from Ga1 , to affright), the putting of a person in

fear ; a. alarmed, frightened, a daunting.

gata, 8. (from gại, to affright), the putting ofa person in

fear or alarm .

vaffaut, a . (from 41 , to affright), frightening, giving alarm,

causing dread..

Gala, a. (from va, fear), afraid, fearful.

fal, s. (from 3, to fear), a being afraid, a being in terror.

GE , a. (from Ga, fear), timorous, fearful, pusillanimous.

v , v. a. (from , to divide), to grind on a stone, to rub in

unguents.

Ga , s. (from , to grind), the grinding ofany thing, the

rubbing in ofunguents.

, 8. (from , to grind), a roller of wood or stone, a

muller.

1, v. a. (from , to grind), to cause a person to grind

a substance on a stone, or to rub in unguents ; a. rub-

bed in, ground on a stone.

Gatal, s. (from G , to cause to grind), the causing a per-

son to grind a substance on a stone, or to rub in up-

guents.

Gats , s. (from , togrind , a grinding in company with

others at the same work, a mutual grinding on a stone,

the mutual labour of two or more persons in rubbing

in ointment,

Pp2
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St.

GATA, s. (from ga , to cause to grind), the causing a person

to grind a substance on a stone, or to rub in unguents ;

a. ground on a stone, rubbed in.

ta, s. (from 1, to cause to grind), the causing a per-

son to grind a substance on a stone, or to rub in un-

guents.

satfagi, a. (from a , to cause to grind), causing a person

to grind a substance on a stone, causing a person to rub

in unguents, grinding, rubbing in unguents .

al, s. (from , to grind), the grinding a substance on

a stone, the rubbing in of unguents.

E, s. (from , to divide), a basket or tray used to car-

ry fruits, sweetmeats, orthe like, and usually slung on a

staff and carried on two men's shoulders.

SLI, s. (from H , a deep lake), a lake, deep water.

GI , s. (fromM, a deep lake), a lake, deep water.

, s. (from E, to burn), the name of a fruit tree, (Arto-

carpus Lacucha .)

*1, s. (from fɔ, distress) , the name of a Moosulman festival

in memory ofthe death of Hussein, a particie added to

a great number of Bengalee words, (see the Grammar. )

Zd, a. (from fad, south), right (in opposition to left) .

, s. (from fet, an imp or witch), a witch.

ata , s. (from 4, a witch, and cat , an appearance),

the name of a species of fish noted for curiously dis-

torting itself, as the common people suppose a witch to

do when using her. incantations, (Cyprinus barbiger,

Buchanan's Mss. )

, s. (from A, a witch), witchcraft.

, s. (from fet, a witch), a witch.

† , s. (from 53, a staff, astaffor pole fastened horizontal-

ly to hang clothes or other articles on, a hanging shelf.

st, v..a. (from 8, to punish), to threaten, to daunt, to

punish, to rebuke, to scold.

šte, a. (from 3, a staff), unripe, hard, unfeeling.

sta, s. (from St , to threaten), the threatening of a per-

son, the putting of a person in fear, the punishing of

a person.

fa, s. (from St, to threaten), the threatening of a per-

son, the putting of a person in fear, the punishing of a

person.

Sita , a. (from , to threaten), threatening, punish-

ing.

st , s. (from 8, a stalk), the stalk of a plant, a handle,

a stem, a shaft or upright rod ; a. threatened , punish-

ed ; v. a. to stimulate or cause a person to threaten or

punish.

Sytta, a. (from

St.

1, a stalk), abounding with stalks, shoot-

ing up a great number of stalks.

Sifta , s . (from St, to threaten), the threatening of a per-

son, the putting of a person in fear, the punishing of

a person .

Stet, s. (from 59, a staff), the upright rod or shaft of a

Jamp-stand, the shaft or leg of a clawed table or of a

tripod, the shaft of a candlestick, any erect shaft or bar

which is used as a support for another thing.

Stș, v. n. (from 5ª, a staff), to stand, to stand erect, to stand

still, a tooth.

Stș, s. (from 58, a staff), an oar, a perch for birds, a fine,

a forfeit.

Stṣate, s. (from 9, a staff, and at , a crow), the com

mon carrion crow, (Corvus corone.)

işi, v. n. (from n³, a staff), to stand, to stand still, to

stand erect ; s. a custom, a habit, the course of affairs,

the backbone, the round edge of some of the common

mats which are used by the natives ofIndia to sleep on,

a seam made by sewing the mats together on which

the natives of India sleep, a thick and coarse seam re-

sembling a rod, a standing erect ; a . erect, perpendi-

cular.

Statai, s . (from 51 , to stand), a standing, a standing erect.

næ , s (from S† 1, a standing up, and cætî, a blow), a

blow struck by a person who stands up, a stroke with

the sacrificial knife to decapitate an animal which is

standing.

Stata, s. (from $51, to stand), a standing, a standing erect.

Statfa, s. (from St , to stand), a standing, a standing erect.

Sista , a. (from 11 , to stand), standing, standing erect,

standing still, one who stands still.

Sista , s. (from , a staff, and st, to occupy space), the

name of a large but harmless serpent, (Coluber box-

formis, Var. 3. Shaw.)

Stattet , s. (from 51, standing, and tota, a swimming),

a swimming with the body in an erect posture.

, s. (from 8, a stoff), the name of a species offish,

(Cyprinus barbiger, Buchanan's Mss. )

Sişi, s. (from 3, a staff), a waterman, a rower, the beam

of a pair of scales .

, s . (from , wood), a stock, a manacle, a shackle, a

fetter.

, s. (from 9, a staff, and , to keep), a rail, the poles

or bamboos used in scaffolding, which lie horizontally

and are fastened to the upright supporters.

Stat, v. n. (from to shine), to change colour as fruits do

when they ripen.
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sial.

Stat, s. (from , a gadfly), a gad-fly, (Oestrus bovinus,

and some other species.)

Stati, v. a. (from St , to change colour), to cause fruits

to ripen, to ripen fruits artificially ; a. become red or of

any other colour which indicates ripeness ; s. a cross or

horizontal bar of wood.

Statta, a. (from Stt, changed in colour), appearingripe, hav-

ing the colour which indicates ripeness .

Stfatal, s. (from 3 , to change colour), the acquiring a co-

lour which indicates ripeness.

Sam, a. (from St , to change colour), having the colour

which indicates ripeness.

, v. a. (from ‹ , to utter sound), to call, to call to any

one, to call any one to one's self, to name. The adverbial

participle of this verb constructed with h , to send,

means to send word; with , to bring, it means to sum-

mon, to call by means of a messenger.

E, s. (from e, to call), a call, a summon, a letter carrier,

a post. This word when constructed with ☎ş, to emit,

, to cause to fall, or , to strike, means to shout, to

call out aloud ; also from 32 , a gallinule, the name of

a species of water-bird, (Tringa goensis. )

st , s. (from , a post , and a , a house), a post- of-

fice.

stefan , s . (from te, a post, and ife, a watch station),

a letter carrier, a guard to the post.

stewlæt, s. (from T , a post, and cia , a watch station),

a place where the post is changed.

MGE, s. (from e, a call. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), a calling and shouting, the

rattling of thunder.

tea, s. (from ste, to call), the calling of a person, the

calling to any one, the calling a person by his name.

, s. (from IF, a post, and Я , a letter), a post letter,

a summon.

ta , s. (from te, a post, and Я , a letter), a letter or

billet by post.

, s. (from te, the post, and , a billet), a letter

by post.

statt, s. (from 3 , a post, and yj , doing), a post man,

a letter carrier.

teata, s. (from , a call, and , mere), a mere call , a

mere shew of attention.

, s. (from ste, a call, and t , a call), a shout, an

outery.

stat, v. a. (from stæ, to call), to cause to call ; s . a call, a

robber, a highwayman ; a. called.

31a.

tes, s. (from y, a robber), a robber, a highwayman.

GTIÈ³), s. (from Gæt₹3, a robber), a robbery, a burglary .

Gæta, s. (from E , to cause to call) , the causing a per-

son to call another.

Gatorf , s. (from te, to call), a mutual calling, a repeat-

ed calling, a tumult, an outcry.

stats, s. (from stats, a robber), a robbery, au attack to

rob and plunder.

"

ta , a. (from ti, a highwayman, and , the breast),

bold, impudent, undaunted , valiant, daring.

Gelf , s. (from , undaunted), boldness, inso-

lence, fearlessness.

fet , s. (perhaps from , to destroy), a witch.

teate, a. (from tf , a witch), crafty, mischievous.

, s. (from , a robber), a robber, a plunderer, a high-

wayman.

GT, s. (from ☎, a post), post-man, a guide.

, ad. (loc. case of ), by post.

tsta, a. (from at , to be extended), large, prominent, thriv-

ing.

otsacosa, a. (from Sts , large. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), large, prominent,

thriving.

Tik, s. (from T , a staff), a bamboo or bar fastened hori-

zontally in the houses ofthe natives of India, on which

they hang clothes or other articles, a hanging shelf.

ft , a. (from , a horizontal bar, and , the back),

obstinate, hardened, determined on having his own will,

self-willed.

tt, s. (from , to injure), the goad or iron hook used

to drive an elephant.

tt, s. (from , mire, and sta, to move), dry land, upland.

tu, s. (from , dryland, and tu , a road), a road by

land, a journey by land in opposition to one by water.

t3, s. (from , to injure), a tooth, the claws of a crab or

prawn, the serratures ofthe legs of insects, a serrature,

the wards of a key, the fangs of a serpent.

viṣātā, s. (from TsTiT, a crow ), the carrion crow, (Corvus

corone.)

Gtzi, s. (from Gis, a serrature), the serrated legs of a crab

or lobster or of any other insect.

sta, a. (from 33, a serrature) , serrated.

131, s . (from 53, a staff), a cricket bat, a kat, a post or

upright column.

, s . (from 3, a staff), a post, the yard of a ship.

sta, a. (from , a dullsound, sounding so as to indicate

moisture.
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vizzifacem, s. (from , the giving out of an obtuse sound,

and wife , a coconut), a coco-nut when unripe and

full ofits watery fluid.

tea, s. (from Ti , to wash), a washing bason.

Ga , s. (from tax, a bason), a bason, a water-pot.

GIT , s. (from NT, to wash), a large bowl used to receive the

juice when it is expressed from the sugar-cane, a wash-

ing bason.

GI , s. (from at , to wash), a bason, a water-pot.

st , s. (from 3 , a drum, and sa, a sort), a tu-

mult, an uproar, a hubbub, a riot.

Gią, v. a. (from , to divide), to lop a tree, to throw.

ta, s. (from , to divide), a branch, a bough.

ast , s. (from t , wood, and 1 , sugar), cinnamon.

ta, s. (from , to lop), the lopping ofa tree, a throw-

ing.

Staat, s. (from Gtf , split peas), a particular kind of sauce

used in Indian cookery.

sta , s. (from , a basket), a basket, the lid of a basket,

the coveror lid of a chest ; v. a. to cause to lop a tree,

to cause to throw,

tata , s. (from ta , to cause to lop a tree), the ordering

or causing a person to lop a tree, the causing a person.

to throw.

, s . (from GAF, a sort of basket), a basket full of any

articles, split peas.

3 , s. (from 3 , to lop a tree), the lopping of a tree,

the throwing of a thing.

ta, s. (from ifşa, a pomegranate), a pomegranate.

E , s. (from 5, to burn), the name of a water bird,

(Tringa goensi³).

1 , s. (from fast, a point of the compass), a district compos-

ed of a few villages, a particle added to a number of

words, (see the Grammar.)

stats , s. (from fast, apoint ofthe compass, and ,play),

tumbling, vaulting.

festa , s. (from fʊçaisì, tumbling, and ☎, to do), a

tumbler.

ডিগবাজীথেকুয়া , ৪. (from ডিৰাজী , tumbling , and cal য় , eat-

ing), a tumbler.

font , s. (from decree , the award of a court ofjustice in a

person's favour.

fen, v. a. (from fʊx, to injure, and sta, to move), to leap

over any fence, to jump over any thing.

fu , a . (from fok, to leap over), rogaish, swindling, mean,

depraved ; s. a rogue, a cheat, a low or mean person.

ক.

funata, s. (from fʊka, a rogue), roguishness, swindling,

meanness , depravity.

fühl, v. a. (from fʊa, to jump over), to jump over a fence ;

s. (from fa , a point of the compass, and s , to go), a

barge, a ship.

fetz , s. (from fo , to jump over), the jumping over a

fence.

fortsæt, s. (from fox, tojump, and , a ruddy goose), the

name of a particular duck, (Anas acuta. )

fotota , s. (from fo , a ship, and ot , a mover), a mari

ner, a sailor.

fiffs, s. (from fok , a ship, and affs, a governo-),

a captain or commander of a ship, the owner ofa ship.

fofa, s. (from fe , a ship, and aftet , agovernor),

a captain or commander of a ship,

fakta, s. (fromfo , tojump over), the jumping over a fence.

fet , a. (from fe , a ship, and , to be situate), on

board a ship, placed in a ship, remaining on a ship.

fonts. (from fok , a ship), a boat, a wherry, a skiff,

fofofo , an imitative sound used to express that made by

a tabor or small drum .

fofex, s. (from fox, to injure), a small drum or tabor.

fa , s. (from , a district, and , an agreement), the

settling ofthe revenues of a small district.

foal, s. (from fos, to collect), a small round box, a canis

ter,

fox, s. (from fox, an egg), an egg, the spawn of fishes . This

word when constructed with as, to set at liberty, or

with , to cause to fall, means to lay eggs.

fea, s. (from fox, to send), an egg, the young ofan anima!,

a chrysalis. This word when constructed with ☎tṣ, to

set at liberty, or with , to cause to fall, means to lay

eggs.

fs , a. (from fox, an egg, and , to be produced), pro-

duced from an egg, oviparous.

forts, s. (from fo , an egg, and to, a kernel), the yolk

ofan egg.

fog, s. (from for, an egg), an egg, the young of an animal,

a chrysalis.

fuga, a. (from fog, an egg, and 3 , to be born), oviparous.

foxt, s. (from fast, a point of the compass), a small district

composed ofa few villages.

fozitni s. (from fʊÃ, a small district, and x , a binding),

an agreement about, or regulation of, the revenue ofa

small district.

FL, v. n. (from 5. to regret, and a, to do), to sab. The
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31

St ,

Js.

adverbial participle of this verb constructed with gata , s. (from T , immersion), the name of a water-bird,

to weep, means to weep and sob.

geac, s. (from yea, to sob), a sobbing.

yea , s. (from yea, to sob), a sob, a sobbing.

YETI, v. n. (from gra, to sob), to sob.

geatza , s. (from FT, to sʊb), a sobbing.

gefiat, 8. (from ga, to sob), a sobbing.

ETEN a. (from E , a particular sensation), glowing, vi-

vidly red.

Ess, an imitative sound used to express the sensation pro-

duced by viewing a thing of a glowing or vivid red co-

lour; also the sound of a small drum or rattle formed

like an hour- glass.

gnesi, s. (from ENEN, a particular sound , the name of a

small drum or rattle generally used by confectioners,

suake catchers, and jugglers, to announce their coming.

zm, s. (from atât, a canoe) , a canoe, a kind of vessel made

of the sheath of a plantain tree leaf.

37, an imitative sound used to express that made by

a small drum or rattle.

, v. n. (from T , to immerse), to sink, to plunge; s. immer-

sion, ablution. This word constructed with 1, to give,

means to immerse one's self; with A, to cause to give,

it means to immerse another person or thing, to baptize ;

with , to cause to fall, it means to plunge or dive,

and with at , to strike, it means to plunge. The ad-

verbial participle of this verb, constructed with ą, to

die, means to drown ; with u , to go, it means to sink.

N , s. (from X , to plunge), one who immerses a person

or thing in a liquid , a person who administers the or-

dinance of baptism.

, s. (from , to sink), a diver.

N, s. (fromX, to sink), the act of sinking in aliquid,

the being immersed in a fluid.

gafam, s. (from , to sink), one who immerses another,

a person who administers the ordinance of baptism , one

who plunges another into difficulties or into business.

Xi,v. a. (from X, to sink), to plunge, to immerse, to cause

any thing to sink in a liquid, to baptize ; a. immersed,

drowned, overflown, swampy.

gatžal, s. (from gl, to immerse), the immersion of a per-

son or thing in a liquid, the baptizing of a person .

, a. (from 4, to immerse), the immersing of a person

or thing, the baptizing of a person ; a. immersed, bap-

tized, plunged.

g1, a. (from , to sink), plunging a person in debt,

or difficulty, plunging a person or thing in water.

the dob chick or diver, (Podiceps Doobaroo,) also, a

species ofduck, (Anas fulica . )

E, s. (from T, immersion), the name of a water bird,

the dob chick or diver, (Podiceps Doobaroo, Buchanan's

Mss.) some, likewise, call a species of duck by this

name, (Anas fulica,) a diver.

gft³, a. (from y , to immerse), immersed, dipped, plung-

ed, baptized .

E , s. (from , to sink), a plunging or sinking in a li-

quid.

2TI, s. (from X, immersion), the name ofa water-bird (Po-

diceps Doobaroo, Buchanan's Mss.)

FIXI, «. (from XI, immersion), on the point of sinking or

drowning.

21, s. (from fx, to injure), a small bit, a chip, a crumb.

, s. (from 31 , a bit), bits and fragments. This word

is frequently constructed with the adverbial participle

of , to do, and has then the power of au adverb, by

bits, by fragments.

yfa, s. (from T1, a bit), a bit, a fragment, a chip, a crumb.

gfgfa, s. (from Ef, a bit), bits and fragments. This

word constructed with the adverbial participle of , to

do, has an adverbial power, by bits and morsels, in

small pieces.

TA, s. (from 8 , afig-tree), a fig, a fig-tree, (Ficus glo-

merata.)

gyful, a. (from gra, afig), large, plump, mammilary,

mammillated. This word is used as an adjective to the

small pox or any other eruption when the pustules are

large and much raised.

LAA, s. (from SHAI, afig-tree), a fig, a fig-tree, (Ficus glo-

merata,) a young tiger.

gfaxı, a. (from csta, a rope), striped, corded ; s. a dog-keep-

er.

2 , s. (from tg, a rope), a lime, a fine rope, packthread.

st, a. (from gf , striped, and 1, fallen), striped.

ga , s. (from , to swing), a kind of litter or covered bed

slung on a staff and carried by two persons.

giga , s . (from , to swing), fear and trembling. Con-

structed with the adverbial participle of , to do, this

word acquires an adverbial power withfear and tremb-

ling.

(GSW), s. (from L, a particular fruit), the name of a par-

ticular fruit, and also of the tree which produces it,

(Artocarpus Lacucha.)

(58af9931, s. (from 3 , a tooth, and fis , an ant), a

very large species of black ant.
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ists , a. (from 3 , a rod), seamed, punished, fined.

, s. (from f . to collect) , the sucker of a tree.

(Šra, s. from G , a particular tree, and ™ , afruit), the

name of a kind of bread-fruit, and also of the tree

which produces it, (Artocarpus Lacucha.)

coal, a. (frỏm fex, a rogue), vile, rascally, impudent,

depraved, swindling, blackguard, letcherous, libertine ;

s. a person between the age often and thirty two years,

a depraved person , a libertine, an overbearing person .

, a .fem. (fromfa, a rogue), vile, impudent, depraved,

unprincipled ; s. a female between the age of ten and

thirty-two years, a depraved woman, a bold overbear-

ing woman.

¿vægtfa, s. (from ca, depraved), depravity, villany, im.

pudence, rascality, letchery.

cust, s. (from , to preserve), a caldron, a pot.

Ca, s. (from fos, a blackguard), a louse.

wirl, s. (from 5ª, a stalk ), a widower,

watt , s. (from 53, a stalk, and **, a potherb), a kind

of potherb of which the stalks are generally used as

an article offood (Amaranthus lividus.)

, a. (from fa, two, and , half), one and a half, viz.

halfan unit less than two.

151, s. (from 15, one and a half), one and a half.

, s. (from 53, a punishment), want, need, poverty, sick-

ness.

1 , s. (from . tofly), a wing.

yaxt, a. (from fo , an egg), prominent, gibbous, swoln.

Waxt , a. (from (Gagi, prominent, and 55, un eye), full-

eyed, having prominent eyes.

cafa,s. (from
, afisherman), the name of a particular

species of fish, (Cyprinus radiatus, Buchanan's Mss.)

CGA1, s. (from (Gig, a rope), a tent-rope, a rope or cord in

general.

cum), s. (from us , a clod), a lump, a clod. This word con-

structed with ta, to smite, means to pelt.

tæ , v. n. (from , to suffer), to complain, to lament,

to weep.

teatat, s. (from cotat , to complain), a weeping, a la-

menting, a bewailing, a complaining...

cotægts, s. (from TTI, to complain), a complaining, a la-

menting, a bewailing ; a. complained of, bewailed, la-

mented.

ciægifa, s. (from ( g , to complain), a complaint, lamen-

tation, a bewailing.

twist, s. (from T☎ , to injure), the name of a particular spe-

cies of fish, Gobius barbatus). The Gobius radiatus

of Dr. Buchanan's Mss. is also called by this name in

some places.

Gtki, 8. (from atât, a canoe), a canoe, a skiff, a kind of ca-

noe made of two or three sheaths of the plaintain tree.

leaves fastened together, a sort of basket made of the

sheath ofthe plantain tree.

tât, s. (from idol, a canoe), a canoe, a skiff, a kind of ca.

noe made by fastening together two or three sheaths

of the plantain tree leaves, a sort of basket made of the

sheath ofthe plantain tree.

, v. a. (from , to sink), to immerse, to plunge, to

dip, to baptize; a . overflowed, sunk, immersed, drown.

ed. The last adjective is principally applied to wet

and drowned land ; s . a hole, a pond, a low overflow-

ed place.

colata, s. (from cutal, to immerse), the immersing or plung

ing of a person or thing in water or any other liquid,

the baptizing of a person ; a. immersed.

colata , a. (from cot , to immerse), immersing, plunging,

dipping, baptizing ; s. a person who immerses things,

the administrator of the ordinance of baptism.

†a, s. (from ☎ą, to subdue), a wicker man, a basket maker.

8. (from , smoke, and of , rice), a variety

of rice the colour of which is of a dark and smoky co-

lour and therefore only eaten by the lowest orders of

people.

tafs , s. (from , smoke, and fo , a kite), a species of

kite, probably the Falco ponticerianus before it ac

quires its proper colour, which is not till the thirdyear

of its age.

cut , s . (from ‹ , a wicker man), the wife of a wicker

man or basket maker, a woman of the basket-maker

tribe.

cota, s. (from cot , a line), a fishing line, a line, a string,

a rope.

cota , s. (from , to swing), a line, a string, a rope, a cord.

(GA), s. (from ( ſŢ, a line), a stripe, a streak, the rib of a

stocking.

curato, s. (from 53,fear), the name of a species of Jujube

mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not described.

Gif. , a. (from A, a stripe), striped, streaked, ribbed.

GA, 8. (from WG , a line), a rope, a string, a line, a hal-

ter.

cota, s. (from #sta, a basket or safe), a granary, a store.

house, a mast, the place where fishes deposit their

spawn.

coil, s . (from , to swing), a litter, a palankeen.

i
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5 , s. (from , to separate), a fashion, a form, a shape,

an appearance, a kind, a manner, a method, the struc-

ture of any thing, an attitude, the mien or gait of any

person.

ʊīt , an imitative sound used to express that arising from

a single stroke on a kettle drum.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising

from the continued beating of a kettle drum.

5.

,the fourteenth consonant in the Hindoo alphabet or the

fax , a. (from 4 , the sensation of tottering), totter-

ing, exceedingly weak,

54, s. (from , to display or appear), a form, a shape, a

fashion, an appearance, a kind, a manner, a method, an

attitude, the mien or gait of a person ; also an imita.

tive sound used to express that which arises from beat-

ing a drum which is wet and flaccid.

te, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

a single stroke on a wet and relaxed drum or on a si

milar thing.

55 , an imitative sound used to express that arising from

repeatedly beating a wet or relaxed drum.

fourth ofthe third series. It has the power ofd-bin , a. (from 5 %, a dull sound), sounding obtusely like

Holy rood house."

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

striking a single stroke on a sonorous body such as a

bell or a Chinese ghung.

7 v. 4. (from 4 , to destroy), to shove, to push ; s. a

shove, a push.

, s. (from cut , to obtain), a weight, a thing.

gate, an imitative sound used to express that made by ma-

ny persons in swallowing liquids.

sata, s. (from the letter , and to do), the letter , or

that character which expresses the sound of dh.

stafa; a. (from sata, the letter , and if , first), having

an initial 5, beginning with the letter .

state, a. (from ts, the letter 5, and 5, an end), hav-

ing a final 5, ending with the letter 5.

1, s. (from e, an imitative sound, and te, to sound), a

drum of a particular shape .

56 , an imitative sound used to express that made by the

gulping ofany liquid, or by the swigging at a bottle or

jug.

, an imitative sound used to express that tottering

andunsteady motion which arises from sickness or great

weakness.

™â, s. (from â , to destroy), a deceitful person, an impostor,

a swindler.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

the ringing of a heavy bell.

, a. (from . to regret), blasted, faded, withered, dried

up.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from a single stroke on a large bell.

, an imitative sound used to express that tottering and

unsteady motion which arises from extreme weakness

or sickness ,

a 'wetted drum.

6757, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

repeatedly beating a wet or relaxed drum.

ba, v. n. (from ta, to be unsteady), to decline, to slope, to

be inclined, to be aslant ; s. the water of the upper

countries when it comes down the Ganges or other ri-

vers of Bengal and makes their water of a reddish

muddy colour ; a. loose, not pulled tight.

catal, s. (from , the red water ofthe upper countries,

and , a descending), the descending ofthe red co-

loured muddy water from the upper provinces into the

rivers of Bengal ; a. tinged with the red muddy water

ofthe upper provinces,

1, v. a. (from , to separate), to excite contempt by evid

conduct particularly by lewdness, to make known, to

proclaim a person's shame, to publish a person's dis-

grace ; v. n. to be lewd, to outrage the rules of de-

cency, to proclaim one's own disgrace.

baigal, s. (from ™ , to proclaim one's own disgrace), the

proclaiming of one's own disgrace by a course of lewd

conduct.

gmislmi, s. (from ym), toproclaim one's own disgrace), a mu-

tual proclaiming of their own disgrace by a course of

libidinous conduct.

sta, s. (from 9, la proclaim one's own disgrace), the pro-

claiming of one's own disgrace by a course of lewdness.

bafa, s. (from p , to proclaimone's own disgrace), the pro-

claiming ofone's own disgrace by a course oflewdness.

fa , a. (from t, to proclaim one's own disgrace), pub.

lishing his or her own disgrace by a course of lewd-

ness.

bat, a .fem. (from51, to publish one's own disgrace), pub-
চলানী,

lishing her own disgrace by her lewdness.

, v. a. (from , to separate), to demolish, to remove;

Q4
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1

v n. to decline, to revolve, to pass away, to crumble

away ; a loose, not pulled tight ; s . slackness.

ben,s. (from ba☎, to demolish), the demolishing of a thing,

the declining of a luminary when it is past the meridi-

an ; a. loose, not pulled tight.

et, v. a. (from 5 , to demolish), to demolish, to cause to

demolish, to remove, to pass, to decline.

41, s . (from 1 , to demolish), the demolishing ofa

thing, the causing of a thing to bedemolished , the de-

clining of a luminary when it has passed the meridi-

an.

, s. (from 1, to demolish), the demolishing of a

thing, the causing a thing to be demolished, the de-

clining of a luminary when it has passed the meri

dian.

fa, s. (from , to demolish), demolition, destructi

on, the declension ofa luminary.

safe , s. (from ™ , to demolish) , the demolishing of a

thing, the declining of a luminary when it has passed

the meridian.

an imitative sound used to express the sensation of

quivering motion arising from the brilliant, lucid or

sparkling appearance of a gem or other lucid body.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to sparkle,

to appear bright, to appear prominent ; a . loose, not

drawn tight.

bf , a. (from , brightness), brilliant, fluid, waving.

, v. n. (from , to destroy), to break off in pieces as

the earth of a river's bank does when wet, to coulch.

This word constructed with , to do, means to coulch

or break off in large pieces.

57 , v.a. (from 5 to couich) , to cause to coulchor break

off in large pieces ; a. coulched down, fallen in.

cata , s. (from 61, to cause lo coulch), a causing the earth

to coulch or fall down in large masses.

bata, s. (from ™ , to cause to coulch , the causing the banks

of a river or the sides of a pond or other place to

coulch or moulder down in large pieces, mouldered

down in large pieces, fallen in, coulched .

taifa, s . (from 651, to cause to coulch) , the coulching or fall-

ing in of the banks of a river, a pond, or any other

place.

agi, a. (from 571, to cause to coulch), causing the earth

to coulch or fall down in large masses .

fat, s. (from 5 , to coutch), the coulching or falling in of

earth in large masses.

5tx, v. a. (from 51, covering), to cover, to conceal, to over-

spread, to overwhelm ; s. (from 1, a drum), a drum of

particular construction .

Ì, s. (from t† , to cover), the name of a tree menti-

oned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. as a species of Croton or

Sapium.

st , 8. (from ste, to corer), the act ofcovering any thing,

the concealing ofa thing.

G†æ7), 8. (from stæ, to cover , a cover, a lid, a covering.

útæð, s. (from 5 , to cover), a covering, a concealing.

¿†æf, s. (from útæ, tocover), a cover, a lid ; a. fem, cover-

ing, concealing.

stæi, v. a. (from s†æ, to cover), to cause to cover or conceal ;

s . the act of covering a thing ; a. covered, concealed.

This word constructed with 1, tó give, means to turn

a thing upside down so as to conceal the upper sur-

face.

†æZ ), s. (from † , to cause to cover), the causing aper-

son to cover or conceal a thing.

ঢাকাঘোড়া, s . ( from stel, the covering of any thing, and যোগ

a horse), a skreen, a fence, a shade; à, covered, fenced,

skreened.

átætátfæ, s. (from stæ, to cover), a mutual covering, a mu

tual concealing.

st , s. (from 51, covered), covered, concealed.

bifææt, s. (from gt , to cover), the covering of a thing, the

concealing of a thing.

stai, s. (from stæ, a drum), a drummer, one who plays on

the large drum.

stal, s. (from 1 to cover), a covering, a conceal ment.

Constructed with , to give, this word means to tur

a thing upside down so as to conceal its upper sur-

face.

st , s . (from ste, to cover), a covering, concealment. Cón-

structed with , to give, this word means to turn a

thing upside down so as to conceal its upper surface.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by the falling offruits from a tree, or ofstones or clods

when thrown.

sta v. from ts, tofall off of itself), to pour out ofa ves-

sel, to pour, to spill hquor, to empty a thing from a

vessel, to throw down a thing; s . (from , to separatey

a shield, an inclined plane, a slope, an obliquity, the

checquers of the chess board ; a. aslant, aslope, inclin-

ed, oblique.

, s. (from 5 , to pour), the pouring of a liquid .

slæt, v. a. (from baj, to pour), to cause to pour out liquors,

to cause a person to pour out or empty any substance

H
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from a vessel ; s . the causing a person to throw down a

thing; a. poured out, emptied.

a

state , s. (from staf, to cause to pour , the causing a per-

vessel, the causing a personson to pour water from

to pour out or empty any substance, the causing a per-

son to throw down a thing.

statsaat, s. (from57, to pour, and s , full), the pouring

ofa thing backwards and forwards.

stata, s. (from st , to cause to pour),the causing a person
5 ,

to pour water, corn, sand, or any other substance from

a vessel, the causing a person to throw down a thing ;

a. poured out, emptied out, thrown down.

stata, s. (from stat, to cause to pour), the causing of aper-

son to pour liquids 'or dry substances from a vessel,

the causing a person to throw a thing down which he

has in his hand or is carrying.

statfagi, a. (from 5 , to cause to pour out), pouring out,

causing others to pour out, or to throw down a thing

which they have on their hands .

pimai, s . (from ta , to pour), the pouring of liquors from

a vessel, the emptying of a thing from a vessel, the

throwing down of a thing.

st , a. (from , a shield), wearing a shield, using a

shield .

ff , an imitative sound used to express the tottering

and unsteady motion of a person who is greatly weak-

ened by disease or any other cause.

Rafieifa, s . (from fæf , a tottering), a tottering with

weakness or disease.

"

faffent, a . (fromfæ , à tottering), tottering with weak-

ness or disease, lean, lank, thin, flaccid, flabby.

fof , an imitative sound used to express the tottering or

unsteady gait of a person greatly weakened by disease

or any other cause.

fugl, a . (from fea , a tottering), tottering through weak-

ness flabby, flaccid.

fouf , a. (fromfifa , a tottering), tottering through weak,

ness, flabby, flaccid.

for, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

falling of a fruit or clod, or by a blow with the fist ;

v. a. to smite with the fist.

3, s . (from Ft, to smite with the fist), a smiting with the

fist.

fofa, s . (from for, to smite with the fist) a smiting with

the fist, pugilism .

ffam. a. (from fe , to smite with thefist), smiting with

the fist, pugilistic.

* ૬.

festi, v . a. (from fe , to smite with the fist), to cause a per-

son to smite another with the fist, to smite with the

fist.

fati, s . (from f , to smite with the fist), the causing a

person to smite with the fist, a smiting with the fist.

ta, s. (from feet , to smite with the fist), a smiting with

the fist, the exciting a person to smite with the fist ; a.

smitten with the fist.

fata, s. (from for, to smite with thefist), a smiting with

the fist, pugilism , the exciting a person to smite with

the fist.

fxt, a. (from f , to smite with the fist), smiting with

the fist, pugilistic, exciting a person to smite with the

fist.

fofa , s. (from fot, to smite with the fist), a smiting with

the fist.

fof an imitative sound used to express that which aris-

es from the falling of a large fruit or of a stone, or

clod, or from a blow with the fist.

fot, s. (from f to collect), a heap.

f an imitative sound used to express that which

arises from the repeated falling of fruits, clods, or the

like, or from repeated blows with the fist.

ff , an imitative sound used to express that which

arises from the repeated falling of fruits or clods, or

from repeated blows with the fist.

far , s. (from fr, to send), a piece of wadding.

fifa, s. (from fos, to collect), a heap.

f , a. (from , to appear) , mild, weak, cool, dispassion-

bate, gentle.

foffa , a. (from fe , slack. The last member of this word

ìs merely a rhyme to thefirst), flabby, flaccid.

, a. (from ta, to be unsteady), loose, slack, flaccid, neg

ligent, lazy, lax.

Haifa, s. (from mi, slack), slackness, looseness, flaccidity,

negligence, laziness,

s. (from a, to injure), a butting with the head as sheep

and other animals do.

55, v. a. (from5 , to search), to seek or search for a thing;

s. search.

37, s. (from 3, to seek), the seeking or searching for a

thing, the rummaging of things.

3 , s. (from 3, to seck), the seeking or searching for a

thing, the rummaging of articles to find some thing.

fa , s. (from , to seek a searching or seeking for a

thing.

992
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ba¡ v.n. (from , to move), to enter, to pervade.

, s . (from , to enter), the entering into a place.

væfa, s. (from xx, to enter), the entering into a place,

afari, a. (from 5 to enter), entering.

, v. a. (from se, to enter), to thrust, to tuck in, to force

in, to resist.

Etat, s. (from 1 , toforce in), the forcing a thing into at

place, a tucking in, a thrusting in, a resisting.

, s. (from ; to enter), the thrusting in of a thing, the'

forcing athing into a place, the tucking in of clothes, a'

*** resisting.

iful, a. (from ¿ ì, to force in), causing to enter,.forcing

in, tucking in, thrusting in, resisting.

fax), s.(from 65, to enter), an entering..

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

falling of an earthen cover on a pot when a cat ora rat

attempts to raise it up in order to carry off the con-

tents.

ga, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the earthen cover of a pot when an animal makes quick-

ly repeated endeavours to raise it up.

, an imitative sound made use ofto express that which

arises from the repeated attempts of an animal to lift

up the earthen cover from a pot.

*f, s. (from 64, a particular sound), the noise made

by an animal in its endeavours to lift up an earthen

cover from a pot.

, s. (from , a burden), emptiness, thesound of an emp.

t'y house, thesound of butting when sheep or other ani-

mals fight...

an imitative sound used to express that which is made

by the fall of a large stone or other heavy body upon

the earth.

an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the fall of a heavy body upon the ground.

an imitative sound used to express that which

arises from the repeated fall of heavy bodies.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the repeated falling of large fruits, clods, or the

like.

67% v. n. (from чa, to swing), to nod with sleep, to nod.

The adverbial participle of this verb constructed with

ew , to throw, means to level an uneven place.

5 , s. (from 5 , to nod), a nodding with drowsiness, the

sensation of giddiness. This word when applied to the

eyes means dim, dull, half closed .

vai , s. (from go, to nod), the act of nodding with drowsi

ness.

1616

sai, v. n. (from ga, to nod, to shake, to agitate."

bosa, s. (from 5 , to ned), this word is usually applied to

the
eyes, and means dull, drowsy, dim, half closed.

6 , v. a. (from 3 , to injure), to push with the head as a

ram, &c. to enter, to thrust in the head ; s, the sound

arising from striking against a wall or other hard thing,

a push with the head, a butt, Constructed with si, to

come into contact, this word means to butt..

6 , s. (from 5 , to push), a butting with the head as a

ram does.

581, a. (from , to be depraved), dronish, strongand able

but doing nothing, lazy, eating much but doing lit.

tle.

guil, a. (from qu, to be depraved), dronish, strong and able

but doing nothing, eating much but doing little, la

zy.

gal, s. (from ™ , to butt), to teach or cause an animal to

butt or push with the head.

stat, s. (from gal, to cause to bult), the causing an ani-

mal to butt.
8

bila, s. (from 6 , to butt), a mutual butting with the

bead.

suta, s. (from ™ , to cause to bult), the teaching or caus-

ing of an animal to push or butt.

stant, a. (from 5 , to butt) , butting, pushing with the head.

8, s . perhaps (from c , to move), a wave, a surge, a

whim. Constructed with 18, to cut, this word means,

to scallop, to avoid the high waves in managing a

boat.

, s. (from ca , to sound), the pedal, an instrument much

used in India for cleansing rice and various other pur.

poses.

data , s. (from ¿x , a pedal, and whirl, a house), the

house or shed in which the pedal is fixed.

cöet, a.(from Tý, crafty), insolent, saucy, impudent, stub-

born.

cëtia, s. (from cevi, insolent), insolence, saueiness, stub-

bornness.

ŞA, 8. (from 435%, a 'drum to be played on by ødrum?

stick), the beat ofa drum, a proclamation by beat of

drum.

Eșfæri, a. (from ȘA, the beat ofdrum), a dramme), a

cryer, one who proclaims a thing by beat of drum.

c , s. (from 4, to hold), a large kind of ear-ring. •

,s. fromfor, to collect), the seed vessel of the differ
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ent species of Nymphæa, but more particularly appli-

ed to that ofthe Nymphæa esculenta.

* i, s. (from q*†, to see), a comparison intended to con-

vey an evil idea or an accusation of a person, an invi-

duous comparison.

countyæ, a. (from 6 × 1, an inviduous comparison, and utte,

giving), applying inviduous comparisons calculated to

hurt a person's reputation.

{667; 3. (from: ) , to move), a covering or rising to a par-

ticular place. This word is usually applied to li-

quids.

est , s. (from , a rising to a particular place, and

1 rice), rice when badly boiled owing to the fire hav-

ing been applied to only one side of the pot.

, v. a. (from T , a shove), to shove, to push.

(6ægæi, s. (from CUT , to shovej, the shoving or pushing of

tà person or thing.

Gætot#1, 8. (from Æ, a shove. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), pushes and shoves.

ceof , s. (from , a push. The last member is only a

rhyme to thefirst), pushes and shoves.

1

1 , s. (from , a shove. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), pushes and shoves.

ata, s. (from (c , to shove), the shoving ofa person.

cata, s. (from cl, to shove), the shoving or pushing of

a person or thing.

fa , a. (from 4 , to shove), shoving, pushing .

(63, s. (from sata, a belch), the name of a shrub, (Vangue-

ria spinosa.)

(643, s. (from shta, a belch or vomiting), a belch. Construc-

ted with cut , to elevate, this word means to belch,

Œ*), s. (from fat, long), tall, long,

, s. perhaps (from fa, two, and A, the mind), an illegi

timate child, one born of fornication or concubinage,

a bastard.

Gantstag, a. (from 7, -a_bastard, and cl5A, one who

worms himself into a place), a bastard, one who keeps

company with bastards.

cast, s. (from ( 47, a bastard), a gallant, a paramour.

CAH), 8. (from G17, a bastard), a concubine.

*

, a. (from , to hold , many, abundant.

tat, s. (from DIA), a water course), a cross mark, a mark

made as a signature by a person, who cannot write, a

reel, an instrument used to spin thread or packthread

which is made of two sticks -fastened across each other.

start.

Constructed with us, to mark, this word means to in-

tersect..

æfa, s. (from X, much), a heap, a pile, a collection.

, s . (from (63, much), a heap, a pile.

€681, 8. (from (571, a clod), a lump, a clod, the eye. In the

last sense this word is only used in scurrillous lan-

guage in which a person expresses his wish that ano-

ther's eyes (clods) may drop out,

( †25, 8., (from 16), to carry), the carrying of a burden, the

driving ofa carriage.

ci, v. a. (from A, to support), to carry a burden, to drive a

carriage.

, an imitative sound employed to express that which is

occasioned by a person's breaking wind backwards..

cotsa, s. (from 5 , to search) , the searching for athing.

côtși 8. (from Uta, a species of snake), the name of a species

of snake which chiefly lives in water ; -also v. a. (from

, to search), to cause to search or rummage for

thing; a. sought, rummaged for.

cot, an imitative sound employed to express that which

arises from a person's repeatedly breaking wind back-

wards.

ct an imitative sound used to express that made by a

person's breaking wind backwards with a loud and pro-

tracted report.

cost , an imitative sound used to express that made by

person's repeatedly breaking wind backwards with loud

and protracted reports.

¡æ, s. (from væ, a gulping sound), a draught of water or

any other liquid, a gulp. This word constructed with

fim, to swallow, means to gulp.

æ†æ , s. (from x☎, to enter into a place), the entering into

a place, the thrusting one's self in, the propping of a

falling wall, the pushing or supporting of any thing.

æti, v. a. (from xã, to enter), to force in, to thrust in, to

cause a person or animal to enter a place; s. the prop-

ping of a falling wall, the resisting or supporting any

thing which has a tendency to fall ; a. entered, made

1 to enter.

ætætza, s. (from t , to force to enter), the causing a

man or animal to enter a place.

twife, s. (from , to enter), a mutually entering, the

promiscuously entering a place.

teta, ` s. (from i , to cause to enter), the causing a man

or animal to enter aplace ; a. made to enter.
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ætætfagi, a. (from (6†æ , to cause to enter) , eausing persons

or animals to enter.

, s. (from , to swing), a drum of a particular descrip

tion which the drummer carries by slinging it round

his neck with a cord, a nodding, a swinging freely or

moving freely when agitated bythe wind or any other

cause .

(staæa , s. (from , swinging freely, and an, a spe-

cies of plant), the name of a species of climbing plant

(Ipomea grandiflora).

, s. (from ( † , to nod), a nodding with drowsiness , a

moving or oscillating freely, a swinging freely.

tafigi, a. (from я, to nod), drowsy, lethargic, nodding,

swinging.

Ħæµì, s. (from ‹ † , a swinging, and , the name

of a plant), the name of a species of plant (Leea ma-

crophylla .)

c , v. a. (from , to nod), to cause a person or thing

to swing or nod, to cause to oscillate, to cause a per.

son to level an uneven place, to cause to carry burdens

or to transport goods from one place to another ; a. hol

low, spungy within ; s . a nodding.

cplatz, ɑ . (from , to cause to level earth), due for or

earned by levelling the earth or by carrying burdens.

tata, s . (from æ , to cause to level earth), the caus-

ing a person to level an uneven piece of ground, the

causing a person to carry burdens or to transport goods ,

the removing of merchandize or other articles on cat-

tle or by means ofcarriages,

, s. (from ta , to carrygoods), the carrying ofgoods

or merchandize from one place to another, either on

men,beasts or carriages, the levelling of uneven ground;

a. transported, carried, levelled,

aifa, s. (from ct , to carry), the carrying of goods or

merchandize from one place to another either by em-

ploying men, cattle, or carriages, the levelling of une-

ven ground.

( Ÿfigi, s. (from cple , to carry), the removal of goods or

merchandize from one place to another by means of

men, cattle, or carriages.

sal, v . a. (from 5 , to butt), to cause animals to butt, to

cause an animal to force its way into a place.

ja , s. (from cat, to cause to bult , the causing of an

animal to butt, the causing an animal to force its way

into a place.

1

mal to butt, the causing an animal to force its way in-

to a place ; a. caused to butt, driven into a place,

mtāti), s. (from c ‡Ã¡, to cause to butt), the causing an ani

mal to butt, the causing an animal to force its way in.

to a place.

ཨས་ ཪི་ རྟེན་ ས

d.

4, the fifth letter of the third class of consonants in the

Hindoo alphabet, or the fifteenth consonant. It is scarce-

ly ever used as the initial of a word in the Bengalee

language. In all the languages spoken in the south and

west of India this letter has a sound peculiar to itself,

but in Bengal it is pronounced exactly as 7.

ta, s. (from the letter a, and , to make), the letter 4, of

that character which is used to express the sound of

the lingual.n.

1.

detaifi, a. (from , the letter , and , thefirst

having an initial a , beginning with the letter 4.

TAG, a. (from q , the letter A, and 3, an end), hay.

ing a final ending with the letter .

4 , s. (from the letter , the condition or circumstanceof

the letter d . This is a grammatical term indicating that

the word to which it is applied must be spelled with 4,

and not with , or that is substituted for a.

उ.

3, is the first letter of the fourth class of consonants, or

the sixteenth consonant in the Hindoo alphabet. It hàs

the sound of t in most of the continental languages of

Europe. It is sometimes used in composition instead of

the particle

3 , s. (from , surprize), astonishment, surprize,

wonder.

Ja , a. (from , belonging to), connected with, he

longing to.

te, s . (from AR , appointing), au appointment, a com

mand, business.

, s. (from , appointing), the object or business

of an appointment.
*

38, s. (from fiva, brass), the name of a brazen or copper

pot used for cooking,

3 , a contraction used in writings for 3 , a side, and 34,

a summons.

state, s . (from 1 , to cause to butt), the causing an ani. 4, s. (from , wages), wages, an assignment of
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lands for the maintenance of troops, a draft on the re-

venues.

, s. (from si , wages) , wages, an assignment on

the revenue.

gatuta, s. (from³ï, wages, and `, holding), wages,

one who receives a salary, one who holds an order or

as signment for wages.

, s. (from S8 , receiving wages), one who re-

ceives wages, the receiving of pay, the condition of

one who receives wages, service .

se, ad. (from 3 , to be high), till , until, unto ; a. sour, acid.

tagi, a. (from Xɔ̃, trouble), troubled, distressed, af-

flicted.

Jæti, s. (from Glï³, paying), money given in advance for

work or merchandize, money advanced to tenants to

enable them to fulfil their engagements.

Sa, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter 3, or

that character which expresses the sound of the den-

tal t.

, a. (from sata, the letter 3, and if , the first),

having an initial , beginning with the letter 3.

stats, a. (from II , the letter , and . , an end), bav.

ing a final , ending with the letter .

fa , s. (from A , a pillow), a pillow, a bolster, a sup-

port.

*fes, s. (from jai , an ascertaining) , the ascertaining of

a thing.

a. (from , thefourth , the fourth, a term employed

in some games.

,.s. (from , a throne), a throne.

, an imitative sound expressive of the sensation oc-

casioned by the glare of water or snow, or by any thing

which occasions a glaring brightness. Constructed with

to do, this word means to giare.

getfa, s. (from 3434, a glaring brightness), a glare, a'

twinkling brightness, shining.

Tezfent, a. (from 343 , twinkling brightness), bright, po

lished, glaring.

t, s. (from Asi, a board), a board.

vf , s. (from , a board , a small board used instead

of a slate for writing.

GF, s. (from 3 , to contract , butter-milk mixed with a

fourth part of water.

egta, s. (from 5, repetition), repetition, tautology, al-

tercation, contention, a dispute, a controversy, conten-

tion.

Dr.

data , s. (from 5, repetition), disputatious, fond of

controversy, contentious, captions.

JET, s. (from Li , distress), affliction, distress, hard-

ship.

IFE, s. (from 3 , to hew), a carpenter, the name of a fa-

bulous serpent of whom wonderful stories are related in

the Hindoo writings.
•

3Ffa, ad. (from 3 , that, and 4, an instant), then, at that

instant.

JēĦI, s. (from jaij, afault), a fault, a crime, an offence,

error; sin .

lants, a . (from až³, a fault, and , holding), faulty,

criminal, sinful.

selazig, a. (from , afault), faulty, criminal, sin-ভক্সীরকার,

-ful.

34 , ad. (from 2, that, and F , an instant), then.

af , ad. (from 3 , then, and , emphatic), then, even

then, at that instant.

3 , s. (from Я, to move or shake) the name of a shrub,

(Tabernæmontana coronaria.)

ostadtgø1, s. (from Ista, the name of a shrub, and 1, a

pair of slippers), the name of a plant or tree employ-

ed as a medicinal drug.

Iяgua, s. (from Ista, the name of a shrub, and ™ , a flower),

the flowers of a beautiful shrub, also the shrub itself,

(Tabernæmontana coronaria.)

GNM , s. (from ĻA✯5, cheating), the adulteration or counter-

feiting of a thing, a cheating, embezzlement, imposition.

ostgat, a. (from яï, cheating), adulterated , counterfeit-

ed, cheating, imposing on others.

sit, s. (from \ ôlēš, a dunning), a dunning, urgency,

importunity.

distimi, s . (from kòlï³ , a dunning), a dunning, urgency, im-

portunity, an exacting.

ta, s. (from 45, an exchange), an exchange, a thing

given or received in exchange.

31, s. (from t , a rupee), a coin, a rupee.

3H, 8. (from 3F, to examine), investigation, enquiry, search.

8 , s. (from 3 , that, and 534, a foot), that foot, his foot,

that metrical foot.

Gaatetai, s. (from 4, that foot, and t , a wish), a

desire for that fool, a desire for his or her feet, viz.

desire of his or her protection,

Gæti, a. (from 4, thatfoot, and tg , desirous),

desirous of that foot, desirous of his or her foot, viz.

desirous ofhis or her protection.
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38.

tfena, s. (from 4, that foot, and fats, desire),

a desire for that foot, a desire for his or her foot, viz.

protection.

theart , a. (from 8 , that foot, and fatfan, desir-

ous), desirous of that foot i. e. desirous of that protec-

tion, desirous of his or her foot i , e. desirous of his or

her protection .

vggarh, 8. (from 3834, thatfoot, and at , hope), a hope

in that foot (protection), a hope in his or her foot i. e.

attached to or fond of his or her protection.

তারণারবিন্দ, s. (from তরেন, that foot , and অরবিন্দ, a lotus),

that lotus foot, viz. that excellent foot, his or her lotus

(excellent) foot.

Fastas, a. (from 34, that foot, and , attached to),

attached to that foot, attached to his or her foot (pro-

tection.)

gf , s. (from 3 , that, and of , a history, a disposition),

that history or description, that disposition, his, her, or

its history or disposition.

881, s. (from . that, and 88´1, reflection), that thought,

that reflection, that anxiety or concern.

egg´tætgi, s. (from 881 , that reflection, and sætğı, a de-

sire), a desire for that engagement or reflection.

88´tæt , a. (from 1 , that reflection, and tata, de

sirous), desirous of engaging the mind in that thing.

tate, a. (from get, that reflection, and is, doing),

reflecting upon that , engaging the mind on that ; s. one

who engages his mind or meddles with what belongs to

him or her.

388tæt , a. (from 881 , that reflection, and af , doing),

reflecting upon that, engaging the mind upon him, her,

or that,

fe , ad. (from 3881, that reflection, and far), without),

without engaging the mind on that topic.

3: tff , a. (from 3881, that reflection, and fofge, ex-

cepted), that thought or reflection excepted.

fage, s. (from 3881 , that refetion, and forge, an

exception), the exception of that thought or reflection.

fa , s. (from 1 , that reflection, and fata, de-

sire), a desire to engage the mind on that object.

sys´ifsats), a. (from gy1, that reflection, and fenfa ,3881,

sirous), desirous of applying the mind to that object.

, s. (from , that, and p , a skin), that skin, his or

her skin.

31.

GJUHTE, ɑ; (from st, that skin, and , producing),

producing that skin or leather.

épúafas, a. (from , that skin, and fas, produced),

produced from that skia or leather, produced in his or

her skin.

GWAM, a. (fromGy , that skin, and , producible), pro

ducible or produced from that skin or leather, produ-

cible in his or her skin.

ts, a. (from , that skin, and , produced), pro.

ducedfrom that skin or leather, produced in his or her

skin.

synti, s. (from sy , that skin, and is, a giver), the

giver of that skin or leather.

, s. (from 3 , that skin, and , destruction),

the destruction of that skin or leather, the destruction

of his or her skin.

384 , a. (from , that skin, and e, destructive),

destructive to that skin or leather, destructive to his

or her skin.

IgŃ‡ AT, a. (from , that skin, and f , destructive),

destructive to that skin or leather; destructive to his of

her skin.

GA , s. (from Hé, that skin, and T , destruction), the

destruction of that skin or leather, the destruction of

his or her skin.

put , a. (from 3 , that skin, and at , destructive),

destructive to that skin or leather, destructive to his or

her skin.

Gyufen , ad. (from g , that skin, and f ), without), with

out that skin or leather.

তাৰ্ম্মবিনাশ, ও (from তৰ্ম্ম, that skin, and বিনাশ, destruction),

the destruction of that skin or leather, the destruction

of his or her skin.

sifantatæ, a, (from 58 , that skin, and fat , destrue.

tive), destructive to that skin or leather, destructive to

his or her skin.

তত্ত্বৰ্ম্মবিশিষ্ট , a . (from , that skin, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed of

possessed of that skin or leather.

de- faj , a. (from 38%, that skin, and fa , destitute of),

destitute ofthat skin or leather.

$345, a. (from 3 , that skin, and , to be produced),

produced from that skin or leather, produced from or

inhis or her skin.

gyúufsft®, a. (from , that skin, and ufsfas, excep.

ted), that skin or leather, excepted.

zywajfotaæ, s. (from 384, that skin, and uforge, an em

ception), the exception of that skin or leather.

38KIF, a. (from 38%, that skin, and us, joined to, con-
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ofs.

nected with that skin or leather, connected with his or

her skin.

GATE, a, (from , that skin, and 3 , keeping), keep-

ing or guarding that skin or leather ; s . one who guards

that skin or leather.

4, s . (from 8 , that skin, and 4, a preserving , the

guarding or preserving ofthat skin or leather.

GHAXI, s. (from 3gu ,̸ that skin, and T , preservation), the

preservation or guarding of that skin or leather.

puafge, a. (from II , that skin, and ³, destitute), des-

titute of that skin or leather.

G * , a. (from , that skin, and T, empty), des-

titute of that skin or leather.

i , a. (from 58 , that skin, and T , destitute), desti-

tute of that skin or leather.

Grunge, 'a. (from 3 , that skin, and a cause), caus-

ed by that skin or leather.

taigi, a . (from 8 , that skin, and at , desire), a

desire for that skin or leather.

তঃৰ্ম্মাকারী, a. (from তবু , that skin, and আকাজিন, desirous),

desirous of that skin or leather.

te , s. (from 38 , that skin, and t, erpectation),

an expectation or waiting for that skin or leather.

SI , a. (from 8 , that skin, and
, expecting),

expecting or waiting for that skin or leather.

, s. (from 38 , that skin, and tag , a skreen), a

skreen or shelter for that skin or leather, a skreen or

coveringmade of that skin or leather.

ut , a. (from 38 , that skin, and at , covered), cover-

ed with that skin or leather.

Gutsata, s. (from , that skin, and fata, desire), a

desire for that skin or leather.

Gruitfentat, a. (from 38 , that skin, and falfa, desir.

ous), desirous of that skin or leather.

INALI,, s. (from , that skin, and , desire), a desire

for that skin or leather.

Unwią, a. (from spH, that skin, and 2 , desircus), desirous

of that skin or leather.

, a . (from 8 , that skin, and 5 , desirous), desir-

ous ofthat skin or leather.

Tytus; a. (from , that skin, and stay, fit), fit or

proper for that skin or leather, proper for his or her

skin.

2f8 , s. (from 3 , that, and so , the heart), that mind or

propensity, his or her mind orinclination.

fets , a. (from f , that heart, and t , stealing),

stealing away his or her heart.

Rr

of.

ofis , a. (from , that, and for , thinking), thinking on

that (particular thing).

3f837, s. (from 4, that, and fro , a thinking), a thinking

on that subject.

' ,3f831, s. (from 35, that, and f651, thought), that thought or

care, his or her anxiety.

ofsstatge, a. (from , that thought, and taæ, making),

thinking that thought, pondering upon that subject,

producing that thought.

তদ্ভিন্তাকারী, a. ( from উঠি , that thought, and কারিন, doing),

thinking that thought, thinking upon that subject.

fat , a. (from 3f3 , that thought, and , produc-

ing), producing or giving rise to that thought, produc-

ing anxiety or care in his or her mind.

offstufas, a (from fg , that thought, and 3, produc-

ed), sprung from that thought, caused by that thought,

caused by his or her anxiety.

fat , a. (from 1, that thought, and , producible),

produciblefrom that thought, arising fromthatthought,

arising from his or her care or anxiety.

ofgatats, a. (from 1, that thought, and to, born),

sprung from that thought, arisen from that thought,

caused by or arising from his or her anxiety..

offerts, s. (from 3f831, that thought, and ist, abandon-

ment), the relinquishing of that particular thought.

fotott, a. (from 3ge , that thought, and fit , relin.

quishing), relinquishing that particular thought.

ofgsinta@, a. (from fi ), that thought, and f☎, giving),

giving rise to those reflections or thoughts, giving rise

to his or her care or anxiety.

ofisini , a. (from I, that thought, and if , giving),

giving rise to those reflections or thoughts, giving rise

to his or her care or anxiety.

fet , s. (from fg , that thought, and , destructi-

on), the destruction or removal of that particular

thought, the removal of his or her care or anxiety.

offatt , a. (from fg , that thought, and , de.

structive), destructive to or removing that care or

thought, dissipating his or her care or anxiety.

offatt, a. (from 1, that thought, and f , destruc

tive), destructive to or removing that care or thought,

dissipating his or her care or anxiety.

و

afgøtat*t, s. (from off , that thought, and *, destructi-

on), the destruction or removal of that care or thought,

the removal of his or her care or anxiety.

offatatate, a. (from 3f1, that thought, and at , destruc-
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3f .

tive), destructive to or dissipating that, thought or

care, dissipating his or her care or anxiety.

তরিস্তানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from उ 1, that thought, and নিবর্ত্তক, hin

dering), hindering or putting a stop to that care or

thought, causing his or her anxiety or care to cease.

অষ্টিন্তানিকারক, a . (from उঠিকা, that thought, and নিবারক, pre-

renting), preventing that particular thought, prevent-

ing his or her care or anxiety.

তষ্টিত্তানিকারণ, s . (from তত্তিন্ত!, that thought, and নিবারণ, pre-

vention), the prevention of that thought, the prevention

of his or her care or anxiety.

afetafe, s. (from 3831, that thought, and fray, cessati-

on), the cessation ofthat particular thought or care, the

cessation ofhis or her care or anxiety.

afgotfaficæ, a. (from fi, that thought, and faf3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that thought or anxiety.

ভক্তিষান্বিত, a . ( from স্তা, that thought , and সন্বিত, connected

with , anxious or thoughtful on that particular subject.

forque, a. (from 31, that thought, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that thought or anxiety.

offotave, a. (from 3f851 , that thought, and , increasing),

increasing that care or anxiety, increasing his or her

care or anxiety.

affa , s. (from fist, that thought, and , an increas

ing , the increasing of that particular anxiety or care,

the increasing of his or her care or anxiety.

sfstata, a. (from , that thought), filled with that par

ticular thought, filled with that anxiety.

shotfafatas, z. (from 3f83), that thought, and fast , pos-

sessed of, possessed of that thought, invaded by that

care or anxiety.

তম্বিতাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from তদ্ভিন্তা, that thought, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

exceptedfrom), that thought or auxiety excepted.

তম্ভিত্তাাতিরেক, s . (from তদ্বিত্তা, that thought ,and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of that particular anxiety or care.

afgstas, «. (from 3f831, that thought, and ™ , joined to),

possessed ofthat thought, anxious on that account.

তষ্টিতারহিত, a. (from তত্ত্বা, that thought, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), free from that care or anxiety, free from that

thought.

fett , a. (from off , that thought, and , empty), free

from that care or anxiety, free from that thought.

eft , a. (from 3 , that thought, and 1 , destitute),

free from that care or anxiety, free from that thought.

sfistlægs, a. (from 3f83 , that thought, and ³, a cause),

caused by that thought, arising from that thought or

care.

378.

38VE, a. (from 3 , that, and co☎, labouring), labouring

for or seeking that particular thing.

31, s. (from 34, that, and 1, exertion), that exertion,

his or her exertion.

tata , s. (from 3 , that exertion, and fast, desire

a desire to make that particular exertion.

তত্ত্বেষ্টাকাঙ্কী, a. (from তত্ত্বেষ্টা, that exertion , and আকানি, de.

sirous), desirous of making that exertion.

তত্ত্বেষ্টাকারক, a . ( fromউদ্বেষ্ট।, that exertion, and কারক, making),

making that exertion, seeking that particular thing,

causing his or her exertion.

তত্ত্বেষ্টাকারী, a. (from অন্বেষ্টা , that exertion, and কারিন, mak

ing), making that exertion, seeking that particular

thing, exciting him or her to exertion.

KzYifazÍs, a. (from , that exertion, and fade, pul

ting a stop to, putting a stop to that particular exerti

on or search, causing his or her exertions to cease.

তত্ত্বেষ্ঠানিকারক, a. (from তত্ত্বেষ্টা, that exertion , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that exertion, preventing his or her

exertions.

getfatad, s . (from 38 , that exertion, and fitad, pre-

vention), the prevention of that particular exertion or

labour, the preventing of his or her exertions.

উদ্বেষ্ঠানিবৃত্তি, s . ( from স্তম্ভে1, that exertion, and নিভি, cessati

on), the cessation ofthat particular exertion or labour,

the cessation of his or her exertions .

Griffage, a . (from 1, that exertion, and fafa , s

cause), caused by or arising from that particular exerti

on or labour, caused by or arising from his or her ex-

ertion.

Wtf3, a. (from 8V), that exertion, and fas, connect-

ed with , connected with that particular exertion or

labour.

তঃষ্ঠাপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from দ্বেষ্টা, that exertion, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising fromthat particular exertion

or labour, caused by or arising from his or her exertion.

তষ্টোবিশিষ্ট, a . (from অন্বেষ্ঠা, that exertion, and ৰিশিষ্ট , pos-

sessed of, connected with that particular exertion orla-

bour, exerting himselfor herselfin that particular way.

তন্তোতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্তম্ভে ।, that exertion, and াতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that particular labour or exertion excepted,

his or her exertion excepted.

তষ্টেষ্টাৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from তত্ত্বেষ্টা , that exertion , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), an exceptiou to that particular labour

or exertion.

tata, s. (from , that exertion, and sata, a de-

sire), a desire for that particular exertion or labour.
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অষ্টোভিলাষী, a. (from স্তত্বেষ্টা , that exertion , and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous ofthatparticular exertion or labour.

Szaty , a. (from 8 , that exertion, and T , joined to),

connected with that particular exertion or labour, con-

nected with his or her exertions .

Sirafes, a. (from- t , that exertion, and 3, desti-

tute of), destitute of that particular exertion or labour.

t* , a. (from 8 , that exertion, and 1, empty),

destitute of that particular exertion or labour.

strita, a. (from 1, that exertion, and , destitute

of), destitute of that particular exertion or labour.

IVNIJE, a. (from 38 , that exertion, and 155, a cause),

2
caused by or arising from that particular exertion or

labour, caused by or arising from his or her exertion.

safe, s. (from 3 , that, and 15, power), that' power,
his

or her power.

afseige, a. (from gf , that power, and zig , making),

causing that power or force, producing that power, ex-

erting that power, causing his or her power; s. a per-

son or thing who causes that power or force.

fatat, a. (from 3 , that power, and
T

fa , doing),

causing thatpoweror force, producing that power, caus-

ing his or her power, exerting that power.

C&f55, a. (from &f , thatpower, and , to be produced),

arising from or caused by that power or force, arising

from his or her power.

"

fæ, a. (from af , that power, and , producing),

producing or causing that power or force, producing

his or her power.

festas, a. (from 5 , thatpower, aud f , produced),

produced by that power or force, produced by his or

her power.

Gaf5571, a. (from 3f5, that power, and I, producible),

producible by that power or force, arising from that

power, producible by his or her power.

safest , a . (from af , that power, and 3, produced),

produced by that power or force, arising from his or

her power.

ofon, a. (from , that power, and ¤ , to give,, commu-

nicating that power or force, conferring power on him

orher.

auto , s. (from xf , that power, and t , a giver), a

person or thing which communicates that force orpow.

er, or which communicates his or herpower.

afonte, a. (from , that power, and a , giving),

communicating that force or power, communicating his

or her power.

, a . (from , that power, and f , giving),

ত .

communicating that force orpower, communicating his

or her power.

J&fFJ^A, s. (from JF, that power, and , destruction),

the destruction of that power or force, the destruction

of his or her power.

fe, a. (from af , that power, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that power or force, destructive to

his or her power.

, a. (from , that power, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that power or force, destructive to

his or her power.

fat, s. (from & , that power, and at , destruction),

the destruction of that force or power, the destruction

of his or her power.

J&f***iæ, a. (from 385, that power, and txt , destruc-

tive), destructive to that force or power, destructive to

his or her power.

তচুক্তিনিবারক, a . (from ছুক্তি, that power, and নিবারক, pre-

venting, preventing that force or power, preventing

his or her power, resisting that force or power, resist .

ing his orher power.

&fefitiaa, s. (frem &f , that power, and fad, a pre-

venting), the preventing of that force orpower, the pre-

venting ofhis orher power, the resisting ofthat power

or force, the resisting of his or her power.

তন্ত্ৰক্তিনিৰূত্তি, s . (from মুক্তি, that power, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of that force or power, the cessation of

his or her power.

তদ্ভক্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from তমুক্তি, that power, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that power or force, caused

by or arising from his or her power.

তমুক্তিপযুক্ত ,, a. (from3f , that power, and q , caused by),

caused by or arising from that power or force, caused

by his or her power.

তদ্ভক্তিৰৰ্দ্ধন্ত, a. ( fromতক্তি, that power, and বর্ধক, increasing), in

creasing that force or power, increasing his orher power.

FTI, 8 (from fF, that power, and a , an increaz-

ing , theincreasing of that force or power, theincreas

ing of bis or her power.

Teffant, ad. (from 38 , that power, and f , without),

without that power or force, without his or her power.

fat , s. (from ff , that power, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that force or power, the de-

struction of his or her power.

তচুক্তিবিনাশক, a. (from उ ক্তি, thatpower, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that force or power, destruc-

tive to his or her power.

Rr2
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ত

gafffaf»ted, a. (from &f , that power, and faf , possess

ed of), possessed of that force or power.

তত্ত্বক্তিৰিহীন, a. ( from তক্তি, that power, and বিহীন, destitule

*

তদ্ভক্তি,

of), destitute of that force or power.

ff , s. (from saf , that power, and af , increase),

the increase of that force or power, the increase of his

or her power.

, a . (from , that power, and , joined to),

connected with that force or power,, connected with

his orherpower.

তন্ত্রক্তিরহিত, a . ( from তমুক্তি, that power, and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute of that force or power.

f , a. (from , that power, and , empty), des-

titute of that force or power.

JRfSTT), s. (from af*, that power , and xy, one who kills),

a person or thing which destroys that force or power,

that which destroys his or her power.

Jaffa, s . (from , that power, and if, loss), the

loss or diminution ofthat power or force, the diminu-

tion or loss of his or her power.

f , a. (from af , that power, and , destitute of),

destitute of that power or force.

ferge, a. (from &f , that power, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from that power or force, caused

by or arising from his or her power.

3 , s. (from3 , that, and 5, an umbrella), that umbrella,

his or her umbrella.

shaælge, a. (from 3 , that umbrella, and e, making),

making that umbrella ; s. the maker of that umbrella,

the maker of his or her umbrella.

exasfts, a. (from & , that umbrella, and f , produced),

produced by that umbrella, produced from his or her

umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella, and , producible),

producible from that umbrella, producible from his or

her umbrella.

TEIKTI, a. (from I , that umbrella, and ³, produced),

produced by that umbrella, arising from his or her um-

brella.

S&M , a. (from SK , that umbrella, and t, to give), bestow-

ing that umbrella.

canti, s. (from 34, that umbrella, and at , he whogives),

one who bestows that umbrella.

saniye, a. (from , that umbrella, and niya, giving),

giving that umbrella ; s. one who gives that umbrella.

4 , s. (from 3 , that umbrella , and ¤, destructi-

on), the destruction of that umbrella, the destruction of

his or her umbrella.

, a. (from 34, that umbrella, and , destroy.

ing), destructive to that umbrella, destructive to his or

her umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella, and fa , destruc.

tive), destructive to that umbrella, destructive to his

or her umbrella.

Ja, s. (from34, that umbrella, and , destructive ,

the destruction of that umbrella, the destruction of

his or her umbrella.

3 , a. (from , that umbrella , and at , destruc

tive), destructive to that umbrella, destructive to his

or her umbrella.

তচ্চত্রনিবারক, a . ( from তন্ত্রত, that umbrella, and নিবারক, pre

venting , preventing a person's obtaining that umbrel-

la.

তচ্চত্রনিবারণ , s . (from তন্ত্র , that umbrella, and নিবারণ, a pre-

venting), the preventing a person from taking that um-

brella.

34ffice, a. (from. 3 , that umbrella, and fifa , a cause,

caused by his or her umbrella, caused by that umbrel-

la.

afa , s. (from , that umbrella, and fat, prohibiti

on), the prohibition of that umbrella, the prohibiting

the use of his or her umbrella.

crayforma, a. (from 3 , that umbrella, and afstaĘ, op.

posing), opposing the use of that umbrella, opposing

the use of his or her umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella, and , causedby),

caused by that umbrella, caused by his or her umbrel-

Ja.

aft, ad. (from 3 , that umbrella, and fat, without),

without that umbrella, without his or her umbrella.

f47 , s. (from , that umbrella, and fant , destruc

tion), the destruction of that umbrella, the destruction

of his or her umbrella."

Jafante, a. (from 4, that umbrella, and fearate, de.

structive), destructive to that umbrella, destructive to

his or her umbrella.

Jaffa , a. (from 3 , that umbrella, and faftus, possess.

ed of), possessed of that umbrella, possessed of his or

her umbrella.

3&afia, a. (from 3 , ' hit umbrella, and færin, d' sti-

tute), destitute of that umbrella, destitute of his or her

umbrella.
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ভয়ত্রতিরিক্ত, a. (from ভত্রে , that umbrella, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

cepted), that umbrella excepted, his or her umbrella

excepted.

TRAITURE, S. (from , that umbrella, and age, an

exception), the exception of that umbrella, the excep

tion of his or her umbrella.

Shy , a. (from 4, that umbrella, and , joined to),

connected with that umbrella, connected with his or

her umbrella.

J& utπr, á. (from , that umbrella, and cuts , fit), wor-

thy of that umbrella, worthy of his or her umbrella.

TLIIKE, a. (from 3 , that umbrella, and T , keeping),

guarding that umbrella, guarding or preserving his or

her umbrella.

44, s. (from , that umbrella, and TF , a presert-

ing), the guarding of that umbrella, the guarding or

preserving of his or her umbrella.

Tagi, s. (from 3 , that umbrella, and T , preservati

on), the preservation or guarding ofthat umbrella, the

preservation or guarding of his or her umbrella .

2 , a. (from 4, that umbrella, and af , destitute),

destitute ofthat umbrella, destitute of his or her um.

brella.

4. a . (from 34, that umbrella, and , coveted , de-

sirous of that umbrella, desirous of his or her umbrel-

la.

szalatot, a. (from , that umbrella, and tf , desir-

ous), desirous of that umbrella, desirous of his or her

umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella , possessed of that

umbrella, possessed of his or her umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella, and , empty), des-

titute of that umbrella, destitute of his or her umbrel-

la.

TRAKTI, s. (from TK , that umbrella, and 1 , a destroyer),

one who destroys that umbrella, a destroyer of his or

her umbrella.

, a. (from , that umbrella, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that umbrella, caused by or

arising from his or her umbrella.

tata , s. (from 34, that umbrella, and

a desire for that umbrella, a desire for

brella...

taigi , desire),

his or her um-

ata , a. (from 3 , that umbrella, and tatt , desir.

ous), desirous of that umbrella, desirous of his or her

umbrella.

3 .

তত্রানুসন্ধান , s . (from তত্র, that umbrella, and অনুসন্ধান,

a searchfor), a search for that umbrella, a search after

his or her umbrella.

casiqueiit, a. (from 34, that umbrella, and tfda,

searching for), searching for that umbrella, searching

for his or her umbrella.

Jalatsi, a. (from , that umbrella, and FDI,অনুসন্ধায়িন,

searchingfor), searching for that umbrella, searching

for his or her umbrella.

GRANTEE, a. (from , that umbrella, and wraæ, seek-

ing), seeking that umbrella, seeking his or her umbrel-

la.

TAG:TTE , 8. (from 549, that umbrella, and MT4, a search-

ing), a searching for that umbrella, a seeking for his

or her umbrella.

Katy , a. (from , that umbrella, and , seek-

ing , seeking that umbrella, seeking his or her umbrella.

&N ), s. (from & , that umbrella, and w¿¹, expecta.

tion), an expectation of that umbrella, an expectation

of his or her umbrella.

1

তন্ত্ৰত্ৰাপেক্ষী , a. (from তত্র, that umbrella, and অপেক্ষি , expect-

ing), expectingthat umbrella, expecting his or her um.

brella.

afsata, s. (from 3 , that umbrella, and fita, desire),

a desire for that umbrella, a desire for his or her um.

brella.

Juffets , a. (from , that umbrella, and Satan, de-

.sirous), desirous of that umbrella, desirous of his or

ber umbrella.

GRATH, s. (from 34, that umbrella, and a , a begin

ning, a beginning to make that umbrella, the begin-

ningto make his or her umbrella.

3 , s. (from on, that, and , an enemy), that enememy,

his or her enemy.

J&J°♬, s. (from 4 , that enemy, and ‡ , destruction),

the destruction of that enemy, the destruction of his

or her enemy.

Jay , a. (from that enemy, and † , destruc-

tive), destructive to that enemy, destructive to his or

her enemy.

, a. (from that enemy, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that enemy, destructive to his or

her enemy.

39 , s. (from 39; that enemy, and *, destruction),

the destruction of that enemy, the destruction of his or

her enemy.
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te, a. from 3 that enemy, and tt , destructive),* ,

destructive to that enemy, destructive to his or her

enemy.

vagfaze, a. (from 3 , that enemy, and fat , prevent-

ing), resisting that enemy, resisting his or her enemy.

তঃজুনিবারণ , ৪. ( from তত্ত্ব, that enemy, and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting), the resisting of that enemy, the resisting ofhis

or her enemy.

sagfafree, a. (from that enemy, and fix , à cause),

caused by or arising from that enemy, caused by or

arising from his or her enemy.

GEF, a. !from 35 , that enemy, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that enemy, caused by or

arising from his or her enemy.

f , ad. (from

寻

that enemy, and fax) , without),

without that enemy, without his or her enemy.

fanta, s. (from that enemy, and fat, destruction),

the destruction of that enemy, the destruction of his

or her enemy.

তজজুনিনাশক, a (from তত্র, that enemy , and বিনাশঙ্ক, destruc

tire , destructive to that enemy, destructive to his or

her enemy.

4 , a. (from -. that enemy, and fat , destitute

of , freed from that enemy, freed from his or her ene-

my,

vagaĺko, a. (from 4, that enemy, and 73, destitute

of), freed from that enemy, freed from his or her ene

my.

, a. (from& , that enemy, and , empty), freed

from that enemy, freed from his or her enemy.

edags), s. (from & , that enemy, and , one who kills),

cue who kills that enemy, one who kills his or her ene-

my.

Edina, a . (from that enemy , and fron☎, injurious),

injurious to that enemy, injurious to his or her enemy.

suglean, s. (from that enemy, and fĦ, injury),

the injuring ofthat enemy, an injury done to his or her

evemy.

, a. (from 4 that enemy, and , destitute of),

freed from that enemy, freed from his or her enemy.

SINETE, ɑ. (from a , that enemy, and 5, a cause), avis.

ing from or caused by that enemy, arising from or

caused by his or her enemy.

, s. (from 3 , that, and , quietness) , the quietness

or tranquillity of any thing. Constructed with a, to do,

this word means to tranquilize that, to mollify that

, s . (from 3 , that, and , a reposing , that quiet

or repose, his or her quiet or repose the conciliating of

him or her.

, a. (from , that repose, and , producibles

arising from that quiet or repose, arising from his or

her quiet or repose.

, s. (from 3 , that repose, and F , destruction

the destruction of his or her quiet or repose, the des

truction of that quiet or repose.

ILTITAT, a. (from 3 , that repose, and Я , destruc;

tive), destructive to his or her quiet or repose, destruc

tive to that quiet or repose.

destruc, a. (from 3 , that repose, and

tive), destructive to his or her quiet or repose, destruc-

tive to that quiet or repose.

att, 8. (from , that repose, and , destruction),

the destruction of his or her quiet or repose, the de-

struction of that quiet or repose.

equaat»tæ, n . (from 3, that repose, and i , destruc-

tive), destructive to his or her quiet or repose, destruc

tive to that quiet or repose.

তছয়সনিৱৰ্ত্তক , a. (from স্বয় , thut repose, and নিবর্ত্তক, putting

a stop to), putting an end to his or her quiet or repose,

putting an end to that quiet or repose.

তন্ত্রয়ননির্ধারক, a . (from স্তয়ন , that repose, and নির্ধারক, prevent.

ing), preventing his or her quiet or repose, preventing

that quiet or repose.

ozgafaqfe, s. (from , that repose, and fazfs, cessation),

the cessation of his or her quiet or repose, the cessati.

on of that quiet or repose.

তন্ত্রয়ননিমিত্তক, a . ( from তয়ন, that repose, and নির্মিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from his or her quiet or repose,

caused by or arising from that quiet or repose.

GIF, a. (from ; that repose, and , caused by),

caused by that quiet or repose, caused by his or her

quiet or repose.

3&pafen), ad. (from & , that repose, and fat, without),

without that quiet or repose, without his or her quiet

ar repose.

ছয়নবিনাশ, s. ( from তন্তুয়ন, that repose, and বিনাশ, destruc

tion), the destruction of that quiet or repose, the de-

struction of his or her quiet or repose.

তদ্ধয়নবিনাশক, a. (from তছয়ন, that repose , and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to his or her quiet or repose,

destructive to that quiet or repose.

sannafes, a. (from 5, that repose, and af , destitute
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destitute ofthat quiet or repose, destitute of his

or her quiet or repose,

tfi, s. (from 3 , that repose, and atía, loss), an in-

jury to or a diminution of his or her quiet or repose.

SKLAPID, a. (from , that repose, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from his or her quiet or repose,

caused by or arising from that quiet or repose,

তন্ত্রয়নাকা$1, s. (from তয়ন, that repose, andআকাhi, desire),

a desire of his or her quiet or repose, a desire for that

quiet or repose.

তন্ত্র্যয়ন'কাহ্লী, s . (from তয়ন, that repose, and আকাশি , desir

ous) , desirous of his or her quiet or repose, desirous of

that quiet or repose.

তন্ত্রয়নাপেক্ষক, a. ( fromতছয়ন, that repose, and সপেক্ষক, expect-

ing), expecting his or her quiet or rep ose, expecting

that quiet or repose.

উদ্ভয়নাপেক্ষ!, s . ( from তন্ত্রয়ন , that repose, and অপেক্ষা , expecta-

tion), an expectation of his or her quiet or repose, an

expectation of that quiet or repose.

তয়নাপেক্ষী, a . ( from স্তদ্ধয়ন , that repose, and অপেক্ষিন, expect-

ing), expecting his or her quiet or repose, expecting

that quiet or repose.

fata, s. (from 4 , that repose, and afsata, desire),

a desire for his or her quiet or repose, a desire for that

quiet or repose.

femia , a . (from 3 , that repose, and afsaifa , de-

sirous), desirous of his or her quiet or repose, desirous

of that quiet or repose.

তয়নসিক্ত, a. (from তয়ন, that repose, and আসি , attached

to), fond of his or her quiet or repose, fond of that

quiet or repose.

34 ), s. (from 3 , that repose, and I , a desire), a

desire for his or her quiet or repose, a desire for that

quiet or repose.

3. a. (from 3 , that repose, and , desirous), de

sirous ofhis orher quiet or repose, desirous ofthat quiet

or repose.

4 , a. (from 3 , that repose, and , desirous),তন্ত্রয়নেচ্ছুক,

desirous of his or her quiet or repose, desirous of that

quiet or repose.

vazia, s. (from 35, that, and * , the body), that body, his

or her body.

sadies, a. (from as , that body, and , to be produced),

produced from that body, born ofor produced from his

or her body.

তদ্ধরীরজনিত, a. ( from তত্তরীর, that body, and অনিত, produced),

produced from his or her body, produced in that be.

dy.

, a. (from 3 , that body, and , producible),

producible from that body, produced from his or her

body.

31 , a. (from , that body, and 3, born), born

of his or her body, produced by that body,

Ja , s. (from 3 , that body, and , destruction ,

the destruction of that body, the destruction of his or

her body.

si , a. (from 3 , tht Lody, and as, destruc

tive), destructive to his or her body, destructive to that

body,

ÎÌ, a. (from sa, that body, and 47, destruc-

tive), destructive to his or her body, destructive to

that body.

তছরীরনাশ, s. ( from তরীর, that body, and নাশ, destruction),

the destruction of his or her body, the destruction of

that body.

তদুরীরনাশক, a. (from তছরীর, that body, and নাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to his orher body, destructive to that

body.

adafi , a. (from , that body, and fine, reproach-

ing), reproaching his or her body, reproaching that

body.

তঙ্করীরনিন্দা , s . ( from ডহুরীর, that body , and নিন্দা, reproach ), a

reproach of his or her body, a reproach of that body.

তদুরীরনিমিত্তক, a . (fromতরীর, that body, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by his or her body, arising from that body.

, a. (from 3 , that body, and , increasing),

causing his or her body to grow, causing that body to

grow.

, s . (from 3, that body, and , increase , an

increase of that body, the increase of his or her body,

fi , ad. (from ? , that body, and f , without),

without that body.

atafatt, s. (from 3 , that body, and fat , destruc

tion), the destruction of his or her body, the destructi-

on ofthat body.

তদুরীরবিনাশক, a. (from তছরীর, that body, and ৰিনাশক, de

structive), destructive to his or her body, destructive to

that body.

তদুরীরবিশিষ্ট , a. (from তরীর, that body, and বিশিষ্ট, possess-

ed of), possessed of that body.

তরীরবিহীন, a. (from তদ্ধবীর, that body, and বিহীন, destitute

of, free from that body, destitute of that body,
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Cerizaj , s . (from C , that body, and , increase), the

increase or growth of his or her body, the growth or in-

crease ofthat body.

Gazizys, a. (from vas, that body, and , joined to),

connected with his or her body, joined to that body.

caiguts , a. (from , that body, and cuts , capable),

worthy of that body.

তচুরীররক্ষক, a. (from তরীর, that body, and রক্ষক, preserving),

preserving his or her body, preserving or guarding that

body.

4, s. (from , that body, and T , apreserving),

the preserving or guarding of his or her body, the pre.

serving or guarding of that body.

NAI, s. (from G , that body, and , preservation),

the preservation of his or her body, the guarding of

his or her body.

J&LIA*J , a. (from , that body, and as, empty), des-

titute of that body, free from that body,

তচুরীরহন্তা, s . ( from তরীর, that body , and হজ্ব, one who kills),

One who destroys his or her body.

asia, s. (from , that body, and if , loss), the de-

triment of his or her body, the detriment of that body.

SKÅATIE, ɑ. (from , that body, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from his or her body, caused by

that body.

উরীরাকাঙ্ক্ষা , s. (from তরীর, that body , and আকাঙ্ক্ষা , desire),

a desire for his or her body, a desire for that body.

তীরাকান্ত্রী , a. (from তছরীর, that body, and আকাশি , desir

ous), desirous of his or her body, desirous ofthat body.

তন্ত্রীরাকার, s. (from তরীর, that body , ani আকার, a form),

the form of his or her body, the form ofthat body.

তছরীরাকৃতি, s. ( from তহুরীর, that body, and আকৃতি, a form),

the form of his or her body, the form of that body.

তহ্ররীরণহ্রদিক্ক, a . (from তছরীর, that body, and আছিদিক, cover..

ing), covering his or her body, covering that body.

তচুরীরাছাদন, s. (from তছরীর, that body, and আচ্ছাদন, a co--

vering), the covering ofhis or her body, the covering

of that body.

তছরীরাপেক্ষক, a. (from তছরীর, that body, and অপেক্ষক, expect-

ing), expecting or waiting for that body, expecting his

or her body.

তন্ত্রীরাপেক্ষা, s. (from তরীর, that body , and অপেক্ষা , expecta-

tion), an expectation of or waiting for his or her bo-

dy, an expectation of that body.

, a. (from , that body, and af , expect-

ing), expecting or waiting for his or her body, expect-

ing that body.

Thi.

তরীর বরক, a. (from তরীর, that body, and আবরক্ত, cover-

ing), skreening or covering his or her body, skreening

or covering that body.

তন্ত্রীরাবরণ, ও ( from তদুরীর, that body , and আবরণ, a shreen),

a skreen or covering for his or her body, a skreen or

covering for that body.

sadgifsata, s. (from , that body, and &fants, desire),

a desire for his or her body, a desire for that body.

châatfsatz, a. (from 1, that body, and fontfan, de-

sirous), desirous of that body, desirous of his or her

body.

Jaal, s. (from as, that body, and , desire), a de-

sire for his or her body, a desire for that body.

GKÂNIH, a. (from , that body, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of his or her body, desirous of that body.

তদ্ধরীরেঙ্গুক, a. (from তরীর, that body , and ইচ্ছুক, desirous),

desirous of his or her body, desirous of that body.

Jagliateæa, s. (from ?, that body, and sex , excel-

lence), the excellence ofthat body, the goodness of his

or herbody.

Gaztea , s. (from , that body, andsfs, produc

tion) , the production of his or her body, the producti

on of that body.

তছরীরোৎপাদক, a. (from স্তদ্ধরীর, that body, and sৎপদিক, pro-

ducing, producing his or her body,producing that bo-

dy.

তছরীরোৎপাদন, ৪. (from তদবীর, that body, and উৎপাদন, pro-

duction), the producing of his orherbody, the produc-

ing of that body.

cata, s. (from , that body, and 8 , tyranny),

the ill-treating of his or her body, the ill-treating of

that body.

Jaffe, s. (from 3 , that, and wife, tranquillity), that tran

quillity, his or her tranquillity.

affe , a. (from 3fs, that tranquillity, and to do),

producing that tranquillity or quietness, producinghis

or her tranquillity, calming that.

satfsætaæ, a. (from ſfs, that tranquillity, and æfa , caus-

ing), causing that tranquillity or quietness, causing his

or her tranquillity ; s . a circumstance or person who

causes that tranquillity.

তন্ত্রান্তিকারী, a. (from তান্তি, that tranquillity, andকারিস, caus

ing), causing or effecting that tranquillity or quietaess

causing his or her tranquillity.

তান্তিচিন্তক, a. (from তন্ত্রান্তি, that tranquility, and চিত্ত ,

thinking), thinking of that tranquillity, careful for his

or her peace or tranquillity ; s, one who cares for that
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tranquillity, one who cares for his or her peace or tran-

quillity.

foot, s. (from tfs, that tranquillity, and foot,

thought), care or thought about his or herpeace or tran-

quillity, care or thought about that tranquillity.

Gift , a. (from tfs, that tranquillity, and c , ex-

erting), exerting himself for that quietness or tranquil-

lity, exertinghimselfto produce his or her quietness or

tranquillity.

ats , s. (from tfs, that tranquillity, and co , exer-

tion), an exertion for the purpose ofthat peace or tran-

quillity, an exertion to produce his or her peace or tran-

quillity.

saffsnaæ, a. (from fs, that tranquillity, and GAE,pro-

ducing), producing that tranquillity or quietness, pro-

ducing his orher tranquillity.

তছান্তিজনিত, a . ( from তভ্রান্তি, that tranquility, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by that tranquillity or quietness, pro-

duced by his or her tranquillity.

Bifs , a. (from , that tranquillity, and , pro-

ducible), producible or arising from that tranquillity,

producible or arising from his or her tranquillity.

fets, a. (from , that tranquillity, and , pro-

duced), produced by that tranquillity, arising from his

or her tranquillity.

sgifs , a. (from Agifs, that tranquillity, and ñt, to give),

bestowing that quietness or tranquillity, conferring

peace or tranquillity on him or her.

Safonte, a. (from as, that tranquillity, and at , giv

ing), bestowing that quietness or tranquillity, bestow-

ing quietness or tranquillity on him or her ; s. one who

confers peace or quietness on him or her.

sationtal, a. (from as, that tranquillity, and if , giv

ing) , giving that quietness or tranquillity, tranquillizing

him or her,

fst , s. (from affs, that tranquillity, and , de-

struction), the destruction ofthat peace or tranquillity,

the destruction of his or her peace or tranquillity.

vulfate, a. (from 3ffs, that tranquillity, and ‡ºF , de-

structive), destructive to that peace or tranquillity, de-

structive to his or her peace or tranquillity.

sat , a. (from 3g†fs, that tranquillity, and fi

destructive), destructive to that peace or tranquillity,

destructive to his or her peace or tranquillity.

asa , s. (from fs, that tranquillity, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of that peace or tranquillity,

the destruction of his or her peace or tranquillity.

S&

তাত্তিনাশক, a. ( from उহ্লান্তি, that tranquillity , and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to that peace or tranquillity,

destructive to his or her peace or tranquillity.

তছান্তিনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from তান্তি, that tranquillity , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to that peace or tran-

quillity, putting a stop to his or her peace or tranquil.

lity.

তন্ত্রান্তিনিবারক, a. (from उজান্তি, that tranquillity , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that quietness or tranquillity,

preventing his or her peace or tranquillity.

তান্তিনিকারণ , ৪. (from ছান্তি, that tranquillity, and নিবারণ,

prevention), a preventing of that quietness or tranquil-

lity, a preventing of his or her tranquillity.

ontfsfaqfe, s . (from gifs, that tranquillity, and faafs, ces-

•

sation), the cessation of that peace or quietness, the ces-

sation of his or her tranquillity.

তন্ত্রান্তিনিষিত্তক, a. (from তজ্জান্তি, that tranquillity, and নির্মিত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that peace or quiet-

ness, caused by or arising from his or her tranquil

lity.

safe , a . (from , that tranquillity, and , giving),

bestowing that quietness or tranquillity, giving peace

or tranquillity to him or her.

alfagus, a . (from , that tranquillity, and que, caus-

ed by), caused by that quietness or tranquillity, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her peace or tranquillity..

satface, a. (from 3affs, that tranquillity, and e, in-

creasing), promoting that quietness or franquillity,

causing the increase of his or her tranquillity.

ifs , s. (from afs, that tranquillity, and 5, in-

crease) , the increasing of that quietness or tranquillity,

the increasing ofhis or her tranquillity.

ff , ad. (from fe, that tranquillity, and fan, with-

out), without that peace or tranquillity, without his on

her quietness or tranquillity.

Jatffatt, s. (from , that tranquillity, and fatt

destruction), the destruction ofthat peace or quietness,

the destruction of his or her peace or tranquillity.

তছান্তিৱিনাশক, a. (from তদ্ভাবি, that tranquillity, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to his or her tranquillity, de-

structive to that peace or tranquillity.

তমাডিৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from তান্তি, that tranquillity , and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of , possessed of that peace or tranquillity,

connected with his or her tranquillity.

ifofe18, a . (from ifs , that tranquillity, and fada,

destitute of), destitute of that peace or quietness, des

titute of his or her tranquillity.
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ভজাত্তিমূলক, a. (fromতান্তি, that tranquillity , and মূল, a root) ,

originating in that peace or quietness, originating in

his or her tranquillity.

afsus, a. (from 3æffs, that tranquillity, and TF, connect-

ed with), connected with that peace or quietness, con

nected with his or her tranquility.

tfsafe , a. (from tfs, that tranquillity, and af , des

titute of), destitute of that peace or quietness, destitute

of his or her tranquillity.

তমাত্তিশূন্য,Gift , a. (from Gifs, that tranquillity, and * 71, emp-

ty), destitute of that peace or quietness, destitute of

his or her tranquillity.

ffs , a. (from fs, that tranquillity, and A, desti

tute), destitute of that peace or quietness, destitute of

his or her tranquillity.

তন্ত্ৰীতিহেতুক, a. (from তান্তি, that tranquillity , and হেতুক, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that peace or quiet-

ness, caused by or arising from his or her tranquillity..

ata , s. (from 3 , that, and tai, a shadow), that shadow,

his, her, or its shadow.

1, s. (from 1 , that shadow, and at1, desire),

a desire of that shadow.

valutati, a. (from , that shadow, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of that shadow.

Stutufas, a. (from 3 , that shadow, and 5f43, produc-

ed), produced from that shadow.

, a. (from 1, that shadow, and , produci-

ble), producible by orarising from that shadow, produci-

ble by or arising from his, her, or its shadow.

tatats, a. fom , that shadow, and t3, produced),

produced from that shadow, produced by his, her, or

its shadow.

state, a. (from art, that shadow, and e, giving),

affording that shadow.

iyi , s. (from 3 , that shadow, and ¤, distruc-

tion), the destruction of that shadow.

, a. (from † , that shadow, and , destruc

tive), destructive to that shadow.

ty , a. (from † , that shadow, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that shadow.

Ja , s. (from 1, that shadow, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that shadow, the destruction.

of his, her, or its shadow.

ছায়ানাশক, a. (from তজ্জীয়া, that shadow, and নাশক, destruc-

tive), destructive to that shadow, destructive t › his,her,

or its shadow.

Jai.

তায়ানিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. (from उছায়া , that shadow , and নিবর্ত্তক, pu!-

tinga stop to), causing that shadow to cease.

তন্ত্রায়ানিবারক, a. (from তজ্জায t় , that shadow, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing or intercepting that shadow, pre-

venting or intercepting his, her, or its shadow.

তন্ত্রায়ানিবারণ , s. (from তজ্জায ।় , that shadow, and নিবারণ , pre-

vention), the prevention of that shadow, the prevention

or intercepting of his, her, or its shadow.

sgigifizia, s. (from æº1, that shadow, and fiata, a re-

sidence), a residence under that shade, a residence un-

der his, her, or its shadow or protection.

তচ্ছায়ানিৱাসী, a . (from তছায়া, that shadow, and নিয়াসিন, ৪-

siding , residing under that shadow, residing under

bis, her, or its shadow or protection.

তন্ত্রায়ানিবৃত্তি, s. (from তদ্ধায়া; that shadow, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion), the cessation of that shadow.

tiffave, a. (from 11, that shadow, and faf , a

cause), cansed by or arising from that shadow.

তত্ত্বীয়াপেক্ষা, a . ( from তছায়া , that shadow, and অপেক্ষা, expec

tation), an expectation or waiting for that shadow.

তত্ত্বীয়াপেক্ষী, a. (from उছায়া, that shadow, and অপেক্ষি , cr

pecting), expecting or waiting for that shadow.

তছায়াপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from তহ্লায়া , that shadow, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing, intercepting or obstructing that shadow.

Statz , a. (from I, that shadow, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from that shadow,

KİTİTE, a. (from

ing , causing the

I , that shadow, and áo, increas-

increase ofthat shade.

saty , ad. (from I , that shadow, and f , without),

without that shadow.

oxtaifaalt, s. (from III, that shadow, and fear , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that shadow.

তচ্ছাযাৱিনাশক, a . (from उছায়া, that shadow, and ৰিনাশক, d

structive), destructive to that shadow.

Jamififty, a. (from , that shadow, and fifty, pos-

sessed of , possessed of that shadow.

ভহ্বায়াৰিহীন, a. (from উদ্ভীয়া, that shadow, and fৰহীন, desti-

tute of), destitute of that shade.

atta , s. (from 1, that shadow, and f , increase),

an increase of that shadow.

তন্ত্রায়াব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from তন্ত্রায়া, that shadow, and ডিরিক্ত,

exempted), that shade excepted.

তজায়াব্যতিরেক, s. ( fromउছায়া, that shadow, and তিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that shadow.

Jatisate, s. (from JKIAI,, that shadow, and mta, de
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sire), a desire for that shadow, a desire for his, her, or

its shadow or protection.

Statfsata , a . (from tat, that shadow, and t

desirous), desirous of that shadow, desirous of his, her,

or its shadow or protection.

tut , a. (from 1, that shadow, and , a root),

originating from that shadow.

att , a. (from at , that shadow, and 4 ,joined to),

connected with that shade.

sgtgtafes, a. (from sägi, that shadow , and af , desti-

tute), destitute of that shade, destitute of his, her, or its

shadow or protection.

, a. (from 1, that shadow, and t , empty),

destitute of that shade, destitute of his, her, or its sha-

dow or protection.

ata , a. (from , that shade, and ¹, desirous), de-

sirous of that shade, desirous ofhis, her, or its shadow

or protection.

u , a. (from J& T , that shade, and , desirous),

desirous of that shade, desirous of his, her, or its sha-

dow or protection .

তছায়োপযুক্ত , a . (from उছায়া , that shade , and উপযুক্ত, fit), it

or proper for that shade.

তছায়োৎপাদক, a. (from তছায়া, that shadow , and উৎপদিক, pro-

ducing , producing that shade.

তায়েপিক্রম , s . (from তচ্ছায়া , that shadow, and উপক্রম, an at-

temp!), an attempt to produce that shade.

7, 8. (from 35, that, and ** , discipline), that disci-

pline, that management or government, that exercise of

government, the disciplining or governing of him or her.

i ), s. (from , that, and , a governor), that

governor, his or her governor.

tate, a. (from , that discipline, and Tige, mak-

ing), exercising that discipline, exercising authority or

discipline over him or her.

ana , a. (from 3 , that discipline, and fa, do-

ing), exercising that discipline, exercising authority

or discipline over him or her.

kinase, a. (from , that discipline, and foo , think.

ing), thinking of that discipline, thinking of exercising

authority or discipline over him or her.

31, s. (from , that disipline, and fou , thought),

care or anxiety about that discipline , care or anxiety

about governing him or her,

, a. (from , that discipline, and cæ, exert-

ing, exertinghimself or labouring to enforce that dis-

cipline, labouring to exercise discipline over him or her.

তত্ত্বা

J&tami, s. (from in , that discipline, and a¾¹, exer-

tion), an exertion to enforce that discipline, an exerti

on to govern him or her.

JatĦaufas, a. (from , that discipline, and fãs, pro-

duced), produced from that discipline, produced by or

arising from governing or disciplining him or her.

It , a. (from , that discipline, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that discipline, aris-

ing from or producible by governing him or her.

saturats, a. (from I , that discipline, and ate, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that discipline, aris-

ing from governing him or her.

o&tata, s. (from & , that discipline, and , de-

struction), the destruction or ruin of that discipline,

the destruction of authority over him or her.

state, a. (from , that discipline, and

structive), destructive to that discipline, destructive to

authority over him or her.

, de-

It , a. (from I , that discipline, and f¶, de-

structive), destructive to that discipline, destructive to

authority over him or her.

Itaqtxt, s. (from , that discipline, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that discipline, the destruction

ofauthority over him or her.

তাসননাশক, a. (from তজ্জনিন , that discipline, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that discipline, destructive to

authority over him or her.

, a. (from 3 , that discipline, and fade,

puttinga stop to), causing that discipline to cease, caus-

ing authority over him or her to cease.

তন্ত্রাসননিবারক, a. (froni তদ্ভাসন , that discipline, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting that discipline, pre-

venting or resisting authority over him or her.

Jatafatad, s. (from , that discipline, and faztad,

a preventing), a preventing or resisting of that disci-

pline, a preventing or resisting the exercise of authority

over him or her.

oglaafaafe, s. (from 3 , that discipline, and fifo, ces-

sation), the cessation of that discipline or authority,

the cessation ofhis or her exercise of authority.

তহ্ৰাসননিমিত্তক , a. ( from उमन, that discipline , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that discipline, occa-

sioned by the exercise of authority over him or her.

, a . (from , that discipline, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that discipline, caus-

ed by or arising from the exercise of authority over

him or her.

"
S62
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IKJAATCE, a. (from , that discipline,and , increas-

ing), increasing or improving that discipline, increas-

ing the exercise of authority over him or her.

J&L.

I , s. (from , that discipline, and wife ,
তদ্ভাসনাপেক্ষী , অপেক্ষি,

expecting), expecting that discipline, expecting the

exercise of authority over him or her.

, s . (from , that discipline, and , an in-

creasing), the increasing or improving of that discipline,

the increasing of the exercise of authority over him or

her.

sala , ad. (from , that discipline, and fea , with

cut), without that discipline, without the exercise ofau-

thority over him or her.

Janafaatat, s. (from , that discipline, and fat , des ·

truction), the destruction of that discipline, the destruc.

tion ofthe exercise of authority over him or her.

উদ্ভাসনবিনাশক, a. ( from সन, that discipline , and ৰিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that discipline, destructive

to the exercise of authority over him or her.

তাসনবিশিষ্ট , a . ( from তদ্ভাসন, that discipline , and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that discipline, possessed of the

exercise of authority over him or her.

Stas , a. (from , that discipline, and TF, joined

to), connected with that discipline, connected with the

exercise of authority over him or her.

GgtaAcuts , a. (from , that discipline, and Mist , wer-

thy), fit to exercise that discipline, worthy of exercis-

ing authority over him or her.

33, a. (from , that discipline, and . 3, des.

titute of), destitute of that discipline, destitute of the

exercise of authority over him or her.

tata, s. (from 3 , that discipline, and if , an in-

jury), an injury to that discipline, a detriment to the

exercise ofauthority over him or her.

sglangge,´a. (from , that discipline, and 13. a

cause), caused by that discipline, caused by or arising

from the exercise of authority over him or her.

তন্ত্ৰাসন ক$ , s . (from তদ্ভাসন, that discipline, and অাকাঙ্ক্ষা ,

desire), a desire for that discipline, a desire to exercise

authority over him or her.

J&tutætsi, a. (from , that discipline, and if?,

desirous), desirous of that discipline, desirous of exer-

cising authority over him or her.

তাসনাপেক্ষক, a. ( from তদ্ভাশন, that discipline, and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting that discipline, expecting or wait-

ing for the exercise of authority over him or her.

তন্ত্রাসনাপেক্ষ), s . ( from उহ্রাসন, that discipline, and অপেক্ষা ৫x-

pectation), the expectation of that discipline, an expec

tation of the exercise ofauthority over him or her.

তাসনাভিলাষ, s. (from উদ্ভাসন, that discipline, and অভিলাষ ,

desire), a desire for that discipline, a desire for the ex-

ercise of authority over him or her.

:

তন্ত্ৰাসনাভিলাষী , a . (from তদ্ভাসন, that discipline, and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of that discipline, desirous of exer.

cising authority over him or her.

a , s. (from & , that discipline, and , desire),

a desire for that discipline, a wish to exercise authority

over him or her.

ata, a. (from 3 , that discipline, and . desirous),

desirous of that discipline, desirous of exercising that

authority over him or her.

Jiang ,.a. (from , that discipline, and I , desir.

ous, desirous of that discipline, desirous of exercising

that authority over him or her.

IKT31, s. (from 3 , that, and ¾, one who exercises autho

r.ty , a person who exercises that authority, a person

who exercises authority over him or her.

ifs, s. (from 3 , that, and f³, punishment), that pu-

nishment, his or her punishment.

tf , s. (from f , that punishment, and , a doer),

he who executes that punishment, one who punishes

him or her.
"

তন্ত্রান্তিকারক , a . ( from উচ্ছাস্তি, that punishment, and কারক, do-

ing , executing that punishment, punishing him or her;

s. one who inflicts that punishment, one who inflicts

punishment on him or her.

তন্ত্রান্তিকারী, a. (from তাস্তি, that punishment , and কারিন, do-

ing) , inflicting that punishment, punishing him orher.

তন্ত্রান্তিজনিত, a. ( from তহ্লান্তি, that punishment, and জতি ,

produced), produced by that punishment, produced by

the inflicting of punishment on him or her.

Jaffe , a. (from , that punishment, and , pro-

ducible), arising from that punishment, arising from

punishing him or her.

alfants, a. (from If , that punishment, and ats, pro•

duced) , arising from that punishment, produced by or

arising from the infliction of punishment on him or

her.

atents , s. (from 3 , that punishment, and tagis

er), one who inflicts that punishment, he who inflicts

punishment on him or her,
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saifantze, a. (from vatfs, that punishment, and at , giv-

ing , inflicting that punishment, inflicting punishment

on him or her ; s. he who infilcts that punishment, he

who inflic's punishment on him or her.

e&ifèrizi, a. (from ty, that punishment, and at , giv-

ing , inflicting that punishment, inflicting punishment

on him or her.

শুভ্ৰান্তিনিৰ্ত্তক , a. (from তাস্তি, that punishment , and নিবর্ত্তক,

putting an end to , causing that punishment to cease,

putting a stop to his or her punishment.

তন্ত্রাভিনিবারক, ও . ( from উজ্জাস্তি, that punishment, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that punishment, preventing

his or her punishment.

xiföfiatad, s. (from if , that punishment, and fraga,

a preventing), the preventing of that punishment, the

preventing ofhis or her punishment.

zaffezde, a. (from f , that punishment, and Tae, in-

creasing), increasing that pun.shment, increasing his

or her punishment.

fft , a. (from if , that punishment, and fafata ,

possessedof, connected with that punishment, connect-

ed with his or her punishment.

•ifaf , s. (from is, that punishment, and E, in-

crease), the increase of that punishment, the increase

of his or her punishment.

atiegies, a. (from 3, that punishment, and af , des-

titute of), free from that punishment, free from his or

her punishment.

হে,safet
y

, a . (from , that punishm
ent

, and c , a

cause), caused by or arising from that punishment, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her punishment.

st , s. (from 3 , that, and i , a law), that law, that

science, that book.

ata , s . (from 3 , that law, and doing), the

maker of that law or book.

, making,site, a. (from t , that law, and

making that law or book ; s . the maker of that law or

book.

, a. (from , that law, and , producible),

arising from that law or book, arising from or produci-

ble by that science.

Jat , a. (from , that law , and , to know), ac-

quainted with that law or science.

sgtuli, a . (from , that law, and if , wise), learn-

ed in that law or science.

3 , a. (from that rule, and f , shewing),

shewing or exhibiting that law or those rules of

science.

vate , s. (from gf , that law, and , a shewing),

a shewing or exhibiting of those laws or rules of

science.

তাদর্শী, a. ( from उজ্জা that law, and দর্শিন, seeing), seeing

or examining that law or scientific rule .

ta , s . (from at , that law, and , destrucion),

the destruction of that law or science, the destruction

of that book.

Iglak’AT, a. (from 55, that law, and † , destructive),

destructive to that law or science, destructive to those

writings.

cate , a. (from , that law, and f , destructive),

destructive to that law or science, destructive to those

writings.

Jatt , s. (from , that law, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of that law or science, the destruction

of those writings.

att , a. (from , that law, and t , destructive),

destructive to that law or science, destructive to that

book, or to those writings.

İNTE, a. (from , that law, and , caused by),

caused by that science or law, caused by or arising ⚫

from those writings.

Jata ), 8. (from , that law, and ™ , a speaker), one

who speaks of that science or law.

tufae, a. (from , that law, and fan, to know), ac-

quainted with that law or science.

infan , ad. (from that law, and f , without),

without that science or law, without those writings.

Galafiatat, s. (from † , that law, and fett, destruction),

the destruction of that science or law, the destruction

of those writings.

তদ্ধাঞ্জৰিনাশক, ৫. (from স্ত্র, that law, and বিনাশক, destruc-

tive), destructive to that science or law, destructive to

those writings.

clufae , a. (from , that law, and f , opposed to),

opposed to that law or science.

তছাজুৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from তদ্ধাস্ত্র, that law, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of) , possessed of that law or science.

satufasia, a. (from , that law, and f , destitute),

destitute ofthat law or science, destitute of those writ

ings.

cate , s. (from , that law, and , one who knows),

one who is acquainted with that law or science.
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oktafora, 8. (from , that law, and fora, a trans-

gression), the transgression of a lawor rule, a transgres-

sion against the writings which are reputed to be of di-

vine authority.

তান্দ্রব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্ভা , thatlar, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), that law or rule excepted.

তাম্ৰৰতিনে , s. (from সন্ত্রাস্ত্র, that law, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), an exception to that law or rule.

cata:fgs, a. (from 3gia, that law, and FX , destitute of),

destitute of that law or science, destitute of those writ-

ings.

GktHuwg, a. (from , that rule, and , approved),

agreeing with or approved by that law or scientific

rule.

Gatuta, a. (from , that law, and I , destitute of),

destitute of that law or science, destitute of those writ-

ings.

তাগ্ৰহেতুক, a. (from তজ্জাস্ত্র, that law, and হেত ,ু a cause),

caused by or arising from that law or science.

tata , s. (from 3 , that law, and t , desire), a de-

sire forthat law or science, a desire for those writings.

তন্ত্রাস্ত্রাকা ूী , a . (from उছাত্র, that law, and সাকানি, desir -

ous), desirous of that law or science, desirous of ob

taining those writings.

তন্ত্রাধ্যিাপক, a. (from স্ত্র, that law, and অধ্যাপক, teach

ing), teaching that law or those rules of science.

তাস্রাব্যায়ী, a. (from স্ত্র, that law, and অধ্যারিন, study-

ing), studying that law or those rules of science.

atatata, s. (from , that law, and i , a quotati-

on), a quotation from that law or from those scientific

rules, a repetition of those scientific rules after ano-

ther person.

[ I,tata , a. (from , that law, and , quoting),

quoting that law or scientific rule, repeating those rules

after another person.

ata , ad. (from at , that law, and t , a fol-

lowing), according to that law or science.

catatrzaæ, a. (from , that law, and E , seeking),

seeking for that law or science, seeking for those writ-

ings.

Jati , s. (from 3 , that law, and ad, a seeking),

a seeking for that law or science, a seeking for those

writings.

stated, a. (from 3, that law, and af , seeking),

seeking for that law or science, seeking for those writ-

ings.

1, s . (from t , that law, and , expectation),

Jat.

the expectation of that law or science, a looking for

those writings.

তন্ত্রাস্ত্রাপেক্ষী, a. ( from তন্ত্রীস্ত্র , that law, and অপেক্ষি , expect

ing), expecting that law or science, expecting those

writings.

Jatatata, s. (from t , that law, and asta, desire),

a desire for that law or science, a desire for those writ

ings.

catatfsata, u. (from 3 , that law, and fax, desir-

ous , desirous of that law or science, desirous of those

writings.

Galatsita, s. (from T , that law, and зta, a commit,

ting to memory), the committing of a law or writing to

memory.

Jt , s. (from , that law, and tt, hope), a hope

ofobtaining that law or science.

3gtata³, a. (from 5, that law, and F, attached to),

attached to that law or science.

† 1, s. (from a that law, and Z , a desire), a de-

sire after that law or science, a desire for those writ

ings.

a. (from , that law, and a desirous), desir-

ous of that law or science, desirous ofthose writings.

a. (from , that low, and , desirous),

desirous of that law or science, desirous of those writ-

ings.

catate, a. (from † , that law, and 8 , spoken), men-

tioned in that law or writing.

taturist, s. (from at , that law, and sist, exertion),

exertion in the study of that law or of those writings.

satatarisit, a. (from 3 , that law, and sutista, exeil

ing), labouring in the study of that law, or of those

writings.

catata, s. (from & , that law, and 8Я , a commence-

ment), the commencement of studying that law or

science.

fix, a . (from t , that law, and safis, taught),

taught in that law, or in those writings of authority.

তন্ত্রাস্ত্ৰোপদেশ, s . (from স্ত্র, that law, andওপদেশ, instruc-

tion), instruction in that law or science.

তছাস্ত্ৰোপদেশক , a. (from তা , thatlaw, andওপদেশক, giving

instruction), giving instruction in that law or science,

INF, a . (from , that law, and 8 , proper),

proper or suited to that law or science.

তছাপ্রোপাসক, a. (from তাম্র, that law, and উপাস , attending

upon), attending lectures on that law or science.
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Jattent#ga, s. (from , that law, and Saga, a transgres-

sion), a transgression of that law, or of those rules of

science.

3f3, s. (from , that, and s, a child), that child, his

or her child.

Ja , s. (from 3f , that child, and , destruction),

the destruction of that child, the destruction of his or

her child.

data, a. (from of , that child, and at , destructive),

destructive to that child, destructive to his or her

child.

Tate, a. (from 3 , that child, and ~☎, nourishing),

maintaining or nourishing that child, maintaining or

nourishing his or her child.

fase, a. (from 3f , that child, and T , increasing),

causing that child to grow, educating or bringing up

that child, educating or bringing up his or her child.

তশিৰৰ্দ্ধন,3 , s . (from 3f , that child, and z , an increasing),

the bringing up or educating that child, the bringing

up or educating of his or her child .

fasfatat, s. (from 3f , that child, and fat , destruc

tion), the destruction of that child, the destruction of

his or her child .

তষ্ট্ৰিস্তৰিনাশক, a . ( from উদ্ভিন্ত, that child, and ৰিনাশক,destruc

tive), destructive to that child, destructive to his or her

child.

তন্ত্রিশুৰিশিষ্ট , a. (from তন্ত্রিস্ত, that child, and বিশিষ্ট , possessed

of), possessed of that child, possessed of his or her

child.

afylaxia, a. (from fa , that child, and fat , destitute

of), bereft ofthat child, bereft of his or her child.

**y*, a. (from f , that child, and T , joined to), con-

nected with that child, possessing or having his or her

child.

Jfkugnæ, a. (from that child, and a , preserving),

preserving or guarding that child, preserving his or

her child.

3f , s . (from f , that child, and , a preserving),

the preserving of that child, the preserying ofhis or

her child.

sfagi, s. (from , that child, and 1, preservation),

the preservation of that child, the preservation of his

or her child .

তমিশুরহিত , a . ( from তশি, that child, and রহিত, destitute),

destitute or bereaved of that child, destitute or bereft

of his or her child.

JVE.

J&**7], a . (from ſ , that child, and * 1, empty), desti-

tute of that child , destitute of his or her child.

3f31, s. (from 3f , that child, and 3 , murder), the

murder of that child, the murder of his or her child.

f1, s. (from f , that child, and 5, one who kills),

the murderer of that child, the murderer of his or her

child.

off , a. (from f , that child, and fe, injuri-

ous), injurious to that child, injurious to his or her

child.

3 , a. (from 3f , that child, and fl, injury),

an injury to that child, an injury to his or her child.

GfxSiege, a. (from f , that child, and 25, a cause),

caused by or arising from that child, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her child.

f¤ , s. (from 34, that, and fx , a disciple), that disciple

or pupil, his or her disciple or pupil.

JI , s . (from , that, and cta, an end), that end, that

remnant, that scope, the end ofthat, the scope of that.

তন্ত্রেষকারক, a. (from তদ্বেষ , the end of that , and কারক, make-

ing), making an end of that, bringing to that termi.

nation.

Gigi, a. (from , the end ofthat, and fan, making),

making an end of that, bringing to that termination .

, a. (from 3 , that end, and f , produced),

produced from that remnant, or from that termination

ofa business.

, a. (from 3 , that end, and , producible),

producible or arising from that remnant, producible

or arising from that termination of a business.

G(KAN†3, a. (from , that end, and 53, produced), arisen

from that end or termination of an affair, arising from

the termination of that business.

Ja , s. (from , that end, and , destruction),

the destruction ofthat remnant.

GLEAP, a. (from , that end, and , destructive),

destructive to that remnant.

^ , a. (from 3 , that end, and f , destructive),

destructive to that remnant.

, s. (from , that end, and , destruction),

the destruction of that remnant.

te, a. (from , that end, and , destructive),

destructive to that remnant.

তষেনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from उদ্বেষ, that end, and নিবর্ত্তক, prutting a

stop to), putting a stop to that remnant, preventing

the termination ofthat affair,

1
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sufiatge, a. (from st , that end, and fixiax, prevent. ||

ing), preventing that termination, preventing the ter-

mination of that affair.

তন্ত্রে নিবারণ , s. (from ভদ্বেষ, that end , and নিবারণ, preventi-

on), the prevention of that termination, a preventing

the termination ofthat affair:

তচ্ছেষনিৰূত্তি , s. (from ভদ্বেষ, that end, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of that remnant.

তচ্ছেষনিমিত্তক, a . (from সহ্রেষ, that end , and নির্মিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that remnant, caused by or

arising from that termination or from the termination

ofthat business .

তদ্বেষপ্ৰতিবন্ধক, a. (from ভদ্ধেষ, that end, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos-

ing , obstructing the termination of that business, hin-

dering that termination.

Gague, a. (from , that end, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that remnant, caused by or

arising from that termination, orfrom the termination

of that affair.

Radne, a. (from , that end, and e, increasing),

promoting that termination, promoting the termination

of that affair, promoting that object or end.

gaz , s. (from ™ , that end, and 77, an increasing),

the promoting of that termination, the promoting the

termination of that affair, the promoting ofthat end.

, ad. (from , that end, and f , without), with-

out that end or termination,

fatt, s. (from , that end, and fatt, destruction),

the destruction of that remnant.

ওদেষবিনাশক, a. (from দ্বেষ, that end, and বিনাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to that remnant.

t1, s. (from ™ , that, and c , beauty), that beauty,

that elegance, his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

GTRİSİæg, a. (from 51, that beauty, and , to do), adorn.

ing or making him, her, or it beautiful, producing that

beauty or elegance.

stata , s. (from state , that beauty, and tæt , de-

sire), a desire ofthat beauty, elegance, orproper arrange.

ment of parts.

sætsteigt, a. (from 1, that beauty, and itfga, de-

sirous), desirous of that beauty, elegance, or proper

arrangement of parts.

Katstatyæ, a. (from &f ), that beauty, and ta , dʊing),

causing that beauty or elegance, causing his, her, or

its beauty or elegance.

378 .

atstata , a. (from æst, that beauty, and fan, doing),কারিন,

making that beauty or elegance, causing his, her, or

its beauty or elegance.

576, a . (from , that beauty, and , produc-

ing), producing that beauty or elegance, producing his,

her, or its beauty or elegance.

Jätstufã3, a. (from 5), that beauty, and f³, produc-

ed), produced by that beauty or elegance, produced

from his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

sigtstuar, a. (from 5 , that beauty, and I, produci-

ble), arising from that beauty or elegance, arising from

his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

atstats, a. (from 1, that beauty, and ts, produc-

ed), arising from that beauty or elegance, arising from

his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

atstate, a. (from it , that beauty, and e, giving,

producing that beauty or elegance, producing his, her,

or its beauty or elegance.

atents , a. (from 1, that beauty, and fun, giring,

producing that beauty or elegance, producing his, her,

or its beauty or elegance.

totka, s. (from ††, that beauty, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that beauty or elegance, the

destruction of his, ber, or its beauty or elegance.

state, a. (from state , that beauty, and Я , de

structive), destructive to that beauty or elegance, de-

structive to his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

scatott, a. (from 1, that beauty, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to that beauty or elegance, de-

structive to his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

statt, s. (from , that beauty, and att, destruc

tion) , the destruction of that beauty or elegance, the

destruction of his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

statute, a . (from II, that beauty, and atē, destruc-

tive), destructive to that beauty or elegance, destruc

tive to his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তদ্ধোত্ত নিবর্ত্তক, a . (from তন্ত্রোচ্চা , that beauty, and নিবর্ত্তক, pat-

ting a stop to), causing that beauty or elegance to cease,

causing his, her, or its beauty or elegance to cease.

তছোভানিবারক, a. (fromউদ্ভোতা, that beauty, and নিবারক, pre-

renting), preventing that beauty or elegance, preventing

his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তন্ত্রোতানিবারণ , s . (from उতো, that beauty, and নিবারণ , ও

preventing), the preventing of that beauty or elegance,

the preventing of his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তছোভ নিৰুতি, s. (from স্তস্কোভা, that bearly, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa
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tion), the cessation ofthat beauty or elegance , the pre-

venting of his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তাহ্রাভানিমিশুক, a . (from স্তsেt , that beauty , and নিমিত্ত , a cause ),

caused by or arising from that beauty or elegance,

caused by or arising from his, her, or its beauty or ele-

gance.

তহ্রোভান্বিত, ৫. (from সঙ্কোভা, that beauty , and অন্বিত, possess-

ed of , possessed of that beauty or elegance.

তছোভাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from তন্ত্রোভ1, that beauty, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposed to or obstructing his, her, or its

beauty or elegance.

তিোপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তজ্জাত!, that beauty, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that beauty or elegance,

caused by or produced from his, her, or its beauty or

elegance.

state, a. from , that beauty, and TH , increas-

ing), improving that beauty or elegance, improving his,

her, or its beauty or elegance.

Emtoteza , s. (f.om &† ), that beauty, and T , an in-

creasing , theim, roving of that beauty or elegance, the

improving of his, ber, or its beauty or elegance .

tsifat, ad. (from Katot, that beauty, and fea , without),

without that beauty or elegance.

scatatfantat, s. (from

"

that beauty, and fatt, de-

struction), the destruction of tha: beauty elegance,

the destruction of his, her, or its beauty or elegance .

scatoifantate, a. (from cats , that beau´y, and fearte,

destructiv ), destructive to that beauty or elegance, de-

structive to his, her, or is beauty or elegance.

J&is fef ¥, a.(from 51, that beau 4, and fift , pos-

sessed of), possessed of that beauty or elegance.

scatst, ela, a . (from Stats , that beauty, and fæ , dest.-

tule of), destitute of that beauty or elegance.

atstafa, a. (from ), that becu y, and af≈ increase ,

the improvement of that beauty or elegance , the in-

provement ofhis, her, or its beauty or elegance.

উচ্ছোভাৰ্যতিক্রম , s. ( from তন্ত্রোভঙা, that beau , and ৰ ডিক্ৰম,

transgression , a transgressing that beautiful or elegant

arrangement ofparts.

আছোতাব্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from उছোভা , that beauty, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , that beauty or elegance excepted, his, her,

or its beauty excepted.

জাভাডিরেক, a. from उজ্জোভা , that beauty, and বাতিরেক,

an exception, the exception of that beauty or elegance,

the exception of his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তছোভাভিলাষ, ৪. (from उজ্জো, that beauty, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for that beauty or elegance.

Tt

তছোভাভিলাষী, a. (from স্তজ্জোভা, that beauty , and অভিলাষিন,

desirous), desirous of that beauty or elegance.

উচ্চোভামূলক,LISTE, a . (from , that beauty, and , a root),

originating from that beauty, or elegance, originating

from his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

ist , a. (from , that beauty, and T , connected

with), connected with or possessed of that beauty or

elegance.

Jaishi , a. (from 3 , that beau'y, and catsti, wore

thy), worthy of that beauty or elegance, worthy ofhis,

her, or its beauty or elegance.

GtSig¶®, a. (from 1 , that beauty, and sæ, preserv-

ing), preserving that beauty or elegance, preserving his,

her, or its beauty or elegance.

তন্ত্র্যোভারঙ্কণ , s. ( from অস্ত্রোভ) , that beauty, and রক্ষণ; a preserve

ing), the preserving of his, her, or its beauty or ele

gance.

tatai, s. (from 31, that beauty, and T , preserva

tion), the preservation ofhis, her, or its beauty or ele-

gance.

safe, a. (from
, that beau'y, and 33, desti

tute), destitute of that beauty or elegance, bereft of his,

her, or its beauty or elegance.

ststta , a. (from G † ), that beauty, ani ta , emply),

destitute of that beauty or elegance.

State , 8. (from 1, that beauty, and he who kills),

that which destroys his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

তছোভাহানি, a. ( from উচ্ছে+st , that beauty, and হাসি, a loss),

a detriment to bis, her, or its beauty or elegance.

Ik†stik*Hæ, a. (from 3 , that beauty, an ifb, in

jurious , injurious to his, her, or its beauty or elegance .

Ystfel, s. (from &† , that beauty, and f , an in-

jury , an injury to his, her, or its beauty or elegance.

Garshage, « . (from 1 , that beauty, and 153, a cause),

Caused by or arising from that beauty or elegance, caus-

ed by or arising from his, her, or its beauty or ele

gance.

. s . (from 3 , thit beauty, and , a desire), a

desire for that beauty or elegance.

a . (from 3 , that beauty, and , desirous), de-

sirous of that beauty or elegance.

তন্ত্রোভেসুক , a. ( from তােভ', that beauty , and ইচ্ছুক, desirous),

desirous of that beauty or elegance.

Jad, s. (from 34, that, and * a hearing), that heating,

his or her hearing, the hearing of that thing.

ta , s. (from 4, the hearing of that, and atta!,

desire), a desire to hear that thing.
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sgeticist, a. (fromJ&T , the hearing ofthat, and if£7,

desirous), desirous of hearing that thing.

ভडु ণ न সुखान, 8. (from उहु ণ , the hearingof that, and অन সूন্ধन,

search), a seeking after the hearing of that thing.

sąɖtaxatut, a. (from , the hearing of that, and

, searching), seeking after the hearing of that

thing.

☎ata , a. (from 3 , the hearing ofthat, and IIE,

seeking), seeking after the hearing of that thing.

অদ্ভণান্বেষণ , ৪. ( from তন্ত্ৰৱণ , the hearing of that, and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking , a seeking after the bearing of that thing.

IZTAHTN, a. from , the hearing of that, and was ,

seeking) , seeking after the hearing ofthat thing.

aktse, a. (from , the hearing ofthat, and MAFE,

expecting), waiting or expecting to hear that thing.

1, s. (from , the hearing of that, and MF',

anexpectation), the expectation ofhearing that thing.

☛gistet¶Î, a. (from A, the hearing ofthat, and f ,

expecting), expecting or waiting to hear that thing.

afsata, s. (from34, the hearing of that, and fat ,

desire) , a desire of hearing that thing.

tsata , a. (from , the hearing of that, and

afata , desirous), desirous of hearing that thing.

t* , s. (from 4, the hearing ofthat, and ath, hope),

a hope of hearing that thing.

কস্তুৰ সিক্ত,, a . (from 4, the hearing of that, and , en-

gaged in), engaged in the hearing of that subject.

, s . (from 34, the hearing ofthat, and , desire),

a desire to hear that thing.

JETda, a. (from 334, the hearing of that, and , desir-

cus),desirous of hearing that thing.

samske, a. (from 344, the hearing of that, and 5 , de

sirous), desirous ofhearing that thing.

S&Tatezæ, a . (from 524, the hearing ofthat, and 8HE,

enger), eager to hear that.

, s. ( from 54. that, and x, labour), that labour, that

fatigue, his or her fatigue,

IZTEJAT, a. (from 3 , thatfatigue, and eta , causing),

producing that fatigue, fatiguing him or her.

zzæti, a. (from 357, thatfatigue, and affs , doing), pro-

ducing that fatigue, producing his or her fatigue .

TH , ". (from 3 , thatfatigue, and , to beproduced),

arising from that fatigue, arising from his or her fa-

tigue.

SHTK78, a. (from I , thalfatigue, and TF, producing),

fatiguing him or her.

3

AG, a. (from , thatjatigue, and 3 , produced,

produced by that fatigue, produced by his or her fa-

tigue.

, a. from ET, thatfatigue, and , producible ,

arising from or produced by that fatigue, arising from

or produced by his or her fatigue.

IHts, a. (from I , that jatigue, and , produced),

arising by or produced by that fatigue, arising from or

produced by his or her fatigue.

*

3t , a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and t , giring),

giving him or her fatigue, producing that fatigue.

SætŅ, a. (from S , thatfatigue, and utføą, giving), give

ing him or her fatigue, producing that fatigue.

JE , a. (from I , that fatigue, and , destruction),

the removal of his or her fatigue, the removal of that

fatigue.

, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and , destruc

tive ), removing his or her fatigue, removing that fa

tigue.

GHTJA, a. (from , thatfatigue, and f , destruc-

tive , removing his or her fatigue, removing that fa

tigue.

tt, 8. (from E , that fatigue, and t , destruction),

the removal of his or her fatigue the removal of that

fatigue.

gut , a. (from

tive), removing his

tigue.

, that fatigue, and π , destruc-

or her fatigue, removing that fa

fa , a. (from , thatfatigue, and fires, causing

to cease), removing his or her fatigue, removing that fa-

tigue.

faiz , a. (from , thatfatigue, and fata , prevent-

ing), preventing that fatigue, preventing his or her fa

tigue.

, s. (from 3 , that fatigue, and fixtad, preven-

tion , the prevention of that fatigue, the preventingof

his or her fatigue.

তমনিবৃত্তি, s. from उজ্জম, that fatigue, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of that fatigue, the cessation ofhis orher

fatigue.

egnafter, s. (from , that fatigue, and fifis, a cause),

caused by or arising from that fatigue, caused by or

arising from his or her fatigue.

, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that fatigue, caused by or

arising from his or her fatigue.
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SERTÉS, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and increasing),

increasing his or her fatigue, increasing that fatigue.

THAIŃA, 8. (from I , that fatigue, and 7, an increasing),

the increasing of his or her fatigue, the increasing of

that fatigue.

SETH1, ad. (from 3 , that fatigue, and fe , without),

without that labour or fatigue.

Gzzfeatæ, a. (from 3 , thatfatigue, andfatte, destruc-

tive), removing his or her fatigue, removing that fa-

tigue.

তন্ত্ৰ ৰিশিষ্ট, a. ( from তজ্জম, that fatigue, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), possessed of that fatigue, fatigued by doing that.

, s . (from , that fatigue, and afĩ, increase), the

increase ofhis or her fatigue, the increase of that fa-

tigue.

fofas, a. (from , thatfatigue, and aff , except-

ed), that fatigue excepted, exempted from that fatigue.

zafazaæ, s. (from 3 , that fatigue , and af , an

exception), the exception of that fatigue.

PERIME, a, (from 3 , thatfatigue, and д , a root), origi-a

nating from that fatigue.

VETUS, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and 4 , joined to), con-

nected with that fatigue.

GRIFFS, a. (from 35 , thatfatigue, anda³, destitute of),

free from that fatigue .

$ , a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and , empty), free

from that fatigue.

ta, s . (from 5 , thatfatigue, and tf , loss , the re-

moval of that fatigue, the removalof his or her fatigue.

TÊ , a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and , destitute of),

free from that fatigue.

THURST, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from that fatigue, caused by or

arising from his or her fatigue.

Etfs, s. (from 3 , thut, and is, fatigue), that fatigue,

his or her fatigue.

fata , a. (from Es, that fatigue, and ata , caus-

ing), producing that fatigue, causing his or her fatigue.

vafata, a. (from thatfatigue, and effa , causing ,

producing that fatigue, causing his or her fatigue.

safe , a. (from affs, that fatigue, and to be produc-

ed), arising from or produced by that fatigue, arising

from his or her fatigue.

gia , a. (from gifs, that fatigue, and

·

, produc-

ing, producing that fatigue, causing his or her fa-

tigue.

cgifrufas, a. (from gifs, thatfatigue, and fas, produce.

ed), produced by that fatigue, produced by his or her

fatigue.

offs , a. (from Hs, that fatigue, and I, produci-

ble), arising from his or her fatigue, arising from that

fatigue.

shifcuts, z. (from Effs, thatfatigue, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that fatigue, produced by

or arising from his or her fatigue.

Jaffe , a, (from 3 ſo, thatfatigue, and , to give), produc-

ing that fatigue, occasioning his or her fatigue.

extfentiæ, a. (from ffs, that fatigue, and t¶ , giving),

producing that fatigue, occasioning his or her fatigue.

তন্ত্ৰান্তিদায়ী,Etfonts, a. (from gifs, thatfatigue, and f , giving),

producing that fatigue, occasioning his or her fatigue.

Hifi‡”♬, s. (from ffs, thatfatigue, and , destructi-

on , the removing ofhis or her fatigue the removing of

that fatigue.

তাতিÂ° সক, u. (from उद्ब তुি, that fatigue, and वै मरु, de-

structive , removing his or her fatigue, removing that

fatigue.

gift, a. (from 3 , that fatigue, and a de-

structive), removing his or her fatigue, removing that

fatigue.

তিনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from তান্তি, that fatigue, and নিবর্ত্তক , caus-

ingto cease), removing his or her fatigue, removing that

fatigue.

isata , a. (from † , thatfatigue, and fixta , pre-

venting), preventing his or her fatigue, preventing that

fatigue.

3fafaat , s. (from 3 tfs, that fatigue, and fact , a

preventing), the preventing of his or her fatigue, the

preventing ofthat fatigue.

extfsfaafe, s. (from Jeffs, thatfatigue, and frafs, cessa-

tion), the cessation of his or her fatigue, the cessation

of that fatigue.

তাতিনিমিত্তক,foffa , a. (from , that fatigue, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from his or her fatigue,

caused by or arising from that fatigue.

ifsgy , a. from ſſ , thatfatigue, and TF, causedby),

caused by or arising from his or her fatigue, caused by

or arising from that fatigue.

fsa , a. (from 36, that fatigue, and as, increas

ing , increasing that fatigue, increasing his or her fa-

tigue.

gkiferay, s. (from caffe, that fatigue, and Ta̸ , an in-

T12
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Creasing), the increasing of that fatigue, the increas

ing ofhis orher fatigue.

gifsfan , ad. (from gifs, thatfatigue, and fat, without),

without that fatigue.

tfefeat , s. (from
fe, thatfatigue, and fat , destruc-

tion), the removing of that fatigue, the removing of his

or her fatigue.

caffefante, a. (from is, thatfatigue, and fatte, de-

structive), removing that fatigue, removing his or her

fatigue.

fofeft , a. (from as, thatfatigue, and faf , possess-

ed of), suffering under that fatigue.

Gatfezfa, s. (from ff , thatfatigue, and f , increase) ,

the increase of that fatigue, the increase of his or her

fatigue.

sgifofofas, a. (from gifs, that fatigue, and sofas,

excepted), that fatigue excepted, his or her fatigue ex-

cepted.

তান্তিজাতিরেক, s. ( from उছুটি, that fatigue, and ডিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that fatigue, the exception

of his or her fatigue.

gifs , a. (from , thatfatigue, and , a root), origi.

natingfrom that fatigue, originating in his or her fatigue.

egtføgfãs, a. (from 3 , thatfatigue, and af³, destitute

of), free from that fatigue.

gtførts, a. (from gifs, that fatigue, and , destitute),

free from that fatigue.

gifekow, a. (from fs, thatfatigue, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that fatigue, caused by or

arising from his or her fatigue.

, a. (from 3 , that, and 5 , to be produced), arising

from that, produced from that.

, a. (from 3 , that, and , producing), producing

him, her or it, causing that.

Jyfio, a. (from 3 , that, and f³, produced), produced

by or arising from him, her, or that.

G , a. (from Jā, that, and 57, producible), producible

by or arising from him, her, or that.

7, s. (from 3 , that, and , a victory), that conquest

or victory, his or her conquest or victory.

, s . (from , that victory, and , a doer), the

obtainer of that victory, that conqueror.

GgUTİLE, a. (from 3 , that victory, and ta , doing), ob-

taining that victory, causing that victory ; s. he who

obtained that victory, that conqueror.

oygetal, a. (from WT, that victory, and iſa , doing), ob-

taining that victory.

ভঞ্জি.

fiatge, a. (from , that victory, andfitæ, prevent-

ing), preventing that victory ; s. a circumstance or per.

son who prevents that particular victory.

fata , s. (from , that victory, and fad,preven.

tion), the preventing of that particular victory.

ufife , a. (from , that victory, andfas, a cause),

caused by that victory, arising from that victory.

তত্ত্বয়পুতিবন্ধক, s . ( from তত্ত্বয় , that victory , and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

posing), opposed to or hindering that particular vic-

tory.

GELSE, a. (from , that victory, and , a root), ori.

ginating from that victory.

GYNIE, a. (from TFT, that victory, and ¤, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from that victory.

tat , s. (from T, that victory, and 1, a desire),

a desire to obtain that particular victory.

gggtætgì, a. (from !, that victory, and telf , desir.

ous), desirous of obtaining that victory.

tata, s . (from 3 , that victory, and featu, a de-

sire), a desire to obtain that particular victory.

তত্ত্বয়াভিলাষী , a. (from তত্ত্বয়, that victory, and অভিলাষি,, de

sirous), desirous of obtaining that victory.

1, 8. (from , that victory, and 1, a desire), a

desire of obtaining that particular victory.

ty , a. (from , that victory, and desirous), de-

sirous of obtaining that victory.

, a. (from , that victory, and , desirous),

desirous of obtaining that victory.

Gyte, a. (from 35, that, and , produced), produced by

or arising from him, her, or that.

ts, s. (from 3 , that, and is, a tribe), that tribe, that

nation, that genus, that species.

ts , a. (from , that, and , belonging to a kind),

belonging to that kind or sort.

, s. (from , that, and at , that which respects

a tribe), that circumstance or thing which respects that

nation or tribe.

fasta , s. (from 35, that, and fast, a desire to conqu:r),

a desire to make that conquest, a desire of obtaining

that victory.

fas , a. (from 3 , that, and fast , desirous ofvictory),

desirous of obtaining that victory.

aftat, s. (from , that, andfat, question), that ques-

tion, that enquiry, a desire to know that.

offer , s. (from 3 , that, and fs , desiring to know),

enquiring about that, asking about that, desiring to

know that,
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3781.
J51.

তটোপরিস্থিত্ত, ওপরিস্থিত,gol, s. (from on, that, and as, a conqueror), a conqueror | itt , a . (from 3 , a shore, and sf , situated up-

of him, her, or that, one who gains.

ta, s. (from 3 , that, and ta, knowledge), that idea,

that conviction, the knowledge of that (particular

thing).

te , s. (from , that, and ts, one who knows), a person

skilled in that particular thing, a person acquainted

with that thing.

, a. (from 3 , that, and wifi , wise), skilled in that,

acquainted with that .

But , a. (from 3 , that, and , giving information),

giving information of that thing, making that known.

、
, s. (from that, and , a making known), the

giving information of that thing, the making that

known.

, s. (from j , scrutiny), examination, search, in-

vestigation, scrutiny, judgment.

, a. (from 3 , to shrivel up), deceiving, swindling, im-

posing upon a person ; s . a deceiver, swindler, an im-

poster.

Tel, s. (from 4 , deceiving), deceitfulness, swindling,

an imposture.

, s. (from 3 , to be elevated), a shore, the bank of a ri-

ver, the sea shore, the shore of a pond.

tata, s. (from 3 , a shore, and fata, a residence), a re-

sidence on the shore.

stfaætt, a. (from t, a shore, and fat , residing), re-

siding on the shore.

state, a. (from t, a shore, and fa , lodging), lodg

ing or temporarily residing on the shore.

ata , s. (from , a shore, and
, a road), a road onthe

shore.

statat, a. (from et, a shore, and f , residing), residing

on the shore.

st , a. (from st, a shore, and T , siluale), situated on the

shore, indifferent, equally disposed to friends and foes,

impartial.

, a. (from at, a shore, and f , staying), staying

or continuing on the shore.

fs, a. (from 3 , a shore, and f , situated), situated on

the shore, ashore.

ette, s. (from 3t, a shore) , a pond, a pond or basin sufficient-

ly deep for the lotus...

t , a. (from , a shore, and sf , situated on), si-

: tuated on the shore.

stafat, a. (from è, a shore, and saifa, staying

on), staying on the shore,

on), situated on the shore.

35, s. (from 3 , a shore), a strand, a shore.

35 , v. n. (from 3 , to smite), to bound, to flounce, to

ramp.

JF4U, 8. (from TF, a shore, and y, a road), a road by land,

a passage on the shore.

35 , s. (from 354, to flounce), the flouncing of a fish, a

jumping or ramping.

331, s. (from 3t, a shore), a shore, a coast, the sea coast.

5t , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

mostfrom a spring in order to leap upwards ; the word

is frequently applied to the springing or leaping of

fishes out of the water.

ztæ, s. (from 35, to beat), a pond, a basin or pond suffici-

ently deep for the lotus.

tagstæ, an imitative sound used to express that made

by the repeated leaping or springing of fishes , it is al-

so used to express the sound made by land animals or

man when they leap.

Gist, s. (from 35, to beat), a pond, a pond or basin suffi-

ciently deep for the lotus.

ts , s. (from stяt, a pond, and 8 , the midst), the

middle or inner part of a pond.

stast , a. (from ts , the middle of a pond, and

, gone), situated or found in a pond.

তড়াগ J ৰ্ত্তী , a. (from তড়াগমধ্য , the middle of apond, and

, a being), existing or being in a pond.

Iştstædıæ, a. (from ts , the middle of a pond, and 5,

to stand), situated in a pond.

ş , a. (from ststar, the middle of a pond, and

tfan, staying), continuing in a pond.

sts, a. (from 8 , the middle of a pond, and

fs, situated , situated in a pond.

tst , a. (from

ated in a pond.

tst, a pond, and , to be situated), situ-

sts , a. (from tt, a pond, and if , staying),

staying or continuing in a pond.

sfs, a. (from tst, a pond, and f , situated), situat-

ed in a pond.

test , a. (from sts, a pond, and sf , situated on),

situated on the pond.

তড়াপগোরিস্থায়ী, a. (from it, a pond , and ওপরিস্কায়িন, stay-

ing on), staying on a pond.

তড়াগোপরিস্থিত, a. (from তড়াগ, a pond, and ওপরিস্থিত, situat-

ed on), situated on a pond.

ts, an imitative sound usedto express that arising from
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a spring orbound made by an animal, and especially,

by a fish.

ofse, s. (from 35, to strike), lightning.

fs , a. (from 3535, the sound of hasty rain), impati-

ent, fickle, smart, clever, active.

GHTH, 8. (from XI, to be swift), the sound ofthe hasty fall-

ing ofrain or of any substance which falls in drops or

crumbles.

Gfs , a . (from , to be swift), smart, clever, active, fic-

kle, impatient.

, s. (from 35, to smite), husked rice. The name of a

species ofherb (Amaranthus polygonoides.)

E , s. (from 8 , rice, and 1, a particle), grains of

rice.

31 , s. (from 3 , amaranthus), the name of a species

of pot herb, (Amaranthus polygonoides. )

ga , s. (from 3 , amaranthus), the name of a species

of pot herb (Amaranthus polygonoides).

Je, pron. (from F , he), it, he, that. This form is only used

in composition.

, pron. (from , he), so much.

, ad. (from 3 , that), than that, from that, after that,

of , ad. (from , so long, and f̂ 7, a day), so long, so

many days.

2, s. (from 3 , that, and u , a speaking), saying

that ; his, or her speech or sentence.

তৎকথনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎকথন, a saying that, and নির্মিত, a

cause), caused by what he or she said, caused by that

speech.

eTVqTF, a. (from 37, saying that, and Я , caused

by), caused by that speech, caused by what he or she

said.

gavas , a. (from 3 , a saying that, and་ a

cause), caused by what he or she said, caused by that

speech.

শুকùনাকা ू , s , (from তৎকথন , the saying of that, and আঙ্কণ ,

desire), a desire of saying that particular thing.

avatati, a. (from , the saying of that, and

at desircus), desirous ofsaying that particular

thing.

8

, s. (from , that, and , a word), that word, the

same story or speech, his or her word.

eut , a. (from us, that word, and , caused

by,, caused by that word, caused by or arising from that

speech.

sezutfani, ad. (from eaui, that word, and fan, without),

without that word, without saying that.

एक.

secutors , a. (from e , that word, and affes, ca

empted) , that word or speech excepted.

getfige, a. (from Jut, that word, and af , en

exception), the exception of that word.

J2BrutЯgua, a. (from 3 , that, and ufæua, conversa.

tion), that conversation, that dialogue.

, a. (from , that, and 4 , an instrument), done

by his, her, or its instrumentality.

, a. (from that, and , a doer), done by that,

done by him or her agency.

32 , s. (from 3 , that, and a, a work), that work,

that action, that thing, that business.

1, s. (from , that work, and , adoer), the

doer of that particular thing.

তৎকর্ম্মকারক, a . (from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work , and ফারক, doing),

doing that work; s . the doer of that particular thing.

et , a, (from sa , that work, and ta, eminent),

eminent at that particular work.

Jeafs, s. (from , that work, and fs, a loss), an

injury to that particular work or affair.

Je , a. (from , that work, and , able), able

to do that business.

3681, s. (from 3 , that work, and 1, exertion), a

meddling with that affair, exertion in that particular

business.

Jess , a. (from , that work, and free, thought.

ful , thoughtful or anxious about that particular thing.

31, 8. (from 3 , that work, ant fost, thought),

thought or anxiety about that particular thing.

JeEHTYE, a. (from 3 , that work, and c , exerting)

exerting himself for or labouring in that work.

31, s. (from , that work, and 1, exertion),

exertion or labour in that particular business .

·
, a. (from e , that work, and to be produç

ed , arising from or produced by that business or

affair.

sfas, a. (from 3 , that work, and 3, produc

ed), produced by or arising from that particular busi-

ness.

, a. (from 3 that werk, and w , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that particular bu,

siness.

get , a (from 3 , that work, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that particular business,

Jets, s. (from e , that work, and tst, relin

quishment), the relinquishing of that particular work of

affair,
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veorisit, a. (from

Jeanntei, s. (from

398.

, that work, and aa, relin.

quishing), relinquishing that particular work or affair.

¤, that work, and ū†¾, a giver),

the giver of that particular employment.

set , s . (from , that work, and tē, giving),

giving that particular employment ; s. the giver of that

particular employment.

5 , s. (from a , that work, and , destruc

2.

tion), the ruin or destruction of that particular work.

vance, a. (from 2 , that work, and ¤, destruc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to that particular work ;

s. one who destroys or ruins that particular work.

JFWJF, a. (from , that work, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to that particular work.

, s. (from 3 , that work, and at , destructi-

on), the destruction or ruin of that particular work.

তৎকৰ্ম্মনাশক, a. (fromতৎকৰ্ম্ম, ।hat work, andনাশক, destructive).

destructive or ruinous to that particular work; s. a per-

son orthingwhich destroys or ruins that particular work.

Jeff , ɑ. (from , that work, and f , eminent),

eminent at that work, eminent in that business .

তৎকৰ্ম্মনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from ত কৰ্ম্ম, that work, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus-

*

ing to cease), causing that work or business to cease.

তৎকৰ্ম্মনিবারক, a. (from उৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that particular work; s. one who

prevents that particular work.

তৎকর্ম্মনিবারণ , ৪. ( from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and নিবারণ , pre-

vention , the prevention ofthat particular work.

Jefaafa, s. (from 3 , that work, and fi , cessati

on), the stoppage or cessation of that work.

Jeface, a. (from , that work, and fafs, a

cause), caused by or arising from that particular work.

Jet 7. (from , that work, and , eminent),

eminent at that work, clever at that business .

ত্বংকর্মপারক, a. (from তকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and পারক, able) ,

eapable of that work, able to do that work.

83
,, (from , that work, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that work .

3 , s. (from , that work, and fs, an obstruc-

tion), an obstacle or hindrance to that work.

32LH, ad. (from , that work, and fz51, without),

without that work,

তৎকর্ম্ম্যতিরিক্ত, a. (fromতৎকর্ম, that work, and बতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that , work or duty excepted ,

তৎকৰ্ম্মৰ|তারক, s. (from তৎকর্ম্ম, that work, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception ,the exception ofthat work or duty,

gewafaitato, s. (from

ক.

, that work, and tata, ruias),

the ruin of that work, a hindrance to that work.

JF, a. (from , that work, and , joined to),

connected with that particular work.

Jūtя , a. (from , that work, and cats , capable),

capable of doing that work, worthy of that employ-

ment.

JaBÚISE, a. (from 3 , that work, and ☎, keeping),

guarding that work ; s. one who guards or preserves

that work.

1, s . (from , that work, and i , preservation),

the preservation or guarding of that work.

তৎকর্ম্মরহিত, a. ( from তৎকর্ম, that work, and রহিত, destitute

of, destitute of that work, destitute of that business

or employment.

JAI, a. (from , that work, and I, empty), des-

titute of that work, destitute of that business or em-

ployment.

< CT), s. (from 3 , that work, and , one who

kills), one who ruins or destroys that particular work.

Jezugtfa, s. (from 3 , that work, andT , loss), a de-

triment to that work, an injury to that business.

, a. (from , that work, and , destitute of),

destitute ofthat work, destitute of that employment.

zezírgs, a. (from 3 , that work, and c₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that work.

Jetti, s. (from e , that work, and tæt§¹, desire),

a desire after that employment or work.

তৎকর্মাকারী, a . (from তৎকর্ম্ম, that work, and আকাশি , de-

sirous), desirous of that employment or work..

উৎকৰ্ম্ম†ক্ষম, a . ( fromউৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and অক্ষম, incapable),

incapable ofperforming that work.

Jetta, s. (from , that work, and aah ,

search , a seeking after that work or employment.

ganizatat, a. (from 32 , that work, and gif!,

searching after), seeking after that employment.

ডৎকর্ম্মান্বিত, ৫ , (from তৎকর্ম, that work, and অন্বিত, connecte

ed with), connected with that particular work.

তৎকর্ম্মান্বেষক, a. ( from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and অন্বেষক, seeking

after), seeking after that employment.

তৎকর্ম্মান্বেষণ , s. (fromउ কৰ্ম্ম, that work, and অম্বেষণ, a seeling

after), a seeking after that employment.

তৎকর্ম্মান্বেষী, a. (fromsৎকর্ম, that work, and সন্বেনি, seeking

after), seeking after that particular employment.

তৎকৰ্ম্মাপেক্ষক, a. (from তৎকর্ম, that work, and অপেক্ষক, expect-

ing), waiting for or expecting that particular employ-

ment.
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sek , s (from 3 , that work, and 1 , expecta-

tion , a waiting for or expectation
of that particular

employment
.

তৎকর্ম্মাপেক্ষী, a . ( from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and অপেক্ষিদ্, expect-

ing), waiting for, or expecting that particular employ.

ment.

fanta, s. (from 3 , that work, and sata, desire),

a desire for that particular business or employment.

ত-কৰ্ম্মাভিলাষী, a. (from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, anu অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of that business or employment.

ty, s. (from , that work, and g, a begin-

ning), the commencement of that particular work or

action.

veauté, a. (from JH, that work, and L, capable), ca-

pable ofthat business, worthy ofthat employment.

তৎকর্ম্মাসক্ত , ৫. ( from তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and আসক্ত, attached

to), attached to or fond of that employment or of that

work.

, a. (from , that work and , desire) , a de-

sire to obtain that employment, a desire to do that

work.

a. (from 3 , that work, and 5, desirous),

desirous of that employment, desirous of doing that

work.

CULE, 7. (from that work, and I , desirous),

desirous of that employment, desirous of doing that

work.

Jeuths, a. (from that work, and 8515, engazed

in , zealously engaged in doing that work.

getærts, s. (from 3 , that work, and sʊrist, zeal ),

diligence or zeal in that particular work

তৎকর্ম্মোদ্যোগী, ?. (from ডৎকৰ্ম্ম, that work, and উদ্যোগিন, ac-

tive , active or zealous in that particular work.

ZenHF, 8. (from T. that work, and sa☎. a com-

mencemen'), the commencement ofthat particular work.

Bet9TF, a. (from 3 , that work, and SF,fit), fit

for that work, capable of doing that work.

Jeta , s. (from J , that, and i , a cause), that cause,

the cause of that.

ehf , s. (from 3 , that, and as, a work), that work,

that business, that action, that deed.

Jet , s. (from , that work, and , a doer),

a person who does that particular work, the doer of

that thing.

ডৎকার্য্যকারক, ৫. (fromउকর্য, that work, and কারক, doing) ,

doing that work, doing that business ; s . one who does

that thing.

তৎকা.

tas, s. (from eat , that work, and ☛s, loss), the

injury of that bus ness, the injury of that work.

geptúa, a. (from gaffs, that work, and 3 , to be pro-

duced), caused by or ar sing from that particular work.

geturns, a (from seats, that work, and , produc-

ing , producing or causing that wk or that business.

তৎকাৰ্যজনিত, a. ( from তৎকাৰ্য্য, that work, and জনিs, preduce

ed), produced or caused by that particular work.

gext , a. (from ☎ , that work, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that work.

gextúrats, a. (from , that work, and s, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that work.

ext , a. (from ts, that work, and 1, to know),

acquainted with that business.

তৎকাৰ্য্যজ্ঞাতা, s . (from তৎকাৰ্য্য , that work, and জi , one who

knows), a person who understands that business.

gextúrstæ, a. (from , that work, and giving

information), giving information about that bas.ness.

তৎকাৰ্য্যজ্ঞাপন, ৪. (from তৎকাৰ্যা, that work, and জাপন, agite

ing information), the giving information about that bu

siness.

gents , s. (from his, that work, and ħts, a giver),

one who gives that particular business or employ

ment.

Jetta, s. (from 2 , that work, and Яiæ, giving),

giving that employment; s. one who gives that particu

lar employment,

seatfits. (from at , that work, and destruc-

tion . The destruction of that particular work.

sz@hfi§uzē, a. from 3% , that work, an · pas, desti uc-

tive des'ructive to that particular work ; s. one who

de troys that work.

gextút ), a (from æÚ, that work, and faą, die

structive), destructive to that particular work or busie

ne s.

tatt, s. from that work, and at , destruc

tion), the destruction ofthat particular work.

তৎকাৰ্য্য গিক, a. (from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and নাশক, da

structive), destructive to that particular work ; s. a per-

son or thing who ruins that particular business or de

stroys that work.

fid, a. (from 3 thatwork, andfata, eminent),

eminent at that particular work.

ডৎকাৰ্য্যনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from তৎকাৰ্য , that work, and নিবর্ত্তs, pat-

ting a stop to , putting a stop to that work orbusiness;

s one who puts a stop to that work.

তৎকাৰ্য্যনিবা.ক, a. (from তৎকাৰ্য্য, that work, and নিবারক, Pre-
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venting), preventing that work or business ; s. one who

prevents that work or business.

তৎকার্য্যনিবারণ , s. (from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and নিবারণ , pre-

vention), the preventing of that work or business.

তৎকাৰ্য্যনিবৃত্তি, s . (from তৎকাৰ্য্য, that work, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion), the cessation of that particular work or business.

তৎকাৰ্যনিমিত্তক, a. ( from ডৎকার্য্য, that work, and নিমিত্ত; ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that particular busi-

ness or work.

at , a. (from , that work, and , eminent),

eminent at that particular business or work.

, a. (from 3 , that work, and Я , able),

able to do that work, capable of managing that business.

তৎকার্য্যপারগ, a . (from তৎকাৰ্য , that work, and পারা, gone

to the other side), well versed in that business, tho-

roughly master of that work.

তৎকাৰ্য্যপ্রত্যাশা , ৪. ( from তৎকাৰ্য , that work, and প্রত্যাশা , hope),

a hope or expectation of that employment.

তৎকাৰ্য্যপ্রযুক্ত, a . (from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that particular work or

from that business.

seahúfani, ad. (from , that work, and fx , without),

without that employment or work.

রৎকাৰ্য্যবিনাশক, a. (fromতৎকাৰ্য , that work, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that work, ruinous to that bu-

siness.

stúfft , a. (from seat , that work, and fafts, possess

ed of , possessed of that particular employment.

túy , a. (from 3 , that work, and , joinedto),

connected with that employment, connected with that

business.

Je , a. (from eat , that work, and a , preserv

ing), preserving or guarding that work ; s. one who

preserves or guards that work.

তৎকার্যরক্ষা, s . ( from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and রক্ষা, 1reser-

vation), the preserving or guarding of that work.

তৎকার্য্যরহিত, a . (from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that employment, destitute of that

work.

, a. (from ts, that work, and * , empty),

destitute of that employment, destitute of that work.

Futuraine, a. (from eat , that work, and , ac.

complishing), accomplishing or compleating that work.

zeztúragina, s. (from æta̸ , that work, and 7, an

accomplishing, the accomplishing or compleating of

that particular work.

Uu

Jea9.

Jetta , a. (from eats, that work, and at , accom-

plishing), accomplishing or compleating that work.

তৎকাৰ্যসাধন , s. (from তৎকাৰ্য, that work, and সর্বन, an ac-

complishing), the accomplishing or compleating of that

particular work.

ahúfa , s. (from , that work, and ff , an ac-

complishment , the accomplishment of that particular

work or undertaking.

, a. (from , that work, and 5 , indicat-

ing), indicating that business or employment.

hugi, s. (from 3 , that work, and x , one who

kills), one who ruins that particular business or under-

taking.

Jeaf , s. (from Jeans, that work, and if , injury),

an injury to that particular business or undertaking.

eat , a. (from 3 , that work, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of that employment or business.

Jetúngs™, a. (from s, that work, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that business or employment.

Jeta, s. (from , that, and , time), that time.

তৎকালানুযায়ী , a . (from তৎকাল, that time, and অনুযায়ি , fol-

lowing), according with that time, suited to that time.

তৎকালানকপ, a. ( from ডৎকাল , that time , and অনুৰূপ, accord-

ing with), suitable for that time, fitted for that time.

তৎকালানুসারী, a. (from उৎক'ল, that time, and অনুসারি , fol:

lowing), suited to that time.

tata, a. (from , that time), belonging to that time.

3 , ad. (from se, that, and ta, time), then.

তৎকালেপিযুক্ত , a. (from তৎকাল, that time, and উপযুক্ত , fit ) ,

proper for that time, suited to that time.

Jef, s. (from 3 , that, and if, fame), that fame, his

or her fame or renown.

Jeìfæg, a. (from aff , thatfame, and , to do), caus-

ing that renown, causing his or her fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিকারক, a. (from ডৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and কারক, caus-

ing), causing that renown, causing his or her renown.

gexifI5, a. (fromgifs, thatfame, and5 , to be produc-

ed) , produced from that renown, sprung from his or

her fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিজনক, a . ( from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and জনক, produce

ing), producing that renown, producing his or her

fame.

ত কীৰ্ত্তিজনিত , a. ( fromতৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and জনিত, produc

ed), produced from that fame, produced from his or

her fame

wifinu, a. (from , that fame, and , produei-
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ble), producible or arising from that fame, or from his

or her fame.

Jeffsts, a. (from 3 , that fame, and , produc-

ed), droduced from that fame, produced from his or her

fame.

aif , s. (from eaf , that fame, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that fame, the ruin of his or

her fame or reputation.

·zazifékne, ɑ. (from fé, thatfame, and e, de-

siructive), destructive to that fame, ruinous to his or

her renown.

Jeaifa , a. (from af , thatfame, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that fame, ruinous to his or her re-

nown.

aifa , s. (from aif , thatfame, and at , destructi-

on), the ruin of that renown, the ruin or loss of his or

her fame.

তৎকীর্তিনাশক, a. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that renown, ruinous to his or

herfame.

উৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, thatfame, and নিৰ্ত্তক, put-

ting a stop to), putting a stop to that fame, putting a

stop to his or her fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিবারক, a. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that renown, preventing his or her

fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিকারণ , ৪. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and নিবারণ , pre-

vention), the prevention of that fame, the prevention of

his or her fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion), the cessation of his or her fame, the cessation of

that fame.

তৎকীৰ্ত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from ত কীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from that fame, caused

by or arising from his or her fame.

তৎকীর্ত্তিপুযুক্ত, a. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that fame, caused by or

arising from his or her fame.

ডংকীৰ্ত্তিৰñক, a . (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and বৰ্দ্ধক, increas-

ing), increasing that fame, increasing his or her fame.

Jezi , s . (from if , thatfame, and , an increas-

ing), the increasing ofthat fame, the increasing of his

or her fame.

, a. (froni veaîfé, that fame, and faft , pos-

sessed of , possessed of that fame, possessed ofhis orher

fame.

Jata . (from sea , that fame, and q , increase),

the increase of that fame, the increase of his or her

fame.

if , a. (from if , thatfame, and TF, joined to),

connected with that fame, connected with his or herfame.

তৎকীর্তিরহিত , a. (from তৎকীৰ্ত্তি, that fame, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that fame.

geifert , a. (from , thatfame, and * , empty),

destitute ofthat fame or reputation.

ificia, a. (from if , thatfame, and F , destitute),

destitute of that fame or reputation.

alf , a. (from if , that fame, and , a cause,

caused by or arising from that fame, caused by or aris

ing from his or her fame.

Je , s. (from 3 , that, and , afamily), that family or

race, his or her family or race.

Jets, a. (from , that family, and 3, born),

born of that family.

• , a. (fromهو

Je , s. (from J , thatfamily, and ‡ ♬, destructi.

on), the ruin or destruction of that family.

gebatant, a. (from 3 , that family, and a☎, de-

structive), destructive or ruinous to that family.

, that family, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to that family.

Je , a . (from 3 , that family, and tt , destructi

on), the destruction or ruin of that family.

ette, a. (from , that family, and at , destruc

tive), destructive or ruinous to that family.

, s . (from 3 , that family, and t , chief), the

chiefof that family.

তৎকুলমর্য্যাদ), s . (from তৎকুল, that family, and মর্যাদা,honour),

the honour or respectability of that family.

Je , a. (from , thatfamily, and Tae, increasing),

increasing or causing the prosperity of that family.

, s. (from , that family, and , an increas

ing), the increase or prosperity of that family.

Ja , s. (from , that family, andfat, destruc

tion), the destruction or ruin of that family.

zefante, a. (from , that family, and farte, de-

structive , destructive or ruinous to that family.

3 , s. (from , that family, and , a breaking),

the breaking up or ruin ofthat family.

1
তৎকলরক্ষক, a . ( from তৎকুল, that family, and রক্ষক, preserv

ing), preserving that family.

Ja , s. (from 3 , that family, and T4, a presero

tion), the preservation ofthat family.

1, s. (from , thatfamily, and 3 , preservati

on), the preservation of that family.
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Beaſts, a. (from ea, thatfamily, and af , destitute

of), destitute of that family.

Je , a. (from 3 , thatfamily, and , empty), des.

titute of that family.

BegaLT , s. (from , that family, and 6, one who

kills), the destroyer of that family.

segagtfa, s. (from , that family, and fa, loss), the

detriment or injury of that family.

segaziz, a. (from g , that family, and ₹17, destitute),

destitute of that family.

তৎকূলহেতুক,JeFMTIF, a. (from 3 , thatfamily, and c , a cause),I,

caused by that family.

Jetesta, a. (from ve , thatfamily, and set , produc-

ed), produced or born in that family.

Jet , s. (from , that, and , welfare), that welfare,

his or her welfare, expert at that (particular thing.)

Jet , a . (from eg , that welfare, and ☎, to do), do-

ing that good, causing that benefit, producing that wel-

fare.

উংকুশলকফি, a . (from তৎকুশল, that welfare, and করিক, do-

ing), doingthat good, producing that benefit, producing

that welfare.

ডকুশলকারী, a . (from ত কুশল, that welfare, and কারিন, do-

ing), doing that good, producing that benefit, causing

that welfare.

æ, a. (from , that welfare, and a , pro.

ducing, causing that good or benefit, causing that wel-

fare.

gaufis, a . (from Jega, that welfare, and AS, pro-

duced), produced by that good or benefit, produced by

that piece of welfare.

Tagtagπ, «. (from , that welfare, and 55, produ-

cible), producible from that good or benefit, arising

from that piece of welfare.

etts, a. (from et , that welfare, and 3, produc-

ed), produced from that good or benefit, produced by

that welfare.

dani5i, s. (from 3 , that welfare, and at , giving),

one who confers that good or benefit, one who confers

that welfare.

JaEstante, a. (from ; that welfare, and wṛæ, gio.

ing), conferring that good or benefit, conferring that

advantage or welfare.

Setanta , a. (from t , that welfare, and at , giv-

ing), conferring that good or benefit, conferring that

advantage or welfare.

Kaka, s. (from T , that welfare, and de-

struction), the destruction of that good or benefit, the

destruction of that advantage or welfare.

2FHI«ĦT, ɑ. (from , that welfare, and F , de-

structive), destructive to that good or benefit, destruc.

tive to that advantage or welfare.

Jemnì, a. (from < * , that welfare, and fx , de-

structive), destructive to that good or benefit, destruc .

tive to that advantage or welfare.

Ja , s. (from e , that welfare, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that good or benefit, the de-

struction of his or her welfare.

Je , u. (from t , that welfare, and attæ, de-

structive), destructive to that welfare, destructive to his

or her welfare.

তৎকুশলনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from অংকুশল, that welfare, and নিবর্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to that good or bene.

fit, putting a stop to that welfare.

তৎকুশলনিবারক, a. (from তৎকুল, that welfare, and নিবারক,

hindering), hindering or preventing that good or bene-

fit, preventing that welfare.

তৎকুশলনিবারণ, s. (from তৎকুশল, that welfare, and নিবারণ ,

prevention), the preventing of that good or benefit, the

preventing of that welfare.

তৎকুশলনিবৃত্তি, s. ( from ডকুশল, that welfare, and নিৰ্ত্ত, ces-

sation), the cessation of that good or welfare.

তৎকুশলনিমিত্তক, a . (from তৎকুশল, that welfare, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that good or benefit,

caused by or arising from that welfare.

JeFTF, a. (from * , that welfare, and , caus-

´ed by), caused by or arising from that good or benefit,

caused by or arising from that welfare .

Jet , a. (from 3 , that welfare, and zex, in-

creasing), increasing or promoting that good or welfare .

Jeta , s. (from 3 , that welfare, and T , an in-

creasing), the augmenting or promoting ofthat good or

welfare.

Jenfent, ad. (from Tegra, that welfare, and f«n, with-

out), without that good or welfare .

Jetafaatxt, s. (from , that welfare, and fantat, de-

struction), the destruction or ruin of that welfare.

gegrafaixte, a. (from ea, that welfare, and fate,

destructive), destructive or ruinous to that welfare.

Je , a. (from 3 , that, and I, done), done by him, her,

or that..

Je , s. (from , that, and 1, a work), that work or

thing to be done, his or her work or duty.

Uu2
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उ .

1, s. (from , that, and , mercy), that mercy or

goodness, his or her kindness or compassion.

1, s. (from , that mercy, and tagi, de-

sire), a desire after that mercy, a desire of his or her

kindness.

তৎকৃপাকাঙ্কী, a. (from তৎকৃপা, that mercy, and আকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of that mercy, desirous of his or her

kindness.

তৎকৃপাকারক, a . ( from তৎকৃপা, that mercy, and করিক, doing),

shewing that mercy, shewing favour or mercy to him

or her.

তৎকৃপাকারী, a. ( fromতৎকূপা, that mercy , and কারিন, doing),

shewing that mercy, shewing mercy or kindness to him

or her.

, a. (from , that mercy, and , to be produc-

ed), arising from that mercy, arising from his or her

kindness.

reane, a. (from , that mercy, and , pro-

ducing), producing that mercy, causing his or her fa-

vour.

তৎকৃপাজনিত, a . (from তৎকৃপা, that mercy , and জনিত, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that mercy, caused

by his or her mercy or favour.

, a. (from 3 , that mercy, and I, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that mercy, produ-

cible by or arising from his or her mercy.

seats, a . (from , that mercy, and 3, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from that mercy, arising

from his or her mercy.

et , a. (from

shewing that mercy, shewing mercy or conferring a fa-

vour on him or her.

, that mercy, and f , giving),

, a. (from , that mercy, and f , giving),

shewing that mercy, shewing mercy or conferring a fa-

vour on him or her.

¶¶ , a. (from 3 , that mercy, and *FE, ex-

pecting), expecting that mercy, waiting for his or her

compassion.

, s . (from 3 , that mercy, and Я , expecta

tion), an expectation of thatmercy, the waiting or look-

ing for his or her compassion.

তৎকৃপাপেক্ষী,em , a. (from 3 , that mercy, and f , expect.

ing), expecting that mercy, waiting or looking for his

orher compassion .

ভৎকৃপাবলোকন, ৪. (from उ কৃপা, that mercy, and অবলোকন,

a looking), a looking for that mercy, a looking for his

or her compassion, that look of pity or mercy.

Jefor.

Je fata, s. (from , that mercy, and fata, de-

sire), a desire for that mercy, a desire for his or her

compassion.

তৎকৃপাভিলাষী, a. ( from তৎকৃপা , that mercy , and অভিলা

desirous), desirous of that mercy, desirous of his orher

compassion.

, s. (from , that mercy, and ¹, desire), a

desire for that mercy, a desire for his or her compas-

sion.

Jet , a. (from , that mercy, and a, desirous), de-

sirous ofthat mercy, desirous ofhis or her compassion.

, a. (from , that mercy, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of that mercy, desirous of his or her compas.

sion.

Ja , s. (from , that, and t , expertness), that ex-

pertness, his or her expertness.

Jefu , s. (from , that, and f1 , an action), that work,

that action, his or her work or actions.

gefagtel, s. (from eft, that work, and a , a doer),

the doer of that work or action, the doer of his orher

work.

তৎক্রিয়াকা$1 , s . (fromতৎক্রিয়া, that work, and আকাশ , desire),

a desire of doing that work, a desire of doing his or

her work.

তৎক্রিয়াকাঙ্কী, a. (from তংক্রিয়), that work, and আকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of that work, desirous of his or her

work.

তৎক্রিয়াকারক, a. (from ত ক্রিয়া , that work, and কারক, doing),

doing that work, doing his or her work ; s . the person

who does that work, the person who performs his or

her work.

তৎক্রিয়াকারী, a. (from তৎক্রিয়। , that work , and কারিন, doing),

performing that work, doing that action, doing his or

her work.

Jefits, s. (from eft, that work, and fs, a loss),

a detriment to that work, a detriment to his or her

work,

Jeft , a. (from ef , that work, and , able, or

Fa, unable), capable of doing that work, incapable

of that work, able to do his or her work, unable to do

his or her work.

fatsts, a. from fat, that work, and s◄, obtained),

inherent in that work, belonging to his or her work.

Jefryty, a. (from , that work, and , to kill),

spoiling or destroying that work, spoiling or destroy-

ing his or her work.

, a. (from , that work, and , to be pro-
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Jefor.

duced), produced in or by that work, produced in or

by his or her work.

ক্রিয়াজনক, a. ( from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and জনক, produc-

ing), producing that action or work, causing his or

her works.

তৎক্রিয়াজনিত, a . ( from তৎক্রিয়া, that work , and জনিত, produc-

ed), produced by that work, produced by his or her

works.

sefaut , a. (from 1, that work, and 5 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that work, produ-

cible by or arising from his or her works.

gefäratats, a. (from 1, that work, and t³, produc-

ed), produced by that work, arising from his or her

works.

eft , a. (from 3f , that work, and , to know),

acquainted with that work, acquainted with his or her

actions.

তৎক্রিয়াজাতা , s . ( from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, and t , one who

knows , onewho is acquainted with that work, one ac-

quainted with his or her action.

Jefatut , a. (from eft , that work, and , mak-

ing known), making that action known, making his or

her actions known.

তৎক্রিয়াজ্ঞাপন,s . (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and জ্ঞাপন, a mak-

ing known), the making of that action known, the mak-

ing his or her actions known.

eft , a . (from gefagi, that work, and , eminent,

or , awkward), skilled in that work, unskilled in

that work, skilled in his or her works, unskilled in his

or her works.

fa , s. (from eft, that work, and , destruc

tion), the destruction or ruin of that work, the ruin or

destruction of his or her works.

Jefu , a . (from Jef , that work, and , de-

structive), destructive to that work, ruinous to his or

her works.

Jeff, a. (from 3f1, that work, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that work, destructive or ruin-

ous to his or her works.

Jeftata , s. (from Jef , that work, and tt, destruc-

tion), the destruction or ruin of that work, the destruc-

tion or ruin of his or her works.

তৎক্রিয়ানাশক, a. (from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that work, destructive to his

or her works.

তৎক্রিয়ানিপুণ, ৫. (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and নিপুন , eminent),

eminent at that work, eminent at his or her work.

ড-ক্রি.

তৎক্রিয়ানিৰ্ত্তক, a . (from স্তংক্রিয়া , that work, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, put-

ting a stop to), putting a stop to that work, causing

his or her works to cease.

তৎ ক্রিয়ানিবারক, a. (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, aud নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that work, preventing his orher

work.

তৎক্রিয়ানিবারণ , s. (from ডৎক্রিয়া , that work , and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing of that work, the prevent-

ing ofhis or her work.

তৎক্রিয়ানিবৃত্তি, s. (fromতৎক্রিয়া, that work, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa

tion), the cessation ofthat work, the cessation of his or

her work.

তৎক্রিয়ানিমিত্তক, a . (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from that work, caused by

or arising from his or her work.

তৎক্রিয়াপেক্ষক, a. (from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, and অপেক্ষক, ex-

pecting), expecting that work or employment, waiting

for his or her work.

তৎক্রিয়।পেক্ষা, s . (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and অপেক্ষা , an ex-

pectation), an expectation of that work or employment,

a waiting for his or her works.

তৎক্রিয়াপেক্ষী, a . (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and অপেক্ষিন ,্ ex-

pecting), expecting that work or employment, waiting

for his or her work.

Jefrutada, a. (from Jef , that work, and T , increas

ing), promoting or enlarging that work, promoting his

or her works .

Jeftatama, s. (from fr , that work, and T , an in-

creasing), the promoting or enlarging ofthat work; the

increasing of his or her works.

তৎক্রিয়াৱলম্বন , ও . (from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, arid অলখন, ৫

depending on), a depending on that work, a depend-

ence on his or her works.

তৎক্রিয়াৰলম্বী , ৫. (from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, and অলম্বি , de-

pending), depending on that work, depending on his

or her works.

Jeffant, ad. (from ef , that work, and fat, without),

without that work, without his or her work.

Jefaratfentat, s. (from efl, that work, and fiatat, de-

struction), the destruction of that work, the destruction

of his or her works.

তৎক্রিয়াৰিনাশক, a. (from তৎক্রিয়া , that work, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that work, destructive to

his or her work.

তৎক্রিয়াবিশিষ্ট , a. (from ভৎক্রিয়া, that work, and বিশিষ্ট, pos

sessed of), having those works, possessed of his or her

works.
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Jerry.

onfratficia, a . (from Jefu , that work, and fat , desti-

tute of), destitute of those works, destitute of his or

her works.

তৎক্রিয়াব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তংক্রিয 1়, that work, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that work excepted, his or her work except-

ed.

তৎক্রিয়াতিয়েক, s. (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and তিরেক,

an exception), an exception to that work, an exception

from his or her works.

vefoutfemta, s . (from afg , that work, and fat , de-

sire), a desire for that work, a desire for that post or

employment.

তৎক্রিয়াভিলাষী, a . (from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of that work, desirous of that office

or employment.

eft , s. (from 3 , that work, and T , joined to),

connected with that work, connected with that office

or employment.

তৎক্রিয়ারক্ষক, a . ( fromত ক্রিয়া, that work, and রক্ষক, keeping),

guarding or preserving that work, keeping or guarding

that office or employment'; s. one who preserves or

guards that work or employment.

Jefta , s. (from 3 , that work, and 4, apreserv

ing), the guarding or preserving of that work or em-

ployment.

তৎক্রিয়ারক্ষা ,fruta , s . (from Jef , that work, and , preserva-

tion , the preservation of that work or employment.

sefagifs, a . (from Jef , that work, and f³, desti-

tu e), destitute of that work, or employment.

Jefu , a . (from 3 , that work, and , empty),

destitute of that work or employment.

তৎক্রিয়া সূচক, a . ( from তৎক্রিয়া, that work, and ass, indicat-

ing), indicating that work or employment.

geføgtggi, s. (from fg, that work, and , one who

kills), one who spoils that work, one who ruins that

office or employment.

তৎক্রিয়াহানি, s. (from তৎক্রিয় ) , that work, and হানি, a detri-

ment), a detriment to that work, a detriment to that of

fice or employment.

Jefuizia, a. (from 1, that work, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of that work or employment.

Jefryny , a. (from efi, that work, and c₹5, a cause),

caused by or arising from that work or employment.

ts, s. (from 34, that, and cts, the hip), his or her

hip or grasp ofthe arms in which a child is held.

getartssto, a. (from , that side, and sts, obtained),

held on that side or in that embrace, held in his or

her arms or embrace.

, a. (from

J'sTapt.

ts, that side, and o³, fallen

from), fallen from that side or grasp of the arms in

which it was held, fallen from his or her embrace, or

from his or her arms

তংক্রোড়ৰিশিষ্ঠ , a. (from তৎক্রোড় that side, and বিশিষ্ট, possess-

ed of, connected with that embrace or grasp of the

arms, connected with his or her encircling arms.

Jesus, a. (from is, that side, and , joined to),

connected with that embrace or grasp of the arms, con.

nected with his or her encircling arms.

Je , s. (from 4, that, and t , anger), that anger

or wrath, his or her anger or wrath.

Jerit , a . (from , that anger), arising from that

anger or wrath, arising from his or her anger.

তৎক্রোবজনক, a . (from তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing or exciting that anger or wrath,

provoking him or her to anger.

তৎক্রোধজনিত , a. (from তৎক্রোব, that anger, and জনিত, pro.

duced), produced by that anger, produced by or arising

from his or her anger.

Jetañas, a. (from , that anger, and I , produ.

cible), producible by or arising from that anger, pro

ducible by or arising from his or her anger.

Texta , s. (from T † , that anger, and ¤, destruc-

tion), the destruction or appeasing of that wrath, the

appeasing ofhis or her wrath.

gelytique, a. (from Jet , that anger, and ↑ s, de-

structive), appeasing his or her wrath, removing that

anger.

Jet, a. (from Jet , that anger, and a de-

structive), appeasing that anger, appeasing his or her

anger.

geplant, s. (from at , that anger, and at , destruc

tion), the appeasing of that anger, the appeasing ofbis

or her anger.

তৎক্রোধনাশক, a. (from স্তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and নাশক, de-

siructive), appeasing that anger, appeasing his or her

anger.

selplâfitýæ, a. (from el , that anger, and fire,

causing to cease), causing that anger to cease, appeas-

ing his or her anger.

তৎক্রোধনিবারক, a. (from তৎক্রোধ , that anger, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or hindering that anger, pre-

venting that anger.

তৎক্রোধনিবারণ , s. (from তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing of his or her anger, the

preventing of his or her anger.
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-8272.

উৎক্রোধনিবৃত্তি, s. (from তৎক্রোব, that anger, and নিবৃত্তি, pre-

vention), the cessation of his or her anger, the cessati-

on of that anger.

তৎক্রোধনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and নিমিত্ত,

Jet.

তৎক্লেশকারক, ৫. ( from উৎক্লেশ, that distress, and কারক, do.

ing), producing that distress, causing his or her dis-

tress or difficulties.

তৎকেশকারী, a. ( fromতৎক্লেশ , that distress, and কারিন, doing),

producing that distress, causing his or her distress or

difficulties.

cause), caused by or arising fromthat anger, caused by

or arising from his or her anger.

3274f8qfstuæ, a . (from 2 † , that anger, and af ,,a.(from

opposing), opposing or hindering that anger, opposing

or preventing his or her anger.

তৎক্রোধপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from তৎক্রোধ, thct anger, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that anger, caused by or

arising from his or her anger.

Jetta , a. (from , that anger, and e , increas-

ing), increasing that anger, aggravating his or her anger.

তৎক্রোধৰৰ্দ্ধন , s . ( from তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and বৰ্দ্ধন, an in-

creasing), the increasing ofthat anger, the increasing

or aggravating ofhis or her anger.

তৎক্রোধৱিন) , ad. (from তৎক্রোধ , that anger, and নি), with-

out), without that anger, without his or her anger.

উৎক্ৰোধৰিনাশ , ৪. (from ডংক্রোধ , that anger, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction or appeasing of that anger,

the appeasing ofhis orher anger.

Beatâfeatte, a . (from gettâ, that anger, and frätetë,

destructive), destructive to or appeasing that anger,

appeasing his or her anger.

তৎক্রোধবিশিষ্ট, a. (from তৎক্রোধ , that anger, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that anger, affected by his orher

anger.

তৎক্রোধবিহীন , a. (from তৎক্রোধ, that anger, and বিহীন, desti-

tute), free from that anger.

getFidus, a. (from GetFr , that anger, and TF,joined to),

connected with that anger, connected with his or her

anger.

Jerafas, a. (from Jet , that anger, and fes, desti-

tute , free from that anger.

Geopatas, a. (from I, that anger, and , empty),

freefrom that anger.

Je , a. (from 3 , that anger, and a, destitule) ,

free from that anger.

gewidigóð, a. (from I, that anger, and13, a cause),

caused by or arising from that anger, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her anger.

3 , s. (from , that, and c , distress , that distress.

or difficulty, his or her distress or difficulty ."

ge , a. (from , that distress, and , to do), pro-

ducing that distress or difficulty, causing his or her

distress or difficulties.

p*, that distress, and 7, to beproduc-

ed), arising from that distress or from those difficul-

ties, arising from or produced by his or her distress.

তৎ?ক্লশজনক, a. (from তৎক্লেশ, that distress , and জনক, pro-

ducing , producing that distress or those difficulties,

producing his or her distress.

তৎক্লেশজনিত , a . (from তৎক্লেশ, that distress, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by that distress or by those difficul-

ties, produced by his or her distress.

তৎক্লেশজাত, a . (from তৎক্লেশ, that distress, and জতি, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that distress or

from those difficulties, produced by or arising from his

or her distress.

Je , a. (from , that distress, and , to give),

giving that pain, occasioning those distresses or diffi-

culties, occasioning his or her distress.

Titol, s. (from , that distress, and n¾, a giver),

a person or thing which occasions those distresses or

difficulties, a person or thing which occasions his or her

distresses or difficulties.

Jetate, a. (from et, that distress, and tụ , giv-

ing), occasioning those distresses or difficulties, occasi-

oning his or her distresses or difficulties .

Jeptatì, a. (from , that distress, and fia, giv-

ing), occasioning those distresses and difficulties, the

occasioning his or her distresses or difficulties .

Je , s . (from 3 , that distress, and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the removal of those distresses or difficulties, the

removal of his or her difficulties or distresses.

Jetpakne, a . (from 3 , that distress, and e, de-

structive), dissipating or tending to the removal of

those distresses or difficulties, tending to the removal

of his or her distresses or difficulties.

Je , a. (from t, that distress, and fan, de-

structive), removing or dissipating those distresses or

difficulties, dissipating his or her difficulties or dis-

tresses.

Jertata , s. (from set , that distress, and t , destruc-

tion), the removal of those difficulties or distresses, the

removal ofhis or her difficulties or distresses.

তৎকেশনাশক, a . (from উৎক্লেশ, that distress, and নাশক, de-
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stroying), removing or dissipating those difficulties or

distresses, removing or dissipating his or her difficul-

ties or distresses.

উৎক্লেশনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from তৎক্লেশ, that distress, and নিৰ্ত্তক ,

causing to cease), putting an end to those difficulties

or distresses, putting an end to his or her difficulties or

distresses.

serfratre, a. (from Jet, that distress, and fate,

preventing), preventing those difficulties or distresses,

preventing his or her difficulties or distresses.

তৎক্লেশ নিবারণ , ৪. (from তৎক্লেশ , that distress, and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing of those difficulties or dis-

tresses, the preventing of his or her difficulties or dis-

tresses.

3277 , s . (from Jet , that distress, and ff , ces-

sation), the cessation of those difficulties or distresses,

the cessation of his or her difficulties or distresses.

-sertifiæ, a. (from 3 , that distress, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from those difficulties or

distresses, caused by or arising from his or her difficul-

ties or distresses.

, a. (from , that distress, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from those difficulties or

distresses, caused by or arising from his or her diffi-

culties or distresses.
1

Je , a. (from , that distress, and x, in-

creasing), increasing those difficulties or distresses, in-

creasing his or her difficulties or distresses.

Ja , s. (from 3 , that distress, and z , an in-

creasing), the increasing of those difficulties and dis-

tresses, the increasing of his or her difficulties or dis-

tresses.

२९.
gif , ad. (from , that distress, and f , with

cut), without those difficulties or distresses, without his

or her difficulties or distresses.

Befeatx, s. (from J , that distress, and fat , de-

struction), the cure of those difficulties or distresses,

the cure ofhis or her difficulties or distresses.

তৎক্লেশৰিনাশক, a. ( from তৎক্লেশ, that distress, and বিনাশক,

destructive), dissipating or removing those difficulties

or distresses, dissipating or removing his or her diffi-

culties or distresses.

BertFefits, a. (from , that distress, and fatal,

possessed of, afflicted by those difficulties or distresses,

afflicted at his or her difficulties or distresses.

ta, a. (from , that distress, and fat , des

titute of), free from those difficulties or distresses .

eg , s. (from sex , that distress, and fa, increase),

the increase of those distresses or difficulties, the in-

crease of his or her difficulties or distresses.

Bergfex, a. (fromতৎকেশবৃদ্ধিকর,
tf , the increase of that dis-

tress, and , to do), causing the increase of those dis-

tresses or difficulties, causing the increase of his or her

difficulties or distresses.

তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিকারক, s. (from উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase ofthat dis-

tress, and a , causing), causing the increase of those

distresses and difficulties, causing the increase of his

or her difficulties or distresses .

তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিকারী , a . (from তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that dis-

tress, and at , making), causing the increase of those

distresses and difficulties, causing the increase of his

or her difficulties .

sergutafauna, a. (from 3 , the increase of that dis-

tress, and , producing), producing an increase of

those difficulties or distresses, causing an increase of

his or her difficulties or distresses.

তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিজনিত , a. ( from উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that

distress, and fas, produced), produced by the in-

crease of those difficulties or distresses, produced by

the increase of his or her difficulties or distresses.

Betafen , a . (from 3 , the increase of that dis

tress, and , producible), arising from the increase of

those difficulties or distresses, arising from theincrease

of his or her difficulties or distresses.

gerafts, a. (from 3 , the increase ofthat dis-

tress, and , produced), arising from the increase of

those difficulties or distresses, arising fromthe increase

of his orher difficulties and distresses.

, a. (from , the increase of that distress,

and 1, to give), causing the increase of that distress or

ofthose difficulties, causing the increase of his or her

distresses or difficulties.

gerigfantuæ, a . (from vef , the increase ofthat dis-

tress, and t , giving) , causing the increase of that

distress or of those difficulties, causing the increase of

his or her distresses or difficulties.

Jelzent ), 1. (from sectafa, the increase of that dis

tress, and , giving), causing the increase of that

distress or of those difficulties, causing the increase of

his or her distresses or difficulties .

Jetafa , s . (from 31 , the increase of that dis

tress, and , destruction), the prevention of the in-

crease ofthose difficulties or distresses, the prevention

ofthe increase of his or her difficulties or distresses.
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tafate, a. (from

Jet .

tf , the increase of that dis-

tress, and ☎, destructive), preventing the increase

of those difficulties or distresses, preventing the in-

crease of his or her difficulties or distresses.

zecafeteì, a . (from afa, the increase of that dis-

tress, and , destructive), preventive of the in-

crease of tho e difficulties or distresses, preventive of

the increase of his or her difficulties or distresses.

উৎক্লেশৰদ্বিদণশ, ও (from উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase ofthat dis-

tress, and tt, destruction), the prevention of the in-

crease of those difficulties or distresses, the prevention

of the increase of his or her difficulties or distresses.

Jezatafantate, z. (from stafa, the increase of that dis-

tress, and arts, destructive), preventive of the in-

crease ofthose difficulties or distresses , preventive of

the increase of his or her difficulties or distresses.

zzzpiziafiado, a . (fromvefs, the increase ofthat dis-

tress, andfare, causingto cease) , causing the increase

of those difficulties or distresses to cease, putting a

stop to the increase ofhis or her difficulties ordistress-

es .

তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিনিবারক, a. ( from তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that

distress, and fate, preventing), preventing the in-

crease of those difficulties or distresses, preventing the

increase ofhis or her difficulties or distresses.

sextafafaatad, s. (from Jafa, the increase ofthat

distress, and fix 79, a preventing), the preventing of

the increase ofthose difficulties or distresses, the pre-

venting ofthe increase of his or her difficulties or dis-

tresses.

উৎক্ষে

or arising from the increase of his orher difficulties or

distresses.

তৎক্লেশৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তৎকেশ, that distress, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), those difficulties or distresses excepted, his

orher distresses or difficulties excepted .

Jergateforge, s. (from Jet, that distress, and

an exception), the exception of those difficulties or dis-

tresses, the exception of his or her difficulties or dis-

tresses.

Je , a. (from , that distress, and F, joined

to), connected with those difficulties or distresses, con-

nected with his or her difficulties or distresses.

Jefs, a. (from eat, that distress, and af , desti-

tute of , free from those difficulties or distresses, free

from his or her difficulties or distresses.

, a. (from , that distress, and * , empty),

free from those difficulties or distresses , free from his

or her difficulties or distresses.

Jer , s. (from eat, that distress, and , one who

kills), one who removes those difficulties or distresses,

one who removes his or her difficulties or distresses.

Jetfi, s. (from *, that distress, and Tf, a loss),

a diminution of those difficulties or distresses, a dimi-

nution of his or her difficulties or distresses.

তৎক্লেশহীন , a. ( from তৎক্লেশ, that distress, and হীন, destitute

of), freefrom those difficulties or distresses, free from

his or her difficulties or distresses.

* , a. (from 3 *, that distress, and (£3. a cause),

caused by or arising from those difficulties or distress-

es, caused by or arising from his or her difficulties or

distresses.

J2Fate, ad. (abl. case of d), from that instant, thence-

forth, immediately.

HA, ad. (loc. case of d), then, at that instant.

Ff, s. (from 5, that, and sfs, a loss), that loss or de-

triment, his or her loss or detriment.

তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিনিবৃত্তি, s (from তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase ofthat dis-

tress, and faffs , cessation), the cessation of the in-

crease of those difficulties or distresses, the cessation

ofthe increase of his or her difficulties or distresses .

উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিনিমিত্তক, a . ( from তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that

distress, and fa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the increase of those difficulties or distresses, caused

by or arising from the increase of his or her difficult , a. (from

ties or distresses.

ত ক্লেশ দ্বিপুযুক্ত, a . ( from উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that

distress, and , caused by), caused by or arising

from the increase of those difficulties or distresses,

caused by or arising from the increase of his or her

difficulties or distresses.

উৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধিহেতুক, a. ( from তৎক্লেশবৃদ্ধি , the increase of that

distress, and , a cause), caused by or arising from

the increase of those difficulties or distresses, caused by

causing that loss

or detriment.

gefoane, a. (from

তৎক্ষতি, কারক,exfs, that loss, and † , causing),

or detriment, causing his or her loss

f , that loss, and , producing),

producing that loss or detriment, producing his or her

loss or detriment.

Je , a . (from , that loss, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that loss or detriment,

arising from or producible by that loss or detriment.

GFX, a. (from ™ , that, and , able), capable of that,

able to do that.

V v
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JSHAGI, 8. (from J , able to do that), a capacity or abi-

lity to do that.

তৎক্ষমতাপন্ন, a . ( from তৎক্ষমতা , ability to do that , and আপন্ন,

possessed of), possessed of capacity or ability to do that,

able to do that.

E , s. (from 3 , that, and c , welfare), that welfare,

that auspicious circumstance, his or her welfare.

তংক্ষেমকারক, a . (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and কারক, caus-

ing), causing that welfare, causing his or her welfare.

তৎস্কেমকারী, a. (fron তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and কারিন, mak-

ing), causing that welfare, causing his or her welfare.

ze(#2377, a. (from , that welfare, and , produc-

ing), producing that good, causing his or her welfare.

তৎক্ষেমজনিত, a. (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced from that welfare, produced by his or

her welfare.

, a. (from
, that welfare, and , produci

ble), arising from or produced by that welfare, produ-

cible by or arising from his or her welfare.

3453, a. (from 3 , that we'fare, and 3, produced ,

arising from that good, arising fromhis or her welfare.

উৎক্ষেমদায়ক, a . (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and দায়ক, giv

ing), conferring that good, bestowing welfare on him

or her.

Jerantut, a. (from , that welfare, and tf , giving),

conferring that good, bestowing welfare on him or her.

Ge¿FIFA, a. (from Ge , that welfare, and ‡ ,
destruc-

tion), the destruction of that good, the destruction of

his or her welfare .

JETJAT, 7. (from Jet , that welfare, and , de-

structive), destructive to that welfare, destructive to

his or her welfare.

3 , s. (from J , that welfare, and att, destruc

tion), the ruin ofthat welfare, the destruction of his or

her welfare.

তৎক্ষেযনাশক, a . ( from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that welfare, destructive to his

or her welfare.

তংক্ষেমনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and নিমিত্তক, a

cause) , caused by or arising from that welfare or suc-

cess, caused by or arising from his or her welfare or

success .

Ge , a. (from , that welfare, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that welfare or suc-

cess, caused by or arising from his or her welfare or

success.

Jeff , a. (from 3 , that welfare, and fefta, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that welfare.

JF, a. (from 3 , that welfare, and 5, joinedto),

connected with that welfare, connected with his or her

welfare .

তৎস্কে রহিত, a. ( from ত ক্ষেম, that welfare, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), destitute of that welfare or success.

ge7FA53), 8. (from G5 , that welfare, and Tę, one who

kills), one who destroys that success, one who destroys

his or her welfare .

GĦATIK, a. (from
, that welfare, and c , a caus“,

caused by or arising from that success, caused by or

arising from his or her welfare or success.

তৎক্ষেমাকা‡1, s. ( from উৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and সাকা‡া , de-

sire), a desire for that success or good fortune, a desire

for his or her success or good fortune.

তৎস্কেমাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a . (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and আকাঙ্কিন,

desirous), desirous of that success or good fortune, de-

sirous of his or her success or good fortune.

তৎক্ষেমাভিলাষ , s . ( from তৎক্ষেম, that welftre, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that welfare or success, a desire for

his or her welfare or success .

তৎক্ষেয়াতিলাষক, a. (from তৎক্ষেম, that welfare, and অভিলাষক,

desirous), desirous of that welfare or success, desirous

of his or her welfare or success.

তৎক্ষেমাভিলাষী, a. (from তৎক্ষেত্র, that welfare, and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of that welfare or success, desirous

of his or her welfare or success.

fafu, s. (from , that, and fofu, a lunarday , that lunar day.

3f3fufa , s. (from off , that lunar day, and fold, en

ascertaining) , the ascertaining of that lunar day.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and , a sacred place), that sa

cred place.

GF) SA, s. (from , that sacred place, and st , a go-

ing), a going on pilgrimage to that sacred place.

zzưnts , a. (from A , that sacred place, and mif , go-

ing , going to or visiting that sacred place.

, 8. from 3JY, that sacred place, and * , a sɛe-

ing), the viewing of that sacred place.

at, a. from , that sacredplace, and af , seeing,

viewing that sacred place.

tal, 8. from , that sacred place, and Tixi, a

mrch), a march or procession to that sacred place.

39F , a. (from Ja, thet, and I, equal), equal to that, like

that, similar.

Jefu, s. (from 34, that, and , pleasure), that pleasure

or gratification, his or her pleasure.
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fe , a. (from
, that pleasure, and , to do), pro-

ducing that pleasure or gratification, causing pleasure

to him or her.

fæ , a. (from 3 , that pleasure, and ạ , doing),

producing that pleasure or gratification, causing his or

her gratification or pleasure.

zyſvætâ, a. (from f , that pleasure, and fa , doing),

producing that pleasure or gratification, causing his or

her gratification or pleasure.

GYIKE, ɑ . (from J3 , that pleasure, and 57, to be produc- ||

ed), arising from that pleasure or gratification, arising

from his or her pleasure or gratification.

SIFYI , a. (from 33 , that pleasure, and , produc-

ing), producing that pleasure or gratification, produc-

ing his or her pleasure or gratification .

Sef¥3f43, a. (from If , that pleasure, and f43, produc-

ed), produced from that pleasure or gratification, pro-

duced from his or her pleasure or gratification.

, a. (from If , that pleasure, and , produci-

ble), arising from or producibleby thatpleasure or gra.

tification, arising from or produced by his or her gra-

tification or pleasure.

Jefus, a. (from , that pleasure, and 3, produced),

a isang from that pleasure or gratification, arising from

his or her gratification or pleasure.

f , s . (from f , that pleasure, and §î, des'ructi

on), the destruction of that pleasure or gratification,

the destruction of his or her gratification or plea-

sure.

6, a. (from 3f , that pleasure, and ‡ , destruc-

tive), destructive to that pleasure or gratification, de-

structive to his or her pleasure or gratification.

v. (from f , that pleasure, and of de-

structive , destructive to that pleasure or gra ification,

destructive to his or her pleasure or gratification.

defeat , s. (from of , that pleasure, and *, destructi-

on), the destruction of that pleasure or gratification,

the destruction of his or her pleasure or gratification .

syfant¶æ, a. (from 37f8, that pleasure, and ¬ **, destruc-

tire , destructive to that pleasure or gratification, de-

structive to his or her pleasure or gratification .

fufate, a. (from , that pleasure, and fire, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to that pleasure or gratifi-

cation, putting a stop to his or her pleasure or gratifi-

cation.

স্বতস্থিনিবারক, a. (from তত্ত্বষ্টি, that pleasure, and নিবারক, pre-

venting) , preventing that pleasure or gratification, pre

venting his or her pleasure or gratification..

তত্ত্বষ্টিনিবারণ , s. ( fromउতুষ্টি, that pleasure, and নিবারণ , a pre-

v.n'ing), the preventing of that pleasure or gratificati-

on, thepreventing of his orher pleasure or gratification.

face, a. (from 3 , that pleasure, and ff , a

cause), caused by or arising from that pleasure or gra-

tification, caused by or arising from his or her plea-

sure or gratification.

fagfozee, a. (from , that pleasure, and focus, op-

posed to), obstructing or opposing that pleasure or gra-

tification, obstructing or preventing his or her gratifi

cation or pleasure.

, a. (from , that pleasure, and 5, caused

by), caused by or arising from that pleasure or gratifi.

cation, caused by or arising from his or her pleasure

or gratification.

vyſte, a. (from fe , that pleasure, and T☎, increas-

ing), increasing that pleasure or gratification, increas-

ing his or her pleasure or gratification.

47, s. (from gf , that pleasure, and , an increas-

ing , the increasing of that pleasure or gratification, the

increasing of his or her pleasure or gratification .

tyfufaa, s. (from 3 , that pleasure, and fæ , an obstruc-

tion), an obstruction to that pleasure or gratification,

an obstruction to his or her gratification or pleasure.

sefularetke, a. (from da , an obstruction to that plea-

sure, and atae, causing), causing the obstruction of

that pleasure or gratification, causing an obstruction

to his or her pleasure or gratification.

gyfufcaune, a. (from Jaffa , an obstruction to that plea-

sure, and , producing , producing an obstruction.

to that pleasure or gratification, producing an obstruc-

tion to his or her pleasure or gratification .

ffærafãs, a. (from fef , anobstruction to that plea.

sure, and fas, produced), produced by the obstructi-

on ofthat pleasure or gatification .

ffa , a . (from , an obstruction to that plea.

sure, and , producible), arising from or producible

by the obstruction of that gratification or pleasure,

arising from or producible by the obstruction of his or

her gratification or pleasure.

ogfufam , a. (from gyffer, an obstruction to that plea-

sure, and , giving), placing an obstacle in the way

of that gratification or pleasure, placing an obstacle in

the way of his or her gratification or pleasure.

V v2
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তন্তুষ্টিবিস্মরহিত , a . (from তত্ত্বষ্টিবিঘ্ন, an obstruction to that plea-

sure, and a , destitute of), free from obstructions to

that pleasure or gratification, free from obstruction to

his or her gratification or pleasure.

ffan, ad. (from , that pleasure, and f , without),

without that pleasure or gratification.

geföftat , s. (from 3f , that pleasure, and fa̸ , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that pleasure or gratification,

the destruction of his or her gratification or pleasure .

তত্ত্বষ্টিৰিনাশক, a. (from তত্ত্বষ্টি, that pleasure, and ৰিনাশক, de

structive), destructive to that pleasure, destructive to

his or her pleasure or gratification.

SIVE, a. (from 8, that pleasure, and , a root),

originating in that pleasure or gratification , originating

in his or her gratification or pleasure.

fa , a. (from 3 , that pleasure, and af , destitute

of), destitute of that pleasure or gratification.

GEFYMAI, a. (from 3 , that pleasure, and * , empty), free

from that pleasure or gratification.

6 , a. (from , that pleasure, and , indicat-

ing), indicating his or her gratification, making known

that pleasure.

Jefusta, a. (from gfs, that pleasure, and a, destitute

of, destitute of that pleasure or gratification.

zyftige, « . (from , that pleasure, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that pleasure or gratificati-

on, caused by or arising from his or her gratification.

, a. (from 35, that, and af , satisfaction) , that satisfac-

tion, the satisfaction or gratification of him or her.

Jefeæige, a. (from , that satisfaction, and æta , caus-

ing), causing that satisfaction or gratification, satisfy-

ing or gratifying him or her.

ofsetat, a. (from , that satisfaction, and ata , mak-

ing,, causing that satisfaction or gratification, satisfy.

ing or gratifying him or her.

produc, a. (from , that satisfaction, and

ing , producing that satisfaction or gratification, pro-

ducing his or her satisfaction or gratification.

তত্ত্বষ্টিজনিত , a. (from তত্ত্বষ্টি , that satisfaction, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by that satisfaction or gratification,

produced from his or her satisfaction or gratification .

Jeftas, a . (from fe, that satisfaction, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that satisfaction or

gratification, producible by or arising from his or her

satisfaction or gratification.

CT(Suts, a. (from , that satisfaction, and 5 , produc-

33.

ed), arising from or produced by that satisfaction or

gratification.

, s. (from , that satisfaction, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of that satisfaction or gratificati-

on, the destruction of his or her satisfaction or gratifi-

cation.

ft , a. (from 3 , that satisfaction, and , de-

structive), destructive to that satisfaction or gratificati-

on, destructive to his or her satisfaction or gratification.

fe , a. (from 8 , that satisfaction, and far , de-

structive), destructive to that satisfaction or gratificati-

on, destructive to his or her satisfaction or gratification.

fatt, s . (from , that satisfaction, and at, destruc

tion), the destruction of that satisfaction or gratificati

on, the destruction of his or her satisfaction or gratifi-

cation.

cofentie, a. (from 3 , that satisfaction, and at*e, de-

structive), destructive to that satisfaction or gratificati

on, destructive to his or her satisfaction or gratifica-

tion.

oeftfacée, a. (from Gyf , that satisfaction, and fieds, pu!-

ting an end to), putting an end to that satisfaction or

gratification, putting an end to his or her satisfaction

or gratification.

uffage, a . (from fe, that satisfaction, and fiatae,

preventing), preventing that satisfaction or gratificati

on, preventing his or her satisfaction or gratification.

Gejefaiza, s. (from efe, that satisfaction, and fact?d, o

preventing), the preventing of that satisfaction or gra

tification, the preventing of his or her satisfaction or

gratification.

Gefefiafe, s. (from vefs, that satisfaction, and fiefs, ces-

sation), the cessation ofthat satisfaction of gratificati

on, the cessation of his or her satisfaction or gratifica

tion.

fsfafie , a. (from , that satisfaction, and fifty, o

cause), caused by or arising from that satisfaction or

gratification, caused by or arising from his orher satis-

faction or gratification.

offs , a . (from 33 , that satisfaction, and free,

opposing), opposing or obstructing that satisfaction or

gratification, opposing or obstructing his or her satis-

faction or gratification.

Gysexys, a. (from GIF, that satisfac'ion, and HF, caused ”

by , caused by or arising from that satisfaction orgra

tification, caused by or arising fromhis or her satisfac

tion or gratification,
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তভে.

GIFITCF, a. (from Jeſs, that satisfaction, and The, increas-

ing), increasing that satisfaction or gratification, in-

creasing his or her satisfaction or gratification.

fa, s. (from , that satisfaction, and 7, an in-

creasing), the increasing of that satisfaction or gratifi-

cation, the increasing of his or her satisfaction or gra-

tification.

fan , ad. (from 3 , that satisfaction, and fat, with-

out), without that gratification, without his or her gra-

tification.

অভিবিনাশ, s. (from তত্ত্বষ্টি, that satisfaction, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that satisfaction or grati-

fication, the destruction of his or her satisfaction or

gratification.

তত্ত্বটিৰিনাশক, a . (from তত্ত্বষ্টি, that satisfaction , and ৰিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that satisfaction or gratifi-

cation, destructive to his or her satisfaction or gratifi-

cation.

affa, s. (from 3 , that satisfaction, and af , increase),

the increase of that satisfaction or gratification, the in-

crease of his or her gratification or satisfaction.

TESTE, ɑ. (from 33 , that satisfaction, and TF,joined to),

connected with that satisfaction or gratification, con-

nected with his or her gratification or satisfaction .

sqftirge, a. (from , that satisfaction, and czz, a

cause), caused by or arising from that satisfaction or

gratification, caused by or arising from that satisfacti-

on or gratification .

TWT:, s. (from 35, that, and 1357, vigor), that vigor or

energy,that splendor, his, her, or its vigor or energy, its

splendor or ardor.

তভেজ:পুতিৰস্বক, a. (from তত্তেজ, that vigor , and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

posing), opposing or obstructing that vigor or energy,

opposing or obstructing his, her, or its vigor or energy.

: , a. (from 3 , that rigor, and , caused by);

caused by or proceeding from that vigor or energy,

caused by or proceeding from his, her, or its vigor or

energy.

37 : a. (from 35, that vigor, and I, empty),

destitute of that vigor or energy.

751, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and , to do), produc

ing that vigor or energy, producing his, her, or its vigor

or energy.

SiccatGIE, a. (from 335, that vigor, and iæ, produc-

ing), producing that vigor or energy, producing his, her,

or its vigor or energy.

JT3.

ed), produced by that vigor or energy, produced by

his, her, or its spirit or energy.

at , a. (from 33 , that vigor, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that vigor or energy, pro-

ducibleby or arisingfrom his, her, or its vigoror energy.

seratate, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and 3, produced),

arising from or produced by that vigor or energy, aris-

ing from or produced by his, her, or its vigor or energy.

t ' , s. (from 3 , that vigor, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of that vigor or energy, the de-

struction of his, her, or its vigor or energy.

33latne, ɑ. (from 335, that vigor, and , de-

structive), destructive to that vigor or energy, destruc-

tive to his, her, or its energy or vigor.

maatki, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and I , destruc-

tive), destructive to that vigor or energy, destructive

to his, her, or its vigor or energy.

Gelata*, s. (from 35, that vigor, and at , desiructi-

on), the destruction ofthat vigor or energy, the destruc-

tion of his, her, or its vigor or energy.

তত্তেজোনাশক, a. ( from তত্তেজ, that vigor, and নাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to that vigor or energy, destructive

to his, her, or its vigor or energy.

তত্তেজোনিৱৰ্ত্তক, ৫. (iromতত্তেজ, that vigor, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to that vigor or energy, caus-

ing his, her, or its vigor or energy to cease.

তত্তেজোনিবারক, a. (from উত্তেজ, that vigor, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that vigor or energy, preventing

his, her, or its vigor or energy.

তত্তেজোনিবারণ , s. (from উত্তেজ, that vigor, and নিবারণ , a pre-

vent.ng), the preventing of that vigor or energy, the

preventing of his, her, or its vigor or energy.

31atfaafe, s. (from 3 , that vigor, and fife, cessation),

the cessation of that vigor or energy, the cessation of

bis, her, or its vigor or energy,

উত্তেজো নিমিত্তক, a. ( from উত্তেজ, that vigor, and নিষিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that vigor or energy,

caused by or arising from his, her, or its vigor or ener-

gy.

Kanzas, a. (from 335, that vigor, and 4, increas-

ing), increasing that vigor or energy, increasing his,

her, or its vigor, splendor, or energy.

getataối, 8. (from 3735, that rigor, and 757, an increas-

ing) , an increasing of that vigor or energy, an increas-

ing of his, her, or its vigor or energy.

তত্তেসোজনিত, a. ( from তত্তেজ, that viger, and জনিত, produc- তত্তেজোৰিঘ্ন, s. (from তত্তেজ, that vigor, and বিঘ্ন, an obstructi
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on), an obstruction to that vigor, splendor, or energy, an

obstruction to his, her, or its vigor, splendor, or energy.

at , ad. (from 335, that vigor, and f71, without).

without that vigor, splendor, or energy.

storatfantxt, s. (from 35, that vigor, and f *, destruc-

tion), the destruction of that vigor or energy, the de-

struction of his, her, or its vigor or energy.

মত্তেজোৰিনাশক , 7. ( from তত্তেজ, that vigor, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that vigor or energy, destruc

tive to his, her, or its vigor, or energy.

wretsifeft , a. (from 335, that vigor, and fafates, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that vigor or energy, possessed

of his , her, or its vigor or energy.

Trochiyy, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and TF,joined to),

connected with that vigor or energy, connected with

his, her, or its vigor or energy.

carafes, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and afes, desti-

tule of, destitute of that vigor or energy.

waaniga, s. (from , that vigor, and TT, one who

hills), a destroyer of that vigor or energy, the destroy-

er ofhis , her, or its vigor or energy.

e7etatea, a. (from 3 , that vigor, and , destitute

of), destitute of that vigor or energy.

Sang , a. (from , that vigor, and1 a cause),

caused by or arising from that vigor or energy, caused

by or arising from his, her, or its vigor or energy.

gi , s. (from , that rigor, and g , diminution),

the diminution or decrease of that vigor, energy or

splendor.

ta, s. (from 3 , that, and co¤, gratification), that gra-

tification, his or her gratification.

তত্ত্বোষজনক, a . (from তত্তেta, that gratification, and জনক,

causing), producing that gratification, producing his,

her, or its gratification.

ta , a. (from ta, that gra'ification, and pro-

ducible), arising from or producible by that grauficati-

on, arising from or producible by his or her gratifi-

cation.

ভাতামনিনিত্তক, “. (from উত্তোষ, that gratification, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , caused by or arising from that gratification,

caused by or arising from his or her gratification .

II)890F, a. (from 37 , thatgratification, and TF, caus-

ad by , caused by or arising from that gratification,

caused by or arising from his or her gratification.

T
tag , d . (from 33ta, that gratification, and cx3, a

e use), caused byor arising from that gratification, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her gratification.

ཅ ༢

, s. (from e, that), a first principle, a primitive truth,

an axiom , an accurate idea, the genuine nature ofa

thing, a truth, a reality, identity, a mystery, a thing to

be sought, search, enquiry. This word constructed with

* , to speak, means to tell any discovery, to divulge,

to declare the reality of any thing ; with at , to know, it

means to discover, to become acquainted with a fact;

withfat , to enquire, it means to seek after an accu-

rate knowledge of athing, and with , to take, it means

to scrutinize, to superintend, to trace out.

E, s. (from , a first principle, and E, a doer),

a philosopher, one who investigates the truth ofthings.

E , s. (from , afirst principle, and t , knowledge ,

the knowledge offirst principles, the knowledge of any

fundamental truth, the knowledge of realities.

ytat, a. (from , a first principle, and ffa, know-

ing), acquainted with the true knowledge of a thing; s.

one who is acquainted with first principles, a philoso-

pher.

Gyethì, a. (from , afirst principle, and Tifû♬, speaking)

speaking philosophically, speaking correctly on any

subject.

3 , s. (from 3 , afirst principl , and 1, talk), an

enquiry, a scrutiny,

tata , s. (from 3 , a first principle, and itæ, as-

certaining), a superintendent, an inspector.

otata, s. (from 7, afirs ! principle, and waited, the

ascertaining orfixing upon a thing , superintendence,

care, attention, inspection."

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and , a side), that side, that

wing, that wax or wane of the moon, his or her side or

party.

Jedli, s. (from , that wing, and ca , one who cuts),

one who cuts that wing, one who cuts its wings.

334 , s. (from 3 † , that wing, and că , a cutting), the

cutting ofthat wing, the cutting of its wings.

JaЯH & E, a. (from , that wing, and *, cutting),

cutting that wing, cutting its wings ; s. one who cuis

that wing, one who cuts its wings.

524FTKTI, s. (from 3 , that wing, and c , a cutting),

the cutting of that wing, the cutting ofits wings.

, s. (from , that wing, and , destruction),

the destruction of that wing, or ofits wings, the destruc-

tion of his or her party, the destruction ofthat party.

Jedxtraæ, ɑ . (from , that wing, and A , destruc-

tive), destructive to that wing, or to its wings, destruc

tive to his or her party, destructive to that party.
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Я , a. (from F, that wing, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to that wing, or to its wings, destruc-

tive to his or her party, destructive to that party.

, s. (from 3 , that wing, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of that wing or of its wings, the de-

struction of his or her party, the destruction of that

party.

ette, a. (from 3 , that wing, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to that wing or to its wings, destruc .

tive to his or her party, destructive to that party.

তৎপক্ষনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপক্ষ, that side, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that party, caused by or aris

ing from his or her party.

, s. (from , that side, and 3, afall) , a clos-

ing in with or supporting his or her party, the taking

of that side, the taking of his or her side.

= ** ), a. (from , that side, and ³ , falling),

closing in with or supporting his or her party, taking

his or her side, taking that side.

, ad. (loc. case of ), on that side, on his or her

side.

3d, s. (from 3 , that, and t , a stake), that stake, that

wager, that voluntary obligation or engagement.

1 , s. from , that stake, and ý, a doer), the

person who makes that wager, he who lays that stake.

Jeddata , a. (from 3 , that stake, and eta , doing),

laying that wager, staking that, engaging to do that.

, a. (from 34, that stake, and , producible ,

arising from that stake or wager.

or wager.

, caused by),, a. (from 3 , that stake, and

caused by or arising from that stake or wager.

eh, s. (from 3 , that stake, and 5 , a breaking),

the breaking of that engagement or voluntary obligati-

on, the not standing to that wager.

Je , a. (from 3 , that stake, and 3 , breaking),

Ove

breaking that engagement, not standing to that stake

zeddlgok, a. (from , that stake, and 53. a cause),

caused by or arising from that stake or wager.

তৎনাকাঙ্কা, s. (from উৎপন্ন, that stake, and সাকাল , desire),

a desire to lay that wager, a desire to enter into that

obligation.

Jedtægt, a . (from 44, that stake, and wiffa, desir

ous), desirous of laying that wager, desirous of laying

himselfunder that obligation.

তৎপনাভিলাষ, s. (from তৎপন, that stake, and অভিনা , desire),

છે.

a desire to lay that wager, a desire of laying one's self

under that obligation .

তৎপনাভিলাষী, a. (from তপন, that stake, and অভিলাষি , de-

sirous), desirous of laying that wager, desirous of lay-

ing himself under that obligation.

Je , s. (from , that, and f , a road), that road or path.

32Яusts, a. (fróm , that road, and sit , going), go-

ing that way, travelling on that road.

Jequ , a. (from T , that road, and i, to know), acquaint.

ed with that road.

Jequbide, a. (from Я , that road, and æ, making

known), directing in or making acquainted with that

road.

3 , a. (from ex , that road, and f , shewing),

shewing that road.

, a. (from 3 , that road, and af , shewing),

shewing that road,

JeЯutama, a. (from 4 , that road, and , depend-

ing , professing that particular way, observing that

particular course of actions.

Jew, s. (from . that, and , wholesome diet), that

wholesome diet.

ffice, a . (from 3 , that wholesome diet, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from that whole-

some diet.

JeWTF, a. (from 4 , that wholesome diet, and

caused by), caused by or arising from that wholesome

diet.

3turfan , ad. (from 3 , that wholesome diet, and fat,

without), without that regimen, without that wholesome

diet.

Jeff , a. (from 3 , that wholesome diet, and

fa , excepted), that course of wholesome diet ex-

cepted.

geЯurafæ, s. (from Я , that wholesome diet, aud

, an exception), an exception to that course of

wholesome diet.

geuse, a. (from , that wholesome diet, and 5 ,

eating), eating that diet, living upon that wholesome

diet.

Jeut , a. (from , that wholesome diet, and tfta,

eating), eating that diet, living upon that wholesome

diet.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and , foot), that foot, that poe-

tical foot, that word, that office, that station, his or her

office or station.

gestasts, a. (from , that station, and s³, obtained), pos-

sessed of or placed in that station or office.
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Joy, a. (from Je , that station, and rs, fallen from),

fallen from that station or dignity, dismissed from that

office.

Je , a. (from e , that station, and , obtained),

placed in that office or station, possessed of that sta-

tion or office.

, a. (from 3 , that station, and . fallenfrom),

fallen from that station or dignity, dismissed from that

office.

Je , a. (from , that station, and T, to stand), oc-

cupying that situation, placed in that office.

Jett1, s. (from , that station, and fit, desire),

a desire for that station or office, a desire for his or her

station or office.

তৎপদাকাঞ্জী, a. (from তৎপদ, that station , and আকাঙ্কিন, desir

ous), desirous of that station or office, desirous of his

or her station or office.

Jelati, s. (from Je , that station, and 1, expecta-

tion), an expectation of that office or station, an ex-

pectation of his or her office or station.

উৎপদাপেক্ষী, a. (fromতৎপদ, that station, and অপেক্ষি , expect.

ing), expecting or waiting for that office or station ,

expecting or waiting for his or her office or station.

ta , a. (from , that station, and af , de-

pending on), depending upon that office or station .

তৎপদাভিলাষ, s. (from তৎপদ, that station, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for that station or office, a desire for his

or her station or office.

•

geantfsatat, a. (from , that station, and femifig,

desirous), desirous of that station or office, desirous of

his or her station or office.

Jenifsfas, a. (from , that station, and af ,

anointed), substituted for that, occupying the place of

that person or thing.

et , s. (from 3 , that, and fif, a thing , that thing,

that object; also, (from et , that office, and of, an ob-

ject), having that office or station for his or her ob-

ject.

Jett, a. (from 3 , that station, and fita, desiring),

desirous of that office or station, desirous of his or her

office or station.

Jetas, a. (from 3 , that station, and
, attach-

ed to), attached to or fond of that station or office .

Jena , s. (from TM, that stot.ón, and F. desire), a de-

sire of that office or station, a desire of his or her of-

fice or station,

Testors, a. (from 3e , that station, and a desirous), de-

J34.

sirous of that office or station, desirous of his or he

office or station.

তৎপদেটুক, a. (from তৎপদ, that station, and ইচ্ছুক, desirous),

desirous ofthat office or station, desirous of his or her

office or station .

GeЯAIFA, 8. (from , that, and a , power), that power,

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমজ s. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and জন, to be

produced), arising from that power, arising from his or

her power.

তৎপরাক্রনজনক, a. ( from তৎপরাক্রম , that power, and জনক, pro-

duced), causing that power, giving rise to his or her

power.

তৎপরাক্রমজনিত, a. ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and জনিত ,

produced), produced from that power, produced by

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমজন্য, a. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), arising from or producible by that power,

arising from or producible by his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমজতি, ৫. ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power , and at , pro

duced), produced by or arising from that power, pro-

duced by or arising from his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমদাত!, s . ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and দাতা,

giver), one who confers that power, he who confers

power on him or her.

তৎপরণক্রমদায়ক, a. (from তৎপরাক্রম , that power, and দায়ক,

giving), conferring that power, giving that power to

him or her.

Jestatant , a. (from eat , that power, and if

giving), conferring that power, conferring his or her

power.

তৎপরাক্রমী̂ স, s. (from তৎপরাক্রম , that power, and म, de-

struction), the ruin or destruction ofthat power, the de-

struction of his or her power.

TEPKİFAÏ'ĦE, a. (from est , that power, and e,

destructive), destructive to that power, destructive to

his or her power.

JF , a. (from 3 , that power, and f

destructive), destructive to that power, destructive to

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমন+শ , s . (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and at de-

struction), the destruction of that power, the destructi-

on of his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমনাশক, ৪. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and is,

destructive), destructive to that power, destructive to

his or herpower.
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তৎপ

তৎপরাক্রমনাশক, c. (from ডৎপরাক্রম, that power, and ate ,

destructive), destructive to that power, destructive to

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমপযুক্ত, a. ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that power, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমবর্ধক, a. (from তৎপৰাক্ৰম, that power, and বৰ্দ্ধক, in-

creasing), making that power increase, increasing his

or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমৱৰ্দ্ধন , s . (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and বৰ্দ্ধন, an

increasing), the increasing of that power, the increas.

ing ofhis or her
power.

榆তৎপরাক্রমৰিনা, ad. (from তৎপরক্রিম, that power, and ৰিনা,

without , without that power, without his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমবিনাশ, s. ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power , and বিনাশ,

destruction), the destruction of that power, the de-

struction of his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমবিনাশক, a . ( from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and fৰনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that power, destructive to

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমবিশিষ্ট, a. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and বিশিষ্ট ,

possessed of, possessed of that power, possessed of

his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমবিহীন, a. (from তৎপরক্রিয ,় that power, and ৰিহীন,

destiture), destitute of that power, destitute of his or

her power.

তৎপরাক্রম বৃদ্ধি , ও. (from তৎপরাক্রম , that power, and বুদ্ধি, in-

crease), the increase of that power, the increase of his

or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমৰ্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and

fof , excepted), that power excepted, his or her

power excepted, exempted from that power, exempted

from his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রম তিরেক, s. (from তৎপরাক্রম, thit power, and

fs , an exception), an exception of that power, the

exception of his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমযুক্ত , a. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and যুক্ত, join

ed to), connected with that power, connected with his

or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমরহিত, ৫. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of that power, destitute of his or her

power.

তৎপরাক্রমশূন্য, a . (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and শূন্য , empty),

destitute of that power, destitute of his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমহন্তা , ৪. (from তৎপরাক্রম , that power, and হত ,্ one

who kills), one who destroys that power, the destroy-

ing of his or herpower.

তৎপরাক্রমহানি, ৫. (from তৎপরাক্রম, that power, and হানি, loss),

the declension or loss of that power, the declension or

loss of his or her power.

তৎপরাক্রমহীন, a. (fromতৎপরাক্রম, that power, and হীন, desti

tute), destitute of that power, destitute of his or her

power.

তৎপরাক্রমহেতুক, a. (from তৎপরক্রিম, that power, and হেত ,ু a

cause), caused by or arising from that power, caused

by or arising from his or her power.

Je , s. (from 3 , that, and tд, defeat), that defeat,

his or her defeat.

Яaturæ , s. (from eat , that defeat, and af, a do.

er), the conquerer of him or her, he who defeats him

or her.

তৎপরাজয়কারক , a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and কারক,

causing), causing his or her defeat ; s. he who conquers

or defeats him or her.

তৎপরাজয়কারী, a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and কারিন, do-

ing), effecting his or her defeat, conquering him or her.

তৎপরাজয়জনিত, a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and জনিত,

produced , produced by that defeat, produced from his

or her defeat.

'ס

তৎপর জয়জন্য, a. ( from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat , and অন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from his or her de-

feat, producible by or arising from that defeat.

তৎপর'জয়প্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and

afsaac, opposing), preventing or hindering that de-

feat, obstructing or preventing his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়পুযুক্ত , a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that defeat, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়বিলা , ad. ( from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and বিনা,

without), without that defeat, without his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and

Ww

arfsfts, excepted), that defeat excepted, his or her de-

feat excepted.

তৎপরাজয়ন্যডিরেক, s. ( from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and

If , an exception), the exception of that defeat,

the exception of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়হেতুক, a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat , aud হেত ,ু a

cause), caused by or arising from that defeat, caused by

orarising from his or her defeat.

তৎপরজয়াকা31 , a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and আকাশ,

a wish), the desire of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়াকাঙ্গী , a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat , and আকাভিন,

desirous), desirous of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়।ভিলাষ , a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and অভিলাষ,

desire), the desire ofhis or her defeat.
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. yet.

eataifat , a. (from seat , that defeat, and

ata , desirous ), desirous of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজয়েচ্ছা, ৪. ( from তৎপরাজয় , that defeat, and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire), the desire of his or her defeat,

Gestaing , a. (from II, that defeat, and 35, desir-

ous), desirous of his or her defeat.

FeЯLİKIEF, a (from 3 , that defeat, and , desir-

ous), desirous of his or her defeat.

eats , s. (from 3 , that, and as , defeat), that defeat,

his or her defeat.

Jex315zæói, 8. (from , that defeat, and ☎ý, a do-

er), he who conquers him or her, he who defeats him

or her.

তৎপরাভকারী, . (from তৎপরতি , that defeat, and কারিন,

doing), defeating him or her, subduing him or her.

উৎপাত জন্য, a. (from তৎপরাজয়, that defeat, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that defeat,

producible by or arising from his or her defeat.

তৎপরাভবনিয়িত্তক, a. ( from তৎপরাভব, that defeat , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from his or her defeat,

caused by or arising from that defeat.

তৎপরাভপুযুক্ত, a. ( from তৎপরাভব, that defeat, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that defeat, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her defeat.

ভৎপয়াভৰুবিনা , ad. ( from তৎপরাভব, that defeat , and বিনা,

without), without that defeat, without his or her defeat.

তৎপরাডৰতিরিক্ত , a. ( from তৎপরাজয ,় th't defeat, and

, excepted), that defeat excepted, his or her de-

featexcepted.

তৎপরাভবতিরেক, s. ( from তৎপরাভব, that defeat , and

age, an exception), the exception of that defeat, the

exception of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাত হেতুক, a. (from তৎপরাভৰ, that defeat, and হেত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that defeat, caused

by or arising from his or her defeat.

তৎপরাভাকাঙ্কী, s. (from তৎপরভিন, that defeat, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা,

a desire), a desire for his or her defeat.

তৎপরাতৰ কাণী, a. (from তৎপরাত্তৰ, that defeat, and আকাঙ্কিন ,

desirous , desirous of his or her defeat.

তৎপরাজাভিলাষ, ৪. (from তৎপরাতৰ, that defeat, and অভিলাষ,

desire), the desire of his or her defeat.

Jestatatat, a . (from stats , that defeat, and

affa , desirous ), desirous of his or her defeat .

ভৎপরাভবেদ্ধ। , s. ( fom তৎপরতর, that defeat, and ইচ্ছা, a wish) ,

a wish for his or her defeat.

HATT&, ɑ. (from , that defeat, and 25, desir-

us), desirous of his or her defeat.

સમ.

তৎপরাতৰেছুক, a . (from তৎপরাভব , that defeat, and ইচ্ছুক, desir-

ous), desirous ofhis or her defeat.

Jefa , s. (from 3 , that, and fox, acquaintance), that

acquaintance, his or her acquaintance.

তৎপরিচয়াকা§1, s . (from তৎপরিচয়, that acquaintance , and

tet , desire), a desire for his or her acquaintance.

fatti, a. (from fag, that acquaintance, and

ta , desirous), desirous of his or her acquaintance.

তৎপরিচয়।ভিলাষ, s. ( from তৎপরিচয ,় that acquaintance, and

fata, desire), a desire of his or her acquaintance.

Jeqfabutfsati, a . (from exfaty, that acquaintance, and

afata , desirous , desirous of his or her acquaint-

ance.

তৎপরিচয়েঞ্জা, s . (from তৎপরিচয়, that acquaintance, and ইহা, ৫

wish), a wish for his or her acquaintance.

fa. (from 3 , that acquaintance, and

desirous), desirous of his or her acquaintance.

তৎপরিচয়েমুক, a . ( from তৎপরিচয়, that acquaintance, and ইছুক,

desirous), desirous of his or her acquaintance.

, s . (from , that, and far , service), that ser

vice or attendance, or the serving or attending upon

him or her.

1, s. (from eft, that service, and

doer) , one who performs his or her service, one who

performs that service.-

তৎপরিচর্যাকা 1, s. (fromতৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and আঁকা ,

desire), a desire of that service, a desire of attending

on or serving him or her.

তৎপরিচর্য্যাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from তৎপরিচর্যা , that service, and আকারিন,

desirous), desirous of that service, desirous of attend-

ing on or serving him or her.

তৎপরিচর্যাকারক, a. ( from উৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and কারক,

doing), waiting on or serving him or her, performing

that service.

তৎপরিচর্য্যাতৎপর, a. (from তৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and তৎপর,

eminent), eminent at that service, eminent in serving

or waiting upon him or her.

ডৎ পরিচর্যাপেক্ষক, a. (from তংপরিচর্য্যা, that service , andঅপেক্ষা,

expecting , expecting or waiting for that service, ex-

pecting or waiting for his or her service.

Я , a. (from seas , that service, and

expectation), an expectation ofthat service, an expec

tation of his or her service.

তৎপরিচর্য্যাণেক্ষী, a. (from তৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and অপেক্ষিল,

expecting , expecting or waiting for that service, ex-

pecting or waiting for his or her service.

তৎপরিচর্যাভিলায ,় s. ( from তৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and অভিলম,
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·Jed,

desire), a desire for that service
, a desire ofserving

or

attending
upon him or her.

effisait, a . (from fan , that service, and

- afsatfag, desirous), desirous of that service, desirous

of serving or attending on him or her.

তৎপরিচর্য্যাস , a. ( from তৎপরিচর্যা, that service, and আসিক্ত ,

attached to), fond of that service, fond ofattending on

or serving him or her.

তৎপরিচর্য্যেচ্ছ!, s . ( from তৎপরিচর্যা, that service , and ইচ্ছা, a

desire), a desire of that service, a desire of serving or

attending on him or her.

desirfat , a. (from far , that service, and

ous), desirous of that service, desirous of serving him

or her.

তৎপরিচর্য্যেছুক, a . (from তৎপরিচর্যা , that service, and ইচ্ছুক, de-

sirous), desirous of that service, desirous of serving

him or her,

sta , s. (from 3 , that, and t , an attendant),

that servant or attendant, his or her servant or atten-

dant.

ভৎপরিজন , s. (from তদ্, that , and পরিজন , a member of a fa- !

mily , that family a member of that family, that atten-

dant or relation, his or her relation or attendant.

stata, s . (from 3 , that, and af , salvation ) , that

salvation, his or her salvation.

তৎপরিত্রানকারক, a. (from তৎপরিত্রাণ, that salvation, and কারক,

causing , causing or working out that salvation, effect-

ing his or her salvation.

তৎপরিত্রাণকারী, a. (fromতৎপরিত্রাণ, that salvation, and কারিন,

making, causing or working out that saivation, effect-

ing his or her salvation .

রংপরিত্রাণজন্য , a. (from তৎপরিত্রাণ , that salvation, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from that saiva-

tion, producible by or arising from his or her salva-

tion .

তৎপরিত্রাণনিমিত্তক, a . ( from তৎপরিত্রান , that salvation, and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from that saivati-

on, caused by or arising from his or her salvation.

তৎপরিত্রাণহেতুক, a . ( from তৎপরিত্রাণ, that salvation , and হেত,ু

a cause) , caused by or arising from that salvation , caus-

ed by or arising from his or her salvation.

তৎপরিত্রাণাকা ) , ৪. (from তৎপরিত্রাণ , that salvation , and অঙ্ক ,,

a desire), a desire for that salvation , a desire for his or

her salvation.

তৎপরিত্রাণাকাী, ৪. (from উৎপরিত্রাণ , that salvation, and

at , desirous , desirous of that salvation, desirous of

his or her salvation ,

test.

তৎপরিত্রাণেদ্ধ) , s. (from তৎপরিত্রাণ , that salvation, and ইচ্ছা, the

will), a desire for that salvation, a desire for his or her

salvation.

তৎপরিত্রাণেছ ,ু a . (from তৎপরিত্রাণ, that salvation, and ইম ,ু de-

sire) , desirous of that salvation, desirous of his or her

salvation.

geta, s. (from , that, and Я , a vessel), that vessel,

that person to whom any thing is entrusted.

Jentata, s. (from sea, that vessel, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of that vessel.

Jetate, S. (from 325, that vessel, and , de-

structive), breaking or destroying that vessel.

Jesias , a. (from , that vessel, and fan, de-

structive , destructive to that vessel.

তৎপাত্রনাশ, s . ( from উৎপাত্র, that vessel, and নাশ, destruc

tion , the breaking or destruction of that vessel.

তৎপাত্রনাশক, a . ( from উৎপাত্র, that vessel , and at de

structive), destructive to that vessel.

Jefface, a. (from gett , that vessel, and fairs, a

cause), caused by that vessel or agent.

তৎপত্ৰিপুযুক্ত, a. ( from উৎপাত্র, that vessel, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that vessel or agent.

3fa1, ad. (from 3 , that vessel, and fan , without),

without that vessel.

তৎপাত্রতিরিক্ত, a. ( from তৎপত্ৰি, that vessel, and রাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that vessel or agent excepted.

তৎপত্ৰিতিরেক, 8. (from তৎপাত্র, that vessel, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception ofthat vessel or agent.

Jenis a. (from Я , that foot, and 75, bowed),

bowed down at his or her foot, bowed at that foot.

Jetagata, s. (from , thatfoot, and t , a wash-

ing , the washing of his or her foot, the washing of

that foot.

"

Jeste, s. (from 3 , that, and Я , a sin) , his or her sin or

crime, that sin or crime.

Je , a. (from it, that sin, and F, causing),

causing or producing that crime or guilt, causing bis

or ber sins .

gifs, a. (from , tha sin, and fis , produced),

produced from that crime, produced by his or her

crime.

gestas, a. (from Я , that sin, and 7, producible),

producible by or arising from that crime, producible

by or arising from his orher crime.

setts, a. (from eat, that sin, and at , produced),

produced by or arising from that crime, produced by

or arising from his or her crime.

Ww 2
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Jeste

Jet , a. (from t, that sin, and , destruction),

the expiation of that crime, the expiation of his or

her crimes .

c. (from gett, that sin, and , destruc

tive), destroying or expiating that crime, destroying

or expiating his or her crimes.

a. (from 3 , that sin, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive of or expiating that crime, destroying

or expiating his or her crimes.

Jetta , s. (from t, that sin, and at , destruction),

the expiation of that crime, the expiation of his orher

crimes.

Ja , a. (from Jet , that sin, and atte, destructive),

destroying or expiating that crime, destroying or ex-

piating his or her crimes.

Jeff , a . (from 3 , that sin, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from that crime, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her crimes.

, a. (from Jet, that sin, and F, caused by),পুযুক্ত,

caused by or arising fromthat crime, caused by or aris

ing from his or her crime.

tafa , ad. (from , that sin, and fe , without),

without that crime, without his or her fault.

তৎপাপৰিনাশ, s . (from তৎপপি, that sin, and বিনাশ, destructi-

on), the expiation ofthat crime, the expiation of his or

her crime.

তৎপাপৰিনাশক, a. (from তৎপপি , that sin, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or expiating that crime, de-

structive to or expiating his or her crimes .

তৎপাপবিশিষ্ট, a. (from তৎপাপ, that sin, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), guilty of that crime, guilty of his or her crime.

অৎগগিৰিহীন, a. (from তৎপাপ, that sin, and ৰिহীন, destitute),

free from that crime, free from his or her crimes.

3 , s. (from 3 , that sin, and f , increase), the

increase ofthat crime, the increase of his or her crimes.

তপাপব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from উৎপাপ, that crime, and a্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that crime excepted , his or her sins excepted.

তৎ পাপৰ্যতিরেক, s . (from উৎপাপ, that crime, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that crime, an excepti-

on of his or her crime.

et , a. (from Я , that crime, and TF, joined to),

connected with that crime, connected with his or her

sins.

get , a . (from
H , that crime, and II, destitute),

free from that crime, free from his or her crimes.

e , a. (from 3 , that crime, and , empty),

free from that crime, free from his or her crime.

তৎপা

31, s. (from 3 , that crime, and T , or who

kills), a person or thing which expiates or destroys

that crime, a thing which destroys or expiates his or

her crimes.

Bestia, a. (from 3 , that crime, and , destitute),

free from that crime, free from his or hercrimes.

ts , a. (from , that crime, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that crime, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her crimes.

Jestattfas, a. (from est, that sin, and fas, connected

with), connected with that crime, connected with or

guilty of that crime.

Jetta , a . (from , that crime, and wins, attach-

ed to), fond ofthat crime, fond of his or her crimes.

Jest st , a. (from 3 , that side, and sts, gone), situ

ated on that side, situated at his or her side.

geht , a. (from , that side, and f , being), ex-

isting or situated on that side, being at his or her side.

Je , a . (from , that side, and T, to be situat-

ed), situated on that side, situated at his or her side.

তৎপার্শ্ব স্থায়ী, a . ( from তৎপার্শ্ব , that side, and হায়িন, stay-

ing), continuing on that side, continuing at his or her

side.

তৎপার্শ্ব স্থিত , a . (from তৎপার্শ্ব , that side, and স্থিত, situated),

situated on that side, situated at his or her side.

ett , a. (from 3 , that, and , nourishing), keeping

or nourishing that, keeping or nourishing him or her.

, s. (from 3 , that, and t , a nourishment), the

keeping or nourishing ofthat, the keeping or nourish-

ing of him or her.

1 , s. (from vest , the nourishing of that, and

4 , a doer), one who keeps or nourishes him or her,

one who keeps that.

তংপালনকারী, a . (from তংপালন , the nourishing of that , and

, doing), nourishing him or her, keeping that.

Jestagfag, a . (from est , the nourishing of that, and

fs, produced) , produced from the keeping of that,

produced by the nourishing of him or her.

Jesta , a. (from , the nourishing of that, and

5 , producible), producible by or arising from the

nourishing of him or her, producible by or arising from

the keeping of that .

32 , a. (from , the nourishing ofthat, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from the nou-

rishing of him or her, produced by or arising from the

keeping ofthat.

তপালননিত্তিক, a. (from उ পালন , the nourishing of that , and
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fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the nourish-

ing of him or her, caused by or arising from keeping

or maintaining that.

ভৎপালনপুযুক্ত , a . (from তৎপালন, the nourishing of that , and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the nourish-

ing ofhim or her, caused by or arising from the keep-

ing or maintaining of that.

Betances , a. (from
t , the maintaining ofthat,

and cg, a cause) , caused by or arising fromthe nourish-

ing of him orher, caused by or arising from the keep-

ing or maintaining of that.

Jaatat1, 8. (from 3 , the nourishing of that, and

tat , desire), a desire of nourihsing him or her, a de-

sire to keep or maintain that.

তৎপালনাকা ूী, a. (from उ পালন , the nourishing of that , and

at , desirous), desirous of nourishing him or her,

desirous of keeping or maintaining that.

তৎপালনাভিলাষ, s. (from তৎপালন, the nourishing of that, and

aft , desire), a desire of nourishing him or her, a

desire ofmaintaining or keeping that.

gifsata), a. (from 3 , the nourishing ofthat,

and fat , desiring), desirous ofnourishing him or

her, desirous of maintaining or keeping that.

gelaat, s. (from ta , the nourishing of that, and

1, desire), the desire of nourishing him or her, the

desire of maintaining or keeping that.

উৎপালনেচ্ছ ,ু a . ( from তৎপলিন , the nourishing of that , and

desirous) , desirous of nourishing him or her, de-

sirous of maintaining or keeping that.

Jestaca , a. (from t , the nourishment ofthat, and

, desirous), desirous ofnourishing him or her, de-

sirous ofkeeping or maintaining that.

zefs, a. (from , that, and
f , nourished), nourish-

ed or kept by him, her, or it.

esta , a. (from , that, and , nourishable), fit orpro-

per to be nourished or kept by him, her, or it.

Jer, s. (from , that, and 9 , holiness), that holiness,

those religious actions, his or her religious merits or

holy actions.

FedIGA☎, a. (from 2 , that holiness, and FE, pro-

ducing), producing that holiness or those religious me-

rits, producing his or her holy or religious actions.

33, a. (from 1, that holiness, and as, pro-

auced), produced by that holiness or by those religi-

ous acts, produced by his or her holy or religious ac-

tions.

3, a. (from , that holiness, and 171, produ-

ཅང %

cible), producible by or arising from those holy or 12.

ligious actions, producible by or arising from his or her

religious actions.

et , a. (from 1, that holiness, and ts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from those holy or religi

ous actions, arising from or produced by his or her re-

ligious actions.

Je , s. (from 1, that holiness, and A, destruc

tion), the destruction of those holy or religious actions,

the destruction of his or her religious actions .

Jeddi , a. (from , that holiness, and T.Я , de-

structive), destructive to those holy or religious actions,

destructive to his or her religious actions.

, a . (from 3 , that holiness, and f , de-

structive), destructive to those holy or religious actions,

destructive to his or her religious actions.

editt, s. (from , that holiness, and , destruc-

tion) , the destruction of those holy or religious actions,

the destruction of his or her religious actions.

Jatt , a. (from 3 , that holiness, and at , de-

structive), destructive to those holy or religious ac-

tions, destructive to his or her religious actions.

Jerfaficæ, a. (from , that holiness, and fift³, a

cause), caused by or arising from those holy or religi

ous actions, caused by or arising from his or her reli-

gious actions.

তৎপুণ্যপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from Segar, that holiness, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or obstructing those holy or reli-

gious actions, caused by or arising from his or her re-

ligious actions.

Я , a. (from , that holiness, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from those holy or religious

actions, caused by or arising from his or her religious

actions.

*

ef , ad. (from , that holiness, and f , with-

out), without those holy or religious actions, without

his or her religious actions.

Je saatat, s. (from 3341, that holiness, and fæatxt, de-

&

struction), the destruction of those holy or religious ac-

tions, the destruction of his or her holy or religious ac-

tions.

efentat , a. (from J , that holiness, and fat ,

destructive), destructive to those holy or religious ac-

tions, destructive to his or her religious actions.

Jeff , a. (from 31, that holiness, and fat , pos

sessed of), possessed of those holy or religious actions,

possessed ofhis or her religious actions .
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उৎ,

, a. (from star, that holiness, and , joined

10), connected with those holy or religious actions,

connected with his or her religious actions.

raf , a . (from 37, that holiness, and afs, desti-

tu'e), destitute of those holy or religious actions.

, a. (from , that holiness, and , destitute),

destitute of those holy or religious actions .

ডৎপুণ্যহেতুক, a . (fromउ পুণ্য, that holiness, and হেড, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from those holy or religious ac-

tions.

em, s . (from 3 , that, and™, a son), that son, his or her

son.

, a. (from , that son, and 3 , producible),

produced by or arising from that son, produced by or

arising from his or her son.

Ja , s. (from , that son, and tt, destruction),

the death or destruction of that son, the destruction of

his or her son.

egatta, a. (from , that son , and ☎, destructive),

destructive to that son, destructive to his or her son.

তৎপ लুনিমিত্তক্, a. ( from তৎপুত্র, that son, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from that son, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her son.

, a. (from 34 , that son, and F, caused by,

caused by or arising from that son, caused by or arising

from his or her son.

, ad. (from , that son . and f , without), with-

out that son, without his or her son.

3 , s. (from 3 , that son, and fatt, destructi-

on), the death or destruction of that son, the death or

destruction of his or her son..

তৎপ্ৰৰিনাশক, a. (from তৎপুত্র, that son, and ৰিনাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to that son, destructive to his or her

son.

fift , a. (from , that son, and faf , possessed

of), possessed ofthat son, possessed of his or her son .

Jeff , a. (from 3 , that son, and sofre, ez-

cepted), that son excepted, his or her son excepted.

উৎপুত্রতিরেক, s. (from তৎপুত্র, that son , and ব্যতিরেক, aner-

ception), the exception of his or her son, the excepti-

on of that son.

fe , a. (from 3 , that son, and af , destitute),

destitute of that son, bereft of his or her son,

, a. (from , that son, and , empty), desti-

tute of that son , destitute of his or her son.

TEHMETI, s. (from , that son, and , a destroyer), the

destroyer ofthat son, the destroyer of his or her son.

Jes

Jefasia, a. (from se , that son, and a, destitute), des-

titute of that son, destitute or bereft ofhis or her son.

ENTIT, ɑ. (from Я , that son, and TT, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from thatson, caused by or arising

from his or her son.

1, s . (from , that son, and atta1, desire),

a desire for that son, a desire for his or her son.

তৎপুঞ্জকাঙ্ক্ষী, ৫. 'from তৎপুত্র, thit son, and আকাছিন, desirous),

desirous of that son, desirous of his or her son.

Jet , s. (from J , that son, and a, respect), the

respect orhonour shewnto that son, the respect orbo-

nour shewn to his or her son.

তৎপশ্রান্বেষণ , s . (fromতৎপুত্র, that son , and অন্বেষণ , search), a

seeking that son, a seeking his or her son.

তৎপুত্রান্বেষী , a. ( from তৎপুত্র, that son, and অন্বেষিদ্, seeking).

seeking that son, seeking his or her son.

তৎপুত্রাভিলাষ, s. (from তৎপুত্র, that son, and অভিলাষ, desire ,

a desire for that son, a desire for his or her son.

tentat, a. (from , that son, and safe , desir

ous), desirous of that son, desirous of his or her son.

Jetate, a. (from , that son, and rate, honour-

ing), flattering or attending upon that son , attending up.

on or flattering his or herson.

তৎপুঞারাধনা, s. ( from তৎপুত্র, /hat som andআরবিনা, worship,

attendance on or flattery ofthat son, attendance on or

flattery of his or her son.

Je , s. (from that sor, and i, a desire), a de-

sire for that son, a desire of his or her son.

Jea. (from Ge , that son, and , desirous), desir

ous of that son, desirous of his or her son.

Je , a. (from that son, and , desirous), de-

sirous of that son, desirous of his or her son.

Jeshafu, s . (from is , that son, aud If8, a sacrifice), a

sacrifice to procure that son, a sacrifice at the birth of

that son, a sacrifice on account ofhis or her son.

Jeskatewa, s. (from 3 , that son, and seĦT, a festival„

a festival at the birth of that son, a festival on account

of the birth of his or her son.

Jega, s. (from 3a, that, and 3, a city), his or her city or

dwelling, that city or habitation.

Jefta, s. (from 3 , that city, and fat , a residence),

a residence in that city, a residence in his or her city.

sexyfacts , a. (from , that city, andfartfy, residing),

residing in that city, residing in his or her city.

তৎপুরপাস, s . (from তৎপুর, that city, and প্রবাস, a tempora

ry residence), a temporary residence in that city, atem

porary residence in his or her city.
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তৎপুরপুবাসী, a. (from তৎপুর, that city , and প্রবাসিন, lodging) , || তৎপুলিনহিত, a. (from তৎপুলিন, that shoal , andস্থিত, situated ,

lodging or residing for a time in that city, lodging in

his or her city.

get, a. (from , that city, and af , being), being

in that city, being in his or her city.

, s. (from 3 , that city, and , residence), a

residence in that city, a residence in his or her city.

তৎপুরবাসী, s. (fromতৎপুর, (hit city, and বাসিন্, residing),

residing in that city, residing in his or her city.

Teg , a. (from , that city, and , to be situated),

situated in that city, situated in his or her city.

উৎপুরস্থায়ী, a. (fromতৎপুর, that city, and স্থায়িন, staying) ,

staying in that city, staying in his or her city.

Jef , a. (from 3 , that city, and f , situated), situ

ated in that city, situated in his or her city...

1

, s. (from , that, and , residence), that residence,

that city or palace, his or her city or palace.

, s. (from 3 , that city, and fat , a resi-

dence), a residence in that city, a residence in his or

her city or palace .

তৎপুরীনিবাসী, a. (fromতৎপুরী, that city, and নিবাসিন্, resid

ing), residing in that city, residing in his or her city or

palace.

east, a. (from , that city, and , being), being

in that city, being in his or her city or palace.

, s. (from 3 , that city, and , a residence),

a residence in that city, a residence in his or her city

or palace.

bestiat , a. (from , that city, and if , residing),

residing in that city, residing in his or her city or pa-

lace.

vegi , a. (from eat , that city, and , to be situated),

situated in that city, situated in his or her city or pa-

lace. 翼

qizil, a. (from veg , that city, and fu , staying),

staying in that city, staying in his orher city or palace.

Jeshifts, a. (from , that city, and f , situated), si-

tuated in that city, situated in his or her city or palace.

তৎপুরীহেতুক, a. (from ডৎপুরী, that city, and হেতু , a cause),

caused by or arising from that city, caused by or aris-

ugfrom his or her city or palace.

westfar; s. (from 34, that, and fan, a shoal), that shoal or

shallow.

vestan , a. (from , that shoal, and , to be situat-

ed), situated on that shoal,

তৎগুনিনস্থায়ী, a. (from পুনি, that shoal, and স্থায়ি , stay-

ing), staying on that shoal.

situated on that shoal.

, a. (from , that, and , a flower), that flower, his

or her flower.

Je , a. (from 3 , that flower, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that flower, producible

from or arising from bis or her flower.

তৎপুম্ননিমিত্তক, a . (from তৎপূর্ব্ব, that, Power, and নির্মিত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that flower, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her flower.

gestygus, a. (from , thatflower, and , caused by .̀

caused by or arising from that flower, caused by or

arising from his or her flower,

ডৎপুৱৰিন।, ad . ( from তৎপুঞ্জ, that flower , and ৰিনা, twithout ),

without that flower, without his or her flower.

gestyfaf , a. (from I, thatflower, and fifty, posses-

sed of), possessed of that flower, possessed of his or

her flower.

tia, a. (from 3 , that flower, and fasta, desti-

tute), destitute of that flower, destitute of his or her

flower.

তৎপুন্নাতিরিক্ত , a. (from তৎপন্ন, that Power, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that flower excepted, his or her flower ex-

cepted.

তৎপুষ্পতিরেক, ১. ( from ংপুষ্প, that flower , and ব্যতিরেক, are

exception), the exception of that flower, the exception

of his or her flower.

zeus, a. (from , that flower, andT , joined to),

connected with that flower, connected with his or her

flower.

, a . (from 3 , thatflower, and af , destitute

of), destitute of that flower, destitute of his or her

flower.

Je , a. (from , thatflower, and 1, empty), des-

titute of that flower, destitute of his or her flower. 1

3 , s. (from , that flower, and , destitute), des-

titute of that flower, destitute of his or her flower.

Jesse, a. (from , that flower, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that flower, caused by or aris

ing from his or her flower.

Jetzig , s. (from , thatflower, and tæt§¹, desire),

a desire for that flower, a desire for his or her flower.

Jentist, a. (from , thatflower, and utætſga, desir-

ous , desirous of that flower, desirous of his or her

flower.

তৎপুরান্বেষণ , s . ( from उৎ , that flower , and অন্বেষণ , search),

a seeking for that flower, a seeking for his or her flower.

41
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sanghaal, a. (from , thatflower, and af , seek-

ing), seeking that flower, seeking his or her flower,

Jedation , 8. (from 313, that flower, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for that flower, a desire for his or her

flower.

sata ,gfentat, a. (from 3 , thatflower, and

desirous), desirous of that flower, desirous of his or

her flower.

Je , s. (from 3 , thatflower, and 1 , desire), a de-

sire for that flower, a desire for his or her flower.

, a . (from 3 , thatflower, and , desirous), de-

sirous of that flower, desirous of his or her flower.

তৎপুয়েমুক, a. ( from তৎপুষ্প, that lower, and ইচ্ছুক, desirous),

desirous ofthat flower, desirous of his or her flower.

ta, s. (from 3 , thatflower, and t , a garden),

that flower garden, a garden of that species of flower.

Je , s. (from 3 , that, and ga , a section or para-

graph,, that section or paragraph, that particular trea-

tise.

gig , a. (from 3 , that, and 3, a sort), of that sort,

that kind.

get , s. (from 3 , that, and at , manifestation), the

manifestation of him, her, or it, that manifestation.

estette, a. (from 34, that, and to, manifesting), ma-

nifesting that, mauifesting him or her.

ঊৎপুকাশজনিত, a. ( from তৎপুকাশ, that manifestation, and

, produced), produced by that manifestation, pro-

duced by the manifestation ofhim, her, or it.

Я , a. (from art, that manifestation , and 34,

producible), arising from or caused by that manifesta-

tion, arising from or caused by the manifestation of

him , her, or it.

তৎপুকাশজাত, a . (fromতৎপকাশ, that manifestation , and it ,

produced), produced by or arising from that manifes-

tation, produced by or arising from the manifestation

of him , her, or it.

seqøttfaficæ, a. (from gegart, that manifestation, and

ffs, a cause), caused by or arising from that mani-

festation, caused by or arising from the manifestation

of him, her, or it.

Je , a. (from at , that manifestation, and

HF, causedby), caused by or arising from that mani-

festation caused by or arising from the manifestation

of him, her, or it.

তৎপুকাশবিনা, ad . (fromउ প্রকাশ, that manifestation, and ৰিলা,

without), without that manifestation or discovery.

ཙ ?

gegættufsfas, a. (from eg , that manifestation, aud

ff , excepted) , that manifestation excepted, the

manifestation of him, her, or it, excepted.

তৎপুকণশৰ্যতিরেক, s . (from তৎপ্রকাশ, that manifestation, amd

afsta , an exception), the exception of that manifes

tation, an exception of the manifestation of him, her,

or it.

Jet
s

, a. (from eft, that manifestation, and

( 3, a cause), caused by or arising from that manifes-

tation, caused by or arising from the manifestation of

him, her, or it.

geta, s. (from 3 , that, and gota, a manifestation), that

manifestation, the manifestation ofhim, her, or it.

gel, s. (from 3 , that, and Я , a subject), that subject,

his or her subject or offspring.

তৎপুজাপালক, a. (from তৎপূজা, that subject, and পালক, Now-

rishing), nourishing or protecting his or her subjects,

nourishing or protecting that subject.

Jetta, s. (from 3 , that subject, and I, nou-

rishment), the nourishing or protecting of his or her

subjects, the nourishing or protecting of those sub-

jects.

তৎপুজারক্ষক, a. (from তৎপূজা, these subjects, and রক্ষক, kaap-

ing), guarding or preserving his or her subjects, guard-

ing or preserving those subjects.

zesta¶d, s. (from 5 , those subjects, and 3-4, pre-

serving), the guarding or preserving of his or her sub-

jects, the guarding or preserving of those subjects.

, s . (from 3 , those subjects, and , preser-

vation), the preservation of his or her subjects, the pre-

servation of those subjects.

Jeddy, s. (from 37, that, andqª, love), that love or friend-

ship, his or her love or friendship, friendship for or

love to him or her.

gefs, a. (from , that love, and 3, produced,

produced by or arising from that friendship or famili-

arity, produced by friendship for or love to him or

her.

Je , a. (from 4 , that love, and A , producible),

producible by or arising from his or her friendship or

love, producible by or arising from love to or friend

ship for him or her.

Jets, a. (from , that love, and t , produc

ed), produced by or arising from that friendship or fa-

miliarity, produced by or arising from friendship to

him or her,
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Tegagati, s. (from vedy, that love, and ¬††, destruction),

the destruction of that friendship or familiarity, the

destruction of his or her affection or friendship, or of

affection or friendship for him or her.

Jesgate, a. (from , that love, and at , destruc

tive), destructive to that friendship or familiarity, de-

structive to his or her affection or friendship, destruc-

tive to affection or friendship for him or her.

ডৎপুনয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপুনয়, that love, and নির্মিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that friendship or familiari-

ty, caused by or arising from affection or friendship

for him or her, caused by or arising from his or her

affection or friendship.

Se , a. (from , that love, and , caused),

caused by or arising from that friendship or familiari-

ty, caused by or arising from affection or friendship

for him or her, caused by or arising from his or her af

fection or friendship.

ex-তৎপুনয়তিরিক্ত, a. (from তৎপুনয ,় that love, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

cepted), that friendship or familiarity excepted, his or

her affection or friendship excepted, affection or friend-

ship for him or her excepted.

তৎপূণয়তিরেক, s. ( from তৎপুনয়, that love, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that friendship or familiari-

ty, the exception of his or her love or friendship, the

exception oflove or friendship for him or her.

Je , a. (from 47, that love, and F, joined to),

connected with that friendship or familiarity, connec-

ted with his or her affection or friendship, connected

with affection or friendship for him or her.

egas, a. (from 3 , that love, and af , destitute),

destitute ofthat friendship or familiarity, destitute of

friendship or affection for him or her, destitute of his

or her affection or friendship.

d , a. (from T, that love, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that friendship or familiarity,

causedby or arising from his or her affection or friend-

ship, caused by or arising from affection or friendship

to him or her.

efowl, s. (from , that, and fs , a promise), that

promise or engagement, his or her promise or engage

ment.

Jesful , a. (from ef , that promise, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from that promise

or engagement, producible by or arising from his or

her promise or engagement.

૧.

, s. (from e , that promise, and de-

struction), the destruction of that promise or engage

ment, the destruction of his or her promise or engage-

ment.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাধ্ব॰সক, a. (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and मক,

destructive , destructive to that promise or engage-

ment, destructive to his or her promise or engagement.

Jegfbulkan), a. (from as , that promise, and fora,

destructive), destructive to that promise or engagement,

destructive to his or her promise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞানংশ, ৪. ( from তৎপ্রতিজ্ঞা , that promise, and নাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that promise or engage-

ment, the destruction of his or her promise or engage.

ment.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞানাশক, a . (from তৎপ্রতিজ্ঞা , that promise, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to that promise or engagement,

destructive to his or her promise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞানিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা , that promise, and নিৰ্মিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that promise or en-

gagement, caused by or arising from his or her pro-

mise or engagement.

gegfotatæ, a. (from ), that promise, and Hae,

nourishing), keeping that promise or engagement, keep-

ing his or her promise or engagement.

ডৎপুতিজ্ঞাপালন , s . (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা , that promise, and পালন,

a nourishing), the keeping ofthat promise or engage-

ment, the keeping ofhis or her promise or engage-

ment.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালক, a . (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞ!, that promise, ani

ta , nourishing), keeping that promise or engage-

ment, keeping his or her promise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাপুতিপালন , s. (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and

at , a nourishing), the keeping of that promise

or engagement, the keeping of his or her promise or

engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাপুযুক্ত , a. (from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা , that promise, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that promise or

engagement, caused by or arising from his or her pro-

mise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাৰিনা, ad. (from उ পুতিজ্ঞ) , that promise, and বিনা ,

without), without that promise or engagement, with-

out his or her promise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সৎপুতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and

³ , excepted), that promise or engagement ex-

cepted, his orher promise or engagement excepted.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাব্যতিরেক, s. ( from তৎপুতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and

xx
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fig , an exception), the exception of that promise

or engagement, the exception of his or her promise or

engagement.

Beyfi , s. (from efl, that promise, and , a

breaking), the breaking of that promise or engage-

ment, the breaking of his or her promise or engage-

ment.

sefotse , a. (from 3 , that promise, and LT,

breaking), breaking that promise or engagement, break-

ing his or her promise or engagement.

উৎপডিজারহিত, a . ( from তৎপ্রতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute ofthat promise or engagement.

তৎপুতিজ্ঞাহেতুক, a. (fromউৎপতিজ্ঞা, that promise, and হেতু, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that promise or eu-

gagement, caused by or arising from his or her promise

or engagement.

eat, s. (from , that, and qffit, a substitute),

that substitute, a substitute for him, her, or it.

তৎপুতিপত্তি,Jeff , s. (from 3 , that, and f , reputation), that

reputation or fame, the ascertaining ofthat, his or her

reputation.

Gee , a. (from Jegfsfs, that fame, and ☎, to do),

producing that reputation, respectability, or certainty ;

causing his or her fame or certainty.

তৎগুতিপত্তিকারক, ও. (from উৎপত্তিপত্তি, that fame, and করিক,

doing), causing that reputation or certainty, causing

his or her respectability, fame, or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিজনক , a. (from উৎপত্তিপত্তি, that fame, and জনক,

producing), producing that reputation or certainty,

causing his or her respectability, fame, or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিজনিত , ৫. ( from সৎপ্রতিপত্তি, that faine , and জনিত,

produced , produced by that reputation or certainty,

caused by his or her reputation, fame or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিঅন্য, a. ( from তৎপুতিপত্তি, that fame, and জন্য, pro-

Jeg

destructive), destructive to that fame or certainty, de-

stractive to his or her celebrity or certainty.

তৎপ্রতিপত্তিনাশ, ও. (from তৎপ্রতিপত্তি, that fame, and নাশ, dea

struction), the destruction of that fame or certainty,

the destruction of his or her celebrity or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিনাশক, a. (from তৎপুতিপত্তি, that fame, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to that fame or certainty, de

structive to his or her celebrity or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপুতিপত্তি, that fame , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that fame or certain.

ty, caused by or arising from his or her celebrity or

certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from তৎপ্রতিপত্তি, that fame, and প্রযুক্ত , caus

ed by), caused by or arising from that fame or cer

tainty, caused by or arising from his or her celebrity

or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from তৎপ্রতিপত্তি, that fame, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of that fame or certainty, pos-

sessed of his or her fame or certainty.

তৎপুতিপত্তিরহিত, a. (from Jeff , that fame, and f³,

destitute), destitute of that celebrity or certainty, des-

titute ofher celebrity or certainty.

gayfasulege, a. (from effe, that fame, and 153, E
.

cause), caused by or arising from that fame or certain-

ty, caused by or arising from his or her celebrity or

certainty.

fse, s. (from 34, that, and afstte, nourishing),

nourishing that, nourishing or maintaininghim or her;

s. one who nourishes or maintains him or her.

Jefta, s. (from 3 , that, and sata , a nourishing),

that nourishing or maintaining of him, her, or it, that

nourishing.

Jeffs, a. (from , that, and affs, nourished),

nourished or maintained by him, her, or it.

ducible), producible by or arising from that reputationes, a. (from 3. that, and star, nourishable),

or certainty, producible by or arising from his or her

respectability, fame, or certainty.

তৎপ্রতিপত্তিজাত, a. (from সৎপুতিপত্তি, that fame, and জাড, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that reputation or

certainty, produced by or arising from his or her re-

spectability or certainty.

Teg¶fèâ• Ħ, s. (from , thatfame, and t , de-

struction), the destruction of that fame or certainty, the

destruction of his or herrespectability, fame, or cer-

tainty.

agbuotas, a. (from seqsafe, thatfame, and E,

proper to be nourished or maintained by him, her, or it.

তৎপুতিপুস , s. (from তদ ,্ that , and প্রতিপুতাৰ , a warrant to do a

prohibited thing), that warrant for doing a prohibited

action, his or her warrant for doing a prohibited action.

Jerfora, s. (from 3 , that, and form, a reward), that re-

ward or punishment,his or her reward or punishment.

vegaaz, a. (from 34, that, and foute, opposing), op-

posing that, opposing him or her.

তৎপুতিবন্ধকতা, s . ( from সৎপুতিবন্ধক, opposing that), opposi•

tion to him, her, or that.

Jerful, s. (from 3 , that, and s , reflected light , that
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reflection, that reflected splendor, that lustre, bis or

her lustre.

vesi, s. (from , that, and foot, consecration, fame),

that consecration, that fame, his or her fame.

desfontæði, s. (from eff , that fame, and g, a doer),

one who gains that renown, one who consecrates that.

Jeqfostatai, s. (from eft, that fame, and tzt, de-

sire), a desire of that renown, a desire for his or her re-

nown, a desire for that consecration.

Gegatæret, a. (from 581, thatfame, and tf , de-

sirous , desirous of that renown, desirous of his or her

renown, desirous of that consecration.

seqfsstatge, a. (from 5 , that fame, and te, do-

ing), causing that renown, consecrating that, causing

his or her renown.

তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠাকারী, a. ( from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা , that fime, and কারিন, do-

ing), causing that renown, causing his or her renown,

consecrating that.

geftae, a. (from 351, thatfame, and E, pro-

ducing , producing that fame, producing his or her re-

nown, causing the consecration of that.

তৎপুতিষ্ঠাজনিত, a . (from তৎপুতিষ্ঠা , that fame, and জনিত pro-

duced , produced from that renown, produced from his

or her renown, caused by that consecration.

উৎপুতিষ্ঠাজন্য, a . ( from তৎপুতিষ্ঠা, that fame, and জন্য, produ

cible), producible from that renown, producible by or

arising from that consecration , producible by or aris-

ing from his or her renown.

তৎপুঁতিষ্ঠাজাত, a. (fromতৎপুতিষ্ঠা , that fame, and জাত, produc

ed), produced by or arising from that renown, produc-

ed by or arising from his or her renown, produced by

or arising from that consecration.

best , 8. (from fl, thatfame, and ‡ , destruc-

tion), the destruction ofthat renown, the destruction

of his or her renown.

তৎপুতিরা সঙ্ক, a. (from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা , that fame, and गক, de-

structive), destructive to that renown, destructive to

his or her renown, destructive to or preventing of that

consecration.

Jegfoot , a. (from exfist, that fame, and af , de-

structive), destructive to that renown, destructive to his

or her renown.

Bestatt, s. (from 3 , that fame, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that renown, the destruction of

his or her renown.

egðiπtæ, a. (from e , thatfame, and e, de-

structive), destructive to that renown, destructive to

his or her renown, destructive to or preventive ofthat

consecration.

তৎপুতিষ্ঠানিমিত্তক, a. ( from उৎপতিst , that fame, and নির্মিত ,1 , a

cause) , caused by or arising from that renown, caused

by orarisingfrom his or her fame, caused by or arising

from that consecration .

তৎপুতিষ্ঠ!পুতিবন্ধক, a. (from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা , that fame, and প্রতিবন্ধস্তু

opposing) , opposing that renown, opposed to or hin

dering his or her renown, opposed to or hindering that

consecration.

Jegfooty , a. (from exfest, thatfame, and 5, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that renown, caused

by or arising from his or her renown, caused by or aris

ing from that consecration .

তৎপুতিষ্ঠানি। , ad . (from সৎপুতিষ্ঠা, that fame, and বিনা, with-

out), without that renown, without his or her renown,

without that consecration.

তৎপুতিষ্ঠাভিলাষ, s . (from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা, that fame, andঅভিলাষ , de-

sire), a desire for that renown, a desire of his or her re-

nown, a desire of that consecration.

তৎপুতিষ্ঠাভিলাষী, a. ( from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা, that fume, and অভিলান্ি

desirous), desirous of that renown, desirous of his or

her renown, desirous of that consecration.

Jeft , a. (from 31, that fame, and T , joined

to , connected with that renown, connected with his or

her renown, connected with that consecration.

তৎপুতিষ্ঠারহিত, a. ( from তৎপ্রতিষ্ঠা, that fame, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that renown, destitute of his or her

renown, destitute of that consecration.

eft , a. (from , that fame, and *t , empty),

destitute of that renown, destitute of his or her renown,

destitute of that consecration .

24føðila, a. (from 1, that fame, and F , empty),

destitute of that renown, destitute ofhis or her renown,

destitute ofthat consecration.

Je , s . (from ef , that fame, and 1 , desire),

a desire for that fame, the desire of his or her renown,

a desire for that consecration.

a. (from 1 , that fame, and desirous),

desirous of that fame, desirous of his or her fame, de-

sirous of that consecration.

, a . (from 1, thatfame, and , desir-

ous), desirous of that fame, desirous of his or her re-

nown, desirous of that consecration.

Je , s. (from , that, and F), expectation), that ex-

pectation, the expectation of, or looking forhim or her.

Xx2
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ifs, s. (from , that, and ifs, faith), that faith, his

or her faith.

তৎপুতীতিজনক, a. (fromতৎপুতীতি, that faith, and জনক, produc-

ing) , producing that belief, producing his or her faith.

ওঁ পুতীতিজনিত, a. ( from তৎপুতীতি, that faith, and জনিত, pro

duced), produced by or arising from that belief, produc-

ed by his or her faith.

segifs , a. (from gifs, that faith, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that belief, produ-

cible by or arising from his or her faith.

তৎপুতীতিজাত, a. ( fromতৎপুতীতি, that faith, and জাত, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that belief, produc-

ed by or arising from his or her faith.

veqzîfsta, s. (from 3 , thatfaith, and † , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that belief, the destruction of

his or her faith.

saqoifstone, a. (from gifs, that faith, and ‡ , de-

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or herfaith.

zegoifstɑi, a. (from gifs, thatfaith, and ‡ fî , de-

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or her faith.

gifentat, s. (from gifs, that faith, and t , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that belief, the destruction of

his or her faith.

segoifsatate, a. (from gifs, that faith, and * , de-

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or herfaith .

তৎপুতীতিনিত্তিক, a. (from তৎপুতীতি, that faith, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from that belief, caused by

or arising from his or her faith.

তৎপুতীতিপযুক্ত, a. ( from তৎপুতীতি, that faith, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from that belief, caused by

or arising from his or her faith.

cegolfofen , ad. (from egifs, thatfaith, and f , with-

out), without that belief, without his or her faith.

তৎপুতীতিৰিশিষ্ঠ, a . ( from তৎপ্রতীতি, that faith, and বিশিষ্ট, pos

sessed of), possessed of that belief, possessed of his or

her faith.

Jeffers, a. (from
gifs, that faith, and TF, joined

to), connected with that belief, connected with his or

her faith.

saggifsxfxo, a. (from egifs, that faith, and af , des-

titute of), destitute of that faith.

Begsifsizse, a. (from gifs, that faith, and a

cause), caused by or arising from that belief, caused by

or arising from his or her faith.

! gest.তৎ

329314, a. (froni 37, that, and qu¤, an ócular vici), evi-

dent to him or her ; s. that ocular proof, a proof de-

monstrated to his or her eyes.

I , s. (from 3 , that, and gog, faith), that faith or

belief, his or herfaith.

Jeune, a. from33 , that faith, and , produc-

ing), producing that belief, producing his or her faith.

তৎপুত্যয়জনিত, a. ( fromতৎপ্রত্যয ,় that faith, and জনিত, produc

ed), produced by or arising from that belief, produced

by or arising from his or her faith.

Je , a. (from 1 , thatfaith, and I, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that belief, produci-

ble by or arising from his or her faith.

JITH† , a. (from , that faith, and 3, produc

ed), produced by or arising from that belief, produced

by or arising from his or her faith.

, s. (from 31 , that faith, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of that belief, the destruction of

his or her faith.

Je , a . (from 3 , that faith, and , de-

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or her faith.

Je , a. (from 3 , that faith, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or her faith .

তৎপুত্যয়ন†শ, ৪. (fromতৎপ্রত্যয় , that faith, and নাশ, destructi-

on), the destruction ofthat faith, the destruction ofbis

orher faith.

তৎপুত্যয়নাশক, a . ( from তৎপুতায়, that faith, and নাশক, d. -

structive), destructive to that belief, destructive to his

or her faith.

তৎপুত্যয়নিৰ্ত্তক , a. (fromতৎপুতায ,় thatfaith, and নিৰ্ত্তক, cause

ing to cease), putting a stop to that belief, putting a

stop to his or her faith .

Jeggiṛfiztræ, a. (from 37 , that faith, and fatze,

preventing), preventing that belief, preventing his or

her faith.

তৎপুত্যয়নিবারণ , s . (from তৎপ্রতায় , that faith , and নিবারণ, এ

preventing), the preventing of that belief, the prevent-

ing of his or her faith.

তৎপুত্যয়নিমিত্তক, a. (fromসৎপ্রত্যয় , that faith, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that belief, causedby

or arising from his or her belief.

তৎপুড়ায়পুতিবন্ধক, a. (from তৎপ্রত্যয ,় that frith, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing orpreventing that belief, opposing

or preventing bis or her faith.

তৎপুতায়পুযুক্ত , a. (from ড প্রত্যয ,় that faith, and প্রযুক্ত ,
caused
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by), caused by or arising from that belief, caused by

or arising from his or her faith.

gedorfint, ad. (from 1 , that faith, and fe1; with-

out), without that belief, without his or her faith.

Jegonfafts, a. (from 3 , thatfaith, and faft , pos-

sessed of, possessed of that belief, possessed of his or

her faith.

, a. (from 3 , that faith, and , connected

with), connected with that belief, connected with his

or her faith.

তৎপুডায়রহিত, a. ( fromতৎপুতায়, that faith, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that belief.

उ
esome, a. (from 5 , that faith, and TT, a cause),

caused by or arising from that belief, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her faith.

Je , s. (from , that, and go , hope), that hope,

his or her hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশাকারক, a. ( from তৎপ্রত্যাশা , that hope, andকরিক, caus-

ing), causing or producing that hope, causing or pro-

ducing his or her hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশীকারী, a. (from তৎপ্রত্যাশা, that hope, and কারিন,mak-

ing), producing that hope, producing his or her hope.

তৎপুত্যাশাজনক, a. (from তৎপ্রত্যাশা , that hope, and অনক, pro-

ducing), producing that hope, producing his or her

hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশাজনিত, ৫. (from তৎপ্রত্যাশা , that hope, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by that hope, produced by his or her

hope.

saut , a. (from 3 , that hope, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that hope, produ-

cible by or arising from his or her hope.

Jess , a. (from 3 , that hope, and tta, pos-

sessed of , possessed ofthat hope, possessed of his or

her hope.

ego , a. (from , that hope, and T , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that hope, caused by

or arising from his or her hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশাবর্ধক, a . (from তৎপুত্যাশা, that hope , and বন্ধক, in-

creasing) , increasing that hope, increasing his or her

hope.

equita , s. (from H, that hope, and , an in-

creasing), the increasing of that hope, the increasing of

his or her hope.

Begolliffe, a . (from 1*1, that hope, and faft ,

possessed of), possessed ofthat hope, possessed of his

or her hope.

fa, s. (from 35 , that hope, and , in-

crease), the increase ofthat hope, the increase of his or

her hope.

Jetta , 8. (from it , that hope, and , a break.

ing), the disappointment of that hope, the disappoint-

ment of his or her hope.

Jetti , s. (from 33 , that hope, and at , mere),

that mere hope, merely his or her hope.

Jegertate, a. (from gut , that hope, and , a

root), originating from that hope, originating from his

or her hope.

gents, a. (from * , that hope, and T , joined

to), connected with that hope, connected with bis or

her hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশারহিত, a. (from ডৎপ্রত্যশা , that hope, and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of that hope, destitute of his orher

hope.

তৎপ্রত্যাশাশূন্য, a . (from उ প্রত্যাশা, th hope, and 1, emp-

ty), destitute of that hope, destitute of his or herhope.

Jet , a. (from est , that hope, and 7, desti

tute), destitute of that hope, destitute of his or her

hope.

geomise, a. (from sg , that hope, and ( 5, a

cause), caused by or arising from that hope, caused by

or arising from his or her hope.

Jegifs, s . (from 3 , that, and gifs, a reply), that reply,

his or her reply.

Georg, s. (from , that, and ?, a reply), that reply,

his or her reply.

gengregatze, a . (from 7, that reply, and at ,

making), making that reply, causing his or her reply.

Jenggot , a . (from , that reply, and zifa ,

making), making that reply, causing his or her reply.

তৎপুত্যুত্তরজন্য, ৫. (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর , that reply, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that reply, pro-

ducible by or arising from his or her reply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরদায়ক, a . ( from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, that reply, and দায়ক,

giving), giving that reply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরদায়ী, a . (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, that reply , and দায়ি , gi-

ing), giving that reply.

Je , a. (from , that reply, and , giving),

giving that reply.

তৎপুত্যুত্তরপ্রযুক্ত, a . (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, thatreply, and প্রযুক্ত, caas-

ed by), caused by that reply, caused by his or her re-

ply.

qpreyfast, ad. (from 3 , that reply, and fat, with-

out), without that reply, without his or her reply.
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Jage, a. (from , that reply, and 5, a

cause), caused by or arising from that reply, caused by

or arising from his or her reply.

Gegoreztatzi, s. (from ver , that reply, and taigi,

a desire), the desire of that reply, the desire of his or

her reply.

Jeqgvatot , a. (from I, that reply, and fifia,

desirous), desirous of that reply, desirous of his or her

reply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরান্বেষক, a. (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, that reply, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking that reply, seeking for his or her re-

ply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরান্বেষণ , s . (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর , that reply , and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking) , a seeking for that reply, a seeking for his

or her reply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরান্বেষী , a. (from তৎপ্রতাত্তর , that reply , and সন্বধিন্,

seeking), seeking or that reply, seeking for his or her

reply.

Jeremia, s . (from
3, that reply, and fats,

desire), a desire for that reply, a desire for his or her

reply.

তৎপ্রত্যুত্তরাভিলাষী, a. (from তৎপ্রত্যুত্তর, that reply , and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of that reply, desirous of his or her

reply.

, s. (from , that reply, and 5 , desire),

the desire ofthat reply, a desire of his or her reply.

, a. (from , that reply, and 5, desir-

ous), desirous of that reply, desirous of his or her reply.

, a. (from 4, that reply, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of that reply, desirous of his or her re-

ply.

et , s. (from , that, and , a custom), that custom

or habit, his or her custom or habit.

Tehf , s. (from 3 , that, and af , circumambulation),

the walking round that object with the right hand to-

wards it, his or her circumambulating a thing.

Jegata, s. (from 5, that, and ga , a giving), the giving

of that, his or her giving a thing.

, s. (from , that, and , aparticular part),

that particular place.

ta, a. (from , that, and at , chief), that chief,

chief of them.

তৎপুবৃত্তি, a. (from তদ ,্ that , and প্ৰবৃত্তি, commencement), the

commencement of that, the stimulating of him or her

to engage in a work.

fate, e. (from vefs, that commencement, and

Jeşt

, causing), causing that commencement or excita-

tion, exciting him or her.

তৎপুবৃত্তিকারী, a. (from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement , and

f , doing), stimulating or exciting to that, causing

that commencement, exciting him or her.

তৎপুবৃত্তিজনক, a. ( from তৎপ্রবৃত্তি, that commencement, and জনক,

producing , producing that stimulus or excitement,

giving rise to that commencement, exciting him or her.

Jeqzfufãs, a. (from < f, that commencement, and

43, produced), arising from that stimulus or excite

ment to action, caused by or arising from the excite-

ment of him or her, arising from that commencement.

ডংপুবৃত্তিজন্য, a. ( from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement, and জন্য,

producible), producible from that stimulus or excitation

to action, producible by or arising from that commence

ment, producible by or arising from the excitement of

him or her.

Jets, a. (from vef , that commencement, and ts,

produced), produced by or arising from that stimulus or

excitation, produced by or arising fromthat commence-

ment, produced by or arising from his or her excita

tion.

, a. (from es, that commencement, and , to

give) , giving that stimulus, exciting to begin that, giv

ing a stimulus to him or her.

তৎপূৰ্ত্তিদায়ক, a . (fromতৎপুবৃত্তি, thatcommencement, aud দায়ক,

giving, giving that stimulus, exciting to begin that,

giving a stimulus to him or her.

eqesentЯ, a. (from GeЯ , that commencement, and f

giving) , giving that stimulus, exciting to begin that,

giving a stimulus to him or her.

befor≈, s. (from , that commencement, andÞa,

destruction) , the destruction of that stimulus, the ruin

of that beginning, the destruction of his or her energy

or stimulus.

egfej•ne, a. (from 2 , that commencement, and

, destructive), destructive to that stimulus, destruc

tive to that commencement, destructive to his or her

stimulus or energy.

el, a. (from , that commencement, and

, destructive), destructive to that stimulus, de

structive to that commencement, destructive to his or

her stimulus or energy.

seg fent , s. (from e , that commencement, and at

destruction , the destruction of that stimulus, the de-

struction or ruin of that commencement, the destruc-

tion of his or her stimulus or energy.
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gafatate, a. (from Jeafs, that commencement, and

at , destructive) , destructive to that stimulus, de-

structive to that commencement, destructive to his or

her stimulus or energy.

তৎপুবৃত্তিনিৱৰ্ত্তক , a. (from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement, and

fa , causing to cease), causing that stimulus, or ex-

citation to cease, causing that commencement to stop,

putting a stop to his or her stimulus or energy.

segafolate, a. (from vefs, that commencement, and

fata , preventing) , preventing or obstructing that

stimulus, preventing that commencement, preventing

his or her stimulus or energy.

তৎপৰতিনিবারণ , ৪. (from उ প্রবৃত্তি, that commencement , and

fata , a preventing), a preventing or obstructing of

that stimulus, a preventing that commencement, a pre-

venting or obstructing of his or her stimulus or energy.

তৎপুত্তিনিবৃত্তি, s. (from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement, and

fif , cessation), the cessation of that stimulus or ex-

citation, the cessation of that commencement, the ces-

sation of his or her stimulus or excitation,

তৎপুবৃত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপবৃত্তি, that commencement, and

ff , a cause), caused by that stimulus or excitation,

caused by or arising from that commencement, caused

by or arising from his or her stimulus.

segafonforme, a. (from 3 , that commencement, and

fs , opposing , opposed to that stimulus, opposed

to or obstructing that commencement, opposed to or

obstructing his or her stimulus.

Gers, a. (from , that commencement, and

পযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that stimulus or

excitation, caused by or arising from that commence-

ment, caused by or arising from his or her stimulus.

og fa , a. (from 3 , that commencement, and

, increasing), increasing that stimulus or excita-

tion, forwarding that commencement, increasing his or

her stimulus..

efan, s. (from se , that commencement, and a,

an increasing), the increasing of that stimulus, the

promoting of that commencement, the increasing of

his or her stimulus.

Jeffan , ad. (from 3fs, that commencement, and

fa , without), without that stimulus, without that com-

mencement, without his or her stimulus,

Jagaffatt, s. (from 3 , that commencement, and

fat , destruction), the destruction ofthat stimulus, the

ruin of that commencement, the destruction of his or

her stimulus.

J39.

agafofantle, a. (from 3 , that commencement, and

faat , destructive), destructive to that stimulus, de-

structive to that commencement, destructive to his or

her stimulus.

Jaffifty, a. (from 3 , that commencement, and

fafas, possessed of, possessed of that stimulus, pos-

sessed of that beginning..

gafer , a. (from af , that commencement, and T

joined to), connected with that stimulus, connected

with that commencement.

রাইত,
esas, a. (from eggs, that commencement, and f³,তৎপবৃত্তিরহিত,

destitute of), destitute of that stimulus or excitation,

destitute of that commencement.

তৎপুবৃত্তিশূন্য, a . ( from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement, and শূন্য,

empty), destitute of that stimulus or excitation, desti-

tute of that commencement.

397, a. (from eaf , that ommencement, and Î7,

destitute of), destitute of that stimulus or excitation,

destitute of that commencement.

তৎপ্রবৃত্তিহেতুক , a. (from তৎপুবৃত্তি, that commencement, and হেতু,

a cause), caused by or arising from that stimulus, caus-

ed by or arising from that commencement.

gaf , a. (from gaf , that commencement, and

indicating), indicating thit stimulus or excitation, in-

dicating that commencement.

Jess , s. (from 3 , that, and t, splendor), that light or

splendor, his or her splendor.

st , a. (from 3 , that splendor, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that light or splen

dor, producible by or arising from his or her splendor.

Jest , s. (from 1, that splendor, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of that light or splendor, the de-

struction of his or her splendor or beauty.

Jestane, a. (from 1, that splendor, and a , de

structive), destructive to that light or splendor, destruc

tive to his or her splendor or beauty.

egatkant, a. (from 5 , that splendor, and , de-

structive), destructive to that light or splendor, destruc-

tive to his or her splendor or beauty.

esta , s. (from 51 , that splendor, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that light or splendor, the de

struction ofhis or her splendor or beauty.

, u. (from , that splendor, and ta, de

structive), destructive to that light or splendor, destruc-

tive to his or her splendor or beauty.

Jegstfiface, a. (from est, that splendor, and fa , a
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cause), caused by or arising from that light or splen-

dor, caused by or arising from his or her splendor or

beauty.

Jeste, a. (from , that splendor, and , causedপযুক্ত,

by), caused by or arising from that light or splendor,

caused by or arising from his or her splendor or beauty.

Jegstfaf* , a. (from 1, that splendor, and fiftas, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that light or splendor, posses-

sed of his or her splendor or beauty.

তাবিহীন, a . (fromउ ভা, that splendor, and বিহীন, desti-

tute of), destitute of that light or splendor, bereft of

his or her splendor or beauty.

, a. (from , that splendor, and 4 , joined

to), connected with that light or splendor, connected

with his or her splendor or beauty.

stas, a. (from est, that splendor, and af , desti-

tute of), destitute of that light or splendor, bereft of

his or her splendor or beauty.

veg , a. (from 51, that splendor, and , desti-

tute), destitute of that light or splendor.

sesti , a. (from 51, that splendor, and 277, desti-

tute), destitute of that light or splendor.

sege, «. (from 1, that splendor, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that light or splendor, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her splendor or beauty.

Teta, s. (from 3 , that, and ta, proof), that proof or

evidence, the proof or evidence of that.

TF, a. (from , that, and

or arising from that .

5, caused by), caused by

atst, an impelling cause),ats, s. (from 3 , that, and

that impelling cause, the cause which impels or com-

mands that.

eaf , s. (from 3 , that, and af , a topic), that topic,

that object.

Je , s. (from 3 , that, and , a topic), that topic,

that object.

st , s. (from 3 , that, and t , life), that life or breath,

his or her life or breath.

, a . (from t , that life, and , equal, equal

to that life, equal to his or her life.

, s . (from ea, that life, and , destruction),

the destruction of that life, the destruction of his or

her life.

Je , a. (from , that life, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that life, Destructive to his or her

life.

vetat, a. (from , that life, and fa , destruc-

Jefti

tive), destructive to that life, destructive to his or her

life.

Jetatt, s. (from Jets, that life, and tt, destruction

the destruction of that life, the destruction of his or

her life.

Jetta , a. (from , that life, and , destructive),

destructive to that life, destructive to his or her life.

Jegtafifice, a. (from e , that life, and fifi , a cause),

caused by or arising from that life, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her life.

Getafentat, s. (from Jet , that life, and fatt, destructi

on), the destruction of that life, the destruction ofhis

or her life .

তৎপ্রাণবিনাশক, a. (from उ gia, that life, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that life, destructive to his or

her life.

Jestafautst, s. (from Jetta, that life, and fast, separati

on), the decease of him or her, that separation from

life, that death.

, s. (from Jetta, that life, and , a destroyer),

the destroyer of that life, the destroyer of his or her

life.

taifa, s. (from ta, that life, and if , loss), the in-

jury of that life, an injury to his or her life.

Jeaf , a. (from ved, that life, and f , injuri-

ous), injurious to that life, injurious to his or her life.

taf , s. (from e , that life, and fЯ, injury),

the injury ofthat life, an injury to his or her life.

eqtIta , s. (from 3 , that, and A , pre-eminence), that

pre-eminence, that superiority, his or her superiority.

Jestatge, a. (from , that pre- eminence, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from that pre-

eminence or superiority, caused by or arising from his

or her pre- eminence or superiority.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and gatar, credibility), that

credibility or probability, the credibility or probabili.

ty of that.

f , a. (from 3 , that, and f , beloved), beloved by

him or her; s. that beloved, his or her beloved.

Jefrata , a. (from ef , that beloved, and t , caus-

ing), making him, her, or it amiable or beloved.

তৎপ্রিয়কারী, a . (from তৎপ্রিয়, that beloved, and কারিন, doing),

making him, her, or it, amiable or beloved.

ef , a. (from ef , that beloved, and , produci-

ble), arising from or producible by that beloved, arise

ing from his or her beloved.

fufafree, a, (from ef , that beloved, and fifis, 4
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cause), caused by or arising from that beloved, caused

by or arising from his or her beloved.

উৎপ্রিয়পুযুক্ত , a . ( from তৎপ্রিয ,় that beloved, and প্লযুক্ত, caused

by , caused by or arising from that beloved, caused by

or arising from his or her beloved .

Jeffs, a. (from eft , that beloved, and af , destitute

of , destitute of that beloved, destitute ofhis or her be-

loved.

vefquise, a. (from 3 , that beloved, and 155, a cause),

caused by or arising from that beloved, caused by or

arising from his or her beloved.

set , s. (from ™ , that, and f³, love), that love or affec-

tion, his or her love.

Techista, a. (from eff, that love, and ą, to do), produc-

ing that love, causing his or her love.

resifsētāæ, a. (from vefs, that love, and TXT, causing),

producing that love, causing his or her love.

Jeffset , a. (from fifs, that love, and æffṛä, making),

producing that love, causing his or her love."

32f3315, a. (from vefs, that love, and , produc-

ing , producing that love, causing his or her love.

Jessfis, a. (from gifs, he love, and fis, produc-

ed), produced by that love, produced by his or her love.

get , a. (from efs, that love, and 55, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that love, produci-

ble by or arising from his or her love.

gefsats, a. (from fifs, that love, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that love, produced by

or arising from his or herlove.

seqìfst° , s. (from , that love, and , destructi-

on , the destruction of that love, the destruction of his

or het love.

fs , a. (from eff , that love, and ‡º , destructive),

destructive to that love, destructive to his or her love.

<qìfski. a. (from egifs, that love, and 5 , destruc-

tive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or her

love.

Best, s . (from gifs, that love, and at, destruction),

the destruction of that love, the destruction of his or

her love.

echfoarte a. (from fifs, that love, and ***, destruc-

tive,, destructive to that love, destructive to his or her

love.

fofise, a. (from , that lov?), and fit , caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to that love, causing his

or her love to cease,

Beat.

veffolate, a. (from gifs, that love, and fixtaz, pre-

venting), preventing or obstructing that love, prevent-

ing or obstrueting his or her love.

Jeqßfattad, 8. (from 3²Ñ³, that love, and fætid, a pre-

venting), the preventing or obstructing of that love, the

preventing or obstructing of his or her love.

তৎপ্রীতিস্পিৰ্ত্তি, s . ( from ডৎপ্রীতি, that love, and নিভৃত্তি, cessati-

on), the cessation of that love, the cessation of his or

her love.

fsffage, a. (from , that love, andffs, a cause),

caused by or arising from that love, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her love.

তৎপুতিপুতিৰক্সক, a. (from उ পুতি, that love, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing , opposing or obstructing that love, opposing

or obstructing his or her love.

তৎপ্রীতিপ্রযুক্ত, a. ( from তৎপীতি, that love, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by , caused by or arising from that love, caused by or

arising from his or her love,

Jeffs , a. (from fs, that love, and , increas~

ing), increasing that love, increasing his or her love.

fs , s. (from 3 , that love, and , an increas.

ing) , the increasing of that love, the increasing of his

or her love

effet, s. (from fifs , that love, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that love, the destruction of

his or her love.

gegifsfaatutæ, a . (from gifs, that love, and fette, de-

structive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or

her love .

Jegifsff , a. (from ifs, that love, and feft . pos-

sessed of , possessed of that love, possessed of his or

her love.

ſs , a . (from gifs, that love, and F, joined to ,̀

connected with that love, connected with his or her

love.

desifsafe, a (from , that love, and af , destitute

of), destitute of that love, bereft of his or her love.

fifa1, 4. from effs, that love, and I, empty),

destitute of that love, bereft ofhis or her love.

তৎপীতিহাসি, s. (fromउ প্রীতি that love, and হানি, loss), a

lessening of that love, the decay of his or her love.

, a. from that lov , and , d st.tute of),

des ' ure of that love, bereft of his or her love.

Tessage, a. (from fifs, that love, and T. a cause),

caused by or arising from that love, caused by or aris

ing from his or herlove.

Yy
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তৎপে-
T&T.

1 , s . (from 4, that, and ct , love), that love, his or || vergafett, s . (from 3 , that love, and fat , destruc»

tion), the destruction of that love, the destruction of

his or her love.

herlove.

e , a. (from , that love, and , producing),

producing that love, producing his or her love.

igrafas, a. (from 4, that love, and fas, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that love, produced

by or arising from his or her love.

, a . (from , that love, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from that love, producible by

or arising from his or her love.

, s. (from 3 , that love, and , destruction),

the destruction of that love, the destruction of his or

her love. 1

स , a. (from , that love, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or her

love.

, a. (from , that love, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or her

love.

gerai , s. (from , that love, and , destruction),

the destruction of that love, the destruction of his or

her love.

es , a. (from 3 , that love, and , déstruc-

tive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or her

love.

তৎপেমনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from তৎপ্রেম, that love, and নিৰ্ত্তক, putting

a stop to), putting a stop to that love, causing his or

her love to cease.

তৎমেনিবারক, a. (from उ প্তের , that love, and নিবারক, pre-

Denting), preventing or obstructing that love, prevent-

ing or obstructing his or her love.

, s . (from that love, and fit a prevent

ing), the preventing or obstructing of that love, the

preventing or obstructing of his or her love.

তৎপ্তেনিবৃত্তি, s. (from তৎপ্রেম, that love and নিৰূত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of that love, the cessation of his or her

love.

তৎপ্রেমনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎপেয়, that love, and নিষিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that love, caused by or aris.

ing from his or her love.

তৎপেয়পুঁতিবন্ধক, a. (from তৎপ্রয়, that love, and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

pos.ng), opposing or obstructing that love, opposing or

obstructing his or her love.

, a. (from , that love, and s, caused by),

caused by or arising from that love, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her love.

1

তৎপ্রেমবিনাশক, s . (from অংশে, that love , and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that love, destructive to his or

her love.

32afft , a. (from se , that love, and feft , possess

ed of, possessed of that love, possessed of his or her

love.

, a. (from 3 , that love, and , joined to),

connected with that love, connected withhis orher love.

তৎপেয়রহিত, a. ( from उ পুত্র, that love, and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute of that love, destitute of his or her love.

, a . (from 3 , that love, and , empty), des

titute of that love, bereft of his or her love.

Jergagēt, s. (from , that love, and one who kills ,

one who destroys that love, one who destroys his or

herlove.

Jerathi, s. (from , that love, and Ti, injury), a

detriment to that love, the decay ofhis or her love.

GetHTTF, a. (from , that love, and c , a cause),

caused by of arising from that love, caused by or aris

ing from his or her love.

তৎপোকা ', s . ( from তৎপেয়, that love, and আকা ूা, a wish),

a desire for that love, a desire for his or her love.

estet , a. (from , that love, and utrifq, desir

ous), desirous of that love, desirous of his or her love.

gergatfsata, s. (from Jew , thailove, and ¤, desire),

a desire for that love, a desire for his or her lote.

gafats , a. (from sea, that love, and afsarfe¤; de-

sirous), desirous ofthat love, desirous ofhis or her love.

Je , s. (from , that love , and 1, desire), a de-

sire for that love, a desire for his or her love.

, a. (from , that love, and , desirous), de-

sirous of that love, desirous ofhis or her love.

Jelage, a. (from , that love, and , desirous),

desirous ofthat love, desirous of his or her love.

Guqaæ, a. (from , that, and ca , sending), sending

him, her, it, or that ; s. one who sends him, ber, it, or

that.

Gerad, s. (from on, that, and cЯd, a sending), the send.

ing of him, her, it, or that.

324, s. (from I , that, and , fruit), that fruit, that con-

sequence, that advantage or disadvantage , its fruits or

consequences.

geras , a. (from 3 , thatfruit, and , producing),

producing that fruit or those consequences.
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Gerq37 , a. (from , thatfruit, and 5 , producible),

arising from or producible by that fruit, or by those

consequences.

, a. (from J , that fruit, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that fruit, or from those

consequences.

Gepan, 4. (from
ra, thatfruit, and 1, to give), confer-

ring those rewards, bestowing the rewards or fruits of

that action .

GeCantol, s. (from , thatfruit, and t , a giver), one

who gives those rewards or punishments, one who gives

the rewards or fruits of that action.

aki , a. (from , that fruit, and at , giving),

bestowing those rewards or punishments, bestowing

the rewards or other fruits of that action .

gents , a. (from , that fruit, and f , giving),

bestowing those rewards or punishments, bestowing the

rewards or other fruits of that action.

Jerajan, s. (from , thatfruit, and . , destruction),

the destruction of that fruit, the prevention of those

consequences.

, that fruit, and , destruc
gerate, a. (from

tive), destructive to that fruit, preventive of those con-

sequences.

serat , a. (from , that fruit, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to that fruit, preventive of those con-

sequences .

Fermatt, s . (from 3 , thatfruit, and , destruction),

the destruction of that fruit, the prevention of those

consequences.

sexani*ē, a. (from
, that fruit, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that fruit, preventive of those con-

sequences.

তৎফলনিবর্তক, a . (from তৎফল, that fruit , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), causing those consequences to cease.

geraftige, a. (from 3 , that fruit, and fata , pre-

venting), preventing that fruit, preventing those conse-

quences, preventing the consequences of that.

Jepmfteted, s. (from 3 , that fruit, and fixa, a pre-

venting), a preventing ofthat fruit, thepreventing those

consequences, the preventing the consequences of that.

gewafaface, a . (from J , that fruit, and fifãs, a cause),

*

caused by or arising from that fruit or from those con-

sequences, caused by or arising from the consequence

ofthat.

তৎফলপ্রতিব স্ব ক, a. (fromउ , that fruit, and পুতিবন্ধক, ০২ -

posing , opposing or preventing that fruit or those con-

Y ya

Jer.

sequences, opposing or preventing the consequences of

that.

Jeragus, a. (from , that fruit, and ITF, caused by),

caused by or arising from that frait or from those con-

sequences, caused by or arising from the consequence

of that.

Jefta , ad. (from 3 , that fruit, and fa , without),

without that fruit or consequence.

Jerafantt, s . (from J , thatfruit, and fat , destructi-

on), the destruction of that fruit or the prevention of

that consequence, the prevention of the consequences

ofthat.

তৎফলৰিনাশক, a. ( from তৎফল, that fruit, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that fruit or preventive ofthat

consequence, preventive ofthe consequences of that.

Jefft , a. (from 3 , that fruit, and feft , possessed

of), possessed of that fruit, intimately connected with

those consequences.

seraufsfas, a. (from 3 , that fruit, and E, ex-

cepted), that fruit excepted , those consequences except-

ed, the consequences of that or those actions excepted.

GLEHUISIE, ɑ. (from , that fruit, and TfNIE, an

exception), the exception of that fruit, or of those con-

sequences, the exception of the consequences of that

action.

zerasą, a. (from , thatfruit, and , eating), eat-

ing that fruit, enjoying or suffering those consequences,

enjoying or suffering the consequences of that action.

Jestat, a. (fromJa, thatfruit, and cft , enjoying) ,

enjoying or suffering those consequences, enjoying or

suffering the consequences of that action.

Je , a. (from , that fruit, and , joined to),

connected with that fruit, connected with those conse-

quences, connected with the consequences of that ac-

tion.

geraas, a. (from Ja, that fruit, and 33, destitute),

destitute of that fruit, free from those consequences.

germats, s. (from , thatfruit, and ¬†s, gain), the ob-

taining of that fruit, the gain of that advantage.

THIS, s . (from , that fruit, and .5, desire), the

desire of that fruit, the desire of that advantage.

Jeralars), a. (from 3 , thatfruit, and cats , desirous),

desirous of that fruit, desirous of those advantages.

Jetta. (from 3 , that fruit), tending to those

fruits or consequences, connected with those fruits or

consequences.

•
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Jer.

, a. (from , thatfruit, and 1, empty), des-

titute of that fruit, free from those consequences.

geraggi, s. (from , thatfruit, and ₹ą, one who kills ),

one who destroys or prevents that fruit or those conse-

quences, one who prevents or defeats the consequen-

ces ofthat action .

*

gerata, s. from 3 , that fruit, and tf , loss) , the

detriment of that fruit, the hindrance or diminution

of those consequences or advantages.

Gerarla, a. (from ™ , that fruit, and 197, destitute),

destitute of that fruit, free from those consequences.

GeRAWIE, a. (from se , that fruit, and I, a cause),

caused by that fruit, caused by or arising from those

consequences, caused by or arising from the consequen-

ces ofthat conduct.

Jeratata , s. (from ™ , thatfruit, and wfærg¹, desire),

the desire of that fruit, a desire of those advantages, a

desire ofthe consequences of that conduct.

zeratzig), a. (from , thatfruit, and lefą, desir-

ous), desirous ofthat fruit, desirous of those advantages,

desirous of the consequences of that action.

serata , s. (from , that fruit, and JAWİA,

search after), a seeking after that fruit or those advan-

tages, a seeking after the consequences of that action.

seratɩque, a. (from 3 , thatfruit, andMF, seeking),

seeking that fruit, seeking those advantages, seeking

the consequences of that action.

serailted, s. (from , thatfruit, and d, a seek-

ing , the seeking of that fruit, the seeking of those ad-

vantages, the seeking ofthe consequences of that action.

z , a. (from 3 , that fruit, andaf , seeking),

seeking that fruit, seeking those advantages, seeking

the consequences of that conduct.

geœatgait, s. (from ex , that fruit, and ¬ †, denial),

a deuial ordisowning of those consequences, a denying

or disowning the consequences of that conduct.

vermifonta, s. ( rom GT , thatfruit, and af , desire),

a desire for that fruit, or for those advantages, a desire

for the consequences of that conduct.

Berasate , a. (from , that fruit, and safe , de-

sirous , desirous of that fruit, or of those advantages,

desirous ofthe consequences of that conduct.

Jetz , s. (from 3 , thatfruit, and tay, a beginning),

the beginning of those advantages or consequences,

the beginning of the consequences ofthat conduct.

zexmai, s. (from , that fruit, and Z51, a desire), a

GRITA,

desire for that fruit, a desire for those advantages, a

desire of the consequences of that conduct.

zerlag, a. (from 32 , thatfruit, and ₹5, desirous), de-

sirous ofthat fruit, desirous ofthose advantages, desir-

ous of the consequences of that conduct.

GREE, a. (from 3 , thatfruit, and , desirous),

desirous of that fruit, desirous of those advantages,

desirous of the consequences of that conduct.

3 , ad. (from , that), there, therein.

395, a. (from 3 , there, and , to be situate), situated

there, belonging to that place.

Jatt, ad. (from , there, and aft, also), even there.

JeĦTI, s. (from 3 , that, and ºFA, moving to a new stą-

tion), that motion from one station or place to another,

that entering into a new sign, its change of station or

entrance into a new sign, that bridge. *

JFd, s. (from 3 , that, and F.HTA, a moving to anew

station), that motion from one station or place to ano-

ther, that entering into a new sign, its change of sta→

tion or entrance into a new sign.

J1, s. (from 35, that, and Ù†, a number), that num-

ber, the number of it orthem, that calculation, that

enumeration.

Je , a. (from , that, and Ã, a number), amount-

ing to that number, consisting of that number.

, s. (from , that number, and FI, a

doer), one who makes that calculation, he who counta

or numbers them.

JeĦAMITTITE, a. (from Jeri, that number, and aige,

doing), making that calculation, counting them; s. he

who makes that calculation , or who numbers them.

FRĦANTTIR , s . (from 1, that number, and , de-

struction , the forgetting or mistaking of a number

which has been counted.

TCĦ•NIÊ' AF, 1. (from geĦari, that number, and 158,

destroying), causing a person to forget or mistake in

his counting or calculation.

Je , a. (fran , that number, and

destroying), causing a person to forget or mistake in

his calculation or enumeration .

Jeaastat , s. (from I, that number, and t, the

forgetting what has been counted, a mistake in count-

ing or calculation .

Bestatt , a. (from T , that number, and atte,

destructive), causing a person to mistake in conut-
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ing or calculation, making a person forget what he has

counted.

তৎস্যানিমিত্তক, a. (fromতংস , that number, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that calculation or

enumeration .

#AAF, a. (from
ep , that number, and

Afstas, opposing), opposing or obstructing that cal-

culation or enumeration, opposing the numbering of

them.

ett, ad. (from 3 , that number, and I,

without , without that number or enumeration, without

that calculation.

Jeff , a. (from 3 , that number, and feft ,

possessed of), possessed of or connected with that num-

ber or enumeration.

J<Ĥ &tUfSfJF, a . (from Tex , that number, and

fof , excepted , that number, enumeration, or calcu

lation excepted.

terfaze, s. (from e , that number, and

, an excep'in), the exception of that number,

enumeration, or calculation.

JF, a. (from , thatnumber, and , joinedতৎসংখ্যাযুক্ত,

to), connected with that number, enumeration, or cal-

culation .

Gif , a. (from T, that number, and af ,

destitute), destitute of that number or calculation .

Geustxt , a . (from › , that number, and 3, emp-

ty), destitute of that number or calculation.

FRĦ'ANCIA, α. (from T , that number, and , des-

titute), destitute of that number or calculation .

te, a. (from 3 , that number, and 53. a

cause), caused by or arising from that number, calcu-

Jation, or enumeration, caused by or arising from num-

bering them .

, s. (from , that, and , a collection), that col-

lection, the collection ofthem, that association, the as-

sociation of him, her, it, or them with others,

go , s. (from 3 , that collection , and 31, a

deer), one who collects those things together, the mak

er of that collection . .

তৎসংগ্রহকারক, a . (from সহ, that collection , and কারক,

a doing), making that collection, collecting those per-

sons or things together.

তৎস`গ্রহকারী, a . (from তৎসংগ্রহ, that collection, and কারি,

doing , making that collection, collecting those persons

or things together.

তৎস

তৎস’গ্রহজন্য, a. (fromउৎস গ্রহ , that collection, and জন্য, pros

ducible), producible by or arising from that collection.

তৎস° হÎ̂ স , s. ( from उम' र, that collection , and ञ,

destruction), the ruin or dispersion of that collection.

তৎস̂ গ্রহধ্ব̂ সক, a . (from সংগ্রহ, that collection , and

destructive), ruinous to that collection, destroying or

dispersing that collection or association.

Jen'¶gì, a. (from , that collection, and f

destructive), destructive to that collection, destroying

or dispersing that collection or association.

JeFxFAT, s. (from 3 that collection, and *t, de- ·

struction), the destruction or dispersion ofthat collec

tion, the destruction or ruin of that association.

Jegatæ, a. (from , that collection, and t

destructive), destructive to or dispersing that collection

or association.

তৎস' গ্রহনিমিত্তক, a. (from সংগ্রহ, that collection, and निমिত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that collection or

association.

তৎস`গ্রহপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from তৎস-গ্রহ, that collection, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that collection

or association.

Best , ad. (from , that collection, and feat,

without), without that collection or association.

gefagtufefs, a. (from , that collection, and

, excepted) , that collection or association ex-

cepted.

GASRULE, s. (from , that collection, and

, an exception), the exception of that collection

or association. .

, a. (from J , that collection, and F,

joined to), connected with that collection or associati-

on, connected with their collection or association.

তৎস গুহরহিড, a. (from সহ, that collection, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute ofthat or their collection or asso-

ciation.

Jegga , a. (from , that collection, and t

emp'y), destitute of that or their collection or associ

1 ation .

তৎসংগ্রহহীন, a. (from তৎসংগ্রহ, that collection, and হীন, desti-

tute), destitute ofthat or their collection or association.

তৎস গ্রহহেতুক, a . ( from তৎসংগ্রহ, that collection , and হেত,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from that collection or

association, caused by or arising from their collection

or association,
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তৎসংগ্রহাকা$ী , s. (from

༦༤༠༥༤

সংগ্রহ, that collection, and আকাঙ্কণ,

desire), a desire for that or their collection orassociation.

তৎস’গ্রহণকাহ্লী , a . ( from সংগ্রহ, that collection, andআকাঙ্কি ,

desirous), desirous of that collection or association, de-

sirous of their collection or association.

তৎস'গ্ৰহাভিলাধ, s. (from उम হ, that collection, and

fata, desire), desirous of that collection or associa

tion.

Jergifsarial, a . (from , that collection, and

ff , desirous), desirous of that collection or asso .

ciation.

Ja , s. (from , that collection, and a , de

sire), a desire for that collection or association, a de-

sire of collecting or associating them,

a. (from , that collection , and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of that or their collection or associa-

'tion.

Gea , a. (from , that collection, and

desirous), desirous of that, or their collection or associ

ation .

Je , a. (from , that, and , collecting), col-

lecting or associating them; s, he how collects or asso-

ciates them .

, s. (from , that, and , war), that war,

their war.

J. , s. (from
, that war, and a , a doer),

he who carries on that war, that soldier.

তৎস· গ্রামকারক, a. (from তৎস’গ্রাম, that war, and কারক, mak-

ing), causing that war, carrying on that war.

Ge , a. from e , that war, and , produci-

ble), producible by that war, arising from that war.

Geeshall, 8. (from Jet , that war, and (53, a con-

querer), the conqueror in that battle,

তৎসংগ্রামনিমিত্তক, a. (from তৎ গ্রাম, that war, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that war.

engifs , a. (from , that war, and

, opposing), opposing that war, obstructing

that war.

gtas , a. (from 3 , that war, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that war.

TFF,, a. (from , that war, and TF,joined

to), connected with that war.

তৎসৎগ্রামরহিত, a. (from সংগ্রাম, that war, and রহিত, des

titute), free from that war.

Jeste , a. (from that war,

dicating , indicating that war.

যऊু,

চক,
in-and मूल,

ཙཀྐ .

TeĦNIMTIE, a. (from , that war, and , a

cause), caused by or arising from that war.

তৎস°গুমিকা 1 , s. (from उৎস গ্লাম,'that war, and আকাz , a

desire), a desire for that war.

তৎস’গ |ুযাকাঞ্জী, a. (from उ সংগ্রাম, that war, and সকানি,

desirous), desirous of that war.

তৎসংগ্ৰামান্বেষণ, s . ( from তৎসংগ্রাম, that war, and সন্বেষণ,

seeking), a seeking or wishing for that war.

তৎস গ্রামান্বেষী, a. ( from স t, that war, and অন্বেধি,

seeking), seeking or wishing for that war.

t , that war, and fata,tatonta, s. (from

a desire), a desire for that war.

geze statfsatat, a . (from , that war, and fifa ,

desirous), desirous ofthat war,

তৎস’গ্রামসিক্ত , a . ( from তৎস’গ্রাম, that war, and আসিক্ত, igno

rant), ignorant of that war.

, s, (from 3 , that war, and 51, desire),

a desire for that war.

a. (from , that war, and a desirous),

desirous of that war.

Jetta , a. (from , that war, and , desir.

ous), desirous of that war.

tst, s . (from 3 , that, and Frais , contact ), that con

tact, that union.

, s . (from , that, and , a living together),

that living together, that society, that cohabitation,

his or her cohabitation.

Je , s. (from , that, and , a sacred rite),

that sacred rite, that habit, that consecration by sa

cred rites.

FE, A. (from 3 , that consecration, and

E, producing), producing that consecration by sa-

cred rites, producing that habit.

setasfis, a. (from Je , that consecration, and

af , produced), produced by or arising from that con-

secration, caused by orarising from that habit, produc-

ed by or arising from his, her, or its consecration.

Jestaññï, a. (from 3 , that consecration, and U,

producible), producible by or arising from that conse

cration or from that habit, producible by or arising

from his or her consecration.

Jetzats, a, (from , that consecration, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from that con-

secration or from that habit, produced by or arising

from his, her, or its consecration.

32 , s. (from 3, that consecration, and ,
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destruction), the destruction of that consecration, the de-

struction ormakingvoid of his, her, or its consecration.

T&A?ZİÇİRAT, α . (from 325 , that consecration, and

, destructive), destructive to that consecration, de.

structive to his, her, or i's consecration.

ç ), a. (from t , that consecration, and

fa , destructive), destructive to that consecration,

destructive to his, her, or its consecration.

তৎ সংস্কারনাশ, s. (from তৎসফার, that consecration, and নাশ,

destruction), the destruction or rendering void of that

consecration, the destruction of his or her consecration .

ocarzigatie, a. (from Jer , that consecration, and

at , destructive), destructive to that consecration, de-

structive to his, her, or its consecration .

উংসস্কারনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from তৎসংস্কার, that consecration, and

fa , causing to cease), putting an end to that conse-

cration, causing his, her, or its consecration to cease.

Seafoak , a . (from , that consecration, and

fata , preventing), preventing that consecration, pre-

venting his, her, or its consecration.

InfßeH, a . (from II, that consecration , and

3, a cause), caused by or arising from that conse-

cration or from that habit, caused by or arising from his

or her consecration.

, a. (from , that consecration, and

, opposing), opposing or obstructing that con-

secration.

BAKATİLYUG, a . (from , that consecration, and

, caused by , caused by or arising from that conse-

cration, caused by or arising from his, her, or its conse-

cration,

Je , a . (from 3 , that consecration, and T ,

increasing), promoting that consecration, promoting

his, her, or its consecration.

উৎসংস্কারবর্ষণ, s. (from সংস্কার, that consecration , and বৰ্দ্ধন,

an increasing), the promoting of that consecration, the

promoting of his, her, or its consecration .

Jef , ad. (from 322 , that consecration , and

f , withou/) , without that consecration, without his,

her, or its consecration.

bestafaft , a. (from , that consecration, and

fafts, possessed of), possessed of that consecration,

possessed of or closely connected with his, her, or its

consecration.

তৎসংহারদ্ধি, s. ( from তৎসংস্কার, that consecration, and বৃদ্ধি,

increase), the increase ofthat consecration, the promo-

jction of his, her, or its consecration.

উৎস.

Jeff , a. (from 3 , that consecration, and

ifs , excepted), that consecration or that habit ex-

cepted, his, her, or its consecration excepted.

তৎসংস্থার্যতিরেক, s. ( from তৎসংস্কার, that consecration, and

fa , an exception , an exception to that consecrati

on, an exception to his, her, or its cousecration.

egy , a. (from I, that consecration, and 5,

joined to), connected with that consecration, connect-

ed with his, her, or its consecration.

তৎসংস্কারহীন, a . (from তৎসংস্কার, that conseeration, and হীন,

destitute), destitute of that consecration .

তৎসংক্ষারহেতুক, a. ( from সংস্কার, that consecration, and

(53, a cause), caused by or arising from that consecra-

tion, caused by or arising from his or her consecrati

on,

Geng, s. (from , that, and , a doubt), that doubt

of suspicion, his or her doubt or suspicion .

তৎসন্দেহজনক, a. ( from তৎসন্দেহ, that doubt, and জনক, prom

ducing), causing that doubt, producing his or her

doubts or suspicions.

geĦEGA , a, (from 3 , that doubt, and 5 , produ

cible), producible by or arising from that doubt, pro-

ducible by or arising from his or her doubts or suspici

ons.

JRFIFA, S (from J , that doubt, and , destruc-

tion), the dissipation of those doubts, or suspicions, the

dissipation of his or her doubts or suspicions.

, a. from E, that doubt, and , de-

structive), déstructive to those doubts or suspicions , dis-

sipating his or her doubts or suspicions.

JAFP ), 2. (from , that doubt, and fa , de

structive), dissipating those doubts or suspicions, dissi-

pating his or her doubts or suspicions.

eat , s. (from E, that doubt, and , destruc

tion), the dissipation of those doubts or suspicions, the

dissipation of his or her doubts or suspicions.

তৎসন্দেহনাশক, a. ( from তৎসন্দেহ, that doubt, and নাশক, de

structive), destructive to those doubts or suspicions,

destructive to his or her doubts or suspicions.

তৎসন্দেহ নিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from সন্দেহ, that doubt, and নিবর্তক,

causing to cease), putting an end to those doubts or

suspicions, putting an end to his orher doubts or sus

picions.

তৎসংন্দহনিবারক, a. (from স্তংসন্দেহ, that doubt, and fat ,

preventive), preventive to those doubts or suspicions……

preventing his or her doubts or suspicions.
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JeJt.

উৎসন্দেহনিবারণ , s. (from তৎ সন্দেহ, thai doubt , and নিবারণ ,

prevention), the preventing ofthose doubts or suspici

ons.

gealmefacfs, s. (from , that doubt, and fact , ces-

sation), the cessation of those doubts or suspicions, the

preventing of his orher doubts or suspicions.

তৎসন্দেহনিমিত্তক, a. (from তংসন্দেহ, that doubt, and নির্মিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from those doubts or sus-

picions, caused by or arising from his or her doubts

or suspicions.

gealuefidia, s. (from G , that doubt, and fat , re-

pulsion), the repelling or driving away of those doubts

or suspicions, the repelling or driving away of his or

her doubts or suspicions.

GeĦATE, a. (from J , that doubt, and ◄◄◄, increas

ing , increasing those doubts or suspicions, increasing

his or her doubts or suspicions.

উৎসন্দেহবন্ধন, s . (from তং সন্দেহ , that doubt, and ৱৰ্ত্তন, an in-

creasing), the increasing ofthose doubts or suspicions ,

the increasing of his or her doubts or suspicions.

gealuxqfa, s. (from , that doubt, and af , increase),

the increase ofthose doubts or suspicions, the increase

of his or her doubts or suspicions ,

1

GLANLIZE, ɑ. (from 3 , that doubt, and 5* , break-

ing , removing or dissolving those doubts or suspicions,

breaking or dissolving his or her doubts or suspicions.

TRAATORI, 8. (írom´JAME, that doubt, and 37, a break-

ing), the breaking or dissolving of those doubts or sus-

picions, the breaking up or dissolving of his or her

doubts or suspicions.

gemuzfafdų, a. (from 34 , that doubt, and (a̸f**, pos-

sessed of , troubled with those doubts or suspicions,

possessed of his or her doubts or suspicious.

Januzus, a. (from 5, that doubt, and T , joined

to), connected with those doubts or suspicions, connec-

ted with his or her doubts or suspicions.

তৎসন্দেহরহিত, a . (from তৎসন্দেহ , that doubt, and রহিত, des

titute of, free from those doubts or suspicions.

ILALAIKIT, a, (from , that doubt, and

cause), caused by or arising from those doubts or sus

picious.

a

उৎमদ.न, s. (from उ . that, and मदान , an aim), that aim or

scope, his or her aim or scope.

geaanētaæ, a. (from sex , that aim, and ætaæ, mak.

ing), making that aim, aiming at that, making that his

scope.

JEST.

তৎসম্মানকারী , a . from उ সान, that aim, and কারিন, Mak-

ing), making that aim, aiming at that, making that

his scope.

তৎসন্ধান কা$ী, a. (from তৎসন্ধান, that aim, and আকাছিন, der

sirous), desirous of that scope or aim.

Ja, s. (from 3 , that aim, and , desire),

a desire of that scope or aim, a desire to take that aim

or to make that his or her scope,

তৎসদানৈছু, ৫. ( from उংসऋर्शन, that aim, and ই , desirous),

desirous of taking that aim, desirous of making that

his scope.

তৎসর্ব্বানেছুক, a . (from उৎসন্ধান, that aim , and ইচ্ছুক, desir-

ous), desirous of taking that aim, desirous of making

that his or her aim or scope.

enfa, s. (from 3 , that, and fa, ajoining), that joint

or joining, that peace, his or her joint,

enfatæ, a. (from fa, that peace, and at?æ, caus.

ing), negociating that peace, making that junction ; s.

he who makes that peace.

gefatal a. (from 3 , that peace, and Fifa, mak.

ing) , making that peace, making that junction,

Jef . a. (from , that peace, and , to know),

versed in or acquainted with that peace.

তৎসন্ধিজাতা, s . (from उৎস , that perce, and জ , one teho

knors), one skilled in or acquainted with that peace.

fat , a. (from fa , that peace, and te, mik.

ing known), giving information of that peace, or of

that junction.

তৎসন্ধিনিমিত্তক, a. (from उৎসঙ্গ, that peace, and নির্মিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from that peace or junc

tion .

apan

সন্ধিপডিবন্ধস্থ a. from उ সখি, that peace, and প্রতিবন্ধs,

oppo ing), opposing or obstructing that peace or junc

tion .

Jefatus, a. (from sea, that and caused
peace, S

bu , caused by or arising from that peace or junction.

zenfaltys, a. from 3 that peace, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from that peace or junction.

3251, s. (from 35, that , and 1 , an assembly , that as

sembly, his or her assembly.

Jestat** a. (from 32,531, that assembly, and xta, de

structive), destructive to that assembly, destructive to

his or her assembly.

JeĦsis T8, a. (from 3. that assembly, and fifce,

entered , introduced or eutered into that assembly.
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উৎসভানিমিত্তক, a. (from সভা, that assembly , and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from that assembly, caus .

ed by or arising from his or her society.

55f45, a. (from , that assembly, and fa , ap-

pointed), appointed a member ofthat assembly, appoint.

ed by that assembly.

তৎলতাবিহীন, a . (from তৎসতা, that assembly , and বিহীন, des-

titute), destitute ofthat assembly, destitute ofhis or her

society.

Bastos, a. (from 51, that assembly, and T , joined

to), connected with that society or assembly.

তৎসভারহিত, a. (from उৎসতা, that assembly , and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of that assembly or society.

gastatas, a. (from ☎ ), that assembly, and * , empty),

destitute of that assembly or society.

তৎসভাস্থ, a. (from তৎসভা, that assembly, and হা, to be si-

tuate), belonging to that assembly or society.

উৎসভাস্থায়ী, a. (from उৎসা, that assembly, and স্থায়িন,

staying), continuing in or belonging to that society or

assembly.

উৎসতাস্থিত, a . (from সভা , that assembly , and স্থিত, situated),

belonging to or situated in that society or assembly.

Beast , a. (from gens , that assembly, and 7, desti-

tute), destitute of that society or assembly.

st , a. (from , that assembly, and 23. a

cause), caused by or arising from that society or as-

sembly.

, a. (from , that, and , equal), similar to that,

like that,

, a. (from , that, and t, near), near that, near

him or her ; s. the vicinity of bim, her, or that.

, a. (from eft , near that, and sto, gone), gone

to him or her, gone to that.

, a. (from Jet, near that, and , to be pro-

duced), produced near him, her, or that.

Bets, a. (from vet, near that, and at , produc-

ed), produced near him, her, or that.

get , s. (from 3 , pear that, and fata, a re-

sidence), a residence near him, her, or that.

PFA , a. (from it, near that, and fixti , re-

siding), residing near him, her, or that.

a. (from et, near that, and af , exist-

ing), existing near him, her, or that,

a. (from , near that, and , to be situa-

ted, situated near him, her, or that.

Zz

འ

Benz14zi!), a. (írom zezos, near that, and fea, stay-

ing), staying or continuing near him, her, or that.

Jeff , a. (from 2 *, near that, and F , situated ,

situated near him, her, or that.

tists, a. (from sit, near that, and atsts, come),

come to him, her, or that.

Jesatze, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and , caus-

ing), causing that prosperity, causing his or her pros→

perity.

Jeaf , s. (from 3 , that, and Я , wealth), that wealth

or prosperity, his or her wealth or prosperity.

তৎসম্পত্তিকারক, a. (from তৎসম্পত্তি, that wealth, and কারক, cause

ing), causing that wealth or prosperity, causing his or

her prosperity.

তৎসম্পত্তিকারী, a. (from তৎসম্পত্তি, that wealth, and কারিন, dow

ing), causing that wealth or prosperity, causing his or

her wealth or prosperity.

তৎ সম্পত্তিজনক, a . (from তৎসম্পত্তি, that wealth, and অনক, pro-

ducing), producing that wealth or prosperity, produc❤

ing his or her wealth or prosperity.

Jeyafgga), a. (from Jafe, that wealth, and 371, pros

ducible), producible by or arising from that wealth or

prosperity, producible by or arising from his or her

wealth or prosperity.

Jenfenti, s. (from af , that wealth, and wiş, a giv-

er), the giver of that wealth or prosperity, the giver of

his or her wealth or prosperity.

gesufentye, a. (from , that wealth, and wrạc, gio-

ing), giving that wealth or prosperity, giving his or her

wealth or prosperity.

Ja , s. (from , that wealth, and , de-

struction), the destruction ofthat wealth or prosperi-

ty, the destruction of his or her wealth or prosperity.

Jeft , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and

destructive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity,

destructive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

Jefsit, a. (from , that wealth, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

Jafsatt, s. (from af , that wealth, and at, destrue-

tion), the destruction of that wealth or prosperity, the

destruction ofhis or her wealth or prosperity.

তৎসম্পত্তিনাশক , a . (from তৎসম্পত্তি, that wealth, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to his or her wealth or prosperity

enfefface, a. (from us, that wealth, and far , a
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cause), caused by or arising from that wealth or pros

perity, caused by or arising from his or her wealth or

prosperity.

fus, a. (from fs, that wealth, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that wealth or pros-

perity, caused by or arising from his or her wealth or

prosperity.

, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and e, in-

creasing), increasing or promoting that wealth or pros-

perity, increasing or promoting his or her wealth or

prosperity.

a. (from , that wealth, and , an

increasing), the increasing of that wealth or prosperi-

ty, the increasing of his or her wealth or prosperity.

aff , ad. (from sea , that wealth, andf ™, with-

out), without that wealth or prosperity, without his or

her prosperity.

তৎসয়ডিৰিনাশ, s . (from সমুত্তি, that wealth, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of his or her wealth or prosperity.

geanfefcaixiæ, á. (from Jesfy, that wealth, and fratiæ,

destructive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity,

destructive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

sanffifty, a. (from , that wealth, and faf ,

possess d of), possessed of that wealth or prosperity.

Gamefoficia, a. (from gf , that wealth, and fata, des-

titute), destitute of that wealth or prosperity.

Suff , s. (from af , that wealth, and afa, in-

crease), the increase of that wealth or prosperity, the

increase of his or her wealth or prosperity.

উৎপন্নতি ভিরিক্ত, a. ( from সম্পত্তি, that wealth, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that wealth or prosperity excepted, his or

her wealth or prosperity excepted .

তৎনন্নতি ডিরেক, s. (from তৎসম্পত্তি, that wealth, and ঐতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that wealth or prospe--

rity, the exception of his or her wealth or prosperi-

ty.

safers, a. (from Jef , that wealth, and F, joined

to), connected with that wealth or prosperity, connect-

ed with his or her wealth or prosperity.

তৎসত্তিরহিত , a. (from সাত্তি, that wealth, and রাইড, des-

titute), destitute of that wealth or prosperity.

safar, a. (from , that wealth, and **, emp-

ty), destitute of that wealth or prosperity.

safe , a. (from 3fs, that wealth, and , desti-

tute), destitute of that wealth or prosperity.

seniferge, d.' (from seafs, that wealth, and 155, 6

cause), caused by or arising from that wealth or pros

perity, caused by or arising from his or her wealthor

prosperity.

, s. (from 3 , that, and , wealth', that wealth

or prosperity, his or her wealth or prosperity.

Tzmanfsata, s. (from , that wealth, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for that wealth or prosperity, a desire

for his or her wealth or prosperity.

325mmfomis), a. (from Texan, that wealth, and afsaif ,

desirous), desirous of that wealth or prosperity, desir

ous of his or her wealth or prosperity.

Jenantætsi, s. (from , that wealth, and tæti, de

sire), a desire for that wealth or prosperity, the desire

of his or herwealth or prosperity.

Jents , a. (from , that wealth, and tß , de

sirous), desirous of that wealth or prosperity, desirous

of his or her wealth or prosperity.

*

al, s. (from , that wealth, and F , desire), a

desire for that wealth or prosperity, a desire for his of

her wealth or prosperity.

fka. a. (from 3 , that wealth, and , desirous),

desirous of that wealth or prosperity, desirous of his or

her wealth or prosperity.

, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and , destitute),

destitute of that wealth or prosperity, destitute ofbis

or her wealth or prosperity.

, a. (from , that wealth, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from that wealth or prosperity,

caused by or arising from his or her wealth or prospe

rity.

JA, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and , destruc

tion), the destruction of that wealth or prosperity, the

destruction ofhis or her wealth or prosperity.

THIĦT, d. (from se , that wealth, and ano, de

structive , destructive to that wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

, a. (from , that wealth, and fa , destruc

tive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity, destrue-

tive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

Bence, a. (from , that wealth, and , increas

ing), increasing that wealth or prosperity, increasing

his or her wealth or prosperity.

A

, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and TA, an increas-

ing), theincreasing of that wealth or prosperity, the in-

creasing of his or her wealth or prosperity.
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asfiat, ad. (from , that wealth, and f , with-

out), without that wealth or prosperity, without his or

her wealth or prosperity.

Hata, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and fat , de-

struation), the destruction of that wealth or prosperity,

the destruction of his or her wealth or prosperity.

senafuntate, a. (from , that wealth, and fentat , de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

তৎসম্পদ্বিশিষ্ট , a. (from उ সম্পদ্, that wealth, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of, possessed of that wealth or prosperity.

Genf(Tzia, a. (from ʊe , that wealth, and fa , desti-

tute), destitute ofthat wealth or prosperity.

geЯufa, s. (from , that wealth, and f , increase),

the increase of that wealth or prosperity, the increase

ofhis or her wealth or prosperity.

fofas, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and f

excepted), that wealth or prosperity excepted, his or

her wealth or prosperity excepted.

geforça, s. (from , that wealth, and f

an exception), the exception of that wealth or prosperi-

ty, the exception ofhis or her wealth or prosperity.

G&SEHIP, a. (from , that wealth, and ™ , joined to),

connected with that wealth or prosperity, connected

with his or her wealth or prosperity.

efs, a. (from , that wealth, and af , deşti-

tute of, destitute of that wealth or prosperity, desti-

tute of his or her wealth or prosperity.

Sett, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and at , destructi-

on), the destruction of that wealth or prosperity, the

destruction ofhis or her wealth or prosperity.

Fatate, a. (from e , that wealth, and at , de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or prosperity, de-

structive to his or her wealth or prosperity.

senfafave, a. (from , that wealth, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from that wealth or pros-

perity, caused by or arising from his or her wealth or

prosperity.

FAST, s. (from on, that, and gas, honour), that honour,

his or her honour or respect.

gengzzigæ, a. (from ™, that honour, and f , caus-

ing , causing that honour or respect, giving that ho-

nour or respect, honouring or showing respect to him

or her.

, a. (from , that honour, and ff , mak-

ing), giving that honour or respect, honouring orshow-

ing respect to him or her.

$ 7.

NYTTE, a. (from , that honour, and E, pro-

ducing), giving rise to that honour or respect, giving

rise to his or her honour or respect.

Gengras, a. (from J , that honour, and fts, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that honour or res

pect, produced by or arising from his or her honour

or respect.

GegaGA , a. (from , that honour, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that honour or

respect, producible by or arising from his or her ho-

nour or respect.

Je , s. (from 3 , that honour, and at, destruc

tion), the destruction ofthat honour or respect, the de-

struction of his or her honour or respect.

Jeguatie, a. (from д, that honour, and , de-

structive), destructive to that honour or respect, destruc-

tive to his or her honour or respect.

EFTER, A. (from , that honour, and ffs, a

cause , caused by or arising from that honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from his or her honour or

respect.

তৎসমপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (fromতৎসম্ভ্রম, that honour, and পতিক,

opposing), opposing or hindering that honour or res-

pect, opposing or hindering his or her honour or res-

pect.

Jesus, a. (from
, that honour, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that honour or respect,

caused by or arising from his or her honour or respect..

Jagafafat , a. (from , that honour, and fafts, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that honour or respect.

Jena, a. (from , that honour, and fa , desti-

tute), destitute of that honour or respect.

Jeffa , a. ifrom , that honour, and ffa ,

excepted), that honour or respect excepted, his or her

honour or respect excepted.

Jengage, s . (from , that honour, and fe

an exception), the exception of that honour or respect,

the exception of his or her honour or respect.

GTIG, a. (from , that honour, and T , joined

to) , connected with that honour or respect, connected

with his or her honour or respect.

, a. (from , that honour, and as, desti-

tute), destitute of that honour or respect.

a cause),

, a. (from , that honour, and , destitute),

destitute of that honour or respect.

HEN a. (from ga, that honour, and

caused by or arising from that honour or respect, caus.

ed by or arising from his or her honour or respect.

7z2
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fs, s. (from 3 , that, and fs, consent), that con-

sent or approbation, his or her consent or approbation.

seĦata, s. (from 3 , that, and at , honour), that honour

or respect, his or her honour or respect.

tai, s. (from' , A, that honour, and , adoer),

one who shews that honour or respect, one who honours

4or respects him or her.

তৎসম্মানকারক, a. (from उ সম্মান, that honour, and কারক,

causing), causing that honour or respect, giving ho-

nour or shewing respect to him or her.

JeAntas?s, a. (from 327, that honour, and ga, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that honour or

respect, producible by or arising from his or her ho-

nour or respect.

seautaat , s. (from sea, that honour, and att, de-

struction), the destruction of that honour or respect,

the destruction of his or her honour or respect.

, a. (from ta, that honour, and atat , de

structive), destructive to that honour or respect, de

structive to his or her honour or respect.

তৎসম্মাননিমিত্তক, a. ( from তৎসম্মান, that honour, and নিমিত্তক,

a cause), caused by or arising from that honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from his or her honour or

respect.

তৎসম্মানপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from তৎসম্মান, that honour, and পুযুক্ত , caus

ed by), caused by or arising from that honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from his or her honour or

respect.

SAS, a. (from e , that honour, and Te, in-

creasing), increasing that honour or respect, increas-

ing his or her honour or respect.

Jet , s. (from , that honour, and , an

increasing , the increasing of that honour or respect,

the increasing of his or her honour or respect.

seamiaza, s. (from J , that honour, and f , an

increase), the increase ofthat honour or respect, the in-

crease of his or her honour or respect.

তৎসম্মানযুক্ত, a. ( from তৎসম্মান, that honour, and যুক্ত,joined

to), connected with that honour or respect, connected

with his or her honour or respect.

তৎলম্মনিরহিত, ৫. ( from তৎসম্মান, that honour , and রহিত, des-

titule of), destitute of that honour or respect.

seautazta, a. (from Ge , that honour, and F , desti-

tute), destitute of that honour or respect.

ANTIF, a. (from eat , that honour, and , a

use), caused by or arising from that honour or res-

pect, caused by or arising from his or her honour of

respect.

Jeautātæigi, s. (from 3 , that honour, and latġi,

desire), a desire for that honour or respect, a desire for

his or her honour or respect.

Jentatætgì, a. (from Samia, that honour, and fail?,

desirous), desirous of that honour or respect, desirous

of his or her honour or respect.

তৎসম্মান ভিলাষ,'s. (from সন্মান, that honour, and অভিরাম,

desire), a desire for that honour or respect, a desire

for his or her honour or respect.

geamiaisata), a. (from Ja , that honour, and

afsaif , desirous), desirous ofthat honouror respect,

desirous of his or her honour or respect.

Hi , s. (from , that honour, andF , desire),

a desire for that honour or respect, a desire for his or

her honour or respect.

At , a. (from , that honour, and 5, desir

ous), desirous ofthat honour or respect, desirous ofhis

or her honour or respect.

FLANKIKE, a. (from auta, that honour, and I , de-

sirous), desirous of that honour or respect, desirous of

his or her honour or respect.

geniaa, s. (from 34, that, and afaa, water), that water, his

or her water.

fa , a. (from sea , that water, and , to give),

giving that water.

IRAfämnt31, s. (from fam, that water, and 5¾, a giver),

one who gives that water.

তৎসলিলদায়ক, a. (from उ সলিল, that water, and দায়ক, gir

ing), giving that water ; s. he who gives that water.

তৎসলিলপুযুক্ত, a. ( from उ সলিল, that water, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from that water.

sexfamÃa1, od. (from gaf , that water, and fært, with-

out), without that water.

তৎসলিলবিশিभु ,ं ৫. (from उৎसलिल, that water, and fশি

pessessed of), possessed of that water.

उৎमলিলযুক্ত, a. ( from उৎमलिल, that water , and য फু़ु , connec-

ted with), connected with that water.

fang , a. (from af , that water, and f³, desti-

tute), destitute of that water.

325fmāta , a. (from 3 , that water, and * , empty),

destitute of that water.

famia, a. (from f , that water, and 7, desti-

tute), destitute of that water.

J2Ffamlege, a. (from fam, that water, and a

cause), caused by or arising from that water.
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afmteisi, s. (from ef , that water, and tett, de-

sire), a desire for that water.

enfants , a. (from , that water, and atet ,

desirous), desirous of that water.

Jean , s. (from , that water, and w

search), a search after that water.

Genfantegal, a. (from 3 , that water, and f

seeking), seeking for that water.

তসলিলাপেক্ষা, s. (from उ লिल, that water, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), an expectation or waiting for that water.

তৎসলিলাপেক্ষী, a. (from সলि, that water, and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting), expecting or waiting for that water.

fan, that water, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for that water.

effet, a . (from 3 , that water, and fifa ,

desirous), desirous of that water.

senfàmtfsata, s. (from

Jafar , s. (from , that water, and at, desire),

a desire for that water.

JeAfslag, a. (from ſ , thal water, and a, desirous),

desirous ofthat water.

তৎমণিলেছুক, a. (from उ সলিল, that water, and ইচ্ছুক, desir-

ous), desirous of that water.

gentiæ, a. (from ™ , that, and T , accomplishing), ac-

complishing or perfecting that.

genta, s. (from ❤ , that, and Я , an accomplishing),

the accomplishing ofthat, the means or instrument by

which that is accomplished.

venica, s. (from J , that, and E , courage), that bold-

1

ness or courage, his or her boldness or courage.

ৎসাহজনক, a. (from সাহস, that courage, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing that boldness or courage, produc-

ing his or her boldness or courage.

উদাহজনিত, a. (from उ সাহস , that courage, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from that courage

or boldness, produced by or arising from his or her

courage or boldness.

SeЯtgum , a. (from centra, that courage, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that courage or

boldness, producible by or arising from his or her bold-

ness or courage.

তৎসাহসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from उৎসাহস, that courage, and নিতি ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that courage or bold-

ness, caused by or arising from his or her courage or

boldness.

fs , a. (from seat , that courage, and

*( 4*, opposing), opposing or hindering that bold-

Bafa.

ness or courage, opposing or hindering his or her cou

rage or boldness.

তৎসাহসপুযুক্ত , a . ( from उ সাহস, that courage, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that boldness or

courage, caused byorarising from his or her courage or

boldness.

gefigntée, a. (from3A, that courage, and TỐc, in-

ereasing), increasing that courage or boldness, increas

ing his or her courage or boldness.

JeAigara, s. (from , that courage, and T , an

increasing), the increasing ofthat courage or boldness,

the increasing of his or her courage or boldness.

set , ad. (from Jet , that courage, and fat,

without), without that courage or boldness, without

his or her courage or boldness.

তৎসাহসবিশিষ্ট, a. (from उৎসাহস, that courage, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed of that courage or boldness,

possessed ofhis or her courage or boldness.

তৎসাহসযুক্ত , a. ( from उৎসাহস, that courage, and যুক্ত, joined

to), connected with that courage or boldness, possess

ed of his or her courage or boldness.

তৎসাহসরহিত , a. (from সাহস, that courage and রহিত,

destitute), destitute ofthat courage or boldness.

seatcxt , a. (from 3 , that courage, and I, emp

ty), destitute of that courage or boldness.

Jet , a. (from , that courage, and , desti-

tute), destitute of that courage or boldness .

JeĦİLMET , a. (from eat , that courage, and

a cause), caused by or arising from that courage or

boldness, caused by or arising from his or her courage

or boldness.

তৎসাহসাগৰ, s . ( from उৎসা , that courage, and অভাৰ, non-

existence), the want of that courage or boldness, his or

her want of courage or boldness.

JefЯa, a. (from 3 , that, and f , accomplished), accom-

plished by him, her, or that.

Jeff , s . (from 3 , that, and f , accomplishment), the

accomplishment ofthat, his or her perfection or suc-

cess.

Jeff , s. (from faf , the accomplishment of that, and

a doer), he who accomplishes that.

gefasuetae, a. (from Jeff , the accomplishment of that,

and at , causing), causing or effecting the accom-

plishment ofthat, causing his or her success.

Jeff , a. (from eff , the accomplishment of that,

and I, producible , producible by er arising from the

accomplishment of that;
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ড.সিদ্ধিনিমিত্তক, a. (from ৎসিf, the accomplishment of that ,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from the ac-

complishment of that.

gefnfsratre, a. (from fafa, the accomplishment of that,

and cætte, informing,, giving information of the ac-

complishment of that.

geftface, a. (from ff , the accomplishment of that,

and ( 3, a cause), caused by or arising from the accom-

plishment ofthat.

year, s. (from 35, that, and y, happiness), that happi-

ness, his or her happiness.

zezatze, a. (from e , that happiness, and TXT,

causing), causing that happiness, causing his or her

happiness.

ge , a. (from ga , that happiness, and , making),

causing that happiness, making him or her happy.

JLANGAI, ɑ. (from 3 , that happiness, and 574, pro-

ducing), producing that happiness , producing his or

her happiness.

GeFUGAI, a. (from sex, that happiness, and 5 , produ-

cible , producible by or arising from that happiness,

producible by or arising from his or her happiness.

geun, a. (from , that happiness , and ■, to give),

giving that happiness, conferring happiness on him or

her..

gento , s. (from , that happiness, and at , a giver),

उम

structive), destructive to that happiness, destructive to

his or her happiness.

Jeyficiæ, a. (from , that happiness, and facée,

causing to cease), putting an end to that happiness,

causing his or her happiness to cease.

তৎসখনিবারক, a . (from उ সুখ, that happiness, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that pleasure or happiness, pre-

venting his or her pleasure or happiness,

fata, s. (from , that happiness, and fats , a

preventing), the preventing of that happiness, the pre-

venting of his or her happiness.
"

তৎসু নিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from उ সুখ, that happiness, and নিবৃত্তি, cele

sation), the cessation of that happiness, the cessation

ofhis or her happiness.

effe, a. (from J , that happiness, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from that happiness, cause

ed by or arising from his or her happiness .

তৎসুখপুতিন্ধক, a. (fromডংসুখ, that happiness, and প্রতিবন্ধত্ব,

opposed to), opposing or obstructing that happiness,

opposing or obstructing his or her happiness.

তৎসুখপুযুক্ত , a. ( fromउ সুখ, that happiness, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from that happiness, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her happiness.

Jezuftn , ad. (from Я , that happiness, and fa̸71, with

out), without that happiness, without his or herhappi

ness .
1

one who gives that happiness, one who confers happi- , a. (from , that happiness, and fifte

possessed of, possessed of that happiness.

ness on him or her.

entre, a. (from , that happiness, and at , giv-

ing), giving that happiness, conferring happiness on

him or her.

geants , a. (from , that happiness, and wifgą, giv-

ing), giving that happiness, conferring happiness on

him or her.

, s. (from 3 , that happiness, and , destruc

tion) , the destruction of that happiness, the destructi-

on of his or her happiness.

TerfĦT, a, (from e , that happiness, and , de-

structive), destructive to that happiness, destructive to

his or her happiness .

, a. (from , that happiness, and f , de-

structive , destructive to that happiness, destructive to

his or her happiness.

gerata , s. (from , that happiness, and H , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that happiness, the destructi-

on of his or her happiness.

, a. (from 3 , that happiness, and atte, de-

ts, s. (from , that happiness, and cost,

joyment), the enjoyment of that happiness or pleasure,

geist, a. (from , that happiness, and catfty

enjoyment), enjoying that happiness or pleasure.

GRANTF, a. (from , that happiness, and y , connect-

ed with), connected with that happiness, connected

with his or her happiness.

yezugico, a . (from , that happiness, and I , desti-

tute), destitute of that happiness.

, a . (from , that happiness, and ifora, en-

joying), enjoying that happiness, possessed of that

happiness.

, a. (from , that happiness, and ts, empty),

destitute of that happiness.

a . a. (from e , that happiness, and a, desti-

tute), destitute ofthat happiness.

gez , a. (from , that happiness, and S. a

cause), caused by or arising from that happiness, cause

ed by or arising from his or her happiness,
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tetit, s. (from 3 , that happiness, and sitztât, a

desire), a desire for that happiness, a desire for his or

her happiness.

setts , a, (from , that happiness, and wiztfia,

desirous), desirous of that happiness, desirous of his or

her happiness.

উৎসুখানুভব . (from उ সুখ, that happiness, and অনুভব, er-

perience), the experience of that, happiness, the expe-

rience of his or her happiness.

উৎসুখাপেক্ষক, a. (from তৎসুখ, that happiness, and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting or waiting for that happiness, the

looking for his or her happiness.

উৎসুখাপেক্ষা , s. ( from उ সুখ, that happiness, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), an expectation of that happiness, an ex-

pectation or looking for his or her happiness.

ভৎসুখাপেক্ষী, a. (from उৎসুখ, that happiness , and অপেক্ষিন ,্

expecting), expecting or waiting for that happiness,

looking for his or her happiness.

Setenta, s. (from , that happiness, and fanta,

desire), a desire for that happiness, a desire for his or

her happiness.

equintal, a. (from , that happiness, and fmifan,

desirous), desirous of that happiness, desirous of his

or her happiness.

Set , a. (from , that happiness, and F, at-

tached to), fond of that happiness or pleasure, attach-

ed to his or her happiness or pleasure.

Seagi, s. (from
, that happiness, and fa¹, a desire),

a desire for that happiness or pleasure, a desire for his

or her happiness.

gemuz, «. (from 3 , that happiness, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of that happiness or pleasure, desirous of his

or her happiness.

Jer , a. (from e , that happiness, and F , desir-

ous), desirons of that happiness or pleasure, desirous

of his or her happiness.

ata , s. (from , that happiness, and stF, a

beginning), the beginning ofthat happiness or pleasure,

the beginning of his or her happiness.

তৎ সুযোপক্রম, a. (from সুখ, that happiness, and উপক্রম, ৫

commencement), the beginning of that happiness or plea.

sure, the beginning of his or her happiness .

gematests, s. (from , that happiness, and 85ts,

enjoyment), the enjoyment of that happiness or plea-

sure .

es , a. (from 4, that, and 57, indicating), indicating

ihat.

তৎসে.

71, s. (from , that, and 5 , an indication), that

indication, an indication of that.

53, a. (from 3 , that, and , indicated), indicated

by that, made known by him or her.

J1, s. (from 4, that, and ‹ Ã, an army), that army,

his or her army.

- সেন জন্য, a. (from उ সেনা, that army, and জন্য, producin

ble), producible by or arising from his, her, or that army.

getanta, s. (from , that army, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that army, the destruction of

his or her army.

Jernate, a. (from A , that army, and , de-

structive), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

getatkant, á. (from Jet, that army, and * f , de-

structive), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

তৎসেননিশি, s. ( from उ সেনা, that army , and নাশ, destruc

tion), the destruction ofthat army, the destruction of

his or her army.

gecatante, a. (from 1, that army, and atta, des

structive), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

তৎসেনারিলা, ad . (from उ লেনা, that army, and নি। , twilt-

out), without that army, without his or her army.

তৎসেনাৰিনাশ, s . (from তৎসেনা, that army, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that army, the destructi

on of his or her army.

তৎসেনাৰিনাশক, a. (from उ সেনা, that army, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that army, destructive to

his or her army.

তৎলেনাবিশিষ্ট , a . ( from उৎসেনা, that army, and ৰিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that army, possessed ofhis or

her army.

Ja , a. (from 3 , that army, and TF, joined to),

connected with that army, connected with his or her

army.

4তৎসেনারহিত, a. (from उ সেনা , that army, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that army, destitute ofhis or her ar-

my.

Jattas, a. (from , that army, and t , empty),

destitute ofthat army, destitute of his or her army.

Jeta, a. (from , that army, and , destitute),

destitute of that army, destitute of his or her army.

Jemaneza, a. (from ɩ , that army, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that army, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her army.
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ai, s. (from 3 , th , and a , service), that service

or attendance, attendance on him or her, his or her

attendance.

ত-সেবাকা$1, s. (from তৎসেৱা, that service, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা , de-

sire), a desire for that service or attendance, a desire

for his or her attendance.

- , a. (from उ সেবা, that service, and আকানি, de-

sircus), desirous ofthat service or attendance, desirous

ofhis or her attendance.

GIRTists, a: (from tax , that service, and st , found),

included in that service or attendance, belonging to his

or her attendance.

ভংসেবাজনিত, a. (from তৎসেবা, that service, and জনিত, pro .

duced), produced by or arising from that service or at.

tendance, produced by or arising from his or her ser,

vice or attendance.

at , a. (from at, that service, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that service or at-

tendance, producible by or arising from his or her at-

tendance .

Gerai , s. (from Tell, that service, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that service or attendance, the

destruction of his or her service or attendance.

GRATIĦE, a. (from TT , that service, and , de-

structive), destructive to that service or attendance,

destructive to his or her service or attendance.

TARIF), a. (from Jer , that service, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that service or attendance,

destructive to his or her attendance.

, s. (from 3 , that service, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that service or attendance, the

destruction of his or her attendance.

সোনাশক, a. ( from उ সে t, that service, and न র্শক, de-

structive), destructive to that service or attendance,

destructive to his or her attendance. ,

উৎসেবানিবিষ্ট, a. (fromতৎয়েরা, that service, and নিষ্টি, en-

gaged in), engaged in that attendance or service, en-

gaged in his or her attendance or service.

তৎসেবানিমিত্তক, a . ( from ৎসেবা, that service, and নিনি ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that service or at-

tendance, caused by or arising from his or her attend-

ance.

তৎসেবাস্থিত, a. (from উৎসেবা, that service, and অন্বিত, con-

nected with), connected with that service or attendance,

connected with his or her service or attendance .

ঢংসেবাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from উৎসেৱা, that service, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

orposing), opposed to or hindering that service or at-

tendance, opposed to or hindering his or her attends

ance.

তৎসোপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তৎসেবা, that service, and পযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that service or attend.

ance caused by or arising from his or her service or at-

tendance.

getfel, ud. (from Jer , that service, and fan, with

out), without that service or attendance, without his or

her service or attendance.

Jeraatfaatat, s.(from sex , that service, and fratt, de

struction), the destruction ofthat service or attendance,

the destruction ofhis or her service or attendance,

তৎসেবাবিনাশক, a. (from ডংসেৱা, that service, and ৰিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that service or attendance,

destructive to his or her service or attendance.

geuziagua, s. (from , that service, and

a transgression), a violation of that service or attend.

ance, a violation of his or her service or attendance.

তৎসেবাতিরিক্ত, a . (from ৎসেবা, that service, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that service or attendance excepted, his or

her service or attendance excepted .

তৎসোৰ্যতিরেক, s. ( from উৎসের!, that service, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that service or attend,

ance, the exception of his or her service or attend-

ance.

GATE, a. (from , that service, and 1 , joined

to), connected with that service or attendance, con

nected with his or her service or attendance.

Getz , a. (from 3 , that service, and 3, devotedto,

devoted to or delighted with that service or attendance,

devoted to or delighted with his or her service or at-

tendance.

তৎসেবারহিত , a. (from scal, that service, and ह , d/s-

titute), destitute of that service or attendance, desti

tute of his or her service or attendance.

Je , 4. (from 1, that service, and , empty),

destitute ofthat service or attendance, destitute of his

or her service or attendance.

তৎসোহানি, ও . (from উৎসেবা , that service, and হানি, a de-

triment), a detriment to that service or attendance, a

detriment to his or her service or attendance.

তৎসেবাহীন , a . (fromउসেবা, that service , and হীন, destin

tute), destitute of that service orattendance, destitute

of his or her service or attendance.

ISTAUTIF, a . (from A, that service, and T.a cause,

caused by or arising from that service or attendance,

caused by or arising from his or her service or attend-

ance,
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betalatiga, s. (from , that service, and sig , a be-

ginning , the commencement of that service or attend-

ance, the beginning of his or her service or attend-

ance.

তৎসেৱোপক্ৰম, s . (fromउ সেat, that service, and উপক্রম, a be-

ginning), the commencement of that service or at-

tendance, the beginning of his or her service or attend-

ance.

gelaat43, a. (from , that service, and F, ||

fit , worthy of that service or attendance, worthy of

his or her service or attendance.

seta , s. (from 3 , that, and tññ , an army), that army,

his or her army.

sta , a. (from 3 , that army, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that army, produ

cible by or arising from his or her army.

getaaka♬, s. (from 31, that army, and ‡ ♬, destruc-

tion), the destruction of that army, the destruction of

his or her army.

Jetañitae, ɑ. (from get , that army, and JF, de-

structive), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

.getaut , a. (from set , that army, and , de-

structive), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

Jetaa;aix, s. (from staĦ , that army, and ‡‡, destruc-

tion), the destruction of that army, the destruction of

his or her army.

ডংসৈন্যনাশক, a. (from তৎসৈন্য, that army, and নাশক, de-

structice), destructive to that army, destructive to his

or her army.

উৎসৈন্যনিমিত্তক, a. ( from उসৈন্য, that army, and নিমিশুক, a

cause), caused by or arising from that army, caused

by or arising from his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যপুযুক্ত,get , a. (from 3 , that army, and , causedপৄযऊু,

by , caused by or arisingfrom that army, caused by or

arising from his or her army.

ডংসৈন্যৰিনা , ad. (from उ ন্যৈ , that army, and ৰিনা, with-

out), without that army, without his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যবিনাশ, s. (from उ সৈন্য, that army, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that army, the destructi-

on of his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যবিনাশক, a. (fromउ সৈন্য, that army, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that army, destructive to

his or her army.

getaafafty, a. (from eta , that army, and fifty,

Jeta.

possessed of), possessed of that army, attended by his

or her army.

তৎসৈন্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from उসৈন্য, that army , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that army excepted, his or her army except-

ed.

stafa , a. (from
t , that army, and fe

anexception , the exception of that army, the exception.

of his or her army.

stay , a. (from sets, that army, and F, joined to),

connected with that army, connected with his or her

army.

তৎসৈন্য হিত, a . (from उসৈন্য , that army, and রহিত, desti-

tu'e), destitute of that army, free from his or her ar-

my.

Jetta, s. (from vet , that army, and , detri

ment , a detriment or loss to that army, a detriment or

loss to his or her army.

getaapia, a. (from , that army, and 3, destitute),

destitute of that army, free from his or her army,

তংসৈন্যহেতুক, সৈন্য ,getang , a. (from 3 , that army, and 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from that army, caused by or

arising from his or her army.

•

Jetati, s. (from t , that army, and statt , de

sire), a desire for that army, a desire for his or her ar

my.

তৎনৈন্যাকাশী, a. (from उ সৈন্য, that army, and আকাশি , de-

Brous), desirous ofthat army, desirous of his or her ar-

my.

তৎসৈন্যগমন , ৪. (from उ দৈন্য, that army, and আগমন , ৫

coming), the coming or approach of that army, the

coming or approach of his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যান্বেষণ , s. (from उ দৈন্য, that army , and অন্বেষণ ,

seeking), a seeking for that army, a seeking for his or

her army.

তৎসৈন্যান্বেষী, a. (fromउ সৈন্য, that army, and সন্বেধি , seek-

ing), seeking for that army, seeking for his or her ar-

Aaa

my.

তৎসৈন্যাপেক্ষ) , s. (from তৎসৈন্য, that army , and অপেক্ষা, ex-

pectation , an expectation or looking for that army, an

expectation or looking for his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যাপেক্ষী, a. (from তৎসৈন্য, that army, and অপেক্ষি , e-

pecting), expecting or looking for that army, looking

for or expecting his or her army.

তৎসৈন্যাভিলাষ, ৪. (from उ দৈন্য , that army , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that army, a desire for his or her

army.

তৎসৈন্যমভিলাষী, a. (from star, that army, and অভিলাি
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ৎস্থ.

desirous), desirous of that army, desirous of his or her

army.

তৎসৈন্যেহ্রা,ata , s. (from , that army, and a , desire),

a desire for that army, a desire for his or her army.

gelaag, ɑ. (from 71, that army, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of that army, desirous of his or her army.

☎staarge, a. (from 5 , that army, and F , desirous),

desirous of that army, desirous of his or her army.

, s . (from 3 , that, and , a place), that place, his

or her place.

Gerasts, a. (from 3 , that place, and st³, found), situ-

ated or being in that place.

S&HATIG, a. (from , thatplace, and 513, fallenfrom),

fallen from that place or situation.

তৎস্থলজ, a. (fromতংস, that place, and জন, to beproduced),

*produced by or arising from that place or situation .

, u. (from 3 , that place, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from that place or situation.

Tai , a. (from , that place, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from that place or situation.

, s . (from , that place, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of that place.

TERMIKAT, a. (from , that place, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that place.

Je , a. (from 3 , that place, and f , destruc-1

tine), destructive to that place.

, s . (from , that place, and , destruction),

the destruction of that place.

* , a. (from JT , that place, and * , destruc-

tive), destructive to that place.

mfata, s. (from that place, and faz¡¬, a resi-

dence), a residence in that place.

zezafāzta), a. (from , that place, and fatf¤ , resid-

ing), residing in that place.

তৎস্থলনিমিত্তক, a . (fromতল, that place, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that place.

bezagata, s. (from , that place, and Яi , a tempo-

rary residence), a temporary residence in that place.

তৎস্থৰালী, a. ( from তৎস্থল, that place, and পুরাশি , resid-

ing temporarily), residing temporarily in that place.

Lagu , ɑ.. (from , that place, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that place.

JCI.

Jett, a. (from J , that place, and if , residing),

residing in that place.

Jeff , a . (from , that place, and fef , possest

ed of), possessed of that place or situation.

তৎস্থলব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্তৎস্থল, that place, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, -

cepted), that place or situation excepted.

তৎস্থলবতিরেক, ৪. (from न, that place , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that place or situation.

JF, a. (from , that place, and 5, joined to,

connected with that place or situation .

•

ডং স্থলরহিত, a. ( from স্থল, that place, and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute or bereft of that place or situation.

Je , a. (from 2 , that place, and 1, empty), des-

titute of that place or situation.

, a. (from 3 , that place, and , to be situated ,

situated in that place.

তৎস্থলস্থায়ী , a. (from তৎস্থল, that place, and হারিন, staying),

staying or continuing in that place.

ef , a. (from 3 , that place, and f , siturted),

situated in that place.

, a. (from 3 , that place, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of that place or situation .

তৎস্থলকে, a. (from স্থল, that place, and হেতু, a cause),

caused by or arising from that place or situation.

Jetti, s. (from , that place, and §1, desire),

a desire for that place or situation.

att , a. (from , that place, and staff , desir

ous), desirous of that place or situation.

তৎস্থলাবিকার , s . ( from স্থল, that place , and অধিকার, ৫

right), the right or proprietorship of that place.

তৎস্থলাবিকারী, a . (fromতৎস্থল, that place, and অধিকারি , 100-

ing), owning or having a right to that place.

তৎস্থলানুসন্ধান, s. (from স্থল, that place, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a search for that place or situation .

তৎস্থলানুসন্ধানী , a. (from তংস্থল, that place, and অনুসন্ধানিন,

searchingfor), searching after that place or situation.

তস্থলানুসন্ধায়ী , a . (fromতৎস্থল, that place, and অনুসম্প্রতি,

searchingfor), searching for that place or situation.

Ja , s. (from , that place, and , search),

the seeking after that place or situation.

তৎস্থলান্বেষী, a. (from স্থল, that place , and অন্বেধিন, seek-

ing), seeking after that place or situation .

geza ; a. (from , that place, and affa, being), atfata, s. (from J , that place, and sata, desire),

being in or belonging to that place.

Jaza , 8 (from I, that place, and t , a residence),

a residence in that place.

the desire of that place or situation .

Jeraissata), a. (from 3 , that place, and fat , de-

siring, desiring that place or situation.
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, s. (from 3 , that place, and 5 , desire), a de-

sire for that place or situation .

, a. (from , that place, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of that place or situation.

NAT, à. (from , that place, and , desirous),

desirous of that place or situation .

, s. (from 35, that, and , a place), that place, his

or her place.

AI, a. (from 3 , that place, and st3, found), situ-

ated or being in that place.

13, a. (from 3 , thatplace, and 5,fallenfrom),

fallen from that place or situation .

, a. (from 3 , that place, and , to be produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that place or situati-

on.

desiantol , s. (from † , that place, and 13, a giver),

one who gives that place or situation.

tante, ɑ. (from , that place, and at , giving),a.

bestowing that place or situation .

, s. (from 32 , that place, and , destructi-

on , the destruction of that place or situation.

ta , ɑ. (from 3 , that place, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that place or situation .

Je , a from 3 , that place, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that place or situation.

I

Gegiant , s . (from 3 , that place, and * , destructi-

on), the destruction of that place or situation.

staatda, a. (frou

Gestalt, a. (from 3 , that place, and aifa , resill

ing), residing in that place.

Jafa , ad. (from , that place, and f , without),

without that place or situation.

Jetafafy, a. (from , that place, and faftas, possess-

ed of), possessed of that place or situation.

তৎস্থানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তৎস্থান, that place, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that place excepted.

তৎস্থানৰ্যাতিরেক, s . (from তৎস্থান, that place, and ব্যতিরেক, ar

exception), the exception of that place.

তৎস্থনিমাহ ত্ম্য, s . ( from তৎস্থান, that place, and মাহাত্ম্য, glo-

ry), the glory of that place or situation .

tas, a. (from , that place, and F, joined to),

connected with that place or situation.

তৎস্থানরহিত, a. ( fromতংস্থান, that place, and রহিত, desti-

tute of), destitute or bereft of that situation.

Jets, s. (from 3 , that place, and ts, acquisiti

on), the acquisition or obtaining of that place or situ

ation .

, a. (from , that place, and , empty),

destitute of that place or situation .

Jet , a. (from 3 , that place, and , to be situated,

situated in that place.

তৎস্থানস্থাপিত, a . (fromতৎস্থান, that place, and স্থাপিত, place

ed), placed in that place.

Jetaætxt, a. (from 7, that place, and fq, staying),

continuing in that place.

A, that place, and * , destruc- f , a . (from , that place, and f , situated),

tive , destructive to that place or situation .

getafata, s. (from 3 , that place, and faxtã, a resi-

dence), a residence in that place,

তৎস্থাননি।সী, a. (from স্থান, that place , and fatসिন, resid

ing) , residing in that place.

তৎস্থাননিত্তিক, a . (from তৎস্থান, that place, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that place or situation .

Jetat , a. (from 3 , that place, and Я , a tempo-

rary residence), a temporary residence in that place .

ett , a. (from 33 , that place, and gif , resid-

ing tomporarily), residing temporarily in that place.

, a. from3 , that place , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that place or situation .

Jetat, a. (from 3 , that place, and a being),

being in or belonging to that place.

s. from 3 , that place, and at , a residence),

a residence in that place.

situated in that place.

ta , a. (from , that place, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of that place or situation .

, a. (from 3 , that place, and 3. a cause),

caused by or arising from that place or situation.

তৎস্থানাকা‡1 , s . ( from তৎস্থান, that place, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা, desire),

a desire for that place.

eztatta , a. (from 3 , that place, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of that place.

তৎস্থানাধিকার , s. (from তৎস্থান , that place, and অধিকার, ৫

right), the right or proprietorship of that place.

তৎস্থানাধিকারী, a. (from তৎস্থান , that place, and অধিকারিন,

owning), owning or having a right to that place.

তৎস্থানান্বেষণ , s . ( from তৎস্থান, that place , and অন্বেষণ, search),

a seeking for that place.

তৎস্থানান্বেষী, a . (from স্থান, that place, and সন্বেষি , seek -

ing), seeking for that place,

A a 2
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তস্মৃ-

তৎস্থানাপন্ন , a. ( from স্থান, that place, and আপন্ন, possessed

of), belonging to or connected with that place.

তংস্থানাতিলা , ৪. (from স্থান, that place, and অভি , de-

sire), a desire for that place or situation .

তৎস্থানাভিলাষী, a. ( from উংস্থান, that place, and অভিরানি,

desirous), desirous of that place or situation.

I, that place, and 1, desire), a

desire for that place or situation.

1, s. (from

a . a. (from 3 , that place, and , desirous), des

sirous of that place or situation .

Il , a. (from 3 , that place, and F , desirous),

desirous of that place or situation.

, s . (from 3 , that, and s, recollection ), that re-

collection, the recollection of him, her, or that, that

body oflaws .

, a. (from 3 , that recollection, and , pro-

ducing), producing that recollection, causing the re-

collection ofhim, her, or it.

ভস্মৃতিজন্য, a. ( from স্মৃতি, that recollection, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that recollecti-

on, producible by or arising from the recollection of

him, her, or it.

fs , s. (from Jefs, that recollection, and , de-

struction), the effacing ofthat recollection, the effacing

of the recollection of him, her, or it.

este, a. (from 323, that recollection, and ,

destructive), effacing that recollection, effacing the re-

collection of him, her, orit.

Jefs , a. (from 3 , that recollection, and f

destructive), effacing that recollection, effacing the re-

collection of him , her, or it.

তংস্মৃতিনাশ,25 , 8. (from es, that recollection, and at, de-

struction), the effacing of that recollection, the effacing

of the recollection of him, her, or it.

Jeftate, a. (from 3fs, that recollection, and * ,

destructive), effacing that recollection, effacing the re-

collection of him, her, or it.

Gemfofnface, a. (from 3 , that recollection, and fifaz,

a cause), caused by or arising from that recollection,

caused by or arising from the recollection ofhim, her,

or it.

32# THE, a. (from 3 , that recollection, and

qftiae, opposing), opposed to that recollection, oppos .

ing the recollection of him, her, or it.

ভূৎস্মৃতিপুযুক্ত, a . (from ত স্মৃতি, that recollection , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that recollecti

SH.

on, caused by or arising from the recollection of him;

her, or it.

Jeffant, ad. (from Jefs, that recollection, and fat,

without), without that recollection, without the recol

lection of him, her, or it.

#fsfsfs, 1. (from as, that recollection, and

ff , excepted , that recollection excepted, the re

collection of him, her, or it excepted.

Jeff , s. (from , that recollection, and

fs , an exception), the exception of that recollecti

on, the exception of the recollection of him, her, or it.

33, a. (from 3s that recollection , and f£3, des.

titute), destitute of that recollection, destitute of the

recollection of him, her, or it.

3 , a. (from 3 , that recollection, and xta, des

titute of , destitute of that recollection , destitute ofthe

recollection of him, her, or it.

Jefus, a. (from 3 , that recollection, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from that recollection, caus-

ed by orarising from that text of the Smriti or law, caus-

ed by or arising from the recollection of him , her, or it.

Jet , s. (from 3 , that, and , nature), that nature,

that natural disposition, his or her nature or inclination.

gestasts, a. (from 2 , that nature, and s³,found),

belonging to or existing in his or her nature, belong

ing to that nature .

JASTHI , a. (from A, that nature, and as, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that nature, pro-

ducible by or arising from his or her nature.

তত্ত্বভাৰনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্বভাব, that nature, and নির্মিত,

cause , caused by or arising from that nature, caused

by or arising from his or her nature.

তৎস্বভাৰপুযুক্ত, a. ( from তংস্বভাব, that nature , and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from that nature, caused

by or arising from his or her nature.

Jestuse, a. (from est , that nature, and I, a

cause), caused by or arising from that nature, caused

by or arising from his or her nature.

3 , conj. (from Gut, and), and ; ad. thus, so, there.

guts, conj. (from 3 , thus, and 5, and), notwithstanding,

nevertheless, yet, still, even.

ut , conj. (from 3 , thus, and t , even), notwithstand-

ing, nevertheless, yet, still, even .

Guy, ad. (from 3 , there), in that place, there.

Ja phrase, (from 3 , so, and 3. let it be), so be it, amen.

3 , s. (from , so), a reality, certainty, accuracy.
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Gust.

surata, s. (from 3 , a reality, and t , knowledge), an

accurate knowledge ofany thing, a correct idea, a con-

viction of any truth.

GU †97, s. (from ʊ , a reality, and , the making of

any thingknown), the avowing of any truth, the mak-

ing ofany truth known.

ata, s.(from Jus, a reality, and cata, knowledge), a con-

viction ofany truth, the knowledge of any truth.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and t, a share), that share or

part, his or her part or share.

তদশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদংশ, that share, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , that share or part excepted .

35**fa&×4 , s. (from
*, that share, and fit , an ascer-

taining), the ascertaining of that share, the ascertain

ing ofhis or her share.

3 , s. (from 3 , that share, and fag, an ascer-

taining), the ascertaining of that share, the ascertain-

ing of his or her share.

35 , a. (from,, that share, and sist , sharing),

partaking of that share, dividing that share.

37, a. (from 35, that, and f , sharing), sharing that,

dividing that.

Thed, s. (from 3 , that, and wea, a not doing), the not

doing ofthat, the non-performance of that.

Shægatæti, s . (from , the not doing of that, and

atott, desire) , a desire not to do that.

nastata , a. (from
4, the not doing of that, and

ta , desirous), desirous of not doing that.

Inogdtfsata, s . (from A, the not doing of that, and

fata, desire , a desire of not doing that.

gott , «. (from 4 , the not doing of that, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of not doing that.

তদকরণেহ্র) , s. ( from তদকরণ , the not doing ofthat, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), the desire of not doing that.

3ld , a. (from , the not doing of that, and

desirous), desirous of not doing that.

তদকরণেছুক, a. (from তদকরণ , the not doing of that, and ইচ্ছুক,

desirous), desirous of not doing that.

GASTA, s. (from 35, that, and staa, a not going), that want

of motion, the not going that journey.

তদগমনstat1, s . (from 34st , that not going, and atet , a

desire), a desire not to go that journey.

onstratæt , a. (from , that not going, and

desirous), desirous of not going that journey.

তদগমন।ভিলাষ , s . (from उদগমন, that notgoing, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire of not going that journey.

উদ

sqstraifsaid), a. (from as , that not going, and Sat ,

desirous), desirous ofnot going that journey.

sta , s. (from st , that not going, and F51 , desire),

a desire of not going that journey.

তদগমনেঙ্গ ,ু
sta. (from as , that not going, and desirous),

desirous of not going that journey.

3astalIL®, a. (from Jūsta , that not going, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of not going that journey.

34 , s. (from 35, that, and %, a mark), that mark, that

grasp of the arms, that embrace.

34 , s . (from 3 , that, and , a limb), that member or

limb, that body.

3 , s. (from , that limb, and ‹ , a cutting), the

amputation of that limb, the cutting off that member.

3af31, s. (from 34 , that, and fats, he who presides),

he who presides over that.

ta, s. (from 3 , that, and at , a promise), that

promise or concession .

33, a. (from 3 , that, and 5, promised), promis-

ed or conceded by him or her.

ts, s. (from 3 , that, and feta, a right), that right

or proprietorship, a right over him or her.

তদবিকারাকাঙ্ক্ষা , s . (from তদধিকার, that right, and আকা ू1 , de-

sire), a desire for that right or proprietorship, a desire

of right over him orher.

তদবিকারণকারী , a. (from তদবিকার , that right , and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of that right or proprietorship, de

sirous of a right over him or her.

anfaatan , s. (from fats, that right, and , desire),

a desire for that right or proprietorship, a desire o

right over him or her.

mſtæn?y, a. (from fata, that right, and 5, desirous),

desirous of that right or proprietorship, desirous of

right over him or her.

anftehase, a. (from zajâæfa, that right, and , desir

ous), desirous of that right or proprietorship, desirou

of a right over him or her.

, s. (from 3 , that, and a , a superintendent), tha

superintendent, the superintendent over that man, wo

man, or thing.

37 , ad. (from 3 , that, and , afterward), after-

wards, after that.

st, a. (from 3 , that, and , following), following

him, her, or that.

37 , a. (from 3 , that, and 3, attached to), attach-

ed to or gone after him, her, or that, devoted to him,

her, or that.
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37%

nista , a. (from 34, that, and , a following), that

following, the following of him, her, or that.

sha , a. (from 7, that, and

lowing him, her, or that.

at , following), fol-

17, s . (from 34, that , and , the vehicle or sub-

stance in which a medicine is administered , that sub-

stance with which a medicine is mixed, that fluid ve-

hicle for medicine, that liquid which is drank after a

medicine,

tata , s . (from 3 , that liquid vehicle, and 1,

desire), a desire of that liquid vehicle for a medicine,

the desire of that liquid to drink after a medicine.

ongstates , a. (from ta, that liquid vehicl ' , and

tata , desirous), desirous of that vehicle for a medi-

cine, desirous of that liquid to drink after a medicine.

zzataire¤æ, n. (from 3 , that liquid vehicle, and

, seeking), seeking that vehicle for a medicine,

seeking that liquid to drink after a medicine.

stated, s . (from 7, that liquid vehicle, and

a seeking), the seeking of that vehicle for a medicine,

the seeking of that liquid to drink after a medicine..

, a. (from 3 , that liquid vehicle, and

, seeking), seeking that vehicle for a medicine,

seeking that liquid to drink after a medicine.

natal, s . (from , that liquid vehicle, and

, expectation), an expectation of or waiting for

that vehicle for a medicine, the expectation of or look-

ing for that liquid to drink after a medicine.

, a. (from a, that liquid vehicle, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting for that ve-

hicle in which to take a medicine, looking for or expect

ing that liquid to drink after a medicine.

gaggtalfemta, s. (from 3 , that liquid vehicle, and

afsata, desire), a desire for that vehicle for a medicine,

a desire for that liquid to drink after a medicine,

Skagitatfemte , a. (from , that liquid vehicle, and

affa , desirous), desirous of that vehicle for a me-

dicine, desirous of that liquid to drink after a medi-

cine.

, s. (from 3 , that liquid vehicle, and ,

desire), the desire of that vehicle for a medicine, the

desire of that liquid to drink after a medicine,

Tদনুপ'নেट्ठ,ू a, from তদনুপনি, that liquid vehicle, and ইह ,ू

desirous), desirous of that vehicle for a medicine, de-

sirous of that liquid to drink after a medicine.

তদনুপানেছু , ৫. ´from उদপান, that liquid vehicle, and ইছুক,

desirous,, desirous of that vehicle for a medicine, de-

sirous of that liquid to drink after a medicine .

34Jta, s. (from 3 , that, and 7, an inference , that

inference, his or her inference.

, 8. (from , that inference, and at, a

doer), one who makes that inference.

তদনুমানকারক , a . (from তদনমান , that inference , and করি ,

making), making that inference.

তদনুমাপক,, a . (from 3 , that, and t , causing to infer),

causing a person to infer that.

34Jt , a. (from 35, that, and tf , following), accord-

ing with that, following upon that , consistent with that.

34?, a. (from 3 , that, and 4 , enamoured ), enamour-

ed with him , her, or that, attached to him, her, or that.

, a, (from , that, and age, pleasing), giving

pleasure to him, her, or that, makinghim, her, or that

happy.

it fondness), fondness foratst, s. (from , that, and

or love to him, her, or that, that love, that attachment.

shaatst, a. (from 4, that, and ga, loving) , loving him,

her, or that, attached to or fond of him, her, or that.

34 , a. (from 35, that, and 5 , a resemblance ) , resem

bling him, her, or that, corresponding with that.

at31, 8. (from 3 , that, and t , one who practises),

he who practises that, he who does that,

nata, s . (from , that, and was , practice), that prac

tice, the practice of that, the doing of that.

nata , s. (from 3 , that practice, and , a doer),

one who practises that, one who lives in the practice

of that,

3kgbtqete, a. (frọm 3 , that practice, and age, do

ing) , practising that, living in the practice of that.

ì, a . (from , that practice, and fe , do•

ing), practising that, living in the practice of that.

33 , 4, (from 3 , that practice, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that practice,

producible by or arising from the practice of that.

snadiafafaeæ, a. (from swasta, that practice, and ffe,

a cause), caused by or arising from that practice, caus

ed by or arising from the practice of that.

nt , a. (from 344517, that practice, and us, CAUS-

ed by), caused by or arising from that practice, caused

by or arising from the practice of that.

ongstafel, ad. (from 341 , that practice, and fet, with-

out , without that practice, without the practising of

that.

That , 0, from , that practice, and fof?*,

excepted), that practice excepted, the practice of that

excepted,
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Chal.

ongstafora, s . from 3 , that practice, and

an exception , the exception of that practice,

ception to the practice ofthat. '

Shasta£53, a. (from

juge,

an ex-

that practice, and s. a

cause), caused by or arising from that practice, caus-

ed by or arising from the practice of that.

gata, a. (from 37, that, and af , following), fol-

lowing that, consequent upon that, according with that,

agreeing thereto.

Satie, ad. (from 3 , that , and ta, a following), ac-

cording to that.

343, s. (from 34, that, and 3, an end) , that scope or end,

the object or scope of that, a scope, an object.

33 , ad. (from 3. that, and 3 , without), besides that.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and a, food), that food, his or her

food.

, a. (from , that food, and , to give), giving that

food, giving his or her food.

331, s. (from 3 , that food, and ¤†¾, a giver), he who

bestows that food, a person who maintains or bestows

food on him or her.

onafaface, a . (from 3 , that food, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that food.

, a . (from 353 , that food, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that food.

nata, s. (from 3 , that, and atta, the ceremony of

giving the first rice to a child), the weaning of that

child or the ceremony of feeding it with rice for the

first time.

af , s. (from 3 , that food, and f , without), with

out that food.

nafsi , a. (from 3 , thatfood, and if , except-

ed) , his, her, or that food excepted .

তদন্নতিয়েক, s . ( from তদন্ন, that food, and তিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of his, her, or that food.

375 , s. (from 3 , that food, and SF , an eating), the

eating of his , her, or that food .

1, s . (from , that food, and c , one who eats),

one who feeds on his, her, or that food.

ha , s. (from , that food, and 57, an eating),

the eating of his, her, orthat food.

# 3 , a. (from , thatfood, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from his , her, or that food .

katetai, s . (from 3 , thatfood, and ttt, desire), a de-

sire for his , her, or that food.

catat , a . (from 3 , thatfood, and at , desirous),

desirous of his , her, or that food .

তদপ

তদন্নাভিলাষ, s . ( from তদর, that food and অভিলাষ, desire), a

desire for his, her, or that food.

haifs , a. (from 3 , thatjood, and if desirous),

desirous of his, her, or that food .

laki, s. (from 3 , that food, and , desire), a desire

for his, her, or that food.

, a , (from 3 , that food, and 35, desirous), desirous

of his, her, or that food.

347783, a. (from 35 , that food, and 5 , desirous), desir-

ous of bis, her, or that food .

33, s. (from , that, and eta, a hindrance), that

hindrance or disadvantage, a hindrance or injury to

him or her.

Læ, a. (from 3 , that, and ta , hindering), hin-

dering or obstructing that, hindering or injuring him

or her.

তদ্বপকারজন্য, a. ( from তদপকরি, that hindrance,and জন্য, pro4

ducible), producibleby or arising from that hindrance,

producible by or arising from hindering him or her.

তদপকারনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদপকার, thathindrance, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that hindrance,

caused by or arising from the hindrance or injury of

him or her.

তদপকারপ্রযুক্ত, a . (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that hindrance,

caused by or arising from the hindering or injuring of

him or her.

তদপকারনি!, ad . (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and বিনা,

without), without that hindrance, without hindrance

or injury to him or her.

তদপকারব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and

fas, excepted) , that hindrance excepted, the hin-

drance of him or her excepted .

তদপকারবতিরেক, s. (from তদপকার, that hindrance , and

ifsigæ, an exception) , an exception to that hindrance,

an exception to the hindrance ofhim or her.

a . (from , that hindrance, and (55. a

cause), caused by or arising from that hindrance, caus-

ed by or arising from the hindering or injuring of him

or her.

তদপকারাকাঙ্ক্ষা, s. (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and আকাat,

a desire) , the desire of putting that hindrance in the

way, a desire of hindering or injuring him or her.

তদপকার কাঙ্ক্ষী, a. ( from তদপকার, thathindrance andঅকাম্পিল,

desirous), desirous ofproducing that hindrance, desir-

ous ofinjuring him or her.

তদপকারান্বেষণ, s. (fromতদপকরি, that hindrance, and সম্বের,
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onts.

a seeking), a seeking to put that hindrance in the way,

a seeking to injure or hinder him or her.

তাপকারান্বেষী, a . (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and অন্বেষিণ,

a seeking), seeking to put that hindrance in the way,

seeking to injure him or her.

তদপকারাভিলাষ , s. (from তদপকার, that hindrance, and

afsata, desire), a desire to put that hindrance in the

way, a desire to injure him or her.

, a. (from tata, that hindrance, and

ff , desirous), desirous of putting that hindrance

,in the way, desirous ofhindering or injuring him or her.

g ), 8. (from at , that hindrance, and , de-

sire), a desire of putting that hindrance in the way, a

desire to injure or hinder him or her.

. a. (from a , that hindrance, and de-

sirous), desirous of putting that hindrance in the way,

desirous of injuring, or hindering him or her.

Iktatie, a. (from 3, that hindrance, and , de-

sirous), desirous of putting that hindrance in the way,

desirous of hindering or injuring him or her.

31, s. (from 3 , that, and 3 , a child), that child, his

or her child.

ft, ad. (from 4, that, and aft, a border or extremi-

ty), so far, from that, to that.

GAYA, s. (from 3 , that, and , a constituent part),

that constituent part or member, a constituent part or

member of him, her, or it.

Saayzî, a. (from TT, that constituent part), belonging

to, connected with, or having that member or constitu-

ent part.

TE, a. (from 3 , that, and I , a state or condition),

thus conditioned, placed in such circumstances, thus

situated,

Cha , s. (from 3 , that, and w , a state or condition ,

that state or condition, his or her state or condition.

, s. (from 3 , that, and at , non-entity), the want

of that, the non-existence of that.

35 , s. (from 3 , that, and f , defeat), that defeat,

that subduing or humbling, the subduing or humbling

of him or her.

fs51, s. (from 3f , that defeat, and , a doer),

he who humbles or subjugates that person, he who

humbles or subjugates him or her.

Infoscatze, a. (from 5s , that defeat, and ta , do-

ing), humbling or subjugating him or her, subjugating

that or making it subservient to his controul; s. he

who humbles or subjugates that person.

JK fs.

তদভিভকারী, a. (from তদভিভৰ, that defeat , and কারিন, dingy

humbling or subjugating him, her, or that person.

3fs , a. (from ass , that defeat, and fs, produc

ed), produced by or arising from the humbling or sub-

jugating of him, her, or that person.

ভদভিতৰজন্য, a. ( from তদভিতৰ; that defeat, and জন্য, produc

cible), producible by or arising from the humbling or

subjugating ofhim, her, or that person.

safssants, a. (from fes , that defeat, and t³, produc.

ed, produced by or arising from the humbling or sub-

jugating ofhim, her, or that persón.

তঙ্গভিতৰনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদভিভৱ , that defeat, and নিষিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from the subjugating or

bumbling of him , her, or that person.

তদভিভতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তদভিভৱ, that defeat , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposed to the subjugating or humbling of

him, her, orthat person,

enfssary , a. from us , that defeat, and , cause

ed by , caused by or arising from the humbling or sub.

jugating of him, her, or that person.

nfssar a. from 34554, that defeat, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from the humbling or subjugat

ing of him, her, or that person,

anfaatti, s. (from 35 55 , that defeat, and ti, de

sire,, a desire of the humiliation orsubjugation ofhim,

her, or that person.

nfssatati, a. (from , that defeat, and tf?,

desirous), desirous of the humiliation or subjugation of

him , her, or it,

তদভিভান্বেষণ, s. ( from তদভিভব , that defeat, and অন্বেষণ, ৫

seeking), a seeking the humiliation or subjugation of

him, her, or that person.

তদভিতান্বেষী, a . ( from তদভিতৰ, that defeat, and সন্বেষি ,

seeking), seeking the humiliation or subjugation of him,

her, or that person.

assifsata, s . (from 35 , that defeat, and fat ,

desire , a desire of humiliating or subjugating him, her,

or that person ,

তদভিভাভিরাধী , a. (from তদভিতৰ, that defeat , and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of humiliating or subjugating him,

her, or that person .

afsi , s. (from 35554, that defeat, and a sub-

ject), the subject of that defeat or conquest, the sub

ject humbled or subjugated by him or her.

nfsal, s. (from 3f53 ; that defeat, and a , desire),

the desire of humiliating or subjugating him, her, or

that person,
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তদহ.

aufsstag, a. (from Juf , that defeat, and 3 desirous ,

desirous of the humiliation or subjugation of him, her,

or that person.

safi , a. (from nf , that defeat, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous ofthe subjugation or humiliation of him,

her, or it.

JSNA, 8. (from 3 , that, and a committing to memo-

ry), that study orfrequent repetition which fixes a thing

in the memory, study or frequent repetition of that sub-

ject, his or her study or frequent repetition of a thing.

sqsnaga , a. (from , that study, and 575, produ i-

ble), producible by or arising from that frequent repe-

tition, or from the frequent repetition or study of that

thing.

তদভ্যাসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদভ্যাস, that study, and নিমিত্ত ,

cause , caused by or arising from that frequent repeti-

tion, or from the frequent repetition or study of that

subject.

তদভ্যাসপুযুক্ত, a. (from उদভ্যাস, that study, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from that frequent repetit-

on, or from the frequent repetition of that,

NATs, ad. (from 345 , that study, and , subjec-

tion), subject to, or through that particular study or

committing to memory, subject to, or through those

particular things committed to memory.

তদভ্যাসতিরিক্ত, a. ( from उদন্ত্য) , that study , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , his, her, or that study or committing to me-

mory excepted .

তদভ্যাসৰ্যাতিরেক, s. (from তদভ্যাস, that study, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of his, her, or that study

or committing to memory.

MINATIF, a. (from 3 , that study, and c55, a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that study or

committing to memory.

Jūta, s. (from 35, that, and sta, pride), that pride

r self-importance, his or her pride or selfimportance.

তদহস্কারজনক, a. (from তদহস্কার, that pride, and জনক, caus-

ing), producing that pride or self-importance, produc-

ing his or her pride or self-importance.

ta , a. (from 3 , that pride, and , preduci-

ble), producible by or arising from that pride or self-

importance, producible by or arising from his or her

pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারজাত, a . (from তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and জাত, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that pride or self-im-

portance, produced by or arising from his or her pride

or self-importance.

Bub

তদহ.

' ,3 €¶tata , s. (from GTKI?, that pride, and t , destruc-

tion ) , the destruction of that pride or self-importance,

the destruction of his or her pride or self importance .

IzHiŢIA☎, ɑ. (from 3 , that pride, and ☎, de-

structive), destructive to that pride or self-importance,

destructive to his or her pride or self-importance .

, a. (from 3 , that pride, and de

structive , destructive to that pride or self-importance,

destructive to his or her pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারনাশ, ৪. (from তদহঙ্কার, hat pride, and নাশ, destruc

tion , the destruction of that pride or self-importance,

the destruction ofhis or her pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারনাশক, a . (from তদহস্কার, that pride, and নাশক,

structive), destructive to that pride or self-importance,

destructive to his or her pride or self-importance .

তদহস্কারনিন্দক, a . (from তদহস্কার , that pride, and fe, re-

proaching), reproaching or censuring that pride or self-

importance, reproaching or censuring his or her pride or

self-importance.

t.

তদহস্কারনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and নিৰতক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to that pride or self-

importance, putting an end to his or her pride or self-

importance.

তদহস্কারনিবারক, a. (from তদঙ্কার , that pride , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that pride or self-importance

preventing his or her pride or self- importance.

তদঙ্কারনিবারণ, s. ( from তদহঙ্কার , that pride, and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing ofthat pride or self-import--

ance, the preventing ofhis or her pride or self-import-

ance.

তদহঙ্কারনিবৃত্তি, s . (from তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa-

tion), the cessation of that pride or self-importance,

the cessation of his or her pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারনিষিত্তক, a. ( rom তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and নিমিত্ত ,

cause), caused by or arising from that pride or self-in-

portance, caused by or arising from his or her pride or

self-importance.

তদহঙ্কারণযুক্ত, a . (from উদহস্কার, that pride, and পুযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that pride or self-import-

ance, caused by or arising from his or her pride or

self-importance.

তদহস্কারবন্ধক, a. (from তদহঙ্কার, thatpride, and ৱৰ্দ্ধক, increas

ing), increasing that pride or self-importance, increas

ing his or her pride or self-importance .

তদংস্কারবর্ধন , s. (from তদহস্কার, that pride , and ৱৰ্ত্তন, an in-

ereasing), the increasing of that pride or self-import-
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ance, the increasing of his or her pride or self-import.

ance.

SkStatą, a. (from 553% ?, that pride) , possessed of that

pride, proud of that thing.

Stafa , ad. (from 3 , that prid , and fe , with.

out), without that pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারবিনাশ, s . (fromতদঙ্কার, that pride, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that pride or self-import-

ance, the destruction of his or her pride or self-import-

ance.

তদহস্কারবিনাশক, a. (from তদহস্কার , that pride, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that pride or self-import-

ance, destructive to his or her pride or self-importance.

agt?faft¥, a. (from 3 , that pride, and fafto, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that pride or self-importance.

syy$tzańē, a . (from ạ, thatpride, and ☎, treading

down), humbling that pride or self-importance, hom-

bling his or her pride or self-importance.

agstaana, s. (from 37 , that pride, and 2 , a tread-

ing down), the crushing or humbling of that pride or

self-importance, the crushing or humbling of his or

her pride or self-importance.

MES¡¿YF, a. (from 35% , that pride, and F, joined to),

connected with that pride or self-importauce, connect-

ed with his or her pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কাররহিত , a . ( from তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and রহিত, desti-

tute, destitute of that pride or self-importance.

তদহস্কারশালী, a . (from তদঙ্কার, thatpride), possessed ofthat

pride, inclined to that pride or selfimportance.

suzstatás, a . (from 3 , that pride, and 1, empty),

free from that pride or self-importance.

stage, a. (from 3 , that pride, and 5 , indicat-

ing), indicative of that pride or self-importance.

1, s. (from 3 , that pride, and , one who

kills), a person or thing who destroys his, her, or that

pride or self-importance.

দেহস্কারহানি, s . ( from তদহঙ্কার, that pride, and হানি, dari-

´ment), the reduction of that pride or self-importance,

the reduction of his or her pride or self-importance.

a. (from 3 , that pride, and 1 , destitute),

free from that pride or self-importance.

saxtacza, a. from 3 , that pride, and I, a cause),

caused by orarising from that pride or self-importance,

caused by or arising from his or her pride or self-im-

portance.

অহঙ্কারণস্থিত, a. (from তদহস্কার, that pride, and अডি, con-

onts.

nected with), connected with or possessed ofthat pride

or self-importance.

31. ad. (from 3 , that), then, at that time.

3717, s. (from that, and at , a mine), that mine,

that spring, that quarry.

3tt1, s. (from 3 , that, and attgt, desire), that de

sire, his or her wish or desire, the desire of that.

statal, a. (from 3 , that , and tat , desirous), desir

ous of that.

nizia,, s . (from , that, and tats,form), that form or

shape, his or her form.

ontætates, a. (from T † , thatform, and ₹3,formed),

formed into that very image.

3atas, s. (from 35, that, and is, form), that form or

shape, his or her form or shape.

3i , 8 (from 3 , that , and is , a causing , that ap

proach, his or her coming or approach .

oatszatætgi, s (from 341:27, his coming, and tatt, de

sire), a desire for that approach, a desire for his or her

coming.

তদগিমনাকাহ্লী, a. (from उদামयন , his coming, and জকিনি,

desirous , desirous of that approach, desirous of his or

her coming.

gandanteens , s. (from outstan, his coming, and 5749, 11-

pectation), an expectation or looking for his, her, or its

coming.

Satanice), « . (from sattaa, his coming, and surf ,

exp cling, expecting or waiting for his or her coming.

ent lantfsata, 8. (tro a caigua, his coming, and as

desire) , the desire of his, her, or its coming,

gatstent[satát, « . (from Tatsaa, his coming, and fat ,

desirous), desirous of his, her, or its coming,

ontsta7781, s. from t , his coming, and ₹51, desire),

a desire for his, her, or its coming.

10
satsata, 4. (from a† 27, his coming, and F. desirous),

desirous ofhis, her, or its coming.

Ghisl4lAKE, a. (from Ta543, his coming, and 5 , desir

OILS , desirous of his, her, or its coming.

ThisA4, 8. (from 35, that, and 1844, conduct), that conduct,

his or her conduct.

chio?atētži , s . (from satsad, that conduct, and tatay, de-

sire , a desire of that practice or conduct.

satoastest, a. (from ts , that conduct, and

desi: ous), desirous of that conduct or practice.

oktogdifsata, s. from satta, that conduct, and 5 ,

desire), a desire of that conduct or practice.

toptate, a. from 134, that conduc', and off ,

desirous, desirous of that conduct or prac ice.
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oktor .

ts , s. (from 354, that conduct, and a , desire),

a desire of that conduct or practice.

gatsaldā, a. (from 34, that conduct, and 5, desirous),

desirous of that conduct or practice.

SATTAA , a. (from 334, that conduct, and , desir-

ous), desirous of that conduct or practice.

antota, s. (from 35, that, and tota, conduct), that conduct

or practice, his or her conduct or practice.

outstaæ, a. (from 35, that, and vistas, acting), acting or

conducting himselfin that manner, practising that.

satsiaì, a. (from 34, that, and toifa , acting), practising

that, conducting himself in that manner.

, s. (from 35, that, and is , a command), that com-

mand, that order, that decree, his or her commandment

or decree.

তদাঙ্গাকা$1 , s. (from उদাজ্ঞা, that command, andsett, de-

sire), a desire for that order or command, a desire for

his or her commandment or decree.

তদাজ্ঞাকারী , a . (from उদাজ্ঞা, that command, and অকানি,

desirous , desirous of that order or command, desirous

of his or her order or command.

entetatge, a. (from
3 , that command, and træ, do-

ing), doing that command, performing his or her com-

mands.

enter , a. (from 351 , that commind, and wife , do-

ing), doing that command, preforming his or her com-

mands.

Statfer , s. (from at , that command, and 3 , a

transgression), the transgression of that command, the

transgression ofhis or her command.

antointi, s. (from 3 , that command, and at , one who

gives) , the giver of that command.

satstātge, a. (from it !, that command, and t☎, gir-

ing , giving that command or order ; s. the giver of

that order or command.

atstatt. a. (from 34 , that command, and wife , gir

ing), giving that order or command.

outstate, a . (from t , that command, and fata ,

preventing), preventing or resisting that order or com

mand, preventing or resisting his or her order or com

mand.

ভদাজ্ঞানিবারণ , s. ( from তদাজ্ঞা , that command, and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing or resisting of that order

or command, the preventing or resisting of his or her

order or command.

তদাজ্ঞানিমিত্তক, a. (from তদাজ্ঞা , that command , and নিমিত্তক,

a cause), caused by or arising from that order or com-

তদাদি-

mand, caused by or arising from his or her order or

command.

তদাদ্রাপালক, a. (from उদাজ্ঞা, that command, and পালক, nou-

rishing), keeping or observing that order or com-

mand, keeping or observing his or her order or com-

mand.

3utatta , s. (from 3 , that command, and , a

nourishing), the keeping or observing of that order or

command, the keeping or observing of his or her or-

der or command.

t , a . (from , that command, and F, caus-1800

ed by), caused by or arising from that order or com-

mand, caused by or arising from his or her order or

command.

antatag, a. (from , that command, and ₹5, bearing),

observing or doing that command or order, observing

or doing his or her command or order.

তদাজ্ঞাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from তদাজ), that command, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), that command excepted, his or her com.

mand excepted.

তদাজ্ঞীতিকে, s. (from তদজ্ঞ।, that command, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofthat command or order.

3ntik, s. (froni † , that command, and 34, breaking),

the breaking of that command, the breaking of his or

her command.

sit , a. (from , that command, and 3 , keep-

ing), keeping that command, keeping his or her com-

mands ; s. one who keeps his, her, or that command.

3,8 (from , that command, and A, a keep.

ing) , the keeping of that command, the keeping ofhis

or her commands.

att , s. (from at , that command, and 31, preser-

vation), the keeping of that command, the keeping of

his or her commands.

Jataga, 8. (from 41, that command, and a§ , a trans-

gressing), the transgressing of that command, the

transgressing of his or her command.

thege, a. (from G , that command, andcy, a cause),

caused by or arising from that command, caused by or

arising from his or her command.

otta , s. (from , that command, and 7, a

transgressing), the transgressing of that command, the

transgressing of his or her commands.

ta , a. (from , that, and at , own), that own, re-

lated to him or her ; s . that relation, that friend.

tfa, a. (from , that, and tf , beginning), beginning

Bbb2 .
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353.
তৎ

with that, making that the beginning and including

all the series.

gnificē, s, (from if , the beginning ofany thing, and

33,the end of any thing), all the circumstances which

relate to any thing from beginning to end.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and atta, a receptacle), that

recéptacle, the receptacle or support of him, her, or it.

at , ad. (from 3 , that), then, at that time.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and i , a skreen), that skreen

ordefence, that covering, his or her skreen or covering.

34ig3, a. (from 3 , that, and , subject to ), subject to

or dependent on him, her, or that.

ata , s. (from that , and t , a beginning , that be-

ginning, the beginning of that.

a

tay , a. (from 3 , that, and tag, commencing), begin-

ning that, eausing the commencement of that.

Я , a. (from 3 , that, and , attached to), attach-

ed to or fond of that, fond of him or her.

3 , a. (from 35, that, and F53, another,, another than

that, different from him or her.

a. (from , that, and 85, spoken), spoken by him

or her, mentioned in that (book or writing.)

3 , s . (from 3. that, and sf , a speech), that expression

or sentence, his or her expression.

Jf53, 1. (from J , thai , and 3f83, proper), proper or fit-

ting for that.

3 , a. (from 3 that, and 83 , excellent), more excel-

lent than him, her, or that.

8 , s . (from 35, thit , and 83, a reply), that answer, his

or her reply ; a. after him, her, or that ; north of that.

nata, s. (from , after that), the time future to

that, his or her future state.

anti, s. (from , that reply, and 3, one who

gives), one who gives that reply.

onante, o, (from 3433, that reply, and at , giving ,

giving that reply.

eneafnest, ad, from 35, that, and 8338, the north-quar-

ter), to the north of that.

, s. from 3 , north of that, and cat, a coun-

try), the country north of that.

তদুত্তরপুতিন্ধক, a ( from তদুত্তর, that reply, and পুতিন্ধক, op-

posing, opposing that reply, opposing his or her an-

swer.

53 , a. (from 3433, that reply, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that reply, caused by or

arising from his or her reply.

gafant, ad. (from II, that reply, and f , withou!),

without or besides that reply, without or besides his

or her reply.

তদুত্তয়ব্যতিরিক্ত , s. (from স্তদুত্তর, that reply , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, বে-

cepted) , that reply excepted, his or her reply excepted.

তমুত্তর ডিরেক, s . (from তদুত্তর , that reply , and ৰ তিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that reply, the exception

of his or her reply.

The leg, a. (from 3, that reply, and c³, a cause),

caused by or arising from that reply, caused by or

arising from his or her reply.

val.

, S. (from , that, and sea, a festival), that festi

, s. (from , that, and 8 , a relinquishment), that

relinquishment, that oblation, that gift.

et , s. (from , that , and set , zeal), that zeal, that

persevering effort, that energy.

sata , a. (from that zeal, and , produc-

ing), producing that zeal or energy, producing those

persevering efforts.

তদুৎ সাহজনিত, a . (from তদুৎসাহ, that seul , and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by that zeal or energy, produced by

those persevering efforts.

ht , a. (from 3 , that zeal, and . produ

ciple), producible by or arising from that zeal or ener.

gy, producible by or arising from those persevering

efforts.

cheats , s. (from eat , that zeal, and ‡ ¤, destruc-

tion , the destruction of that zeal or energy, the dis-

couraging or rendering abortive those persevering ef

forts.

RATE , 0. (from eat , that zeal, and a de

structive), destroying that zeal or energy, destroying

or rendering abortive those persevering efforts .

at , a. (from 3 , that zeal, and FAR, de-

structive), destructive to that zeal or energy, destruc

tive to or rendering abortive those persevering efforts.

sata , s. (from , that zeal, and 14, destruc-

tion , the destruction of that zeal or energy, thedes-

truction or rendering abortive those persevering efforts.

state, a. (from , that zeal, and state, de

structive), destructive to that zeal or energy, destruc

tive to or rendering abortive those persevering efforts.

ogsafirdæ, a. (from e , that zeal, and fargE, CAUS-

ing to cease), putting a stop to that zeal or energy,

putting a stop to those persevering efforts.

sgewicholze, a . (from 3 , that seal, and fazze,

B
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SHE1.

preventing), preventingor obstructing that zeal or ener-

gy, preventing or obstructing those persevering efforts .

উদুৎসাহনিবারণ , s . (from তদুৎসাহ, that zeal, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing , the preventing or obstructing of that zeal

or energy, the preventing or obstructing of those per-

severing efforts.

geatxfizfe, s. (from , that zeal, and fifa, c:s-

sation , the cessation of that zeal or energy, the cessa-

tion of those persevering efforts .

sgentefāfacæ, a. (from , that zeal, and fi³, a

cause), caused by or arising from that zeal or energy,

caused by or arising from those persevering efforts.

SESATCXTF, a. (from 33Я† , that zeal, and g , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that zeal or energy,

caused by or arising from those persevering efforts.

vasAtezés, a. (from , that zeal, and Tax, increas-

ing), increasing that zeal or energy, increasing those

persevering efforts .

ogsatzfefta, a. (from , that zeal, and fe * , pos-

sessed of), possessed of that zeal or energy, engaged in

those persevering efforts.

#দুৎসাश्যু , ह . ( from দুৎসংহ, that real, and যऊু, joined to),

connected with or possessed ofthat zeal or energy, con-

nected with those persevering efforts.

Batafs, a. (from 3 , that zeal, and as, des-

titute), destitute of that zeal or energy, destitute of

those persevering efforts.

sqzatettal, a. (from 3 , that zeal), possessed of

that zeal, engaged in those persevering efforts.

At , a. (from 3 , that zeal, and * , empty),

destitute of that zeal or energy, destitute of those

severing efforts.

per-

t , a. (from , that zeal, and 7, desti-

tate), destitute of that zeal or energy, destitute of those

persevering efforts .

Cent£753æ, a. (from , that zeal, and (55 a cause),

caused by or arising from that zeal or energy, caused

by or arising from those persevering efforts .

ta, s. (from 3 , that, and sta, deliverance), that de-

liverance, his or her deliverance.

3 , s. (from 3 , that deliverance, and , a doer),

he who works that deliverance, he who delivers him

or her.

তদুস্কারকারক, ৫. ( from उদুদ্ধার, that deliverance, and কারক,

doing), working out that deliverance, delivering him

or her.

তদুদ্ধারকারী, a. (from ভদ্বার, that deliverance, and কারি,

তরুপ

doing, working out that deliverance, delivering in or

her.

ta , a. (from ta, deliverance, and , produci

ble), producible by or arising from that deliverance,

producible by or arising from his or her deliverance . ,

তদদ্ধারনিমিত্তক, a . (from তদুঙ্কার , that deliverance, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that deliverance,

caused by or arising from his or her deliverance.

, a. (from t , that deliverance, and 5, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that deliverance,

caused by or arising from his or her deliverance.

ITALIE, a. (from , that deliverance, and 13, a

cause , caused by or arising from that deliverance, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her deliverance .

তদ্বুদ্বারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (fromতদুর্দ্ধার,that deliverance, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposed to or obstructing that deliverance

opposed to or obstructing his or her deliverance.

SKII, 2, (from 35, that, and 83, engaged in), engaged in

the act of doing that, about to do that.

, 8. (from J , that, and 8 , exertions), that exerti-

on, his or her exertions .

3 , a. (from 3 , that, and 8 , zealous), zealously en-

gaged in that work.

sqlitx, s. (from 35, that, and surя, exertion), that zeal.

ous exertion, that endeavour.

chcastsi, a. (from , that, and stustista, exerting), zeal-

ously pursuing that object, zealously exerting himself

in that business.

et , s . (from , that, and set , assistance), that as-

sistance, his or her help.

, a. (from 3 , that, and sata , giving assist-

ance), giving that assistance, assisting him or her.

ta , a. (from ta, that help, and , produc-

ing) , producing or causing that assistance, giving rise

to his or her help.

তদুপকারজনিত, a. ( from অপকার, that help, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from his, her, or that

assistance.

ta , a. (from ta, that help, and 1, produ

cible), producible by or arising from his, her, or that

assistance .

তদুপকারজাত, a. ( from তদপকরি, that help, and জতি, produce

ed), produced by or arising from his, her, or that as

sistance.

at , s. (from , that help, and , destruc-

tion), the frustrating or preventing of his, her, or that

assistance.
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edete, a. (from

GERY.

ts, that help, and a , de-

structive), frustrating or preventing his, her, or that as

sistance.

maig , a. (from AI, that help, and fña, de-

structive), frustrating or preventing his, her, or that as-

sistance.

তদুপকারনাশ, s. (from তদুপকার, that help, and নাশ, destructi

on), the frustrating or prevention of his, her, or that

assistance.

statatæ, u . (from tata, that help, and at , de-

structive), frustrating or preventing his, her, or that as-

sistance.

তদুপকারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from তদুপকার, that help, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hindering his, her, or that as-

sistance.

ta , a. (from

by), caused by or

tance.

fan , ad. (from

, that help, and , caused

arising from his, her, or that assis-

ra, that help, and fat, with-

out , without or besides his, her, or that assistance.

তদুপকারাতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from তদুপকার, that help, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), his, her, or that assistance excepted.

তদুপকা ব্যতিরেক, s. (from তদুপকার, that help, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception ofhis, her, or that assistance .

ontataires, a. (from , that help, and 155, a cause),

caused by or arising from his , her, or that assistance.

তদুপকারাকারা , ও. (from তদপকরি, that help, and আকাঙ্খা, de-

sire), a desire for his, her, or that assistance.

ongøtaisist, a . (from spēja, that help, and stoffay, de-

sirous), desirous of his, her, or that assistance.

engotzilqas, a. (from 5a43, that assistance, and JUT,

seeking), seeking for his, her, or that assistance.

তদুপ্রকারান্বেষণ , s . (from তদুপকার, that assistance, and সন্বেষণ,

a seeking), a seeking for his, her, or that assistance.

উপকারণন্বেষী, a. (from ভদ্পকার , that assistance, and অন্বেষি,

seeking), seeking his, her, or that assistance.

তদুপকারাভিলাষ , s. (from তদুপস্কার, that assistance, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for his, her, or that assistance.

ogatarsante , a. (from 3 , that assistance, and

fat , desirous), desirous of his, her, or that assist-

ance.

artet , a. (from 3 , that, and staff , assisting), assist-

ing him or her, forwarding that object.

netta , s. (from ts, that assistance, and 21, de-

sire), a desire for his, her, or that ass stance.

endettaz, a. (from I, that assistance, and T , desir-

us), desirous of his, her, or that assistance.

, a . (from

প.

t , that assistance, and des

sirous , desirous of his, her, or that assistance.

-p

, a. (from 3 , that , and safe, instructed), in-

structed by him, her, or that.

? , 8 (from 5, that, and **, instruction), that in-

struction , his or her instruction.

3m , a. (from 55, that, and sπ **, giving instruc-

tion), giving those instructions, instructing him or her.

car, a. (from , that instruction, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that instruction,

producible by or arising from his or her instruction.

তদুপদেশনিবর্ত্তক, a . ( from তদুপদেশ, that instruction , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to that instruction,

putting a stop to his or her instruction.

* a. (from 3 , that instruction, and

fata , preventing), preventing that instruction, pre-

venting his or her instruction.

* s. (from 3 , that instruction, and

Fata, a prevening), the preventing of that instructi

on, the preventing of his or her instruction .

, a. (from 3 , that instruction, and fifa ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that instruction,

caused by or arising from his or her instruction.

3 , a. (from 3 , that instruction, and 5,

caused by), caused by or arising from that instruction,

caused by or arising from his or her instruction.

ad. (from 3 , that instruction, and fast,

without), without or besides that instruction , without

or besides his or her instruction.

তদুপদেশৱিশিষ্ট, ৫. (from তদুপদেশ, that instruction, and বিশিষ্ট

possessed of), possessed ofthat instruction or counse!.

3ddafofa , a. (from , that instruction, and

fofa , excepted), that instruction excepted, his or her

advice or instruction excepted.

fl , s. (from , that instruction, and

ft , an exception), the exception ofthat instruction,

the exception of his or her instruction .

* , . (from 3 , that instruction, and 45.join-

ed to), connected with that instruction, connected with

his or her instruction.

তদপদেশরত, a. ( from তদুপদেশ, that instruction, and রঙ, de-

lighted with), delighted with that instruction, delighted

with his or her instruction.

oksantafes, a. (from 3 , that instruction , and f³,

destitute), destitute of that instruction, destitute ofhis

or her instruction .
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उमून.

gathatats, s. (from 5 *, that instruction, and als, ac-

quisition), the acquisition of that instruction or advice,

the acquisition of his or her counsel or advice.

San , c. (from , that instruction, and 3, a

cause , caused by or arising from that instruction, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her instruction.

তদুপদেশ কাউ ' , s. (from তদুপদেশ, that instruction, and অাকাঙ্কা,

desire), a desire for that instruction, a desire for his or

her instruction.

* & , a. (from 3 *, thatinstruction , andweiß ,

desirous , desirous of that instruction, desirous of his

or her counsel or advice.

তদুপদেশাচরণ, s. ( from তদুপদেশ, that instruction, and tচরণ. a

practicing , the practising or observing of that instruc-

tion, the observing or practising of his or her counsel

or instructions .

35 , ad. (from 3 , that instruction , and

, afollowing), according to or in correspondence

with his, her, or that instruction or advice.

**H * 1, s. (from 3 *, that instruction, and wal,

expectation) , an expectation or looking for his, her, or

that instruction or counsel.

34125HIFI, a. (from 1.FI,*, thatinstruction, and

expecting), expecting or locking for his, her, or that

instruction or counsel.

cqdıqatishia, s . (from , that counsel, and ofsmta,

ad sire), a desire for that counsel or instruction , a

desir. for his or her advice or counsel.

angustifɔsta? a. (from asia , that counsel, and mtfaq

desirous), desirous of that counsel or instruction, de-

sirous of his or her counsel or instraction.

saffiartai, s. (from a , that counsel, and F , desire),

a desire for that counsel or instruction, a desire for

his or her counsel or instruction.

Bastards, a. (from 3 , that counsel, and desirous),

desirous of that counsel or instruction, desirous of his

or her counsel or instruction.

Dhital*5%, a. (from 245 , that counsel, and , desir-

ous), desirous of that counselor instruction, desirous

ofhis or her counsel or instruction .

Shiti , a.(from 35975 , that counsel, and 85 , zeal-

ous), zealously engaged in following his, her, or that

instruction or counsel.

তদুপদেশোদ্যোগ, s. (from তদপদেশ, that counsel, and strutst

zal), zeal in giving that counsel or instruction, zeal in

observing his or her counsel or instruction.

তদুপ দশোদ্যোগী , a. (from তদুপদেশ, that counsel, and

Jati.

zealous), zealously giving or observing that counsel or

instruction, zealously promoting his or her counsel or

instruction .
1

তদুপদেশোপক্রম, ৪. (from उদুপদেশ, that counsel, and sপক্রম, ৫

beginning , the beginning of that instruction or coun-

sel, the beginning ofhis or her instructions or counsels .

3 , s. (from 35, that, and s³, a gallant), that gal-

lant, her gallant.

ap355, a. (from 34, that, and 8955, enjoyed), enjoyed by

him or her.

, s . from 3 , that, and E, one who enjoys

a thing , he who enjoys or possesses that.

Shasta , s. (from , that, and tt, enjoyment), that

enjoyment, the enjoyment of that.

Sagsisil, a. (from 34, that, and 8- tfstą, enjoying), en-

joying the possession of that.

pota , a . (from , that, and 35 , proper to be en-

joyed), enjoyable by him or her, proper to be enjoy-

ed by him or her.

3475, a. (from , that, and s , fit), fit or proper

for that, fit or proper for him or her.

agzatfast, s. (from 55, that, and staffs , utility), that

utility, or fitness, fitness or usefulness for that pur-

pose.

sta, s. (from 3 that, and sЯutfit , utility), that

utility or fitness, fitness or usefulness for that pur-

pose.

Jati, a. (from 34, that, and soutfit , useful ), useful

or fit for that, useful or advantageous to him or her.

3 , ad. (from 3 , that, and sf , upon), thereupon, up-

on that, upon him or her.

Ed, s. (from 35, that, and 84, a synecdoche of a

partforthe whole , that including ofthe whole when

only a part is expressed, that inferring the whole from

the mention of a part, that inferrence of the genus

from the mention of the species.

, a . (from 3 , that, and 8af3, inferred), infer-

red from that, inferred byhim from the mention of a

part or ofone thing.

3f , s. (from 3 , that, and satafa, probability), that

probable story, that knowledge, theprobability of that.

* , s. (from 35, that, and so , recovery), that conya-

lescence, that recovery from sickness.

ty, 8. (from , that, and set , an expedient), that ex-

pedient, his or her expedient.

chata , s . (from T , that exp dient, and 4, a doer),

one who forms that expedient.
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Jat.

, a. (from 3 , that expedient, and ta , do-

ing , forming that expedient.

, s. from 3 , that expedient, and , ability),

ability to form that expedient.

GASITUM , a. (from 3ay, that expedient, and I , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that expedient.

IЯy , a. (from з , that expedient, and 1, to know),

acquainted with that expedient.

chat:fiíïse, a. (from , that expedient, and fifig, a

cause), caused by or arising from that expedient.

༣

¶³, a. from , that expedient, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from that expedient.

trafft , a. (from ty, that expedient, and fast ,

possessed of), possessed of that expedient.

¶ , a. (from 3 , that expedient, and 5, joined

to), connected with that expedient.

3Яtaf£3, a. (from 3 , that expedient, and af£3, des-

titute), destitute of that expedient.

Brigata , a . (from 3 , that expedient), tending to or

connected with that expedient.

a.from , that expedient, and ts, emp-

ty , destitute of that expedient.

, a. (from 3 , that expedient, and 7, desti-

tute), destitute of that expedient.

3ЯfTTIE, a. (from , that expedient, and (55, a

cause , caused by or arising from that expedient.

Chattatatai, s . (from I, that expedient, and attĝi, de-

s re), a desire to resort to that expedient.

, a. (from 3 , that expedient, and stetiga,

desirous), desirous of using that expedient.

তদুপায়াতিলাষ, s . ( from তদুপায়, that expedient , and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire to employ that expedient.

shatgifsats , a. (from 3 , that expedient, and afsatfay,

desirous), desirous of employing that expedient.

1, s. (from ty, that expedient, and 1 , desire),

a desire to employ that expedient.

shattig, a. (from I, that expedient, and F , desirous),

desirous of employing that expedient.

SNIFF, a. (from , that expedient, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of employing that expedient.

, a . (from 3 , that, and s , paying attendance),

paying attendance to him, her, or that.

31, s. (from , that, and S , attendance), that

obsequious attendance, his or her attendance, obsequi-

ous attendance on him or her.

statata , s. (from 1, that attendance, aud

প.

att , desire), a desire for that attendance, a desire

of attending on him or her.

state , a. (from at, that attendance, and

* f , desirous), desirous of attending on him, her,

or that.

তদুপাসনাকারক, a . (from उদুপাসন!, that attendance, andকারক,

doing), paying obsequious attendance on him, her, or

that object.

তদুপাসনাকারী. o . (from তদুপাসনা, that attendance, and কারিন,

doing , paying obsequious attendance on him, her, or

that object.

stats, a. (from 3 , that attendance, and I,

producible), producible by or arising from that attend-

ance on him, her, or that object .

stafas, a . (from , that attendance , and

fifa , a cause), the cause or reason of attendance on

him, her, or that object.

oqataatfafase, a. (from , that attendance, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from attendance

on him, her, or that object.

তদুপাসনাপযুক্ত , a . (from তদপাসনা, that attendance, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from attendance on

him, her, or that object.

fs , s . (from 3 , that attendance, and

afsa, desire), a desire of attending on him, her, or

that object.

Gagtaatfsats), 2. (from , that attendance, and

afsat desirous), desirous of attending on him, her,

or that object.

state, a. from 3 , that attendance, and

a rout), originating from attendance on him, her, or

that object.

stants, a. (from , that attendance, and 33, de-

lighted with), delighted with attendance on him, her,

or that object.

তদুপাননাসূচক, a . ( from उদুপাসনা, that attendance, and সূচক,

indicating , indicating obsequious attendance on him,

her, or that object.

States , a . (from 3 , that attendance, and

a cause), caused by or arising from obsequious attend.

ance on him, her, or that object.

Я , s. (from , that attendance, and T , de-

sire), a desire of attending on him, her, oi that object.

a. from , that attendance, and ₹5, de

sirous), desirous of attending on him, her, or that ob-

ject.

তদুপাসনেভুক, a. (from তদুপাসনা, that attendance, and ইচ্ছুক,
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desirous , desirous of attending on him, her, or that

object.

se, a. (from that, and 4xfs , unanimous), like-

minded with him or her.

J147, a. (from se, that, and , indeed), the very same

thing, identically the same thing, the same.

, a. (from 4, that, and st3, found), found or being in

that, existing in him or her, attached to or placed in

him, her, or that.

afsæ, s. (from , that, and st , a state), that state or

condition, his or her state or condition , his or her re-

fuge or dependence, that state of happiness, his or

her state of happiness.

ra, s. (from 3 , that, and sta , motion), that motion, that

going, his orher gait, that carnal intercourse with her.

, a. (fron , that, and sf , going), going that

road orjourney, having carnal intercourse with her.

, s. (from 3 , that, and 3, a staff), that staff, that

hour, that punishment, his or her punishment.

, s. (from 33, that punishment, and * , a doer),

he who inflicts that punishment, he who fines or pu

nishes him or her.

te, a. (from 33, that punishment, and at , doing),

inflicting that punishment, punishing him or her.

stat, a. (from 3 , that punishment, and if , do.

ing), inflicting that punishment, punishing him or her.

zefaface, a. (from 3 , that punishment, and fifi , a

cause), caused by that punishment, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her punishment.

ৱদ্দণ্ডপ্ৰতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তদণ্ড, that punishment, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing that punishment, opposing or pre-

venting his or her punishment.

SKRK

(53,

39 ,
SITE, a. (from 34 , that punishment, and caused

by ,̀ caused by or arising from that punishment, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her punishment.

I5♡ TIF, a. (from , that punishment, and a

cause), caused by or arising from that punishment, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her punishment.

etag , s. (from 3 , that punishment, and txt , de-

sire), the desire of that punishment, a desire of his or

her punishment.

দণ্ডাকাণ্ডী , a . (from তদs, that punishment, and আকছিল,

desirous), desirous of that punishment, desirous of his

or her punishment.

ভাপেক্ষা , s . (from उদত্ত, that punishment , and অপেক্ষা, ex-

pectation), an expectation or looking for that punish-

Ccc

STE.

ment,the expectation or waiting for his or her punish-

ment.

তদণ্ডাপেক্ষী, s . ( from স্তদ্দণ্ড, that punishment , and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for that punishment,

expecting or waiting for his or her punishment.

3tfsæta, s. (from 343, that punishment, and afsnta, de-

sire), a desire of that punishment, the desire ofhis or

her punishment.

তদ্দণ্ডাভিলাষী, a. (from তদ্দণ্ড, that punishment, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous ofthat punishment, desirous of his

or her punishment.

31, s. (from 343, that punishment, and E , desire), a

desire for that punishment, a desire of his or her pu-

nishment.

a. (from 3 , that punishment, and desirous),

desirous of that punishment, desirous of his or her

punishment.

Ils , a. (from 349, that punishment, and I , desir-

ous), desirous ofthat punishment, desirous of his orher

punishment.

33, a . (from ™ , that, and w , given), given to or by him,

her, or that.

তদ্দান, s . (from 3 , that, and îãî, a subduing), that subdu-

ing or humbling, that suppressing, the humbling or sub-

duing of him, her, or that.

GHAJTÓ , s. (from 3 , that subduing, and af, a doer),

he who humbles or subdues him, her, or that.

ta , a. (from 3 , that subduing, and tae, doing),

humbling or subduing him, her, orthat ; s. he who hum-

bles or subdues him, her, or that.

তদ্দঘনকারী, a. ( from তদ্দন, that subduing, and কারিন, doing),

humbling or subduing him, her, or that.

তদ্দযনপ্রতিবন্ধs, a. (from তদমন, that subduing, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing) , opposed to the humbling or subduing of him,

her, or that.

তদ্দনপুযুক্ত , a. ( from সদমন, that subduing, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by), caused by or arising from the humbling or sub-

duing of him , her, or that.

3af1, ad. (from 3 , that subduing, and f , with-

out), without or besides the humbling or subduing of

him , her, or that.

উদ্দমনয্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from उদখন, that subduing , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the hun bling or sul duing of him, her, or

that excepted.

তদ্দমন্যতিরেক, ৪. ( from উদ্দমন, that subduing , and ্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of the humbling or subduing

of him, her, or that..
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কদ্দম

CATEGA, a. (from 3 , that subduing, and c , a cause),নহেতঙ্ক,

caused by or arising from the humbling or subduing

of him, her, or that.

satztgi, s. (from 3 , that subduing, and fæişi, a de-

sire), the desire of humbling or subduing him, her, or

that.

tatat. a. (from , that subduing, and taifa ,

desirous), desirous of humbling or subduing him, her,

or that.

zmaotamata, s. (from 34 , that subduing, and anam ,

a searchingfor), the seeking to humble or subdue him ,

her, or that.

3 a. from 3 , that subduing, and wanathan,

seekingfor), seeking to humble or subdue him, her, or

that.

উদ্দ্যানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from তদ্দমন, that subdting, and অনুসন্ধায়িন,

se k ngfor , seeking to humble or subdue him, her, or

that.

তদ্দযনাপেক্ষা, s. (from তদ্দান, that subduing, and অপেক্ষা , an

expect ition , an ex ectation of humbling or subduing

him, her, or that.

Batet, a. (from 3 , that subduing, and f ,

expecting , looking for or expecting the humbling or

subduing ofhim, her, or that.

উদ্দমনাভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্দন, that subduing, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to humble or subdue him, her, or that.

smantfsmta), a. (from 3 , that subduing, and safe ,

desiring), desiring the humbling or subduing of him,

her, or that.

371, 8. (from , that subduing, and , a desire , a

wish for the humbling or subduing ofhim, her, or that.

SET(TH , a. (from 3 , that subduing, and , desirous),

desirous ofthe humbling or subduing of him, her, or

that.

341l7KE, a. (from 3427, that subduing, and F , desirous),

desirous of the humbling or subduing of him, her, or

that.

smaratas, a. (from 37, that subduing, and 841 , engag-

ed in , engaged in the humbling or subduing of him,

her, or that.

maracastst, s. (from , that subduing, and sʊurist, ex-

er'ion), an exertion to humble or subdue him, her, or

that.

attsit, a. (from 3 , that subduing, and statista,

endeavouring), endeavouring to humble or subdue him ,

her, or that.

จน

তদ্দযনেপিক্রম, s. ( from उদমন, that subduing, and ওপঞ্জাম, a be.

ginning , an attempt or beginning to humble or sub-

due him, her, or that.

, a. (from 34 , that subduing, and sus, pro

per), proper to humble or subdue him, her, or that.

3 , s. (from 3 tha ' , and , pride), that pride or boast

ing, his or her pride or boasting.

35 , a. (from 3. that pride, and , producing,

producing that pride or boasting, producing his or her

pride or boasting.

35 , a. (from 3 , that pride, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from that pride or boasting,

producible by or arising from his or her pride or boast-

ing.

3 , s . (from ʊ , that, and ñ , a locking glass , that

looking glass, his or her looking glass.

3 , 8. (from 3 , that pride, and ‡ , destruction),

the destruction of that pride, the destruction of his or

her pride or boasting .

3 , a (from 3 tha pride, and , destruc

tive), destructive to that pride, destructive to his or

her pride or boasting.

a. from that pride, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that pride, destructive to his or

her pride or basting.

, s. (from 3 , that pride, and a , destruction),

the destruction ofthat pride or boasting, the destruc-

tion of his or her pride or boasting.

fatæ, a. (from 3 , that pride, and ītē, destructive),

destructive to that pride orboasting, destructive to his

or her pride or boasting.

3fafase, a . (from 3 , that pride, and fats, a cause',

caused by or arising from that pride or boasting, caus

ed by or arising from his or her pride or boasting.

, a . (from 3 , that pride, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that pride or boasting, caus

ed by or arising from his or her pride or boasting.

তদৰ্পৰিনাশ, s . (from তদ্দর্শ, that pride, and বিনাশ, destructi-

on , the destruction of that pride or boasting, the de-

struction of his or her pride orboasting.

তদৰ্পবিনাশক, a . ( from তদ্দর্শ, that pride, and ৰিনাশক, destruc

tive, destructive to that pride or boasting, destruc-

tive to his or her pride or boasting.

, s. (from 3 that mide, and af , increase), the in

crease of that pride or boasting, the increase ofhis or

her pride or boasting.

, a. (from 3 , that pride, and a , treading
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down), crushing that pride or boasting, crushing his or

her pride or boasting,

, s. (from ™ , that prid², and 24. a treading

down , the crushing of that pride or boasting, the

crushing ofhis or her pride or boasting,

THŤYF, A. (from
that pride, and™ ,joined , connect-

ed with that price or boasting, connected with his or

her pride or boasting.

তদ্দর্শরহিত,, c. ( tom , that pride, and 33 , destitute),

free from that pride or boasting.

sta , a. (from , that pride , filled with that pride,

inclined to that pride or bo stin..

ft , a. (fromhat pr.de, and 73, empty), free

from that price or basting.

, a.fiom 3 , chat p ide, and 5 , indicating),

indicating that pride or boasting, ind.caung his or her

price of boasting .

35fgo), s. (from 344, that pride, and 53, one who smites ,

one who destroys that pride or boasting, one who des

troys his or her pride or boasting.

ta, s. from 3 thatpride, and if , a loss), the

lessening or underat ning of that pride or boasting, the

mortitying of his or her pride or boasting.

, a. (from , that pride, and 7, destitute), free

from that pride or boasting.

3401534, 7. (from 35X, that pride, and 133, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from that pride or boasting, caused

by or arising from his or her pride or boasting.

3 , 1. from 35 that, and a* , seeing), seeing that, see-

ing him or her ; s. he who sees him, her, or that.

, 8. from 34 , that, and * , a sering , the secing of

him, her, or that, his or her seeing, that seeing, that

school of philosophy.

SEAæÍ1, s. (fromsŃ , that seeing, and at, a dor), one

who sees him, her, or that, that person who sees.

cutaetae, e . (from A, that seeing, and I8, doing),

seeing him, her, or that; s. be who sees or inspects him

her or that.

exxíña, ɑ . (from fa, hat seeing, and 35, a being pro-

duced , arising from that view or sight, arising from

seeing him, her, or that , arising from the doctrines of

that school of philosophy.

* fas e . (from ta, that se ing and 3f43, pródu ed),

produced by or arising from that view or sight, pro-

duced by or arising from seeing him, ber, or that.

5 ਅ

ble , producible by or arising from that view or sight,

producible by or arising from seeing - him , her, or that.

sis, a . (from , that seei g, and t5, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that view or sight,

produced by or arising from seeing him , her, or t'at.

তদ্দর্শনজ্ঞ a . from 3 , that pride, and ♬i, knowing), ac-

quainted with that view of the doctrines of the Veda,

or with the doctrine of that school ofphilosophy.

affic , a . (from 3 , that seeing, and ff . a

cause , caused by or arising from that view or sight,

produced by or arising from seeing him, her, or that.

amfsza , a. (from * , that seeing, and afsaae,

opposing , opposing or preventing that view or sight,

opposing or preventing the view ofhim, her, or that.

SIF, a. (from 3 , that seeing, and TF, caus d

by), caused by or arising from that view or sight, caus-

ed by or arising from viewing him, her, or that.

355 , a. (from , that seeing, and 155 a cause),

cause by or arising from that view or sight, caused

by or arising from the seeing of him, her, or that.

3fatti , s . (from wf , that seeing, and atti, a de-

sire , a desite of that view or sight, a desire to see him,

her, or that.

tata . a. (from 3 , that seeing, and R , de

sir.us , desirous of that view or sight, desirous of see-

ing him, her, or it.

fatmata, 8. (from , that seeing, and

accomplishing another's wishes), waiting for that view

or sight, a waiting for or expecting to see him, her, or

that object.

ta, the

उদশনানুসऋান, s . (from उদ , that seeing, and अन সूন্ধन,

seeking after), the seeking to see him, her, or that, a

seeking after that view or sight.

fatata , a . from 3 , that seeing, and vanafta,

seeking), seeking that sight or view, seeking to see him,

her, or that.

om*íataaætsì, a. (from 5, th it seeing , and foa,

seking , seeking that sight or view, seeking to see him ,

her , or that.

*ate , a . (from 31, that seeing, and F, ex-

pecting , expecting or waiting for that sight or view,

expecting or waiting for the sight of him, her, or it.

উদ্দর্শনাপেক্ষা, s. (from তদ্দর্শন, that seeing, and অপেক্ষা, repre

·tation), an expectation of that sight orview, an expec-

tation of seeing him, her, orit.

34× 55AJ, 7, (from A, that seeing, and I, produsi- , a. (from ™ ×íz, that seeing, and 7, x-

Cec2
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pecting , expecting to have that sight or view, expect-

ing to see him, her, or it.

তদর্শনাভিলাষ, s . ( from उদর্শন, that seeing, and অভিলাষ, a de-

sire), a desire of that sight or view, a desire of seeing

him, her, or it.

34-fatfènts, a. (from , that seeing, and failag, de-

sirous), desirous of that sight or view, desirous of see-

ing him, her, or it.

kagi, s . (from 3 , that seeing, and F1, desire), the

desire ofseeing him, her, or that object, the desire of

that sight or view.

* a. (from , that seeing, and desirous),

desirous of seeing him, her, or that object, desirous of

that sight or view.

* , a. (from 3 , that seeing, and , desirous),

desirous of seeing him, her, or that object, desirous of

that sight or view .

emíathi , a . (from , that seeing, and 8415, engaged

in , eagerly engaged in that sight or view, earnestly

engaged in looking at him, her, or that object.

তদ্দর্শনোদ্যোগ , s . (from তদ্দর্শন , that seeing, and ওদ্যোগ, exer-

tion), an exertion to obtain that sight or view, an ex-

ertion to see him, her, or that.

তদ্দর্শনোপক্রম, s. ( from उদর্শন, that seeing , and উপক্রম, a com-

mencement), a beginning to obtain that sight or view, a

beginning or attempt to see him, her, or that object.

3 , s. (from 34, thut, and : , affliction), that affliction

or distress , his or her affliction or distress .

35, a . (from , that affliction, and I, to be pro-

duced), produced . by or arising from that affliction ,

produced by or arising from his or her affliction .

3 , a. (from , that affliction, and ax, pro-

ducing), producing that affliction, producing his or

her affliction .

stufas, a. (from 3 , that affliction, and f3, pro-

duced), produced by that affliction, produced by his or

her affliction.

35:257 ,̀ a. (from , that affliction, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that affliction,

producible by or arising from his or her affliction.

, a . (from 3 , that affliction, and F†3, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that affliction, pro-

duced by or arising from his or her affliction.

, a. (from 8 , that affliction, and 1, to give),

causing that affliction, giving that trouble, giving him

or her trouble or distress.

3 .

ht , a. (from 3 , that affliction, and atē, gie.

ing), giving that trouble, causing that affliction, giving

him or her trouble or distress.

3 : 1, a. (from 4, that affliction, and if give

ing), giving that trouble or distress, causing that afflic

tion, giving him or her that trouble or distress.

3 , s. (from , that affliction, and , destructi

on), the removal of that affliction or distress, the re-

moval ofhis or her trouble or distress.

3 : HT, a. (from 5:4, that offliction, and 3ĦT, de

structive), destructive to or dissipating that affliction

or distress, removing his or her affliction or distress.

' , a. (from 34, that affliction, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to or dissipating that affliction or

distress, removing his or ber affliction or distress.

ata , s . (from , that affliction, and at , destru

tion), the removal or dissipation of that affliction or dis

tress, the removal of his or her affliction or distress.

34:watt , a. (from , that affliction, and * , destruc-

tive), destructive to or dissipating that affliction or

distress, removing his or her affliction or distress.

fate, a. (from 3 , that affliction, and fitée,

causing to cease), putting an end to that affliction or

distress, putting an end to his or her affliction or dis

tress.

3 : fazias, a. (from , that affliction, and fraizē, pre-

venting , preventing that affliction or distress, prevent-

ing his or her affliction or distress .

3 : fitd, s. (from , that affliction, and fazted, a

preventing), the preventing of that affliction or distress,

the preventing of his or her affliction or distress.

3 : f , s. (from , that affliction, and frafa, ces-

sation), the cessation of that affliction or distress, the

cessation of his or her affliction or distress .

, a. (from , that affliction, and us, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that affliction or dis

tress, caused by or arising from his or her affliction or

distress.

তদ:ু খৰিনাশ , s . (from उদ:ুখ, that affliction, and বিনাশ, de.

struction), the destruction or removal of that affliction

or distress, the removal of his or her affliction or dis

tress.

ufat , a. (from , that affliction, and faatta,

destructive), destructive to or dissipating that afflicti

on or distress, dissipating his or her affliction or dis

tress.

sisi, a. (from , that affliction, and ifs , shar.
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ing), sharing orpartaking ofthat affliction or distress,, a. (from , that country, and I, produci

-partaking ofhis or her affliction or distress. ble), producible in that country, producible in his or

Gm:&&ts, s. (from , that affliction, and cost, suffer-
her country.

ing), the suffering of that affliction or distress, the suf-

fering of his or her affliction or distress.

: stЯt, a . (from , that affliction, and cuffst , suffer-

ing), suffering that affliction or distress, suffering his or

her affliction or distress.

: , a. (from 3 , that affliction, and a, a root),

originating in that affliction or distress, originating in

his or her affliction or distress .

to , a. (from 3 , that affliction, and cat free-

ing from), freeing from that afflict on or distress , liberat-

ing from his or her affliction or distress.

, s. from , that affliction, and cat5 , a liberat-

ing), a liberating from that affliction or distress , a li-

berating from his or her affliction or distress.

, a. (from , that affliction, and F, joined to),

connected with that affliction or distress, connected

with his or her affliction or distress .

gfxs, a. (from 3 , that efliction, and af , desti-

tute of), free from that affliction or distress, free from

his or her affliction or distress.

, a. (from , that affliction, and , empty),

free from that affliction or distress, free from his or her

affliction or distress.

, s. (from 3 , that affliction, and 3 , one who

kills), a person or thing which ren oves bis, her, or

that affliction or distress.

3:57, a. (from , that affliction , and F , destitute),

free from that affliction or distress, free from his or

her affliction or distress. 1

3:43 , ɑ. (from : that affliction, and 157, a cause),

caused by or arising from that affliction or distress,

caused by or arising from his or her affliction or distress.

তদুঃখানুভব, s . ( from उদুঃখ, that affliction, and অনুভব, ex-

perience), the feeling of that affl'.tion or distress, the

feeling ofhis or her affliction or distress .

, s. (from 3 , that, and c , a country) , that country,

that province, that place, his or her country or pro-

vince.

, a. (from , that country, and 3, fallen

from), alienated from that country, alienated from his

or her country.

, a. (from , that country, and , to beproduc

ed), produced or born in that country, produced or

born in his or her country.

ts, a. (from , that country, and as, produc-

ed), produced or born in that country, produced or

born in his or her country.

grmutfaæta, s. (from œ , that country, and faxta, a resi-

dence), a residence in that country, a residence in his

or her country.

wafaztal, a. (from *, that country, and fifa, re-

siding , residing in that country, residing in his or her

country.

তদ্দেশপুৱাস, s . ( from তদ্দেশ, that country, and পুরান, a tempo-

rary residence), a temporary residence in his , her, or

that country.

, a. (from 3 , that country, and tag, resid-

ing a short time), residing temporarily in his, her, or

that country.

তদ্দেশকিন্তু, a. (from উদ্দেশ, that country, and বিরুদ্ধ, opposed

to), opposed to his, her, or that country.

ওদ্দেশ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্দেশ, that country, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), his, her, or that country excepted.

তদ্দেশ্যতিরেক, a. (from উদ্দেশ , that country, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of his, her, or that coun-

try.

Imaxe, a. (from , that country, and FT, preserv

ing), guarding or preserving his, her, or that country;

s. a defender or preserver of his , her, or that country.

4, s. (from 3 , that country, and , a preserv-

ing), the guarding or preserving of his, her, or that

country.

31 *A¶1, s. (from 3 , that country, and 71, preservation),

the defence or preservation of his, her, or that country.

তদ্দেশরহিত , a. ( from উদ্দেশ, that country, and রহিত, destitute

of, destitute of that country.

3 , a. (from 3 , that country, and , to stand), situ-

ated in his, her, or that country.

3 * ), a. (from , that country, and if , staying),

continuing in his, her, or that country.

, a. (from 3 , that country, and f3, situated),

situated in his, her, or that country.

te , a. (from , that country, and s , produc

ed), produced in his, her, or that country.

, s . (from , that country, and 8 , a ravag·

ing), the ravaging of his, her, or that country,

, s. (from , that, and a, a fault), that fault or

blemish, his, her, or it's fault or blemish,

"
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atata , a. (from 3 , thatfault, and at , doing),

doing that crime, committing that fault, causing his,

hef, or it's faults.

cumizētaÎ, a. (from ʊʊs, that fault, and wife , doing),

committing that crime or fault, causing his, her, or it's

faults.

vilage, a. (from , that fault, and 55, involved in',

involved in that fault or crime, caught in that fault.

Boss , a. (from 3 , that fault, and fise , thinking),

contriving to accuse of that crime or fault, thinking to

fasten the charge of crime upon him or her, thinking

upon that crime, anxiously thinking upon his or her

crimes or faults.

tofo a. (from , that fault, and fost , care), anxie-

1y about that crime, anxiety to fix a charge of that

guilt, anxious care about his or her faults, anxiety to

accuse him or her.

wint×515, a. (from , thatfault, and 513, fallenfrom),

freed from that crime or fault.

to beproduced),(5183, a. (from 5 , that fiult, and

arisingfrom that fault, arising from his, her, or it's fault.

, a. (from ta, thatfault, and o , producing ,

causing or producing that fault, producing his, her, or

it's fault.

3 , that fault, andstafas, a. (from 43, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from that fault, produced

by or arising from his, her, or it's fault,

ta551, α . (from simia, thitfault, and 3, produ ible`,

-producible by or arising from that fault, producible

by or arising from his , her, or it's fault.

31 , a. (from , thatfault, and 13 , produced ,

produced by or arising from that fault, produced by

or arising from his, her, or it's fault.

scatantsē, a. (from sa, thatƒ uit, and tṛ , giving),

charging with that crime, charging with his, her, or

it's fault.

erakanta), a. (from sinta, that fault, and ifa, giving),

elarging with that crime, charging with his, her, or it's

fault.

Jim xa, s'from stats , thatfault, and , des ruction),

the rectification of that fault, the expiation of that

crime, the rectification ofhis, her, or it's faults, the ex-

piation of his or her crimes.

zuziztanæ, e , (fiom sinis, that fault, and 2958, destruc-

tive , rectifying that fault, capiating that crime , recti-

fying his, her, or it's faults, atoning for his or her

climes.

উদ্দেষি

sinta , a . (from , that fault, and fa , de-

structive), rectifying those faults, expiating that crime,

rectifying his, her, or it's faults, expiating his or her

crimes.

t87 , 8. (from 3 , that fault, and † , destruction),

the rectification or that fault, the expiation of that

crime, the rectification ofhis, her, or it's faults, the ex-

piting ofhis or her crimes.

তদ্দোষনাশক, a . (from তদ্দোৰ, that fault, and নাশক, destruc

tive), rectifying those faults, expiating those crimes,

rectifying his, her, or it's faults, expiating his or her

crimes .

, a. (from 3 , that fault, and fire causing

to cease) , causing to leave off those faults, putting an

end to his, ber, or it's crimes or faults.

. (from 3, that fault, and f'zs, pre-

venting , preventing those faults or crimes, preventing

his, her, or it'sfaul's.

simtefactid, s . (from Tinta, thatfault, and fart3d, a pre-

venting), the preventing of those faults or crimes, the

preventing ofhis, her, or it's faults.

3intafia ) 8. (from 3ătă, the fault, and fixf3, cessition),

the cessation of that fault or crime, the cessation ofbis

or her fault.

affic , a from 3 , that fault, and fif , a

cause), caused by or arising from that fault, caused by

or arising from his, her, or it's faults.

a. from 3 , thtfault, and 3 , op.

psig , opposing or preventing thatfault or crime, op-

posing or preventing his or her fault or crime.

35, a. (from ʊa, thatfault, and 2 , causid

by , caused by or arising from that fault, caused by

or arising from his, her, or it's fault .

outerák, a (from sintɗ thatfault, aud zá☎, increasing),

aggravating that fault, making that fault greater, mak.

ing his, her, or it's faults greater.

tari, 8 (from 3 , thitfiult, and đất, an incress-

ing, an aggravating ofthat fault or making it greater,

the making of his, her, or it's faults greater.

ormafani, ad. (from it , thatfault, ani feat, withe ,

without of besides that fault, without or besides his or

her fault.

34 , a. (from sata, tha ' feul , and fee, possess

ed of , guilty of that fault, charge - ble with that fout.

simteafa, s. (from Fata, thatjault, and He☎ inercast), tķe

increase or aggravation of that fault or crime, the in-

crease or aggravation ofhis or her faults.
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ভদ্দোষব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from অদ্দোষ, that fault, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, -

cepted), that fault excepted, his, her, or it's faults ex-

cepted.

oimiazifalaæ, 8. (from ta, that fault, and wfsige, an

exception , the exception of that fault, the exception of

his, her, or it's faults.

tay , a. (fr. ta, thatfault, and I joined to), con-

nected with that fault, connected with his or her fault.

sintag3, a. (from 3 , thatfault, and 12³, destitute of,

free from that fault, free from his , her, or it's faults.

txt , a. (from it , that fault, and *ta , empty , free

from that fault, free from his , her, or it's faults.

as , a. (from , that fault, and 17, destitute

of , freefrom that fault, free from his, her, or it's faults.

ta . (from 3 , that fault, and 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from that fault, caused by or aris-

ing from his, her, or it's faults.

gimtatætg), s. (from 3a, thatfault, and tt, desire),

a desire to commit that fault, a desire to criminate

him or her.

otatægt, a. from it , that fault, and reffa, desir-

ous), desirous of committing that fault, desirous of cri-

minating him or her.

gitatagata, s. (from 3 , that fault, and Qasata,

search), a search for that fault, a search after his or her

faults.

তদোষানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from উদ্দোষ, that fault, and অনুসন্ধায়িন,

searching after), seeking after that fault, searching for

his or her faults.

তদোষান্বিত, a. ( from তদ্দোষ, that fault, and অন্বিত, connected

with), guilty of that fault.

3mtatfsata, s. (from ts, thatfault, and sata, desire),

a desire to commit that fault, a desire to criminate him

or her.

simi8tfsatЯ, a. (from , thatfault, and f fan, de-

si ous) , desirous of committing that fault, desirous of

criminating him or her.

, s . (fr. it , thatfault, and , desire), a desire

to commit that fault, a desire to criminate him or her.

sintrag, a. (from sina, thatfault, and ₹5, desirous), de-

sirous of committing that fault, desirous ofcriminating

him or her.

E , s. (from 35, that, and ca, enmity), that hatred or

enmity, that malevolence, his or her hatred or enmity.

Ilmu , a. (from 3 , that, and ca , hating), hating him,

hér, or that.

GUA.

দ্বেষকরিক, a. (from তদ্বেষ, that hatred , and করিক, doing), hat-

ing him, her, or that, maintaining that enmity or hatred.

Gæt , a. (fr. 3 , that hatred, and f , doing), hat-

ing him, her, or that, maintaining that enmity or hatred,

3.5, a. (from 3 , that hatred, and 3 , to beproduced),

arising from that hatred or enmity, arising from his

or her hatred or enmity,

SHINA , a. (from , that hatred, and , producing),

producing that hatred or enmity, producing his or her

hatred or enmity.

তদ্বেষজনিত, a. (from তত্রে, that hatred, and জনিত, produce

ed), produced by or arising from that hatred or eumi

ty , produced by or arising from his or her hatred or

enmity.

, a. (from 3 , that hatred, and A , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that hatred or eu-

mity, producible by or arising from his or her hatred

or enmity.

33, a. (from , that ha'red, and 3, produced

by , produced by or arising from that hatred or enmi-

ty, produced by or arising from his or her hatred or

enmity.

উদ্বেষনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বেষ, that hatred, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus-

ing to ceas , causing that hatred or enmity to cease,

putting a stop to that hatred or enmity.

তদের্ঘনিবারক, a. (from উদ্বেষ, that hatred, and নিবারক, prem

venting), preventing that hatred or enmity, preventing

his or her hatred or enmity.

safiga, s. (from 3 , that hatred, and fats, preven

tion , the prevention of that hatred or enmity, the

prevention of his or her hatred or enmity. -

ff , s. (from 38, that hatred, and fa , cessati-

on) , the cessation of that hatred or enmity, the cessa-

tion of his or her hatred or enmity.

33 , a. (from 3 , that hatred, and fifaz, a canse),

caused by or arising from that hatred or enmity, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her hatred or enmity.

es, a (from , that hatred, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that hatred or enmity, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her hatred or enmity.

3cfofas, a. (from 3 , that hatred, and aff , cx.

1301

cepted , that hatred or enmity excepted, hisorher

hatred or enmity excepted.

তদ্বেষরডিরেক, s. (froin তদ্বেষ, that hatred, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that hatred or enmity, the

exception of his or her hatred or enmity..
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337.

Sigar552 , a. (from sims, that hatred, and 15, a cause),

caused by or arising from that hatred or enmity, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her hatred or enmity.

qatati, s. (from 34 , that hatred, and witt, desire),

a wish to hate or injure that, a wish to hate or injure

him or her, that malevolence.

atata , a . (from 3a, that hatred, and 12 , de-

sirous), desirous of hating or injuring that, desirous of

injuring or hating him or her.

Batfsata, s . (from 3 , that hatred, and afsata, a de

sire), a desire to injure or hate that, a desire to hate

or injure him or her, that malevolence.

তদ্বেষাভিলাষী, a. ( from উদ্বেষ , that hatred, and অভিলামিন, de-

sirous), desirous of hating or injuring that, desirous of

hating or injuring him or her.

Gigi, s. (from , that hatred, and at, desire), a

will to hate or injure that, a desire to hate or injure

him or her, that malevolence.

Imag, a. (from 3 , that hatred, and 35, desirous), de-

sirous of hating or injuring that, desirous of hating or

injuring him or her.

SimlagF, a. (from , that hatred, and , desirous),

desirous of hating or injuring him, her, or that.

NEI, s. (from 35, that, and c , a malevolent person), that

malevolent person, that enemy, his or her enemy.

3 , s. (from 3 , that , and , wealth), that wealth, his or

her wealth.

, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from that wealth, producible,

by or arising from his or her wealth.

3 , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and 1, to give), giving

that wealth, giving his or her wealth.

santai, s. (from , that wealth, and t , a giver), the

giver of that wealth, the giver of his or her wealth.

Gantuæ, a . (from 3 , that wealth, and tд , giving),

giving that wealth, giving his or her wealth ; s . he who

gives that wealth, he who gives his or her wealth.

seniz , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and af , giving),

giving that wealth, giving his or her wealth.

JA, s. (from , that wealth, and , destruction),

the destruction of that wealth, the destruction of his

or her property.

santas, a. (from , that wealth, and destruc-

tive), destructive to that wealth, destructive to his or

her wealth .

, a. (from , that wealth, and fa , destructive),

उवন.

destructive to that wealth, destructive to his or her

wealth.

38 , s . (from 3 , that wealth, and t , destruction),

the destruction of that wealth or property, the de-

struction of his or her property.

Jatt , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and atat , destruc-

fire), destructive to that wealth, destructive to his or

her wealth.

তন্ধনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তদ্ধন, that wealth , and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

posing), opposing or preventing that wealth, opposing

or preventing his or her wealth.

3 , a . (from E , that wealth, and , giving), bestow.

ing that wealth, giving his or her wealth.

> a . (from 3 , that wealth, and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from that wealth, caused byor

arising from his or her wealth.

gazzák, ɑ. (from 5 , that wealth, and z☎, increasing),

increasing that wealth, increasing his or her wealth.

Ja , s. from 3 , that wealth, and 5, an increas-

ing), the increasing of that wealth, the increasing of

his or her wealth.

Janfaat, ad. (from 3 , that wealth, and fat, without),

without his or her wealth.

Ja , s. (from 3 , that wealth, and fzat , destruc

tion), the destruction of that wealth, the destruction

ofhis or her property.

তদ্ধনৰিনাশক, a. (from তৰ্দ্ধন, that wealth, and ৰিনাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to that wealth ; destructive to his or

her property.

Janfæææ, a. (from , that wealth, and fr☎, increas-

ing), increasing that wealth, increasing his or her

wealth.

faft , a . (from 3 , that wealth, and faf , possessed

of), possessed of that wealth .

safaga, à. (from 3 , that wealth, and fria, destitute),

destitute of that wealth.

fas, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and fas, en

cepted , that wealth or property excepted.

তদ্ধনৱ্যতিরেক, s. (from তদ্ধন, that wealth, and ব্যতিরেক, an es-

ception , the exception ofthat wealth or property.

TAYF, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and TF, joined to), con

nected with that wealth, connected with his or her

wealth.

ITILFT, a. (from , that wealth, and , keeping),

guarding or preserving that wealth, guarding or pre-

serving his or her wealth; s . he who guards orpreserves

his, her, or that wealth.
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33.

4, s. (from 57, that wealth, and 4, a keeping),

the guarding or preserving of that wealth, the guard-

ing or preserving of his or her wealth.

JAZF1, 8. (from 3 , that wealth, and TF1, preservation),

the preservation of that wealth , the preservation of his

or her wealth.

gfgs, a. (from , that wealth, and af☎, destitut?),

destitute of that wealth.

aaats, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and mis, gain), the ac-

quisition of that wealth, the acquisition of his or her

wealth.

grada, ɑ. (from 37, that wealth, and coveted), covet-

ing that wealth, covetous of his or her wealth.

saata, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and c , desire), a

desire for that wealth, the desire of his or her wealth.

santaist, s. (from 357, that wealth, and cifs , desirous),

desirous of that wealth, desirous of his or her wealth.

Ja , a. from 3 , that weal h) , possessed of that pro

perty, rich with that wealth.

, a . (from 3 , that wealth, and , empty), des .

titute ofthat wealth.

ta, a. from 38 , that wealth, and gtfa, loss , the

loss of that property, the loss of his or her property.

G2IÙI, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and 7, destitute) , des-

titute of that property.

उऊ
3, a cause),

caused by or

FENTIF, a. (from , that wealth, and

caused by or arising from that wealth,

arising from his or her wealth .

Bantegi, s. (from 3 , that wealth, and tata , desire),

the desire of that property, the desire of his or her

property or wealth.

satt , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and stafia, desir-

ous), desirous of that property, desirous of his or her

property or wealth.

তদ্ধনাनूসদান , s . (from তন, that wealth, and অन সूদ'ন, “

searching after), a seeking after that property, a seek-

ing after his or her wealth.

Gatata), e . (from , that wealth, and BIJA,

searching after), searching for that property, seeking

for his or her wealth.

catazati, a. (from , that wealth, and natiua,

searching after , searching for that property, seeking

for his or her wealth.

afas, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and fas, connected

with), possessed of that wealth.

at , a. (from , that wealth, and , seeking),

eeking that wealth, seeking his or her wealth.

36.

, . (from 3 , that wealth, and wraad, a seeking ,

a seeking for thatwealth, a seeking for his or her wealth.

saakyat, a . (from 35 , that wealth, and wafu , seeking),

seeking for that wealth, seekinghis or her wealth.

তন্তনাপেক্ষা, s. ( from তন্ধন , that wealth, and অপেক্ষা, an expec-

tation , an expectation or looking for his, her, or that

wealth.

Beat , a. (from , that wealth, and s , expects

ing, expecting or looking for his, her, or that wealth.

33 , s. (from 3 , that wealth, and ta, non-exist-

ence , the non-existence of that wealth, the want of

that wealth.

tata, s. (from 7, that wealth, and fa, desire ,

the desire ofhis, her, or that wealth, that love of wealth.

Jantsatut, a. (from T , that wealth, and fatur, desir-

cus , desirous of his, her, orthat wealth.

til, s. (from , that wealth, and , hope), the

hope ofthat wealth, the hope of his orher wealth, that

hope of wealth.

33, a from 3 , that wealth, and 5, attached to),

fond of his, her, or that weaith.

Staf , s. (from , that wealth, and stafs, attachment),

fondness of his, her, or that wealth, that fondness of

wealth.

Sal ) , 8. (from 4 , that wealth, and , desire), that

desire for wealth, a desire of his, her, or that wealth.

TTlA8, a. (from 35, that wealth, and 25, desirous), desir-

ous of that wealth, desirous of his or her wealth.

32118F, a . (from 3 , that wealth, and T , desirous), de-

sirous of that wealth, desirous of his or her wealth.

Start, a. (from 357, that wealth, and , desirous ), de-

sirous of that wealth, desirous of his or her wealth.

তন্ধনোপক্রম, s . ( from তখন, that wealth, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning), the commencement of that wealth, the com-

mencement of his or her wealth.

, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and 8 , proper),

fit or proper for that wealth, fitting or becoming kis or

her wealth.

Ja , s. (from 35, that, and 2 , religion), that religion,

that duty, his or her religion, his or her right conduct,

his or her virtue.

fatze, a. (from 3 , that religion, and at , doing),

performing that good or religious action, causing those

virtuous or right actions.

35ætÂ, a. (from E , that religion, and af , doing),

performing that good or religious action, performing

those virtuous or right actions.

Ddd
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waist , a. (from E , that religion , and ss, found), inher-

ent in or belonging to that religion or to those duties,

making profession of or attaching himself to that reli-

gion,

, a. (from , that religion, and 55, fallenfrom ,

apostatized from that religion or from the practice of

those duties.

তদ্ধৰ্ম্মজনক, ৫. ( from স্কর্ম, that religion, and অনক produc-

ing), giving rise to that religion or to those virtuous or

good actions.

5, a. (from 3 , that religion, and af , produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that religion, produc-

ed from or caused by those duties or good actions.

, a. (from 3 , that religion, and I , producible),

producible by or arising from that religion, producible

by or arising from those duties or good actions.

ts, a. (from 3 , that religion, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that religion, produced by

or arising from those duties or good actions.

, s. (from , that religion, and , destruction),

the destruction of that religion , or of those duties.

و

, a. (from 3 , that religion, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that religion or to those duties.

Jaum, a. (from , that religion, and f¤ , destruc-

tive), destructive to that religion or to those duties.

35 , s. (from 3 , that religion , and t, destruction),

the destruction of that religion or of those duties.

Grualde, a. (from 3 , that religion, and i* , destruc-

tive), destructive to that religion or to those daties.

yantforte, a. (from , that religion, and AB, op

posing), opposing that religion , opposing or hindering

those religious duties or those good actions.

Genus, a. (from 3 , that religion, and Я , causedby),

caused by or arising from that religion, caused by or

arising from those duties or good actions.

鏖

পযুক্ত,

, a. (from , that religion, and e, increasing ,

promoting or causing the increase ofthat religion, pro--

moting those duties or good actions.

, s. (from 3 , that religion, and z , an increas

ing), the promoting or causing the increase of that re-

ligion, the promoting of those duties or good actions.

lf , s. (from , that religion, and fat, without),

without or besides that religion, without or besides

those duties or good actions.

caufent*, s. (from a , that religion, and feat , destruc-

tion), the destruction ofthat religion or of those good

actions.

qanfeat dæ, a. (from ™ , that religion, and fäärte, de-

structive , destructive to that religion or to those good

actions.

Jakfafaza, a. (from , that religion, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from that religion or from

those duties.

safety, a. (from , that religion, and fifté, possess

ed of), possessed of or professing that religion, possess-

ed ofthe merit of those good actions.

Täuftûz, a. (from 3 , that religion, and faª, desti-

tute), destitute of that religion, destitute ofthose duties

or good actions.

zaufa, 8. (¡rom 35 , that religion , and af , increase), the

prevalence or increase of that religion, the increase of

those duties or of that religion.

তদ্ধর্মব্যতিক্রম, s . (from তন্ধৰ্ম্ম, that religion, and ব্যতিক্রম, ৫

transgression), a transgressing the rules ofthat religion,

the transgression ofthose duties.

Jas, a. (from , that religion, and ex

cepted), that religion excepted , those duties or good ac

tions excepted.

তক্ষৰ্ম্মতিয়েক, s . (from স্ত্ৰৰ্ম্ম, that religion, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that religion, the excepti

on of those duties or good actions.

Ja , a. (from 3 , that religion, and Я, a root), ori-

ginating froin that religion, or from those duties.

I5LTF, a. (from 304, that religion, and TF,joined to),

connected with that religion or with those duties or

good actions.

35LXXF, ɑ. (from a , that religion, and a☎, keeping),

guarding or defending that religion or those duties;

s . the defender of that religion or faith.

GaLgEd, s. (from 3 , that religion, and 44, a keeping),

the guarding or defending of that religion, or of those

duties or virtuous actions.

' ,Fagt, s. (from that religion, and F, preservati

on , the guarding or defence of that religion, or of

those duties or virtuous actions.

Jungf£3, 4. (from , that religion, and af , destitute),

destitute of that religion, destitute of those virtuous

actions.

zauage, a. (from , that religion, and mye, iransgres

sing), transgressing the rules ofthat religion, transgres

sing those duties.

3 , s. (from 3 , that religion, and aga, a trans-

gressing) , the transgressing of the rules of that religi

on, the transgressing of those duties.
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ਬਾਬੇ .

segített, a. (from , that religion), possessed of that ||

religion, professing that faith , practised in those duties

or holy actions.

5 , a. (from , that religion, and tar, empty),

destitute of that religion, destitute of those duties-or

good actions.

ta, s. (from 3 , that religion, and effi, a loss`, a

detriment to that religion, a detriment to those duties

or good actions .

ta, a. (from , that religion, and 17, destitute),

destitute of tlrat religion, destitute of those duties or

good actions.

SIAST, a. (from , that religion, and 3, a cause ,̀

caused by or arising from that religion or from those

duties.

Gauítatgi, s. (from a , that religion, and tæt§¹, desire),

a desire after that religion or those duties.

তদ্ধৰ্ম্মাকাঞ্জী, a. (from তদ্ধৰ্ম্ম, that religion, and আাকানি, desir

cus), desirous of that religion or of doing those duties .

, a. (from , that religion, and fa,fol-

lowing upon), consequent upon or corresponding with

that religion or with those duties.

শুদ্ধৰ্ম্মানুসারী , a. ( from তন্ত্ৰৰ্ম্ম, that religion, and অনুসারিন, fol

lowing), consequent upon that religion, following the

performance of those duties.

fata, s. (from , that religion , and afta, desire),

a desire after that religion or those duties.

Ghafifsata , a. (from , that religion, and affa ,

desirous), desirous of that religion, or of doing those

duties.

tag7, s. (from , that religion , and 837, `a trans-

gression , a transgression of that religion or of those

rules of duty. 1

, s. (from . that, and ,joy), that joy, his or her joy.

SAKKIT, ɑ. (from a , that joy, and , causing), caus-

ing his, her, or that rejoicing ; s. the cause of his, her,

or that joy.

a´sfag, a . (from , that joy, and 555, produced),

produced by or arising from his, her, or that joy.

GDKA , ɑ. (from , thatjoy, and 54 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from his, her, or that joy.

ts, a. (from , that joy, and ts, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from his, her, or that joy.

Gah, a. (from 3 , that joy, and , to give), occasioning

his, her, or that joy.,

santyæ, a. (from , thatjoy, and ɩt , giving), giv-

ing occasion for his,her, or that joy.

tt, a. (from , that joy, and atfxa, giving), occa-

sioning his, her, or that joy.

, s. (from , thatjoy, and , destruction), the

destruction of his, her, or that joy.

gate, a. (from , thatjoy, and , destructive),

destructive to his, her, or thatjoy.

t, a. (from 3 , that joy, and f , destructive),

destructive to his, her, or that joy.

, s. (from , thatjoy, and , destruction), the

destruction of his, her, or that joy.

att , a. (from , thatjoy, and tt , destructive),

destructive to his, ber, or that joy.

fas, a . (from , that joy, and fire, putting a

stop to), causing his, her, or that joy to cease.

at , a. (from , thatjoy, and fata , preventing),

preventing his, her, or that joy.

অনিবারণ, s. ( from তদ্ধর্ষ, that joy, and নিবারণ , a prevent-

ng , the preventing of his , her, or that joy.

3aff , s. (from , thatjoy, and ff , cessation), the

cessation of his, her, or that joy.

35ATTEE, a. (from Tz , thatjoy, and ffs, a cause), caus-

by or arising from his, her, or that joy.

তদ্ধর্য

fs , a . (from 3 , thatjoy, and af , opposing),

opposing or hindering his, her, or thatjoy.

HF, a. (from 3 , thatjoy, and F, caused by), caus.

ed by or arising from his, her or that joy.

gadas, α . (from , thatjoy, and ze, and increasing),

promoting or increasing his, her, or that joy.

Ja , s. (from , that joy, and , an increas-

ing), the promoting or increasing of his, her, or that

joy.

zzáfan , ad. (from , thatjoy, and f , without), with-

out or besides his, her, or that joy.

fat , s. (from 5 , that joy, and fat, destruction),

the destruction of his, her, or that joy.

3fætt , a. (from , that joy, and fat , destructive),

destructive to his, her, or that joy.

afety, a. (from , thatjoy, and faft , possessed of),

possessed of that joy.

3fægs, a. (from , thatjoy, and faaf , destitute of),

destitute of that joy.

, a. (from , thatjoy, and fast , destitute of),

destitute of that joy.

, a. (from , that joy, and , a root), originat-

ing in his, her, or that joy.

Já , ɑ. from , thatjoy, and 4 , joined to), connect-

ed with his, her, orthatjoy.

Ddd2
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afs, a. (from 35 , thatjoy, and af , destitute of),

destitute ofthat joy.

3 AI, a. (from , thatjoy, and *† , empty), destitutea

of that joy.

, a. (from , thatjoy, and 5 , indicating) , in-

dicating his, her, or that joy.

tes , a. (from 3 , that joy, and 5, a cause), caused

by or arising from his, her, or that joy.

33, a. (from , thatjoy, and fãs, possessed of,

possessed of or connected with his, her, or that joy.

IgE, a. (from 35, that, and đặ☎, holding), holding that,

sustaining that, supporting that.

Gatza, s. (from 35, that, and a , a holding , that holding,

the holding of that, the sustaining or supporting of that.

1, s. (from 3 , that holding, and , a doer),

the person who holds or sustains that, that supporter

or sustainer.

, a. (from 3 , that holding, and 3 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from the supporting or

sustaining of that, arising from the assuming of that.

affic , a. (from ta , that holding, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from the holding or sup-

porting of that, caused by the assuming or sustaining

of that.

, a. (from 4, that holding, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from the holding or support-

ing of that, caused by or arising from the assuming or

sustaining of that.

catgatggg, a. (from 34, that holding, and cŢ, a cause),

caused by or arising from the holding or supporting of

that, caused by or arising from the assuming or sus-

taining of that.

3tata , s. (from , that holding, and atat , de-

sire), a desire to support or sustain that, a desire to as-

sume that.

তারণাকাী, a. ( from স্তদ্ধারণ , that holding, and আকাশি , de-

sirous , desirous of supporting or sustaining that, de-

sirous of assuming that.

তদ্ধ রণাপেক্ষা , s. ( from তদ্ধারণ, that holding, and অপেক্ষ!, expec-

tation), an expectation or looking for the assuming or

sustaining ofthat.

তদ্ধাণোপেক্ষী, a. (from তদ্ধারণ, that holding, and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for the assuming or sus-

taining of that.

atsata, s. (from 34, that holding, and afsats, de-

sire), a desire of holding or supporting that, a desire of

assuming or sustaining that.

তন্ধি,

তদ্বারনাভিলাষী, a. (from উদ্ধারণ , that holding, and অভিলাষ ,

desirous ) , desirous of holding or supporting that, desir

ous of assuming or sustaining that.

Tatalaki, 8. (from34, that holding, and , desire), a

desire of holding or supporting that, a desire of assum-

ing orsustaining that.

Alag, ɑ. (from 3 , that holding, and 5, desirous),

desirous of holding or supporting that, desirous of as-

suming or sustaining that.

ITÝLld&F, a. (from Tags, that holding, and 5 , desirous ,̀

desirous of holding or supporting that, desirous of as-

suming or sustaining that.

tat , a . (from 3 , that holding, and 81 , zel

ous), zealously engaged in holding or supporting that,

zealously engaged in assuming or sustaining that.

atacatrastst, s. (from as , that holding, and stats, ex-

ertion), zeal in holding or supporting that, zeal in as-

suming or sustaining that.

sataatti, a. (from atas, that holding, and surtida,

exerting , zealous in holding or supporting that , zeal-

ous in assuming or sustaining that.

তদ্ধারণোপক্রম, s. ( from তন্ধারন, that holding, and উপক্রম,a b-

ginning), a commencement of holding or supporting

that, the beginning of assuming or sustaining that.

তভারণোপযুক্ত , a. ( from উদ্ধারণ, that hulling, and উপযুক্ত, pr-

per), proper for the holding or supporting ofthat, pro-

per for the assuming or sustaining of that.

33, s. (from 34, that, and f£3, h ld, a ben fit), that bene.

fit or advantage, his or her benefit. In grammar this

term is used to denote derivatives formed from complete

words, as distinguished from such as are formed from

verbal roots.

afasata , a. from 33, that benefit, and g , ding,

doing that benefit, procuring that advantage, doing a

benefit to him or her.

fsstat, a. (from 33, that benefit , and tf , doing , do-

ing that benefit , accomplishing that advantage, doing

a benefit to him or her.

3f53578, a. (from_f , that benefit, and 5 , producing),

producing that benefit or advantage, producing his or

her benefit or advantage.

3f=3533, a. (from 33, that benefit, and 3, produc

ed), produced by or arising from that benefit or advan

tage, produced by or arising from his or her benefit or

advantage .

3f43571, a. (from 3f93, that benefit, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from that benefit or advantage,
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of 321.

producible by or arising from his or her benefit or ad. 3, a. (from sfãs , that benefit, and af , destitute),

vanlage.

3 , s. from

ཀ

3, that benefit, and t , destructi-

on , the destruction of that benefit or advantage, the

destruction of his or her bea:fit or advantage .

fas , a. (from , that benefit, and 3 , destruc

tive), destructive to that benefit or advantage, destruc-

tive to his or her benefit or advantage .

fast, a. (from 3f53, that benefit, and a destruc-

tire), destructive to that benefit or advantage, destruc-

tive to his or her benefit or advantage.

33 , s. (from 3fa3 , that ben fit, and a destruction),

the destruction of that benefit or advantage, the de-

struction of his or her benefit or advantage.

ofant , a . (from 33, that benefit, and atē, destruc- -

tive), destructive to that benefit or advantage, destruc-

tive to his or her benefit or advantage .

3fa3faface, u . (from , that benefit, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from that benefit or advantage, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her benefit or advantage.

334 , s . (from 3f25, a derivative word, and 4 , a word ,

a derivative word or one derived from a word previ-

ously formed from a verbal root.

উদ্ভিতপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from তদ্ধিত, that benifit, and প্রতিবন্ধ , op-

posed to , opposed to that ben fit or advantage, oppos-

ed to his or her benefit or advantage.

fЯg, 8. (from 353, a derivative word, and 317, a

termination) , an increment or termination employed in-

forming derivative words.

তদ্ধিতপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তঙ্কিত, that benefit, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from that benefit or advantage,

caused by or arising from his or her benefit or advan-

tage.

sf≈3fæzi, ad. (from 3, that benefit, and f1, without),

without his, ber, or that benefit or advantage .

তদ্ধিতবৃদ্ধি, s . ( from তঙ্কিত, that benefit, and বৃদ্ধি, increase),

the increase of that benefit or advantage, the increase

of his or her benefit or advantage .

তদ্ধিত্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from স্তঙ্কিত, that benefit, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that benefit or advantage excepted, his or her

benefit or advantage excepted.

ofsoufotze, s. (from 3f53, that ben fit, and SIE, an

exception , the exception of his, her, or that benefit or

advantage.

1

f35, a. from 33, that benefit, and 5, joined to),

connected with that benefit or advantage, connected

with his or her benefit or advantage.

destitute of that benefit or advantage, destitute of his

or her benefit or advantage.

festa , s. (from 33, that benefit , and tt , desire) ,

a desire for his, her, or that advantage or benefit.

33.a. (from 33, that benefit, and rtf , desir-

ous), desirous of his, her, or that advantage or benefit.

3fasts , s. (from 3f53, that benefit, and sad , conduct ,

conduct leading to his, her, or that advantage or benefit.

faststat a. (from 3fs, that benefit, and sofa , acting),

acting so as to promote his, her, or that advantage or

benefit.

fts, a. from 33, a derivative word, and 13, an end ,̀

ending with a termination used in forming derivative

words.

তদ্ধিতান্তপদ , s. ( from তদ্ধিতান্ত , ending with the termination

us d in forming derivatives, and , a word), a deri-

vative word, or one formed by an increment or termi.

nation used in forming compound words.

sfs , a . (from 3, that benefit, and ca☎, seeking),

seeking his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

ofana , s . (from 3f , that benefit, and d, a seɛk--

ing), a seeking of his, her, or that benefit or advan-

tage.

তদ্ধিতান্বেষী, a. (from তদ্ধিত, that benefit , and সম্বেষিদ্ , seeking),

secking his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

3fastsata, s. (from 3, that benefit, and afsata, desire),

a desire for his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

3f3satzl, a. (from 3, that benefit, and afmifu , de-

sirous), desirous of his, her, or that benefit or advan-

tage.

falo , s. (from 3, that benefit, and , desire), a de-

sire for his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

afas , a. (from 3, that benefit, and 5, desireus), de-

sirous of his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

of 35, ɑ. (from 353, that ben fit, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

fats , a. (from 33, that benefit, and fa , desirous),

desirous of his, her, or that benefit or advantage.

Gl&IF, ad. (from 3 , that, and cg, a cause), for that cause,-

therefore.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and g , a diminution), that di-

minution, the diminution of that, his or her decay or

growing less.

IgiЯæfzē, a. (from a¬, that diminution, and taa, do-

ing), causing that diminution, causing his or her de-

cay or diminution.
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ogel , s. (from tя, that diminution, and effan, do-

ing), causing that diminution, causing his or her de-

cay or diminution .

, a (from 3 , that diminution, and a pro-

ducing), producing that diminution, causing his or her

decay or diminution .

taas, a. (from , that diminution, and fs, pro-

duced), produced by that diminution, arising from his

or her decay or diminution .

, a. (from , that diminution, and , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from his, her, or

that diminution or decrease.

stats, a. (from sa , that diminution, and †s, pro-

duced, produced by or arising from his, her, or that

diminution or decrease.

datafafase, a . (from ʊēta, that diminution , and safe, a

cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or its dimi-

nution or decrease.

সিপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from তম্বুনি , that diminution , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposing or hindering his, her, or that

diminution or decrease.

, a . (from , that diminution, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that di-

minution or decrease.

fat, ad. (from , that diminution, and fa , with

out), without his, her, or that diminution or decrease.

তসিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (fromउ t , that diminution, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), his, her, or that diminution or decrease ex-

cepted .

fsta . (from at , that diminution , and fora ,

an exception), the exception to his, her, or that dimi-

nution or decrease.

GetAlege, a. (from , that diminution, and 13, a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that diminution

or decrease.

, s. (from 3 , that, and 3 , destruction), that de-

struction, his, her, or its destruction.

TE, a. (from 35 , that, and , destructive), destruc-

tive to that, destructive to him or her ; s . the destroy-

er of him , her, or that.

ITAI, s. (from , that, and , a destroying), the

destroying of that, the destroying ofhim or her.

t1, s. (from , that destruction, and stag ,

desire), the desire of destroying him, her, or it, a de-

sire for that destruction.

tett, a. (from 3 , that destruction, and att

ལ་

desirous), desirous of destroying him, her, or it, desir-

ing that destruction.

তাভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্বস, that destruction, and অভিনয়,

desire , a desire of the destruction of him, her, or it,

a desire for that destruction.

তত্ত্বং সাভিলাষী, তত্ত্বস,
fat , a. (from , that destruction, and

, desiring), desiring his, her, or that destruc-

tion.

, a . from , that, and tf , destructive), destrue

tive to him, her, or that.

JAKI, s. (from , that destruction , ani Zi, desire),

a desire for that destruction, a desire for his, her, or its

destruction.

ITAT, a. (from 3 , that destruction , and 25. desirous),

desirous of his, her, or that destruction.

Ilah™, a. (from A, that destruction, and 5 , desir

ous), desirous of his , her, or that destruction .

% , s. (from 3 , that, and z , afamily), that family or

race, his or her family or race.

, s. (from 3 , that family, and 1, decay) , the

decay of that family, the decay of his or her family.

, . (from , that family, and , to be produc

ed), born in that family, born of his or her family.

3 %* , a. (from 3 , thatfamily, and 4 , produc-

ing), producing that family; s. the progenitor ofhis,

her, or that family, that progenitor.

fas, a. (from , that family, and f , pro-

duced , born in that family, born in his or her family.

3 , a. (from , thatfamily, and , produci

ble , produciblein that family, producible in his orher

family.

, a. (from , that family, and 3, born), born

in that family, born in his or her family.

3ª×‡²ñ, s. (from 5 , that family, and A, destruti-

on), the destruction of that family, the destruction of

his orher family.

3 , a. (from 3 , thatfamily, and , destruc

tive), destructive to that family, destructive to his or

her family.

"3 % , a. (from 5 *, thatfamily, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that family, destructive to his or

her family.

, s. (from , that family, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of that family, the destruction of

his or her family.

, a. (from , thatfamily, and atte, destrus
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tive), destructive to that family, destructive to his or

her family.

fa , a.(from , thatfamily, andff , a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that family or

race:

JF, a. (from , that family, and gy , caused

by , caused by or arising from his, her, or that family.

, a. (from , that family, and E, increas-

ing), increasing his, her, or that family.

*TÉ¤, 8. (from 35 *, thatfamily, and Ts, an increas-

ing), the increasing of his, her, or that family..

rafa, s. (from , that family, and af , increase),

the increase or prosperity of his, her, or that family.

, a (from , the increase ofthat family ,

and 23, to make , causing the increase of his, her, or

that family.

তদ্ব - শবৃদ্ধিকারক, a. (from তদ্বংশবৃদ্ধি, the increase ofthatfami-

ly, and , making), causing the increase ofhis, her,

or that family.

ডম্ব - শদ্ধিকারী, a . (from ত শবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that fami-

ly, and at , making), causing the increase ofhis, her,

or that family.

sq««qfsure, a. (from , the increase ofthat fami-

ly, and , producing), causing the increase of his ,

her, or that family.

• qf55), a. (from , the increase ofthat family,

and I, producible), producible by or arising from the

increase of his, her, or that family.

stafaat , s. (from .f , the increase ofthatfami-

ly, and , destruction , the destruction of the in-

crease of his, her, or that family.

ogantafantatze, a. (from fa, the increase of thatfami-

ly, and , destructive), destructive to the increase of

his, her, or that family.

তদ্বংশবৃদ্ধিনিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from তম্ব শত্ৰুদ্ধি, the increase of that fami-

ly, and fif , cessation), the cessation of the increase

of his, her, or that family.

তদ্ব -শত্ৰুদ্ধিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বংশবৃদ্ধি, the increase of that fa- M

mily, and fare, a cause) , caused by or arising from the

increase of his, her, or that family.

তম্ব , শবৃদ্ধিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( fromতদ্বংশবৃদ্ধি, the increase ofthatfa-

mily, and stue, opposing), opposing or hindering

the increase of his, her, or that family.

তত্ত্ব শৰুদ্ধিরহিত , (from 3 , the increase of that fami

ly, and af , destitute of), destitute ofthe increase of

his, her, or that family:

です。

CHANZEEST, a. (from 37 f³ the increase ofthatfami-

ly, and 3, a cause , caused by or arising from the in-

crease of is, her, or that family..

oraufsias, a. (from sext, thatfamily, and folge, ex-

cepted), his, her, or that race or family excepted.

তন্ত্র শাতিরেক, s. ( from उদৃশ, thatf:mily, and ব্যতিরেক, an

xception), the exception of his, her,orthat race or fa-

mi.y.

(

তদ্বংশমর্যাদা , s . (from उ শ, thatfamily, and মর্যাদা, honour),

the honour or respectability of his, her, or that family.

TF , ɑ. (from t, that family, and 3 , preserv-

ing), preserving orguarding his, ber, or that family ; s.

the guardian or preserver of his, her, or that family.

IFĦfAEd, s. (from 3 , thatjamily, and 4, a preserv-

ing), the preserving or guarding of his, her, or that ia-

-mily..

tz , s. (from , that family, and I, preservati

on), the preservation of his, her, or that family.

Jas, a. (from , thatfamily, and af , destitute

of), destitute of his, her, or that family.

, a. (from , thatfamily, and , destitute of),

destitute or bereft of his, her, or that family.

, a. (from , that family, and c55, a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that family.

তদ্বৎশোৎপত্তি, s . (from স্তদশ, that family, and উৎপত্তি, pro-

duction), the production ofhis, her, or that family.

attesa, a. (from 3 , thatfamily, and sea, produc-

ed), produced or born in his, her, or that family.

তদ্বৎশোৎপাদক, a. (from उ .শ, that family , and sৎপাদক, pre-

ducing), producing his, her, or that family ; s. the pro-

genitor of his, her, or that family.

“তদ্ব ’ শৈাৎপাদন, s. (from তদ্ব,শ, that jamily, and উৎপাদন , a

producing), the producing of his, her, or that family.

zaga, s. (from ; that family, and 857, producti-

on), the rise or production of his, her, or that family.

taf³, s. (from , that family, and safe, elevati-

on), the elevation or prosperity of his, her, or that fa-

mily.

, a. (from , thatfamily, and 3 , fit) , be-

coming or fitting his, her, or that family.

1, s. (from , that, and , aspeaker), onewho speaks

or discourses upon that particular subject.

31 , s. (from 3 , one who discourses on that), the cir-

cumstance of being a speaker upon that subject.

STEI, s. (from 3 , one who discourses on that), the be-

ing a speaker upon that subject.
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38. 37.

3755, s . (from 5, that, and 25, the mouth), that mouth, || stats, a . (from 34 , that slaughter, and 3, produc-

his or her mouth.

fæ, s . (from 3 , that mouth orface, and *f , see-

ing), seeing his, her, or that face, showing his, her, or

that face.

GF , s. (from 343, that mouth orface, and ¤ía, a see-

ing), the seeing of his, her, or that face, the showing of

his, her, or that face.

, a. (from 3 that mouth orface, and fat , see-

ing), seeing his, her, or that face, showing his, her, or

that face.

1, s. from thatface, and 1, expectation),

partiality to him or her.

GE , 8. (from , that bosom, and , a place), that

bosom, his or her bosom.

JUF:51T, ɑ. (from 34 , thai bosom, and 1 , to stand),

situated on that bosom, situated on his or her bosom .

315.TTTIÊÌ, 0. (from 383 , that bosom, and fax,

staying , lying or continuing on his or her bosom, ly-

ing or continuing on that bosom .

SIE:3af43, a. (from TLE:SA, that bosom, and f£3, situa-

ted , situated or being on his or her bosom, situated

on that bosom .

8 , 8. (from 3 , that, and 57, a word), that word, that

speech, that sentence, his or her word or speech.

, a. (from , that , like that , resembling.

Test , ad. (from 3 , so, and , almost), almost so ,

nearly in that manner.

358, s. (from 35, that, and z2, slaughter), that slaughter

or murder, the murder or slaughter ofhim or her.

that
zatzý , s. (from 3 , that slaughter, and FF, a doer,

murderer, the murderer or kuler of him, her, or that

animal, the perpetrator of that murder.

ata , a. (from 3 , that slaughter, and ta , doing ,

committing that urder, slaying him or her; s. the

,perpetrator of that murder.

at , a. from 3 , that slaughter, and at , doing),

committing that murder, siaying him, her, or that ani-

mal.

tet, a. (from , that slaughter, and fas , produc

ed , produced byorarising from that murder or siaugh-

ter, caused by or arising from the murder or slaughter

of him, her, or that animal .

37, a. (from 3 , that slaughter, and 3, producible),

producible by or arising from that murder or slangh-

ed), produced by or arising from that murder or

slaughter, produced by or arising from the murder of

slaughter of him , her, or that animal.

3a8farta@, a. (from 58, that slaughter, and fizizë, pre-

venting , preventing that murder or slaughter, prevent.

ing the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that animal,

তদ্বধনিবারণ , s . ( from उদ্বধ, that slaughter, and নিবারণ a pre-

venting), the preventing of that murder or slaughter,

a preventing of the murder or slaughter of him, her,

or that animal.

তদ্বধনিমিত্তক, a. (from তত্ত্ব , that slaughter, and নির্মিত,

canse), caused by or arising from that, murder or

slaughter, caused by or arising from the murder of

slaughter of him, her, or that animal.

sagforme, a. (from 3 , that slaughter, and ques

preventing), opposing or preventing that murder or

slaughter, opposing or preventing the murder or

slaughter of him, her, or that animal .

J¶T , «. (from , that slaughter, and I , causedby,

caused by or arising from that murder or slaughter,

caused by or arising from the murder or slaughter of

him , her, or that animal.

3af , ad. (from , that slaughter, and f , without),

without that murder or slaughter, without the murder

or slaughter of him, her , or that animal.

Frisks, a. (from 3 , that slaughter, and fofs,

excepted , that murder or slaughter excepted, the

murder or slaughter ofhim, her, or that animal except-

ed.

outs , a. (from . th t slaughter, and wifetes, an

exception), the exception of that slaughter or murder,

the exception of the murder or slaughter ofhim, her,

or that animal.

atge, e. from TK, that slaughter, and (55, a cause',

caused by or arising from that murder or slaughter,

caused by or arising from the murder or slaughter of

him , her, or that animal.

Ja , s . (from , that slaughter, and stati ad-

sire), a desire of that murder or slaughter, a desire for

the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that animal.

তত্ত্বধীকা‡ী, a. (from স্তম্বৰ, that slaughter, ani আকারিন, de-

sirous), desirous of that murder or slaughter, desirous

of the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that auima!.

ter, producible by or arising from the murder or slaagh , s. (from , that slaughter, and

ter of him, her, or that animal.
search), a seeking after that murder or slaughter, &
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seeking after the murder or slaughter ofhim, her, or

that animal.

Jadizzati, a. (from 3 , that slaughter, and
AAİfİZ,

searching after), searching after that murder or slaugh-

ter, searching after the murder of him, her, or that ani-

mal.

Jantæt, s. (from 3T, that slaughter, and
4F, expec-

tation), an expectation or looking for that murder or

slaughter, an expectation or looking for the slaughter

of him, her, or that animal.

satsata, s. (from 3 , that slaughter, and at , de-

sire), a desire for that murder or slaughter, a desire for

the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that animal.

satfentat, a. (from , that slaughter, and safe ,

desirous), desirous of that murder or slaughter, desir-

ous of the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that ani-

mal.

Gala&i, s (from 38, that slaughter, and Z&', desire), a de-

sire for that murder or slaughter, a desire for the mur-

der or slaughter ofhim, her, or that animal.

saids, c. (from 378, that slaughter, and 35, desirous),

desirous of that marder or slaughter, desirous of the

murder or slaughter of him, her, or that animal.

ST1883. 4. (from vad, that slaughter, and T , desirous),

desirous of that murder or slaughter, desirous of the

murder or slaughter ofhim, her, or that animal.

sacâta13, a. (from 358, that slaughter, and 8473, engaged

in, about to commit that murder or slaughter, about

to killhim, her, or that animal.

gulâtis, a. (from 38, that slaughter, and 8515, engaged

in), engaged in that murder or slaughter, engaged in

the murder or slaughter of him, her, or that animal.

gaannis, s. (from †, that slaughter, and stūrist, exer-

tion), an attempt to commit that murder or slaughter,

an attempt to kill him , her, or that animal.

sucâteurisit, a. from , that slaughter, and sarifita, ex-

erting), attempting that murder or slaughter, attempt-

ing to kill him, her, or that animal.

তদ্বধোপক্রম , s . ( from তদ্বধ, that slaughter, and উপক্রম, a be

ginning , the beginning of that murder or slaughter,

the commencement of the murder or slaughter ofhim,

her, or that animal.

32:8145, «. (from , that slaughter, and 84 , fit) ,

proper for or worthy of that murder or slaughter, pro-

per for or worthy of the murder or slaughter of him,

her, or that animal, deserving that death.

gaatg, s, (from , that slaughter, and 87, an expe-

Eee

Ja.

dient), an expedient for that murder or slaughter, an

expedient for the murder or slaughter of him, her, or

that animal.

, s. (from , that, and , a binding), that bind-

ing or fastening, the binding or fastening ofhim, her,

or it.

তন্বন্ধনকারক, a. ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and কারক, muk-

ing), binding or fastening him, her, or that, causing

those bouds.

ta , a. (from 3 , that binding, and faq, mak-

ing), binding or fastening him, her, or that, making

those bonds.

তদ্বন্ধনজনিত , a . ( fromउদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from binding or fasten-

ing him, her, or that, produced by or arising from that

binding or confinement.

তদ্বন্ধনজন্য , a. ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and জন্য, produ

cible), producible by or arising from binding or fasten-

ing him, her, or that, producible by or arising from

that binding or confinement.

তদ্বন্ধনজাত, a. (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and জতি, produc

ed), produced by or arising from binding or fastening

him, her, or it, produced by or arising from that bind-

ing, or confinement.

, 8. (from , that binding, and , destruc-

tion , the destruction of those bonds, the liberating of

him, her, or it from confinement.

cate, a. (from , that binding, and , de

structive), destructive to those bonds, freeing him, her,

or it from confinement,

2.

… ), ɑ . (from 3 , that binding, and fn, des

structive), destructive to those bonds, dissolving his or

her bonds.

zaæa , s. (from 3 , that binding, and t*t, destruc-

tion , the destruction of those bonds, the freeing of

him , her, or it from bonds.

তদ্বন্ধননাশক, ". (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and নাশক, de-

structive , destructive to those bonds, freeing him, her,

or it from bonds.

তদ্বন্ধননিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and নিবর্ত্তক, put-

ting a stop to , put ing an end to that confinement, put-

ting an end to his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্দ্বননিবারক, a. (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that confinement or fastening,

preventing his or her confinement.

তন্বন্ধননিবারণ, s. ( from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and নিবারণ , pre-

vention), the prevention of that confinement or fasten-

ing, the preventing of his or her confinement.
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JT.

তদ্বন্ধনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that confinement or

fastening, caused by or arising from his or her confine-

ment.

তদ্বন্ধনপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or hindering that confinement or

fastening, opposing or hindering his or her confine-

ment.

তদ্বন্দ্বনপুযুক্ত , a. (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that confinement, caused

byor arising from his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্ধনবিনা , ad . (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and বিনা, with-

out), without that binding, fastening, or shutting,

without the confinement of him or her.

তদ্বন্ধনবিনাশ, ৪. (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that binding or confine-

ment, the liberation of him or her from confinement.

ভদ্বন্ধনবিনাশক, s . (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and ৰিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that binding or confinement,

loosing him or her from confinement .

তদ্বল্বনবিশিষ্ট , a. (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and ৰিশিষ্ট, pos

sess'd of), subject to that binding or confinement.

GAATF, u. (from G , that binding, and F, liberated),

liberated from that binding or confinement, liberated

from his or her confinement.

GHAILIB, a. (from 3 , that binding, and ã , a root),

originating in that binding or confinement, originating

in his or her confinement.

ITKATBK, a . (from 3 , that binding, and catáæ, liber-

ating , loosing those bonds, releasing from that con-

finement, liberating from his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্ধনমোচন, s . ( from তদ্বন্দ্বন, that binding, and মোচন, a liber-

ating), a liberating from those bonds, a releasing from

that confinement, a liberating from his or her confine-

ment.

, a. (from , that binding, and Ts, joinedto),

connected with that binding or confinement, connect-

ed with his or her confinement.

তদ্বনরহিত, a. (from उদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and রহিত, desti-

tute of) , free from that binding, shutting up, or con-

finement.

, a. (from , that binding, and 3, empty),

free from that binding, shutting up or confinement.

তদ্বন্দ্বনহেতুক , a. ( fromতদ্বন্ধন, that binding, andহেত ,ু a cause),

caused by or arising from that binding or confinement,

caused by or arising from his or her confinement.

atat , s. (from , that binding, and statt, de-

sire), a desire for that shutting or confinement, a desire

for his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্দ্বনা'কাশী , a. ( from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding , and আকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of that shutting or confinement, de-

sirous of his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্দ্বনাপেক্ষা , ১. ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and অপেক্ষা, ক্র

pectation), an expectation or looking for that binding,

an expectation or looking for the confinement of him

or her.

তদ্বন্বনাপেক্ষী, a . (from उদ্বন্ধন, that binding , and অপেক্ষি , কে

pecting), expecting or looking for that binding or con-

finement, expecting or looking for his or her confine.

ment.

তদ্বন্দ্বনাভিলাষ , s . ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for that binding or confinement, a desire

for his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্ধন ভিলাষী a. (from তদ্বন্ধন , that binding, and অভিলাষি,

des.rous), desirous of that binding or confinement, de

si ous ofhis or her coufinement.

TR), s. (from ¶ , that binding, and F , desire), a

desire for that binding or confinement, a desire for his

or her continement.

STAAH a. (from 37, that binding, and a desirous),

desirous of that binding or confinement, desirous ofhis

or her coufinement.

HAIR , a (from , that binding, and T55, d.sir-

ous , desirous ofthat binding or confinement, desirous

of his or her confinement.

STALATAIS, a. (from 3 , that binding, and 8473, exert-

ed , engaged in that binding, engaged in confininghim

or her.

তদ্বন্ধনোদ্যুক্ত, a. (from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and হুদাক্ত, exerta

ed for), engaged in that binding, engaged in confining

him or her.

JalataItst, s. (from
I, that binding, and sourist, exer.

tion), exertion for that binding, exertion to confine him

or her.

তদ্বন্দ্বনোদ্যোগী , a . (from उদ্বন্ধন, that binding, andওদ্যোগি,

exerting , exerting himself in that binding, exerting

himself to confine him or her.

তদ্বন্দ্বনোপক্রম, s. ( from তদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and গ্রুপক্রম, ৫ be-

ginning , the beginning of that binding or confinement,

the commencement of his or her confinement.

তদ্বন্দ্ব নোপযুক্ত, ৫. (from उদ্বন্ধন, that binding, and sপযুক্ত, pro-

per), worthy of that binding or confinement, becoming

or proper to his or her confinement.
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, s. (from ʊ , that, and tế , a relation), that narra-

tion, that relation, that description, a description of

him, her, or that.

, s. (from 3 , that, and a , a relation), that narra-

tion, that relation, that description.

তদ্বর্ণনাকাঙ্কা , ৪. (from তদ্বর্ণনা , that narration, and আঙ্কা$1, de-

sire), a desire for that narration, a desire for that de-

scription, a desire to make that relation .

Tattì, a. (from 31, that narration, and sof

desirous), desirous of making that narration, desirous

of making that relation, desirous of making that de-

scription.

sane, a. (from that, and T , increasing), increasing

that, promoting that.

7, s. (from 35. that, and TA, an increasing), the in-

creasing of that, the promoting of that, his orher pros-

perity or increase.

fs, a. (from 3 , that, and
3, increased), increased

or improved by him, her, or that.

STA, 8. (from 34, that, and ™ , strength), that army, those

forces, his or her strength.

, a. (from 3 , that strength, and , produc-

ing), producing that strength, producing his or her

strength.

samufas, a. (from , that strength, and 13, produc-

1

ed), produced by or arising from that strength or from

those forces, produced by or arising from his or her

strength.

SH, a. (from
, producible),

producible by or arising from that strength, producible

by or arising from his or her strength.

that strength, and

GUTA, s. (from that, and

caused by or arising from that bark or from the bark

of that tree or plant.

guenft , ad. (from , that bark, and fil , without),

without that bark, without the bark of that tree or

shrub.

orgafafxu, a. (from , that bark, and fifa , possess-

ed of), clothed with that bark, possessed or covered

with the bark of that tree or plant.

তদ্বল্কলতিরিক্ত , a . (from স্বল, that bark, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that bark excepted, the bark of that tree or

plant excepted.

sugarfage, a. (from 3 , that bark, and f , an

exception), the exception of that bark, the exception of

the bark of that tree or plant.

, a. (from , that bark, and 4 ,joined to), con-

nected with that bark, or with the bark of that tree or

plant.

লম্বল্কলরহিত , a . ( from তদ্বন্দ্বল, that bark, and রহিত, destitute),

destitute of that bark, destitute ofthe bark ofthat tree

or shrub.

JULATI, a. (from , that bark, and H , destitute), des-

titute of that bark, destitute of the bark of that tree or

plant.

GUIMKIE, a. (from , that bark, and , a cause),তদ্বল্কলহেতুক,

caused by that bark, caused by or arising from the

bark of that tree or plant.

, s. (from , that, and , controul), that controul,

that authority, his or her controul, subject to him,

her, or it.

তদ্বশজন্য, জন্য,, a. (from , that controul, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from his, her, or that con-

troul or authority., bark), that bark, the

bark of that tree or plant.

ভম্বল্কলজন্য, a. ( from তদ্বল্কল, that bark, and জন্য, producible),

producible by or arising from that baik, or from the

bark of that tree or plant.

matt, s. (from 3 , that bark, and *, destruction),

the destruction of that bark, the destruction of the

bark of that tree or plant.

sugaatste, o. from , that bark, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that bark, destructive to the bark

of that tree or plant.

suzafɑface, u. (from I , that bark, and fifty, a cause),

caused by or arising from that bark or from the bark

of that tree or plant.

TuF, a. (from , that bark, and F, caused by),

তদ্বশতাপন্ন , a . ( from उদ্বশত। , that controul, and অাপন্ন, affect-

ed by), affected by or connected with his, her, or that

controul.

তদ্বশনিমিত্তক, a . (fromउদৃশ, that control, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that controul.

তদ্বশপুযুক্ত, a . ( fromउদৃশ, that controul , and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that controul.

•

, a. (from , that controul, and' , a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that controul.

, s. (from 3 , that, and , cloth), that cloth, those

garments, his or her clothes.

STAI, . (from , that cloth, and , producible

by), producible by or arising from that cloth, produci-

ble by or arising from his or her clothes.

Eee 2
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32.

তদ্বসননিমিত্তস্ক, নিমিত্ত,fafas , a. (from 3 , that cloth, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from that cloth, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her clothes.

, a. (from , that cloth, and , caused by),

caused by or arising fromthat cloth, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her clothes.

af , ad. (from 3 , that cloth, and fat, without ,

without that cloth, without his or her clothes.

faft , a. (from , that cloth, and faft , possessed

of), possessed of that cloth, possessed of his or her

clothes.

sofas, ex-fofas, a. (from 3 , that cloth, and

cepted), that cloth éxcepted, his or her clothes except-

ed.

Janaziforgæ, s. (from , that cloth, and IfSITE, an

exception), the exception of that cloth, the exception

of his or her clothes.

, a. (from 3 , that cloth, and T ,joined to), con-

nected with that cloth, connected with his or her

clothes.

ITAI;SS, a. (from 5 , that cloth, and 7 , keeping),

keeping or guarding that cloth, keeping or guarding

his or her clothes.

SALH , 8. (from , that cloth, and at, preservation),

the preservation of that cloth, the preservation of his

or her clothes.

fs, a. (from , that cloth, and af , destitute),

destitute ofthat cloth, destitute of those garments.

, a. (from 3 , that cloth, and 3, empty), des-

titute of that cloth, destitute of those garments.

sana, a. (from , that cloth, and , destitute), des-

titute of that cloth , destitute of those garments.

GĦIIS, a. (from 5 , that cloth, and 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from that cloth, caused by or aris-

ing from his or her clothes.

1, s. (from , that cloth, and tig , desire),

a desire for that cloth, a desire for his or her clothes .

te , a . (from , that cloth, and at , desir-

ous), desirous of that cloth, desirous of his or her

clothes.

তদ্ব भনানুসন্ধান , s . (from তদ্বসন , that cloth, and অনুসন্ধান , ৫

seeking), the searching for that cloth , a searching for

his or her clothes.

তন্ত্রসনানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from उ সन, that cloth, and অনুসন্ধায়িন্,

seeking), searching for that cloth, searching for his or

her clothes.

JI.

ft , a . (from , that cloth, and , seekingতদ্বসনান্বেষক, उ সন , i

seeking that cloth, seeking his or her clothes.

তদ্বসনান্বেষণ , ৪. (from তদ্বসন , that cloth, and অন্বেষণ, a seek-

ing), the seeking of that cloth, the seeking of his or

her clothes.

zaĦatiza, a. (from , that cloth, and wifi , seeking),

seeking that cloth, seeking his or her clothes.

তদ্বসনাপেক্ষা, s. ( from তদ্বসন, that cloth, and অপেক্ষা, expectati-

on), an expectation or looking for that cloth, an expec-

tation or looking for his or her clothes.

তদ্বসনাপেক্ষী, a. (from তদ্বসন , that cloth , and আপেক্ষিন, expect-

ing), looking for or expecting that cloth, looking for

or expecting his or her clothes.

তদ্বসনাভিলাষ , ৪. (from তদ্বসন , that cloth, and অভিলাষ, desire) ,

a desire for that cloth, a desire for his or her clothes.

তদ্বসনাভিলাষী, a. (from তদ্বসন, that cloth , and অভিলাষি de-

sirous), desirous of that cloth, desirous of his or her

clothes.

TIKI, s. (from , that cloth, and , desire), a de-

sire for that cloth, a desire for his or her clothes.

Gla , a. (from , that cloth, and , desirous), desir

ous of that cloth, desirous of his or her clothes.

TAK , a. (from 3 , that cloth, and , desirous),

desirous of that cloth, desirous of his or her clothes.

† , a. (from , that, and , a word), that word or

sentence, that discourse, his or her words or sentences.

, a. (from sate , that word, and 3 , producible,

producible by or arising from his, her, or that discourse

or word.

catefface, a. (from 3 , that word, and fafs, acause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that discourse or

word.

, a. (from , that word, and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that word or dis--

course.

তদ্বাক্যবাদী, a . ( from তদ্বাক্য, that word, and বাদিন, speaking)2

spea king those words, delivering that discourse.

taft, ad. (from , that word, and f , without,

without that word or sentence, without his or her dis-

course.

sky, a. (from 3 , that word, and fofas, ex-

cepted , that word or sentence excepted, his or her

word or discourse excepted.

তদ্বাক্যব্যতিরেক, s. (from ভদ্বাক্য , that word, and বাতিয়েক, an

exception), the exception of that word or sentence, the

exception of his or her discourse.
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তন্বী,

Stæ ,, s . (from , that word, and , a collec-

tion), a collection of those words or sentences, a collec-

tion of his or her sayings or discourses.

ITATIF, a. (from , that word, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from that word or sentence, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her discourse.

ontering, s. (from , that word, and ¬ług, respect), res-

pect to his or her words, a regard to that word or dis-

course.

তদ্বক্যিারম্ভ, s . ( from তদ্বাক্য, that word, and আরম্ভ, a beginning),

the beginning of that discourse, the beginning of his

or her discourse.

ts , a. (from 3 , that, and to , expressing), express-

ing that, saying that.

Gatgal, 8. (from

*

☎, expressing that), the expression

of that sentence or word.

ts , s. (from ts , expressing that), the expression

of that sentence or word.

Jats , n. (from , that, and t , utterable), that thing to

be spoken or uttered, utterable by him or her, capable

of expressing that.

ta , s. (from 3 , that, and 1, desire), that desire, his

or her desire or wish.

i , a . (from 1 , that desire, and , produc-

ing), producing his or her desire or wishes..

Jatt , a. (from T , that desire, and A , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from his, her, or that de-

sire.

তদ্বাঞ্জানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from স্তদ্বial, that desire, and নিৰ্ত্তক, put-

ting a stop to), putting a stop to that desire, putting a

stop to his or her desire.

তদ্বাঞ্জানিবারক, a. (from স্তদ্বti, that desire, and নিবারক, pre-

venting , preventing that desire, preventing his or her

desire.

tifata , s. (from 1, that desire, and find, pre-

venting), the preventing of that desire, the preventing

of his or her desire .

outaifaqfy, s. (from † , that desire, and fifs, cessa-

tion), the cessation of that desire, the cessation of his

or her desire.

taifaface, a. (from 1 , that desire, and ffae, a

cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that de-

sire.

att , a. (from , that desire, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that desire .

arietate, a. (from 1, that desire, and G, +x-

citing), exciting that desire, exciting his or her desire.

Cal.

তদ্বাঞ্জাজ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from उ 1, that desire, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that desire or wish excepted , his or her desire

or wish excepted .

তদ্বাঞ্ঝাৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from তদ্বাঞ্ঝা , that desire, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of his, her, or that wish or

desire.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and at , a musical instrument) , that

musical instrument, his or her musical instruments.

তদ্বদি জন্য, a. ( from উদ্বদ্যি , that musicalinstrument , and জন্য ,

producible), producible by or arising from his, her, or

that musical instrument.

, s. (from at , that musical instrument, and Я,

destruction), the destruction of that musical instru-

ment, the destruction of his or her musical instrument.

Ja , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

, destructive), destructive to that musical instru-

ment, destructive to his or her musical instrument.

tut, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

f , destructive) , destructive to that musical instru-

ment, destructive to his or her musical instrument.

att*, s. (from , that musical instrument, and *,

destruction), the destruction of that musical instru-

ment, the destruction of his or her musical instrument.

tatt , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

att , destructive), destructive to that musical instru-

ment, destructive to his or her musical instrument.

ouinfiade, a. (from 3 , that musical instrument, and

faz , causing to cease), putting a stop to that music,

causing his or her music to cease.

outuıfazizæ, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

fa , preventing), preventing that music, preventing

his or her music.

satusfaatad, s. (from , that musical instrument, and

fata , a preventing), the preventing of that music, the

preventing ofhis or her music.

fafs, s. (from , that musical instrument, and

ff , cessation , the cessation of that music, the cessa-

tion of his or her music.

faf , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

fa , a cause), caused by that music, caused by his or

her music.

was, a. from , that musical instrument, and

F, caused by), caused by that music, caused by his

or her music.

satwaine, a. (from at , that musical instrument, and

t , playing), playing on that instrument, playing on

his or her instrument ; s. a player on that instrument.
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BT).

sataraina, s. (from 3 , that musical instrument, and

a , a playing), the playing on that instrument, the

playing on his or her instrument.

STİKIAI, a. (from 3 , thut musical instrument, and

afs, destitute), destitute of that musical instrument.

, a. from , that musical instrument, and TF,

joined to), connected with that musical instrument ,

connected with his or her musical instrument.

Sata , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

, empty), destitute of that musical instrument.

gia, a. (from , that musical instrument, and 17,

destitute), destitute of that musical instrument.

Catanias@, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

( , a cause), caused by or arising from that musical

instrument, caused by or arising from his or her musi-

cal instrument.

tti, s. (from , that musical instrument, and

atatg , desire), a desire for that music or musical in-

strument, a desire for his or her musical instrument.

atstats , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

att desirous) , desirous of that musical instru-

ment, desirous of his or her musical instrument.

শুদ্বাদাদির ,৪ , (from তদ্বদ্যি, that musical instrument , and আদির,

respect), a regard for that music, a regard for his or

her music.

tatata, s. (from , that musical instrument, and

, search), a search for that musical instrument,

a search for his or her musical instrument.

satastaxatzt, a . (from us, that musical instrument, and

wf , searching), searching for that musical in-

strument, searching for his or her musical instrument.

satuskaaæ, « . (from † , that musical instrumen', and

TE, seeking), seeking that musical instrument, seek-

ing for his or her musical instrument.

gainshaad , s. (from , that musical instrument, and

, a seeking), a seeking for that musical instru-

ment a seeking for his or her musical instrument,

saintcast, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

af , seeking after), seeking for that musical in-

strument, seeking for his or her musical instrument.

STİKNİF), s. (from , that musical instrument, and

, expectation), an expectation or looking for his,

her, or that musical instrument.

what, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

, expecting), looking for or expecting of his,

her, or that musical instrument.

JTI.

Jatantfsata, s. (from , that musical instrument, and

afsata, desire), a desire for that music or musical in-

strument, a desire for his or her musical instrument.

Jatarfsata , a. (from , that musical instrument, and

afsafa , desirous), desirous of his, her, or that music

or musical instrument.

ta , s. (from 3 , that musical instrument, and I ,

desire), a desire for his, her, or that music or musical

instrument.

a. (from , that musical instrument, and

desirous , desirous of his, her, or that music or musical

instrument.

, a. (from , that musical instrument, and

Z desirous , desirous of his, her, or that music or

musical instrument.

zatiæ, a. (from , that, and T☎, obstructing), obstruct.

ing, hiudering, or giving trouble to him, her, or that.

3 , s. (from , that, and 1 , an obstruction), an hin-

derance, obstruction, or trouble to him, her, or that.

33, a.(from 3 , that, and a1fa3, obstructed), obstruct

ed, hindered , or hurt by him, her, or that.

, a. (from 3 , that, and , annoyable), annoyable

by him, her, or that,

31, 8. (from 34, that, and at , a word), that word or

discourse, his or her word or discourse.

atstat1, s. (from 3.1 , that word, and tett, desire),

desire ofhis, her, or that word or discourse.

atstats , a. (from , that word, and atta, desir-

ous), desirous of his, her, or that word or discourse.

, a. (from 1, that word, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from his, her, or that word or

discourse.

stat , a. (from 1, that word, and t , giving),

desiring to hold that conversation, giving that informa.

tion.

saint , a. (from 1, that word, and if giving , de

siring to hold that conversation, giving that informa

tion .

তদ্বাৰ্ত্তানিমিত্তক, a. (from স্তদ্বাৰ্ত্তা , that word, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that word or dis

course,

, a. (from , that word, and Я , caused

by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that word

or discourse.

attage, a. (from , that word, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arising from his, her, or that word or dis

course,
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oft.

, a. (from 35, that, and y , carrying), carrying him,

her, or that; s. that carrier, the carrier of him, her, or

that.

STITI, 8. (from J , that, and T , a vehicle), that vehicle, that

carrier, that on which he, she, or that rides.

fata, s. (from on that, and fexta, a change), that change, or

al eration, the change or alteration of him, her, or it.

sfïefs, s . (from 34, that, and fats, a change), that change

or alteration, the change or alteration of him, her, or it.

1, s. (from 3 , that, and fa , power), that power, his,

her, or its power.

45 , a. (from , that power, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from his, her, or that

power.

**** , s. (from , that power, and , destruc-

tion , the destruction of his, her, or that power.

shur±‡276, a. (from fa , that power, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to his, her, or that power.

☛faƒ±‡^ Ì, a. (from 3 , that power, and f , de-

s'ructive), destructive to his, her, or that power.

তদ্বিক্রমনাশ, s. ( from তদ্বিক্রম , that power, and at , destructi-

on), the destruction of his, her, or that power.

at , a. (from fa, that power, and at , des'ruc-

tive), destructive to his, her, or that power.

তরিক্ৰমনিমিত্তক,frafice, a. from 3 , that power, and ff , a

cause,, caused by or arising from his, her, or that pow-

er.

তদ্বিক্রমপুযুক্ত , a . (from তদ্বিক্রম,a. (from fas, that power, and * , causedপ্রযুক্ত,

by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that power.

sfaszazs, a. (from afar , that power, and Tak, increas-

f ing), increasing his, her, or that power.

sfaraza, s. (from fa thit power, and T , an in-

creasing , the increasing of his, her, or that power.

অগ্নিক্রমবিশিষ্ট , a. (from তন্ত্রিক্রম , that power, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), possessed of that power or energy.

traza, s. (from fa, that power, and Tfs, increase),

the increase of his, her, or that power.

তদ্বিক্রমরহিত , a . (from তদ্বিক্রম , that power, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that power or energy.

ofi¥ætt, a. (from 3 , that power), possessed of or

tending to that power or energy.

a. (from , that power, and 3, emp'y),

destitute of that power or energy.

sfaşaxta, a. (from afara, that power, and , destitute),

destitute of that power or energy.

fine, a. (from 3 , that power, and c , a cause),

caused by his, her, or that power or energy.

3ft.

Ja , s. (from , that, and fg, sale), that sale, the

sale of him , her, or it.

sfargætaæ, a. (from far , that sale, and age, doing),

effecting that sale, effecting the sale of him, her, or

it ; s . that salesman, the person who sells him, her, or

it.

faryæta, a. (from fag, that sale, and ☎tą, doing),

effecting that sale, selling him , her, or it.

fag , a. (from 3 , that sale, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that sale, producible by

or arising from the sale of him, her, or it.

তদ্বিক্রয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from that sale, caused by or aris-

ing from the sale of him, her, or it.

fary , a. (from fag, that sale, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that sale, caused by or

arising from the sale ofhim, her, or it.

ofkæuggs, a. (from fag, that sale, and is, a cause),'

caused by or arising from that sale, caused by or aris-

ing from the sale of him, her, or it.

তদ্বিক্রয়ণকণh!, s . ( from তদ্বিক্রয় , thit sale, and আকা31 , desire),

a desire for that sale, a desire for the sale of him, her,

or it.

তদ্বিক্ৰয়াকাঙ্কী , a. (from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and আকানি desir-

ous , desirous of that sale, desirous of the sale of him,

her, or it.

ofa=ṣtgaata, s. (from 3 , that sale, and EİA,

search), a seeking to make that sale, a seeking to effect

the sale of him, her or it.

তদ্বিক্ৰয়ানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from তদ্বিক্রয় , that sale, and অনুসন্ধানি,

searching for), seeking for that sale, seeking for the

sale of him, her, or it.

তদ্বিক্ৰয়ান্বেষক, a . (from তদ্বিক্রয় , that sale, and অন্বেষক, seck-

ing), seeking for that sale, seeking for the sale of him,

her, or it.

, s. (from f , that sale, and d, a seek-

ing , a seeking after that sale, a seeking for the sale of

him, her, or it.

তদ্বিক্ৰয়ান্বেষী , a . ( from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and সন্বেষি , seek-

ing), seeking for that sale, seeking for the sale ofhim,

her, or it.

তদ্বিক্ৰয়াপেক্ষা, a. ( from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale , and অপেক্ষা , expec-

tation), an expectation or looking for that sale, an ex-

pectation or looking for the sale of him, her, or it.

তদ্বিয়াপেক্ষী, a (from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and অপেক্ষি , expect-

ing), expecting or looking for that sale, expecting or

looking for the sale of him, her, or it.
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uft.

ভদ্বিক্রয়াভিলাষ , s. (from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for that sale, a desire for the sale of him ,

her, or it.

তদ্বিক্রয়াভিলাষী , a. (from তদ্বিক্রয়, that sale, and অভিলাষি , de-

sirous), desirous of that sale, desiring the sale of him,

her, or it.

fapt, s. (from fa , that sale, and ¹, desire), a de-

sire for that sale, a desire for the sale of him, her, or

it.

*f* , a. (from T, that sale, and 5 , desirous), de-

sirous of that sale, desiring the sale ofhim, her, or it.

oferty , a. (from 3 , that sale, and , desirous),

desirous of that sale, desiring the sale of him, her, or it.

IfI, s. (from 3 , that, and fax, an obstruction ), that ob-

struction, an obstruction or hinderance to him, her, or

it.

fuga , s. (from fx, that cbstruction, and , a doer),

he who causes or procures those hinderances or obsta-

cles, he who obstructs him, her, or it.

fugate, a. (from f , that obstacle, and æta , a doer ,

causing those obstacles or hinderances, obstructing or

hindering him, her, orit.

oftata , a. (from , that obstacle, and f , making),

causing those obstacles or hinderances, obstructing or

hindering him, her, or it.

ofagut, a. (from fa, that obstacle, and ☎, produc-

ing), producing those obstacles or hinderances, obstruct-

ing or hindering him , her, or it ; s . the author of those

obstacles or hinderances.

3 , a. (from 3. that bstacle, and 3, produc-

ed , produced by that obstacle or hinderance, produced

by hindering or obstructing him, her, or it.

a. (from 3 , that obstacle, and T, producible ,

producible by or arising from that obstacle or hin-

derance, producible by or arising from obstructing him,

ber, or it.

ofaguts, a. (from fa , that obstacle, and †³, produced),

produced by or arising fromthat obstacle orhinderance,

producible by or arising from obstructing him , her, or

it.

fas , a. (from f , that obstacle, and 1 , to give) , pre-

senting those obstacles or hinderances, presenting ob-

stacles to him, her, or it.

santa , s. (from fa , that cbstacle, and ¤†¾, a giver`, he

who puts that obstacle or hinderance in the way, he who

hinders or obstructs him, her, or it.

oft.

ofantuæ, a. (from fax, that obstacle, and t , giving),

putting that obstacle or hinderance in the way, putting

a hinderance or obstacle before him, her, or it.

fat , a. (from 3 , that ebs'acle, and if , giving),

putting that obstacle or hinderance in the way, put-

ting a hinderance or obstacle beforehim, her, or it.

f , s. (from f , that obstacle, and destructi

on), the destruction or removal of that obstacle or bia-

derance, the removai or obviating obstacles in his, her,

or its way.

oft¶të, a. (from fa , that obstacle, and Aē, destruc-

tive, destructive to or obviating that obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the way

of him, her, or it.

2.
, a. (from , that obstacle, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to or obviating that obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the

way ofhim, her, or it.

att, s. (from 3f , tha' obstacle, and att, destructi

on), the destruction or obviating of that obstacle or

hinderance, the removal or obviating ofthe obstacle in

the way ofhim, her, or it.

fat , a (from f , that obs'acle, and at , destruc

tive), destructive to or obviating that obstacle or hin-

derance, removing or obviating the obstacles in the way

of him, her, or it.

তদ্বিঘ্ননিবর্ত্তক, a . (from उদ্বিঘ্ন , that obstacle, and নিবর্ত্তক, putting

an end to), causing those obstacles or hinderances to

cease, causing the hinderances or obstacles which lie

before him, her, or it to cease.

তদ্বিরনিবারক, a . ( from তদ্বিঘ্ন , that obstacle, and নিবারক, pre-

venting) , preventing those obstacles or hinderances , pre-

venting the obstacles or hinderances which lie before

him, her, or it.

offata, s. (from f , that obstacle, and factad ↑ pre-

venting), the preventing ofthose obstacles or hinderan-

ces, the preventing of obstacles or hinderances which

affect him, her, or it.

তদ্বিম্ননিবৃত্তি, s . (fromতদ্বিঘ্ন, that obstacle, and নিবৃত্তি, rescafia

on), the cessation of those obstacles or hinderances, the

cessation ofhis, her, or its obstacles or hinderances.

তদ্বিঘ্ননিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বিঘ্ন, that obstacle, and নিমিত্ত,

cause , caused by or arising from those obstacles or hin

derances, caused by or arising from his, her, or its hin

derances or obstacles.

fagus, a. (from , that obstacle, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from that hinderance or obs
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te!

口

5.

0

oft.

struction, caused by or arising from obstacles or hin-

derances to him, her, or it.

, a. (from 3 , that obstacle, and x, increasing),

increasing those obstacles orhinderances, increasing the

hinderances or obstructions which lie before him, her, or

it.

f4 , s. (from of , that obstacle, and T , an increas-

ing), the increasing ofthose obstacles or hinderances,

the increasing of the obstacles or hinderances which lie

before him, her, or it .

[Egzigas, a. (from , that obstacle, and iga , abun-

dance), the abundance ofhis, her, or those obstacles.

তদ্বিস্বৰিঘাত , s . ( from তদ্বিঘ্ন, that obstacle, and বিঘাত, destruc-

tion), the prevention or destruction of those obstacles

or hinderances, the prevention or destruction ofthe ob-

stacles or hinderances which lie before him, her, or it.

TE , A. (from 3 , that cbs'acle, and fats , de-

structive), preventing or obstructing those obstacles or

hinderances, preventing or obstructing the obstacles or

hinderances in the way ofhim, her, or it.

fait , ad. (from , that obstacle, and f1, without),

without that hinderance or obstacle, without his, her,

or its obstacles.

fat , s. (from 3 , that obstacle, and fat , destruc-

tion), the destruction or removal of that obstacle or

hinderance, the removal or destruction of the obstacles

which lie in his, her, or its way.

তদ্বিঘ্নবিনাশক, a. (from তদ্বিঘ্ন, that obstacle, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or removing that obstacle or

hinderance, the removal of obstacles or hinderances

from him, her, or it.

Jugat , a.(from 3f , that cbstacle, and fafi , possess-

ed of , affected by his, her, or those hinderances or ob-

stacles.

তদ্বিঘ্নব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from তদ্বিঘ্ন , that obstacle, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), those obstacles excepted ; his,her, or its obsta-

cles excepted.

তদ্বিঘ্নতিরেক, s. (from তদ্বিঘ্ন, that obstacle, and তিরেক, atn

exception), the exception ofthat or those obstacles , the

exception ofthe obstacles which hinder him, her, or

it.

fkays, a. (from ſ , that obstacle, and T. joined to),

connected with his, her, or those obstacles or hinderan

ces .

off , a. (from 3 , that obstacle, and af , destitute),

free from those obstacles or hinderances.

Fff

তfধ,

GTIII, a. (from , that obstacle, and * , empty), free

from those obstacles orhinderances.

*

, a. (from fx, that obstacle, and , indicat-

ing), indicating his, her, orthose obstacles or hinderan-

ces.

aft, s. (from , that obstacle, and T , one whokills),

he, she, or that which prevents those obstacles or hin-

derances.

fata, s. (from fx, that obstacle, and if , a detri-

ment), the lessening of his , her, or those obstacles or

hinderances.

If¶III, a. (from , that obstacle, and 7, destitute),

free from those obstacles or hinderances.

Ifangsæ, a. (from fa , that obstacle, and 5 , a cause),

caused by or arising from those obstacles or hinderan-

ces, caused by or arising from the hinderances or impe-

diments which lie in his, her, or its way; ad. through

or from that obstacle or hinderance.

3fast . 8. from 35 , that, and festa, investigation), thatin-

vestigation or judgment, his or her judgment.

fastaæ, a. (from 34, that, and frota , investigating), in-

vestigating or judging that, s. that investigator, that

judge.

fustat, s . (from fata, thatjudgment, and ₹ý, a doer),

he who forms that judgment, he who judges him or

her, that judge, that investigator.

তদ্বিােরকারক, a. (from তদ্বিচার, that judgment, and কারক, do-

ing), judging him, her, or that, forming that judgment,

making that decision.

তদ্বিচারজন্য, a. ( from তদ্বিচার, that judgnent, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that judgment

or investigation, producible by or arising from his or

her judgment or investigation.

fota , s. (from fasta, that judgment, and , de-

struction), the defeating or subversion of his, her, or

that judgment or investigation.

fastṛJĦæ, a. (from fĩa, that judgment, and Frae,

destructive), destructive to or subversive of his, her, or

that judgment, or investigation.

তদ্বিচারনাশক, a . ( from তদ্বিচার, that judgment, andনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or subversive of his, her, or

that judgment.

তদ্বিচারনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিচার , that judgment, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that judg-̀

ment; ad. through or from his, her, or that judgment,

তদ্বিচারপ্রযুক্ত, a . (from তদ্বিচার , that judgment, and প্রযুক্ত, caus
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ofa .

ed by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that judg

ment ; ad. from or through his, her, or that judgment.

অবিচারহেতুক, a. ( from অগ্নিচার , ihit judgment, and হে

cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that judg-

ment ; ad. from or through his, her, or that judgment.

sustatantyl, a. (from fast , thai judgment, and warifta,

following upon), corresponding with or following up-

on his, her, or that judgment or investigation.

ofsstalgana, ad. (from fast?, thatjudgment, and wata,

a following) , according to that judgment or investiga-

tion.

3f1785, 8. (from , that, and f &̂ , a separation), that se-

paration, that quarrel, his or her separation or quarrel .

তদিচ্ছেদকারক, s . ( from তদ্বিচ্ছেদ, that separation, and কারক, do-

ing), causing that separation or quarrel, causing the

separation of him or her.

তম্বিছেদকারী, a. (from তদ্বিচ্ছেদ, that separation, and কারিন,

doing), making that separation or division , causing his

or her separation.

ভদ্বিজেদজনক, a . ( from তৰিচ্ছেদ, that division, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing his, her, or that quarrel or separa-

tion.

তদ্বিচ্ছেদজনিত, a. ( from তদ্বিজেদ, that division, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by that separation or quarrel, caus

ed by his or her separation or secession .

Iſai&K 581, a. (from fa & , that division, and 5 , produ

cible), producible by or arising from his, her, or that se

paration or quarrel.

3f185513, ɑ. (from it , that division, and t3, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from his, her, or that

quarrel or separation.

তদ্বিচ্ছেদনিমিত্তক, a. from তদ্বিহ্রেদ, that division, and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that quar

rel or separation.

Stanfis, a. (from fata, that division, and 415, caused

by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that quarrel

or separation ; ad. from or through his, her, or that

quarrel or separation .

fac ? 35, α. (from 3 , that division, and 5 a

cause), caused by or arising from bis, her, or that quar-

rel or separation ; ad. from or through his, her, or that

quarrel or separation.

#fant , a. from 3 , th , and fata , tearing) , tearing

or rending that ; s . he who rends or lacerates that.

34, s. (from 35, that, and fantza, a tearing), the tear-

ing or rending of that, that tearing or lacerating.

sfanta , a. (from 34, that tearing, and 7, pro-

*fit.

ducible), producible by or arising from that tearing or

rending.

তদ্বিদারণনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিদারণ , that tearing, and নির্মিত,

a cause , caused by or arising from that tearing or rend-

ing ; ad. from or through that tearing or rending.

fat , a. (from fats , that tearing, and

caused by), caused by or arising from that tearing or

rending ; ad. from or through that tearing or rending.

Sfantzalezē, a. (from anta , that tearing, and QI, a

cause), caused by or arising from that tearing or rend-

ing; ad. from or through that tearing or rending.

fata, s. (from that, and fææz, a statute), that law

or statute .

afudtaēéí, s. (from fad , that law, and ☎ , a doer),

that legislator, he who makes that or those laws.

তদ্বিধানকারক, a . (from उগিবান, that law, and কারক, doing ),

giving those laws, making those laws ; s. that law-giv

er.

তদ্বিধানকারী , a. (from তদ্বিবান , that law, and কারিন, doing),

giving those laws, making those laws.

destructi

তদ্বিধীনজন্য , a. ( from তদ্বিবান, that law,and জন্য, producibles

producible by or arising from that law or statute.

ta , s. (from 3 , that law, and

on , the abolition of that law or statute.

te, a . (from fat , that law, and , destrue.

tive), destructive to that law or statute.

jarat, a. from fa , that law, and ñï, destruc-

tive , destructive to that law or statute.

3fatata, s. (from fata, that law, and att, destructi

on), the abolition of that law or statute.

at , a. from fat , that law, and atte, destruc

tive), destructive to that law or statute.

তদ্বিবাননিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিবান , that law, and নিমিত্ত, acause ),

caused by orarising from that law or statute ; ad. from

or through that law or statute.

তদ্বিধ নপুযুক্ত , a . (from তদ্বিবান , thatlaw, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that law or statute ; ad.

from or through that law or statute.

ftas , a. (from fat , that law, and es, a cause),

caused by orarising from that law or statute ; ad. from

or through that law or statute.

tatatt, s. (from fata, that law, and tatt , desire

a desire of that law or statute.

তদ্বিবানাকাহ্লী, a. (from তদ্বিধীন , that law, and আকানি,

ous), desirous of that law or statute .

Jan1, 8. (from fata, that law, and ¹, desire), a

desire for that law or statute.
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âi , a. (from 3 , that law, andF , desirous), de-

sirous of that law or statute.

Ifædtage, a. (from 3, that law, and , desirous),

desirous of that law or statute.

sfaau, s. (from 3 , that, and fa̸ay, humility), that humility

or submission, his or her humility or submission.

তদ্বিনয়কারক, a. ( from তদ্বিনয়, that humility, and কারক, mak-

ing), exercising that humility, making that submission ,

effecting his or her humility or submission.

তদ্বিনয়কারী, a. (from তদ্বিনয় , that humility, and কারিন, mak-

ing , exercising that humility, making that submission,

effecting his or her humility or submission.

তদ্বিনয়জনিত, a. ( from তদ্বিনয় , that humility, and জনিত, pre-

duced), produced by or arising from that humility,

produced by or arising from his or her humility or

submission.

sfaaysaj, a. (from 3 , that humility, and 5 , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that humility,

produced by or arising from his or her humility or

submission.

তদ্বিলয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিনয ,় that humility, and নির্মিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that humility, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her humility or submis-

sion; ad. from or through his, her, or that humility or

submission.

, a. (from 4 , that humility, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that humility or

submission, caused by or arising from his or her humi-

lity or submission ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that humility or submission.

GfgaylesF, a. (from , that humility, and y, a

cause), caused by or arising from that humility or sub-

mission, caused by or arising from his or her humility

or submission ; ad. from or through his, her, or that

humility or submission.

তদ্বিনয়াকাঙ্ক্ষা , s . ( from তদ্বিনয় , that humility, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা,

desire , a desire for that humility or submission, a de-

sire for his or her humility or submission.

তদ্বিণয়াকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. (from তদ্বিনয় , that humility , and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of that humility or submission, desir-

ous of his or her humility or submission .

তদ্বিনয়াভিলাষ, ৪. (from তদ্বিনয় , that humility, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that humility or submission, a de-

sire for his or her humility or submission.

তম্বিনয়াভিলাষী, a. (from স্তম্বিনয়, that humility, and অভিলাষি,

desirous , desirous of that humility or submission, de-

sirous of his or her humility or submission.

, s. (from

of .

fy, that humility, and F' , desire),

a desire for that humility or submission, a desire for

his or her humility or submission.

gfal , a. (from fag, that humility, and 75, desirous),

desirous of that humility or submission, desirous of

his or her humility or submission.

তদ্বিষয়েজুক, a. (from তদ্বিনয়, that humility, and ইহুক, de-

sirous), desirous of that humility or submission, desir-

ous of his or her humility or submission.

fatt, s. (from , that, and fat , destruction), that ruin

or destruction, his or her ruin or destruction.

fa , a. (from 3 , that, and fat , destructive), de-

structive to him or her, destructive to that.

তন্বিনাশকারক, a. (from उদ্বিনাশ , that destruction, and কারক,

doing), causing his, her, or that destruction.

তদ্বিনাশকারী, a. (from তদ্বিদাশ, that destruction, and কারিন,

doing , effecting his, her, or that destruction.

তদ্বিনাশজনক, a . (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and জনক,

producing , producing his, her, or that ruin or destruc-

tion .

তদ্বিনাশজনিত, a. ( from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and জনিত ,

produced,, produced by or arising from his, her, or

that ruin or destruction,

তদ্বিনাশজন্য, a. (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from his, her, or that

ruin or destruction.

fattats, a. (from fat , that destruction, and ts,

produced), produced by or arising from his, her, or

that ruin or destruction.

fattfate, a. (from fat , that destruction, and

fata , preventing), preventing his, her, or that ruin

or destruction.

তদ্বিনাশনিমিত্তক , a . (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and নির্মিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that

ruin or destruction ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that ruin or destruction.

fat , a. (from fatt, that destruction, and us,

caused by), caused by or arising from his, her, or that

ruin or destruction ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that ruin or destruction .

fat , a. (from 3 , that destruction , and হেতু

a cause), caused by or arising from his, her, or that

ruin or destruction ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that ruin or destruction.

তদ্বিনাশাকা ' , s . (from তদ্বিদাশ, that destruction, and আকার,

Fff2
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desire), the desire ofhis, her, or that ruin or destruc-

tion.

তন্বিনাশা গন্ধী, a. (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction , and আকাশি,

desirous), desirous of his, her, or that ruin or destruc-

tion .

fattata, s. (from fatt, that destruction, and

, search), the seeking his, her, or that ruin or

destruction.

fat ; a. (from fat , that destruction, and

, seeking), seeking his, her, or that ruin or

destruction.

তদ্বিনাশান্বেষণ, s . (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and অন্বেষণ,

search), the seeking his, her, or that ruin or destruc-

tion.

তদ্বিনাশান্বেষী , a. (from उদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and অন্বেষি ,

seeking), seeking his , her, or that ruin or destruction.

তদ্বিনাশাপেক্ষক, a. (from তদ্বিনাশ , that destruction , and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting or looking for that ruin or de-

struction.

তদ্বিনাশাপেক্ষা, s. (from उদ্বিনাশ , that destruction , and অপেক্ষা ,

expectation), the expectation or looking for that ruin

or destruction .

তদ্বিনাশাপেক্ষী, a . (from তদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting , expecting or looking for that ruin or de-

struction.

Sat , 8. from fatt, that destruction, and fat ,

desire), a desire for that destruction or ruin, a desire for

his or her ruin .

affat , a. (from fat , that destruction, and

asata , desirous), desirous of his, her, its, or that de-

struction.

তদ্বিনাশেজ্জা , s . (from उদ্বিনাশ, that destruction, and ইচ্ছা , de-

sire), a desire for his, her, its, or that ruin or destruc-

tion .

a. (from , that destruction, and , de-

sirous), desirous ofhis, her, its, or that ruin or destruc-

tion .

তদ্বিনাশেছুক, a . ( from তদ্বিনাশ , that destruction, and ইচ্ছুক, de-

sirous), desirous of his, her, its, or that ruin or destruc-

tion.

f , s. (from that, andft , an enemy), that enemy,

that opposite party ; a. opposed to that, contrary to

that.

3 , s. (from f , that enemy), that enmity, that

opposition.

তদ্বিপক্ষতাচরণ , ৪. (from তদ্বিপরত) , that hostility, and আচরণ,

conduct), the practise of that hostility, the maintaining

of that opposition.

, a. (from 3 , that hostility, and 3 ,

producible), producible by or arising from that hostili

ty or opposition .

তদ্বিপক্ষতানিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিপক্ষতা, that hostility, and নিৰ্মিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising fromthat hostility orop

position ; ad. from or through that hostility or opposi-

tion.

তদ্বিপক্ষতাপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from তদ্বিপক্ষতা, thathostility , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that hostility or

opposition ; ad. from or through that hostility or oppo-

sition.

তদ্বিপক্ষতাহেতুক, a . (from তদ্বিপক্ষতা, that hostility , and হেত ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from that hostility or op-

position ; ad. from or through that hostility or oppo- ·

sition.

তদ্বিপঞ্জনক, a . ( from তদ্বিপদ ,্ that misfortune , and জনক, caus-

ing), causing that misfortune or calamity, causing his

or her misfortunes or calamities.

ofqxgfas, a. (from , that misfortune, and fas, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from that misfortune

or calamity, caused by or arising from his or her mis-

fortunes or calamities .

তদ্বিপয়া, a . ( from তদ্বিপদ, that misfortune, and জন্য, produ

cible), producible by or arising from that misfortune

or calamity, produced by or arising from his or her

misfortune or calamity.

তদ্বিপত্ত্বাড , a . ( from তদ্বিপদ, that misfortune, and জাত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that misfortune

or calamity, produced by or arising from his or her

misfortune or calamity.

33, s. (from 3 , that, and ff , misfortune), that mis-

fortune or calamity, his or her misfortune or calamity.

3fa4f3a , a. (from off, that misfortune, and r, pro-

ducible) , producible by or arising from that calamity,

producible by or arising from his or her calamity.

aff , s. (from off , that misfortune, and , de-

struction), the removal of that calamity, the removal

of his or her calamity or misfortune.

off , . (from fats, that misfortune, and t ,

destructive), removing that calamity, removing his or

her calamity or misfortune..

oftent, a . (from 3ff , that misfortune, and fa

destructive), removing that calamity, removing his or

her calamity or misfortune.
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তদ্বিপত্তিমাশ, s. (from তদ্বিপত্তি, that misfortune, and নাশ , de-

struction , the removal or dissipating of that calamity,

the removal of his or her calamity or misfortune.

তদ্বিপত্তিনাশক, a. (from তদ্বিপত্তি, that misfortune, and নাশক,

destructive), removing or dissipating that calamity,

removing his or her calamity or misfortune.

তদ্বিপত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিপত্তি, that misfortune, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that misfortune or

calamity, caused by or arising from his or her misfor-

tunes or calamities ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that calamity or misfortune .

ভদ্বিপত্তিপ্রযুক্ত, ৫ , ( from তদ্বিপত্তি, that misfortune, and প্রযুক্ত,

cansed by), caused by or arising from that calamity or

misfortune, caused by or arising from his or her cala-

mities or misfortunes ; ad. from or through his or her

calamity or misfortune.

sae, a. (from 3, that misfortune, and 9 ,

breaking), dissipating that calamity, dissipating his or

her misfortunes or calamities.

9 , s. (from 3 , that misfortune, and 37, 2

breaking , the dissipating of those calamities, the dis-

sipating of his or her calamities.

as , a. (from 3 , that misfortune, and c . a

cause), caused by that calamity or misfortune, caused

by his or her calamities or misfortunes ; ad. from or

through his, her, or that calamity or misfortune.

তদ্বিপৎপুযুক্ত, a. (from তদ্বিপদ ,্ that misfortune, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from that calamity or

misfortune, caused by or arising from his or her cala-

mities or misfortunes ; ad. from or through his, her, or

that calamity or misfortune.

aft , s. (from 3 , that, and fat , a calamity), that cala-

mity or misfortune, his or her calamity or misfortune.

, a. (from that misfortune, and s , involved

in), involved in that calamity or misfortune, involved

in his or her calamities or misfortunes.

fade, a. (from , that misfortune, and 5, a

cause) , caused by or arising from that calamity or mis-

fortune, caused by or arising from his or her calamities

or misfortunes ; ad. from or through his, her, or that ca-

lamity or misfortune.

f , s. (from , that misfortune, and destruc-

tion , the removal of that misfortune or calamity, the

removal of his or her calamity or misfortune.

GTITAE, 2. (from , that misfortune, and › , de-

structine), destructive to that calamity or misfortune,

removing his or her calamity or misfortune..

Tr.

that misfortune, and, a . (from fa, de-

structive), dissipating that calamity or misfortune, re-

moving his or her calamity or misfortune.

তদ্বিপরশি, s. ( from তদ্বিপদ ,্ that misfortune, and নাশ, destruc

tion), the removal of that calamity or misfortune, the

removal of his or her calamities or misfortunes.

তদ্বিপরাশক, a. ( from তদ্বিপদ, that misfortune, and নাশক, (lea ' .

structive), removing that calamity or misfortune, remov-

ing his or her calamities or misfortunes.

তদ্বিপন্নিমিত্তক, a . (from उদ্বিপদ, that misfortune, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that calamity or mis-

fortune, caused by or arising from his or her calamity

or misfortune ; ad. from or through his, her, or that ca.

lamity or misfortune.

, s. (from 3 , that, and fЯ , opposition), that

opposition, his or her opposition.

তদ্বিপর্যায়ফারক , a. (from তদ্বিপর্যয়, that opposition, and কারক,

crusing), making that opposition, opposing him or her.

তদ্বিপর্যয়কারী, a. (from তদ্বিপর্যায়, that opposition, and কারি ,

causing), making that opposition , opposing him or her.

তদ্বিপর্যায়জনিত , a. (from তদ্বিপর্যায,় that opposition, and জনিত ,

produced), produced by or arising from that oppositi

on, produced by or arising from his or her opposition.

fy , a. (from 3 , that opposition, and I,

producible), producible by or arising from mat oppo-

sition, producible by or arising from his or her oppo--

sition.

তদ্বিপর্য্যয়জাত , a . (from তদ্বিপর্যায়, that opposition, and জাত,

produced) , produced by or arising from that oppositi-

on, produced by or arising from his or her oppositi-

on.

তদ্বিপর্যায়নিমিত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিপর্যায ,় that opposition, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from that opposi

tion, caused by or arising from his or her opposition ;

ad. from or through his, her, or that opposition.

fa , a. (from fat , that opposition, and 5,

caused by), caused by or arising from that opposition,

caused by or arising from his or her opposition ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that opposition.

fa , a. (from far , that opposition, and 3,

a cause), caused by or arising from that opposition,

caused by or arising from his or her opposition ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that opposition.

তদ্বিপর্যয়াকা31 , s . ( from তদ্বিপর্যায়, that opposition, and আকাঙ্কণ,

desire), a desire for that opposition, a desire for his or

her opposition.

a . (from 3 , that opposition, and.
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tata desirous), desirous of that opposition, desir-

ous of his or her opposition.

ofantazuta, s. (from fag, that opposition, and

ata, search , a search after that opposition, an in-

quiry into his or her opposition,

sfatúgtzaætól, a . (from stá , that opposition, and

af , seeking), seeking after that opposition,

searching into his or her opposition.

তদ্বিপর্যায়ান্বেষক, a . (from তদ্বিপর্যায়, thatopposition, and সম্বেষক,

seeking), seeking after that opposition, seeking after his

or her opposition.

তদ্বিপর্যায়ণন্বেষণ , s . (from তদ্বিপর্যায়, that opposition, and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking), a seeking after that opposition, a seeking

after his or her opposition.

fast, a. (from trg, that opposition, and

seeking), seeking after that opposition, seeking his or

her opposition.

তদ্বিপর্যায়াভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্বিপর্যায ,় that opposition , and

afsata, desire), a desire for his, her, or that oppositi-

on.

ofúgifsata), a . (from fag, that opposition, and

, desirous), desirous of his, her, or that oppo-

sition.

তদ্বিপর্ণয়েচ্ছা , $. ( from তদ্বিপর্যায়, that opposition, and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire),a desire for his, her, or that opposition.

fting , 4. (from , that opposition, and 2 , de-

sirous), desrous of his, her, or that opposition.

, a. (from 3 , that opposition, and , de-

sirous), desirous of his, her, or that opposition.

fa , s. (from 3 , that, and fix , a detail), that detail,

those circumstances .

তদ্বিবরণজন্য, a. ( from তদ্বিকরণ, that detail, and জন্য, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that detail or

from those particulars.

, . (from far , that detail, and , to know),

acquainted with or knowing that detail or those parti-

culars.

☎TIId † , 8. (from fag , that detail, and is, one who

knows), one who is acquainted with the detail ofthose

particulars.

তদ্বিরণজ্ঞাপক, a . (from তদ্বিবরণ , that detail, and আপিঙ্ক, gir-

ing information), giving information of that detail or

of those particulars; s . one who gives information of

those particulars .

ভাইবরণজ্ঞাপন, ৪. (from তদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and জ্ঞাপন , a giv

ing information), the giving information of those par-

ticulars in detail.

off.

31, 8. from , that detail, and

one who gives information), one who gives informati

on of those particulars.

তদ্বিবরণনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বিবরণ , that detail, and নির্মিত,

cause), caused by or arising from that detail of parti

culars ; ad. from or through that detail of particulars.

JT94F, a. (from fa , that detail, and 5, causedত.দূৰৱণপযুক্ত, ৫. তদ্বিরণ , পুযুক্ত,

by), caused by or arising from that detail of particulars;

ad. from or through that detail ofparticulars.

d ), s. (from T , that detail, and ™ , a speak-

er), one who relates those particulars in detail.

faze, a. (from

caused by or arising from that detail of particulars ;

ad. from or through that detail of particulars.

ofazzafènt, ad. (from fuæ , that detail, and f ), with

out), without that detail of particulars.

তদ্বিরণাতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্বিরণ, that detail, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that detail ofparticulars excepted.

তদ্বিরণব্যতিরেক, s . (from তদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and ব্যতিরেক, an

A, that detail, and (53, a cause),

exception), the exception of that detail of particulars .

তদ্বিবরণ গুণাভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্বিবরণশৰণ, the hearing ofthat

detail, and fat , desire, a desire to hear that detail

of particulars.

তদ্বিবরণশুণাভিলাষী , a. (from তদ্বিবরণশ্রবণ, the hearing of that

detail, and fata , desirous), desirous ofhearing that

detail of particulars.

তদ্বিরণশৰণেচ্ছা, s . ( from তদ্বিবরণশৰণ , the hearingof that de-

tail, and , desire), a desire to hear that detail ofpar-

ticulars.

zfūzydadz, a. (from fag , the hearing ofthat de-

tail, and a desirous), desirous ofhearing that detail

ofparticulars.

GfTTEɑHTldzÆ, a. (from GTI , the hearing of that de-

tail, and , desireus), desirous of hearing that detail

of particulars.

তদ্বিরনাকাঙ্কী , s . ( from তদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and সাকাঙ্কা, de

sire), a desire for that detail of particulars.

তদ্বিবরণীকাঙ্গী , a . (from তদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and জানি,

desirous), desirous of that detail ofparticulars.

zfaæadtqaata, s. (from fag , that detail, and QİZ,

search), a search after that detail of particulars.

তদ্বিবরণানুসন্ধানী, a. ( fromতদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and অনুসন্ধানি ,

searching), searching after that detail of particulars.

তদ্বিবরণানুসন্ধায়ী , a. (from তদ্বিবরণ, that detail, and অনুসন্ধায়িন,

~

searching) , searching after that detail of particulars.

fact , a. (from fad, that detail, and me,

secking), seeking after that detail of particulars.
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વે .

তদ্বিবরণান্বেষণ , ও (from তদ্বিবরণ , that detail, and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking , the seeking for that detail of particulars .

তদ্বিবরণাম্বেষী, a. (from তদ্বিবরণ , that detail, and সন্বেষিন, scalc-

ing), seeking for that detail of particulars.

Ja , s. (from , that, and faxi , a dispute), that dis-

pute or contention, his or her dispute or contention.

sethetâ, a. (from fat , that dispute, and atfs , mok-

ing), causing that dispute or contention, maintaining

that dispute or contention.

feats, d. (from fat , that dispute, and 3, pro-

duces , produced by or arising from that dispute or

contention .

Gfa«tu373, a. (from fæ , that dispute, and As, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from that dispute or

contention.

fatuatз, a. (from , that dispute, and † , produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that dispute or con-

tention .

ofa , s. (from fat , that dispute, and , de-

struction), the destruction of that dispute or contention.

fat , u . (from fat , that dispute, and , de-

structive), destructive to that dispute or contention.

sfacħt , a. (from fat , that dispute, and fax, de-

structive), destructive to that dispute or contention .

fathatt, s . (from afat , that dispute, and at , destruc-

tion , the destruction of that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিৱাদনশিক, a. ( from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute , and নাশক, de-

structine), destructive to that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিবাদনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that disputes and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting an end to that dispute or

contention ,

তদ্বিবাদনিবারক, a. (from তদ্বিবাদ , that dispute, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that dispute or contention .

তম্বিবাদনিবারণ, s. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute, and নিৰায়ণ a

preventing), the preventing of that dispute or conten-

tion .

femfizfa, a. (from sa , that dispute, and far ,

cessation), the cessation of that dispute or contention.

তমিনদিনিযিশুক, a. ( from তদ্বিবাদ , that disple, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause) , caused by or arising from that dispute or con-

tention ; ad.from or through that dispute or contention.

faths, a. (from fan, that dispute, and s, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that dispute or con-

tention; ad. from or through that dispute or conten-

tion .

sjecinftat, ad: (from fat , that dispute, and faal, with-

out) without that dispute or contention ..

তদ্বি,

তদ্বিবাদবিশিষ্ট, a. (from उদ্বিবাদ, that dispute and ৰিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), connected with that dispute or contenti-

on.

তদ্বিৰাদতিরিক্ত , a. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that dispute or contention excepted.

ofgatherforge, a. (from fat , that dispute, and farge,

an exception), the exception of that dispute or conten-

tion.

fa , a. (from fat , that dispute, and T , joined

to), connected with that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিৰাদরহিত, ৫. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute , and রহিত, desti-

tute), free from that dispute or contention.

ofacittat, a. (from ſam, that dispute), engaged or con-

cerned in that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিাদশূন্য, তদ্বিবাদ,fet , a. (from fe , that dispute, and 1, empty),

free from that dispute or contention.

faina, a. (from , that dispute, and i , desti-

tute), free from that dispute or contention.

faint , a. (from 3 , that dispute, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that dispute or contention ;

ad. from or through that dispute or contention.

ofqatħtætgi, s. (from fat , that dispute, and att§i, de

sire), a desire to excite or promote that dispute or l

tention:

ofactütztgì, a. (from , that dispute, and t , de-

sirous), desirous of exciting or promoting that dispute

or contention.

Gfaciatqsa17, s. (from 3 , that Aspute, and MİA,

search), a seeking to excite orpromote that dispute or

contention.

of¶¶¶¶ , a. (from sa , that dispute, and

, searching , seeking to excite or promote

that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিৰাদান্বেষক, ৫. from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking to excite or promote that dispute or

contention..

তদ্বিবাদান্বেষণ , s . ( from তন্ত্রিবাদ, that dispute, and অন্বেষণ,

seking), the seeking to excite or promote that dispute

or contention.

fiat, a. (from fat , that dispute, and safe ,

seeking , seeking to excite or promote that dispute or

contention.

তদ্বিবাদাভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire for that dispute or contention .

obonisata , a. (from facit, that dispute, and if

desirous , desirous of fomenting that dispute or conteR

tion ,
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ofa.

3 , s. (from 3 , that dispute, and 1, desire),

a desire to excite or promote that dispute or conten-

tion.

fang, a. (from 3 , that dispute, and , desirous),

desirous offomenting that dispute or contention.

ftung , a. (from , that dispute, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of fomenting that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিৱাদোৎপত্তি, s. ( from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute and sৎপত্তি, pro-

duction), the production of that dispute or contention .

তবিবাদে†ৎপাদক, a. (from তদ্বিরদ , that dispute and উৎপাদক,

producing), producing that dispute or contention.

তদ্বিৱাদোৎপাদন, ৪. (from তদ্বিবাদ, that dispute and উৎপাদন,

a producing), the causing of that dispute or contenti-

on.

sfretatai3, a. (from fam , that dispute, and 8415, en-

gaged in), engaged in or eager to begin that dispute or

contention.

katanarist, s. (from fm, that dispute, and startst, en-

deavour), an eagerness or endeavour to begin or main-

tain that dispute or contention.

ofazimatzastat, a. (from T™ , that dispute, and stuffsią,

zealous , eagerto engage in that dispute or contention .

stattet , s . (from 3fth, that dispute, and 8 , a

commencement), the beginning of that dispute or con-

tentio

faint , a. (from fe , that dispute, and s ,fit),

fit or propet to be the subject of that dispute or con-

tention, fit or proper to engage in that dispute or con

tention.

aft , s. (from , that, and fat , a marriage), that mar.

riage, his or her marriage.

eftate, s. (from fact , the marriage, and at , one

who contracts marriages), the person who contracted

that marriage, the person who negotiated his or her

marriage.

তদ্বিৰাহঅণিত, a . (from তদ্বিরাহ, that marriage, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or born of that marriage, produc

ed by or born of his or her marriage.

তদ্বিৰাহজন্য, a . ( from তদ্বিৰাহ, that marriage, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that marriage,

producible by or arising from his or her marriage.

তদ্বিৰাহনিমিত্ত , s . (from তদ্বিবাহ, that marriage, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), the cause, reason, or purpose of his, her, or

that marriage.

' গুপ্তিাহনিমিত্তক, a. ( from उদ্বিবাহ, that marriage, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that marriage, caus-

off.

ed by or arising from his or her marriage; ed . from

or through his or her marriage.

তদ্বিৰাহপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তদ্বিৰাহ, th :t marriage, and প্রতিবন্ধক

opposing) , opposing that marriage, opposing or pre-

venting his or her marriage.

1131
eſuaizdus, a. (from faæix, that marriage, and F, CIUS-

ed by), caused by or arising from that marriage, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her marriage ; ad. from

or through his, her, or that marriage.

ofertesa , a. (from E, that marriage, and 33,

breaking), dissolving that marriage, dissolving his or

her marriage.

fata , a . (írom zfizig, that marriage, and , a

root), originating in that marriage, originating in his or

her marriage.

sfaates , a . (from fate, that marriage, and a

cause), caused by or arising from that marriage, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her marriage ; ad. from or

through his, her, or that marriage.

ofaætxtæigi, s. (from { æ , that marriage, and waiki,

desire), a desire for that marriage, a desire for his or

her marriage.

efttætgì, a . (from fææg, that marriage, and taifa,

desirous), desirous of that marriage, desireus ofhis or

her marriage.

ofaztetanata, s. (from it , that marriage, and nata,

search), a seeking to promote that marriage, a seeking

to promote his or her marriage,

তদ্বিৰাহানুজন্মায়ী,fat , a. (from sats, that marriage, and

, seeking) , seeking to promote that marriage,

seeking to promote his or her marriage.

তদ্বিবাহ শ্বেষক, a . (from তদ্বিবাহ , that marriage, and অম্বেষক,

seeking), seeking to promote that marriage, seeking to

promote his or her marriage.

oftened, a . (from fat , that marriage, and

a seeking), a seeking to promote that marriage, a seek.

ing to promote his or her marriage .

তদ্বিমাহান্বেষী, a. (from তন্বিবাহ , that marriage, and অম্বেমিস্,

seeking), seeking to promote that marriage, seeking to

promote his or her marriage.

তদ্বিবাজাভিলাষ, s . (from অদ্বিবাহ, that marriage, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that marriage, a desire for his or

her marriage.

afastam , a. (from fate, that marriage, and

asa , desirous), desirous of that marriage, desi™-

ous of his or her marriage.
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